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THE NEWS FILM. 

The wonderful moving picture industry con- 
tinues to grow with such amazing rapidity in 
so many different directions that it often becomes 
difficult to maintain a clear and impartial view 
of its progress as a whole. One of the cinema- 
tograph’s many aspects, the importance of which 
is perhaps sometimes overlooked by the general 
observer, though certainly not by those actively 
engaged in its service, is the News Film. The 
influence of the moving picture has already made 
itself felt in so many diverse spheres, artistic, 
social, and commercial, that the marked ettect 
which it promises to have in time upon jour- 
nalism and the world’s news service is not always 
considered as carefully as it might be. Certain 
it is, however, that the fascinating possibilities 
of the News Film are at least as limitless as the 
possibilities of any other branch of cinemato- 
graphy. 

It may be that, in these commercial days, the 
race is tending to exchange its imaginative facul- 
tics for other more practical qualities; but, what- 
«ver the explanation, we most of us prefer to 
see fo: oursely — rather than to read a second- 

: Google 
-_ 

hand description of places, persons, or events. 
And this is where the News Film triumphs. It 
has the power of bringing before our eyes hap- 
penings from all over the world, irrespective 
(with certain limitations) of time or locality. 

Wonderful even to-day as are the arrangements 
of those firms which publish News Films—with 
their large statfs of special reporters and corre- 
spondents, and their international organisations— 
we look forward to the time when the news ser- 
vice of the cinematograph will be still more 
comprehensive and complete. Meanwhile, one ts 
very glad to observe that the exhibitor, realis- 
ing the paramount interest of the News Film, 
is worthily assisting its development by placing 
it at every opportunity before the public, and 
also, in some cases, actively cngaging 1n its pro- 
duction by “filming” events of local import- 
ance. A News Film should find a place in 
every programme. It is unique; it is always 
attractive; and it helps to maintain that quality 
of variety in the entertainment which is so essen- 
tial to the prosperity of the picture theatre busi- 
ness as a whole. 

A 
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Butcher's Silent Empire 
THE PROJECTOR OF QUALITY. 

THE QUALITY 
OF THE 

SILENT EMPIRE 
is always maintained at 

a standard of perfection 

mever reached by any 

other machine. 

Its steady, silent and 

flickerless projection, to- 

gether with its low 

maintenance cost, have 

been the Silent Empire’s 

most successful recom- 

mendations. 
‘li; 

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS 

THE SUPREME EMPIRE 
The unique position and universal reputation which 

the Silent Empire enjoys, is the result of a special 
study and wide experience over many years. 

W. BUTCHER & SONS, Ltd., 
Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C. 

Telephone—Holborn 5995 (5 lines). Telegrams—England, Fleet, London. 
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TRADE TOPICS. 
On Friday evening last we had the pleasure 

of ‘‘ gnawing a bone’”’ (we quote from an in- 
vitation card) at the Café Monico, in company 
with ‘‘ Barker’s Bulldogs,’’ to welcome home 
from America ‘‘ the chief of the Soho Kennels, 
Bulldog W. G. Barker.’’ In spite of the fact 
that considerably over 100 ladies and gentlemen 
sat down to enjoy the very delicate and excel- 
lent ‘‘ bone”’ provided, the company was made 
up entirely, with the exception of three or four 
outside guests, of members of the Barker 
studios and offices—a fact which testifies to 
the tremendous growth, and present import- 
ance, of this gallant and popular firm of 
British film manufacturers. We have rarely 
enjoyed a more pleasant evening, and we were 
very much impressed by the spirit of whole- 
hearted friendliness and camaraderie which 
evidently prevails throughout the Bulldogs’ 
‘“kennels.”’ It is so seldom one finds this 
atmosphere of complete unanimity and mutuif 
understanding, that one is all the more ready 
to comment upon it in the present instance. 

The dinner was considerably enlivened by 
the amusing comic menu, wnitten by Mr. Percy 
Day, specially for the occasion, and by the 
witty posters afhxed to the walls by some 
canine humourist. Afterwards, a first-rate pro- 
gramme of songs and recitations was given 
by Mr. Roy Travers, Mr. J. Hastings Batson, 
Mr. Tom Coventry, Mr. Oswald Jones, Miss 
Lytton, Miss Beatie Olna, and Mr. G. King, 
affording full testimony to the fact that the 
versatile Barker Company are not adepts in one 
form of artistic expression alone. It was in- 
teresting to note, by the way, that all the three 
queens of ‘‘Sixty Years a Queen”’ were present 
at the dinner, as well as many of their fellow 
artistes, and also Miss Sybil de Bray, Mr. 
Barker’s famous ‘‘ discovery,’ who has re- 
cently appeared with so much success in “ ()];. 
I Say! ’’ at the Criterion. 

In the course of a short speech, Mr. Barker 
recalled the fact that he had been connected 
with the cinematograph industry for over thir- 
teen years, and that the visit to America, from 
which he had just returned, was his fourth trip 
across the Atlantic. Some of the “ boys and 
girls’’ (as he affectionately referred to the 
members of his companv) had been with him 
for eight or ten years. Seven out of everv 
ten men who handled a camera in London, and 
four out of ten dark-room men, had started 
with him, .whilst ts Guytey two British 

producing firms had graduated 1n his studios. 
While in America, he had been over twenty- 
one dark-rooms and eleven studios, and he was 
certain that there was nothing of importance 
the American could teach the Englishman in 
the matter of film production. Turning to more 
general things, Mr. Barker insisted upon the 
importance of variety in the picture theatre, and 
applied Cowper’s words: ‘‘ Variety is the spice 
of life,’’ to the film business. Finally, he paid 
a very warm tribute to his popular and able 
lieutenant, Mr. Jack Smith, who had supported 
him with such unfailing energy and_= skill 
through thick and thin. ) 

Mr. Barker then presented some very charm- 
ing pieces of jewellery to the chief artistes of 
‘* Sixty Years a Queen,’’ as a souvenir of that 
wonderful production, and afterwards Mr. 
Smith presented to Mr. Barker a magnificent 
vold cigarette case, on behalf of the- whole 
Barker staff, as a token of respect “‘ to the Boss 
Bulldog.”’ 

The cinematograph has now successful!v 
made its influence felt in every artistic circle 
in England, France, Germany, and America, 
and that it 1s doing so also in Italy—whence 
we have already had so many pictorial master- 
pieces—is made clear by the attitude of respect- 
ful interest which is being adopted by so many 
well-known Italian artistes, both literary and 
dramatic. The Italian newspapers, which, in 
common with the journals of most other coun- 
tries, at first maintained a tone of aloofness, 
and sometimes of scorn, towards the moving 
picture, are now unanimous in their recognition 
of its great artistic possibilities. Further procf 
of this fact is given by the two long interviews 
with the celebrated Italian writers, Roberto 
Bracco and Salvatore di Giacomo, published by 
the famous Italian newspaper, Giornale d’/talia, 
on the subject of the contracts signed by these 
two literary men, with the new film publishing 
firm, Morgana Films. 

The policy of the Morgana Film Company, 
we understand, will be to produce only the 
works of the best authors, interpreted by the 
very finest artistes, who will be chosen specially 
for their suitability to represent the particular 
characters they are called upon to play. It 
is interesting to note that the first series of 
Morgana films will have for its hero the great 
Sicilian tragedian, Gsiovanni Grasso, who has 
aroused the enthtSiasim of audiences of prac- 
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tically every nationality by his wonderful art, 

and of whom it may be said that his every 

gesture is a living word. 

In the Grasso series, as well as in those 

which follow it, we gather, the primary object 

of the Morgana Film Company will be to pre- 

serve an artistic line of the most scrupulous 

correctness, avoiding all vulgarity, and, above 

all, the futile banalities with which so many 

lengthy films are overburdened. ‘Their desire, 

in short, is to produce a series of cinemato- 

graphic masterpieces. 

The longest, and probably most complete, film 

yet produced in connection with the winter 

sports in Scandinavia, will shortly be on the 

market in England, thanks to an enterprising 

effort on the part of Cherry’ Kearton, 

Limited, London, who have delegated Mr. 

William Swan,. a well-known Hull ex- 

hibitor and expert film producer, to go to 

the ** Land of the Midnight Sun” to obtain 
special pictures. Tor this purpose, Mr. Swan 
sailed from Ilull on Saturday, on the R.M.S. 
Oslo, and before doing so was interviewed by 
a representative of Tue Broscore, to whom he 
gave an interesting account of what he pro- 
poses to include in the film. 

Mr. Swan will first go to Christiania, where 
he will stay for a week to procure pictures of 
various championship events for skating, ski- 
ing, ice-trotting and toboyvaning, after which 
he will go on to Trondhjem, where the world’s 
skating championships are to be decided. Com- 
petitors will include all the leading exponents 
from Norway, Sweden and Germany. [rom 
here Mr. Swan will proceed to Lapland, where 
he will spend ten days on tour, taking interest- 
ing pictures all the while, and going from here 
he will call at Helle, to procure views of this 
place. At Holmenkollen more ice events will 
be filmed. 

The next visit will be to the Royal Palace, 
and it is interest'ng to note that Mr. Swan 
has got special permission to film the King and 
Queen of Norway in the famous Winter 
Gardens, as well as the interior of the palace 
and its magnificent surroundings. Another 
interesting feature of the film will be a series of 
views taken from the front of the engine. 
Special arrangements have been made with the 
Norwegian Tourist and Traffic Association for 
Mr. Swan to ride on a platform in front of an 
engine; the film will include the journey from 
Lillehammer to Bergen. 

Needless to say that, being entrusted with a 
‘commission such as this, Mr. Swan is an ex- 
perienced operator, and the excellency of the 
topical pictures he has obtained has been com- 
mented on from time to ee in sole 
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A number of friends assembled at the River- 

side Quay to say " good-bye”’ to Mr. Swan, 

and wish him the best of luck on his expedition. 

Mr. Swan told our representative that he wouid 

be away nearly a month, and that the film would 

be a most complete record of a winter tour in 

the lands across the North Sea. An arrange- 

ment has already been made to have it shown 

first in Ilull, after which it will go to London. 

The news that Sir Laurence Gomme is re- 

signing the position of Clerk to the London 

County Council will be read with regret by all 
Londoners. He has had a distinguished public 
career, and has fulfilled his duties with dignity 

and courtesy. Sir Laurence exhibited great 

interest in the demonstration of educational 

cinematography which we were privileged to 
give at Spring Gardens some eighteen months 
ago. 

We coneratulate the Fenning Film Service 

upon the achievement of an undoubted 

“scoop.” ‘This is the acquirement of the 

entire rights for Great Britain and Ireland, 
from the London Film Company, Limited, of 
the famous W. W. Jacobs film comedies. The 
posters to be issued, the first of which appears 
upon another page, are also an innovation, and 

drawn by one of our leading artists, Mr. Will 

Owen. 

We learn from a correspondent that the film 

trade in Germany is passing through a some- 
what serious crisis, the worst result of which 

is a marked inclination on the part of the pub- 
lic to desert the picture theatres in favour of 
other forms of amusement. This situation has 
mainly been brought about, we understand, 
by the action of a ‘‘Trust,’’ which, having 
largely assumed control of the market, has 
flooded the theatres with inferior pictures. The 
German picture-going public is largely drawn 
from the middle classes. Disgusted by the 1n- 
sipidity of the fare offered them at the cinemas, 
and not being limited to the latter places of 
entertainment by financial considerations, our 
Correspondent states that German picture- 
patrons are showing a tendency to seek their 
evening’s relaxation elsewhere. Comment :s 
unnecessary. 

Mr. T. 11. Davison informs us that he 1s 
giving a special Press show to-morrow (Iri- 
day), of ‘‘ Address Unknown.”’ The subject, a 
dramatic story of more than ordinary merit !5 
a ‘“‘J).E.S.A.’’ three reel feature, and mem- 
bers of the Press are proniused something quite 
out of the ordinary in to-morrow’s private show 
at the premises of the Davison IT ilm Sales 
Agency. The time is fixed for 11 a.m., prompt, 
and the address is 151-3, Wardour Street, W. 
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Some very interesting particulars are to hand 
of a charity cinema display, given last week at 
the Aldershot Picture Palace, in aid of the 
sufferers of the ‘‘A7’’ submarine disaster. The 
sailors attached to the Royal Flying Corps. 
who, themselves, appeared in several of the 
scenes depicted on the screen, ran the show from 
beginning to end, decorated the theatre, and 
acted as their own programme and chocolate 
sellers. Needless to add, the affair was most 
successful, and the noble efforts of the blue- 
jackets and their friends of Army Town 
caused quite a str. 

Another very strong argument in favour of 
the opening of picture theatres upon Sundays 
was recently advanced by the Police Superin- 
tendent, who spoke at the sitting of the Lang- 
burgh North licensing justices at Middles- 
brough, a few days ago. The officer stated 
that he would rather have the halls open upon 
a Sunday. They kept the people out of public- 
houses, and, since they had opened, crime of all 
sorts upon that day had decreased considerably. 
He also mentioned that the orderliness of the 
halls was really surprising. The Bench, after 
only two minutes’ deliberation, renewed all the 
licences on the old terms. 

The proprietors of cinematograph halls in 
Newcastle-on-lyne have, in the past week, been 
called upon to consider a demand put forward 
by the Newcastle-on-Tyne branch of the Amal- 
gamated Musicians’ Union, for higher wages 
for the musicians performing in the theatre or- 
chestras. The demands of the Union are that 
the wages of ‘‘first instruments ’’ shall be put 
up to 4os. a week, and_= second instru- 
ments to 35s. a week, with 5s. extra all 
round for matinées. A conference of the mem- 
bers of the Northern District of the Cinemato- 
graph Exhibitors’ Association was held early 
in the week, and at that meeting the demands of 
the musicians were laid before the Association 
by a deputation from its Union. The demands 
were made upon three days’ notice in the first 
instance, and the proprietors considering this a 
breach of the fortnightly agreement, the mem- 
bers of orchestras were in several instances 1m- 
mediately given notice to terminate their agree- 
ments. The Union organiser subsequently ad- 
mitted that a mistake had been made in giving 
such short notice, and, accordingly, the men 
who had been dismissed were reinstated, pend- 
ing the negotiations which are now being con- 
ducted on a fortnight’s notice. 

A further conference between the parties was 
held on Friday last, at the Collingwood Res- 
taurant, Newcastle. but no settlement was 
arrived at, and it was agreed that the parties 
meet again to-morrow (I*riday) to consider 
the matter. Google 
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The theatre proprietors are all inclined to 
regard the demands put forward by the Union 
as exorbitant, and a compromise that has been 
offered by them has been refused by the Union 
delegates. It has been pointed out on behalf of 
the exhibitors, that the Union has no test of 
eficiency for its members, and that if the present 
demands are insisted upon, it could only resuit 
in a reduction of the number of players in the 
different orchestras. 

On the other hand, it has been stated by the 
officials of the Union that the Newcastle Branch 
consists of 300 members, which 1s o& per cent. 
of the musicians engaged in the district, anil 
that of those 300 the demands of the Umon 
would affect 200 members. ‘They make a point 
of the fact that there are some manavers who 
are not members of the Cinematograph Jexhibr- 
tors’ Association. It might be inferred, there: 
fore, that those managers who are not allied 
to the Association will be made to bear the full 
brunt of the attack of the Musicians’ Union, 
whether the resistance of the Exhibitors’ Asso- 
ciation proves successful or not. 

So far no ‘‘ down tools ’’—or instruments— 
has been threatened, nor has there been any 
suggestion on the part of the Umion that there 
will be a sympathetic strike, and it is confidently 
hoped that the end of this week will bring a 
settlement of the dispute. The halls running 
continuous performances are not affected by the 
dispute, as the wages paid in those orchestras 
are already more than what the Union tis asking 
for. 

Mr. Charles Urban has viven notice that 
any powers or agency which may have been 
conferred upon Mr. William H. Hickey (vice- 
president of the Kinemacolor Company cof 
America), either on behalf of himself or the 
Natural Color  Kinematograph Company, 
Limited, or Kineto. Limited, have now been 
terminated and revoked. 

The annual meeting of the Kinematograph 
Manufacturers’ Association is being held to-day 
(Thursday). and we understand that at the con- 
clusion of the meeting an informal dinner will 
be given to Mr. Paul Hl. Cromelin, who is 
shortly returning to the States. 

“A new firm and an excellent beginning,” 
is a phrase which may aptly be bestowed upon 
Renters, Timited. of 118-20, Wardour Street, 
W. The general manaver is Mr. R. Phillip, 
late of the Williamson Kine Company, Limited. 
The firm are to deal in ‘Sexclusives’’ only, 
and the first two secured are the Tlepworth 
productions, “The Old Curiosity Shop’? and 
“Justice.” 
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Not a Re a issue, for every copy of the original : 
_—_—————————— film sold with exclusive rights 

has been bought back and destroyed. 

Now thoroughly revised and cut down to 2,100 ft., we sae 
upon The Open Market— 

The Discovery of America 

by Christopher Columbus 

The boats used in this pro- 

duction are exact replicas 

of the original galleons used 
by Columbus, and were 

presented to the United 

States by the Spanish 
Government at the time of 

the Columbus Exhibition 

in 1890. 

The Greatest Film SELIG’ has ever made. 
Cost £10,000 in money and three years of energy. 

Released PASSION WEEK, when you are always looking for 
the right kind of show. 

On View at Our Offices FRIDAYS. 

SELIG POLYSC 
E. H. MONTAGU, 

12, Gerrard Street, 
iizea ty GOOgle 
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* Another Animal Masterpiece 

Thor, Lord:.Jungles 
(IN 3 PARTS) 

Will be Released MONDAY, APRIL 20th. 

Featuring— 

Kathlyn Williams, 

Thomas Santschi 

and Thor. 

MT ea SP 

A tale of the Jungles of Rhodesia, and the Circus of America 

that beats all previous efforts in this direction by SELIG. 

Call any Friday and See this Film. 

We are studying your interest oP advertising this early, for 
we find there are so many exhibitors who do not book our 
Animal Features early, and get left. Now go ahead, and 

BOOK THIS ONE EARLY. 

OPE COMPANY, 
Sale Agent, 

London, W. Telephone—Gerrard 5156. 
Telegrams—" Polyscope, Westrand, London.”” _ 

) 
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In our issue of January &th last, we inad- 
vertently referred to “‘kita*’ the well-known 
writer (whose contributions have been so much 
appreciated in our columns) as ** Mrs. Humfrey 
Williams.’’ This of course should have read 
Mrs. Desmond Humphreys, who will, we trust. 
accept our apologies. 

Now that the educational and travel pictures 
are becoming an acknowledyved factor in the 
world of entertainment, it is quite a pleasing 
task to be enabled to congratulate two gentle- 
men who are at present achieving therewith a 
genuine fame with British audiences. Mr. Her- 
bert Ponting has, we are glad to say, achieved 
quite a triumph with his pictures of the Captain 
Scott Expedition at the Philharmonic Hall, 
while Mr. Arthur Malden is having a similar 
experience with his lectures on Switzerland. 

Messrs. Pathe Freres Cinema, Limited. have 
secured a remarkably interesting picture of the 
South African “Strike Riots,’ of which thev 
are issuing a limited number of copies in 
lengths of 270 ft. Apart from the great topi- 
cal interest of the film, the glimpses it affords 
of vast crowds in excited movement render it 
a peculiarly striking subject. which should 
prove an exceedingly strong attraction at any 
theatre. The photographic quality is magnifi- 
cent. 

Le Journal, the influential Paris daily, re- 
cently devoted extensive space to the produc- 
tion of ** The Hundred Davys,”’ at the Gaumont 
Palace. This magnificent picture, which quite 
deserves the encomiums passed upon it. has 
been “‘ a record breaker ’’ in Paris, and Messrs. 
Jury's Imperial Pictures, Limited. who have 
acquired the British and Irish rights, can safely 
be congratulated upon the possession of a 
macnificent feature. The second dawn and 
ultimate eclipse of the career of Napoleon has 
been utilised for the creation of a pictorial 
chef-d-wucre by the producer, Mr. F. J. Gold- 
soll, of Berlin. 

Quute a striking advertisiny scheme was one 
we noted this week in connection with the 
showing of the feature, ** Black Nissen,’’ at 
the Palace Cinema, Kentish Town, N.W. This 
picture drew very big houses, and the proprie- 
tors of the building, which seats 2.000, had a 
12-sheet poster, in full colours, prominentiy 
displaved facing the platforms of all the Un- 
derground stations upon the Flampstead_ raitl- 
way. Victory Feature Films, Limited, who con- 
trol this release, report a splendid demand for 
the subject. If every showman could manage 
such a scheme as the one mentioned, there 1s 
no doubt that we would hear of some records 
being’ broken. Pa . 
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Mr. Charles Urban, who returned home yes- 
terday (Wednesday) from New York, in the 
White Star liner Olympic, had a very lively 
voyage. On Saturday last, the huge vessel 
ran into a storm, dunng which the tremendous 
seas smashed in six port-holes of the first-class 
saloon. Several persons were badly cut by 
the broken glass, and no less than twelve re- 
quired the attention of the surgeon. The in- 
cident resulted in considerable excitement and 
confusion, and the engines slowed down while 
repairs were made. Mr. Urban, whose cabin 
was amidship, luckily escaped injury. 

The Famous” Players’ Filr: Company, 
Limited, announce a Trade and Press review 
of their four-reel feature production, ‘‘ A Lady 
of Quality,’ with Miss Cissie Loftus in the 
leading role. The production is adapted from 
the famous play and novel by Mrs. Frances 
Hlodgson Burnett, and the review will be held 
at Pyvke’s Cinematoyraph Theatre, Charing 
Cross Road, W.C., on Tuesday, at 11.30 a-m. 

In a recent issue we referred to the orches- 
tra of the Picture House, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 
as being under the direction of Mr. H. G. 
Amer. This is, of course, an obvious error, as 
the conductor of the orchestra at the above 
hallis Mr. Charles H. Allan. 

It is safe to sav that had a film been taken 
of the burning of the Volturno, it would have 
realised an immense sum, and been a_ sensa- 
tional scoop in cinematography. How the op- 
portunity to take that thrilling scene was lost 
was told by Mr. A. Spurgeon last Friday, in 
a speech he delivered to the employees of 
Messrs. André and Sleigh’s, the famous colour 
printers, of Bushey. Mr. Spurgeon, whose 
messave to the London Press will be lony re- 
membered in the annals of journalism, told the 
story as an illustration of the importance of 
being ready to seize opportunities. The story 
was related to Mr. Spurgeon by Captain Inch, 
who told him that when he got to the Kroon- 
land, and recovered from the blindness with 
which he had been struck bv a wave of heat 
bursting from the hold, he came across a bio- 
scope operator, who was on his way to New 
York. The operator had got his machine with 
him, but no films, and he told the captain that 
he thought he could buy all the films he wanted 
in New York. The result was that he was 
unable to record the scene, and missed an 
opportunity that must have been worth £20,000. 

As we understand there is more than one 
scheme afoot for the formation of a Cinema 
Club, we trust that all parties will avail them- 
selves of the invitation to discuss the project 
In our columns. 
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We are glad to learn that Miss Cook 1s con- 
valescent again after her long and rather seri- 
ous illness. Miss Cook was for more than 
four years Publicity Manager for Messrs. 
Pathé Freres Cinema, Limited, and has, there- 
fore, had a wide experience. Any letters ad- 
dressed to her, care of this ofhce, will be 
immediately forwarded. 

One of the most useful works as yet pub- 
lished for the exhibitor 1s to hand in a well 
bound 120 page book on ‘‘ The Cinematograph 
Act, 1909,” and kindly sent for review by the 
well-known firm of law publishers, Messrs. 
Stevens and Sons, Limited, of Chancery Lane. 
The authors, Messrs. A. Humphrey Wilhams 
barrister-at-law; and Mr. Alfred Harris, solici- 
tor to the Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Associa- 
tion of Great Britian and Ireland, have 
produced a work of reference which should, in- 
deed, be in the hands of every showman, and 
have, moreover, indicated, in a clearly compiled 
list, all the more important cases which have a 
bearing upon the interpretations of the various 
sections. 

The appendices, in themselves a considerable 
and most valuable section. give also the various 
regulations which, as a general rule, cover all 
entertainments throughout the kingdom and 
the different Acts which concern the showmen 
of the Metropolitan area. As Dr. R. T. Jupp, 
in the introduction remarks, ‘‘it should prove 
a veritable vade mecum to everyone connected 
with the industry.” 

We are glad to learn that Mr. Ormsby-Scott, 
the managing director of the Theatrical and 
General Filming Company, Limited, is well on 
the road to a complete recovery from his recent 
illness. He has asked us to convey his best 
thanks to his friends in the Trade for their 
kind inquiries. However. he is once more in 
harness, and we wish him everv success with. 
his film, ‘* The Brass Bottle.’’ 

We regret that a serious outbreak of fire oc- 
curred at the premises of the New Century Film 
Service, at Leeds, on Tuesday afternoon last. 
when considerable damage resulted both to the 
premises and stock; business is, however, being 
conducted as usual at the Bradford office, in St. 
George’s Hall. 

We have much pleasure in acknowledging a 
sum of five shillings, collected by a few ‘‘ Man- 
chester [ulm Trade Boys’ for the Az Sub- 
marine I)isaster Fund. The total is now £4 
Iss. <A letter from Mr. Aulsebrook appears in 
our Parhament pages, in which a further appeal 
is made for the VGOORTe Trade. 
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We exceedingly regret to announce the death: 
of Mr. Wordsworth Wonnisthorpe, who ex-- 
pired of heart failure at his country house at 
Hindhead on the 30th of January last. 

NEW PROVINCIAL OPENINGS. 

An auspicious opening took place last week, when 
the Mayor of Tynemouth, the councillors, and many 
leading citizens attended at the .\lbion Kinema, situ- 
ated in Albion Road. The building accommodates 
about 1,200, and is a fine permanent erection. ‘There 
is a full stage for the inclusion of variety turns, and 
a proscenium of 28 ft. opening. The circle is of re- 
inforced concrete, and the entire building is well 
planned with a view to the comfort of patrons. The 
architect is Mr. Wm. Stockdale, and the proprietors 
are the Albion Kinema, Limited. Mr. J. W. Yeates is 
the resident manager.—--\nother handsome erection 
was formally opened in the Picture Hlouse, Boscombe. 
This hall occupies a site in Christchurch Road, and 
is built in the English Renaissance style, the architect 
being Mr. Cecil Massev, London. There is accom- 
modation for about 700 1n tip-ups, upholstered in cor- 
duroy velvet; the lighting is upon the indirect prin- 
ciple, and a complete vacuum plant has been installed. 
Mr. A. F. Roberts, late of the Boscombe Cinema, has 
been appointed manager. The opening ceremony was 
performed bv the Mavor of Bournemouth, Alderman 
H. S. McCalmont Hill, who was accompanied by 
manv members of the Corporation. The seating was 
supplied by Messrs. Beck and Windibank, Limited.— 
The Pavilion, Heckmondwike, 1s another recent open- 
ing, and is admirably seated for 800. The lighting is 
on the “kve-rest’’ principle, and the heating and 
ventilation have received very careful consideration. 
Mr. Frank Gibson has been appointed manayer.-—.\t 
Higxh Green, near Penistone, a picture palace was 
opened last week, the ceremony being performed by 
the Rev. Wm. Fairclough. Messrs. Birks and Wottin- 
den are proprietors of the hall, Mr. Wothnden acting 
as manager. The hall is comfortably appointed and 
well-lighted, and has seating accommodation for 500. 
The feature of the opening programme was ‘“ The 
Call.” -The new Olympic Picture House, Bradford, 
has now gained a measure of success which bodes 
well for the future. Mr. Frank Robinson is the resi- 
dent manager.—The foundations have been laid for 
the new picture theatre at Undercliffe, Bradford. The 
Undercliffe Pavilion, which has been a successful 
venue of al fresco entertainments, has now been taken 
bv the Undercliffe Pavilion, Limited, and will be 
altered for cinema entertainments. Mr. G. Smith 
is the secretary for the company.—Plans are being 
prepared for a new hall in «he Girlington district of 
Bradford, to be called the Victoria Picture Palace.— 
The latest to be added to those in Leeds, of which talk 
is now heard, will be the Haddon Hall Picture House. 
—Mr. Charles Cartwright has sought permission to 
use the band room at the village of Kilnhurst, near 
Penistone, as a cinematograph theatre. The village 
is in the South Yorkshire coal area, and the project 
holds bright prospects.-- Contracts are being placed 
fora new piccure theatre at Kiln Fill, Slaithwaite, near 
Huddersfield. 

NEW COMEDY LINE. 
That enterprising firm, the New Majestic Company, 

have just received advice of the dispatch of the first 
two “Apollo” films from New York. They will both 
be “scenics,” but the feature of future “Apollo” re- 
leases will be the regular appearance of Fred Mace 
(“One Round O’Brien”) in the pugilistic skits he 
has made famous. Mace has been appearing: in 
“Majestic” films, but will henceforth be exclusivelv 
engaged in “ Apollos,” for which he will also act as 
director. 
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SPOOR, 

5 ESSANAY FILM MEG. CO. Essunny 

148, CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C. 
Telephone : REGENT 1829. Telegrams: “‘ESSAFILM, TELEW, LONDON." 

New Essanay Samples First Showing in London, Feb. 16th—1 9th. 
Released Monday, April 6th. 

THE HILLS OF PEACE. 

Relessed Thursday, April 9th. 

_ THE CAST OF THE DIE. 
| 

Western Drama. About 992 ft. 

A SNAKEVILLE COURTSHIP. | | Western Drama. About 1,988 ft. 

Western Comedy. About 996 ft. | | HE ARTS AN D FLOWERS. 

WHEN LOVE [Is YOUNG. | | Drama. About 987 ft. 

Comedy. About 812 ft. 

Ascending Sugar Loaf Mount. | a. OLD MAID'S CALL. 
Interest. About 189 ft. omedy. About 786 ft. 

You can take our word for it that hundreds of pleased Exhibitors have testified to the reliability of 
‘The Pick of Essanay Offerings" since that say visory service was instituted last July. The reason 
will be quickly evidenced in the result to every Exhibitor who imposes the confidence of a trial in 

these especial selections made after the programmes have been seen by all the Reviewers. 

The Pick from Essanay COfferings. 

SOPHIE'S NEW FOREMAN  ..... say ... | Western Comedy ... 996 ft. Monday, March 2 
KITTY’S KNIGHT bes bee sass a Comedy - 984 ft. Monday, March 2 
THE THREE GAMBLERS .... ia a ... | Western Drama .. | 1,984 ft. Thursday, March 5 
AUTUMN LOVE _.... ae er ean che Life Drama ... ey 993 ft. Thursday, March § 

A ROMANCE OF THE HILLS .... ae .. | Western Drama... 984 ft. Monday. Mar. 9 
THE HEART OF THE LAW ..... ahs bia Detective Drama ... 996 ft. Monday, Mar. 9 
SMITHY’S GRANDMA PARTY .. ae ... | Comedy ste ies 994 ft. _ Monday, Mar.9 __ 

THE STIGMA _..... oa ... | Drama im .. | 1,953 ft. Thursday, Mar. 12 
BRONCHO BILLY'S "SQUARENESS si ... | Western Drama ... 989 ft. Thursday, Mar. 12 

— AND — 

THE TRAIL of the SNAKE BAND 
A powerful drama of the plains that will develop 

utmost interest and keenest excitement. 

LIFE’S WEAVING. 
Irene Warfield and Richard C. Travers score in this power- 

ful drama of love and hate. 

Released Mon., Mar. 16th. About 986 ft. Released Mon. Mar. 16th. About 994 ft. 
aaacreenre eee n ee eee esas eee cae a a ee OS TES 

THE BARTER OF LOUISA. TOLD BY THE CARDS. 
vj An out of the ordinary drama—will be remembered for the 
igorous, true, and hearty. An admirable Comedy-drama. ingenuity of its story. 

Released Mon., Mar. 16th. About 999 ft. Released Thurs , Map. 19th. About 985 ft. 

A FESTIVAL OF COMEDY. ONE LONG LOUD LAUGH. 

THE AWAKENING AT SNAKEVILLE. 
Positively the embodiment of all those qualities that go to make a perfect comedy attraction—You have had nothing to 

equal it yet. 

Released Thursday, March 19th. . About 1,872 ft. 

ALL ESSANAY PHOTOPLAYS ARE PRINTED ON .EASTMAN STOCK. 

OOGIe 
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The Technical Side « of Picture Making. 
V1.—CAMERAS (Continued). 

By ARTHUR S. NEWMAN. 

In most cameras “ gate-friction”’ performs a 
most important function, and on the proper ad- 
justment of this item, the steadiness of the re 
sulting negative greatly depends. If there be 
an unnecessary amount of tension on the gate, 
the camera will be heavy to drive, and unless 
the stand be also heavy and properly fixed to 
the camera, unsteady negatives will be produced. 
There are several styles of unsteadiness, and in 
order to know the cause of trouble when it occurs, 
it is well for the operator to familiarise himself 
with the subject, so that he may know which 
part of his apparatus requires attention to effect 
a cure. A camera may be so designed that the 
inertia of its reciprocating parts is great, and it 
will consequently drive heavily, in which case 
no remedy can be suggested; but if a camera 
becomes more heavy in running after having 
been used for some time, a remedy can and 
should be found. A new camera ought to run 
more freely after it has had a few thousands of 
feet of film passed through it, owing to the 
wearing in of the bearings and the polishing of 
the gate by the passage of the film. 

Heavy running of the camera will generally 
cause a movement of the picture sideways on 
the screen when the negative is projected, b:2- 
cause the pressure of turning the handle causes 
the tripod to twist slightly to the right and left 
as the handle passes its highest and lowest posi- 
tions. This unsteadiness is easily recognised 
because the sway takes place in accordance with 
the turning of the handle; and provided the rate 
of turning be somewhere near the normal— 
two tums of the handle, or sixteen pictures per 
second—the same rate of sway will be shown on 
the screen when running the projector normally. 
With a very heavy-running camera, or one on 
too weak a stand, an amount of up and down 
flexure may be added, converting the movement 
into a rolling or circular one, the side sway 
being greater than the up and down traverse; 
because all tripods are more easily bent to the 
right and left than up and down. Generally, 
only the right and left movement is noticeable, 
but when movement is rhythmical and continuous, 
and occurs at about the rate of sixteen pictures 
per second, the cause may be safely assigned 
to a heavy-running camera, a weak tripod, or to 
bad attachment of the camera. 

Another distinct style of unsteadiness on the 
screen is that in which the picture moves up and 
down in small, quick jerks. This may be to a 

Google 

small extent rhythmical, but is generally quite 
erratic. In the days of rotary perforators this 
appearance was the rule rather than the excep- 
tion; it came from incorrect perforation, and 
was sometimes decidedly rhythmical, but the pro- 
jecting machines were then so imperfect in regis- 
tration that it was difficult to say with certainty 
where the errors originated. The up and down 
jerky unsteadiness can usually be now traced to 
bad fitting in the reciprocating parts of the 
camera—often due to wear, which again may have 
been caused by want of cleanliness and insufh- 
cient oiling. Increasing the tension on the gate 
will often cure the trouble, because the extra 
drag on the film causes the working parts to 
bear against one side of such fittings as may 
have become loose. Unfortunately, this proceed- 
ing makes the camera drive more heavily, and 
the danger of right and left sway is increased. 
The proper remedy is to get the maker of the 
camera to refit and bush the working parts. Too 
heavy a pressure on the gate may also produce 
unsteady negatives, because the film is flexible, 
and the camera claws or pins usually only fit 
against one side of the perforation (and only a 
part of that side), so the claw or pin may bend 
the perforation edge somewhat, and consequently 
not pull the film exactly the same distance each 
time—especially in damp weather, when the film 
is more supple than usual, and when, owing to 
the soft state of the emulsion, the gate-friction is 
greater than in dry atmosphere. 

’ Jerky pictures, with acertain amount of rhythm 
in the inaccuracy, are generally caused by the 
use of too little gate-friction. The film is moved 
very rapidly during the time the claws or pins 
are acting. This movement, in well-designed 
cameras, begins gently, increases in speed to 
the middle of its movement, decreases in speed 
after the middle position is passed, and subsides, 
bringing the film gently to rest; yet the whole 
movement must be completed in, at most, one- 
thirtieth of a second! A few cameras have been 
made with an intermittent sprocket motion to 
change the picture, instead of pins or claws; 
the same peculianties belong to this class. In 
all cameras gate-friction is necessary for the pur- 
pose of causing a drag on the film, so that the 
pins, claws, or sprocket-teeth are kept up to 
their work on one side of the perforations in 
action; and also to keep all the working parts 
to one side of their bearings. Another function 
of the gate pressure is to flatten the film and so 
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AT THE SIGN OF THE FLYING “A.” 

THE HERMIT. 

Condemned 

to twenty 

years exile 

for 

another's 

crime. 

See the 

attack of 

the hired 

desperadoes 

A Drama stamped with the impress of reality. 
Release Date April 2nd. Approx. Length 2,000 ft. 

SION OF THE FLYING “a> QION OF THE FLYING "*~ 

True Western Hearts. 
Western Drama featuring Jack Rich- 
ardson and Sydney Ayres. Teeming 
with excitement. See the rescue in 
the nick of time from the branding 

irons. 

Approx length 981 ft. Released March 19th. 

Calamity Anne in Society 
Calamity Anne returns. One of the 

most side-splitting comedies Louise 

Lester has yet appeared in, 

Approx. Length 954 ft, Released March 23r d 

SION OF THE FLYING “A”™ 

A Blow-out at Santa Banana. 
A Fourth of July play, furnishing a multitude of experiences incident to Western 

life. Three of the characters are given their choice of marrying three old maids or 

being lynched. They heroically choose to die. A wagon load of fireworks is 

accidentally let off, a Western hold-up, busting bronchos, catching a greased pig, 

and similar sports are depicted ina most amusing manner. 

Release date March 26th. App. length 1,656 ft. 

es e se 

The American Co. (London), Limited 
Sole Agentsfor the American Film Manufg. Co., Chicago, 

Telegraphic Adaress. Amfeptor Ox Longgn, 193, Wardour Street.,,London, W Telegraphic Address: Amfcgioz Ox London ie has)| f PY . 

spe ADighized by CaO Ble NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Beauty 

Withering Roses. 
The film that has struck an entirely 

new note in moving picture production. 

Release Date March 30th. 

Approx. Length 966 ft. 

Bess, the Outcast. 
A Dramatic Story, finishing with one 

of the prettiest sunset scenes that 

has ever been worked —the two princi- 

pals silhouetted against the horizon, 

with the setting sun and its reflection 

on the water between the two figures. 

Release Date April 6th. 

Approx. Length 934 ft. 

The American Co. (London), Limited, 
Sole Agents for the American Film Manutfy. Co., Chicago, 

Telegraphic Ars mien pOROBAC A 93, Wardour Street, ‘London, W. 
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keep all parts of the picture in proper focus, 
but this amount of pressure is inconsiderable 
when compared with the total amount necessary 
to take the “run” out of the quickly moving 
film and cause it to come to rest with the pins, 
claws, or sprocket-teeth still in contact with the 
sides of the perforations. When the gate ten- 
sion is too light, the film, having gained speed, 
continues to move by its own momentum, and 
instead of being driven by the claws or teeth, 
fends to drive them during the second half of 
its travel, and sometimes comes to rest with the 
wrong sides of the perforations in ¢ontact with 
the claws or teeth, or perhaps stops with the 
tooth touching neither side. This allows a lati- 
tude of perhaps 1-S5oth of an inch in the position 
of the resting film. Now, 1-400th of an inch 
discrepancy is easily seen when the negative 1s 
magnified on the screen, so the result with too 
weak a gate can easily be imagined. If the 
handle be turned slowly the momentum acquired 
by the film is less than at normal rates, and 
the picture may then register correctly. 

Few operators turn absolutely at the same 
speed during a complete revolution of the handle; 
nearly all drive somewhat more quickly as the 
handle moves downward; consequently at every 
downward movement the momentum of the film is 
greater, and the film is left at rest a little lower 
than it should be, which accounts for the rhythm- 
cal movement before alluded to. The tension of 
the gate springs should be regulated to just 
suppress this tendency of the film to overrun 
at the greatest speed at which the camera 1s 
intended to be used. More tension than this 
causes the camera to drive less easily than might 
be, and also makes the gate more liable to get 
foul and dirty, owing to pieces of emulsion and 
dust being pressed into close contact with the 
friction surfaces. A good operator can work 
successfully with a lighter gate tension than one 
who turns in a jerky or uneven manner; and it 
is quite possible for one operator to produce 
steady pictures, and another to get very un- 
steady ones from the same camera, if it be 
lightly adjusted on its gate. 

All cameras drive somewhat more heavily as 
the exposed film winds into the take-up box, 
because the tension spring or band has to slip 
more and more as the roll of film increases in 
size. When this effect is very pronounced it 
generally indicates that the take-up tension 1s 
too strong. 

A light-running camera conduces to success 
in many ways. A lighter stand can be employed, 
which means that less weight has to be carried, 
and a skilful operator can more easily feel that 
all is running correctly, and can usually distin- 
guish by the feel of the handle when lubrication 
is required or whether the tensions are satisfac- 
tory. and make all necessary adjus le nts before 
any f:ulure islikelycte of oO OGle 

A non-rhythmical movement of the picture from 
side to side is often seen when the film happens 
to be narrow or the gate too wide. Increasing 
the gate-friction slightly, so that one side is a 
little heavier than the other, will often cure this 
trouble. It is a clumsy way out of the diff. 
culty, but while we have two widths of film in 
general use, unscientific methods must be re- 
sorted to. The reason why we get so few films 
with side movement from this cause 1s probably 
due to the fact that the tension on camera 
gates is usually greater on onc side than on the 
other. 

Cameras, especially those used for taking 
staged pictures, are often driven by a motor; 
for indoor work, where a supply of electricity 1s 
at hand, this is very convenient, and has the 
advantage that it allows the operator to give his 
attention more thoroughly to the picture. He 
can watch the action and direct the camera, 
and can move it when it is working with an 
exactness which cannot be approached when one 
of his hands and a part of his attention are en- 
gaged. 

Recently some developments have taken place 
in the direction of enabling the moving picture 
camera to be held in the hand when in use, 
dispensing with the tripod stand. The first of 
these cameras by which the practicability of 
the method was demonstrated, employed com- 
pressed air as the motive power. (Good _ pic- 
tures have been taken by this means, and for 
certain subjects such a camera is indispensable. 
Another similar apparatus employs electricity as 
its driving power. This rather restricts its general 
utility because of the difhculty of charging the 
necessary accumulators when away from the 
neighbourhood of electric stations. Battery 
power might be employed for charging the ac- 
cumulators, but this again is inconvenient when 
travelling, on account of the extra baggage such 
a procedure entails. Both the cameras are fitted 
with gyroscopes in order to suppress vibration 
and render the apparatus more stable. To the 
present time the bioscope hand camera has not 
made much headway, but it is quite reasonable 
to suppose that the near future will see much 
extension of the system. 

During the past three years much alteration 
in camera design has been going forward. The 
main alteration from the long-accepted model 1s 
the placing of the feed and take-up boxes side 
by side, instead of one above the other, thus mak- 
ing the camera less bulky and in most cases 
lighter and more convenient to handle. The 
newer models have not yet come into general 
use, but there are indications of increased hk- 
ing for the more compact apparatus, and no 
doubt the new style will appeal more and more 
to the operator when its advantages become 
better known and appreciated. 

Whatever the design and construction of the 
camera, its, working, parts, should be, light and 
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well balanced, the gear wheels should be well cut 
and well fitted, and the bearings and spindles, 
slides, cams, and links easy running; the recipro- 
cating parts as light in construction as 1s con- 
sistent with strength. The mechanism should 
be easily accessible for cleaning and _ oiling, 
and the whole as simply, lightly, and soundly 
constructed as possible. The outer case should 
be strong, to withstand the accidental rough 
usage to which the apparatus is hable when 
travelling, and should be calculated to stand 
any climate without warping or cracking. The 
lens should be attached to the same metal base 
which carries the gate and its fittings, so that 
mo expansion or contraction can alter its dis- 
tance from the film surface. The camera and 

its boxes should be kept scrupulously clean and 
free from dust, and the mechanism oiled occa- 
sionally, and carefully watched day by day to 
see that no thickened oil or foreign matter ac- 
cumulates to the detriment of its easy and smooth 
action. Good oil should always be used, and 
any surplus which runs from the bearings or 
slides carefully removed. 

The gate surfaces should have special atten- 
tion, and care should be taken day by day to 
see that no pieces of emulsion adhere to the 
parts which touch the film when in action, and 
to keep rollers over which the film has to pass 
quite free from any suspicion of bind or drag. 

(Lo be continued.) 

NEWCASTLE AND DISTRICT NOTES. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The annual licensing sessions are aS anxious a 
time for cinematograph exhibitors as is the issuing 
of the Budget to people in other trades, because 
they can never be certain how they are going to be 
hit by imposition of new regulations. The onlv 
matter calling for comment that arises out of the 
Newcastle-on-Tyne licensing sessions, held last week, 
was the decision of the magistrates ‘to grant only a 
six months’ singing and music licence to eight of 
the halls in the city. These are the theatres where 
alterations will have to be made in the seating 
accommodation, to comply with the new require- 
ments of the Town Improvement Committee of the 
Corporation, by whom the cinematograph licences 
are issued—namely, the Grand, the Westgate Road 
Picture House, the Heaton Palace, the Brighton, the 
Vaudeville, the Gaiety, the Scala, and the Crown 
Electric. The disadvantage of two separate authori- 
ties having dual control over the halls was mani- 
fested in the disinclination of the magistrates io 
grant the music licences until thev had seen and 
approved of the plans for the alterations; whilst, 
on the other hand, the Town Improvement Com- 
mittee insists upon ‘the alterations being carried out 
at once, and threaten to refuse to renew the licences 
of the halls where the alterations havc not been com- 
pleted within the next five months or so. After some 
argument, however, the Bench consented to accept 
the requirements of the Town Improvement Com- 
mittee as a statement of the alterations to be carried 
out, and granted the licences as desired. Other 
licences were renewed on the usual conditions, with 
the exception of the Gem (Elswick Road Hall), 
formerly occupied by Mr. Harrv Barnes, and since 
converted into a furniture depository. 

_At the Gateshead County Sessions all exist- 
ing licences for cinematograph halls were re- 
newed, on the usual conditions, but the magistrates 
definitely settled the vexed question of Sun- 
day entertainments by declaring, in a = most 
positive manner, that in the current year no 
Sunday entertainments would be permitted with- 
in their jurisdiction. In the past vear, some 
halls in the colliery districts held Sunday licences, 
and others were unable to secure the concession be- 
cause of local opposition. 

In the adjoining division of Jarrow, too, a similar 
difficulty has been experienced by the magistrates in 
regard to Sunday entertainments, and they have also 
notified the cinematocr ah exhibitq s that no Sunday 
licences wibiobe saranta CQ | hilst recording 
these marked objectionS"to Sunday Ohtertainments its 
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the north-east corner, it 1s interesting to note that 
at Middlesbrough the Police Superintendent sup- 
ported applications for Sunday cinematograph 
licences, on the ground that Sunday shows cleared 
the streets and reduced drunkenness. 

At the licensing sessions in the borough of 
Wallsend-on-Tyne, the magistrates, in granting the 
renewal of existing cinematoyraph licences, intormed 
the exhibitors that thev had inserted in the licences 
new rules and conditions prohibiting the use of in- 
flammable material for costumes or decorations, and 
stipulating that the scenery, curtains, etc., must be 
rendered and maintained as non-inflammable. But 
the more serious condition added by the Bench to the 
licences was one which made it a rule that no child 
under the age of fourteen should be allowed to re- 
main in a picture hall after g p.m., unless accom- 
panied by an adult, and that no one adult be per- 
mitted to be in charge of more than four children. 

Mr. Geo. Besford, proprietor of the Picturedrome, 
Gibson Street, informs me that when he showed 
the “Mary’’ series, in one week, he surpassed the 
best of his records in the time that his hall has been 
open, which now extends over nearly four years. He 
showed a different “ Mary’’ film at each perform- 
ance, and the experiment was a great success. The 
record he made with those films was, however, 
beaten in the following week, when showing “ Her 
Dreadful Secret’’ for three nights. He is continuing 
with strong drawing pictures, his current programme 
including, “Master Bob,’’ and “In the Midst of the 
Jungle.’’ He is also showing the film taken on the 
occasion of the visit of Miss Florence Turner and 
the local proprietors to Jesmond Dene, Newcastle. 
In that film, Mr. Besford is himself a central figure. 

The Olympia has enjoyed continued success ever 
since the cinematograph business sprang into favour, 
and, if I recollect aright, it was the second in the 
field, so far as Newcastle is concerned. Its proprie- 
tor, Mr. Sidney Bacon, has been sufficiently ccon- 
servative to adhere to the old method of “twice- 
nightly,’’ with one or two matinées in the week; but 
now the manager, Mr. Lindon Travers, is giving 
way to popular taste, and on Monday a continuous 
show was instituted. The Olympia show is continu- 
ous only in the evenings, and two definite times are 
set for the appearance of the artiste of the week. 
It is an innovation which will meet with great pop- 
larity from the Olymnia’ Ss patrons. Several big films 
have been shown chere recemtiv, but none was more 
successful, than, © Ribesnierre, which was shown 
in the latterYéndvot Vase Week. 
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ITEMS OF 
THE LATEST IN ‘ REVUES.’ 

We hear that in connection with the “Cinema 
Revue” two more special acts are being filmed this 
week, and that very shortly the release date of the 
production will be announced. Recognising that 
suitable music adds to the attraction of feature films 
from everv point of view, the producers will issue 
special selections with the revue. 

WORCESTER CINEMAS. 

The Arcade Cinema is screening the “nameless ” 
picture in conngction with Pearson's Weekly. “ The 
Gem of India” and “Captain Kidd” are top of the 
bills for this week.—The IKmpire Picture Palace is 
screening for next week * The Secret of Adrianople,” 
“ Alone in the Jungle,” and one of the “* Mary” series. 
The latter is a favourite in various towns in this 
vicinity. and is being run with great success. 

“IN THE CAUSE OF CHARITY.” 

The directors of the King’s Hall, Dover, utilised 
their theatre for the benefit of the Charity Committee, 
the programmes consisting of performances by the 
Amateur Dramatic Society and the school children, 
and the usual excellent selection of pictures. Judg- 
ing by the attendances at each performance, a sub- 
stantial sum should be realised. The proceeds of the 
week’s entertainments will be devoted to the fund for 
providing food and boots for Dover’s necessitous 
children. 

FINE PUBLICITY. 

We have just had the pleasure of inspecting a 
series of fourteen beautiful portrait posters in 
colours, which. together with a stock poster, are 
being issued by the Trans-Atlantic Film Company, 
Limited, and must express our delight at the fine 
colouring and the fidelity of the likenesses to their 
leading photo players. Any exhibitor who sends 5d. 
in stamps will be supplied with six photo posters, 
the stock poster, and a generous supply of stickers 
for the numerous “ brands’’ the company handle, 
the pcsters being sent to own selection, which can, 
of course, be made from the “ Review’’ issued by 
the firm. 

A FILM PRESERVER. 

Anything calculated to increase the life of the 
ordinary cinematograph film should be welcomed by 
the whole Trade. Recently we had the pleasure ct 
inspecting, and having a test made, of Jern’s Patent 
Process, that it is claimed will do much to alleviate the 
damage to which the film is subjected during the 
operations of projecting and rewinding. Scratches, of 
course, cannot be totally prevented, but by the par- 
ticular process under review, the film, before release, 
is treated with a preservative coating on both the 
emulsion and celluloid sides. Firstly. this coating, 
whilst making the film none the less pliable, hardens 
it, and so renders it Iess liable to surface damage. 
Secandly, when scratches appear, as. of course, they 
are bound to do with every dav handling, they can be 
entirely removed by a_ refloating process of the 
preservative coating. The film is then as new, its 
condition being the same as when first released. The 
process is, perhaps, not yet in its commercial stage, 
but from a test we had carried out, in which a coated 
film was quite severely scratched by us. the scratches 
being afterwards entirely removed. we have formed a 
verv high opinion of the possibilities of the process. 
More anon. 4 
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INTEREST. 

HARROW HEADLINES. 

Messrs. A. and L. Tipping’s Harrow Cinema still 
continues “on the wave of prosperity.’’ Since the 
establishment of daily matinées the Cinema has be- 
come increasingly popular, as the bookings include 
“only the best.” During the previous week “ The 
Last Days of Pompeii” drew many visitors, and 
“King of the Air” is announced for this week.—The 
Picturedrome management is holding out many at- 
tractions for those who so well patronise the St. Ann’s 
Road picture theatre, “ Money and Love” and “ The 
Beryl] Coronet” being the best features in the pro- 
gramme.—The Wealdstone Cinema, which caters suc- 
cesstully to a progressing little town, last week 
featured ‘‘Her Supreme Sacrifice.” This week sees 
“Brothers at War,” “The Sutherland Deer Forests,” 
and “Dr. Nicholson and the Blue Diamond.”—Many 
interesting productions were shown at Wembley 
Cinema during the week, and the current programme 
includes ‘The Crusaders,’”? “ Czernowska,” “ Fan- 
tomas No. 4,” and the “ Tiger Lily.” 

THANET TOPLINES. 

For the time of the year business continues excep- 
tionally brisk 1n the Isle of Thanet. Ramsgate is well 
to the fore with many interesting films. At the 
Queen’s, where the patronage is well above the aver- 
age, “-Another’s Child” and “In the Midst of the 
Jungle” drew crowded houses.—Mr. W. J. Attack is 
doing well at the Royal Palace Theatre, every item 
being well received. “A Female Fagin,’ “ Stroke of 
the Pha-bus Eight,” and “The Other Woman” were 
amongst the most popular.—“ The Pirates ” created 
endless amusement at the King’s. “The Next 
Generation” also attracted good audiences.—“ By 
Whose Hand” and “For the Love of the Flag ” were 
the star pictures at Shanlv’s.—‘‘ The Lost Chord” 
and “Girl and the Outlaw” were amongst the many 
good things at the Cinema, Broadstairs.—At Mar- 
gate, good business is being done at the Parade 
Cinema. “The Evil Power’’ was a popular dramatic. 
—The Hinpodrome featured “ The Bachelor’s Baby,” 
which was well received, and “Bloomer’s Duel.?— 
“The Passing of Her Ideal” and “A Light on 
Troubled Waters” were chief attractions at the 
Lounge, Cliftonville. 

ROUND; THE CAMBRIDGE HALLS. 

Excellent business was done at the Plavhouse last 
week, when “ The House of Temperley ” was screened 
to large audiences. For the first three nights of this 
week “The Stroke of the Phebus Fight” heads the 
bill, and is also supported by “In the Davs of Robin 
Hood,” screened again by request of a large number 
of patrons. The change of programme sees “The 
Burning Train.” Other films include ‘ Partners ” and 
“The Fatal Taxi."—Good business was done at the 
Flectric Theatre last week, when some excellent fea- 
tures were exhibited to large audiences. The star pic- 
tures of the early part of last week were “ The Tie 
of Blood ” and ‘ Pride of Batterv B.’?) From TThurs- 
day afternoon the best included “ Half-breed’s Crime,” 
“ Rreath of Scandal” and “ The Engineer’s Daurhter.” 
Two pictures of special local interest were ‘“ Cam- 
hridge v. Rugbians” and “The ’Varsity Training 
Crew.”—The snecial features at the Alexandra Hall 
were “Drink.” “A Mountain Wife,” and “Poor Luck 
Gets Married ??—“ Lieutenant Daring” headed the 
bill at the Fmnire for the first three nights of last 
week, and for the later part “ The Tenderfoot Sheriff ” 
gained great av~reciation. 

B 
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THANHOUSER “ZOO.” 

The first film containing pictures of some of the 
inhabitants of the “ Thanhousers” Zoo, has reached 
the London offices of the company. The ttle of it is 
“An Amateur Animal Trainer.” It is up to all expec- 
tations, and will be released early in April. 

CHANGE OF TITLE. 

Anderson's Film Agency, Limited, desire us to call 
attention to the fact that the title of their feature, 
“The Harvest of Sin,” has been changed to “The 
Secret of the Black Cat Inn.” The film is approxi- 
mately 3,000 ft. in length, and will be released on 
March 23rd next. 

AN UNUSUAL OFFER. 
The Western Import Company, Limited, are mak- 

ing an unusual offer to exhibitors in connection with 
the special Kevstone film, “A Muddy Romance.” Re- 
alising that many, even among first-rate exhibitors, 
are unable to visit the London showroom, they offer 
to send a copy of the film to responsible exhibitors 
who will guarantee to return it promptly and in good 
condition. They will thus be enabled to form their 
Opinion from seeing it upon their own screens. 

FOOTBALL ‘ SPECIALS." 
‘As a reminder that the exclusive film rights of the 

Internauonal Rugby football matches are in the 
hands of the Express Film Service, Limited, we have 
pleasure in publishing a copy of the letter which the 
firm received from the secretary of the English Rugby 
Union:—" I beg to inform you that your firm was the 
only one authorised to take cinematograph pictures 
on the occasion of the England 7. Wales match 
Played here on January 17th. All other firms asking 
for permission were refused.”’ 

“JOHN AND FLORA.” 
_ Quite a humorous note is struck by two little novel- ties issued by the Vitagraph Company, Limited, as “throwaways ° for exhibitors, and taking the form of 

cut out folding figures of the inimitable Bunny and 
his comedy partner, Miss Flora Finch. Both wear 
their accustomed happy expressions, albeit John, 
being shown full face, naturally shows up to better 
advantage with regard to “physical charms.” Any 
exhibitor who desires a supply of these novelties 
should address a card to the Vitagraph Company, 
Limited. 

THE PICTURE HOUSE, GREAT YARMOUTH. 
The work in connection with this enterprise is 

being rapidly pushed forward, and the contractors are 
engaged in demolishing the residential property 
which at present occupies the site on Regent Road. 
It is hoped that the building will be completed and 
opened by the end of June. We are able to state that 
the undertaking has been acquired by a syndicate, 
under the direction of Mr. Frederick H. Cooper, of 
Wisbech, King’s Lynn and Norwich. As indicated 
in the notice which we published from our East Coast 
representative a short time ago, the new hall at Yar- 
mouth will be of an unusually palatial character, 
costing, in round figures, about £20,000. The 
onginal plans described in our article have been 
altered considerably, the balcony being extended and 
the arrangement of the tea rooms being modified. 
Evervthing points to the accuracy of the view which 
is expressed locally that this hall will excel in mag- 
nitude and luxurv anything which has yet been at- 
tempted in the Fastern Counties. We extend our 
hearty congratulations to Mr. F. H. Cooper, under 
whose personal supervision the hall will be erected 
and conducted. 
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THE PICTUREDROME, HITCHIN. 

Business at the Picturedrome, Hitchin, continucs on 
the increase. Chief attractions this week are “ The 
Sheriff and the Rustler,” "The Flame in the Ashes,” ‘ 
and “Hard Cash.” An excellent orchestra is under 
the able direction of Mr. E. ‘Taylor. 

‘““WORTH LOOKING INTO.” 
The above is the inscription upon the exterior of a 

particularly neat advertising dodge, which has been 
issued by the Gaumont Company in connection with 
the release of a sensational feature, “The Curse of 
Greed.” The article mentioned is a throwaway, 
shaped like a purse of the well-known ‘ Portsea”’ pat- 
tern, and, upon undoing the flap, a natural proceed- 
ing as the result of one’s inborn curiosity, an interest- 
ing announcement is revealed regarding the wonder- 
ful effects to be seen in the film. 

COMEDY AT ‘THE CROWN.” 
Mr. Joseph Mitchell, manager of the popular Crown, 

at Walthamstew, informs us that he has just con- 
cluded a most successful run of Edison’s humorous 
release, “ Whv Girls Leave Home.” Upon inspection 
of the handbill enclosed, we note that he has made 
quite an ingenious use of the title in order to increase 
the drawing powers of the film, and must comphi- 
ment him upon a really clever bit of advertising. With 
regard to his recent offer of training for a reliable 
youth in operating, Mr. Mitchell informs us that the 
post of pupil-assistant is still open to a desirable 
applicant. 

PRESENTATION TO A POPULAR COLLEAGUE. 
An interesting presentation took place at the offices 

of the A.E.G. Electric Company, Oxford Street, W., 
when Mr. T. Hammond, who has been in the emplov 
of the firm for the last eight years as supervising, 
erecting and contract engineer, was the recipient of 
the following presents:—Solid silver card case (pre- 
sented bv air. A. C. Goodman on behalf of the man- 
agement and office staff); silver mounted umbrella, 
dressing case and attache case (presented by Mr. 
Parsons on behalf of the foreman, wiremen and 
mates). Mr. Hammond is leaving the company to 
take up the management of the contract department 
for Messrs. Tyler Apparatus Company, Limited. 

ON THE DURHAM COAST. 
Among the more recent of places to become pos- 

sessed of a picture theatre, the quaint little coastal 
town of Fasington Lane, County Durham, thanks to 
extensive colliery workings in the neighbourhood, 
finds a good following for its picture palace. The 
house, the proprietors of which are Messrs. Warren 
and Snowdon, 18 ably managed by Mr. Alf. Warren, 
who runs a once nightly show, except upon Saturday, 
when two evening performances are given. This 
week's attractions include Cosmo’s “ Demonyte ” and 
“The Adopted Son” for the second half. Urban’s 
“Paulette’s Necklace ’’ is also billed. Sunday pic- 
torial concerts are also a very attractive feature at 
this popular house. 

NORTH DEVON NOTES. 

Patrons in Bideford were well catered for last week. 
At the Electric Palace, “ By the Cross ” proved a great 
attraction, and was much apnreciated by the audi- 
ences at every performance. Special music was pro- 
vided by an augmented orchestra, under Mr. Ernest 
Blake. At the end of the week a_— splendid 
programme included ‘‘ His Secret” and ‘“ The Love 
of a Cavalier,” while the comic element was provided 
by “Simple Simon Ragtime Mad." — Two “features 
nightly were a speciality at Gale’s Bijou Palace. and 
last week the great attraction, in addition to the above, 
was the film of the Cup-tie between Aston Villa and 
Exeter. “The Four Dare-devils also proved a great 
draw. 
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A PETERBOROUGH PAR. 

Peterborough still flocks to the picture palaces, with 
the assurance of seeing the latest and the best. Mr. 
J. FE. Draper, the managing director of the Broadway 
Kinema, was successful in securing last weck * The 
Rose of Thebes,” and for the early part of this week 
will screen “ Kinema Poems.’—Mr. James J. Clitiord, 
manager of the Theatre Roval, chose a good feature 
when he secured “ Macbeth,” for it proved an cnor- 
mous success. , 

t . 

PROPOSED NEW HALLS. 

Mr. Ted Allnutt, who has successfully run the Pic- 
turedrome at Whitby for some time past, is concerned 
In a project for another picture theatre fpr Whitby, 
and, in conjunction with local gentlemen, has opened 
hnegouations for the purchase of Langdale Buildings, 
and adjacent shop and cottage property.—- Plans have 
been submitted to the York Corporation Buildings 
Committee for a new picture theatre and café in 
Spurniergate and Concy Street. The plans have been 
approved, conditionally upon the York Cinema Com- 
pany, theapplicants, complying: with certain structural 
requirements.—.\ new picture theatre is to be erected 
on a site near Endclifte Park, Shetheld, for the 
lecclesall and = Endclitte Picture Palace, Limited.— 
Alterations are to be carried out to a ‘Dbuilding in 
Church Street, Nairn, for the purpose of using it as 
a cinematograph theatre for the te Entertainment 
svndicate.—-The Urban District Council is consider- 
ig plans for the erection of a picture hall in Battle 
Hill, dlexham, for Mr. D.. Scott.—The plans 
have been passed for a new theatre, for a 
local syndicate, to be erected in Mostyn 
Street, Llandudno.—The new theatre at Bentley, 
Yorks... will accommodate 2,000, and is to be a 
commodious erection, luxuriously fitted, and with 
a full stage for variety turns.—.\ new picture house is 
proposed tor the Stirchley FEimpire Company on a site 
in Stirchley, near Birmingham.—The citv of Win- 
chester is shortly to possess a new variety and picture 
theatre, on the site of the Market Hotel, which wall 
accommodate 600, and possess a first-class stage 

equipment. — Another is proposed for — Burton-on- 
Trent, for pretures only, and will be one of the largest 
in the district.--A new theatre is also projected for 
Longton, Staftfs.—Building operations are shortly to 
be commenced on the new cinematograph theatre 
Which 1s to be erected at Beccles (Nortolk), for the 
Feastern Counties Cinematograph Company. The 
building has been designed by Messrs. Morgan and 
Buckingham, architects, of Norwich.— Mr. G. LL. 
Q°Connor is) designing the new picture” theatre, 
shortly to be erected in Dublin for Mr. C. A. Mckvov, 
ona site at No. og, Talbot Street.- Plans have been 
passed by the Glasgow Dean of Guild Court for a 
cinema in Wellshot Road, Tolleross.—The Corpora- 
tion Highwavs Committee of Worthing has approved 
the plans of the Worthing Picturedrome Company, 
Limited, for a new cinema at the corner of Uinion 
Place, Worthing.—The erection of a picture palace 
fronting to Uprer Normacot Road and Herbert Road, 
in Longton, Staffs., is contemplated, and tenders are 
now being invited.—It is proposed by Mr. Bancroft, 
of Wisbech, to build a cinema in St. Thomas’ Road, 
Spaldine Lines.—Plans were recently passed bv the 
Dean of Guild Court for a cinematograph in Bridge 
Street, Girvan, N.B.—At Cromer, the Urban District 
Council has passed plans, submitted bv Messrs. 
Limmers, on behalf of Mr. Troller for a cinema in 
IIans Place.—New companies have been formed to 
acqtire sites for picture theatres at Menston, Luister- 
hills (Yorks), and at Blackhall Mill, County Durham; 
also new companies at Hull, Hucknall Torkard, Lans- 
downe, and Liverpool, the latter to acquire the Moul- 
ton Hall, Roscommon Stree 008 | e 
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WIDE EXPERIENCE. 

Colonel Joe Smilev, of the Lubin studios, 1s a man of 
strong personality. He formerly held responsible posi- 
tions with Messrs. Klaw and Erlanger, Fanny Daven. 
port, the Liebler Company, and other high-class thea- 
trical producers. The Liebler Company sent the Colonel 
on brief notice to -\ustralia to put on “ Mrs. Wiggs, of 
the Cabbage Patch.” He also, later, directed a pic- 
ture plav studio in Havana. Since his association 
with Lubin he has been assigned to the directing of 

big things, one of which, ° The Battle of Shiloh,” 
emploved nearly 1,000 people. Another unique series 
of pictures was the “Buster” hst, in which about: 
twenty children between the ages of two and ten, gave 
wonderful performances. The Kiddie Company was 
organised, the plavettes evolved, and = children in- 
structed by the Colonel, and the films had a big’ sale 
in this country and abroad. 

CHANNEL ISLAND CINEMAS. 
The temporary closing of St. Julian’s Theatre ha: 

had the expected result---inereased attendances ct 
other picture houses. At the People’s Palace, some 
very excellent dramas have been screened, including 
~The Disie Mother.’ and other head-liners.-- At the 
Reetoryv. Hallo v Lighthouse Prisoners * and *& \ero- 
plane @.  Nutomobile > were the features. Ar othe 
irmpire, ihe principal films were “OANn EFpisede of 
W are rhogs ON Perilous Cargo | amd = Phe Usur- 
per? Phe moalitary drama, “Silent Heroes.” and 
ee Hardy s famous “Tess of the J) Urber- 
Villes? were gvreathy appreciated at the Open Pfouse, 
Jersey.—-The feature ato Wests. Jersey, for three 
davs, was ° The Viger Countess.’ The programme 
also included “THis | Last Deal,” “ Billv's) Biroscope,” 
and some of the latest events in the © Gavette.-— 
At the Alhambra. Jersey, “ The Pitfalls of the ITn- 
stalment Svstem"" delighted large audiences, ‘A 
fine travel pieoure, * Preturesque India.’ was in- 
eluded in the programme. 

LINES FROM LEICESTER. 

The programmes provided for the week at ler 
eester are, indeed, excellent. In the front rank, as 
usual, is the huee Coliseum, Melton Road, where 
Mr. Cherles Burgess has sccured as trump cards * A 
Right for a Fortune and “ The Harper Mystery.’ 
—Its near neighbour, the Belerave, has also a host 
of pood things on hend, chief among them berig 
“The Next Goneration and * Madame Satan.’ An 
ncreasInely popular feature at this house as che 
"Warwick Chrontele” At Olympia, Mro Frank 4). 
Gravy keeps the business pot bottling merrily. This 
week the special ems are & Captain Kidd.’ © The 
Man who Vanished” and “The Vide of Dee 
Another West-end house that consistently keeps up 
Its reputation for good things is the Boulevard 
electric, under Mr. T. Po Blakeslev’s management, 
and where “\ Leader of Men?’ and = The Mvyse- 
tertous Club’ are ttteaiures’’ for the week.—Kalem's 
‘Danehrer of the Underworld.’ “ The Race" and 
‘Flame in the Ashes,” among others, should) ren- 
der “a goed account oat the Kaige hton Cinema, as 
also should ° Our Wives at elie: empire, (WV hart 
Street.- On the Mere Road, Clavton’s Picturedrome 
makes a bold bid for favour wih ‘The Gambler's 
Pe nalty ”’ and Vitavraph'’s = Mystery of the Silver 
Skull’ The principal houses in the centre are all 
gong cite. Ato othe Haigh Street) Eelectric, Mr. 
Martin Harvey makes his pictorial appearance in © A 
Cigarette Maker's Romance.’ At Silver. Street, 
“Judith of Bethulia“’ has been secured with ex- 
clusive Leicester rights for the entire week.—-Last, 
but not least, Mr. Martin Duncan, F.R.G.S., is due 
to lecture at the Picture Hlouse, on the natural his- 
torv films. " Neptune's KRinedom “* and “ Marvels cf 
Insect Life.’’—“ The House of Temperiey ’’? has just 
concluded a gratifving keeond'Vvisit to this house. 
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\ “THE IDEALETTER.” 

Congratulations to the Ideal Film Renting Com- 
pany, Limited, upon the anniversary of their 
“Idealetter.” The iittle journal is one year old this 
week, and the fact that it has several times expanded 
to twelve or sixteen pages serves as an indication of 
the rapid advance of this enterprising firm, whose 
branches have increased and the feature list length- 
end to a very large and important section of the 
publication. 

SALE BY AUCTION. 

An interesting sale is to take place at the Mart, 
Tokenhouse Yard, F.C., on Thursday, the toth, of 
the recently completed theatre known as the Leyton 
Cinema Playhouse, High Road, Leyton, N.E.  Par- 
ticulars of the sale, which promises to arouse more 
than ordinary interest, will be found in,our advertis- 
ing pages. Permits to view may be had from Messrs. 
Norfolk and Price, Auctioneers, Catford Bridge and 
Lewisham, S.E. 

AN EXCELLENT TOPICAL. 

The well-known firm of Cherry Kearton, 
was well represented upon the route of the Roval 
process1on on Tuesday last, and secured an excellent 
“tropical” of the passing of Their Majesties and ‘the 
pomp and circumstance "oof this farnmous event. We 
note that this firm secured the exclusive rights for 
the sporting: carnival at Stamford Bridge vesterday 
(Wednesday), and are filming the great annual féte 
at Nice. 

Limited, 

WESTERN IMPORT OPEN AT PARIS. 

Mr. A. BF. Mainwaring, manager of the Western 
Import Company, Limited, paid a special visit) to 
2aris last week for the purpose of opening an office 
for that company. We understand that further Kuro- 
pean ofnees mav be expected, the declared policy of 
the company being to place oftices of their own 
wherever tne importance of the market justifies the 
step. The address of the Paris oftice 1s 83 bis, Rue 
Latavette, and the manager is Mr. J. llark, recently 
associated with the M.P. Sales Ageneyv in Parts. 

SCARBOROUGH SHOWS. 

Only four picture palaces are open in Scarborough 
at the present time, although the number will shortly 
be broueht ub to seven. The opening of the Grand 
Picture Hlouse has been shgehtly delaved owiny to an 
objection to the plans, which, however, will be altered. 

—" The Widow” was the chief feature at the heatre 
Rascal Cinema this werk, and there was a good list 
of variety turns.—-Mr Quinton) Gibson had ” The 
Black Lily Gang “ and “.\ Regiment of Pwo at the 
Picturedrome. Situated in Newborough, the ® Pic., 
which has been running longer than any cinema in 
Scarborough, still holds its own as the favourite re- 
sort. —At the Picture House, Vernon Place, Mr. Fred 
Cardwell is still providing attractive fare at popular 
prices, gd. being the highest charge of admission. 
The 3.000 ft. drama, “.\ Blow for a Blow,” was shown 
the first half of the week, and the Ambrosio Com- 
pany'’s “Prisoner of War” is being screened for the 
remainder of the week, along with “During the 
Round-up.’?’—There is always something srood to be 
expected at Mr. Will Catlin’s Palladium, adjoining the 
\readia, on the South Foreshire. The Palladium is 
undoubtedly the finest picture theatre in the town. It 
is built of white glazed stone, and is approached bv a 
large vestibule, leading into a cosy fover and smoking 
room, bevond which is the theatre proper, having a 
large, comfortable balcony. The “programme of all 
star pictures,” as it is oe ons this week 
“A Roval Sin ” (exclersive) re) Stell eu ft. comedy, 
“Cunid Gheckamiatod Gdgle 
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AN INTERESTING EXPERIMENT. 

An interesting experiment, bearing on the recent 
~ controversy, 7é the educational value of pictures, has 
recently been conducted by Mr. Will Spicer, proprietor 
of the Victoria Hall, Rhvmney. An interesting film 
has been chosen each week, and the children at the 
matinées have been asked to write ¢ssavys on these 
subjects, a simple lecture being delivered to guide 
them. Not only have they responded, but business 
has been stimulated all round. 

A GRATIFYING SUCCESS. 

Eric Williams presented his “Speaking Pic- 
last week at the Princess Picture Hall, Har- 

purheyv, with such gratifving success that Mr. Thos. 
Hewitt has booked him for a return visit on his 
second tour in the autumn.— Mr. Eric Williams pays 
a return visit to the Princes Theatre, Openshaw, this 
week, and will be heard at the Castle Theatre, Bury, 
the weck following. He completes four months’ con- 
tinuous engagements in Manchester and district at 
the Gem, Middleton, the following week. 

Mr. 
tures ” 

a : - 
(oae ' 

BREVITIES FROM BRISTOL. 
‘Licensing dav" passed off very quiefly in Bristol. 

Two or tnree extra heenees were granted, but the 
weneral opinion was that the citv has quite as many 
halls as are required.— At the Palace Theatre “A 
Fight for a Fortune” and “The Outlaw” vreved 
popular, and good business resulted..-The Cinema 
is paiming the reputation of being “one of the best 
In the eity. TPannhauser “with augmented 
Gnchestias. “The Wastrel,’? and “Tess of the 1)’Ur- 
bervilles’’ were the recent star pictures.—Mr. Harris, 
at the Triangie, featured “Hard Cash.” and ilhus- 
trated scenes from the recent production of “ The 
Yeomen of the Guard,” bv the Amateur Opsratic 
Society. proved very accentable.—Ar Zetland Road, 
\Ir. F. Sumpter has be en featuring “ The Next Gener- 
ation,” and “Moths.” Big audiences were the rule. 

ALBION CINEMA, NORTH SHIELDS. 

Ao magnificent new theatre was opened at North 
Shields last week, the opening ceremony being. per- 
formed by the Mavor of Tynemouth. The new theatre 
has been erected in Albion Road, and is to be con- 
ducted by the Albion Cinema Company, Limited. 
The managing drector is Mr. George Zalva, and the 
secretary Mr. AL F. Davidson, A.C.A., and Mr. J. 
W. Yeates has been appointed resident manager. The 
building has been constructed to accommodate 1,200, 
and will be conducted on higgsh-class— lines. ‘The 
Albion Road elevation, with a frontage of 65 ft., bes 
been executed in red pressed bricks, relieved with 
white glazing, the effect being further enhanced ny 
a verandah with leaded lights. The main entrance 
hall is panelled in richly polished mahogany, and on 
each side are staircases leading to the circle, executed 
ina special design of marble terrazo. Handsome 
Abrous plaster panclling enriches the ceiling, and re- 

inforced concrete has been utilised for the construc- 
tion of the circle, with a clear view from all parts. 
The proscenium opening measures 28 ft. across, and 
over an So ft. throw a clear picture was noted. The 
full stage will accommodate first-class vaudeville, 
and amie dressings rooms have been ae The 
‘Everest "system of lighting has been installed, 
and the Dupor ventilation svstem adopted. Three 
Gaumont machines and a generator have been in- 
stalled, while acenic effects have been executed by 
Mr. Gerald Dorman, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and the 
height of the stage vermits of a clear lift. The 
architect was Mr. William) Stockdale, of North 
Shields, and the.-contractor Mr. W. T. Weir, of 
Howden-on-Tvyne. 
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SHAKESPEARE 
> from Village to Court. 

I S 

PROGRESS | ROYAL SUCCESS 
LONDON. FAVOURS. FAME. 

\ 

- Go., Ltd., 33 & 35, Endell st., 
ENGLAND. W.C, 

Cables—‘‘ Kindis, London.’ The Ladder of Fame. 

Original from 
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Release March ond. 

BOOK IT 

NOW. 
Westminster Gazette : 

A splendid film in every way is 
“THE BRASS BOTTLE.” 
Rarely has:a picture, had such a 
strong cast. 

The Standard : 
You can positively; watch the 

genie coming out of the bottle and 
quite srealise the transformation 
scenes of man into;, donkey and 
back again. 

THE Bras: 
EXCLUSIVE = ALL STAR CAST. 

FILM WITH THE MR. HOLMAN CLARK. MR. ALFRED BISHOP. 

MISS DORIS LYTTON. MR. TOM MOWBRAY. 

MR. J. H. BREWER. MISS VANE FEATHERSTON. 

Evening News: : MR. RUDGE HARDING. MISS MOLLY FARRELL. 

“THE BRASS BOTTLE”? is cc : : : 
/ | ] 5 I =NCE GROSSM : 

‘ast amusing throughout: its MISS MARY BROUGH. MR. LAWRENCE GROSSMITH 

power for creating hearty laughter 

is, | think, greater than it was when ' 

played on the stage. Never has a finer all-round cast been 

Reynolds’ Newpspaper : seen on a Cinema film. The perform- 
The fantastic nature of the play 

is ideally suited for the Cinema, 

and the opportunity has been seized 

to make the illusion as bewildering 

as possible. 

ance of every artiste reaches the highest 

level, whether in pure character imper- 

sonation or the ability to express the 

utmost possible in humour and action. 

“THE BRASS BOTTLE” will delight 

any and every audience. 

ALL APPLICATIONS FOR 

BOOKINGS IN THE 

BRITISH ISLES 

AND FOR FOREIGN : 

AND COLONIAL | The Theatrical 8 General Filming 
FILMS. RIGHTS TO BE T ; 

Telephone: C L Telegrams : 

Regent td ‘* Tandgee, 

MADE TO THE | pele 0., = andge 
Piccy. 

SOLE PROPRIETORS. 

ae 
17, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

Piccadilly Circus, W. 
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HAPPENINGS AT HULL. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Hull is becoming of more and more importance in 
the cinematograph industry. Not only is it a city 
which rightly claims to be in the forefront so far 
as the nuinber and excellence of its picture palaces 
are concerned, and also so far as the exhibition of 
the best and latest films goes, but it really looks as 
though we are going to take an important part in 
production. Only last week | commented on_ the 
fact that Mr. James Sutherland, the famous Atrican 
hunter, had re:urned to his native citv before going 
once more to the Dark Continent to assist in the se- 
curing of one of the most wondertul wild animal 
pictures ever attempted, and now Mr. Walham 
Swan, of circus fame, has gone over to Norway to 
take a series of pictures, which will, in a short time, 
be travelling round all the leading cinemas in the 
country, and will, undoubtedly, stimulate a great 
deal of interest. 

Mr. B. Firth, the popular manager of the Furcka 
Picture Palace, Dee cae. docs mure to alleviate 
the acute suffering caused by the terrible disasters 
that befall this distric. than anv other man—I think 
lo may sav io without any fear of contradiction— in 
Hull. Since my last note on this subject some time 
ago, Mr. Firth has raised a further £77 in ** sweet 
Charitv’s name.’ When a trawler gocs down wita 
all hands, tw cannot be realised what sutfering 1s 
caused, save by those who visit che hemes of the dis- 
tressed. It imeans, each time, that ten or twelve 
families in many cases are left destitute, and im the 
period before compensation ts made, the ~ Eureka 
charities’? are a yvreat blessing. Two crews have 
been lost since my last note, and in two efforts the 
amount mentioned has been raised, which, in addi- 
tion to about #180 ‘ast year, makes a total of over 
£250. Well done, Mr. Firth, vou could net do a 
betier work. And may your laudable etkorts be 
emulated by others. Mr. Firth 1s disappointed that 
he was not able to © fiv ’ with Mr. B. C. Hucks, the 
‘looping “’ airman, who has been giving exhibitions 
at Hull this week, for it was his wish to take views 
from the aeroplane. The weight of the camera was 
again too great, so Mr. Firth must look out for a 
specially constructed apparatus. 

Messrs. Morton's, I think, have rightly earned the 
title of mioneers in regard to placing before the 
pubhic of Hull those pictures which from time to 
time have come under the category of © epoch-mak- 
ing tilms.’? A survey of the last few months rapidly 
brings one to this conclusion. “Sixtv Years a 
Queen"? was shown a fortnight ago, that is at the 
time of writing, and it was preceded immediately 
by ‘€ Phe House of Temperley.” © David Copper- 
held’? and “Germinal at the Princes H[lall. This 
week the special attraction has been Martin Harvey 
in * A Cigarette Maker's Romance.’’ The pictorial 
adaptation from Ouida’s famous novel, ‘ Moths,’ 
oceupies the screen from February oth to 14th. ] 
had a short chat with Mr. Tom Bogue on Saturday, 
and he gave me an interesting list of “ exclusives,” 
which will be shown at the Princes during the next 
few weeks. These include “The Wastrel,’? “In the 
Bishop’s Carriage,” “ Honestv,” “Ann Boleyn, ee ne 
Harper Mvsterv,” “ The W hite Lie,” “The Colonel's 
Wife,’ “The Vicar of Wakefield,” and others. W ith 
such a list as this, it will be seen. his the Princes 1s 
quite up-to-date, and ft ‘eye Soe! piece amongst the 

leading halls in the country. Mr. Bogue is always 
open to negotiate for first rights for all the anew 
productions. 

ee eee 

Whilst dealing with this cinema, I should like to 
mention that in an interview 1 had with Mr. 
William. Morton the other day, that gentleman ont- 
lined the plan of action with regard to his various 
houses for the future. It 1s proposed that the new 
company, Morton's Pictures, Limited, shall take 
over the Princes Hall, as well as the Majestic, but 
the Holderness Hall will still remain a separate con- 
cern. The plans for the Majestic have now been 
passed. Mr. Morton has introduced into them a 
scheme of his own. I hope to refer to the new 
building next week. The Alexander (legitimate, 

7 but where “ pictures ’’ are also shown), will be run 
on the twice nightly svstem in the future. 

The Holderness Hall is claiming a larger share of 
patronage than ever before. A picture palace such 
a= this, which cost £12,000 to build, and holds over 
2,000 people, and which features all the latest pro- 
ductions, as well as the Edison  Kuinetophone, 
naturally has a premier claim in cinema. circles. 
Mr. Wilkinson, the manager, tells me that the Kine- 
tophone is proving a greater attraction than ever, 
and that, 1 know, is saving a great deal. The Sher- 
lock Holmes series Maintains 1s popularity, and the 
fourth instalment of © ‘Tne Musgrave Ritual,’’? has 
been a big success. “ Sixty Years a Queen” will 
be shown at the Holderness in another week or two, 
and a good run is predicted, the “appetite’’ for the 
picture alreadv having been well whetted. 

Mir. Walter R. Nicholson, who has charge of tne 
Hessle Road Picture Palace, is, undoubtedly, an 
enterprising manager, and it is to this excellent 
quality of his that the great success of the popular 
West Hull cinema must in a great measure Le 
attributed. West Hull is the seafaring district of 
the citv; the seafaring man likes to see seafaring 
pictures, and he knows where to find them. Being 
a “son of the sea’ himsclf, an ex-officer in H.M. 
Navy, Mr. Nicholson is ever on the alert to give his 
patrons what thev most desire. “A Bride of the 
Sea,” for instance, holds pride of place this week, 
and “The Destiny of the Sea’? and “Two Old 
Tars’’ appear in the same programme. “A Fist 
for a Fortune.” “ Silent Heroes.” “Old Modding- 
ton’s Daughters,” Selig’s “Big Jim of the Sierras,” 
~The Gambler's Penaltv’’ and “When Sherman 
Marched to the Sea,’ are amongst others recently 
shown. [tis said that good music and good pic- 
tures should vo together, and in the way of music 
Mr. Nicholson has created an innovation so far #6 
Hull is concerned, by engaging full brass bands to 
play at the picture palace. Last week, the Water- 
log Prize Band appeared. and on certain nights for 
the next three weeks, the West Hull Excelsior Band 
has been engaged, both to march round the district 
and to play during the evening performances. That 
the people of West Hull appreciate Mr. Nicholson's 
effort to provide them with wood music during the 
winter, when the parks are closed, is evident. The 
pictures are not allowed to suffer in the least, as 
one or more first_releases are included in everv pro- 
gramme. 
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A ‘ WILL OWEN ” POSTER. 

A fine example of the work of one of our 
leading artists, Mr. Will Owen, is seen in the 
example below, which is issued by the London 
Film Company, Limited, in connection with the 
release of the W. W. Jacobs series of comedies. 

by W.WJAcoBS.’ 
aes inet tafe ae ee 

* Featuring | 
~ WH.BERRY 
-. (of Dalys). | 

and 

MARY BROUGH 

This fine production is ‘‘The Bo’sun’s Mate,” 

in which Mr. W. H. Berry, so well known in 

connection with Daly's Theatre, and the inimr- 

table Miss Mary Brough e the ‘le parts. 

Digitized by OC ped e 

SNIPPETS FROM SOUTHPORT. 

(By OuR Own CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Southport is one of the few places in the country 
where the managers of picture houses are granted a 
seven-day cinematograph licence. That the public 
fully appreciates the facilities afforded for Sunday 
enjoyment in this direction is evidenced by the fact 
that at all the places of amusement the accommoda- 
tion is always utilised to the fullest extent. At the 
Southport Licensing Sessions the seven-day licences 
were renewed until May, during which month the 
Watch Committee wi!l consider the question of the 
continuance of Sunday performances. It is common 
knowledge that opinion in the Corporation is fairly 
evenly divided on the subject, while the clergy are 
up in arms against it. 

At the Licensing Sessions, the Chairman, in giving 
the decision of the Bench as to the music and dancing 
licences, said that they would pass all the licences 
for six days. They were anxious, he said, that ‘the 
Corporation should be placed on the same footing as 
themselves with regard to seven-day licences. rhe 
seven-day licences would be granted until May, when 
they had another licensing transfer sessions. The 
Watch Committee granted licences from May rst, and 
they thought it desirable that the licences for music 
should not overlap the Watch Committee’s licences, 
which were granted for the cinematograph shows, 
while they granted licences for music. 

Mr. Brighouse (representing various 
parties): We stand as we are until that day? 

The Chairman: Yes, absolutely. 

interested 

A feature of the performances early in the week at 
the Picture Palace, Lord Street, was the presentation 
of “The House of Temperley.” For the last three 
days the magnet, or rather the additional magnet, 
was “Asta Nielsen. Suffragette.” Mrs. Parker (man- 
ageress), I might say, tells me business is particu- 
larly brisk, while Mr. M. Kennedy (secretary), 
who looks after the booking of the films, and does 
his work so well, has several interesting things in 
store. 

At the Nevill Street hall, Mr. Wm. Walker continues 
to screen good films to resultant full houses, every- 
thing working as smoothly as possible. Here is a 
sample of his always excellent programmes, this for 
the first three days: “The Burning Rivet,” “Chips 
of the Old Block,” “Pumps,” “ Noise from the Deep,” 
“Patsy’s Mary Ann,” and “ Nursery Favourites,” the 
entertainment, I must not forget, including Kineto- 
vhone films, which have made a very strong appeal to 
Southport. 

Paying Mr. Fredk. M. Jones a call, he told me he 
had nothing at all to complain about. He makes a 
point, he says, of securing first releases whenever pos- 
sible, and, of course, he finds they are powerful attrac- 
tions. I found he had at the top of the bill “In the 
Days of Trajan,” other films being “The Beauties 
of Venice,” “ The Hindoo Charm,” etc. 

All is well Birkdale way, where the chief attraction 
at the Picture Palace was “A Daughter of the Un- 
derworld,” with “Strong Man’s Burden” coming a 
good second 

“Hiram Green, Detective,” and “ Studies of Wild 

Birds ” were to be seen at the Pier Faron Truly, 
“ri t B Mr. Eric Longdon lenowys HOY 9 cater or his patrons 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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LONDON FILMS 
An Illustration by Will Owen from the 

STRAND MAGAZINE. 

The 
Third String, 

by W. W. JACOBS. 

Reproduced by permission of the proprietors of the ‘Strand Magazine.” 

The JACOBS Stories are an assured success. 

They have appeared in the ‘Strand Magazine’’ and in cheap 
book form; therefore, as one critic says, the author has acquired 
‘‘a reading circle whose limit is limitless.” Then look at the 
names of the artistes. With the Will Owen posters what great 
op ortunity for advertising! And the quality is quite up to 

emperley” standard. 

The Exclusive British Rights have been acquired by— 

The Fenning Film Service, Lta. 
3, KINGLY STREET, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W., 

» Go gle on all Inquiries gees aa Sell . - (P.T.O 
K PU BL IC LIBRARY 
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W. W. JACOBS’ 
TO THE EXHIBITOR. 

Why you should 

WELCOME 
JACOBS 

the 

STORIES. 

1 Being short they are more valuable 

to you than the long film. 

Although more valuable they will 

cost you less than the loag film. 

They have all the attraction of such 

names as W. W. Jacobs, Will Owen, 

Cyril Maude, W. H. Berry (of 

Daly's), Charles Rock, Mary Brough, 

Lillian Logaa, aad Jane Gail. 

4 Apart from the great name attrac- 

tions, they are well produced. 

READ WHAT THE PAPERS SAY :— 
Daily Telegraph. 
‘* It may seem difficult to capture the breezy humour of 

Mr. Jacobs’ tales, but the London Film Company have 

succeeded.’’ 
qn ae ee 

Daily Express. 
‘‘ Every scene in them isa gem of comedy *: 

The Bioscope. 
‘“We have no hesitation in 

reception from the 

fresh field of comedy. 

redicting an enthusiastic 

icture-going public . . . .a 

Daily Citizen. 

Kinematograph Weekly. 
‘* Vhe films are worthy of the great Ww. W. Jacobs, and 

deserve the consideration of all exhibitors."' 
a a a ae a ee a EI 

Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Mail. 
‘He is a humorist who has acquired a reading circle 

whose limit is limaitless.’’ 
SSS ee a a eee 

The Cinema. 
‘‘The man or woman who does not laugh at these 
a ea mm ad 

episodes so quaintl ortrayed must have something 

wanting in their being.’ 

‘It is certain they will prove a omendeus attraction ” 

“ Fenning Film Service, Lid., 
3, Kingly Street, Regent Street, London, W. 

Google 
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STORIE WILL OWEN 
POSTERS 

THE BOSUN’S MATE 
Featurmg W. H. BERRY (of Daly’s) and MARY BROUGH. 

LAWYER QUINCE 
Featuring CHARLES ROCK, LILLIAN LOGAN and MARY BROUGH 

BEAUTY and the BARGE 
Featuring CYRIL MAUDE and LILLIAN LOGAN. 

Produced by Harold Shaw. 

THE THIRD STRING 
Featuring CHARLES ROCK, FRANK STANMORE and JANE GAIL 

Produced by George Tucker. 

Write to FENNING, 

3, KINGLY STREET, REGENT STREET, LONDON 
Who has acquired the Exclusive Rights for Great Britain and Ireland 

SYNOPSIS SENT ON 

, W. 

RECEIPT OF POSTCARD. 

(“LONDON FILM CG“ 
ne “ang F ages oe r sere ae vis Wa Ww a Sales - Manager 

HAW _WeA.NORTHAM 

415 GERRARD S' LONDON. W. 5 ° 

‘ie ©Telegrams:“Lonfilm, Westrand, London’’ GTelephones 4340-434] Regent 

Google 
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PROPOSED TRADE CLUB. 

No better testimony to the cordial relations 
existing between all sections of the industry 
could be evidenced than the unanimity with 
which Dr. W. Fowler Pettie was invited to 
occupy the chair and the friendly tone which 
characterised the whole of the proceedings in 
connection with the first meeting held at the 
Criterion Restaurant on Thursday last, to con- 
sider a proposal to form a Trades’ Club. 

Among those present were: —Messrs. Sidney 
Bacon, E. M. Barker, R. W. Brading, J. 
F. Brockliss, J. Cabourn, R. S. Edmondson, A. 
Evans, H. Goodwin, Gavazzi King, Ernest 
Peall, W. Fowler Pettie, W. A. Porter, J. C. 
Squier, G. Serra, J. A. Tinling, A. F. Wagner, 
Low Warren, James Williamson, J. Brooke 
Wilkinson and D. Wood, while among 
others, letters were read from Messrs. R. [.. 
Jupp, W. Jury, A. F. Ellis, W. Haig, H. 
Bishop, and G. W. Grant, regretting their in- 
ability to attend owing to prior engagements. 

Various schemes were discussed at consider- — 

able length, and the following resolutions were 
eventually carried. 

Proposed by the Chairman, and seconded by 
Mr. Williamson :— 

‘That this meeting of representatives of 
various branches of the Cinema Trade heartilv 
approves the proposal to form an_ united 
Cinema Trade Club.” 
Proposed by E. M. Barker, and seconded by 

Sidney Bacon : — 
‘*That the whole of the members of the 

Trade present 
committee.” 
Proposed by J. Brooke Wilkinson, 

seconded by J. F. Brockliss :— 
‘©That a copy of these resolutions be sub- 

mitted at a meeting of each of the associa- 
tions connected with the Trade, and that a 
vote be asked as to the feeling of the meet- 
ing. Such replies to be submitted to the Club 
Committee prior to any definite policy being 
adopted.” 
The foregoing resolutions, which were passe | 

unanimously, will convey to evervone that the 
Committee are in no way pledged to any de- 
finite scheme, neither have any contracts as yet 
been entered into. | 

It is dithcult, of course, at this stage, to in- 
dicate upon what lines the Club will be = ulti- 
mately formed. Some carefully prepared 
heures, calculated on a basis of 500 town mem- 
bers at £5 5s., and an equal number of country 
members at £3 3s. each per annum, were sub- 
nutted, and although it seemed probable that 
applications for membership would be very 
considerable. a general consensus of opinion 
prevailed, that prior to any decisive steps bene 
taken, opportunity should be given to members 
of the Trade to express their own views. 

Such a project must have peculiar interest for 

be formed into a working 

and 

all concerned, therefore, we have much pleasure 
In opening our columns for free discussion upon 
the policy involved. All communications will, 
of course, be treated in strict confidence if so 
preferred. 

TRAWLINGS FROM GRIMSBY. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Councillor A. King, one of the proprietors of the 
Corporation Road Paragon Picture Pavilion, enter- 
tained, with Mrs. King, the members of the 
Grimsby branch of the Lincoln Diocesan Mission 
to the Deaf and Dumb to an entertainment at the 
Paragon on Monday week. To complete the enjoy- 
ment of their guests, Councillor and Mrs. King kindly 
presented each of the male members of the party with 
tobacco, and the ladies with sweets. 

An innovation was introduced at the Paragon last 
week by Mr. C. V. Martin. Hitherto, the Vivaphone 
has only been heard and seen in song, but last week a 
“panto.” was given through its agency, and delighted 
audiences by the clarity of sound and its general at- 
tractiveness. “ The Silent Accuser ” (Pathé) and “ The 
Bonds of Marriage ” have been the “star” items. 

Mr. Henrv Patrick Higgins, of the Strand Cinema, 
was granted a music and dancing licence for the 
Lyric Cinema de Luxe, Victoria Street, at the Bor- 
ough Licensing Sessions last week, while the County 
Magistrates renewed the licence held by the Empire 
Cinema, Cleethorpes, to Mr. T. D. Bell, the manager. 

A cinema prosecution at Lincoln at the end of last 
month, which is interesting in view of recent events, 

Google 

has just come to my notice. It concerns the much 
discussed Sunday exhibitions of films, Mr. John 
Wilham Kalmell, the manager of the Corn Exchange 
Cinema, being summoned for exhibiting a picture (so 
far back as August 31st) other than those permitted 
to be shown on Sundays. On account of an appeal 
arisingg in a case in another town, the case had been 
adjourned. Now the Chief Constable explained that 
the defendant had exhibited the picture in place of one 
that had not arrived. Vhe magistrates ordered de- 
fendant to nay the costs. 

Photographs of topical local events are screened at 
the Tivoli, Duncombe Street, and form a much appre 
clated portion of the entertainment. “ Kissing Cup” 
and * The £4,000,000 Dowry ” have been the exclu- 
sives secured by Mr. Curry during last week at the 
top of a fine programme. 

“The Price of Victory” and “ Hard Cash” were the 
foremost attractions at the Picture Plavhouse; ‘“ The 
Iron Trail” (Bison) and “ Tony, the Fiddler ” (S. and 
A.) at the Gaiety; “A Messenger of Discord” and 
“Those Who Live in Glass Houses” at the Hippo- 
drome; and = Sclig’s) masterpiece, “Alone in the 
Jungle,” and “The Master Crook’’ at the Cleethorpes 
Empire. 
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e HUNTERS. 
Released March 16th. Length 3250 feet. 

A FIRST CLASS PRODUCTION. 
SCENES INCLUDE :— 

Water-Plane Flights by Mr. Beckwira Havens, the famous American 

Aviator.—A Struggle for Life in an underground Water Mill —The 
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f FAMOUS (Papeeeere*) DANIEL FROHMAN 
\A YEAR” f ”. PRESENTS .. 

< MISS CISSIE LOFTUS 

Th ALADYor QUALITY’ | 
{ eFront it as = Aauslof _ oe Bundle 

Perfect > Ae 4 Fe Se ; Wonderful 

Photography . ts , F Production 

Superb a Wes : Sh Four Reel 

Settings a. oS  ee Sw Romance 

Pvrl se eS Sf Se Striking 
Acting  _- > RR, Posters 

Clorinda‘crusses swords with a dandy from London town. 

TRADE and PRESS REVIEW 

" PYKE’S CINEMATOGRAPH THEATRE, 

| KE 105, CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C, o 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17th, at 11.30 a.m. 

—- TICKETS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM 

The Famous Players Film Company, a 
SS if — LIMITED, — 

84. Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. 

Phone— ’Grams— 

Regent 4201. ‘* Famoplafil, Ox, London.” 

SE) NOT 

FILMS ON mastm alt’ KR 
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REAL 

Featuring 

Sidney Drew, 

Clara Kimball 

Young, 

Kate Price, 

L. Rogers 

Lytton, 

etc. 

IN TWO PARTS. 

Released 

Thurs., Mar, 19th. 

Length 2,046 ft. ap 

SPLENDID 
LITHOS, 
QUADS TO 
16 SHEET. 

VITAGRAPH SPARKLING COMEDY. 
Exhibitors who have visited our Showrooms and 

have seen this picture proclaim this picture to be 

645 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

POSTERS ISSUED WITH EYER SOUS le Telephone Regent Ht RK PU 
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THE LEADING LADY. 

KP 

Featuring MAURICE 

DOLORES 

Released March 19th. 

TEMPLES AND 
OF 

A BRIEF TOUR OF 

Released March 19th. 

THE L 
Featuring EDITH STOREY, 

WILL 

Rel. Mar. 19th. DRAMA. 

Full illustrated synopsis of all 

features can always be obtain 

Look 

BROADWAY FE 

BROADWAY ST 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

VITAGRAPH COM 
rigin 

3] Quen 3s rans Cross 

FELLO 

| 
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a er 

COSTELLO, CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, 
COSTELLO, AND HELEN COSTELLO. 

COMEDY. Length 620 ft. approx. 

THE CITY FULL OF HISTORIC INTEREST. ay f 

Length 495 ft. approx. FELLOW VOYAGERS. 

NED FINLEY and EARLE 

IAMS. 

Length 997 ft. approx. 

classics in celluloid and special 

ed on receipt of a_ postcard. 

Out for 

FELLOW VOYAGERS 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

Original from 

Digitized by GOW gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 



The Magic Fountain Pen 
(RE-ISSUE). 

A splendid little trick picture. 

Released Mar. 16th. Length 370 it. approx. 

Making a Fountain Pen. 
(RE-ISSUE) 

Interesting and instructive. 

MAKING A FOUNTAIN PEN, Released Mar. 16th. Length 525 it. approx. 

The above two subjects go 

splendidly together and our 

advice is to book them both 
at the same time. 

COMING SOON: | 

Broadway 

Features 

also 

Broadway 

Star 

Features. A ee Ad i 

THE MAGIC FOUNTAIN PEN. ' 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

VITAGRAPH COM 
a ee oo. Charing Cross 

egrams—"' Vitgraf, London." Original Qurad-Crow - Goc lt ginal @& n and Six-Sheet 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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| = Little Kaintuck. 
Featuring Paul Willis, Daisy) Smith, 

Karl Formes, etc. 

| Released March 16th. Drama. 

Length 984 ft. approx. 

Lillies nainiUuCK. 

‘Betty in the Lion’s Den. 
Featuring Clara Kimball Young, Josie Sadler, William Shea, Charles Wellesley, 

James Lackaye, Donald Hall, etc. 

Released March 16th. Comedy. 

Remember 

THE WRECK 
‘“ The Great Vitagraph 3 Part 

Prosperity Promoter” 
Is Released on Monday, March 9th. 

Magnificent Lithos. 

2 Sheet, 6 sheet, 8 sheet and 16 sheeters and full line 
of Publicity matter. 

| PANY, LIMITED, 
| Road, London, WC. 

| sbainialatiii ta onsen Be, BeptC Telephone—Regen SET ORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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By the Great Author, the Rev. MADISON C. PETERS, 

Featuring COURTENEY FOOTE, CHARLES KENT, 

L. ROGERS LYTTON, ROBERT GAILLORD, JULIA 

SWAINE, and Full Cast of Vitagraph Star Artistes. 

A Magnificent Reproduction of 

Biblical History, introducing two most 

Miraculous and Thrilling Events; the 

Children of Israel in the Fiery Furnace 

and Daniel in the Lions’ Den. 

SPLENDID PUBLICITY. | 

Released Monday, March 16th. 

Length 2,016 ft. approx. 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

PANY, LIMITED, 
Road, London, W.C. 

Posters with This, SUDKOOGIE —Teeshone—Resen a 009 RUD 
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A Leading Buyer 
Says of this Film:—‘‘It puts all previous 
Keystones in the shade. ————————————— 

FORD STERLING, MABEL NORMAND, and the “ Keystone Police.” 

Released Monday, March 16th. Approx. Length 1,163 ft. 

We are so convinced that every exhibitor who sees 

this film will wish to book it, that we are prepared 

to send a copy for inspection on application from 

r*sponsible halls. Those taking advantage of this 

offer do so on the undertaking that the film will 

be returned without delay and uninjured. 

ALL FILMS PRINTED 

Telephone—Gerrard 8080. 
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Original from 
OC gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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“WESFILM” Programmes 
are §00d| every week. They include the pro- 
duct of six of the leading producing organisations of 
America. They feature everv class of film, from 

farcical comedy to modern drama and Western 

features. They continually introduce new faces. 

They contain something for you 

every week. 

BRONCHO 
THE BURIED PAST. 

East and{;West both feature in this Story of an excusable deception and a 
narrow escape from discovery and unhappiness. 

Released Monday, March 16th. 1,994 ft. approx. 

KAY-BEE 
HER LEGACY. 

The Stolen Will, its discovery, as the result of a dream, and the 
discomfiture of a swindling lawyer. 

Released Monday, March 16th. 

! DOMINO — 
DEVOTION. 

A successful operation which restored an old man’s memcry and 
healed an old feud. 

Released Thursday, March 19th. 

1,040 ft. approx. 

2,157 ft. approx. 

ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

‘ORT Co., Ltd., 
| Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

Telegrams—'‘ Wesfilm, London."’ 

Oriqifart 

© 
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BROCK LISS 
4» CINCM4@CHINER' 

Bs 
) LIMITED. Ke 

YOU WANT THE BEST 
AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE. WE CAN 

THEREFORE SATISFY YOUR DEMANDS. 

Complete with 

Motor and Starter, 

£45. 

THE BROCKLISS 

MODEL “A.” 

SIMPLE 
RELIABLE. 

ACCURATE. 

THE BROCKLISS 

PROGRAMME BOARD, 
No. 1503. 

Size 6 ft. x 3 ft. 

Write for full particulars. 

THE BROCKLISS 

FILM WINDER, 

For_ fixing to Bench or Table. 

Price £1 15 0 

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST 
CATALOGUE OF GOOD THINGS. 

BROCKLISS CINEMACHINERY, LTD., 
166 & 168, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C, 

ne Telegg«ams—Bro y, Wescent, London. 'Phone—Regemng i AS82710 

ized Goose NEW YORK PUBLIC 
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Music-Hall Artistes and Film Production. 

THE CINEMA AS THEATRE FEEDER. 

It has been stated, on the authority of no 
less a personage than an eminent K.C., whose 
briefs in commercial cases bring him in a sum 
extending well into five figures annually, that 
law courts afford the truest barometrical read- 
ing of the financial prosperity of the trade of 
this country. He argues, and most of us see 
no reason to disagree with him, that when busi- 
ness in any particular trade is brisk, then it 
is that the crop of contested cases is the more 
prolific, and he backs up his reasoning by ad- 
vancing the theory that litigants, seeing a 
greater probability of recovering that which the 
law awards them, are the more ready to rush 
into court. Similarly when an industry is on 
the decline, and the chances are that financial 
stability is.more insecure, even those who have 
a good case to fight hesitate to embark upon it 
owing to the uncertainty of even recovering 
the cost of the sinews of war. 
Taking the opinion of the legal luminary we 

have in mind as the basis of our argument, we 
are immediately forced to the conclusion that 
the cinematograph industry must be in an ex- 
ceedingly healthy and flourishing condition; for 
during the past few weeks scarcely a day has 
elapsed without some case of importance having 
occupied the attention of the High Court or 
one of the county courts. Cinema law may 
be said to be in the process of making; our 
industry is of such recent origin and “of so 
rapid a development that trade customs have 
as yet passed unrecorded, and ruling cases, so 
far as our own Trade affects allied interests. 
and vice versa, have still to be placed upon the 
Law Reports. 

The proceeding's before Mr. Justice Bail- 
hache, in the King’s Bench Division, as re- 
ported in our issue of January 29th, in which 
the London Theatres of Varieties, Limited, 
secured an injunction against Mr. Will Evans, 
restraining him from permitting film represen- 
tations of his sketches, with himself in the chief 
part, to be given in contravention of the barriny 
clause, are of extreme importance to film manu- 
facturers, renters and exhibitors alike; and are 
certainly worthy of more than passing refer- 
ence. Whilst the decision of the learned Jus- 
tice in this case may be open to question, it 
is useless to shut our eyes to the fact that, un- 
doubtedly, in the past film producers, in their 
highly laudable desire to give the amusement- 
going public the best of everything, have shown 
just a little too much eagerness to first of all 
get the artiste on wer witlh fe regard 1c 

oogle 

the fact that there may have been some clause 
in his or her agreement with their superior em- 
ployers giving the latter exclusive rights to 
their services, or, at any rate, such rights on a 
limited area. We tear that it would not be 
difficult to point to certain cases where the 
filming of some variety stars at endless trouble 
and expense has been another instance of love’s 
labour lost. The unfortunate producer has, in 
fact, so soon as the announcement of the film 
has appeared, found himself so hemmed in with 
legal difficulties that he has had to adopt the 
wiser course of scrapping his negative, rathe- 
than run the risk of being mulcted in pains 
and penalties for infringement of legal rights. 

The case in question, so long as it remains 
unchallenged, to a great extent clears the air, 
although we are certainly left in somewhat of 
a dilemma as to what sketches by popular 
favourites may or may not be filmed. Accord- 
ing to the learned Judge’s decision, it appears 
that, whilst it is wrong for a cinematograph 
version of “‘ Building a “Chicken House’? to be 
given, it may be perfectly legal for Mr. Will 
Evans to appear in a representation on the 
silent screen of “‘ Harnessing a Horse.”’ Pur- 
suing the same lines of reasoning, we are still 
left in this state of glorious uncertainty that 
every case has to be decided on its merits, the 
governing point appearing to be that if a film 
version is materially different to the representa- 
tion on the varietv stage, or the piece is one 
which relies for its success in the music-hall 
upon its patter, and not upon the facial or panto- 
mumic expression of the actor, then it can be 
filmed with impunity. 

It is important, also, to remember that the 
clause under which variety stars are barred 
from appearing elsewhere, is only operative 
over a proscribed area, and that, after all, Lon- 
don’s loss may be the provinces’ gain, a point 
that exhibitors should keep well in mind, for 
the free advertisement and notoriety which 
these pictures have obtained through their 
action must inevitably prove a valuable asset 
to any showman that books them. 
We cannot refrain from commenting upon 

the change of front on the part of variety 
theatre proprietors and comedians alike, in 
regard to the cinema theatre. It is not sO 
long since the members of this profession 
pointed the finger of scorn at the newest form 
of amusement, and designated it a fleeting 
craze. With but one or two exceptions, those 
managers who intreduced the moving picture 

D 
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Auto-Connected 

Sets 
for 

Bioscope 
Arc Lamps. 

Suitable for any Supply Voltage, Alternating or Continuous Current. 

Great Saving in Power. 
a A AS eg ee TT 

No Steadying Resistance. No Heavy Foundations. Easily Installed. Silent Runaing. 

For Full Particulars apply to— 

CROMPTON & Co., Limited, Arc Works, Chelmsford. 

This is an illustration of the 

‘KESNOR 
TICKET ISSUING 

ONE-WAY MACHINE. 

The Most Efficient Safeguard against Fraud 
that the Theatrical Manager ean have. 

It is a neat. simple and perfectly made machine, and ie the 

quickest ticket deliverer on the market. 

Made to issue tickets from one up to four different prices 

of admission. 

KESNOR MACHINES are the CHEAPEST 

and BEST on the MARKET. 

Machines can be seen and particulars given at the Patentees and Manufacturers : 

THOS. KESNOR & CO., LTD., "°""tucitecrs. Watford, Herts. 
lso at A 

THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 58, Dean St., Shaftesbury Avenue,W. 
and 9, Place de la Bourse, P -RIS. 

Original from 
Digitized by Gor gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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into their programmes attempted to kill cine- 
matography with kindness. Bad projection, 
and a place at the tail end of the performance 
brought the pictures into derision until houses 
entirely devoted to animated photography 
raised the science to its proper level. Then 
music-hall managers clamoured for them, and 
variety stars and the shining lights of the legi- 
timate fought for the honour of appearing on 
the screen. And with the onward march at last 
we find in the Royal Courts of Justice, ranged 
on the one hand the doyens of entertainment 
work admitting the power of the pictures as 
a competitor, and on the other a consensus of 
opinion in strict agreement with that we have 
always expressed in these columns—that the 
cinema theatre is bound to act as a feeder for 
the music-halls and the legitimate theatre, the 

same as these two places of entertainment must 
also create a growing patronage for the cinema 
theatre. It is idle to speak of the three forms 
of entertainment being in direct opposition to 
each other. Each caters for a special class of 
patrons, but the more the appetites of those 
who support the cinema, the variety theatre and 
musical comedy and drama are whetted by wit- 
nessing potted versions of star turns and popu- 
lar pieces on the film, the more successful will 
each flourish, whilst the man, woman or chi:d. 
who has witnessed an exceptionally good per- 
formance on the screen, will never rest content 
until he or she has made a closer personal 
acquaintance with the artistes in the flesh in 
their own particular sphere, and will in the end 
help to swell that multitudinous army which 
nightly throngs the music-halls and theatres of 
this land. 

HALIFA HINTS. 
——— 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Rapid progress has been made with the building 
of the two new picture theatres, especially the one 
in King Cross Road, which Mr. Thomas Job, of the 
Eastgate Electric Theatre, Barnsley, hopes to have 
ready for opening within a very few weeks. It is a 
splendid building, and greatly improves the area in 
which it is situated. 

The directors of the Theatre de Luxe were again 
to the fore last week, when they were responsible for 
the débué in Halifax of the adaptation of Dumas’ 
novel, ‘‘ The Three Musketeers.’?’ They gave a 
special show to the local Press on Sunday afternoon, 
whilst during the week they secured the presence of 
the Copley and Sarcoat Prize Band. 

The Picture Theatre, at Wards End, is continuing 
to attract and please large audiences. Last week 
Mr. Harry Carter had an attractive top-liner in 
“White Lilies of Repentance,’’ this being sup- 

rted by the Cines drama ‘ Between Man and 
east.’’?’ During the former part of the week there 

was an interesting comical film, ‘‘ Buffy Visits the 
Theatre,’’ which had a special attraction by reason 
of the fact that it featured Mr. Clarence Turner, who 
recently was one of the principal comedians in 
a pantomime which visited one of the local theatres. 

Mr. Leslie Stansfield is still continuing to provide 
some of the very latest programmes at the Electric 
Theatre. His enterprise in securing ‘ exclusives ”’ 
immediately upon release has been much appreciated. 
Last week he featured “A Fight for Fortune’’ and 
** Raised from the Ranks.’’ 

Prior to it appearing at the Gem, in Crossley 
Street. the ‘‘ Wells v. Carnentier ”’ film had not been 
shown in Halifax. but, like practically all their trans- 
actions, Messrs. Greene Bros. secured the film, and 
boomed it on an extensive scale, with the result that 
packed houses were assured. Other films were ‘‘ The 
Great Circus Fire ’’ and * The Burning Train.”’ 

Google 

At the King Cross Picturedrome, Messrs. Greene 
Brothers had ‘‘A Victim of the Mormons,’’ ‘‘ The 
Devil’s Disciple,’’? ‘‘ The Race,’”? and ‘‘ The Beryl 
Coronet” (Sherlock Holmes series). Messrs. Greene 
are always ready to give a helping hand to charitable 
causes, and they have lent their King Cross hall 
for the benefit of the widow and children of a 
local bandsman. 

Mr. Joseph Pickard’s show—the Ideal, Raglan 
Street—is still doing good business, and amongst 
the recent features have been ‘‘A Bargee’s Romance,”’ 
Pe of Texas Pete,’”’ and “ The Wheels of 

ate. 

At the Hipperholme Picture House, the property cf 
the Theatre de Luxe (Halifax), Limited, Mr. Aucutt 
is having quite a successful time. In addition to an 
up-to-date ‘“Gaumont Graphic,’’ he last week had 
‘‘ The Three Musketeers ’’ and ‘f The Uphill Climb.’’ 

The Royal Electric Theatre, Hebden Bridge, is 
still being capably managed by Mr. Jack Shaw, who 
last week screened “When the Earth Trembled ”? at 
the top of his bill, this being followed by ‘ Asta 
Nielsen in a Fix ’’ and “ The Mystery of the Castle.”’ 

The Co-operative Hall, Hebden Bridge, is being 
run, for cinema purposes, every Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday. 

A TRADE NOTE. 

The sole agency for the Francois Film Company’s 
releases has been granted to the Excelsior Motion 
Picture Company, 213, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. 
The releases will consist of scenic and industrial pic- 
tures. The studios of the Francois Company are 
situated at Brisbane, Queensland. The Excelsior 
Motion Picture Company would be glad to have the 
addresses of renters who may be intending purchasers 
of this class of subject for inclusion on their mailing 
list. 



THE ROYAL FILM 
senemmennt ACE TENCE tecmcenntes 

Have purchased the Sole United 

Kingdom Rights of The Aquila Co.’s 

GREAT MASTERPIECE 
entitled 

THE 

BIBLE 
9,200 ft. 

Write for terms (‘o— 

ROYAL FILM AGENCY, 
270, Corporation Street, 
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Copies are now available of 
Barker’ Ss All-British Film— 

THE 

ANARGHIST’S == DOOM. 
oats by £2 Os. 
One Week £5 10s. 
___Bookings ow £UVe 

ROYAL FILM AGENCY, 
270, Corporation Street, 

ewe BPRMINGHAM::’ 

2,990 ft. 
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EXPRESS oe: EXPORT. 
Have YOU received your February copy of 
— 

r ALL THE 
EVER Film Expo rt 

OVERSEA ae 
EXHIBITOR 

Needs it. 

Specimen Copy 
Sent post free. 

(Bnelose T: ade Card). 

A MONTHLY REPORT OFT THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXPORT TRADE. 
( Published on the 15th of every month.) 

Send in your Name for our Mailing List. 
For Staff situations Wanted and Vacant, abroad and in 

the colonies, advertise in the Express Overseas Mail 

PUBLISHED BY 

EXPRESS FILM SERVICE, Ltd., 
DENMAN STREET, PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W. 

SPECIAL EXPRESS OVERSEAS PARCELS. 
Sale Price C cd Word 

10,000 ft. of Comic, Drama, iatecest Travel and assorted films. Best makes only £10.........0......... enthou 
25,000 ft. as above (equal to 4 complete programmes), including 3 features (1, 2 or 3 reel) £30 Twenthou 
50,000 ft. as above (equal to 8 complete programmes), Including 5 features............ B57... 0. ec eeeee Fifthou 
75,000 ft. of Assorted Films (equal to 12 complete programmes), including 7 features 

(1,2: and 's reel: subjects). .c2iccssscscsscepccavsaavedeosenssevecedecedeesotitavesssecess £87 108....... Sevthou 
100,000 ft. (equal to 16 complete programmes), including 9 features (1, 2 and 3 reel 

SUBJOCCE) 5552 Noes oosacandechadecenade cauussdcs rar ee case 2k tans cod boo yes eaaaeacen seeeee ees #110........... Hunthou 
200,000 ft. (equal to 40 complete programmes), Including 20 features..............6....2c00+ £T16............ Milthou 

Every film carefully examined and sent in fine running condition. All Feature Films in above 
parcels are leading subjects. We only buy the best. No junk. A_good supply of posters included. 
The above prices are NET CASH WITH ORDER, carriage forward. Shipping orders Sinarched by quickest 
mail. When goods are urgently required, Foreign and Colonial Buyers can arrange to cable cash direct 
to us, or through their local bankers’ London agents, who will pay us against shipping documents or 
postal receipts. 

We are making a speciality of supplying a very superior quality of second-hand films at 30/- per 1,006 ft., comprising an 
assortment of films suitable for good class theatres. We can highly recommend these films. 

The Express has secured from the English Rugby Union the Sole and Exclusive 
rights to film the following important match at Twickenham :— 

ENGLAND v. IRELAND. FEB. 14, 1914. 

Length 250 to 350 ft. (Price 34e. per ft.) ORDER AT ONCE! 

EXPRESS, FILM SERVICE, LTD.,. mccaoitsy cmeus, xoxpon, w. 
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Sunderland and Wearside Sidelights. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Since the plans for the new cinema in Roker Avenue 
were drawn up, the directors, | learn trom Mr. ‘Thos. 
Hy. Johnson, have decided to increase the size of the 
Stage, so that it will be possible to ‘* put on’”’ any 
“‘turn,’’ even a pantomime. This has compelled the 
architect to reduce the seating accommodation, 
which, however, will still be large. It has been deh- 
nitely decided to name the hall ‘‘ The Roker,’’ and 
in the summer, when the tourists are pouring into the 
town for a visit to Roker-by-the-Sea, a continuous 
show will be run. 

An important addition to the many cinema halls in 
South Shields was made last week, when the new 
Picture House, on the site of the old Cosy, threw 
open its doors. It is a ‘‘continuous,’’ and un- 
doubtedlv one of the finest halls of its size in the 
North of England. The position, too, 1s excellent, 
‘Oscar Road being part of the main business street 
in the borough, while the new hall is within a few 
steps of the railway station, and in the centre of what 
may be termed the amusement area. Entrances and 
interior decorations are executed in panelled oak and 
fibrous plaster, and the Hoor has an ample slope that 
enables evervone to see the screen with ease. The 
electrical equipment is the largest available, the pro- 
jectors being supplied through the agency of the 
North-Eastern Film Service, Sunderland. 

Illumination will be graduated, and all lights are 
concealed. As I recently mentioned, Mr. F. J. Studd 
is the manager. The professional orchestra is under 
the direction of Mr. Robert Johnson. For the open- 
ing week there was, as was to be expected, a strong 
programme, including ‘‘ The Probationer,’’ ‘‘ Bor- 
rowed Gold,’’? ‘‘ Two Old Tars,’” ‘‘OQne Round 
‘O’Brien Comes Back,” and the “° Pathé Gazette.” Two 
programmes are to be run each week, and admission 
ranges from 3d. to od. : 

One has got accustomed to look for good things 
at the High Street West Picture House, and Mr. 
McColl never disappoints. He had “The House of 
Temperley ” last week, exclusive to the hall, and it is 
undoubtedly one of the finest all-British picture plays 
yet produced. Few stories make a broader appeal, 
and I was not surprised to find, owing to having to 
turn hundreds awav. Mr. McColl wisely deciding to 
continue its exhibition all the week, although origin- 
ally only billed until Wednesday. “ My Lady’s Boot” 
unfolded a charming North v. South romance, 
comedies and topical subjects being nicely sand- 
wiched in between these “big gruns,’’ until all tastes 
were as satisfied as thev were delighted. The Viennese 
orchestra, led bv Mr. Jennings, is adding to its high 
reputation. 

An exclusive programme was responsible for much 
good business at the High Shields Palace, Mr. J. F. 
Havward putting on “* The Mystery of Hill Street,” 
“Wild Rose of the Hills,’’ and several other attractive 
items during the earlv part of the week, and “ The 
‘Tiger Countess” and “His Last Deal” from the 
Thursday evening. 

Replete with everything that is up to date in cinema 
land is the new Queen’s Hall in Bridge Street, which 
is steadily attaching to itself a clrentéle whose num- 
bers must make the,yteart of Mr. Tom Adamson 
glow. “ihe iBdaick Ge O@lerre Life-saver,”’ 

as Well as several others, made up a spanking pro- 
gramme. ‘* The Impostor” and “ The Leopard De- 
cective ’ drew the crowds later on, whilst this week 
‘A Message from Mars” appreciably improved the 
avelapes attendances. 

Messrs. Lough and Richardson, who run the Star 
at Monkwearmouth, and the Central on the other side 
of the river, intend giving the youngsters who regu- 
larly attend the matincées a ‘‘ treat ’’ at Easter. 

Every item on the long programme at the Avenue 
Theatre was worth its place, and now that Mr. Fredk. 
Saver, the new manager here, is getting hold of 
things, all will be well at the old place. ‘“ Wings of 
Death” was a first-rate thriller, while “ The Game- 
keeper’s Wife,” “ Vandra,” “Pauline’s Dream,” and 
* The Swimmer,” and some good vaudeville, sustained 
she interest at a high pitch throughout. 

The Pavilion,in Sans Street, I learn from Mr. Fredk. 
W. Hunter, is doing improved business. He had “ The 
Burning Train,’’ followed by “The Maid of the 
Clouds, last weck. 

That fine hall, the Villiers, had its 1,400 accom- 
modation frequently tested. ‘Why Girls Leave 
Home,” the great Edison comedy, “ The Man of Him” 
(Lubin), and “John Bonsall of the Secret Service,” 
naturally making a strong appeal, supplemented, as 
they were, by first-class vaudeville. This week “ Hard 
Cash” and “The Evil Power” occupied the premier 
positions. An extra film on Saturday night 1s one of 
che latest innovations here. 

The Theatre de Luxe, opposite the Town Hall, was 
Sunderland’s first ‘scontinuous,’’? and assuredly will 
be a continuous success, while Mr. Fred Hudspeth 1s 
responsible for its grogrammes and general manage- 
ment. It was a most comprehensive array, of first- 
class pictures last week, including, for example, 
“The Bridge of Shadows,” “One Round O Brien 
Comes Bark,” “The Sea’s Recompense,’”’? “ Where 
There’s a Swill There’s a Sway,” “ Feeding the Ani- 
mals,” Pathé’s Cartoons, and the “ Topical Budget,” 
to sav nothing of a charming travel picture. 

Some of the smaller halls in Sunderland are really 
doing verv well at present. The other night I 
dropped into the Central, in Green Street, and had the 
pleasure of hearing Mr W. Hay Hunter lecturing 
upon “ The Test,” the interest in the film being splen- 
didly helped by his masterly narration. “The Pen- 
dulum of Fate” had also drawn well earlier in the 
week. 

It is alwavs safe to bet upon the Palace Theatre 
“having the latest,” and “A Fight for Fortune, just 
released, made one’s money sure last week. 

Pantomime held swav at the West Hartlepool Fm- 
pire, but in deference to the wishes of many of his 
steadiest supporters, Mr. Smurthwaite ran a special 
fashionable picture matinée on Wednesday afternoon, 
“The Duke’s Talisman” and “The Little Orphans” 
being the vrincipal films, 

My Seaham Harbour friends greatly appreciated 
“\ Cigarette Makog's Romance,” which was screened 
at the Invicta Picture Hall. 
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ON 

Monday, April 27th, 

MAN UFACTURERS. 

RENTERS a» 

EXHIBITORS 
kindly note: that we are releasing, on this date, the greatest 

sensational modern drama that has ever been placed on the 

OPEN MARKET, entitled 

The Golden Beetle. 
IN THREE REELS. 

WATCH FOR FURTHER ADVERTS. 

G. SERRA, 
SOLE AGENT, 

22, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

Telegrams—R ossicines, London. Telephone—Regent 4132. 

oogle 
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ee 

IF YOU ARE REQUIRING ANY OF THE 
FOLLOWING SPECIAL FEATURE FILMS, 
DROP US A P.C. AND WE WILL PLACE 
YOU IN COMMUNICATION WITH THE 
FIRMS THAT CAN SUPPLY YOU:— 

EXHIB 

RELEASED. 

Celio: Club of the Black Masks 3186 Feb. 2 

Cines: His Solemn Oath 2491 Feb. 16 

Multi-millionaire s Caprice 2980 Feb. 26 

Toreador s Romance 1670 Mar. 12 

The Judge of Instruction 2410 Mar. 23 

A Wifes Devotion 2059 Apr. 2 

G SERRA, 
SOLE AGENT, 

22, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 
Telegrams—Rossicines, London. Telephone—Reyent 4132. 

( 
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“THE EXPRESS” Obook leeulng 
(Middlemiss' Patent) 

1HE LATEST AND THE BEST. 

Absolutely Rogue and Foolproof. 

mince W. T. ELLISON & Co., Ltd., 
Engineers, 

IRLAMS-O’TH’-HEIGHT, MANCHESTER. 
London Agents—RUFFELLS’ IMPERIAL BIOSCOPK SYNDICATF, 

LIMITED, 8 & 9, Long Acre, WC. 
Z Sole Agent for Ireland—DtBiin CINK SuPPLIKES, 51, Grafton 
FOUR-WAY MACHINE. Street, Dublin. 

REVOLUTION in CINEMATOGRAPHY ! 
THE AEROSCOPE. At the International Kinematograph 

Exhibition held at Olympia, London, 

this year, the Aeroscope was 

awarded First Prize. Gold Medal. 

THE CAMERA THAT DOES IT. 
Total weight 141bs.. including 320 feet 
of Film. Size 12in. x 8tin. x 64in. No 
tripod or stand required. Interchangeable 
boxes for 320 feet of film can be supplied. 

The Aeroscope famera, invented by C. de 
PRoszyYNSKr1 (Doctor of Engineering at 
the University of Liege), is driven by 

Compressed Air. . 

As suppfiited to Paul J. Rainey, Esq. Lionel de Rothschild, Esq.. and exclusively 

used by Cherry Kearten, Esq., A. Whittaker, Esq. of India, and others. 

SOLE PROPRIETORS— 11, Hasuiak London, S.W., and 

CHERRY KEARTON, Limited, 113, 115 & 117. Charing Crose Ra, 

Australasian Films, Ltd. M. Baer & Co., ™,coumets 
Reernereree Parc 28, Gerrard Street, London, W. 

Direct Im: rs of the latest pres ge ant hae 

rlestrem the principal makers of the world. and manufac THE LARGEST EXPORTERS OF 

New and Secondhand Films. 
Enormous Selection from id. per ft. Write for Lists. 

Centrolling over 100 of the finest 

Cinemategraph Theatres in exist: nce. 
' . 2 3, & 4 Reels of all Makes. 

Speciality Features : FOR HIRE & EXPORT. 

All FILMS guaranteed in excellent condition. 

TITLES IN ANY LANGUAGE. 
Original from 

London Bepresentative— ROLAND J. FISHER, 

Carlton House, 
Regent & 
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FROM THE WELSH METROPOLIS. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Calling upon Mr. Frank Ridge, manager of the 
Canton Cinema Theatre, I was sorry to hear that 
he is resigning that position. Since its opening, 
Mr. Ridge has admirably controlled the affairs 
of this hall, which is now justly popular. He 
leaves with the good wishes of all. His successor is 
Mr. Bert Spathaky, who is a live man in every re- 
spect, and should make a worthy successor to Mr. 
Frank Ridge. 

I have to record another resignation, that of Mr. 
Arthur Parker, manager of the Cardiff Branch of 
the Walturdaw Company. 

A meeting was held recently to consider the 
advisability of holding a supper and smoking con- 
cert. Steps are also being taken with a view to form- 
ug 2 branch of the Exhibitors’ Association in South 

ales. 

At the Cardiff Cinema, Mr. H. Vickers has been 
appointed to the vacancy caused by Mr. Spathaky’s 
transference to the Canton Cinema. Major Mac- 
Donald tells me that business is good, and that he has 
some big bookings for the future. -The ‘ Pathé 
Gazette ”’ 1s alwavs included in the programme. 

The Kinematograph Trading Company held a well 
attended Trade Show of their exclusive, ‘‘ Sealed 
Orders,’”’ at the Imperial Cinema. The film had 
a good reception, and the Cardiff rights were conse- 
quently secured by Moss's Empires, Limited. 

“In the Hand of London Crooks’’ was featured 
at the Olympia last week. Mr. Randolph Richards 
tells me that this all-British exclusive is proving a 
big attraction. Mr. Percy Wheeler’s orchestra adds 
ne : little to the enjoyment of the good fare pro- 
vided. 

An orchestra of four now renders pleasing selec- 
tions at the Ninian Palace, Grangetown. 

On the 26th ult. the Llandaff Cinema was opened 
with every success. The first performance was in- 
tended to be bv invitation only, but, thanks to the 
excellent advance advertising carried out by Mr. 
Lucas, the secretary, people attended from all parts 
of Llandaff, Whitchurch, and even Cardiff. The pro- 
jector is a Powers No. 6, and a splendid picture is 
obtained. The hall is soundly constructed, and the 
interior 1s decorated with cream panels upon a red 
background. The ceiling, which is flat, is in art blue, 
and the heavy moulding usually associated with this 
class of work is entirely absent. This theatre is one 
that Llandaff mav well be proud of, and I venture to 
think that its success is assured, as patrons can be 
drawn both from Llandaff and Whitchurch. 

At a recent meeting of the directors of the Canton 
Coliseum, Mr. A. Douglas Thomas was thanked for 
the able manner in which he had performed the 
duties of secretarv, and was re-elected for the en- 
suing vear. Mr. Barron J. Solomon is now the man- 
aver of this hall. 

Mr. Lewis H. Chave, manager of the Cardiff 
branch of Messrs. Gaumonts’, told me the other dav 
that business is increasing hy leaps and bounds. I 
would remind showmen that the ordinary releases 
are screened in Dy CD theatye of this firm every 
Wednesday mernin OOS e 
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NOTES FROM BOLTON. 

(By OUR Own CORRESPONDENT.) 

It was not a surprising thing to learn that at the 
last licensing sessions for the County Division two 
new regulations were added to the cinematograph 
licences. Thev were: (1) That highly inflammable 
material, such as cotton wool, must not be used for 
the costumes of the performers or the decoration of 
the premises unless they have been renderd fire re- 
sisting, and are maintained in that condition. (2) That 
no voung person, apparently under the age of sixteen 
vears, shall be admitted after the hour of 9 p.m., un- 
less accompanied bv his or her parents, or a person 
over the age of twenty-one vears. 

It was also stated that police constables, when 
dressed in uniform, or other constables when not so 
dressed but known as ofhicers, shall be permitted to 
have free ingress at all times. 

The first rule would seemingly refer, in part, only 
to those halls, of which there are very few, where 
a licence is held for vaudeville turns. The second 
rule has followed closely upon the resolution passed 
bv managers of halls in the borough area. 

There is some wailing in the annual report of the 
governing council of the Bolton Sunday Schools’ 
Social League, for it says that the entertainments of 
that excellent bodv have been “killed by the picture 
palaces,’’ whilst the gymnasiums were ‘‘ very weak.’’ 
Is this a victory for the cinema, or vet another adverse 
criticism? If the pictures are the attraction, should 
I be going too far bv suggesting that the Council 
should also install a cinema ? 

I spent a most enjoyable evening at the Queen’s 
Theatre last week. The Kinemacolor pictures were 
a revelation. Two of the best were ‘‘A Trip Thro’ 
Memphis and Some Sunsets in Egypt” and “ Kiel 
Regatta.’ The Kinetophone makes one of the finest 
shows in the town, and the Bolton Picture Hall Com- 
pany, Limited, are to be congratulated on their enter- 
prise, which seems untiring. “FE:dison’s Minstrels” 
was the singing picture, and a funny Keystone comic, 
“The Bowling Match,” was the cause of much merri- 
ment. Another good laughable subject was “How 
Pimple Saves the Kissing Cup.” 

Mr. G. R. Parnell, of Rumworth Theatre, is very 
pleased with himself, and he has every reason to be, 
for the introduction of a costly Bechstein piano has 
added a distinct charm to the entertainment. Also 
there was a particularly good programme, which 
contained a fine mixture of humour and_= drama. 
“The Half Breed’s Crime” and “ The Indian Raid” 
were classed among the latter, and “A Holiday 
Night,” “When Dreams Come True,” and “Strong 
Man Wins” were of the former order. The singing 
picture 1s popular, and its rendition of “The Wavy 
the Wind Blows ” drew “no end” of applause.—Wav 
down Bradshawgate, the Paragon Theatre had ‘‘ The 
Waster’ as the star, a Pathé film in five parts: and 
the Hippodrome, at Moses Gate, screened six parts of 
the ‘“ Marv ’’ series during the first part of the week, 
and the other six on Thursday, Fridav and Saturday. 

The Bee Hive, Bark Street, showed “The Great 
Diamond Mystery,” “ Daddy's Soldier Boy,” “ Fatty’s 
Dav Off ” the first three davs, and “ Evil Power ” was 
the star at the week-end. During this week a mag- 
nificent film haschesem dbomked, entitled “Seven Months’ 
Big Game, Hunting? 
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Telegrams—'' CARPETS, BIRMINGHAM.”’ Telephone—CENTRAL 3834. 

BECK & WINDIBANK, LTD., 
ARE SCORING PHENOMENAL SUCCESSES WITH THEIR 

“ BECKWIN” Range of Theatre Chairs and Furnishing. 

TRADE MARK TRADE MARK. 

A Guarantoe aa yf The Hall mark 

of Excellence. ; ' ef Theatre 

Furnishing. 
LUXURY WITH ECONOMY. THE BECKWIN CHAIR No. 27. PRICE 12/9 

Fixed Complete 20 inch centres, upholstered in Lieter's Mehair Velvet-and finished in Siik Gimp end Nails, 
Polished Panels outside back and under seate, 

ff you are about to furnish or re-furnish your Theatre GO DIRECT TO THE 
(Write for particulars.) MAN UFAOTURERS. (Our Representative will be with you by return.) 

BECK & WINDIBANK, ctement street, BIRMINGHAM. 
(Successors to A. R. DEAN, LTD.) 

KELVIN PETROL AND 
PARAFFIN ELECTRIC 

- GENERATING SETS. 
These KELVIN Engines are as supplied to the 
British and Foreign Navies, the Crown Agents, 

etc., etc. 

The following is a certified copy of a letter sent by a RELVIN 

USER to a Friend:— 

From My DEAR Simple and 
Pleased to hear from you. Re Petrol Set, I can put you on to the very 

5 to 60 | thing you want. Send to FYFE, WILSON & CO., 15a, St. Vincent Street, | Reliable. 
H P GLASGOW, they are the makers of the ONLY RELIABLE PETROL Sets on 

s the Market. I have been using one of their small Sets continuously for two 
years and have never been stuck with it. I have recently purchased another Set 
from them, so you will see how all-satisfied I was with the first. 1am using both 
now. It is the most simple ‘Fool Proof ’’ set you can find. A lad can attend to it. 

Portable | ——~..,, ers Pai 
ey have a special truck for carrying it about on always ready. All you 

or do is to open one side of the box and start the engine and your electricity is 
there. I don’t know the exact price of the Portable Sets, but you will be able to 

Stationary. do business with them, I am sure. I shouldthink you are on a ‘'winner’’ to tour 
through , Itook £— with itin ——. FYFE, WILSON’S may have THE 
a second-hand set in stock. Whatever you do don’t go and buy a cheap and 

; nasty Set, or you will be always in trouble and probably hung up when you have 
Quick a Big House. You can depend absolutely upon the ‘‘'KELVIN"' Set as supplied WORLD’S 

s by FYFE, WILSON. 
Deliveries. ' All of the Best. BEST. 

FYFE, WILSON & $a, St. Vincent Street, Glasgew::Scotland. 
» WIESER FER ding NEW YOR PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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The following information has been dade 
New Companies, Mortgages and Charges, Wi 

All inquiries respecting financial matters 

WORLD OF FINANCE. 
compiled for Ts Broscopg, and includes a Register of 
oding-up Petitions and Orders, County Court Judgments, 

Reports of Financial Cases, etc., etc. 

must be 
marked “ Financial.” 

addressed to the Editor, and the envelope 

New Companies. 
THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS, LIMITED. (133,2093.)— 

This company was registered on January oth, with a 
capital of £6,000 in £1 shares (3.000 preference), to 
construct theatres and other buildings and works in 
London and suburbs, and to carry on the business of 
theatre, hall and cinematograph show proprietors and 
managers, etc. Minimum cash subscription £1,500. 
The number of directors is not io be less than two 
nor more than four. ‘The first are: R. N. Adams, 
12, (narles Street, Knightsbridge, S.W. (managing 
director): and FE. O. E.van-Thomas, 1, Clarges Street, 
W. Qualification £20. Remuneration of maraging 
director, £350 per annum and a bonus; of — k.. 
Evan-Thomas, £150 per annum and a_ bonus; of 
others £10 each per annum. Secretary (fra tem.) : 
T. J. Pinfold. Solicitors: Church, Rackham and 
Co., 46, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C. Registered by 
Jordan and Sons, Limited, 116-17, Chancery Lane, 
W.C. 
KINEMA SHOOTING RANGES, LIMITED.  (133.312.)— 

This company was registered on Januarv roth, with 
a capital of £3,000 In £1 shares, to carry on the busi- 
ness indicated by the title. Private company. Table 
A mainly applies. Registered by E. L. Watts, 2, 
Lombard Street, F.C. 
(QUEENSFERRY PICTURE HOUSE COMPANY, LIMITED. 

{8,927.)—This company was registered in Edinburgh 
on January roth, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, 
to carry on the business of exhibitors of moving pic- 
tures, etc. Private company. The first directors are: 
P. Miller, town clerk, Queensferry; and F. Muller, 6, 
Seaforth Terrace, Blackhall, Midlothian. Remunera- 
tion £25 each per annum. Registered office: The 
Loan, Queensferry. 

CLARION FiInM AGENCY, LIMITED.  (133.324.)—This 
company was registered on January 12th, with a 
capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to take over the busi- 
ness of a film renter, carried on by E. G. Milloy, 
at Manchester, as the Clarion Film Agency. Pri- 
vate company. The number of directors 1s not to 
be less than two nor more than five. The first are 
Florence H. Taylor, 28, Vine Grove, Eccles Old 
Road, Pendleton, Manchester; and EF. G. Milloy, 
soO, Wardley Lane, Swinton, Manchester. Qualt- 
fication £100. Registered oftice: 47, Market Street, 
AMfanchester. 

(;RASSMOOR ELECTRIC THEATRE, LIMITED. (133,328.) 
— This company was registered on January 12th, with 
a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares, to acquire from 
J. A. Booker the plot of frechold land at North Wing- 
(eld Road. Grassmoor, Derbv, together with the 
partly completed buildings thereon, and to carry on 
the business of cinematoyraph hall, picture palace, 
theatre and music-hall proprietors, etc. Private com- 

pany. The first directors are not named. Remunera- 

tion as fixed by the company. Solicitor : W. H. Cave, 

18. Bank Street, Sheftield. 

BLACKHALL Mann PaLace, LIMITED. (133.338.)— 

This company was registered on January 13th, with 

» capital of £3,000 in £1 shares, to take over the 

benefit of an agreement between the Blaydon Urban 

Di-trict Council, and J. Cummings, for the sale of 

certain land at Blackhall Mill, Durham, to carry on 

the business of ft hall and theatre proprietors 

oogle 

and managers, etc. Private company. The number 
of directors is not to be less than three nor more 
than nve. The first are: J. Cummings, Dene 
House, Hamsterley Colliery; W. S. Marshall, Ham- 
sterley Colliery; M. U. Gardiner, 2, Victoria Terrace, 
Hamsierley Colliery; W. Fletcher and W. W. 
Sterling.  Qualincation 100 shares. Registered 
ottice : Blackhall Mill, Durham. 

NORTH NOTTS. PICTURE PALACE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
(133,348.)—This company was registered on January 
r3th, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to 
acquire the hereditaments and premises known as 
the Pilot Palace, Hucknall Torkard, Nottingham, 
and to adopt an apreement between the Pilot Palace 
Company, Limited, and W. E. Clifton and H. B. 
Stone. Private company. The number of directors 
is not to be less than three nor more than seven. The 
first are: A. J. Cooper, Clare Valley Lodge, The 
Park, Nottingham; C. D. Cooper, 1, Wheeler Gate, 
Nottingham; J. A. Cooper, F. L. Clarke and H. W. 
Hartley. Qualification £25. Remuneration as fixed 
by the company. Registered by Jordan and Sons, 
Limited, 116-17, Chancery Lane, W.C. 

VERSICOLOR SYNDICATE, LIMITED.  (8,933.)—This 
company was registered in Edinburgh on January 
r4th, with a capital of £11,000 in 10,000 A shares of 
£1 each, and 10,000 B shares of 2s. each, to acquire 
and manufacture cinematograph films, etc. The 
number of directors is not to be less than two nor 
more than five. The first are: W. H. Baxter, V. 
Behar, T. A. Gentles and A. Moore. Qualification 
100 shares. Remuneration £100 per annum (£150 for 
chairman). Registered office: 209, West George 
Street, Glasgow. na 

LISTERHILLS CINEMA, LIMITED. (133,382.)—This 
company was registered on January 15th, with a capi- 
tal of £2,500 1n £1 shares, to carry on the business 
of theatre, cinema, cinematograph proprietors, ex- 
hibitors or managers, etc. Private company. The 
number of directors is not to be less than two nor more 
than five. The first are: Gertrude Meynell, 76, 
Broadway Avenue, Bradford; J. Meynell, 87, Baird 
Street, Bradford: and Asa Pickles, 19, St, Swires 
Road, Halifax. Qualification £25. Solicitor: A. F. 
Massev, 1. Cheapside, Bradford. Registered office: 
2, Darley Street, Bradford. 

PEOPLE’S POPULAR PLAYHOUSES, LIMITED.  (133.385.) 
—This company was regisicred on January 15th with 
a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the bust- 
ness of theatre, music-hall, cinema and concert room 
proprictors, lessees and managers, etc. Private com- 
pany. The first directors are: G. H. Gill, Dale View, 

Menston, near Leeds: and S. R. Berry, Farnley Road, 
Vienston, near Leeds. Qualification #50. Remunera- 
tion as hxed by the company. — Solicitor James Wade, 

72, \lbion Street, Leeds. 

PICTUREDROME, WORTHING, LIMITED. — (133.386.) -- 

This company was registered on January 15th, with a 

capital of £5,000 in £4 shares, to carry on the busi- 

ness indeated by the ttle, and to adopt an agreement 

with P. 1). and AL 2D. Stonham. Private company. 

The number ef directors is not to be less than three 

nor more than seven. The subsertbers are to appoint 

the first. Qualification £100, Registered othce: 60, 

Terminus Road, Rastbourne. 
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Crossley Oil Engines. 
Reduce Operating costs by using Crossley Oil and 

Gas Engines for cheap production of Eleotricity, 

Ilustrating Crossley Oil Engine. 

Full particulars of our Special Combination for 

Cinematograph Theatres sent on application. 

CROSSLEY OIL AND GAS ENGINES ARE 

BELIABLE in operation. 

ECONOMICAL in fuel consumption. 

SIM PLE—no skilled attendance necessary. 

EASILY STARTED. 

DURABLE —beat possible material and highest clase workmanship, , 

FUELS—Tewn’s Gas, Suction Gas, Petrol, Petroleum, Crude Oil 

GUARANTEE— 4!) Engines sold under 12 months’ guarantee. 

Nearly 80,000 Engines made and delivered, 

CROSSLEY BROTHERS, °"iitétisn 

Google 
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RENFREWSHIRE CINEMAS, LIMITED.  (8,936.).—This 
company was reyistered in EaDurer on January 
roth, with a capital of £140 in 2.800 shares of Is. 
each, to lease Renfrew Town Hall, and carry on 
business of caterers for public entertainments and 
amusements. Private company. Table *A’’ mainly 
applies. Registered otnee: 7, Canal Street, Ren- 
frew. 
NEPTUNE FILM COMPANY, LIMITED. = (133,440.).— 

This company was registered on January 1oth, with 
a capital of £40,050 In) 40,000 ordinary shares of 
#1 each and 1,000 deferred shares of 1s. each, 
carry on the business of producers of cinematograph 
films for entertainments and forscientific, educational 
and other purposes, etc. Private company. The 
number of directors 1s not to be less than three nor 
more than five. The first are: T. L. Gilmour, 
3, Rosecroft Avenue. Hampstead, N.W.: A. M. 
Lawrence, 153, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; and 
E. Dunkels, 4, London Wall Buildings, E.C.  Re- 
muneration £50 each per annum (chairman £50 
extra) and a percentage of the profits. Registered 
by Minet, Pering, Smith and Co., 7, St. Helen’s 
Place, E. C. 

ORFORD LANE (WARRINGGTON) PICTURE HOUSE, 
LIMITED. (133,405.).— This company was registered 
on January 10th, with a capital of £5,000 in £1 
shares, to carry on the business of proprietors and 
Managers of cinematograph theatres, and to adopt 
an agreement between H. A. Maw, C. Collins, and 
T. H. Parkhouse. Private company. The number 
of directors 1s not to be less than two nor more 
than five. The first are: H. A. Maw, T. H. Park. 
house and C. Collins. Qualification £100. Re- 
muneration £150 per annum. Solicitor H. G. Smith, 
61, Lord Street, Liverpool. 

WINTON (BOURNEMOUTH) F-LECTRIC PALACE, 
LIMITED. (133,410.).—This company was registered 
on January 16th, with a capital of £7,500 in 5s. 
shares (20,000 7 per cent. cum. participating pref.), 
to take over the business of freehold cinematograph 
theatre and premises known as ‘‘ Winton Hall,’’ 
situate at Winton, Bournemouth, carried on by C. 
E. Clough (vendor to and promoter of this com- 
pany). Minimum cash subscription 25 per cent. of 
the shares offered to the public. The number of 
directors is not to be less than three nor more than 
seven; the subscribers are to appoint the first. Re- 
muneration as fixed by the company. Registered 
ofice : Arcade Chambers, Bournemouth, Hants. 

ASSOCIATED PROVINCIAL PICTURE HOUSES, 
LIMITED. (133,393.).—Registered January 16th, by 
Francis and Johnson, 19, Great Whinchester Streerz, 
E.C. Capital of £500,000 in £1 shares (400,000 
ordinary and 100,000 non-cumulative pref.). Ob- 
jects: To take over the interest of Provincial Cine- 
matograph Theatres, Limited, in certain properties 
or sites for the erection of picture theatres in pro- 
vincial towns, to erect or adapt and equip theatres 
and halls, to acquir: assets, and undertake liabili- 
ties of Provincial Winematograph Theatres in con- 
nection therewith, to carry on the business of cine- 
matograph and_ other theatre proprietors and 
managers, etc. Minimum cash subscription 50,000 
shares. The first directors (to be not less than 
three nor more than scven) are: Sir William A. H. 
Bass, Bart., Byrkley Lodge, Burton-on-Trent; Ralph 
T. Jupp, M.B., 2, Mansfield Place, Richmond: Wal- 
ter C. Grant, The Meadwav Hampstead, N.W.; 
Aubrey Meares, Harrow-on-the-Hill: Stanley Ball, 
57, Portland Court, W.: and Alfred FE. Newbould, 
Tremoor Cottage, Carshalton, Surrey. All the 
directors are to retire from office at the ordinarv 
general meeting in 1915. So long as Provincial 
Cinematograph Theatres, Limited, hold — 10,000 
ordinary shares, they may, from time to time, com- 
mencing with the retirement of the directors in 1915, 
appoint and remove a person or persons to or from 
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the othce of director or directors of the company, but 
so that not more than two persons shall hold Ottice 
by virtue of such appointment at the same time. 
Remuneration, #200 each per annum (chairman £100 
extra). Registered office : 19g, Piccadilly, W. 

RHODES’ PICTURES, LIMITED. (133,412.).—-This 
company was) registered on January roth, with 
a capital of £35,000 In 5s. Shares, to take 
over the business carried on by B. Rhodes, 
at Manchester and Bolton, as the — Interna- 
tional Bioscope Company. Minimum) cash © sub- 
scription, 25 per cent. of the shares offered to the 
public. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three nor more than ten. The first are: R. 
Rhodes, Gladwyn, King’s Road, Alexandra Road, 
Manchester: T. Cook, Oakgate, Worsley, Manches- 
ter; C. Ogden, 150, Bolton Road, Pendleton, Man- 
chester; W. QO. Stott, 28, Bolton Road, Pendleton, 
Manchester: and A. Wilkinson, 25, Trafford Road, 
Eccles. Qualification 4oo shares. Remuneration 
(except managing director) £50 each per annum. 
Registered ottice : 80a, City Road, Manchester. 

PORT TALBOT AND ABERAVON THEATRES, LIMITE). 
(133,425.).— This company was registered on January 
rth, with a capital of £10,000 in £1 shares, to 
take over the business of a music-hall and picture 
palace proprietor, lately carried on by L. Vint, at 
the Palace Theatre, Water Street, Aberavon, Glam., 
and to adopt an agreement between E. J. Dann, WV. 
Mitchell, W. Llewellyn, J. J. Matthias and R. J. 
Dimond, of the first part, the said FE. J. Dann of 
the second part, the said Llewellyn of the third part, 
and the company of the fourth part. Private com- 
pany. The number of directors 1s not to be less 
than three nor more than five. The first are: F. J. 
Dann, W. Llewellyn, 52, Brynhvfryd, Pentvlan, 
Aberavon; J. J. Mathias; and R. J. Dimond. 
Qualification £600. Solicitor: H. W. Henderson, 
Station Road, Port Talbot. 

LEICESTER PICTURES, LIMITED. (133,422).—This 
company was registered on January 17th, with a 
capital of £7,000 1n £1 shares (3,000 preference), to 
carry on the business of lessees or occupiers, pro- 
prietors and managers of places for and caterers for 
public entertainments and amusements, producers. 
of cinematograph films, photographers, opticians, 
etc., and to adopt an agreement with E. D. Tyler. 
Private company. The number of directors is not 
to be less than three nor more than five. The fir-t 
are: FE. D. Trvler, Netherbv, Stonevgate Road, Lei- 
cester (chairman); S. T. Crowe, 9, Severn Strect, 
Leicester; and W. J. Haylock, Hill Croft, Guild- 
ford Road. Leicester. Qualification 100. shares. 
Remuneration £50 per annum. Registered office: :2- 
16, Corridor Chambers, Market Place, Leicester. 

STIRCHLEY EMPIRE, LIMITED. (133,445.).— This com- 
pany was registered on January roth, with a capi- 
tal of £7,000 1n £1 shares, to carry on the business 
of cinematograph, biograph and animated picture 
entertainments, music-hall proprietors, etc., and to 
adopt an ayreement between C. Morrall and W. Bull 
and W. Astley. Private company. The number of 
directors 1s not to be less than two nor more than 
five. The frst are: W. Astley, 79, Cartland Road, 
Hazelwell, Birmingham: W. H. Bull, 43, Franklin 
Road, Bourneville, Birmingham (managing direc- 
tor); S. W. Clift, 65, Cartland Road, Hazelwell, 
Birmingham; R. FE. Bull; and H. B. Lane. Quali: 
fication 50 ordinary shares. Reyistered office: 
Stirchley F-:mpuire, Pershore Road, Stirchley, Bir- 
mingham. 

PORTSMOUTH (PICTURE) PALLADIUM, LIMITED. 
(133,444.)—This company was registered on Januarv 
roth, with a capital of £7,000 in 6,q00_ preferred 
ordinary shares of £1 each, and 2,000 deferred shares 
of 1s. each, to acquire certain lands at London Road, 
North End, Portsmouth, to erect buildings thereon, 
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to carry on the business indicated by the title, and 
to ado an agreement with KE. G. Tresias and WwW, J. 
Foster. Minimum cash subscription £2,300. The 
number of directors is not to be less than three nor 
more than seven. The first are: C. F. Saunders, 
(C. B. Kingsbury, E. G. Tresias and W. J. Foster 
(managing director). Qualification 100 shares. Re- 
gistered office: 46, Pearl Buildings, Portsmouth. 

SHOTTS EMPIRE THEATRE, LIMITED. (8,943.).—This 
company was registered in Edinburgh on January 
20th, with a capital of £3,500 in £1 shares, to carry 
‘on business as amusement caterers, etc. The number 
of directors is not to be less than three nor more 
than nine.. The first are: J. Jenkins, Mossbank, 
Shotts; J. Shirlaw, Station Road, Shotts; T. Shir- 
law, Hillside, Shotts: J. Torrance, Dunedin, Shotts; 

((;. Muir, Helenlea, Shotts; T. McQueen, 45, Main 
Street, Shotts: R. Cunningham, 12, Clive Street, 
Shotts: W. Smith, Home Cottage, Shotts; T. Eeder, 
Colenso Cottage, Shotts. Qualification £50. Re- 
vistered office: Laurence Cottage, Stane, Shotts. 

COLISEUM (CLAPHAM JUNCTION), LIMITED. (133,448 ) 
This company was registered on January 2oth, with 
a capital of £2,500 in £1 shares, to carry on the 
business of cinematograph, theatre, music-hall, rink, 
exhibition and entertainment proprietors, etc. Pri- 
vate company. Table A mainlv applies. Regis- 
tered ofhce: The Coliseum, John’s Hill, Clap- 
ham Junction, S.W. 

PARADE CINEMA, MARGATE (1914), LIMITED. 
(133,459.)--This company was registered on January 
2oth, with a capital of £10,500 in #1 shares (2,000 
74 preference), to take over the business of cine- 
matograph theatre proprictors, carried on by the 
‘Parade Cinema (Margate), Limited, at 5a, The 
Parade, Margate, together with all the property and 
assets, Including the Parade Cinema. Minimum 
cash subscription £500. The number of direc- 
‘tors is not to be less than three nor more 
than five. The first are: W. B. Reeve, 140, 
Canterbury Road, Margate; C. W. Stanley, 138, 
Canterbury Road Margate: W. Hills, Gwvdvr House, 
Dane Park, Margate: FE. O. Skev, Cliftonville Col- 
lege, Margata: J. Olbyv, Whippingham, Hollicon- 
dane Road, Ramsgate. Qualification £100. Re- 
muneration as fixed by the company. Solicitors : 
Walter Hills and Shea, 19, Cecil Square, Margate. 

OXFORD STREET SHOOTING RANGE, LIMITED. 
(133.457.).—This company was registered on January 
2oth, with a capital of £3,500 In £1 shares, to take 
over the tenants’ interest and other property and 
assets in 291a, Oxford Street, W., to carry on the 
business of proprietors of shooting galleries, cine- 
matoyraph shows, etc., and to adopt an agreement 
between Rosina Rose and S. Sibthorp. Private com- 
pany, The number of directors 1s not te be less 
than two nor more than three. The first are: S. 
Sibthorp, Sardinia House, 52, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, 
W.C.: and S. Hignett, Sardinia House, 52, Lincoln’s 
Inn Fields, W.C. Qualification £50. Remunera- 
tion £100 per annum and a percentage of the pro- 
fits. Registered ottice: Sardinia House, 52, Lin- 
coln’s Inn Fields, W.C. 

PHOENIX FILM AND GENERAT. MANUFACTURING COM- 
PANY, LIMITED. (133,488.)—This company was re: 
fs stored on January 21st, with a capital of £1,000 
In gos preferred ordinary shares of £1 each and 100 
deferred shares of 1s. each, to carry on the business 
indicated by the title. Private companv. The num- 
ber of directors 1s not to be less than three nor more 
than seven. The subscribers are to appoint the first. 
Registered office: Streatlev House, 226, Piccadilly. 
. | ; 
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(CLIMAX FILM PRODUCTIONS, LIMITED. (133,479.)— 
This company was registered on January 2iIst, with 
a capital of £2,500 in £1 shares (500 5 per cent. pre- 
ference), to take over the business known as Climax 
Film Productions, and to carry on the business of 
cinematograph film producers and. sellers, photo- 
eraphers, theatre proprietors and showmen, etc. 
Private company. The number of directors is not 
to be less than three nor more than five. The first 
are: M. Harper, 23, Cecil Court, W.C.; L. Cooke, 
40, St. Mark's Road, West Kensington, W.; A. E. 
H. Barry, 50, Bow Lane, k.C.; and Mariana L. 
(. Barry. Registered by M. Harper, 23, Cecil 
Court, W.C. 

VOCAL CINEMA COMPANY, LIMITED. (8,946.)—This 
company was registered in Edinburgh on January 
21st, with a capital of £10,000 in #1 shares, to carry 
on the business of manufacturers and suppliers of 
synchronising devices and = accessories, whereby 
cinema cameras or projectors may be used in con- 
junction with gramophones, etc. Private company. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three 
nor more than five. The first are: J. C. McLean, 
67, West Regent Street, Glasgow; T. C. Reid, °7, 
Kelvinside Gardens, Glasgow; J. Hawthorne and 
J. M. Christie. Qualifcation £200. Registered 
othce : 170, Hope Street, Glasgow. 

TRAVERS, LIMITED. (133,522). —This company was 
registered on January 22nd, with a capital of £500 
in sixty. pref. shares of “5 each and 200 ordinary 
shares of £1 each, to carry on the business of auto- 
mobile, electric and mechanical engineers, manufac- 
turers of and dealers in motor cars, cycles, and elec- 
trical machinery, entertainment caterers, motion pic- 

ture specialists, ete. Private company. Table “A” 
mainly applies. Solicitor: T. Hall, 18, Bigg Market, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Registered by Frederick Walker 
and Co., 68, Coleman Street, E.C. 

PREMIER AGENCY, LIMITED.  (133,514.).- This com. 
pany was registered on January 22nd, with a capital 
of £2,000 in £1 shares, to take over the business of 
film agent and hirer, carried on by G. Doff, at 2, 
Victoria Street, Manchester, as the “ Premier Film 
Aveney, Private company. The number of direc- 
tors 1s not to be less than two nor more than five. 
The first are: G. Doff, s4, Barlow Moor Road, Chorl- 
ton-cum-Hardv: J. H. Kippax, Rookwood, Roe Lane, 
Southport: W. Stafford, 88, Waterloo Street, Old- 
ham: and G. Statlord, 88. Waterloo Street, Oldham. 
Qualification £300. Registered ofhcee: 2, Victoria 
Street, Manchester. 

MIDLAND COUNTIES CINEMA CIRCUIT, LIMITED. 
(133,565.)—This company was repistered on January 
26th, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares (500 
preference), to carry on the business of cinemat»- 
graph theatre proprictors, ete. Private company. 
The. number of directors is not to be less than two 
nor more than five. The subscribers are to appoint 
the first. Qualification 100 shares. Solicitor: A. H. 
Craig, 188, Peckham Rve, S.E. Registered office: 
The Square, Market Elarborough, Leicester. 

CLYDACH VALE CINEMA. LIMITED. (133,597.)—This 
company was reyvistered on Januarv 28th, with a 
capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to carrv on the busi- 
ness indicated bv the title, and to adopt an apree- 
ment between A. M. Phillips Jones, J. Jones and J. 
J. Molyneux. Private company. J. J. Molyneax, 
43. Queen Street, Cardiff, is permanent director, 
with power to appoint one other. Qualification of 
permanent director, £250: of other directors, £25. 
Remuneration ef permanent director, £250: and a 
percentage of the profits. Registered by Jordan and 
Sons, Limited, 119-7, Chancery Lane, W.C. 
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MALTESE GROSS 

= PROJECTOR. :: 
British made throughout, 

Adopted by the British Government. 

The ONLY Flickerless Projector. As steady as a lantern slide, 

KAMM’S NEW DOG MACHINE. 
Easiest Machine on Films in existence. Silent. 

Price £30. 

COME AND WITNESS DEMONSTRATION in our private 
theatre to prove superiority over any existing Projector on 

the market. 

Book to City Road Station on the tube (twenty minutes from 
Charing Cross). 

Kamm’s English Patents ef the Projector— 
23,904 1906. 24,952 1906. 24,953 1906, 24,157 1907, 
7,815 1910. 7,816 1910, 10,977 1910, 14,673 1911, 

Three Years’ Guarantee given with 

every Machine (Cross or Dog). 

LET THE OWNERS TELL THER OWN STORY. 
MATLOCK BATH AND SCARTHIN NICK URBAN DistTrRICT COUNCIL, 

GRAND PAVILION THEATRE AND PICTURE PALACE, 

MaTLock BATH. 
GENTLEMEN, December 17, 1913 

Further to my letter rethe entire satisfaction your machine has given during the two years I 
have had it in daily use, I beg to state that during the whole of this time I have NOT HAD ONE 
CONDENSER LENS BROKEN: 

This I attribute to the fact THAT YOUR SYSTEM OF MOUNTING is the most perfect 
which has come under my observation. 

Yours faithfully, 

PERCY ROWBOTTOM, 

Manager. 

TRY OUR MAINTENANCE SYSTEM. 
WHY BOTHER with an inferior machine which shows bad pictures and causes at delay and eapensein repairs and upkeep? 
We piv 708 a brand new machine complete on a stand, with spool boxes, and a tirst class “ UNIVERSAL" arc lamp at 0s. oer 
week. If you are dissatisfied with the picture, we give yeu anether machine, in fact we guarantee to give you a picture as good 
at the end of the year as on the first day you installed our plant. It is the cheapest in the long run for you to have your machine 

maintained by experts. 

omens to L, KAMM & CO., 
Factory and Showrooms: 

27, POWELL ST., GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 
Telegraphic Address: '*ZEROGRAPH, LONDON." Telephone: CENTRAL 8281. 

Digitized b > DIDI 
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ge THE 

~ SIGNAL 

DEATH. 
A very touching ‘story of a little child's courage 

in saving his father from a traitors death. 

Released Length 

Thursday, 2,750 ft. 

April 2nd, approx. 

The Story of a Matrimonial Tangle which almost ends in 
disaster but is fortunately unravelled in the nick of time. 

Released Monday, March 30th. Length 2,200 ft. 
BSI i Se SS eee SS 

POLIDOR AS A GIANT. 
The funniest comic ever screened. 

Released Monday, March 30th. Length 590 ft. 
SS as SS TE EES Se) 

POLIDOR’S ABSENCE OF MIND. 
A comic containing as many laughs as feet. 

Released Thursday, April 2nd. Length 580 ft. 
aes Se le ee ee eee ee ee 

THE 

U Pasquali Film Co., 5 
(Eng.), Limited, 

52, RUPERT STREET, LONDON, W. 
All Lengths given are approximate 

Telephone—Reégent 2718. Telegrams—Kinescopic, Piccy, London. 
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FILMS—WEEK BY WEEK. 
Compiled from the Manufacturers’ Synopses. 

For Addresses, Telephone Numbers, etc., see ‘‘ Film Relesses.’’ 

AMERICAN CO. 

The Rose of San Juan.— 
Stirring romance of the 
Southern frontier. A 
Spanish boy, who has been 

befriended by the sweetheart of Inez, cleverly saves 

The shooting scene will prove .a tense 
(February 23rd. 995 ft.) 

his benefactor. 
episode. 

The Power of Light.—The son of a moonshiner 
leaves his father in defiance, but, years later, returns 
as a minister to the old place. An exciting happen- 
ing ends in his being wounded, but he recovers, and 
is enabled to accomplish by love what the law had 
hitherto failed to do. (February 26th. 1,990 ft.) 

- 

ANDERSON'S FILM AGENCY. 

URANUS. 
3 x 1 = 1-—Comedy of a family committee, who 

have each a desirable candidate for a marriage. The 
three ‘‘ prospectives ’’ eventually prove to be “‘ one 
and the same,” but not until some farcical events 
have taken place. (February 23rd. 870 ft.) 

»CLARENDON. 

Gigantic Marionettes.—Trick film, said to be one 
of the most wonderful, each figure being of mon- 
strous proportions, y Be le oe a really 
clever performiamae.dy ( og 370 ft.) 

CRICKS AND MARTIN. 

Bertie Buys a Caretaker.— 
Given to ‘‘ celebrations,’’ Bertie 
finds that his flat has been 
marked out by marauders. He 
lays a trap, which is discovered 
by the thieves, but only to come 
in for a great deal more trouble 
than they expected. Their cap- 
ture causes Bertie to turn over a 
new leaf. (February 26th. 425 ft.) 

DAVISON’S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

B. and C. 
Just in Time.—Melodrama of 

the rich and juicy, true Adelphi 
pattern, a vile villain, and sensa- 
tion ad lib., yet happily ended 
when the couple reach the regis- 
fe) office. (February 23rd. © 1,210 
t. 

Holland: The Island of Walcheren.—The third of 
a unique Dutch series, depicting the most quaint 
types, and one of the most interesting parts of a 
wonderful country. (February 26th. 316 ft.) 

ECLAIR. 

A.C.A.D. 

The Horrors of War.—With this feature, which is 
founded upon Balzac’s famous novel, all the vivid 
scenes of beleaguered Paris during the time of its 
siege by the Prussians in 1870 are vividly recalled in 
a ur and well enacted romance. (February 26th. 
4,310 ft. 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

Policeman O’Roon.—Under an assumed name, a 
young English viscount goes West, and plays a heroic - 
part in a Cuban insurrection. He saves the life of his 
lieutenant, then goes to New York. Here the afficer 
cleverly saves him from losing his job as a mounted 
policeman, and, through a romantic rescue, gains 
the aristocrat’s sister for a bride. (February -23rd. 
2,000 ft.) 

SAVOIA. 
Jealousy and Kindness.—Stirring tale of the circus, 

with a huge boa constrictor as the deciding factor be- 
tween jealousy and love. Through saving her rival 
from the snake, the circus girl is enabled to secure a 
lover in the lion tamer. (February 26th. 2,015 ft.) 

Love of Hunting.—An original comic, in which two 
youthful Nimrods train for lion hunting with a variety - 
of wild animals, Orth ipeowatisplay scars enough to 

Fae carn them anaes ae PRB LIE IBRERT 09° ft) 
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“SIGNAL of DISTRESS SS? ‘ 
© GLRPTAINLY NOP. 

RES —S cC~ SSS ae 

_ IN IN THIS FETS 

FOR IN THE EVENT ni A? 

BREAKQOWN INSTAL; A 

POWERS N26. 
LIKE WIRELESS 

IT WILL BRING 

INSTANT RELIEF. 

POWERS No. 6 
Flickerless. Rock-Steady. 

THE PROJECTOR WITH A 

WORLD-WIDE REPUTATIO N 

AND GENUINE GUARANTEE. 

The WALTURDAW Co., Ltd., 46, Gerrard Street, LONDON, W. 
Telephones—Regent 3310, 3311, 3312. Telegrams—"' Albertype, Telew, London.” 

Branches: CARDIFF—9, St. John’s Square. BIRMINGHAM—192, Cerporation St. 

Lancashire Agents—Messrs. Cinema Feature Film Co., 21, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. Irish Agent—Mr. J. I. 
bee law, 51, Grafton Street, Dublin. Nottingham Agents— Messrs. The Provincial Film Agency, 30. 

James’ Street, Not s—Messrs. Clayton’s Bidscopeal Rigtree Lane, Sheffield. field A t! 

a ewcastle Agen tszotiteys oO BS orth of England Film Burean,lid.yiryingHoeuse; Neweasile-on-Tyne, 
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ta 

ECLAIR. 
Softy and the Mad Woman.—Not 

being a favoured suitor, poor Softy 
is cruelly deluded by pa with a won- 
derful lie about the pet poodle, and, 
before the supposed hydrophobia 
patient, behaves in an utterly foolish 
fashion. (February 23rd. 680 ft.) 

MLLE. RENEE SYLVAIRE, 
the talented Eclair actress. 

SCIENTIA. 

In Ceylon.—Quite an ideal travel and scenic re- 
lease, showing famed Trincomalee and _ beautiful 
Colombo, with its unique streets and temples. (Feb- 
ruary 26th. 380 ft.) 

THOMAS A. EDISON, LTD. 
The Actress.—Idolis- 

: ing a popular actress, 
foes Es; HANGS proves Bs her, 

espite a er efforts to 
fe) won dissuade him, that his 

love is genuine, and even subterfuge fails. A tragic 
and pathetic scene ends a striking drama. (February 
23rd. 1,050 ft.) 

Nora’s Boarders.—When Nora takes a boarding- 
house, the male population (singular) flock to the 
establishment. All goes well until a surprise is sud- 
denly sprung upon them in the shape of Miss Amelia, 
the new landlady, while Nora and the music teacher 
are missing. (February 23rd. 1,020 ft.) 

The Foreman’s Treachery.—An excellent feature 
drama, set in the loveliest of the scenery of North 

Wales. V . This British production was specially re- 
viewed in THE BIOSCOPE of January 22nd, on p. 381. 
(February 26th. 2,000 ft. ) 

Digitized by Goc gle 

The Girl in the Houseboat.—One of the famous 
‘“Mr. Leander”’ comedies, containing some riotously 
joyous scenes concerning the adventures of ‘*‘ Spud ”’ 
aaa a young medical student. (February 26th. 
ggo It. 

rs 

ESSANAY. ar 

The Little Substitute. — Pathetic 
domestic drama of a little stranger 
substitued for the dead son of a 
traveller, whose return ultimately 
provoked a confession, which re- 
vealed an unsuspected love on the 
part of the child’s mother. (Feb- 
Tuary 23rd. 982 ft.) 

Naming of the Rawhide Queen.—The jealousy of 
the miners over a new find seems about to cause the 
driving away of a stranger. His daughter saves the 
situation, and is soon crowned queen of the new dis- 
covery. (February 23rd. 904 ft.) 

The Usual Way.—Comedy of an irate uncle, a pretty 
assistant in the dental parlour, and her lover, the 
nephew. The storm breaks when Nunky, who 
“fancied his chance,’’ finds that the nephew has 
forestalled him. (February 23rd. 906 ft.) 

Miss BEVERLEY BAYNE, net an 
one of America’s famous stars, appearing in 

Essanay . photoplays. 

The End of a Circle.—An exciting Western drama, 
showing a rift caused by unreasoning jealousy. Pique 
begets a marriage, which turns out a miserable con- 
tract, ending only with the death of a drunken settler. 
The woman lives but long enough to hand over her 
child and declare her love to the man she really 
wanted. (February 26th. 2,000 ft.) 

Quicksands of Sin.—A_ powerful object lesson 
against a very prevalent prejudice is contained in the 
drama of a wife’s confession to her husband of a sin. 
The boy, despite a note left by his mother, remains 
faithful to the man he looks upon as “ father.’’ (Feb- 
ruary 26th. 964 ft.) 

A Woman Scorned.—Comedy, burlesque style, with 
a jealous woman (of twelve) impelled by novel read- 
ing to a horrible hatred. Handsome Jack, accepted 
by her big sister, has a difficult task, but solves it 
with—a big doll. (February 26th. 084 ft.) 

Original trom 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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HAVE YOU BOOKED EVERY “APEX”? 
THEY WILL MOVE THE MULTITUDE 
INTO YOUR THEATRES 

IN | FOR 

THE SULTAN’S POWER EAST IS EAST 

App. Length 2,000 ft. App. Length 3,000 ft. 

Released Feb. 16th. AN ESTABLISHED WINNER. 

SHOULD A IN 

WOMAN TELL ?| SATAN’S TOILS 
App. Length 3,500 ft. _ App. Length 4,800 ft. 

THE ; 

WIZARD of the JUNGLE TRAGEDY in the ALPS 

App. Length 2,800 ft. App. Length 2,000 ft. 

Get on our Mailing List. It will Pay You. 

cut, APEX FILMS, Lrp, Pune: 
WIRE or . 36 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET. REGENT 
PHONE. LONDON, W.C. 4999. 
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GAUMONT. 

St. Valentine’s Sabots. — A 
charming little tale of Flemish life, 
told in quaint and beautifully col- 
oured scenes, and an admirable 

Gat 0 t variant upon the_ ever-popular 
WY] n “* Cinderella.’’ (February 23rd. 

1,030 ft.) 

Marrakech, Southern Morocco. 
‘ —A marvellous old town, which 

forms the southern® residence of the Sultan, and re- 

veals many unsuspected beauties. (February 23rd. 

290 ft.) 

Marvels of the Invisible World.—A series which 

should arouse the keen curiosity of the audience, and 

enable them to see some marvels of the microscope. 
(February 23rd. 330 ft.) 

The Villa by the River.—Possessing a lottery ticket, 

a clerk is electrified to hear that he has won ‘‘A 

Villa.”? Great preparations are made, even to ‘‘ giv- 

ing notice,’’ but the prize proves, to their chagrin, to 
be a picture. (February 26th. 785 ft.) 

Swiss Landscapes: Zurich.—The interesting old 

town and its environs, with the lovely lake, are splen- 

didly shown. (February 26th. 330 ft.) 

Courting Death.—An inventor, finding his ability a 

species of curse to his family, sets about the making 

of amends. His new parachute had, however, been 

demonstrated by his son, who was thus the means 

of bringing the father to a sense of his responsi- 

bilities, and earning a well merited reward. (Febru- 

ary 26th. 1,300 ft.) 

Across the French Jura.—The fairylike gorges and 

falls of this famous district presented in a coloured 

scenic of more than ordinary merit. (February 26th. 

305 ft.) 

A, E. HUBSCH & CO., LTD. 

EXPRESS. 

A Ride on the Lofoten Railway.—The most 

northerly railway in the world, the rugged moun- 

tains of Norway forming a fine scenic. (February 

26th. 360 ft.) 

HUBSCH. e 

Winkle and His Wife.—The pair, separating for 

a while, decide to have their fling in the City. Gor- 

geously, attired they both turn up at the park, where 
Winkle “chases ’? a fair one, and finds out, alas, that 
she is Mrs. W. (February 23rd. 700 ft.) 

MESSTER. 

Threads 
of D-stiny. 
-—4 life of 
adventure 
falls to the 
lot of a 
dissolute 
marine en- 
gineer and, 
in a Colo- 

nial corps, he atones for sin by an act of bravery. 
A dramatic sacrifice ends the feature. (February 

3rd. 21 dilzed by Google 

IgI4. Vii. 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY. 

MILANO. 

The Island of Vengeance.—Draima of social in- 
trigue and a plot to ruin a rival in love. The heroine, 

to save her honour and that of her lover, deliberately 
sets fire to the castle, and is rescued, her lover 
bravely swimming from the mainland to the island. 
(February 26th. 2,200 ft.) 

Dick at the Seaside.—Becomes the ‘‘hero’”’ of some 
comical adventures. His new style trousers invari- 
ably lead to his identification until the idea strikes 
him to effect an exchange. (February 26th. 470 ft.) 

In the Corniche Alps.—A beautiful district where 
many old-world habits still survive, and the scenery 
is remarkable for its rugged grandeur. (February 
26th. 320 ft.) 

HEPWORTH. 

A Price on His Head.—The 
- doings of a gang of black- 

mailing kidnappers are cleverly 
frustrated up to a certain 
point, by Detective Brendon. 
He falls prisoner to the gang, 
but by means of heliograph 
messages. brings help, and a 

murderous revolver defence is ended with the arrest 
of the gang. (February 23rd. 1,900 ft.) 

On a False Scent.—The smell of ‘ bacca,’’ and the 
aroma of scent, inspire feelings of bitter jealousy be- 
tween husband and wife. Even an analyst fails to 
disprove the facts, but eventually the air is cleared 
ane the scent of suspicion scouted. (February 26th. 
O50 ft.) 

Hawkeye Meets His Match.—_Once more the valiant 
Hawkeye is seen to be the victim of a resemblance 
and a *‘ himposition.’? His pursuit of his ‘‘ double ”’ 
causes some comical scenes, and the villagers, 
especially the Bacchanalian, begin to doubt their 
vision. (Februa®rigi6th.frofigo ft.) 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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LUBIN. 
From Out the Flood. 

lent story has been written around 
some wonderful scenes in a flooded 
town, the result of a great dam 
burst. A fine domestic drama _ fol- 
lows, drawn in ‘true to life” 
fashion, and well played. (February 
23rd. 1,995 ft.) 

Just Cissie’s Little Way.—Awk- 
ward boy, a hayseeder, is frightfully 
jealous when Cis returns West with 
a parson who is holiday making, 

but, after some tragi-comic happenings, that parson 
comes in very handy. (February 23rd. _ 1,042 ft.) 

Trimming a Boob.—The simple ‘‘country cousin,”’ 
in endeavouring to escape from a gambling raid, pre- 
sents such a formidable obstacle, stuck in a fanlight, 
that the sharps are compelled. to disgorge their 
winnings to secure release. (February 23rd. 352 ft.) 

The Scapegrace.—The noble action of a brother 
gives rise to jealousy, and his fzancée parts from him, 
to become a nurse, and hastens to save the life of a 
scapegrace from typhoid; the man turns out to be her 
sweetheart’s brother, and the mystery is soon at an 
end. (February 26th. 1,027 ft.) 

A Husband’s Awakening.—The shock of a parting 
serves to reawaken the man’s love, and the wife and 
child are soon brought back to fill the aching void. 
(February 26th. 1,029 ft.) 

A Widow’s Wiles.—Showing how a charming 
young widow successfully plays off two old sparks. 
She settles another love match, then proceeds to 
make one for herself with a younger man. Feb- 
ruary 26th. 678 ft.) 

A Surprise for Four.—Father and son find them- 
selves rivals for a girl, but an adamantine cake proves 
the undoing of pa, the son wins and pa surprises him 
by taking the girl’s mother. (February 26th. 451 ft.) 

KINETO. 

A Little Fowl! Play.—<A lively picture of sporting 
interest, in which two pugnacious bantams have a 
set-to under somewhat unusual rules. (February 
22nd. 325 ft.) 

The Construction of a Four-Cylinder Engine.—An 
‘*interest,’? which shows the whole process of build- 
ing a loco., from foundry to the finished monster, the 
engine being a fine example of a G.W.R. flyer. 
(February 26th. 745 ft.) 

M.P. SALES AGENCY. 

ARROW. 

The Amateur Photographer.—Comedy of village 
life and a competition which is won, by two sweet- 
hearts, in an amusing way. (February 23rd. 840 ft.) 

BIOGRAPH. 
A Motor Cycle Elopement.—Dick, 

in an endeavour to outdo his rival, 
who possesses a tandem bike, buys 
a one cylinder Nar segp which makes 
more for profanity than pleasure. 
(February 23rd. 386 ft.) 

The Three Sisters.—Reissue of a 
well played drama of the doings of 

a young girl who is saved by the ready wit of her 
elders. (February 23rd. 1,031 ft.) 

The Mystery of the Milk.—Disappearances from 
the doorstep provided cause for great alarms, until 
a watchful cop solved the very simple problem. 
(February 26th. 287 ft.) 

Digitized by Go gle 

Conscience.—Drama of the third degree and the 
saving of an innocent man. Reissue of a fine play, 
by request. (February 26th. 1,033 ft.) 

KALEM. 

The Padrone’s Plot.—Thrilling drama 
of anarchy and _ industrial life. 
Tony finds out a terrible mistake and 
incurs by his refusal, the ire of the 
plotters, but a new friend comes to 
his rescue, and the police capture the 
gang. (February 23rd. 2,145 ft.) 

The Rajah’s Jewels.—Two crooks, bent upon rob- 
bery, find, on opening the casket, a cobra in posses- 
sion, and subsequently become an easy capture for 
the detective on the case. (February 26th. 1,242 ft.) 

The Invisible Foe.—Woman’s love, pitted against 
the insidious drug habit, contracted by her sweet- 
heart, meets a strong foe, but eventually conquers 
and helps to a new life. (February 26th. 1,070 ft.) 

MINERVA. 
The Wreckers.—Fine Nat Pinkerton feature, in 

which he meets with some hairbreadth escapes in pur- 

suit of a dangerous coastal gang. (February 26th. 
2,518 ft 

SPECIAL. 

The Opossum.—An unique study of an animal 
which, on account of its peculiar timidity, is but 
aa caught by the camera. (February 26th. 
361 ft. 

SEARCHLIGHT. 

Rock, Sea and Sky, Cornwall.—Some remarkably 
beautiful pigiutes of the English Riviera. (February 
26th. 597 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY FILM CO. 

AMBROSIO. 

Grandfather’s Surprise.—Even a family feud fails 
to keep apart a loving young couple, and despite all 
obstacles, the parents are forced to submit to their 
wish. (February 23rd. gro ft.) 

Love’s Calvary.—Feature drama of society life and 
the consequences of gambling and_ speculation. 
(February 26th. 2,260 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY. 

Hamburg.—Showing the most 
ings, monuments and places of interest. 
23rd. 455 ft.) 

interesting build- 
(February 

Original from 
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OUTSIDE VIEW OF PAYBOKX. 

SHOW ROOMS: 
166-168, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W. 

Telep hone : Regent 3827. 
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By Far 
the most economical 

method of producing 

Electric Light for 

your Theatre is the 

“CRYPTO” System. 

Have you our List? 

THE CRYPTO ELECTRICAL CO., 
1 55a, Bey eo naaey Street, London, S.E. 

BRISTOL— 

79, Victoria St. 

GLASGOW— 

19, Waterloo St 
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HARPER’S 
Ticket Issuing and 

Recording Machine. 

For particulars as to Sale, Rental, or 

Hire Purchase, write to 

Harper’s Ticket Issuing and 
Recording Machine, Limited, 

(Established 1905) 

65, LONDON WALL, E.C. 
Telephenes—London Wall 3129 (2 lines). 

Telegrams—"' Pattullo, London.” 
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African Films Trust, Lta 
Ucad Office—Empire Baildings, Johannesburg. 

SS eS SST 

Supplying all the leading picture theatres in 
South Africa. 

Feature Films wanted, any length. Good 
prices given for Exclusives. 

LONDON OFFICE— 

2, GERRARD PLACE, 

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W. 
"Phone: Regent 3701. Telegrams: ‘' Affiltrus.’' 

Diploma Henour, Internationa] Exhibition, 
London, 1913. 

GOLD & SILVER MEDALS, GHENT, 1913. 

* TIP-UPS 
Direct from the Wholesale Manufacturers 

WHITING & BOSISTO, Lid., 
Complete Theatre Furnishers, BRISTOL. 

‘Phone—Bristol 3768. London— —Regent 3359. 
srams—'' Tip-ups, Bristol.’ 
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SVEA. 
Fish Culture.—A wonderful glimpse at a strange 

industry, the raising of fish for the market from 
spawn. (February 23rd. 330 ft.) 

Mid-Winter.—Short length scenic, which gives 
some vivid scenes of the rigours of the Northern lati- 
tudes. (February 20th. 330 ft.) 

NEW MAJESTIC FILM CO. 
MAJESTIC. 

Bashful 
escape the 

Bachelor Bill.— In 
attentions of 

order to 
summer girls, 

Billy uses the photo of an actress. The 
girls soon realise that they have been 
fouled when she arrives, with her hus- 
band, but the pretty parlourmaid stands 

by Bill. (February 23rd. ggg ft.) 

Playmates.—[.uxury on the one hand and 
on the other. are strikingly revealed ino a meeting 
between the two children of former partners. The 
nich voungster’s pleading ends in a new partnership 
and heominess for all ¢kebruary 26th. gaG ft.) 

pove»rtyv 

RELIANCE. 

Between Hom: and Country.— 
In an endeavour to protect the 
honour otf his wite, a spv returns 
to what portends a certain cap- 

RELIANCE . 
ture, but his little son rides to the 
Northern camp and = a- rescue 

party arrives in time to save his hfe. (February 
23rd... 974 ft.) 

The Lure of the City.—Finely drawn story of stage 
hte and the strugele witnessed when the burlesque 
actress is asked to leave her milhonaire protector. 
Her neglected country sweetheart finally appeals to 
her better nature, and she arrives home in time to 
save her mother’s life. (February 26th. 8&5 ft.) 

NORDISK FILM CO. 

Count Zarka.—Powerful and splen- 
ages didly produced drama of diplomatic life 
My and intrigue, a villainous abduction 

$f of the Prince, a omantic rescue from 
“fetta a dungeon, despite a deluge of water 

(keb- starthng adventures. 
3.302 ft.) 

ma Sarre < le ) Ne i * wis and othet 

M 
ruary 23rd. 

PATHE FRERES. 
A.K. 

From Love to Hate.-—The fact that ‘‘ woman is a 
curious being” is exemplified in this feature, a storv 
of Mexican revolution. The girl’s rival, an American 
ladv, has a narrow escape from death and reaches the 
frontier in the mick of time. (February 22nd. 
1,025 ft.) 

Under the Spell. —Mental suggestion, as taught by 
a charming girl, is seen to "| its subjects in an 
alarming. wavy. faa Ge Tu Geel &> ft.) 

1914. x1. 

The Escape.— Dramatic in character, this film tells 
of the doings of two escaped convicts who part com- 
pany, but meet unexpectedly when the honourable one 
saves an innocent girl from the clutches of the other. 
(February 26th. g5o0 ft.) 

Childhood's Memories.—\)| reminiscent allegory, 
in which two old people recall their early life and a 
rivalry which ended in honours to the best of two and 
the “ winning of the queen.” (February 26th. 
g50 ft.) . 

The Cowboy and the Baby.—An adventure upon 
a Western bound Pullman ends in the rancher be- 
coming a clumsy species of nurse. The comedy 
becomes broadly farcical when the little emigrant 
arrives at the settlement, and only a doting mother’s 
arrival ends the doings of many willing but sadlv 
bungling sponsors. (February 26th. 1,000 ft.) 

AUSTRIA. 

Through Besnia and Dalmatia.—Showing Weiland, 
one oof the favourite resorts of Rovaltw, and many 
lovely views of the Adriatic coast. (hebruary 26th. 
250 11.) 

CHICAGO. 

Hero and His Blind Master.—Well enacted drama 
of street hfe and the love of a dog for its owner, a 
blind newsagent. (February 22nd. 1,000 ft.) 

COMICA. 

A Jolly Little Dinner.— Deciding upon an al-fresco 
dinner, a party find themselves at the mercy of the 
elements, while a passing balloonist adds to the con- 
fusion. A lost train’ puts the finishing touch to 
a joyous €27) excursion. (February 22nd. 425 ft.) 

HILAIRE. 

A Lesson in Love.—Jitfident in manner, an elderly 
suitor secks the advice of a friend whose mischievous 
promptings, intended to bring ridicule, serve, how- 
ever, to shed a new light upon a designing rival. 
February 260th. 775 ft.) 

IMPERIUM. . 

Rapids and Falls of New Zealand.— Possessing 
some of the most romantic scenery in the world, there 
is seen to be material enough, and to spare, for a 
very captivating scenic. (February 26th. 250 ft.) 

JAPANESE. 

The rickshaw and the 
use, and the thrilling 
end in a fine release. 

Modes of Travel in Japan. - 
litter are seen to be. still on 
dangers of ** rapid shooting: 7’ 
‘(February 22nd. 500 ft.) 

LITERATIA. 

In the Whirl of Strife.- pisodes in the recent Bal- 
kan war form the basis of some exciting passages in 
a storv of love, battle. and the perils of aviation in 
time of war. (Pebroarfrawnd. 3,125 ft.) 
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LOVE THE VICTOR 
2,800 ft. 

OUR FIRST 

EXCLUSIVE 
For which we hold the United Kingdom rights. It is well acted, 

well staged, and abounding with thrills and sensations Vacant 

dates, prices and synopsis on application. 

FEATURE FILMS VACANT. 
Subject. Maker. Released. Vacant Dates. Posters. 

Curse of Greed .. @aumont§ Mar. 2. 1st week onwards. 

The Parasite ... Lubin » 25. e +3 

Tattooed Will . B&C. aa 2 ‘ 43 

The Wreck .. Vita x Bs . 9 

Queen’s Love ... Ambre. Feb. 16. Mar. 9, 12, 16, 23,26. Quad, 16, 6,8 

Sheriff and Rustler... Selig Jan. 26. Feb. 16, 19, 23, 26. 6 & Quad 

In the Midst of Jungl Fr » 6. »» 12, 16, 19, 23. 6,12, 

Demonyte ... Neue Nov. 24. » 16, 19. Ssh. _,, 

Proteases... --  LEclair Sept. 29. »» 16, 19, 23. 6sh._,, 

Wild Beasts at large . Vita Oct. 6. » 16, 19, 23, 6 sh. 

Duchess’s Diamonds... Hubsch Mar. 9. 1st week onwards. 

We can quote competitive prices. 

Send along your inquiries now. 

The Feature Supply Go.,Ltd., 
29a, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C. 

'Phone—REGENT 4620. Telegrams—'‘ Suppletive, Westrand."’ 
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NIZZA. 
Mosquitoes and Musketeers.—Having perpetrated 

a picture play which has caused the premature demise 
of many patrons, the Musketeers (three, of course) 
are seen, trailed to their lair by bloodthirsty ’skeetors 
and the inevitable ’tecs. They escape to a clime 
which is too warm for their enemies. (February 26th. 
600 ft.) 

SWEDISH. 
Slaves of Ambition.—The lure of political power is 

seen in a splendidly written society romance. A 
terrible reprisal upon the successful politician is in 
progress when its author finds a veritable bombshell 
burst before his bewildered brain, and his black- 
mailing methods are summarily ended. (February 
26th. 3,075 ft.) 

THALIE. 

Caza and the Maid.—As that estimable man of 
light and learning, the plumber, Caza finds a means 
of masquerading in a new 7éle at a customer’s house. 
The maid, appearing as the missus, also seeks to 
make an impression. A surprise ends the farce in 
a summary fashion. (February 22nd. 525 ft.) 

PREMIER. 

A.B. 

Getting Even.—The first of a series of bustling 
comics. (February 23rd. 467 ft.) 

COSMOGRAPH. 

The Rival Fishermen.—Tale of jealousy and a 
murderous revenge enacted upon the Breton coast. 
(February 26th. goo ft.) 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 

BLACHE. 

Cooking for Trouble.—Hubby’s adventures, when 
compelled to turn to and prepare the menu, enable 
a fine pot-pourri of mistaken zeal with an extra- 
ordinary climax. (February 23rd. 1,000 ft.) 

An Unexpected Meeting.—Two gay deceivers, mar- 
ried monsters, plan to get a few davs by the sea. 
When thev arrive, they meet with surprise, and not 
a glad one either. (February 26th. 1,000 ft.) 

HOLLANDIA. 

A Robber Robbed.—A beautiful series of settings 
and a well played drama of fisher life founded upon 
the ive te an artist for a Dutch girl. (February 26th. 
1,250 ft. 

PARISIEN. 

A Versatile Lover.—An original comedy in which 
Mons. Vernaud, of the Folies Dramatiques, enacts a 
eels ee in a convincing way. (February 23rd. 
1,363 It. 

=a 
SELIG POLYSCOPE CO. 

The Touch of a Child.—Even 
the perfervid acclamations of an 
adoring public cannot reconcile 
an opera singer to the loss of hus- 
band and child, and, after many 

F lise, h nets is She a to return 
and realise) her, mothe{’s Joye child recovers 
from sicknele2tP abr ORS! ft.) 

The Cypher Message.—Some surprising situations 
are seen in a detective drama wherein the elucidation 
of the message plays a strong and convincing part. 
(February 23rd. 2,025 ft.) 

Mounted Officer Flynn.—For the sake of his 
Government, Flynn braves some extraordinary dan- 
gers in the pursuit of daring spies. The final race 
affords some moments of tense excitement, expert 
lassoing, and a fine capture. (February 26th. 1,087 ft.) 

Dickwash Dick’s Counterfeit.—An amusing comedy 
drama of ranch life and an unexpected trepidity which 
wins the hearts of ‘‘the boys.’? (February 26th. 
848 ft.) 

The Supreme Moment.—Typical of the worst of the 
underworld, Griggs, athirst for a long delayed re- 
venge, takes the opportunity to sink the boat which 
conveys the daughter of his enemy. A sudden spark 
of humanity comes and, in the course of a rescue, he 
drowns before the eyes of the man he sought to 
wrong. (February 26th. 995 ft.) 

G. SERRA. 

CINES. 
The Broken Chain.— 

Well mounted feature with 
an unscrupulous artist as 
the villain and an actress 
as his dupe. His mis- 
deeds include the enslav- 
ing of other women, and 
some enthralling episodes 
are seen ere he realises 
that his only love is no 
more. (February 23rd. 
2,257 ft.) 

The Frog, the Salaman- 
der and the Toad.—Am- 
phibious animals are seen 
to provide a_ splendid 
The various changes are 

(February 23rd. 375 ft.) 

Bidoni’s American Contract.—The errors conse 
quent upon the arrival of Hyam A. Spoofer, the rag 
time agent, and the signing of the contract, provide 
a series of syncopations. (February 23rd. 664 ft.) 

lesson in natural history. 
cleverly shown. 

_ Bloomer and His Wife's Friend.—A righteous ob- 
jection tg the visitor and Bloomer’s ire cause some 
ludicrous happenings. (February 23rd. 660 ft. ) 

THANHOUSER. 

The Children’s Hour.—Longfellow’s 
famous poem receives in this beautiful 
picture a very striking interpretation. 
The acting of the children is, in itself, 
a feature of the release. (February 
23rd. 1,016 ft.) 

A Water Cure.—On a visit to the sea- 
side, a lively girl meets with so many mishaps and 
duckings that her ardour for the briny is soon 
quenched. (February 23rd. 1,011 ft.) 

Old Folks at Home.—How the old folks, simple 
boat hirers at the seaside, behave when they come to 
live with their wealthy son, provides much amuse- 
ment, but a touch. of, pathos comes when they 
stealthily ‘ elope ¥'t8'the Old life. (February 26th. 
1,036 ft. NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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PRINCESS. 

Shotgun Cupid.—An ingenious and well enacted 
comedy, in which an old gun, in which some bills are 
Biden, pe an important part. (February 26th. 
1,022 ft. 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 

BISON 101. 

Shon, the Piper.—Fcature of Highland life; the 
lover a duke disguised as a piper, and differences 
which lead to a terrible battle of the clans. (Febru- 
ary 23rd. 1,965 ft.) 

The Law Breakers.—Profligacy causes a man to 
steal his sister’s jewels. A racial feud follows, in 
which a mulatto servant and the negro accomplice are 
killed in a fierce riot. (February 26th. 1,924 ft.) 

CRYSTAL. 

Robert’s Lesson.—Obscssed by a supposed murder, 
Robert goes into hiding, but receives a surprise, and 
is soon free to win the girl he loves. (February 23rd. 
985 ft.) : 

Hearts Entangled.—An infatuation leads to a hasty 
marriage with an adventuress. After a release from 
prison, the woman is compelled to confess, and the 
man is left free to go with his first sweetheart. (Feb- 
ruary 26th. 1,040 ft.) 

IMP. 

The Dare-devil Mountainzer. 
—Despite a mother’s edict, the 
mountaineer carries off the girl, 
and a thrilling chase on motor 
eycles ends with a plunge into 
a river, and safety, on the op- 
posite shore, for the fugitives. 
(February 23rd. 1,905 ft.) 

Whimsicalities.— Henry Mayer 
lets himself go upon a series of 
very comical caricatures. (I eb- 

1,905 ft.) ruary 26th. 

His Priceless Treasure.—Frowsy Fritz, the hotel 
“Pooh Bah,.”’ gets a surprise when he steals a won- 
derful box from a dude; so does I. Cohen, the won- 
derful Scottish detective. (February 26th. 585 ft.) 

NESTOR. 

Mona.—aAn arch plotter, in the 
West, stirs up discord between the 
Indians and Whites. He is, how- 
ever, foiled in further villainy by 
falling into an occupied bear trap. 
A fine love element is included. 
(February 23rd. 975 ft.) 

When the Blood Calls.—Adopted 
by the Reds, a youth revolts when 

ordered to torture a white girl, and amid many can- 
gers he saves her from destruction. (February 2-rd. 
1,005 ft.) 

Weighed in the Balance.—Lust for gold plays a 
strong part in the affairs of a young broker, who 
finds, too late, that the love of his fzancée has fled 
through his misdeeds. (F ary iol 1,000 {t.) 

Digitized by \ OC IQ e 

Darkfeather’s Sacrifice.—Graduating through col- 
lege, a beautiful Indian finds a white lover, who, 
however, deceives her so arrantly that she returns to 
the pa and discards civilised garb. (February 2¢th. 
995 It. 

POWERS. 
The Kid.— The wayward 

girl, after upsetting her sister 
and her beau, goes out to play 
with the boys, and disgraces 
the family by joining a bathing 
party. (February 23rd. goo ft.) 

A Man in the World of Men. 
—Aware that he is doomed to 
die within a year, an artist sets 
himself to a task which, 

although heart breaking, causes the girl to marry 
his brother. (February 26th. 1,970 ft.) 

The Primeval Test.— 
Somewhat curious in its 
development, this drama 
shows how a_ husband 
takes his erring wife to 
the wilds, and there com- 
pels her to recognise his 
love and authority. (Feb- 
ruary 23rd. 2,115 ft.) 

Jewels of Sacrifice.— 

Allegory dealing with the awakening of a wealthy 

woman to the needs of the poor, and her ultimate 

proof that the only jewel left is a true heart. (Feb- 

ruary 23rd. o8o ft.) 

Shadows of Life.—Cast aside by a vicious husband, 

who sought her only for her wealth, the woman finds 

solace in the love of a musician. Some affecting and 

beautitul scenes are contained in a release with a 

moral, (February 26th. 1,940 ft.) . 

The Haunted Bride.—Tortured by a remembrance 

of her rejected lover, the bride returns home and dis- 

covers that her sister has prevented a suicide and 

earned his gratitude and love. (February 26th. 935 ft.) 

Blood Brotherhood.—The unsavoury influence of a 
black hander over a girl is broken by the arrival of 
the police, and hypnotic power comes to an end. 
(February 26th. o8o ft.) 

VICTOR. 

The Restless Spirit.—A modern allegorical play, 
suggested by Gray’s ‘‘ Flegy ’’ and featuring Warren 
Kerrigan as the outstanding figure, and impersonat- 
ing the great personages of twenty centuries. (Feb- 
ruary 23rd. 2,415 ft.) 

Girl of the Woods.—Spccially written for the return 
of Miss Flo. Lawrence to the screen, and well calcu- 
lated to display her wonderful emotional powers and 
versatility (February 26th. 1,970 ft.) 

TYLER FILM CO; ETD. 

ITALA. 
A Buried Secret.—A finely staged feature, with a 

full quota of sensations. A clever dog aids the de- 
tective in the tracking down of the criminals. A 
final resort to the use of motor boats enables a sensa- 
tional climax, but the sea claims the master criminal. 
(February 23rd. 2,679 fh ih al from 
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THE INTERPRETATION OF THE DOCUMENT. 
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THE ABDUCTION OF ROBERT GRANT. 
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XX. JPPLEMENT TO Tit Broscore, FEBRUARY 12, 1914. 

HUMANITY 
Featuring 

JOHN LAWSON as “The Jew. 
3,000 ft. of Excitement and Thrilling Situations, 

The Right Exclusive 

at the Right Price. 
QUADS TO 16 SHEETS. 

‘FEBRUARY 

ey | 

MALCOLM SCOTT 

Featured in 
MARIE LLOYD At 

ee depen er How a Housekeeper 

Pees Lost Her Character 

ONE AND ONLY 1,000 ft. Exclusive. 

300 ft. FULL OF REAL FUN. 

Six Sheet and Quads. Six Sheet and Quads. 

Coming. The Diamond Hunt. 
An Exciting Detective Story. 2,000 ft. Exclusive. 

One Week £12. Three Days £7. 

Seer MAGNET PROGRAMMES 

Up-to-Date. 

FISTIANA_IN EXCELSIS. 
ARE THE RIGHT STUFF 

Willie Ritchie SELECTED FROM THE 

Joe Rivers. World’s Best Productions. 
eet ed ani: er Ex et Yoo ot ali £4——_ — £20 

Fall Publicity. 
FULL LINES OF POSTERS. 

| ~.,| The Magnet Film Company, Ltd 
MAGNET HOUSE 

9, St. Martin's Court, aiarink Cross Road, London, W. Cc. 
Telephone Nos.=Gerrard 8 212. Telegrams—Filma agco, 

a Sigitized by ¢ = JO 

do 
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AN IMMENSE SUCCESS 

at the 

GAUMONT PALACE, 
(Hippodrome) 

PARIS. 

THE 

HUNDRED 
DAYS 

(Second Rise and Fall of Napoleon.) 

The finest interpretation of Napoleon, 
brilliant mise en scene; stirring 
scenes: wonderfully realistic effects. 

Length with titles about 5,000 fet. 

SURPASSES ALL OTHER NAPOLEON FILMS. 

*“*CINE JOURNAL" 

(Paris) February 7, 1914, says: 
‘Treated with an historical knowledge 
‘“‘and grandeur without precedent 

‘LE JOURNAL.” 

(Paris) February 1, 1914, says: 
‘* A succession of superb tableaux 
‘of unsurpassable beauty.” 

Sole Rights for the whole World: 

F. J. GOLDSOLL, |= 
FRIEDRICHSTRASSE 11, BERLIN. 12, RUE TROUCHET. PARIS. 

Telegrams—'* GOLDSOLL, BERLIN."" — ‘‘GOLDSOLL, PARIS." 

rigin 
— 

rory 

Digitized by \zOC 1g e NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 



XX. SUPPLEME 

THE 

| 

Clean English Drama 4,000 ft. By Arthur Applin. 

FEATURING 

— se . hee ahwAwWd l 4 » F = 

ik oe | t said = we . ~~ A |) 

THE TRUEST PICTURE OF 

LONDON LIFE EVER PRE- 

SENTED TO THE CINEMA- 

TOGRAPH SUPPORTER. 
EAST AND WEST-ENDS ARE 

DEPICTED IN A SERIES OF 

SCENES OF SURPASSING 

EXCELLENCE. 

a Si tt, = itis, Se 

THE PLANT OF POSTERS 
ISSUED WITH THIS FILM 
IS REALLY GREAT! EVERY 
SHEET IS A FIRST-CLASS 
EXAMPLE OF THE LITHO- 
GRAPHER’S ART IN SIX 
COLOURS. SEE THEM, AND 
YOU WILL AGREE THEY 
ARE POSTERS. 

oy 7, -~ : = 

mee He CA4 

EIGHTEENS, TWELVES, SIXES, QUADS and DOUBLE-CROWNS. 

DON’T 
GUESS, 

WRITE! 
lid 

» AG. == if = 

LOND ON-— 

nu CENTRAL 

LANTERN 
LONDO 

31, LITCHFIELD STREET, 
ss") 

E+ GERR RO 188 
9251 

ING 
n 4 

nt TO Tue Broscopr, FEBRUARY 12, 1914. 



SUPPLEMENT TO THE Bioscope, FEBRUARY 12, I9I4. XXlil. 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD. 

EC-KO. 

Betty’s Birthday.—Novel children’s comedy, well 
played by Sam Poluski and Lottie Belman, in which 

the arrival of a “ real live’? teddy bear causes some 
quaint episodes. (February 26th. 575 ft.) 

URBANORA. 

Maud, the K’nut.—Her plan to unmask the perfidy 
of the man to whom she is assigned by her father 
furnishe> a clever and amusing series of comedy 
scenes. (Februery 25th. 95 ft.) 

Dupin, Sammy, and a Side Car.—Thiec latter, an- 
nexed by stealth. enables the twain to have an ex- 
citing time, especially when they scoop up a fair 
charmer, whom, fortunately, the final smash does 
not injure. (February 25th. 495 ft.) 

Arbois, and Its Surroundings.—.\ quaint corner of 
picturesque France, many waterfalls, and some his- 
torical buildings. (February 25th. 400 ft.) 

VITAGRAPH. 

—— War Maker.—  dar- 
ing drama of diplo- 
macy, part of the 
scheme evolved by the 
spies including the 
drugying of the entire 
assembly of ambas- 
sadors. Some J thril- 
ling scenes are. wit- 
nessed during the last 

act upon the _ liner. 
2,000 {t.) (February 23rd. 

The King’s Man.—Romance of the North-West, 
and the bravery of one of its famous Mounted Police. 
A thrilling knife duel between two settlers in the 
woods forms but one of many fine episodes. (Febru- 
ary 23rd. 964 ft.) 

The Hoodso Umbrella.—Stout Mrs. Smith buys a 
patent gamp, which eventually causes so much 
trouble that its owners are glad indeed to get rid of 
it. (February 23rd. 605 ft.) 

Ancient Temples of Karnak.—A visit to the won- 
derful district of the Nile, also showing some of the 
primitive agricultural methods of Egypt. (February 
23rd. 402 ft.) 

Digitized by Google 

His Silver Bachelorhood.—Fascinating and weird 
tragedy of a lost love, the joy of a prospective re- 

union, and a woman's remorse at the knowledge of 
her past life, and the removal, by death, of the man 
who really mattered. (February 26th. 1,023 ft.) 

Flaming WHearts.—Bunny, as Whillpletree, the 
famous novelist, goes to meet an unknown admirer. 
His bashfulness leads to some very comical doings, 
and he eventually loses the charmer. (February 26th. 
13623 ft.) 

A Broken Melody.—Music and melodrama are in- 
volved in a story of the memory of a wrong. A 
tramp discovers the man who stole the girl he loved. 
His revenge, an accusation of a forgotten embezzle- 
ment, causes the death of the aged musician. (Feb- 
ruary 20th. 1,026 ft.) 

WESTERN IMPORT CO. 

BRONCHO. 

The Reaping.—}!uman nature is put to the supreme 
test by privations in the desert. The wagons are 
looted hy Indians, while the dying immigrants crawl 
in search of water. Some stirring incidents are seen 
eie the close of the picture. (February 23rd. 2,138 ft.) 

The Impeostor.—Finding dead officer, a sergeant 
dons his clothes, and, with his papers, begins a 
career of impersonation, which turns into a series of 
dramatic events, good finally coming out of evil. 
(February 26th. 1940 ft.) 

K.B. 

An Indian’s Honour.—Killing a white, Tall Pine is 
sought by the sheriff. In Indian custom proves the 
honour of his promise to come to justice, but a noble 
rescue of the colonel’s son earns him gratitude and 
release. (February 23rd. 1,005 ft.) 

The Efficacy of Prayer.—The medicine man 
causes a false accusation of murder against an In- 
dian convert and her haif-breed husband. A rescue 
of her little son from the bears enables a finale which 
proves the innocence of her husband. (February 
26th. 1,030 ft.) 

KEYSTONE. 

Schmitz, the Tailor.—As a ladies’ tailor, Sterling 
plays the leading part in a boisterous fun maker. 
(February 23rd. 60 ft.) 

The Speed Kings.—A comedy, which introduces 
some splendid scenes upon the American motor 
track, and has a very sensational fizale. (February 
26th. 1,030 ft.) 

Original from 
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To ensure a 

REALLY GOOD PICTURE 

install E.C.C. piant. 

SIMPLE. 

RELIABLE. 

ECONOMICAL. 

A.C.toD.C. Set. 

| TO START 
THE PLANT 

SIMPLY 

CLOSE THE 

MAIN SWITCH: 

Motor Generators and 
Generating Sets. 

The Electric Construction Co., Ltd., 
SE, 

9, NEW. BROAD ST s | BUSHBURY WORKS, 

WOLVERHAMPTON. 
9, NEW. 

LONDON, EC. 



SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY I12, 1914. 

FILM RELEASES. 
THIS WEEK, NEXT WEEK, 

AND THE WEEK AFTER, 

FEB. 8th to FEB. 28th. 

ABBREVIATIONS: B, Biblical; C. Comedy; Com, Comic; D, Drama; E, Educational; a Gymnastic. I, Indus. 
trial; Spec, Spectacular; S, Scenic, Sp, Sporting; T, Travel; Tr, Trick; 

AMERICAN CO. (LONDON) LTD. 
183, Wardour Street, W. 

Regent 4581. Amfcolo, London. 

“FLYING A.” 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Armed Intervention.................0006: C 0986 Feb. 9g 

Trapped in a Forest Fire............... D 08 — 9g 

Where the Road Forks................... D 2003 — 12 

Personal Magnetism.................05- C  o60 — 16 

Fate’s Round-up............ccceeecee reece: D 083 — 16 

The Shriner’s Daughter................ D 1995 — 19 

Rose of San Juan.........ccccecseseeeeees D g95 — 23 

The Power of Light..................... D t990 — 26 

ANDERSON’S FILM AGENCY, LTD., 

52, Rupert Street, W. 

PHC BUS. 

Tonto as Cook................ccceeeeee Com 390 Feb. 16 

URANUS. . 

Cee ee Perr ee errr re ee Com 870 Feb. 23 

CLARENDON, 

Clarenden Film Ce., 167, 160, Wardeur Street, W. 

Regent 4526. Clarifilm, London. 

Tommy’s Locomotive................ Con 360 Feb. o 

When Mother is IIl.................... Com 515 — 16 

Gigantic Marionettes.................... Tr 370 — 23 

CRICKS & MARTIN. 

Kinemategraph Heuse, 161, Werdeur Street, W. 

City 621. Biolesque, London. 

Nabbem and the Coiner, edie gh Co 495 Feb. 12 

Selina’s Figrhtjifor Frechom | 500 — 19 

Bertie Buvs a Caretaker........... m 425 — 26 

op, Topical. 

COSMOPOLITAN FILM CO., LTD., 

Gerrard Street, W. 

Regent 3131. Filmotan, London. 

DART. 
Des Feet Date 

Captured by Consent..................0.. C 500 Feb. 16 

LUNA. 

For Another’s Sin...........cccececceeeces D 2800 Feb. 16 

DAVISON’'S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

151-3, Wardour Street, W. 

Regent 498s. Dafilsage, London. 

B. and C. 

Saved bv a Dream...................000005 D 1132 Feb. 9 

When the Hurricanes Bought the Lino 

Com 464 — 9Q 
Ogg een ow - 

A Biead and: fis. Fiendesccc. vascD 2500 — 16 
Lieut. Daring, the Aerial Scout...... D 1716 — I9 

JS t i MC eetnet eine tsk lonhd ated D 1210 — 23 

EMPIRE. 

Industries and Life in Japan.......... E 548 Feb. 9g 

1. & E. 

Holland: The Isle of Walcheren...... S 316 Feb. 26 

SPECIAL. 

With the Aid of the Police.......... Com 465 Feb. 19 



XXV1. 

3 Reels, 

ADDRESS UNKNOWN 
A Magnificent Emotional Drama. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY 12, 1914. 

APRIL 6. 

Pearls 

and 

Patience 
4 ‘N ‘< FILMA 7 

2,314 ft. 

Released 

Monday, 

March 30th. 

ed 

Patience won the 

lovely dancer 

when Pearls had 

failed. 

Holland—No. 4. 

| Tango | Silk 
Glimpses | 

of Dutch | fad | Worm 

Country | ar) [Culture 
[1 &E.| | 500 ft. app. ZB SAN. 

314 it. Released 
| Reel. 

Released | Thursday, 

Monday, April 2nd. | COMING. 
March 30th. ed 

Full of quaint 

scenes and odd, 

picturesque 

characters. 

A delicious cari- |] Opens a new era 

cature of society's in scientific 

latest frenzy. subjects. 

DAVISON’S FILM SALES AGENCY, 
(T. H. DAVISON, late M.P. Sales Agency, ) 

151-3, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W. 
Telegrams and Cables: ‘' Dafilsage, London.” ‘Phone: Regent 4985. 

be ale Fret S THE PUBLIC WANT. 
enby OD Dill 



SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY 

ECLAIR FILM CO., LTD. 

12, Moor Street, Cambridge Circus, W. 

Regent 630. Cineparion, Loados. 

A.C.A.D. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

The Horrors of War.................000005 D 4310 Exclus. 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

When Light Came Back................ D 2007 Feb. 19 
Policeman O’ROOD.........cccccceeeeeeee D 2000 — 23 

ECLAIR. 

Gontran’s Holiday..................... Com 622 Feb. 9g 
Willy and the Bank Note................ C 800 — 12 
Tragedy of the Cameo................... D tggo — 16 
Willy and the Beggar............... Com 610 — 16 
Jane’s Narrow Escape............... Com 542 — 16 
Gorges of the Bourne...................5: 5 490 — I9 
LNG’ Silab@s.s teratsniasee Gannsereaae ae C 615 — 19 
Softy and the Mad Woman......... Com 680 — _ 23 

SAVOIA. 

A Ferocious Soul.................000.e0s: D 3135 Feb. 9 
Jago’s Inheritance....................000- D 2030 — 12 
Jealousy and Kindness................ ..D 2015 — 26 
Love of Hunting...............00. cee Com 630 — _ 26 

SCIENTIA. 

The Market of Saigon.... ............... IE 327 Feb. 
Our Tame Mice...............c...ceee sees E 200 — 12 
BGCS. Aacuicti wnat lash sali b tetera E 540 — 16 
Tit: (GesOnis shes ic kastnatedctaaredceeats S 380 — 23 

EDISON, 
25, Clerkenwell Road, E.C. 

Holborn soso. 

In the Shadow of the Mountains.....D 2000 
Seth’s Woodpile.............cccccceeeeeeees C 500 
The Family’s Honour................... D_ 1000 
A Woodland Paradise...................5- C 1000 
A Daughter of the Wilderness........ D_ 1000 
A Wilful Colleen’s Way.................. D 970 
His Nephew’s Scheme................05. C 1000 
A Roval Romance.........ccccccceeeeeeees D_ 1020 
Getting a Patient................cc cece eee C 700 
Elsie, the Forester’s Daughter...... D 1000 
Nora’s Boarders.............ceeeceeceeeees C1020 
SE NCIS Sk ene acdadcatbaake douauaee eels D_ 1050 
The Girl in the Houseboat.............. C ano 
The Foreman’s Treachery............. D 2000 

ESSANAY, 

Kandomly, Londons. 

Fe So 

LE Te tee Te 

H. A. Spoor, 148, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

City 2129. 

The Man Outside...............ccccceeeees DD o81 
The New School Marm.................. D = 9g94 
The Last Laugh...............0cceecee eee C 982 
Broncho Billy’s Secret................... D004 
The Boomerang.............cccceeeeeeeeee D 2000 
The Cowboy Samaritan................. D yong 
Sophie’ s* HERG. ccicimusecrah peng esas ov tence: C qa 
Dollars, Pounds, Sense.................. C988 
The Brand of Evil..........ccc cece eee D 2000 
Broncho Billv’s First Arrest..... ..... im G06 
ne feos ne eee ee | Qo6 
‘The Little Substitutef...., le > (82 Google ° 

Essaflm, London. 

Feb. on 

Pen aad teat 

1914. 

Des. 

The Naming of the Rawhide meee 

PRE Wsals Wav isceseiceenksnieasasecsel Com 
The End of a Circle.................0008: D 
Quicksands of Sin.........c ccc eee ess D 
A Woman Scorned.................065 C.D. 

GAUMONT, 

Feet. 

994 
996 

2000 

964 
984 

Chrono House, Sherweed Street, W. 

Gerrard 5900-7-8, 

Susie’s Stenmother...............cc cece eee D 
The Unexpected Return................. C 
The Fishers of Brittany cox eiisimencoess E 
His Uncle’s De COPUON dicusn sachsen sa C 
Simon’s Narrow Escape............. Com 
Picturesque Brittany..............0..000. S 
Phe: sand SCs ntvne de paeun tiene acme nctuaens C 
Tiny Tim’s Practical Joke......... Com 
The Necer NAT ict rcbecatecetse sees eos D 
Scottish Scenery........cccccccceseeeseeeess S 
Making Bessemer Steel................. E 
Nimbo’s First Appearance......... Com 
The Perfect Slavey.............cccceeeee: C 
Lakes of the Pyrenecs.................0.. S 
Phiree “Ge 26sec nines even escent Com 
St. Valentine’s Sabots................ C.D 
Marraked. Morocco..........cceccecceeeees S 
Marvels of the Invisible World........ E 
The Villa by the River.................. C 
PATI. “eta ba pitti dace xara denen tas iodedeunten nae 
Courting Death........ccc cc cccccc cece ce eee D 
\cross the French Jura.................. S 

Chronophon, Loaden. 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 

53, Dean Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

Gerrard 94. 

MILANO. 

WCEOWA “debeucacte cite auntie wae as teh ones S 
A Clever Tuner..................cc0c08- Com 
The Island of Vengeance............... D 
Dick at the Seaside......ccccccceeeee Com 
In the Corniche Alps.........ccc ec ccee eee S 

RAMO 

PGALAS. ~ Golacsdcunsimosesnerveenemeaee D 

HEPWORTH, 

2, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

Gerreatd 44§1. 

Blind: F at@ cid cesesdted oeasieithakea veces D 
DUS UIGO cutecasiacacmnnta isis habsec tie dues D 
A Little Knowledge................0.. Com 
A Throw of the Dice...................5. D 
llighwayvman = Hal oo... ce... ee eee. Com 
A Price on His Head..... ccc cece eens D 
On a False Scent.........cccccccccuee. Com 
Hlawkeve Meets Tlis Match......... Com 

HERKOMER FILM CoO.. 

(Sole Agents, Tyler Film Co., Ltd.) 

Regent 3131 

The Grit of a Dandy... 7... ue, D 

20 

2940 Feb. 9g 
2450 —- 9 
480 — 9 
1015 — Q 
645 — 12 
270 — 12 
415 — 12 
410 — 12 

2500 — 16 
390 — 16 

595 — 16 
645 — 16 

1245 — 19 
390 — Ig 
774. = — 19 

1030 — 23 
2 aa, 

330 3. 
785 — 26 
330 — 2h 

1300. — 26 

395 — 26 

Wilgrams. Londou 

360 Feb. 12 
475 — 12 

2200, —~) 20 
470 — 206 
320, -- 26 

2850 Feb. 19 

Heptoic, Loodoa. 

2000 Exclus. 
3400 Exclus. 
1025 Feb. 12 

1975 — 16 
1000, — 19 
1900, — _—_23 
650 — 26 
650 =6 

Tyfilm, London. 

2550 Feb. 9g 
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A Special Invitation to Exhibitors. 
We have secured the sole exclusive rights of the GREATEST and most 

MAGNIFICENT romantic drama ever produced, entitled :— 

THE LADY OF MONSOREAU. 
A pictorial version of DUMAS’ famous novel ‘‘ La Dame de Monsoreau.” 

Mdlle. MARIE-LOUISE DEVAL in the leading role. 

Posters. 

Press Opinio: S358 VS 2) Artistic and 

3 Ke al powerful 
Posters in the 

following 

The most 

fascinating 

Picture C: : rs Fe = pet Or: ae ‘ hee a ; 

x ify Bis oo 4 Se. * ae 0 ~ és — ». §1zes: — 

Production ONE ATA At oe ie 

tad a -\iee 4 es ~—s«*18 Sheets 
we have ever \ee) @) sie isk AT = 19 

a ; : y J “ IN 

seen. 

The film ig a NOTABLE MASTERPIECE where no expense has been speared to reproduce the 

fascinating charm and excitement that has made DUMAS' great works famous. 

TRADE EXHIBITION of this film will take place at 

The Shaftesbury Pavilion, Shaftesbury Avenue, W., 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27th, 1914 (commencing 11 a.m.) 

which all are cordially invited to attend. 

TICKETS OF ADMITTANGE may he obtained of 

The Albion Exclusives, Ltd., 
40, Greek Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

oiatzes ty GOOLE 



LUBIN CO., 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE Broscope, FEBRUARY 12. 

A. E. HUBSCH & CO., 

20a, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Gerrard 9264. Aphrodite, London. 

DEUTSCHE MUTOSCOPE. 
av es. Feet. Date. 

WGIMIED Seance ious hale poked, 425 Feb. 12 

ENSIGN. 

A Ride Through Malta............0...... S 265 Feb. 19 

EXPRESS. 

On the Lofoten Railwavy.................. S360 Feb. 26 

HUBSCH 

A Convicting Shot.............ccccccee eee D 2140 Feb. 9g 
Winkle and His Wife.................. Com ssc — 3:3 

MESSTER. 

Cuthbert’s Love Romance......... Com 548 Feb. 14 
Ao Military Impostor...................8. C 1140 — Ig 
Threads of Destiny..................0006. D- 2335 as 

8.M.B.H. 

A Tell-tale Photograph.................. D 2012 Feb. 16 

IMPERIAL FILM CO., LTD., 

100, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3452. Imperfil, Ox, London. 

MARTIN. 

Prof. Hoskin’s Patent Hustler.....Com 434 Feb. 9g 

KINETO, 

80-2, Wardour Street, W. 

Central 6730. Kinetonia, London. 

On a Coffee Plantation................... E 475 Feb. 9g 
ean GUGNG: rspiesads cocacaosesorumasabodwteancs S375 — 12 
Customs of Bali (Java)................ Int 350 — Ig 
A Little: Fowl Playin weds cit estes Int 325 — 2z2 
Construction of a Four Cylinder 

BORING: ctttisct ru sevescicelecswetosiien 745 — 260 

Head European Office: 4, New Compton Street, W.C. 

Gerrard 1263. 

Cry sof ‘the: Blood sin isaview ee ietctdcaasas D 3040 Feb. 
The Hobo’s Beat..................006 Com 613 — 
Making “GOOd: njgecsieosehseis cet cieyswnst C 306 — 
The Harmless One......  ..........0-05. D 1025 — 
The “Lost: SwitC biwensscis ccusissuntceawee: C 562 — 
MO DTER6 | nanitacnseaniranesekeenearussory D 872 — 
Giving Bill a Rest................... eee ees C 720 — 
The Sea Eternal.............ccccceeneeeees D 2076 — 
Her First Offence.................cceeeee: D 1035 — 
A. DISaStrousS: Bet onciactiad ccm onccine nace C 626 — 
The Mirror of Death..................66. ID 1024 -- 
Bust: (NODOGG a oietiacacnlsraocareeebisecsins D 1028 — 
The New NMaid& ancccteiealsrsstawienziaus C 512 — 
Love and Trouble...............0066 .C 404. — 
From Out the Flood.................0008- D 1995 - 
Cissie’s: Little: Wawel ec cieen o C 1042 - 
Trimming a Boob.......--..seeeeeeeee Com 352 -— 

D 1027. — The Scapegrace...... ae ee mist 

Google 

IQI4 XXIX. 

Des Feet. Date. 

A Hlusband’s \wakening................ D 1029 Feb. 26 
tN NVIGGAN SS. Weed endo uetiniueies tas seen C 678 0 = ah 
XX, OUTprise: fOr bouts. cciedsessls Com 451 -- 2b 

M.-P. SALES AGENCY, LTD., 

86, Wardour Street, W. 
City 648. Kalubio, Londea. 

ARROW. 

LNG VGR@EtAT ian: o55 oc iscicateiedborsalgude C 1020 Feb. 9 
Won by Cookiny..........0c..cccccee ee eeee C 1024 — 106 
The Amateur Photographer............ C 849 - 33 

BIOGRAPH. 

Riley’s Decoy............ccc cece cence eee D 616 Feo. g 
The dast Dealisisistscesencwecsenes yD 1018 — 9g 
For Her Government............ccceceee: D 1067) — 12 
The Inventor’s Secret................. C.D 500 — 12 
ae: Hei: MCUTC tates caecetuer denctiaws C 3901 — 16 
PS? SUS ad ut hvala cusncepatiomunindd aun tet D 2075 — 16 
The Abandoned Will................c000. D 1044 — 19 
Her Mother Interferes................068. C 605 — 19 
A Motor Cycle Elopement.............. C 386 — 23 
The Three Sisters........cccccecce es cee ces D 1031 -- 33 
The Mvysterv of the Mill................. C 287 -= :6 
CONSCIEN CES icusardtvses bench tiene caanats D 1033 — 26 

KALEM. 

War Ridden Jaurez...........c.... cece ees I 524 Feb. 9 
The Man Who Vanished................ D 2053 — 9g 
The Footprint Clue.............. eee D 10690 — 12 
Piano Manufacturing..............00008: E 464 — 12 
Gy SUED Cxaek binge alar add oeenmatwea aie D 1056 — 16 
The Cave Men’s War...............00000: D 2089 — Ig 
ine: Padrone Ss. Plotcascsdcx seectasecoues D 2145 — 323 
The Invisible Foe................c0eeeeeees D 1070 ~~ _ 23 
The Rajah’s Jewels................:.0005: D 1242 -- 20 

MINERVA. 

Phe Wrecekétscss. nacticce terials detects. D 2518 Feb. 26 

RADIA. 

The Little Smugeglers..................4- D 1517 Feb. 12 

SEARCHLIGHT. 

Rock, Sea and Sky in Cornwall....... S 597 Feb. 26 

SPECIAL. 

Phe Oposs unis s2ecaridenceanelow eiaeans S 361 Feb. 26 

WELT. 

Tm the Walliser Alpsicwiiccccasiscdsesciac S 287 Feb. 16 
The Beautiful Banks of the Rhine...S 320 — 19 

NATURAL COLOR KINE CO., LTD., 

Wardour Street, W. 

KINEMACOLOR. 

RObin: | HGOd sis eueisusiexestucenraeseate D 3 reel Current 
Sunsets: Am FOU Pte ecteaseeeades0 _ — - 
The Fish and the Ring...... Fairy D —- = 
The: Pent Ole ince ate oaraeectgees D —_—- — 
Love and War in Tovland......... F.D —_- — 
The Lost Collar Stud.............. Com 1 reel — 
Everlasting Flowers..........seeeeeees E —_-_ — 
Pets in Fur and Feather.............. E —_-_ — 
Winter Pastimes, Swiss Alps........ S —_ — 
The Story of the Wasp...........c00 E —_ — 

Visit of Wild West Show to Los 
ADRElES: vecsertninpabtan sa viawiteaarers —_ — 

Cambridge and Its University......F 
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LAWYER, DOG. AND BABY 
CopE WorpD: ines 

Released March 16, 1914. Length 1,021 ft. 
A FINE COMEDY. 

Ai Orphan’s Romance A Beauty Parlour Graduate 
> Code Word: Orphan. Code Word: Graduate. 

RELEASED MARCH 19, 1914. RELEASED MARCH 16, i914. 
Length 2,024 ft. Length 1,025 ft. 

Miss MAuD FRALY as ‘‘The Orphan." Miss MIGNON ANDERSON in the Title Role. 

QUAD-CROWN POSTERS FOR ALL THESE FILMS. 

THANHGUSER FILMS, LIMITED, 
P. KIMBERLEY, Managing Director, 

100, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. 
‘Telephone—Regent 3452. — 

. Digitized by (SOC gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Ofi¢liegsiaimgy-'' Impafil, Ox, London."’ 



SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY 12. 

NEW AGENCY FILM CO, 

81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, WwW. 

Gerrard 6331. 

AMBROSIO. 
Des. Feet. 

Oh! What an Adventure............. Com _ 1020 
A Queen’s Love.................cccceeeeees D 2270 
Tweedledum at the Fox Hunt.....Com —5go 
The Vampire’s Tower................0-. D 2400 
Grandfather’s Surprise.................. C giv 
Love’s Calvary.......c...ccccccees paces D 2260 

NEW AGENCY. 

Berlin’s Garden City...............cceeee: E335 
HAMDULG scGovccnan trees etasucasnancicaevaws 455 

SVEA. 
A Trip by the Narvik Lime............. S 311 
Detaching Reindeer.................s000: E 360 
Fish Cultures cise cnitvanyunusssea sovseseees E330 
Mid | Winter socesdsicasinedsicesdacen seared aes S 330 

NEW MAJESTIC CO., 
Majestic House, 5, Gerrard Street, W. 

Majesflm, Westrand, London. Regent 4426. 

MAJESTIC. 

A Perilous Ride..................ccccceeeees D841 
Adventurous Girls...............ccceceeees C 77 
Turkish Bath............ccccsccssssssscsees 856 
The Frame Up..............cccecscsescsees 1000 
Bashful Bachelor Bill..................... C gag 
PIAVMAates » ee cen serenade ceca aeeeccad ian cad: D = 996 

RELIANCE. 

Counsel for the Defence................. D082 
An American Queen....................5- D 964 
ot SUCCESS? sc rcscc er anatase bihcawounas D_ 1950 
Peg, of the ‘ Polly P.’’................. C 0965 
Between Home and Country............ D = gg 
The Lure of the City..................... D985 

NORDISK, 

Nuafilas, London. 

Fe a 

Feb. 

|} | 

Feb. ao 

Nordisk Film Co., 25, Cecil Court, W.C. 
City 172. Norfilcom, London. 

The Convict’s Son............ccccccceseees D 2940 Feb 
Wanted—A Sweetheart.................. C 1033 — 
GOUNT Zar aii isictosccducacansicusicetesasian D 3362 — 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, LTD., 
Head Offices: 103-9, Wardour Street, London, W. 
Regent 2836 (two lines). 

A.K. 

The Sheriff’s Brother..................0.. D 975 
Mary Jane Does the Grand........ Com 975 
That Elusive Kiss.................066: Com 925 
The Receiving Cashier.................. D975 
TWNOGENE cviias vassiniceaisorctasteeeceanaus D_ 1100 
The Open Gate...........ccccccccseecseces D_ 1025 
a he--Pipe-0f Peace. cssacccsrsenccaasei: D 1025 
Matrimonial Economy............... Com _ 975 
From Love to Hate................00008: D 1065 
Under the Spell....................0065 Com 925 
The: ESCA pe iccicacesaataswunndtetdoustctosee D = 950 
Childhood’s Memories................... D 950 

1000 The Cowboy and the (ee 

odgle 

Phonofilm, Ox, London. 

23 

IQT4. 

AUSTRIA. 
Des. 

Through Bosnia and Dalmatia....... S 

BELGE. 

Canine Traction in the Belgian eae 

BRITANNIA. 

A Bore of a Boy............ccceeeeeeees Com 
The Girl Next Door.................. Com 

CHICAGO. 

Hero and His Blind Master............ D 

COMICA. 

Dr. A OMY = esse aang ha sekeai tae cuostese Com 
No Love LoSt............ccccceceeseeee: Com 
Bigorno’s Suspicious Spouse...... Com 
A Jolly Little Dinner................. Com 

FILM D’ARTE. 

The Magistrate’s Honour............... D 
His Double. bite. cece ieccsascivencisadesiets D 

HILARE. 

A Lesson in Love............ceccceceeeeeees C 

IMPERIUM. 

Wrestling: Catch as Catch Can... ..5p 
Rapids and Falls in New Zealand.. eS 

JAPANESE. 

Modes of Travel in Japan............... E 

LITERATIA. 

In the Whirl of Stnrife................... D 

MICHIGAN. 

The Pioneer’s Reward..............0008: D 

NIZZA. | 

Mosquitoes and Musketeers........ Com 

PATHECOLOR. 

pears of France: From Grenoble te 

The Trollhatten Falls SEER NON, S 
Some Garden Flowers...............605. E 

PATHE. 

Wiffles as Cinderella...............cceeee: C 
Durban and Its Environs..............- S 
Proving a LOVET...........sceceseeeees Com 

RUSSIAN. 

The Bacchanalian Dance............. Var 

8.C.A.G.L. 

Saved by His Victim...........ccceeeeeees D 

SWEDISH. 

Slaves of Ambition................0000000: D 

TANAGRA.. 

Behind the Curtain............ccccecccceeee D 

THALIE. 

Caza and the Maid................0006- Com 

PHCENIX FILM AGENCY, 
‘‘ Pholicinem,” Westrand, London. City 6312. 

Pimple’s ‘* Humanity ” 
Lieut. Pimple and the Stolen Sub- 

marine Peeseeenseotranenseescnnneseeesenee 

What Happened to Pimple (The Cenile: 
man Burglar) Com 

Feet. 

350 

1000 

975 

525 

Date. 

Feb. 

Feb. 

6go Feb. 

950 

745 

— 

. 22 

- 22 

22 
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4.—Reliability. 

Gardner | 

ALL FUELS. 

SIZES UP TO 220 £&.H.P. 

CHALMERS, LTD., 
THEATRE LIGHTING AND 

KINEMATOGRAPH SPECIALISTS. 

All kinds of Repairs promptly 
attended to by skilled workmen. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
All work is done under the personal super- 
vision of Mr. JOHN C. CHALMERS, the 
pioneer of Kinematography in Scotland, whe 
places twenty years experience at your disposal. 

Send for particulars of our many Specialities. 

Carbons, Lamps, and all accessories. 

Operators’ Employment Bureau. 

Sole Agents in Scotland for the 

ERNEMANN PROJECTOR. 

NOTEZ THE ADDRESS— 
Buraside Buildings, 

BURNSIDE STREET, GLASGOW. 
"Phenes: Douglas 848-248, Telegrams : Footlight, Glaegew- 

y Google 

Engines 
HAVE PROVED AFTER YEARS OF HARD WORK, THEIR 

ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY FOR THEATRE LIGHTING, ETC. 

NORRIS, HENTY & GARDNERS, Ltd., 
87, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., 

LONDON, E.C. 

45, Bothwell St., 11, New King St. 

GLASGOW. BELFAST. 

Posters 
A GRAND SELECTION 
ig IN STOCK. 

WRITE 
FULL CATALOGUE To 

STAFFORD 
ano CO., Lto. 

NETHERFIELD, notts. 

GET SAMPLES OF OUR 

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS 
We can make your Star Picture a success. 

Latest Circulars /ssued, 

The Dock Catastrephe; The Way of the World; When the 
Earth Trembled; The Musgrave Ritual: The Girl of the Sunry 
South; The Cry of the Blood; The Boomerang; Ashes; Moths; 
In the Bishop's Carriage; Reygate Squiree; Chelsea 7750: 

o Hour Before Dawn. 

Get full List and Particu ars of Coloured Announcement 
Slides at SIXPENCE each. 

The Picturedrome Advertising Co.. 
6 and 16, PORTLAND STREET, SOUTHPORT, 

Telegrams—Publicity, Southport. Telephone—Southport 19. 

Where the MIRROROIDE Screens come from. 



PREMIER FILM CO., LTD. 
90, &*. Martin's Court, Ww.6. 

Des. Feet. Date. 

Zepherin, King of the Cannas 
O 40 Feb. 9 

Tuilleries Gardens..........seseseeseeeeees S 410 — 9 

Zepherin at the Seaside.........-.. Com 690 — 12 

Getting Even.........ccsccersrreseeoeees Com 467. — 23 

Rival Fishermen. .......---sseecseeeseeeees D 990 — 26 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD.. 

40, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 9216. RBoerphoas, Lenden. 

AMMEX. 

The Fatal Reckoning..........-.+-++++- D 2000 Feb. 16 

BLACHE. 

The Gem of India..........:.:eseeeeeeeee D 3850 Feb. 9 

Cooking for Trouble...........s6-se+s++- C 1000 — 23 

An Unexpected Meeting.......-..----++ C 1000 — 26 

HOLLANDIA. 

A Drama of the Deep........ -. ss-se++ D 1060 Feb. 19 

A Robber Robbed...... ei eee D 1250 — 26 

H. and W. 

Better Late than Never.......--.---- Com 530 Feb. 16 

PARISIEN. 

Badigeon, Dancing Master.......-. Com 450 Feb. 12 

A Versatile Lover.........:seeeseeeereesees C 1383 — 23 

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.. 

12, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 5156. “ Polyseope,” Westrand. 

Child of the Prairies..........-..:sssere+ D 1182 Feb. 9 

Old Doc Yak and the Artists’ Dream 
Com 088 — 9 

A Cure for Carelessness........--++++++ C 731 — 9 

Phantoms ....ccceceececesecereueeeseesereees D 2300 — 12 

Views Along the Rhine.........-.--++++ S 295 — 12 

Trying Out NO. 707...-.:--eeeeeeeees D 1010 — 12 

Movin’ Pitchurs ..---eesseee Com 1042 — 16 

The Quality of Mercy.......---+++++++ D 2000 — 16 

The Matterhorn. ..........cecesscesseeeeees S 
205 — 16 

Outwitted by Billy.......-..ec-sscseeeeees D 1089 — 19 

Port of Missing Women........-.-.++++ D 1075 — 19 

An Actor’s Romance.........+ssseeereees C 10I1 — 19 

The Cvpher MessaZe........--::eereeere D 2025 — 23 

The Touch of a Child.........---.+++++ D 1067 — 23 

Mounted Officer Flynn.....-.-----++ we, 1087. — 26 

Dickwasbi Dick's \Cour wgtes 848 — 26 

The Supreme Moment........-- laws 905 — 26 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY 12, IQT4. 
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G. SERRA, 

22, Denman Street, W. 

Regent 4132. Rossicines, London. 

CINES. Des. Feet. Date. 

The Banker’s Rusé........:ccsseseeseecees D 2330 Feb. 9 

The Tango Dance........cececrescsseseeees I 524 — 9 

From Bitonto to Barletta............+++.- S 337 — 9 

Bloomer’s Pocket Book........--. Pe C 498 — 12 

His Solermn Oath.......cccccceceecsseecees D 2491 — 16 

Ducal Palace, Vemice.....-..ssesseceeeee: S 424 — 16 

Old Heads—Young Hearts............- C 1121 — 19 

Bidoni ..c.cccccccersceccsccersccesceeeeens Com 307. — 19 

The Broken Chaim........--:ssessseeene: D 2257 — 23 

The Frog, Salamander and the Toad 

shes ts , E 375 — 23 
Bidoni’s American Contract....... Com 664 — 23 

Bloomer and His Wife’s Friend..Gom 669 — 26 

SUN. 
Turning Sambo White..........-+-+- Com 730 Feb. 16 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD., 

(Head European Office) 

100, Charing Cross Road, W,C. 

Regent $452. Impafil, Ox, London. 

A Deen Sea Liaf........ceececeeeeneereeees C 1019 Feb. 9 

The Mystery of the Haunted Hotel D 1012 — 12 

Beauty in the Sez Shell..............+- C 1014 — 16 

The Junior Partner..........sscs-eeseeees D 2009 — 19 

The Children’s Hour........-.-.esseeeees D 1016 — 23 

A Water Cure.....c-ccccesecceneeceneneteeses C 1011 — 23 

Old Folks at Home.............se6. C.D 1036 — 26 

PRINCESS. 

Friday, the Thirteenth................--. C gor Feb. 12 

Bread Upon the WaterS.....:..+.ssseeees D 1006 — 16 

Shot-gun Cupid........c.cseceeeeerereeeres C 1022 —~ 26 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO., LTD. 

Universal House, 37-0, Oxford Street, W. 

Regent 4332-3. Transfilco, Ox, London. 

BISON 101. 

Love of Men......cccccccccessceeseeceoeneees D 1600 Feb. 12 

In the Coils of the Python.............. D 1045 — 16 

Shon, the Piper.......-csscsceseeeecseneees D 1965 — 23 

he Law Breakers..........-..++++ ee D 1924 — 26 

CRYSTAL. 

Black and White...........cceescseeees Com 445 Feb. 9 

The New Typist.......-...ccecceeeeeeeees C 570 — 12 

Getting the Grip.......-.::sssscsessenerees C 480 — 16 

Pearl’s Mistake.............ssesseseecserers C sts — 19 

Robert’s LeSsSom........seeseeereeeeenccees D 085 — 23 

Hearts Entangled............:.ceeeeeeeeee D 1040 — 26 

FRONTIER. 

The Village Pest.......ccscecrecescesserers C 630 Feb. 9 

The Moonshiner...-...-se-cereceesesereeers D 1000 — I!2 

Dorothea and Chief Razamatez....... C 1020 — 16 

Juvenile Kidnappers.......--++++++-+ .D 1055 — 19 

GEM. 

Surf MaildevOR.K -RUBIIG-IBRARY-© 845 Feb. 12 
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IMP. Des. Feet. Date. 

Their Parents.........cceeccecseseeesseeeees D  ggo Feb 

In Peril of the Sea.........---sseeeeesenres D ogo — 

Jolly Jottimgs........seecerseeeeeeeeeees Com 460 — 

The Amarchist........cssccecsreeeserseseees D 1015 — 

Hidden Fires.......ssescsecereneereeterssee D o%o0 — 

The Dare-devil Mountaineer.........- D 1905 — 

Whimsicalities .....-:essseeeeeeeseeeeteeetes 500 — 

His Priceless TreaSure........-.-..--+++ C 358 — 

JOKER. 
The Cheese Special......-.--.seereee C 955 Feb. 

NESTOR. 

Some RuUDMEL.....s.cceeceeesceesesereteresees C 
435 Feb 

When Cupid WoOnD.......--sesseeerreereeees C 515 — 

Beauty and the Ugly One iccicke avers D 055 — 

Algy Forfeits His Claim............-+-- C 480 — 

Poisoned Wate#S....ccececceserercrcseeeees D 1015 — 

Battle of Bull Con........:.sseeeeeereeeees C 1005 — 

OND cacecccecccccccccscccenseeccenaresseeeeees D 
975 — 

When the Blood Calls........-.++--++++- D 1005 — 

Weighed in the Balance........eeeceeee D 1006 — 

Darkfeather’s Sacrifice.......---:-:s00+ D 995 — 

POWERS. 

Chivalry DaySs......--ecceeeeeereeeerte tt D 795 Feb 

The Trap .cccccescsececrereceeeeeeeeeess C.D 70 — 

The Doctor’s Story...-.:-ccserseresteetes D 995 — 

The Pilgrim-Messenger of Love.....D 1005 -- 

The Kid..ceccsccccoecseeccrer nee eeceteneeenee C goo — 

A Man in the World of Men......-.++- D 1970 — 

REX. 

When Death United........-..-eeerere D 965 Feb 

The Wanderer’s Recall.......----+:+++- D 970 — 

His Brand.......cecscceeeeeenereneee renee D &4o — 

Paying the Pricé........--.seerereeertreee D 
08 — 

The Criminals.......-.:ccecrtere 
D 2025 — 

Like Darby, Like Joan....-.----:ee1+ D 925 — 

The Primeval Test.....----sreeerreerre D 2115 — 

Jewels of Sacrifice.....---:erccrerre D 
80 — 

Shadows Of Life.....-.-:eeceeeeerrrt D 
m040 — 

The Haunted Bride........--++-+s00 D 0935 — 

Blood Brotherhood.........-.-:+sseerre 
D 08 — 

VICTOR. 

The Closed Door.......:seersereeererrctee D 2015 Feb 

For Old Love’s Sake........---s-:sssere D 1025 — 

The Winmer....---ccccccceerrercesneeeeneeee 
D 2005 — 

The Restless Spirit.....-ecseeseerrree D 2415 — 

Girl of the Woods.......+.+++ iacstessset D 1970 — 

TURNER FILMS, LTD. 

2, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

Gerrard 2451. 
Heptoic, London. 

The Harper Mystery......ssccererrreee D 3100 Exclus. 

TYLER FILM CO, LTD., 

Flim House, Gerrard Street, Ww. 

Gerrard 9997. 
Tyfilm, London. 

HERKOMER. 
(Sole Agents.) 

The Grit of a Dandy.......--+-seereer D 
2550 Feb 

ITALA. 

Foolshead, Insurance Agent....... Com 655 Feb 

An Odd Adventure of Foolshead Com 435 — 

Convict NO. 113-:cccesscecerssesseseeseners D 
2160 — 

A Buried Secret......s-eerecceeereerrttsress 
D 2670 — 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO. LTD, 

40, Gerrard Street, London, W. 
Gerrard 9277. 

Ufilmieo, Londoa. 

EC-KO. 

Betty’s Birthasyzcd-oy KOOL 
575 Feb. 26 

URBANORA. 
(Chas. Urban Trading Cempany, Ltd.), 

90-01, Wardeur Street, W. 

Central prt8. 
Des. 

The Children of Destiny........--.:+++- D 

Picturesque Poligny........::sss:seeeeee S 

Sammy’s Failure as Cycling Tutor 
Com 

The Stolen Casket.........sccssecsseeeees D 

Scenes in Gascony......---.seeee annie: S 

The Jerboa, or Jumping Mouse...... E 

Adventures of a Football........... Com 

Maud, the K’nut.....--:cesseeereerereeees C 

Dupin, Sammy and a Side-car....Com 

Arbois and Surroundings.......-.:.+++: S 

VITAGRAPH, 

Bect. 

31-3, Charing Cross Road, w.c. 

Regeat 3498. 

The Trap.....ccccecccceceeeereeeser eae en eters D 

At the Sign of the Lost Angel........ D 

Caught Courting........ cceereeeeeee C 

Taming a Grandfather.........:e ee C 

Buddhist Temples......--::cs:sseeee reese E 

In the Shadow.......c.sceceeeceeeeeeeee eee D 

Mary Jane....ccecceceee eres eeee eres ee re ns C 

Two Aristocratic Penitents..........-- D 

The Fruits of Vengeance........-..+- D 

Up and Down the Ladders isinsecsisient C 

Pegagy’s Burglar.......::cecceererreeeee C. 

Fattv’s Affair of Honour..........-..--. C 

Father’s Hat Band.........-::eeeeeereeees C 

BIANCA ceccecceccereenerercetecenesen neat enenes dD 

Sandy and Shorty at the Circus....... C 

The War Makcrs....---sseeereeeeeeeerte 

The King’s Man.......cccsceseeseeter eens D 

The Hoodoo Umbrella.......-.:.-+++ Com 

Temples of Karnak......-.::sseeeeeeeeees 

His Silver Bachelorhood..........---+: 1) 

Flaming Hearts.....::c-cceceseeeeeene ener C 

A Broken Melody.....ccseeecetesesres D 

2040 
1020 
1026 

940 
449 
1013 
1000 
048 
1931 

Bioscope, Londen. 

Date. 

“| o o 

Resegae 

Vitgraf, London. 

Feb. 

ae aa 

WESTERN IMPORT CO. LTD. 

Wesfilm House, 4, Gerrard Street, Ww. 

Gerrard 8e8e. 

BRONCHO. 

The Greemhormn.......cccccecseeesenrereee D 

Black Sheep....c..cceeceeeereeeeresenee seen D 

The Reaping......ccccecceeceececeeeneeee ses D 

The ImMpostor.......:ccecceeeeeeeeeeerercees D 

DOMINO. 

Widow Maloney’s Faith........-..:+-+: D 

A Romance of ETiMN........::essseeeseeees D 

K.B. 

A Venetian Romance..........:eeeee D 

For Mother’s Sake........-::eecreeeeeeee D 

An Indian’s Honour......... sseeeeeeeee 1D) 

The Efficacy of Praver.......-..:--ese+ D 

KEYSTONE. 

The Janitor.......ccccceeeeeceeeneeee ences ees C 

Making an Auto. Tyre......-.ceceeseee T 

Across the Alley.....ceseeereeeeereeretenes C 

The Kelp Industry........seeesseeeereeee F. 

The Firebugs.......ccccscececeeeseeeeererens Cc 

Fatty at San Diego.........ceceerreeeeeee C- 

Schmitz, the Tailor.........scceeereeeeeee: CG 

The Speed KingsQsgina:-thoiy------+- CG 

1957 
2152 
2136 
1946 

2070 
2000 

1025 
1068 

Wesfilm, London. 

Feb. 

Bree e 
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Alteration of Title. 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TO ALL THOSE 

WIDE-AWAKE SHOWMEN WHO HAVE SEIZED 

UPON A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY AND BOOKED 

The Harvest of Sin 
THAT THE TITLE OF THIS SENSATIONAL 

DRAMA HAS BEEN ALTERED TO=——————— 

THE SECRET 
mu BLACKCAT INN 

Released Monday, March 23rd. 

Length 3,000 ft. approx. 

ANDERSON’S FILM AGENCY, LTD., 
_52, RUPERT STREET, LONDON, W. 

et Creare 2718, Telegrams—" KINESCOPIC, PICCY, LONDON.’ 

| 
O}ate}at=)micelan 
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KINEMACOLOR 
PRESENTS . 

TWO FINE NEW SUBJECTS IN THE ACTUAL COLOURS OF NATURE:— 

The Story of the Wasp 
The Finest Nature Subject yet Produced. 

Read the following Press Opinions :— 

THE DAILY CHRONICLE :—“ This clever picture took over a year 
to record, but a! the care and trouble taken are amply justified by the result. Kine- 
macolor has certainly achieved a triu+ph.”” 

THE EVENING STANDARD :—“ Kinemacolor has scored another 
conspicuous success, presenting in Nature's own colours the hidden marvels of insect 
life.”” 

THE WESTMINSTER GAZETTE:—" The whole picture teaches one 
more about wasps during its ten minutes exhibition than could be normally learnt in a 
life-time.” 

THE BIOSCOPE: —“A most absorbing subject, fully as good as anything 
of the kind that has yet been done.” 

Winter Pastimes in 
the Swiss Alps. 

Photographically this is one of the best subjects ever filmed in 
Kinemacolor, No black and white process could so faithfully 
represent the glossiness of the swept ice, the brilliantly coloured 
sports jackets of the lady competitors, or even the whiteness of the 

snow. The film is full of lively action, 

THE 

Natural Color Kinematograph Co., Ltd., 
(Kinemacolor), 

80-82, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W. 

Telegrams—'' Kinmacolor, London."’ Telephone—City 3976. 
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GLASGOW NOTES AND TOPICS. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Prosecuting the renewal of my acquaintance 
with Glasgow and its environs, I was delighted 
to find that the suburbs are as well catered for 
in the motion picture business as the centre f 
the city, and that many of the halls compare 
most favourably with the best. At the Picture 
House, Partick, a large audience was highly in- 
terested in the ‘‘Adventures of Captain Kidd,” 
shown on first run, and drawing crowded 
houses. Other items in a strong programnie 
were equally attractive, and Mr. Taylor informs 
me that his future bookings are equally up-to- 
date. The Picture House is a large and hand- 
some building, while the projection leaves no- 
thing to be desired. 

At the other extreme end of the city—Shet- 
tleston—I found the same policy of being first 
with the best was followed, and spent a pleasant 
half-hour at Mr. Scott’s Palaceum, which is run 
on the twice nightly system. ‘* The Mystery 
of the Silver Skull” and ‘‘ The Test” are the 
star pictures here, and, needless to say, thev 
found appreciative audiences. By the way, Mr. 
Flockhart, the manager here, is shortly re- 
moving to the Cinema, Kilbowie (of Singer’s 
fame). 

At the Premier, Shettleston, Mr. Albin was 
featuring Gaumont’s ‘‘ Her Majesty the Litt!e 
Queen,’’ and as this is among the first ‘“‘ chil- 
dren's” pictures shown here, the audience pre- 
sent must have been gratifying to the manage- 
ment. Future bookings included ‘‘ When he 
Earth Trembled,” ‘‘ The Secret of the Safe” 
and “* Hamlet.”’ 

In the city itself, the principal halls all report 
excellent business. At the de Luxe, Sauchiehall 
Street, the features are ‘‘ The Italian Ven. 
detta” and ‘‘ The Club of the Black Masks.” 
Next week the de Luxe is featuring ‘‘ David 
Copperfield,” and record bookings are expected. 

At the Picture Salon, ‘‘ The Heart of a Fool” 
and ‘‘On their Wedding Eve” were great 
attractions, while the music supplied by Mr. 
Wilfrid Senior’s orchestra is greatly enjoyed. 
The management of the Salon hope to open 
their roof garden and tea lounge at an eariv 
date. : 

Google 

Ikeystone comedies are popular with all 
classes of Glasgow audiences, and Mr. Mit- 
chell’s selection at the Picture House, **‘ Archie 
and the Bell Boy,’ has pleased patrons 1m- 
mensely. ‘‘ Fortune’s Pet,” a fine two-reel 
drama, is also a “‘ star” in an excellent pro’ 
gramme at this popular house. 

Visiting the various Trade houses during the 
week I found them all in full swing, and the 
verdict is ‘“‘trade booming.” At Messrs. 
Gaumont’s, the demand is almost exceeding the 
supply. <A topical of the Clyde-Celtic Scottish 
Cup-tie was taken on Saturday and shown the 
same evening. ““The Curse of Greed” and ‘‘Blind 
Fate,” two specials, are much sought after, 
while the firm’s other exclusives are in daily 
demand. 

At Messrs. Hibbert’s branch in Dixon Street, 
Mr. Oakes reports good business and an ex- 
tending clientéle. ‘‘ Shattered Crown,” ‘‘ Back 
to Life” ‘‘ Primitive Man” and ‘‘ Lieutenant 
Rose” series are proving great favourites with 
the firm’s Scottish customers, and giving every 
satisfaction. | 

The Glasgow branch of the Ideal Film Com- 
pany, which is managed by Mrs. Jack, is also 
doing well and is making a special hit with 
“ Toan of Arc,” ‘‘ The Neglected Wife,” ‘‘ The 
Money God” and ‘The Princess's Dilemma.” 

To have executed with complete satisfaction 
the painting and decorating work for many 
of the premier cinemas in the West of Scotland 
is a record any local firm may well be proud of. 
This has been accomplished by Messrs. Robert 
Henderson and Son, West George Street,.Glas- 
gow, and visits to the halls in question leave 
one in no doubt as to the firm’s popularity. 
Work well and tastefully executed reaps its 
reward, and Messrs. Henderson can, from their 
past experience, be relied on to give everv 
satisfaction. 

— 

INTERESTING FIGHT FILM. 

That enterprising firm, Cherrv Kearton, Limited, 
secured an exceptionally fine set of views. of 
the contest for the Featherweight Championship 
of Europe, which took place at Premierland between 
Paul Til. the French boxer, and Kid Lewis, of 
London, the Londoner winning a fine fight. The film 
is about 2,000 ft. long, and some very novel publicity 
has been prepared..in connection with it. 

E 
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TWO =- 

SUPERB 
EXCLUSIVES 

You are looking for a really first-class “ Exclusive '? 

You get just the thing you want if you book the | 

magnificent PATHECOLOR— ! 

“A Tragedy in the Clouds.” 

In FOUR REELS. It has the stirring “grip” that 

pleases all audiences, and it is the right length, too - 

3,800 ft. 

(2 ) (Gea). cE 

Yet another ! 

“A Woman of the People” 

If you book this you will be getting a fine thing. 

Brilliantly staged and beautifully photographed, it 

is essentially one of the best. 

BOOK IT EARLY! 

. PATHE FRERES CINEMA Ltd. 
LONDON, LEEDS, GLASGOW. BIRMINGHAM, 
LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE. CARDIFF. 

é 00g e 
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| THE COMING FILM 
The daily news film is quickly winning 
its way as a featurein the programme. 
Those exhibitors who are showing 
Pathe’s Animated Gazette Daily Edition 
are finding that their patrons are 
acquiring 

THE NEWSFILM HABIT 

You can show them to-day’s events 
hours in advance of the publication of 
the daily picture papers, and thus they 
become regular patrons. 

Write for terms now. 

BOAT RACE. 
Oxford v. Cambridge, Mar. 28, 1914. 

Length about 250 ft. Price 23d. per foot. 

We have the most perfect and up-to-date plant in the British 
Isles for the rapid printing of Topical Subjects. All customers 
can therefore rely on getting their Boat Race filmearly. Send 
your order NOW. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA Ltd. 
LONDON, LEEDS, GLASGOW, BIRMINGHAM, 
LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE, CARDIFF, , 

ww, uu U 
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Alerta a Film Co., 
LIMITED, 

cordially invite all Exhibitors to 

the Private Trade Shows of the 

‘World’s Greatest Coloured Masterpiece 

... THE... 

VIESSIAH 
— AT — 

ELECTRIC PAVILION, 
101, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W., 

On Wednesday, February 18th, at I 1 am. 

PROVINCIAL SHOWS. 

Monday, February 16th, at 3 p.m., at Weisker Bros., 

Kinema House, London Road, Liverpool. 

Tuesday, February 17th, at 11 a-m., at the Coliseum, 

Leeds. 

Friday, February 20th, at 11 a.m., Queen’s Hall, 

Northumberland Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

167-169, Wardour Street, London, W. 
"Phone—REGENT 1426. Telegrams—‘‘ UNIFILMCO, LONDON.” 

SS OMTET OT RTOS 
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The Versatility of the VitagraphjCompany. 

Of the many excel- 
lent qualities by which 
the Vitagraph Com- 
pany’s films are distin- 
guished, there is none 
more remarkable than 

the wonderful variety 

of the subjects with 

which they deal. With 

a weekly output of at 

least two important fea- 

ture films and some 
dozen or more shorter 
pieces, including drama 

and comedy, educa- 
tional and topical sub- 
jects, it would be little 

wonder to find a fre- 
quent repetition of 

popular themes, and at 

least natural to expect 
that the company would 
be specially distin- 
guished by one particu- 
lar type of play. This, 
however, is by no 
means the case, and by 
employing the services 
of a large number of 
writers of well-estab- 
lished reputation, an =) 
appureitimiiatennhige) C gle 

ible succession of first-class plays 
is assured, differing vastly in 
theme and treatment, and alike 

only in the elaborate care of the 
mounting, the skill of the inter- 
pretation, and the faultless quality 
of the photography. : 

It is not necessary to make any 
careful selection of some particu- 
lar programme to demonstrate 
this fact, the present week’s list 
being amply sufficient for the pur- 
pose. In addition to a dozen 
shorter films represented by all 
the favourite members of the 
company, three plays of special 
importance are provided, 
“‘ Daniel,” a drama from Biblical 
history; ‘‘The Whimsical Threads 
of Destiny,’ an engrossing story 
of the circus ring; and “ Jerry’s 
Mother-in-law,’’ a screaming 
farce, irresistible in the wild extra- 
vagance of its humour. ‘* Daniel,” 
which we have already briefly 
noticed, is an admirably adapted 
version of the episodes of the 
Fiery Furnace, and the Den of 
Lions, treated with becoming 
dignity and restraint, mounted 
with extraordinary richness and 
taste, and very faithfully adhering 
to the story of Daniel and his 
three captive companions under 

Original from 

SCENE ERAORR BUBLIC LIBRARY 
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“The World, The Flesh, 
and The Devil.” 

We are open to sell the exclusive rights of exhibition of this film. 

The only one of its kind ever seen on the screen. 

Special arrangements have been made for publishing the story 

of this film as a seria! in a well-known weekly magazine. 

A book is to be published containing about 100,000 words which 

will be sold at a popular price. 

Striking 18 sheet and 24 sheet posters and 18 sheet combination 

posters, giving eight scenes of the play, can be had, also illustrated 

booklets giving an exhaustive synopsis of the film. 

Read what the Press say about our private view last Wednesday 

at the “ London Pavilion.” 

Daily News and Leader.—‘'Qne of the most exciting productions of its kind.”’ 

Evening News.—‘‘Cannot imagine a picture more closely crammed with sensational incidents. ”’ 

Westminster Gazette.—‘' The escape down the water-mill and the fight to the death in the mill- 
stream are as exciting as anything I have seen on the screen.” 

Star.— ‘It proves its title to be regarded as one of the most exciting productions of its kind."’ 

Daily Citizen.—'' Certain to be immensely popular. Crowded with sensations." 

Financier.—'‘' A striking filin."’ 

Jewish Chronicle.—'' An attractive and powerful drama for the cinematograph."’ 

SR 

-KINETO, LTD. 
80-82, WARDOUR STREET, 

LONDON, W. 
Telephone: Central 6730, Telegrams: ‘‘Kinetonia, London.” 

(SO Og e 

————— - 
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Nebuchadnezzar and Darius the Mede. The 
author, the Rev. Madison C. Peters, -has~on'y. 
deviated from the original by’ the introduction, 
of the female element, Darius being induced 
to sign his unjust decree 
~by the wiles of a beauti- 
ful woman, who ts 
working in the interest = 
of Daniel’s. enemies. 
This affords a plausible 
reason for the King’s 
weakness and subse 
quent remorse, and 
dds greatly to ihe 

dramatic effect and 
_variety of the scene. 
The costumes are pic- 
turesque in the ex- 
treme, and the effect 

_ produced by the admir- 
able way in which the 
vast crowds are hand- 
led reflects the greatest 
credit on the stage 
management, while the 
two chief events, shown 
here in a manner which 
would be beyond the 
limitations of the regu- 
lar theatre, are pro- 
foundly impressive. 

“The Whimsical Threads of Destiny” is the 
not very apt title of a romantic drama in which 
an eccentric millionaire endeavours to ascertain 

SCENE FROM “ JERRY'S MOTHER-IN-LAW.” 

for himself the characters of the two young rela- 
tives to whom he intends to leave his money in 
the event. of, sCuogde other. His 

677 

nephew is attracted by the charms of a pretty 
circus rider, and soon informs his cousin that 
he:.will renounce all claim to the inheritance, as 
he does not feel able to carry out the conditions. 

SCENE FROM ‘JERRY'S MOTHER-IN-LAW.”’ 

His cousin, however, is not inclined to give up 
her chances, and thinks to accomplish her pur- 
pose by effectually getting rid of the pretty 

circus rider. Her ab- 
solutely unscrupulous 
methods are detected 
by her uncle, resulting 
in the destruction of 
her hopes and the pro 
spect of future happi- 
ness to the young man. 
It is an interesting and 
very dramatic — story, 
and incidentally intro- 
duces some. effective 
scenes in the circus 
ring, where the St.Leon 
troupe give a graceful 
display of bareback rid- 
ing. Though such a 
strong contrast to the 
Biblical drama, Miss 
Julia Swayne, Mr. 
Courtenay Foote, and 
Mr. Charles Kent adapt 
themselves easily and 
with remarkable skill to 
the different conditions, 

and with that sound actor, Mr. Northrup, give 
a wonderful re of the versatility of the 
Vitagraph aigera trom 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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This Signature is a Guarantee of Quality. 

"= te nae Exciting Drama of Russian 

Life in the time of Peter the Great. 

GUN-MAKE 
oF MOSCOW 

A wealth of stirring action and suspense, 
the spirit of intrigue, the vicious plotting, and 
the villainous Count Olga’s final overthrow by 
the disguised Emperor form a powerful story. 

Released March 30th. Approx. 2,050 ft. 
ON VIEW AT OUR SHOWROOMS THIS WEEK. 
On receipt of Postcard we will send you, regularly and post free, advance information of Edison Releases. 

, ara ‘Phone— 

25, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. — 
West End Showrooms: 8, «West End Showrooms: 8, GERRARD STREET, LONDON aw. GERRARD 5327 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FIL} PRINT sisted) hy maa aad FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON. FLAM TO ¢ ORDER 

ce Strong 
Ee a 2-Reel 

y atl 
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( Edison i. 

| Feature. O Edveon 

Featuring BENJAMIN F. WILSUN as RURIC NEVEL, the Gunmaker. 

© PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM:TO OR CER 
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TRADE MARK 

O, Carron 
aaa eet es = This Signature is a Guarantee of Quality. 

Edison Photoplays adequately 

satisfy the demand for unique 

One-reel features. Book them. 

Your attention is directed to a single-reel feature of more 

than exceptional power and interest in “ The Stolen Plans’ — 

a British Production of the very highest merit. It shows, 

among other scenes, a real aeroplane race taken at Hendon. 
TWO REEL FEATURE RELEASE. 

SILAS MARNER. 
Adapted from the famous novel by GEORGE ELIOT. 

Code—VULTURNAL. No. 7494. 
Released Thursday, March 12th. Approx, 2,040 ft. 

_.A faithful interpretation of the great novel that made George 
Eliot famous. A strong cast has put all the parior and dramatic 
action into the story of the old miser, whose life is almost 
wrecked by Squire Cass’ weak and villainous sons. 

1 QUAD CROWN AND 2 SIX-SHEET POSTERS. 

BRITISH PRODUCTION No, 8. 

The STOLEN PLANS. 
A story of the British Army. 

Drama by GORING CHOLSEY. 

Code VUURPOEL. FA No. 7492. 

R.1 ased Monday, March Sth. ‘Approx. 1,040 ft. 

A foreign spy threatens to disgrace Captain Ashmay’s father 
if he doesn’t get him the new biplane plans. Captain West hears 
of the plot, and recovers the plans before their loss is discovered, 

saving shmay. 

QUAD CROWN POSTERS. 

Greedy George. 
Comedy by Lucy Oppenheim. 

Code— VUURPOT No. 7494. 
Released Thursday, March 12th. Approx. 500 ft. 

From Durban to Zululand. 

Code— VUURIJZER. 
Released Monday, March 9th. 

The Manicure Girl. 
Comedy by George Randolph Chester. 

Code VUURPLAAT. 7491 
No. . No. 7479. 

Released Monday, March 9th. Approx. 1,040 ft. POX. ft. 5 3 é if 
App auo George could eat three times his own weight 

The manicurist liked Hardy, and when she Contrasted with the interior, the startlingly in sweets without having indigestion, but 

found that Passay stood between Hardy and siedeen capital of Natal seems more like a one night he stole into the pantry and_ate 

Grace, she intrigues, and gets Passay to kiss : 1 dream than a reality. A great ceremonial several Ban ORe of pink Ane cakes: aes 

dance, in which 2,000 natives participate, he had a nightmare, that 1s worth going miles 

forms an interesting feature to see. 
her in public before Grace’s mama. 

QUAD CROWN POSTERS. QUAD CROWN POSTERS. 

On receipt of Postcard we will send you, regularly and post free, advance information of Edison Releases. 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 
ee ee a ee 

Q Edvson-Ltd. 
25, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

West End Showrooms; 8, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. 

*Phone—GERRARD 5327. 

(Olafeliat-lmiceyan) 

*Phone— 

CITY 1768-1769. 
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Se ae to 
“Jerry’s Mother-in-law "is a fantastic and irre- 

sponsib.e tarce, founded on that convention, 50 
dear to the professional humorists, that ‘the 
mother of a man’s wife must be his natural and 
inveterate enemy. Jerry has a terrible time dur- 
ing the visit of his mother-in-law, and welcomes 
th: chance of a short respite on the occasion of 
a fancy dress ball, which he attends in 
of armour acquired in an irregular manner from 

eae ne ee Seen ae 

THe Broscoprr, 

a suit — 

—— pte eet Set ee, = = 

some shady ftrequenters of a saloon. Jerry, ¢n- 
joying himself in spite of the restrictions of plate 
armour, is a diverting spectacle, and his adven- 
tures in a museum to which he ts consigned, 
and his subsequent attempts to hypnotise his 
mother-in-law, accelerate the fun unul it becomes 

a perfect riot of mirth. It is mounted, produced 
and played with the thoroughness that charac- 
terises all this company’s productions. 

PARISIAN NOTES. 
By JOHN CHER. 

J am informed that Mr. Felix Isman, who owns 
many important picture theatres in the United 
States, including the Broadway ‘Theatre, New 
York, has been endeavouring to negotiate tor the 
leasing of the Champs Elysees Theatre, with a 
View to presenting a cinematograph entertainment 
there. Last week, however, the project fell 
through, and Mr. Isman is now on his way back 
to the States. The Champs Elysees Theatre was 
built by Messrs. Astruc for an opera house, and 
is the finest building of its kind in Paris. After a 
brief period the theatre was closed. 

A huge picture theatre, which will be run on the 
lines of the Gaumont Palace Hippodrome, is now 
in course of erection in the gardens of the Moulin 
Rouge music-hall. 

As a result of the film dispute, the ‘‘ Co- 
operative,’ as the association is known, has 
opened offices at 67, rue Rochechouart. IT am told 
that the renters, such as the Agence Générale and 
Louis Aubert, who hold exclusive concessions for 
certain marks, will not provide members of the 
Co-operative with films. All the same, it will be 
Interesting to see the progress of the somewhat 
novel and certainly al enterprise. 

It is rumoured that Vas Maurey, the celebrated 
director of the Grand Guignol theatre, j is about to 
start producing on his own account. His pro- 
ductions will be known by the title of ‘‘ Guignol.”’ 
Girand Guignol plays are famous the world over, 
and the little theatre's stock company ts one of the 
cleverest in Paris. 

Georges Prade, sporting editor of The Journal 
has been delivering some highly een ts lise. 
tures on the Reims Athletic Colle ve, Georges Car- 
pentier, and other sporting subjects, at the 
Théatre Edouard VII. The lectures were, of 
course, accompunied by a fine series of Kine- 
macolor natural colour PIGTUnS: 

Pierre Loti’s ‘‘ Le Roman d’un Spans ”* will be 
the subject of the next important Film = d’Arte 
production. Google 

A writer in a Paris paper statcs that Lumitre 
- yot the germ of an idea for a moving picture ap- 
paratus from a series of photographs in a photo- 
graphic exhibition, and that the cinematograph 
world owes its existence to deaf and dumb people. 
The photographs in question had been prepared 
for the instruction of deaf and dumb, and repre- 
sented the successive movements of the mouth 
during the pronunciation of a word. ‘This sys- 
tem was in turn adapted from the principle of the 
Zoetrope. 

Edison’s clever skit, “Why Girls Go Wrong,” 
has scored heavily here. 

The Western Import Company have just 
granted the French agency for Kay-Bee, Broncho, 
Keystone, Majestic, and Rehance films to Mon- 
sicur Jacques Haik, who has hitherto been ac- 
tively associated with Mr. Sprecher in the 
management of the M.P. Sales Agency here. 

Monsieur Monat is to be congratulated on his 
enterprise in securing the world’s rights (Great 
Britain excepted) of Frederick Burlingham’s won- 
der film, ‘* Down the Crater of Vesuvius.’’ The 
hlm has been the subject of much comment in the 
papers. 

Last Friday I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. 
T. H. Davison, of the Davison) Film Sales 
Agency. Mr. Davison spared a short period of 
his time to run over to this side of the channel 
in order to inspect the studios of the Filma Com- 
pany, and incidentally gain an idea of what this 
new firm is likely to turn out. I am pleased to 
say that Mr. Davison’s opinion of Filma_ plays ts 
inversely proportional to his love of French cigar- 
ettes, a supply of which he did wo/ take back to 
London. 

In reply to my question, ‘f What do you think 
of Paris picture theatres? ’* Mr. Davison said, 
“When vou go to London do vou go. to 
cinemas ?°’ ]T smiled, and understood, but, un- 
fortunately, a jOdgnmedistckmows no closing time. 
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There is nothing like 
Prof. MAX REINHARDT’S MASTERPIECE 

The MIRACLE 
with music by Prof. E. HUMPERDINCK 

TO FILL YOUR HALL. 

BOOK IT—RE-BOOK IT. 

YOU WILL GET RESULTS. 

Full Line Pictorial Lithos, Etc. 

THE GREAT RECORD BREAKER. 
JOSEPH MENCHEN, Sole Owner, 3-7, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, W.C. 

Telephone: Gerrard 9824. Telegraphie Address: ‘‘ MIRACFILM, RAND, LONDON," 
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OLDHAM AND DISTRICT. 

(NOTES FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Oldham, with close upon thirty picture halls in the 
parliamentary borough, caters for all classes and tastes. 
Naturally, there is keen and friendly rivalry between 
the respective managers, and the net result is good 
houses and plenty of variety for lovers of pictures. 

At the King’s, Mr. Fred Field informed me that he 
had done great business with “Antony and Cleo- 
patra,” hundreds having been turned away, and so 
many requests having come to hand he has rebooked 
it. During the last week his chief attractions were “A 
Message from Headquarters” and “The Stolen 
Models.” The Kinetophone is popular at this hall, 
the subjects treated this week being ‘‘The Old Guard” 
(drama), and “ The Ohio Minstrels,” a musical item; 
both were very distinct, and loudly applauded. 

The Palladium, one of the most luxurious halls in 
the provinces, reports excellent business. In Mr. 
Arthur Watson, late of Watson’s Films, Manchester, 
the management have secured a go-ahead man, and 
he intends. to give the public a good programme, 
with a complete change twice weekly. “A King Can 
Do No Wrong” proved a great favourite in the early 
part of the week, as did also “ The Life of a Mother.” 

At the Empire, with Mr. Chas. Gaston at the head, 
one can always rely on a good show, and in connection 
with the Territorial recruiting campaign a full show 
of “Life in the British Army ” was given on January 
3oth. It proved a huge success, for I am officially 
informed that over 130 have appended their signa- 
tures. This week Mr. Gaston is showing “ The Next 
Generation,” and the Kinemacolor pictures are also 
of a high order. 

Recently there was a change in the management of 
the Electraceum, Mr. Jno. Woodhead holding the 
reins in the place of Mr. Walters, who has gone to 
Deansgate Picture House, Manchester. This week 

‘-. Woodhead is showing the fourth release of the 
Sherlock Holmes series, “The Musgrave Ritual.” 
“Flotsam” and “Edge of Things” are included in 
the programme. Much reality is lent to the pictures 
by the aid of the “ Kinesounder,” and another feature 
is the high-class music by Mr. Chas. Boileau’s 
orchestra. 

Good business is being done at the Hippodrome, 
where Manager Fred Dixon presented a good all- 
round programme, his top-liner being a Western 
story, “The Gratitude of Wanda.” Others are “The 
Taking of Rattlesnake Bill” and “A Fallen Hero.’?— 
At Brown’s Halls, the all-exclusive programmes are 
doing well. “The Secret of Hill Street, 13” and 
“Price of Deceit ” are shown the first part of the week, 
The second half includes “A Fatal Invention” and 
“The Tomboy Ranch Girl,” and many others. 

At the Colosseum, with Mr. W. Dobie at the head 
of affairs, one expects an excellent programme, 
divided between pictures and variety. The chief pic- 
ture this week is “ The House of Discord.” 

At the Star, where there are changes twice weckly, 
the management have been breaking all records with 
the “ Mary ” series, showing four parts per week. The 
programme also includes “Capt. Kidd,” which has 
been well received. 

At the Gem, “The Black Gang * and “Streets of 
New York DidRMEa bE t id aaa 

three times a week are made at the Popular, where 
large crowds have witnessed “ Pendulum of Fate, 
“ Sheriff and the Rustler,” and “ The Iron Trail. 

At the Princess, Lees, “In the Midst of the 
Jungle ” and John Bunny in “ Pickwick Papers ” have 
done good business.—Excellent attendances have been 
seen at the New Pavilion, where ‘‘ Love and War” 
and “ Mary Stuart ” have delighted the audiences. 

In Shaw, good reports come from the Pavilion, with 
changes twice weekly, ‘‘ The Stolen Formula,” in 
the early part of the week, drawing good crowds.— 
—At the Uppermill Picturedrome, with a once a nght 
programme, which includes “ The Curse of His Life, 
“What Her Dream Told,” etc., business has been 
brisk. 

VARIED EXPERIENCE. 

Mr. G. A. ‘Deighton, the manager of St. 
Julian's Theatre, Guernsey, one of the Albany 
Ward's circuit of picture houses, has been tn 
the employ of Mr. Ward for about eighteen 
years. They were together when the theatres 
in Somerset, Devon and Cornwall were first 
opened. Mr. Deighton has been four years 
in Guernsey, where, by his genial and affable 
manner, he has made a host of friends, and 

last year married one of the island’s fair daugh- 
ters, who has proved of real assistance to him. 
Mr. Deighton has been an entertainer from 
quite a youth, and during his twenty-seven 
years before the public, has been round the 
world twice, an! visited practically every town 
in the United Kingdom. He is to take a work- 
ing holiday whilst St. Julian’s is undergoing 
alteration, and thus will shortly be seen at some 
of Mr. Ward’s theatres in England. returnin;r 
to Guernsey in aBSut'tw6'tmonths’ time. 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Pimple’s Potted Picture Plays. 
THE VERY LATEST. 

Lieut. PIMPLE'S 
DASH FOR THE POLE. 
THE BEST YET. BRIMFUL OF CLEAN FUN. 
Length about 990 ft. Released March 30, 1914. 

Look out for the ‘“ HOUSE OF DISTEMPERLY,” a Scream. | 

THE PHC(NIX FILM AGENCY, 
6, fase Court, Charing Cross Road, W. C : 

Telephone—City 6312. Telegrams—''Pholic 

THE SURBRITE SCREEN. 
PATENTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 

Impervious to Moisture. 
Will not Blacken. 

Can be Washed. 
GIVES STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT. 

Picture Visible 

The on nn — 

Call 

and see 

a demon- 
stration and 

compare the 

. Surbrite Screen with 

the ordinary screen and 
see a picture projected 

with 3 amps. at any Angle. 
‘It will convince you. Saves 50 /, Current. 

,. Semonataiienca Brilliant Pictures. 
THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., No Eye Strain. 

MANUFACTURERS: 7” Deligh The British Patent Surbrite Dean St., : ts 

le mines London, W. i la 40, Trinity Squ 

ee a 
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[Under this headin 
advertising methods. 
or asking for information. 
matter generally. 

THE PROGRAMME. 

We have often debated the question of pro- 
grammes on this page from various points of 
view, but there seems no necessity to apologise 
for returning to it, in view of the fact that it 
is a subject constantly under the notice of a 
large number of manavers. 

As to whether programmes are worth havins 
or not worth having is a point which must be 
left for the individual to decide. It largely 
depends, of course, upon the class of one’s 
theatre, and the kind cf audience for which it 
chietly caters. A theatre situated in a busv 
shoppine centre, and running a continuous 
show, is less likely to find a proyvramime neces. 
sary than a house ina residential district, whose 
patrons come regularly, and which has a real, 
and ever increasiny, ‘* connection.” 

Granted that a programme is deemed advis- 
able, there are many questions to be considered 
—size, “‘make-up."" sccpe of contents, adver- 
tisements, price, etc., etc. The programme, 
in common with other publicity matter. should 
reflect the tone and character of the theatre 
it represents, and it is essential, therefore, that 
great care should be taken in its choice and 
arrangement. Do not trv to make small econo- 
mies in the matters of paper and printing. If 
it is necessary to keep within a certain figure, 
it is better to reduce the size rather than saecri- 
fice the appearance. 

Every well-established theatre maintains au 
individual style throughout its advertising, 
which helps to distinguish it from its rivals, and 
also impresses its announcements with in- 
creased force upon the mind of the beholder. 
This distinctive style should also be a feature 
of the programme, and especially of the front 
cover, which, in most cases, will be devoted to 
standing matter, giving general details of 
prices, hours of performance, etc., with, per- 
haps, a photograph or line drawing of 
exterior in the centre. 

Asa rule, a fairly large programme is prefer- 
able to a small one. It admits of more effe:- 
tive display, it is proportionately cheaper to 
produce, and it allows plenty of room. for the. 
insertion of any special announcement in the. 
form of a loose supplement, relating to the. 
current, or the forthcoming, week's ‘} feature ” 
films, etc. The number of pages will depend 
partly upon whether advertisements are ac. 
cepted. and partly upon whether any charge 3s 
made for the programme. 

The main object of_a Sb pl being to 

Google 

THE PICTURE THEATRE. 
we deal with all matters concerning the management of picture theatres, and especially with 

Managers are cordially invited to write to us on the subject, either making suggestions 
We are also pleased to receive specimens of day-bil 

All communications should be marced ‘* Theatre. , 

the . 

ls programmes and advertising 

give information about the performance, a list 
of the films to be shown will, of course, occupy 
the principal position. The film titles should 
be set in bold type, and a border round the 
whole should separate it clearly from any ad- 
vertising matter, etc., which may stand in 
juxtaposition. We have seen many otherwise 
excellent programmes spoilt by the manner in 
which the list of films was buried amongst a 
confusion of subsidiary matter. The pro- 
evramme must constitute a clear and practical 
index to the entertainment, easy to consult. 
and perfectly legible. Otherwise, its chief pur- 
pose is lost. The name, or trade mark, of the 
maker should appear opposite the film title, and 
underneath will be set out such details of the 
story, etc., as may be considered necessary. 
Personally, we can see no reason for viving 
syncpses of the films on a provramme. Everv 
properly constructed film is perfectly intellig'hie 
upon the screen without any additional explana- 
tion, and it does not tend to increase the 
pleasure of the audience in a picture if thev 
have read a bald condensation of its plot before 
seeiny it. Therefore, surely, it is far better 
to devote the space beneath the film title 
to a list of the principal characters, with the 
names of the artistes sustaining them, as in the 
ordinary theatres, giving in addition, perhaps, 
the towns or countries in which the action ts 
supposed to take place, the period, etc. In 
the case of films with which such details are 
not procurable, a short extract from a favour- 
able Press review will prove interesting, or a 
brief sentence calling attention to some peculiar 
feature of the film to be especially watched for. 
This kind of matter makes the programme a 
really readable and useful publication: but the 
four-line synopsis of the story adds nothing to 
its value. If it is practicable, it is a most 
admirable idea to set against the films the ap- 
proximate times at which they will be = ex- 
hibited. 

After the films, the music is the most im- 
portant feature of the entertainment, and ade- 
quate space should be allotted to it on every 
programme. The precise manner in which 
musical details are given must depend, of 

Jcourse, upon the method adopted by the pianist 
or conductor in accon'panying the pictures. 
Where the musical methods allow, however, 
it 1s advisable to set out the pieces with each 
idividual picture, so that the audience may 
have no difficulty in recognising them as ther 
ecme aleny. 
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BOOK BOOK 
A 

SOLDIER'S 
HONOUR 

ANGLO INDIAN MILITARY DRAMA. 
FULL OF STIRRING SCENES AND 

GRIPPING INTEREST. 

3,000 ft. 

IN THE 
mr P> 6 

oz> 

FIRELIGHT 
AFFFECTING AND PATHETIC DO- 
MESTIC DRAMA, WHICH CANNOT 
BUT APPEAL TO ALL HEARTS. 

gm=- 

PSBOOWSESCT®S® BESO +P Em—<— zO EOZ 
2,000 ft, 

The Fenning Film Service, Ltd., 

"Phone—Regent 3350, 3351. ‘Grams—Rentwelite, London. 

(Olaletiatelmicelan 
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“THE BIOSCOPE” PARLIAMENT. 
Readers are invited to express (heir Opinions upon any subject of General Interest. 

Correspondence submitted for publication must be accompanied 
‘ . address of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as an evi 

_. Anonymous letters will be promptly consigned to the Waste Paper Basket. 
. of a letter must not be taken to imply that the views expressed ase endorsed by the Editor. 

ws 

SEALED ORDERS. 
To the Editor of Tue Bioscore. 

S1r,—I thank you for your cordial invitation 
to reply to Mr. Cecil Raleigh's statement of his 
case, but in view of the fact that this matter 
is now referred to the Law Courts for final 
settlement, I do not consider it advisable to 
continue the correspondence until the case ts 
disposed of, and I venture to sav that whatever 
the verdict may be, it will be an advantage to 
the Trade to know exactly where we_ stand. 
If a strong case is made out for legislation, we 
shall have done our share in bringing it about. 
-—Yours, etc., 

GEORGE SOOLE, 
Managing Director Kinematograp" 

Trading Company. Limited. 
35-59, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

Teen W. 
F ebruary Q, I9I4. 

THE THREE-WINC SHUTTER. 
To the Editor of Tue Bioscopr. 
Srr,—I ask you to kindly allow me to ex- 

press my point of view on the question of the 
‘* Three-Wing Shutter,’’ in connection with the 
letter of Mr. G. A. Mathys, published in the last 
issue of your paper. 

I am rather surprised that Mr. Mathys should 
have criticised the matter without being 
acquainted with it—both from the theoretical 
and practical side. I think Mr. Mathys’ first 
step, before criticising, ought to be to look in 
the original statements, given by Mr. de Pyrdészyn- 
ski before the Royal Photographic Society of 
Great Britain and the French Academy of 
Sciences, and then he would find that Mr. de 
Prészynski never claimed himsclf to be the in- 
ventor of the “three-wing shutter,”” because this 
and similar forms were known and experimented 
with not only since the patent mentioned by Mr. 
Mathys, but before the proprietor of this patent 
and Mr. de Prészynski were born. 

Personally, I am very interested in everything 
pertaining to cinematography, and I have 
studied, as far as I could, all serious literature 
in this matter. As far as I know, Mr. Proészyn- 
ski also does not claim to be the inventor o/ 
this form of shutter; he is the real discovercr 
of its principle, and to him we owe gratitude 
that our eyes do not suffe om sol e so much 
as a few years)iago. oogle 

by the full name and 
ence of good faith. 

ublication 

Let me repeat the words of the inventor himself 
from the report of the Royal Photographic 
Society, and published in its journal, issue of 
March, 1913: “ the solving of the pro- 
blein which agitated so many brains for many 
years is quite a simple onc, and, probably, it 1s 

not at all new. I suppose this kind of shutter 
had been tried before 1999, but the importance 
of exact measurements was not realised. We 
cannot appreciate the effect of shutters by sight. 
-In order to understand that there 1s a complete 
solution, and that there is no other, 1t was neces- 
sarv to thoroughly understand that the highly 
and generally valued property of persistence of 
vision has nothing to do with suppression of 
fiickenng. . 7 

Perhaps the above will need some explanation, 
and I will endeavour to give it. Mr. Proszynski 
could not, of course, claim to be the inventor 
of the form of the revolving three wings disc, 
because this kind of disc was used a long time 
age for different purposes, not only by Mr. Prés- 
zncki, but a long time before him by many 
experimenters; but, as far as I know, from 
printed literature, nohody realised that this was 
the only real practical means of suppressing 
flicker. } 

Mr. de Prészynski did not invent /Ais form 
of shutter, but he discovered a new /psycho- 
lagical law which shows that no other form of 
shutter can suppress flickering, and which de- 
scribed, not the quantity of the wings (Mr. de 
Prészynski proposes four, three, or two wings, or 
other means, not only revolving shutters, which 
would cut the light in the same order), but the 
principle of covering and uncovering the lght 
and the importance of the equal intervals be- 
tween the successive cutting of hght. The 
smallest irregularity causcs flicker. 

If the three- wing shutter were sometimes 
adopted it was rather as an experiment without 
conviction that it ought to give a soluuon. As 
to the patent mentioned by Mr. Mathys, [ do 
not think it ever had any real value except as 
a novelty. The form of the shutter in question 
has been known for some time.---Yours, etc., 

CHARLES DE TOMASZEWSKI. 

113-117, Channg Cross Road, 
London, W.C. 

February -9,>- 1914. 
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A Great 
Boxing Film [rm 

We have secured the rights to film the great Boxing 
Contests to be held at the Palladium, London, W., 
on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, Feb. 10th, 12th 

and 13th. 

Only the most exciting and thrilling incidents will be 
depicted in the film, which will be about 1,500 ft. 

in length. 

The following Pugilistic Celebrities are appearing :— 

SAM LANGFORD, 
Frank Moran, Joe Jeannette, 

Kid McCoy, Jim Johnson, The Dixie Kid, Willie Lewis, Johnny Hughes, 

Fred Dyer, and Herbert Synnott (of Australia.) 

READY FOR SHOWING 

MONDAY NEXT, FEB. 16th. 
a ee Sana 

eee SS ee ees 

WIRE IN BIG A FEATURES, Ltd., 
’Grams—Sixshooter, Westrand. BIG: A CORNER, 

’Phone—Regent 1951. 24, Gerrard St. & 32, Wardour St., 

London. 

Google 
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THE TRADE SHILLING FUND. 

To the Editor of THE BIOScoPE. 

SirR,—With reference to the Trade Shilling 
Fund for the sufferers by the ‘“‘A7” submarine 
disaster, we thank you for so kindly opening 
your columns to our appeal and greatly appre- 
ciate the hearty manner in which our friends 
have responded up to the present. 

More, much more, remains to be done, as the 
disaster is a national loss, and we would ask 
the assistance of every member in the industry 
who will contribute. If we all did our mite the 
Trade would, I am sure, hand over quite a 
substantial sum to this deserving cause. We 
have now a splendid opportunity of showing the 
good that can be done by the united efforts of 
all in the business. Contributions can be for- 
warded to the undersigned, and we feel sure 
you will acknowledge them in your columns.— 
Yours, etc., 

G. S. AULSEBROOK, 
S. SmITH, etc., 

29a, Charing Cross Road. W.C. 

February I0, 1914. 

ALEC BRITISH PICTURES. 

It is the aim of Messrs. David, Hunter and Co., who 
are to be the producers of “ White Star” films, and 
who are now prenaring an extensive studio at St. 
Margarets-on-Thames, that “all British” pictures of 
a distinctive grade only are to be produced. The 
large grounds present every facility for picturesque 
effect, and, in the studio, up-to-date apparatus and 
lighting effects are being installed by the Williamson 
Kinematograph Company, Limited. The actual pro- 
ductions will be under the able supervision of Mr. A 
C. Hunter. The commercial department will be con- 
trolled by Mr. Wilfred David, and in introducing 
“White Star” films to the nublic, Messrs. David, 
Hunter and Co. intend to take advantage of a wide 
professional outlook, thereby supplying films which 
will no doubt be annreciated as worthy examples of 
British production. 

SWANSEA AND DISTRICT: 

The Carlton Cinema must now be numbered 
amongst the picture theatres of Swansea, and it is 
a most luxurious hall.—The Cinema keeps up the 
pace, and numerous attractions are seen, among 
them being a capital bijou orchestra. —The Castle, 
Swansea, is doing capacity business. Mr. Bowden 
has become extremely popular.—The Olympic is now 
featuring Vivaphone singing pictures, and thev are 
proving a great draw.—Coutts’ Picturedrome, Palace 
and Pictorium continue showing tc very satisfactory 
business.—“ Tannhauser’’ heads the bill at he 
Oxford. Swansea, and aroused considerable enthu- 
siasm amongst music lovers. 
also finds the “ Happy Dustmen.’’—At the Shaftes- 
burv. “Germinal” fills the bill.—Kinemacolor has 
actablished itself at the Picture House.—Vint’s Palace, 
Llanellv. under the management of Mr. H. Barker, 
eantinues its prosperous career.—At the White Cinema 
Pearson's Weekly one film is being screened. 
Mr. Griffiths is the qd or of she en appointed 
theatre. Or O gle 

- films shown at the Select Palace, North Street, 

Amongst the fare one > 
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THE BRIGHTON HALLS. 

(NoTES From OuR Own CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Although the Brighton cinemas are as handsome 
and well-appointed a set of buildings as are to be 
found anywhere, it is seldom that a month passes 
without some alteration being put in hand with the 
object of making them still more attractive to the 
public. Just now the builders are busy on the ex- 
terior of the Palladium, King’s Road, and when the 
present work is finished the building will be ene of 
four storeys, surmounted by a handsome cupola, 
while there will also be a canopy extending over the 
pavement. “Kinoplastikon’’ is proving a big draw, 
and Mr. Johnson, manager for Mr. J. L. Crown, was 
very busy last week. The ordinary picture pro- 
gramme included “ The Hope,” “Agra,’’ “An Ex- 
citing Honeymoon ’”’ and ‘‘ Saved by a Horse.’’ 

The exceptional fascination that Daudet’s “Sapho”’ 
exercises over the public has once more been proved 
at the Academy Picture Palace, West Street, where 
the version featuring Miss Florence Roberts drew 
crowded houses during the first half of last week. 
Mr. H. B. Parkinson led another big attraction for 
the last three days in the shape of “In Peril of the 
Law.’’ The effect of both films was much enhanced 
bv the charming music rendered by the orchestra, 
under the conductorship of M. Renard. 

The spacious Grand Concert Hall Picture Palace, 
West Street, was as well patronised as ever last 
week. Mr. N. J. Coverdale’s programmes included 
“The Right One,’ “In the Midst of the Jungle,"’ 
“In the Bishop’s Carriage’’ and “ The Mystery of 
the Express Car.’’ 

Sherlock Holmes was for the second week the 
centre of interest at the Theatre de Luxe, North 
Street, the film shown being ‘Silver Blaze.” 
Another star picture was “ The Flame in the Ashes,” 
while the last of the “Mary’’ series was very 
popular. 

Mr. George Block had a particularly strong pro- 
gramme at his up-to-date theatres last pl aseeger ie 

tne 

Coronation Theatre, North Road, and the Imperial 
Theatre St. James’s Street, included “ Victory or 
Death,’’ “In the Grip of the Eagle’s Claw’’ and 
“The Feudists.”’ 

“Silver Blaze’’ and “A Race for Honour’’ were 
included in the attractive bill of fare provided by 
Mr. G. Yate Ashwell, at the Duke of York’s 
Theatre.—At the Court Theatre, New Road, Messrs. 
S. H. Oldham and Oscar Darling did good business 
with “ The Race’’ and “In the Bishop's Carriage as 
among. other attractions.—Mr. Jim Hardiman’s pro- 
gramme at the Arcadia, Lewes Road. included “A 
Ballet Dancer’’ and “A Scientist’s Martyrdom.’’— 
“In the Midst of the Jungle’’ was much appre- 
ciated at the Hove Cinema. 

A CORRECTION. 

We are asked to correct a slight error which crept 
into our description, in last week’s issue, of the 
“ Kineclair,’ on page 513. The price was stated to be 
£15 complete, and a slip of the pen made it apnear 
that the screen was included. As a matter of fact, 
this accessorv is £1 extra, and can be had with a 
special collapsible stand, and_ suitable for cither 
opaque (metallised surface), or for transparent pro- 
jections. The handy little machine has, by all 
accounts, an excelient’ future’ before it. 
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AN IMPORTANT PROSECUTION. 
ALLEGED FRAUD ON ~ MESSRS. PATHE FRERES. 

At the Marlborough Street Police Court, before Mr. Wood, the chief manager, gave his consent. Cham- 
Denman, Arthur Mackay, of Regent’s Square, King’s 
Cross, N., and Ernest Chambers, lately in ‘the em- 
ploy of Messrs. Pathé Freres, were charged on re- 
mand with having in their possession two cinema 
films valued at 4,0, alleged to have been stolen or un- 
lawtully obtained. They were further charged with 
being concerned in inciting one George Barrier to 
steal the two films, the property of Messrs. Pathe 
Freres Cinema, Limited, and William Watson, de- 
scribed as the proprietor of the Cinema de Luxe, Acre 
Lane, Brixton, was now placed in the dock in con- 
nection with the same offences. 

Mr. J. P. Valetta and Mr. Rowland Oliver prose- 
cuted on behalf of Messrs. Pathé Freres, Mr. Harry 
Pfahl appeared for Watson and Mackay, and Mr. 
Bertie Browne represented Chambers. 

Mr. Valetta said that for some time past Messrs. 
Pathé Freres have found there was a_ carefully 
organised conspiracy in existence, whereby films be- 
longing to them have been fraudulently obtained by 
means of bribing two of their servants, one of whom 
(Chambers) now stood in the dock. It would seem that 
a large number of films had been obtained through the 
medium of employees by Mackay and Watson ille- 
gally, or else they had been retained for longer 
periods without any profit going to the firm at all. 
He (counsel) submitted it had been done by means 
of bribes being made by Watson and Mackay to 
Chambers and Saunders. In some cases the films 
had been used for indefinite periods. The loss in- 
volved to Messrs. Pathé Fréres would, no doubt, be 
considerable, with the consequent gain to those who 
were able to get possession of the films for practically 
nothing, especially, said counsel, to a man like Wat- 
son, who ran a picture house under the style of the 
Theatre de Luxe, Brixton, and the Marvel Film 
House, Greek Street, Soho. Mackay was carrying 
on a business of h's own at 91, Euston Road, but the 
premises were really litthe more than a cellar; how- 
ever, he conducted from there a film agency business 
in a small way. Watson also acted as his manager 
or servant in some capacity, and, continued counsel, 
it might be stated that he was obliged to commit the 
offences. Outlining the manner in which Messrs. 
Pathe conducted their film hiring department, counsel 
said from September last, the defendant Mackay came 
upon the scene, and business was done with him as 
the agent or manager for Watson. Subsequently the 
firm found thev had been losing films, principally 
from a department where a man named Saunders was 
manager, and with the object of preventing that leak- 
age thev changed the staff of one department to the 
other, but still it continued. Eventually they decided 
to transfer Saunders to the Birmingham branch of 
their business, and on December 18th, last vear, 
Chambers was dismissed, at which date a certain 
section of the business was put in charge of a Mr. 
Barrier. As the result of the manner in which busi- 
ness was being done, Mr. Barrier made certain state- 
ments to his principals, with the result that the Marvel 
Film Company, under which style Watson carried on 
business, was struck off Messrs. Pathé’s list of cus- 
tomers. Continuing, counsel stated that subse- 
quently Mackay called and tried to renew their busi- 
ness connection, but it was refused. Mackav after- 
wards called one evening to see Mr. Barrier, and 
asked him if he could sell anv films. Mr. Barrier, as 
well as Mr. Mackav, knew that the hiring depart- 
ment of Messrs. Pathé could in no circumstances sell 
films at all. Later, Mr. Barrier became quite anxious 
to see what further information he could glean from 
Mackay and Chambers, and/s revel wal eens pre- 
pared to do business! #7ithy DEC o. if Mr. 

bers then said he knew of a man who would pay 5s. 
each for as many “Cleopatra” films as he could get. 
Mr. Barrier told them the price was too low. The 
offer was then increased to 7s. 6d. Subsequently, 
the conversation was reported to Mr. Wood, and on 
January igth Mr. Barrier again met Chambers, who 
eventually said he would go as high as 10s. each for 
“Cleopatra” films. Mr. Barrier again declined to 
actually do any business then, said counsel, but said 
he would think the matter over. Subsequently a let- 
ter was sent by Chambers, asking Mr. Barrier to pack 
up the goods in a parcel, so that they could not be 
readily recognised, and deposit them at the parcels 
othce of the Piccadilly Tube Station, where he could 
call for them afterwards. Acting upon instructions 
from his firm, Mr. Barrier carried out the sugges- 
tion of Chambers, who promised to pay the money for 
the films on the following day. Counsel further 
stated that when Chambers got the film he went to 
the Marvel Company’s premises, where he was after- 
wards joined by Mackay. ‘They were, subsequently, 
both seen to come from the direction of that com- 
pany’s office, and Mackay was carrying the parcel. 
They went and had tea at a shop in Oxford Street, 
and, as they emerged, Detective-sergeant Leach 
stopped them and asked what the parcel contained. 
Mackay said, “Show me your authority.” When 
that was forthcoming, he said the parcel contained 
some films which he had obtained on appro. from 
Chambers, as Messrs. Pathé Fréres would not supply 
him direct. Chambers said he obtained them from 
a man in the firm with whom he used to work. The 
defendants were then arrested. Afterwards the police 
searched the premises of Watson. Counsel said there 
were five instances of films of which thev had no 
record of being hired out to Watson or Mackay, or 
for which the latter had paid anything. Watson, on 
being challenged with regard to a certain film, said 
no doubt one of Mr. Wood’s clerks had made an error, 
and he offered to return it there and then. The 
magistrate would remember that a solicitor, on the 
last occasion, offered to return the film on behalf of 
the defendants, but the point was how the film came 
to be in their possession, especially as there was no 
record in Messrs. Pathé’s books. To his mind, con- 
tinued counsel, there could be no doubt that the films 
were stolen, and it was incumbent upon Watson and 
Mackay to show how they became possessed of them. 

Counsel then read certain letters which were put in 
as exhibits, and he asked the magistrate to sav 
it was clear the defendants were carrving on a frau- 
dulent business. He emphasised again that as \at- 
son was the proprietor of the Theatre de Luxe in 
Acre Lane, Brixton, it was to his advantage to get 
the films cheaply or for nothing. 

Mr. Bertie Browne, on behalf of Chambers, said his 
chent was the bov of the party, and he suggested that 
the lad had been entirelv led astray by the older men. 
It might be that he would trv to make amends for his 
misdeeds to his emplovers, but as he had only just 
been instructed he should like to consider his position 
before advising such a course. In those circum- 
stances he asked the magistrate to allow him on that 
occasion not to show any special line of defence at 
all. 

The magistrate said he would only take formal 
evidence at that hearing, therefore it would not 
affect Mr. Browne’s client in any way. 

After formal evidence had been given, the proceed- 
ings were adjourned for a week, bail being allowed for 
Mackay in the sumQofjipGegce,;mWatson £100, and 
Chambers £100, ae ’ 
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Round Manchester and District. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

At the various licensing sessions held last week 
further restrictions were imposed with respect 
to cinematograph licences, and in the case of 
Manchester, licences were only renewed upon 
the licensees undertaking that children under 
fourteen years of age would not be allowed in 
any picture house, either with or without their 
parents, after 9 o'clock. In addition, the Bench 
expressed the opinion that on the occasion of 
a picture show no variety or stage play should 
be seen, or dancing, and in the case of a variety 
hall there should be no pictures. A good many 
Lancashire towns are imposing a similar con- 
dition with regard to children. 

The Tower Picture Palace, Broughton, is an- 
other house that scored a big success with “Sixty 
Years a Queen,” with Ex-Councillor W. Phillips 
as lecturer. Mr. W. Gascoyne, the general mana- 
ger of the Tower, was so pleased with the result 
of this picture that he has arranged to show it 
this week at the Prestwich Picturedrome. Last 
week “Inhumanity” was well received, the chicf 
picture shown in addition being ‘‘ The N 2glected 
Wife.” This week “Cora, the Temptress,” and 
“The Death Weight” are the principal pictures 
of a good programme. 

The Alexandra Picture Palace, Hamilton Road, 
Longsight, recently changed hands. Mr. T. Wall- 
work, who has been placed in charge, is deter- 
mined to increase the popularity of this house. 
The seating capacity is exceptionally large, as, 
without the aid of any balcony, I,500 persons 
can be comfortably accommodated. Last weck 
“Fangs of Hate’’ attracted a good measure of 
attention, whilst ‘‘ The House of Temperley” and 
“Her Majesty the Little Queen” have been pro- 
ductive of good houses this weck. 

The Shaftesbury, Stockport Road, has once 
again reverted to the continuous performance 
daily, with the exception of Saturday evening, 
when the usual two shows are given. Last weck 
“Sheriff and the Rustler’’ and “ Satan’s Castle” 
were the chief items. This week “Anne Boleyn” 
tops the bill, another picture worthy of special 
mention being “Fight for a Fortune,” to be 
followed next week by ‘Gem of India’ and 
“Fruits of VenBeaCee 

The Coliseum, Ardwick xreen, as,usual, has a 

very fine programme. Roles of pic- 

tures last week included “Hard Cash,” “ The 
Suffragette,” and “A Fight fora Fortune.” This 
week the principal items are ‘‘ The Banker's 
Ruse,” ‘The Closed Door,” ‘‘The Death 
Weight,” ‘ The Gem of India,” and “ The Trap.” 

The ape Picture House at Brook's Bar 
has “The Green Eye of the Yellow God” dur- 
ing the first portion of this week, to be followed 
in the latter half by ‘“ Where the Road Forks” 
and other interesting films. Last week “The 
Heart of an Artist’ met with a good reception. 

The Elite Kinema Gallery, Mount Street, 1s 
giving a continuous performance from 12.30 to 
10.30 p.m. The chief picture this week is “ The 
New Generation.” 

} 

The Prince’s Picture Theatre, Grey Mare Lane, 
Openshaw, is one of the most popular houses in 
that district. Some very good programmes have 
been given lately, and the attendances have bezn 
excellent. ‘‘ Hard Cash” is the leading picture 
shown during the early part of this week, fol- 
lowed by “Big Game Hunting.” 

The Oxford Picture House is showing this 
week “The Trap” and “Trapped in a l[orest 
lire,” with excellent results. 

The Market Street Picture House is finding 
‘A Child of the Prairie”? a good attraction. In 
addition, there 1s an interesting film, enutled “ On 
a Coffee Plantation.” 

BREWSTER SESSIONS AND *' PICTURES."’ 

At the E.ast Morley Division Sessions, held at Brad- 
ford, Dr. W. H. Fllis presiding, it was reported that 
the reduction in the number of convictions during the 
past five vears had been from 358 to 147. The Chair- 
man said the reduction was a remarkable one, and 
to his mind it pointed out that to some extent that 
reduction was due to the modern growth of picture 
palaces and similar places of amusement. It was, 
he added, the more remarkable in view of the fact 
that the division was situated on the borders of two 
great cities (Leeds and Bradford).—At the Barnsley 
Brewster Sessions, the Chairman said that although 
the population had doubled during the past twenty 
vears, there was not so much drunkenness in the 
town, especially on market nights. That, he beheved, 
was due to peonle vOrlgiealt thronplaces of amusement 
late in the evening, 
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Mr. EXHIBITOR! 

We are catering for you 

lON AT THE ‘ VV 

ZOO BUILDINGS 

[International Kinematograph Exhibition, 

ZOO BUILDINGS, NEW CITY ROAD, 

GLASGOW, 
FEBRUARY 17th to FEBRUARY 26th. 

Here are a few of the reasons why you shouldn't fail to attend :— 

Because You will see much that is best in the world 

of Kinematography. 

A visit may mean a more up-to-date theatre, 
and greater returns for your outlay, 

You will be able to gather helpful ideas from 
others. 

You will see a first-rate Exhibition. 

See next page for outline of programme and attractions. 
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International Kinematograph Exhibition, 

ZOO BUILDINGS, NEW CITY ROAD, 

GLASGOW. 

Outline Programme. 

February 17th to February 26th. 

11—3 Daily. 

Exhibition open to Trade only. 

Manufacturers’ Advance Shows of unclassed Films. 

Trade Conferences in Conference Hall. 

3—10 Daily. 

Exhibition open to the public. 

Competition for “* Would-be-Actors. 

Unique Musical Programme. 

SPECIAL. 

Wednesday, February 25th. 

FLORENCE TURNER DAY. 
Miss Florence Turner has kindly consented to attend on the concluding 

days of the Exhibition, and will be pleased to receive her friends in 

the Conference Hall on the 25th inst. 

LOOK OUT FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENT NEXT WEEK. 
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PICTURES IN IRELAND. 

By “ PADDY.” 

There is always a very fine programme to be 
found at the Imperial Cinema down in Cork 
by those who are lucky enough to be in time to 
get a seat. There is a matinée daily at 3 0’clock, 
and the evening performance is continuous from 
7 to 11 o’clock. On Saturday morning there is 
rather an innovation in matinées—namely, a chil- 
dren’s entertainment at 11 o'clock. To this 
special matinée the price of admission to the 
stalls is only 1d., and to the circle 2d. Last 
week some exceptionally good films were 
screened, including the Eclair masterpiece, ‘‘ Pro- 
tea.’’ ‘‘ Heroes of the Mine ’’ was the star film 
on Monday, and drew crowded houses. Other 
films were ‘Baby Day” (Keystone), ‘A Pro- 
posal from the Spanish Don” (Edison), and 
‘““Summer Caricatures.” 

At the Coliseum, also in Cork, we had last week 
the famous Sherlock Holmes film, ‘The Mus- 
grave Ritual.’”” The drawing power of this film 
was tremendous, and, notwithstanding the ca- 
pacity of this house, Mr. Tighe did a roaring 
business. It was voted the best of the Sher- 
lock Holmes series yet screened at the Coliseum. 
“A Rose at Sixteen” and ‘ Pauline’s Dream” 
also found favour with the audiences. 

I took the 75 mile trip down to Oldcastle, Co. 
Meath, last week, and had the pleasure of seeing 
the little picture house which has been built 
there. It is quite a cosy little hall, and the 
seating has been arranged so as to give every- 
body a splendid view of the picture, no matter 
what part of the house you are in. The seating 
capacity is a shade over 200. The machine is 
an Ernemann “Imperator,’’ and an excellent 
picture is screened. The programme is supplied 
from Messrs. Weisker Brothers by Mr. N. W. 
Whitten, their Dublin agent. ‘In the Midst of 
the Jungle” was a decided success, and last 
week “The Irish National Pilgrimage to Lourdes”’ 
was screened.. This film was booked from 
Messrs. James T. Jameson, of Brunswick Street, 
Dublin. The theatre opens on Sundays, and the 
performances are at 3, 7, and 9 o’clock respec- 
tively. As I surmised last week, the manager 
would esteem it a favour to be placed on the 
Trade mailing lists. 

Mr. J. I. Bradlaw, managing director of the 
Princess Cinema, Dublin, has been appointed 
agent for the "Rx ress by GSvgh Brad- 

law was so favourably impressed with this ma- 
chine that he installed one in his theatre, and 
he has had orders for similar machines for the 
Seaside Picture Theatre in Clontarf, and for the 
Picture Palace in Clonmel, which opened recently. 
He has had numerous other inquiries. Irish 
exhibitors will find him at 51, Grafton Street, 
Dublin. 

MR. MILTON WELLINGS. 

The accompanying portrait is that of Mr. 
Milton Wellings, the well-known song writer and 
composer, whose services were of so much value 
to us in connection with the Pianoforte Competi- 
tion at the Kinematograph Exhibition, Olympia, 
in March last. Mr. Wellings, in addition to 
being a conductor of many years’ experience, 

is himself a brilliant executant, and can extem- 
porise on any theme. He speaks very highly 
of the Cinfonium, upon which instrument he 
has been delighting critical audiences for the 
past eight months. Anyone desiring a first-class 
man would do well to communicate with him 
direct, care of this offé¥jina! from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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THE ELIMINATION OF FLICKER. 
By L, E. AUSTING. 

The cinematograph machines of to-day have 
been brought to such a state of perfection, that 
a rock-steady, flickerless picture is being re- 
garded by the general public as quite a common 
every-day event; in fact, many patrons, who 
discern anything approaching flicker on pictures 
shown at an ‘‘ up-to-date” theatre, not only 
withdraw their patronage, but endeavour to 
dissuade their friends from attending, no matter 
how good the programme may be. 

The elimination of flicker has entailed many 
hours of study, and experiments innumerable, 
and the history and description of the work 
will, no doubt, be interesting to all interested 
in the Trade, who have given this subject but 
little thought, although it is of paramount 1m- 
portance to all concerned. 

I shall endeavour to avoid using any but the 
most simple language and terms, so that even 
the most unscientific can follow the various 
points and understand them. 
The minimum space of time in which the 

eye can define any particular object is, taking 
the average, one twenty-fifth of a second, and 
one-twentieth of a second was originally to be 
taken as the standard speed of showing and 
taking pictures; but, owing to the damage 
likely to be caused to films, the standard rate 
both for taking the photograph and also for. 
the projection on to the screen of the finished 
print was settled at sixteen per second. 

In the first machines no provision was made 
for the obscuring of the picture during the 
period in which the film was moving. 
This caused a ‘‘haze’’ to show on the screen. 

To eliminate this ‘‘haze’’ was the next problem, 
and it was solved by placing a lightproof screen 
in such a manner that it obscured the picture 
during the time the film moved, but although 
the “‘ haze” was removed, a new trouble pre- 
sented itself in “‘ flicker.” 

This was due to the fact that the eye adjusted 
itself to the picture and the “ flicker blade ” in- 
terrupted the light rays in what was to the eye 
an ““unbalanced ” manner. 

The remedy first tried was the division 2f 
the time the picture was ‘‘ open” or showing. 
by the flicker blade cutting the light rays twice. 
This had the effect of doubling the number of 
“exposures ’’ and easing the eye, but even then 
the flicker was still quite easily discernible, al- 
though only one-sixty-fourth of a second in 
duration. 

Further experiment brought to light the fact 
that the length of time might be prolonged for 
the ‘‘ open” peniod, an eae eriods in 

blade. 

which the light rays were open could be ob- 
tained with one obscuration as the film moved, 
and two whilst. still. ’ 

These three open periods are of only one- 
ninety-sixth of a second each, but are spread 
over five-ninety-sixths or slightly over one- 
twentieth of a second, thus allowing the eye 
time to grasp the detail, the retina holding the 
image. The obscured periods only totalling 
one-thirty-second of a second, and being inter- 
mediate with the light periods, the amount of 
flicker is almost imperceptible. 

The next point to be decided was the point 
at which the interruption of the light rays 
would be least discernible to the eye. In num- 
bers of machines the mechanism allows but 
little choice, but experiments have proved that 
the best position is in the space between the 
film and the projector lens. The reason is that 
the light from the lamp is collected and focused 
into direct rays by the condenser lenses on to 
the film, which, if interrupted, will give a clear 
cut across the edge of the interrupter or flicker- 

The same applies when the flicker-blade 
is on the path of the light rays after they have 
been collected and marshalled by the projector 
lens, after passing through the picture, but if 
the interrupter is between the projector lense 
and the film. the light rays there are in a 
diffused state, and the edge of the interrupter 
is undefined. 

The indefinity 1s increased without any ill- 
effects to the obscuration, if the interruptiny 
flicker-blade has a play of about one-sixteenth 
to one-eighth of an inch, to and from the pro- 
jector lens, as by that means, being a variable 
focus from it, the edge has a varying degree 
of clearness, and the eye cannot distinguish 
any flicker at all. 

The timing of the flicker-blade is a point that 
must receive the utmost care and attention, and 
a point which should always be studied in this 
respect is that of t'ming according to whether 
the projecting machine is hand or motor-driven. 
In anv case the point from which the machine 
is driven is the correct place from which to work 
the machine until the film ts about to be moved. 
The moment the mask or open space through 
which the picture is projected is covered, the 
film should start moving, and should be still 
again before the back of the blade starts to un- 
cover or open the mask. 

Attention given to these points will invari- 
ably give perfect projection, which is, or 
should be, the aim,.of every cinematograph 
operator or demonstrator. 
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Should Girls be Told? 
CERTAINLY!!! All parents should see etiecdae 

their daughters should have clean, healthy 

amusement—they should therefore be told to 

see Will Evans in his screaming absurdity of 

Whitewashing 

the Geiling. 

1,500 ft. of spontaneous 

Laughter. 

Exclusive terms for your town 

can be had on application. 

It is well to remember that The West 

End Agency for all goods of ERNEMANN’S 

MANUFACTURE, including the Famous 

Imperator Projector, is at— 

—  —WILL DAY, 
Kinutilities, | 

19, Lisle St., Leicester Square, London, W. 
Telegrpmng COC ieee : ; OriWélephiotie— REGENT 4577. 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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PENPOINTS FROM PORTSMOUTH. 

(BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

During the past week the Fratton Electric Theatre, 
one of the earliest cinemas in Portsmouth, has under- 
gone a change of proprietorship and managership. 
The syndicate has been dissolved, Mr. Robert Ritson 
becoming sole proprietor. He was desirous of retain- 
ing the services of Mr. FE. Fl. Clark as manager, but 
this gentleman had another outlet for his energies in 
view. A good successor has, fortunately, been secured 
in Mr. G. Lane, an old comrade and friend of Mr. 
Clark’s. 

The new regime ai the Fratton may be expected to 
develop specially attractive features ere long. Mean- 
while, the all-Pathé programmes continue to be pre- 
sented with acceptance. “The Poison Tree” ana 
“Yarmouth and Its Beauty Spots ” were-among last 
week’s features, and “A Faithful Indian ” and “Un- 
faltering Love ” have since been shown. Leading films 
of the new programme which starts to- “night (Thurs- 
day) will be “.\) Cunning Intrigue,” A Shroud of 
Snow,”’ and “ The Breath of Scandal.’’ 

Portsmouth’s pioneer picture resort—the Victoria 
Hall—where Messrs. Andrews drew large audiences 
without intermission for eight years, is doing as well 
as ever under the new management. Mr. Louis 
Friedman has proved his capacity here as manager, 
with the able seconding of Mr. H. P. Ellis, who has 
the advertising department in charge. “ Madame 
Satan” and “The Death Weight ” are prominent films 
this week, with “ The Firefly ’’.and “ Harry Fragson 
and Max Linder” running them close for interest. 

Mr. Tom Vaisey, of the Shaftesbury, is well satis- 
fed with the generous patronage bestowed upon 
Messrs. Andrews’ resort by the public of Buckland 
and Kingston. The new Gaumont projector, a 1914 
model, is giving excellent results. ‘“ Nick Winter and 
the Lost Prince” and “The Silent Accusers ” were 
the leading lines from Monday to Wednesday inclu- 
sive, and from to-night (Thursday) to the end of the 
week, “ Messenger of Discord” and “The Love [ver- 
lasting ” will be screened. 

“Cross and Crescent ” and “ Lady Audley’s Secret ” 
are the chief pictures at the Copnor Theatre this week. 
The recent seating alterations and the provision of a 
second gangway at the North End Cinema have added 
to the comfort and convenience of the habitués who 
throng the hall at every performance. This week the 
exclusive, “The Duke’s Talisman,” has been shown, 
with “In the Days of Robin Hood ” to follow. — ‘The 
Broken Chisel” and “The Iron Hand” led off the 
first programme of this week at the Eastney Theatre, 
and “The Call” and “The Diamond Mystery” are 
due for presentation to-night (Thursday). 

Miss Glibbery Cook is doing good business at ‘the 
Picturedrome, Gosport, where a three hours’ continu- 
ous performance can be witnessed for 2d. “The 
Broken Melody” and “Sons of the Free’’ were the 
leading dramas last week, and the current programme 
comprises * ‘Buyan’s Pilgrim’ s Progress” and “ Wings 
of Love.”—The Gosport Theatre was given over to 
charity on Friday evening, when the usual pro- 
grammes were suspended and two excellent The 
entertainments, in aid of the Submarine “A 7” Dis- 
aster Fund, were presented bythe Sick- te" Staff of 
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the Roval Naval Hospital, Haslar. On the other days 
of last week the principal film screened was “ When 
the Earth Trembled.’ This week, “ The Burning 
Train” and “ Broncho Billy's Path” are the leading 
features. 

Exclusives are the trump card the Apollo manage- 
ment.are playing from week to week with unvarying 
success. “King of the Air” and the She tlock- Holmes 
drama, “The Speckled Band,” are the “thrillers” of 
the current programme. — The Picture House manage- 
ment have well succecded in gauging the taste of 
focal film connoisseurs with ‘Two Old Tars,” “The 
Probationer,” “Fortune’s Pet,” and the “ Warwick 
Chronicle.” —At the Arcade a new departure has been 
made this week with films of Portsmouth scenes. 

AN INTERESTING PRESENTATION. 

At Green's Picturedrome, Boswell Park, at 
the close of a recent performance, Mr. W. H. 
Anderson was met by the staff and a few friends 
and presented with a very handsome leather 
dressing case, substantially fitted, to mark the 
completion of his two years’ management of 
the Picturedrome. Strangely enough, the date 
was Mr. Anderson's birthday, and the popular 
Ayrshire manager, whose interest in football and 
his clever advertising, coupled with a thorough 
knowledge of theatre requirements, have earned 
him an excellent following, received quite an 
ovation. 

The presentation was made by Mr. Price, who 
asked him also to accept an umbrella for Mrs. 
Anderson and a book for their daughter. Mr. 
Anderson, in thanking his friends and staff, said 
that he appreciated their kindness immensely, 
and would always look back with pleasant me- 
mories to those colleagues and friends who had 
helped him so much in his work at the Picture- 
drome. He also thanked them on behalf of 
his wife and little daughter... 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Grand “Ideal” Exclusives. 

ew [wo Great “Betty Nansen’ Plays 
(By NORDISK). 

Two Films are now released in which the brilliant Danish tragedienne, 
BETTY NANSEN, plays the leading part. One is— 

A NEGLECTED WIFE 
(4,200 ft.) 

in which this famous actress takes the vdle of a passionate, love-hungry 

woman, who is forgotten by her business-absorbed husband. Her flirtation 

with another man, and the loss of her home and happiness, are depicted 

with terrific power, and make a story of overwhelming interest. 

The Second is— 

|The Princess's Dilemma 
(4,200 ft.) 

In this Betty Nansen plays the part of a Princess, secretly in love with 

an officer of the enemy’s forces, who is imprisoned in the royal castle. Here, 

again, the fierce struggle betwcen love and patriotism is portrayed with 

tremendous realism, and gives rise to the most exciting episodes. 

A NEGLECTED WIFE appeals to every woman, young and 

old, as well as to every husband. 

THE PRINCESS’S DILEMMA ois~ an ioirresistible draw to 

every picture theatre goer who loves a strong story delightfully staged 

and brilliantly acted. 

The Evening News (london) last week described Betty Nansen 

as one of a trio of actresses who have no superior in moving pictures. 

Both Piays are NORDISK’S at their BEST. 

Both have Attractive Posters. 

The Ideal Film Renting Co., Ltd., 
HEAD OFFICE— 

45, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. 
Wires—lIdefilm, Telew, London. Telewriter—Charing Cross 261. Telephone—Regent 1661. 

Manchester—97, Gt. Ducie St. Leeds—8, Park Place 
Birmingham—79, Station Street. Glasgow—108, Renflield Street. 

Newcastle-on-Tyne—10, Neville Street. 

esse es 
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PLYMOUTH AND DISTRICT NOTES 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The picture palaces of Plymouth and Devonport 
have come forward in true patriotic spirit to assist 
in augmenting the Submarine “ A7’’ Disaster Fund, 
which I alluded to in my last week’s notes. In 
addition to the substantial sum then announced, a 
collection and proceeds of a performance at the 
Cinema de Luxe have been devoted to this worthy 
object, and £1 2s. gd. was realised, while at the 
Harbour Avenue Picture Palace, £1 18s. 6d. was 
subscribed io the same fund. The former theatre 
showed an, appropriate picture, ‘ Sunshine after 
Storm.”’ 

On Friday last, Mrs. Linsdell, of the Mutley Cine- 
drome, gave the proceeds of the afternoon perform- 
ance towards the “Az’’ Fund, and, notwithstanding 
bad weather, there was a gratifying audience. Mr. 
W. Linsdell, at the Cinedrome, Ebrington Street, 
Plymouth, is always ready to assist a good cause, 
and he is giving a special matinée next week. His 
theatre is one of the most popular in the Three 
Towns, and the programmes to be found there are 
always of an enjoyable character. During last week, 
his main film was “A Fight for a Fortune.”’ 

Delighted audiences were attracted to Andrews’ 
New Picture Palace, where Mr. Hedges had a really 
excellent show. “ Hard Cash ’’ possessed many thrill- 
ing episodes, and a better drama one would not wish 
to see. A rare good comedy was provided in “ The 
Fatal Taxi-cab,’”’ and current and topical subjects 
were also very interesting. “A Flame in the 
Ashes’’ was full of realism, and created a marked 
impression. 

One only needed to glance at the entrance to the 
pretty little Theatre de Luxe to see that business was 
flourishing. Mr. Knowles maintained his reputa- 
tion in providing a programme that would bear 
favourable comparison with anything shown locally. 
“A Mexican Tragedy ’’ carried a very powerful story, 
and was followed with intense interest. “ Tiny Tim’s 
New Year Gifts’’ was also another enjoyable sub- 
ject. “The Diamond Crown’’ was a good detec- 
tive film, and the “ Pathé Gazette’’ was thoroughly 
up to date. “For Her Brother’s Sake’’ introduced 
as the “star’’ picture in mid-week was put un- 
doubtedly a film fit to lead any programme. ; 

The Theatre Elite maintained their usual merit, 
and Mr. Rundle had the pleasure of seeing his en- 
terprise rewarded by good attendance. The premicr 
attraction was the thrilling drama, “The Evil 
Power.’’ The “Mary’’ series was as popular as 
ever. Comedy succeeded drama as the outstanding 
attraction in the second part of the week, “Why Girls 
Leave Home’’ providing quite one of the most 
humorous pictures I have ever seen. Other popular 
subjects included “As a Father Spoileth His Son’’ 
and ‘When the West was Young,’’ and one must 
not forget to add a word of praise for the interest. 
ing “ Gaumont Graphic.”’ 

Mr. Boultwood had an extremely good week at 
the Electric Theatre, Devonport, his chief film being 
“A Fight for a Wortune.” “When Women Go 
on the Warpath” (Vitagranh) was a most acceptable 
picture. Altogether the show was of a most enjoy- 
able kind. 

** Redeemed ’’ caused a sensation at the Tivoli, 
Devonport, where it was an “exclusive.” There were 
several fine films shown, including “The Dumb 
Messenger,’’ and another of the “ Mary ’”’ series. Mr. 
Cecil Frost has madg-the_TivoliJa popular rendes- 
wous for Devonportypec @ioveplC 
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SHEFFIELD SHOWS. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

In place of the orthodox theatrical fare at the 

Lyceum Theatre, Mr. Julian Clifford presents the 

cinematograph version of Wagner’s masterpiece, 

“ Parsifal.’’ The pictures are to be accompanied 

by Wagnerian selections, played by the Yorkshire 

Permanent Orchestra, under the baton of Mr. Julian 
Clifford. Orchestral items also precede the repre- 

sentation of the opera. The management of this 

theatre were the first in Sheffield to present Kine 

macolor, which met with unqualified success, and it 

is to be hoped that the second venture will meet 

with equal appreciation. 

“The Wastrel ’’ has been exhibited with great suc- 
cess at the Don Picture Palace, and Mr. F. Howson, 
junr., says that his record business has been eclipsed. 
In order to accommodate his numerous patrons, It 
has been decided to erect a balcony. 

The projectors now in use at the Roscoe Picture 
Palace are all motor driven. Mr. Whitehead states 
that he has under contemplation the rebuilding in 
entirety of his show, as the capacity has on many 
occasions been strained to its full capacity, and num- 
bers turned away. 

At the Cinema House, “ The Trap” and “ David 
Garrick’’ are the chief features this week. The 
Kinetophone is still being shown at the house, with 
marked success. This house is now managed bv 
Mr. Dickinson, formerly assistant to Mr. Cutts, who 
has now taken control of a picture house in Birming- 
ham. 

The leading films at the Electra Palace, Fitzalan 
Square, are “ The Gem of India’’ and ‘‘ Trapped in 
a Forest.’’ Delightful music is supplied by the 
orchestra. 

At the Picture Palace, Union Street, Mr. Leonard 
Shaw is submitting pleasing programmes, and large 
audiences have rewarded his efforts. “ Shadows of a 
Great City’’ is the chief feature for the week. 

Mr. F. W. Holmes is making good business at 
the Tivoli, and has been drawing large crowds with 
his exclusive, showing of the recent cup-ties in Shef- 
field. “A Bargain with Satan’’ is the chief film 
for the week. 

At the Globe Theatre, Attercliffe, ‘‘ Maria Martin ”’ 
and “Lady of Lyons” are the features for the 
week. Mr. Arnold W. Hides is well satisfied with 
the business done. 

JAPANESE LEADING LADY. 

The Western Import Company, Limited, have re- 
ceived information that Mr. Thomas Ince, director 
for the New York Motion Picture Company, has 
signed a contract with Miss Tsuru Aoki, a gifted 
Japanese girl, who has already made one appearance 
in pictures with the Majestic Company. Miss Aoki 
relinquished a vaudeville tour in favour of films, 
and five new dramas have already been prepared 
in which she will play the lead. Mr. Ince is also 
negotiating with David Belasco for the film rights 
of several big successes, including “ The Darling 
of the Gods "’ (now playing,at Hi Majesty’s ‘Theatre. 

4 

London), and." Medame, Butterfly, 
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A 

MESSAGE 
FROM 

—VARS— 
FEATURING ———————___——- 

Mr. CHARLES HAWTREY, 
in his original character, supported 

by Full West-End Company, as 

adapted from the play and produced 

by J. WALLETT WALLER. 

. » Perfect Quality and Perfect Acting. . . 
Perfect Conception and Perfect Production. 

A POPULAR PICTURE 
AT’ A POPULAR PRICE. 

For full particulars apply— 

The United Kingdom Films, Ltd., 
11, CECIL COURT, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C. 

‘Phone— CENTRAL) 2683. Google Telegrams— UNIKINFIL, WstTrRanp, LONDON. 
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IN THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT. 
(NOTES FROM OuR OWN CORRESPONDENTS. ) 

Mr. Courtenay Crocker, manager of the Electric 
Coliseum, did excellent business last week with a 
strong programme, including “Ashes.” and “ The 
Sheriff and the Rustler.’”’ This week “The Mus- 
yrave Ritual’’ is being exclusively shown. Another 
attraction is “ The Convict’s Son”’ Afternvon teas 
are provided free to patrons between 3 and 5 o’clock. 

Mr. Williams is showing a programme at the 
Alexandra Theatre which should appeal to all 
tastes. Two fine dramas are being featured in “A 
Neglected Wife’’ and “ Waiter No. 3,’’ and further 
variety is introduced by such pictures as “ When 
Dreams Come True,’’ “ Nature’s Mischicf Makers’ 
and “ Pimple’s New Job.’’ 

Mr. Fred W. Purcell, managing director of the 
Amherst Hall, is screening ‘ Antony and Cleopatra ” 
this week. The prices of admission remain the 
same.—Lovers of drama find themselves specially 
catered for at the Central Hall Picture Palace, 
Stamford Hill, where for the first three days of this 
week “The Firefly’’ is being screened, together 
with “When the Earth Trembled.’* For the latter 
part of the week, the special feature is “ Wanted by 
the Police.’—Mr. Hooberman_ reports satisfactory 
business at the Corner Picture Theatre, 
Sisters Road. 

Seven 

Mr. Brickwell, manager of the Hackney Picture 
Palace, is showing a well varied programme this 
week. The bill is topped with “The Pit and the 
Pendulum.’’—<At the Empress Electric, Mare Strect, 
I found Mr. Gilbert entertaining a large audience. 
“A Woman of the People ’’ is the star attraction.— 
The Hackney Pavilion, which is being built opposite 
the Hackney Empire, is rapidly nearing completion, 
and is to accommodate 2,000 persons. 

A most interesting and unusual film at the Mancr 
Theatre last week was “ Mada.”’ with t's vivid illus; 
trations of Bohemian life. This week patrons are 
having the pathos and excitement attending “ The 
Burning Train,”’ which is followed by “ In the Midst 
of the Jungle.”’ 

‘The Gambler’s Penaliv.’”’ which Mr. Hunt, the 
manager of the Castle Electric Theatre featured 
last week, proved a real success. This week “ The 
Sheriff and the Rustler ’’ is the topliner.— Mr. Ward 
featured “Her Dreadful Secret’? at the Hackney 
Grand Central during the first three nights of last 
week.—I found Miss Florence Johnson very busv 
with crowded houses at the Clapton Cinematosraph 
Theatre. “ The Trap’ and “Brothers at Wer" are 
successful attractions for this weck.—At the Rink 
Cinema, Clapton, ‘‘In the Bishop’s Carriage’’ and 
“A White Lic’? were instrumental in drawing large 
audiences. 

Since its opening, on November 13th, the Carlton 
Cinema, in High Stree?, Walthamstow, has been 
steadily making headway, until at the present time 
it is recognised as one of the leading places of entec- 
tainment in this district. In every wav the Carlton 
is a model picture house. Both its internal and 
external appointments COU scheme of its 
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construction leave little to be desired. 1,200 
people can comfortably be accommodated here, 
and Mr. Lester King informed me _ that fre- 
quently this capacity is found insuthcient, which 
sounds very encouraging from a_ business point 
of view. An excellent picture is projected on 
to a 26 ft. sheet, by the Power’s machines, the 
throw being 135 ft. Recent films which have con- 
tributed to the successful launching of this enter- 
prise are “David Copperfield,’ “ Kissing Cup,’ 
‘¢Annie Laurie,’’ “ The Firefly,’ “What the Gods 
Decree,’’ “Leaves of Memory,’ “The Good Little 
Devil,’ ete. 

Mr. Lewis R. Hirst, who owns and manages the 
St. James’ Electric Theatre (close to St. James’ 
Street Station), has begn experiencing a prosperous 
time this year, and he informed me the other night 
of the coniinucd popularity of this hall. 

At the Empire Cinema, Bell Corner, which is 
managed for Messrs. Good Brothers by Mr. H. Wil- 
son, “The Seed of the Fathers,’ “Tobin’s Sweet- 
heart’? and “In the Grip of the Eagle’s Claw’”’ have 
been big monev-mikers of late. The Empire is 
holding its own and has gained a local reputation 
for its up-to-date programmes. Mr. Wilson is an 
alert manager.—At Messrs. Good Brothers’ two other 
Walthamstow halls, The Queen’s and the Gaiety, 
a similar progressive state of things was pointed out. 
The Queen’s, with Mr. A. Callaghan supervising 
things, and the Gaiety, with Mr. Tytler in control, 
are both established features of Walthamstow enter- 
tainments. 

Mr. O. H. Watling continues his proprietorship of 
the comfortable Higham’s Park Electric Theatre, 
and he has rapidly broucht his hall into rank with 
the best shows in the district. Recently he enter- 
tained one hundred old folks from the Northern 
Ward, a kindly thought, which was greatly appre- 
ciated. ‘ The Robbers’? and “The Mystery Club” 
are films which filled this hall recently. 

Calling in at the Electiic Theatre, in the Broad- 
way, Stratford, I received a warm welcome from Mr. 
A. H. Joint, who manages here for the London and 
Provincial F.lectric Theatres, Limited, and in a 
pleasant chat recorded the “vlad tidings’’ that busi- 
ness was uniformly good. “The Stroke of the Phob:s 
Kight’’ was being projected from an  Ernemann 
machine with a 4313 ft. throw. “David Garrick ’”’ 
proved a tremendous attraction, and so did the 
“Good Little Devil.’? A feature of the entertain- 
ment is the really splendid orchestra, which Herr 
Béla Rauscher conducts. It mav be mentioned that 
the Electric is a very substantial and commodious 
building.—At the Grove, Stratford, I found “ When 
the Earth Trembled’’? drawing a big “ gate’’ and 
“The Harvest of Flames” was also greatly appre- 
ciated here. 

The Palladium, in Ward Road, Stratford, is now 
being successfully run by Messrs. Henderson and 
Miller, of sq, Old Bailey, with Mr. Webb as 
manager. With a capacity of zoo, and a big distri-t 
to draw upon, there appears to be a good future 
ahead for the Palla@iuom 
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ANTONY np 
‘THE WONDER FILM 

Showing this Week 

Name of Thea Address. Time. 
Walpole Picture “Theatre Bond Street, 2, 4.15, 6.30 

Ealing... & 8.45. 
aire Empire Picture 

Pa Streatham .. 2to sp 
Gen Picture ‘Palace... Lavender Hill. 2to1 

Aintiret Hall Cinema... Kingsland High AS La 
ree - from 3. 

Electric Coliseum_...._.... Salisbury Cor- 
ner, Green 
Lanes, Har 
ringay... 3,;7&9 

Electric Pavilion  ....... 643, Holloway 
pat High- 

sie oe | N.... 3,57, &9 
' King’s Hall... ... wn. High ‘Street, 6.45 & 8.45. 

Me 1 wis ham . Mats. Mon., 
~ Thurs. and 

Sat. at 3. 
Central Hall Picture Palace 74, East Hill, 

Wandsworth 3, 6, & 9. 

Also at Leeds, Jarrow 

A FEW TOWNS STILL OPEN FOR Ist RIGHTS. 

A magnificent line 

time RUFFELLS_ EX | 
Gerrard 6695 & 7230. 

City, Manchester, 4479. 8 & 9, Long Acre, London, W.C. |; 
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ES 
CLEOPATRA 
OF THE WORLD’ 

in London at 

Name of Theatre. Address. Time. 
Putney Pavilion  ..._.... 23, High Street, 

Putney... 3,57, &9 
Central Hall Picture Palace Bushey Green, 

Catford ... 3, 6, & 9. 
The Pavilion... .... 194, Edgware 

‘oad .. 8,57, & 9. 
Shaftesbury Pavilion ... 101, Shaftes- 

bury Avenue... 3,57, & 9. 
Maida Vale Picture Palace Maida Vale ... 3, 6, & 9. 
Queen’s Cinema agen A Romford Road, 3, 6, & 8.30 

Forest Gate daily. 
Picture Coliseum ....._... Green Street, 2.30, 5.50 & 

Upton Park 8.30. 
Picture Colissum..._.... High St. N., 2.30, 5.50 & 

East Ham. 8.30. 
Grand Cinema ...... ... Canning Town. 6 to 10.45, 

Mat. Mon. 
2.30. 

Canning Town Cinema... Plaistow ... Same time 
as Canning 
Town. 

and Gateshead. 

2nd and Srd RIGHTS AVAILABLE. 

of hilling matter. 

CLUSIVES, Ltd., ater... 
71, Gt. Ducie St., Manchester. Pita arcs 
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A Star Film with an All-Star Cast. 

| THE 

Eleventh Commandment. 
KISCHBARKER. 2,505 ft. 

Featuring 

MISS 

Gladys Cooper, 
England’s Most Beautiful Actress. 

“Jimmy” Welch. 
The Premier Comedy Actor. 

Ruffells Exclusives, Ltd. 
8 & Y, Long Acre, London, VEG. 

71, GREAT DUCIE STREET, MANCHESTER. 
Telegrams: Ruffoscope, Rand, London. 

a orightiefilms. Manchester. Telephones : Gerrard 6695 and 7230. 

» _. .. Manchgster, City, 4470. 
Digitized by (YC yO Y 
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THE PICK OF THE PROGRAMMES. 
WHAT WE THINK OF THEM. 

The Forgotten Melody. 

A story whose effect depends to a large extent 
upon the rendering of a piece of music is bound 
inevitably to lose some of its significance when 
shown upon the screen, unless it has been pre- 
pared in such a manner that the missing sounds 
may be supplied by an accompanist in perfect 
synchronism with the action. ‘ The Forgotten 
Melody” is a play of this nature, and, as such, 
it is not without its imperfections. As a whole, 
however, it is so admirably presented that its ex- 
cellences considerably outweigh its faults, leav- 
ing it a very successful film. It may be classed 
as a pathetic melodrama. It has immense 
variety, both of incident and of setting, and it is 
acted with the straightforward sincerity that al- 
ways wins popular approval. The play opens 
amidst the prairies, and in the earlier portion we 
are treated to some magnificent battle scenes 
which are notable for the skilful manner in 
which they are managed and for their clever 
photography. As the result of this fierce con- 
flict between marauding Indians and a little 
band of settlers, the old musician, who is the 
hero of the film, becomes separated from his 
daughter. Each believes the other to have per- 
ished, and the daughter is adopted by a miner, 
whilst her father makes a miserable living by 
playing in the street. Later on the girl arranges 
for the production of an opera composed by her 
father, the manuscript of which she rescued 
from destruction by the Indians. It is complete, 
save for a single melody which the old man, who 
is reunited to his daughter by means of his work, 
is eventually able to supply himself. As will be 
seen, it is a pretty and a novel story, which is 
full of opportunities for both artistes and pro- 
ducer. Despite certain weaknesses it makes a 
first-rate entertainment, which should find much 
favour with the public. (Walturdaw “ Exclu- 
sive.” Two reels.) 

Josette, My Wife. 

Here is one of those charming pieces of gaiety 
that French artistes accomplish with such inimi- 
table vivacity and merry humour. It is a de- 
lightful story, delightfully told, with that irre- 
sistible esprif peculiar to the French comedian. 
Although it is pnmarily light and piquant, how- 
ever, it 1s not without moments of something that 
is very near pathos, and these latter gain im- 
mensely by the atmosphere of revelry amidst 
which they are set. In spite of the fact that it 

Google 

is adapted from a farce by Messrs. Paul Gavault 
and Robert Charvay, the story in outline is 
strangely akin to that of another production 
which has already achieved wide popularity. It 
is so good a tale, however, that its familiarity 
matters littke—and to a large number of people 
it wil! be entircly new. We, ourselves, tho- 
roughly enjeyed every inch of it. It 1s not, per- 
haps, quite so riotously funny as that earlier 
masterpiece of humour by the Eclair Company, 
‘The Duchess of the Folies Bergéres,” but it 
has a sentimental charm in which the latter work 
was lacking, and it is certainly more suitable for 
‘universal exhibition.” The popularity of film 
farce has been proved beyond dispute, and its 
comparative rarity renders the present excel- 
lent example all the more acceptable. As will 
be observed, also, its length is very modest. 
‘Josette, My Wife,” should entertain audiences 
all over the country for many months to come. 
It is a thoroughly charming film. (Eclair film. 
Released March 26th. Length 1990 ft.,) 

— 

Blind Fate. 

A blind girl, whose father is murdered while 
she is living with him in a lonely American gold- 
mining district, and whose only clues to the 
identity of the criminal are the sound of his 
cruel laugh and the knowledge that he has a 
broken finger, afterwards has her eye-sight re 
stored by a skilful oculist who adopts her. 
Later on, fate brings her into contact with her 
father’s murderer, whom she recognises after 
many years by means of the above-mentioned 
peculiarities. She proves his guilt by making a 
sudden appeal to his conscience, after the 
fashion of Hamlet, with the help of a play in 
which his crime is reconstructed. As will be 
seen, the plot contains elements of originality, 
and it certainly presents opportunities for anv 
number of effective dramatic situations, all of 
which, needless to say, have been made the 
most of. The acting is good, and, in some 
cases, quite remarkably so. Particularly fine 
performances are given by Miss Alma Taylor 
as the blind heroine—and blindness is one of 
the most difficult of all physical defects to sug- 
gest successfully—and by that magnificent actor, 
Mr. Jamie Darling, as the fatherly old doctor. 
Mr. Alec Worcester plays the villain of the 
piece in his usual straightforward manner. It 
is rather a pity that his methods are somewhat 
lacking in subtlety and delicacy of effect, as the 
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play gives an opening for an extremely striking 
psychological study which would greatly have 
added to its interest asa whole. Perhaps, how- 
ever, the general character and the comparative 
brevity of the film would have rendered this 
finer treatment a little out of place. No praise 
can be too high for some of the wonderful 
examples of the photographer’s art to be found 
in this film. Great as have been the Hepworth 
Company’s past triumphs in this respect, we do 
not remember ever to have seen anything, even 
from them, more notably beautiful than certain 
of the pictures included in ‘‘ Blind Fate.” 
Especially remarkable is the scene wherein the 
camera follows a pedestrian walking slowly 
through a wood—an example of absolute 
technical perfection. With all its many claims 
to notice, ‘‘ Blind Fate” should achieve the ut- 
most popularity, Of its kind, it would be hard 
to imagine a better film. (Hepworth film. Re- 
leased March 2nd. Length 2,000 ft.) 

A Face from the Past. 

Mr. Frank Blighton has written a pretty little 
romance, showing how a disappointed lover finds 
consolation and happiness many years after the 
destruction of his early dreams. Margaret Brown 
is wooed by young John Forbes, a neighbour- 
ing farmer, but, dazzled by the more showy 
qualities of Edward Pendleton, a young man 
from the city, she leaves John in the lurch, to 
solace himself with thoughts of the revenge he 
hopes some day to take on his successful rival. 

Sixteen years later we find that Forbes has 
forsaken his farm for a life of commerce, and 
has risen to a great position in the financial 
world. He has not been able to overcome his 
desire for revenge, and succeeds, after long 
scheming, in accomplishing Pendleton’s ruin. The 
latter is only saved from suicide by his daughter, 
Margaret, and, with what little he saves from 
the wreck, he goes out West with the girl, and 
settles down to a mining life. 
A year or two after Forbes is rescued by Mar- 

garet, after an accident which he has sustained 
while inspecting some -rilroad property, and 
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taken to her father’s cabin. Here he is nursed 
back to health, and the impression created by 
the daughter of his first love is such that he 
determines to restore to Pendleton the fortune 
he had deprived him of. 

The story is full of pleasant sentiment, and is 
beautifully played, amidst the most lovely natural 
surroundings. 

Miss Mary Fuller, in spite of being handi- 
capped by most unbecoming costumes, gives a 
very delightful interpretation of the dual parts 
of mother and daughter. (Edison film. Thomas 
A. Edison, Limited. Released March 23rd. 
Length 2,000 ft.) 

His Majesty the Baby. 

This is a film which will delight the hearts of 
all parents and thrill the children with admira- 
tion and envy; for His Majesty the Baby rules 
over a kingdom where the inhabitants equal in 
interest and variety that remarkable collection 
which Alice found congregated round the Pool 
of Tears at the bottom of the White Rabbits’ 
Hole. There is certainly no dodo, but we are 
introduced to rabbits, guinea-pigs, fowls and 
kittens, a woolly lamb, a cheetah, and a quaint 
combination of the monkey, opossum and raccoon 
which rejoices in the name of the kinkajou. 
Baby’s pertinacious efforts to induce the lamb 
to pose as a circus horse, and his apparent en- 
deavours to pry into the internal works of rab- 
bits and guinea pigs will prove of immense in- 
terest to the spectator, though they only elicit 
a somewhat bored tolerance from his companions. 
It is a pretty little film, full of humour and 
quite out of the ordinary run. (Universal Film 
Company, Limited. Released March 19th. 
Length 475 ft.) 

Love is Blind. 

A story of the love and devotion of a littla 
gipsy girl for a young nobleman who has shown 
her some slight act of kindness, forms the ground- 

mM work of an excellent little play with a picturesque 
setting, some beautiful photographic effects, and 
admirably played in every instance. 

Count Albert, attracted by the charms of a 
little gipsy girl, Sonia, allows her tribe to en- 
camp on his grounds, but, hearing later that 
the men have abused his hospitality, he orders 
them to be driven from the place. Sonia, who 
is very unhappy with the gipsies, deserts them, 
and, impressed by the Count’s kindness to her, 
she comes to him and implores his assistance. 
The Count is interested in the girl, and decides 
to adopt her, compensating the leader of the 
tribe for the loss of her services. Sonia's life 
is now one of perfect happiness, put unfortu- 
nately the Count is engaged to a beautiful girl, 
who, perhaps naturally, objects to the Count’s 
great interest in the, pretty, BiPsy- Sonia is sent 
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away to boarding school, but, finding the re- 
straint irksome, she returns to the castle. The 
Count reproaches her for her ingratitude, and. 
distressed at having caused him annoyance, she 

goes back to her gipsy associates. 

Soon after the Count has an accident, which 
affects his eyesight, and though Olga, his fiancée, 
at first nurses him devotedly, she soon tires of 
the monotony of the sick room, and the Count 
is left to his own devices. Sonia hears of his 
affliction, and, returning to his side, hclps him 
to realise that she 1s indispensable to his happt- 
ness, and Olga returns to find that the Count 
has at last made up his mind to wed the faith- 
ful little gipsy girl. 

It is a slight story with no sensational inci- 
dent, but the interest is well sustained through- 
out. It is beautifully mounted, and the acting 
Is sincere enough to impart vitality and charm 
to the chief characters. The scenery is very 
beautiful and of great variety, and the photo- 
graphic quality is excellent. (Ceho film. G. 
Serra. Released March roth. Length 2.120 ft.) 

The Throw of the Dice. 

This interesting play commences in a very 
seasonable fashion with some good strike scenes. 
It continues as a sentimental melodrama, with 
dashes of pathos and any amount of excitement. 
It 1s, in short, quite an effective story, which is 
well designed to win popular approval. Natur- 
ally, it is improbable—and the scene in which 
the colliery owner offers to decide a labour pro- 
blem with his discontented foreman by throwing 
dice with the latter is rather more than impro- 
bable. In a play of this nature, however, there 
is no particular reason to probe too deeply into 
the possibility of things. All that we demand its 
a good entertainment, and this the Hepworth 
Company have certainly given us. 

As a burly miner, who ill-treats his wife dur- 
ing intermittent fits of drunkenness and finally 
meets with a horrid end as the result of his un- 
fortunate habits, Mr. Harry Royston treats us 
to one of those vivid and finished low-life studies 
of which he has given us so many noteworthy 
examples. Miss Alice de Winton plays with 
much restraint and sincerity the drunken miner's 
unhappy wife, who, having lost her own child 
through the privations brought about by a strike, 
seeks to revenge herself upon the mine owner 
by stealing his child. Miss de Winton ts already 
an accomplished film actress in spite of the com- 
parative shortness of her experience before the 
Hepworth camera, and, to judge by the few ex- 
amples of her work that we have had an oppor- 
tunity of seeing up to the present, she should 
rapidly become a popular favourite. 
“The Throw of the Dice” is a very ettective 

story, if a trifle slow at times, and it should 
enjoy a highly successful career. ae is always 
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plenty of reom = for such productions.  (Hep- 
worth film. Released February 16th. Length 

1,975 ft.) 

The Spender. 

In this very dehghtful htthe play Miss Florence 
Lawrence has the opportunity of showing her 
talent as a comedicnne to particular advantage. 
It is a delicate httle comedy, opening with some 
pretty scenes, in which a small boy and_ girl 
spend long summer days fishing in a country 
stream, devoted to each other and to their simple 
sport. But the years pass quickly, and after 
their first pathetic parting at the end of their 
holidays they dnft apart, the girl eventually be- 
coming a famous music-hall celebrity, while the 
boy devotes himself chicfly to poker and. late 
hours. .He attends the music-hall, and is recog- 
nisea by the girl, who, with delightful impudence, 
does her best to engage his attention. He is 
repelled by her advances, and makes a point of 
omitting her from a supper party which he gives 
to her companions. Ilo, however, is a very 
determined young lady, and has set her mind 
on regaining the affection of her youthful com- 
panion. She hears of his heavy losses at cards, 
and, inviting him to her rooms, she lures him 
on to poker, and, with the connivance of her 
servant and a mirror placed behind her oppo- 
nent’s chair, she extracts large sums of money 
from him, making no etfort to conceal the fact 
that she is shamelessly cheating. With the 
money which she gradually takes from him she 
buys back his old home, and when a mysterious 
appointment draws him there, he recognises at 
last the little sweetheart of his early days. 

Miss Lawrence has made a great advance in 
her art of late, and, looking very beauuful, plays 
the part with a charm which is quite irresistible. 
She is excellently supported by her partner, who 
gives a polished performance of the young man 
about town, and the setting includes some ex- 
ceedingly pretty scenes, which are presented with 
fine photography. (Victor film. TPrans-Adanuc 
kilm Company, Limited. Released) March oth. 
Length 2,015 ft.) 

A Cambler’s Wager. 

Since Jules Verne delighted a rising generation 
with the exploits of that) preternaturally  self- 
possessed Englishman who travelled round the 
world in eighty days, no doubt many speed re- 
cords have been broken, and few modern tourists 
could find the time to saunter round the evlobe 
in so dilatory a fashion; none the less we eagerly 
welcome anyone who, following in the footsteps 
of that gelid adventurer, enters into a wager 
which provides the excitement of a chase across 
several continents, with side issues sufhcient to 
keep those interested in the compact stop-watches 
in hand to the last. minute of its completion. 
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Mr. Harry Watson undertakes to follow a £100 
Bank of England note three weeks after its dis- 
patch by post and return with it to Brussels 
within a given time, which is not exactly speci- 
fied. It so happens that a gang of forgers is 
discovered at the same time, and the fact that, 
from a: parcel of counterfeit notes one is missing 
bearing the same number as the object of Wat- 
son’s chase is quite sufficient to impress a lady 
detective with the conviction that the gambler 
is really trying to recover the proof of his own 
crime. So Mr. Watson chases the note, and the 
charming detective chases Mr. Watson, from 
London to Cairo, Bombay to Japan, China to 
Frisco, and back by New York and Cherbourg. 

The bank-note seems almost the equal in in- 
telligence of Mr. Watson and the detective put 
tegether, for while they are constantly circum- 

wea 
venting and outwitting each other, the note con- 
trives to keep well ahead until it is fairly run to 
earth by Red Indians and cowboys somewhere 
between Vancouver and Shepherd’s Bush. Mr. 
Watson, moreover, has other interests to fill in 
his time, for at Bombay he discovers a beautiful 
English girl detained by a wicked Rajah in a 
harem, and she, communicating with him by 
most ingenious and unexpected methods, is 
assisted to escape and taken on to Brussels in 
company with the charming lady detective. Like 
"Jules Verne’s hero, Watson has a devoted man- 
servant who assists in all his adventures, and is 
the means of springing a dramatic surprise on 
the members of the club at the very last tick 
of the very last minute of the stipulated time, 
and we sincerely hope that his devotion meets 
its reward at the hands of the lady detective, 
Mr. Watson being already pledged to the Rajah’s 
ex-prisoner. 
hough the film is in four acts, it is interesting 

from start to finish, and, ‘local atmosphere”’ 
being cleverly SUgB Gee yet Ge point of the 

journey, it is full of picturesque variety. It is 
not a piece which calls for great histrionic dis- 
play, being made up of rapid, breathless action, 
but the four principal characters have a charm 
of personality which keeps one keenly interested 
in their doings. 

It is a capital idea, ingeniously carried through. 
and if the first recipient of the note in London 
had thought of banking it, a delightful enter- 
tainment would have been lost to the public. 
(Pioneer Film Agency, Limited. Exclusive. Four 
reels.) 

The World, The Flesh, and The Devil. 

When the famous melodrama, of which this 
film is an adaptation, was’ first produced in 

London, almost exactly five years 
ago, it rapidly proved itself to be 
one of the most immensely popu- 
lar works of the kind ever set upon 
a stage. Having seen the pictorial 
version, there seems little reason 
to doubt that its enormous success 
will be repeated when it takes its 
fresh lease of life in film form 
in the picture theatres. The 
play is, of course, a typical Sur- 
reyside melodrama with all the 
best, and many of the worst, 
characteristics of this class of en- 
teriainment strongly pronounced. 
Although the Superior Person 
may sneer at such productions, 
there nevertheless remains the 
widest and warmest welcome for 
them amongst the general pub- 
lic, which has long shown its 

marked predilection for this kind of amuse- 
ment, and one is very happy, in consequence, to 
observe this entrance of a famous melodrama 
into the field of cinematography, where it will 
be able to enjoy a still vaster popularity than 
was open to it in the ordinary theatres. Al- 
though many stage plays of other types have 
been translated into moving pictures, we have 
had comparatively few examples of the 
‘* filmed ” melodrama, whilst most of those that 
we have had have been adapted in a careless 
and inferior manner. In addition to its other 
merits, therefore, ‘‘ The World, the Flesh and 
the Devil’’ may be said to claim our attention 
by reason of its novelty. 
Melodrama has never pretended to be a 

realistic representation of life. It bombards, 
rather than appeals to, our emotions, and it ‘s 
inspired by the exaggerated and artificial at- 
mosphere of the theatre, rather than by Nature. 
It was, therefore, interesting to see how this 
strange form of art could be_ interpreted 
through the essentiallymaturalistic medium of 
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the cinematograph. We must frankly adm't 
that we were surprised at the success of the in- 
terpretation. Despite the absence of the many 
adventitious aids to effect available on the or- 
dinary stage, the play still retained most of its 
old lurid force when seen wordless and colour- 
less upon the screen. Every extravayance of 
plot and of acting was magnified and displayed 
in cold isolation, it 1s true, but, none the less. 
the fierce energy of the piece assailed one 1 
just the old manner, taking one by the throat, 
as it were, and by sheer strength positively 
shaking out the sympathy which it could never 
have won by more gentle and subtle per- 
suasion. 

With such a play as ‘‘ The World, the Flesh 
and the Devil,’’ it would be out of place to 
make any inquiry into the ethical aspects of the 
story, or even to examine its mere physical 
probability. As with every other play of the kind, 
half its characters are preternaturally good, 
and the other half are still more phenomenally 
villainous, the clashing of the two elements pro- 
viding the material for the action of the drama. 
There are many wonderful situations in the 
play—notably the tremendous episode in and 
around the mill, which is sufficiently sensational 
to “‘ bring down” any house whatsoever—and 
every scene 1s beautifully staged with a realism 
and a completeness of detail impossible in the 
ordinary theatre. The prologue is inclined to 
drag a little, perhaps, but one quickly forgets 
any weariness one may have felt during the 
earlier scenes in the violent activity, both physi- 
cal and emotional, of the rest of the piece. 
There is one scene, the last of all, which we 
consider would be better omitted, for it is 
surely unnecessary to hold up for public sym- 
pathy a character of so wholly vile and despic- 
able a nature as Rupert Stanger. Rather than 
show him sailing away to start a ‘‘new life”’ 
with the daughter at whose ruin he has con- 
nived, it would be preferable to allow this un- 
holy old man to drop quietly out of the action 
in company with the chief villain. This, how- 
ever, 1S a point which may easily be remedied. 

The film is acted by a large company of 
clever artists, each of whom understands very 
thoroughly the peculiar and exacting demands 
of melodrama. Mr. Frank Esmond is fierce!y 
wicked as Nicholas Brophy, Mr. Rupert Har- 
vey 1s adequately heroic as Robert Hall, and 
Mr. Warwick Wellington acts with much dig- 
nity as the “‘ aristocratic old man” of the piece. 
Others who do well are Mr. H. Agar Lvons as 
the impressive-looking Devil, Miss Stella Si. 
Audrie as Caroline Stancrer. and Mr. Charies 
carte as Rupert Stanger, Miss Edna Sparkes 
as Gertrude Stanger,and Miss Frances Midgley 
as Gertrude Grant, whilst Mr. Gordon Tomp- 
kins contributes one of the cleverest individual 
performances in the play as the Magistrate, in 
spite of the fact that he is ‘‘ on the screen” for 
only a couple of min€tsoogle 
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There is little need to prophesy success for 
‘Phe World, the Flesh and the Devil.” Backe.! 
up by so excellent an accompaniment as that 
which it had from the London Pavilion orches- 
tra at the Trade show, it should’ score 
triumphs everywhere. We congratulate Mr. 
l.aurence Cowen, the author of this famous 
play, on the success with which it has been 
adapted for the cinematograph.  (Kineto, 
[Limited). 

A Question of Right. 

However full it may be of improbabilities, it 
cannot be denied that in the present film the 
Lubin Company have succeeded in producing a 
very strong, striking, and original drama which 
contains all the qualities necessary for a big 
popular success. It is full of those kinds of 
situations which appeal most surely and directly 
to the public’s emotional sympathy and under- 
standing, and the intense sincerity with which it 
is presented by the company of very. skilful 
artistes concerned adds still further to the force 
of the result on the screen. 

Early in the film we are given some vivid 
glimpses of characteristic American clectionecr- 
ing scenes, and also a very graphic, if somewhat 
cynical, insight into the habitual rottenness of 
political affairs in the United States. The plot 
of the play turns upon the belief of a mayor's 
wife in her husband’s honesty and the crushing 
nature of her disillusionment when she discevers 
that he has accepted heavy bribes from a com- 
pany anxious to win his official support. The 
Mayor, meanwhile, has been subjected to the 
extortionate demands of a blackmailer, his wife's 
brother, who threatens him with a bundle of 
love letters relating to a past romance. On dis- 
covering the Mayor's political misdeeds, his wife 
denounces him to his followers, who immediately 
turn against him. Shortly atterwards he is found 
dead in his library, and his wite, afteria searching 
cross-examination, 1s arrested as the murderess. 
Just as her guilt is apparently made clear, her 
brother, the blackmailer, comes forth from the 
closet wherein he has been concealed and con- 
fesses that it was he who committed the cnme. 
This brief description gives only the outline of 
the plot, which also shows how the wife is loved 
by the detective who discovers her husband's 
misdoings, charges her with the crime, and sub- 
sequently marries her. It is sufficient, however. 
to indicate the exceptionally strong and original 
nature of the play, which is packed with ettec- 
tive situations. As we have said, it is a very 
improbable story, and especially so in its psycho- 
logical aspect. The action of the wife in de- 
nouncing her husband and afterwards abandon- 
ing him when he most needs her support, in 
spite of the fact that she married him for love 
and not for any mercenary motive, seems en- 
tirely contrary to’htiman'fAature, and is not wholly 
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convincing even when presented as cleverly as it 
is in this film. It is not a completely impossible 
situation, however, and its very unusual charac- 

ter will perhaps render it all the more interesting 

in the eyes of many people. In addition to the 

wife, it 1s difficult to feel any deep sympathy 

for the weak husband or for the detective whose 
sense of duty is so strong that he bullies the 
woman he loves into making a false confession 
without making a thorough investigation of the 
crime. But, as we have sugyested, all these 
points will constitute very exceilent material for 
discussion amongst those who see the film, and 
it is always a virtue in a picture that it should 
provide food for thought. 

We cannot praise too highly the wholly ad- 
mirable manner in which the play is acted, staged 
and photographed. <An_ especialy remarkabl: 
performance is given by Miss Rosemary Theby 
as the Mayor’s wife. She is an actress of con- 
siderable personal charm, who resembles to an 
astonishing degree, both in her appearance and 
in her artistic methods, that magnificent Enghsh 
actress, Miss Lillah McCarthy. This is, we be- 
lieve, the first Lubin film in which Miss Theby 
has taken part—although she has, of course, 

long been prominently Eefore the public through 
the medium of Vitagraph fims—and we congratu- 
late the Lubin Company very warmly on the 
acquisition of an artiste with such very real 
and stnking powers. Others wh» do well in “A 
Question of Right” are Mr. FH. C. Myers as the 
Mavor, Mr. Earl Metcalf as the detective, and 
Mr. Kempton Greene as the blackmailer, whilst 
some vivid character studics are contributed by 
certain unnamed players as the business men 
who bribe the Mayor. Altogether, “ A Question 
of Right” is a film which may be cordially re- 
commended. (Lubin film. Released March 3oth. 
Length 2,036 ft.) 
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The Signal of Death. 

The main incident in this fine Pasquali film 
is similar to one which has been made the sub- 
ject of a popular poem, but the difference in 
treatment and the picturesque detail of its set- 
ting invest it with all the ment of originality, 
while it is unusually brilliant in its photographic 
quality. 

The Count Greppi has thrown in his lot with 
the followers of Garibaldi, and, allowing his house 
to be used for the secret mectings of his party, he 
has taken the precaution of arranging a means 
of exit to be used should the emergency arise. 
This secret passage is known to his secretary, 

Renaldo, who nurtures feelings of revenge, 
through having been scornfully rebuked by the 
Countess for his unwelcome attentions to her. 
It therefore happens that Count Greppi’s plans 
are betrayed, he is trapped by the Royalist sol- 
diers, and condemned to be shot at sunrise at 
the tolling of the bell from the signal tower. 

The Count’s little son, Tony, hears of his 
father’s sentence, and dctermines to prevent the 
siuymnal from being given. He climbs the belfry 
tower, and, clinging to the clapper of the huge 
bell, succeeds in delaying the tiring party, which 
is waiting for the signal. His courage and de- 
votion are not in vain, for before the delay is 

explained a messenger arrives in hot haste to 
announce the conclusion of peace and the imme- 
diate release of all political prisoners. 

The piece is excellently played by a company 
including several players of high reputation, and 
the sensational feat of litthe Tony is rendered 
plausible by the naive and intelhgent performance 
of a young actor of tender years, who easily 
establishes his claim to popular favour. The 
staying and dressing of the piece are extremely 
picturesque, and the photography is superb 
throughout. (Pasquali lilm Company (england), 
Limited. Released April 2nd. Length 2,753 ft.) 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES AND WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS SAY OF 
THEIR BEST FILMS ON SHOW 

CLARENDON. 
WHEN EVERY MAN IS A SOLDIER.-- An 

comic, showing the great advantages of military 
training. The change in Timothy after his three 
years 1S very great, and the celerity with which he 
sets about everything including his marriage, is an 
amusing climax. (515 ft. March 16th.) 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES. 
Title. Des. Length Released 

Speedy, the Telegraph Bov......... Com = 365 Mar. y 

excellent 

THE CQSMOPOLITAN FILM CO.,LTD. 
HOME, SWEET HOME.-—--An exceptionally fine drama, 

full of excitement. Interest sustained throughout. 
Quality and acting, the best. (2,590 ft. March roth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Captured by Consent............eecceeeeees C 500 Feb. 16 
For Another’s Sin.........ccc cece e eee eee D 2850 —- 16 
The Bugle Gallivccicissaatiecsaetesiuedenes "i 975 Mar. 9g 
llaafnet Salmon Fishing...... amaeners _ 290 — 1g 

gle (40 OS 

NEXT WEEK. 

NAVISON’S FILM ACENCY. 
ADDRESS UNKNOWN.—A-A peasant woman from North 

Germany goes to the city as a nurse. Owing to a 
series of events, both she and her husband receive 
back letters “ Address Unknown,” but eventuaily the 
family is reunited in a dramatic way. (Vhree reels. 
April Oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Release 

A Fiend and His Friends................ D 2500 Feb. 16 
Lieut. Daring, Aerial Scout............ D 1716 — 19 
PIS 110 0 TANG tors 25s etude Sere wleetnaeses D 1210 — 2: 
The Tattooed Will....... ee eenees D 2583 Mar. 2 
[nian Sea. Gard@nn isco cecduienvienbecienes KE 600 — 9 
And Women Must Weep...............6. D 1469 — 12 
A Little Child Shall lead Them...... D 2400 — 16 
When the Hurricanes Took Up 

PATONG, eon teassneiesrctawsteumeke won C 592 — 26 
Pearls. aid “Pave? vec cicscccivecieieeds D 2314 — 30 
Failed’: aNG. Avcuns ctenboveis eeu te ensues S 314 — 30 
TINGE WAC cctvecac one iaseauiae triae Com 500 Apl. 2 
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ECLAIR COMPANY. 

_ STEEL.—A fine American Standard, with an absorb- 
ing technical interest, a surprise every 50 ft., and a 
story that will hold the audience for the whole of the 
time. (1,900 ft. March 23rd.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Jago’s Inheritance........................ D 2630 Feb. 12 
Tragedy of the Cameo................ ...D t990 — 10 
When Light Came Back.................. D 2007 — 10 
Policeman O’ Roon.........ccccccceeeccees D 2000 — 23 
Jealousy and Kindness................... D 2015 — 2¢* 
For the Man She Loved.................. D 10975 Mar. € 
Honour of Lady Beaumont............. D 19075 — a 
The Lady in No}. 23.i:ccdeuss se sceseeces D 1802 — 12 
The Horrors of War.................00000- ID 4310 — 12 

, backs the: Wolf acexetssesoctieuide ite dance. D 1942 — Ie 
CGE) | 5 che cienadeinsa See eaeatcaeaceniaaeas D 1960 — _ 23 
Between Two Stools..............0....0.. C 1008 —- 23 
Josette, Mv Wife.....................000085 C 1990) -- 26 
Why Aunt Jane Never Married........ D og7o0 — 26 

THOS. A. EDISON, LTD. 

PEG O’ THE MOvIES.—Peg becomes a moving pic- 
ture actress. Stephen, in disgust, goes West. Peg 
developes into a “star,” and, as leading lady of a 
company, is sent West. Here S: ephen chances upon 
her, rescues her from a band of “ Indians,” and rides 
madly off with her clasped tightly in his arms. 
(2,030 ft. April 6th.) 

‘litle. Des. Length Released 

The Thrifty Janitor................... Com 700 Mar. z 
A Victim of Bridge (Reissue)......... D 1000 — 2 
A Great Metropolitan Newspaper 

Des.Fd o50 — _ 5 
Wanted, a Bureglar..................... Com 600 — = 5 
Wilds Wales: cscusscisvsiwasetduetaverciseeess Sc 350 — 19 
A Sense of Humoutr..............20006 Com 700 — 16 
The Haunted Bedroom.................. D 1000 — 19 
Teaching His Wife a Lesson....... Com 700 — 19 
A Pious Undertaking................. Com 700 — 23 
The Jojning of the Oceans............ Sc 550 — 26 
Falling in Love with Inez........... Com 750 — 26 
On the Great Steel Beam............... Dr 1000 — 26 
And an Angel Came (Special Eastern 

Release) ........ccccc cece anes Svmb.D 0920 Apl. 6 
Jerusalem and the Holv Land........ Sc 1000 — 9 
Marv’s New Hat...................006 Com 600 — 9 
A Night at the Inn....................005. D 970 — 9 

A. E. HUBSCH & CO. 

THE DARE-DEVIL DETECTIVE (Vitascope)—Fea- 
turing the famous Detective Hayes in his fourth ex- 
citing chase. Full of thrilling scenes and hairbreadth 
escapes. (3,115 ft. April 2nd.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Tell-tale Photogranph..................... D 2012 Feb. 16 
Cuthbert’s Love Romance.......... Com 548 — 16 
A Militarv Imnpostor...............005- Com 1140 — 19 
Threads of Destiny.....................5. Di 2355 = 2s 
Winkle and His Wife..... eit ghee Com 700 — 22 
A Trip on the Lofoten Railwav......5 360  --- 26 
Lux. World-famed Police Dog...... Int aor Mar. 12 
Tdeal Film Manufacturing...... ites Int 608 — 19 
‘Fight for the Great Black Panes 

S@20: sae) “eA 
The Diamonds of the Duchess........ BaC2) ise 928 
The Slave of his Past..................05. 2035 —- 
The Lost Heir,.......,.... Coc cate’ — 30 
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KINETO, LIMITED. 

THE WORLD, THE FLESH, AND THE DEvIL.-—A 
thrilling melodrama in three reels, and a film which 
will long be remembered for its true to life action. 
(5,000 ft. Exclusive.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Fvolution of the Fire Engine............ I 1045 Jan. 22 
PARC UGIWIO. baiceods cast ode miaenseotcans onkis 375 Feb. 12 
Construction of a Four-cvlinder Engine 

at Swindon Works.......... sapscadut E 745 — 26 
Temples and Religious Ceremonies at 

JRO,» seth Cio oat nian Shs tials Betis cea iciad e 395 Mar. 2 
Through the Canadian Rockies....... S 25 — 5§ 
Salmon Fisheries at Sooke, B.C....S.E 475 —~— 9g 

oot limbing, Snowdon.ec.cccceee. BE 510 — 12 
The Timber Industry of British 

CoOlinpial: . a21cescciesad doacusedeeeaeas S520 -—- 19 
Lite: Oi a Rai Chi enesictecedasenadevuees. Ton 410 — _ 26 
NAINCOUVETS: TBE O itoaese ea lectunesecesecds T 355 — 23 

M.P. SALES ACENCY, LTD. 

THE MASQUERADER.—A powerful modern drama, 
featuring Carlyle Blackwell in the véle of a society 
crook. (Two reels. Shortly). 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Padrone’s Plot...............c00.c000: D 2145 Feb. 23 
The Invisible Foe..............ccccceeee ees D 1070 — 23 
ENE. WRECK ET Sins cocgy des coattnnvaceiepontet D 2518 — 26 
The Bartered Crown................00.005 D 1022 Mar. 2 
Fools and Their Money.............. C.D 3103 2 
Her Indian Brother..................0.06 D 1027 — 2 
CONCENTT ATION. nc .ccsuncreibssecenraesassdes D 1071 —_ § 
An Unseen Terror...........c.cccceeeeeees D 2072 — 5 
The Wedding Gown..............cc0cee ees D 1557 — 9 
Gilt-edged Stocks... ccc ccc cece eee ee eee es ID 1042 — 9 
\ Shot in the Night................. cee D 1885 — 12 
Miriam Norward, Detective............ D 2431 — 16 
His Father’s House............ccec cee eees D 1025 — 19 
Red Hawk’s Sacrifice........ccccccceesees D 1024 — 23 
The Medicine Show at Stone Gulch 

C Half-reel 
Plaving for a Fortune................... D One reel 
llis Fireman’s Conscience............. D One reel 

NORDISK. 

CounT ZARKA.—Undoubtedly one of the strongest 
productions of a company noted for its fine quality 
pictures, and the complete character of its mise-en- 
scene. {3,362 ft. February 23rd.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

A Conviel S.(SON ctl eee Hated. D 2940 Feb. 9 
Wanted, a Sweetheart.................... C 1033 — @Q 
Commit) (LAV Rass svehvcccncte tevin cuel manda: D 3362 — 23 
Cupid Dances the Tango............... C 853 — 23 
The New Anprentice..............02008 8: C 758 — 23 
Bergzen in SNOW... cece ccc eee eee cece es TT 33 — 23 
In the Consul’s Uniform................ C 2650 Mar. 2 
Murder Will Out.....................8. Com 910 -—- 2 
“The Bavarian Highlands....... 0.0.2... S 282 — 2 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 

REDEMPTION OF STEVE HITARDING.-- An Ammex fea- 
ture, dealing with the absorbing story of the redemp- 
tion of an outlaw. 9 (1,080 ft. April 6th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The: Ver of the Past=ccsceccsnecesteacedl D 2860 Feb. 26 

The Barrier of Blood........... seaiabdess D 1925 — 79 

Radigeon Wins a Reward........... Com 58s Mar. 2 
The Hones of Belinda..............00008- C o6 — 5 
At the Call of Conscience..............5. DY 1860 — 9 
The Hennecked Buralar...........0ce008: C 1000 — 12 
The Fortune Hunt@rsdinal.trom........ D 7800 — 16 
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The Great Leap 
(2,600 ft.) 

A Great Sensation picture will always 

draw the picture-loving public in their 

thousands, and this film is indeed the 

THRILLER of all THRILLERS— 

with absolutely no fake. 

A GASP! 

The Showman who secures it first 

for his Town, and aided by our splendid 

poster matter, is going to draw the people 

from the streets into his show in hundreds. 

BOOM it and it will BOOM you. 

Apply at once for dates for first releases in April to— 

THE EXCLUSIVE SUPPLY GCo., 
4, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. 

‘Phone—Regent 2228. ‘Grains— Filmesko, Westrand, London."' 

(@}aletiat=limincelan FOUQIC 
CO 
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Title Des. Length Released 

RGICAr sabegudruieatentea st ac3 bkeeraiseaeesee D 2780 Mar. 19 
The Lucky Nugget............... ceeeeees D 238 — 23 
The Gunhghter...............8. wD 950 — _ 26 
At Simset: Ranenicsscicnctiees tees kes D 620 — 30 
The Man with Two Faces............... D 2380 Apl. 2 
Badigeon’s Hapow Marriage........... ¢ 3900 — 6 
Hands Across the Cradle................ D 065 — 9g 
NIRS SG cance ceensae ncicet earucmnieed D 055 — 9g 

SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY. 

THE OPEN Door.—Interesting and pathetic ro- 
mance, showing how a fortuitous happening proves 
the means of a recognition after manv years. Fine 
domestic drama of a reunion between father and son. 
(2,000 ft. March 23rd.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Cypher Message.................6065 D ror Feb. 23 
The Fouch of a Child :sccciccccsccteae D 1067 — 23 
The Supreme Moment................... D o05 — 26 
Mounted Officer Flynn.................... D 1087 — 26 
Wolf of the City.................e eee. -...D 1234 Mar. 9 
Fiscape of Jim Dolan..................... D 19041 — 12 
Northern Hearts..............cccccceeee sees D 878 — 12 
Grandaddv’s Boy..........cccccsccseeseees D 705 — 12 
The Hopeless Dawn..................008. D 1091 — 19 
The Rustler’s Reformation......... W.D 80 — 19 
The Craven Heatt................000cee ee. D 1000 — 19 
Hilda. of Heron Cove..................... D 1000 — 19 
The Open DoT. cicor ncdiawssneeewere ss D 2000 -— 23 
Life on the Border....................005. D 766 — 2 
Phasical: Cultures. .c¢c.cchs2 ives tisce wes C 084 -— 23 
Dip in the Briny...........0. ccc cee c eee wees C 1021 — 26 
An, Pcval. Chance atic sioitsoreomeaast D 1078 — 26 
My Strenuous Wav............cccceceesess D 1046 — 26 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD. 

THE LAW OF HUMANITY (Princess).—The emplover 
has no svmpathv when his emplovee is disabled as 
the result of an accident, and refuses much needed 
help. When his little daughter becomes seriously ill 
through eating poisonous tablets, and the workman’s 
family returns good for evil, he changes his mind. A 
drama of heart interest. (1,016 ft. March 30th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Campaign Manageress (Princess) 
C.D qo? wen 2 

The Silver Tongued Orator............ C 1026 2 
The Blicht of Wealth..................... D 2018 — 5 
Little Brother.................000.058-C.D 1016 — 9g 
A Twentieth Century Farmer......C.D rozt — 9 
Her Right to Happiness (Princess)..D 995 — 12 
Lawver, Dog and Babvy.................. C 1021 — 16 
A Beauty Parlour Graduate............ C 1025 — 16 
An Ormhan’s Romance...............058: D 2024 — 19 
The Milkman’s Revenge................. C 1016 — 23 
Problem Love Solved...................6. D 1016 — 22 
Looking for Trouble (Princess)...... C 1020 — 26 
Curfew Shall Not Ring To-night...D 1023 — 26 
Tne Head. Wale trsstcccceccacereseuaasse: C 1006 — 30 
The Law of Humanity (Princess)...D  ror6 30 
Uncle’s Namesakes............:.000ceeee C 1013 Apl. 2 
His Father’s Wife... ee. D 1024 —~— 2 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 

UNDER THE BLACK FLAG.—The first “Gold Seal” 
release, and a feature which simoulv teems with thrills 
and gorgeous scenic effects. The extraordinary ad- 
ventures of Morgan A a breathless series of hap- 
penings. (2,080 ft. April 6th.) 

Google 
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Title. Des. Length Released 

Pelleas and Melisande................... D 3025 Mar. 16 
The Prairie Trail................ ccc ee eee. D 1900 — 16 
PRG Se WOH deere is asahin etn uk acuaaaes D 2580 — 19 
A Stolen Identity... eee D 1960 — tg 
The Black Masks..........0cccccccceeeee D 1555 — 23 
\n Elephant on His Hands............ C 1035 — 2: 
Fighters of the Plamns.............0..... D 1985 a= 20, 
('ato the Third Generation............. I 1985 — 2b 
llis Hour of Triumph.................... ID 2005 — 30 
The White Vacquero..........0....000008. D 1740 ~— 30 
War of the Cattle Range... D 2000 Apl. 2 
MONG. SP ASSOTIIV cca cane ln end ctaniuaens ID 1805 — 2 
The White Squaw................0.. cca ee I 2025 - 6 
The Return of Tonv............ cece. I 980 ~— 6 
The: SWGTreOwoltielow cnieetnlelipewsees I 2045 — 9 
Night Shadows of New York........... ID 2875 — 9 

TYLER FILM COQO.. LTD. 

JACK AND His DOG MESSENGER.—A_ very fine 
French comedy by the Victoria Film Company, show- 
ing how a dog caused trouble by taking the wrong 
parcel to the house of its master. (695 ft... March 
16th. ) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Convict. N@e DSc AseiGeedee LD 2160 Feb. 16 
A Buried Secret........ ccc ccc cccee cece es ID 2670 23 
The Diamond Hunter..................4.. 1) +229 Mar. 9 
Winter Sports in Switzerland.......... T 325 — 9 
Toto Without Water..................... C 4905 — 9g 
LNG: STAI Gsneai seep Girckgietetien. scbntesees D 2750 -- 12 
Jack and His Dog Messenger......... C 695 — 1h 
Toto’s First Adventure................5. C; 2OR5): <= is 
The Fisher-girl of Skagren............. D 1820 — 23 
How to Become a Champion Boxer...S 1130  — 23 

URBANORA. 

Quits.—The wonderful 40” camaraderte of che 
poorer classes 1s exemplified in a very striking man- 
ner in this heart appealing story, a release which will 
prove especially popular in the manutacturing dis- 
tricts of the kingdom. (1.505 ft. March th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Stolen Casket........00.....cc cece D 775 Feb. 18 
Adventures of a Foothball............... Tr 270 — 18 
The Jerboa, or Jumping Mouse...... BK 325 — 18 
Maud She: RaMticistencsieceeaaceaneawans C go5 — 25 
Arbor and its Surroundings............ S 400 — _) 25 
CUES: itentecnuneg datas es su Gels seek eae. ID 1iso5 Mar. 4 
Impressions of Japan.................6.5 410 — TI 
The Bull Trainer’s Revenge........... D 1850 — 11 

THE VITACRAPH CO., LTD. 

LOVE’S SUNSET.—Basely deceived and deserted, she 
finds hope in her faith and the love of her new hus- 
band and their child. Her belated confession to him 
causes him to denounce her, but she finds peace in 
his arms at the end. Featuring Clara Kimball 
Young and Earle Williams. (2,054 ft. April 6th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

ly the SRACOW 22s eeetie st eaten sarees ID 1013 Feb. 12 
Fruits of Vengeance..................066: ID 1931 — 16 
IACAS titers tne ee ee snes D to1i0 — 19 
The War Makers................002e:eeeeee D 2000 — 23 
His Silver Bachelorhood................ D 1023 — 26 
We: DAV OL xcs icdanteacdacs otepeeeedas ID 1542 Mar. 2 
PANOWES? - schiiCor arsine daerteecnauemuaesd ID 1007 — 2 
aT Wek AN TOG ig cate hecounnele Daotaascenedadoaas D 288 — 9Q 
The Sate ofa WOatt ies mcecweiessss Ey oes. 162.92 
titel acces, isd Clare ee wba ID 2016 -- 16 
Ferree NEASEAW, acevudeilac taut datas: C 2496 — 16 
Whimsical Threads of Destiny........ TI) 2046 —.) 22 
The Cite coon tsaaiars ee eer nce ID 1026 — 26 
Tine Swank (Git livccidanessicaeucte sates D 10177 ~— 26 
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How Much Per Foot 

Does Your Lighting Cost ? 

Every foot of Film you show has 

to bear a proportion of your 

business expenses. To reduce 

these charges, even by the veriest 

fraction, means much to you in 

the course of a year. 

REDUCE THE PER FOOT COST 

OF YOUR ELECTRIC LIGHTING 

BY THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF 

Mazda 
DRAWN WIRE ELECTRIC 

LAMPS. 

Mazda lamps and small lighting 

costs are inseparable—you can't 

have one without the other. 

Mazda lighting, because of its 

brilliance and cheering influence, 

will attract people to your Cinema, 

and tend to increase Box-Office 

receipts. 

Write for a copy of our free illustrated 

booklet, '‘ The Lighting of Picture Theatres,” 

which describes the B.T.H. ** Eye-Rest "’ 

System of Indirect Lighting with Mazda 

Lamps and X-Ray Reflectors. 

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. 

MAZDA HOUSE, 

77. UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C. 

Branches in all large towns. 

THE Broscope, FEBRUARY 12, I9Q14. 

AND CHEAPEST 
Theatre Seat Maker in 

the World. 

Office and Factory— 

112, HIGH HOLBORN, 

Te‘egrams: Presceniam, Londen. 
Telephone: Helbo a 1152. 

THE “LAMA” FILM PRODUCING C8., 

Derby House, 5, Blackfriars Street, Manchester. 
Telephone No. City 1929. 

Topicals taken to order. Local subjects at 

reasonuble prices. Printing, developing and 

toning from customers’ own negatives. Titles 

male at the shortest possible notice. The latest 

aud best installation in the North of England. 

Send your orders now. Any orders for Topicals 

or Local Pictures delivered the same night. 

THE “LAMA” FILM PRODUCING CO.. 

Derby House, 5, Blackfriars Street, Manchester. 

PRINTING 
(GENERAL and COMMERCIAL). 

The 

Sign 

85, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

Telephone—Gerrard 8853: Regent 2453. 

Telegrams—'' Gainsaid, Piccy, London.” 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Small paragraph advertisements are inserted at the rate of One Penny for each word, 

with a minimum charge of 2s. All words in name and address are charged for. Groups. 
of initial letters or figures count as one word. Terms: GASH WITH ORDER. No adver- 
tisement inserted for less than 2s., except under heading of Engagements ‘Vanted, -for 
which the charge is 1s. for 20 words, three insertions for the price of two. 

Advertisers wishing to have replies addressed to a box number may do so without 
extra charge if they send 
sufficient stamps must be enclosed to cover cost of postage. 

for the replies. If replies are required to be sent by post, 
In counting the words of 

an advertisement using a box number, ten words must be allowed for the address, thus: 
Box ooo, c/o. THE BIOSCOPE, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

Official, Legal, Auctions, Money, Banks, Partnerships, etc., Eightpence per line: 
Minimum, Fous Shillings. 

Latest time for recelving small advertisements first post TUESDAY MORNING. 

Films for Sale or Hire. 

ILMS FOR HIRF.-- At 8s. per 1,000 ft. 
per week, or 10s. changed twice 

weekly. We purchase all the best films as 
they come out, and send none out in bad 
condition. We will be pleased to send you 
list of films vacant for any week on receipt 
of post card.—Royal Film Agency, 270, Cor- 
poration Street, Birmingham. Tel. Address: 
**Cowboy, Birmingham.”’ Tel. No. : Central 
6986, t.c. 

HE SEABORNE MACHINE COMPANY 
buy the best condition second-hand 

films, including features, topicals, and 
ordinary, large and small quantities.—Send 
offers and lists, giving dates available, to 
39, Great Windmill Street, London W., 387 

ANTED, to Purchase’ for Cash, 
PATHE COLOURED FILMS; send 

list and = state lowest price.—C.E., 46, 
Camomile Street, E.C 

Miscellaneous. 

RON FIRE SHUTTERS for openings in 
Kinematograph Operators’ Rooms with 

spring lever releasing gear, controlled from 
both inside and outside of the room. Send 
Sizes and position of openings for estimate 
—Jukes, Coulson, Stokes and Co., Howards 
Road Ironworks, Plaistow. 406 

5 baa BIOSCOPE Editor says of Broad- 
bent’s ‘‘Dynamo and Motor  At- 

tendants’’ that:—‘“‘ The operator will find 
information of the greatest value ... 
We oan recommend it with the fullest con- 
fdence."’ Price 1s. gd. post free, from 
Rentell, 36. Maiden Lane, Strand, London. 

390 

‘To AUTHORS; List of the principal Film 
Manufacturers for scenario writers; 

price 3d. net, or post free 4d.—Ganes, Lid.. 
8s, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

id ‘s 

Picture Palace Printing. 

ANTED known, ROGERS, the prompt 
man, supplies day bills at rock-bot- 

tom prices. ROLL TICKETS ed. 1,000. 
Try our Flints for Bordering, uncequalled.— 
Rogers, Picture Palace Printing Works, 
Arcade, Bristol. t.c. 

HANDBILLS, a ces 19,000, 
5,000 o/2. Cash with order. Carriage 
paid. 5,000 large Pulps, <’-. Reduction 
larger quantities.—Smythe, Printer, Wolver- 
hampton. 483 

CAPS and 

UNIFORMS. 
In addition te our regular high- 
c'ass uniforms to measure, we 
have a large stock of new and 
re-made uniforms at Moderate 

prices. 
Coloured plates, with 48 

designs, Poet Free. 

UNIFORM CLOTHING 
and EQUIPMENT CO. 

S, Glerkeuwell Grees, Farringéen Read, 
Lendes, £.C, 

Ensure Reliability and limmanity 
fron Breakdown 

by consulting 

Mr. James W. Barber, 
A.M.1.E.E , 

Consulting, Electrical, and Cinematograph 

Engineer. 

Schemes prepared and Advice given 

on all Picture Theatre Equipment, 

6, KING EDWARD MANSIONS, 
2124, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, 

LONDON, W. 

"Phone : Olty 6928. 

The most Central 
BEDFORD ead Conveulent for 

HEAD HOTEL.| suyers 
‘Grams : Sweet- 

william, London. 

‘Phone: 
Gerrard 176, 

Bvery comfort and 
moderate Terme. 

Bayley Street, 
Bedford Square, 
LONDON. W 

Speaking Pictures. 

M* BRIO WILLIAMS, the renowned 
Elocutionist and Film Actor, originator 

of above, can supply repertoire.—Vacant 
dates and terms on application to Secretary, 
$4, Wymering Mansions, Elgin Avenue, Ne 

3 

Google 

Entertainers. 

OHN FULLER & SON (New Zealand 
Theatre), of Wellington, Auckland, 

Christchurch, Dunedin, Invercargill, etc. 
Fuller's Biograph Supplies, of Wellington. 
London representative: Gordon P. Firmin, 
Film House, Gerrard Street. W. ‘Phone: 
ago: Gerrard. 

QONEY BACON’S PICTURES, LIM- 
ITED, 143, Charing Cross Road, Lon- 

doa, W.C. 
Telegrams: ‘‘ Nocabdis, London.” 
Telephgnes: Gerrard 1456 and 1881. 
All aight aod Sunday, Hatasey 995. t.c 

Situations Vacant. 

IANIST Wanted; must be experienced 
and versatile; for evenings only,~ Ap- 

ply Globe Llectric Theatre, 59-01, Old 
Kent Road, S.k. 383 

Ve trustworthy MANAGER, 
aged about thirty; smart appear- 

ance; only those thoroughly experienced in 
advertisements, booking and general man- 
agement need apply, personally, between 
wrooatnd =o, temporary offices, Hackney 
Pavilion, Limited, 24, Commercial Street, 
kL. No letters, 383 

ANTED, thoroughly competent OPER- 
ATOR and ASSISTANT; previous ¢x- 

perience necessary. -Apply personally, be- 
tween ap oand 1, No letters. | Temporary 
offices, Hackney Pavilion, Limited, 24, 
Commercial Street, E. 383 

Sale by Auction. 

In the High Court of Tustice. 
Dav ve. Leyten Cinema Playhouse, Limited, 

and Froude, 
LIYTON, ESSEX, 

Noe & PRIOR, will SELL BY 
AUCHION, at The Mart, Tokenhouse 

Vard, London, E.C . on THURSDAY, the 
igth FEBRUARY, sory, ate pom. preciseiy, 
The Recently Completed and Fully kauipped 

CINEMATOCRAPH THEATRE, 
Known as the 

LE VTON CINEMEA PLAYHOUSE, 
247 and 299, High Road, Leyton. 

Ready for immediate opening, and includ- 
ing the whole of the Furffiture, Fixtures aud 
Machinery therein, 

Partevlars and Permits to view from 
Messrs, Norrotk & Prror, Nuctioneers, 4, 
Station Buidings, Catford Bridve;, and 223, 
Thich Street, Lewishain, S.E. 333 

Seige ama eet. 

~ a. eee 
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Halls and Sites. 

Messrs. 

HARRIS & GILLOW, 
Cinema Theatre Agents & Experts, 

Auctioneers and Valuers. 

Are instructed to Let or Sell 

ALL THE BEST 
THEATRES AND SITES 

IN THE MARKET 

Many only Privately for Sale. 

Mr. Samuel Harris 
being the acknowledged expert 
of the Trade it is advisable to 
consult him in the first instance 

VALUATIONS, REPORTS (ND ADVICE. 

OFFICaEsS— 

451a, OXFORD STREET, 
LONDON. W. 

Tel. Nos.—Gerrard 7676 4 8798. 
Telegrams—FADO:IST, LONDOW. 

Messrs. 

WILLIAMS & WILLIAMS 
CINEMATOGRAPH THEATRE AGENTS, 

— AUCTIONEERS, AND VALUERS, ™ 

151, Regent Street, W. Tel. Gerr. 9938 

For all available Proper- 
ties to be Let or Sold, 
—London & Provinces,— 

Valuations made for Mortgage or 
Debentures. 

CONSULTING EXPERTS to the 

—CINEMATOGRAPH TRADE.— 

FOR DISPOSAL. 
PICTURE PALACE fully licensed 

for Music and Dancing, a going 

Accomniodation over 

600. Splendid stage and scenery. 

concern. 

Fully equipped. Only requires 

No Agents, Principals 

Apply— 
Box 883, c/o THE BIOSCOPE, 

85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 385 

seeing. 

only. 

Ca SITE, Seaside; population 
15,000, another 9g,o00. Sure winners; 

plans.—B. Barnes, 216, Leigh Road, West- 
cliff-on-Sea. 383 

| ara aes Halls.—For composite 
buildings of every description, at 

lowest possible prices, send rough parti- 
culars of size. accommodation required, 
and where to be erected, to Ginger, Lee 
and Co., Practical Builders, Plymouth 
Avenue, Lonpsight, Manchester. tie. 

THE 

HALLS AND SITES.—Continued. 

INEM.A, 25 miles out, mear seaside; 
s,o00 residents surround same; closed 

through illness; holds about 200; licensed, 
and everything complete for reopening ; 
sure thing for operator-manager. B75 
cash, £50 by instalments, or rental. 
Another for 42,000; half cash or on rental. 
-~-B. Barnes, 216, Leigh Road, Westcliff-on- 
Sea. 383 

T LED, TEMPERANCE HALL, 
WALSALL, for short periods; suited 

for high-class shows; seats for 7oo.—Apply 
Secretary. 333 

ROCHCALE PUBLIC HALL. 
O BE LET or SOLD, the Large Hall, 
Baillie Street, Rochdale, as from the rst 

of May next, on which date the present 
lease expires. Elas been occupied for kine- 
matograph exhibitions for the last six 
years. ~For further particulars apply to the 
Hallkeeper, on the premises; to Mr. 
Kichard Watsou, Oak Cottage, Shawclough, 
Rochdale; or to Standring, Taylor and Co., 
Solicitors, Rochdale. 383 

MERTOPOLITAN BOROUGH OF 
SHOREDITCH. 

CINEMATOGRAPHLE ENTERTAINMENTS. 
HE Council of the above Borough invite 

TENDERS for the Hire of the Large 
Hall of the Hoxton Public Baths, Pitheld 
Street, N., for the purpose of cinematograph 
entertainments during the three winter 
SEASONS, LOL4-1§. 1Q1s-16 and 1916-17. 
Conditions of letting and tenancy and all 

particulars of the Hall may be obtained 
upon application to the Superintendent at 
the Public Baths, Pitfield Strect, N., on any 
weck day between the hours of 9.30 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. . 

Sealed Tenders, endorsed ‘‘ Tender for 
Cinematograph Letting,’’ must be sent to 
the undersigned by noon on MONDAY, the 
23rd February, 1914. 

By Order, J. A. D. MILNE, 
Town Clerk. 

Town Clerk’s Office, 
Shoreditch Town Hall, Old Street, E.C. 

rith February, rors. 384 

ALUABLE SITES FOR PICTURE 
THEATRES.-—Several 

Manchester, Warrington 
Address Haworth’s, 49, 
Manchester. 

§ P00 and remainder by Easy 
ments will Purchase Picture 

Palace running at a profit. All new up-to- 
date Engine, Dynamo, Lantern and Electri- 
cal Fittings. Industrial town in Stafford- 
shire.—Apply Box 8&7, THE BioscoPE, 8&5, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

for disposal in 
and Liverpool... - 
Princess Street, 

Pay- 

Wanted to Sell. 

JFXYLECTRIC Player Piano, overstrung up- 
right grand, in perfect condition; com- 

plete with motor; can be played either by 
roll or as a piano; cost 41003; price com- 
plete, £45.--Box 330, THe Broscope, &s, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W. t.c. 

OR SALE, cheap, Ninety Tip-up SEATS, 
suitable for club rooms, dance halls, 

picture palaces, ete. -Apply Bijou’ Hall, 
52, Bell Strect, Edgware Road. a84 

AS ENGINE, 8 h.-p. CROSSLEY, with 
E.C.C. Dynamo, zo amps., 60 volts, 

and belt, complete, second-hand, for sale, 
—-Fyfe, Wilson, 155a, St. Vincent Street, 
Glasgow. 385 

pet GAZETTE, GAUMONT GRA- 
PHIC, TOPICAL BUDGET, ten days 

old, s/- per copy. Changed twice weckly; 
an exceptional opportunity to obtain these 
unique news films of the world’s happen- 
ings.—Apply J. Bo B.. Box 88s, THE Bio- 
SCOPE, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 383 

IP-UP VELVET CIIAIRS, 3s. 11d., direct 
maker.-- 113, New North Road, London. 

395 

Google 
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Engagements Wanted 
ee ae ee == ee ee eee ee aac 

CINEMA NATURE LECTURE ap- 
peals strongly to children and adults. 

Single Lecture of series can be arranged. 
Terms, syllabus, vacant dates, and Press 
notices on application.—Percival Westell, 
F.L.S., ‘f Verulam,’’ Letchworth. 383 

CTIVE and alert man of business, 
aged 30, desires post as MANAGER; 

good references.—’Phone or write, Box 825, 
c/o Tue Brioscopg, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

t.c. 

SSISTANT OPERATOR, 25, desires 
sitration, London; A.C., D.C., gener- 

ator, Pathé and Gaumont machines.—Ford, 
4, Camden Road, N. 383 

XPERIENCED  PIANISTE, Organist 
(American), requires re-engagement; 

orchestra or self. London or Suburbs.— 
Box 869, THE Buioscore, 8s, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W. 283 

S. YOUNG (the one-man-band), Horn- 
e sey Road Cinema, until a4gth; with 

patent fx piano, producing twenty-five 
music and noise effects; terms fair.—as, 
Lockhurst Street, Clapton Park, London, N, 

I gees PIANISTE, disengaged; must be 
within 20 miles of Stockport; Picture 

Palace preferred; or wovld act as 
supply; good references.—Box 877, THE 
Bioscore, 8s, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 383 

PERATOR-ELECTRICIAN, disengaged; 
I).C., A.C., M.G., wiring, lighting, ete. 

Selig’s certificate.—W. Bennett, 14, Glad- 
stone Street, Stockport. 385 

eee anes ASSISTANT seeks engage- 
ment; certificate for operating; gas 

engine, State terms.—J. W. Hath- 
away, Bird-in-Bush Road, Peckham, 
SE; 

PERATOR or ASSISTANT, both cur- 
rents, generator, experienced.—M., 171, 

Woolstone Road, Forest Hill. 383 

ttc. 
14, 

IANISTE, disengaged; experienced; 
good sight reader; used to orchestra; 

South-east district.—-Lucas, 4, Shooters 
Hill Parade, Eltham Park, Kent. 

ICTURE PIANISTS WANTED to use 
‘The Bioscope Pianoforte Album,” 

containing striking, original music to ft 
every phase of dramatic movement from 
light comedy to the ultra-sensational.— 
Price 2s. net, Ganes, Ltd., 85, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W. 

ELIABLE, Expert OPERATOR, | first- 
class experience, any machine, any- 

where; abstainer, non-smoker, ex. refs.— 
to, Ingleton Street, Brixton Road, London. 

385 

ELIABLE OPERATOR, or as Assistant; 
any machine; running repairs; M.G., 

Moderate terms; references; trial solicited ; 
disengaged.—-Rowan, OQakferns, Mimbridge, 
Woking. 383 

West situation as ATTENDANT; 
could assist operator, B.B.S. cert.; 

smart.—G., 2, Richmond Villas, Water 
Eaton Road, Bletchley. 383 

ROLL TICKETS ‘aves: 
forated, (¢D. PER 1,000. Special Quota- 
tions for Large Quantities and Con- 
tracts, Sample Roll 6d., post free William- 
son’s Patent Roll Tickets for preventing 
fraud. WILLIAMSON, ~ Ticket Printer, 
Ashton-under-Lyne. 
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¢ QUENTINS AGENCY 
: SEND FOR OUR LIST OF STOOK WORDING. for Picture Theatre Employes. 

Managers, Pianists and other Musicians, Goed Perforation. 

to QUENTIN S AGENCY, 85, Gharlotte Street, POAT FREE. 

Fitzroy Square, W. Phonc No. Gerrard 73°7, OPECIAL PRICES For Tieket Printers, 

quantiras. PRTERBORO’, 
ERIE ROE ROE 

Operators. Attendants (Male and Female), SAMPLE “<— 

Doormen ctc..wa..ted for good salaried posi- bs d DYSONS ; 
tions.No registry fees. Sind full requirement £ ROLL J 

v7) 

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA 
International Review'of the Cinematograph Industry. 

Director: A. A. CAVALLARO 

GALLERIA NAZIONALE-SCALA D, TuRIN, ITALY. 
The}Larges: an‘ most influential Trade Paper in Italy. 

LE CINE—JOURNAL. 
The most up-te-late Moving Picture Paper in Paris. 

Subscription 9s. 6d. per year. Offices—30, Rue Bergére, 

Edited by G. DUREAU. PARIS. 

THE ILLUSTRAZIONE CINEMATOGRAFIGA 
(OF MILAN) 

Is a Fortnightly Review with numerous illnstrations of modern inventions and actualities. 

Manager Proprietor, Alfredo Centofanti. Via F. Cavallotti 14, Milsn, Italy. 

Yearly Subscription—15 Francs. Advertising Rates on Application. 
ENGLISH CORRESPONDENCE. 

MOVING PICTURE WORLD. 
_ THR LBADING AMERICAN CINB. TRADE JOURNAL. 

P.O, Box 226, Madison Square, New York City. 
ES IT ED 

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION—$4.00 PER YEAR. 

HOLLAND = LGI and COLONIES. 
09 

~ DE KINEMATOGRAAF 
ae sdetismaut a DE FILM. 

The best ediied and most widely circulated 
weekly Journal of the Oinematograph Industry, 

AMS\ ERDAM HOLLAND, 

Annual Subscription abroad, 128. 6d. Advertisements are charged at a rate of éd. 

(engagements wanted 2}d.) per line. 
DUTCH EAST and WEST INDIES. 

CINEMA—REVUE. 
The Leading Frerch Cinematograph Journal. 

PUBLISHED FORTNIGHTLY BY CHARLES MENDSKI. FILS. 

118, RUE D'ASSAS, PARIS. 
qn 

Sample Copy on application. 

Google 
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THE PHILOGRAPH FILM BUREAU, LTD. 

3, Macclesfield Street, Suatrersme 2 Avenue, London, W. 

Tel: “Philograph, London.’ 
hone: Gerrard 6035. 

FOR SALE OR HIRE— 

BANK-NOTE FORGERS . - - 3,000 ft. &xclusive. es WRECK - - - 2,880 ft. 

HEART OF A HEATHEN - - 1,869 ft. OM OUT THE FLOOD 1,985 ft. 

THREE MUSKETEERS - - - 2,000 ft. CONFEDERATES IN CRIME 2.295 ft. 

DUTY STRONGER THAN LOVE _ 1.085 ft. Exclusive. PRISONER OF THE HAREM 3,560 ft. 

IRON HAND - - 2,341 ft. MIDST OF THE JUNGLE = 2,600 ft. 

MARCONI OPERATOR - 2.350 ft. Exclusive. HEART OF A JEWESS 1,940 ft. 

Also 500 sides Features at reduced prices. 

Wire or Write for Full List. Miscellaneous Programmes froim 5s. per 1,000 ft. 

Advertising 
- Pays, yes, when you 

| USE 

The “FALLOT” 
OXY-ACETYLENE LIGHT 

In your Projector. 

select the proper . 

medium for your 

advertis:ments. Try | 

these classified 

Sole Agents : 
columns—the results 

NEWTON & Co., 

72, WIGMORE STREET, LONDON, W. 
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS. 

will surprise you. 

African Trust.....:.c.ecsseeeeeeseneee ees Mi. VEISON: stvacstieae veeenteet 678, 679, 680 London Film Co.....-. 639, 640, O41 

Abii icc oenshusvlanceeds sacqenanaiee XXVili. Electric Constructions..........+- Hie LYON. cdtausehe eevee canes 718 

Alerta E/xclusSiveS......:sceseseeeeeeees O74 1ONSOM-, cece tetn harms dinate wade meaces O64 Magnet ceeccceeeeceececeeeeeeeeeeerereenaees XX. 

American Co. (London)...... 622, 623 ESSamay ceeeeseeeeceeeeetecseeeeeteeteneees Gs6 Nazda: eam pSev-eigetiawseertes 718 

ATUETSON: axsciceiuebaecietasicetecines RAR VS Exclusive Supply.....eceeeeee 609, 716 ATCT CHET cites ered eed anaes ewe 682 

ADOX- scaiitus Satiaemianemareesnonie Vi- FE. XAIDIitiONsesonsasaMelienss 604, 695 NNPLG: whites dtiinbh la enayouewer eens 722 

Artograph ..c-cccceseeeecreeseeeeeeeene es 224 FEXPLeSS: 22. is ine eee 660 Norris and Henty....-..... eee XXX11. 

Australasian Films.............0+6+ 664 Famous Players....-.... eee eeeeeee 643 Pasquall ......ccccceeceeeeeceee ener eeeeees i. 

Be <aind: ‘Cl anccieceteeoessecertas 634; 635 Featire: Suppltccsnurmuncyts xij, Pathé Freres.........-+ 672, 673, 724 

BAGG wiclacacihectseaae ae 71qQ Fenning Film.......--:ececeeeeeeeeeeees 686 Philograph oo. eee esses eee eees 722 

PUT crated chee tases nee soereee tense: Goa FGIer anvsiseninde Aicnseteteuanreny, PaT Yn Seiki Lb Se O84 
A eee iS , sam eds 

Barber: Jescxuecusemisstber aden vaenenenae 71g Fyfe Wilson... eee eeeeeeeeeee eres 6066 eas ane oes ( ay he 
2 

LT cakes tay Sone 10, 630 I 

Beck and Windibank............... G66 GaUiMONtsdieiewctenweetnessaes G06, G20: ROMOTS: 01s Saueencehpinenuew seat a 

Bedford Heéadyiscssscevinetccscesseciws wre: GINECr;,. LOCiionvertat teenie 720 Pa a caine aa ee aed ead aed 658, 650 

Bigg SAP cccccccceeces teres reeereneeneeres 688. GOldSOl Licadevenceeeseagecceaeteeee XX1. cle Dee ee is Paes fe 
a P 

MOEA, Sees tae a hewna kane oak eeeemeas ) ) 

British Surbrite..........ceeeeereeeees Gia Harper -snken ise cess Nu SCTE: sigesGdoupads ty tee sawomennens 602, (3 

BroChKliSs: -icstetusnsiiovowonescesnetiens 634 Harris and Gillow......--.. ee. 720 Statford sees eee teeter eee MKT, 
i : week SUTONIG:: clepti dense cere eGamasswien 712 

Butcher ......cceeececesecerecseeeeeeeertees ol2 Hepworth sig RPS Slee Paneer ine GOO. OOT “tt hOusel: n..chisenovoes eee es eeee u's XXX. 

Chalmers Nb taht clar desc iSad Gomes ce ON TS Haber: 42347: dan ater eeatones xv. Theatrical and General............ oe 

Co-operative... XxX11., 609, 723 PAGAL.  cagpeeetiictmaeinlvistgesdtaveans 700 TransAtlantic Film Co........ XV1il. 

( , xix. 

CORIO aacaduletnencaeeetueas neha: Gs6 Jukes, Coulson, Stokes............ sig. Comitonm Clothing cxcsecsiancess 719 

Creassley osieivue ee seer? GOS: Jars: Tinpienalcucassenccivtawadsee: Gog oe Kingdom... ceeereeeeeeeeeeeeees 7O2 

CPG, carta eee ee 0061) ee eee re eee 1. SHE FAT Oe OS oe ‘si 
: : P) ) 

DAllmever Siewert: GeO ICAO: ntateedienteedudsiaaboeniaate: O64 Walturdaw ....cceee eee eases . 

DAV SO: ose eect osraeeee: Scr, TRSCROR" Sek eiar scien taiyeeadadennctoeene 656 Warwick ..ccceeeecee sence teers renee G28 

: Kine Western. Limport sai: veeceriss 052, 653 

DAV  ceecccccec cece ee ete teen ete eee cena eee eeees 6V8 ‘inemacolor ihe ieuepilesades an XXXVI Whiting and Bosist0.......ccccceeee 

Duncan WatsSon...c.ccccceereeeeeeeeees F1Q KiMeCtO  .eeeeeeeeeeeees ESR guaebees Ort WATKINS oo. eee eee e eter tetternteeees a 

TI CSOTS -cinicuiarssd cearle Giweeeterieaate So NOU AK -waactcewtnas te bewnren Vill WILSON weerees ces reese teeneesentees 729 

eos : ee aia ia a ae a Re * Willams and Wilhams............ 720 

alt) are ey 260 Ly e wipb b Sr Ob beds nda dwae eiedaNinn gna eune dieses 718 Walson, Rae and Pixton.......... 628 

Ole 
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TRY 
OUR 

SERVICE. 
IT PAYS! 
OPEN EES: 

FINEST 
FEATURE 
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ORDINARY 

FILMS. 

{ Sey B C 

IF IT IS 

GOOD 
DON'T 

WORRY 

WE 
HAVE 

IT 

CO-OPERATIVE 

CINEMATOGRAPH - 

Co., Ltd., 

31, LITCHFIELD ST., 
LONDON, - - W 

PHONE. Sch °f 
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Bright, Interesting, 

THE ARTOGRAPH CO. 
Specialists. %, New Compton Street, 

FILM Dealers. — Charing Cross Road, 
Exporters. London, W.0. 

City (Office Telegrams: * ma mot 
Telephones {eee, © (Man Ln or & Secretary) Westeent onden. 

572, Cantral (Hire Dept.) A.8.C. Code See Taition. 

Send for our new complete catalogue. Over 2,000,608 ft. 

of film listed, absolutely im stock. May be seen on the 

screen at any time, Prices from id. per foot upward. 

All films examined and repaired before dispatch. 

Established 1897. co 

OUR SEATS are in use | 
all over the World. — 

t a | 

Send for List of Theatres and Iilustrated Catalogue. 

Copyright Designs. 4 co a 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS, 
PAINTING & DECORATIONS. 
CARPETS & CURTAINS. = ee 
FIBROUS PLASTER. ae | 
-FIRE CURTAINS. a 

SCENERY. “fae 3 

FRED WILKINS & BROTHER, LTD. 
MAKERS AND EXPORTERS, Telograms— 

ee ae HEAD OFFICE, WORKS, AND SHOWROOMS— “FURNISHING, LONDON.” “4 

Motograph House, 27-35, Duke Street, OGRESS, PARE ‘ 
Upper St. Martin's Lane, W.C. ‘Phones— = =—s_—y 

PARIS— 46, Rue de Sevigne, LIVERPO OL. cova, Stee 
GLASGOW—155, St, ‘Tlurcs Bervact, 
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C.C.C. 
QUALITY 
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SERVICE. 

Co's - 

» ARE ALWAYS 

HICH | 1 PLANE. 

_ SEE INSIDR BACK COVER. 

‘eceperative | ———___ an SEC CURE ONE. me 
Cimematograph — 31, :tenticia st, and ‘TAKE ARISE Ovar-your Onposi#ion 

— Go., Lid. —— —tonvon,w. | WESFILM HOUSE (682%) ¢Gor7ard. 57 LONDON 

YOU MUST KEEP IN TOUGH WITH . . 
——— 

admont 
4 COMPANY, LIMITER, 
WS PANNA HONS. 5 £6. SHERWOOD ST., PICCADILLY, W. 
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F UTURE RELEASES. 

The Redemption of Steve Harding 

Tue Broscope, FEBRUARY 19, I9T4. 

a.a\e eje aie =} 
DODO RA 

(AMMEX FEATURE) 

(PARISIEN FILM) 

(PRIEUR FILM) 

Mary’s Shoe 
(HOLLANDIA FILM) 

(PARISIEN FILM) 

SR RARER RR ROBBER Rae eoapS PARE REpERARS BARE (HOLLANDIA FILM) 

(PRIEUR FILM) 
Re issue Released April 16th. Approx. Length 490 ft. 

The Queen of the Mediterranean 

Released April 16th, Approx. Length 270 ft. 

Wires—Enerphone, London. 

Phone—Gerrard 9115. 

te 

| 
Ra (LATIUM FILM) 

Es] RE SER ERER E> pap PPR PRERE 

C50 QS 

Released April 6th. Approx. Length 1,980 ft. 

Badigeon’s Happy Marriage 

Released April 6th. Approx. Length 390 ft. 

Hands across the Cradle 

Re-issue Released April 9th. Approx. Length 965 ft, 

Released April 9th. Approx. Length 655 ft» 

The Blind Man oi Notre Dame Bridge 

Released April13th. Approx. Length 1,410 ft. 

A Profitable Exchange 

Released April 13th. Approx. Length 835 ft. 

The Sheriff's Mistake 

<5 BE RR RGR RSE PR 
J . 

es) , Saisae 

R. PRIEUR 
AND CO, LTD. 

40, GERRARD ST., W. 
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NOTICES. 

pe Rae ie gubhsed every Thursday at 85, Shaftesbury PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. 

TELEPHONES: GERRARD 8853. 
REGENT 2453. 
HAMPSTEAD 4276 (Night Line). PAGE 

Telegrams and Cables: ‘‘Gainsaid, Piccy, London.” Trade Topics - - = - - - - 729-738 
MancugstTer OFFICE : 49, Princess: Street. Latest Enterprise of the Vitagraph Company 739 

eae Paris Orrick: ibis, Rue Volney, . Items of Interest. - 3 % 3 % uy 747-752 
RIAL communications and matter for insertion should Mr. Rob es E 

be addressed to the Editor, and must reach the offices not later r. Ko ert W. Paul and Early Press Notices 743 
than first post Taeoeey, Bering. All sree, ete inager’ aad Farewell Dinner to Mr. Paul Cromelin - 753-755 
drawings published in THe Broscore are the copyright of the is Ce A 2 : eat 

publishers, from whom alone authority to republish or reproduce aes seer Fipapp ihe B 757-774 
‘can be obtained. , c theatre Accounts. y Ronald C. 
ADVERTISEMENT copy and instructions for alterations must Larking, CHA. is a & = = 3 775-776 

reach the offices Lg 8 later than Lacy post Monday morning to World of Finance - M - S = . 789-793 
‘ensure attention in the current week’s issue. A 7 ri 3 
PROOFS of ADVERTISEMENTS can only be submitted when What the Public Wants. An interesting 

‘copy is received NOT LATER than 1 p.m. on Monday. ot Symposium - - - - = 2 815-817 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION spent free) :—Inland, Six Shillings The Educational Conference at Glasgow. By . 
and Sixpence; Canada, Eight Shillings and Eightpence; Abroad, Joseph Best, B.Sc. (London) - . - 824-825 
Fourteen Shillings (Dollars 3.50). E Yorkshi hibi eters Di 

BACK NUMBERS can be obtained from the Publishers at the orkshire Exhibitors’ Dinner - - - 804-806 

following rates:—3 months, 4d. per copy; 6 months, 6d.; 12 Pick of the Programmes - - - - 847-858 
months, rs. lassi i 53 é 7 = Z 

Scale of charges for displayed advertisements may be obtained ree Feu oe aioaied : : : : 859 res 

on application to the Manager. 

THE CENSORSHIP. 

The report which has just been issued by the tion without which such an office, no matter how 
British Board of Film Censors, and extracts \ capably it is filled, must inevitably remain com- 
from which will be found elsewhere in this issue _ paratively inefficacious. 
of our paper, is an interesting record of a year's Censorship of any ‘kind is necessarily an ex- 
conscientious and painstaking work under diffi tremely difficult task for any one man to per- 
cult circumstances. form whilst the individual opinions of human 

The Censorship was instituted last year in beings as a whole continue to be so singularly 
the hope that this voluntary submission to super- diverse, and it says a great deal for Mr. Red- 
vision would place the whole of the British film ford’s tact and skill that he has been able to 
industry in a more dignified and solid position discharge this arduous duty—rendered all the 
as far as outside criticisms were concerned, and more arduous by its voluntary nature—to the 
that it would help to abolish the perplexing general satisfaction of those concerned by its 
annoyances of irregular supervision on the part results. It is certainly to be regretted that he 
of local authorities by which exhibitors were so has not invariably received the uniform support 
constantly harassed. The Censorship’s first ob- he is entitled to expect, but, while it must be 
ject may be said to have been largely accom- admitted that many exhibitors are somewhat 
plished, for the broad-minded, yet fearless, control indifferent to the Censorship, it cannot be denied 
which Mr. Redford and his assistants have so that the cost has fallen upon them in spite of 
ably maintained over the Trade’s output has un- the fact that the appointment was made by the 
questionably done much to promote its deve- manufacturers, and that they have not altogether 
lopment on higher and better lines, and to set up__—receievd the benefit they look2d for—relief from 
that definite standard whose absence creates so casual police interference. If Mr. Redford’s 
many doubts and difficulties. The second object appointment could obtain the official sanction 
of the Censorship, however, has unfortunately not of the Home Office it would immensely 

yet been fully, peatsedy Ss iznce has proved strengthen aid0'pepiflarise his position, besides 
to us, and 6ne fea Mi plete attainment _ placiigV\th@A¥hble5 HGsinessABH a surer, easier, 
must always remain impossible until Mr. Red- and more practical footing. It is « ‘/icial recoe- 
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™MPIRE 
A Triumph of 
Engineering Skill. 

Fashioned and assembled with 
wonderful precision, vital parts 
are little affected by wear. Pro- 
jectors that have been in con- 
stant use for years still maintain 

their reputation for 

PERFECT PROJECTION. 

Fixed Optical Centre witn the inter- 
mittent sprocket always at its correct 
position--immediately below the gate. 

Quick and easy threading—nolseless. 

Oil Bath that do+s net leak, with obser- 

vation window. 

Free wheel handle—a great advantage 
when running by motor. 

© 

© 

<< 

= Ly —_—, 

vA AM | f © 

For the best results you must 
have the Silent Empire, 

WRITE TO-DAY FOR PARTICULARS 

or let us arrange a demonstration 
for you, or tell you where one 

is running in your district. 

W. Butcher & Sons, 
LI wMITED, 

** Gamera House,”’ 

Farringdon Ave., London, E.C. 
Telegcams—''Fng and, Fleet, London.” 
Telephone—Holborn 5995. 
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TRADE TOPICS. 
Hearty congratulations and good wishes to 

Mr. J. Frank Brockliss, the new chairman of 
the Kinematograph Manufacturers’ Association. 

The British Board of Film Censors has now 
issued its report for the year ending December 
31, 1913. The following extracts therefrom 
will be of interest to all our readers : — 
“Tt is satisfactorv to ‘be able to report that the 

Board has made considerable progress during the 
first year of its existence, and is gradually becoming 
consolidated in the best interests of the Trade. The 
progress is shown by the amount of film which has 
been submitted for Censorship, and the consolidation 
by the tact that the Board has the approval of the 
Home Ofhtce, and the Home Secretary very much 
appreciates the useful work which the Board has 
done. It is also recognised by some of the self- 
governing Colonies, and by many Licensing Authori- 
ties throughout the country. 

“ Sixty-six publishers of films have entered into 
agreement with the Board to submit their films for 
Censorship, thus involving the whole of the world’s 
output. This number includes all the film agents 
and manufacturers in this country handling British 
and Foreign films as well as a number of renting 
firms. It has been found that certain publishers of 
films, handling a number of exclusive subjects. 
have not themselves submitted some of these films 
for cenorship, but have relied upon the renters pur- 
chasing the exclusive rights to do so. Consequently, 
it has been almost impossible to keep pace with the 
ramifications and number vf such renting houses 
which have sprung into existence during the last 
few months, but. representations having been made 
to such publishers, it is satisfactory to be able to 
report that they realise the difficulties of the situa- 
tion, and have acceded to the wishes of the 
Board, by submitting every film for Censorship 
prior to the rights being disposed of. 

“ Since the inception of the Board, 7,628,931 ft. of © 
film has been examined, which includes 7,488 sub- 
jects. Of this number, 6,861 have been passed for 
“Universal ’’ Exhibition, and 627 have been passed 
for “Public’’ Exhibition with the “A’’ certificate. 
Exception has been taken to 166 films by the 
examiners, on the following grounds :— 

(a) Cruelty to animals. 
(5) Indecorous dancing. 
(c) yey and impropriety in conduct and 

ress. 
(z2) Indelicate sexual situations. 
(ce) Scenes suggestive of immorality. 
(f) Situations accentuating delicate marital re- 

lations. 
(fs) Gruesome murders. 
) Ses gruesome details in crime or war- 

are. 
(t) Indecently morbid death scenes. 
(7) Scenes tending to disparage public charac- 

ters and institutions. 
{2) Medical operations. 
(Z) Executions. 

Painful scenes in connection with insanity. 
(7) Crueltv to women. 
(0) Confinements. 
(/) Drunken scenes carried to excess. 
(7) Scenes calculated to. act as incentive to 

Google 

(7) Indecorous sub-titles. 
(s} Indelicate acessories in the staging. 
(t) Native customs in foreign lands abhorrent 

to British ideas. 
(«) The irreverent 

solemn subjects. 
(7) The materialisation of Christ or the Al- 

mighty. 
“Many of the above films were eventually passed, 

after certain eliminations had been made, varying 
in amount from five or six feet to hundreds of feet. 
Twenty-two films were entirely rejected by Mr. 
Redford for the following reasons :— 

(a) Indelicate or suggestive sexual situations. 
(6) Indecent dancing. 
(c) Holding up a Minister of Religion to ridi- 

cule. 
(2) Cruelty to animals. 
(e) Indelicate accessories in the staging. 
(f) Judicial executions. 
(zg) Excessive drunkenness. 
(A) Subjects depicting procuration, abduction 

and seduction. 
(:) Native customs in foreign lands abhorrent 

to British ideas. 
(7) Improprietvy in conduct and dress. 
(fy Materialism of Christ or the Almighty. 

“The usual rejection certificates have been issued 
in all cases for the above films. whereby the pub- 
lishers undertake not to publish the films in this 
country, and so far as the Board can ascertain there 
has been no violation of the contract.’’ 

— 

treatment of sacred or 

Mr. Paul H. Cromelin, late manager of the 
Edison Company in this country, sailed per s.s. 
Olympic for New York yesterday. The Manu- 
facturers’ Association entertained him at dinner 
at the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen Street, 
on Thursday last, when his declaration to handle 
English and Continental productions in America 
was received with great applause. A_ report 
of the proceedings appears elsewher2 in this 
issue. 

The Fenning Film Service, Limited, have se- 
cured the world’s exclusive rights for filming 
the Wells v. Blake fight at the Palladium on 
March 3rd. Copies of the film will be ready on 
the following morning. This company also an- 
nounce a Trade show of W. W. Jacobs’ stories 
at the West-end Cinema at 11 a.m. on Thursday, 
February 26th. 

We had an exceedingly pleasant and interest- 
ing little talk last Monday with Mr. Laurence 
Cowen, the well-known dramatist, journalist, and 
man of letters, whose widely popular melodrama, 
“The World, the Flesh, and the Devil,” has 
Just been translated into’ moving pictures by 
Kineto, Limited. Mr. Cowen has a delightful 
personality, and is full .of entertaining remini- 
scences which are worth remembering. 
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The Discovery of America 
Approx. Length, 2,100 ft. 

The World’s Greatest Motion Picture. 

The Sensation of the Film World. 

A Marvellous, Hitherto Undreamed-of Achieve- 

ment which Defies Description and Baffles 

Imitation. 

A Masterpiece of Masterpieces which will always 

stand Paramount, Supreme and Unapproachable 

among Motion Picture Productions. 

A_RICH, COSTLY AND GORGEOUS 
Pictorial Visualisation of Indescribable Magnificence—A Film that will never belequalled—- 

Told in Vivid, Thrilling, All-absorbing, Dramatic Reality——Inspiring in its Indescribable 

Grandeur and Elegance—Heartrending in its Pathetic Appeal—Perfect Photography— 

Elaborate Settings—Correct Historic Detail—Beautiful Costumes. 

Every Man, Woman and Child 
Should he made to see this Picture. 

SELIG POLYSC 
E. H. MONTAGU, 

12, Gerrard Street, 
Google 
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by Christopher Columbus 
For Release Monday, April 6th. 

A Marvellous, Hitherto Undreamed-of Achievement, which 

Defies Decription and Baffles Imitation. 

The Sensation of the Film World. 
The most vivid, elaborate and expensive Films ever made. 

Pronounced by press, critics, historians and public as a never- 

to-be-equalled triumph in motion picture production. 

A £10,000 PRODUCTION 
Whichi ook 3 years to make. Cast of over 350 people. 

No second-hand or used copies on the market, 

but every one of the copies issued over two years 

ago was bought back last year and destroyed. 

Over 1,500 ft. cut from the original negative. 

A film that holds the interest of all and can be 

shown time and time again. A film they will 

talk about. 

OPE COMPANY, 
Sole Agent, 

London, W. tec: 
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“To tell you the truth,” he said. ““‘ The World, 
the Flesh, and the Devil’ was originally written 
as a skit upon melodrama. But I ‘built better 
than I knew,’ and it was taken seriously on its 
production five years ago, since when it has 
been running continuously. It helped to make 
history, by the way, in what was known as the 
Great Censorship Controversy, for it was a fully- 
licensed scene from this play which, when I 
attempted to produce it in the form of a one- 
act play in London a year ago, was refused a 
licence, in spite of the fact that no alteration 
of any kind had been made in it. The detailg 
becoming known, there was aroused the big 
controversy in the Press and in Parliament which 
resulted in my taking police court proceedings 
against the late Lord Chamberlain, Earl Spencer, 
and the subsequent resignation of that official. 
The ban was removed by his successor. 

“ Mr. Urban has filmed ‘The World, the Flesh, 
and the Devil,’ for the cinematograph rights of 
which there had been considerable competition, 
both in black and white and in Kinemacolor. The 
latter version will be shown at a London theatre 
some time during April. I personally assisted 
in the production of the film at Mr. Urban’s 
magnificent Teddington studios, and it is a re- 
markable fact, as illustrating the wonderful faci- 
lities which this establishment affords for the © 
manufacture of big films, that the whole of the 
scenes, both interior and exterior, shown in this 
picture of 120 scenes, were taken in Mr. Urban’s 
grounds, his own house forming the mansion 
round which the plot revolves. I have been com- 
missioned by Cassell and Co. to wrtie the story of 
‘The World, the Flesh, and the Devil,’ as de- 
picted in the film, and this is to appear in their 
‘Penny Magazine’ in serial form when the film 
is released to the public. Further, this same 
story version of the play, comprising some 80,000 
words, is to be published by another famous 
firm in book form at a popular price, whilst 
the serial rights, in translations, are being nego- 
tiated for every country in the world where the 
film is to be shown. 

“What do I think of the cinematograph as a 
new medium for dramatic expression? Well, I 
frankly confess that until a short time ago I 
was one of those who ignored it. But I am now 
entirely converted—and, indeed, an enthusiastic 
supporter. I think it has real value and great 
possibilities as a new form of artistic expression, 
and, instead of harming the ordinary theatre, it 
wili benefit the latter, inasmuch as it is teaching 
the public to appreciate and demand finer acting 
of every class. From an educational point of 
view alone its possibilities are almost illimitable. 
Any prejudice that has existed hitherto amongst 
actors and dramatists has been due chiefly to 
a state of ignorance, out of which, I am very 
glad to say, I, personally, have now — The 
cinematograph offers,.a..form CPOGR @hile 
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one is still alive—if I may be permitted the-para- 
dox—and I am certainly very glad to take the 
opportunity of having my play seen by five mil- 
lion people in one week instead of in five yz2ars. 

“IT have some very big things coming along, 
and I have been so struck by the success of ‘ The 
World, the Flesh, and the Devil’ that I am now 
writing a melodrama which will receive its first 
presentation on a film. In fact, I am working 
so hard night and day that I am seriously con- 
sidering the employment of a ghost to save my- 
self from becoming a shadow!”’ 

We hear that the Triumph Film Company, 
Limited, in consequence of their having a num- 
ber of sovncet customers who run _ variety, 
in addition to pictures, have applied for a licence 
for a variety agency. Business is in a flourish- 
ing condition, and the firm are seeking addi- 
tional premises to their Old Compton Street 
establishment. The intention is to increase the 
staff and to make more office room at the regis- 
tered address. Mr. N. E. Woolf will take over 
the business management of the variety agency 
in addition to that of the film hiring business. 

‘“‘T cannot endorse the wholesale condemnation 
showered on picture houses,” said the Chief Con- 
stable of Bootle in his report to the Annual 
Licensing Sessions on Wednesday. “As a rule, 
the entertainments are clean and instructive, as 
well as amusing, and although it now and again 
happens that boys steal a few coppers to enable 
them to visit picture houses, I do not believe 
the practice prevails to any serious extent.” The 
Chairman (Mr. J. Newell) announced that all 
the cinema licences would be renew2d. Mr. A. 
Quayle said that the reference in the Chizf Con- 
stable’s report to the influence of the cinemato- 
graph entertainments was appreciated. Mr. J. 
Newell remarked that all the Bootle cinemato- 
graph theatres had been visited by the Chief 
Constable and the Magistrates’ Clerk, and they 
reported that they were very well conducted. 
They thought, however, it would be very desir- 
able when performances were not taking place 
that there should be a proper system of venti- 
lation, that disinfectants should be used, and 
that the cleanliness of the buildings should have 
particular attention. 

We are glad to hear from Mr. Edward H. 
Mason, the president of the N.A.C.O., that he 
is gradually recovering from the severe illness 
which attacked him nearly three months ago, 
and that he is now beginning to get about again. 
His many friends will join with us in wishing 
him a speedy return to health. 

The Theatres and Music-halls Committee of 

the London County Council has approved the 
installation of new ventilation systems at the 
Electric Pavilion, Oxford Street, and at a hall 

in course of erection at’'Great''%Vestern Road 
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and Hormead Road. Alterations of the interior 
of premises have been approved at halls situated 
at 75, Balham High Road, 133-9, Commercial 
Road, E., 117-119, Kingsland Road, Hackney, 
538-540, Kingsland Road, and 227-281, Queen’s 
Road, Peckham. The Albert Hall is the only 
building used for public entertainment in Lon- 
don over which the County Council has no con- 
trol by means of licence, with a view to enforc- 
ing the usual regulations for the protection of the 
public against the dangers of fire or panic. This 
has been decided after prolonged legal proczed- 
ings. It would need an Act of Parliament to give 
the Council such powers, and that authority has 
decided that it would not be worth while promot- 
ing legislation to secure control over one hall. In 
connection with the Cinematograph Act, of 
course, notice of intention to hold occasional 
exhibitions has to be given in the usual way. 

Rumour has it that Messrs. Gaumont are to 
open out on an extensive scale in Leeds, but 
details are not yet ready for publication. 

We understand that Mr. Thomas Thompson, 
of Thomas Thompson's Film Service, Middles- 
brough, contemplates the establishment of a film 
hiring depét at Leeds, where, amongst other 
places, he controls halls. 

Mr. H. A. Whincup and Mr. Bernard Scho- 
field have reopened the premis2s in Greek Street, 
Leeds, recently vacated by Film Libraries, Ltd., 
and are conducting business under the title of the 
Yorkshire Film Exchange. The Exchange spe- 
cialise in exclusives, and have secured York- 
shire rights for the Selsior dancing films, which 
are new to the West Riding. ‘‘ The Dance of 
Death”’ was the chief item of the firm's first 
Trade view last week. 

Mr. R. S. Edmondson, of American Film Re- 
leases, sails for the States to pay his bi-annual 
visit to his New York offices on Saturday, the 
28th, on board the Lusitania. 

Sad ae TAS é 

Times of stress and periods of trouble prove 
to us our possibilities or our limitations, and the 
recent disastrous fire must have severely tested 
all concerned or connected with the New Century 
Film Service. With a suddenness and with 
hardly any warning, fire destroyed almost every- 
thing necessary for the carrying on of a big 
business such as this firm have built for them- 
selves. But it speaks highly for the system 
behind the business, and particularly for the 
efforts of the untiring manager, Mr. F. Clarke, 
to know that scarcely an hour had elapsed be- 
fore successful efforts had been made to re- 
organise matters and restore method. Posses- 
sions were lost, but possibilities of the staff were 
found. Notonly Xe rele, was readily 

forthcoming from all. We are glad to learn 
from the New Century Service that their busi- 
ness continues in its entirety, their announce- 
ment to that effect being published in this issue. 
It is good to learn of these speedy recoveries 
from disaster, for it shows that the Trade has 
the command of trained men equal to the occa- 
sion—whatever it may be. The temporary ad- 
dress is 18, Pgarl Assurance Buildings, Leeds. 
Telephone 5096, and telegrams ‘“ Hirofilms, 
Leeds,”’ as before. 

It is ever a pleasing duty to record the advent 
to the Hymeneal altar of members of the Trade, 
and we herewith mention, with a full measure 
of congratulation, the approaching marriage of 
Miss Elizabeth F. Kramer to Mr. Leslie A. C. 
Keith, well known in connection with the film hire 
department of the Globe Film Company. The 
ceremony will take place at St. George’s Church, 
Tufnell Park, N.W., on February 28th. The 
bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick 
Kramer, well known residents of the district. 

A very interesting communication from Mr. 
R. W. Paul, which will interest a great number 
of our readers, will be found on page 743, 
dealing with the first exhibition of pictures in 
London, and giving also a number of Press 
comments at the time. 

We had an interesting chat last week with 
Mr. Percy Wark, who has just returned to 
England after a twelve months’ stay in Japan, 
where he has been engaged in installing Kine- 
macolor plants and founding the new Kinema- 
color Company of Japan. 

‘The industry is in an extremely flourishing 
condition in Japan,” Mr. Wark told us. “ Prac- 
tically every town throughout the country has 
its permanent picture theatre, and there are over 
a hundred in Tokio. The latter city boasts no 

less than three Kinemacolor theatres, whilst there 
are nearly a dozen others elsewhere in the coun- 
try. There are already two or three native pro- 
ducing companies, and the Kinemacolor Com- 
pany of Japan will soon be sending over pic- 
tures played by itive ‘aftistes 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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yIUN OF THE FLYING 

SYDNEY AYRES and VIVIAN RICH 
DESTINIES FULFILLED. 

Teeming with pathos 
and tense _ situations. 
Excellent dramatisation 
and superb photographic 
quality. Enacted in the 
Blue Ridge Mountains. 

A sidelight of the Civil | 
War, although no at- | 
tempt has been made to : 
put on a war drama. | 

Release date, Apr. 9th 

App. length 2,723 ft. 

Code Word, RIFADORAS, 

Posters, Quad crowns, 
six sheets and twelve 

sheets. ee 

A Blow-out at Santa Banana. 
A Fourth of July play, furnishing a multitude of ex- 
periences incident co Western life. Three of the 
characters are given thei: choice of marrying three 
old maids or being lynched. They heroically choose 
to die. A wagon load of fireworks is accidently let 
off, a Western hold-up, busting bronchos, catch- 
ing a greased pig, and similar sports are depicted in 

a most amusing manner. 

Release date, March 26th. App. length 1,656 ft. 

THE HERMIT. 

Condemned to twenty years’ exile for another's 
crime 

See the attack of the hired desperadoes. 
A drama stamped with the impress of reality. 

Release date, April 2nd. App. length 2,000 ft. 

SION OF THE FLYING “a> 

THE MONEY LENDER. 
A one reel drama with an excellent application of the golden rule. 
The heartless Money Lender pushes his debtors to the limit, only to find 
himself in the clutches of a retaliating fate. ; 
The subject will be much appreciated because in it will be found so much 
of the human interest of every-day life. 
Ed. Coxon and William Bertram play the leading réles, and are deserving of 
much credit for their able interpretations of the characters they represent. 

Release date, April 13th. Approx. length 990 feet. 

The American Co. (London), Limited 
Sole Agents for the American Film Manufg. Co., Chicago, 

193, Wardour Street, London, W. 
——-—-- Telephone: Regent 4581. Telegraphic Address : 

Digitized by Go le Ha ea 
a NEW YORK I 

GIGH OF THE FLYING “A~ 
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The Most Beautiful and World-Famous Exponent 

BESS, the 
OUTCAST. 
A dramatic story, finishing 
with one of the prettiest 
sun-set scenes that have 
ever been worked — the 
two principals silhouetted 
against the horizon, with 
the setting sun and its 

in the Art of Pantomime. 

FOOLING 
UNCLE. 
From all who delight in 
clean snappy comedy, of 
the society comedy-drama 
type, there will be a warm 
welcome for Miss Margarita 
Fischer, Harry Pollard and 
Fred Gamble in ‘ Fooling 

Uncle." 
reflection on the water 
between the two figures. 

_Release date April 6th. 

App. length 934 ft. 

Release date April 13th. 

App. length g4o ft. 

pane 

MARGARET 
FISCHER 

Appears 

Exclusively in 

Films 
WITHERING ROSES. 

The film that has struck an entirely new 
note in moving picture production. 

Release date March 3oth. App. length 966 ft. 

The American Co. (London), Limited, 
Sole Agents forthe American Film Manufg. Co., Chicago, 

‘eleyeaphic Address: Aantegin, 0 ee ABS Wardour Str eet, London, W. 
Digi Hee NEW Y ORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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The Hour and the Man—The Cast of the Die—GREAT! 

H. A. SPOOR, ~ 

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO., 
148, CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C. 

Telephone: REGENT 1829. Telegrams: °‘ ESSAFILM, TELEW, LONDON.’ 

New Samples Showing in Essanay’s Theatre, London, Feb. 23rd—26th. 

THROUGH THE STORM. 
About 1,971 ft. Melodrama. Released Thursday, April 16th. 

Drama. Western Comedy. 

The Hand that rocks the Cradle. Snakeville’s New Doctor. 
About 992 ft. Released Monday, April 13th. About 996 ft. Released Monday, Appil 13th. 

Comedy. Comedy Drama. 

From out a Diary. Nearly Married. 
About 994 ft. Released Monday, April 13th. About 996 ft. Released Thursday, April 16th. 

A Western Comedy Scream. 

WHAT CAME TO “BAR 
About 994 ft. Released Thursday, April 16th. 

a , S 

The Pick from Essanay Offerings. 
LIFE’S WEAVING .... ... | Drama ee ses 986 ft. Monday, March 16th. 
THE TRAIL OF THE SNAKE BAND ... | Western Drama _... 994 ft. Monday, March 16th. 
THE BARTER OF LOUISA _.. ... | Comedy sce sie 999 ft. Monday. March 16th. 

TOLD BY CARD as bat Drama io’ 985 ft. Thursday, March 19th. 
THE AWAKENING AT SNAKEVILLE uae ... | Western Comedy aie 1,872 ft. | Thursday, March 19th. 

— AND — 

Novel and Lifelike : 

A VAGABOND CUPID. 
A natural little love dratha that audiences will appreciate. 

Released Monday, Mareh 23rd. About 990 ft. 

The interpretation is excellent. 

THE GREAT GAME. 
A strong political drama of importance. 

eleased Thursday, Mareh 26th. 8 About 1,984 ft. 
= 

A Most Noteworthy Triumph. 

LITTLE NED. 
A drama of the North West. Novel and exciting. 

Released Thurday, March 26th. About 994 ft. 

Will Provoke Great Merriment. 

THREE BABES IN A FLAT. 
A comedy story with a new angle that will please immensely. 

Released Thursday, March 26th. About 989 ft. 

ALL ESSANAY | SSRIS FS ARE PRINTED ON EASTMAN STOCK. 
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“The theatres are admirably built for the 
most part, being designed after the best European 
models. In some of them certain parts of the 
house are reserved for the Japanese style of 
seating—simply cushions on the floor—but usually 
our ordinary ‘tip-ups’ are in vogue. The price 
of admission ranges from to sen (23d.) to 1 yen 
(1s.). 
“The films shown are much the same as those 

that we see here. The American influence is 
rather strong, but there is also a fair number 
of long native films. When these latter are pro- 
duced, the actors and actresses taking part there- 
in speak specially written lines, and these are 
afterwards repeated, when the film is exhibit2d 
to the public, by a man and woman who stand 
beside the screen and synchronise their words 
with the movements of the pictured players’ lips. 
Japanese films are, also, always provided with 
incidental music rendered by an orchestra of 
ancient native instruments, though other films 
are accompanied on ordinary European instru- 
ments. = 
“The Japanese exhibitor has little to complain 

of where official regulations are concerned. The 
operator may smoke freely in his box, and in 
the cold weather he is given a charcoal fire to 
keep him warm. Small portable charcoal stoves 
may also be hired by the audience from the girl 
attendants. ——— 

‘While in Tokio I had the unique privilege 
of giving a command Kinemacolor performance 
before the Mikado in the Imperial Palace. It is 
very seldom that Europeans are permitted to be 
actually in the presence of the Emperor, and, for 
this reason, I had to set up the projector outside 
the window of the banqueting hall behind the 
screen, the Royal spectator being seated on the 
other side of the latter. The programme con- 
sisted of Japanese scenic pictures and English 
dramas and comedies. the whole entertainment 
lasting two hours. At the end of the perform- 
ance the Mikado sent round a special messenger 
to express his admiration for what he had seen.”’ 

On Tuesday morning last a Trade show was 
given at Pyke’s Cinematograph Theatre, Charing 
Cross Road, of the Famous Players Film Com- 
pany’s pictorial version of “A Lady of Quality,” 
the well-known play and novel by Frances Hodg- 
son Burnett, Miss Cissie Loftus, the celebrated 
English actress, appearing in the principal dle. 
On entering the theatre visitors were handed 
cards bearing a series of questions as to the 
acting and staging of the film, which they were 
requested to fill in and return after having 
seen the production. This method of inviting 
criticism is both novel and interesting, and 1s 
fully in accord with the general policy of the 
F-amous Players Company, which has always 
e mdeavoured, with sincerity and intelligence, to 
urmmderstand and meet the public’s highest de- 
gmrands. Owing to lack of space, we are unfor- 

Google 

tunately compelled to hold over our review of 
this fine film in our next issue. 

We note that no less a personage than Lord 
Kinnaird has been airing his views upon the 
question of Sunday opening at a meeting held 
a few days ago at Queen’s Hall. His reference 
to “the increasing growth of Sunday cinema 
shows,’’ and his hope that, ‘‘as these had been 
prevented in many provincial towns, the centre of 
the Empire might take action” (to prevent 
the same), showed a scholarly grip of the subject 
which was still further accentuated by the words 
of another speaker, a reverend gentleman, who 
said that, ‘if action were not taken, clerks and 
working men would soon be working until mid- 
day on Sunday, as was done in Italy.” 

As an elevating contrast, we have the report 
of a recent debate held by the members of the 
University Women's Union at Manchester, 
in which Mrs. Brierly spoke of the good achieved 
by the much-maligned “ picture palace,’ and the 
“necessity for such places created by the depress- 
ing homes and monotonous work of the toilers.” 
As this lady clearly pointed out, if all the evils 
attributed to the picture drama or to the “ penny 
dreadful” could be traced far enough back, they 
would be found to emanate from original sin. 
We commend these, and other views rec2ntly 
expressed, to the notice of the gentlz:men who 
are busying themselves so greatly over the morals 
of a people whom it is acknowledged are upon 
the upward grade both socially and morally. 

An admirable suggestion, made by Mr. Gra- 
ham Morrison, F.R.G.S., of Southport, in the 
local Press, relates to the establishment of pic- 
ture theatres devoted almost exclusively to sci2n- 
tific and educational subjects. While admitting 
that an occasional film of an amusing character 
should be included, all pictures of a ‘‘sensa» 
tional’ nature would be debarred. Mr. Morri- 
son’s suggestion is an admirable one, and, while 
noting that he mentions that Southport, as an 
educational centre, might lead the way, we do 
not see why London should lag behind in such 
a matter. With the facilities now offered by our 
leading firms, such an entertainment should be 
an easily realised fact, and, further, there is no 
reason whatever why a certain amount of humor- 
ous relief or illustrative contrast should not be 
included in some of the items selected for tha 
scheme. 

We understand that the Licensing Authority 
for the Borough of Croydon has under considera- 
tion some very stringent additional regulations 
regarding picture theatres, which,’ to say the 
least of it, will not make the lot of the manager 
under their sway any happier. One of these re- 
lates to the admission of children, and if adopted 
will exclude all children under fourteen years 
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of age after 7 p.m. unless accompanied by parent 
or guardian, and no children are to be allowed 
in a hall under any condition after 9 p.m. An- 
other condition relates to an outbreak of. in- 
fectious disease in the district necessitating the 
closing of a school, in which case it is proposed 
to make it compulsory on the manager to re- 
fuse admittance to all children. Then, too, an 
additional proposal is that all films to be sub- 
mitted at children’s matinées are to be subject 
to special censorship, whatever that may mean. 
Steps are being taken to organise a strong de- 
putation, headed, in all probability, by a well- 
known South London Vicar, in support of the 
exhibitors’ appeal. In case any action may 
eventually be decided upon, a sufficient fund is, 
we believe, already guaranteed; therefore, we 
shall hope to see the Croydon proprietors mak- 
ing a united and determined stand against any 
further hampering of their business. 

A very pleasant and interesting function took 
place at the Palace, Dinnington, Yorks., last 
week, the occasion being the silver wedding of 
the popular manager, Mr. James England. Special 
invitations were given to all the old people to 
a free show and tea, and a large gathering as- 
sembled. Many of the old people had never 
seen moving pictures before, and a thoroughly 
enjoyable time was spent. The Rector (the Rev. 
H. S. Fotheringham) spoke as to the popularity 
of the manager and his wife, and paid marked 
tributes to the high standard of films exhibited. 
Mr. and Mrs. England were the recipients of a 
large number of presents, including one from 
the staff. On the Wednesday afternoon a free 
show and retreshments were given to children, 
fully 1,000 being present. ‘Their happy faces 
fully denoted their pleasure and enjoyment of 
the treat. Much praise is due to Mr. and Mrs. 
England for the unique way in which they 
celebrated the eventful occasion. 

Will film managers kindly place Mr. Wesley 
L. Tefft, Box 148, Sioux Falls, So. Dak., on their 
mailing list. —-—_- : 

An interesting event at Forest Hill last week 
was the complimentary benctit given to that 
popular South London manager, Mr. Harry 
Oliver, at the Picture Palace, Stanstead. The 
theatre proved all too small to accommodate 
the crowds, and Mr. Oliver was the recipient of 
several handsome presents from friends and the 
staff of the establishment. Mr. Oliver wishes 
to take this opportunity of thanking the friends 
in the Trade and the artistes who assisted in 
making the affair such an undoubted success. 

Mr. S. L. Rothapfel, the director of the Regent 
Theatre in 116th Street and Seventh Avenue, 
New York City, 1s now on a visit to this country, 
and will go on to Paris and Berlin before re- 
turning to the States. Mr. Rothapfel, who will 
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he remembered as the originator of the “‘ shadow 
box,”” has now in course of erection another 
theatre, also in New York, which he hopes to 
open immediately on his return. It is to be a 
magnificent structure, and is situate in the New 
Strand, Broadway. Seating accommodation will 
be provided for 3,300. Three organs are being 
installed, in addition to which an orchestra of 
thirty-five instruments will also be engaged. 

As was to be expected, the showing of the 
“ British Army” pictures at the Scala Theatre. 
the beautiful Charlotte Street house, has aroused 
a very keen interest. On Monday last a number 
of the foreign military attachés, accompanied by 
officers from the War Office, attended the theatr:?. 

The whole of the films were specially shown, 
and the greatest of enthusiasm prevailed amony 
an audience the like of which has probably not 
hitherto been collected together und2r the roof 
of any theatre in the business. We hear that. 
in the provinces, quite a patriotic event is to be 
made of the weeks during which the series will 
be on show in the various centres. 

The sacred and semrreligious subjects now 
being exhibited at the Glasgow Exhibition have. 
we are informed, been supplied by the Philo- 
graph Film Bureau, Limited, of 3, Macclesfield 

Strect, London, W. The representative of th2 
company, who is attending the Exhibition, will 
be pleased to supply full information and terms. 

Many accidents to both railway employees and 
passengers are caused by the breaking of re- 
gulations framed for the purpose of securing safe 
working. There is scope for railway companies 
and film producers in this country to follow’the 
example of some of thé railroad companies of 
the United States in making use of moving pic- 
tures as an aid to promoting greater safety. 
During the past year the Great Western Rail- 
way Company inaugurated a “safety first’’ cam- 
paign amongst its employees, and pictures show- 
ing how accidents are caused by infringement of 
rules have appeared in the company’s monthly 
magazine. According to “ The Railroad Con- 
ductor” (U.S.A.), some of the largest systems 
in that country have gone a step further and 
introduced films. A writer in the journal re- 
ferred to adds: “The plan of making use of 
the ‘movies’ to assist in the campaign of educa- 
tion is commendable, and should be continued 
indefinitely. And there is no doubt that the wtt- 
nessing by the public of the dangers—not only 
applicable to the employees, but to the public-—— 
to be encountered around railroad trains and 
upon railroad property, and the bringing vividly 
before the employees the perils of their employ- 
ment, seeing themselves at work as others see 
them, will go far toward the cultivation of a 
greater degree of caution than is now being 
exhibited.” | 
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The Latest Enterprise of the Vitagraph Company. 

OPENING OF THEIR OWN THEATRE IN NEW YORK CITY. 

The latest achievement of this remarkable 

Company is the opening of their own picture 

theatre in New York, where, of course, only 

‘Broadway Films,’’ ‘‘ Broadway Features” 

and ‘‘ Broadway Star Features ’’ will be ex- 

clusively shown. Magnificent premises have 

been acquired, being none other than the 

Criterion Theatre, corner of Broadway and 

aS 2 : 
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44th Street, which was for many years COt- 

trolled by Mr. Charles Frohman. 

We cannot do better than quote from the 

official programme : — 

‘‘Nearly two decades ago the Vitagraph 

Company of America began to simul- 

taneously entertain the people of all nations 

with its marvellous products. To-day Vita- 

graph Pictures surely demonstrate their right 

to the title, ‘ The Window of the World.’ 

“Countless millions of all nationalities 

have seen with their own eyes much that 

would have remained a blank if it had not 

been for ‘The Window of the World.’ 
‘FY onigarecinyited @UsQHe The creation 

of the world’s most gifted writers, play- 

wrights, novelists, historians and poets will 

be visualised by this wonderful new art and 

the glories of the past—the wonders of the 

present and the possibilities of the future— 

all will be discernible through ‘ The Window 
of the World.’ ”’ 
The first presentation took place on Satur- 

day, February 7th, and the following constitu- 

ted the programme : — 
‘“A Million Bid,” 

By George Cameron (Mrs. Sidney Drew). 

Picturised from the play, ‘‘ Agnes.” 
‘©The Honeymooners,” 
By J. Stuart Blackton, 
Featuring John Bunny. 
‘* Goodness Gracious,” 

or 
““Movies as They Shouldn't be.” 

Featuring Sidney Drew, Clara Kimball, 

Young and famous Vitagraph Comedians. 

Every seat in the auditorium, number:ng 

1,000, has a full! view ‘ofrthe screen. 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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“ Ravissant-Film — 
(Soc.Francaise Grisot et Cie.) 

46, Rue du Rocher, PARIS. 

N.B.—This Company produces only photo-plays tn which 
| Children are Featured. 

“The “Ravissant Film” spares neither trouble 

nor expense in their efforts to produce features 

of a high-class nature, and has lately acquired the 

services of the famous 

== IRVINS == 
(RIRI and CHAGRINETTE) 

Children of exceptional talent and charm of manner. 

RIRI & Will play upon your emotions. “ All 
the world loves a lover’’ and a little 

CHAGRINETTE [tis And these ‘are’ very loveable 
children. 

EXHIBITOR.—You want clean wholesome stuff— 

but you want a snap in it too—you want action 
and plote= 

/ 

The “Ravissant-Film” have ‘the goods,” and 
its up to you to get at them. 
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Now that New York has its Vitagraph 
Theatre, we trust that London and other im- 
portant centres will be similarly favoured 3: 
the near future. 

Space does not permit us to do more at pre- 

sent than reproduce the design for the stage 
secting which was carried out by an eminent 
frm, Gates and Morange, from suggestions 
made to them by J. Stuart Blackton. 

be, WS | 
A CINEMA SCHOOL 

By JOHN 

Next month the Paris Police Prefect will open 

his moving picture school. Monsieur Hennion 

has had prepared an elaborate series of films, 
which, he says, constitutes a veritable “history 

of crime.” By means of the moving picture 
course, the Paris policeman will be initiated into 
all the intricacies of his daily life. He will learn 
how to stop a quarrel with conciliation and a 
dangerous fight in an effective manner. The 
pictures will tell him what to do in case of 
accident, how to assist lost children, the infirm. 
and the correct method of transporting an in- 
toxicated citizen to the station. Each series of 
films will, in M. Hennion’s own words, demon- 
strate better than any theoretical Jessons what 
to do and what not to do, how to do it and 
how not to do it. 

The screen will show the young guardian of 
the law his Paris inside out. All.the forbidden 
games of chance, the three-card trick, and other 
street corner diversions will be explained in d2- 

FOR PARIS POLICE. 

CHER. 

tail by the silent educator. Typical criminals 
lave been paraded before the cin2matograph 
cameras, and their law-oreaking implements and 
familiar dodges all duly recorded on the film. 

Monsieur Hennion believes that his men will 
by means of the cinema classes gain in a few 
months as much knowledge as could be picked 
up in two years’ service on the streets. They 
will commence work, therefore, with practically 
two years’ experience of Paris and its life. 

In order to encourage his men to always do 
their best, the Prefect has got a number of 
films showing how the Government rewards its 
faithful servants. There are pictures of police 

_officers who have died for their work in the 

course of the last few years, and those who have 
been decorated with the Cross of the Legion of 
Honour. ~ 

Moving picture lessons for men of every grade 
will be held at the Prefecture, and Monsieur 
Hennion intends from time to time to be present 
in person. 

PARISIAN NOTES. 

By JOHN CHER. 

The picture theatre invasion. When will it 
end? Two huge picture palaces are now in 
course of construction on the main boulevards. 
One is to be called the Cinema des Nouveautés, 
and will occupy the site of the old Théatre des 
Nouveautés. This hall will have a seating capa- 
city for 1,500. It is located on the Boulevard 
des Capucines, midway between the Pathé Palace, 
Gab Ka Cinema, and Electric Palace, all of Which 

_—- 

for size it will easily eclipse. tee 

People are asking whether the King and Queen 

will go to a picture show while on their visit to 

the French capital. Certain film-men are quite 

confident their Majesties will not make this om1s- 

sion in their tour of the Gay City. Others, how- 

ever, are not quite so hopeful. But, at any 

rate, there is a rumour that some appropriate 

Google 

pictures are in course of preparation, and the 

topical people are making elaborate arrangements 

to record the historic visit very fully. It 1s. 

even whispered that the Channel crossing will 
not be missed by the vigilant cameras. 

It was announced last Sunday that the manage- 

ment of the Cirque de Paris Palace Cinema 

had purchased in Rome the rights for France of 

a cinematograph poem, entitled “The Story of 

a Wonderful Pierrot.” The purchase price was. 

said to be 300,000 frs. (£12,000). 

F. J. Goldsoll’s feature film, “ Les Cent Jours,” 

has proved a big attraction at the Passy Cinema. 

I understand Messrs. Jury control the Britsh 

rights of this film masterpicce. 
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THE GAUMONT COMPANY, LIMITED, 
£Gaumotts Chrono House—5 & 6, Sherwood St, Piccadilly, London, W. 
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Mr. Robert W. Paul and Early Press Notices. 

AN INTERESTING LETTER. 

Lo the Editor of THE BIOscoPeE. all in a highly realistic manner. Mr. Paul 
Stk,—As the date of vour next issue co- 

incides approximately with the anniversary of 
the first exhibition of moviny pictures in London 
(eighteen vears ago}. I am sending you some 
extracts of Press notices of that period. thinking 
that perhaps a mention of them would be of 
interest to your readers. You will see that the 
machine was called the “theatrograph” and “‘ant- 
matograph,”” and it was logically the outcome of 
my manufacturing the kinetoscope during the 
previous two years. 

My scheme for reproducing Mr. Wells’ ‘ Time 
Machine” was fuily developed with some assist- 
ance from Mr. H. G. Wells, and included machi- 
nery for giving the spectators a pseudo impres- 
sion of movement through time, but at that date 
things were not ripe for such an exhibition. 

The moving picture of the interior of a work- 
shop referred to in the S/avdard was, I think, 
one of the earliest examples of interior moving 
picture work, but [I should add that the = en- 
gineering shop in) question was not. entirely 
covered in at the sides. 

The animated photographs in colours were, 
of course, hand-painted, and they were done by 
the aid of a microscope at the rate of two or 
three images per day by Mr. Doubell, who had 
been slide painter to the Polytechnic in its early 
days.—Yours faithfully, 

Rost. W. PAut. 
Newton Avenue Works, 

New Southgate, N. 
February 16, gid. 

Extract from Cif Press, February 22, 1896:— 
A conversazione was given by the students 

of the City and Guilds of London Technical 
College on Thursday evening at the College 
in Finsbury. One of the most interesting ex- 
hibits was the Theatrograph exhibited by 
Mr. Robt. W. Paul, of Hatton Garden. By 
means of it the pictures seen in an ordinary 
kinetoscope were magnitied up to life size, 
and thrown on a scrcen. 

Extract from Daily Chronicle, February — 29, 

1SQg6. — 
There was exhibited in the library of the 

Roval TInstitugon Jast meht 2... bya 
London electricdan, Mr. Robt. W. Paul, what 
the inventor calls a “ theatroyraph.” 
The audience see upon the sercen living pic- 
tures ships coming tps the har- 
bour, waves breasifs” o” On th re Goodgkle 

has been more than a year at work in per- 
fecting his contrivance, and he has some 
startling ideas in his head . . . nothing 
less, we understand, than a vivid realisa- 
tion of some of the imaginative scenery pic- 
tured in Mr. Wells’ “Time Machine.” 

Excract from Standard, March 27, 1896:— 
The “Animatograph”’ is the invention of 

Mr. R. W. Paul. It may hereafter prove of 
great utility, but, in the meantime, it is the 
source of the keenest interest and amuse- 
ment. The best of the pictures is that of a 
seashore, another is the interior of 
a workshop. 

Extract from ZLvening News, April 10, 1896:— 
Mr. R. W. Paul, the inventor of the ani- 

matograph, has at length been able to over- 
come the difficulties of presenting his won- 
derful animated photographs in colours, and 
will in that respect be able to supply the 
only deficiency which was noticeable to make 
his great discovery a perfect presentment 
of actual life in motion. . . . 

(The films were hand-coloured. ) 

THE CRAZE OF THE MOMENT. 

As the great majority of our readers are 
aware, any production upon which Mr. Joseph 
Menchen, of ‘*‘ Miracle” fame, sets the seal 
of his approval must ‘be something very much 
out of the ordinary, and in the film ‘‘ Tango- 
mania,” he has, judging by its reception, what 
may be positively announced as ‘“‘a good 
thing.’? The subject is endowed with a fas- 
cinating vivacity, unfolds a coherent story and, 
at the same time gives a really practical illus- 
tration of the ‘‘ steps” of the popular ‘‘ dance 
craze.’ 

The various portions of the film admirably 
lend themselves to musical illustration, and this 

+ provided for in no unmistakable fashion by 
Nie dances “‘Caranche Tango” (Le Blone), 
‘‘T.a Marquise Tango” (Lertes), and ‘‘ Max: 
ixe Brazilian’’ (Ed. Enriquez). The latter as 
danced by Mdlle. Andrée Dhéry, proves quite a 
poem in motion. The special music mentioned 
is from Francis Day and Hunter’s latest stock, 
and is supplied by Mr. Menchen with this 
attraction, 
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THE FENNING FI 
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY iNTEND 

WEST E 
Of their Latest 

W. W. JACO 
The Third String 

Featuring CHARLES ROCK, FRANK STANMORE and JANE GAIL. 

Beauty 3° Barge 
Featuring CYRIL MAUDE and LILLIAN LOGAN. 

On THURSDAY, 26th 
TRADE AND ——} 

TICKETS OB 

THE FENNING FILM SERVIC 
es; Re 2205, 25G18951. 

| 
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XHIBITION 
M | SERVICE, LTD., 
| GIVING A PRIVATE SHOW AT THE 

D CINEMA, 
| Exelusives 

BS’ STORIES 
Lawyer Quince 

Featuring CHARLES ROCK, LILLIAN LOGAN and MARY BROUGH. 

The Bosun’s Mate 
Featuring W. H. BERRY (of DALY’S) and MARY BROUGH. 

FEBRUARY, at 11 a.m. 
RS SPECIALLY INVITED. 
ee ee eS ee 

NABLE FROM: 

Ltd., 3. Kingly St., Regent St., London, W. 
Googl e ‘Grams :(>Rentwelite ,kondon.” 
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ANOTHER GREAT. EXGLUSIVE 

THE FORTHCOMING 

WELLS v. BLAKE 
FIGHT. 

WE HAVE SECURED THE WORLD'S 
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO FILM THE 
ABOVE IMPORTANT CONTEST, WHICH 
TAKES PLACE AT THE PALLADIUM ON 
TUESDAY, MARCH 3rd. 

COPIES OF THE FILM WILL BE READY 
NEXT DAY, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4th. | 

Place your Bookings now or you may be left. 

YOU CAN- ONLY SECURE THIS GIGANTIC 
REMEMBE DRAW FROM— 

The Fenning Film Service, Ltd., 
3, Kingly Street, Regent Street, 

Phones —Regent a ClO glLONDON, W. ‘Grains—‘ Rentwelite, London,” 
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ITEMS OF INTEREST. 

A REMOVAL. 
The Industrial Moving Piciure Company, of 
Chicago, 1s now transacting business from their new 
and enlarged premises, 223, West Erie Street. 

BOUND FOR BARNSLEY. 

Exhibitors around the Halifax district will be inter- 
ested to learn that Mr. R. Wilson has received the ap- 
pointment of manager ot the tastgate Electric 
Theatre, Barnsley, in succession to Mr. Thomas Job, 
who 1s opening up shortly at the Palladium, ‘talifax, 
a venture which promises to be very successful in “ the 
Halty “Lown.” 

PROMISING PRODUCTION. 

It is stated that the artistic feature film entitled 
“The Lady of Monsoreau” has been purchased by the 
Albion Exclusives, Limited, of Greek Street, W., who 
are now accepting bookings for what promises to be 
a most successful nroduction. Those who have not 
seen the film are advised to get into touch with 
“Albion,” who are aranging private views of the 
subject. 

IN OLDE BARNET TOWNE. 

On the great North Road, leading out of London, 
the Cinema Palace at Barnet is a prominent landmark, 
and motorists passing during last week could not help 
but comment upon the waiting queues to be seen out- 
side. The attraction was “The Last Days of Pom- 
peii,” which was shown to splendid houses three times 
daily. Special incidental music was arranged and 
pertormed by Mr. E. Shirley, who will be remembered 
as the Olympia gold medallist for the ‘“ Picture 
Pianists’”’ competition. The “feature” was booked 
from Messrs. Jury’s for the whole of the week. 

SUBURBAN STELLAR SUCCESS. 

A big list of “features” is being presented at the 
White Palace, Harpenden, a popular theatre situated 
upon the Luton’ Road. Last week began with 
“Caste” as the head line, then followed “ Battle of 
Gettysburg,” both being hugely enjoyed. This week, 
for the first half, “ Protea” is the star attraction, and 
for the latter portion a special feature is being made 
with “ Sixtv Years a Queen.” Such sterling attractions 
should indeed command a full measure of support, 
especially when so aptly described as in the advertis- 
ing matter sent out by the management of the theatre. 
The handbills for the great Victorian film are especi- 
ally worthy of perusal. 

AMONG SCOTTISH MINERS. 

About 12 miles from “ Edinboro’ Toon,” the Picture 
House, at Gorebridge has, since opening, had a snlen- 
did run of success, this largely due to the popularity 
of its manager, Mr. H. Dawson. The genial “ Harry ” 
iS quite a versatile gentleman, frequently amusing the 
audience during intervals with some quip or clever 
story. The Picture House, Loanhead, and the Insti- 
tute, Peniciuck, are also under his supervision, and 
so great has been the success of the Gorebridge house 
that a new hall is being built, and is to open shortly, 
with accommodation for over 1,000. A striking fea- 
ture here is that the pictures are changed nightly, and 
patrons, in consequence, come several times during 
the same week. 

Google 

' Pictures” are proving a big success. 

it) FAIR EDINA. 

The Clarendon Film Company inform us that at the 
Palace Theatre, Edinburgh, “Clarendon Speaking 

Mr. Tom Watt, 
the manager, has decided to rebouok, and wires to the 
etfect that the popular “ number,’ “Phil Blood’s 
Leap,” has gone very well. 

A NOTE FROM THE CHANNEL ISLES. 

The top-liners at the Rectory [all have been “ Smug- 
glers of Bellvigne” and “Great Ocean Catastrophe,” 
both from two reels.—Those at the Empire Theatre 
were “One False Step” and “ The Masterpiece.”—At 
the People’s Picture Palace the “stars” have been 
“Charlie Colms and the Knave of Spades,” “A Glori- 
ous Czar,” and “His Little Indian Model;” the “ Pathe 
Gazette’ proved interesting.—At the Alhambra, Jer- 
sey, “The Airman’s Bride” proved an attractive fea- 
ture among a varied programme.—aAt West’s Picture 
Play House, in the same island, ‘“ The Tom-boy Ranch 
Girl ” headed a big list of other excellent films, includ- 
ing ‘“ The Bi-Weekly Graphic.” 

AN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIR. 

With regard to the magnificent Napoleonic produc- 
tion ‘‘ The Hundred Days,”’ which scored such suc- 
cesses at the Gaumont Palace, Paris, we hear that ex- 
clusive English rights have been sold by Mr. F. J. 
Goldsoll, of Berlin, to Messrs. Jurv’s, Limited, the 
American rights to A. H. Woods, New York; German 
rights to Cines Theatre Akt.-Ges., Berlin; for France, 
L. Aubert, 19, Rue Richer, Paris; Austria, Das Kine, 
39, Porzellangasse, Vienna; Spain, Credito de la 
Propiedad Intelectual, Madrid; Italy, “ Eclair,” Milan; 
Mexico, A. Fisher, Mexico City; and for Columbia, 
Empressa Nacional Kinematografos, Baranquila. <A 
most formidable list, and well calculated to show the 
undoubted appeal of an historical feature, the tableaux 
in which are stated to be “of unsurpassable beauty.” 

THE “LION’S SHARE.” 

The many neighbours of the studio of the Pasquali 
Film Company in Turin, have become used to strange 
sights and happenings. Thev could not however, re- 
frain from expressing their surprise when two full 
grown lions recently came bounding out of the gates 
and proceeded to roam through the streets in search 
of a convenient place to lunch. The good citizens 
showed no anxiety to assist them in their search, and 
“hastened away.” An anxious crowd of actors and 
studio hands, armed with every kind of weapon, soon 
emerged, the hunters being led bv a sprightly little 
fellow whose remarkable agility stamped him as one 
of unusual personalitv. It was none other than Poli- 
dor, the well-known Pasquali comedian. Bv the time 
the alarm was raised the lions had pounced upon a 
mule which was drawing a cart containing a woman 
and two children. The lady succeeded in escaping 
with her charges, but when the hunters arrived the 
lions had already killed the mule. At first sight it ap- 
peared that it would be necessary to slaughter the 
valuable brutes, but, by dint of much patience and 
strategv, thev were finally captured and conducted 
back to the studio, where they were to resume their 
parts in a comic film, entitled “ Polidor and the Lions,” 
the vroduction of which thev had considerably re- 
tarded bv taking “ Frenchdeaver) 
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The Latest Novelty. 

The Famous Beauty ‘conus 

MISS IVY CLOSE 
In a New Comedy entitled 

The Girl From 
The Sky 

THE NEWEST AND BEST OF THE 

IVY CLOSE FILMS 
Produced by Elwin Neame. 

Length 1,200 ft. Released March 30th. 

On view at the Showrooms of the Sole Agents: 

The Hepworth Manufacturing Co., 
2, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 
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A RISING LEADING LADY. 

Francelia Billington, who is one of the most popular 
Majestic leading ladies, is making her mark in the 
new productions handled by the company, where 
she has made good her claim to be described as a 
moving picture “star.” 

VITAGRAPH STAR AT BRISTOL. 

Mr. Tom Powers, of the Vitagraph Company has 
this week been appearing at the Coliseum, Bristol. 
He informed our representative that his original in- 
tention was to remain in E.ngland only a few weeks, 
bat his engagements will now take over twelve months 
to full. Mr. Powers’ visit is planned in order that 
he may get in touch with English audiences. 

MABEL NORMAND RECEIVES UNUSUAL 
TRIBUTES. 

Mabel Normand, the “Keystone girl,” has recently 
received two tributes in verse, each running to a 
greater length than we can find room for here. One 
hails from aAmerica. The other appears in the 
Western Australian Railway (jazette, and is the 

work of the Editor of that organ, who has forwarded 
a copy to the Western Import Company, London 
arents for Kevstone, with a request that it should 
be forwarded to Miss Normand. In his letter to the 
latter he says that he ‘ has been specially requested 
to write the verses which appear in the Gazette, and 
also to engrave the special photo of Miss Normand 
which appears with it.”?) In describing the popular 
Keystone lady as “the leading exponent of the 
coquettish comedy school,” he will carry many of her 
English admirers with him. 

“THE LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE." 

Great interest was taken recently in the private 
view, at the West End Cinema, of the new “B. and C.” 
masterpiece, entitled “ The Life of Shakespeare.” A 
number of distinguished people who are interested in 
Shakespearean matters were present to see the film. 
amongst those present being Sir Carl Mever, Mr. 
George Bernard Shaw, Miss Beatrice Harraden, Miss 
Kethel Irving, Canon H. D. Rawnsley, Sir Sidney Lee, 
Mr. William Poel, Miss Irene Vanbrugh, Mrs. W. K. 
Clifford, Rev. F. B. Meyer, Sir James  Crichton- 
Browne, Sir George Riddell and Sir Edward Elgar, 
who personally complimented Mr. Renges, the musical 
director of the West End Cinema, on the excellent 
setting he has given to the film. The film was re- 
ceived with verv hearty applause, the general opinion 
expressed being that the British and Colonial Kine- 
matograph Company have produced a picture fully 
worthy of the grandeur of the subject. 

AN IMPORTANT (INVENTION. 

Particulars are to hand of a new safety device, the 
invention of Mr. Anton Szeliga, a young Austrian who 
Is at present upon a visit to America with a view to 
the sale of the invention. This is an electro-mechanical 
device, Which is built with a view to obviating the pos- 
sibility of the ignition of films in the spool boxes. or 
magazines of the projector. It is stated that the in- 
vention 1s patented in the European countries and in 
America, and that it is “a combination with an ap- 
paratus employing an electric motor for its actuation 
of the feed mechanism and connected with the source 
of light for projection.” A suitably arranged set of 
spring actuated switches for the closing of the niotor 
circuit, and a knife, which is held in a position where 
it will immediately sever the moving film in the event 
of danger, are salient features. In the event of fire, 
the film is severed, the driving motor circuit opened, 
and the switches for each projector thrown into the 
“off” position. We are informed that the device has 
been approved by the Fire Department of New York 
for use in cinematograph theatres. 
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AT SHIPSTON-ON-STOUR. 

Mr. W. J. Davies is having a successful season at 
the Picture House. The programme is changed 
twice weekly, and popular prices are in vogue. Mr. 
Davies is a shrewd business man, and is verv 
popular in the town. 

ART CINEMA PLAYS. 

The above forms the very striking title of a new 
company, with ofhices adjoining the well-known Wil- 
liamson establishment in High Street, W. Under the 
direction of Mr. E. H. Rockett, who is a well-known 
man in the Trade, a speciality is being made of ex- 
clusive films, and two very fine examples are now on 
show in ‘* The Relentlessness of Life’’ and ‘‘ The 
Curse,’’? the former 2,600 ft. and the latter 3,270 ft., 
both sensational releases and featuring some of the 
most famous of Continental artistes. 

NOTTINGHAM NOTES. 
In spite of the still increasing compciuiuon in Not- 

Gingham, almost every house appears to be doing 
wood business. lt is no UNCUMMoON LCCUrYence for a 

couple of hundred to be waltuny in the cComtortable 
lounge of the Picture House. air. 1. P. ticnness is 
undoubtedly an organiser of excepuional ability. lp 

tne cate alone 1,500 Meals have been served in a day, 
and there has been an increase of 4u per cent. on 
the previous year’s business. Mr. Henness is a strony 
advocate of the short film with plenty ol variety, anu 
it may be here mentioned that the same opinion was 
expressed bv other managers. ‘Ihe great Army fim 
will be shown at the Picture House the first week 
in March.—At the Globe, Trent Bridge, “ standing 
room only ” was announced, and Mr. Gunn, the man- 
ager, intormed our representative there had not 
been a day when the house had not been taxed to 
capacity. Mr. Gunn is well-known in the town and 
ulstrict, being @ Dear relative of the tamous cricket- 
ing family, and an all-round svortsman himselt. Mrs. 
Gunn is a brilliant pianist, and delights the large 
audiences by her performances. “When the World 
was Young,’ and “ Nick Winter and the Kidnapper ” 
are features this week, followed by “The Promise ” 
and “The Sheriff’s Brother.’”’—‘ The Spectre ot the 
Sea” and “Max Wishes He hadn’t” make an excel- 
lent contrast at the Regent tiall, and for the week- 
end “The Suffragette"” and “The Motherhood of 
Politics” are the most important screenings. ‘““ The 
World’s News” is much appreciated here. Mr. C. 
k.. Morlev. who has been the manager of the Regent 
Hall since its opening, has accepted a similar posi 
tion at the new Parliament Street Picture tlouse, 
which will open shortly.—Mr. J. kkwart Hartley has a 
big drama for each part of this week at the Scala.— 
“The Diamond Makers ” and * Captain Kidd,” backed 
up by the “ Marv” series. —Mr. Smith Lord’s position 
at Hibberts’ Pictures has been filled by a manageress, 
Miss L. Wright, who is well maintaining the high 
reputation this house -~ossesses. “The Diamond 
Mystery” and “Love of the Toreador” appear this 
week.——"" When the Earth Trembled” is) going ex- 
ceedinglv well in the city, and this film was screened, 
this time at the Kinema, Sherwood. “ The 
Modern Prodigal” was featured the early davs of last 
week.—At the commodious New [-mpress Theatre, 
Mr. P. Bartholomew has the happv knack of getting 
just the right programmes to please, and the café 
is a most successful institution. The exclusive, 
“Tieut. Rose and the Stolen Bullion” and “The 
Test” were the chief items in a fine list. “ The Iron 
Trail” and “The Manceuvres of Maud’’ were the 
stars last week.—At the Palace, Mansfield, “ No Quar- 
ter’’ was exceedingly popular, and on the same pro- 
gramme was “Daughter of Romany.” It is antici- 
pated that the new Empire will open in about a week’s 
time. 
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-THE DAY'S NEWS FILM. 

Alluring? Light 
Will deaw many patrons 
te your Electric Theatre. 

There is no advertisement 
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THE DAY’S NEWS FILM. 

GLASGOW _ EXHIBITION. 
At Stand Number E.8. 

The Scottish Film Service, 
88, GREAT CLYDE STREET, GLASGOW, 

—_— WILL BE SHOWING —- 

Selsior Dancing Films (with Pianoforte Accompaniment). 

Dallmeyer’s Lens. 
Cardisc Ticket Issuing Machine. 
Kineclair Home Cinematograph. 
Williamson's Cinema Cameras & Printing Machines. 
Tip-Up Chairs and Picture House Seating. 
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A SCUNTHORPE SNIPPING. 

At the Pavilion, Scunthorpe (Lincs.), the comfort- 
able hall (accommodating 1,600), where Mr. Henry 
Newton is manager-proprictor, patrons had an oppor- 
tunity of witnessing “ Dante’ s Inferno.”? The pre- 
vious week ‘* A Wild Ride’’ and ‘‘ The Hand of Fate ”’ 
were the principal screenings. 

WAR PICTURES ON THE WAY. 

The Western Import Company, Limited, have re- 
ceived advice from Mr. H. bk. Aitken, who has been 
in Mlexico supervising the taking of battle scenes, for 
which exclusive rights were granted by the Mexican 
leader, those operations were successfully carried out 
at the recent battle of Ojinaga. 

ITALIAN TRADE MAGAZINES. 

We are pleased to be able ‘to announce that Signor 
A. Bindo Serani, of 178, Charing Cross Road, W.C., 
has been appointed representative and correspondent 
for this country for the following well-known jour- 
nals :-—-lufa Crnematografica, Turin: Cinemato- 
yrafia [taliana ed FE stora, Turin; and /llustrazione 
Cenematugrafica, Milano. 

ADMIRABLE RECITALS. 

Have been given during the last two or three years 
in Lancashire and Yorkshire by Miss Ruth Swift, of 
Leeds, the winner of the Ellen Terry gold medal for 
elocution. Mr. W. Swift, late of the Leeds Sunday 
lectures, speaks in glowing terms of her undoubted 
appeal to the Sunday evening audiences in particu- 
lar. This clever young lady is a great favourite with 
audiences in the North, and made her professional 
debut three years ago. 

-THE CINEMA REVUE. 

Owing to the ilness of the producer, the production 
of the Cinema Revue has been slightly delayed, but 
all is now in full swing, three sketches having been 
taken during the last weck, one of them a most novel 
bill-posting act ,which should make for roars of laugh- 
ter wherever screened. In about two or three weeks’ 
uume the first number will be showing to the Trade; 
meanwhile applications for first district rights are 
coming in well. 

THANET TOP-LINERS. 

Much fun is provided at the King’s Theatre, Rams- 
gate, bv the ever popular one Bunny in “ Which Wav 
Did He Gor” Mr. Reg. V. Crow also exhibited that 
thrilling film of ee “The Club of the Black 
Masks" to appreciative audiences. “The Death 
Weight " also helped towards good busines: 
Bert Parker 1s again showing some ecunoaally long 
programmes at the Queen's to packed houses. “ Dr. 
Nicholson and the Blue Diamond” and “ The Burning 
Train” were very popular among the dramatic fea- 
tures, while humour abounded in “ His First Perform- 
ance” and “The Happy Dustmen.” — Shanlv’s, 
amongst some good subjects, gave “ Beford’s Hope ” 
as an additional attraction, also “ When Women Go On 
the Warpath, which created much amusement.— Mr. 
Fumagalli has everv reason to be pleased at the 
reception accorded “ David Copperfield,” which drew 
large and enthusiastic audiences to the Cinema, 
Broadstairs. “The Race” was a prominent feature 
the latter part of the week.—At the Parade Cinema. 
Margate, Mr. C. W. Stanley is) recording good 
business. The excellent fare provided is well received 
bv the picture lovers of the district. “The Test” was 
a big attraction, likewise “When the Farth Trembled.” 
which evoked the keenest interest.—-Mr. Geo. FE. Mav 
is screening some exceptionally strong features at the 
Lounge, Cliftonville, and approval is expressed on all 
sides. “The Flame in the Ashes,” “The Passing of 
Joe Marv.” “Sunny, or the Cattle Thief,” and “The 
Burning Train” aby COOOO! . 

OR 

ANOTHER FOR ‘ SIGNET.” 

Our local correspondent informs us that Signet 
Supplies, Limited, Liverpool, proprietors of the 
Bridge Stre et, Picturedrome, St. Helens, and the 
Palace, Ashton- in-Makerfield, have taken over the 
Don Picture Palace, Stockport, on a long lease. Mr. 
Walter Rvlance will act as managing director, and 
Mr. Leonard Rimmer, late of the Empire Winter Gar- 
dens, Southport, has been appointed resident man- 
ager. All publicity matters will be in the capable 
hands of Mr. Ralph D. Fenton. 

MELTON MOWBRAY MEMS. 

Mr. J. E. Cox, at the Thorpe End Picture Palace, is 
proving that it only needs capable managerient and 
a good programme to draw the public. “ fhe Queen’s 
Jewel,” and the exclusive, “* Victory or Death,” were 
last week's chief items. “Gaumont’s Graphic is 
alwavs exceedingly popular. The Wing's Picture 
tlouse has also been well patronised, and the pictures 
kept up to the usual hign -taada:d —"t the siall 
town of Gucenborough, the Syston Palace 1s running 
a picture shew on Thursdavs and Saturdays. 

ONE OF LEICESTER’S MANY. 

The licensing authorities have just granted a music- 
licence, from 2.30 to 10.30 p.m., in respect of Clayton’s 
Picturecrome, Mere Road, where Mr. Frank J. Harris 
3 the go-ahead acting manager. The pictures here 
are beautifully projected, and a eg oe programme 
is the invariable rule. This week “A Fight fora For- 
tune” during the first half, and exclusive rights in 
“"Pemptations of Drink,” with Miss Asta Nielson in 
the principal part, for the latter end, are the chief 
items. Old-age pensioners are admitted free of charge 
to Monday and Thursday matinées. 

ON THE WATCH. 

At a meeting of the Hawick United Free Church 
Presbytery, held on Tuesday, the report of the Pres- 
byterial Committee on religion and morals stated 
that: From all districts come reports of a decrease in 
drunkenness. In some instances this was explained 
by attendances at picture houses. In the case of 
IWawick, however, where a decided improvement in 
moral tone was noticeable in recent years, this could 
scarcely be accepted as the explanation, for the ratio 
of improvement since the opening of picture houses 
Was precisely the same as it Was some years previ- 
ously. Let the cinematograph be estimated at its 
proper value as an educational force where properly 
used, but let the community also remember that valu- 
able instruction could be perverted and misapplied, 
and that the tendencies of picture houses at present 
was undue excitement and economic waste, and that 
it needed to be carefully watched.” 

NEWS FROM NEWPORT. 

During last week Mr. W. H. Wiffen provided the 
best of fare at the Picture House for his patrons. In- 
cluded in a lengthy programme were ~*~ The Colonel’s 
Wife” and the “State Opening of Parliament.” 
“ Pathé’s Gazette” is an ever appreciated part of the 
fare at this popular house.—Alreadyv Mr. Tom Mercer 
has made himself popular with his patrons at. the 
Clarence Picture House. His well varied experience 1s 
now standing him in good stead. It 1s interesting to 
record that he was the only British photographer to 
reproduce the scenes of the terrible earthquake at 
Messina.—- hast is East”? has been proving a big at- 
traction at the Coliseum. Under the able management 
of Mr. Gwynne this hall still continues popular in spite 
of increased opposition.—Davis’s Pictorial Enter- 
tainment at the Tredegar Fall is exceedingly popular, 
the fare provided by Mr. W. C. Davies, who, I be- 
lieve was the pioncer of animated pictures in Newport, 
being of the best. The Pimple series of potted nlays 
are a bie attractrpnohere: 
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BIG JUVENILE PARTY. 

When “Sixt: Years a Queen” was shown at Sun 
Hall, Bootle, Councillor George Prince, the propretor, 
with the consent of the Education authority, enter- 
tained gratuitously, and at a special performance each 
morning, 6,000 schoolchildren in charge of their 
teachers from every school in the borough. A lec- 
ture by Mr. Prince accompanied the exhibition of the 
film, at the conclusion of which prizes were oftered for 
the best essays on what the children had seen. 

ELECTRIC THEATRES (1908), LIMITED. 

The fifth annual general meeting of the above com- 
pany was held at Cinema House, 225, Oxford Street, 
W., on Tuesday last, Mr. A. Rosenthal, the chairman 
and managing director of the company, presiding. The 
accounts showed a profit for the vear less depreciation 
but including £1,491 1s. 7d., brought forward, of 
£3.577 2s. 1d., which it was proposed to carry forward. 
The chairman, in proposing the adoption of the re- 
port, regretted having to advise this course, but spoke 
hopefully of the prospects of the company in the 
future. 

BIG KALEM WAR FEATURE. 

The M.P. Sales Agency are shortly releasing a re- 
markable four-reel Boer War drama by the Kalem 
Company. It is entitled “ The Boer War,” and was 
produced in California by Mr. George Melford, who 
himself fought in the South African campaign. Many 
of the locations used by the Kalem Company bear a 
wonderful resemblance to battlefields of the Boer War. 
Over 1,000 men and horses took part in the film, 
which is far and away the best battle picture that the 
Kalem Company have ever produced. 

SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE SHOWS. 

ia addition to the “Sherlock Holmes” series, the 
enterprising manager of the King’s Hall, Grantham, 
booked Edison’s “What Happened to Mary,” and the 
first of the series met with an enormous success. “ The 
Call” was responsible for good business at the end 
of the week, and features for this week are “Alone in 
New York” and “The Diamond Mvystery.”—The pro- 
grammes at the Exchange Hall continue to draw 
crowded houses, and one of the funniest of subjects 
was shown last week in “ The Feudists.” A delight- 
fully varied list this week includes ‘Captain Kidd” 
and “The Gem of India.” Mr. Longhurst has an- 
nounced “ Antony and Cleopatra ” and ‘‘ Seven Months 
Big Game Hunt.’”—Mr. G. Aspland Howden gives 
patrons at the Picture House, Spalding, a treat this 
week with “In the Midst of the Jungle,” “When 
Women Go On the Warpath,” “The Mystery of the 
Masked Ball,” and the “ Green Fye of the Yellow God.” 

CHANGE AT PERSHORE. 

It is with regret, says our correspondent, that I 
learn that Mr. Will C. Sinclair, the able and con- 
genial manager of the Pershore Electric Theatre, is 
severing his connection with the company. During 
the time he has had the management of the theatre 
he has made many friends, and has become quite a 
popular personage in the town. When it became gener- 
ally known that he will shortly terminate his work at 
that theatre, the regret on the part of the audience was 
shown on the Saturday evening, when large numbers 
rose in the building and cheered him loudly when he 
made an appearance. The company will lose in him 
a most able, all-round man. Asa musician it would 
be hard to find his superior. The audiences have on 
many occasions been charmed, both with his work as 
a pianist and ’cello. plaver. During the seven 
months he has had the management of the theatre he 
has been instrumental in putting some really fine films 
before his audiences. : - 
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NEWARK JOTTINGS. 

“Quo Vadis?” proved an immense success at the 
New Kinema, Baldertongate, and probably broke all 
records for a three-day show in the town. he special 
music discoursed was of an exceptionally high order. 
Last week Mr. Kadwell placed before his patrons “ The 
Rose of Thebes.” For the initial three days of this 
week Barker’s “East Lynn” has been successfully 
shown.—Mr. H. Boardman is also giving very fine 
programmes, “ The Last Days of Pompeii’ appearing 
this week. The Sunday performances at both houses 
are extremely popular.— A Western drama, “ The Line 
Up,” was last week’s feature at the Picturedrome. 

: ENTERPRISE AT BARRY. 
The Theatre Royal is now running a picture pro- 

gramme after a short season of pantomime. Mr. 
E. Maddox, the manager, bills his theatre in a most 
enterprising manner.—At the Romilly Hall, which 
has just been redecorated, an innovation is several 
family boxes. The projection is a strong point here 
the machines being an Empire No. 12 and a “ Chrono,’ 
which has just completed five years most successful 
running, and still gives a splendid picture.—Mr. 
Arthur Brogden is still situated at Vint’s Barry hall. 
As elsewhere in Barry, exceptionally good business 1s 
being done. The orchestra here calls for special 
mention. 

VIEWED IN VIENNA. 

(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

A splendid star attraction was seen recently at the 
Welt Kino in Sir Walter Scott’s ‘ Ivanhoe.”’ 

At the Graben, a new theatre, Fdison’s farce 
“Why Girls Leave Home,” was greatly enjoyed by 
large audiences. Such a subject appeals very strongly 
to the Viennese sense of humour. By a curious co- 
incidence, the Urban Eclipse film of the Li Hang 
Chee troupe of performers was shown here, while 
the artistes themselves are appearing at Schumann’s 
establishment. This film was taken in Paris during 
the troupe’s engagement at the Gaumont Palace 
Hippodrome. A feature of the Graben Kino’s pro- 
gramme was Eiko’s” sensational drama, “ From 
America to Europe in an airship.”’ 

Contemporaneous with the production at the Opera 
House the Kosmos Kino is billing a film version of 
Wagner's “ Parsifal.’’ 

The ingenuity of Viennese architects is inexhaust- 
ible, and thus it is that there are no two picture 
theatres alike in the Austrian Capital. 

At the Berg Kino, “ The Student of Prague,’’ a 
fine drama, proved a great draw. 

Exclusives have come in numbers to Vienna, and 
several cinemas are now booking features on the 
district rights system. 

The Pathéscope is enjoying a good sale, thanks to 
the excellent organisation of the Austrian company 
formed to exploit the apparatus. 
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Farewell Dinner to Mr. Paul Cromelin. 

A very large gathering of members of the ‘Kine- Smith (Anderson’s), E. Ratisbonne (Eclair), 
matograph Manufacturers’ Association sat down G. Serra (Cines), R. Ferrand (Urban Trading) , 

to dinner at the Con- 
naught Rooms in Great 
Queen Street, W.C., last 

Thursday evening, with 
Mr. Paul Cromelin as 
their principal guest. 
prior to his departure 
for America. 

Mr. H. A. Browne 
(Hubsch and Co.) pre- 
sided, and those present 

E. H. Montagu (Selig), 
R. Prieur (Prieur and 
Co.), A. G. Challis 
(Clarendon), W. F. Jury 
(Jury’s Imperial Pictures) , 
T. A. Welsh (Gaumont) 
G. H. Cricks (Cricks and 
Martin) H. A. Spoor 
(Essanay), D. Brown 
(D. S. Brown and Co.), 
Will E. Barker and 

included Messrs eric W. Smith (Barker 
rare ra Criginal dom 
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You can m big business, but 
the film must be right! 
There is one film that stands alone for its 
ability to obtain crowded houses—and that is 

“IN THE HANDS OF LONDON 
CROOKS.” 

Ask those who have shown it as to business done. 

THE CITY EXCLUSIVE COMPANY, 
48, RUPERT STREET. LONDON, W. 

General Manager—GEORGE A. COOPER. 

Phone—Regent 4759. Gram—Citlusive, Piccy. 

oh ame sri AT bad Film Supply Co,, 10-12, Gt. Ducie Street, Manchester. 
YORKSHIRE— Wellington Film Service, King Street Chambers, Leeds. 
NORTH OF ENGLAN ND—B. B. Pictures, Ltd., Newcastle. 
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Motion Photography), W. C. Scott (American 
Company), F. S. Massey (M.P. Sales), J. Avery 
(Trans-Atlantic), J. N. Lyon (Vitagraph), E. T. 
Heron (KINEMATOGRAPH WEEKLY), J. Cabourn 
(Broscore), J. Brooke Wilkinson (secretary). 

Mr. George H. Smith (Vitagraph) wrote re- 
gretting his inability to be present owing to a 

prior engagement. 

The Chairman having proposed “ The Ning.” 
called upon Mr. Jury for the toast of the evening. 
who, in the course of his remarks, spoke in very 
eloquent terms of their guest as a man of ercat 
business ability, whose judgment could always 
be relied upon; it was always impartially given, 
and one instinctively felt there was never “any- 
thing behind.” His departure was a distinct 
loss to the industrv of this countrv. 

Mr. Will G. Barker, in asking Mr. Cromelin 

to accept an old Enghsh Spade puinca as a 
reminder of the old country, recalled the fact 
that his acquaintance with their guest origi 
nated in America in the year 1909. 

Mr. H. A. Spoor characterised Mr. Cromelin 
as one of the best types of men to be found on 
either side of the Atlantic. 

Mr. Cromelin, in thanking Mr. Browne and 
the Association for the honour they had con- 
ferred upon him that night, said that his one 
regret in returning home was that he was leav- 
ing so many good friends behind. There were 

none closer or more difficult to part with than 
many around that table. 
taken place in the industry during the three 
years he had been actively concerned in this 
country. Whenever his opinion had been asked 
he had given it conscientiously. and he trusted 
they would always think of him as one who 
had endeavoured to play the game. Notwith- 
standing the highly competitive conditions exist- 
ing to-day, he had still greater hopes for the 
future. The standard which the manufacturers 
had set for themselves was as high as that to 
be found in any of the great competitive In- 
dustries existing to-day. One of the most re- 
markable achievements had been the wonder- 
ful progress made by the British producer dur- 
ing the last twelve months. Although he was 
leaving our shores to return home, he intended 
to remain in the film industry, and he looked 
forward with great pleasure and privilege to 

introducing British and Continental films into 

America; in fact, he trusted to be even more 

intimately and closely connected with the in- 
dustry on both sides than ever it had been his 
privilege before. 

The loving cup was passed round in due form. 
and a delightful programme of music contri- 

_ buted very largely to the enjoyment of the zven- 
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PICTURES AND LIONS. 
Novel Cinematograph Sketch in Paris. 

By JOHN CHER. 

The introduction of the cinematograph to the 
stage show invariably adds a sorely needed touch 
of novelty to a spectacular show. That the 
pictures have again triumphed and succeeded in 
adding originality to the most monotonous of 
acts—performing lions—is admirably shown in 
the presentation of “Revanches de Fauves,” 
the clou of the Moulin Rouge revue, and one of 
the most sensational turns ever seen in Parts. 
Mr. George Marck has gone one better than the 
picture plav producers by giving the public a 
spectacle, the main feature of which ts lions in 
living pictures and in reality. With the co-opera- 
tion of the ubiquitous bioscope he has come to 
the rescue of circus managers and produced 
something new in a lion’s cage. Mr. Marck’s 
company consists of his animals, little Miss 
Yvonne Marck, a comedian, a sweetheart, a vil- 

lain, and a hero (Mr. Marck), all of whom are 
seen on the stage and screen. As the Jion- 
hunter is leaving the Countess X.’s house after a 
farewell party, he rescues a little girl from the 
clutches of a villainous beggar, and thereupon 
decides to take her on his expedition. Succes- 
sively the moving pictures show every link in the 
story. We see the boat leaving, the arrival of 
the party in the jungle, camp life and lon-hunt- 
ing. By means of traps three superb beasts are 
caught alive. The hunter dispatches the hving 
trophies to the Countess. She, upon receipt of 
the animals, has a cage built in her garden. 
Meanwhile, the villainous mendicant has been 
awaiting an opportunity to wreak vengeance for 
the loss of his breadwinner. A scene showing 
the hunter at the gates of the Countess’s house 
ends the role of the cinematograph. and the 
screen ascends disclosing an exactly similar pic- 
ture in real life on the stage. The denouement 
is reached when the old beggar releases th? 
lions, leaving the beasts free to roam in the 
Countess’s garden. Then follows a thrilling fieht 
between the hunter and the lions; finally Inttle 
Mdlle. Yvonne climbs out of the dining-room 
window into the garden, and with a big revolver 
clutched in her tiny hand, comes to the rescue 
of her protector, who is lying stretched on the 
floor in the midst of the ferocious lions. ‘The 
furore which this incident creates may be readily 
understood. When the hunter, having drven the 
beasts back to their den, appears to take the 
call, he is greeted with tremendous applause, 
while the villain is the recipient of ‘‘ boos,’’ and 
unusual occurrence 1n a Paris theatre. 
Whether playing on the stage or in the open air 

before the cameras, Mr. and Mdlle. Marck are 
clever artistes. The moving picture part of the 
production has been excellently done by Messrs. 
Eclair, pioneers of this new form of entertain: 
ment. 
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EVERYDAY 
Our Showroom is at Your dis- 

posal to view our Exclusives. 

We are always pleased to see you 

and cordially invite you to come 

and inspect-=- 

A Wrecker of Lives. | Rogues of Paris. 
OR Peril f : 

Death the Avenger. — Chinese se a 
A Daughter of Satan. 2 | | Runaway Freight. 
Miss Gladys Cooper — A Message to 

* Mr, “Jimmy” Welch | Headquarters. 
VAN IN | ° Ch | W d 

%, The Eleventh pe nat al yn ham 

X Commandment. David Garrick. 

iy ISOS ROC Am ; f 4 as y/ \ “4 

KX PEIIP CL OL LY 4 62:2 : e » 
SEKXSZ fx x % A" AVS"§ 
/\ OV 0 YRS LVS CXS 

von 4479 Cry, MANCHESTER. 

MITT SOTO 
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Glasgow International Cinematograph 
Exhibition and Conference. 

By the time these notes are in the hands of 
readers, the Glasgow International Cinemato- 
graph Exhibition will have been opened, and 
visitors will have had an opportunity of judging 
whether it shall be placed in the category of 
success or failure. That the latter is a word 
which has long since been banished from the 
vocabulary of the promoters is certain, and it 
is not the less certain that their motto is that of 
Addison: ‘‘’Tis not in mortals to command 
success, but we’ll do more, Sempronius—de- 
serve it.” If unremitting hard work and atten- 
tion to every detail ensures success, then the 

moters, with Mr. Ernest Schofield as organis- 
ing secreary, and Mr. H. D. Cotton as local 
manager, have succeeded in securing for the 
benefit of the Trade, the most comprehensive 
and complete up-to-date appliances in the art 
of taking, making, and projecting motion pic- 
tures, power and lighting apparatus, theatre 
furnishing, decorating, advertising, and, in 
fact, everything which has been devised for use 
and benefit in motion picture industry. When 
to these attractions are added, the varied pro- 
grammes and conferences which have been 
arranged, the prospective visitor will see that 

success of the exhibition has been attained, for . he has been provided with ample educational 
the promoters and organisers 
have done everything to de- 
serve it. The only thing left 
in the week now to come be- 
fore the exhibition closes its 
doors is for proprietors 
and managers all over the 
country to make a point ot 
attending, and to make it 
convenient for their opera- 
tors to do likewise. 

Since the first great ex- 
hibition at the Crystal 
Palace, London, in 1851, it 
has been a recognised truism 
that such events in addition 
to stimulating trades, are of 
distinct educational advan- 
tage. The Cinematograph 
Trade in Scotland. however, 
does not require stimulation, 
as it is in a most flourishing 
condition. At the same tine, 
the organisers of the forth- 
coming exhibition rightly 
thought that the time was ripe for such 
an event, from the point of view that 
business men connected with the industry, 
having so much in common, would benefit from 
gathering together, discussing questions affect- 
ing their interests, and being afforded an 
opportunity of inspecting all that is best in 
every description of apparatus and appurten- 
ance connected with their profession. That 
the event which commenced its course in the 
Zoo Buildings, Glasgow, on the 17th, and will 
continue to the end of this month, will fulfill 
these expectations, and in many respects exceed 
the expectations of the most sanguine of those 
interested. is now assured jfact. The pro- 

Digitized by OC BS 

Sr J. URE PRIMROSE, 

who opened the Exhibition. 

opportunity dealing with 
every aspect of his profes- 
sion, and the visitor who 
fails to profit from his atten- 
dance will be difficult to 
please. 

The Zoo Buildings are 
eminently suited for exhibi- 
tion purposes. The building 
is large and lofty,and though 
there are many _ trades’ 
stands, three projecting 
theatres, and a large con- 
ference hall, there is still 
ample room for crowds of 
visitors Centrally situated, 
the exhibiton is within easy 
reach of the principal rail- 
way stations and hotels, and 
the Corporation’s world - 
famed trams from. nearly 
every part of the city, stop 
almost at the door. 
Recognising that the cine- 

matograph is destined in 
the near future to play an important part 
in the education of the young, the organisers 
of the exhibition have made this depart- 
ment one of the main features, and have 
succeeded in securing -a thoroughly representa- 
tive committee to supervise this feature. 
Among those acting on the Educational Ad- 
visory Committee are: The Right Hon. the 
Lord Provost of Glasgow, who is acting as 
President, and Councillor Robert McNab, con- 
vener of Committee; and Sir John Ure Prim- 
rose (a well-known photographic authority); 
Mr. F. H. Newbery, Glasgow School of Art; 
Mr. W. H. Ramsay, representing the Edin- 
burgh School BoaychaMiss A. Stuart Paterson, 
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Mr. H. D. Corron, 

the General Manager of the Exhibition. 

Infant Mistresses’ Association; Mr. James F. 
Leggatt, secretary Headmasters’ Association; 
Mr James Maxton. Scottish Teachers’ Asso- 
ciation: Mr. W. McKechnie, Scottish Educa- 
tion Department; Mr. Edward S. Hannah, 
F.E.1.S., President of Scottish Teachers’ 
Association; Rev. Alexander Andrew, Educa- 
tion Department: Professor John Edgar, M.A., 
Professor of Education, St. Andrew’s Uni- 
versity; Rev. David Kilpatrick, Chairman Leith 
School Board: Professor John W. Gregorv, 
B.Sc., Geological Department, Glasgow Uni- 
versitv:; Professor Magnus Maclean, D.Sc., 
Electrical Department, Technical College; Dr. 
James Smith, J.P., Edinburgh; George P. 
Laidlaw, M.A., B.Sc., Director of Studies, 
Glasgow Atheneum; Mr. G. K. Smith, Chair- 
man of Dundee School Board, and many other 
equally prominent Scottish educationalists. The 
programme of educational subjects to be dis- 
cussed in the Conference Hall includes the 
following subjects: —‘‘ The Cinematograph as 
an Educational Medium,” when Professor 
Gregory, of Glasgow University, will be one 
of the principal speakers. Conferences on 
educational and religious subjects will be heid 
almost daily, and as eminent professors have 
promised. to take part, this much maligned side 
of the picture trade will be ably dealt with. 
The children are not forgotten in the educa- 
tional section, and special sessions, which will 
be attended by classes from the various schools 
will be held daily. The scholars will thus, like 
their seniors, be given an opportunity of ex- 
pressing their approval or otherwise of lessons 
by film, and the effect of ny on oglé pupils 

Digitized by 

will be watched with interest by the head- 
masters and teachers present. The Trade 
Conferences are of an especially interesting 
nature, and embrace subjects which cover a 
wide and important field of the industry. ‘‘The 
Cinema in Advertising,’’ ‘‘The Ideal Pro- 
vramme for a Picture Theatre’? and ‘‘ The 
Present and Future of the Cinematograph In- 
dustry ’’ are some of the subjects, which will 
appeal to every exhibitor and manager, and the 
papers on “‘ The Ultra Microscope,” ‘‘ Indus- 
trial Welfare,” ‘‘ Power Charges,” etc., should 
also prove of special interest. The whole of 
the subjects are being dealt with by experts ‘n 
their own particular “spheres, and were it for 
these advantages alone, the exhibition would 
be well worth visiting. 

Competitions for picture pianists and budding 
cinema actors will be held, and as there are 
many aspiring Paderewskis, John Bunnys, 
Maurice Costellos and Florence Turners 
North of the Tweed, there will be no dearth of 
competitors, and the judges will have no easy 
task in making their awards. 

For the general public the attractions of the 
exhibition are manifold. An insight into what 
is practically a closed industry will be afforded 
in a view of the apparatus and appliances 
appertaining to the now favourite entertain- 
ment, and in the conference hall at stated 
periods, the world’s best pictures will be 
shown. 
To the picture house proprietor, manager, 

or operator, the purely technical exhibits will 
especially appeal, and in order that readers who 
intend to pay the exhibition a visit, may have 
prior information, a forecast of what will be 
shown by the principal stallholders is herewith 
appended, pride of place being, of course, 
accorded to Scottish exhibitors. 

We are Specialists 

Picture House Decoration. 
Estimates and unique colour schemes submitted. 

Decorated Tapestries Applique 

Panels 3 ss :: «Hangings 
Prepared for fixing on ceilings or walls. 

PHOTOPLAY SCENERY CAREFULLY EXECUTED. 

ROBERT HENDERSON & SON, 
PAINTERS, 

219 WEST GEORGE ST., GLASGOW. 
Telephone—CENTRAL 273. 
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“A Quiet 

Little 

Wedding” 

IS ANOTHER 

GREAT 

KEYSTONE 

in which ‘‘ Fatty” 

is at his very bect, 

and in course of 

which the bride is 

thrown over a ,preci- 

pice into the arms of 

her lover. 

March 19th. 

1,000 ft. approx. 

“4The top notch in 
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farcical comedy.’’ 

“ Cohen 

Saves 

The Flag.” 

FORD STERLING 

A MUDDY 

ROMANCE 

THE cComeEbDy 

FILM for March. 
as the ‘‘ Yid” soldier 

who became a hero 

HAVE YOU MADE SURE 

OF YVOUR. COPY YET? 

by accident, has some 

trouble with shells and 

See what the Press says is saved from ex- 

and don't miss the best ecution by his faith- 

thing since = ful Rebecca. 

‘‘A Noise from the Deep.” 
——_—___— 

March 23rd. 

1,009 ft. approx. 
Released March 16th. 

1,163 ft. approx. 

Look out for “‘Keystone Kid ’’ Comedies. 
——— 

] Wesfilm House, Gerrard St., 

MABEL NORMAND. 
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ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STCCK. 

WESTERN 

IMPORT Co., Ltd., 

—$haftesbury Avenue, W. - 

Telephone—Gerrard 8080 

Telegrams—'‘ Wesfilm, London.” 

nS? 

FORD STERLING. 
Original from 
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“WV PTA 

ANOTHER SPECIAL VITAGRAPH 
TWO-PART BOX OFFIGE MAGNET. 

Released 

Monday, 

March 23rd. 

Length 

POST-CARD 
FOR 

Special 
Illustrated 

ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

Telephone —Regent 3422. Telegrams—‘‘Vitgraf, London."’ 

12 eet, 6 sheet, and Quad-crown Fosters with this Subject, 

Digtized ty (GO gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

| 2,046 ft. app. 

SEND A 

Synopsis. 

| 

| 
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The House of Headliners. 

THE OPEN MARKET HOUSE. 

Mr. Exhibitor, 
In YOUR OWN interest AS WELL as ours. 

We suggest that you ask your Renting House, if 
you have not already done so, to include the 
FOLLOWING BOX OFFICE MAGNETS 
in your regular service :— 

TWO-REEL FEATURES (VITAGRAPHS). 

MONEY MAKERS FOR MARCH. 

THE DIVER (Drama) March 2nd. 

THE WRECK (3 parts) (Drama) 3 Oth. 

DANIEL (Biblical History) . 16th. 
JERRY’S MOTHER-IN-LAW (Comedy) « Ath: 
The Whimsical Threads of Destiny (Drama) a <aord: 
THE GOLDEN PATHWAY (Drama) » Oth. 

A POSTCARD WILL ENSURE FULL PARTICULARS BEING SENT YOU. 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

VITAGRAPH COM 
i hed 2p, Charing Cross 

tized by Go ghee: ams—''Vitgraf, London." iy Bt, Bheet, and Quad-Crown 

coo 
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THREE SPLENDID COMEDIES. 

A Pair of Schemers 
Or MY WIFE & MY UNCLE. 

Featuring MAURICE COSTELLO and FLORENCE TURNER. 

Released March 23rd. Re-issue. Length 698 ft. approx. 

A Lesson in Jealousy 
Featuring SIDNEY DREW, CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG and 

HARRY MOREY. 

Released March 23rd. Length 980 ft. approx. 

A Pair of Prodigals 
Featuring ROBERT T. THORNBY, GEORGE STANLEY, 

MAJOR J. A.) McGUIRE and LOYOLA O'CONNOR. 

Released March 26th. Length 846 ft. approx. 

IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED FULL PARTICULARS OF THE ABOVE SEND US A POSTCARD. 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

PANY, LIMITED, 
Poad, London. W.C. 
Posters issued with every ,EmeleBhC Telephone—Regent 34324) YO 
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A STUDY | 
Another of “ The Vitagraph 
Scenes photographed in 

Hong- 

Featuring MAURICE COSTELLO 

Released March 23rd. COM 

According t 
Featuring ROSE TAPLEY 

Released March 26th. 

THE 
Featuring EDITH STOREY, NED 

Released March 26th. DRA 

THE SW 
Featuring E. K. LINCOLN, ANITA 

Released March 26th. DRA 

Don’t Forget Broa 

Broadway Star F 

THE CURE. 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

Ree VITAGRAPH COM 
’ * gitized by Google 31 & chs charing Cross ane ere NEW YORK PUBLIC \BRAR¥r AND QUAD CROWN 

Telegr: 
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_N BOTANY. 
Globe Trotters’’ Series. 
the Botanical Gardens, 
Kong. 

and CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG. 

EDY. Length 482 ft. app. 

0 Seniority. 
and NAOMI CHILDERS. 

Length 538 ft. app. 

CURE. 
FINLEY azd GEORGE STEVENS. 

MA. Length 1 026 ft. app. 

AN GIRL. 
STEWART and CHARLES KENT. 

MA. Length 1,017 ft. app. 

A STUDY IN BOTANY. 

dway Features & 

eatures. Coming! 
~ alll 

THE WHIMSICAL THREADS OF DESTINY. (See previous pages.) 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

PANY, LIMITED, gis 
Road, London, QW-Gle eiefore pubic eta | 
LITHOS ISSUED WITH EVERY SUBJECT. Telephone—Regent 3422. 
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ENIFE 
Gg’ ELECTRIC <4 

LIGHTING SETS 
FOR 

CINEMATOGRAPH THEATRES. 

House 

Lighting 

Sets as 

supplied to 

Hotels, 

Mansions, 

Hydro- 

pathics and 

Town 

Lighting. 

Ship 

Lighting and 

Auxiliary 

Sets for 

Wireless as 

supplied to 

Admiralty 

and Foreign 

Navies. 

Built in 12 Sizes from 2 to 40 B.H.P. 
In accordance with Board of Trade and Lloyd’s Regulations. 

Sole Selling Agents for Great Britain and Ireland— 

ANDREWS & CO. 
elegra Gaxuaue cLAsGow 198a, St. Vincent Street, 
Telephon 

CITY 9228-9. GLASGOW. 
a 

Works —ANNIESLAND, GLASGOW. 
n 

UOFIginal (forr 

Digitized by OOS e NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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THE EXHIBITION. 
NOTES GLEANED IN LONDON, 

Photo by} [‘'Glasgow kvening Citizen.” 
THE RIGHT HON ‘THE LORD PROVOST OF GLASGOW 

(Mr. D. M. Stevenson, Hon. President of the Educational Conference.) 

A recent call made by one of our London 
representatives upon Mr. E. H. Montagu, the 
principal ‘‘on this side” for the famous. Selig 
Polyscope Company, elicited the information 
that he would run up to Glasgow whenever the 
exigencies of the London house would perms, 
even if only to spare a few hours in which to 
have a chat with his many friends, and at the 
same time, to make new acquaintances. 
The many who know the breezy personality 

of the genial ‘‘ Monty” will, we know, be 
pleased to call and, perchance, to enjoy one of 
his famous “‘ Hayayas.” T k autiful stand, 

oogle Digitized by 

which promises to be quite a ‘‘ Kelvin Grove ” 
in miniature, will occupy a large central site 
facing the main entrance. A splendid scheme 
of decoration has been decided upon, and “In 
the Midst of the Jun—,” beg pardon, the gar- 
den, will be found a handsomely furnished ities 
and reception room. Mr. A. Bridger will again 
be in charge for the run of the exhibition. 

In the theatre, near by, there will be upon 
show for the Trade, three very special features 
in ‘‘Mid Raging Beasts,” this approximates 
2,280 ft. in length; ‘‘Thor, Lord of the Jungle,” 
about 3,000 fOsigiandrom The Discovery of 
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America,’’ approximating 2,000 ft. long. There 
are, as we noted, fine lines of posters for 
these releases in six or twelve sheet sizes. In 
addition, there will be 6,000 ft. of Selig releases 
on show to the public at stated times. There 
will also be, enhancing certain portions of the 
stand, a veritable picture gallery of Selig 
favourites, so that all visitors to the exhibition 
will at once be attracted by ‘‘ The Sign of the 
Diamond 8.” 

A display of an entirely different character 
will be furnished by the stand Bs5 and 6, situated 
near No. 2 Projection Theatre, and where the 
varied types of the Accurate Check Taker will 
be seen. The firm’s very successful show at 
Olympia, and their award of the Diploma of 
Honour and silver medal will, no doubt, be 
remembered by many of our readers. Mr. J. 
S. Chatterton, managing director of the Com- 
pany, informed us that they were still, in fact, 
installing machines as a result of that parti- 
cular show. A very striking testimony to the 
eficiency of the ‘‘ Accurate” 1s the fact that 
there are over two thousand machines installed 
in places of entertainment in the kingdom and, 
of this list, some two hundred places of amuss- 
ment can be reckoned in London alone. 

A stock of another 2,000 is kept in store so 
that any orders are immediately fulfilled. The 
machine is the result of sixteen years’ experi- 
ence, and is used in such leading theatres as 
Covent Garden, Drury Lane, London Opera: 
House, and at the London Olympia; also at thie 
leading variety houses in the metropolis. <A 
special feature of the business is that all 
machines are sent out on _ hire-maintenance 
contracts, and are kept in order by the Com- 
pany’s engineers. The design, registration, 
and the working are, in truth, accurate, hence 
the adoption of the title. The gentlemen to 
be found at the stand, which is in a direct line 
with the entrance, will be Mr. W. B. Fabian, 
the secretary and assistant manager, and Mr. 
Edward March the inventor and chief engineer 
of “‘the Accurate Check Taker.” Exhibitors 
should inquire for the handsome book of parti- 
culars of this: well-known and reliable machine. 
One of the principal centres of attraction will 

undoubtedly be the large and elaborate stands 
which will be occupied in a prominent part of 
the exhibition by Messrs. Pathé Fréres Cinema, 
Limited, and which will be under the personal 
direction of Mr. G. Jowett, the manager of the 
firm’s Glasgow branch. As in the case of the 
Olympia exhibit, every branch of the engineer- 
ing and productive skill uf this world-famed 
concern will be represented by various types 
of apparatus. We can, indeed, promise our 
Scottish friends one or two little surprises in 
the way of projectors and machinery, cameras 
and other apparatus for the business. 

At Stand C8, which will be found imme- 
diately past the band HY which pie the 

oogle 
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central position, will be found the representa- 
tives of the Trans-Atlantic Film Company, 
Limited. This exhibit will be a handsome 
erection with Ionic columns on the frontage. 
these being surmounted by shields bearing the 
many “‘trade marks” of the various brands of 
films handled by this organisation. Mr. Avery, 
the general manager, will be present upon cer- 
tain days during the run, while Mr. J. IE. 
Pryde Hughes will be in charge of the exhibit. 
It is also possible that others of this enter- 
prising firm may find time to run up to “‘ Gles- 
va on the Clyde.’’ 

The features for forthcoming dates and 
general programme films will be shown in an 
adjacent theatre, while portrait posters of the 
Trans-Atlantic ‘* stars ” will be on view in order 
that exhibitors may be able to place orders for 
samme during the run of the show, or for other 
publicity matter as required. On Saturday, 
the 21st, the ‘‘ Glasgow Exhibition” number 
of the ‘‘Trans-Atlantic Review,”’ will be obtain- 
able, and for the closing day of the exhibition 
a special surprise has been planed, the parti- 
culars of which are, for the nonce, to remain a 
most pronounced and profound secret. It ts 
the aim of the directors to make the stand as 
comfortable as possible, and to parapnrase the 
lines in a certain famous opera, there will be 
‘‘a welcome for all, at the Trans-Atlantic.” 
Visitors to London should, by the way, include 
the fine Oxford Street premises in their 
itinerary. 

Upon Stands Eq4 and overflowing to E2, will 
he found a comprehensive display of uniforms 
and accoutrements by the Uniform Clothins 
and Equipment Company of London. Here 
Mr. James Clarkson, a familiar personality ‘n 
connection with the famous ‘‘ Besses.” will be 
in charge, along with Mr. John McClean, the 
Scottish representative. When it is mentioned 
that Mr. Fred Evans, the principal, has for 
years supplied the leading bands of the country. 
and that the Company does a big thing with 
the principal theatres in the kingdom, also for 
the Army and Navy and other services, it will 
at once be perceived that they can fulfil all 
requirements at reasonable rates. 

During the last two years the question of “the 
screen’ has received, strangely enougt, long 

after other matters, the amount of attention that 
such an indispensable part of the installation. 
really deserves. The days of the old dust-col- 
lecting calico and the dull plaster surface are 
now coming to an end, and in their place we 

have some clever inventions designed with a 
view to a more effective projection of the pic- 
tures. 

The “Total Reflex” screen, a very fine ex- 
ample, for which Mr. F. C. Hart is the sole 
agent for Great Britain, is being used in the 
Conference Hall. There it-can be judged abso- 
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lutely upon its merits. It is claimed by the 
Makers, as the result of Jong and exhaustive ex- 
periments, that its use enables a better picture, 
a great saving of current, also that there is a 
really good “side view,” and that the brilliancy 
obtained is entirely devoid of objectionable glit- 
ter. In a few words, the ‘“ Total Reflex”’ will 
well repay attention and consideration. 

The National Cash Register Company, Limited, 
whose huge works at Dayton, Ohio, are a model 
aggregation of engineering enterprise, are to 
be well represented, for, recognising the d2mand 
made by the picture industry for an efficient 
means of checking pay-box receipts, they have 
placed upon the market a highly efficient ma- 
chine in ‘the “ National’’ Cinema Register. As 
they point out, it is “now possible for the pro- 
prietors to get the money-saving protection which 
is appreciated and endorsed by over 1,350,000 
men in other businesses in all parts of the world.” 

Every visitor to the Exhibition is invited to 
view the exhibit of the National Cash Register 
Company, and especially those interested finan- 
cially, and to learn the money-saving possibilities 
‘of their new system of. checking for the picture 
palace. A.model of the magnificent factory 
will also be upon view, beautiful coloured slides 
of its ‘“‘ Welfare” work; also a splendid set of 
Kinemacolor and monochrome pictures illustrat- 
ing the need for industrial reform, with admir- 
able suggestions as to the manner of its effectua- 
tion, © ; 

The decorative scheme will contain panels deal- 
ing with industrial betterment, diagrams and 
mottoes of peculiarly apt devising, and the com- 
plete exhibits will include that which gained 
the gold medal at Washington and the diploma 
of honour and gold medal in the Industrial Wel- 
fare section of the International Kinematograph 
Exhibition held at Olympia in 1913. 

The firm hold, among other honours, 
silver medals for the Naval and Military ex- 
hibition, and for the Cinematograph Exhibition 
of 1913. All the most popular of their designs 
in uniforms for theatre attendants will be upon 
view, also some special designs never pre- 
viously exhibited. The Uniform Clothing and 
Equipment Company publish some exception- 
ally fine coloured lists of artistic full length 
figures, and are able to produce any special de- 
sign required by the exhibitor. Stands 2 and 4 
should, indeed; as upon many former occasions, 
form a bright and glowing portion of the Scot- 
tish Show. 
The decorations, we are not, as yet, in a 

position to dilate upon, but are assured that 
they will render the exhibit one of a very hand- 
some character, and most adequately ‘‘staged.” 
As the house of Pathé is noted for its artistic 
picture productions, many of wnich wil] be on 
view in the private theatre, so is it known for 
the excellent quality of its photographs and 
‘posters. These will.be oy asa and 
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exhibitors will thus be enabled to add to their 
lobby displays by personal selection at the 
show. 
A very special feature of the scheme of 

activities of Messrs. Pathé, will be a series ot 
addresses delivered by leading educational ex- 
perts upon the use and value of the cinemato- 
graph as an adjunct to the tutorial apparatus 
in schools and colleges. As is befitting one of 
the greatest university centres in the world, the 
Lord Provost, who, by the way, will preside at 
the opening session on the 19th, and other 
authorities have already turned their attention 
to the subject, and we hear that headmasters 
and teachers from all parts of Scotland have 
indicated their intention of being present at cer- 
tain periods of the run of lectures. The ad- 
dresses will be fully illustrated by means of 
Pathé educational films, and another excellent 
feature will be daily cinema lessons to the child- 
ren of Glasgow and district, given by Mr. J. 
Best, B.Sc., the manager of the firm’s educa- 
tional department. . 

It will thus be seen that the activities of the 
house of Pathé, in connection with the exhibi- 
tion, will mean a time of strenuous and good 
work for the benefit of the Trade in general. 
It is proposed, also, to hold a series of ‘‘ talks” 
for the benefit of teachers and professors upon 
the mechanism and installation ‘of cinemato- 
graph apparatus, these also to be of a specially 
informative character. When it is realised that, 
in addition to their special and “‘ feature” pro- 
grammes, there will be a splendid selection 
from the firm’s educational and scientific sub- 
jects on view, it will at once be realised that 
‘“Pathé Avenue’ will, indeed, be a favourite 
meeting place for Glaswegians. 
On Messrs. Pathé’s Stands will also be ex- 

hibited a 7 h.-p. generating plant, made bv the 
Aster Engineering Company, which is, without 

doubt, one of the best on the market, and one 
that has stood the test of time. 

The Cinema Actors’ Competition, in which 
the awards are gold, silver and bronze medals, 
will be judged by Mr. John Clyde, who is 
known as Scotland’s leading exponent of the 
histrionic art, and whose interpretations of “ Rob 
Roy,” and other Scottish characters are some- 
thing to be rementhesied! from 
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KELVIN Petrol and Paraffin Dri 
Portable or Stationary. From 5 to 60 H.P. The WORLD'S BEST. Simple and 

Stand Nos. A5 and 6. Scottish Kinematograph 

The following is a certified copy of a letter sent by a KELVIN USER 

My Dear—— 

Pleased to hear from you. Re Petrol Set, I can put you on to the very 

FYFE, WILSON & CO., 155a, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, they are makers 
PETROL SETS on the Market. I have been using one of their small sets 

and have never been stuck with it. I have recently purchased another Set 

how all satisfied I was with the first. I am using both now. It is the most 

you can find. A lad can attend 

They have a special truck for 

waysready. All youdo isto open 

start the engine and your elec 

know the exact price of the Port 

be able to do business with them 

think you are on a “winner” 

I took— ———with it in—- ——. 

_ have a second-hand set in stock. 

_ go and buy a cheap and nasty 

- ways in trouble and probably 

- a Big House. You can depend 
' “KELVIN” Set as supplied by 

ALL OF THE 
135 Ampere 60 Volt Engine and Dynamo. 

Telephones— 
Central 7181-7182. 

Telegrams— 
** Polyphase, Glasgow."’ 

; 155a, ST. VINCENT STREET, 
A.B.C. 5th Edition 

Western Union, Universal 
Edition. G LASG Ow, 

eae 

Sete eee ene se Pict fafa alae a saa hfe lel 
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i ven Electricity Generating Sets. | 
¢ ~—- Reliable. Efficient and Economical, 

h Exhibition, GLASGOW. 

lal 

R to a Friend.— 

y thing you want. Send to 

§ of the ONLY RELIABLE 

$ continuously for two years 

t from them so you will see 

t simple “‘ Fool Proof” set 

d to it. 

I carrying it about on al- 

1 one side of the box and 

c tricity is there. I don’t 

t able Sets, but you wiil 

| I am sure. I should 

to tour through————. 
FYFE, WILSON’S may 
Whatever you do don't 

Set or you will be al- 

hung up when you have 

{} absolutely upon the 

FYFE, WILSON. 

BEST. mo 

eS | 

SCOTLAN D. 70 Ampere, 60 Stott Portable. One side and top of truck removed. . 

Va\ 
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On Thursday afternoon, February 26th, in 
the Conference Hall, from 3 to 4 o’clock, and 
in the evening, from 7.30 to 8.30, Miss 
Florence Turner will hold ‘‘receptions,” and at 
the latter time will present the prizes gained by 
the competitors in the Actors’ Competition. 
A popular feature of the exhibition will be the 

‘Missing Title” films, which will be shown to 
the public, who will have an opportunity of 
winning prizes of £5, etc., for supplying the 
best titles. 

The tit-bit of the exhibition will be the per- 
formance by Mr. Tom Powers and Miss 
Florence Turner of a short sketch, will be 
filmed at the same time and shown later in the 
evening on the screen. Visitors will thus be 
iven an opportunity of seeing ‘‘ how it is 
pied and this by exponents whose populariiy 
is not exceeded by any other artistes. Mr. 
Powers will also deliver a lecture in the Con- 
ference Hall, entitled ‘‘ My experiences as a 
picture player.” As Mr. Powers’ experience is 
very extensive, the lecture ought to be interest- 
ing and amusing. 

The science and art of photography will 
naturally receive attention during the time of 
the exhibition, and those interested should de- 
rive a good deal of benefit from an inspection 
of the exhibit of the Birmingham Photographic 
Company, Limited, who are showing an easily 
found portion of the hall. 
The gallery of specimens and photographs 

will include negative and positive films of the 
well-known ‘‘ Criterion ’’ brand, lantern slides 
and process plates for titling purposes. Photo- 
graphic papers for reproduction work will also 
be a feature, and a number of excellent en- 
largements and framed photographs will form 
examples of the artistic results due to the use 
of the firm’s materials. 

Mr. J. A. GOTTER, sone 
Who assisted,.Mr, Cottor{ in oy, ising of the 
Exhibition, patio PB sai Powers, 

the cinema actor, and the Tu Film Co. 
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An exhibit which is bound, if only from its 
towering nature, to catch the eye, will be that 
put forward, or, to be more accurate, erected 
by the Acme Patent Ladder Company, of Earis- 
field, S.W. As was the case at Olympia, the 
firm will have on show a large selection of the:r 
patent extension ladders, scaffold, foldiny 
trestles, and tower ladders suitable for all 
trades. There are few shows which do not, in- 
deed, require at times such appliances. 

One feature of the -attractions provided by 
private enterprise will be an_ interesting 
machine, the property of the Talking Cinema, 
Limited, a model eminently suitable for use ina 
drawing-room. 

: 5 ae 

Unquestionably one of the most strikin and 
effective exhibits in the entire Exhibition will 
be the great Lubin Bell hanging majestically, 
above the bandstand like a suspended dome. 
Although the bell has the appearance of solid 
metal, and is cunningly coloured to resemble age- 
stained copper, it is, as a matter of fact, made of 
Willesden canvas. Its total height is 13 ft., 
and it is 31 ft. in circumference. The bar 
across the top, upon which the name of the 
famous film brand is inscribed in letters of pol- 
ished metal, acting as mirrors, is Io ft. in length. 
The whole thing was built by Messrs. John Smith 
and Co., the well-known tent makers, of Upper 
East Smithfield. It is certainly one of the finest 
advertisements which have emanated even from 
so enterprising, original, and fertile a firm as 
the house of Brockliss, whence we have had 
some of the cleverést publiGity ideas yet szen in 
connection |with ling PUBLIC LIBRAR 
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Round the Stands at the Exhibition. 

BY OUR GLASGOW REPRESENTATIVE. 

Messrs. Fyre, WILSON AND Co., 155a, ST. 
VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW, are showing com- 
plete 70 ampere 60 volt portable set, compris: 
ing:—Single cylinder 54 1n. x 7 in. petrol en- 
vine, 550 r.p.m. 64 B.H.P. complete with 
silencer, rubber piping, patent starting device, 
combination bedplate, dynamo, enclosed ven- 
tilated pattern coupled direct to the engine. 
Switchboard with our usual mountings, 
namely:—One ammeter, one voltmeter, one 
ID.P. switch and fuses for cinematograph, one 
S.P. switch and fuse for general lighting, one 
plug for operator’s room hght, one plug for 
cinematograph motor, one cut-out, six connec- 
tion terminals, all self-contained connections. 
Cinematograph resistance. 

The above mounted on one of the firm’s new 
type trucks, the wheels of which are: —Rear 
wheels, 26 in. diameter by 4 in. face. Front 
wheels 14 in. diameter by 4 in. face. 
The rims are extra broad in order to 

meet Colonial and other requirements for 
soft roads. 
on three channel iron sections. The side 
and top are made movable, and the whole con- 
struction of the truck is substantial and neat 
in appearance. Complete so ampere 60 voit 
engine and dynamo comprising :—Two cylin- 
der 33 in. x 43 in. petrol engine, &50 r.p.m. 
5 B.H.P. complete with the usual accessories. 
mounted on combination bedplate, and coupled 
direct to one enclosed ventilated type dynamo. 

100 ampere 60 volt engine and dynamo con- 
sisting of :—Four cylinder 34 in. x 4? in. petrol 
engine, 850 r.p.m. 19 B.H.P. mounted on com- 
bination bedplate, enclosed ventilated tvpe 
dynamo. All complete with the usual acces- 
sories. On this stand will also be shown 
samples of switch-gear, and probably motors, 
dynamos, or motor generators. During the 
past year, the Kelvin Works have been nearly 
doubled in size, and are turning cut engines at 
the rate of about 1,500 per annum, and the 
Kelvin engines have been supplied in quantities 
to the British and Foreign Navies, Crown 
agents, etc., etc. 

Messrs. T. FatRire AND Co.,  FELECTRICA? 
ENGINEERS, STOCKWELL STREET, (GLASGOW, 
agents for the Tyler Apparatus Company, have 
a most comprehensive stall, and among the 
appliances to be shown are the well-known 
‘‘Indomitable’’’ projectors, Synphonium or- 
chestral grand, cameras, latest pattern switcn 
gears and en Bd s for use on 
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The base, also truck, is built. 

cinema halls. A portion of this stand 1s being 
devoted to special lighting effects, and Mr. ' 
Draper, who conducts the cinema part of the’ 
business, has ‘* something special,’’ which will 
be shown for the first time and which wil 
be one of the tit-bits of the exhibition. The 
Gleniffen electric set will also be shown and 
demonstrated on this stand. 

Messrs. THE FyFrE-DouGLas COMPANY, 194, 
BUCHANAN STREET, GLASGOW, will have an effec- 
tive display of vacuum cleaners for use in 
cinema halls, and will also be showing a model 
of an entirely new idea in announcement 
frames, which will only require to be seen to 
be eagerly sought after. 

Messrs. PATERSON, LIMITED, Howarp 
STREET, GLASGOW, specialists in theatre seating 
and furnishing, have an exhibit of several types 
of tip-up chairs, and other seating arrange- 
ments, as well as general furnishings for 
cinemas. 

Mr. GEORGE GREEN, THE CARNIVAL, GLAS- 
GOW, one of the best known renters and exhibi- 
tors in Scotland, has an extensive stall, and his 
exhibit will be a distinct novelty. Instead of. 
devoting his space to cinema accessories, Mr. 
Green is installing his magnificent organ, the 
only one of its kind in the kingdom. and 
which consists of nearly 2,000 instruments. 
Selections will be given at = stated intervals. 
The organ is rerularly used in connection with 

’ Mr. Green's travelling cinema, and is, there- 
fore, a purely ‘‘ trade” exhibit, even if a little 
unusual. 
Messrs. V. BEHAR AND Co., 360, SAUCHIEHALL 

STREET, GLASGOW, complete theatre furnishers, 
can be relied on to have en exhibition such a 
display of furnishings as would be extremely 
dificult to equal. This firm has carried out the 
complete furnishine of many of the most 
palatial halls, and their display will be a most 
attractive one. It is expected that on Messrs. 
Behar’s stand there wll also be shown some- 
thing new in talking pictures. This novelty 
has just been perfected, and will be shown for 
the first time. 

REX  ImMpeorr Company, SAUCHIFHALL 
STREET, GLasGow.—Though the danger from 
hre in cinema halls has reached the irreducible 
minimum, still, prevention is beter than cure, 
and the Rex Company will be showing a 
variety of the *‘ Kyl-Fyre ’’ Company’s fire ex- 
tinguishing appliances, in addition to vacuuin 
cleaners and office.equipment. 
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ScotrisH Fitm Service, 88, GREAT CLYDE 

StrEE?, is another-stand of the comprehensive 
order, and here will be seen many novelties 

which will prove attractions to the general 
_public and the exhibitor alike. These include 
the famous Selsior Dancing Films, with piano- 

forte accompaniment; Motograph Films, Kine- 
-clair home cinematograph; Dallmeyer’s lenses, 
Cardisk Ticket-Issuing and Checking Machines; 
Williamson cinema cameras—including the 

‘* Small Topical ’’—and printing and cleaning 
machines; theatre furnishing, etc. Arrange- 
ments ,are also being made for an_installa- 
tion of the Patterson moving picture target, 
an invention which brings the cinematograph 

into use for rifle practice. 

.~ BURY AVENUE, 

‘“*B.B.” Picrures, 81, Duntop STREET, 
GLascow.—This well-known firm of renters 
and exhibitors will be represented, and can be 
depended on to show all that is best in films, 
while their display of accessories will be com- 
plete and cover a wide range of, articles indis- 
pensable to the up-to-date exhibitor. 
THE Bioscope, Ganes, Limited, 85, SHAFTE- 

Lonpon.—At this stall, Mr. 
W. S. Shepherd, our Scottish representative, 
will be in charge, and will be showing the 
whole of the firm’s publications, including the 
‘* Bioscope Annual’’ the ‘‘annual’’ par excel- 
lence and ‘‘The  Bioscope  Operator’s 
Handbook,” without which no operator is com- 
pletely equipped. Mr. Sheppard will be glad to 
meet all connected with the Trade, and Stand 
No. 6 should net be missed. 

A Picture Players Popularity. 

_A spontaneous and hearty recognition of the 
popularity of a famous artiste’s visit to Glas- 
gow was furnished last week by the crowd of 
exhibitors who came to greet Miss Florence 
Turner, during a little ‘‘ reception’ which hap- 
pened at the premises of Messrs. Gaumont, in 
that city. 

- , Our illustration which shows Miss Turner 
holding the handsome bouquet presented to 

Digitized by Gor gle 

her upon the occasion, shows that she was un- 
doubtedly well supported, many faces familiar 
to the Trade in the Clyde City being recognis- 
able among the group, which was photo- 
graphed outside the Gaumont premises. There 
is no doubt that the popular leading lady is, 
throughout the course of her tour, gaining a 

host of friends and a veritable store of very 
pleasast memories. 

Original from 
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PICTURE THEATRE ACCOUNTS. 7 

Yhe demand and recognised need for a proper 
system of book-keeping in all classes of modern 
business enterprise has made it necessary for 
those connected with picture theatres to devote 
considerable attention to this side of their busi- 
ness, and it is hoped that these few observations 
from one who has had experience in this class 
of accounts will prove useful to proprietors, 
managers, and all those whose interests lie in the 
vast industry so ably represented by this journal. 

The accounts of picture theatres are not so com- 
plicated as those of manufacturing concerns or 
those wher credit is both given and received, but 
at the same time it is essential that the most up-to- 
date methods should be adopted without incurring 
unnecessary clerical labour. It is advisable that 
all takings should be paid into the bank, and 
that expenses such as wages, stamps, station- 
ery, Carriage, and other sumdry outgoings should 
be paid by means of petty cash cheques. 
These petty cash cheques should be drawn 
out of the bank and entered into a petty: 
cash book with a columm on the left hand 
side for entering the cheques drawn and with 
dissecting columns on the right hand or payment 
side for the headings mentioned. When _ the 
petty cash is exhausted a further cheque should 
be drawn, and a good practice is to draw a cheque 
weekly for the exact amount of the week's ex- 
penses, thus bringing the cash in hand to the 
original amount advanced. The cash book, com- 
prising on the receipts side the total receipts paid 
into the bank, and on the credit side the cheque 
drawn therefrom should agree with the banker’s 
pass book. In the case of small theatres, to save 
clerical labour, it is preferable to obtain a cash 
book with dissecting columns on each side, so_ 
that the receipts and payments, as the case may | 
be, can be extended under the columns to which 
they refer. Suitable headings for the columns on 
the receipts side are cash takings, advertisements 
received, rents received, sale of sweets, etc.; those 
on the payments side, hire of films, wages, rent, 
rates, lighting, and insurance. liveries, stamps. 
stationery and printing, advertising, sweets and 
refreshments, repairs, sundrv, capital expendi- 
ture, etc., and at least one column should be left 
on each side to extend anv items not coming 
under the headings mentioned. In the case of 
large theatres it becomes necessary to keep a pur- 
chases book and bought ledger. The purchases 
book should have a number of columns on the 
rizht hand side of the total column, and the in- 
voices, as they are entered up, should be extended 
under the headings Col The purchases 
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By RONALD C. LARKING, Chartered Accountant: 

book 1s posted to the bought ledger and the 
cheques in payment of the various accounts are 
posted to the bought ledger from the cash book. 
When the financial year expires, the cash book 
should be agreed with the banker’s pass book, 
closed off and the balance carried forward to next 
year. The totals of the various dissecting 
columns of either the cash book or the purchases 
book should be posted to the private ledger.- In 
some instances, cash books are kept without dis- 
secting columns, but in these cases each individual 
entry needs posting separately to the private 
ledger, and the extra labour involved can be saved 
by a cash beok on the lines suggested obtained at 
small cost. The petty cash book will, at the ex- 
piration of the financial vear, also he closed off, 
and the balance between the total or the receipts 
side and the total of the payments side agreed 
with the cash in hand, and the totals of the 
various dissecting columns on the payments side 
posted to the private ledger. It is essential that 
the manager’s accounts should be thoroughly and 
systematically checked. A ‘‘ cash takings book ”’ 
should be kept by him with columns for each day 
of the working week (and additional for matinées 
if it is desired to show these takings separately), 
together with a weekly summary showing the 
number of people admitted, the prices of admis- 
sion and the amount of cash taken. The total of 
each day’s takings should agree with the amount 
shown in the cash book, and the number of per- 
son; admitted can be checked by means of ticket 
machines or by the ordinary numbered ticket-roll. 
If the latter are used, the numbers of the tickets 
should also be shown in the cashier's book, 
and care should be taken to see that the first num- 
ber of any particular ticket roll was the next con- 
secutive number to the last number of the pre- 
vious day. <A proper record should also be kept 
bv means of a stock book of the number of rolls 
purchased in which those purchased are shown on 
one side of the book with full details as to the 
numbers of the various rolls and on the other 
side those handed to the cashier, who should 
initial each particular entry. It is thus possible 
at any time to verify the ticket-rolls on hand with 
the stock book and to check the consecutive num- 
bers of the rolls issued with the numbers shown 
in the dailv “S cash takings book.’’ The takings 
from the sale of sweets, cigarettes, etc., should 

be verified by ascertaining the actual purchases 
made, plus the stock on hand at the date in aues- 
tien, and to see if sufficient gross profit is being 
made. Receipts for all payments by cheque or 
through the petty eash. should be obtained and 

FE 
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‘Crossley Gas Engines. 
Reduce Operating costs by using Crossley Gas and 

Oil Engines for cheap picduction of electricity, 

New Type Crossley Gas Engine. 

Illustrating new type Crossley Gas Engine, fitted with 
patent variable admission governing gear ensuring extreme 

lubrication, steadiness in working at any load, forced 
supported cylinder, etc., etc. 

The results of 40 years' experience are embodied in this 

Engine, 

RELIABLE in operation. 

ECONOMICAL in fuel consumption. 

SIMPLE—no skilled attendance necessary. 

EASILY STARTED. 

DURABLE-_ test possible material and highest class workmanship. 

FU ELS—Town's Gas, Suction Gas, Petrol, Petroleum, Crude Oil. 

GUARANTEE. Al! Engines sold under 12 months’ guarantee. 

Nearly 80,000 Engines made and delivered. 

OPENSHAW, 

CROSSLEY BROTHERS, © wancessree. 
d. 
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numbered numerically. It is) preferable for 
facilities of checking to keep those paid by cheque 
separately, and it is a good plan also to insert the 
number of the receipt against the entry in the 
cash book or the petty cash book, as tne case may 
be. A wages Look snould also be kept showing 
full names of the emplovees and the amounts of 
the wages paid, together with the amounts paid 
and deduc ted in respect of Health Insurance. 

I will now turn to the private ledger, which, as 
regards the book-keeping, is the most important 
of all the books and shows fw /o/o the summaries 
of the whole of the transactions. Separate ac- 
counts should be opened for the whole of the 
various receipts and payments as dissected in the 
cash purchases and petty cash books, together 
with acccunts for partners or share capital, pro- 
perties, loans, fixtures, fittings, and trade appara- 
tus, goodwill, preliminary, and formation ex- 
penses, and so forth. At the expiration of tha 
financial year, lists should be made of (a) stock in 
hand of stationery, sweets, cigarettes, etc., (b) 
amounts due in respect of rents or advertisements 
received or accrued to the date in question, and 
(c) outstanding creditors. | Especial care must 
be taken to look into payments for rent, rates, 
taxes, lighting, etc., and any proportions thereof 
owing should be included in the liabilities. In the 
case of insurances, telephone or any other ex- 
penses which have been paid. the amount paid in 
advance should be calculated and taken in the 
balance sheet as an asset. One of the most im- 
portant questions is to decide as to the amounts 
to be written off the various assets and as to the 
basis of the valuation thereof as shown in the 
balance sheet. Some limited companies value 
their capital or fixed assets at cost price and dis- 
tribute almost the whole of the profits by wav of 
dividend. Ccnsequently, if the takings fall off, 
there is no reserve to fall back on to equalise 
dividends, or if a serious crisis happens the share- 
holders possibly lose the whole or the majority of 
their capital. From a financial standpoint this is 
not a wise course to adopt, and it is preferable to 
write down the assets to their fair going-concern 
value out of profits, and if the surplus funds are 
not required for extension purposes, to invest such 
funds in first-class securities which are easily 
realisable at short notice. The assets, therefore, 
should be valued on the following basis as regards 
(a) Preliminary and formation expenses; write 
off this item over a period of three to five years; 
(b} fixtures. fittings and trade apparatus; if pre- 
mises are held on a short lease, write off over 
term of lease, or if on a long lease, or if the free- 
hold property is owned by the concern, write off 
a sufficient amount to extinguish the asset in the 
books by the time the fixtures, etc., require re- 
newing; (c) premium paid for lease; write off 
annual amount over period covered by lease; (d) 
buildings erected on leasehold property ; write off 
over period covered by lease or over period cover- 
ing estimated life of such buildings ; (e) buildings 
erected on own freehold,land ; Sle off an arnual 
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amount suffic.ent to provide for any depreciation 
in value or to provide for any renewals (some 
prefer to leave this asset intact and provide a 
special reserve fund; (f) goodwill; this asset may 
be left intact, but it is better to write off an 
wnnual amount or to provide for any deprecia- 
uuon by means of a reserve fund. 
Where more than one theatre is under the same 

control, the accounts will be kept distunct su as to 
show the results of each hall, and consequently 
the books will be of a more complicated nature, 
but the same sytem will apply in extended form. 
It must not be supposed that the principles I have 
outlined will apply in every detail to each parti- 
cular case, but I have endeavoured to oudine the 
yeneral methods to be adopted, and I venture to 
say that if these are borne in mind in keeping the 
accounts of the concern the result will give saus- 
faction and will contribute largely to the success- 
ful management of a picture theatre. 

NEWS FROM PRESTON. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

dramatic films have taken prominence of 
Preston Picture Halls. “Antony and 

Cleopatra brought huge audiences to the Impcriil 
Palace in Church Street at every performance. After 
five successive weeks of big subjects, a recourse has 
been made to a more varied programme. There 
can be no doubting the public taste for quality and 
variety. ‘* Adrianople,” proved a good attraction, 
while last week a most generous bill included “ Her 
Supreme Sac rifice, ” “Detective Brown,’ “ Policeman 
and Babv.’ * Slippery Pimple,” and “Every Thief 
Leaves a Clue.” 

Long : 
late at the 

serial has been an immense suc- 
cess at the Embee Hall, where it has just concluded. 
Business at this hall has never been better. Last 
week the programme contained “In the Midst of 
the Jungle” and “When the Karth Trembled.” 

I:dison’s “Marv’’ 

In deference to the expressed wishes of many 
patrons, Mr. Onda screened, at the Princes Theatre, 
a second time within two or three months, “Sixty 
Years a Queen.”’ 

Hall continues’ to receive 
which is fully deserved, for irs 

excellence. Two or three 
shown last week, such cs 

‘ Soldier Boy” and “The Autocrat of Flapjack 
Junction.”’ This week, a particularly good item, 
“In Time for Work,”’ takes first place.—At anotner 
popular house of Mr. Onda’s, the Puicturedrome, 
which caters for a populous district, the ‘‘ Mary 
serial holds sway. 

The Temperance 
generous patronage, 
bill is usually far 
Vitagraph films were 

Bennett’s Electric Theatre screened “The Miracle ” 
last week. Naturally, such a fine film secured crowded 
* houses.” 

At the Marathon Hall, a two-reel comedy, 
“Woman on the Warpath,’ provided huge fun. 
Another fine picture.is “The Black Ball.” 
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‘*E.S.” is a newcomer to the picture theatre 
business and has recently opened a small theatre 
in a district with a population of about 6,000. 
He says: ‘*Soon after I opened a travelling 
theatre came to the district and engaged the 
vround for six months. Actually it did not 
stay many weeks as the population could not 
support two places of amusement. I, however, 
lost heavily. I have been told (on which I 
should lke your opinion) that no second 
theatre can claim a licence in a district unless 
the population is over 10,000, and I cculd have 
stopped the touring theatre opening by appeal- 
ing to the licensing authorities.” 
There is no Act on which vou can appea! 

based on the population of the district. When- 
ever a licence 1s applied for it is up to anyone 
to oppose it on certain grounds. Not often, 
in fact, does a music-hall obtain a licence with- 
out encountering some opposition: from parties 
interested in public amusements in the same 
districts. It is seldom, however, that a licence, 
perhaps a little restricted, is not granted. 
Rarely, on the other hand, is opposition raised 
to a cinematograph licence. 

% * * 

WINDING writes as follows: “* Would vou 
enlighten me on the followiny? I know there 
are five types of dynamos, series, shunt, com- 
pound, over-compound and _ alternative-com- 
pound, but I am not sure when these should be 
used. I should also like to know how to cal- 
culate the voltage drop.” 

Regarding the-classification of the types of 
dynamos, you are not quite correct. Assuming 
one ignores alternating current machines, to 
which you do not refer, there are three types, 
series, shunt and compound, the latter being 
sub-divided into level-compound and reverse- 
compound windings. 
native-compound as analogous with reverse- 
compound, but over-compound cannot be con- 
sidered exactly the same as level-compound. 
An explanation of this, however, later. There 
are, therefore. three types of dynamo windings, 
or if we consider the alternative arrangements 
of the compound machines, at the most four 
classes, series, shunt, level and reverse-com- 
pound. 

The shunt machine is that in which the field 
magnets are excited independent of the ma:n 
current, the winding forming a separate pass- 
age for the flow of current between the dynamo 
terminals. In thi vn | therefore, the 
shunt cupteintets yrac iDUAs hescndient of the 

HELP IN TROUBLE. 
FOR PROPRIETORS, MANAGERS, AND OPERATORS. 

cuit. 

The expression alter- . 

outer current and so a nearly constant field ts 
maintained with varving loads. Actually with 
a shunt machine having a consiant field resist- 
ance and constant speed, an increased current 
venerated has accompanied with it a drop im 
shunt current, so weakenine the field. = It ts 
advisable, therefore, with anv continuous cur- 
rent shunt wound venerator to insert a shunt 
reculatine resistance in series with the shui 
winding so that a control may be mechanically 
obtained over the field current and constant 
voltage at the dvnamo terminals maintained. 

In the series wound dynamo, the field wind- 
‘ng 1g interposed in the path of the main cur- 
rent so that any variation in Icad due. of course, 
to alteration of resistance in the outer circutt, 
means the variation of field intensity and so af 
voltage. In practice, with such a machine, the 
greater the load intrcduced. the higher the 
voltage. This, as may be imagined, is not de- 
sirable, and with the exception of a few special 
cases, the series machine is never emploved. 

The compound wound machine (in its stan- 
dard form, unless specially ordered, it is level- 
compound) has two windings round the field 
magnets, a coil of fine wire shunted across tiie 
main terminals—the shunt winding—and a few 
turns of heavy wire in series with the outer cir- 

The idea ts to obtain a balance, the few 
turns of heavv wire—the series winding—con- 
pensating with increase of load for the drop in 
the shunt. current, and maintaining a perfectly 
steady terminal pressure under all conditions 
of load. 
Now you referred to over-compounding. A 

machine is over- compounded when there are 
too many turns of wire in the compound wind- 
ing, so that increase of load brings about an 
increase of generated voltage. This is not 
cenerally desirable, as the endeavour is usually 
to maintain a constant pressure. There are 

occasions when a machine is purposely over- 
compounded, the idea being that the slight in- 
crease of pressure at the dvnamo terminals will 
just compensate for the voltage drop that takes 
place in the mains of a supply svsteimn. 

In the reverse- compound or differential wind- 
ing the series winding is arranged in opposi- 
tion to the shunt. so that increase of load intro- 
duces a decrease in the terminal pressure. 

Regarding the uses of the different classes of 
generators. The shunt machine is the one 
most commonly emploved, and for cases where 
the lighting 1s anostly;incandescent and a man 
be in attendance forcontysling the shunt re- 
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vulating resistance, the machine is quite sati-- 

factory. Better, however, for ail standard pur- 
poses is the ordinary or level compound 
generator, which machine, if properly com- 
pounded, maintains automatically a constant 
terminal pressure. This type of machine should 
always be employed in picture theatre work, 
where the bioscope arc lamp and the general 
lighting of the building are supplied from the 
same plant. The reverse compound machine. 
as far as dynamo practice is concerned, is sel- 

dom employed, although some people introduce 
it for motor generators for bioscope work. 

We hardly know what you mean regarding 
the calculation of voltage drop. If you refer to 
the voltage drop across the dynamo terminals 
it 1s precisely that read by any voltmeter con- 
nected from terminal to terminal. For in- 
stance, if the machine be a 100 volt dynamo, 
the volt meter will indicate a voltage drop of 
100. Perhaps, more usually, the expression 
voltage drop is used to define the voltage lost 
in transmission, or rather the drop in volts 
overcoming the resistance of cables, etc., lead- 
ing to a consuming device. For instance, if on 
a 100 volt supply the generator terminal pres- 
sure were exactly 100 volts, and the pressure 
across the terminals of the consuming appara- 
tus, say an electric motor situated some dis- 
‘tance from the generator were 98 volts, the 
voltage drop would naturally be two volts. 
The more mains introduced the more the voit- 
age drop, and it is for this reason on some large 
supplies, particularly traction systems, that 
machines are over compounded. To calculate 
the voltage drop one must know the resistance 
and the current flow. An application of Ohm's 
Law does the rest. Cables can be obtained 
showing the resistance, and also the voltage 
drop under certain conditions of supply pres- 
sure. Let us take an actual example of ‘‘ vol- 
tage drop.” A too volt electric generator 
is supplying the bioscope arc lamp circuit. We 
take a volt meter and find that the terminal 
voltage, that is, the voltage drop of the whole 
system, is 100 volts. We go to the operating 
box, where we find 98 volts across the main 
switch terminals. This represents the voltage 
drop in the operating box system, and 100-08, 
or 2 volts, must be the voltage drop in the 
transmission cables. Mext, we connect the 
volt meter from one switch terminal to a point 
between the resistance and the arc lamp. Here 
the voltage is probably 55, representing the vol- 
tage drop of the resistance. From the afore- 
mentioned intermediate point to the other 
switch terminal, we shall read 45 volts, which 
represents the voltage drop across the arc lamp. 
We trust this et will je" the air for 

OO!Ie 

you, WINDING, and we welcome any further 
questions. 

* * I 

ANon wishes to know: (1) The names and 
addresses of some reliable firms who would 
supply new or second-hand projectors on the 
hire purchase system; (2) The name, price and 
publisher of a manual useful to one contem- 
plating starting a cinema show, but who knows 
little about the business. (3) Will the oxy- 
hydrogen light give really good results for a 
show in a provincial town where electricity 's 
not available, and what is the best type of ap- 
paratus to use. 

Revarding the first part of ANON’s query. 
If there are any firms who would supply cinema 
equipments on the hire purchase we should Le 
pleased to put them in touch with our corres- 
pondent. (2) We can recommend Anon ‘‘ The 
Modern Bioscope Operator’’ as a_ practical 
manual on all that relates to bioscope working. 
It 1s published from this office 3s. gd. post free. 
(3) The oxy-hydrogen, limelight will give no 
better light in a provincial town where there 
is no electric hght than it will in London, or 
in any district where electricity is available. 
Limelight is not an intense light, and not in 
any way so suited for cinematograph working 
as is electric. Nowadays, most theatres in 
districts where there is no electric service have 
small generating plant of their own. Many 
such plants are now obtainable, and light is 
generated thereby much cheaper than using 
even the poorer quality limelight. ANon prob- 
ably knows the demands of his district. If his 
audience does not know what electric projection 
is, and if there is no opposition house using 
electricity-as the source of projection results, 
then he might venture to use limelight. The 
best plan, undoubtedly, is to use both oxygen 
and hydrogen under pressure from cylinders. 
The jet employed should be a high-powered 
‘“mixed”’ jet, and large hard limes should be 
used. However, all that appertains to limelight 
projection can be found in the ‘‘ Modern Bio- 
scope Operator.”’ 

A 

USEFUL TRADE CATALOGUE. 

The latest issue of Messrs. W. Butcher and Sons, 
Limited, of Camera House, of their comprehensive 
catalogue is certainly one of the best of its kind 
ever issued by any house in the Trade. The “ Cine- 
matograph Manual,” as it is termed, gives one a very 
wonderful insight into the variety of the firm’s goods 
and their ability to supply all theatre requirements, 
from the screen to the furnishings of the building and 
operating box. Particulars of a very interesting 
nature are given, both of the well known “ Silent Em- 
pire,” and of the new ‘Empress ” model projectors, 
also of manv special accessories, and of the firm’s 
well-known “ Empire” series of educational pictures. 
The catalogue is Gieginelll fsoonth the writing for. 
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PICTURES IN IRELAND. 

By “ PADDY.’ 

I am in a position to say that some kind of 
a stop is to be placed upon the erection of the 
excessive number of proposed picture houses for 
Dublin. As I mentioned in recent notes, plans 
have been passed for at least eight houses, and 
other people were contemplating building no less 
than ten more in different parts of the city. 
That would make competition so keen that the 
exhibitor who came in first would find it hard to 
<cep his theatre going at all, with so many 
others all round him. However, a deputation 
consisting of Mr. I. I. Bradlaw, Mr. Marsh, Mr. 
Gilham, Mr. Carley, and others, representing 
the district branch of the Exhibitors’ Associa- 
tion, waited on the Corporation of Dublin and 
explained the present position. The result of 
the matter, I am informed, is that the Corpora- 
tion is considering the passing of a by-law deal- 
ing with the whole question. 

The General Film Agency had a private ex- 
hibition of ‘*‘A Message from Mars" (United 
Kingdom Films, Limited, London) at the Grand 
Cinema, Sackville Street, kindly lent for the 
occasion by Mr. W. Kay. 

a ee ee 

Wniting of the Grand Cinema reminds me that 
Mr. Kay had a very fine Pathé film on view 
there, entitled “The Suffragette,” and excellent 
houses transpired as the result of this booking. 
“Tom from the Wolves” was also screened. 

On the 3rd inst. the Gaumont Company, Lord 
Edward Street, had a private view at 11 a.m. and 
3 p.m. of their special film, “The Curse of 
Greed.” The Gaumont Company, under Mr. 
Bromhead’s careful management, have made a 
decided success of their Dublin branch. 

Mr. J. Gormley is a firm believer in Vitagraph 
films, and a recent programme at the Town 
Hall Picture Palace, Dundalk, contained two 
successes, “The Flirt’? and ‘‘A Doll for the 
Paby.”’ Other films screened included the last 
section of ‘‘ What Happened to Mary” and “The 
Glass Cage.”” Mr. Gormley always has a variety 
‘turn’’ in his programme. 

So much interest has been taken of late in 
educational cinematography, that it may be of 
interest to renders CF OC : Fe scope to note Ogle 

the remarks made on the subject by “A. E.,” 
the famous Irish painter, author, and visionary 
poet. He says: “ However, for all our qualms, 
we invite the cinema into education. Our 
methods of education in the national schools 
have not been so superior and thought-quicken- 
ing that we risk losing much in introducing 
the living picture, and whether we protested or 
not the thing is as inevitable as that the aero- 
plane will carry our children from Ireland to 
England in another quarter of a century. Ire- 
land, which has been in a backwater, me -ditating 
on its wrongs and its past, will have to move 
in the new ways and adjust itself to the new 
conditions, to the new forces and the new ideas, 
and make them operative in its own interests, 
or else they will operate against its interests.” 

NEW THEATRE AT SELBY. 

The new Hippodrome, Selby’s newest picture 
theatre, is being erected on land near Alma Terrace, 
and is expected to provide accommodation for 1,200. 
Business operations are under the control of Mr. A. 
Tuck, of the Globe Electric Theatre, Selby. The 
Hippodrome is to be on a substantial scale, and the 
opening will probably take place during November. 
The frontage of the building will be in Portland 
cement, and there will be a large entrance hall. 

ACCIDENT TO PHOTOPLAY ACTOR. 

An accident which might easily have had serious 
consequences occurred at the Climax Studios, 
Thames Ditton, on Wednesday last, in the produc- 
tion by the Daring Film Company of a thrilling de- 
tectlve drama. Mr. Harry Lorraine, who is playing 
the name part of Detective Daring, had a bout of 
fisticutts with Mr. Arthur Maverty, who was playing 
the part of Barnev, leader of the gang. This scene 
was so realistically produced that during the fight 
Daring received a severe gash just under the left 
eve which needed the attention of a medical man. 
Despite this. however, Mr. Lorraine went on with his 
production, and did a scene in which he was bound 
and tied to a ring in the wall. He is rescued, how- 
ever, by his assistant (the Spider), plaved by Mr. 
Bert Berry, and holds the gang at bay. Then, tak- 
ing them bv surprise, he makes a head-first dive 
clean through the window, carrving with it the frame, 
panes of glass—which were real—into the street be- 
low. In this Mr. Lorraine met with his second acci- 
dent, which was much more serious, and nearly a 
tragedy, In falling among the splintere d glass, a 
piece stuck in Mr. Lorraine's neck, just a fraction of 
an inch from the jugular vein. This bled profusely 
but, happily, after a second visit to a medical man 
it was withdrawn and the wound dressed. Feeling 
somewhat faint from loss of blood, Daring decided 
to close down producing for the day, although stall 
keen on finishing what will probably be one of the 
most realistic n&ivegiiohrtitloimg productions of the age. 
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NOTES FROM BOLTON. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

An Indian Picture, “ Ballyhoo’s Story,” held sway 
at the Deansgate Electric Theatre last weck, and was 
backed up by such rattling subjects as ** The Prodi- 
gal Brother,’ “The Substitute Stenographer, and 
many humorous films. 

The new Atlas Picture Theatre, in Fletcher Street, 
promises to be a great success. Its main object, to 
provide tor residents in the Great Lever district, wall 
no doubt be achieved, judging bv the exceptionally 
large audiences which have been the order there ever 
since it was opened. Last week an Eastern picture, 
* Prisoner of the Harem,” was the top-liner, and this, 
together with “The Judgment of the Deep,” “ Fixing 
‘Aunty Up,” and “Hurry.” made up a splendid pro- 
gramme. Princess Cinema, the matinées on 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays are exceedingly 
popular. “The Happy Dustmen,” in which the well- 
known Bros. Egbert figure prominently, convulsed 
the audiences last week, while the top-liner was 
“What the God’s Decree.” 

_ Under Cavt. Pott’s management, the Gem, which 
Is Situate a considerable distance trom the town, 
hut is, however, in = a= populous” district, has 
become quite a favourite resort. The secret of the 
success of this theatre is probably the fact that it has 
a very popular and enterprising manager who_be- 
lieves in securing the best films obtainable. Last 
week, “Satan's Castle ” was greeted in no hajf- 
hearted fashion. “The Pirates,” “For His Child’s 
Sake,” and “ Twilight’s Hour,” were dramatic sub- 
jects, but the most interesting to the male section of 
the audiences was the special picture of the Cup- 
tie at Burnden Park between Bolton Wanderers and 
Swindon Town. This was certainly the hit of the 
week. 

Glancing through some figures of Bolton halls 
built and used exclusively for cinematograph enter- 
tainments, I find that fifteen halls provide accom- 
modation for 16,300 people. This is a minimum and 
works out at an average of 1,080 for cach hall. Of 
the fifteen two can hold more than 2,000, these being 
the Olympia and the Temperance Hall. The former 
is licensed under the Cinematograph Act for 2,200,: 
although it can hold as many as 5,000 persons; and 
the latter holds 2,500. Apart from these two, seven 
hold 1,000 or more, the rest averaging about 700. The 
Victoria Hall and King’s Hall also show pictures 
occasionally, and the accommodation is 2,000 and 
1,500 respectively. 

TRAWLINGS FROM GRIMSBY. 

The proprietors of the Strand Cinema de Luxe, 
Messrs. Higgins and = Littlewood, were cordially 
thanked at a mecting of the Distress Committee for 
giving the proceeds of the entertainment the previous 
Sunday. Special reference was made to the excellent 
arrangements of Mr. G. W. A. Burton, secretary- 
manager of the Strand, who is also secretary to the 
Distress Committee. 

a 

At the Strand the management projected ‘ The 
Dagger Stroke”? and ‘‘A Cigarette Maker’s Ro- 

.? © Salvation Sal”? and ‘‘ The Tale of a Fish” mance 
were particularly interesting items at the Lyric, where 

: ~ ’ an ioe 
“An Indian Girl’s oie and “Five Jolly 
Bachelors ” were “A rex Goyren"" 

NEWCASTLE NOTES. 

After a long connection with the Imperial Cuine- 
matoygraph Theatre, Blaydon, during which time he 
has earned the well deserved esteem of everyone in 
the district, Mr. F. W. Morrison has definitely relin- 
quished the managership, and the theatre 1s now 
under the direction of Mr. Roland Morris, who has 
been at the hall for some time in the capacity of de- 
puty manager. Upon Mr. Morrison devolves the con- 
trol of the business of Mr. Robert Scott, in New- 
castle, and the increasing calls upon him ‘there have 
necessitated him leaving the Blaydon Theatre. Mr. 
Scott runs the Imperial Film Hiring Bureau, as well 
as other cinematograph theatres, and Mr. Morrison 
finds himself with sufthcient work in being gencral 
manager at the Newcastle office. Busy man as he 1s, 
however, he still finds time for a lot of valuable ser- 
vice W hic h he renders to the Northern District of the 
Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Association, of which he 
is honorary secretary. 

HAPPENINGS AT HULL. 

Mr. R. S. Comber, who is at the head of affairs at 
the Theatre de Luxe, Anlaby Road, always shows a 
readiness to oblige his patrons, and so it is that this 
week he has been showing “ The House of Tem- 
perley,’”’ having been specially requested, so he tells 
me, by numerous /ahitués of the de Luxe. Mr. 
Comber has also introduced “Chelsea 7,750,’’ to 
Hull, as well. as “Joan of Arc.” The negotiations 
which have been proceeding for some time with re- 
yard to alteration and enlargement of the de Luxe 
are now completed. and the work will be commenced 
in a short time. The seating accommodation will be 
considerably increased by the addition of a balcony, 
and the front will be given a much more imposinz 
appearance. 

Mr. W. H. Ketteman had some particularly good 
films at the Picture Playhouse last week, the chief 
being *“ David Garrick’’ and “ Rogues of Paris,’’ 
and thev have both commanded good _ business. 
“Judith of Bethulia,’’ as predicted, was a great suc- 
cess. The future, 1 understand, has also a good list 
in store. 

NEW YORK REMOVAL. 

The American representatives of the Eclair Film 
Company intorm us that they will shortly announce 
a removal to larger and more commodious quarters in 
the heart of the new film centre of the American 
metropolis, where offices, developing and projection 
rooms, etc., will be ampiv provided for. This move 
has been made necessarv through the big increase of 
the Eclair business in the U.S.A. during the past 
year. The present ofhces, though occupying an en- 
tire floor at 225, West 42nd Street, have latterly proved 
inadequate in which to transact the large volume of 
sales that have fallen to the lot of the concern. 

OLDEST THEATRE AS CINEMA. 

Sadler’s Wells Theatre, reputed to be the oldest 
theatre in London, has, it is rumoured, been acquired 
by a picture palace company. The present building 
was opened in 1765, and was one of the great resorts 
at the beginning of the) PastOGéntury. 
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FILM PRINTING FOR THE TRADE. 

Your Negatives can now be printed on 

ENSIGN STOCK by the Makers 

Austin Edwards Ltd., of Warwick, thus 

Guaranteeing the Finest Possible Results 

atthe LOWEST POSSIBLE COST. 

Prints on ENSIGN STOCK will 

outwear any others and the Photographic 

Quality is Superb. 

All Prints made at WARWICK, and if 

required returned same day as negative 

received. 

We are always open te purchase good and interesting negatives taken on our 

ENSIGN NEGATIVE STOCK. 

Telegrame—‘ FILMS, WARWICK.” Telephone—IX, WARWICK. 

AUSTIN EDWARDS, i1. WARWICK 
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SNIPPETS FROM SOUTHPORT. 
(BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Whatever the result of the decision of the Watch 
Committee of the Southport Corporation in May as 
to the renewal of seven-day cinema licences, residents 
and visitors alike are taking full advantage of the op- 
portunity afforded them at the present time every Sun- 
day evening trom 8.15 to 9.45 to visit picture palaces 
Last Sunday night I i at six of the princ aaa 
cinemas in the town. I found the seating accommo- 
dation fully utilised at the Picture Palace, Picture- 
drome and Palladium, Lord Street, and the Pier 
2avilion. and practically every seat in the Erskine 
and the Empire and Nevil Street Picture Houses, the 
excepuon being the higher priced seats. Could anv 
better proof be advanced? In view of this, can it be 
said that the various managers are not catering for 
the public taste. The decision of the Watch Com- 
mittee will be awaited with interest. 

Mr. Leonard Rimmer, late secretary’s assistant at 
the kmpire Picture Theatre, who has accepted a posi- 
tion as the manager of the Don Picture Palace, 
Stockport, upon severing his connection with the 
Southport house, was presented with a very nice 
travelling suitcase, subscribed for by the manage- 
ment, staff and friends of the Empire. The popular 
manager, Mr. Fredk. M. Jones, made the presenta- 
tion, and spoke in high praise of Mr. Rimmer’s pains- 
taking work, and his geniality to all with whom he 
came in contact. Mr. Rimmer, who suitably returned 
thanks, leaves the Lancashire pleasure resort with the 
best wishes of a large circle of confreres for his 
future welfare. 

By the way, Mr. Jones, at this commodious enter- 
tainment house, is unflagging in his endeavour to 
secure the best possible in the wav of films. He 
had, as the top of the bill for Mondav, Tuesday and 
Wednesdav ‘ The Iron Trail,” and for the latter part 
of the week “Fight for a Fortune.” Needless to add, 
they were very well supported by many other splendid 
pictures. 

Two pleasurable hours may always be spent at the 
Picturedrome, or rather the time from 3—5, 7—9, 
and Q—II. Mr. Campbell’s experience stands him 
in good stead. Pride of place was given to an all- 
British film for the first half of the week. In “ Raised 
from the Ranks” picture lovers will recognise a film 
of outstanding merit, and a credit to anv manage- 
ment which secures it. Scenic films, I might men- 
tion, are aé feature, too, here. Later, Southport 
people flocked to see a fine exclusive in “Great Dock 
Catastrophe.” 

Mr. Fred Clive, who manages the Palladium in 
such a commendable, businesslike manner, is known 
as the gentleman who provides colossal programmes 
of pictures, all excellent. Moreover, variety is the 
kevnote. Space only permits one to mention a few 
which were seen the last week. They were: “The 
Wanderer’s Recall,” “A Fisherman's Luck,” “At the 
Suen of the Lost Angel,” Caught Courting,” 
‘Fashion Gazette ” in natural colour, etc., etc. There 
were also vaudeville “turns,’’ and at the week-end Miss 
Marv Leighton, vocalist, paid a return visit. There 
were also the child violinist, Jovce Brown, and Mr. 
Mr. Easthope Martin at the organ. 

Google 

“The Adventures of Lady Glave” and “The Mes- 
sage to Headquarters’ were the pick of the pro- 
grame at the Picture Palace, Lord street, for three 
days, and then they were displaced by a splendidly 
coloured film, “ The Wastrel.” Truly this, one of the 
most popular of the Southport houses, is in capable 
hands with Mrs. Parker as manageress, and Mr. H. 
M. Kennedy as the secretary and controller of the 
film selection department. 

Mr. Wm. Walker, at the Nevill Street Picture 
House continues to display much enterprise. Here is 
a proof. On Wednesday he was able to screen a 
film depicting the Siate Opening of Parhament. This 
drew large crowds, and was kept on throughout the 
week. The “star” for the first three days was “ A 
Cunning Intrigue,” and, later, “In the Shadow of 
the Vhrone,’’ with Edison's talking picture exclu- 
sives, “Her Redemption” and ‘Shamrock for Ire- 
land.’’ 

“Right o’ Wav” and “Where There’s a_ Swill 
There’s a Sway” were in keeping with the judicious 
taste of Mr. Eric Longden, the manager, at the Pier 
Pavilion. As usual, they afforded much pleasure to 
his numerous patrons. 

I had a chat with the manager of the Birkdale Pic- 
ture Palace on Monday. Business, he tells me, was 
never better. Just the titles of one or two of the 
splendid pictures I saw—" The Test,’ “The Blind 
Basket Weaver,” “Early Oklahoma,” “His Secret,” 
and manv 
satisfactory. 

more. No wonder the reports are so 

MUSIC FOR LUBIN FILMS. 

In future, the Brockliss Bulletin will contain music 
cues for all the Lubin features. This new innovation, 
we feel sure, will be appreciated by managers and 
musical conductors alike. 

FILM PHOTOPLAYERS AS GENERALS. 

As illustrating the immense organisation necessary 
to the production of big Western pictures, battle 
scenes, and the other mass effects in which the 
Domino, Broncho and Kay-Bee, handled by the 
Western Import Company, Limited, specialise, it 1s 
interesting to read a recent statement made by Presi- 
dent Miller, of Miller’s ror Ranch, which supplies a 
large number of the cast for these productions. Mr. 
Miller declares that, in the event of war, the United 
States Government ‘could find among the proaucers 
of these films a number of men quite canable cf 
handling large forces in an exnert and effective man- 
ner. He goes so far as to suggest that Director 
Ince, of the New York Motion Picture Company, 
could control a battle as well as the famous Civil 
War generals, Grant and Lee, declaring that the stag- 
ing of ‘ The Battle of Gettysburg ” would have tested 
the abilities of either of these leaders. The qual- 

ities of quick decision, versatihty and resourcefulness 
are as necessary to a producer of “big” things as to 
a military leader, so there may be something in his 

One nliolt. He might have added that the “ property 
room ” of those film firms could furnish enough uni- 
forms and guns to equip a good-sized army. 
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CHALMERS, LTD., 
THEATRE LIGHTING AND 

KINEMATOGRAPH SPECIALISTS. 

All kinds of Repairs promptly 
attended to by skilled workmen. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
All work is done under the personal super- 

peat _—— vision of Mr. JOHN C. CHALMERS, the 
; ptoneer of Kinematography in Scotland, who 

SSS ar places twenty years experience at your disposal. 

MORE LIGHT FOR LESS GAS 
BY USING THE Send for particulars of our many Specialities. 

Diamant Guil Pastil. Carbons, Lamps, and al! accessories. 

Requires no Revolving. __Unaffected by Damp. Operators Employment Bureau. 

Large Size - #-in. by ?-in. each 3/3 Sole Agents in Scotland for the 
Small ,, g-in. by f-in. s, 2/6 
"Baby *' Pastil g-in by Bin. 4, 2/= ERNEMANN PROJECTOR. 
Holders 4 - . . 1/9 —— 

Bent Lime Pin - - -  - 7/9 NOTE THE ADDRESS— 

Burnside Buildings, 

G. GUILBERT, ...:°." BURNSIDE STREET, GLASGOW. 
“« Spnerocyls,” 

40, Hatton Garden, London, E.C. smith, London. "Phones: Douglas 243-240, Telegrams: Footlight, Glasgow. 

This is an illustration of the 

KESNOR 
TICKET ISSUING 
ONE-WAY MACHINE. 

The Most Efficient Safeguard against Fraud 
that the Theatrical Manager can have. 

It is a neat, simple amd perfectly made machine, and fs the 

quickest ticket deliverer on the market. 

Made to issue tickets from one up to four different prices 

of admission. 

KESNOR MACHINES are the CHEAPEST 

and BEST on the MARKET. 

Machines can be seen and particulars given at the Patentees and Manufacturers : 

THOS. KESNOR & CO., LTD., "°*"*Encicccrs. Watford, Herts. 
Also at 

THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 58, Dean St., Shaftesbury Avenue,W. 
and 9, Place de la Bourse, PRIS. 

€ 
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WORLD OF FINANCE. 
The following information has been specially compiled for Tue Bioscorg, and includes a Register of 
New Companies, Mortgages and Charges, Winding-up Petitions and Orders, County Court Judgments, 

Reports of Financial Cases, etc., etc. 

All inquiries respecting financial matters 

STEREOSCOPIC CINEMATOGRAPHY 
SYNDICATE. 

Mr. Justice Astbury heard a motion in the Com- 
panies Winding-up Court on Tuesdav, February 3rd, 
to stay proceedings under the Winding-up Order 
against the Stereoscopic Cinematography Svndicate, 
Limited. 

Mir. Harman, who brought the motion, said the 
company was incorporated in June, 1g12, for develop- 
ing certain patents. It was a small company, whose 
shares were nominally 20,000 1s. shares. Of these, 
19.750 had been issued, and the directors held 9,025 
efthem. The petition had been presented by certain 
judgment creditors whose debt amounted to £7176. 
Owing to circumstances, the company was unable to 
instruct counsel in time to appear when the petition 
was heard and the order made. Replving to his lord- 
ship, counsel said he had no instructions as to whether 
his clients were prepared to provide for the debts of 
the company. He asked that the petition should stand 
over for a week so that he might find out. 

His lordship allowed it to stand over. ‘ 

THE CLARENDON FILM COMPANY v. DONALD 
CORNWALLIS. 

On Saturday, in the King’s Bench Division, Mr. 
Justice Rowlatt had before him a motion for judgment 
in the action of the Clarendon Film Company v. 
Wonald Cornwallis. 

Mr. C. Rose, for plaintiffs, said this was a motion 
for judgment in default of defence. January 4th was 
the last day upon which a defence could have been 
delivered, but no defence had been delivered, and 
counsel understood defendant had gone to America. 
The statement of claim stated that the plaintiffs were 
the manufacturers of films for cinema shows. The 
action was for slander and for inducement for breach 
of contract. The plaintiffs asked for a declaration 
that they were entitled to nroduce films without the 
consent of the defendant, and injunction to restrain 
the defendant from repeating the slanders or from 
uttering them to anv customers of the companv likely 
to enter into a contract with the plaintiffs to produce 
them. 

His Lordshiv: Yes: I do not see whv you are not 
entitled to that, with costs. 

CLAIM AGAINST BILLPOSTER. 

A case arising out of the taking of some _ photo- 
graphs in connection with the special performance of 
“Macbeth,” by Mr. Arthur Bourchier and Miss Irene 
Vanbrugh, at Hieldelberg, came before the Registrar 
at Bow County Court on Wednesday, when Edmunds 
and Co., photographers, of High Street, N.E., sued 
Mr. A. E. Abrahams, billposter and advertising con- 
tractor, of Romford Road, Stratford, E., for £4 for 
photographs. 

Mr. Burrows, instructed by Lucas, Mitchell and 
Lucas, appeared on behalf of plaintiff, and Mr. A. A. 
Robinson defended. 

The evidence showed that in October last a special 
performance of this film was arranged to be given 
at the Garrick Theatre. Some blocks were required 
for the purpose of ay Gefere qn. the Sunday 

§ i’ 4 4 | 
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must be addressed to the 
marked ‘ Financial.” 

Editor, and the _ envelope 

papers, and the defendants supplied some original 
photographs, from which new ones were to be made. 
When the photographs arrived thev were sent to the 
Commercial Process Company, but were found to be 
unsulable for making blocks from. Another set of 
photographs was made, but they arrived too late for 
the Sunday paper for which they were intended. When 
asked to pav defendants declined, saving that the 
photograpns were useless. 

The Registrar upheld this view, and gave judgmen: 
for the defendanes. 

‘““LAUDER’’ FILM CASE. 

Further reference was made before Mr. Justice Ast- 
bury, in the Chancery Division on Friday, February 
6th, to the film “Golfing,” depicting Harry Lauder 
and Neil Kenvon, the well-known Scotch comedians, 
at golt, by Mr. Jenkins, K.C., on a motion in the 
action of Peacock against Hewitt and the Big “ A” 
Pictures, Limited. 

Mr. Jenkins apphed for a receiver and manager, 
and that the plaintith Peacock be appointed. Mr. 
Hewitt got a contract from Lauder and Kenyon, bv 
which they were to receive 334 per cent. of the net 
profits of the sale or the hire of the film. Mr. Hewitt, 
who was unable to exploit the matter himself, entered 
into an agreement whereby Peacock was to finance 
him. When Peacock asked the defendant Hewitt to 
produce the film he would not do so. Plaintiff then 
learned by accident that 1t was in the possession of 
the Big “A” Pictures. ‘ 

Mr. Goldgraber, a director of the companv. ex- 
plained in an afhdavit that Hewitt represented him- 
self to the defendant company as the owner and pro- 
ducer of the film, and that under the terms of the 
agreement with Mr. Peacock he possessed the sole 
rights of the production as Mr. Peacock was only a 
financier. He said the original photographic nega- 
tive had remained in his possession. 

His lordship said he thought the film had better be 
handed over to plaintiff’ as receiver without prejudice 
to anv question of the defendant’s rights. He did 
not think he could at present appoint a manager. 

SEALED ORDERS. 
Proceedings In Chancery Division. 

In the Chancery Division, on Friday, Mr. Justice 
Eve had before him a motion on behalf of the plain- 
tiff in the action Raleigh v. the Kinematograph 
Trading Company, Limited, to restrain the de- 
fendants from using the name or title “Sealed 
Orders ” in connection with the sale or letting for 
hire of anv film or moving picture which does not 
represent the plaintiff’s dramatic production. 

Mr. Clavton, K.C., for the defendants asked that 
the motion might stand over for a week to enable his 
clients to answer the evidence. The plaintiff, said 
counsel, knew of the advertisements of the defendants’ 
film under this title on January 15th. Defendants’ 
solicitors, on getting the notice of motion, asked for 
the evidence, and were told it was not readv. Thev 
received the affidavits on Wednesdaw afternoon. — 

Mr. Maugham, kK.C. (for the nlaintiff): Will mv 
friend tell me whether it is intended to display this 
film in the meantinte/ 
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Mr. Clayton said he could give no undertaking. His 
clients were dealers in this film, and since January 
15th they had entered into various contracts. 

Mr. Maugham said the defendants had been written 
to by Mr. Raleigh, in January, to the effect that he 
was the owner of the copyright of the play, and he 
had given no authority for the use of a cinematograph 
production closely identified with the play. His case 
was that people who saw the advertisements would 
jump to the conclusion that this film was a repre- 
sentation of the well-known play “Sealed Orders,” 
Which had been running in London quite recently. 
The evidence was that the film, when it came over 
from Holland, bore quite a different name. 

His Lordship: Why did you not get your evidence 
ready ¢ 

Mr. Maugham: It was ready as soon as thev en- 
tcred an appearance. There would be no objection 
to Se film if they called it, sav, “Orders Under 
seal, 

tlis Lordship said it did not secm a case for an 
interim order. As he understood it, these were not 
pictures from the play, but pictures from = other 
scenes, which had been dubbed “ Sealed Orders.” He 
allowed the matter to stand over for a week. 

Bankruptcy 

The first meeting of creditors of Percival Drayton 
F.lbourne, picture palace manager, i4, Wellington 
Street, Gravesend, Kent, was held at 115, High 
street, Rochester, on February 11th, when the state- 
ment of aftairs showed ranking liabilities amounting 
to £391 1s. 10d. There was one fully secured creditor 
for £35 odd, and apparently there were no assets 
whatever. The debtor attributed his failure to his 
wife’s serious illness in 1907, and heavy interest on 
borrowed moneys, in addition to expenses incurred 
in keeping his mother and sister. It appeared that 
in January, ro1r1, the liabilities exceeded his assets by 
£118, and the interest on borrowed monevs and losses 
on law suits amounted to £145 odd. Debtor had also 
been emploved as a music-hall manager at various 
towns during 1902-1912, and since then at the Popu- 
lar Picture Palace of Gravesend. Debtor’s salaries 
have ranged from £6 tos. to £2 10s. a week. Tle ad- 
mitted knowledge of his financial position in 1907, 
and he had since contracted debts in the hope that 
he would be able to pav them. Debtor admitted that 
he had done a little betting during the last vear. 

‘Recelverships. 

NEW KINEMATOGRAPH ENTERPRISE, LIMITED.—G. 
H. Edwards, of 19, Cecil Court, W.C., ceased to act 
as receiver or manager on January 6, 1914. 

PRINGLE’S (ZETLAND ROAD), PICTURE PALACE, 
LIMITED.—A notice of the appointment of C. Smith, 
of Exchange Avenue, Bristol, as receiver, on January 
27, 1914, under powers contained in first mortgage 
debentures, dated May 22, 1913, filed pursuant to 
aren 94 of the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 
1908. 

Mortgages and Charges. 

NORTHAMPTON THEATRE SYNDICATE, LIMITED.—A 
memorandum of satisfaction to the extent of £250, 
on January 10, 1914, of debentures, dated May 7, 
1913, securing £10,000, has been filed. 
KESWICK ALHAMBRA THEATRE COMPANY, LIMITED. 

~-Particulars of £2,000 debentures, created by resolu- 
tions of January 9 and 17, 1914, filed pursuant to 
Section 93 (3) of the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 
'go8, the amount of the present issue being £200. 
Property charged: The company’s property, present 
and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees. 
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WITNEY IXLECTRIC THEATRE, LIMITED.— Mortgage 
debenture, dated January 20,a1g14, to secure £)4uU0, 
charged on the company’s undertaking and property, 
present and future, including uncalled capital (sub- 
ject as to real estate, to the existing charge thereon). 
Holder: F. J. Buckell, Broad Street, Oxford, and 
others. 
BARNSLEY EMPIRE PALACE, LIMITED.—A memoran- 

dum of satisfaction in full on December 24, 1913, of 
mortgage dated November 4, 1908, securing £3,000, 
has been filed. 

NELSON PICTURE THEATRE, LIMITED.— Mortgage, 
dated January 23, 1914, to secure £3,000, charged on 
land with Queen’s Cinema Theatre thereon, Nelson. 
Holder: G. Wilkinson, Westwood, Wheatley Carr, 
Booth, near Nelson. 
STANWIX PICTUREDROME, LIMITED.—Debenture, 

dated January 23, 1914, to secure £30, charged on 
company’s undertaking and property, present and 
future, including furnishings, fittings, cinematograph 
machine, seating and scenery, etc., at the Picture 
Palace, Egremont, Cumberland. Holder: J. M. 
Beaty, Harrabv Green, Carlisle. 
STAR KINEMA (FULHAM), LIMITED.—A memoran- 

dum of satisfaction in full on January 12, 1914, of 
mortgage dated July 10, 1913, securing £3,000, has 
been filed. 
THEATRE DE LUXE (HALIFAX), LIMITED.—Deben- 

ture, and as collateral security thereto, a mortgage, 
toth dated January 22, 1914, to secure £1,200, charged 
on company’s undertaking and property, present and 
future, including goodwill, and lands and buildings 
known as the Hipperholme and Lightcliffe Constitu- 
tional Club. Holder: J. Bland, The Hollies, Park 
Drive, Bradford. 

RED HALL PICTURE PALACE COMPANY, LIMITED.— 
Mortgage and Land Registry Charge on Red Hall 
Picture Palace, and four shops adjoining, Nos. 7-15, 
Vanston Place, Walham Green, S.W. Holder: F. W. 
Spruce, Roundhay, Leeds. 

CLARENCE PICTURE HOUSE (NEWPORT), LIMITED.— 
Debenture, dated January 21, 1914, to secure £3,000, 
charged on the company’s undertaking and property, 
present and future, including uncalled capital subject 
to prior mortgage. Holder: D. W. G. Maddam, 30, 
Commercial Street, Newport, Mon. 

COUNTY VARIETIES, LIMITED.—A memorandum of 
satisfaction in full, on January 7, 1914, of mortgage 
dated July 7, 1913 securing £100, has been filed. 

LANDORE CINEMA, LIMITED.—Mortgage on land in 
Neath Road, Landore, Swansea, with a cinemato- 
graph hall erected thereon, dated January 19, 1914, 
to secure all moneys due, or to become due, from the 
company to the London, City and Midland Bank, 
Limited, 5, Threadneedle Street, E.C. 

DOVER PICTURE PALACE COMPANY, LIMITED.— 
Particulars of £18,000 debentures, created January 
26, 1914, and secured by trust deed of even date, filed 
pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Companies (Con- 
solidation) Act, 1908, the amount of the present 
issue being £9,000 (at 10 wer cent. discount). 
Property charged: Freehold and leasehold land and 
premises at Dover, and the companv’s undertakine 
and property, present and future, including uncalled 
capital. Trustees: Capital and Counties’ Bank, 
Limited, 39, Threadneedle Street, E.C. 

ELTHAM CINEMA THEATRE, LIMITED.—Land Regis- 
trv Charge on land, with premises thereon, in High 
Street, Eltham, dated January 28, 1914, to secure 
£250. Holder: Miss E. Elvin, 52, High Street, Sidcup. 

Bic A?’ FEATURES, LIMITED.—Mortgage deben- 
ture. dated January 8. rorg, to secure £300, charged 
on the company’s undertaking and pronertyv, present 
and furure. Holder: J. Rockman, 27, Hedson Build- 
ings, Shoreditch. 

(Continued on page Fy. 
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BETTER RESULTS THAN EVER. 
Are obtained by Booking THE 
ONLY ORIGINAL LYRICSCOPE 
PLAY of Prof. Max. Reinhardt’s 

Masterpiece : 

THE 
MIRACLE 

With Music by Prof. ENGLEBERT HUMPERDINGK, produced 

with the ORIGINAL CAST, as at OLYMPIA, LONDON. 

THE MARVEL OF 
THE CENTURY. 

™ BOOK IT NOW ~ 
THREE AND SIX DAY BOOKINGS. 

ey te 

FULL AND ARTISTIC LINE OF PICTORIAL LITHOS, ETC. 

JOSEPH MENCHEN, Sole Owner, 3-7, SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND, W.C. 
Telephone: Gerrard 9824. Telegraphic Address: ‘‘MIRACFILM, RAND, LONDON.’ 
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Press Praise Pasquali’s 
PRE-EMINENT PRODUCTION 

THE SIGNAL 
OF DEATR. 

The staging. and dressing of the piece are extremely 
picturesque, and the photography is superb throughout. 
—Tne Broscopr 
Pasquali at their best—An impressive and refined drama 
—One of the most impressive portrayals it has been our 
privilege to see.—Tue Cinema. 
A picture of considerable merit.—Tur Exuisiror’s Matt, 

BOOK I T—Success is yours. 
Released Thursday, April 2nd. Length 2,750 ft. approx. 

“FOR DADDY.” 
A Touching Drama, featuring little TONY, the Pasquali Kid. 

Released Thursday, April Oth. Length 1,734 ft. approx. 

Mrs. Polidor’s Bonnet, | Polidor asa Dancing Girl. 
A Gem of Humour. A Hurricane of Laughter Making Incidents. 

Released Mon., April6th. Length 540 ft. approx Released Thurs., April9th, Length 623 ft., approx. 

THE PASQUALI FILM CO.,, 
(ENG), LIMITED. 

52, RUPERT STREET, LONDON, W. 
Telegrams—Kinescopic, Piccy, Loudon. Telephone—Regent 2718. 
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FILMS—WEEK BY WEEK. 
Compiled from the Manufacturers’ Synopses. 

For Addresses, Telephone Numbers, etc., ‘see ‘‘ Film Releases.”” 

AMERICAN CO. 

The Son of Thomas 
Gray.—Appealing domes- 
tic drama, in which the son 
of the aged physician finds 

himself literally torn between an exposure and his 
father’s honour. However, the Courts revoke the old 

man’s licence, and it is left to fate to bring about a 
strange settlement. (March 2nd. 952 ft.) 

The Miser’s Policy.—As the guardian of his charm- 
ing niece, the miser resents the attentions of Ben, and 
intercepts a letter. Found out in his duplicity, the old 
fellow pleads for pardon and makes the happiness of 
the couple complete. (March sth. ggo ft.) 

ANDERSON'S FILM AGENCY. 
isn’t It Wonderful?—Trick silhouette film, in which 

the antics of members of the Playtown Circus are very 
entertaining. (March 2nd. 465 ft.) 

CRICKS AND MARTIN. 

Percy Attends a Masquerade. 
—Gladys invites Percy, but does 
not favour his brother’s attend- 
ance at the ball. The brother 
discovers the subterfuge, and 
Percy is compelled to adopt 
other attire, that of a policeman. 
His alarming adventures and 
final capture of a burglar end in 
a hapoy recéption by all. (March 

5th. 485 ft.) 

Digitized by Go gle 

COSMOPOLITAN. — 

ITALA. 

Foolshead Has Lost a Needle.—A rapid fire comic, 
in which Foolshead’s eye misses the point, and the 
poor chap comes in for a veritable chevaux de frise 
of trouble. (March 2nd. 550 ft.) 

DAVISON’S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

B. and C. 

The Tattooed Will.—Exciting feature drama. Speci- 
ally reviewed in THE BIOSCOPE of January 15th, on 
p. 271. (March 2nd. Three reels:) 

FILMS DE PARIS. 

In the Land of Roses.—Gaily bedecked by nature, 
these gardens of Southern France and the beautiful 
buildings form a splendid scenic. (March sth. 474 ft.) 

* ECLAIR, 

A.C.A.D. 

The Solitary Fort.—Produced with a fascinating 
background of Arabian life, and a fine drama. Speci- 
ally reviewed in THE BIOSCOPE of January 2oth, on 
pp. 489-90. (March 2nd. 1,442 ft.) 

_. Love Finds a Way.—Clarice loves the young man 
over the way, but crusty old uncle disapproves. How 
the young swain dresses as a cabby, and the subes- 
quent adventures, with the aid of a clever dog as go- 
between, make a good comedy. (March sth. 872 ft.) 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

Clara’s Mysterious Toys.—A wonderful trick pic- 
ture. in which the paper cuttings thrown into the air 
by little Clara evolve into a number of fascinating 
objects. (March 2nd. 327 ft.) 

For the Man She Loved.—Cleverlv presented fea- 
ture, in which the wrongful conviction of her lover 
is most ingeniously proved by his sweetheart. The 
final dramatic capture of the real thief in the bank is 
splendidlv done. - (March sth. 1,975 ft-) 

ECLAIR. 
Funnicus In Difficulties.—Chased 

by the farmer and his hands, Funni 
ascends a mountain in marvellous 
time, and descends likewise upon a 
slab of ice. His final capture of a 
cooked goose is a comical ending. 
(March sth. 455 ft.) a < 

W.A.F. 

From .Toblach to Misurina.—Coloured scenic of a 
journey through one of the most wonderful parts of 
the Alps to the lovely lake of Misurina. One of the 
ieee beautiful regions in’ the world. (March 2nd, 

t. : 
wens ) -Original from 
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HAVE YOU BOOKED EVERY “APEX”? 
THEY WILL MOVE THE MULTITUDE 
INTO YOUR THEATRES | 

IN FOR 

THE SULTAN’S POWER | EAST I$ EAST 

App. Length 2,000 ft. App. Length 3,000 ft. 

AN ESTABLISHED WINNER. 

SHOULD 
A IN 

WOMAN TELL ?| SATAN’S TOILS 

A 

TRAGEDY in the ALPS 

App. Length 2,800 ft. 

THE 
WIZARD of the JUNGLE 

App. Length 2,000 ft. 

Get on our Mailing List. It will Pay You. 

cu, Apex Fitms, Lrp., Pam: 
WIRE or 36, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, REGENT 
PHONE. LONDON, W.C. 4995. 
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THOMAS A. EDISON, LTD. 

The Upward Way.— 
ee eae Providence guides an 

Ex, peconyict to prosnenty, 
ut a severe trial comes 

Q won when a_ swindler, and 
former cell mate, exacts silence from Joe and seeks to 
victimise the minister. The latter’s daughter recalls 
Joe after his exposure of the fraud and confession, to 
the light of a new love. (March 2nd. 1,050 ft.) 

= eS Vie 

MIRIAM NESBITT. 

THE FAMOUS LEADING ACTRESS OF THE EDISON 
COMPANY. 

Enoch and Ezra’s First Smoke.—A “real boys” 
comedy, in which the lads abandon their fishing,. and, 
imitating the gipsies, turn smokers. A vivid series 

’ of events of a dramatic nature is ended by the dis- 
covery of two very bilious subjects. (March 2nd. 
540 ft.) 

The Thrifty Janitor.—Imagining that a couplehad 
vacated their apartments for two months, the janitor 
quietly “relet” the rooms. The return of the love- 
sick, and their jealousy at certain discoveries provide 
some entertaining moments. (March 2nd. 700 ft.) 

What Shall It Profit a Man?—The unrighteous 
gains of a swindling mine-owner are discovered by his 

wife, who openly denounces him to the electoral 
voters. His victim hears, and murder, soon imminent, 
is narrowly averted by the financier’s confession. 
(March 5th. 1,050 ft.) 

A Grvat Metropolitan Newspaper.—Bv the courtesy 
of the New York Herald, the wonders of the linotype,: 
typefounding, and the giant presses are cleverly re- 
vealed. (March sth. 950 ft.) 

Wanted, a Burglar.—How the Editor of the Corn- 
town Clarion, after the publication of a “come and 
help yourself” par, provi a_diverti tale of dar- 
ing. (March/5th:\760oft§) ;OU) té 

ESSANAY. 

Sophie's New Foreman.—Alkali 
Ike, on the farm of Sophie Clutts, 
puts up with the virago for the sake 
of her niece, but is finally compelled 
to marry ‘the she-devil.” (March 
2nd. 906 ft.) 

Children of the Forest.—An Indian 
love drama, with a fine rescue of the 

maid by her sweetheart, and the death of a villain in 
the: flames (March 2nd. 993 ft.) 

Kitty’s Knight.—Mike, jealous of Malone, carries 
Off Kitty to the fancy ball,’but the arrival of Malone 
in armour enables the couple to gain first prize and 
the cash for a necessary licence. (March 2nd. 984 ft.) 

MINOR S. WATSON, _.. 
of the Essanay Companies. 

The Three Gamblers.—Father and son, gamblers 
alike, in turn become dishonest, and dissipate the 
money of their firms. Each time Broncho Billy, a 
orofessional gamester, nobly helps them out of a 
scrape, and finally wins Marguerite, the daughter. 
(March 5th. 1,984 ft.) 

Autumn’ Love.—Kathleen, a widow, is uncertain 
whether to wed one of her own age or the younger 
man. A vision of the faithlessness of youth and the 
nobility of age decides the question. (March sth. 
993 ft. 

* EXCELSIOR MOTION PICTURE CO. 

FRANCOIS. 

Happy Doggies. — An “ in- 
terest” that will appeal to all 
lovers of the “friend of man- 
kind.” (February 23rd. 260 ft.) 

The Brisbane River.—A pic- 
turesque run up to the source of 
this lovely Australian river. We 

. see the great ‘“ Henley-on-Bris- 
bane regatta,” then the magnifi- 

: cent upper reaches, and finally a 
moonlight scene atOSilwer fRapids. (March 2nd. 
370 ft.) NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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RENTERS, Limitep, 
118-120, WARDOUR STREET, 

LONDON, W. 

A PRIVATE VIEW OF THEIR GREAT 

HEPWORTH 

THE OLD 
CURIOSITY 
SHOP ..... 
rill be held on WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25th, at 11.15 a.m., 

at the 

ELECTRIC PAVILION, 
101, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.. 

when they extend a cordial invitation to Exhibitors andthe Trade. 

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS for the BRITISH ISLES 
controlled by 

RENTERS, LIMITED, 
118-1 ZO Wardour Street, London, W. 
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GAUMONT. 

The Curse of Greed.—An ad- 
mirable drama by the same pro- 
ducer as “In the Clutch of the 
Apaches,” and specially reviewed 

Gatmont in THE BIOSCOPE of January 22nd, 
on pp. 377-9. March 2nd. 
3,635 ft.) 

Making Steel, Martin-Siemen’s 
Process.—F rom the filling of the 

carrier tanks by magnets to the ultimate discharge of 
the furnaces, some wonderful insights are given into 
an intricate process. (March 2nd. 530 ft.) 

A Real English Winter.—Star scenic release of the 
charms of Jesmond Dene under a mantle of snow, the 
falls fringed with icicles, and sport with toboggan 
and _ ski. Ends with a rousing snowball fight. 
(March 2nd. 410 ft.) 

Tiny Tim’s First Cigar.—Desnite the qualms of 
—-conscience, Tim will not give in until he is found 
by nurse ina comatose condition. He soon realises 
that pyjamas are but a poor protection. (March 2nd. 

300 ft.) 
The Little Interviewer.—Her journalist brother, fall- 

ing ill, little Juliette, after many hours’ waiting, suc- 
ceeds in being asked into the house of the famous 
author. She artfully remembers all he said, and the 
“scoop,” at first a dramatic surprise, ends in a new 
and better life for both. (March sth. 1,176 ft.) 

Langouste Fishing.— Many phases of the catching 
of the crustacean, a species of lobster, are seen in 
the trapping, handling, and subsequent storage alive 
until wanted. (March sth. 370 ft.) 

In Dauphiny.—The environs of Grenoble abound in 
charming views, and we see some of the very best, 
including a magnificent panorama of the French 
Alps. (March sth. 415 ft.) 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY. 
MILANO. 

Padua.—The Market Place, Church of St. Anthony, 
and other buildings of historic interest are succeeded 
by the river and canals, forming an excellent scenic. 
(March sth. 390 ft.) 

Dick as a Clockmaker.—Richard’s employer, Mr. 
Slick, sends him to a turret, then removes the lad- 
der. Dick clings to the hands, and is furiously 
whirled round, finally falling plump into the midst 
of an amused crowd. (M th. ft.) 

( te Digitized by 

Blind Fate.—Years after a 
tragic discovery of her father’s 
murder, the sight of the blind 
girl is restored. She has but 
one clue to the murderer, but, 
in an amateur drama, recon- 
structs the crime, and causes 
the criminal, whom she _ sus- 

pected to be present, to betray himself. (March 2nd. 
2,000 ft.) 

Tange Mad.—Rosie has the fever very badly, and 
tells two suitors to learn, and she will choose the best 
dancer. They, however, fall in love with their tutors, 
and now Rosie “hates the horrid Tango.’? (March 
5th. 800 ft.) 

A, E. HUBSCH & CO., LTD. 
DEUTSCHE BIOSCOPE. 

Farmer Giles.—Still yearning for the old surround- 
ings, old “Goiles ” tries to rear prime porkers in the 
city house of his “darter,” but is finally driven, post- 
haste, “back to the land.” (March 2nd. 932 ft.) 

MESSTER. 
Under 

False Sus- 
picion,— 
Drama _ of 
the errors 
of circum- 
stantial evi- 
dence, set 
amidst 

; . lovely 
Alpine surroundings, and unfolding a strange tale of 
a missing note ana a guide cleared of a murder 
charge. (March 2nd. 2,145 ft. ) 

SASCHA. 

The Beautiful Blue Danube.—Quaint towns, castles 
and buildings are seen to adorn a river which flows 
through a picturesque country. (March sth. 380 ft.) 

IMPERIAL FILM COMPANY. 
MARTIN. 
To Save the King.—Despite the ingenious disguises 

he assumes, the detective is finally trapped by 
Anarchists. He escapes just in time to avoid ‘he 
wrecking of the house by an infernal machine, and 
reaches London in time to save the ruler of a foreign 
Power. (March 2ndOrogsaftidom 
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Inheritance 

of Hate. 
This Great Dramatic Subject produced by 

the Cines Co. of Rome, has been SOLD 

Exclusively for the following countries : 

ENGLAND -__ Jury's Imperial Pictures, Ltd. 

AUSTRALASIA - Australasian Films, Ltd. 

AFRICA - African Films Trust, Ltd. 

INDIA, JAPAN AND THE BRITISH DEPENDENCIES STILL OPEN. 

All Applications to— 

G. SERRA, 
SOLE AGENT, 

22, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 
Telegrams—Kossicines, London. Telephone—Regent 4132. 

Google 
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KINETO. 

Temples and Religious Cer-monies of Java.—A 
fascinating “travel,” with splendid records of the 
great temple at Sansit, and an extraordinary specta- 
cular fight with a dragon of huge proportions. (March 
2nd. 3095 ft.) 

Through the Canadian Rockies.—Wonderful scenes 
taken from the cow-catcher of an express loco. ‘Our 
Lady of the Snows ”’ is viewed in a film, in the pro- 
duction of which the operator was almost frozen 
alive. Artistic and profoundly impressive. (March 
sth. 245: ft.) 

LUBIN. 

Confederates in Crime. — The 
doings of a criminal gang are the 
cause of stirring adventures befall- 
ing a young journalist. There are 
two big sensations in the flooding of 
the cellar to save a bomb outrage, 
and a desperate running fight be- 
tween car and motor launch. (March 
2nd. 2,290 ft.) 

Whose Is It?—Seaside comedy, in 
which a lost stocking causes much 

recrimination and the loosening of feminine locks. 
(March 2nd. 425 ft.) 

His Chorus Girl Wife.—His former marriage bars 
the way toward a new havniness for the minister. His 
actress wife blackmails him, and accidentally meets 
with a tragic end. The man is cleared of an accusa- 
tion, and soon finds comfort in a new life. (March 
2nd. 1,056 ft.) 

Her Father.—The wreck of a train removes a dis- 

solute father, and his daughter Mary is thus left free 

to wed. The man of her choice, believing her to be 

among the killed, becomes insane, but recovers from 

a painful illness to find his sweetheart and his parents 

by his side. (March sth. 1,034 ft.) 

Melita’s Sacrifice.—A dashing cowboy and vac- 

quero drama of the Mexican border. The doings of a 

villainous gang of Mexicans and the brave sacrifice 

of the girl Melita are powerful episodes. (March sth. 

ae Digitized by Google 

A Pill Box Cupid.—By the exchange of two kinds 
of pills, one anti-fat and the other anti-thin, a comical 
farce is woven around the doings of two elderly lovers. 
(March sth. 500 ft.) 

Badly Wanted.—The exploits of a picture producing 
company, and a joke perpetrated by an actor upon 
the village constable enable the latter to amass quite 
a respectable amount in “backsheish.” (March 5th. 
608 ft.) 

Hydraulic Works on tha Adda.—The enormous ex- 
tent of an Italian engineering triumph is revealed, 
and a look at the highest one-arch bridge in the world. 
(March 5th. 370 ft.) 

M.P. SALES AGENCY 

BIOGRAPH. 

The Bartered Crown.—The heart- 
rending struggles of a little lace- 
maker come to a climax when she is 
compelled to negotiate the sale of her 
hair for the sake of a crippled sister. 
How a romantic young man insists 
upon also having the head ends the 
troubles of Mina. (March 2nd. 

1,022 ft.) 

A Dutch Gold Mine.—A deal in horses, and the 

rumour of a gold strike enable Hans to clear out, with 

the horse-dealer, first-class express. (March 2nd. 

795 ft.) 

Concentration.—A loving mother’s lesson, the re- 

sult of the ways of her departed husband, is seen 

embodied in use of a magnifying glass. The boy 

complete’s his father’s invention, and his brother 

learns, through suffering, the true worth of work. 

(March sth. 1,071 ft.) 

Oh! Sammy.—How Sam evades marriage with old 

Einstein’s spinster daughter makes a good comedy. 

(March sth. 422 ft.) 

Won Through a Medium.—Spiritualism is invoked 

as a means to frighten an objectionable suitor, whom 

che lovers soon perceive to vanish vivace prestissimo. 

(March sth. 403 ft.) 

FILM D’ART. 

Fools and Their Money.—The adventures of Butter- 

worth, a stonemason, when he comes into a huge 

fortune, come to an amusing climax when they ar- 

rive at their big hotel. Society has “a good run’ 

until Mrs. Butterworth takes a hand, and settles mat- 

ters in a dramatic way. (March 2nd. 3,103 ft.) 

MONO. 

The Girl at the Cash Desk.—A pretty cashier brings 

much business to the café proprietor, until the cus- 

tomers learn that they have been just a little deceived. 

(March 2nd. 673 ft.) 

He Advertised—And got unexpected “ results.’’ An 

up-to-date comedy, with a humorous moral. (March 

5th. 508 ft.) 

WELT. 

The Wax Candle Industry.—Film of a variety of 

processes, involving the use of clever moulding, and 

other unique machinery. paste sth. 400 ft.) 
riginal from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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WEISKER BROS, Ltd., 
KINEMA HOUSE, LONDON ROAD, LIVERPOOL. 

Have by arrangement with Messrs. JURY'S IMPERIAL 

PICTURES, Ltd., secured the Booking Rights for 

LANCASHIRE - CHESHIRE - IRELAND, 
for the great picture entitled 

Give us this day 
5,200 ft. Released March Qth, 1914. 

This is an unusual subject, beautifully portrayed. 

THERE IS NO TTHE SLIGHTEST DOUBT 
THAT IT WILL APPEAL MORE STRONGLY 
TO THE PUBLIC THAN ANY PICTURE 
THAT HAS YET BEEN SHOWN. AND THE 
CHARACTER OF THE WHOLE PRODUC- 
TION INTRODUCES A NEW NOTE INTO 
THE DOMESTIC FILM DRAMA. 

No exhibitor should miss this WINNER, and we would advise all who are interested 

to get into touch with us at once for dates and prices, which are reasonable. 

Royal 946. l i Weisker,’’ Liverpool. 

Phones | »» 3760. Telegrams ,, Weisker,’’ Belfast. 

2 
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KALEM. 

Her Indian Brother.—The honour of 
his sister is betrayed, and Big Heart 
learns of the man’s attentions to his 
Indian friend’s sweetheart. The girl 
is rescued, and the villain is lured to 
a sudden and violent end. (March 2nd. 
1,027 ft.) 

Talcum Powder.—Industrial, showing the procur- 
ing and preparation of a useful magnesium silicate. 
(March 2nd. 423 ft.) 

An Unseen Terror.—As the result of an interest in 
criminology, a youth is enabled to track down the 
murderers of his father. The girl is thus awakened to 

the fact that her sweetheart’s theorising has enabled 
(March sth. a useful mission. 2,072 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY FILM CO. 

AMBROSIO. 

How Tweedisdum Became Comic Actor.—His tre- 

pidity when he followed, in a motley garb, his in- 
amorata upon the stage, proved a signal success. 
The great little man made the house roar by in- 
terrupting the scene. (March 2nd. 610 ft.) 

The Province of Madrid.—Clear and well finished 
views of the sights of Spain’s fair capital. (March 
2nd. 355 ft.) 

NAPOLI. 

The Two: Consciences.—The first of a new brand, 
staged in the lovely environs of Naples, and a stirring 
romance of peasant life. (March 5th. 2,040 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY. 

The Argentine Tango and Brazilian Mattchiche.— . 
Two of the latest dance crazes, the steps being shown 
in detail by two noted Continental artistes. (March 

Se 68 net alized by Goc gle 

1914. 

SVEA. 

Artistic Casting.—Exceptional educational subject, 
showing the processes necessary to the completion 
of huge bronze statuary. (March sth. 376 ft.) 

NEW MAJESTIC FILM CO. 

MAJESTIC. 

_One Round O'Brien’s Flirtation.— 
Through dalliance with a maiden fair, 
the plans of O’Brien and his spar- 
ring partner “gang agley,” and he re- 

fy -eceives what was an unexpected present, 
from the left, and loses the match. 

(March 2nd. 907 ft.) 

For His Loved One.—Spurred by the knowledge of 
his wife’s illness, and an impending accusation, the 
auto-racer, in a sensational drama, evades arrest and 
wins a race at break-neck speed. (March 5th. 934 ft.) 

NELIANCE. 

The Smuggler’s Sister.—Jack. 
a member of a gang, stands by 
the mounted policeman, his sis- 
ter’s sweetheart, when trouble 
comes. The men bind the two 
up, and the girl goes for help, 

which arrives only in time to save their lives from 
a terrific fire. (March 2nd. 970 ft.) 

The Disguise.—Mvysterious jewel thefts cause a 
girl friend to be accused. By chance she hears, one 
night, stealthy steps, and sees a burglar enter the 
house. A thrilling f/vale comes when John, a visitor. 
shoots the man, who is really the girl’s step-father 
and a supposed invalid. (March sth. 0984 ft.) 

NORDISK FILM CO. 

In the Consul’s Uniform.—An in- 
geniously written comedy, with many 
farcical happenings, consequent upon 
the butler being called upon to.imper- 
sonate his master, the latter being ab- 
sent when a foreign Prince arrives. The 
finale is most effective. (March 2nd. 
2,650 ft.) 

Ompac’® 
LMS* 

Murder Will Out.—An endeavour upon the part of 
two Lotharios to go for a day with other ladies gives 
rise to a series of ludicrous events. (March 2nd. 
gio ft.) 

The Bavarian Highlands.—River and mountain 
scenery, noisy falls and silent pines are viewed away 
from the beaten track of the tourist. (March 2nd. 
282 ft.) 

PATHE FRERES 
A.K. 

The Mistake of Her Life.—Disillusioned by the mis- 
deeds of her husband, a broken hearted woman re- 
turns home, and, on the cliff tops, finds her aged 
father. He curses her for her folly, and she falls 
over the cliff. Her former lover finds her, and she 
receives a father’s pardon ’ere she passes away. 
(March rst. 1,975 f@iiginal from 
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EXHIBITORS I 

KEEP A LOOK OUT FOR THE 

FOLLOWING RELEASES, 

THEY ARE GOOD: 

RELEASED, 

Cines: The Judge of Instruction 2410 Mar. 23 

(DOMESTIC DRAMA) 

The Altered Note 2000 Apr. 9 
(RUSSIAN DRAMA BY TOLSTOY) 

Celio: The Lure of Gold app. 2500 Apr. 13 
(MYSTERY DRAMA) 

AND THE GREATEST OF ALL 

SENSATIONAL DRAMAS 

The GOLDEN BEETLE 3 reels Apr. 27 

G SERRA, 
SOLE AGENT, 

22, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

Telegranis—Rossicines, London. Telephone—Regent 4132. 

A Wife's Devotion 2059 Apr. 2 
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The White Rose.— The test planned for a husband’s 
virtue is foiled by his asking a friend to meet the 
lady. His wife’s sceptical friend is more than sur- 
prised at the outcome. (March 1st. 1,000 ft.) 

From Pen to Pickaxe.—Unsuccessful in obtaining a 
post at the college, Paul is compelled to labour in the 
streets, but a lucky legacy clears matters up. (March 
sth. 975 ft.) 

CHICAGO. 

The Sheriff's Reward.— As the result of the sheriff’s 
love, the school teacher finds herself compelld to con- 
sider a previous marnage, but the death of a bandit, 
the woman’s husband, enables the sheriff to claim his 
reward. (March ist. 572 ft.) 

An Equine Hero.—Tom sends his clever horse for 
letters. Bandits intercept the animal, and Tom, 
later, walks into an ambush. The robbers tie him 
to the railway track, but the horse liberates his mas- 
ter, and enables a sensational chase and capture. 
(March 5th. 850 ft.) 

COMICA. 

Man and Maid.—In his endeavours to follow up his 
hated rival in disguise, the over zealous suitor 
gets ejected, falls upon a horse below, and is finally 
arrested for horse stealing. (March sth. 450 ft.) 

IMPERIUM. 

in French Guinea, West Africa.—\ journey up the 
valley of the Santa reveals luxuriant forests, noble 
hills, and a series of magnificent falls and rapids. 
(March 5th. 400 ft.) 

NIZZA. 

A Jolly Good Pal.—After an eventful night, Marcel 
is refused admittance. His friend takes him home, 
but they are compelled to sleep upon the window sill, 
and suffer a rude awakening. (March sth. 450 ft.) 

PATHECOLOR. 

The Three-Mile Limit.— By utilising the knowledge 
of an unrepealed English law, a couple are enabled 
to elope in a fishing boat and carrv through a mar- 
riage just outside the legal limit, despite an exciting 
chase by an irate father. (March rst. 1.050 ft.) 

On the Coast of the Black Sea.— \ beautiful 
“scenic” of a visit to Sotschi and its environs, end- 
ing with wonderful views of a stormy night on the’ 
Black Sea. (March 1st. 350 ft.) 

The Beauties of France.—The picturesque town of 
Quimperle is seen on a market dav. a quaint farm, 
and sahotiers at work fashioning the Breton foot gear 
in the depths of the forest. (March sth. 300 ft.) 

PATHE. 

Wiffles Has a Lucky Escape.—An amusing comedy 
of Parisian life, adapted from “Ia Famille Boléro,” 
in which Prince, as Adolnhe Petit Fre. gets into such 
a perplexing situation that the solution comes as a 
delightful and very humorous surmrise. (March Ist. 
2,350 ft.) Google 

TANAGRA. 

The Secret of the Black Mask.—In order to save 
her father’s name, Helene performs as a masked 
dancer, but is recognised, through a ring, by a 
wealthy suitor. The Count, her former enemy, kid- 
naps her, but the vounyer man effects a clever rescue 
and kills his rival in a very sensational duel. (March 
sth. 2,400 ft.) 

PHCENIX, 

When Pimple Was Young.—His first sweetheart fur- 
nishes the reason for events leading up to an elope- 
ment. The romantic secret wedding, and subsequent 
housekeeping and squabbles, are very funny. (March 
2nd. gso ft. ) 

PREMIER. 

Pataciet’s Vice.—FEnjoined by his faddist uncle to 
forego smoking, the comical chap resorts to all man- 
ner of expedients in order to enjoy a quiet whiff. 
(March sth. Ogg ft.) 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 
AMMEX. 

Her Bother's Pard.—Graphic delineations of life in 
a gold mining area, stern fights between miners and 
vlexican plotters, and the evils of cupiditv. A power- 
ful series of incidents. ‘(March 2nd. 2,360 ft.) 

BLACHE. 

Hopes of Belinda.—‘‘ Lonying tor someone to love 
her.” poor Belinda makes use of her mistress’s 
clothes and finerv. Such a muddle ensues that the 
girl is compelled to confess in order to straighten 
things out. (March 5th.  qo6 ft.) 

PARISIEN. 

Badigeon Wins a Reward.— An amusing little farce, 
which deliciously tilts at the ease with which decora- 
tions are obtainable in a certain city. (March 2nd. 
sh5 ft.) 505 It. 

ROSENBERG. 
DANMARK. 

The Heart Specialist.—Farcical comedy, with a dis- 
tinctly Gallic flavour. The doings of the ‘ specialist” 
causes such ludicrous happenings and so many 
amours that an inexphecable tangle ensues, The 
episode of the cupboards, if not exactly new, gives 
rise) to) many comical moments. (March = 2nd. 
2.550 ft.) 

THANHOUSER. 

A Silver Tongued Orator.— The 
power of speech, “as per advertise- 
ments,” so. fascinates a_ grocer’s 
assistant, that he sacrifices all, even 
his best girl, and finally becomes an 
orator (in the park). (March 2nd. 
1,0200ft0 
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The Blight of Wealth.—The owner of an up-to-date 
quarry, views of which form a fine portion of the 
release, saves the life of a lady visitor. How, in after 
life, she enables him to begin a new life, ‘forms a 
fascinating story. A great duel scene is included. 
(March sth. 2,018 ft.) 

PRINCESS. 

The Campaign Manageress.—Through taking the 
place of her father, the Editor, Muriel is enabled to 
bait the election opponent of het lover. How the fel- 
low’s threats are ignominiously exposed by a mere 
girl gives a splendid comedy foil to the drama. 
(March 2nd. 907 ft.! 

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO. 

A Message from Home.—By means of a message 
written, in the hope of a discovery, on the door of a 
freight car, a girl is enabled to welcome back and 
save the honour of her tramp lover. Her father, the 
judge, has also the satisfaction of sentencing the real 
culprits. (March 5th. 1,042 ft.) 

Schoolmarm’s Shooting Match.—The dainty little 
schoolmistress, by her arrival in a place of feud and 
fighting, effects such a change that the bachelors are 
at dst forced to realise their own folly. (March sth. 

736 ft.) 

G. SERRA. 

The Crook’s Revenge.—Sensa- 
tional “ feature” of life in the under- 
world, a sestained interest, and a 
fine scene, one of many, in which 
the judge, unknowingly, sentences 
his own son to a long term of im- 

prisonment. (March 2nd. 2,900 ft.) 

Cupid in the Cowcamp.—The desire for matrimony, 
inspired by the success of a fellow rancher, brings 
two cowboys under the claws of confidence men who 
have issued a bogus “‘ad.’’ How one of the galoots 
interviews the “wealthy widow” and confederates 
ends a good story. (March 2nd. 1,121 ft.) 

|! Hear Her Calling Me.—An obvious heart appeal 
forms the basis of the story, which tells of a lost wife, 
a search for distraction on the part of the husband, 

and, as in a certain beautiful song, 
departed ever present, ever remembered. 
sth. 1,018 ft.) 

Digitized by Goo le 3 

- grossing scene picttre. 

the voice of the love, 
(March clerk is tormented by the cook. and finally has_ to 

CINES. 

A Multi - Millionaire’s 
Caprice.—The remarkable 
romance of a race across 
Rome for a huge stake, 
and to be in a direct line. 
Some amazing adventures 
are included and a charm- 
ing love story. (March 
2nd. 2,080 ft.) 

Bidoni Between Two 
Fires.—As an_ officer’s 
orderly and the victim of 
the skirmishes of a cook, 
who objects to his love for 
the maid-servant, Bidoni 

realises that he is in a difficult and anxious position. 
(March 2nd. 404 ft.) 

Verona. — The famous town associated with 
Shakespeare’s greatest love romance, is noted for its 
ancient grandeur, and forms the nucleus of an en- 

(March 2nd. 418 ft.) 

Out of the Ruins.—Reissue of a capital drama, the 
story of a child lost through an earthquake, and 
miraculously recovered after many years by the ro- 
cognition of a doll. (March 5th. 830 ft. ) 

Bloomer’s Fair Unknown.—In love with ladies of 
the stage, poor amorous Bloomer answers an anony- 
mous letter. The result, and the crowd of ladies, in- 
cluding Mrs. Bloomer, who arrive at the café, is a 
more than merely funny episode. (March sth. 8309 ft.) 

Bashful Mr. Pyp.—Through inditing an epistle of 
which reaches the wrong hands. the bashful 

propose for the sake 3s peace. (March sth. 1,021 ft.) 
Original from 
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A Private Exhibition 
FOR THE 

TRADE anvo PRESS. 

“The Life of Verdi” 

The Great Italian Composer, 

WILL BE SHOWN PRIVATELY AT THE 

LONDON PAVILION, 

Friday, March 6th, 4t 3 p.m. 

TE A A SE OERBE, 

ADMISSION 
ON PRESENTATION 

OF TRADE CARD. 

RS i 

SPECIAL MUSIC 
Has been arranged. 

GERRARD FILM fr. 
FILM HOUSE, GERRARD ST. 
LONDON, W. 
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| Nothing Greater 

3,000 it. 

Dansk Kino | 

Send at Once for Full Particulars of this Wonder! 

Telephone— 

CITY 3953. 

19. Cecil aula an 

Go gle NEW YOR aK DUB LIBRARY 
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EXTREME. 

has yet been done. | 

approx. 

graph — Film. 

_ ful Production, or, better still, call and see it at 

| LM RELEASES, 
Cross Road, London, W.C. 

a Original from 
Digitized by Google NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Telegrams— 

* AMREL, LONDON.” 
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ON THE OPEN MARK 

The most Exciting, Thrilling and 

Laughable Comedy ever placed 

before the British | 

Public. 

Moor 
Original from 
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Jane, Soity & Funnicus 

in this real winner. 

ECLAIR FILM CO., LTD., 
ECLAIR HOUSE, 

Street, Cambridge Circus, ndon, W. rig) Ga 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Se A ita SS 

FT 

FAMOUS 
FEATURES 

A CHARMING OLD WORLD DRAMA 
that has earned warm praise from the press. 

W stminster Gazette—'‘A Daughter of the Hills is a splendid picture 
in every respect. The story is thrilling, the acting is excellent and the scenery 
and dressing are magnificent. The Gladiator fights in the arenaare particularly 
well done. The company responsible for the announcement are releasing 
adaptations of * The Silver King’ and ‘ Leah Kleschna.’ "’ 

Evening Standard—'‘‘ A Daughter of the Hills’' isa series of beautiful 
pictorial compositions, and portrays the adventures of a gladiator who is en- 
amoured.of a pretty shepherdess. The film is presented in three parts and is 
wonderfully well managed.”’ 

Sn 

Daily Express.—‘‘ The production is a 
delightful pastoral romance of ancient Rome 
and some of the scenes are perfect gems of 
photography, and the well arranged contest 
in the arena showing Nero applauding the 
gladiators is a triumph of realism.” 

Evening News --'‘ The picture is very 
beautiful and Nero reminds one of Watt's 
picture of ‘Mammon.’ "’ 

Cinema—"' The arena scene 
is most stupendous and stands 
on a par with * Quo Vadis?’ " 

THE FAMOUS PLAY 
84, CHARING CROSS 

‘Phone —REGENT 4201 

Original from 
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MISS LAURA SAWYER 
as the 

ROMAN MAIDEN. 

U.K. RIGHTS SOLD 
to Messrs. The ; ‘Back ‘to the Hills and Peace. 

WORLD’S EXCLUSIVE FILMS, LTD., 
112, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W. é e& 

to whom all communications should be addressed. ss 

| ERS FILM CO0., LTD s ey Jes > 
, ROAD, LONDON, W.C. ~ 

’G ams—'' FAMOPLAFIL, OX, LONDON” 

— 

.) 
ArT ! Wine 

yee ————_ al 

Original from 
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The Famous Pigvers film Company, AUC wen, 
—— UMITED — vee = { 

84 Charing GEOSSUROMM@@ London, wc. /ggmecle) 
{i hone— (Gtam 5— Z PIV lelewR 

negent 4201. Bem fil. Ox, London.” 

a FEATURES 
OA YEAR’ £ 

eg) 
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HAVE 
YOU 
SEEN 
THESE 

THE PRIMITIVE MAN. AB. 3 reels. 
Released Now. 

THE WORKER. _ G.F.A.Ramo. 3 reels. 
Released March 16th. 

Sole Rights for British Isles controlled by - 

HIBBERTS PICTURES, LTD., 
BRADFORD. 

London Office:—15 & 17, Cecil Court, W.C. 
Telephone—GERRARD 4230. Wires—‘' HIPILI, WESTRAND, LONDON.” 

FILMS, LTD., Liverpool. 

AGENTS FOR ERNEMANN’S MACHINES. 

oogle 
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| 3 f : 3 
GVheatwe GY WwW a =~ JZ & wis WwABE 

for a new Topical. We were told that the existing news films were 
supplying all the needs of the exhibitors. 

We do not believe it for the simple reason that there is always 
room ON TOP, and that is why we produced 

} a | a. 

phe ilrans-/ .tlantic T In hes. 
However satisfied you are with your present Topical, however difficult you may 
find it to believe that it can be improved upon, you owe it to yourself and your 
audiences to send us a postcard for reasons why THE TRANS-ATLANTIC 
TIMES is just a little better, just a little different and just a little more sure of 
universal appreciation than any news film yet produced. 

There are reasons and GOOD reasons that you ought to know. 

THE TRANS-ATLANTIC TIMES” made its first appearance 
last Thursday. It was shown at the Park Cinema, Upton Park, and at the 
Lio1 Cinema, Leytonstone. 

IT WAS IMMEDIATELY BOOKED FOR THE REMAINDER 

OF THE WEEK. 
Does it not occur to you that a news film which wins such immediate 

approval from a critical audience is worth your while to enquire about ? 
It will cost you a half-penny stamp and two minutes to find out the reasons 

why THE TRANS-ATLANTIC TIMES is going to be your Topical for 
the future, 

A half-penny stamp and two minutes. Spend them now. 

ALL TRANS-ATLANTIC FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

PARIS: 
6, Rue de Hanovre. TMD ARTCC A rr a Tr 4 

BERLIN: sa Ee £3 i ' = [LA LN IC 
Friedrichstrasse 224. & AXA RAY wd | = a ) 

VIENNA: 
Neubaugasse 40. UNIVERSAL 

AMSTERDAM: 
ee 

37 - 39, Oxford 
allings ni i wipes Ey i 

w Leta tent ll a Wires—"' Transfilco, Ox, London.’ 
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Stop Wishing 
and = a Winning ! 

What’s the good of sitting down and wishing for better times? If we all gct what we 
wanted by just wishing for it, there'd be no need for you to be in business, at all. 

There’s a whole lot of people who think that the Cinema business is just a 
gamble and that the lucky man is going to win. That old idea ought to have 
been exploded long ago. 

Your success depends on your ability, your acumen, your experience for 
selecting your programme—making it better, brighter and more attractive than 
the other fellow’s. 

That’s why you can’t afford to take long risks. That's why you can’t afford 
to book films with attractive titles and imaginative synopses. 

That’s why you have gat to realize the value of experience and organisation in 
film making. That’s why you have got to get 

The Trans-Atlantic Habit, the Money-back for certain Habit. 

There's a smell of the heather and more than See FLORENCE LAWRENCE at 
a touch of the glamour of bygone days about 

SHON THE PIPER | | GIRL of the WOODS 
Bison 101. Released Feb. 23rd. 1,965 ft. app 

Book it, and note the value of the film that is really Victor Drama. Released Feb. 26th. 1,970 ft. app. 
out of the common rut. 

Book it to-day, you will want it on Monday. This should also be Booked at once. 

MAKE ABSOLUTELY DEAD SURE OF 

THE GIRL AND THE TIGER 
Bison 101. Released March 2nd. 2,475 ft. app. 

An impressive wild animal feature with a thrill in every foot. 

START WRITING NOW TO MAKE SURE OF THE NEXT GREAT WILD BEAST FILM 

IN THE WILDS OF AFRICA 
Bison 101. 1,195 ft. app. 

It is THE Picture for March 23rd. 

ALL TRANS-ATLANTIC FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

NORWAY : 

FILM Co., Limited, Ugaegaan | & 
COPENHAGEN: 
Farvegade 2, 

HOUSE, BUDAPESTH: 
Lipot Korut 9. 

Street, London, W. CONSTANTINOPLE: 
Erzeroun Han, 9, 10, 11. 

F 999-¢ SOUTH RUSSIA: 
Phone—Regent 4332-3. Puchkinskaia 101, 
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FOR 

The Greatest Battle Picture ever Produced. 

A KALEM Four-Reel Masterpiece of the 

Anglo-Boer War in Africa, entitled :— 

The Boer War. 
A Production employing thousands of soldiers and horses, and 

embodying the most stupendous battle scenes ever attempted. 

Shortly. 

M.P. SALES AGENCY, Ltd. 86-88, Wardour Street, London, W. 
rOCK, from 

digitize LC S@rao] GrLMs ON EASTMAN YORREBBLIC LIBRARY 
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TRANS.ATLANTIC FILM CO. 

BISON 101. 

The Girl and the Tiger.—Film play, written by 
Captain Leslie Peacocke, and showing the adventures 
of a naval lieutenant lost in the jungle, pursued by 
tigers, and faced by a deadly cobra, as the result of 
a villainous plot hatched by a jealous Maharajah. 
(March 2nd. 2,475 ft.) 

The Cowboy Magnate.—A right royal welcome 
greets the arrival of the magnate at the ranch with 
his young bride. She soon recoils from the hard- 
ships of the drought, but her experiences in the city 
drive her back to the forgiving husband, who awaits 
her. (March 8th. 2,005 ft.) 

CRYSTAL. 

Baldy Belmont Wants a Wife.—Because he cannot 
bear the sight of her face, Baldy loses an heiress, 
while his chum marries her, not for her mone: but 
for her cooking. (March 2nd. 550 ft.) 

Oh! You Pearl.—A stolen letter brings an adven- 
turer to the house of a magnate. His cool reception 
from the daughter, and a subsequent happening, 
cause him to vamoose, and enable the beginning of 
a love story. (March sth. 600 ft.) 

FRONTIER. 

Curing the Doctor.—The medico’s scheme to get a 
Tival out of the way goes astray, and, to his chagrin, 
he discovers that a third suitor has got the girl. 
(March 2nd. go ft.) 

The Brute.—Western story of a woman’s love for 
a gambler husband. She saves him from the miners 
he has cheated, and, later, from the clutches of an 
infuriated man. He then proves the possession of a 
true manhood. (March sth. 1,005 ft.) 

IMP. 

Jane, of Mothesaton Farm.—A 
delightful burlesque, wherein 
the brave sailor lad, despite the 
machinations of a murder 
bureau, arrives home in time to 
pay off the mortgage upon the 
family gramophone. (March 
2nd. 60 ft.) 

Stolen Love.—Deserting her 
fisherman lover, a girl goes to 

Her marriage ends in disaster. She re- the city. 
turns to her native place, and one day sees a quar- 
rel in a boat. She recognises the man, and shoots, 
her husband being killed in order to save her former 
lover. (March 2nd. o6o ft.) 

On Pine Mountain.—The new landowner, a mil- 
lionaire, turns out the tenant holders. A scheme by 
a secret society is frustrated by a young mountaineer, 
who saves the landowner’s life and pleads for the 
tenants, who are allowed to return to their homes. 
(March sth. 970 ft.) 

Digitized by Go ‘ gle 

Levi and McGuiness Run for Office.—Continuing a 
row between their sons, the rival candidates for alder- 
manic honours attempt to settle matters in the ring, 
but end in a quiet cell. (March sth. 1,000 ft.) 

JOKER. 

Almost an Actress.—The troubles of two would-be 
picture producers with a stage-struck village girl, 
the local fire brigade, and the villagers, form an 
amusing tale of many troubles. (March 2nd. 895 ft.) 

NESTOR. 

The Simple Life.—Sidney invites 
the members of the Bachelors’ Club 
to his new country house. _ He tries 
to pass off his pretty wife as the 
housekeeper, but the boys plan a 
clever ruse, which reveals the truth. 
(March 2nd. 650 ft.) 

The Two Kids.—Telegraphic abbreviations cause 
consternation, and a wild excitement ensues until it is 
realised that the “kids” referred to were of the 
bearded ruminant species. (March 5th. 1,005 ft.) 

The Escape.— Mistaken for a 
revenue officer in disguise, an 
artist is shanghaied by the 
gang. A terrific fight ensues 
in the sea, but he escapes, and 
afterwards becomes the friend 
of the smuggler chief, who 
saves his child’s life. (March 
2nd. 800 ft.) 

From Mine to Mint.—A tour, which begins at the 
entrance of the Gem shaft, 21,000 ft. deep, and ends 
in a look round the famous U.S.A. Mint at Denver. 
(March 5th. 630 ft.) 

VICTOR. 

His Wife’s Child.—Miss Florence Lawrence plays 
the leading part in a drama which shows an unfor- 
tunate marriage, and the wife’s elopement with 
another man. How the husband finds his daughter 
the tool of crooks, rescues her, and ends the story 
in dramatic fashion. (March 2nd. 1,985 ft.) 

The Ring of Sorrow.—Thinking the ring of her 
daughter’s dead lover unlucky, the mother throws it 
away. It falls into hands of one who subsequently 
proves an admirable suitor for the hand of the girl. 
(March sth. 075 ft.) 

REX. 

The Thumb Print.—Drama of Western industrial 
life. The foreman, by the discovery of a thumb 
print upon the wheel of the quarry pumps, is enabled 
to track down a miscreant. Some exciting incidents 
and a tragedy alg witnessed. (March rst. 700 ft.) 
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“You Made Me Love You, But 
| Didn’t Want To Do It.” 
ap THIS IS WHAT YOU WILL SAY AFTER A 

SHORT TRIAL, IF YOU DISCARD YOUR 

PRESENT PROJECTOR .FOR A 

Simplex 

Machin 
‘The Steadiest 

and Truest 

: Ppojector : 

in the Market. 

WRITE AT ONCE FOR CATALOGUE “A.” 

Agents for South Wales - 

THE SOUTH WALES EXCLUSIVE 

AND FEATURE FILM AGENCY, 

15, CHARLES STREET, 

CARDIFF. 

Sole Agents 
bon the KINETO Lt d 80-2, Wardour St., f 

United Kingdom: 9 e9 LONDON, W. 

Telephone: Central 6730. Telegrams: ‘ Kinetonia, London.” 
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Mr. J. FRANK BrockLiss, Chairman of the Kinematograph Manufacturers’ Association. 
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TYLER FILM CO., LTD. 

ITALA. 
Foolshead Has Lost a Needle.—Special reissue of 

one of the most comical of the Foolshead episodes, 
in which all his efforts to dislodge the offending piece 
of steel are frustrated by weird happenigns. (March 
2nd. 550 ft.) 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD. 

HERON. 

‘Visit of the British Fleet to Barcelona.— Panoramic 
view of the port, the entry of the fleet, and a salute 
from the famous “ Collingwood; ” then we teke a tour 
of the battleships. The departure, the rough seas, 
and the fading sunlight form a striking finale to a de- 
lightful “interest.” (March sth. 380 ft.) 

URBANORA. 

Quits.—Finely played domestic drama _ of life 
among the poor, and how Bill, the workman, repays 
the saving of his child’s life by offering his life’s 
blood as the means toward the recovery of his friend, 
the doctor. (March 4th. 1,595 ft.) 

Dupin as a Carter.—In order to please the father 
of his latest girl, Dupin, dressed a-la-mode, takes up 
the duties of a carter. His feats, engineering the 

* equipage through the city, are capped by a ludicrous 
accident. (March 4th. 550 ft.) 

Manufacturing Corsets.—An interest, taken by the 
courtesy of the makers of “C.B.’s,” and revealing 
many ingenious methods. (March 4th. 450 ft.) 

VITAGRAPH. 

— The Diver.—Feature 
drama, with a_ sensa- 
tional scene at Niagara 
Falls. Specially reviewed 
in THE BIOSCOPE of 
January 22nd, on 
De. 375: (March 2nd. 
1,542 ft.) 

An Elopement at 

Home.—By an ingeni- 
ous plan, an_ irate 

father is locked in his room while the bride and bride- 
groom are married by his enemy, the judge, who 
lives next door. (March 2nd. 1,007 ft.) 

The Right Man.—A drama based upon a financial 
boom, in which a lover, at first scorned by the girl, 
is eventually seen to be the only one for her. (March 
2nd. 977 ft.) 

The Price of Thoughtlessness.—Story which points 
a moral to the dangers that beset us in every-day life. 
(March 5th. 784 ft.) 

The Canals of Venice.—The most picturesque of 
all fair Italia, with the wonderful Palace of the Doges, 
St. Mark’s, and many other famous buildings. (March 
5th. 236 ft.) 

Digitized by ¢,00 le 8 

His Last Fight.—An ex-champion of the ring goes 
to sea under a villainous captain. A young couple, 
shipwrecked, are picked up, and the captain forces 

himself upon the girl. The ex-fighter pluckily holds 
the man and his gang at bay, enables an escape, then 
falls dead. (March sth. 067 ft.) 

Thieves.—How a poor wanderer was enabled to re- 
pay a kindness through his detection of a fraud, and 
compelling a base woman to burn the wrong will, is 
shown in a well played drama. (March sth. 1,007 ft.) 

WESTERN IMPORT CO. 

BRONCHO. 

The War Correspondent.—Captured by the troops, 
Tom is put into the guard-house. A friend of former 
days helps him by telegraphing the great news to his 
paper, and Tom is handsomely rewarded on his re- 
turn to claim his bride. (March 5th. 2,048 ft.) 

DOMINO. 

The Ghost.—An Irish production of a fine quality, 
telling the dream of Tim O’Grath, a vision which 
causes such a revolution in his ways and such a horror 
of “the cratur” that Father Daley has no difficulty, at 
all, at all, in gaining a convert. (March 2nd. 1,958 ft.) 

KEYSTONE. 

A Healthy Neighbourhood.—This is such an evi- 
dent fact that the doctor is forced to hire a tough to 
scatter banana skins. A fine crop of cases follows. 
(March 2nd. 08 ft.) 

Wine.—Interesting industrial of the vineyard, and 
the processes by which the juice of Bacchus is evolved 
from the grape. (March 2nd. 515 ft. ) 

Love Sickness at Sea.—Mr. Short, a rival, follows 
Mabel and Mr. Trala aboard the ship, and, with the 
connivance of the crew, gives Mr. Trala a tremulous, 
tottering time. (March sth. 1,016 ft.) 

The Milk We Drink.—A novelty in industrial sub- 
jects, and an ak act s subject. (March sth. 307 ft.) 
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FILM RELEASES. 
THIS WEEK, NEXT WEEK, 
AND THE WEEK AFTER, 

FEB. 15th to MAR. 7th. 

ABBREVIATIONS: B, Biblical; C. Comedy; Com, Comic; D, Drama; E, Educational; G, Gymnastic. I, Indus- 
trial; Spec, Spectacular; S, Scenic, 

AMERICAN CO. (LONDON) LTD. 

193, Wardour Street, W. 

Regent 4581. Amfcolo, London. 

“FLYING A.’’ 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Personal Magnetism...................... C  of0 Feb. 16 

Fate’s Round-up.............cccecceusccee: D 0983 — 16 

The Shriner’s Daughter................ D 1995 — 19 

Rose of San Juan................cce ee eees ID 995 — 23 

The Power of Light..................... D 1y90 — _ 26 

The Son of Thomas Gray............... D g52 Mar. 2 

The Miser’s Policy...............ccee cece. D 990 — 5 

ANDERSON'S FILM AGENCY, LTD., 

52, Rupert Street, W. 

ARMSTRONG. 

Isn’t It Wonderful.... .................... Tr 465 Mar. 2 

PHEBUS. 

TODO: <5. “COOK tateoseser send eodeaiont Com 390 Feb. 16 

URANUS. 

Coe ae Se Oe re errr rere Com 870 Feb. 23 

CLARENDON. 

Clarendon Film Co., 187, 189, Wardour Street, W. 

Clarifilm, London. 

515 Feb. 16 

3709 — 23 

Regent 4526. 

CRICKS & MARTIN. 

Kinematograph House, 101, Wardour Street, W. 

City 62x. Biolesque, London. 

Selina’s Fight tor Freedom......... Com 500 Feb. 19 

Bertie Buvs a Caretaker........... 425 — 26 

Percy Attends a Masquerade 485 Mar. 5 

p, Sporting; T, Travel; Tr, Trick; Top, Topical. 

COSMOPOLITAN FILM CO., LTD., 

Gerrard Street, W. 

Regent 3131. Filmotan, London. 

DART. 

Des Feet Date 

Captured by Consent..................06. C 500 Feb. 16 

LUNA. 

For Another’s Sijn.............. ceeec ee eee D 2800 Feb. 16 

DAVISON'S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

151-3, Wardour Street, W. 

Regent 4985. Dafilsage, Londen. 

B. and C. 

A\ Fiend and His Friends................ D 2500 Feb. 16 

Lieut. Daring, the Aerial Scout...... D 1716 — 19g 

Tustin TL UNG tedee ica tedtdal on doesnt D 1210 — 23 

The Tattooed Will................c eee D3zreels Mar. 2 

FILMS DE PARIS. 

In the Land of Roses...... ............... S 474 Mar. 5 

1. & E. 

Holland: The Isle of Walcheren...... S 316 Feb. 26 

SPECIAL. 

With the Aid of the Police.......... Com Feb. 19 
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ECLAIR FILM CO., LTD. 
12, Moor Street, Cambridge Circus, W. 

Regent 630. 

A.C.A. D. 

Des. Feet. 

The Horrors of War................000000 D 4310 
The Solitary Fort................cccce0e0: D 1442 
Love Finds a Way............ccceeceeeeeees C 872 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

When Light Came Back................ D 2007 
Policeman O’ROOD...........c.cecceeeees D 2000 
Clara’s Mysterious Toys............... Tr 327 
For the Man She Loved.................. D_ 1975 

ECLAIR. 

Tragedy of the Cameo................... D_ 1990 
Willy and the Beggar............... Com ‘610 
Jane’s Narrow Escape............... Com 542 
Gorges of the Bourne...................5. S 490 
THe Swart -Avscsvh toeesancevecsa nieuwe seses: C 615 
Softy and the Mad Woman......... Com 680 
Funnicus in Difficulties............. Com = 455 

SAVOIA. 

Jealousy and Kindness................... D 2015 
Love of Hunting...................066- Com 630 

SCIENTIA. 

TOES oh eet tcaed a eee EF 540 
Dik < Ce ylO iiss acas ks a aeiess cree: S 380 

W.A.F. 

From Toblach to Misurina.............. S 511 

EDISON, 

25, Clerkenwell Road, E.C. 

Holborn 5050. 

A Wilful Collen’s Way.................. D970 
His Nephew’s Scheme................... C 1000 
A Royal Romance.................sseeeee D_ 1020 
Getting a Patient....................60. C 700 
Elsie, the Forester’s Daughter...... D_ 1000 
Nora’s Boarders...........-.ccsseereeeeees C 1020 
The: AGtreSS sec veciiacsectatnaucnaiecunseinn D_ 1050 
The Girl in the Houseboat.............. C  ggo 
The Foreman’s Treachery............. D 2000 
The Upward Way...............:.ccceeee es D_ 1050 
Enoch and Ezra’s First Smoke...Com = 540 
The Thrifty Janitor...................000. C 700 
What Shall it Profit a Man?............ D_ 1050 
A Great Metropolitan Newspaper....E 950 
Wanted, a Burglar...................00008: C 600 

ESSANAY, 

Cineparlon, London. 

Date. 

Exclus. 
Mar. 

Feb. 

Randomly, London. 

H. A. Spoor, 148, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

‘City 2129. 

The Cowboy Samaritan.................. D 994 
Sophie’s: Hero. i cicicccsceisets, aeccsioveesest 996 
Dollars, Pounds, Sense.................. C 988 
The Brand of Evil..............cc.eeeeeee D 2000 
Broncho Billy’s First Arrest........... L 4996 
Making Good...........ccscsseeseeeees om yo6é 
The Little Substitute..................... D982 
The Naming of the Rawhide Queen 

D 904 
The Usual Way............ccecceeeeeees Com = ggq6 
The End of a Circle...................... D 2000 
Quicksands of Sin..................:eeeees D 064 
A Woman Scorned...... ole 984 

Google 

Essafilm, London. 

Feb. 

2 
5 

. 16 

23 

1914. 

Des. Feet. 

Sophie’s New Foreman.................. C  g96 
Children of the Fotest................... D 3 
Kitty’s Knight......................ccce eee C 984 
The Three Gamblers...................55 D_ 1984 
Asitumn: “LOVexiiwiicscios eaddiegon: D 993 

EXCELSIOR M.P. CO.. 

213, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

FRANCOIS. 

Happy Doggies...........................5p 260 
The Brisbane River........................5 370 

GAUMONT, 
Chrono House, Sherwood Street, W. 

Gerrard 5900-7-8. 

The Better Man..............26.. 0 ceseeeees D 2500 
Scottish Scenery.............cccccessceseees S 390 
Making Bessemer Steel................. E505 
Nimbo’s First Appearance......... Com 645 
The Perfect Slavey..............ccceceses C 1245 
akes of the Pyrenees..................0: S 390 

LECCE? GOCSO eso oiisascinddinbatoreeanus Com 774 
St. Valentine’s Sabots................ C.D 1030 
Marraked, MOrocco..........sccessseeeeees S 290 
Marvels of the Invisible World........ E 330 
The Villa by the River.................. C 785 
ZRULICD: « cvstencreresunacbs tan piauwicunesccevestee: S 330 
Courting Deaths cicccseicecnisissacesienn D_ 1300 
Across the French Jura.................. S 95 
The Curse of Greed.................000085 D 3635 
Making Steel: Martin-Siemen’s Process 

E530 
A Real English Winter................... S410 
Tiny Tim’s first Cigar............... Com = 
The Little Interviewer................... D 1176 
Langouste Fishing......................5. E370 
Tn. Dauphin y take scat suse asada S415 

Feb. 
Mar. 

Chronophon, London. 

Ma 2 

Patil les 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 

53, Dean Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

Gerrard 94. 

MILANO. 

The Island of Vengeance................ D 2200 
Dick at the Seaside................... Com 470 
In the Corniche Alps...................... S320 
Dick as Clockmaker.................. Com 450 
PAGUA> citsnceancceraitensdt cn soot eaaoen 390 

RAMO. 

RP CandS cat ietseuntaa hed cartes eames D 2850 

HEPWORTH, 

Wilgrams, London. 

2, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

Gerrard 2451. 

JUSTICE: “contig caceen ses weiwabesnacciscetasunds D_ 3400 
A Throw of the Dice..................... D_ 1975 
Highwayman Hal...................65 Com_ 1000 
A Price on His Head...................44. D_ 1900 
On a False Scent................0..00 Com 650 
Hawkeye Meets His Match......... Com 650 
Blind) F até cisactesaccentlarsiveertoresents D 2000 
DT ang0: Mads accra cucesnccasience: Com 800 

Heptoic, London. 

Vu NNN 



XXXIl. 

Australasian Films, | Ltd.| 
(Uncorporated in Austral wa). 

Direct Importers of the latest Filme, Machines, and Acceeso- 
ries fremthe principal makers of the world and manufacturers 

of all local and other subjects. 

Controll'ng over 100 of the finest 

Cinematograph Theatres in exist. nce. 

London Representative FCLAND J. FISHER 

Telephone— carl-on House, 

Gerrard 2747. Ke gent Sircet, 5 W. 
Hammersmith 655 (after office hours). 

M. Baer & Go., fim “txcnance, 
28, Gerrard Street, London, W. 

THE LARGEST EXPORTLtRS OF 

New and Secondhand Films. 
Enormous Selection from id. per ft. Write for Lists. 

2, 3, & 4 Reels of ali Makes. 
Speciality Features : FOR HIRE & EXPORT. 

All FILMS guaranteed in excellent condition. 

TITLES IN ANY LANGUAGE. 

LARGEST, BEST AND CHEAPEST 
Theatre Seat Maker in 

the World. 

Office and Factory— 

112, HIGH HOLBORN, 

Telegrams: Prescenium, London. 
Telephone: Holborn 1152. 

POSTERS 
For FILMS. 

A GRAND SELECTION 
ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

WRITE FOR 
FULL CATALOGUE TO 

STAFFORD 
AND CO., LTp. 

NETHERFIELD, notrts. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY 19, 1914. 

NEW MODEL CAMERAS. 
PERFORATING MACHINES. 
Cannot get vat of order. Absolute precision. 

NEW PRINTING MACHINES °° Positives. 

Cleaming, Measuring and Winding Machines. 

DEVELOPING MATERIALS—Frames, Trays, Filters, 

Anciens Etabl. LUCIEN PREVOST 
Societe d’Kxploitation des Brevets Dupuis Societe Anonyme 
— au Capital de 700,000 francs, Siege Sociale de Paris.— 

54 RUE PHILIPPE DE GIRARD 54 

| Telephone : 445.14, Ad, Teleg : ‘‘ Kinomeca, Paris. 

THE “LAMA” FILM PRODUCING C@.. 
Derby House, 5, Blackfriars Street. Manchester. 

Telephone No. City 1929. 

Topicals taken to order. Local subjects at 
reasonable prices. Printing, developing - and 
toning from customers’ own negatives. Titles 
made at the shortest possible notice. The latest 
and best installation in the North of England. 
Send your orders now. Any orders for Topicals 
or Local Pictures delivered the same night. 

THE “LAMA” FILM PRODUCING CO. 

Derby House, 5, Blackfriars Street, Manchester. 

Iron and 

Wood and 

Semi- 
Permanent 

duildings, 
‘or. all Purposes. 

CINEMA HOUSES. 
Recreation Rooms, Billiard Rooms, Clubs, Pavilions, Indoor 

Bowling Clubs, Badminton Courts, Bungalows, &c.. &c. 
OUR BUILDINGS ARE ABSOLUTELY THE CHEAPEST AND BEST. 

Designs and Prices Free. Buy fromthe largest manufacturers. 

F. D. COWIESON & Co., 
8, CHARLES STREET, ST. ROLLOX. GLASGOW. 

Contractors to H.M. Govt.. Admiralty, War Offixe, etc. 

PRINTING 
(GENERAL and COMMERCIAL). 

85, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 
Telephone—Gerrard 8853: Regent 2453. 

Telegrams—'' Gainsaid, Piccy, London.’ 



SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY 19. 

A. E. HUBSCH & CO, 

20a, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Gerrard 9254. Aphrodite, London. 

DEUTSCHE BIOSCOPE. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Farmer GileS...........ccceesecnsescceesvees C 932 Mar. 2 

ENSIGN. 

A Ride Through Malta...... enn re re S 265 Feb. 19 

EXPRESS. 

On the Lofoten Railway.................. S 360 Feb. 26 

HUBSCH 

Winkle and His Wife.................. Com  7oo Feb. 23 

MESSTER. 

A Military Impostor .........0........68. C 1140 Feb. 19 
Threads of Destinv...................0065 D 2377 — 23 
Under False Suspicion.................. D 2145 Mar. 2 

SASCHA. 

The Beautiful Danube................... S 380 Mar. 5 

8.M.B.H. 

A Tell-tale Photograph.................. D 2012 Feb. 16 

IMPERIAL FILM CO., LTD.. 
100, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3452. Imperfil, Oz, London. 

MARTIN. 

To Save the King................. 0. cee eee. D oss Mar. 2 

KINETO, 
80-2, Wardour Street, W. 

Central 6730. Kinetonia, Londca. 

Customs of Bali (Java)..............5.. Int 350 Feb. 1i9 
A Little Fowl Play....... eau wae Int 325 — 22 
Construction of a Four Cylinder 

PG 1G: cancuteiastesineseeeee uence E 745 — 26 
Sa as and Religious Ceremonies of 

shamtausehln cate nte en ao Secs ean ores S 305 Mar, 2 
Tivouck the Canadian Rockies....... S 245 — 5 

LUBIN CO., 
Head European Office: 4, New Compton Street, W.C. 

Gerrard 1262. 

The: Sea: FE reriallawiccshoctceeiesecemes ous D 2076 Feb. 16 
Her First Otfence..................eeeeeee D 1035 — 16 
A Disastrous Bet........... esceelecenctae C 6206 — 18 
The Mirror of Death..................05. D 1024 - 19 
USts INODOOY sass brisicivateisnctienen see D 1028 — 19 
he New Maid............c0eeeceees dein lots C 512 — 19 

Love and Trouble................... C 4046 — 19 
From Out the Flood...................4+. D 1995 - 23 
Cissie’s Little Way..............seescesses C 1042 — 23 
Trimming a Boob...............eee0e: Com 352 ‘— 2 
The Scapegrace.........ccecceececeeeeeees D 1027 — =z 
A Husband’s Awakening............... D 1029 — 26 
A Widow’s Wiles............--cceceeceseees C 678 — 26 
A Surprise for Four.................4. Com 451 — 26 
Confederates in Crime................... D 2290 Mar. 2 

. Whose is: Tt ticccccn.ceresnitnianccies Com 425 — 2 
His Chorus Girl Wife..................... D 1056 — 2 

Her Fathers: \wiieriiclae oceeiaviseiwetes D 1034 — 5 
Melita’s Sacrifice................:cceeeeees D 1025 — 5 

A Pill Box Cunid..............ccececeeeee es C 500 — 5 
Badly Wanted.............:cceceeseseees saa 6088 — 5 

Hvdraulic Works on the Adda.......... 370 — 5 

Google 

“1914. XXXI11. 
— - ee 

M.P. SALES AGENCY, LTD. 

86, Wardour Street, W. 

City 648. Kalubio, London. 

ARROW. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Wom bY COOK i iusndaccusem a etids. C 1024 Feb. 16 
The Amateur Photographer............ C 849 = 8 

BIOGRAPH. 

Phe Clb (Cures. ciccsccvenespiameteoneteaes C 391 Feb. 16 
ATS: OT LUSti ttt pntnrepinavapunarsiecniceses D 2075 — 16 
[The Abandoned Will..................66 D 1044 — I9 
Her Mother Interferes.................06- C 605 — 19 
A Motor Cycle Elopement.............. C = 386 — 33 
The Three Sisters.............ccscceseeees D 1031 -- 23 
The Mysterv of the Mill................. C 287 -- 6 
GONSCICNCES ssacescdnsdaritoridatacsdee aeons D 1033 — 26 
The: Bartered Crown..............00000e- D 1022 Mar. 2 
A. Dutch Gold Min@sccccscsaseacet cases: C 795 2 
Conce ntration a haaseteneae-coea ty ute ame euek D107! —- 5 
Ohl Saainiy ss ewe erste cek Com 220 — 5 
Won Through a Medium................ C 493 — 5 

FILM D’ART. : 

Fools and Their Monev............. C.D 3163 Mar. 2 

KALEM. 

Tae SS SAIS e ais 1205s cossiosaceneseeneke: D 1956 Feb. 16 
The Cave Men’s War.................665. D zog — 19 
The Padrone’s Plot................0eeeee: D 2145 -— 23 
The Invisible Foe...................00.00e. D 1070 — 23 
The Rajah’s Jewels...............eeee eee D 1242 -- 26 
Her Indian Brother...............eeeeeees D 1027 Mar. 2 
Paleum: Pow Gr ssc etree ieaces E 423 — 2 
An Unseen Terrofisc.cicecicccci ceva: D 2072 — 5 

MINERVA. 

“The WreCRErS iano anspor ten tices D 2518 Feb. 26 

MONO. 

The Girl at the Cash Desk.............. C 673 Mar. 2 
He Advertised ! acc: sasruistssicense ss Com 8 — 5 

SEARCHLIGHT. 

Rock, Sea and Sky in Cornwall....... S 597 Feb. 26 

SPECIAL. 

THe OpOs sities acces acrowsieane ts S 361 Feb. 26 

WELT. 

In the Walliser Alps................:0.06: S 287 Feb. 16 
The Beautiful Banks of the Rhine..S 320 — 19 
The Wax Candle Industry.............. k 490 Mar. 5 

NATURAL COLOR KINE CO., LTD., 

Wardour Street, W. 

City 3976. Kinemacolor, London. 

KINEMACOLOR. 

Robin: SlOOGsitiatscschsieseaeevaees D 3 reel Current 
Sunsets in Egypt..............seeeeneees S —_- — 
The Fish and the Ring...... Fairy D —_—_ — 
The Tempter:..ccceeceencses oes D —_- — 
Love and War in Toyland......... F.D —_ — 
The Lost Collar Stud........... Con 1 reel — 
Everlasting Flowers..........-...+04+- F. —_ — 

Pets in Fur and Feather.............. FE —_-_ — 

Winter Pastimes, Swiss Alps........ S ae jose 

The Story of the Wasp................ E —_- — 
Visit of Wild West Show to Los 

Angeles ............. wavleaiet Prrrereee —_ — 

Cambridge and Its University...... E —_-_ — 



XXXIV. SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY IQ, IQT4. 

ABOUT 
OUR 

EXCLUSIVE! 

TITLE 
Es 

GOOD FOR BILLING. 

URE 
NDON 
LENGTH PRICE 
a aS a 
4,000 FT. WITHIN YOUR REACH. 

POSTERS 
Ea 

EIGHTEEN, TWELVE, TWO SIXES, TWO QUADS, AND TWO D.Cs. 

QUALITY 
TT 

EXCELLENT HIGH GRADE 

PHOTOGRAPHY, AND _ FILMS 

ALL ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

PLOT 
eae 

DRAMATIC STORY BY 

ARTHUR APPLIN, AN AUTHOR 

WITH A REPUTATION FOR 

TALES OF MODERN LONDON. 

ACTING 
Cee ete A ary 

MISS IVY CLOSE AT HER 

BEST, SUPPORTED BY A 

STRONG, ALL-ROUND COMPANY 

ASK 

FOR 

OUR 

SOUVENIR 

PRODUCTION 
ee ET 

A WORTHY TRIBUTE TO 

ENGLISH ENTERPRISE, WELL- 

KNOWN LONDON SCENES 

FIGURE THROUGHOUT. 

CO-OPERATIVE eee 
CINEMATOGRAPH see cn eas GERRARD 189 
SI, LITCHFIELD ST., 

LONDON, W. 

Google 
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NEW AGENCY FILM CO, AUSTRIA. 
D Feet. Date. 

$1-83, Shaitesbury Avenue, W. Through Bosnia and Dalmatia... Ss eG Feb, 26 

Gerrard 6331 + Nuafilms, London. BELGE. © 

AMBROSIO. | | Canine Traction in the Belgian Ace 
AQ . Des. Feet. Date. a 475 Feb. 19 

ueen’s Love.......c.ccccececeecccccecee D 2270 Feb. 16 BRITANNIA. i 
The Veen ot nee - Hunt..... oe 590 — 19 The Girl Next Door..........0..00. Com” 425 Feb. 15 
Grandfather’s Surprise... poor ssisee C peers i 19 The Three-Mile Limit.................. D 1050 Mar. 1 

Love’s Calvary...........; Sad eeseene ..D 2260 — 26° CHICAGO. : 

heed weedledum Became a “Gomic. © 610 Mar. 2 Hero and His Blind Master............ D 1000 Feb. 22 
e Province of Madrid.......7.......... S} 355  — 2. The Sheriff’s Reward........cccccccccsece. D 572 Mar. 1 

Brae } _ GOMICA. | | 
e Iwo Consciences................... D 2040 Mar. 5 Bigorno’s Suspicious Spouse...... Com 450 Feb. 19 

NEW AGENCY. ‘ Jolly HET eae Mia cssetenevauesn es 42 ae 22 

Hamburg eee Jet veanoaplcesa note S 455 Feb. 23 sdler cecal ek _ viet “Wegeasee” 
e Tango and Maxixe.................. I 420 Mar. 5 FILM D’ARTE. ae 

SVEA. — 7 His Double Life...................cceeeeees D 3000 Feb. 19 

Detaching Reindeer...............c.sc00000 E 360 Feb. 16 HILARE. 
Fish Culture siwecces wassdnsesiacsewncinoosas E He —. 23 aL aL Coe F b. 26 
Mid Wintel 2 cicsneverssscracwive sscsivessn vans S 330 — 26 CSSON UD, MOVE eoaehreaercnnteetiarns onde a GR: 2 
ATtIStic Casting. .ccckeviisivssinceceudors E 376 Mar. 5 IMPERIUM. ae 

- . Wiese ean as ca ata Pe 650 Feb. 1 5 
aplds an alls in New Zealan 250 — 2 

oe eee aa w In French Guinea..........ccccceceeeeeeees S 400 Mar. 5 
9 % p Ue © 7 

Regent 4426. Majesfilm, Westrand, London. JAPANESE. 

MAJESTIC. : Modes of Travel in Japan............... E 500 Feb. 22 

LUPKISh Dat Wocscisiesdcccnesveotsehenaiaiee: C 835 Feb. 16 LITERATIA. 
Lhe: Frame Upisssicsisectisssesoveccasesee D 1000 — 19 [pn the Whirl of Strife iD 3125 Feb. 22 
Bashful Bachelor Bill........ eer 999 — 23 | a ate | 
At at gears Serenene ee ee 996 AC. 20 MICHIGAN. : 

ne Roun rien’s Flirtation...... 997 Mar. 2 : 
For His Loved Oneeecececccccecccseec.c.. D 934 — 5 The Pioneer’s Reward..............++++. D975 Feb. 15 

NIZZA. RELIANCE. 
«“ » i Musketeers........ Com 600 Feb. 26 
Success césiidessaditgiareetevencea D 1950 Feb. 16 Mosquitoes and : ly Good: Pal sscoavidecorstereeees Com 450 Mar. 5 Peg, of the © Polly P.?..........s.00- C o65 — 19 “Jolly 

Between Home and Country............ D 996 — 23 PATHECOLOR. 
The Lure of the City..................... D 098 — 26 Fall S eu. Reb. te 
The Smuggler’s Sister.................+- D 979 Mar. 2. Lhe Trollhatten Falls...............-+++; 3 jis 
The Disguise...........cecceeee D 08 — 5 Some Garden Flowers..............++++- E ° 375 — 19 

Peeege ree eget NURt sede The Three-Mile Limit...................D 1050 Mar. 1 
On the Coast of the Black Sea......... T 350 — 1 

NORDISK, A Trip Through Lower Brittany...... S .300 — 5 

Nordisk Film Co., = Cecil Court, W.C. PATHE. 

City 172. Norfilcom, London. Proving a Lovet....... path ereee cence Com 075 Feb. 15 

Count Zar Kane ccasiarvecadetisenudesewes- » 3362 Feb. 23 Wiffles Has a Lucky Escape...C 2350 — Mar. 1 

In the Consul’s Uniform................ 2650 Mar. 2 
Murder Will Out..................:eeeeeeees C gio — 2 8.C.A.G.L. 
The Bavarian Highlands................ S 282 — 2 Saved by His Victim...........c.cccceeeee D 2925 Feb. 15 

SWEDISH. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, LTD. Slaves of Ambition...............:ceeeeee D 3075 Feb. 26 

Head Offices: 103-0, Wardour Street, London, W. TANAGRA. 

Remeay aese: (twotaes): Pbgnonte. Oxy Sondou The Secret of the Black Mask......... D 2400 Mar. 5 

: A.K. _ a THALIE. 
NNOCENC® xcs eracciuswaeaveciwntoncueeencenenes 1100 Feb. 15 + ERROR E Com 2s Feb. 22 

The Open Gate scandens erect cee D 102 — 19 ©aza and the Maid ss 525 
e Pipe of Peace...........sccssceeccess 1025 — 109 : 

Matrimonial Economy..............- Com 0975 — 10 PHCENIX FILM AGENCY, 
From Love to Hate.................0006: D 1065 -- 22 City 6312.  Pholicinem,” Westrand, London. 
Under the Spell..............:...eeee0 Com 0925 --— 22 
The ESCA pe pcccscsdanieusyateersieeasanaceos D 950 — Lieut. Pimple and the Stolen ae nisde ety AG 
Childhood’s Memories...............+.++ D 950 — ? MATING Yetescseces civetneeeaaeseeeens 

The Cowboy and the Baby......... Com 1000 — 26 What Happened to Pimple (The Gentle- 

The Mistake of Her Life................ y 1975 Mar. 1 man Burglar)..............:0+: Com 745 — 23 

The White Rose..............ccesseeceeeees 1 When Pimple was young ee First 

From Pen to Rikers COC Sak ee — 5 Sweetheart) Qicisdea al. fre aeeeees Com so Mar. 2 
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AS 8 PROJECTOR 
STILL ON TOP. 

IT IS SILENT. IT 1S ROCK-STEADY AND FLICKERLESS. IT LASTS. 

PRICE: ' Pitimyriar «=? £90 10s, Od. sce 

The ERNEMANN APPARATUS CO., 
13, Bartiett’s Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C. 

*Phone—Holborn 1277. Telegrams—Ernemann, Fleet, London. 

AGENTS, 
W. Day, 19, Lisle Street Leicester Square W. GLASGOW—Chalmers, Limited, Burnside Buildings, 
Burnside Street. LIVERPOOL—Messrs. Films, Limited, 18-20 Manchester Street. BELFAST— 
Messrs. Films, Limited, 35, High Street. NEWCASTLE- ON-TYNE—Messrs. Films, Limited, Mid- 
land Chambers, 17, Westgate Road. DUBLIN—Messrs. Films, Limited, 16, D’Olier Street. 
BRADFORD—Messrs. Hibberts, Limited, Temperance Hall. BRISTOL—Messrs. Hibberts, Limited, 
76, Victoria Street. NOTTINGHAM—Messrs. Hibberts, Limited, Central Hall. EDINBURGH— 
Messrs. Hibberts, Limited 42, Cork Place. GLASGOW—Messrs. Hibberts, Limited, 8, Dixon Street, 
St. Enoch’s tata OO  e-Gorporsbc American Express FijmyjpServige, Limited, 138, 

| Corporation Street. NEW YORK” Se as a d 



SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY 19, IQ14. XXXVI. 

PREMIER FILM CO., LTD., 

30, St. Martin’s Court, W.C. 

Des. Feet. Date. 

Getting Even..............cccccceeeeeeee Com 467 Feb. 

Rival Fishermen....................60. ...D goo — 

Pataclet’s Vice.........cccccccceueeeees Com 699 Mar. 

R. PRIEUR & CO, LTD. 
40, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 9115. Enerphone, London. 

AMMEX. 

The Fatal Reckoning.................... D 2000 Feb. 
Her Brother’s Pard...................008. D 2360 Mar. 

BLACHE. 

Cooking for Trouble...................... C 1000 Feb 
An Unexpected Meeting................. C 1000 — 
Hopes of Belinda...................cccc05. C  go6 Mar. 

HOLLANDIA. 

A Drama of the Deep........... ......... D 1060 Feb 
A Robber Robbed..................:000000 D 1250 — 

H. and W. 

Better Late than Never.............. Com 530 Feb. 

PARISIEN. 

A Versatile Lover..............cccecccceeee. 1383 Feb. 
Badigeon Wins a Reward............... C 585 Mar. 

ROSENBERG, 
40, Gerrard Street, W.C. 

Gerrard 9257. Oscarite, London. 

DANMARK. 
The Heart Specialist..............cc..000. C 2550 Mar. 

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO., 
12, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 156. ** Polyseope,” Westrand. 

Movin’ Pitchurs.............ccc0cce0e0e Com 1042 Feb 
he Quality of Mercy................... 2000 — 

The Matterhorm...................0ccceec0. S 25 — 
Outwitted by Billy.................c0c0068 D 108 — 
ort of Missing Women................. D to75 — 

An Actor’s Romance..............0.s00e. C ior — 
The Cypher Message..................... D 2025 — 
The Touch of a Child..................6. D 1067 — 
Mounted Officer Flynn................... 1087 — 
ickwash Dick’s Counterfeit.......... C 848 — 

The Supreme Monient................... 005 — 
The Crook’s Revenge.........c.scececes. D 2900 Mar 
Cupid in the Cowcamp..............0068. D i121 
Hear Her Calling Me.................. D 1018 

ese 
D, 

Schoolmarm’s Shooting esoog | e736 

23 
26 

5 

G. SERRA, 

22, Denman Street, W. 

Regent 4132. Rossicines, London. 

CINES. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

His Solemn Oath..........ccccccccseceeeeee D 2491 Feb. 
Ducal Palace, Venice.................008. S 424 — 
Old Heads—Young Hearts............. Co w2r — 
BIGON' - sce cecicvecasiseenenwosecacsdaviecs Com 397 — 
The Broken Chaimn................ccseee0. D 2257 — 
The Frog, Salamander and the Toad 

375° 
Bidoni’s American Contract....... Com 664 — 
Bloomer and His Wife’s Friend...com 669 — 
A Multimillionaire’s Caprice.......... D 2980 — 
Bidoni Between Two Fires......... Com 404 Mar. 
WETONA agceye ci cence couctinpsne daatasaesateatond 418 — 
Bloomer’s Fair Unknown........... Com —_—_ — 
Out of the Ruins.................c eee ee ee D 89 — 
Bashful Mr. Pyp....................... Com 1021 — 

SUN. 

Turning Sambo White............... Com 730 Feb. 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD., 

(Head European Office) 

100, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3452. Impafl, Ox, London. 
Beauty in the Sea Shell.................. C 1014 Feb. 
The Junior Partner.................s0008 D 20090 — 
The Children’s Hour..................... D 1016 — 
i WV ACI CULE si igcsnavalcunte sd iar acewecre C toi — 
Old Folks at Home.................... C.D 103 — 
A Silver-tongued Orator................. C 1026 Mar 
The Blight of Wealth..................... D 2018 — 

PRINCESS. | 

Bread Upon the Waters.................. D 1006 Feb 
Shot-gun Cupid......... ccc ccc ecsscceceeee C 1022 — 
The Campaign Manageress............ C  g97 Mar. 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO., LTD. 
Universal House, 37-9, Oxford Street, W. 

- Regent 4332-3. Transfilco, Ox, London. 

BISON 101. 
In the Coils of the Python............... D 1945 Feb 
Shon, the Piper...............cccscescesees 1965 — 
Vhe Law Breakers..............c0c0.0.06: D 19024 — 
The Girl and the Tiger.................. D 2475 Mar 
The Cowboy Magnate................... D 2005 — 

CRYSTAL. 

Getting the Gnip............0cccccc000-5 5... C 480 Feb 
Pearl’s Mistake..............cccccescesesess C sy — 
Robert’s Lesson...........ccccceccsceceees D o85 — 
Hearts Entangled......................... D 1040 — 
Baldy Wants a Wife.................. Com 400 Mar 
Oh! You Pearl.......... ccc cccccecees 600 — 

FRONTIER. 

Dorothea and Chief Razamatez....... C 1020 Feb 
Tuvenile Kidnappers.................. C.D 1055 — 
Curing the Doctor. a;iciea; rb fr QT coeees C  g90 Mar 
The Bitte genascep nieces) pXOOsS. <= 
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IMP. 
Th \ pike ea Feet. Date. URBANORA, 

he Anarchist........-..--:ssssssesseeeers Feb. 16 has. i 
Hidden Fires............sssssesereveesssnees D aon ia <9 oe Rea gp er pena ee ue 
The Dare-devil Mountaineer.......... D 1905 — 23 area a 
WHiMSICAlIGES oc cnrcecsnianesearssciressnnes C 500 — 26 Cena eat Bioscope, London. 
His Priceless Treasure................-+. C 585 — 26 Des. Feet Date. 
Jane, of Motheaton Farm............... C 0960 Mar. 2 The Stolen_Casket.............:::ssseees D 775 Mar 
ig ie pean saseisnsiiesssnmmanans etd 5 1982 — 2 neers s GaSCONY:<.<.5scssssceeseecasess S205 : 

| ALD en canhecssdessnnvenseass 970 — , or Jumping Mouse...... _— 
Levi and McGuiness Run for Office ; poe of J ee coe pd — 

C 1000 — 5 . Maud, the K’nut............ eee 905 — 
JOKER. Dupin, Sammy and a Side-car...Com 495 — 

The Cheese Special..........00ccu0 C 55 Feb. 16 apeis and Surroundings.............. er 
Almost, an ACtIeSS..........00000004--COM 95 Mar. 2 Manulactaniae Corsets er a ee I At Mar. 

NESTOR. Dupin as a Cartef............ccceeeeee Com 550 — 

Algy Forfeits His Claim................. C 480 Feb. 16 
Battle of noite i sdeuaasdwssasdaaasascaers D 1015 — 16 

attle of Bu Ollesesidesieasssacecanssere C 1005 — 19 
BAG Ake eee eased ose D 075 — 33 VITAGRAPH, 
When the Blood Calls................664 D 1005 — 23 
Weighed in the Balance................- D 1006 — 26 31-3, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Darkfeather’s Sacrifice..............0+ D 9905 — 26 Regent 3422. Vitgraf, London. 

The Simple Life...........-::00s eee C 650 Mar. 2 +The Frits of Vengean D Feb 

The Two: KidSisssaceisenvsinvseceseedanteae’ C 1008 = § Up end Down oid be = 

POWERS. paey DP oeret sisiveapioaaaib awh encase c 449 — 

The Doctor’s Story........:cccceesesee eens D995 Feb. 16 atty’s BRE, ORE ONO UE etree tey eeeets 515 
The Pilgrim-Messenger of Love.....D icon = ab mane @ Hat Band iiaccticcvasagioessce c sors — 

fs URAC axcaitesnes sesastecesamtasteaieassreres 900 — 23. Gangs ana Shorty at the C: Renae aes 

e en in the World of Men............ B 1070 en 26 aon ad Shorty at the Circus....... 5 Bers ea 

e Escape....... nupaitncenaannteten leeds 890 Mar. 2 Ree GRE REE ee oe ene aa 

From Mine to Mint. Bae 2 Abeeeetce Umble oe Gomes 
REX. Temples of Karnak...............::c:00e0 492 — 

Paying the Price.............cc:eceeseeee D_ o8s5 Feb. 16 His py a Peshelowiood Leek basis , erie = 

The Criminals... ...........:cccsceeeeeees D206 — 10. “XK Broken Melodyacscrcstcccavccovvacoucvar D aes a 

Like Darby, Like Joan................-. D o25 — 19 The Diver make Cann e. D 15842 Mar 

The Primeval Test......ccccsscseseese airs” =: 96° Ae Blooemiont at Ware. coconut a 
Tewels of Sacrifice........-:.::eseeeeeeees D- Che = 35 Phe Right Matacuasecosscs-cccacssansesova D 7 0 

Shadows OF Life. ccscanciarcirsansecsueceree D. Soa = A bee bas Bie oS 
The Haunted Bride............:::esesee8 D 035 — 26 "The Price of Thoughtlessness......... D te. = 

Rlood Brotherhood _onsonis bya danwanasineeinsde D 080 — 26 The Canals of Venice.. ......ccccseeeee a 

The Thumb Print......-..:cssereees D170 MAE, BP ileyes:. sxvcasasannscvedseers nieces eeavaeasss D 1007) — 

VICTOR. 

For Old Love’s Sake............:::0:0 0 D 1025 Feb. 16 

ube Winter os scuhsanteadiesarapeawes unit B 2005 — 19 
estless Spirit..........:0.::sceeeee 241 — 2 

Girl of the Woots Reuse ipetarsnsesuawyente D on — WESTERN IMPORT CO., LTD., 

His Wife’s Child..........::cc:cceeeeeeeees D 1085 Mar. 2 

TURNER FILMS, LTD. 
2, Denman Street, Piccadilly chee w. 

Gerrard 2451. Heptoic, London. 

[he Harper Mystery.........--:::essee+ D 3100 Exclus. 

TYLER FILM CO, LTD., 

Film House, Gerrard Street, W 

Gerrard 9997. Tyfilm, London. 

ITALA. 

An Odd Adventure of Foolshead..Com 435 Feb. 16 

Convict NO. 113...c.ccceeeeeeeneeeeeeere ees D 2160 — 16 

A Buried Secret.......-:-:scesesseseeeesees D 2 — 22 

Foolshead Has Lost a Needle.....Com 550 Mar. 2 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD.; 

40, Gerrard Street, London, Ww. 

Gerrard 9277. Ufilmico, London. 

EC-KO. 
Bettv’s Birthday...........:::::ee ee Com 575 Feb. 26 

HERON. 

Visit of British Fleet to Bareehate, 
380 Mar. 5 

Digitized by (GO gle 

Wesfilm House, 4, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 8080. Wesfilm, London. 

BRONCHO. 

The Reaping ...cscsisicssssssseassccanaeaees D 27136 Feb 

The Impostor...........ccceceeeeeeeereeeees D 1046 — 

The War Correspondent................+ D 2048 Mar 

DOMINO. 

Widow Maloney’s Faith...............0+ D 2070 Feb 

A Romance of ETin...........:.:eceeeeeee D 2000 — 

The: Ghostisesssiscdsassoscssrsnacenamecesres D_ 1958 Mar 

K.B. 

For Mother’s Sake...........:csceeeeeeeees D_ 1068 Feb 

An Indian’s Honour......... ....seess0++ D 1005 — 

The Efficacy of Prayer............1:s000+ D 1030 — 

KEYSTONE. 

The Firebugs...........ccceceseeeereeeeneees 
Fatty at San Diego. 
Schmitz, the Tailor 
The Speed Kings......ssseessceeseeeneees Cc 

cant 
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THE SECRET 
of the BLACKCAT INN 
SENSATION ! 

SENSATION ! 

EXCITEMENT ! 

EXCITEMENT ! 

A Thrilling Drama 
which leaves nothing | 

to be desired. 

SEE the Robbers 
in their underground 

aunts. 

The Story is grip- 
ping, Every Scene 
abounds in Action. 

Perfect Stagecraft 

Superb Acting 
throughout. 

Released 

Monday, March 23rd. Length 3,000 ft. app. 

Released Thursday, 
March 19th. 

AN pid 3 3,000 ft. app. 
Last date of Ordering, Friday, March 9th. 

THE CLUE OF THE 
YELLOW RIBBON 

THIS FILM CONTAINS AN INCIDENT 
WHICH MUST BE SEEN TOBE BELIEVED. 

A DARING, DEATH - DEFYING FEAT. 
Released Monday, April 6th. Length 2,400 ft. app. 

ANDERSON’S FILM AGENCY, *&@ 
‘Phone— 52, RUPERT STREET, LONDON, W. Grams— 
REGENT 2718. KINESCOPIC, PICCY, LONDON. 

4 Ore ~* 
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KINEMACOLOR 
ACHIEVES ANOTHER RECORD! 

The FIRST 

Command Performance 

HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY 

THE MIKADO OF JAPAN, 
IN. THE ROYAL PALACE AT TOKIO 

RECENTLY. THE JENTERTAINMENT 

CONSISTED OF 

A Two Hours Performance 
OF 

Kinemacolor Pictures 
At the conclusion of which, expressions of the 

_. EMPEROR'S!, GREAT ENJOYMENT 

were conveyed to those giving the Entertainment. i 

THE 

Natural Color Kinematograph Co., Ltd., 
(Kinemacolor), 

80-82, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W. — 

Telegrams—‘‘ Kinmacolor, london.’ Telephone—City 3976. 

Digitized by. Cort 
‘Che ee FD EIDAAR } 
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WORLD OF FINANCE. 
The ollomiag information has been speciall 
New Companies, Mortgages and Charges, 

compiled for Tas Broscopz, and iocludes a Register of 
inding-up Petitions and Orders, County Court Judgments, 

Reports of Financial Cases, etc., etc. 

All inquiries respecting financia] matters must be addressed 
marked ‘ Financial." 

(Continued from fage 790.) 

New Compan‘es. 
ANCHOR FILM COMPANY, LIMITED. (493,645. 

This company was registered on January 30th, with a 
capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the busi- 
ness of manufacturers of cinematograph films, bio- 
graphs, kinemacolorgraphs, condensers, iron houses, 
spools, lanterns etc. and to adopt an agreement with 
H. Heath and Muriel Heath. Private company. 
Table ‘‘A” mainly anplies. Registered office: 12, 
Archer Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. 

SIX BELLS PALACE COMPANY, LIMITED. (133,¢44.) 
—This company was registered on January 29th, 
with a Capital of £5,000 in £1 shares, to acquire cer- 
(ain premises at Six Bells, parish of Abertillery, Mon., 
to carry on the business of producers of cinemato- 
graph or bioscope displays, and animated pictures 
and dramatic and musical entertainments, etc. Pri- 
vate company. The number of directors is not to be 
less than five nor more than ten. ‘The first are: M. 
Levinsohn, J. C. Bernascone, F. Weaver, W. Weaver, 
FE. Davies and T. Davies. Qualification £200. 
Solicitors: Gwilym James, Charles and Davies, 

rthyvr Tvydhl. 
BALLYMENA PICTURE PALACE COMPANY, LIMITED. 

(4,090. )—Registered in Dublin on January 31, with a 
capital of £2,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the busi- 
ness of amusement caterers, providers of entertain- 
ments and cinematogrraphs pictures. Private company. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three 
nor more than six; the first are not named. Qualhi- 
fication £100. Remuneration as fixed by the com- 
pany. Registered by S. Eagleson, Ballymena. 

CANNOCK PICTUREDROME COMPANY, LIMITED 
(133,079.)—-This company was registered on January 
31st, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares (1,000 
7 per cent. non-cumulative preferred), to carry on at 
Cannock, or elsewhere, the business of proprietors of 
electric picture theatres, varictv halls, skating rinks, 
etc., and to adopt an agreement with H. Bayliss for 
the acquisition of certain land, effects, and premises. 
Private company. The number of directors is not to 
be less than two nor more than five: the subscribers 
are to appoint the first. The holders for the time 
being of debentures constituting a first series for 
£2,000 have the right to nominate a director. Qualhi- 
fication (except ‘debenture ”? director), £50. Dur- 
ing the existence of the said debentures, the total re- 
muneration shall not exceed £150. Registered office: 
47, Temple Row. Birmingham. 

LANSDOWNE PICTURES, LIMITED. (133,689. )— 
This company was registered on January 31st, with a 
capital of £10,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the busi- 
ness of bioscopic, spectacular, theatrical, musical, 
and other entertainments, etc. Minimum cash sub- 
scription, 20 per cent. of the shares offered to the 
public. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three nor more than seven. The first are W. U. 
Farmer, W. Swift, E. E. Hollingworth, and T. F. 
Summerfield. Qualification 200 shares. Remunera- 
tion as fixed by the company. Secretarv: FE .Smith. 
poeiseng by C. Doubble, 14, Serjeants Inn, Temple, 

“WARD'S FitmMs, LIMITED. (133,602. )— This com- 
pany was registered on CO 31st, With a capital 

0S 

to the Editor, and the envelope 

of £2,000 1n £1 shares, to carry on the business of 
proprietors of and dealers in cinematograph films, 
etc., and to adopt an agreement with H. Ward and 
H. Bawn. Private company. The number of directors 
is not to be less than two nor more than five. The 
first are: H. Ward and H. Bawn. Qualification £5. 
Remuneration £5 each per annum. Registered ofthce: 
121, Wardour Street, W. 
EXCLUSIVE FILM SUPPLY COMPANY, LIMITED.— 

(133,084.)—This company was registered on January 
31st, with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares, to acquire 
any photographic and other apparatus in connection 
with cinematograph shows and exhibitions. Private 
company. The number of directors is not to be less 
than two nor more than five. The first are: Rev. C. 
W. N. Hutton, W. Duerden, and J. B. Midgley, jun. 
(all permanent). Qualification £25. Registered 
ottice: 83, Bridge Street, Manchester 

S. W. THEATRE, LIMITED. (133,715.)—This com- 
pany was registered on February 2nd, with a capital 
of £3,000 1n £1 shares, to erect and own cinemato- 
graph and other theatres, music-halls and places of 
amusement generally. Private company. The first 
directors are: F. G. Osborne and P. G. Martin. 
Registered office: 52, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

MARYHILL PICTURE HOUSE, LIMITED. — (8,g64.)— 
Registered in Edinburgh, with a capital of £4,500 in 
4,1 shares, to carry on the business of theatre pro- 
prictors, cinematograph exhibitors, etc. The first 
directors are: J. Lawson, A. C. Meikle and A. Ander- 
son. Qualification £100. Remuneration £25 each 
per annum. Registered ofthce: 54, Gordon Street, 
Glasgow. 

[LONDON AND COUNTY CINEMAS, LIMITED. 731: x 
—This company was registered on February A with 
a capital of £1,000 in 975 preferred shares of Ll 
each, and 500 deferred shares of 1s. each, to carry on 
the business of proprietors of cinema theatres, etc. 
Private company. The number of directors is not to 
be less than two nor more than five. The first are: 
A. Lyons and H. Medwin. Qualification (except first 
Or Managing director), 100 shares. Remuneration 
(except managing director), £25 each per annum. 
Registered office: 6, Gloucester Mansions, Shaftes- 
bury Avenue, W.C. ; 

A. H. SYND, LIMITED. = (133,717.)—-This company 
was registered on February 3rd, with a capital of 
£250, in 2,500 74 per cent. participating preferred, 
and 2,500 ordinary shares of 1s. each, to carry on the 
business of theatre, music-hall, concert room and 
cinematograph display proprietors and managers, 
etc. The number of directors is not to be less than 
two nor more than five. The first are: A. F. Hen- 
derson and W. B. Pearson. Registered office: 4, 
Suffolk Street, Pall Mall East, S.W. 

AMUSEMENTS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LIMITED. 
(133,720.)—-This company was registered on February 
3rd, with a canital of £20,000 in £1 shares, to carry 
on the business of builders, purchasers and operators 
of amusement parks, and entertainments of all kinds, 
etc. Private company. The number of directors is 
not to be less than two nor more than seven. The 
first are: H. S. Laycock, G. W. F. Reed, T. Pitt, 
and F. H. Harris. Qualification 100 shares. Re- 
muneration £50 each ver aunu Registered bv 
Ward, Bowic, Porter andiGo-srgo, King Street, F.C. 

EF 
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PUBLIC OPINION 
is the ultimate decision that must influence 

you, Mr. Exhibitor, when choosing your 
top liner. Not only is one film entitled 

THE LADY OF MONSOREAU 
of surpassing excellence, but you have the 
additional advertisement of the world’s famous 

author, ALEXANDRE DUMAS, this fact alone 

IS IN FAVOUR OF 
the undivided interest of the public in your locality, 
this means to you a substantial increase in your 
patrons anda heavy score against your opposition. 
Take this opportunity and secure a booking of 

Lady o: Monsoreau 
TRADE EXHIBITION on 

AT —— 

SHAFTESBURY PAVILION, ys ( 

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W., 
FEBRUARY. 

FRIDAY, 

to which you are cordially invited. 

For Exclusive Rights of your District apply to— 

THE ALBION EXCLUSIVES, Ltd., 
40, Greek Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

‘Grams—‘' Albexfilco, rCZO gle LON DON, W. 
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WARD END CINEMA COMPANY, LIMITED. (133,745.)— 
This company was registered on February 3rd, with 
a capital of 45,000 in £1 shares, to adopt a contract 
dated December 22, 1913, relating to the purchase of 
certain leasehold land and premises in Washwood 
Heath Road, Birmingham, to carry on the business 
of cinematograph, biograph and animated picture en- 
tertainments, etc. Private company. The number 
of directors is not to be less than two nor more than 
five. The first are not named. A. Burt is first secre- 
tary. Qualification 250 shares. Registered ofhce: 
Herald Chambers, Martineau Street, Birmingham. 

AIRDRIE PAVILION, LIMITED.  (8,968.)— This com- 
pany Was registered on February 3rd, with a capital 
of £2,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the business of 
entertainment and amusement proprietors, etc. Pri- 
vate company. ‘The number of directors is not to be 
less than two nor more than five. The first are: J. 
Cassels, A. H. Frame, G. Kay, C. A. Easson and J. 
McLaren. Qualification roo ordinary shares. — Re- 
muneration not less than £10 each per annum. Regis- 
tered ottce: Silverwells, Hamilton. : 

ALBION E-XCLUSIVES, LIMITED. (133,740.)—This 
company was registered on February 4th, with a 
capital of £100 in £1 shares, to carry on the business 
of manufacturers of and dealers in cinematograph 
machines, films and apparatus, etc. Private com- 
pany. The number of directors is not to be less than 
two nor more than five. The first are: G. L. Wild 
and A. R. Boult. Qualification one share. Regis- 
tered office: 158, Aldersgate Street, E.C. 

Ritz CrNeMA, LIMITED.  (133,765.)—Registered 
February 4th, with a capital of £3,000 in #1 shres, 
to carry on the business of proprietors of electric 
cinematograph or other theatres, music and concert 
halls, ballrooms, etc. Private company. Table ‘‘A”’ 
mainly applies. Registered by Kenneth Brown, Baker, 
Baker and Co., Lennox House, Norfolk Street, W.C. 

BROADWAY PALLADIUM (EALING), LIMITED. 
(133,749).—This company was registered on February 
4th, with a capital of £10,000 in #1 shares, to carry 
on the business of photographers, manufacturers of 
and dealers in cinematograph films and other photo- 
graphic materials, theatre proprietors and managers, 
etc., and to adopt an agreement with J. R. Hurry. 
Private company. The number of directors is not to 
be less than two nor more than three. The first arc: 
J. R. Hurry and M. L. Capua (both permanent). Quali- 
fication 500 shares. Remuneration (except managing 
director) £100 each per annum. Registered office: 22, 
Broadwa- Ealing. 

WARWICK HIPPODROME COMPANY, LIMITED. 
(133,800).—This company was registered on February 
sth, with a capital of £2,500 in £1 shares, to acquire 
certain land and premises at Edward Street, Warwick, 
and to take over the business of a cinematograph 
theatre and variety hall carried on by J. Eborall 
on part of the said premises. Private company. The 
number of directors is not to be less than two nor 
more than four. The first are: J. Fborall (chairman 
and permanent director) and W. Munslow. Qualifi- 
cation 200 shares. Remuneration as fixed by the com- 
pany. Solicitors: Coley and Coley 63, Temple Row, 
Birmingham; and Brown and Ledbrook, Warwick. 

KIDWELLY CINEMA COMPANY, LIMITED. (133,813.)— 

This company was registered on February 6th, with a 

capital of £2,000 in £10 shares, to take over the bene- 

fits of contracts (1) between Captain Edmunds and 

Mrs. Edmunds, of Kidwelly, and T. H. Samuel, of 

Coleshill Terrace, Llanelly, for the sale to the said 

T. H. Samuel of land in Causeway Street, Kidwelly, 

and (2) between the said T. H. Samuel and 

Morgan, of Pottery Place, Llanellv for the erection of 

a cinema or nicturedrome and other buildings on the 

said land. Private coarpany. The number of direc- 
tors is notLto be éess HOF OE than six. The 

first are: IT. R. Griffiths and T. Hl. Samuel. Qualifica- 
tion £100. Remuneration as fixed by the company. 
Solicitor: k Kammerer, 15, gohn Street, Llanelly. 

EDINBURGH VARIETIES, LIMITED. (8.974.)—This 
company was registered in kdinburgh on February 
7th, with a capital of £3,000 1n 41 shares, to carry on 
the business of entertainment and amusement pro- 
prictors, etc. Private company. The number of 
directors is not to be less than two nor more than five; 
the first are not named. Qualification 100 shares. 
Registered office: 51, Frederick Street, Edinburgh. 

PROTECTED AMUSEMENTS, LIMITED. (133,833.)— 
This company was registered on February 7th, with a 
capital of £1,200 in 1,000 ordinary shares of £1 each, 
and 4,o00 founders’ shares of 41s. each, to carry on 
the business of proprietors and managers of exhibi- 
tions, sideshows, theatres, palaces and halls of amuse- 
ment, etc.. and to adopt an agreement with H. H. 
Martvne. Minimum cash subscription to per cent. 
of the shares offered to the public. The number of 
directors is not to be less than two nor more than 
five. ‘The first are: H. H. Martyne and W, Denton. 
Qualification £25. Remuneration £50 each per an- 
num. Registered office: Bush Lane House, Cannon 
Street, F.C. 

RENTERS, LIMITED.  (133,850.)—This company was 
registered on February oth, with a capital of £2,000 
in “1 shares, to carry on the business of promoters 
and managers of theatres, palaces, halls, cinemato- 
graph shows, and the like, manufacturers of cinemato- 
graph films and apparatus, ctc. Private companv. 
Table “A” mainly applies. Secretary: H. P. Carter. 
Registered office: 118-120, Wardour Street, W. 

Bankruptcy. 

H. Dickman, cinema dealer, late of the Picture 
Palace, Woodgrange Road, Forest Gate, but now 183, 
Dames Road, Forest Gate, E. 

The Receiving Order was made against this debtor 
on the petition of the Magnet Film Company, Limited, 
on the 30th January, the act of bankruptcy being the 
failure of the debtor to comply with the provisions of 
a bankruptcy notice, served upon him on the 3rd De- 
cember, and on Friday last the creditors interested 
in his failure met at the London Bankruptcy Coun, 
before Mr. Hough, the official receiver. It appeared 
that in September, 1908, the debtor entered into a 
twelve months’ agreement in respect of No. 654, 
Romford Road. Manor Park, and at the expense of 
£120, practically the only capital he had, fitted it up 
as a picture palace, and called it Electric Theatre. 
He carried it on until September, 1912, when, as it 
was not paving, he sold it for £150. That money he 
used on the Picture Palace at Woodgrange Road. In 
May, 1909, he took a tenancy for one year, with an 
option for a further two vears, of a hall at 79, Wood- 
grange Road, Forest Gate. He spent £250 in struc- 
tural alterations and fittings necessary for a picture 
palace. He borrowed £150 of that amount from his 
father, and the remainder was his own money. Akbcut 
sixteen months ago, before he sold the Manor Park 
theatre, he gave his father a Bill of Sale over the 
fixtures and fittings at both palaces for £258, at 5 
per cent. interest for the money which his father had 
lent him. He continued at Forest Gate until Novem- 
ber last, when. as the place was not paving, he sold 
it for £60. When his tenancy at Woodgrange Road 
ran out. the landlord increased the rent from £80 to 
£208 per annum, which was more than the business 
could stand. The compeition in the district, the ill- 
ness of his wife, and the excessive rent since June 
last were the causes of his failure. The debtor has not 
vet filed’ his statement of affairs, but he estimates 
his liabilities at £653 16s. tod., and savs he has no 
assets. The matter was left in the hands of the 
official receiver, who.will.wind up the estate under an 
order for summarv administration. 
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Manchester and Liverpool Notes. 
(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The latest addition to the list of Manchester houses 
is the Shakespeare Picture Palace, Halliwell Lane, 
Cheetham Hill Road, which was opened by the Loid 
Mayor on Saturday afternoon, the proceeds forming 
a donation io the Hospital Saturday fund. The 
building has been specially constructed for the put. 
pose, and 1s capable of seating 1,000 persons In com- 
fortable tip-ups. The decorations of the interior are 
exceptionally elaborate, the scheme consisting of oak 
and red, with tapesirv panels framed in oak at ‘n- 
tervals. These are by Jaquies Mirchetti, and are 
stated to have cost close on £700. Two of Tvler’s 
“ Indomitable’’ projectors have been installed, the 
throw to the screen being about 100 ft. The orches- 
tra consists of five musicians, and it is intended to 
make the musical programme a special feature. Mr. 
J. Jones, from the United States of America, is in 
charge, and reckons to show Manchester exhibitors 
what it 1s possible to do with up-to-date methods. 
The opening performance consisted of “ Giving Bill 
a Rest,’ °C larendon Speaking Pictures,’”’? “ Pathé’s 
Daily Gazette,’ “ King Charles ’”’ and “ Pimple’s 
Humanity.’’ 

The Deansgate Picture House has already become 
a Manchester institution, and the ebb and flow of 
custom during the continuous performance is a good 
augury to its eventual success from a financial point 
of view. Judging by last weck’s programme, a very 
suitable entertainment is provided for the class of 
patrons, and as other picture houses and the Trade 
generally are interested in what the Deansgate is pro- 
viding, 1t may be mentioned that this consisted of 
“The Boomerang,”’ “Current I:vents,’? “A Wood- 
land Paradise,’ “Durban and its” Environs,”’ 
““Where the Road Forks,’’ and “ Across the Allev.”’ 
This week the principal item on the bill is Martin 
Harvey in “ The Cigarette Maker’s Romance.”’ 

Mr. Jasper Redfern, who is particularly well- 
known in Sheffield, has opened at the Free Trade 
Hall, in Peter’s Street, and at an early date has 
decided to provide the public with a few novelties. 
Some of them are not altogether new, except to 
Manchester, for he is reviving attractions with w hich 
he has entertained the public previously in Shetheld. 
These consist of pictures demonstrating the possi 
bilities of the Rontgen X rays, wircless telegr aphe: 
high frequency, and other electrical subjects of con- 
siderable interest and educational value, in addition 
to one on photography in natural colours. 

The Victoria Theatre, Broughton Bridge, is keep- 
ing to the front of rival establishments by means of 
the excellent programmes provided, combined with 
its entire change of the same daily. The pictures to 
be shown during the week are too numerous to be 
mentioned in their entiretv, owing to this fact, but 
the principal ones are “ The Throw of the Dice, i 
“In the Coils of a Python, * © The Boomerang ”’ and 
“A Queen’s Love.’ Next week an “ All Vitagraph ”’ 
programme is see 

The Pavilion, Market Street, Stretford, maintains 
Its popularitv, and although the prices are very 
reasonable, obtains a good class audience. Among 
many good films showing this ‘Ti are “ The 
Quality of Mercy” and “ EZ Og cae 

There is less competition in the picture theatre 
world of Liverpool than in Manchester, and, as a 
consequence, the surburban houses obtain’ larger 
audiences, and more steady business in the former 
than in the latter citv. So far as the few principal 
picture houses in the centre are concerned, they 
appear to do equally well in both places, but the 
ditference is chiefly noticeable in the outlying parts. 
It is to be hoped that Liverpool will remain an ex- 
ception in this respect, and not fall a victim to the 
folly of creating picture theatres in excess of re- 
quirements, a position not peculiar to Mancheste 
alone, but to be found in a number of towns in 
Lancashire. 

The children’s Saturday matinée was on when I 
visited the Aigburth Picturedrome, and the place 
was crowded to its utmost capacity. Mr. A. Scott, 
the lessee and manager, feels he has a time of heavy 
responsibility on these occasions, and is kept busy 
in the endeavour to curb the voungsters’ excitement 
and noise when they get unduly demonstrative. The 
eniertainment, consisting of one house a night pro- 
“ramme, is a long one. Last week, “Sons of the 
Sea,’’ * Impulse,’’? ‘ Winning His Wife,” ‘Modern 
Cinderella‘? and “ Heart-Broken Shep’’ were some 
2 the chief items. The “star’’ picture this week 

‘The Broken Chisel.’”?’ Mr. Scott's annual benefit 
is on February 26th, when a dance follows the enter- 
tainment, and the festivities will be continued until 
3 o'clock the next morning. 

The Dingle Picturedrome is doing as well as, or 
rather, better than, ever. During the fourteen months 
it has been opened steady progress has been made, 
and Mr. J. Newton Byerley is to be congratulated 
upon the present position. A great success was 
scored last week with “David Copperfield,’’ which 
was considered the best picture shown for some time 
past. ‘* The Gem of India’’ and ‘‘ Cutev’s Water- 
loo”? were also on the same programme. Among the 
good things coming in the near future is “ Hard 
Cash,’’ and a little later, “Give Us This Dayvy,’’ 
which has never vet failed to bring even those con- 
nected with the cinematograph trade into a lachry- 
mose condition. 

The Kinetophone talking pictures are still a feature 
at the Palais de Luxe, Lime Street. In addition, 
last week were given, among other things, “ Fra 
Diavolo” and = * Hero  Worship.”? This week 
“Where the Road Forks’? and ‘* Wiffles as a Cin- 
derella’’ are the two principal films shown. 

The Gaumont Company, Limited, South Castle 
Street, are doing good business with the Chrono 
machine—their 1014 model. Mr. C. A. Robb, the 
manager of this branch, informs me that heavy 
bookings are being received for the “British Army’’ 
film, and also “ Arizona,’? whilst their “ Current 
Events,’ giving the leading incidents of each week 
is in increasing demand. 

Among the pictures shown last week at the Lime 
Street Picture House, were “For Her Government,”’ 
“In the Shadow,’ ‘‘ His Brand’? and “ Surf 
Maidens.’” During the present week the great 
attraction 1s “ Antony 'and°C)}édpatra.”?’ 
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©) Sfentibiin © 
Variety: e That is the secret secret of 

success. Ihe Public 
want variety—they want to see good single and 
double-reel features that touch their hearts and 
appeal to their sense of humour 

They want to see Edison Films. 
TWO REEL FEATURE RELEASE. 

JANET OF THE DUNES. A SENSE OF HUMOUR. 
Anl mierea one Comedy. By SYDNEY S. BOC Drama. By HARRIET T. COMSTOCK. 

Code—VUNSHEID. Ko. ie Gode - VUURKOGEL. 7482. 
Relexsed Monday, March 16th. Approx. Seco rt. Rel ased Monday, March 16th. Approx “ree tt. 

A rich man marries a country girl, tires of, and finally Reggie, who has always dreamed of killing grizzlies 
deserts her. She dies, leaving a daughter. Years and fighting savages in the States, sails for America. 
later, the man returns, but does not know his daugh- His new-found friends get up a magnificent Indian 

ter until she is engaged to one of his friends. fight for him, in which he is decidedly the victor. 

SIX-SHEET AND QUAD GROWN POSTERS. 

THE HAUNTED BEDROOM. 
Drama. “ RITA.” 

Code— VUURTEST. 7601. 
Released Thursday, March 19th. Sea. 1 1000 ft. 

Lizette must have 10,000 frs. to marry 
Jean. Having gambled and won that 
much for her, her brother is stabbed 
after concealing the money. His ghost 
guards the money and causes its re- ! d. 

turn to Lizette. eee QUAD CROWN POSTERS. QUAD CROWN POSTERS. 

WE PRINT BXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 
vse reve 

On receipt of Postcard we will send you, regularly and post free, advance information of Edison Releases. 

8 'Phone— 
Q Ed CITY 1768-1769. 

rwon_Lid. 

25, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 
West. End Showrooms; 8, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. 

*Phone—GERRARD 5327. 

British Preduction—No. 9. 

WILD WALES. 
British eats poner’ Scentie, 

Code— YVURENHOU No. 7462. 
Released Thursday, \eareh 10th. Approx, 556 ft. 
Among the many points of interest are 
the ancient at Llangollen, built 
in 1200 A.D.; an old Roman bridge; the 
coracle, a little boat in use before the 
time of Julius Cesar, and numerous 

scenes of exquisite beauty. 

TEACHING HIS WIFE A LESSON. 
Comedy. By KOBERT WELLS RITCHIE, 

No. 7503. Code— VUURVLAM 
Released Thureday, Mareh 18th. Apprex. 700 ft. 

Dodd stole his wife’s handbag, to 

teach her to carry it more carefully, but 

jt was a stranger dressed like his wife. 

When the nolice-sergeant could not 

tell the two women apart, Dodd was 
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Splendid EDISON 
Six-sheet and TRACE MARK 
Quad-Crown ew ators Q Edison. FAMOUS 

THIS SIGNATURE IS A GUARANTEE OF QUALITY Sa aa 

Awaited eagerly by the STOP P 

innumerable admirers _ eed 

of the of_the_gitted_authoress. authoress. 

A “TRUE-TO-LIFE” ADAPTA 
FAMOUS MA | 

Silas Marner brings Effie with a message to Godfrey Cass. 

_ COON «RES RECEIPT OF POSTGARD, WE EIPT OF POSTCARD, WE WILL SEND YOU, REGULARLY. SEND YOU, REGULARLY, 

WE oa ERIN Ee USveey Cn EAeam WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN STOCK. ~___ BASTMAN: .NONEEAM “TO” ORDERS NON-FLAM TO SIVELY ON EASTMAN STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

©) thomas Q Edison LA 2) FhawObinn ta 
Original trom 

Digitized by ‘Go EES COORE ee NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Splendid 

Six-sheet and 

Quad-Crown 

Posters. 

THIS SIGNATURE IS A GUARANTEE OF QUALITY. 

MESSE - Released MARCH 12th. 

ey Approx. Length 2, 000 _ft. ft. 

HUNDREDS OF NEW 

PATRONS FOR YOU. 
There is no doubt that this im- 

pressive and faithful presentation 

of George Eliot's great novel will 

appeal to an entirely different 

class of patrons with the result 

that these new visitors will become 

| REGULAR MEMBERS 
TION OF GEORGE ELIOT'S | OF YOUR AUDIENCE 
STERPIECE. 

AND POST FREE. ADVANCE INFORMATION OF EDISON RELEASES. 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO8 ORDER: 

25, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 
WEST: END SHOWROOMS—_ see ee caaceal 

8. GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. . czraanp 5327. 
/ of 

Google 



MORGANA FILMS. 
ART SERIES 

ROMA—21. Corso Vitt: Emanuele. 

eel 

THE GREATEST AUTHORS. 

THE BEST ACTORS. 

SERIES IN PREPARATION : 

Guovannt GRASSO 
The famous Cicilian Tragedian. 

ae | 

ART DIRECTOR: 

NINO MARTOGLIO. 
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NEWS FROM HERI. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The policy of pictures, with good class variety 
turns, 1s one that appears to be favoured by theatre 
Managers more than ever, and there is no doubt 
—that in the smaller towns, unable to support a 
permanent theatre, the cinema hall can get an irre- 
Sistible hold on the public by the introduction of 
variety turns in the film programme. There is prac- 
tically only one very large town in Hertfordshire, 
and that is Watford, which supports a good sized 
theatre, where variety turns mostly figure in the pro- 
gramme, and four large picture halls. Negotiations 
are in progress for the reopening of the Cinema 
Palace as a combined picture and variety theatre. 
Other Hertfordshire halls have been very successtul 
by the inclusion of varietv, and this week a noted 
house, the Plavhouse, Hitchin, managed with the 
most successful results by Mr. L. G. Parry, inau- 
gurated a new era of entertainment. 

Mr. Parry’s example might well be followed by other 
managers whose halls are in towns with only limited 
populations. Recognising the absence of variety en- 
tertainment in the district, Mr. Parry has secured a 
number of first-class specality artists to apepar at 
the Playhouse, and it is confidently hoped that more 
people than ever will come into the house, and thereby 
become better acquainted with the possibilities of the 
film. During the week the films at the Playhouse 
include “The Sheriff and the Rustler” and the film 
version of Reade’s famous novel, ‘“ Hard Cash.” 

The Baldock Cinema Company, Limited, are put- 
ting a great exclusive before their patrons this week, 
as they secured sole rights of exhibition for the dis- 
trict of Hitchin, Letchworth, and Baldock, of the 
famous film. “From Manger to Cross.” Crowded 
houses are the sequel at the Baldock Cinema, a 
special orchestra and choir being engaged to give the 
appropriate music to the solemn theme portrayed. 
Another interesting feature of the programme here 
was the screening throughout last week of a comic 
football match plaved on February 7th, while the 
“star” victure shown was that fine film, “When the 
Earth Trembled.” 

Variety has been introduced, with verv effective re- 
sults, at the Gem Picture Palace, Tring, the in- 
habitants of which appreciate keenly Mr. Palmer’s 
energy in meeting their needs for amusement and 
recreation. 

The Empire Picture Hall, Watford. steadilv increas- 
ing in public favour, now shows a programme full of 
good things from the film world. Since Mr. B. 
Gabriel introduced the capital little orchestra for 
accompanying the films, and made a standing fea- 
ture of the “Pathé Gazette,’’ and the satirical car- 
toons of the day. the nublic have patronised the Fm- 
pire in increasing number. Last week the exclusive 
was “The Shadows of a Great City” and “ The Bridge 
of Terror” was included among the week-end films. 

Night after night the Central Hall. Watford, the 
largest victure theatre in the county. continues to get 
big audiences. “Germinal,” the wonderful film based 
on the novel by Zola, proved an irresistible attraction 
for hundreds each day throughout its run. 

Verv few peovle interested in films have been ab- 
sent from the Electri; oliseum_ |f which Messrs. CUoyle 

Giffen and Moore secured as the week’s exclusive 
Mr. Cherry Kearton in the striking natural history 
hlm, “The Man Who Dared.” An innovation which 
is appreciated here is the offer of special prices for 
parties of twenty. The “Mary” series is still run- 
ning at the Coliseum, the film last shown being “ For- 
tune Smiles.” 

Two exclusives figured among the attractions at 
the Princess's Theatre, Hemel Hempstead, “The 
Speckled Band” and “The Great Railway Smash,” 
both victures being seen by big audiences during the 
week, The coming attractions included “ Kissing 
Cup” and “A Message from Mars.” 

One of the week-end sites now in Watford is the 
huge audiences pouring out of the Central Hall at 
the close of the Saturday evening performance. The 
advent of the Central Hall into the town has popular- 
ised the cinema to a remarkable extent. It is now * 
being extensively advertised as “ Watford’s Only Real 
Picture Palace,” and while it has many claims to this 
title, the other picture theatres here are little behind 
with the excellence of their wares. Good music and 
first-class pictures are drawing a big measure of sup- 
port to the smaller house controlled by Mr. B. Gabriel. 
“The King of the Air’ was a recent principal exclu- 
sive. Another strony’ line, illustrated by one of the 
most thrilling posters I have ever seen, was “The 
Black Ball,”: and besides these Mr. Gabriel supplies 
his patrons, who are increasing in number, with the 
“ Pathé Gazette,” singing pictures, and the exceed- 
ingly clever satirical cartoons. 

The Flectric Coliseum had the much discussed 
“ Spoof Spiritualism Exposed” for screening, and this 
film proved a big draw. In addition, the Coliseum 
programme included “The Two Spies,” “The Dia- 
mond Mystery.” “ The Water Rat,” and Messrs. Giffen 
and Moore’s patrons are to have something good, for 
the next attraction is Cherry Kearton in the film, “A 
Naturalist’s Wanderings With a Camera in Many 
Lands.” 

In the Market Place, the Kinetic Picture Palace con 
tinues, through giving good film value, to hold a firm 
place in public favour. One disadvantage experienced 
at this house is the old-fashioned style of the hall in 
which the pictures are shown—the Corn Exchange is 
probably one of the oldest buildings in the town—but 
this is discounted by having the best position. 

The Cinema Palace, one of the oldest established 
houses in the town, has closed its doors, but I hear 
on good authority that it is shortly to be reopened 
under new management after thorough interior and 
exterior renovations and decorations have been carried 
through. 

At the splendid little picture theatre at Northwood, 
so capably managed bv Mr. Heal, the best of business 
has been done. Very successful results were recorded 
with the “Last Davs of Pompeii.” the most important 
film vet handled here, and recently the following films 
have been shown to larye audiences: “The Call.” “In 
the Midst of the Junvle,” “The Line-un,.’’ ‘ Riddle 
of the Tin Soldier,” “ Daughter of the Underworld,” 
“Annette Kellerman.” and the management have 
booked “ The Fallro@f Prom" 
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The New Century 
Film Service, L'¢: 

LEEDS. 

The Recent Fire I 

Will our Customers (and Exhibitors Generally) 

please notice that all necessary arrangements 

were immediately made in their interests, and 

BUSINESS CONTINUES in its ENTIRETY. 

In all Departments, we are Equipped for every 

Demand of the Trade, enabling us to offer you 

our usual Prompt and Complete Service. 

All ee an PLEASE Films and Poster 

Pearl Ghambers,) qq7¢ Depot — 
East Parade, 18, Swinegate, 

LEEDS. OUR LEEDS. 

NEW ADDRESS. 
Googl le 
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HALIFAX HINTS. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Rapid progress is being made with the building of 
the ratladium, at Aing Cross, and wir. Lbhomas joo, 
WhO flnishes bis agreement with the Llheatre de Luxe 
(tlalitax), Limited, as manayer of the Izastgate 
Electric theatre, Barnsley, on Saturday next, hopes 
to bring about we opening of his new venture on 
Marcn 16th. Mr. Jub, who has already taken up his 
residence in “the hilly town,’ would lke all con- 
cerned to put him upun their mailing lists. 

It will interest many in the Trade to know that 
Mr. E. H. Harmsworth, who rendered such long ser- 
vice to Hibbert’s, and who has latterly been at the 
Albert Theatre, Brighouse, has been appointed 
manager of the ‘Theatre de Luxe, Halifax. Mr. 
Harmsworth took up his duties on Monday, his first 
feature being ‘‘ The Musgrave Ritual,’’ this supported 
by ‘** Psyche.’’?’ = For the latter part of the week, he 
had **‘ Her Wedding Dress’? and ‘‘ The Price De- 
manded.” 

Mr. Harry Carter concluded his term of manayer- 
ship at the New Picture House, Ward’s' End, on 
Saturday last. He left the town last week end, hav- 
ing been offered a circuit appointment with 
the Associated Provincial Picture Houses Syndi- 
cate. Mr. Carter’s successor is Mr. Arthur Whit- 
worth, who for some time past has had the control 
of the Picture House, Leeds, and who was connec- 
ted as general manager with Select Picture Theatres, 
Limited. He commenced his new appointment 
on Monday last, the same day as the new company 
took over the Picture House, and featured ‘* The 
Coils of a Python ’’ and ‘“‘ The Corsican Brothers.”’ 
In tuture, the cafés connected with this hall will be 
opened atira.m. With this alteration it 1s hoped to 
cope with wishes of shopping visitors. 

Mr. Leslie Stansfield, manager of the Electric 
Theatre, has been instrumental in securing exclusive 
rights of Pathé’s educational films. These will, for 
a period, be shown to scholars on Saturday mornings. 
Last week, Mr. Stansfield had a splendid top-liner in 
‘* Joan of Arc,’”? which was supplanted later bv ‘‘ The 
Roval Romance ’’ and ‘‘ The Way Perilous.” 

Messrs. Greene Brothers, who control the Gem, 
Crossley Street, and the King Cross Picturedrome, 
have shown no lack of enterprise of late, and their 
efforts have met with a due reward. Last week, 
‘“The Last Days of Pompeii’’ was at the former 
place during the first three davs, and at the latter 
house the remaining days. Others at the Gem this 
week were: ‘‘Why Girls Go Wrong,” ‘‘Locked Room,” 
and “Mystery of Silver Skull,’’ whilst the King Cross 
programme included ‘‘ Iron Trail’’ and ‘* When the 
Earth Trembled.’’ 

Mr. Reg Watson is at present controlling the Ideal, 
Halifax, also the Cinema Hall, Luddenden Foot. At 
the Halifax house, Mr. Watson has been giving parti- 
cular prominence to drama, and had ‘‘ The Black 
Thirteen,’’ ‘‘ The Unseen Defence,” and ‘‘The Feu- 
dists ” as star features. 

Mr. A. L. Aucutt has been doing remarkably well 
at the Hinverholme Picture House, where he has 
become quite popular. The current week’s. pro- 
gramme included “ The_Mysgrave Ritual’’ and 
‘* Pysche.”’ | Go ogl 

At the Royal Electric, Hebden Bridge, Mr. Jack 
Shaw has been teaturing ‘* Kast Lynne ’’ and ‘‘In the 
Midst of the Jungle.’? A future booking is Ouida’s 
‘“Moths.’? ‘Lhe Co-operative Hall have had ‘‘ The 
Atonement,’’ “‘Caste,’’ and * The Little Peace- 
maker.”’ 

Despite three existing halls, a movement 1s on toot 
to erect another at Brighouse. Mr. Ss. J. Henry, who 
for several years has carried on cinema entertain- 
ments at the Town Hall, is the prime mover in the 
proposal. Mr. Hlenry has already acquired an interest 
in a commanding site in Commercial Street, upon 
which it is intended to build an up-to-date and 
thoroughly-equipped palace. It is hoped to raise the 
greater part of the capital upon co-operative lines, and 
shilling shares are to be issued in allotments of not 
less than five. Plans are being prepared by Mr. A. 
G. Sladdin, architect, and Mr. W. F. W. Rhodes is 
acting: as solicitor. 

The National Pictures de Luxe, at the Town Hall, 
have been showing ‘‘ When the Earth Trembled,”’ 
‘The Test’? and “The Fatal Taxi-Cab.” The ‘Our 
Navy "' series is proving very popular at the Albert 
Theatre. 

The applications for the renewals of cinema licences 
at the recent Brewster Session was the cause of a de- 
putation, protesting against the opening of picture 
houses on Sundays. The Rev. Dr. Burn, Vicar of 
Halifax was the chief spokesman, and in giving vent 
to the feelings of the people he represented, he said 
they were verv much against the opening of picture 
houses and other places of amusement on Sundays. 
Lle did not wish to raise any objection to the work of 
tne Halifax Sundav Lecture Society, as their work 
Was not carried on for gain, as the profits were 
divided amongst various charities. 

The chief “hit’’ was at the New Picture House, 
where Sunday lectures are proving very popular. The 
deputation argues that if one picture house is allowed 
to be open on Sundays, there was no logical reason 
for refusing others, so that a considerable number of 
employees might lose their day of rest. 

The defence of Mr. Lewis Rhodes, who represented 
the proprietors of the Picture House was that their 
licence was exactly the same as that of the 
Victoria Hall, and he held, whether rightly or 
wrongly, that so long as the Victoria Hall was allowed 
to open on Sunday evenings, the proprietors of the 
Picture House were perfectly justified in opening 
-heir hall. There was no desire to reap any profit, 
and if any was made at the end of the term it would 
be distributed amongst local charities. 

The Chairman of the Bench afterwards stated that 
he and his colleagues appreciated the attendance of 
the deputation and also the explanation that Mr. 
Rhodes had made. Thev (the Bench), ho'vever, de- 
cided to adjourn the renewal of licences of all the 
cinematograph theatres until thev had had the oppor- 
tunity of carefully considering the remarks of the 
deputation. 

The outcome has caused much controversy, and 
several strongly worded letters have appeared in the 
local Press. 
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WATERLOO CUP 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 

February 18th, 19th and 20th. 

@ Pathe Freres Cinema, Limited, have been 
granted the Sole Rights to take Cinemato- 
graph Pictures of the Premier Coursing 
Meeting of the year.: 

Length 200 ft. Price 2:d. per foot. 

Ready Saturday Morning, Feb. 2\st. 

ORDER AT ONCE. 

@ The above films will be quite different to 
those appearing in ‘‘Pathe’s Animated 
Gazette,’ which will also contain a long 
length of the coursing. 

Pathe Freres Cinema, Limited, 

LONDON, LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, LEEDS, GLAS- 

GOW. NEWCASTLE, CARDIFF, BIRMINGHAM 

> 

DOQIC 
& 
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Pathe American Films. 

An ideal programme is one of choice variety, 

and that programme is never complete unless 

it includes a really strong and picturesque 

American picture-play. 

It is not necessary for us to reiterate the 

various types which make the largest appeal 

to the public. Your experience in these matters 

make you the best judge. 

It is only our wish to point out to you that 

whatever grade of film you desire, from the side- 

splitting comedy to the most sensational drama, 

we can supply in the Pathe American Series, 

embracing the following trade-marks 

MICHIGAN - CHICAGO - (A K) - METEOR, &c. 
Whichever you pick you will get all that is 
best in screen play. 

The best of Acting. 

The grandest of Settings and Scenery, 
The most skilfully thought-out Plots, and 
The finest Photography. 

We have scores to select from—Every one a Gem ! 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA. Ltd. 
LONDON, _LEEDS, ‘GLASGOW, BIRMINGHAM. 
LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE, CARDIFF. 

"GSEs “esti 
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YORKSHIRE EXHIBITORS’ DINNER. 

The first annual dinner under the auspices of the 
Yorkshire branch of the Cinematograph Exhibitors’ 
Association took place at the Queen’s Hotel, Leeds, 
on Tuesday evening last week. 

Mr. A. Cunningham (Chairman of the branch) pre- 
sided over a gathering of about 160 persons. Amongst 
those supporting him were Mr. Henry Hibbert (fib- 
bert’s Pictures, Limited), Mr. W. F. Jury (Jury’s 
Imperial Pictures), Mr. Sydney H. Carter (New Cen- 
turv Film Service, Limited, and New Century Pic- 
tures, Limited), the Rev. T. Horne, Rev. Father 
Kavanagh, Councillor E. Lawson (Chairman, Leeds 
Watch Committee), Alderman A. Willey (Hon. Soli- 
citor), Councillor B. Roberts, Mr. Cutchife Hvyne 
(author of “Captain Kettle’ and director of “ Captain 
Kettle” Films, Limited), and Mr. Wm. Clayton 
(Hon. Secretarv). Mr. Harry Furniss was unable to 
attend. 

After an excellent repast, the loyal toast was hon- 
oured with musical accompaniment. 

“The Lord Mayor and Corporation of Leeds” was 
proposed by Mr. Henry Hibbert, F.R.G.S., who said 
he could not proceed without making reference to the 
sad calamity which had overtaken their fellow crafts- 
men of the New Centurv Film Service, in the disas- 
trous fire which had occurred at their premises that 
afternoon. He wished to express his sympathy .and 
that of the Trade, with Mr. S. H. Carter, Mr. Cun- 
ningham, and the New Century Service. They in 
Yorkshire were pioncers in the picture industry, and 
they possessed that spirit which would cause them 
all, whether onnosed in business or not, to extend to 
the New Century their deepest sympathy. He would 
suggest that everv hirer who had not already done 
so, should at once put his house in order, and help 
the stricken firm to the utmost possible extent during 
the next few weeks until they could regain their feet. 
The New Century Service, he felt confident, might 
consider that thev had at their disposal the whole of 
the resources of their rivals in the county. The 
members of the Trade were not out now to take away 
the customers of the New Centurv concern, but to 
help it as only true friends could. Nobody need be 
downhearted. Accidents would happen occasionally, 
but thoush there were wrecks, shins still sailed the 
seas. The cinema trade of Yorkshire had lost, that 
dav. a centre of uscful industry, and he asked all 
present to rise in their places in token of sympathy. 

Whilst the whole gathering remained standing, 
Mr. Hibhert addressed words of sympathy to Mfr. 

Carter and to the Chairman, who is also connected 
with the New Centurv Service. 

Mr. Hibbert. continuing, said that whatever might 

be said of the great London gatherings of the Trade, 

none could beat that night’s assembly in enthusiasm. 

The Lord Mavor and authorities, he believed, had 

had an awful struggle in the past vear in keepin 

out of conflict with the cinema industry. Thev had 

tried to do their dutv, and the Trade had every sym- 

pathv with them. It was now up to the Trade to 

trv to educate the authorities to that which the Trade 

believed was right. The Trade looked for no more 

than justice, and it had a right to he considered now 

as no mere speculative business, but as a true 1n- 

dustrv. and a medium of public education, and he 

trusted that in the future the industry would be 

recognised as one of the leading commercial enter- 

prises in the country. 

Councillor E. Lawson, in responding to the toast, 

said he wished to associate himself with the expres- 

sion of sympathy with the New Century Company. He 

Google 

was pleased to be able to express the thought that 
the Leeds exhibitors and the Watch Committee had 
now arrived at a working agreement. ‘lThere was no 
doubt that, to a considerable extent, invention had 
overtaken legislation. The progress of the cinema 
trade had been so rapid, and the development of 
legislation so slow that the latter had been caught 
almost unprepared. The industry involved great pos- 
Sibilities, both for good and harm, and it behoved 
all engaged in it, and those who had to administer 
the laws, in join hands in seeing that the great in- 
vention was used for good. It gave to the public 
things which hundreds of thousands would never get 
otherwise, and it brought entertainment to the very 
doors of the poor at a price which they could afford 
and could rightly pay. The very lights and orna- 
mental buildings brought brightness to lives other- 
wise very dull. As an educational factor it had enor- 
mous possibilities. In leeds there appeared to be— 
and he hoped it applied throughout the country—a 
sincere desire on the part of the Trade to eliminate 
all which was not right to be shown to young people. 
He hoped the authorities and the Trade would con- 
tinue to work amicably, and he assured his hearers 
that the Watch Committee had no wish to hamper 
anybody. These shows did a great deal of good. 
They were drawing people away from the  public- 
houses, and he was sure if thev did that they had 
done more than much legislation could have done. 
The Trade was a powerful influence, and he hoped 
the power would be used for the good of the people. 

Councillor B. Roberts also responded, and said the 
authorities only wished to safeguard the people, and 
would do no more than administer the law to the 
best of their abilitv. 

Alderman A. Willey expressed congratulations on 
the success of the Association’s first dinner, and said 
he did not think the great new industry was a ques- 
tion for legislation at all. Our pleasures and daily 
duties were too much encumbered by legislation and 
espionage. These great national questions would 
be much better left to the governing bodics of those 
who were administering for the pleasures of the people. 
The one great object of that Association was the 
puritv and decency of the picture shows. If they 
carried out that object they would beat all legisla- 
tion. He might sav thev would not be blessed everv- 
where with such an open-minded authority as the 
Leeds Watch Committee. That Association had 
vetoed the slightest suggestion of a desire on any- 
bodvy’s part to oppose the spirit of the authorities 
in maintaining the high standard of the picture 
theatres. It was, perhaps, the irony of fate that that 
auspicious occasion had been marred to some ex- 
tent by the cloud which had descended on the Trade 
in I.ceds that dav. The magnanimity of the Trade 
in coming forward to the help of the New Centurv 
Service showed the esnrit de corps which pervaded 
it, and the New Centurv Service would rise out of 
the ashes as lively as ever. The Leeds Corporation 
would only be too glad to join hands with the 
Association in carrving on the Trade under healthful 
and nleasing conditions, and there was a good feel- 
ing between authorities and exhibitors which, unfor- 
tunately. did not exist in all part of the countrv. 
In his judgment it was time the question of Sunday 
shows was seriously considered by the authorities in 
Leeds. The streets of the city on Sunday evenings 
were an appalling disgrace to civilisation, and if the 
voung people who paraded the streets were attracted 
into picture shows no harm would be done to the 
churches, and great benefit would accrue to the 
people. 
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The Chairman, in replying, said he thanked the 
speakers for their remarks, and he thanked all tor 

the kind way in which they had come forward in the 
calamity which had occurred that day. His company 

had been promised help on all sides, and business 
would be resumed as usual on the following morning. 

Their executive had had to fight new bvye-laws, and 
after seven months of struggle they had had a round- 
table conference with the Watch Committee, and had 
come to an agreement. He believed they were the 

only body in the country who had ever had such a 
conference with the authorities. The Chairman of 
the Watch Committee knew how much the <Associa- 

tion was opposed to the exhibition of pictures of an 

undesirable character. Twelve months ago there 

were districts in the city where a travel film would 
not be looked at, and now there was scarcely a show 
that did not include them in every programme. The 
rateable value of picture houses in the city of Leeds 
at the present time was £7,000 a year, and when the 
three new halls for which the plans were passed were 

built the value would be £10,000. 

The Rev. T. Horne, proposing the “ Cinematograph 
Trade,’ said that though he could not claim to be 
the father of the Trade, he was certainly the god- 
father. The cinema industry was great, not only 
from an industrial point of view, but from many other 
points of view, as the miracle. of the later days of 
the roth century, and the stilP greater marvel of 
the 20th century. He had been concerned in the in- 
ception and in the very wording of the Cinemato- 
graph Act of 190g, and he could say at once that it 
had never for a moment been intended that Watch 
Committees should constitute themselves a privileged 
body to dictate terms to the Trade. Is was onlv an 
Act for the protection of the public from the danger 
arising from highly inflammable materials. The 
cinema trade provided the toil-worn people with in- 
tellectual and mental recreation, and he only asked 
that it should give of its best. Its work was of great 
power in uplifting humanity, and enabled the people 
to send what they rightly could spend in more 
and intellectual teaching, and at the same time 
amusement and relief from the dullness of their 
lives. The trade was taking its part in building and 
moulding the greatest empire that the world had 
ever known. 

The toast was responded to by Mr. Svdnev H. 
Carter and Mr. W. F. Jury. Mr. Carter, who was 
welcomed bv loud and svmpathetic applause, spoke 
of the thankfulness which was felt by his firm for 
the kindness and help so readily offered bv the Trade 
in the disaster of that dav. The affair had been a 
great blow to the New Centurv Service, commercially 
and personally. There was, however, a bright side 
to the matter. The business was going on. Tragic 
as the affair had been, there had been, fortunately, 
no loss of life. The staff were at that moment busy 
preparing to continue business in other premises. 
The cinema trade to-day was a verv great industry. 
Thev who were engaged in it looked upon it as much 
as a hobby as a business. They enjoved it, and he 
could assure Mr. Horne that they fully realised their 
responsibilitv. Thev had their critics from outside, 
of course: the licensing authorities, the newspapers, 
and the teachers and preachers. The authorities 
were coming round nicely. The Trade was no longer 
looked upon as a mere speculative affair of men who 
should be put down. The newspaper, of course, 
often charged them with dealing in murders and tend- 
ing to train the soune mind i in bad w ays. His simple 
answer to that was “You’re another! ” (Laughter.) 
The teachers and preachers said the cinema was giv- 
ing the people too much amusement, Substitute the 
word “amusement” by “enjoyment,” and he would 
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claim that the people had as much right to choose 
their own torm of lite’s enjoyment as had the teachers 
and those who hked it, to spend their leisure in read- 
ing “Paradise Lost.” The Trade was no longer 
merely a trade, but a fine art. Many of the films of 
to-day could be classed as art just as much as could 
the most classic statuary, paintings, and music. 

Mr. W. F. Jury congratulated the Yorkshire ex- 
hibitors on the success and power of their Associa- 
ion, Which was exemplified in that big gathering, the 
first of its kind in the county. They had heard refer- 
ences that evening to the various contests of different 
sections of the Trade, the outcome of which had been 
the formation of the Association. He remembered the 
first dinner of the Trade in London, at which there 
Was an attendance of twenty-five persons; now he 
looked round upon a gathering in Yorkshire of 160 
people. He had long been one ot the keenest op- 
ponents of the idea of combines. Unfortunately the 
evil was again making its appearance. He had heard 
within the last two or three days of three separate 
combine proposals. The majority of manufacturers 
and renters who conducted business on proper lines 
were well satisfied with the fruits of their labours. 
Some of them, however, seemed to be anxious to con- 
trol not only the renters but the theatres also, and he 
hoped the exhibitors would be firm in combating these 
schemes, which were a menace to the trade. That 
great industry was not meant for a few people. It 
had brought a good living to many, and had created 
vast employment. If any attempt were made to force 
prices from the producer on to the renter, and from 
the renter on to the exhibitor, something must break. 
The supply of good fare would become limited, and 
the possibility arose of the waning of public SsuMMort. 
In regard to the matter of exclusives, he believed 
these had been very successful in Yorkshire, and they 
had certainly been of great use in preventing the simul- 
taneous exhibition of any particular subject in too many 
neighbouring shows. He knew of a case in the city 
of Bradford where one picture was shown in seven- 
teen ditferent theatres at the same time, out of the 
thirty houses in the town. The Association should 
he able to so arrange release dates that such ov erlap- 
ping might be avoided, and that the members should 
obtain the advantage of good stuff without having 
to sacrifice the big prices which were sometimes asked 
for fist releases. A time arrived when the exhibitor 
reached the limit of possibility in paving, even though 
exorbitant prices were sometimes paid by men who 
wished to gain a point over their competitors. He 
strongly advocated the continuance of the policy of 
raising the standard of qalitv in subjects, and urged 
upon his hearers the value of trving to arrange with 
publishers for the sale in picture houses of books 
when pictures founded upon famous stories were 
shown. Apart from all other indirect values, this 
system would add considerable revenue to the house. 
There were many such questions as these which that 
organisation could, with advantage, take in hand. 

The toast of “The Guests” was proposed by Mr. 
W. H. Emerson, and responded to by Mr. Cutcliffe 
Hivne, the creator of ‘ ‘Captain Kettle,” and Mr. W. 
Gavazzi King. 

“The Press” was proposed by Mr. F. W. Ogden 
Smith, and replied to Mr. A. G. Baker, of the York- 
shire Post. 

“The Public” was proposed by Mr. L. Schlentheim, 
and responded to by the Rev. Father Kavanagh, the 
“miner’s priest.” of Mexborough. 

Mr. Fowler Pettie proposed “The Chairman,” 
Mr. Cunningham briefly replied. 

A very long and excellent programme of music and 
entertainment was provided by Mr. Harry Newby, Mr. 
Richard Wilson. Mr. Edgar Sawver, Mr. George 
Lister, Mr. Harold Harrison, Mr. Alf. Vincent, the 
Six Buster Browns, Messrs. Kerr and Eddie, Miss 

and 

- Beth Tate, and Master Kenneth Casev 
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™ Magnet Film Co. 
Title. Maker. Des. Length. 

Indian Life (Camping with the 
Blackfeet nccissucsausonaneerens canes Ed. Int. 520 

Master Fixit (2 Copies)......:....:.+. Vita. Cdy. 705 
Wa S Re WO Mtl awit sescsnessese wtctbamaeaaries Vita. D 1023 

Mrs. Upton’s:. Devicesisccssesctaciace «cs Vita. Cdy. 1013 
Lancelot and: Elaine,.:.:s.:c.ciesecsce%s Vita. D 977 
He Loves to Watch the Flight of. 

PAM @ ficae un aeaeteacdcatses@emarenceencis Belair GC 549 
The: Doctor’s Dutyssicacis sasicceenes, & Ai D 997 

p- d= Blood Red Tape of Charity...... Powers D 1704 
Binks, : the Hawkshaw. ss.s..as0.00c000. Imp ¢ 518 
Clancy, the Modelec:: :ccssisscssecive Crystal C 518 
Return of Peter Blimm............. Lubin C O15 
Twins and the other Girl (2 copies) 

a 4 Than: (G.D 1000 
Tweedledum’s Dancing Fits........./ Amb. C 430 
Muddle in Horse Thieves............Selig D 516 
Mother's. Boye. .sisisesssactecamtensgaacat -Key C goo 
Writchan: Hous ssanes scsceicaek onwnncsed Gau. Cl.Cdy. 830 
The Next Generation......000.000000 Vita. D 1971 

an Luellla's Love Storyiiisscsescecscsciesc Vita. D 1030 
Sleuth’s: Unna'wareSiisisccssscsseeseecess Vita. Cdy. 862 
Feeding the Animals.................. Vita, Int. 165 
One Round O’Brien Comes Back...Maj. C 1000 
The. Probationen iis :: q.caat nnccurc Selig D 1013 
Bloomer is Short-Sighted............ Cines C 320 

a Alimost<a. RESCuéat:ccccstsecriwerogesaes Rex C 575 
Two Old ars (2 Copies); issa4sss0ee Key. C 968 
Magistrate’s Conscience............. Eclair C 1055 
A Spartan Girl of the West...... Bly. A; 2D 9909 
Substitute Stenographer................ Ed. D 1000 
Tenttle “le neini. ocGaceeatts Sepdeak hee Lubin D 1024 
This Isn't. JOWN.2,: siscccverontseanssea% Lubin C 638 
PLINCESS: (NICOUIN Gis. can acensie nae soaislaius's Vita. Trick 326 

eee PEE River Life in Hong KOng seiciscrsiees Vita. Int. 318 

ID OCtOr'S: “Seeretiiec, cassuidetomascecsaess Vita. D 1030 
On their Weding Eve.................. Vita. .C2D: 728 

e White Meather nc cascoacnctccantadier: Vita. D 1013 
Archie and the Bell Boy ide GC 730 

ervice Tide Of MDESti Ys s:2 25.2 eneessomanssae Selig D 1000 
His First: (Gases: ascitsdsscesenicade Flying A D g9o 
AMUMES ING INK sc. ceca dccsveeswavkonseere Imp C 465 
Smith Visits the Moon.................. Gau ( 670 
MiG: Wap saints caatuvaneketoatesaccseisees Vita. D 2040 
At the Sign of the Lost Angel...... Vita. D 1020 

FEBRUARY BUYINGS. Caught. Courting insinioscasiesd cascecines Vita, C 1026 
Taming a Grandfather............... Vata.) (€ 940 

Title. Maker. Des. Length. Their Parents (2 Copies).............. Imp D 990 
The, Pavatesieeces ct usnnestaei cdeedivecace Vita. Cdy. 1840 Perilous: Ride: ississccse.cisoveseves W.Imp. D 841 
Ballyhoo’s Story Vita. D 1033 Making an Auto Tyre............ W.Imp._ Int. 560 
Matrimonial Manceuvres............. Vita. GC 1030 Tommy's Locomotive.................. Glan. 1G 360 
Bink"s: Vacation ciiiess.coctontaiwecel A Be. iG 611 Black and Whites... 2c: 2cc.5cssesee050% Crys. ‘C 445 
Fatal Shot Kalem D 1357 In the Ligurish Alps. ..sies.<co0s00 W elt A i 302 
Thy Will be Done..................8. & A. D 993 Trapped in the Forest Fire......... Fly A D 904 
When Dreams Come True............ Key. C 908 Pimple's. Humanity. .i..icscoccssecseen Folly C 690 

Fifi's: sHeirloomissssiccavadiconssceasvcas Prieur ( 490 Seth's. ‘Wood! ‘Pil€:sc.i.so20mvesodeaas eae Ed. C 500 
Man Who Failed Solax L 1040 Phe? JANOS scr echsreess ais anessgeeecieesnes Key. C 425 
On the Broad Staircase................- Ed. D 1040 Buddhist Temiplé..s.iscsicccicacicsdess Vita Int. 440 

Weare the largest The Magnet Film 
' s t House, 9, St. Martin’s Court 

Buyers in the trade ee Nos.-Gerrard 8492. City 9212. 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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resent herewith their principal buying from the Pick 

of the World’s Markets for the month of February. 

Title. Maker. Des. Length. Title. Maker. Des. Length. 

Iiy the Shad owaccvieccastesekantieeos Vita. D 1013 The: Upward) Wayisicisteisisiaseivasss Ed. D 1050 
Mary. Jane .csiises: 3. eh icassictecorsessee Vita. Cdy. 1000 Whe “Right Manietcseserecc.dtetaugcusaad Vita. D 977 
Two Aristocratic Penitents.......... Vita. ‘C.D. 948 Sophie’s New Foreman...........S. & A. W.Cdy. 996 
Trying’ Out No: 907 .c6-ccicse0ctacccse Selig D 1010 Healthy Neighbourhood..,......... W.1.C. € 9u8 
Across the Alley (2. Cc opies) Saene W.Im. C 562 Foolshead has Lost a Needle...... Tyler C 550 
Adventurous Girls steisewel. Weds, GC 577 Baldy Belmont Wins the Prize...Crys. C 400 
as: “Brandl ssce se ccscaasoxe soca soomasvesencs Rex D 85 PROM IGEN sen cececpamunnenesarieddeenceeeses Vita. D 1542 
Our Tame Dagn Miceé.ssccicsiccceas Eclair Int. 200 An Elopement at Home............... Vita. Cdy. 1007 
For the Government..................64 A.B. D 1065 Tiny Tim's First: ‘Cigar.sscissacsiccos Gau. C 390 
The: Harmless: Oni sssssissscoseccscos Lubin D 1025 Tweedledum becomes a Comic Actor 
Jolly: Jottings.ci..<cscssecas ionccalmop: ‘C 460 Amb. C 610 
A Woodland Paradise: :..sscc:ssccccess Ed. Cdy. 1000 His ast: Pag hits scscssenccmaweeencscane Vita. D 7 
Beauty of the Seashell Une, santexeees Than. Cdy. 1000 Por Has Loved: One wici isicasasscagess Maj. D 934 
Fruit of VEN RE aN COs ss ccessessdeecteess Vita. D 1900 The Price of Thoughtlessness...... Vita. D 784 
Peggy’s Burglar (3 Copies).........Vita. C 400 Love Sickness: at ‘S@asissccisccses WE... C 1016 
Up and Down the Ladder............ Vita. Cdy. 1030 Wanted a Burglar..........2.. sess: Ed? iG 600 
Sophia's: Weross is eiiistsescacetoitenee ie as DD 996 Schoolmarm’s Seong Match..S. & A. C 736 
Poisoned: (WeatersSsccccssciscscsssaovene Nestor D 1O15 Canals: Of VeniGe) cciseniisesene Mita -S 236 
DOGCtOE S! ISTO: cotsinangseaneenatsnces Power D 905 TMIEVES:. ssccstisas ctacsaaness, ecssissaasoase ‘Vv ita. D 067 

Club! (Cures sccsisssscsascsacansacssicsstaveaecd A.B. C 391 What Shall it Profit a Man............Ed. D 1050 
Jane’s Narrow Escape.............0. Eclair C 542 Phe: Two. Kad Sip cccccksctageasesvsca Nestor C 1005 
A Royall Romantesii:sccsuscssceoscdeds D 1029 
Paying ‘the. Prre@.2 cs vesucaceccnseriens Rex D 98s 
ERE: AM arebStsaaciasseehncsatvcsesnvaescd Imp D 1015 
Nimbo’s First Appearance...........Gau. C 648 MAGNET 
Father's (Hatband: .<ccdsccssasacenceteads Vita. C 1009 
Bia Cle> smn canner eeedcesaass osontceucuexseuve Vita. D 1000 EXCLUSIVES 
Fatty’s Affair of Honour............ Vita. C 515 
Sandy and Shorty at the Circus...Vita. C 800 TO BOOK. 
Just Nobody....... ‘Lubin D 1028 
Broncho Billy’ s First. Arrest.. Ss: & A. D 900 
Hidden Fires (2 C eee pucsrmreueeets Imp D 980 
Fatty at San: Diego: ii5.0:.50s:.0, WW. lmp: °C 1018 H U M A N I ‘ Y 

A Ride Through Malta. Aaa Saaennes Hiibsch Sc. 265 Featuring JOHN LAWSON, 
Mirror. Of Deatlisicis.cssess tee enews Lubin D 102 3,000 ft. 
Tweedledum and the Fox Hunt...Amb. C 500 : 
Warma ker’ scseiiissaassvaeananecodensdeass Vita. D 2060 ie = =a 
Being S: Wan s 355050 epcrsexsncneiacaestieses Vita. D j64 MARIE LLOYD Al H ¢ IME 
Hindoo’s. Umbrellas. :..cccdscccccsvens Vita. C 605 - ~ 
Ancient Temples of Karnak......... Vita. T 402 AND BUNK ERE b; 

Trimming: a Boobs rss: ciseeeeen atecws Lubin C 352 300 ft, 
Schnitz:, the Talons. c.cssasassccs W. Imp: .€ Q60 e na Oe Sees 
Three: Sisters.ies.cesiceieciss mrcocenaseeil A.B. D 103: MALCOLM SCOTT in 
C ee) -n’s Hour (2 Copies)........ Than. D 1013 . ds wRIC : 
St. Valentines. Sabotisciiccsvesccecees Gau. Cdy.D. 1030 HOW A HOU SE KEEPER 

ThE Actress iccssevsconsesaeicieneutevwcscoes Ed. D 1050 .o9° 
His Silver Bachelorhood.............. Vita. Cdy. 1023 LOS! Hix CHARACT ER, 
Milamang: Heartsticcsescrccsccscasssvvanees Vita. Cdy. 1023 1,000 ft. 
Broken ‘Melody. sfssziii2cseassaaonrieias Vita. Cdy. 1025 = he 
Old Folks at Home..........00...0.. Than. D 1036 WILLIE RIICHIE. v. 
Mounted Officer Flynn...............Selig D 1087 ue . 
A Woman Scorned....... ...........S. & A. Cdy.D 684 JOR. 18 IV Li. 
Mystery. of the Milk..i.i03...-ccdasecased A.B: € 287 11 Rounds. 
SPOS. WINKS. ci5 oh csascovscnssseeonkes W:tec.. -¢ 1030 
Hawk Eye.Meets his Match......... Hep. ( 650 
W Bimisicalities: .d:c.c0ccoaasessengacea¥eese Imp C 500 SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES. 

Dupin and Sammy on a Sidecar..Urban C 495 
Haunted’ Brid@.:.c55:.sssadassccntsecoesese Rex D 935 

Company, Ltd, Complete Programmes Supplied 

Charing Cross Road, London, W C. From £4 £20. 2, 
Telegrams—Filmagco, London. 
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The Passions of 
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The author who goes to the lives of the poets 
for dramatic inspiration might search long be- 
fore finding a subject so readily adaptable to 
romance as the story of Torquato Tasso, the 
world-famous—and perhaps little known—author 

of “‘Jerusalem Delivered.” Life under the pa- 
tronage of an Italian duke of the sixteenth cen- 
tury was apt to be very full of variety, even to 
those who walked circumspectly and “‘ blessed the 

Duke and his relations and al- 
ways knew their proper stations.” 
It is to be feared that Tasso was 
not particularly circumspect, and 

sometimes showed a display of 
temper which would have been 
more beceming in a long-forgot- 
ten Cardinal or Duke of Estc 
than in a mere genius of world- 
wide fame. , Our own matchless 
bard, not many years a pros- 
perous theatrical manager when 
Tasso ended his short and 
stormy life, might have left 
more material for romance had 
he exchanged the calm serenity 
of his Thames-side home for the 
turbulent atmosphere of — the 
Court of Alfonso D'Este, and 
we should almost certainly have 
known more of his personal his- 
tory. 

The Savoia Company has certainly made ex- 
cellent use of the materials supplied by the life 
of the poet, and, while-keeping well to the known 
records, hagitienlyy kushcogy @th characters 

and events as serve to heighten the romance 
without exceeding the limits of probability. Great 
additional interest is given to Tasso’s mad in- 
fatuation for Eleanor D’Este by the introduction 
of another Eleanor, who, consumed by a hope- 

less love for the poet, is used by 

his enemies for the furtherance 
of their plots against him. The 
plot is most skilfully woven, and 
the interest is well maintained to 

the end, while every point is 
given its full value by the sym- 
pathetic treatment of a particu- 
larly fine company of players. 
These talented people, who se2m 
to have adapted themselves to 
the atmosphere of the time as 
casily and gracefully as_ they 
wear its dresses, assist the author 
in as vivid a realisation of an 
historical period of unusual in- 
terest as we remember to have 
seen. With regard to the setting, 
the selection of scenes of beauty 
and interest, the arrangement 
and effects of lighting, and all 

those details which aré peculiarly the province of 
the cinematograph, the film is a veritable tri- 
umph. The hunting scenes, the beautiful repre- 
sentation of the poet’s pastoral, “Aminta,’” and 

some wonderful examples of Italian architecture 
are reproduced with an extraordinary richness of 
effect, and combine in the production of a film 
of an artistic mere 
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NORTHERN NUGGETS. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. } 

The cinematograph theatre proprietors and 
managers in Newcastle-on-Tyne who are affected 
‘by ‘the demands for higher wages that have been pw 
forward on behalf of the members of the local 
branch of the Amalgamated Musicians’ Union, met 
again on Friday last, and received another deputa- 
tion tfrom the Union on the subject. All efforts to 
arrive at an amicable settlement, however, for the 
time being proved abortive. The members of the 
orchestras are asking that first instruments be pan 
jos. a week, with 35s. a week for second instruments, 
and 5s. per man for matinées. These demands the 
proprietors do not feel inclined to meet. The con. 
ference was held in the Collingwood Restaurant, and 
so far as the members of the Northern District of 
the Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Association was con- 
cerned, it was probably the largest meeting that they 
‘had held. The President of the Association, Mr. 
Lindon Trawers, Olympia, Newcastle, presided, and 
‘was supported by the Vice-Chairman, Mr. George 
‘Besford, of the Picturedrome, Newcastle; the Hon. 
S«cretary, Mr. F. W. Morrison, and other members 
of the executive. The claims of the musicians were 
put forward and maintained by a deputation cou- 
sisting of Mr. W. H. Lowkes, of Manchester, the 
organiser to the Amalgamated Musicians’ Union; 
Mr. J. Haves, the President of the local branch of 
the A.M.U.: Mr. J. Ferguson, the Vice-President; 
and Mr. A. Stuart, the Secretary. On account of the 
delicacy of the. situation, the proprietors and 
managers deemed it advisable to conduct the pro- 
ceedings in private, and the fact that the conference 
h-d been abortive for the present was given out 
after three hours’ argument and dchbate with the 
Wnion’s deputation. The resolution arrived at by the 
Mroprietors and managers, as a result of the con- 
ference, was that matters are to remain as they are, 
and that the men shall continue to work at the same 
rate of wages as at present held, pending a further 
conference between a deputation of the Cinemato- 
sraph Exhibitors’ Association on the one side, and 
Mr. Williams, general secretary of the Amalgamated 
Musicians Union, Mr. Lowkes, the organiser, and 
three members of the loca] branch of the A.M.U. on 
the other side. The date of that conference was not 
settled,: but it was understood that the representa- 
tives on both sides would go to it with plenipoten- 
tiarv powers, and that the result of the conference 
would be communicated to the members of the Ex- 
hibitors’ Association, at a meeting to be held on a 
later date. 

Following upon the decisions of licensing magis- 
trates in the Tyneside district, recorded in these 
notes last week, it is interesting to note that che 
Chester-le-Street Bench have renewed all existinz 
cinematograph licences, but expressed regret that 
their hopes that the Sunday cinematograph shows ‘n 
the district would result in a decrease of drunken- 
ness had not so far been realised. Applications 
made for seven dav licences to the Whitley Bav 
magistrates have been adjourned, in order that the 
applicants might be in a position to place evidence 
before the Bench that Sunday entertainments are 
necessary and desirable. The information before 
them. stated the Bench, made it appear that some of 
the holders of seven day licences in the past vear had 
not made use of them. : 

Google 

It is pleasing to record the success attendant upon 
the efforts of Mr. Joseph R. Dickman, the manager 
of the Howard Hall, North Shields. For many 
years now he has been a recognised provider of 
public entertainment, and he took to the animated 
pictures when they had little more to commend them 
than novelty, when they were not taken seriously by 
the public, and when the film producers had hardly 
risen to their full possibilities. In those far-awav 
davs Mr. Dickson used to put on films as an “extra’”’ 
to other forms of entertainment, and he was once 
called upon to give a show in the ruins of a wind- 
mill, and on a screen 2 ft. square. At that per. 
formance Mr. Dickman had to rely upon the efforts 
of a local pianist to provide the incidental music, 
and one of the efforts was “A Life on the Ocean 
Wave,’’ to a picture showing Christ walking on the 
waters. His many wanderings and varied experi- 
ences have served Mr. Dickman in good stead during 
the six years that he has directed operations at the 
Howard Hall on behalf of Messrs. W. L. Reed and 
Company, Newcastle. “The Ladv of Lvons’’ and 
“London by Night’’ were his top-liners last week, 
and the popular programme included several excel- 
lent scenics and some of the best comedies. 

The Albion Cinema, at North Shields, has had an 
auspicious opening with such films as “In Peril of 
the Law,’’ ‘The Holy Citv,’’ “ Heart-Broken 
Shep,”’ ‘* When Dreams Come True,’’ “When the 
Worm Turned ’’ and “The Tale of a Fish.’? The 
current weck opened with “Kissing Cup’’ and “A 
Perilous Ride.”’ 

In spite of the fact that the weather in the North 
just now does not tempt manv people to go to the 
seaside, the Whitley Pavilion and the Whitley Em- 
pire are both doing very satisfactory business. Mr. 
Will Lincoln, the manager of the former, filled his 
house last weck with ‘‘ The Mvysterv of the Silver 
Skull,’’ one of those weird romances that get such 
a grip upon an audience, and “The Dungeon of 
Steel.’ Mr. G. T. Turnbull, at the Empire, has 
been showing Charles Reade’s famous story, “Hard 
Cash,’’ with great success. He has been booking 
other big numbers, each of which should prove 
strong attractions. 

Mr. Stanley Rodgers had a bumper night at the 
Empire Theatre. Blavdon. on Saturday, when the 
North-Eastern Counties’ Cross-Country Champion- 
ships were run off on the Blaydon racecourse. Run- 
ners and their supporters attended from all parts of 
the North, and as prizes were presented at the Em. 
pire performance, the theatre was naturally crowded 
out. Of the races for the championships the 
(;aumont Company took a verv fine film, under the 
direction of Mr. FE. J. Jennings, the Newcastle 
manager. which should be eagerly sought after bv 
local halls. 

Another Theatre in Blaydon b that is doing good 
business is the Pavilion, run by Messrs. Smelt 
Brothers. Last week they specialised in mysteries, 
and had full houses every night. Whilst in that 
district [ found that the feature at the cinemato- 
graph halls is the weekly go-as-you-please com- 
peitions, which attract large entries, and also large 
attendances, and proyvide.some really good fun. 
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WHAT THE PUBLIC WANTS. 
4 

AN INTERESTING ~ SYMPOSIUM. 

What is a good film? Or what, rather, does 

the public consider to be a good film? 

It is a question which interests us all, since 

every member of this industry 1s occupied, 

directly or indirectly, with the business of at- 

tempting to provide the public with what it 

wants. 
Many are the discussions which have raged 

around this latter problem. The public has been 

accused of every kind of taste, and a‘so of hav- 

ing no taste at all. Such arguments are always 

interesting, and, although they obviously can- 

not lead to any one definite conclusion, they are 

often deeply instructive. 
In view of these facts, we have addressed to 

certain prominent exhibitors, whose experience 

and knowledge render them able to speak with 

real authority on all matters concerning the 

public’s taste in picture theatre entertainments, 

the series of questions which we set out below. 

The nature of the questions clearly made any 

general answers impracticable, and, therefore, 

we asked each gentleman to limit his replies so 

that they should refer only to that particular sec- 

tion of the public for which he was engaged per- 

sonally in catering. ‘ 

The questions will explain themselves. The 

answers—so kindly given by the various gentle- 

men under whose names they stand—constitute 

a most interesting commentary upon numerous 

points which are of the greatest importance to 
manufacturer, renter, and exhibitor alike. 

The following were our questions :— 

(1.) (a) What classes of films have you found 
most popular with your public? (7.e., sensational 
melodramas, detective stories, dramatic comedies, 
pathetic comedies, modern social dramas, big specta- 
cular productions, battle pictures, historical ro- 
mances, farcical comedies, cowboy pictures, comics, 
educational and scientific films, etc., etc.). (8) Do 
you find educational and scientific films successful 
with your public? 

(2.) (a) Have you found long films popular (2.e., 
pictures over three reels in length)’ (0) What do 
you consider the ideal length for a drama and for 
a comedy? 

(3) What are the qualities in a film that, in your 
opinion, count most in the eves of your public (2.e., 
good acting, ingenious and original plot, lavish stag- 
ing, elaborate spectacles, etc.) ? 

(4.) What features in a film is vour public most 
apt to criticise adversely ’ 

(s.) The titles of the film or films vou consider 
to have been most popular with your public? 

These are among the replies that we have re- 
ceived :— 

Mr. R. T. Jupp, Managing Director of Provincial 
Cinematograph Theatre Lj ¥f 1. OY 

(1.) (a) “A really good story which interests and 
grips from. start to. finish, irrespective of class. 
Comedies and comics which, whilst funny or amus- 
ing, are also convincing. Interest films of all kinds 
which are interesting.” (4) “ Yes, in) moderate 
doses.”’ 

(2.) (a) “No.” (@) “ Depends entirely upon the 
story. Length should be a secondary consideration. 
There will always be an opening tor dramas of 
1,500 to 3,000 ft.. if they are worth the length. 
—(3.) © Plot and acting come first, in my opinion. 
Superb acting mav counteract a moderate plot, and 
an excellent plot may carry through indifferent act- 
ing. Photography is next important.”’ 

(4.) “ Poor stories, especially of the type where 
the plot consists of a series of Inane sentimentaliues. 
Poor and bad acting. Comics which are too ex- 
treme, and fail to convince. Interest and travel of 
the watery uninteresting type.’’ 

P.S. * Sustained interest and variety are, in my 
opinion, the most important factors in keeping up 
good programmes.”’ 

Mr. G. A. S. Porter, Supervising Manager of Amal- 
gamated Cinematograph Theatres, Limited :— 

(1.) “ Detective stories, social dramas, battle pic- 
tures, comics.”’ 
2 ay Nas 
(3.) “Plot.” 
(4.) ‘* Plot and acting.”’ 
(5.) “Quo Vadis‘ “ Fools of Society,’ “ When 

the Earth Trembled.”’ 

(2) “2,000 ft. best length.’’ 

Mr. F. W. Ogden Smith, Managing Director of 
Standard Electric Theatres, Limited:— 

(1.) (a) “* There is no special favourite with the 
public, provided the story is well acted, and atten- 
tion given to the smallest detail.”’ (5) “Travel, 
educational, manufacturing, and scientific films are 
always successful, provided that thev are not too 
long, a fault that 1s much on the increase.’’ 
— (2) “ Long films are only of value if the interest 
is sustained—and, as this is the exception, owing to 
the present desire of the manufacturers to force 3,000 
or more feet into a story for which 1,000 ft. would 
be ample, it quite siands to reason the public are 
tired.’ 

(3.) “ The qualities of a film rest entirely in the 
story, and its success depends upon the acting more 
than scenery.”’ 

(4.) “ Impossible situations, bad acting, and the 
constant repetition of the long drawn out kiss—so 
popular with Continental audiences.’’ 

Mr. A. Carreras, Bluc Halls, Limited:— 
(1.) (a) “ They like all the above, when they are 

gvod. They like variety.’’ (4) “ One now and then, 
ves.’ 

(2.) (a) * No.’ (4) “From 1,000 to 3,000 ft.”’ 
(3.) “(Good acting and fine photography count 

a lot.” 

(4.) “© Too suggestive scenes.’’ 
45.) “Quo Vadis?” “ East Lynne,” “Ivanhoe,” 
“Monte Cristo,’’? etc., and many others from alt 
manufacturers, which are impossible to remember.’”’ 

Mr. St. John Hamund, Manager of the Scala Theatre, 
London, W.:— 

— (1.) “1 have found most popular films to he 
historical romances?!!\q@ModeraMsocial dramas, and 
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educational and scientific subjects, the last especially 
with the better classes amongst our audiences.”’ 

(2.) (a) “In my opinion, films prove tedious to 
an audience when they are over three reels in 
length.'’ (4) “I consider the ideal length for both 
drama and comedy to be two reels, unless of excep- 
tional interest.” 

(3.) “In my opinion, the qualities that count most 
in the eyes of the public are a good plot easily un- 
derstood, and good acting. These are heightened 
by the other points you mention, which are, how 
ever, useless without the essentials.”’ 

BIRMINGHAM BRIEFS. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

(4.) ‘* The features in a film that our public are 
most apt to criticise adversely are comic tragedy, 
banal comedy, and vulgarity.”’ 

(5.) © The most popular film with our public has 
been the Imperial Durbar at Delhi, which lasted for 
one year, from first to last.’’ 

Mr. C. W. Poole, Managing 
Theatres, Limited. 

“My experiences is that the audiences in various 
towns differ considerably. A film that may suit one 
audience certainly does not suit another, and it is 
usually necessary to cater for each town separately.”’ 

Director of Poole’s 

The New Street Picture House featured a special 
exhibition of Natural History films at 5.30 every even- 
ing last week, accompanied by very interesting lec- 
tures by Mr. Duncan, which were highly appreciated 
by patrons. Mr. Bradbury, of the Masonic Hall, in- 
forms me that “A Cigarette Maker’s Romance” had 
such a successful run that he has rebooked the picture 
for an immediate date. 

I found Mr. L. G. Marriott installed at 31, Hurst 
Street, under the title of the Marriott Film Service, 
very busy getting things into working order after the 
exodus of carpenters, painters and charwomen. Mr. 
Marriott comes to Birmingham with a very fine record 
of work done with the Palatine Film Company, of 
Manchester, in which he is still interested financially, 

and I wish him the same success in this district as he 
has achieved further north. If business acumen an 
general knowledge of his Trade are assets to this end, 
then his success is assured. I understand that whilst 
a speciality is to be made of general programmes, Mr. 
Marriott will also be buying additional exclusives for 
the benefit of Midland showmen. A showroom is to be 
fixed up on the premises, and a show day will be an- 
nounced shortly. 

Making a trip into the Aston district, 1 found Mr. 
S. Marlowe, the manager of the Premier Picture 

Theatre, Lichfield Road, running a well selected pro- 
gramme to a good house. “Three Little Orphans 
was amongst the features, and Mr. Marlowe has exer- 
cised much discretion in booking up “-The Wreck ’ 

and “Captain Kidd” for early dates. The musical 
accompaniment, in the form of a small orchestra, is 
very popular and well dered here. 

Digitized by OOS e 

Louking in to see Mr. Trevanion, the business-like 
manager of the Aston Cross Picture House, | found 
his house packed to the roof, and very keenly enjoying 
a varied and well projected programme, accompanied 
by an admirable orchestra. “A Fight for Millions ” 
was the star, and “ Bridge of Shadows” is billed for 
this week. The accommodation is over goo, and ex- 
cellent seating is provided at the low prices of 3d. and 
od., the latter price covering admission to a very com- 
fortable balcony. The. colour scheme is green, and 
proves a great relief to the eyes. 

Mr. F. G. Fenn, the genial manager of Bristol 
Street Picture House, serves his patrons with fresh 
cinema dishes, in the shape of renewed programmes, 
three times a week—Monday, Wednesday and Fri- 
day. Last week, “The Water Rat” was a most popu- 
lar item, and Mr. Fenn has “In the Shadow of a 
Throne” billed as his star this week. 

Mr. Will Devey, managing-director of Ashted Row 
Picture House, billed a topping programme last week, 
which included such money-getters as “Suzanne 
Comes to Stay,” Edison’s screaming comic, “Why 
Girls Leave Home,” and “In the Midst of the Jungle. 

Congratulations to Mr. Levy, manager of the Metro- 
pole, Snowhill, who ran “In the Hands of London 
Crooks ” last week to extraordinarily good business. 

Mr. G. J. Kenney has succeeded Mr. Heath at the 
Birmingham Picturedrome, and last week screened 
“Satan’s Castle,” backed up by well varied pro- 
grammes, to excellent business. A well appointed 
waiting room is just completed here, and much appre- 
ciated by patrons. Every success to Mr. Kenney in 
this town. 

Mr. Bert Sharp, who has taken over the manage- 
ment of the Ladypool Picture House, is doing good 
business, and ran “Fiery John” last week, supple- 
mented by good comedy and comic films, to good 
houses. Taking a brisk walk across to Moseley Road, 
I found Mr. G. L. Harris, at the Imperial Picture 
Theatre, continuing to do good business. Seymour 
Hicks and FEllaline Terriss in “David Garrick” is 
billed this week for the first part, and Thursday fea- 
tures Bison’s tot popular film, “In the Coils of the 
Python.” = 
Some distance further along the road I found Mr. 

Parry, managing director of the Moseley Road Picture 
House, screening Pathé’s “Big Game Hunting Pic- 
ture” to appreciative houses. Mr. Parry is a well- 
known figure in Birmingham showrooms, and in all 
sincerity it may be said of him that he never omits 
to book a good picture. Some of his future bookings 
contain such films as “The Wreck,” “ The Wastrel,’ 
and “In the Hands of London Crooks. 
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Thoughts on Present-Day Programmes. 

There is no denying the fact that there is a 
great diversity of opinion as to the suitability 
or Otherwise of cinematograph shows for chil- 
dren. In Lancashire the question has again been 
brought into great prominence by the recent 
report composed of information received by the 
Lancashire Elementary Education Sub-Commit- 
tce from the clerks to the county justices In 
JLancashire, representative head teachers, and the 
district clerks. Then, as to suitable films for 
children. The programme cannot be solely con- 
stituted for the entertainment of the rising gener- 
ation, Are they really treated as badly as some 
would have us believe? How many entertain- 
ments are composed solely of dramatic films 
with an intricate plot? Not many, if any. The 
comic element, in practically every case abso- 
lutely harmless to the children, enters in every 
»orlormance. Then, can anything derogatory be 
said of the films depicting current topics, ete. ? 
To stop at this stage would be to ignore much 
of educational value. To give only one illustra- 
tion: Who will sav that a film such as “ lowers 
that Bloom ino Spring” docs yot serve a 
purpose, and make as strong an appeal to the 
receptive minds of the youngsters as the lesson 
in botany, no matter how cleverly it may be 
viven? Really, a moment's reflection will tend 
to show that, after all, programmes at present 
are not so bad as some would have us believe. 

Excellent as such films are, a programm: con- 
stituted entirely of pictures coming within the 
category of the humorous and educational would 
fail to make a sufficiently powerful appeal to 
the general public. No; there must be drama. 
The other week I heard a prominent lady say 
that she objected to picture shows for children 
because so many of the films depicted fiyhting. 
She herself frequently staved away for that rea- 
son, and she thought no child should be allowed 
to attend because they became imbued with a 
fighting spirit, which in the future might have 
very disastrous results! Upon the surface that 
may seem very fine. But is it so very bad, after 
all? If one wishes to be hypercritical. cannot 
one find something to pull to pieces, mctaphori- 
cally, in almost everything in an earnest, but 

directed attempt to safeguard the children from 
‘all things that harmful be”? What shall be 
said of the Boy Scout movement, if we are look- 
ing at everything hoping to find something to 
make the children “become imbued with a tight- 
ing spirit’? And the football matches, with their 
“fghts for supremacies”? Tersely, if we go 
looking with a microscope endcavouring to dis- 
cover the existence of things at any rate not 
tending to the intellectual and moral improve- 
ment of children, sO Ogle Jack specks” be 
found upén'zail does not the 

question resolve itself into this: Are not hun- 
dreds of children far better off at a cinemato- 
graph performance than they otherwise would be? 
Many of the “ kiddies'’ condemned to be street 
arabs run errands until they get a few coppers, 
which they gladly spend to gain admittance to 
a picture theatre. Are they not far more com- 
fortable than running the streets, or even going 
to the place designated “home,” where often 
can be found a drunken father or mother? 

Finally, is not the admitted unsuitability for 

children of some of the films exhibited more than 
counter-balanced by the many good points con- 
tained in films educational and topical, aye, and 
the good moral to be drawn from practically 
every dramatic film? By all means let writers 
and film producers strive for the retention of all 
that is good and useful and the elimination of 
all that is deleterious alike to young and old, and 
let the hypercritics reflect on Disrach’s words: 
“Tt is much easier to be critical than correct.” 

H. D. 

A SPECIAL SEND-OFF. 

The Green Lanes Picture House, near Bir- 
mingham, was officially opened recently by Mr. 
Yates, a local magistrate. The theatre is artis- 
tically decorated in Wedgwood blue and white, 
with plush tip-ups to match. The ventilation 1s 
well arranged. The hghting scheme is calcu- 
lated to a nicety, and there are tour exits, two 
of which are very tastefully arranged with palms. 
The accommodation is for 870, and the hall 1s 
well heated by recessed radiators. Mr. H. Robin- 
son, A.R.I.B.A., is the architect. Mr. E. Garfield, 
the builder, has built a large number of halls 
in Birmingham, Washwood Heath being his latest 
achievement. Ile is the managing director of 
this theatre. Mr. Yates, the magistrate for the 
constituency, said that he not only thanked the 
directors for providing another picture house 
where he was certain the best of everything would 
be provided—but he welcomed the theatre on 
behalf of his constituents, who, comprised mainly 
of the respectable artisan type, would be pro- 
vided with a place wherein they could take their 
wives and children. Mr. Purnell, in replying, 
thanked the magistrate, and assured patrons that 
his policy would be exactly as Mr. Yates had 
outlined—the best of everything. He commented 
upon the music, and told them he had a picked 
orchestra, but not, hke many, “° picked” betore 
they were ripe. (Laughter.) Patrons were evi- 
dently much taken with the new manager, and 
his sense of humour immediately made itself 
felt. A novel feature consisted of the screening 
of photographs; ofsthg,managing director (Mr. 
Garfield) )andp the, ;»papagerp tMy. Purnell). 
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First Release 

April 9th. 

Length 

588 ft. 

The Gloves of Ptames 
The magic gloves that make everything vanish---and 

will make your audience shriek. 

Do you want a scientific subject that will 
raise the reputation of your house ? 

THEN SHOW 

Silk-Worm Culture 
839 ft. / #8. \ Released April 6th. 

WE HAVE ALSO 

Re” A STRONG SHORT DRAMA. 

501 ft. RETRIBUTION. Rel. April 9th. 

DAVISON'S, 
151-3, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W. 
Telegrams and Cables: ‘* Dafilsage, London.”’ "Phone: Regent 4985. 

IMPORTANT. 
SEE NEXT PAGE. 

—__ Digitzedby €S00Q1@ Ss ewyorK PUBLICLIBRARY 

THE FILMS THE PUBLIC WANT. 
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Address Unknown. 
2858 feet. / DFSA\ Rel. April 6th. 

The Play that is Perfect 

in Plot and Production. 

DON’T Miss it. 

Davison's Film Sales Agency 
151-3, Wardour Street, London, W. 

INTERESTING PATENT FOR SALE. 

Red uce Electro-Mechanical Automatic 

You Pr Safety Device 

For the Prevention of Film Fires 

Gu pr ent in Cinematograph Theatres. 

Patented in Germany, France, England, Urited States and 

E Canada. Approved by th» Fire Depari meat, Kew York, U.S.A. 

xpenses A. SZELIGA’S Weekly Film of America, 
by installing a ‘‘Crypto” ll, West 112th Street, NSW YO.K, U.S.A. 

motor generator or 

rotary converter. 

Prices and Catalogue on African Films Trust, Ltd. 
Head Office—Empire Buildings, vonaunesDere: 

pequest P.O. Box 1574. 
THE CRYPTO ELECTRICAL Co. . rat : 155a, Bermondsey St., ge Supplying all ae ee acre theatres in 

London, S.E. hia Feature Films wanted, any length. Good BRISTOL— geRe (ca prices given for Exclusives. 
79, Victoria Street. VOY x D Soar 

GLASGOW— ee eS Ne LONDON OFFICE— 
19, Waterloo Street. hy eee. i: 2, GEBR ARD PLACE, 

2 _ Fees SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W. 
‘Phone: Regent 3701, Telegrams: ‘‘ Affiltrus,’’ 
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EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE AND OTHER MATTERS. 

By JOSEPH BEST, B.Sc.. (Lond). 

If the Cinematograph Exhibition in Glasgow, 
which opens this week, at all realises well-founded 
anticipations it will be the occasion of the most 
important and earnest gathering of educationists 
to consider the teaching possibilitics of the cine- 
matograph we have yet had. An educational 
conference has been arranged, to which practi- 
cally every chief teacher in Scotland has been 
invited. The Lord Provost of Glasgow will 
open the first session in person at I1\ a.m. on 
Thursday, and the conference will continue to 
sit and hear addresses relating to the adoption 
of the cinematograph in schools every morning 
and afternoon up to the Saturday. 

There can be no question as to the genuine 
interest of Scottish teachers in the forthcoming 
Exhibition. It was my privilege to be present 
at the first meeting of the Advisory Committee 
in Glasgow in December last. Here I realised, 
from the speeches made, was sincere and activ2 
belief in the utility of the moving picture and 
a keen desire to confer upon it, to examine the 
apparatus, criticise films, and go into the whole 
question in quite a different spirit from that dis- 
played, especially by the authonties, here in Eng- 
land. But, then,’ Scotland is famous for educa- 
tional achievements, and it is only to be expected 
that such a wonderful invention as the cinema- 
tograph should arouse keen curiosity there. Scot- 
land may yet prove to be the fountain head of 
educational cinematography in these isles, for a 
Scotsman acts whilst the Englhshman its. still 

hesitating and thinking—or, as the latter would 
probably term it, ‘ investigating.” 

The addresses arranged include ‘“ The Kine- 
matograph as an Educational Medium,” at which 
the Lord Provost and Dr. J. W. Gregory, F.R.S., 
will speak; ‘‘ The Kinematograph as an Aid to 
Literary Study”; “The Kinematograph in the 
Teaching of History and Geography”; “ Science 
and Industries”; *‘ Nature Study’’—all the ad- 
dresses will be punctuated by demonstrations of 
films in support of the arguments. 

In addition to discussions, from 2 to 3 every 
afternoon, from Wednesday to the following 
Tuesday, the children of the Glasyow schools 
will attend at Messrs. Pathé Fréres’ demonstra- 
tion theatre in batches, accompanied by teachers, 
to receive “cinema lessons ”’—i.e., lessons — in 
which the cinematograph will be employed in the 
manner recommended by its supporters. 
My last contribution to THE — BIloSCOPE 

Google 

moved a reader to write rebuking me for what 

he considered was unjustified pessimism and 

impatience in my attitude towards the recently 
appointed committee that is to investigate with 
regard to the cinematograph. I do not plead 
guilty to the charge, for there is no denying the 
splendid opportunity for strony and decisive in- 
fluence the committee can exert if it goes about 
its work in the right way. But, nevertheless, 
pessimism would not be unwarranted. It is not 
investigation that is needed after all, from the 
educational standpoint, but definite action—the 
installation of the apparatus in a Targe number 
of schools. Let us have a practical experiment 
and Icarn from experience. To this the investi- 
gators retort, “But we don't know if you have 
suitable films for the machine. Where is this 
film and that film, and the other film, etc.? If 
you produce these films we may start.” The 
answer to this is obvious. There are in exist- 
ence thousands of films that are indisputably of 
great educational value. Never mind about the 
films we haven't got—start with those we have. 
What about the thousands of travel and geo- 
graphical films already available? Will children 
not benefit by vivid pictures of other lands, 
showing costumes, customs, vegetation, native 
industries, wonderful waterfalls, mountain passes, 
etc.? What need is there to investigate conc2rn- 
ing such films as these? None at all. All that is 
required is to install some machines in the Schools 
and inaugurate weekly cinema geography lessons, 
watch the effect on the children, learn how to 
use the apparatus, the advantayes, defects to be 
remedied, etc. Then, ayain, nature study is 
taught in most schools, and there are wonderful 
pictures of animals, birds, insects, plants, fish, 
etc. Why not arouse and retain the children’s 
interest in nature by means of these films? 
Moreover, children are taught to follow passing 
events and to keep interested in current history. 
Why not show them topical pictures of present 
happenings all over the world? I would ask my 
correspondent a plain question: Can educational 
authorities expect manufacturers to spend thou- 
sands of pounds in producing new films that may 
or may not please—when these authorities give 
not the shyhtest encouragement by using the 
films already availabler Certainly not. If there 
were but fifty schools out of the many thousands 
in the British Isles using the cinematograph and 
existing films there would be at Icast some tan- 
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gible market, however small, some motive to 

induce a business house to further enterprise. 

If the new committee means to promote the use 
of the cinematograph in education—which is the 
only sort of committee that is needed—its course 

is clear. Let it approach the chief educational 
authonities, explain to them the great value of 

the cinematograph in education, persuade them 
to install a number of machines for the use of 
the teachers as an experiment, outline to them 
the various schemes that can be adopted - e.v., 

(1) one machine to several schools upon a time- 
table basis; (2) one machine to each school: (3) 
installation of the apparatus in a large hall in 
the school; (4) the building of a separate struc- 
ture away from the schools—although the arrival 
of non-flam film makes this unnecessary—1n a 
word, let the committee cease to talk to each 

other about suitable and_ unsuitable films, 
cinema halls, etc., and concentrate their efforts 
at getting the apparatus in as many schools as 
possible. To the authorities they can supply 
particulars as to the cost of apparatus, the hire 
of films already available; and gather suyvyes- 
tions from teachers as to films ultimatcly re- 
quired. 

Carried out at a time when enlightened 
methods of education are being everywher2 
adopted, the work of the committee should mect 
with a ready response and speedily show tangible 
result—viz., actual experiments all over the coun- 
try. The cinematograph is the symbol of the 
growing conviction among educationists that the 

main aim, in the elementary schools, at least, 
should be to instil a love for learning. Any 
system of education, however elaborate its theory, 
however profound its psychological foundation, 
that fails to make a child love and seek learning 
when school days are over, is utterly and com- 
pletely wrong. The school years of the ordinary 
child are too few to allow of his cramming in 
the thousand and one facts he should possess 
in after life. The most that can be achieved 
by the teacher in the imparting of direct know- 
ledge is the ability to read and write. All the 
rest of the schooling should be directed to excit- 
ing curiosity, desire to know more about the 
right things, to use the right things, read the 
best books, to learn more for oneself, to cultivate 
self-reliance. When history is taught the aim 
should be solely to make the boy love and read 
history for himself. The geography lesson should 
seek to arouse desire for knowledge and obtain 
it of other lands. The actual amount of history 
or geography that he learns matters nothing at 
all. Any. system that causes learning to be not 
only painful, but even dull, is fatal. Any de- 
vice that helps to make learning pleasant Is to 
be welcomed, is to be adopted whatever cost or 
trouble it involves. The cinematograph 1s cer- 
tainly such a device. Google 

A NOVEL MOTOR GENERATOR 

FOR BIOSCOPES, 

A new style of motor generator for use 1n 
cinema theatres has been designed after a series 
of experiments by Mr. N. A. Paton, of Glas- 
vow. The motor and generator are coupled 
to a fly-wheel by a flexible coupling, and 
mounted on a cast-iron frame. The machines 
are specially wound in such a manner that the 
variations of load are taken up by the flywheel, 
thus ensuring a constant voltage being main- 
tained even when the carbons of the bioscope 
are brought together. It will be welcomed by 
the exhibitor and corporation alike, as it re- 
duces the cost of running very considerably, 
while it also minimises the disturbance of the 
corporation supply. 

Three of these sets will be shown at the 
forthcoming exhibition in Glasgow, and orders 
have been placed for a large number within the 
past month. 

Mr. Paton is the pioneer of cinema motor 
generators in Scotland, and is Electrical Ad- 
viser to the Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Asso- 
ciation (East of Scotland Branch), for whom 
he met the Electrical Committee of the Edin- 
burgh Corporation, and succeeded in gettin:z 
the power charges reduced to a figure most 
advantageous to exhibitors. 

THE NEW “CROSSLEY ” 
CATALOGUES. 

Two very interesting and well-illustrated bro- 
chures are to hand from the well-known engineer- 
ing firm, Messrs. Crossiecy Brothers, Limited, of 
Openshaw. The books decal respectively with gas 
engines, ‘from the ordinary throttle-governed type 
to the latest suction and ‘ variable admission.”’ 
centrifugal governor engines, also with their well- 
known “simple” oil engines and the new Scmi- 
Diesel types for paraffin or petrol. 

The large number of their electric lighting 
types in use in the industry is well known, and 
exhibitors would, in all cases where a private 
plant is a necessity, do well to keep abreast of 
the times and note carefully such publications as 
the ones mentioned above. A very notable fza- 
ture is the economy of the small suction gas en- 
gines listed and the low cost of their upkeep. 
In all types the workmanship is alike excellent, 
and where electric ignition is employed only 
the most reliable of magnetos and timing appa- 
ratus are emploved. The Semi-Diesel oil en- 
gines represent a very notable advance in en- 
gineering construction, and are made in sizes 
from 18 b.h.p. upwards, and will consume crude, 
residual, or retined oils with equally satisfactory 
results. 
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 

TO THE TRADE. 

We wish to make it known to all Exhibi- 
tors that it is important for them if they 
are anxious to fill their halls, to immediately 
book the great film of Mystery, Magic and 
Mirth—“The Brass Bottle” (3,600 ft.), 
the unique exclusive film with the All-Star 
cast. 

Having read this, read one of the many 
opinions of the Press:— 

Daily Express:—. ..'‘‘The Brass Bottle’’ 
has lost none of its original attractiveness in 
its transition from stage to screen. Indeed, 
some flash-light photographic feats add con- 
siderably to the picturesque illusions in this 
diverting comedy. Rounds of applause greeted 
the performance of the all-star cast, which 
includes such favourite stage names as Miss 
Doris Lytton, Miss Mary Brough, Miss Vane 
Featherston, Miss Molly Farrell, Mr. Lawrence 
Grossmith, Mr. Alfred Bishop, Mr. Rudge 
Harding, Mr. Tom Mowbray and Mr. Holman 
Clark, who yives a masterful study of the 
Jinnee. It is all very amusing, and those 
laughter-loving folk, who have only a few 
coppers to spend on their weekly treat, will 
welcome this chance of seeing Mr. Anstey's 
play, which drew all London to the Vaudeville 
Theatre. 

The Theatrical and General Filming Co., 
Litd., 17, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W., 
Owners of the World’s rights, to whom please 
send all inquiries without delay. 

Telephone: Telegrams: 
Regent 4532. ‘“Tandgee, Piccy, London."’ 

Google 
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The Cricket on the Hearth. 

The Christmas books of Charles Dickens seem the right atmosphere for the commencement 
particularly well suited for adaptation for the of the story. 
screen, perhaps much more so than his greater The piece is dressed and mounted with great 

s taste and attention to detail, and 
the acting is on a level of excel- 
lence which is so characteristic 
of the American Company’s 
productions, and which  suc- 
ceeds in presenting us with 
some fine studies of Dickens’ 
well-known creations. Some- 
thing must inevitably be lost 
with the words, such as Tilly 
Slowboy’s method of repeating 
scraps of conversation with all 
the sense struck out and all the 
nouns changed into the plural 
number, or Mrs. Fielding’s re- 
miniscences on the crisis in the 
indigo trade, or the fatal cake 
which changed a whole semin- 
ary of young ladies blue. How- 
ever, Tilly Slowboy, in the per- 
son of Miss L. Lester, provides 
plenty of amusement during 
her short scenes, while the 
romance of May Fielding and 

works. Overflowing with that domestic content- the pathos of the blind girl are brought into 
ment, humour, and goodwill which the author greater prominence by the subordination of 
was so inimitable in depicting, they still con the comedy. The delicate charm of the book 
tain a certain amount of drama 
which is sufficiently concise to 
form an excellent basis for the 
plot of a film. " 

The American Company has 
presented us with a very charni- 
ing version of ‘‘ The Cricket on 
the Hearth,”’ which sets forth 
the story in a straightforward 
and dramatic style and adorns it 
with fanciful and imaginative 
details given their fullest value 
by absolutely perfect photo- 
graphy. The introduction is a 
good example of the skilful in- 
ventiveness of the adapter. 
A young man sits by the fire- 
side reading the story to his 
wife. As he reads on, the 
characters in the book appear 
as she imagines them, saluting 
her in turn. This is a pretty 
variation of the usual method of 
introducing the characters of a play, and the has been skilfully conveyed and the beautiful 
charm of the firelit setting al the excellent setting, excelle1 igh im and photography, 
quality of pthe\deubl OW €@ates exactly must makea very m)appeal) to, popular favour. 
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DO YOU KNOW THAT 

“TANGOMANIA™ 
IS THE FILM OF THE DAYP 

IT IS AN ORIGINAL AUTHENTIC EPISODE ON THE 

RAGE OF THE DAY. 

Written by 

MICHEL CARRE, France's Foremost Producer, 
FEATURING 

MLLE. ANDREE DHERY, 
The Most Beautiful and Graceful of all Tangoists. as well as 

of all the foremost Dancers of to-day. 

Special Music hy Messrs. Francis, 

Day & Hunter supplied Free. 

Three and Six-Day Bookings. 

Apply— 

§ JOSEPH MENCHEN, Sole Owner, 3-7, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 
Telephone—Gerrard 9824. Telegraphic Address—‘* Miracfilm, Rand, London."’ 

( 00g e 
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Sunderland and Wearside Sidelights. 

: (By Our OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

One of our local managers received a surprise a 
few days ago, when he learned the reason of the 
purchase by a visitor of a big batch of tickets. ‘‘Thev 
are,” he was told, ‘‘ for empty tins.’’ “‘ Empty Tins!” 
‘< Yes,’’? was the explanation, ‘‘ you see, our firm are 
offering an admission ticket for every twelve or 
twenty-five empty polish tins of our make. The 
youngsters go among their friends asking for the 
‘empties,’ even calling from door to door. It all 
advertises our wares.’’ This is an up-to-date variant 
upon a well-known and invariably successful advertis- 
ing scheme, which will, no doubt, find many 
imitators. 

Although the palatial Picture House has had such 
a succession of big attractions, I hardly think any of 
the programmes arranged by Mr. J. McColl were 
more enjoyed than those of last week. Chief in 
interest was “The Trap,’’ a brilliantly conceived 
drama. The audience several times burst into loud 
applause. Then on Thursday there was ‘% The 
Boomerang,’’ a splendid story, and other excellent 
photoplays, room however being left for French 
SCeNnerTy. Not the least welcome part of the pro- 
gramme were the musical selections, for which Mr. 
Jennings’ orchestra merits much praise. 

I visited the new Gaietv the other night, and was 
more than surprised at the fine appearance of the 
place. the decorators having apparently put in much 
overtime since the opening dav. Business, too, Mr. 
Hinton informed me, is steadily improving, a fact 
endorsed bv the optimistic tone pervading the few 
remarks I also had with one of the directors. 

An hour hardlv sufficed to run off ‘* The Wastrel.’’ 
which Messrs. Hamilton secured exclusively for the 
Palace Theatre. Beautifully coloured, and full of 
emotional incidents, it proved just that kind of film 
which the Palace Akahitués would advise their friends 
to see. The Palace is well known as one of the 
most successful houses in the County of Durham. 

Mr. Syd Clare has relinquished his position of 
lecturer at the Wheat Sheaf. Monkwearmouth, in 
order to return to ‘‘the legitimate,’’ and last week 
plaved one of the principal parts in ‘‘ The Octoroon,”’ 
at the King’s Theatre, Sunderland. 

It afforded everyone a great deal of pleasure to wit- 
ness the programme at the Millfield Picture House. 
Few films have gone better there than ‘‘ The Gem of 
India.”’ and in selecting it Mr. J. Ravmond Waller 
certainly shows that he knows just what to get in 
order to suit his patrons. Every other nicture was 
full of interest, and the all-British orchestra, con- 
ducted bv Mr. Stan Hudson, discoursed music that 
was aS appropriate as it was pleasing. 

One always finds the time pass pleasantly at the 
Theatre de Luxe. Everyone has a very comfortable 
tip-up, and the pictures selected by Mr. Fred Hud- 
speth are always of the best. The orchestration of Mr. 
Harcourt’s capable musicians never fails to charm, 
the selections, too, harmonising well with the nic- 
tures. The latter are projected unon the ‘ Savelite ”’ 
screen, which. in addition to rendering the picture 
wonderfully clear, also gives a fine stereoscopic effect. 
‘¢ A Brother’s Atonement” and ‘‘ Trapped in a Forest 
Fire’? were conspicuous succesges here. 

y CaO Ole 

Exclusive to the Avenue Theatre—one of Sunder- 
land’s largest—Mr. Fred. Sayers had ‘‘ Humanity,’’ 
featuring Mr. John Lawson. It was the first time the 
picture had been seen in the district, and it proved 
just the class of thing that ‘‘ Avenueites’”’ revel in. 
Several other good films, including ‘ Rustler’s 
Treachery,’ made up a fine bill. 

The queues at the Queen’s Hall Kinema, Sunder- 
land’s newest ‘‘ continuous,’”’ are invariably a matter 
of remark. Mr. Tom Adamson scored a splendid 
success with ‘‘ A Message from Mars,’’ ‘* A Peaceful 
Victory,’’ and ‘‘ Bloomer, Gas Specialist.”? The con- 
tinuous programme now commences at six o’clock, 
but each afternoon there is a special performance at 
3.30. ‘A Queen’s Love’? (Ambrosio) is booked for 
early showing. 

Some of the smaller halls must occasionally cast 
envious eyes upon the queues of the Villette, at Hen- 
don, where Mr. R. Little, the manager, is making 
things hum. “A Nihilist’s Vengeance’ was a recent 
star. “The Child Mother’’ and “ The Chieftain’s 
Son’’ became leading films for ‘‘the latter half.” 

Near the Wheat Sheaf—Sunderland’s ‘* Elephant 
and Castle ’’—is the Wheat Sheaf Hall, the proprie- 
tor of which is Mr. J. H. Tindle, head of the Sunder- 
land Film Agency. I dropped in there che other even- 
ing and found in Mr. Hilton Fox, the courteous 
manager, a gentleman who knows the cinema busi- 
ness from top to bottom, and is transforming the hall 
into a model of its kind. Excellently balanced pro- 
grammes are seen, and the projection, by a Wrench 
machine, is clear and extremely steady. ‘‘ When the 
Earth Trembled” drew crowded houses, which ruled 
all the week. 

The patrons of the Gem, at Southwick, on “ the 
North side,’”’ turned up in great force all last week, 
Mr. Noble showing that fine feature,“Protea,’”? which 

“made a grand start for Monday night, followed by 
such pictures as “* Secret of the Safe,”’ ‘* Father,’’ and 
‘©The Four Dare Devils.’’ A strong programme, in- 
deed, and strongly supported. 

‘Heart Throbs’”’ and “ Transition ’’ were respon- 
sible for good business done by Mr. Joe Andy, at the 
old Shipwrights’ Hall, at South Hylton. 

Several fine features were shown last Wednesday 
afternoon to managers at the Weardale Company’s 
new Exhibition Hall, in Green Street, among them 
the U.K. Company’s’~ exclusive, ‘The  Mil- 
lionairess,’’ the New Century Company’s “ Unjustly 
Accused,’’? and a coloured drama by the Nordisk 
Company. ‘The Money Gods ’”’ and “ Joan of Arc” 
are being well asked after by the bigger halls, the 
smaller ones still preferring something with sensa- 
tional flavour and good comedies. 

Away in the popular Tyne Harbour Borough, a 
favourite resort, the newly-opened Picture House, 
South Shields, is being largely patronised. Mr. F. J. 
Studd’s programme being entertainment in the true 
sense of the word. By special request, he added 
“The Rosary ’’to_a long list. 
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A Picture Theatre on a Mountain. 

Tucked away in the shadow of a hotel on the 

summit of a snow-clad mountain at Semmering 

is a picturesque little picture theatre, a striking 

example of how the cinematograph can entertain 

anybody and everybody anywhere. Evenings 

were dull at Vienna’s sports centre before that 

projector arrived, for the setting of the sun 

usually put an end to the day’s amusement, and 

the mind wearied of the ensuing monotony. 

Now, when sleigh bells have ceased to tinkle 

and the day’s sport—toboganning and ski-ing— 

is over, the happy sportsmen and women repair 

to Sudbahn Hotel, there to metaphorically de- 

scend the mountain and once again be in the 

midst ef the bustling world, and striving, loving, 

hating humanity. The sensation is alternately 

delightful and horrid. The pictures accentuate 

the beauty of the peaceful mountain life, but 

like lightning shatter the illusion of isolation. 

Within the walls of the picture theatre one can 

realise that it is but two hours’ train journey, 

to the Austrian capital; outside it is more diff- 

cult. Your American’s chatter has another mean- 

ing, your middle-aged companion forgets the 

purpose of his visit, and starts to talk about 

business, commerce, stocks and shares—things 

which while in the fields of snow one has quite 

forgotten. But still Gaumont’s Graphic and Max 

Linder’s exploits are just as entertaining on a 

mountain as in the heart of a city. The show 

is an excellent tonic for the mind. Many a visi 

tor, on seeing the pictures, finds Semmering more 

delightful than ever. The contrast between where 

one has been and will be again, and the actual 
environment, is brought home very forcibly. I 

have found that the cinematograph is apt to 

make one moralise; it has a horrid habit of pre- 

senting the drab side of life when there is 

nought but joy on the horizon. Thus, at Sem- 

mering, where happiness reigns, the cinemato- 

graph reminds one of the less fortunate people 

By JOHN CHER. 

in the world. As the machine projects reel after 
reel divers thoughts pass through one’s mind. 
A group of wretched outcasts flashed on the 
screen reminds the visitor that the cinematograph 
is the theatre of the poor and wealthy. A cer- 
tain play which I saw at Semmering called to 
mind a scene which I had seen several years 
ago in the East End of London. It was that 
of a picture palace, much larger and finer than 
the one I was in, but instead of being filled with 
a crowd of happy revellers, it was packed with 
another class of picture theatre-goers; and I 
reflected that a similar crowd was probably there 
that very evening, possibly watching the identi- 
cal pictures I was enjoying far away in the 
mountains. And I told this to my nch American 
friend, and he said, ‘‘Of course, the cinemato- 
graph's everybody's entertainer, but I agree with 
you that it makes one think of others like no 
book or speaker’s words do; it makes me pity 
the poor; but I grant you that these society 
pictures which you say are in vogue in the 
poorer parts of cities stimulate the poor people's 
interest in the world and excite the men to im- 
prove their positions. I think,” he continued, 
“that the cinematograph is one of the marvels 
of the century. Just figure that here we are 
sitting in a hall on the summit of a mountain 
looking at the doings of the world and being 
amused by a projector and some few thousand 
feet of film manipulated by oze man. Why, no 
music-hall or theatrical show would be possible 
up here, and I assure you I find these pictures 
infinitely more entertaining than reading the 
papers. The picture show has made me doubly 
appreciative of the beauties of Semmering, all 
because I am brought back to the world by 
these films.” 

Herr Victor Schwarz is to be patted on the 
back for his enterprise. It was a pleasant two 
hours, indeed, that I passed in his little picture 
theatre on a mountain. 

EDISON KINETOPHONE ENTERPRISE IN 

We just learn that Mr. Thomas Graff, special 
representative of Thomas A. Edison, has con- 

cluded arrangements on behalf of the Edison 
Company whereby the Kinetophone will be shown 
during the summer months at the new Paris 

opera house, the Théatre PE TOOT 

PARIS. 

Avenue Montaigne. It was obvious that the 
talking pictures would soon be seen in the French 
capital, but such daring enterprise as the above 
will create no little excitement in the amus:ment 
world. The foregoing explains the reason of the 
failure of Mr. Isman’s project which we men- 
tioned last week. 
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Birmingham Licensing Sessions. 

FURTHER STRINGENT REGULATIONS FOR 
BIRMINGHAM HOUSES. 

On Thursday last the Birmingham Licensing 
Sessions were held at the Victoria Courts, Mr. 
Gerald Beesly, Chairman of the Licensing Com- 
mittee, presiding. In a peroration, addressed to 
applicants for renewal of cinematograph music¢, 
singing and dancing licenses, the Chairman stated 
that the new regulations pertaining to, the manage- 
ment of such places would come into force from 
that day, and must be religiously carried out. Mr. 
J. E. Hill, for the police, read a report from Mr. F. 
W. Rinder supervisor of general theatres, which 
contained the following suggestions :— 

1. The regulations required the maintenance of 
* a duplicate lighting system in the theatre. It 

was held that in some cases the second system of 
iighting by gas was not used, and only the electric 
switched on.. 

2. A further regulation required a number of 
ruby lights to be kept lit in the auditorium, the 
object being public convenience and decorum. 

3. It was required that a notification of fire, 
no matter how slight, should be sent to the fire 
station. Mr. Hill said that, with the adoption of 
these revised rules, would be exercised with the 
utmost vigilance on the part of the police, with a 
view of ensuring their observance. 

The Chairman made the announcement that the 
two following resolutions were recently passed by 
them, wiz. : (a) forty-five minutes time limit for stage 
plays at music-halls; and (4) with regard to per- 
formers not being allowed in the auditorium, except- 
ing under peculiar conditions. Mr. Beesly then 
commented upon the futility of a number of persons 
who had been writing to members of the Licensinz 
Committee. He added that it was not only an 1m- 
proper way of communicating with them, but that it 
would have no influence whatsoever. The proper 
way to bring such matters before the Justices was 
by memorials or attendance at the court, and the 
court strongly objected to this practice of letter writ- 
ing. 

ANTI CINEMA PETITIONIST GENTLY 
REBUKED. 

A petition signed by the Rector and Vicar of Hill 
and Maney, the Catholic priest, and a large number 
of representatives of religious sects in the Sutton 
district, supported by a letter from that branch of 
the British Women’s Temperance Association, was 
presented to the Chairman and the Bench pointing 
out the necessity for a closer supervison of films in 
picture houses. Petitioners were convinced, through 
recent police court proceedings, that young people 
are being unduly familiarised with lawlessness and 
crime, largely through cinematograph pictures. 
They suggested that no picture depicting violence 
or wrong-doing should be allowed to be shown. 
They also objected to the posters exhibited outside 
picture houses, and also thought that children 
under twelve should be forbidden the second even- 
ing’s performance. 

The Chairman informed the petitioners that 
their petition should have been made before the re- 
newal of local music licences. They could only 
hope that proprietors of picture houses would be 
careful in the exhibition of pictures before youn; 
people, and they would consider the proprietv 
of having,afternoon CRITI for children only. 

BIRMINGHAM JUVENILE THIEVES 
FORBIDDEN TO ENTER 

PICTURE HOUSES. 
Once again I have to report the sins of the cinema 

in the Birmingham district. The Sutton Coldfield 
magistrates spent four hours of their valuable time 
on Thursdav last in listening to a series of five 
charges of theft against six local youths, ages from 
13 to 17, and occupations embracing groom-gart- 
dener, errand boy, railway porter, and school boy. 
The sentences passed, which included a probation for 
twelve months, contained a condition that they 
should not enter a picture palace until the expira- 
tion of this period. I have not yet heard in exactly 
what manner the incentive to crime was received 
from the picture house. One of the thefts consisted 
of stealing fishing tackle from a boatshed at Black- 
root Pool on Christmas Eve, and no doubt it will 
be an open question as to whether it was a cinema 
picture that incited the theft, or the converse that 
the theft was perpetrated with a view of obtaining 
money to see the pictures. It. would be interesting 
to observe the moral effect upon these youths of the 
non-attendance at picture palaces. 

Following the above drastic action on Thursday, 
the Birmingham Gazetie questioned the right of the 
Sutton magistrates to forbid the culprits that admis- 
sion to picture houses. It was pointed out that he 
Justices had not only ordered the punishment of the 
boys (they were to be birched) but had put them on 
probation as well, and when the Gazette man inter- 
viewed Mr. Barker, a clerk of the Birmingham 
magistrates, he was informed that no magistrate 
could punish and put on probation at the same time. 
The magistrates’ clerk in question was of opinion 
that the Sutton magistrates had gone beyond their 
powers. It appears that a recognisance under the 
Probation of Offenders’ Acts may contain such 
additional conditions as the court, in view of parti- 
cular circumstances may insert with respect to 
several matters, the only one of which touches this 
question being (a) for prohibiting the offenders from 
associating with thieves and other undesirable per- 
sons or frequenting undesirable places. As _ the 
Gazette aptly points out, if the magistrates have this 
clause in view, and consider a picture house an un- 
desirable place, why on earth did the gentlemen 
grant the licences for the picture houses in their 
district, and once granted, why do thev allow un- 
desirable places to remain in their midst. Once 
more the inconsistent antipathy of magistrates to- 
wards picture shows had led them to “ bite off more 
than they could chew,’”’ which is putting it bluntly. 

HAMMERSMITH ENTERPRISE. 

The enterprise of the Broadway Cinema, Hammcr- 
smith, in placing before patrons first run films only 
has found immediate favour, and the manager, Mr. 
W. J. Woods, has no doubts now as to the wisdom 
of this move. This week one of the strongest pro- 
grammes in London is being projected. On Monday, 
when our representative looked in, a large audience 
was viewing “ Fruits of Venegance.’’ Also in the 
programme was “ The Fascinating Tango,’’ “Won 
by Waiting ’’ and the clever Kinemacolor comedy, 
“Stage Struck.’’ Kinemacolor films are a verv 
popular feature here, and this week “ Robin Hood ”’ 
has proved a powerful draw. Bookings for the 
week-end include .“.The. Winner’? and ‘* War and 
Peace.’’ 
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GLASGOW NOTES. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

“Cinema weather ”’ has prevailed in the Second 
City this week. Thin drizzling rain has been the 
rule every day; not an all-day’s rain, but glimpses 
of mild, springlike weather to tempt people into 
the city, then a drizzle, which gladdened the heart 
of the dignitary who watched the rise of the pay-box 
mercury, and caused him gladly and hurriedly to 
produce the often-used—in Glasgow at any rate— 
* house full ’’ board 

And the visitors who elected to shelter from the 
rain in a cinema hall this week were amply re- 
warded, and if among them were any newcomers to 
the pictures, they witnessed programmes which will 
convert them to regular patrons. One and all ot 
the many halls have been submitting ‘‘star’’ pro. 
grammes, and even the pictures given secondary 
places could by no means be termed ordinary. 

Competition among the Glasgow and district halls 
is keen, and the patron is reaping the benefit. The 
demand is for the best, and the exhibitors are rising 
to the occasion as exhibitors should, and screening 
first runs and exclusives in every programme. The 
frequent requisition of the “house full’’ boards 
proves that the public are being satisfied, and the 
genial smile on the face of the exhibitor indicates 
what he thinks—‘and very nice, too.” 

In former notes [ have dealt mostly with hal!s 
which lay claim to that designation “ palatial,’’ and 
the patronage of the “ elite.’’ This week I have been 
visiting the halls which cater for the masses of the 
great working-class districts on the outskirts of the 
city, and there I found the same desire for the best 
in everything, and the desire gratified and duly ap- 
preciated. 

At the Govan Cross Picture Palace, Helen Street, 
Govan, the destinies of which are in the able hands 
of Mr. James Hamilton, and which is a huge hall 
accommodating about 2,000 persons, I found the 
building packed in every part. The programme sub- 
mitted was an excellent one, and among other pi-- 
tures being shown were “ The Labour Crises in 
South Africa,’’ ‘‘ The Dare Devil,’’ and “ The Fires 
of Conscience.’’ Although a throw of about 120 ft. 
is used, excellent pictures were obtained, and the 
projection was faultless. 2 

At the Govan Cinema (Mr. James Milne’s) the 
door-man’s cry was “standing room only,’’ and 't 
was with much difficulty I was piloted through the 
crowd to the managerial sanctum. Here Mr. Milne 
courteously informed me that business was good, and 
that he had “ got’em,’’? not without an effort, but 
so surely that the cry I had heard from the door- 
man was in use nightly. ‘Man and Beast’’ and 
“Brothers at War,’’ were the “star’’ pictures, and 
were being watched with intense interest. The 
Govan Cinema is succeeding bv sheer merit and ex- 
cellent management, and Mr. Milne deserves con- 
gratulation. 

On entering Sumerton Road, I at first imagined I 
had been misdirected—all was so quiet. But when 
I reached Mr. George Green’s Picturedrome, I found 
that most of the people in this end of Govan were 
the guests of Mr. W. Thompson, who was highly 
entertaining them with an, OKodle cf 

OOS 

new piciures. This is another large and commo- 
dious hall, and one of the best planned in the 
suburbs. Mr. Cruickshank projects an excellent pic- 
ture, and the music supplied by Mr. Brooks is al- 
Ways appropriate. 

—_— 

Coming nearer the city proper, I dropped in «at 
the Scenic, Paisley Road Toll, and found Mr. H. F. 
Macara and his assistant manager, Miss Flanigan, 
conyratulating each other on the excellently satis- 
factury business being done. On being conducted 
over the well filled house I found it a model hall, 
comfortably seated, well supplied with exits, and 
fit to be classed “Ai.”’ The programme included 
“ Psyche,’ “ Griselda,’? and ‘*‘ Dead Man’s Secret.?’ 
Miss Flanigan, by the way, has only recently com. 
menced duties here, after having graduated in one 
of the Grafton Street halls in Dublin. 

The Govan halls cater for the thousands who are 
engaged in the ship-building industry, and, continu- 
ing my tour of the halls which provide the masses 
with their entertainment, I next visited those in the 
district where the railway locomotives come from—- 
Springburn. Flere there are three halls, and in each 
of these I found packed audiences. 

At the “ Canadia’’ 1 found Mr. Byatt’s manager 
turning people away, and at the Electric and Angus 
Street halls crowded houses were also the rule. At 
each of these places the programmes were up to 
date, and among the pictures being screened were, 
“In the Grip of the Eagle’s Claw,’ ‘The Ghost of 
the Mill,’ etc. Three changes weekly are given at 
nearly all the northern houses, so that ‘‘ variety,”’ 
which is the spice of life, 1s not wanting here. 

In Messrs. Smith and Well’s Parade Cinema, a 
cosy hall catering for the higher end of Dennistoun, 
I found good audiences being entertained with excel- 
lent proprammes. “ The Messenger of Discord’ and 
“Grist to the Mill '’ were the “stars’’ on the occa- 
sion of my visit, and the programmes are changed 
thrice weekly. The Cinema has a seating capacity 
for 550, and on most evenings is well filled. 

Scott’s Annfield Palace, Gallowgate, is in the 
heart of industrial Glasgow, and supplies excellent 
programmes for its patrons. “The Boomerang,’’ 
“Trapped in a Forest Fire,’ and “When Death 
Unites,’? were being shown twice nightly to well 
filled houses, and the manner in which the films are 
screened reflects great credit on the operator, Mr. 
Malcolm. The management is in the hands of Mr. 
Daly, who leaves nothing undone to secure the com- 
fort of his audience. 

~_— 

From Govan to Bridgeton is not a far cry, but 
in the latter place is found another class of artisan 
altogether, but, like the Govanite, the Bridgetonian 
will have good pictures, and his—and her, for female 
labour is largely emploved in ‘ Brigton ’’—demand 
is well catered for. At the Cross, another of 
Mr. Green's nalls—the lectric—is a landmark, and 
attracts many patrons nightly. Mr. Tom Verne sub- 
mits the © best,’’ and, when visited, was screening 
“The Man Outside’”’ ’and “ The Gem of India,’’ the 
latter a first-run picture which was heartily ap- 
plauded., 
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The Kings, Bridgeton, 1s a hall with accommoda- 
tion for 2,000 people, and twice nightly the vast 
auditorium is well filled. Good pictures and good 
music are Mr. James Hamilton's ideas for popular 
entertainment, and nightly prove that the correct 
thing is forthcoming. “The New Generation” 
and “ Woodland Paradise'’ were the stars, and 
“Riley’s Decoys,’’ a screaming comic, was als) 
screened. 

The Royal Picture House, Bridgeton (Mr. W. Big- 
var) were showing “The Sea Dog” and ‘ The 
Broken Parole,’’ and for the first three nights of this 
week “In Convict Garb’? and “* Victory or Death’ 
were shown. 

At the Star, Bridgeton, I found Mr. Cane worrving 
over the problem of accommodation, the seating for 
1,200 being taxed to its uttermost and a lengthy 
queue waiting for the second house. The throw here 
is a long one, but the pictures shown were admirable. 
“ The Boomerang ” and “ Trapped ina Forest Fire’ 
were the attractions, and Mr. Cane’s report was that 
‘“‘crowds’’ were general, and empty seats the ex- 
ception. 

The Paragon, Bridgeton, which was formerly the 
Globe Theatre, where the late Sir Henry Irving in 
his early days delighted the good people of Glasgow, 
is flourishing as a picture hall, and is patronised by 
hundreds twice nightly. Mr. Garratt’s choice of pic- 
tures alwavs pleases. “In the Grip of the Fagle’s 
Claw’ was being starred, and this week the Para- 
gon’s patrons will be provided with ‘ The Life of 
St. Patrick.”’ 

And now from east to west! In the Hillhead Pi: 
ture Palace, Bvres Road, situated in the heart of the 
West-end, the residential district of Glasgow’s mer- 
chant princes, I found one of the cosiest and prettiest 
halls I have vet visited. Here, as elsewhere, good 
business is reported. and a chat with Mr. Barber, the 
manager, elicited the information that receipts con- 

ne 

’’ «The Banshee,’ and “The “ Caste, 
s which were filling ’’ were the pictures 

tinue rising. 
Younger Sister, 
the house. 

The programme being submitted at the Picture 
House, Sauchiehall Street, where Mr. Mitchell and 
Mr. W eighill share the managerial duties, 1s this 
week interesting and instructive, and the leading 
feature is “ Judith of Bethulia,” a four-part picture, 
Lubin comics and topical pictures make up a 
really excellent programme, which is further en- 
hanced by the music of the Picture House orchestra. 

“ Serooge,’’ a dramatic representation of a favour- 
its Dickensian subject, figures prominently in the 
La Scala, Sauchie hall Street, programme, while the 

- Kinetose ope’? comedy, ‘The Bride’s Secret’’ is 
also a feature. “The Bacchanalian Dance,”’ 
‘Tommy's Locomotive,’’ and “ The Janitor,’’ were 
all well received. At La Scala excellent business is 
the daily report. 

The Picture Salon, the newest of the Sauchiehall 
Street houses, is this week showing an industrial film 
of great interest in ‘*Che Making of an Auto Tyre.” 
The dramatic and comedy subjects screened are al] 
excellent. It is announced:-that the roof garden at 
this hall will soon be opened to the public. : 

The Trade show of “A Tragedy in the Clouds ”’ 
and * A Woman of the People,’”? in Messrs. Pathés 
Glasgow projection theatre, on Friday, was well at- 
tended, and both pictures much admired. 

The Airdrie Pavilion Company have been granted 
a transfer of the theatre and cinematograph licence 
held by the old company. 

At the Nursing Conference and Exhibition, held 
in Glasgow, last week, Messrs. Pathé had a project- 
ing theatre, and showed films of special interest to 
the medical and nursing professions. The films 
were much appreciated, and their educational value 
acknowledged on all hands. 

JOTTINGS FROM ULSTER. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The builders responsible for two of the three new 
halls in course of erection in Belfast just now—the 
Crumlin, and the one in Great Victoria Street, as yet 
unnamed— have been getting a move on these last few 
days, and it is now quite certain that ere the last 
days of the month of dust both will be in full swing. 
The first-named will be controlled by Mr. Fred 
Stewart, the proprictor of the Panopticon, and it 
goes without saving that the programmes will be 
ever right up-to-the-minute, as Fred is a marvel in 
selecting just what pleases. Messrs. Weisker 
Brothers, of Belfast and Liverpool, will, I learn, sup- 
plv the films. 

Information is not easily available concerning the 
G;reat Victoria Street house, a marked reticence being 
conspicuous in all those concerned, but one thing 
is certain—they are out to catch a really high-class 
clientele. 

It is just probable that a well-known Belfast com- 
pany will purchase the Cinema in Londonderry, which 
is presently on the market, and should they, things 
will be sure to go well, for there is monev for pic- 
tures in the Maiden City simply for the picking-up 
and good management at e ool in Street hall 
will prove my.words. O ogle 

Mr. Edwin Sinton, for some time manager of the 
Shankill Picturedrome, Belfast, has transferred his 
energies to the Royal ‘Avenue Picture House in that 
city, and has been succeeded in his old charge by Mr. 
Browing, of Wigan. 

The Irish Living Picture Company must have done 
remarkably well in Ballymena, under the able direc- 
tion of Mr. R. L. Sheridan, for they are presently 
building a palatial hall, which will be the last word 
in cinema comfort. 

Mr. Van Biene, at Coleraine, has, I learn, lost his 
pianiste—Miss Casson—a lady who proved herself 
one of the best domino fingerers in the province. 

Her only compeer in the line is probably Miss 
Mabel Heron, of the Frances Street Cinema, New- 
townards, where, by the way, the most up-to-date 
programmes are now to be seen, a notable Pathé 
release being invariably included in the bill. Busi- 
ness, too, has gone. up_by. leaps and bounds since 
the introduction of Pathé films: 

- 
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EXPRESS FILM 
Telephone Gerrard 5007. on. 11, Denman Street. 

THE LARGEST DEALERS AND SHIPPERS OF 
SECONDHAND FILMS IN THE WORLD. 

= |QUALITY TELLS! | 
‘SALE PRICES. *SALE 
. App. Sale App. Sale 

Name of Film. Maker. Length. baer Name of Film. Maker. Length. Es. 
s. s 

Se Wreck (available for, May).................. Vita. 2880 14 10 oO Ou6: Vadis chide soutien “ oo 
Mae Raging Beasts (av4ilable for May) os 2600 1310 0 WARUAG ic sssccniecccntsnsen tee diencers samacthgnte eee ceecnans Cines 3600 14 0 Oo 

FORCE  svesesssesorsseressesssersececseetecseeseeresssseenees Eclair 4840 17 10 © UISUTEF 6. BOW cscucccseicestossateterconiior eins Shes 2364 t4 0 Oo 
When the Earth Trembled..............-..0:000. gee Sog2- ber 0 Vengeance of Durand...................cccssesseeceees Vita 2027. 810 © 
Mystery of the Gormer House............... Nord. 3000 12 10 0 : ; Cl d 
Mystery of Kador Cliffs............0.0000..8. Gau. 2480 10 8 oO Lieut. Daring Quells a Rebeltion atcneon 7? 2) ene 
(IME: NINTH Sttacenotnomaudsegteaisveweavecensateddivseeied Scanda 3379 1410 0 Their Lives for Qo0...............::ccccesesssseneeeteeees 1500 8 10 0 
The Devil’s Daughter............................. Nordisk 3000 1§ 10 o _A Strong Man’s LOW6...............c:.cce08s Clarendon 2095 9 0 o 
Beasts of the Jumge..............ccc ec cc eee Selig 2210 9 5 Oo Power of Sil@mOG..........cc..ccc..cccsceecscceneceecnes Lubin 1936 715 oO 
Battle of Bloody Ford...............cccccccccceseccsececs sees 1828 715 0 George Barmwelll............cccccccssesscsesceene Hepworth 2500 10 5 Oo 
Cowboy Miiiflomalre............. cece ccecccecee eee e nescence 1965 815 oO Daughter of the Redolbebese...................008 Bison 1800 § 10 Oo 
Shheriddan’s Ride............ ce cececceceeeececeeceseeeecscasesenes 2350 915 oO Mystery of Souhe...................cccecscscecscesscscecsseseees gr00 +10 10 0 
Heroine of the Plains............. cc cccceeceece eens 1800 7.10 0 Great Circus Gatastrophe..................... Nordisk 3000 «6915 15 Oo 
Pilgrim's Progress .........ccccecseesecseeesee ees saesbeeaces 3500 10 10 0 Charlie Colms and the Knave of Spades...Path 2600 10 0 o 
PrenGh: SOW ieciscdccseecsshausavetudasevicdisnasecuiciesesseaateuede 2892 815 0 Escape of the White Qlove Gang............ Gau. 2590 10 0 Oo 
The Merchant of Venloe............... 0.0.0... Than 2000 8 0 Oo God Of the QUMiisccsscsececiscssesctacscaconcsceenasees Pathé 1870 8 0 o 
Little Daughter of the Weet..................... Bison 1368 110 0 0 The Governess (Copies in new condition)......... 1800 12 0 0 
(SRIRI DO csc wcarecdesctecarcencdessenssesseianei venues Torino 986 310 0 Martin Glwuzziewl...............0.c..cccceccsesseneee Edison 3000 10 0 Oo 
Queen’s Necklace (Col.).............ccccceeceeeees Pathé 2008 8 o Oo Zigomar EKelskin............. ccc eee scsccececeusceceeeerseeneecs 3200 12 0 0 
Eve Of an. UGO0 ss cvssccs civeesoasscacaceessssecscsvensnceas Clar 1285 10 0 o Milford l’Arsouile.............ccccseccsseceececeesecteneseceeeeees 1500 6 0 0 
Mine€  QWMOl icc acccscisosscccizcivescdenesees ve cseseaten 00 Elite 2500 9 10 0 Blazing the Trall..............c.cccceresscevesccssssoes Bison 2100 810 0 
ter FUL Vea Biv sipsesssesesacesevnaetadicenssestes Torino 1500 5 0 oO Billy's. Bur gla rsiccscisaviss ictescietecacdessieovecooss Vita. 1722 8 10 o 

Post Telegraphor...............0....cccecscesscscceeees Bison 2000 12 0 0 The  Dawmbiag..............cc ccc cccccecesecececsceepeneceeenseee 1826 8 10 0 
Evil ‘GONG vsivscesssssiccsareseccsivacscsssencvsessereennes Eclair 2770 15 0 oO Dect oh QU issn cased spc eeaenonsiens Cines 2415 8 10 o 
Aeroplane Elopement.....................0:.:::ccceeeee Vita 1120 3 10 oO | Early Days in the West.............ccccccceees Bison 1830 810 0 | 
Court Intrigues of Henry VIII................ Pathé 2640 7 0 @ Enoch  ArGe@i..........cc.ccecceccescsccecesenevcscecsecceuce A.B. 2000 610 oO | 
Dare» PROUIC iecsiscsincseecseasecant etexctintoransncievecseveesevesiaee 3180 1210 0 Fire at Sea.....ccccccccccccccccceccccccmoecscccecsccescess Nord. 2663 8 10 o 
aes 00> BUM iscciiestatilecegevcgstiedec se chp cecsederieteaiann eh 2120 9 © O Flooded  Mben@................ccccc cs cescescnccsccsceneeeees Clar. 2016 8 10 o 
Ray BRM ans sad scet crouse Dates semen ceisys cance teldendaimetivgensiist 2400 9g © Oo High Gta icc sicisscnsgvcssinensssrmacsscouseatexoasdcens Nord. 2663 810 o 
Blackmail sisvesssascseeascsoscseesregiantneniaasas eas Cines 2266 10 0 0 His Brother’s Ortme..................00. heoneeiied Cines 2248 810 © 
Path of Atomermont,............. cece cece eee eres 3000, «12 10 Oo His Lost Memory..................c cece cee eee nena Nord. 2171 8 10 Oo 
the Robbing of Happiness................... Nordisk 2385 12 0 Oo | Indian M&SBAC®re................ cece cc cseeceeeeeees Bison 2910 7 0 O 
Vioar of Wakcfield............c.ccccccesese scene eee es Kalem 1923 3 2 9 Notre Dame de Paris (col.)..................00. Pathé 2350 810 o 
Broken Sword................::cccsccesseesees eens Nordisk 3900 15 0 0 Love’s Thorny Paty... cece eens Cines 2029 12 0 0 
The Gounterfelters................:ccccscsscsserescesereseee ces 2000 10 0 0 Olds “CUBUO WURiisaiesssrotssesceniaccownecediduGixseaoneesdanen ees 1275 5 0 Oo 
Two Engine Driver,.................:ccccccesceeesees Cines 2190 10 0 Oo Three Sabtanmas............ ccc ccccceeese ccsceeeeeceeees Pathé 1050 210 0 
The ‘TOwneet sc.ccceccesncn ci essssicianseks eis ites eres 1865 8 10 0 Great Mine Disaster (2 copies)............... Eclair 2420 10 0 

The Word printed in heavy black type is the Code Werd fer each film. ‘The above films in splendid cenditien are 

SPECIAL “EXPRESS” OVERSEAS PARGELS. 
Sale Price Code Wora 

10,000 ft. of Comic, Drama, Interest, Travel and assorted films. Best makes only &10.......... Tenthou 
25,000 ft. as above (equal to 4 complete programmes), including 3 features (1, 2 or 3 reel) 

Best makes only #£939......... Twenthou 
60,000 ft. as above (equal to 8 complete programmes), Including 5 features............ £87.......... .....Fifthou 
76,000 ft. of Assorted Films (equal to 12 complete programmes), including 7 features 

(1, 2 and 3 reel subjects)............ccccopescsccesccsccscccsccees seccccccceccscccecsces hoe? 106.......Sevthou 
100,000 ft. (equal to 16 complete programmes), Including 9 features (1, 2 and 3 reel 

| subjects) ...... setesibanidanl etna sig twcdaunobiueuawien res cadanee oneal css acuesed sen esse ..4110........... Hunthou 
200,000 ft. (equal to 40 complete programmes), Ineluding 20 features................... 000. 216...... .....-Milthou 

Every film carefully examined and sent in fine running condition. All Feature Films in above 
parcels are leading subjects. We only buy the best. No junk. A good supply of posters included. 
The above prices are NET CASH WITH ORDER, carriage forward. Shipping orders dispatched by quickest 
mail. When goods are urgently required, Foreign and Colonial Buyers can arrange to cable cash direct 
w us, or through their local bankers’ London agents, who will pay us against shipping documents or 

EXPRE M SERVICE, 2ESS FIL 
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SERVICE, LIMITED 
Piccadilly Circus, London. eal ree 

FIRST AND FOREMOST FIRM FOR FINEST 
‘FEATURE . FILMS. 

When you compare our prices with others, Remember 
we have a world-wide reputation for the Perfect Condition =— | 

of our Feature Films. Our offers are copied by many, but 
equalled by nobody. 

ss 

PRICES. : "SALE PRICES. 
App Saie App Sale 

Name of Film. Maker. Length. Price. Name of Film. Maker, Length. Price. 
4s. d : A as. id: 

Fatality .... 2500 3 0 © Colonel's ..Bison 2000 11 0 O 

Flower of the 2000 810 0 Agrippina ........ ..Cines 1240 5 0 oO 

Zuma the Gipsy 2284 10 0 0 Aviator’s Generosity -Nord. 2500 9 10 © 
Bugler of Company B 1970 10 0 0 Mother’s Prayer...... sees 1952 70 0 
As You Like It...... 3115 12 0 0 Griselda ae ; ee i060 3.10 0 

Arragh-na-Pogue .. 3000 «8 10 ie? BOW Ob se scaccececes oscancestsentsssceosses F 1830 6 0 0 
priage over the Abys: 1750 8 0 oO Henry VIII... af 1195 5 10 0 

Sleeping Carman... 2050 8 § Oo God of Vengeance.. 2868 10 0 0 

The Forger............. 2450 10 § 0 Siege of Calais (col.). 2645 710 0 
The Prison on the 8. 1835 600 Smouldering Spark faaahe 1490 8 0 o 

Conspiracy against Murat ‘ a1so 8 10 © Queen of Babylon (Religious). colitis. S000" goto 
Fatal Experiment............ > 2250 810 0 Strength or Gunning... ies .Cines  2036— ss 8_~«0 ‘O 

Chasm of Fate seeeeees 2000 8 0 Oo Human Vulture... ..Gau 1800 710 0 
The Deserter.... -Bison 1860 8 0 o Panther’s Prey 5 Peo 9 30 © 

Mills of the Gods.. . Vita. 3079 12 0 0 Bohemian Girl. 3000 «12:10 (© 

Woman in White....... Than, 2000 8 0 o Whims of Fate eg 66 

Charlie Colms and Dancer’s Necklace Pathé 1542 700 In a Den of Lions. 2107 hu0%O 

Life’s Game of Dice...... aaeee 2750 1210 0 Black Mask..... 3000 10 0 0 

Happiness of Sorrow . 1861 10 0 0 The Massacre.... asa 8 6 6 

Lady Mary’s Love... , 2385 8 0 Oo Apache’s Daughter..... 3000 «9:10 0 

Reign of Terror.. ..Vita. 1300 ace: 8 tue the Lion Tamer.. 2000 12 10 0 

Bride of Death Nord. SORE ER Oe) The Last Performance. gabe dieacesaerseeratences 1964 8 o 

Dandies Club.... .-Pathé 1686 7 0 0 Tale of Two Cities. q000- 24° 0 6 

Queen of Sheba... Pathé 1880 10 0 0 Saving of a Soul... P pan ee 200 10 0 0 

A Father’s Sim............. .Cines 2598 12 0 0 Life of Love..... fo . 3300 10 0 0 

Lion let loose (coloured).. Gau. 1630 810 0 THE TermeOet si. .cccsissssccescvevess Sac tetas 1700 10 0 0 

Loved by a King (coloured) athé 1254 610 0 Brutus .......... 1187 4.0 0 

Masked Sisterhood .. -Amb. 1770 5 10 0 Colleen Bawn... % seaaesee : 3070 810 © 

Plot and Counterplot Cines 2827. 12 0 Oo Tempting Providenc : sadsunendusnscvawss suasecer . 2100 If 0 Oo 

Race for Inheritance.. Gau. 2400 12 0 0 Matrimonial Squalls as vesseePathé 2000 810 0 

Red Man’s Conscience Jrban 2080 10 0 o Trials of an Actress............... spat ....Nord. 2570 14 0 0 

Santa Fé Trail.. -Bison 2100 10 0 0 Sir John Simpson’s Heirlooms...................2.:.:ccc 1500 5 © 0 

Secret Service... and M 1355 8 0 Oo Golden Clue...........0..000 sds tagereutses = 1395 610 0 

Through the Flames.... , 1250 600 AFOON at SO8icscccscesiiscascscscsseniicens ..Pathé 1628 700 

Offered for sale subject to being unsold on receipt of inquiry. Cable at once. Our films command success. 

Cash with order ensures immediate dispatch. 

Send in your name for our Mailing List 
WE CAN QUOTE CHEAPEST PRICE in order to obtain 

(Consistent with Good Quality ). ri — 

FOR EXPORT 

ANY Film 
issued on the 

OPEN MARKET 
(State what period after release required). 

| Ltd.., M1, 
i Uv 

— ~L 

RT OF THE CINEMATOGRAPH EXPORT TRADE. 
Publishe on the 15th of every Month 

London, W. 

po] = So = — x= % . os 

Denman St., Piccadilly Circus, 
ry QU me NEW Y 

837 
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Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Association of Great Britain and Ireland, Limited. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING. 

The Executive Committee met at Broadmead 
House, Panton Street, Haymarket, S.W., on Wed- 
nesday, February 4. 1914, when there was a 
large attendance. 

The minutes of general and emergency me:t- 
ings (January 7th and 14th) were read and con- 
firmed. 

Correspondence. 

Letters were read from the Incorporated Asso- 
ciation of Kinematograph Manufacturers acknow- 
ledging resolutions and intimating the names of 
members appointed to the Committee for Joint 
Trade Dinner; from Mr. Cecil Clayton acknow- 
ledging assistance rendered to him in connec- 
tion with the prosecution instituted against him 
by the Mansfield police for performing music on 
Christmas Day, in which case the prosecutions 
against Mr. Clayton and another exhibitor were 
dismissed; from Mr. T. Timmons, Mrs. F. E.- 

-Hichisson, Mr. James White, of Hucknall Em- 

pire, Limited; from the Society of Authors with 
reference to the question of film titles, the Com- 
mittee agreeing to co-operate with the Society 
in any practicable manner possible; from Mfr. 
John F. Ballantine, hon. secretary of the Glas- 
gow District, with reference to proposed confer- 
ence in connection with the Kinematograph Ex- 
hibition; and from Mr. Scholficld on the same 
matter. 

Entertainments Protection Association. 

The Sub-Committee appointed to act with ther 
Entertainments Protection Association reported 
that objects, rules, and a constitution had been 
drawn. up and were being submitted to the 
members of each separate organisation. Copies 
were laid on the table, and it was fesolved to 
have same submitted to the district branches for 
their opinion, on the motion of Mr. A. J. Cale, 
seconded by Mr. A. E. Newbould. 

Bristol and the West of England District 
Branch and ‘‘ Sixty Years a Queen.’’ 

Mr. Barnett attended as a deputation from the 
Bristol and West of England Branch, and tabled 
certain resolutions passed at a _ representative 
meeting of the members. The members of th2 
branch proposed to take, on the advice of the 
Executive Committee of the Association, strong 
action against such manufacturing and renting 
firms as engaged Ot forythe purpose of 

OO 

exhibiting special films in opposition to the ex- 
hibitors. The Commiftee heartily sympathised 
with and supported the principle of the resolu- 

tions passed by the Bristol Branch, and certain 
action was agreed to with reference to the firms 
in question. 

Britannia Airship Fund. 
Dealing with an applications for Sunday profits 

for the benefit of the Britannia Airship Fund, 
the Secretary was instructed to reply that the 
proposal was not one which came within the 
province of the Committee to deal with, and the 
Committee much regretted that it was unable to 
assist in the way proposed. 

Manchester Licences and Legal Cases. 

A report was presented by the Hon. Solicitor 
(Mr. Alfred Harris) dealing with the case of Mr. 
M. J. McVittie, one of the members of the Nor- 
thern Central Branch, who had been refused 
licences under the Cinematograph Act for his 
theatre and also for his music. It was remitted 
to the Hon. Solicitor to further investigate this 
matter, referring Mr. McVittie to the decision 
obtained in Mr. Cyril Clayton’s case at Moins- 
field. Three railway cases were reported upon. 
In that of the [Imperial Picture House ‘Let 
cester) Company, £10 damages and £5 costs 
had been obtained from the Midland Railway 
Company. 

On the motion of Mr. John Bussey, J.P.. se- 
conded by Dr. W. Fowler Petue, it was resolved 
that the Hon. Solicitor should proceed at once to 
Stockton and challenge the action of the magi: 
trates in imposing new regulations in order thit 
the principie involved in the Liverpool case might 
be tested without further delay. 

The Annual Dinner Sub-Comm.ttee brought up 
a report, which was received and confirmed. 

For the Annual Joint Trade Dinner, Dr. W. 
Fowler Pettie, Messrs. A. G. Gale and L. Schlen- 
theim were appointed to represent the Associa: 
tion on the Joint Committee. 

A letter from Mr. G. M. Montanini, of Man- 
chester, was read with reference to the action 

of the Manchester justices in imposing further 

oppressive rules upon exhibitors. It was agreed 

that this matter must await the result of th: 

Stockton or Liverpool case. 

A large numberof, menpbers wore enrolled. 
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THREE EXCLUSIVES. —— 

Embodying all that a film should be. 

ae, The 
Have you booked this 

brilliant Exclusive ? Sleuth Hounds 

NAPOLEON Under the above title a fine 

series of All-British 

All the trade have passed detective films will shortly 

, be released. These are 

acted by British Players, 

and bear the well known 

finest films of the year. “Big Ben” Trade Mark. 

Have you booked it? 

AW oman of the People 
Look out for Number 1, 

A film that has a Obrit- | 

universal approval and 

cluim this as one of the 

liant plot, beautifully staged, The Mystery 

and cleverly photographed. © 

- A certain Winner. of the Old Mill e 

Secure it immediately. 
The adventures of a fa- 

mous detective and his 

A Tr agedy in the Clouds 
lady assistant abound in 

thrilling episodes. 

A startling plot, superbly 

wi die abil @ Do not forget to make a note 

of this stupendous 

Exclusive — it will 

win all along the line. 

young and old, and w/t 

create good business for 

your house. 

Large Demand. 

Bie Ae PATHE FRERES CINEMA, 
LIMITED, 

ene eee Londom, Leeds, Glasgow, Birmingham, 

° Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, 
Cardiff. 

w. Birmingham. 

eacpesl te ort 1 le 
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AROUND THE BRIGHTON HALLS. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The Brighton picture palaces are very attractive 
places of resort at any time, but during the miser- 
ably wet weather of the past week they have been 
especially inviting. The films shown have been of 
the best, and it is not surprising to learn that the 
various houses have been particularly well patron- 
ised. At the Palladium, on the Front, Mr. Johnson, 
who manages Mr. J. L. Crown’s palatial theatres 
with so much success, has had a busy time dealing 
with the large crowds attracted by Kuinoplastikon. 
The celebrated comedian, George Graves, in “A 
Sister to Assist ’Er’’ was one of the most popular 
items introduced by this remarkable invention last 
week, and this week “L’Entente Cordiale,’’ by the 
late Harry Fragson and Max Linder is billed. The 
ordinary films last week included “ The Trap,’’ “The 
Magistrate’s Honour,’’ “ Durban and its Environs,”’ 
etc. 

Two individuals in Mephistophelian attire were to 
be seen about the streets last week. They re- 
minded one that the allegorical film, “ Satan,’’ was 
being shown at the Academy Picture Palace, where 
it proved a big attraction. The other “star’”’ pic- 
ture of the week was ‘“‘ The Mystery of St. Martin’s 
Bridge,’’ which also proved a notable success. Mr. 
Parkinson is shortly introducing Edison’s talking 
pictures, the Kinetophone to the patrons of the 
Academy. 

Mr. N. J. Coverdale, the very genial and popular 
manager of the Grand Concert Hall, West Street, 
provided a series of thrillers for the patrons of that 
spacious hall last week. They included “’Twixt 
Toy and Sorrow,’’ “ The Massacre,’’ “ Saved by a 
Miracle” and *‘ Chelsea 7750.’? The unusually good 
musical arrangements at this hall continue to be 
much appreciated. Mr. J. W. Slatter is in charge of 
the capable orchestra, Miss Louie Bioletti plays 
solos at each performance, and the band of the rst 
Home Counties’ Royal Field Artillery is engaged for 
Wednesday nights. 

I have to chronicle another change of management, 
the Empire Novelty Theatre in West Street, hav'ny 
passed from the control of Messrs. T. and J. Naylor 
to that of Mrs. W. Harold Speer. Varieties in the 
shape of the Empire Minstrels are now being tried 
at this small but very cosy theatre, in addition 
to an interesting selection of pictures. 

Mr. Jim Hardiman, the enterprising general 
manager of the Arcadia, Lewes Road, has lately i1n- 
troduced at this popular theatre, an invention of his 
own, called the Sterescopograph, iy which, by an 
ingenious arrangement of screens and lenses the pic- 
ture appears to stand out from its surroundings. 

I ought to pay a tribute to the very up-to-date 
manner in which Mr. G. Yate Ashwell bas recently 
been catering at the Duke of York’s Theatre, Loa- 
don Road. “Truth will Tell’’ and “ When the 
Earth Trembled ’’ were last week’s star films, and 
Mr. Ashwell has many important bookings for the 
near future. 

The Theatre de Luxe maintained its remarkable 
popularity last week with “Gran-dad’’ and “ The 
Burning Train.’,—At the Imperial and Coronation 
Theatres, under Mr. George Bloch’s direction, the 
films included ‘‘ Creatures of Clay’ and “ Light and 
Shadow. ’’—“ The Test’? and “A Mexican Tragedy ”’ 
found a place in the pragramme of the Queen’s 
Theatre.—The Hove Cinema was showing “Truth 
Will Tell’? and “ When the Earth Trembled ’’ last 
week.”’ a oa 
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PENPOINTS FROM PORTSMOUTH. 
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(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Who says the twenty-two picture houses now 
running are enough for Portsmouth? Not the com- 
pany promoters, at any rate, for the local directors 
of the Portsmouth (Picture) Palladium, Limite], 
have issued their prospectus, inviting the public to 
subscribe £6,250 for 10 per cent. preferred ordinary 
shares of £1 each at par. They have chosen the 
northern end of the town for their operations, which 
is the most deserted area in the matter of picture 
resorts, but popular withal. The up-to-date and 
luxuriously furnished house which it is proposed to 
erect in the London Road is estimated to give a 
nett profit of £65 a week, or, taking forty weeks as 
the yearly average, £2,600 per annum. This sum 
would be amply sufficient for the creation of a re- 
serve fund and the payment of a handsome dividend 
on the share capital of the company. 

Messrs. Jury have established quite a reputation 
for charitable enterprise at the People’s Hall, Lake 
Road. Their latest effort in this line, a matinée per- 
formance in aid of the Give-Us-Bread Fund, out of 
which the wants of the poorest of the population are 
relieved, has resulted in a sum of over £20 being 
handed to Mr. Tilbury, who initiated the charity 
and runs it. Last week’s leading films were the two- 
part drama, “The Smuggler’s Child,’’ and the 
animal picture, ‘*In the Midst of the Jungle.’’ This 
week “The Diamond Necklace” and “ The Burning 
Train’ are the principal lines an the bill. Good 
audiences continue to be drawn here, and to Messrs. 
Jury’s other Portsmouth house, the St. James’s Hall. 

“ Moths,”’ the adaptation of Ouida’s famous novel, 
and “ Bambita,’’? with the noted Spanish toreador of 
that name figuring prominently, are the principal 
films this week at the Victoria Hall, the original 
home of the bioscope in Portsmouth, and still one 
of the most popular.—At the ornate Picture House 
in Commercial Road, promenaders of the main 
thoroughfare turned in by the hundred at the week- 
end to see the romantic Indian drama, “The Love 
of Men’”’ and “A Bacchanalian Dance.’? Monday’s 
new features were “ The Fruits of Vengeance’’ and 
“Across the Alley,’? and to-night (Thursday) sees 
the inauguration of a new programme, which in- 
cludes the cinema version of *“ David Garrick,’’ with 
Sir Charles Wyndham in the title réle, and “ The 
Anarchist.”’ 

A welcome return visit of the Marchioness of 
Townshend’s picture plav, “The Convent Gate,”’ 
supplemented bv “ The Tiger.’ “ The False Friend”’ 
and “The Struggle,’’ filled the Southsea Theatre in 
Albert Road last week. “ The Invaders’’ and “The 
Runaway Freight ”’ are acting like magnets again in 
the current programme, and the Vivaphone is a 
“standing dish.’”’ : 

The straight ahead story of ‘‘ Robinson Crusoe ’’?— 
not the pantomime—was presented in picture form 
at the end of last week, at the Cinema, Arundel 
Street, where “Gran-dad’’ and “In the Days of 
Robin Hood ’’ are this week’s prominent features.— 
“The Secret of the Tower’’ and “ The Half-breed’s 
Crime’? have been doing good business this week 
at the Fratton Theatre. 

Music is now a speciality at the Arcade, where an 
orchestra has been installed. Local films of topical 
interest are another new attraction, and “ Dinner- 
time at the Roval Dockvard”’ has been quite a suc- 
cess. “The Passine of Her Ideal’® and “The 
Death Bells’’ are the leading films among general 
subjects this week. 
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(By OUR Owx, CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The current programme at the Finsbury Park Rink 
Cinema is proving most attractive. For the first 
three days the management secured “ A Woman of 
the People,’? military drama, featuring Miss Asta 
Nielsen. For the latter part of the weck Mr. Wal- 
den is topping the bill with “ Chelsea 7750.’’ Coming 
attractions, include ‘An Hour belape: Dawn’? and 
“Antony and Cleopatra.”"’ An etticient orchestra 1s 
under the leadership of Mr. Parker. 

A strong programine is being shown at the Picture 
House, Crouch End. The management have secured 
ame hitewashing a Ceiling,’’ in which Will Evans 
appears. Other attractions are ‘f The Taking of 
Rattlesnake Bill’’ and ‘‘ Creatures of Clay.’”’ 

The principal film shown at the Palais de Luxe, 
Wood Green, 1s “ Zoe,’”? and excellent business 1s 
being done. “ The House of Discord’’ and “ The 
Secret of the Ring’’ are other excellent films. A 
word of praise 1s due to Mr. Alfred Morris, late of 
the Lordship Lane Cinema, who provides the excel- 
lent music. 

Vhe programme at the Highbury Imperial Theatre 
includes “* The Boomerang’’ and “ Fruits of Ven- 
gxeance.’’ Kinemacolor is a strong feature here. ’ 

As was to be expected, “ Antony and Cleopatra’ 
proved a remarkable attraction at the Coliseum, 
Green Lanes, and the “house full” board was often 
in use. The enterprisng management have booked 
Sapho”’ for one week, commencing February 23rd. 

A capital selection is being shown at the Crouch 
End Hippodrome, the programme including “A 
Woman of the People’? and ‘“ Chelsea’ 7750."' 
“Germinal "’ and “ When the Earth Trembled ”’ are 
two fine atractions at the Holloway Grand, where 
Mr. Lewis capably controls affairs. Dropping in at 
the Alexandra Theatre, Stoke Newington, I found 
a crowded house. Mr. G. E. Williams, the capable 
manager, has no reason to complain of the number 
of nightly patrons. This week patrons are being 
delighted with Ambrosio’s “A Queen’s Love.” 
“The Doctor’s Secret ’’ 1s another interesting attrac- 
tion. 

Mr. Courtney Crocker informed me that he is 
doing verv well at the Flectric Coliseum. Patrons 
of this fine house, accommodating nearly 1,000 per- 
sons, have the opportunity of renewing acquaintance 
with Miss Florence Lawrence in ‘“ The Closed 
Door.’’ The new orchestra is a great acquisition. 

I had an interesting chat with Mr. L. Morris, the 
able manager of the Majestic, and found him enter- 
taining a very large audience. He can be relied 
upon to give full value for money, and last week 
filmed the late Harrv Fragson and. Max Tinder in 
“Autente Cordtale.” 

Mr. Fred W. Purcell, managing director of the 
Amherst Hall, secured exclusive rights of “ Antony 
and Cleopatra’’ for last week, and his enterprise 
secured him manv fresh patrons. The orchestra 
rendered an admirable accompaniment to the 
entertainment. This week —“ The sale Mystery ’ 
is the star attraction. O 
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“Borrowed Gold’’ at the Biograph Theatre 
attracted splendid crowds last week. The manage- 
ment have made this hall most popular. 

The programme which Miss Florence Johnson is 
showing at the Clapton Cinematoyraph includes 
* Convict 113 °° and “ The Price of Folly, both en- 
thusiascically received. 

At the Clapton Rink Cinema, “ Chelsea 7750" is 
instrumental in drawing large crowds. An excellent 
concert party is one of the features of the entertain- 
ment, 

With their usual enterprise, the management of 
the Central, Stamford Hill, have secured for this 
week “ Germinal.’’? There is a continuous perform- 
ance, and the prices range from 2d. to 6d. 

At the Albion Road Palace, “The Taking of 
Rattlesnake Bill’? 1s proving a great success. 

Round Islington way some fine pictures are shown 
this week. At the Coronet, Essex Road, “ The Fire- 
Flv’ is the feature, whilst at the Islington Palace 
‘The Race” 1s attracting large crowds. The man- 
agement of the Aneel Picture Palace showed 
“Antony and Cleopatra ’’ last week, and were well 
rewarded for their enterprise. 

Wending my way eastwards, I popped into the 
Museum Cinema, Cambridee Road, and found a 
crowded house. Lovers of sport greatly appreciated 
the top-liner, “ Master Bob.”” Those who could not 
visit the Queen's Hall to see “Antony and Cleo- 
patra ’’ will be able to witness this splendid film at 
the Stepnev Coliseum this week.—At the Mile Find 
Kelectric Theatre, ‘* Two Fathers’? is proving a 
successful top-liner. 

At the Green Street Picturedrome, record business 
was done last week with “ Antony and Cleopatra.”’ 

Pictures are paving extremly well at the Mile End 
empire, which was formerly the Paragon, a famous 
music-hall. 

At the Palaceum, Commerical Road. formerly the 
Yiddish Temple of Art. excellent business is being 
done with Quida’s “ Moths.”’ 

At the luxurious Flectric Palladium, High Street. 
Camden Town, * Phe Money God,’ an ideal “ ex- 
clusive,”’ was recently successtul in drawing large 
crowds, A steady picture is obtained by two 
Power's No. 6 machines. “I ffects’’ are utilised at 
this hall and patrons are well catered for. 

Despite keen competition in Kentish Town, Mr. 
Dansic, the manayver of the lectric Alhambra, con- 
tinues to do good business. “ Sapho ’? was recently 
shown here, and resulted in record business. 

Pathé’s “ King of the Air’? was the principal item 
at the Palace Cinema, Kentish Town Road, when I 
called. Hepworth’s singing pictures are a great 
attraction here. “ Roses.’ was well received by a 
crowded house. 
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The accompanying photo, specially taken for 
Tue Broscore by Messrs. Langfier, is that of 
Mr. Nicol Pentland, the new manager of the 
Princes Cinema, Princes Street, Edinburgh, one 
of the most important theatres of the Buchanan 
Circuit. Mr. Pentland has had a varied stage 
career, making his first appearance at Gloucester 
in 1883 as a member of Miss Kate Bateman’s 
Company. In the intervals of touring with the 
company he worked independently with songs 
and sketches. After a season in the Theatre 
Royal, Bolton, and Globe Theatre, London, he 

played ‘Seth Bede” in Mr. George Rignold’s 
production of ‘‘ Adam Bede,” afterwards appear- 
ing at the Avenue Theatre. Then being 2ngaged 
by Mr. Charles Hawtrey to play “Mr. Mars- 
land, M.F.H.,” in ‘The Private Secretary,” he 
went on tour for two years, afterwards trans- 
ferring to Mr. Rutland Barrington’s company 
at the St. Tames’s Theatre. Mr. Pentland. was 
the original ‘‘ Geoffrey Wedderburn” in “ Sweet 
Lavender” in the provinces, playing the part 
700 times. After understudying Mr. Brandon 
Thomas, he toured with Mollison ste Lely’s pro- 
eduction of “RobzRoyy \ag@yygipgmng to Lon- 

The ‘‘ Princes,’ Edinburgh, and its Manager. 

don for a revival of “The Private Secretary,” 
Mr. Pentland is very well known to theatre- 
goers all over the country, but of late years has 
confined himself mostly to recitals, given in 
many different cities. He is an ideal manager, 
quiet and courteous, and is quick to grasp any 
little idea which might add to the comfort of his 
patrons. The Princes Cinema is a most up-to- 
date theatre, comfortable and luxurious, the pic- 
tures are important and excellent, while the 
orchestra is a very fine one. 

A pleasing innovation was noted last week, 

“ Berceuse,” by Miss Helen Cook when a 
Waugh, a little Edinburgh girl of thirteen, was 

rendered by the orchestra, having been arrang2d 

for trio by Herr Ernst Kosting, the talented 

conductor. So much was it appreciated that 

it had to be repeated during the week. — Miss 

Waugh is to have another piece performed 

shortly, and we should hear much more of this 

talented little lady. The Princes was the second 

to be opened in Princes Street, and the manag- 

ing director is Mr. R. C. Buchanan, who is also 

chairman of the East of Scotland branch of the 

Cinemaroeraply FORE BOBLc SELEY 
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LIONS ESCAPE FROM 
When residing close to such an important film 

factory as that of the Pasquali Film Company in 
Turin one becomes used to strange sights and 
happenings. Pasquali’s neighbours could not, 
however, refrain from expressing their surprise 
when two full-grown lions came bounding out 
of the factory gates and proceeded to roam 
through the streets in search of a convenient 
place to lunch. The good citizens showed no 
anxiety to assist them, and hastened away, leav- 

PASQUALI’S STUDIO. 

Theodore Roosevelt. It was none other than 
Polidor, the well-known Pasquali comedian. 

By the time the alarm was raised the two lions 
had already gone far afield and pounced upon a 
mule which was drawing a cart containing a 
woman and: two small children. The lady suc- 
ceeded in escaping with her small charges, but, 
by the time the hunters arrived, the lions had 
killed the mule. 

At first it appeared that it would be necessary 

ing the infuriated beasts to continue their search 
unchecked. 

An anxious crowd of actors, camera men, and 
studio hands, armed with every kind of weapon 
imaginable, were soon on their track. The 
hunters were led by a sprightly little fellow whose 
remarkable agility and daring stamped him as 
being a man of unusual personality. His ardour 
and skill far eclipsed that of our dear friend, 

to kill these two valuable brutes, but, by dint of 
much patience and strategy, they were finally 
captured and conducted back to the studio, where 
the} resumed their parts in a comic film, eniitled 
‘“‘Polidor and the Lions,” the production of which 
they had considerably retarded by taking 
“French leave.’ “ Polidor and the Lions” will 
be shown in England on and after the release 
date, Monday, April 13th. 

NOTES FROM SURREY. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Managers continue to report good business locally, 
and the favourable weather has, in fact, served to 
enhance box office receipts. At the Cinem Palace, 
Kingston, ‘‘ David Copperfield’’ was a good draw, 
and the higher-priced seats were in great demand. I 
strolled into one of the principal book-shops in the 
town, and found Dickens’ popular novel lavishly dis- 
played. On inquiring the reason I was told that, ow- 
ing to its showing at the Cinem Palace, the demand 
for the book had been excentional. An equally good 
‘draw ’’ was seen at the Cinem Palace in ‘ Ger- 
minal.’’ J heard many comnvlimentary remarks com- 
ing from patrons in the balcony on the Monday even- 
ing. 

About 50 yards away, the Picture Theatre is attract- 
man“ well varied programme. ing patrons wit J a] ) , 

The Test,igitPhe bGree Gag Cand “A Fight 

for Millions,” caused good business, the manager’s 
aim evidently is to give the best, and that well varied. 

At the Coliseum, ‘‘Antony and Cleopatra’’ con- 
stituted the chief attraction. This hall is now one 
of the best appointed of picture houses, since it 
underwent renovation by the present proprietors. 

Surbiton’s handsome picture theatre is now re- 
cognised as a prominent landmark, catering, as it 
does, for a wide district. Mr. Raymond, the energetic 
manager, has the first call upon the passengers as 
they leave the station, just across the road. This 
theatre has now a large clientéle, and should be well 
established on the road to success. Mr. Raymond 
pleased his patrong)xithal‘foh¢ Burning Train” and 
“Master REA YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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INTERESTING CASE AT OLDHAM. 
An interesting case came before the Oldham 

Borough Justices where Miller J. McVittie, propric- 
tor of the Pop-In Picture Hall, Hollinwood, Oldham, 
was summoned to appear, at the instance of the 
police, for having allowed public music in the hall 
without licence on successive days, January 2oth to 
24th, and on January 206th and 27th, and for conduct- 
ing a public entertainment without licence on the 
same days. the Deputy Town Clerk pointed 
out that they were in two sets, and were taken out 
under Section 227 of the Oldham Borough Improve- 
ment Act of 1865. Dealing first with the summonses 
concerned with the offence of having used the pre- 
mises for music without a licence, and the date, 
January 2oth. He expected that Mr. McVittie 
would take a similar position to that which he held in 
a controversy in Manchester, being that where it 
could be shown that music was a subsidiary part of 
the entertainment, a music licence was not required. 
Evidence was given by members of the force to the 
effect they had been to the hall and seen pictures 
exhibited, and the piano played during the showing 
of thei. 

Mr. Owen, who represented Mr. McVittie, said 
that the question at issue was whether or no an ex- 
hibition of non-flam films, occasionally accompanied 
by the playing of a piano, was an offence within the 
statute. The defence was that people were not 
admitted to the hall for the purpose of hearing 
music, and the hall was not used for the purpose of 
public music. An advertisement was displayed out- 
side the hall, which clearly indicated that the pro- 
prietor had not a music licence. On the screen also 
a notice was displayed that the music was purely a 
subsidiary part of the entertainment. Going back to 
the statute, the real question ai issue, was whether 
or no people were tempted to resort to the hall by the 
plaving of music. He referred to decided cases 
quoted by the Deputy Town Clerk as really support- 
ing his own contention. The first case of all, the 
circus case, laid down that incidental music did not 
bring the performance within the statute. Last 
month, the Manstield bench had decided a case in 
which the proprietor was summoned for having 
opened the hall on Christmas Day; he had a music 
licence for other days, but not for Christmas Day. 
They held, that as the music was subsidiary, the 
summons must be dismissed. This was a different 
matter from the skating rink case, brought under the 
same statute. ‘There the patrons of the place moved 
to the music. In the picture hall the music was 
merely occasional and incidental. Mr. McVittie has, 
on several occasions, been refused a music licence, 
yet the hall had been ready since Whitsuntide of 
TOL: It had been suggested Mr. McVittie was 
setting the authorities at defiance; that suggestion 
he wished to negative entirely. Plans had been pre- 
pared and alterations indicated on the plans passed 
by the Corporation, but when he applied for a kine- 
matograph licence the Watch Committee refused. 
If the Bench convicted on these summonses, they 
would have to convict the defendant of having un- 
lawfully used the premises as a disorderly house. 
The Bench were of opinion that an offence against 
the statute had been committed, and imposed a fine 
of ros. and costs for each of the seven days on which 
the offence was alleged. Mr. Owen asked the Bench 
to state a case. The point they had decided was an 
interesting and difficult one. 

After consultation, the Chairman said that the 
Bench held that if he desired to appeal, the defen- 
dant should give notice of appeal at the Quarter 
Sessions. 

Mr. Gartside withdrew the second charge against 
defendant of holding a public entertainment without 
a licence. | . 

Google 

PLYMOUTH AND DISTRICT NOTES 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESIFONDENT. ) 

Deplorable weather on several davs of last week 
adversely attected the attendance at some of the local 
picture theatres, persons preferring seemingly to re- 
main indvors after returning home from business. 

Unfortunately, Mr. W. Linsdell’s special Thursday 
matinée at the Cinedrome, Plymouth, in aid of the 
Submarine A 7 Fund suttered through the _ bad 
weather, but at the same time there was a fair audi- 
ence. The genial proprietor arranged a splendid pro- 
gramme, having the assistance of several local artistes 
in varicty ‘‘turns” to support his exhibition of pic- 
tures. The film that called for special commenda- 
tion was that showing “ Big Game Hunting in Cen- 
tral Africa,’’ of 4,000 ft. in length, the scenes being 
literally crammed with thrilling incidents. “ Trouble- 
some Tresses ” and “ Billy Joins the Band ” were also 
very warmly received. Mr. Eric Dean, the popular 
lecturer, and vocalist of the Cinedrome, rendered en- 
joyable items. Praise was aiso generously bestowed 
on the orchestra, conducted by Mr. H. E. Linsdell. 
On behalf of the fund promoters, Mr. Linsdell was 
thanked for the admirable manner in which he had 
always come forward to assist in charitable objects, 
for prior to the matinée Cinedrome patruns had con- 
tributed £16 to the A 7 Fund. Everyone regretted 
that Mrs. Linsdell was prevented from attending 
through illness. 

The management of Andrews’ Picture Palace, Ply- 
mouth, are to be congratulated upon the exceptional 
attractiveness of last week’s programme. Preliminary 
announcements had led Plymouth picturegoers to ex- 
pect something out of the ordinary in “The House of 
Temperley,’ and they were not disappointed. Drama- 
tised from Conon Doyle’s exciting novel, “Rodney 
Stone, ,it certainly is one of the most interesting 
stories I have yet seen shown on the curtain. It 
simply teems with powerful climaxes and _ incidents, 
all of which are admirably brought out by the fine act- 
ing of the principals, among whom I should like to 
mention Miss Lillian Logan as [tthel, Mr. Ben Web- 
ster as Sir Charles, Miss Clare Pauncefort as Lady 
Temperlev, and Mr. Charles Rock. 

_ Mr. Knowles, at the Theatre de Luxe, presented a 
fine picture in Victor Hugo’s “ Notre Dame de Paris,” 
and it doubtless turned out a good investment. On 
Wednesday evening the theatre was well filled 
throughout the performances. The film depicted the 
main theme of the book in a most interesting fashion, 
and the characters were interpreted by most accom- 
plished artistes, while several of the scenes carried 
a wealth of beauty. The story is certainly most ex- 
citing. The best of the pictures were ‘ When 
Dreams Come True” and “On the Broad Stairway.” 
end altogether the de Luxe programme was interest- 
ings, amusing and edifving. 

‘Psyche” was the great draw at the Theatre Elite, 
Plymouth, and there were signs of gratifving patron- 
age, in spite of bad weather, around the pavy-oftice. 
Mr. Rundle had the picture prominently billed, and 
made a most commendable splash with a work that 
well warranted it. Jt was a most picturesque bit of 
staging and acting, and deservedly won a high repu- 
tatlon in Plymouth. = The féwele of that interesting 
series of pictures, “Who Will Marry Marv?” aroused 
a deal of enthusiasm, and “When His Courage Failed” 
provided a capital fund of humour. ‘A Bride from 
the Sea” made a thrilling drama, and on the humor- 
ous side “Sixteen Minutes’ Scream” by the Keystone 
Company, fulfilled its title up_to the hilt. 
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PICK OF THE PROGRAMMES. 
WHAT WE THINK OF THEM. 

The Life of Shakespeare. 

In the bold and ambitious endeavour to pro- 
duce a film of a length suitable to the import- 
ance of its subject, the B. and C. Company, in 
its elaborate production, ‘‘ The Life of Shakes- 
peare,”” has introduced as side issues many cha- 
racters and incidents which, interesting in them- 
selves, have little bearing on the actions of the 
poet himself. A dramatist is privileged, even 
when dealing with historical characters, to a 
certain amount of licence in the invention of 
incidents which may serve his purpose, and if 
Shakespeare himself had always confined him- — 

self strictly to facts, he would have given us 
no such characters as Hamlet, Cleopatra, or 
Richard III. But it is essential that every de- 
tail of a play should contribute to the advance- 
ment of the story, which cannot be said for the 
episodes relating to Sir Hugh Clopton and his 
daughter, or of the abortive Papist plot with 
which Shakespeare is so little concerned. Cer- 
tainly, had the adapter confined himself strictly 
to what is known of Shakespeare’s life, he might 
have found himself in the position of Channing's 
needy knife-grinder, and have had no story to 
tell. As it is, he has told quite an interesting! 
series of short stories—in which Shakespeare 
plays very little part. 

Considered as a picture of England in the 
sixteenth century, the film is entirely successful, 
and some very beautiful scenes are shown, not- 
ably the pastoral and village scenes in the earlier 
portion before the poet leaves Warwickshire. 
Perhaps the most popular of all will be the 
concluding visions, ich oet dreams 
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of his own creations, and various incidents from 
his plays are shown with excellent effect. Though 
the photography suffers in some respect from 
the vagaries of our climate, many of the pic- 
tures are very beautiful, and typical examples 
gf English pastoral scenery. (B. and C. Com- 
pany. Five reels. Exclusive.) 

The Worker. 

Though this fine film deals with the conditions 
incidental to the working of a great factory, 
and includes a strike and many pictures of the 
violently contrasted lives of the masters and 
the workers, the story is not founded on the 
labour question, but deals with the intrigues of 
designing and unscrupulous avarice. 

John Bradford, the owner of the, Bradford 
mills, dies Suddenly during a dispute with his 
employees, which ends in a strike. His son, 
Jack, who inherits the property, conciliates the 
men, and reopening the mills endeavours to 
better the condition of the workmen. His step- 
mother is dissatisfied with the terms of her late 
husband's will, and conspires with her brother 
to involve Jack in a scandal with the wife of 
one of his workmen, though it is not explained 
how the success of her attempt would benefit 
her brother or herself. The jealousy of the 
workman, Jameson, is aroused, and one day, 
finding Jack in his house, he commits an assault 
on him which he imagines is fatal. Flying to 
Mrs. Bradford for assistance in escaping pur- 
suit, Jameson so alarms her that she falls and 
seriously injures herself, and, confessing that the 
rumours she has circulated are false, Jameson 

returns contentedly to his family and his work, 
while Jack is rewarded for his benevolent pro- 
jects by the approbation of his fiancée. 

The plot is not a strong one, but Jack’s con- 
version from an idle and gay life about town to 
an interest in the affairs of his workmen sup- 
plies the motive of the play. It is excellently 
mounted, and some of the scenes about the mills, 
showing the hundreds of men leaving and re- 
turning to their work, are remarkably effective, 
while the photography is faultless. (Ramo film. 
Hibbert’s Pictures, Limited. Three reels.) 

Francois’s Sacrifice. 

This is another .of those. charming light 
comedies of whigh)itherokclair Company have 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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MILANO FILMS 
ITALY’S BEST. a 

Coming ! 

One a Week. 

The Milano Film Company have secured the services 

of THE COUNT NEGRONI, one of the finest 

Continental Producers, late of The Cines Coy., of Rome. 

Also as leading lady that well-known Artiste 

MISS ESPERIA. 

A WEEK, and Exhibitors should not fail to see 

Every One of Then. 

58, Dean Street, London Branch tonoon w. 
"Phone—GERRARD 94. ’Graums—'' WILGRAMS, LONDON." 

With Two Large Stock Companies now working, 

the MILANO FILMS will produce ONE FEATURE z 

Go ogle 
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given us recently so many excellent examples. 
Mainly farcical in character, it nevertheless in- 
cludes moments of real pathos, which stand out 
all the more effectively by reason of the g2neral 
atmosphere of gaiety with which they are sur- 
rounded. It is, in short, one of those rare pro- 
ductions in which sparkling fun is perfectly 
blended with genuine human appeal. Needless 
to say, the film is beautifully acted by a com- 
pany of players each of whom possesses a mag- 
netic personality as well as finished and sensi- 
tive artistic skill. The whole thing is taken rather 
more rapidly than is necessary—doubtless out of 
respect for the bogie of excessive l2ngth—and 
there are several scenes which might have been 
elaborated further with advantage. In spite of 
a certain tendency for undue condensation, how- 
ever, it is a delightful entertainment, which 
should please all who see it, even though it be 
essentially Continental in conception and in re- 
presentation. (Eclair film. Released March 3oth. 
Length 1,740 ft.) 

Address Unknown. 

This is a simple and affecting story of humble 
peasant life, showing some very beautiful pic- 
tures taken with keen artistic feeling and with 
perfect technical skill. We have rarely seen 
more realistic pictures of the rural life of the 
poor with so much truth of character and so 
little suggestion of theatrical effect. A small 
farmer finds himself in desperate straits for want 

of money when his wife gets the offer of the 
situation as nurse to a wealthy lady in the city. 
For the sake of her husband and children she 
accepts it, and her first month’s wages add 
materially to the happiness of those she leaves 
behind. 

The mother who in her picturesque nurse’s 
costume looks as beautiful as a Raphael Ma- 
donna, attracts the attention of her mistress’s 
brother, who flatters her vanity, while at the 
instigation of the lady’s maid, she is tempted to 
use her second A ClOO J supply herself 
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with more becoming clothes. The consequence 
is that there is nothing left to be sent home, and 
when her husband writes to remind her that the 
rent is due, his letter is returned marked “ Ad- 
dress Unknown,” for his wife has lost her situa- 
tion by the thoughtless neglect of her duties. 
He loses his farm, and is driven to seek work 
with his two little children, and being employed 
on a large farm he leaves them to the care of 
a wandering gipsy girl, who spends the idle 
moments in teaching them to dance. 

The mother, meanwhile, has sought in vain 
for employment, and when a letter she has sent 
to her husband is returned to her, she is re- 
duced to despair. With the connivance of the 
lady’s maid she is induced to answer an adver- 
tisement, and finds on arrival that it has been 
inserted by the brother of her former employer. 
Having no resources, she is obliged to accept 
the position of housekeeper. In the dangerous 
comfort of her surroundings she endeavours to 
forget the absence of her family, until by chance 
she recognises her little ones in two children who 
dance for the amusement of her master’s friends. 
Under their guidance she is led to the 
poor hut in which they have sought shelter, 
and gives up her life of comparative luxury 
to attend to the wants of her children and her 
husband, who has been injured by an accident. 

The photography, which is perfect throughout, 
shows the picturesque setting to the highest ad- 
vantage, and an interesting story being very 
well played should make this film a firm favour- 
ite. The performance of the two little children 
is a recommendation in itself. (Davison’s Film 
Sales Agency. Released April 6th. Length 2,858 
ft.) 

In the Firelight. 

The divergence of taste amongst different audi- 
ences is almost amazing. In the question of en- 
tertainment, more probably than in any other 
matter, one man's meat is another man’s poison. 
And hence arise the colossal difficulties which 
confront the firm attempting to cater for the 
public as a whole. 

There can be few houses in the Trade—at any 
rate, amongst those which do business with “ ex- 
clusives’’—possessing a répertoire so comprehen- 
sive in proportion to its size as that which is 
held by the Fenning Film Service. This well- 
known firm may justly claim an ability to suit 
every taste. Amongst the “exclusives” which 
it controls are examples of almost every class of 
film, and each example is, of its class, first-rate. 

The Fenning Film Service's latest addition to 
its stock is a sentimental melodrama by the 
Flying A Company, entitled “In the Firelight.” 
It is not an ambitious film. It is not even parti- 
cularly novel as regards story. And yet it is a 
picture whose success with the sort of audience 
for which it is dssign ned is. as certain as it will 
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be immediate. “In the Firelight’’ contains no 
outstanding instances of technical or artistic skill, 
although it is well acted amidst beautiful natu- 
ral scenery which, in turn, is made the most of 
by admirable photography. It is worthy of notc 
simply because it is designed, with the unerring 
skill which can only arise from knowledge and 
long experience, to meet in every way the d:- 
mands of that large section of the public for 
which it has been produced. 

There are some critics who may complain that 
its sentiments are rather banal, that its charac- 
ters have a touch of conventional unreality, and 
that its tale has been told before in much the 
same form. But the great picture theatre public 

which, after all, is the only critic who counts 1n 
the long run—will see in it merely a story after 
its own heart, setting forth a history whose 
charm, although familar, can never fail. Its 
appeal is to the heart rather than to the head, 
and the former being so entirely successful 
there is no necessity to dispute about the latter. 

It should be pointed out that the film contains 
some delightful natural scencry, together with 
numerous very pleasing glimpses of quiet country 
life, especially in the earher portion. The plot ts 
admirably constructed, each situation being given 
its fullest value, and the acting is straightforward, 
vigorous, and thoroughly ettective. The story 
tells how an innocent country girl is lured away 
from her peaceful home to the city by the false 
promises of a scoundrel, and how, after she has 
been heartlessly abandoned, she is rescued by 
her foster-brother, who has also remained her 
faithful lover throughout. We have no hesitation 
in predicting for the film a wide popular suc- 
cess. (Flying A film. Fenning Film) Service 
“exclusive.” Released March goth. Two reels. : 

The Discovery of America by Christopher 

Columbus. 

Although there is little necessity to remind 
those of our readers who are intimatcly con- 
nected with the Trade of the Selig Company's 
remarkable Columbus film which aroused so 
much attention when it was first secn as an “ cx- 
clusive"’ in the early days of that class of fim, 
yet one is very glad to hear that it 1s to appear 
again—this time on the open market and in an 
abbreviated form—since there must be many 
members of the present-day picture theatr2 public 
who never saw it on its original production, and 
as many more who, still retaining memories of its 
numerous points of excellence, will be very glad 
to see it again. Times have changed consider- 
ably since ‘Christopher Columbus" was_ first 
issued. There is now amongst the most constant 
picture-lovers a large number of better-class per- 
sons who then still held the cinematograph in 
the contempt which arises from unfamiliarity. 
As it is to this varticular kind of patron that 

“Christopher Columbus” is designed to appeal 
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most strongly, its reappearance should enjoy 
most of the success which characterises an en- 
tircly novel production, combined with the estab- 
lished reputation of an old favourite. 

There is no reason to repeat here the whole- 
hearted praise for the technical and artistic 
merits of the film which we expressed at the tim2 
of its first exhibition. Its historical accuracy, 
its spectacular beauty, and the lavishness with 
which the work is mounted throughout will be 
remembered by all who saw it. Suffice it to 
say, therefore, that the film has been improved 
rather than marred by the process of condensa- 
tion it has undergone, and that, apart from ar- 
tistic considerations, it is obviously far more 
suitable for modern market conditions in its pre- 
sent form. Everything that was most remark- 
able and beautiful in the old version has been 
retained in the quintessentialised edition. All 
the brilliant Court scenes and the pictures of 
the majestic caravels are there, whilst the his- 
torical and dramatic values of the film have 
lost little, if anything, by the greater brevity of 
the whole. Although appreciating the increase 
in the variety and speed of the work caused by 
its condensation, we must confess that we had 
considerable difficulty in detecting the “cuts,” 
so well has this epitome of the original film been 
arranged and put together. The new “ Christo- 
pher Columbus" constitutes a most delightful 
entertainment, which should achieve the widest 
popularity. There has never been another film 
like it, in spite of the fact that most other big 
pictures have been imitated after their first ap- 
pearance, and, therefore, it sull retains its out- 
standing quality of uniqueness. We are grate- 
ful to the Selig Company for permitting us to 
renew our so pleasant acquaintance with their 
famous masterpiece—and we do not doubt that 
the public will share our sentiments. (Selig film. 
Length 2,100 ft.) 

A Tragedy in the Clouds. 

The plot of this film is so slight that it 1s less 
a play than a dramatic narrative. Any dullness 
which might arise from the simplicity of ‘ts 
theme is, however, fully atoned for by the 
charm of its setting, the sensational nature of 
its principal episode, and the excellence of its 
acting. It is a lutch love story, and the op- 
portunities offered for charming and unusual 
backgrounds are realised to the full. Thus we 
are given numerous delightful scenes amidst 
the wind mills end tulip fields of Hollana, 
charming glimpses of picturesque national 
customs and interesting studies of native types, 
all of which endow the film with very real 
value and attractiveness. The chief sensation 
—the explosion of a balloon in mid-air during 
a thunderstorm—is wonderfully well executed, 
and, in its way, is quite unique. The film is 
full of examples of clever and artistic photo- 
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graphy and photographic arrangement, and, as 
we have said, the manner in which local 
characteristies are woven into the story, in- 
creases the charm and the novelty of the latter 
very considerably. ‘‘A Tragedy in the 
Clouds ’”’ is an exceilent entertainment, which 
should appeal to more discriminating audiences 
as well as to the general public. (Pathé Freres 
Cinema, Limited. Four parts.) 

The Cunmaker of Moscow. 

From the days of the good Haroun-al-Ras- 
chid, the monarch who mingles with his people 
in disguise has always been a popular figure of 
romance, and that alone would render this 
story of Peter the Great acceptable to any 
audience. The story, moreover, has claims cf 
its own to consideration, and besides being a 
well constructed and interesting piece of work 
is picturesque in its mounting and excellently 
played. We see how Rosalind, the child of 
Count Valdi, is left by her father to the care 
of the Duke of Tula, who receives the little 
child with every appearance of affection, in- 
fluenced, no doubt, by the fact that she is a 
young lady of wealth and importance. She is 
brought up with her young cousin, Count Con- 
rad and young Ruric Nevel, the son of a 
tradesman of Moscow. 

The Duke is financially embarrassed, and de- 
cides that the easiest way to acquire wealth ‘s 
to get rid of his nephew Conrad, and inher't 

his fortune. For this purpose he stirs Conrad 
up to quarrel with Ruric, who has now become 
a prosperous guimaker, but before the Duke 
has time to seize his estates he learns that Con- 
rad’s wound is not a mortal one. He makes 
a second attempt to encompass Conrad’s death 
by poison, hut this being prevented by Ruric, 
he determines as a last resource, to marry 
Rosalind himself, engaging a sham priest who 
has been made his accomplice in the attempted 
assassination. On arriving in the chapel, the 
priest, who is waiting, discloses the identity of 
Peter the Czar, who has taken the place of 
the Duke's creatures The Drie is banished, 
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and the lovers united with every prospect of 
enjoying the favour of their monarch. The 
play is absorbing in its interest and excellentiv 
mounted, the costumes being picturesque and 
well carried. Mr. Bigelow Cooper in parti- 
cular, cuts a fine fyure as the unscrupulous 
Duke, and looks the haughty aristocrat to the 
life. (Edison Company. Released March 
30th. Length 2,050 ft.) 

Thor, Lord of the Jungle. 

The Selig Company’s wonderful series of wild 
animal stories is so well-known and so unique 
that it seems almost unnecessary, in reviewing 
an addition to the collection, to do more than 
draw attention to the existence of a fresh 
example. No oher producing firm can match 
the Selig Company’s resources for this kind of 
work, or their skill in its execution. Like most 
successful people, they have become specialists 
in this particular sphere of artistic activity, and 
the result is that they are practically without 
rivals therein. 

As with most of its predecessors, ‘‘ Thor, 
Lord of the Jungle,’’ combines the interest of 
a dramatic story with much of the charm ofa 
hunting picture. The glimpses that we are 
given of wild beasts roamnig in what are 
apparently their natural surroundings are, as 
before, remarkable for their intimacy and 
variety. The plot of the film is simple and 
not extraordinarily original, but it is quite 
ufficient for its purpose, and, besides giving 
oportunities for the introduction of some very 
fective scenes in a circus, as well as in the 
rican jungle, it constitutes a very effective 
nd timely protest against cruelty to animals. 
t is a picture which is quite certain to win the 
opularity it deserves. (Selig film. Released 
.pril 20th. Length 3,000 ft.) 

Jp to Her Tricks. 

Any further praise of that remarkable 
ctress, Miss Asta Nielsen, is quite  super- 
uous. This wonderful artist has long ago 

been acclaimed as first favourite by the British 
picture theatre public, and there can be few 
who will deny that she thoroughly deserves 
this position of honour. Miss Nielsen has 
extraordinary force of personality, combined 
with infinite art. She is amazingly versatile, 
and can play anything from the lightest farce to 
the heaviest tragedy, always with complete 
success. Such is her skill in every branch of 
her art, that she might be termed both the 
Bernhardt and the Marie Tempest of the 
cinema. She can run the full gamut of human 
emotion, and never strike a false note. It is, 
indeed, not too much to say that she is beyond 
criticism in evenygpartrshe attempts. 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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‘‘Up to Her Tricks” is, as the title suggests, 
the most sprightly and champagne-like of 

farces. Miss Nielsen appears in it as a lively 

young lady of seventeen who, in order to sup- 
port the story which her father has told a 
wealthy friend, pretends to be exactly five 

years younger than she actually is—and dresses 
the part accordingly! Those who are familiar 
with Miss Nielsen’s art—and there remains no- 
one surely, who is not,—will realise what an 
infinity of humour she extracts from the situa- 
tion. Most wonderful of all, perhaps, is the 
extraordinary accuracy with which she man- 
ages the impersonation. At times, it is difficu't 
to believe that it is not actually a child of 
twelve we see upon the screen, so perfectly is. 
the character realised both in appearnce and in 
manner. 

Having stated that Miss Nielsen appears in 
the film, it is rather unnecessary to dilate fur- 
ther upon it, or to enter into details of plot 
and staging. Miss Nielsen could rescue the 
worst play in the world from mediocrity by the 
magnetic charm of her personality and by the 
subtlety of her art. In the present instance, 
however, she is not called upon to demonstrate 
her powers under such conditions, for “ Up to 
Her Tricks’ is an excellent little story, full of 
novelty and humour, and it is admirably pre- 
sented in a series of fine interior scenes and 
effective natural settings. As regards the act- 
ing, Miss Nielsen stands out in such complete 
isolation as a supreme artiste that one is inevit- 
ably rather inclined to overlook the good work 
done by her fellow players. Without excep- 
tion, however, these latter do excellently, with 
the result that there are no weak places in the 
production at all. There is little need to re- 
commend the film to exhibitors. In fact, the 
whole film may be sufficiently described, 
praised and recommended in two words— 
“Asta Nielsen.” Their -significance is now 
appreciated by everybody in this business. 
(Walturdaw Company, Limited. Three reels). 

The Finger of Destiny. 

Although they have hitherto given us only a 
comparatively small number of examples of 
their work, the Motograph Company are 
rapidly proving themselves one of the cleverest 
and most enterprising firms now engaged in 
the business of film production. Their ideas, 
in the first place, are always strikingly original 
Each one of their pictures has, in some wav 
or another, opened up fresh ground, and this 
refreshing absence of conventionality has 
rendeied them unusually interesting even in 
conception. 

The outstanding features of ‘‘ The Finger of 
Destiny” are the fine scenes in an iron foun- 
dry, with which the piece SSI , the wonder- 
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fully arranged pictures of life in a Chinese city, 
and, finally, the vigorous scenes of battle be- 
tween a rabble of ‘‘ Boxers’’ and a party of 
British blue-jackets. There is no deception 
about these latter. They are the real thing, 
not merely ‘“‘supers,’’ and they bring with them 
several solid naval brigade guns, which are em- 
ployed with realistic effect in the concluding 
scenes. How the services of these blue-jackets 

ia a 

were secured it is not for us to guess, but 
their presence in the film is a high tribute to 
somebody’s powers of tact and persuasiveness 
Certain it is that they lend the picture a touch 
of realism which has not often, if ever, been 
equalled. 

Apart from its more purely spectacular quali- 
ties, the film has much merit. It is frankly a 
melodrama, and one does not, therefore, ex- 
pect in it any great fidelity to the probabilities 
of actual life, but it is an excellent and most 
effective story, full of varied incident, and in- 
troducing numerous opportunities for strong 
and dramatic situations. The play is well 
acted by a company of extremely able artistes, 
including those two very charming and talented 
young ladies, Miss Neville and Miss Risdon. 
Although, however, it is a first-rate story, 
““The Finger of Destiny”’ will attract primarily 
by reason of its really notable scenic effects. 
The scenes in the Chinese city are the best 
things of the kind that we have seen, and they 
give evidence of the utmost resourcefulness 
and skill in the utilisation of material on the 
part of their creator. Amongst the other effec- 
tive properties introduced in this section of the 
play is a magnificent dragon, 60 ft. long. which 
forms the principal ‘‘ exhibit ” in an elaborate 
religious procession. 

Altogether, we consider ‘‘The Finger of 
Destiny ’’ to be a highly creditable production 
in every respect, and there is no doubt but that 
it will delight picture patrons. Mr. Charles 
Raymond, the producer of the film, has never 
done a better piece of work, and he is to be 
congratulated very warmly. (Motograph film. 

Two reels.) Original from 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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FORTHCOMING RELEASES AND WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS SAY OF 
THEIR BEST FILMS ON SHOW 

ANDERSON’S FILM ACENCY. 

THE SECRET OF THE BLACK CAT INN.—A drama of 
the higshest merit—sensational, gripping, Stirring. 
The title of the film was originally “The Harvest of 
Sin, “but an alteration was made in response to many 
requests. (3,000 ft. March 23rd.) 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES. 
Title. Des. Length Released 

The Crime at the Mill.................... D_ 1800 Mar. 16 
A Bid for a Thrones. .oicciticcsciscsvdea vis D 3000 — 19 
Picturesque Arundel.................00000: S 270 — 30 
The Clue of the Yellow Ribbon....... D 2400 Apl. 6 
The Seventh Wonder of the World....S 390 — 6 

CLARENDON. 

SPEEDY, THE TELEGRAPH Bor.—The funniest of 
funny films. (365 ft. March oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

305 Mar. o When Every Man is a Soldier...... Com 

DAVISON’S FILM ACENCY. 

THE GLOVES OF PTAMES.—A magic pair of gloves, 
found in an Egyptian tomb, which cause everything 
touched by the wearer to vanish. The results are de- 
liciously funny. (588 ft. April oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

A Fiend and His Friends................ D 2500 Feb. 16 
Lieut. Daring, Aerial Scout............ D 1716 — 19 
JUSt IN) PIMs. ccchesexivegscxarsduameesian ce D 1210 — 2: 
The Tattooed Will.................:ceee D 2583 Mar. 2 
In a> S@a Gardens ccecksccieis wes sassaseeche E 600 — 4g 
And Women Must Weep................. D 1469 — 12 
A Little Child Shall Lead Them...... D 2400 — 16 
When the Hurricanes Took Up 

EArMiD . criseasnetuascee de baseies 592 — 26 
Pearls and. Patienc?:.....0...¢sese0teee: D 2314 — 30 
Holland, NOs Gon siessiiadsdeeeve od eesesas. S 314 -- 30 
TANGO. Nl AGA cian pera euaneebeweue ees Com soo «6Apl. 2 
Address Unknown ..............eeee eee eees D 2858 — 6 
Silk Worm Culture.................000sees E 839 — 6 
Retribution Deb Sel cites teal lueals Sectaasn anata D 501 — _9 

ECLAIR COMPANY. 

THE BLIND MAN.—An American Standard drama, 
which shows humanity in. so true a lght that the 
auditor is startled yet held throughout by the strength 
of th story-—a domestic drama—and the fine acting. 
(1,990 ft. April oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Tragedy of the Cameo...............0.065 D_ 1990 Feb. 16 
‘ hen Tight Came Back.................. D 2007 — 10 
Policeman ©’ Roon.........cceceee sees ees D 2000 — 23 
Jealousy and Kindness.. ................ D 2015 . — 26 
For the Man She Loved.................. D 1975 Mar. ¢« 
Honour of Lady Beaumont............. D 1975 — Q 
The: Lady in NOs 23...ecdcvecsneeurses- D 1892 — 12 
The Horrors of War..............0eees eee: D 4310 — 12 
lack: the Wolticcccaurenarenicnevnadaes D 1042 — Ie 
St@Gl:...s-nsds coms neesaenenieteaveevenvonaisesen D 1960 — 23 
Between Two Stools...............+00eees C 1008 — 2: 
Tasette, Mv Wif@.n.cc.teevetrrctsceeccune C 19090 — 26 
Why Aunt Jane Never Married.......D 970 — _ 26 
hes Biel Nati ss cotviakepawadncesen tae 5 2073 — 30 
AT eG: WY INCI) hecuicuea ae nen eow as cetaceans 2025 <Apl. 2 
The: V ain pire..eekseces: fr es p 104200 — 

Gong e 

NEXT WEEK. 

THOS. A. EDISON, LTD. 
THE ANTIQUE BROOCH.—This great two-reel Easter 

Monday release will assuredly cause a sensation. The 
finest British subject as yet ~roduced by the company. 
(2,000 ft. April 13th.) 

litle. Des. Length Released 

A Great Alctropolitan Newspaper 
es.Ed  gso Mar. 5 

Wanted, a Burglar...................5. Com 6000 — § 
Wild Wales: ccscastosctansasccsenneeaseuis: Sc 350 — I9 
A Sense of Humour................006 Com 700 ' — 16 
The Haunted Bedroom.................. D 1000 — 19 
Yeaching His Wife a Lesson....... Com 700 — 19 
A Pious Undertaking................. Com 700 — 23 
The Jojning of the Oceans............ Sc 550 — 26 
Falling in Love with Inez........... Com 750 — 26 
On the Great Steel Beam............... Dr 1000 — 26 
And an Angel Came (Special Easter 

Release) ...ccccccccceeee cena ee Svmb.D 0920 Apl. 6 
Jerusalem and the Holv Land........ Sc 1000 — 9g 
Marvy’s New Hat................0cee0s Com 600 — _ 9g 
A Night at the Inn....................0005 D 970 — 9 
Andy Series (No. 1: Andy Gets a Job) 

C 1000 — 3 
United in Danger............cc cece ee eee D 1000 — 16 

CAUMONT. 

BERTHOLD SCHWARTZ, DISCOVERER OF GUN- 
POWDER.—Magnificently staged picture, in life 
colours, of a great episode in the history of Poland, 
the weird nature of the romance, and the old man’s 
final sacrifice for the honour of the Queen are but two 
of the “points ” of this release. (1,300 ft. March 
30th. ) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Curse of Gred..................0.000 8 D 3635 Mar. 2 
The Little Interviewer..................6. D 176 — 5 
The Three Shadows...............:..0008: D 2-80 — 5 
A Friend’s Forgiveness .............5. ID 1360 — 12 
his: (OT TOMUG ices cunes sn svea see vncsseeyey ss C 830 — 12 
False: Rubies cssiessss tec cuenesonten ones D 1300 — 16 
The ‘Torrent of Pati oiisesicess peti S 425 — 16 
The Man Who Smiled..................... D i950 — 149 
The Taming of Marie..................... C 1000 — 19 
The Seneschel’s Diamond............... D ts90 ~—_ 23 
Simple Simon and the Pelican...... Com 770 — _ 23 

CENERAL FILM ACENCY. 

MOONDYNE.—A thrilling story of carly Western Aus- 
tralia, depicting the hardships of the Australian bush, 
the secret of the Mountain of Gold. Other thrilling 
scenes all the wav through this magnificent three-ree] 
feature. (3,100 ft... April oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Kelly Finds the Gioconda................ C 425 Mar. 16 
Dick and the PAIS Oliataatte sats eudaas C 460 — 19 
A Silver Lining ee ee teers able ied D 2300 — 26 
Trapped in the Mine...................... D 3600 Apl. 2 
WS BITTNGRY cccrinnssawsesasiosin se vaicns vs C386" <= <2 

Scenes in Central Italy................... S 430 — 2 

KINETO, LIMITED. 

LIrE ON A RANCH.—Breezy descriptive film of the 
real doings of the West. The round-up, the chute for 
cattle washing, and the breaking in of wild horses 
afford some verv enthralling and adventurous mo- 
ments. (March 26th.) 44109ftp} 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
a a Sa ea a a a a 

YOU CAN STILL SEE one of the most wonderful films yet issued. 

THE MAN WITHOUT ARMS. 
(IMPERATOR FILM). 

It bas taken GERMANY by Storm. ENGLAND follows. It is UNIQUE. Not a dull moment. The 

man without arms isa marvel. There is nothing he cannot do. It will be the topic of conversation 

Length app. 4,500 ft. in everytown where itisshown. Exelusive Rights for Sale. 

Ask to see this Startling Novelty. IT IS THE FILM OF 1914. 

Length 3,070. WHO SHALL JUDGE E.? ‘icisasea April 6th. 

HERON FILMS. 

THE TATTOOED ARM. 
A Magnificent Film, with Glorious Lighting Effects and Wonderful Settings and Acting. 

Length 2,520 Released March 12 

Visit of British Fleet to Barcelona. 
Length 880 ft. Released March Bth. 

EIKO FILMS. 
BEWITCHED, IT’S A BEAR, 

954 ft. APRIL 9th. 793 ft APRIL 13th. 

2,092 ft. MATEO FALCONE, APRIL 16th. 

SOLOGRAPH FIUMS. 

1,462 ft. SILAS @Q. PINCH (Royal Magazine Film). APRIL 16th. 

1,067 ft. DANCER IN DARKNESS (Strand Magazine Film). APRIL 20th. 

SPANGLIAN FILM. 

THE SECRET OF THE RIVER 
A real Spanish Film taken in Barcelona. This story is historically correct and is taken 

from a legend found in the Archives of Santa Pau Olt. 
Length 1,055 ft. OVAL GRA Released April 2nd. 

Length 466 ft. A marvellously clever film. Released April 6th. 

EC-KO FILMS (All British). 

505 ft. NOBBY WINS THE OUP. MAR. 26th. 

MOTOGRAPH FILMS. 

MODERN BRICK-MAKING. TAXIDERMY. 
386 ft. MAR. 23rd. 360 ft. MAR. 30th. 

250 ft. INQUISITIVE IKE, APRIL 9th. 

| BIG 5 FILM. 

475 ft. HIS MAJESTY THE BABY. March 19th. 
ONE OF THE PRETTIEST FILMS ISSUE). THE BABY IS GREAT. 

SCIENTIFIC FILMS. 

405 ft. MAKING CROCKERY, March 9th. 
We have secured several new brands that areewell worth a call. We shall be pleased to see 

rou in our Showrooms. 

UNIVERSAL FILM COMPANY, LIMITED, 
40, Gerrard Street, W. 

‘Phone—Gerrard 9277. ’Gramis—'' Ufilmico, Westrand, London.,"’ 
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Title. Des. Length Released 

Construction of a Four-cylinder Engine 
at Swindon Work..................... E 745 Feb. 26 

me Diee and Religious Ceremonies at 
WAVE disease sunk uee cotncoupancusn at 395 Mar. 2 

Phcocek the Canadian Rockies....... S 245 — 5 
Salmon Fisheries at Sooke, B.C....S.E 475 — 9 
Winter Climbing, Swindon............. BE 510 — 12 
The Timber Industry of British 

Columbia? aa seiaeeiscdowanteguanaeieees 520, — 19 
Life on a Ranch........................ lop 410 — 26 
Vancouver, B.C................ccccc eee ees 355 — 23 
The Historic Borderland................. D 38 — 3 
American Cavalry Evolutions.......... KE 340 Apl. 2 

LUBIN. 

THE MAN FRCM THE WEsT.—A magnificent two-reel 
drama, featuring Romaine Fielding. The acting is 
of the usual high standard of the Lubin Company, 
and the photography leaves nothing to be desired. A 
really strong Western drama. 2.095 ft. April 13th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

A Love of '64........... 0. cece cece ence ees D 1031 Mar. 12 
Son of His Father.................. ie D 2040 — 16 
The Death: Tra ticnésstadiveuzsliviiecunds D 1028 — 16 
The Doctor’s Romance................... D 1037. — 19g 
THE “FP ATASUCcasvoulvdeeniae le wiwsiiens: D 3051 — 2 
The Child of a Smuggler bya teidetee D 1033 — 23 
The Circle's Pndissescctucvadesn ce cetexs D 1035 — _ 26 
The Hazard of Youth....................D 1030 — = 26 
A Question of Right............00000..... D 2036 — 30 
The Waif of the Desert.................. ID 2059) «6Apl. 2 
Between Two Fires.....................065 ID 2028 — 6 
Through Flaming Paths................ D 1038 — 
The Man from the West................. ID 2005 — 13 
The Pale of Prejudic>..................06. D 1056 — 16 
Treasures on Farth......................5- D 208 — _ 20 
Her Wayward Son...................0.00 ees D 1034 — 23 

M.P. SALES ACENCY, LTD. 

HER WEDDING BELL.—A powerful drama. in which 
a bomb placed inside a wedding bell brings about a 
most exciting climax. (One reel. Shortly.) 

itle. Des. Length Released 

The Bartered Crown................2...4: D 1022 Mar. 2 
Fools aud Their Money.............. C.D 3103 — »? 
Her Indian Brother.....................5: D 1027 — 2 
COncentratiOns scence eteeneida eee) D 1071 — 5 
An Unseen Terror...........000ccceeeeeees D 2072 — §& 
The Wedding Gown.................0.. 00 D 1557 — 9 
Gilt-edzed StockS..............cceeeeee eens D 1042 — a 
A Shot in the Night.....................5. D 1885 — 12 
Miriam Norward, Detective............ D 2431 — 16 
His Father’s House.................000065 ID 1025 -— 19 
All for Science yc: iss cei scaiesdindarauseens ID ro92 — 26 
A Modern Jekyll and Hyde.............. D 1371 Mar. 23 
ETA DNE cctastsethutiedessetaeaweaesnte es D wo — 26 
India: BlOGd ic se.0ccsiasisnaredereawsene D 2060 — 30 
Her Husband’s Friend.................... ID «952 Apl. 2 
The Paleface Brave.................0eeeee: D 2061 -- 6 

PASQUALI FILM CO. (ENCLAND), LTD. 

For Dappy.—.\ pathetic drama, featuring Tony, 
the wonderful child actor, who has already made quite 
a name for himself in “The Signal of Death.” 
(1,736 ft. April oth.) 

Title. 

Polidor as a Giant. om 
The Other Matciy GOO 

Des. Length Released 

500 Mar. 30 
2200 — 30 

eoesreoeceeecose 

3857 

Title. Des. Length Relcased 

The Signal of Death...................0.06. ID 2750 <Apl. 2 
Polidor’s Absence of Mind.......... Com 580 —_ 2 
wars. Polidor’s Bonnet................ Com 540 —~— 6 
For Daddys: wiaseniue. cunecueieuiihes .-D 1736 — 9g 
Polidor as a Dancing Girl......... Com 623 — 9g 

PHCENIX FILM ACENCY. 

PIMPLE IN THE HANDS OF LONDON CROOKS.—Midst 
the wilds of Soho and on the plains of Piccadilly, 
Pimple meets with sult—beg pardon, sundry adven- 
tures of an unusually amusing character, and gets the 
best of a gang of wilv rufhans who would “have his 
very gore. (810 ft. April 6th.) 

Vitle. Des. Length Released 

Lieut. Pimple and the Stolen Sub- 
IVATING?: hd. tccsiearnitacienihe even atetes gso Feb. 16 

What IHlappened to Pimple (No. 2) 
The Gentleman Burglar ......... 745 —~ 23 

When Pimple was Young (No. 2) 
His First Sweetheart ............... C oso Mar. 2 

Pimple Elopes.................cccceene eens C 545 — 
Who Will Marry Martha?................ C 750 — 16 
The Passing of Black Pete............. I 8&5 Apl. 13 

-R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 

THE BLIND MAN OF NOTRE DAME BRIDGE.—A 
drama, featuring one of the most clever dogs ever 
seen on the screen, and unfolding an appealing story. 
(1,420 ft. April 13th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Veil of the Past...................65. D 2860 Feb. 26 
Che Barrier of Blood... ........ 0...) 1925 — 29 

Kadigeon Wins a Reward........... Com 585 Mar. 2 
The Hopes of Belinda.................... C gh — 5 
\t the Call of Conscience. .............. D 180 — 9g 
The Henpecked Burglar.................. C 1000 — 12 
The Fortune Hunters.................068- D  380c — 16 
A Profitable Exchange............... Com 835 Apl. 13 
The Sheriff’s Mistake..................06. ID 400° — 4 

270 — 1 Queen of the Mediterranean..........Se 

SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY. 

UNTO THE THIRD AND FOURTH GENERATION. —One 
of the line of psychological dramas for which “ Selig 
has an assured reputation, and containing a genuine 
heart appeal to all classes. (1,085 ft. April 2nd.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Cypher Message.............ceceeees D :o11 Feb. 23 
The Touch of a Child............. Sa aes D 1067 — 23 
The Supreme Momert................05- D o9§ — 26 
Mounted Officer Flynn.................... 1) 1087. — 26 
Wolf of the City. cccessmciscecseeaeas -...1) 1234 Mar. 9g 
I}scape of jim Dolan...................5. D 19041 — 12 
orton CATS ciciein rai hs meantesyexeca: ID 878 — 12 
Grandaddy & BOY ssauansaweceetaweeras: I 705 — 12 
The Hopeless Dawn..............00ee0e5. D to9o1 — IQ 
The Rustler’s Reformation......... W.D o80 — 19 
The Craven Heart...............000eeeeeee D 1000 — 19 
llilda, of Heron Cove..............:0000- D 1000 -- 19 
He ODER: TOOT aketchdwo te tana era onde sde>s D 2000 -- 23 
bite con the Borders vcy.ceceiscieccte cess D 766 -— 23 
Physical’ @uiir@e dic wnndonasaads wdeuees C 084 -- 23 
Dipctn the Brin discos ge coe C 1021 -- 26 
An Equat C RANCCsisendcs cee D i078 - 26 
My Strenuous: Waviwcsccssussmaceies D 1046 — 26 
Until the Sea... .cccccceeeeece ces cece eeees I) 1234 — 30 
PU SiS ten bat et ore doamoeueniat D «ao, — 30 

Buster’s Little Game...............68: WiC Qg90 — 30 

Unto the Third and Fourth Generation 
D sm8s5 Apl. 2 

With Eves so Blue and Tender......... D 798 — 2 
Dad's Girls......Original-from------- WD o85 — 2 
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THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD. 

REINSTATED.—A_ story of heart interest. Riley 

Chamberlin is an old clerk, who was discharged on 

the spur of the moment. The employer’s little girl 

gets lost, and is taken home by the old clerk’s little 

grandson to the poverty stricken room. The old 

man’s age now prevents him from_ securing further 

employment. The child is eventually restored to her 

anxious parents, and the old clerk reinstated in his old 

position. (1,015 ft. April oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Campaign Manageress (Princess) 
C.D go7 Mar. 2 

The Silver Tongued Orator............ C 1020 — 2 

The Blight of Wealth................008: D 2018 — 5 

Little Brother...........ccsscesereeeees ~C.D 1016 — 9g 

A Twentieth Century Farmert...... C.D 1021 — 9 

Her Right to Happiness (Princess)..D 995 — 12 

Lawyer, Dog and Baby..........---.0++: C 1021 — 16 

A Beauty Parlour Graduate............ C 1025 — 16 

An Orphan’s Romance...........-++6+++ D 2024 — 19 

The Milkman’s Revenge.............+6+: C 1016 — 23 

Problem Love Solved..............:-.0++: D 1016 — 23 

Looking for Trouble (Princess)...... C 1020 — 26 

Curfew Shalf Not Ring To-night...D 1023 — 26 

‘The Head Waiter...........cccsceeeeeeeeees C 1006 — 30 

The Law of Humanity (Princess)...D 1016 — 30 

Uncle’s Name akes............:ccceeee eee C 1013 Apl. 2 

His Father’s Wite...cccccsasecmeceiiscess D 1024 — 2 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 

GIRL AND HER MONEY.—A splendid drama, with 
Florence Lawrence in one of those parts which show 
her absolutely at her best. (1,960 ft. April 16th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

“Tine: Se: WOlivcacdoxeiietiars water au D 2580 Mar. 19 
A Stolen Identity..........:.ccceeeeee ees D 1960 — 19 
The Black MaskS.cciscccicvis eisnscccese. D 1555 —_ 23 
An Elephant on His Hands............ C 1035 — 23 
Fighters of the Plains.................... D 1985 — _ 20 
Unto the Third Generation............. D 1985 — _ 26 
His Hour of Triumph.................65. ID 2005 — 30 
The White Vacquero..............0.0e00- D 1740 — 30 
War of the Cattle Range............... D 2000 Apl. 2 
T he: PASSCE-DY wsssurcutenvarceneutengee D 1805 — 2 
The? White. SQUaW caccateesuiectecosnstnas D 2025 — 6 
Phe: “Were wOlls scctsuctcinetsawnes eer tieaeds D 245 — 9 
Night Shadows of New York........... D 2875 — 9g 
Red Alar Care. ieee ese ews ID 50 — 13 
The Storv of David Grieg............... D 2000 — 16 
Thieves and the Cross.............66065 D 1950 — 16 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD. 

MATEO FALCONE, THE COrRSICAN.—This story deals 
with a vendetta, and the pursuit of the police after the 
guilty man. It grips one from the start, and the 
scenery and photography are magnificent. It is worth 
sceing. (3,092 ft. April 16th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Betty’ Ss Birthday dacccaaeanertegessedes Com 575 Ieb. 26 
The Tattooed Arm............ccceccee eee: JD 2520 Mar. 12 
His Majesty the Baby................6. Int 475 — 19 
Nobby Wins the Cup..............006- Com 505 — 26 
Training ay BONCT vs onee nade Gowneaededa Int 475 Apl. 2 
Secret of the River....ccccc cece eee eee los7 =. 
Who: Shall Iud@e 7 teueseexatk eres: D 3070 — 6 
OA RaS— ccs seni eas ec eevee Int 406 ~— 6 
Silas. “F Pine We cocci cicaiovcies Com 1462 — 16 
Metco Falcone.........ccccccccceereeeseeees D 1067 — 20 
A Dancer in IDarkness........... OMS D t0f7 — 20 

Google 

a a i Se es 
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TYLER FILM CO., LTD. 
A SISTER'S HATE.—This subject is one of the 

strongest dramatic and well staged films ever shown 
by the Continental Film Company. (3,000 ft. March 
30th. ) 

‘Vitle. Des. Length Reieased 

Convict NO. PI ssc xsasriideaeierdetasn eee D 2160 Feb. 16 
A Buried S€creticcsiirs inser iivenecoss D 2670 — 23 
The Diamond Hunter..................... D 2520 Mar. 9g 
Winter Sports in Switzerland.......... T 325 — 9 
Toto Without Water.............. esaieelalen C 495 — 9 
THe: Statue ncovcitacscareecieet. “Radius D 2750 — 12 
Jack and His Dog Messenger......... C 695 — 16 
Toto’s First Adventure...............66: C 635 — 23 
The Fisher-girl of Skagen.*........... D 1820 — 23 
How to Become a Champion Boxer...5 

URBAN—ECLIPSE. 
ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S Day.—A magnificent dramatic 

realisation of the davs of the Hluguenots, the massacre, 
and the heartless Catherine de Medici. Powerful, and 
historically accurate in costume and staging. (1,095 ft. 
March 1 ) 

itle. Des. Length Released 

The Stolen Casket..............c:eeeeeees D 775 Feb. 18 
Adventures of a Football............... Tr 270 — 18 
ge tee or Jumping Mouse...... E 325 — 18 
Maud: thé Knut. vscecasdniciaene 905 — 25 
Arboi. and its Surroundings............ S 400 — 25 
How the Poor Help the Wealthy...... 1) 1596 Mar. 4 
Impressions of Japan...............eeeeee S 410 — I! 
Pedro, the Dog Charmert............ Com 370 — 18 
Butterfly Entertains Royalty............ C 750 — 25 
Winter in the Jura Mountains.......... S 280 — 25 

THE VITACRAPH CO., LTD. 
THE BLUE ROSE.—The rival tries to rob him of his 

vears of patient toil. A stolen shoot of the rosebush 
is discovered by his daughter’s cleverness. Love and 
labour are hannily rewarded. Featuring Leo Delaney 
and Norma Talmadge. (2,077 ft. April gta) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The War Makersiisisscerteoesaihtgensine D 2060 Feb. 23 
His Silver Bachelorhood.................. D 1023 26 
Thee TLV OL sea as ates Sens tweeted toes paitieess D 1542 Mar. 2 
Thieves ..... Nee ene ee ee eee D 1007 — 2 
PERE WECC Kehntcstsoae treat ahectadetneneds D 2880 — 4g 
The Salé of a Heart. couse ccc cance ces ewes D 1023 — I12 
Danie): bisseuue cowed icaned staged oag me ne D 2016 — 16 
Jertv’s. Mastnelaw i sccigy ives sciess aedes C 2046 — 16 
Whimsical Threads of Destiny........ D 2046 — 23 
Th: Cassa sroiaa ue vaeedean un aie eek Se D 1026 — 26 
Phe Swain Git eke cetaa el ipa sicero tates D 1017. — 26 
The Golden Pathway....................5. D 2116 — 30 
SACHMCC: sasne tence uc nesta vas cca geeweueeke D 1023 — 20 
AGame Of Cards aaverssossundias aces ID tor3 Apl. 2 
Love’s SUnSet.......ccecceeeeeeeeeereeeseee dD 2054 — 6 
Beauty Unadorned.............cc cece eee C 145 — Q 

WESTERN IMPORT CO. 
A Muppy ROMANCE.—Quite the most comical of 

“Kevstones,” and a feature comic calculated to raise 
the roof of anv slef-respecting vlace of amusement. 
The finale is especially good. (1,163 ft.. March 16th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

CP nee Cs UO St eusachen at ener c suerte teaante ID s958 Mar. 2 
The: False: “TL viStiscansieeaieyievesdosenes2 D 2084 — 12 
The Horse Thiet asewmcciiiadotersiesay: C 1020 — 12 
The Buried Past...............cceeeee eens D 1994 — 16 
hee ue aC Vesas cece eit cade ale D roso — 16 
WE VORIOM: aedpeelia iia en sticasntarieneeimeacns D 2157. —- 19 
The: t0nG® Porta rea cacecnics eccisecee om D 1039 — I9 
A QOuict Little Wedding................55 C 1000 — 109 
The Reformation.......ccccccceceeeseeeeees D 1000 — 23 
Cohen Saves the Flag................0008- C 1009 — 23 
The Maelstrom (Kav-Bee).............. D 1064 — 26 
Woman Haters (Kevstone)............. C 10180 — 26 
\ Ride for a Bride {(Kevstone)......... TD) 19090 — 30 
"THe ROVER ATION cusioecncchacecnashseeneceens D 1083 — 30 
LENE. NN Ci eee tia reba iu ed uta igh. 24 ahad D to67 Appl. 2° 
Te iat, AP Wy ate cated teatelae cet ainaléSmD 20904 — 6 
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LASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Small ba dail advertisements are inserted at the rate of One Penny for each word, 

with a minimum c arge of 2s. All words in name and address are ~harged for. Groups 
of initial letters or figures count as one word. Terms: CASH WITH ORDER. No adver- 
tisement inserted for less than 2s., except under heading 
which 

of Engagements ‘Vanted, for 
the charge is 1s. for 20 words, three insertions for the price of two. 

Advertisers wishing to have replies addressed to a box number may do so without 
extra charge if they send for the replies. 
sufficient stamps must be enclosed to cover cost of postage. 

If replies are required to be sent by post, 
In counting the words of 

an advertisement using a box number, ten words must be allowed for the address, thus: 
Box ooo, c/o. THE BIOSCOPE, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

Official, Legal, Auctions, Money, Banks, 
Minimum, Four Shillings. 

Partnerships, etc., Eightpence per line: 

Latest time for receiving small advertisements first post TUESDAY MORNING. 

Engagements Wanted 

8 Pianist or Conductor. Can read any- 
thing at sight, and extemporise ad lib. 

Eight months’ experience on the Cinfonium. 
Good references. Disengaged now. Milton 
Weliings, Box 882 c/o. The Blosoope, 86, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

S MANAGER. Well recommended; 
thorough business man, keen for pub- 

licity, and a capable judge of the patrons’ 
taste; aged 30.—Box 825, THE Buioscope, 
85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. t.c. 

XPERIENCED Operator desires 
change; any machine; both currents; 

generator; London.—Box &95, THE Bio- 
SCOPE, &5, phattesbury Avenue, W. 386 

's. YOUNG (the one-man- band’: Hiern: 
e sey Road Cinema, until 24th; with 

patent fx piano, producing twenty-five 
music and noise effects; terms fair.—as. 
Lockhurst Street, Clapton Park, London, N. 

ANAGER, real live money-taker; terms 
moderate, run-down shows my special- 

ity.—G.L., 28a, Leighton Road, West 
Ealing. 384 

PERATOR-FLIGC IRTOCLAN, disengaged; 
any machine; M.G.; ex. references; 

anywhere —Moore, Ormonde House, Hythe, 
Kent. 386 

PERATOR or Assistant; both currents; 
gencrator; experienced —M., 171, 

Woolstone Road, Forest Hill. 384 

PERATOR seeks engagement; diploma 
for operating; any machine ; town or 

country.—A.C., 39, Chesilton Road, Munster 
Park, S.W. 384 

PERATOR or Assistant, reliable, first- 
class projection; any. machine; "MG. ; 

references; 
Oakferns, 

terms moderate.— Write Rowan, 
‘Mimbridge, Woking, Surrey. 384 

Oe desires change; 
rents; would 

both cur- 
gO as assistant; moder- 

fic Wells, 1, Orchard Cottages, Daw- 
ey Road, Hayes, Middlesex. 384 

PERATOR- ELECTRICIAN, disengaged; 
D.C., A.C., M.G., wiring, lighting, etc. 

Selig’s certificate.—W. Bennett, 14, Glad- 

385 stone Street, Stockport. 

FILM SCRAP 
BEST PRICES GIVEN FOR FILM SCRAP IN ANY QUANTITIES. 

LIMITED, Sirsa nto . 

oogle” 

DOVER, 

ATTENDANTS’ 

CAPS and 

UNIFORMS. 
In addition to our regular high 
class unif.rms to weasure. we 
have a large stock of new and 
re-made Bes at Moderate 

Coloured lates. with 48 
designs, Post Free 

UNIFORM CLOTHING 
and EQUIPMENT CO. 

8, Clerkenwell Green, Farrtagdes Road, 
Louvson, B.C. 

Eacure Reliability and immanity 
fron Breakdown 

by consulting 

Mr. James W. Barber, 
AM.LE.E., 

Consulting, Electrical, and Cinematograph 

Engineer. 

Schemes prepared and Advice given 

on all Picture Theatre Equipment, 

6, KING EDWARD MANSIONS, 
212a, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, 

LONDON, W. 

‘Phone : Olty 6028. 

The most Central 
and Corveulent ror 

FILM 
BUYERS 

BEDFORD 
HEAD HOTEL. 
‘Grams : Sweet- 

william, London. 

’Phone: 
Gerrard 1760, 

Rvery comfort and 
moderate Terme. 

Bayley Street, 

Bedferd Square, 
LONDON, W 

NORTHAMPTON. 

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED.— Continued. 

ICTURE PIANISTS WANTED to use 
**The Bioscope Pianoforte Album,” 

containing striking, original music to ft 
every phase of dramatic movement from 
light comedy to the ultra-sensational.— 
Price as. net, Ganes, Ltd., 85, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, 

ELIABLE, Expert OPERATOR, §first- 
Class experience, any machine, any- 

where; abstainer, non-smoker, cx. refs.— 
10, Ingleton Street, Brixton Road, London. 

385 

ELIABLE Experienced Operator, disen- 
gaged; good reference; go anywhere; 

could manage- G.C S., c:0. Miss Dowler, 
11, London Road, Newcastle, Staffordshire. 

386 

ANTED, engagement by Will C. Sin- 
clair, as manager; thoroughly ex 

perienced; just concluding 7 months’ en- 
gagement at the Pershore Electric Theatre; 
play piano or ‘cello; hand-painted posters 
and illuminated advertisements a speciality ; 
age 35.—Add, High Street, Pershore. 384 

Situations . Vacant. 

ANAGER wanted for new. exclusive 
film renting firm. Must have good 

connection, and thoroughly understand buy- 
ing and letting of films. State former 
postion hict' and salary desired.  Wasters 
need not applyv.- Address Box No. 801, THE 
Bioscorpg, 85, Shaftesbury AVERHC, W. 384 

MART MANAGER seated for a new 
cinema hall in the Midlands. Also 

smart manager for hall in = mid-Sussex, 
Apply by letter only, stating age, salary 
required, and experience, to A. D_ Ston- 
ham, 69, Terminus Road, Eastbourne. 7384 

ANTED, smart young man to take 
charge of a London branch office of 

a firm of cxclusive film renters; must have 
good knowledge of the business, and be of 
gentlemanly appearance; good progressive . 
position to the right man.—Box 8&9, THE 
Bioscore, &s, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 384 

ANTED, office lad, about sixteen, with 
some previous experience, Box 893 

c/o. THE Bioscopg, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, 
WwW. 384 

BOUGHT 

OR SOLD. 

Contractors to H. mM. Government, 
War healed Ge ieral Post Office. 



Halls and Sites. 

Messrs. 

HARRIS & GILLOW, 
Cinema Theatre Agents & Experts, 

Auctioneers and Valuers. 

Are Instructed to Let or Sell 

ALL THE BEST 
THEATRES AND SITES 

IN THE MARKET 

Many only Privately for Sale- 

Mr. Samuel Harris 
being the acknowledged expert 
of the Trade it is advisable to 
consult him in the first instance 

VALUATIONS, REPORTS AND ADVICE. 

OFFICES— 

451a, OXFORD STREET, 
LONDON. W. 

Tel. Nos.—Gerrard 7676 & 8798. 
Telegrams—FADDIST, LONDON 

WILLIAMS & WILLIAMS 
CINEMATOGRAPH THEATRE AGENTS, 
— AUCTIONEERS, AND VALUERS, — 

Tel. Gerr. 9936 151, Regent Street, W. 

For all available Proper- 
ties to be Let or Sold, 
—London & Provinces,— 

Valuations made for Mortgage or 
Debentures. 

CONSULTING EXPERTS to the 

—CINEMATOGRAPH TRADE.— 

WHITING & BOSISTO, Lro,, 
a me om 

BUY DIRECT 

FROM THE 

WHOLESALE 

MANUFACTURERS. 

2 

Most Comfortaovle and Best Value:;Chairs ever offered. 
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HALLS AND SITES.—Continued. 

FOR DISPOSAL. 
PICTURE PALACE 

fully licensed for Music and Dan- 

cing, a going concern. Accom- 

modation over 600. Splendid 

stage and scenery. Fully equip- 

ped. Only requires seeing. 

Apply— 
Box 883, c/o THE BIOscoPE, 

85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 385 

INEMATOGRAPH Halls.— For composite 
buildings of every description, at 

jowest possible prices, send rough parti- 
culars of size. accommodation required, 
and where to be erected, to Ginger, Lee 
snd Co., Practical Builders, Plymouth 
4venue, Longsight, Manchester. tc. 

House __ Site. Grand 
terminus. Populous dis- 

EEDS—Picture 
pitch; car 

trict. No opposition. Hall capacity, 456. 
Price, including approved plans, £350,—Ap- 
ply E. Maurice Wood, Estate Agent, 38, 
Boar Lane, Leeds. 

MERTOPOLITAN BOROUGH OF 
SHOREDITCH. 

CINEMATOGRAPH ENTERTAINMENTS. 
HE Council of the above Borough invite 

TENDERS for the Hire of the Large 
Hall of the Hoxton Public Baths, Pitfield 
Street, N., for the purpose of cinematograph 
entertainments during the three winter 
seasons, 1914-15 1915-16 and 1916-17. 
Conditions of letting and tenancy and all 

particulars of the Hall may be obtained 
upon application to the Superintendent at 
the Public Baths, Pitfield Street, N., on any 
week day between the hours of 9.30 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. 

Sealed Tenders, endorsed ‘‘ Tender for 
Cinematograph Letting,’ must be sent to 
the undersigned by noon on MONDAY, the 
23rd February, 1914. 

By Order, J. A. D. MILNE, 
Town Clerk. 

Town Clerk’s Office, 
Shoreditch Town Hall, Old Street, E.C. 

aith February, rota. 384 

No. 100, No. 101. No. 102. 

Complete Theatre 
Furnishers, 

HALLS AND SITES—Continued. 

ROCHDALE PUBLIC HALL. 
O BE LET or SOLD, the Large Hall 
Baillie Street, Rochdale, as from the rst 

of May next, on which date the present 
lease expires. Has been occupied for,kine 
matograph exhibitions for the last six 
years.—For further particulars apply to the 
Hallkeeper, on the premises; to Mr. 

wd Watson, Oak Cottage, Shawclough, 
Rochdale; or to Standring, Taylor and Co., 
Solicitors, Rochdale. tc. 

Films for Sale or Hire. 

ILMS FOR HIRE.—At 8s. per 1,000 ft. 
per week, or 10s. changed twice 

weekly. We purchase all the best films as 
they come out, and send none out in bad 
condition, We will be pleased to send you 
list of films vacant for any week on receipt 
of post card.—Royal Film Agency, 270, Cor- 
poration Street, Birmingham. Tel. Address: 
“Cowboy, Birmingham.”” Tel. No. : Central 
6986. tc: 

HE SEABORNE MACHINE COMPANY 
buy the best condition second-hand 

films, including features, topicals, and 
erdinary, large and small quantities.—Send 
offers and lists, giving dates available, to 
39, Great Windmill Street, London W. 387 

Miscellaneous. 

LECTRIC SIGNS, Electric gilt wood 
letters, projection box signs, flash 

signs. Send for sketch and estimate from 
the leading makers.—Electric Wiring Com- 
pany, Bridlesmith Gate, Nottingham. 384 

RON FIRE SHUTTERS for openings in 
Kinematograph Operators’ Rooms with 

spring lever releasing gear, controlled from 
both inside and outside of the room. Send 
sizes and position of openings for estimate 
—Jukes, Coulson, Stokes and Co., Howards 
Road Ironworks, Plaistow. 406 

cue BIOSCOPE Editor says of Broad- 
bent’s ‘‘Dynamo and Motor At- 

tendants”’ that:—“‘ The operator will find 
information of the greatest value... 
We can recommend it with the fullest con- 
fidence.” Price rs. 9d. post free, from 
Rentell, 36, Maiden Lane, Strand, London. 

390 

Te AUTHORS ; List of the principal Film 
Manufacturers for scenario writers; 

ost free 4d.—Ganes, Ltd., urice ad. net, or 
venue, London, W. &<, Shaftesbury 

t.c. 

BRISTOL. 
Telegrams—Tipups, Bris ol. 
Telephone—Bristol 3768. 

London 3359. » 

DIPLOMA OF HONOUR 

INTERNATIONAL 

EXHIBITION, 

LONDON, 1913. 

GoLD MEDAL, GHENT, 19138. 

SILVER , i 1913. 

Priceg12/6. 

20 in. centre, 14 in. deep back, beautifully curved, covered in best 
Theatre Mohair Velvet finished Gold-lifed Gimp and Brass Studs. 

e3—20b. CHARING SRISS MANSIONS, 26, CHIRING CROSS ROAD, W.C. 

‘Google Digitized | 

36, STAFFORD ST. LONDON RO., LIVERPOOL. 

PUBLIC 
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RRA 
QUENTIN’S AGENCY 
for Picture Theatre Employes. 

Managers, Pianists and other Musicians, 
Operators. Attendants (Male and Female), 
Doormen ctc..wa..ted for good salaried posi- 
tions.No registry fees. S:-nd full requirement 
to QUENTIN S AGENCY, 85, Ghariotte Street, 
Fitzroy Square, W. Phone No. Gerrard 7377, % 

SREB RIGR RRR NRG 

Entertainers. 

OHN FULLER & SON (New Zealand 
Theatre), of Wellington, Auckland, 

Christchurch, Dunedin, Invercargill, etc. 
Fuller's Biograph Supplies, of Wellington. 
London representative: Gordon P. Firmin, 
Film House, Gerrard Street. W. ‘Phone: 
2on1 Gerrard. 

IDNEY BACON’S PICTURES, LIM. 
ITED, 143, Charing Cross Road, Lon. 

ea, W. 
Telegrams: “ Necabdis, Lendoa.” 
Telephones: Gerrard 1456 and 1861. 
All afght and Suaduy, Herasey 9o:-<. t.c 

___ Speaking Pictures. 

R. ERIO WILLIAMS, the renowned 
Elocutionist and Film Actor, originator 

of above, can supply repertoire.—Vacant 
dates and terms on application to Secretary, 
>«, Wymering Mansions, Elgin Avenue, W 

86 

Picture Palace Printing. 

ANTED known, ROGERS, the prompt 
man, supplies day bills at rock-bot- 

tom prices. ROLL TICKETS 6d. 1,000. 
Try our Flints for Bordering, unequalled.— 
Rogers, Picture Palace Printing Works, 
Arcade, Bristol. t.c. 

SMART AND PROMPT 

PRINTING 
gis SAMPLES AND 

CINEMAS, QUOTATIONS 
VARIETIES, BY 
DRAMA, &c. | RETURN POST. 

DYSONS’, PETERBOROUGH. 

LE CINE—JOURNAL. 
The most up-te-date Moving Picture Paper in Paris. 

Subscription 9s. 6d. per year. 
Edited by G. DUREAU. 

LA VITA 

Offices—30, Rue Bergére, 

PARIS. 

CINEMATOGRAFICA 
International Review'of the Cinematograph Industry. 

‘GALLERIA 

Director : A. A. CAVALLARO 

NAZIONALE-SCALA D, TuRIN, ITALY. 

The Largest and most influential Trade Paper in Italy. 

MOVING PICTURE WORLD. 
THE LEADING AMERICAN CINE. TRADE JOURNAL. 

P.O, Box 226, Madison Square, New York City. 

FOREIGN 

HOLLAND FL ye 

“ DE KINEMATOGRAAF ” 

SUBSCRIPTION—84.00 PER YEAR. 

NI 

with 
supplement “DE FILM.” 

The bost edited and most widely circulated 
weekly Journal of the Cinemategraph Industry, 

AMSL ERDAM HOLLAND, 
Annnal Subscription abroad, 12s. 6d. 

engagements wanted 2)d.) per line. 

DUTCH EAST 

CINEMA 

Advertisements are charged at a rate of éd. 

and WEST INDIES. 

REVUE. 
The Leading French Cinematograph Journal. 

PUBLISHED FORTNIGHTLY BY OHARLES MENDEL FILS. 

18, RUE D’ASSAS, PARIS. 

Sample Copy eon application. 

841 

Wanted to Sell. 

LECTRIC Player Piano, overstrung up- 
right grand, in perfect condition; com- 

plete with motor; can be played either by 
roll or as a piano; cost £100; price com- 
plete, £45.—Box 330, Tue Broscore, 3s, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W. t.c. 

AS ENGINE, 8 h.-p. CROSSLEY, with 
E.C.C. Dynamo, 70 amps., 60 volts, 

and helt, complete, second-hand, for sale, 
—Fyfe, Wilson, 15sa, St. Vincent Street, 
Glasgow. 385 

IP-UP VELVET CHAIRS, 3s. 11d., direct 
maker.— 113, New North Road, London. 

*9S 

Wiestep TO SELL, cheap. Up-to-date, 
f aog movement, chain drive Kamin's 

Bioscopc, complete with travelling box, 
eight spools and two safety boxes, in excel- 
lent condition. Urban Bioscope (190y) in 
really good condition, One Beard’s Hydru- 
gen Gauge and Regulator combined; one 
xygen Gauge and Regulator combined; 

Gwyer Gas Jet, 2,000 ¢.-p., with mechani- 
cal tray Best offers.—Davis, Tredegar 
Hall, Newport, Mon. 384 

ROLL TICKETS ‘“upss and Per- 
forated, D. PER 1,000. Special Quota- 
tions for Large uantities and Con- 
tracts, Sample Roll 6d., post free William- 
son’s Patent Roll Tickets for preventing 
fraud. WILLIAMSON, Ticket Printer, 
Ashtoa-under-Lyne. 

JUST WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR. 

THE STAR BRIGHT 
LAMP VARNISH CO. 

All Fast Colours. 
Warranted not to fade. 

Raion and Heat Resisting. 

PRICE LIST. 

Per Gall... re £1 4 °0 
Gall. sae ee 12 6 
uarts be sh 7 6 

Pints we 5 0 
4 Pints 2 6 

Terms:—NET CASH. 
Remittance with Order. Free Delivery. 

Offices :— 

47, High Street, Wandsworth, 
London, 8.W. 

Wanted to Buy. 

Cash, 
send 

36, 
354 

ANTED, to Purchase _ for 
PATHE COLOURED FILMS; 

list and state lowest price.—C.E., 
Camomile Street, E.C. 

Legal. 

in the Matter of 
THE HOLLOWAY CINEMATOGRAPH 

THEATRE, LIMITED. 
N pursuance of Section 188 of the Com- 

I panies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, a 
Meeting of the Creditors of the above- 
named Company 
Frederick’s Place, 

will be held at 8, 
Old Jewry, London, 

E.C., on Thursday, the 26th day of Feb- 
ruary, 1914, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, 
for the purposes provided for in the said 
Section. 
Dated this 11th da 

P. R. FOR 
of February, 1914. 
EST GROVFS, 

(Liquidator). 
334 
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THE PHILOGRAPH FILM BUREAU, Ltd., 
6, Macclesfield Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

Tel: “Philograph, London.” ‘Phone. Gerrard 6035. 

We are now booking for the Easter holidays our selection of Sacred and Semi- 
Religious subjects. List of prices on application. 

As the demand for these subjects is very great, intending Exhibitors are requested 
to make early application, in order to avoid disappointment. 

We are including in our list :— 

Release March 16th. DA NN i E L. (Vita.) Length 2,016 ft. 
which we consider the best Biblical subject yet produced. 

GLASGOW EXHIBITION. Advertising 
—— SEE THE —— Pays, yes, when you 

“ TOTAL-REFLEX” SCREEN || | a pee 
—— IN THE —— these classified 

columns—the results 

CONFERENCE HALL. will surprise you. 

F. C. HART, 72. Wigmore Street, London, W. 
NOTE NEW ADDRESS. Telephone—Mayfair 2339. 
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20th by R. Prieur 
and Co., Limited, 

40, Gerrard St., W. 

2,290 ft. 
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TRADE EXHIBITIONS. 

It was a bold step indeed on the part of Kine- 
matograph International Exhibitions, Limited, 
to organise a provincial Cinematograph Ex- 
hibition, for experience has shown us _ that 
trade exhibitions—though generally secure of 
sufficient support if held in London—are not 
particularly to the liking of the provincial. 
However, the Glasgow’ Exhibition has 
apparently conquered this small prejudice, and 
the very fact that it is to be prolonged for a 
few days speaks volumes for its success, while 
the foresight of the promoters in choosing the 
second city of the Empire as the venue of the 
second International Kinematograph Exhibi- 
tion has been rightly rewarded. 

Cinematograph exhibitions are as yet in 
their infancy, and the only justification for 
their existence lies in the benefit they confer 
on the industry. That they can do so has been 
abundantly shown, and provided what may be 
termed the “‘ higher side”. of these exhibitions 
is not entirely lost sight of in the desire to 
emphasise their commercial value, they should 
easily command the support of the entire 
Trade. 
ogres Ute perhap Rey, ken to the 

term “* International admitted 
that th: word can only be apphed if these ex- PPHeG 

hibitions are really representative in character. 
One can hardly designate any provincial hap- 
pening as ‘‘ International”; but, after all, this 
is a small matter. 

Turning to another aspect of the Exhibition 
it is interesting to note that the stallholders 
have expressed themselves as satisfied with the 
business done. This, indeed, was also the 
opinion of those interested in the Olympia and 
Manchester exhibitions, and, in spite of the 
notable absentees which have characterised all 
three, there appears to be little doubt that the 
Trade generally is favourably inclined toward 
these exhibitions. 

There remains, of course, what should be one 
of the most important points—namely, the 
educational value of the Trade Exhibition. Side 
by side with the entertainment element is fast 
growing up the educational, of which we trust 
we have never lost sight. Exhibitions afford 
considerable opportunities of discussing educa- 
tional cinematography in all its aspects, of 
weighing up its ultimate value, and perhaps of 
convincing those who are inclined to be 
sceptical. In this way much good can be 
accomplished, aridiafconlyn for this reason we 
accept theinematoSreph(exhi Bion as worthy 
of support. 
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SILENT 2 
MPRESS2Z 

A New and High Grade Projector 

with many striking features at 
s s s 

_, a Competitive Price. 
Built to maintain the high standard established by the 
Empire Projectors, it is second only to the world- 
famous Silent Empire. Here are its outstanding clauses— 

MMiGY 

Perfect Masking Device Fool-Proof Automatic Shutter 
Constant Optical Axis Free-Wheel Drive 
Steady—without a Quiver Silent and Easy Running 
Shutter Flicker Eliminated Mechanism changed in Three Minutes 

Our Catalogue, with its detailed specifications, will be 
————— sent: ‘on;, réquest. 

—— - 

PRIGE sienc tenses, ac. £39 O 0 
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS. 

W. Butcher & Sons 2 
Camera House, 
Farringdon Avenue, 

LONDON-E:C 

The Silent Empress can be seen at THE EMPIRE CINE SUPPLIES, 
18, Street, fron i Il, Pelham Street, NOTTINGHAM, fed, 
at ; Wy TON &'\CO,,"36, Westgate, ROTHERHAM. 99 
DY ©: g ra Nall YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY lA itized 
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TRADE TOPICS. 

The Sth and 1914 Edition of ‘‘ The Bioscope 
Annual and Trades Directory ’’ is now ready, and 
orders are being rapidly dealt with. This edition 
of the ‘‘ Annual’’ is considerably enlarged, and 
contains new features in addition to the most com- 
plete and up-to-date list of picture theatres in the 
United Kingdom. Price 5s. nett, post free 5s. 6d. 
Published from the offices of ‘‘ The Bioscope.’’ 

Another important publication is ‘‘ The Law of 
Copyright,’’ by W. Carlyle Croasdell, Esq. Barris- 
ter-at-Law. The work deals with this intricate 
question In a very concise and comprehensive man- 
ner, and will be found of the utmost value. Price 
1s. nett, post free 1s. 3d. 

One of the most delightful and successful 
gatherings ever held in connection with the 
industrv took place at the Connaught Rooms, 
Great Queen Street.W.C., on Tuesday evening, 
when the Worshipful Master and brethren 
of the Anima Lodge entertained a large 
number of guests at their first Ladies’ Banquet. 
The company, which numbered close upon 250, 
were received in the drawing-room by the 
Worshipful Master (7. Brooke Wilkinson. 
Esq.) and Mrs. Brooke Wilkinson, and the 
Immediate Past Master (F. T. Heron, 
Esq.) and Mrs. Heron, an adjournment 
then being made to the magn‘ficent ban- 
queting hall, the tables of which were de- 
corated in a most daintv and artistic manner. 
The speeches. which were commendably brief, 
were pleasantly interspersed with an excellent 
programme, under the direction of Bro. A. P. 
Cross, the items being contributed by Bros. 
Edgar Coyle, Selwyn Driver. and Stuart 
Debnam. and Miss Felicia Carton, while Bro. 
F. J. Lunnon presided at the piano. <A whist 
drive was subsequently indulged in, and some 
very handsome gifts were distributed to the 
winners by Mrs. Brooke Wilkinson.  Alto- 
gether, it was a most enjovable evening, and 
one that cannot possibly fail to reflect for the 
good of the industry. 

Mr. F. Odgen-Smith sent a telegram regrett- 
ing his inabilitv to be present owing to illness, 
and we wish him a speedy recovery. 

As far as present indications go the 
managers of the numerous picture theatres in 
Crovdon, with one exception, will be indebted 
to the members of the Town Council them- 
selves if it should happen that that body final!y 
rejects the restrictions which the Education 
Committee desires to see inserted in the 
licences of the various_establishments. Two 
weeks ago the Commigtes pcesgitet four re- 

commendations to the Corporation, but thanks 
to the public-spirited action of Councillor G. 
S. Addison, seconded by Councillor A. A. 
Thomson, the proposals were rejected. The 
main reason for the rejection was that they had 
not been submitted to the General Purposes 
Committee of the Corporation, who are re- 
sponsible for the discharge of the duties placed 
upon the Council by the Cinematograph Act, 
1909. Before submitting their recommenda- 
tions, the Education Committee had intimated 
to the General Purposes Committee that thev 
would send a deputation to place their views 
before them, but instead of doing so they for- 
warded a pamphlet comprising a paper read by 
the Rev. H. Oliver. As this had no doubt 
been circulated broadcast,it might have resulted 
in persuading the members of the Council to 
adopt the recommendations without any oppor- 
tunity having been given to the managers of 
the theatres to bring forward their views. That 
that course was not taken was probably due 
to the would-be regulators of the houses hav- 
ing overreached themselves, for, as Coun- 
cillor Addison remarked at the meeting, the 
document contained most extraordinary sug- 
gestions. —__—_—— 
One would naturally conclude that picture 

house managers would be glad to take counsel 
together during the hreathing interval which 
has been given to them by the action of Coun- 
cillor Addison. That, at any rate, was the 
thought that animated Mr. Horace Fry, the 
business manager of the Central Theatre and 
Electric Palace at Thornton Heath, in sending 
out a letter inviting the co-operation of other 
managers in the town with a view to appoint- 
ing a deputation to wait upon the General Pur- 
poses Committee in order to acquaint them with 
their views concerning the Education Com- 
mittee’s proposals. A representative of THE 
BroscorE, who made some inquiries into the 
matter last Saturday, found, however, that the 
nature of the response has been most disap- 
pointing. 

The Neptune Film Company, under the 
direction of Mr. Percy Nash, has acquired six 
acres of land at Elstree, where studios are 
being erected for the production of British 
films, which, it is anticipated, will be in com- 
plete working order by the end of May. The 
studios will be fully equipped with the most 
complete and up-to-date plant, both lighting 
and heating, and being situated in the midst 
of beautiful scenery, nothing will be wanting 
sh the production,.of pictures of the highest 
class. 
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THOR-LORD OF 
Approx. A 2,690 ft. 

The Greatest Animal Picture 

Selig has ever made. = 

ONE BROKEN HEART. { 

On View at our Offices Fridays. 

SELIG POLYS 
E. H. MONTA 

vw2iGerrard Stre 
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| THE JUNGLES. 
For Release Monday, April 20th. 

A Story that holds you enthralled. Not only 

a Tale of the Jungles, but also a Story of 

Life in an American Circus. 

THE OTHER BROKEN HEART. 

On View at our Offices Fridays. 

OPE COMPANY, 
Sole Agent, 

London, W... 1) EOE Se TRatyecope, Westrand, London.’ 
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The Company will spare no pains to secure 
suitable artists, and Mr. Nash, who is not wait- 
ing for the completion of his studio before com- 
mencing his work, will have the valuable 
assistance of Mr. Gerald Lawrence’s services 
in his most important productions. The His- 
torical Society is displaying considerable in- 
terest in the new venture, which will pay special 
attention to the masterpieces of English 
dramatic literature, though all tastes will be 
catered for. 

The offices of the Company are at 19a, Cole- 
man Street, E.C., where Mr. Nash will be glad 
to receive scenarios, etc. 

An unique sight was witnessed on Monday 
last, when 200 Chelsea Pensioners attended as 
the guests of the management of the Palla- 
dium, Balham. The veterans witnessed the 
initial performance of the famous British 
Army film, and were shown thereby the latest 
modern methods as contrasted with their own 
days of service. An excellent film of the ar- 
rival of ‘“‘the old boys” was taken and 
screened before their departure for the Balham 
Hotel, where high tea was provided by Mr. 
George Huntley. It was, indeed, a memorable 
day for Balham and for the veterans, who en- 
joyed the splendid programme. 

Once more we have to give a word of praise 
to Mr. W. Fenning, of the Fenning Film Ser- 
vice, on his acumen in securing a_ notable 
attraction. In connection with the pictures of 
the “‘ Wells v. Blake” contest, the subject in 
question, he informs us that, in order that there 
shall be no possibility of a disappointment to 
the exhibitor, he has arranged for an in- 
teresting ser'es depicting Blake in train- 
ing, which will, should the contest prove a 
short event, be included in the feature. Of 
course, if the fight is ‘‘ cinematographically ” 
a good one, exhibitors may rely upon seeing 
every bit that really matters, but, in any case, 
they are assured of a feature that will be worth 
booking, and specially advertising. 

We are requested to state that a special 
Trade show will be held, under the direction of 
the Exclusive Supply Company, of a very sen- 
sational feature, entitled ‘‘ The Great Leap,” a 
fine story of vendetta in the Southern States 
of America, and ‘‘ True Irish Hearts,” a three- 
reel drama, dealing with the troublous days of 
1798. The exhibition will be held at the West 
End Cinema, Coventry Street, W., and will 
commence at 10.30 a.m., on Tuesday, March 
ard. 

A reception was held at the offices of the 
Hepworth Manufacturing Company, Limited, 
last week, when the Dickensian Society 
assembled in full force to witifess a special 
display of Hepwcittkes (elke Peekens film, 
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‘*The Old Curiosity Shop.’’ The company 
present, which included many well known 
in the realms of science and_ literature, 
were all delighted with the picture. It 
is a big ordeal to run a Dickens picture be- 
fore the society, every member of which is an 
expert on the subject, but the picture came 
through the trial with great success, there be- 
ing loud applause at the end of each part. 

Mr. J. Ellis Griffith, K.C., M.P., Under 
Secretary for the Home Department, will 
occupy the chair at the annual dinner of the 
Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Association, to be 
held at the Criterion Restaurant on Tuesday, 
March 3rd, at 7 p.m. for 7.30 p.m. Amongst 
the guests will be Sir Robert Baden-Powell, 
Mr. W. W. Jacobs, Rev. J. Waldron, Rev. 
Silas K. Hocking, and Mr. E. Greenwood. 
We would remind our readers that immediate 
application for tickets should be made. 

The new palatial cinema erected by the 
Grand Cinema (Paddington), Limited, in 
Great Western Road, W., was opened on Mon- 
day of this week. The Mayor of Paddington, 
in an excellent speech at the opening ceremony, 
paid tribute to the well arranged and beautifully 
appointed premises. The seating accommo- 
dation ts 1,100, and if the theatre’s popularity 
during the first few days is any criterion, the 
venture 1s marked to be one of the most suc- 
cessful in the London area. 

The theatre will be run under the personal 
direction of Mr. E. J. Rawkins, managiny 
director of the Grand Cinema Company, 2a 
gentleman who has had very considerable ex- 
perience in catering for public requirements 
from the beginning of the cinematograph boom. 
and he ts to be congratulated on this, his 
latest enterprise. The architects responsible 
for the building, Messrs. Deakin and Cameron, 
are to be complimented for the design of a 
very handsome structure, whilst a word cf 
praise is due to the consulting engineer, Mr. 
James W. Barber, A.M.I.E.E., who was re- 
sponsible for the electrical installation, which 
includes a large generating plant. 

The City Exclusives Company, whose 
manager, Mr. George A. Cooper, knows a 
‘““good thing” in exclusives, inform us that 
“In the Hands of London Crooks” has ob- 
tained a really splendid reception wherever 
shown, and that quite a pile of congratulatory 
letters and telegrams can be seen at their 
offices. 

The Supreme Film Company, Limited, of 11, 
Charing Cross Road, W.C., announce the re- 
lease on March 23rd of a powerful exclusive, 
“The Baboon’s Revéage)” which it is stated, 
is of a very Vthydhitg?SensationaiAvature. Fur- 
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ther particulars will be found in our advertise- 
ment columns. 

The Hepworth Manufacturing Company. 
Limited, have just suffered quite a severe loss 
in the death of their famous old dog Rover. 
This faithful animal had been Mr. Hepworth’s 
constant companion even before the Hepworth 
Company had been founded, and was the 
general pet of the studio at Walton-on- 
Thames. He was the first animal to play an 
independent part in a cinematograph film, and 
was the hero of many pictures. He was, cf 
course, best known as the hero of the famous 
picture, ‘“Rescued by Rover.” Many others 
besides the Hepworth Company will deplore 
the death of this old favourite, who was a link 
with the days when, as soon as a manufacturer 
had taken a film and sold a good many copies, 
he would sit down to think out another; in- 
deed, to have two pictures in preparation at 
the same time was, in those days, an unheard 
of event. 

The General Film Agency announce the first 
of a series of ‘ All-Australian” productions, 
made by the Lincoln-Cass Films Proprietary 
Limited. The title of this. first picture is 
‘* Moondyne,” which is described as ‘‘ A Story 
of Early Western Australia.’’ Its length ‘s 
2,120 ft., and it will be released on April gth, 
We shall hope to refer to it at greater length 
next week. 

The World’s Exclusive Films, Limited, 112, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W., have secured the ex- 
clusive rights of ‘‘A Daughter of the Hills” 
(a Famous Players picture play), ‘‘ The Sign 
of the Cross’’ and ‘‘The Red Club”’ 
(Dansk Kinograph film). Further announce- 
ments wll be made in our next issue. 

‘““The Miracle” film, which is now in its 
sixty-fourth week, and, as we are reminded by 
Mr. Menchen, still going as strong as ever, 
will be shown at a special performance at the 
Empire, West Hartlepool, on Wednesday next, 
when a large orchestra and choir will be in 
attendance. 

We hear that C. J. FitzGerald, late of Oscar 
Rosenberg, has been appointed assistant- 
manager and film selector for the National 
ig Theatres, Limited, 225, Oxford Street. 

The Salutaria Company, 444, Strand, W.C., 
are introducing an electric vaporiser, which is 
said to be far in advance of anything of its 
kind at present on the market. 

The General Filnt Age “AI imited, an- 
nounce that ‘a “Trade es reat Milano 
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film, ‘‘ Verdi,” will be given at the London 
Pavilion on March 6th, at 3 p.m. 

Following the excellent example of several 
London and Provincial journals, we note that 
the publishers of the Brix/on and Lambeth 
Gazette have inaugurated a full page of cinem 
news, with a border devoted to advertisements 
for the local theatres. The inclusion of scenes 
from the films gives a bright touch, while the 
news items are well written. Messrs. Hart- 
nolls are certainly to be complimented upon 
an interesting departure. 

It should be mentioned that the consulting 
engineer to the Glasgow Exhibition and Con- 
ference is Mr. James W. Barber, A.M.I.E.E., 
212A, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. 

The death has occurred at his residence 
Ocean Terrace, Marsh End, Knottingley, of 
Mr. James Beanland, who was the manager of 
the Loyal Dominion Pictures at the Town 
Hall. Mr. Beanland was only thirty-four 
years of age, and he was on duty at the Town 
Hall only two evenings before he passed away. 
The cause of death was acute appendicitis. 
The death of Mr. Beanland occasioned a 
general feeling of sympathy throughout the 
district. Amongst the mourners were the 
whole of the staff of the Town Hall pictures, 
and the manager, staff and orchestra of the 
Queen’s Theatre, Castleford. 

A very interesting event took place on Sun- 
day evening last, at the Panopticon, Trongate, 
when Mr. A. E. Pickard, the well-known Glas- 
gow entrepreneur, was made the recipient of a 
handsome dressing case from the associated 
managers,a stationery bureau from the associa- 
ted staffs, and several other testimonials from 
business and personal friends. The occasion 
was the fortieth birthday of Mr. Pickard, 
and it speaks volumes for the popularity of 
the well-known Glasgow exhibitor, when it is 
mentioned that nearly 200 congratulatory 
telegrams arrived during the evening. Mr. 
Prince Bendon presided over the gathering, and 
among the speakers was Mr. Guy E. Dunning, 
the general manager and secretary for the 
circuit. The cutting of the large birthday 
cake by Mr. Pickard was one of the events of 
an evening which was marked by a true Scot- 
tish geniality, and a host of good wishes for 
the popular showman. 

——— 

Speaking at the Bradford Liberal Club last 
Saturday night, on the subject of “‘ Unrest,” 
Mr. Otto Mombert made a reference to picture 
palaces and the great audiences attracted by 
them. In the course of a keen discussion, Mr. 
F. Kirkwood said he thought some rather hard 
things had been said'@bouit the picture theatres. 
‘* These \plad¢esD had? suippliedbadotig-felt want, 
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THE PHOTOPLAY REVIEW & ESSANAY GUIDE H. A. SPO OR, 
Should be among the files of every theatre. It contains 
valuable information for exhibitors about everything— 
ESSANAY—release dates, synopses, lengths, advertising 
material issued, reading articles for republication in local 
papers, programme fillers, etc. 

Post free to Theatre Address. 

ONE OF THE BEST, MOST EFFECTIVE, AND MOST 

SAMPLE ‘an e Hour a SHOWING. 
Intensely interesting, and acted with conspicuous ability by RUTH STONEHOUSE, FRANCIS 
X. BUSHMAN and BRYANT WASHBURN, all of whom will receive generous applause for their 
excellent and efficient representation of the lealing characters in this really fine dramatic attraction. 

NOVEL, POWERFUL, | 

tow h C t 
NOW SHOWING. The as 

An admirable feature dramatic attraction from Essanay’s 

California Studios. Predestined to be a lasting success. 

From first to last it is a succession of gripping and 

interest-holding situations, and rapidly changing silent 

scenes that will impress any audience. 

12, 6 and 2-Sheet Posters. 
eee ee = 

Remember Essanay’s ‘‘IN GONVICT GARB.’’ 

“ THROUGH 
Mr. Exhibitor, if Your Audiences care for Photoplays that are Exciting 

and Thrilling, Book ‘THROUGH THE STORM." 

Apprex: 1,971 ft. FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN and 

THE PICK FROM ESSANAY OFFERINGS. 

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT, MR. EXHIBITOR, BUT CHECK UP THE 

ATTRACTION VALUES OF THESE SELECTIONS ON THE SHOWS. THEY 

WILL DEMONSTRATE THAT ESSANAY HAS AN HONEST INTEREST IN 

THE CONTINUED SUCCESS OF YOUR THEATRE. | 

ee © See 

TOLD BY CARDS .. wien dis Drama = as 985 ft. Thursday, March 19th. 
THE AWAKENING AT SNAKEVILLE ah ase Western Drama aus 1,872 ft. Thursday, March 19th. 

caer a, ees) SG nee 

A VAGABOND CUPID Bes a hes ee Drama as ap 989 ft. Monday, M eli 23rd. 
THE GREAT GAME ... |. ... — seg Mth Drama 1,984 ft. Thursday, March 26th. 
LITTLE NED.. sats ak eee North-West ‘Data 994 ft. Thursday, March 26th. 
THREE BABES IN A FLAT oh re be Comedy a : 989 ft. Thursday, March 26th. 

THROUGH TRACKLESS SANDS Ss ... | Western Drama... 996 ft. Monday, March 30th. 
THE GHOST OF SELF ... sa a .. | Drama Pak as O84 ft. Monday, March 30th. 
A FOOT OF ROMANCE .... ae = .. | Comedy |... bas 992 ft. Monday, March 30th. 

THE HOUR AND THE MAN : ok .. | Drama sgt . | 1,951 ft. | Thursday, April 2nd. 
THE REAL MISS LOVELEIGH i ... | Comedy sa = 994 ft. Thursday, April 2nd. 

ALL nasandy, ORMOTOPLAYS ARE PRINTED. ON. EASTMAN STOCK. 
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Telephone—Regent 1829. Telegrams—Essafilm, Telew, London. 

FILM MFG. Go., “*“wumscns*™ 
POWERFUL PHOTO-DRAMAS EVER PRODUCBD. 

| Approx. 1951 ft. 

lf af f I) | ra | an if Released Thursday, 
al APRIL 2nd. 

Laws are made forbidding men to murder, yet we murder those who disobey the law. This is an 
unusual drama, founded on circumstantial evidence. It is a story with heart throbs and situations 
unparalleled. 12, 6-Sheet and Quad-Crown Posters, 

INGENIOUS and INTERESTING. 

of the Die. 
Approx. 1988 ft. 

Released Thursday, 
APRIL 9th. 

CAST OF CHARACTERS— 

PATHE Rani ceercceyend ctactupesceunareamtetenatens CARL STOCKDALE DAUGH TR Resccduce wesadecwedcnuanancenpenereute lacs JOSEPHINE RECTOR 
IM OTHE Risers tse ticch eee ei oe EVELYN SELBIE POLICE CAPTAIN occ isseet aia aencionns HARRY KEENAN 

WS ONG s a cia et sea set siniagaea desertion manta scctemseoaterens FRED CHURCH DETECEIVES sccnissscncionceabanressaseneigienpeneugs DAVID KIRKLANI) 
i maa "2 | 2 3 ee ee ELEANOR BLEVINS LLOYD INGRAHAM 
OP HEC AULD ive bcvhets wnseee ed ass ueatenas v+.e--L,OIS INGRAHAM LEE WILLARD 
GROCERY KEEPER.........cccccscccccccccsccssccesceescs Harry Toop BAN Pia se ile wee aeceoeeeeeies TRUE BOARDMAN 

12, 6 and 2-Sheet Posters. 

Here’s Another Attraction Equally as Strong. 

the STORM. 
A Drama of Railrosd and Tele graph Life that has the desired 

‘Punch’ and Entertaining Features wo often looked for. 

BEVERLEY BAYNE Featured. Released Thursday, April 16th 

NEW SAMPLES ON VIEW IN ESSANAY'S THEATBE, LONDON, MARCH 2nd— 5th. 

A Striking Drama. Decidedly Interesting. 

THE CONQUEROR. THE STORY of the OLD GUN. 
The leading characters are most cleverly drawn and 

An exciting and novel comedy-drama, cleverly handled very capitally acted by Ruth Stonehouse, William 
Bailey and Bryant Washburn. ° in production. 
Released Monday, April 20th. About 904 ft. Released Monday, April 20th. About 972 ft. 

A Comedy Triumph. The World's Greatest Photoplay Series. 

MANDOLIN MANDELL. Broncho Billy and the Bad Man. 
} . . j The exceedingly hi merits of every one of this 

More clever than silly. This attraction will add to popular ae of PACE Atiee: makes a difficult to 

the character of any programme. specify the asa As of any one in particular beyond 
: Saying it’s unm to the average. 

Released Monday, April 20th. About 997 ft. | Released Thursday, April 23rd. About 996 ft. 

UNIQUE AND IMPROBABLE TO A DEGREE THAT WILL FASCINATE. 

THE GIRL AT THE CURTAIN. 
A Novel Comedy Drama, slow and stolid, yet shrewdly humorous. FRANcIS X. BUSHMAN and 
RUTH STONEHOUSE are entitled to commendation for the skill with which they present the 

Released Thursday, April 23rd. leading characters. About 1,652 ft. 

ALL ESSANAY esercwers ARE PRINTED ON EASTMAN STOCK. 



HISTORIC PICTURE 
TRUE. IN EVERY DETAIL. 

| 
| 

THE BATTLE OF 4 

GETTYSBURG | | 
Acknowledged by all to be the Greatest Battle Film ever produced. 

4,400 ft. 

Special Offer for April, 1914. 

£3 for THREE DAYS’ BOOKINGS. 
APPLY TO— 

THE EXCLUSIVE: SUPPLY CO., 4, cerrarp sr., LONDON. 
Telephone—Regen Telegrams—‘' Filmesk6\QWestraud, London.’ 
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and so far from being at all concerned in the 
causes of popular unrest, they gave the people 
some pleasure which they would not otherwise 
have had. The cinematograph was like every 
other new invention in that it was the object 
of attack in its early stages. He could remem- 
ber the time_when the bicycle, the motor-car, 
and many other introductions had been sub- 
jected to similar treatment. He could not see 
why anyone should have to deplore the long 
lines of people waiting for admission to the pic- 
ture theatres. The picture palace proprietors 
had not yet fully realised the opportunities be- 
fore them, and the public authorities through- 
out the country had as yet failed to realise 
what could be done for the people by the cine- 
matograph. A great deal had been done to 
hamper the new industry by magistrates and 
licensing authorities, but it was a fact that the 
picture palaces had provided something very 
much wanted in these days of monotonous 
labour for the masses ” 

The General Film Agency, Limited, 58, 
Dean Street, W., have secured the cinemato- 
graph rights for the Ireland v. Scotland Rugby 
match to be played on Saturday. 

‘*Polidor and the Lions,” which has been 
described as one of the best of the series, will 
be on view next week at the Pasquali show- 
rooms in Rupert Street. 

Few of the St. Helens people who visited the 
local Hippodrome last week and laughed at the 
witticisms of Mr. Harry Elliston as the “‘ Dame” 
in his pantomime, “ Babes in the Wood,” were 
aware of the fact that they might also in the same 
evening see the wonderful acting of his little 
daughter, who at present is over 2,000 miles 
away. Such was, however. the case. for the 
Gymnasium Picture Hall was screening ‘“ The 
Comedian’s Mask,” the child actress in the pic- 
ture being Mr. Elliston’s daughter, whose stage 
name is Mimi Yvonne. It was Mr. Elliston 
himself who informed Mr. J. J. Turton, the 
manager of the hall, of this interesting coinci- 
dence. —— 

Hastings and St. Leonards, with a population 
of 60,000, and the addition of a large number of 
visitors all the year round, support not far short 
of a dozen picture theatres. Several of them 
were opened during the two years’ Mayoralty 
of Alderman Hutchings, who was present at 
the inaugural performances, and on several occa- 
sions that popular chief magistrate has shown 
hospitality to the local public bodies by inviting 
the members thereof and their ladies to =2nter- 
tainments at one or other of the houses. The 
managers of the leading houses reciprocate the 
interest taken in them by the local authorities 
by giving a hand in the promotion of events ar- 
ranged for the purpose of attracting visitors to 
these favoured seaside resorts, The latest pro- 
ject in (thatzcirectio BO Pigant of Heroes, 
to be held probably at suntide. 

IMPORTANT DECISION BY 
NORWICH BENCH. 

‘“NO STANDING IN GANGWAYS.” 

There appears to be a certain amount of doubt as 
to whether gangways and other convenient places 
can be used as standing room in picture theatre, and, 
if so, to what extent. «A decision which will seriously 
affect Norwich exhibitors was arrived at on Magnday 
by. the Norwich magistrates during the hearing of a 
case in which Mr. Frederick H. Cooper, proprietor ot 
halls at Norwich, Wisbech and King’s Lynn, was 
summoned for not keeping clear of obstruction the 
gangways and passages leading to the exits during 
the presence of the public at the New Electric 
Theatre, Prince of Wales Road, Norwich, in contra- 
vention of the provisions of the Cinematograph Act, 
1909. 

The Chief Constable alleged that on February 5th 
obstruction was caused by people standing in the 
gangways and behind the seats near the entrance to 
the theatre, and in support of the charge he called 
the evidence of several police officials who had made 
a practice of visiting the hall, and all the Norwich 
halls, twice every week. 

Mr. W. E. Keefe (of the firm of J. W. C. Daynes, 
Son and Keefe, Norwich), who appeared for the de- 
fence, said that both he and his client were sorry 
that they should come into collision with the police 
on a question of administration. The house had 
been conducted on certain definite lines, which they 
were there to justify. There was a question of prin- 
ciple and one of fact. Their principle was that so 
long as they stood people in the gangways in sucha 
way as not to create an actual obstruction, an ob- 
struction was not created within the meaning of the 
section under which these proceedings were taken. 
It was clearly not intended that the regulation should 
be construed as prohibiting people from standing in 
the gangways so long as it was possible for persons 
to move to and fro, and in support of this view Mr. 
Keefe quoted the restriction imposed upon a licensee 
by the London County Council. 

The evidence of a number of people was called to 
show that at no time had the gangways been ren- 
dered impassable by the people standing, the general 
rule being that one line of people was allowed to 
stand against the wall. 

After a private deliberation, the presiding magis- 
trate said the Bench had unanimously decided to con- 
vict. It was not a question with the magistrates 
whether there had been two or three people abreast 
in the gangways or only single file. They thought 
the gangways were intended to be kept absolutely 
clear of people. They recognised, however, it was to 
some extent a matter of the interpretation put upon 
the section of the Act in question, and, it being a first 
case, they would only impose a fine of £1, and Gs. 
costs. The maximum penalty was £20, and 45 addi- 
tional for continuing days. 

The decision was received with considerable alarm 
by the exhibitors present, for it is a matter of com- 
mon knowledge that at most of the local halls, owing 
to the excellent business which has been experienced, 
every available inch of standing room has_ been 
utilised. 

In the course of an interview with our representa- 
tive, Mr. W. E. Keefe expressed the opinion that, in 
view of this decision, it will be a matter of great msk 
to have people standing in any part of a picture theatre 
which could possibly. be designated a ‘‘gangway.”’ 

Whether ory motithis priew wilh he endorsed by. jus- 
tices in other parts of the country remajns to be secn. 
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Sydney Ayres; and Vivian Rich 
= AN eS 

DESTINIES FULFILLED. 

Teeming with pathos and tense situations. Excellent drama- 
tisation and superb photographic quality. Enacted in the Blue Ridge 

Mountains. Not,a war drama, though a sidelight on the civil war. 

Release, Date April 9th. App. Length 2,723 ft. 

Posters : 

Quad-Crown, Six-Sheet, 
Twelve-Sheet. 

THE MONEY LENDER The “Pote Lariat” of the Flying A 
The heartless money lender pushes his debtors to An old style Western drama. See the mad cattle 
the limit, only to find himself in the clutches of a stampede—Sydney Ayres trampled under foot 

retaliating fate. : 

Release Date April 13th. App. length 990 ft. 

The American Co. (London), Limited 
Sole Agentsfor the American Film Manufg. Co., Chicago, 

pea Nee on Ose 193, Wardour Street, London, W. 

Release Date April16th. App. length 992 ft. 
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The Most Beautiful and World-Famous Exponent 

in the Art of Pantomime. 

MARGARET 

FISCHER 

Appears 

BEAUTY FILMS. 
WITHERING ROSES 
The film that has struck an entirely new note in 

moving picture production. 

Release date Mar. zoth. App. length 966 ft. 

FOOLING UNCLE 
From all who delight in clean snappy comedy, of 

the society comedy-drama type, there will be a 

warm welcome for Margaret Fischer, Harry 

Pollard and Fred Gamble in ‘' Fooling Uncle." 

Release date April 13th. App. length g4o ft. 

BESS, THE OUTCAST 
A dramatic story, finishing with one of the prettiest 
sun-set scenes that has ever been worked—the two 
principals silhouetted against the horizon, with the 
setting sun and its reflection on the water between 

the two figures. 

Release date April 6th. App. length 934 ft. 

SALLY’S ELOPEMENT 
Sguinty carries his matrimonial intentions through 

with the aid of a ten-dollar automobile in the face 

of. strenuous opposition. See Harry Pollard at 

his best. 

Release date April 20th. App. length 992 ft. 

The American Co. (London), Limited, 
Sole Agents for the American Film Manufg. Co., Chicago, 

Telarc lr Ame HO 193, Wardour Street; London, W. 
gitizea by - 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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The Technical Side of Picture Making. 
VIl._CAMERA. LENSES. 

By ARTHUR S. NEWMAN. 

The mechanical portion of the camera being 
perfect, the lens must also be of good quality, 
or the resulting pictures will be disappointing. 
The lens is the ‘‘eye’’ of the camera, and 
particular care should be exercised that it be 
kept in good condition. The outer surface is 
liable to injury in many ways; finger-marks, 
sea spray, mist, or the atmosphere of manu- 
facturing towns, all tend to dull the surface 
and detract from the fine polish which is essen- 
tial to critical definition. Lenses, when pro- 
perly cared for, will last in constant use for 
many years. If laid aside for any length of 
time with smears or tarnish on the glass sur- 
faces, there is danger with some of the modern 
lenses in which special glasses are used, that 2 
small amount of chemical action may take 
place, to the detriment of the polish. We un- 
derstand glass to be a stable substance not 
liable to change, but some of the glasses used 
in the construction of some modern lenses are 
soft, and easily liable to injury if wrongly 
cleaned or exposed to contaminated atmo- 
sphere. 
An old linen handkerchief—one that has 

been many times washed—is by far the best 
material for cleaning a lens. It should not be 
used manv times without re-washing, and 
should not be left where the dust may fall on it. 
Finger smears are most tenacious in their ad- 
herence to glass surfaces, and are almost i1m- 
possible to completely remove by breathing on 
and treating in the usual manner; a little abso- 
lute alcohel or petrol twill easily get md of 
them: the same may be used to remove the 
deposit caused by foggy weather. It will be 
gathered from the above that a finger should 
never be allowed to touch a glass surface, be- 
cause, however carefully the cleaning be done, 
there is always a liability to scratch the surface. 
and although one, two, or twenty small 
scratches may make no perceptible difference 
in the image, a time will come when the multi- 
plicity of small scratches will be sufficient both 
to make the lens work more slowly and impair 
its definition. Ordinarily, to clean a lens, it is 
only necessary to first gently remove the dust 
with an old handkerchief, and then breathe on 
the glass, and with another part of the hand- 
kerchief clean the surface. More pressure 
may be used each time as the glass becomes 
cleaner, but care must be taken to work very 
vently at the start. and to shift to another 
part of the handkerchief "COO ie inner 
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surfaces of the glasses, if properly cleaned, 
should not require to be touched for years; 
but the outer surfaces, especially the front one, 
should be examined each time the camera ‘s 
used. On taking a camera from a cold atmo- 
sphere to a warmer one, the lens will often 
become covered with moisture, and unless this 
be removed the image will be very indistinct. 
It is most liable to occur when the camera ts 
brought into a warm room; inattention to this 
point has spoiled many pictures. The same 
effect is sometimes to be met with in “‘ muggy ’”’ 
weather, also when mist (especially sea-mist) 1s 
about. 

Lenses are of many kinds and makes. Some 
have four surfaces, some six, and occasionallv 
eight. The surfaces alluded to are those ‘n 
contact with air. Other things being equal, a 
lens transmits somewhat less light according 
to the greater number of its ‘‘ air-surfaces,’’ 
so a lens with few air surfaces is to be pre- 
ferred on the score of simplicity and rapidity; 
but there is a much more important matter 
on account of which the number of air-surfaces 
in a lens should be considered. Lenses, es- 
pecially those having large working aperture. 
are liable to produce on the image certain 
effects called by opticians ‘‘ghosts’’ and 
‘* flare,’’? and are more liable to these defects 
as the number of air-surfaces increases. Un- 
fortunately, some of the very large aperture 
lenses cannot be made to do the work required, 
unless the number of air-surfaces be increase:l 
above the minimum of four; so when a very 
large aperture must be employed, the chance 
of ghost or flare must be risked. Ghosts may 
often be seen on pictures taken by artificial 
light when using the full aperture of the lens. 
They usually take the form of small patches 
of a lighter colour than the rest of the positive 
picture, which patches move about from place 
to place as the movement proceeds. They are 
caused by especially bright parts of the pic- 
ture, which become reflected by the air-surfaces, 
and eventually reach the sensitive surface of 
the film, and they move about in unison with 
the objects producing them, sometimes in the 
same and sometimes in the opposite direction, 
but never at the same rate. 

Flare is present to some extent in all lenses. 
It is seen, in pronounced cases, as a general 
veil or fog over the negative picture; leading 
one to suppose, either that a bad sample of 
film has been used, on, that,teo,much exposure 

y 
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has been given to the picture. In the latter 

case examination of the negative will show that 

no over-exposure has been given. This is 

the generally produced effect when full aper- 

ture is employed. Sometimes, with the same 

lens, stopping the aperture down will lessen 

the defect, but in other lenses suffering from 

flare the effect of stopping down beyond a cer- 

tain point will produce a disc of darker colour 
than the surrounding in the centre of the nega- 

tive. When this occurs, the smaller the stop 

used the smaller will be the disc, in fact it «3 

the spreading of this disc as the aperture 's 
opened which covers the picture completely, 

and becomes the veil in question. Many large 
aperture lenses are so constructed that it is im- 
possible to close their diaphragms below a cer- 
tain size, because if so used the ‘‘ flare-spot ° 
would be less in size than the picture, and so 
cause uneven density in the negative. Large 

aperture lenses should not be used when not 

necessary. 
Other conditions being equal, it will usually 

be found that on stopping a very large ape-- 
ture lens down to a certain size, the resulting 
image will be less sharp than if a lens of 
smaller aperture had been treated in the same 
matiner. Every day at picture theatres we 
see pictures parts of which have been taken 
with unsuitable lenses. There are many factors 
which determine the suitability of the lens for 
a given subject, and, perhaps, the most 
important of all is the focal length. 

Lenses for bioscope cameras vary in focal 
length from 1} ins. upwards; it is seldom that 
so long a focus as 6 in. is necessary, never- 
theless, a lens of this focus should be included 
in the kit of every traveller, because, when 
wanted, it is wanted badly. Six inches focus 
is by no means the longest ever required; fcr 
special subjects lenses giving images equal to 
those produced by 20 in. or even 30 in. focal 
length are occasionally useful. When such 
extended focal length is required, a tele-phot» 
lens is most convenient, because the distance 
the lens projects from the front of the camer1 
is much reduced; and if lightly mounted such a 
lens does not add to the vibration of the 
camera, nor does it require special stays or 
fittings to hold it securely in place. It 1s essen- 
tial that the mountings for long focus lenses— 
especially the tele-photo form—be absolutely 
rigid, because while deflection of the mount 
causes a similar movement of the image in all 
lenses, in the tele-photo form this deflection 
of the image is more than double that of a 
direct lens. 

A good selection of lenses should be carried 
by every camera operator, say, four, of 2, 3. 
4, and 6 in. focus, respectively. Of these the 
most useful all round focus is 2 in. This will 
do most street work and many close subjects. 
The 3 in. focus is suitable for general pictures 
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where natural scenery is included, and is the 

lens most generally useful to the traveller by 

land or sea. The 4 in. lens comes in when 

one cannot get near enough to some special 

place or person, and for sea views, at a medium 

distance. The lens of 6 in. focus will be wanted 

when distant subjects are*required to be large 

onthe film. For special work, such as photo- 

graphing mountain climbing at a distance, or 

for portraying wild animals or shy birds, still 

longer focus lenses are often required; but with 

proper treatment the suggested collection will 
carry one through the bulk of subjects likely to 
be met with in ordinary practice. Lenses 
should always have hoods fitted to them. 
Thirty years ago, no photographic lens was 
considered complete without a large hood, and 
to-day. with the increased size of our large 
apertures, the hood is still more necessary. 
Tong focus lenses should have very lon,; 
hoods, in fact they should be so long that 
a slight extension of them will cut off the 
corners of the image. These hoods must be 
well blacked inside, or, still better, Lined with 
black velvet or dull black cloth. No lens can 
hope to work at its best out of doors unless it 
be provided with an adequate hood; many 
apparently over-exposed, but reallv fogged pic- 
tures result from the neglect of this most im- 
portant precaution. The inside of the camera. 
behind the lens, should also be black at any ani 
all points which are able to reflect any of the 
light which has passed through the lens, in 
such a way that it may strike the film. The 
long tubes for supporting long focus lense; 
should also be lined in the same manner as the 
hoods, and be fitted with one or two dia- 
phragms, of such shape as to allow all rays 
to reach the film when the lens diaphragm ‘:s 
opened to its widest. 

The angle of view, that is, the amount cf 
the picture that is included in the negative, is 
dependent upon the focus of the lens. If from 
a wiven point a house of a certain size from 
side to s‘de just covers the film when using a 
4 1n. lens: from the same point of view, using 
a 2 1n. lens the house in question would oniv 
reach half the width of the picture space: and 
some more of the view would be included in 
the picture. These measurements are not 
mathematically accurate but are sufficient!y 
near the truth to make it difficult to find the 
discrepancy. As a matter of fact the small 
image weuld be a very little smaller than the 
proportion stated. 

Tt is very useful to know at what distance 
a 6 ft. man will cover the nicture, i.c.. reach 
just from the top to the bottem, with each 
of the lenses in general use: because so much 
time mav be saved in placing the camera in the 
required position when getting ready for tak- 
ing a picture. 

With a 2 in. lens a 6ft. man will produce an 
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onradkt be 
CARBONS 

Unequalled for 

Cinematograph Work. 

The Carbon illustrated is the 
‘* Kinomarke — Noris — E.A."’ 
It is manufactured of the best 
materials procurable, and is of 
unsurpassed quality. 

The ‘‘ Kinomarke—Noris— 
E.A."’ possesses great durabil- 
ity, and burns noiselessly, even 
where there is considerable 
variation in voltage. It burns 
without residue, and gives the 
best possible results on the 
screen. 

O FSI QValturdaw ” Co., Ltd., 46, worst ous 

What Carbons are you using? If not Conradty’s, you are not getting the 
best results. Conradty’s Carbons are unequalled for Cinematograph 
work. They give a brilliant steady light and are most durable. Conradty 
Carbons are made in the largest Carbon Factory in the world. They 
are made by the firm which has the greatest experience in the manufac- 
ture of Carbons. The firm has paid special attention to the needs of 
Cinematograph operators, and has produced Carbons exactly suitable for 
this particular requirement. In every quality that makes for carbon 
excellence, Conradty Carbons excel. 

FREE SAMPLE BOX. 
Test Conradty Carbons at the Manufacturers’ expense. 
Sample box free from any of the following firms, from 
whom regularly supplies can also be obtained. 

Brockliss Cinemachinery, Ltd., 166-168, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C. 
Cartwright, John T., 3, Cadogan Street, Glasgow. 
The Gaumont Co., Ltd., ‘‘Chrono’’ House, 5-6, Sherwood Street, Piccadilly Circus, 

London, W. 
Hepworth Manufacturing Co , Ltd., 2, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 
Moss’ Empires, Ltd., 86, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C 
Mansell, Ltd., 13, Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. 
The New Century Film Service, Ltd., 2-4, Quebec Street, Leeds. 
The New Bioscope Trading Co., Ltd., 1-5, Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, London, 

w.c 
Palmer, George, 7, Gerrard Street, London, W. 
Ruffell's Imperial Bioscope Syndicate. Ltd., 8-9, Long Acre, London, W.C. 
Sloan Electrical Company, Ltd., Conradty House, 12, Golden Lane, London, E.C. 
Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd., 15, Gerrard Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 
The Williamson Kinematograph Co., Ltd., 28, Denmark Street. Charing Cross Road, 

London, W. 

mga Bros., Ltd., Kinema House, London Road, Liverpool. 
ety BIC E twee London, W. 
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image of ? of an inch high when he stands at 
a distance from the camera of about 16 ft. At 
half this distance he will be double the size 
on the picture, and at 32 ft. his image will 
be half the height. <A lens of double the 
focus will produce an image of the man of 
the same size (#in.) at double the distance, and 
at double the distance again (64 ft.) the image 
will again be half the height of the film. These 
measurements are easily kept in mind, and 
rough calculations can rapidly be made, and 
the camera placed accordingly. Now it will be 
seen from the foregoing that with a long focus 
lens less change in the size of the image takes 
place when the distance from the person to the 
camera is somewhat altered, than when the 
same alteration of distance is tried on a short 
focus lens. In the first instance, with a 2 in. 
lens the image of the man ts reduced to one- 
half its dimensions by a movement from the 
camera of 16 ft., while in the second example a 
movement of 32 ft. is required to cause the 
same amount ot reduction in size. These facts 
should always be taken into consideration 
when deciding which focus lens to employ. 
Suppose a staged picture is to be photo- 
graphed, and that the largest figure on the filin 
is to occupy 2-3rds the height of the picture-- 
i.e., 4 in. And suppose that the depth of 
the stage in use is 12 ft., so that a character 
may sometimes be nearer or farther from the 
camera by a difference of distance of Io ft. 
Now, using a 2 in. lens, the camera must be 
placed about 24 ft. from the nearest position 
to which a character advances, to produce an 
image of 4 in. in height; at an extra distance 
of 10 ft., the height of the character will be 
about 2-3rds the original size—say 5-16ths 
of an inch. Now if this discrepancy in size 
is deemed to be too great, the difference n 
size may be reduced by using a longer focus 
lens, and placing the camera at a greater dis- 
tance from the stage. Let us look at the same 
conditions when using a 3 in. lens. To get 
the same sized image at the near position, the 
camera must be placed 36 ft. awav, then, when 
the character retires 10 ft. farther up stage, his 
image will be about 3-8ths of an inch in 
height, and the discrepancy of the two sizes 
of image considerably less than before. 

In simple language, the shorter the focus 
of the lens, the more the apparent distance 
between the different planes of the picture; or. 
a short focus lens exaggerates distance. while 
the opposite effect is produced more and more 
as the focus of the lens is longer. Generally, 
the long focus lens gives the truest render- 
ing of a subject, but other considerations also 
govern its utility. If the atmosphere be verv 
clear, the long focus lens can be used safelv, 
but should there be mist or dust in the air, the 
picture will suffer, owing to the extra amount 
of—we will call it atmosphere—to be traversed 
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by the rays of light; the distance the camera 
must be away in order to make the principal 
or largest object sufficiently small on the film, 
being so much greater. We often see staged 
pictures in which the figures in the foreground 
are out of all proportion to those in the rear; 
by a proper choosing of the suitable length of 
lens focus a reasonable balance would be given 
‘o the whole picture, and the actor ad- 
vancing to the footlights would not appear of 
such gigantic proportions. For indoor work, 
lenses of large aperture are often used to save 
Peht. Several of the largest aperture lenses 
at present on the market have marked defects 
which only become noticeable when the print 
is made. These lenses require to be carefully 
protected, so that no stray light enters them; 
a large hood is essential to their satisfactory 
performance, and in many cases a special 
s:and, carrying a blackened box, one side of 
which 1s cut so as to form, as it were, a frame 
tor the picture, is of great advantage. Any 
arrangement which allows just all the rays 
coming from the picture to enter the lens, will 
effect the object, but great care must be taken 
that the rays from the sources of light do not 
fall on the front glass or inside the hood. 

The depth of focus of a lens—its ability at the 
same time to focus objects both near and distant 
-—depends upon the size of the aperture at which 
itis used. The smaller the aperture the greater 
the depth, other conditions being equal. We 
often hear of such and such a lens having great 
depth of focus. This peculiarity belongs not 
to the lens, which we suppose to be perfect, but 
to the aperture at which it is worked. An im- 
perfect lens will give an imperfect image, but its 
depth of focus varies with its aperture just as 
does that of a perfect lens. In the bad lens no- 
thing is dead sharp, but, working up to its pos- 
“ible sharpness, the different distances at which it 
produces this attempt at sharpness will be as 
far apart as will those at which a good lens of 
the same focus and the same aperture, produces 
ood images. 

In ordinary photography, reasonable sharpness 
is considered to be attained when a thin Jine 
shows a blur of 1-rooth inch; this degree of exccl- 
lence is not nearly sufficient for a moving pic- 
ture, because of the amount of enlargement to 
which the positive picture is subjected. A blur 
of 1-400th to 1-So0oth is all that can be allowed 
without detriment to the picture. In short focus 
renses the depth of focus is very much greater 
than in long focus lenses when both are used 
with the same numbered aperture. Apertures are 
so calculated that all lenses should work at simi- 
lar rapidities when similar stops are used. Any 
lens with its diaphragm set at, say, F8, should 
require the same exposure on a given subject as 
any other lens at the same aperture —whatever be 
the focus of the lenses. 
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THE ANNUAL DINNER 

Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Association 

of Great Britain and Ireland 

WILL BE HELD AT THE 

CRITERION RESTAURANT. 
PICCADILLY, W. 

On TUESDAY, MARCH 3rd., 

At 7 for 7-30 p.m. 

Chairman—ELLIS GRIFFITHS, Esq., K.C.. M.P., 

Under Secretary for the Home Department. 

Tickets may be obtained frem the Offices of the Association, Broadmead House, Panton Street, 

Haymarket, S.W. 
W. Gavazzi Kino, See. 
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With a 2 in. lens working at F6 a fixed focus 
position may be found, and unless very close mat- 
ter has to be photographed—say at less than 6 ft. 
—the position of the lens need never be altered, 
and even this shortened distance may be made 
to come up sharp by stopping the lens down to 
Fir. The setting is very critical, as the middle 
position of all the foci must be found by trial 
and error, and a variation of 1-rooth of an inch 
from the proper position will act detrimentally on 
either the far or near objects. Much work was 
done this way a few years since, but now it is 
more general, and much more conducive to good 
results, to focus each picture before taking. 
With 3 in. and anything longer in focus the fixed 
focus point on large aperture is too far off to 
be useful, especially if very distant objects are 
also to be included. The latitude with all lenses 
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increases rapidly as the aperture 1s made smaller 
and more still as the focus is shorter. 

(1) As a general rule use the shortes ‘ens 
that will allow the picture to be taken without 
unduly exaggerating the effect of distance. 

(2) Use the smallest aperture that will allow 
sufficient light to enter. 

(3) See that all lenses have efficient hoods. 
(4) Don’t forget that the fullest aperture of 

a lens is often a compromise between light power 
and sharpness, and unless such a lens has been 
carefully tested and found satisfactory, work 
one stop below the highest when possible. 

(5) Don’t forget to see that the lens is clean 
and free from dew or dust on its outer surface 
just before using it. 

(To be continued.) 

NEWCASTLE TRADE DISPUTE. 
THREATENED WITHDRAWAL OF 

The dispute between the proprietors and managers 
of cinematograph halls in Newcastle-on-Tyne. and 
the members of the Amalgamated Musicians’ Union 
employed in their orchestras, reached an acute stage 
at the end of last week, when a withdrawal cf 
labour was threatened by the musicians, to enforce 
their demand for higher wages. After two abortive 
conferences between the parties, it was agreed, on 
February 13th, that the whole matter be relegated 
to a joint conference of representatives of the pro- 
prietors and managers and of the musicians, but 
on February 18th, the halls concerned in the dispute 
received a letter from the Musicians’ Union to the 
effect that the fortnight’s notice given on February 
2nd had now expired, and intimating that the new 
price list—namelvy, gos. for first instruments, 35s. for 
second instruments, half-night salary for matinées 
in all twice nightly places of amusement, and full 
salary for matinées in places of amusement where 
there is only one performance per night, would 
come into force on February 16th. In the event cf 
any place of amusement not paving the trade rate, 
stated the letter, the Society would have to consider 
the advisability of taking such steps as might be 
deemed necessary. 
Upon the receipt of that letter, another meetin, 

of the Northern District of the Cinematograph Ex- 
hibitors’ Association was immediately convened, and 
this was held in the Collingwood Restaurant, New- 
castle, on Friday. At that meeting, considerable 
indignation was expressed at the latest phase of the 
subject, and it was resolved to break off all negotia- 
tions with the Musicians’ Union. 
The Chairman of the Association, Mr. Lindon 

Travers, in the course of an interview, declared that 
the letter was a direct breach of the agreement 
entered into by both parties a week ago, when it 
was arranged to refer the matter to a joint confer- 
ence. It was then agreed, said Mr. Travers, that 
the existing price list was to continue in existence 
during negotiations. and it was also agreed by Mr. 
W. Hz. Lowkes, the Musicians’ Union organiser, and 
Mr. J. B. Williams, the general secretary, that if 
any arrangement was come to at the joint confer- 
ence, or in any case, there should be a fortnight’s 
notice before a new condition of things should be 
enforced. The Union insisted upon a fortnight’s 
notice for its members, and the proprietors had 
therefore a right to demand a fortnight’s notice be- 
fore there should be any change in conditions. The 
proprietors contended ite GLa a notice had 
not been given,..in spite PO | Gaion’s letter 

MUSICIANS. 

stated. Now that the negotiations had been broken 
off, the musicians would be paid at the ordinary 
rates for the past week, and their places would be 
open for them at the ordinary rates if they desired 
to retain them. 

Mr. Travers proceeded to say that the members of 
the Assocjation considered that the salaries paid to 
the musicians in the district were sufficiently goo‘, 
in view of the number of hours worked—namely, 
four hours per night at the outside, or an average 
of about three and a half hours in the week. In 
addition to considering that the wages were suff- 
ciently good. the Association held that the time was 
inopportune to give increases. It would be impos- 
sible for manv of the halls to increase their ex- 
penses in the face of the redundancy of picture halls. 
and the limitation of the seating capacity of the 
halls by the City authorities. Much as they re- 
gretted any friction with the Associated Musicians’ 
Union, they found it absolutely impossible to make 
guy create whatever on the Union rates now being 
paid. 

Mr. F. W. Morriso1, the secretary of the Associa- 
tion, stated that an alternative offer had been made 
to the musicians, on his authority, of a minimurn 
wage of 32s. 6d. a week, but thev had refused abso- 
lutely to waver one point in their demands. Had 
that offer been accepted, it would have placed the 
musicians in a much better financial position than 
they at present occupied. He pointed out that the 
hours worked by the musicians were so few that they 
had plenty of opportunity for increasing their in- 
come, which, as a matter of fact, many of them 
were at present doing, bv engaging in other em- 
plovmenats dering the dav. Their demand for 25 
per cent. increase was a thing unheard of in other 
businesses. The present minimum of 30s. did not 
include th: matinées which had always been paid 
for separately. He expressed the opinion that ha’l 
the matter been left in the experienced hnads of 

Mr. Lowkes and Mr. Williams. an amicable arrange- 
meat would have Leen arrived at. 

At the time of writing, there was a threat on the 
nart of the members of the Amalgamated Musicians’ 
Union to refuse to plav in the halls where their 
demands are not conceded. The officials of the 
local branch of the Union have declared their in- 
tention to have no further dealings with the 
Northern Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Association, but 
to deal directly with; the, proprietors of the halls 
concerned in_the dispute. 
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INVITED. for Exhibition the next day, INVITED. 

Wednesday, March 4th. 
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The Fenning Film Service, Ltd., 
3, Kingly Street, Regent Street, 
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ITEMS OF 

A PETERBOROUGH PAR. 
At the Broadway Electric Theatre the films in- 

cluded “ Kinemapoems,” which were quite a novelty 
to Peterborough. This week sees Pearson’s “ name- 
less” film by arrangement with Messrs. Ruffells.—A 
great success has been attained with the Tango pic- 
ture screened at the Theatre Royal. This film drew 
large crowds each evening. 

FROM CHAPEL TO CINEMA. 

It is proposed to convert the Primitive Methodist 
Chapel in Monnow Street, Monmouth, into a cinema, 
and application is to be made at the next sessions for 
the necessary licence. The building has not been 
used for some time, and, if the application is suc- 
cessful, will be used as a picture theatre, to which will, 
in all probability, be attached a billiard saloon. 

THE WINDSOR HALLS. 

Splendid films have been presented at the Windsor 
Cinema, including “The Burning Train” and “The 
Test,” which alone have proved great attractions and 
filled this popular hall.—At the Electric Theatre, in 
Victoria Street, large audiences have been to see the 
strong programme given. “The Madcap” has been 
at the ton of the bill, while the “ Warwick Chronicle ” 
proves a popular feature. 

A “MAJESTIC” GROWTH. 

When the Majestic Company first went to Los 
Angeles, California, it used for producing purposes a 
stage only 22 ft. by 35 ft. Constant additions soon 
enlarged it five fold, and now an entirely new stage 
is in course of construction which will make the 
Majestic studio one of the most extensive in America, 
and which should make even more pronounced the 
improvement in the quality of the films handled by 
the company. The London offices of the company 
report an increasing demand for both drama and 
comedy subjects. 

REQUIRED FOR ABROAD. 

We are informed that H.M. Chargé d’ Affaires at 
Santo Domingo reports that a local circuit, control- 
ling about six small theatres in the Republic, desires 
to get into touch with film producers and hiring 
firms. The name and address can be obtained upon 
application to the Commercial Intelligence branch, 
Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, E.C. Any 
further communications regarding the inquiry must 
be addressed to the British Legation Santo Domingo. 
be addressed to the’ British Legation, Santo 
Domingo. 

AT 8ST. HELENS. 

“The House of Temperley ” and “Kissing Cup” 
constituted attractions at the Bridge Street  Pic- 
turedrome, St. Helens, last week, and Mr. Ralph 
Fenton, the manager, had the satisfaction of doing 
good business at every performance. Although this 
is the second visit of “The House of Temperley,” it 
had lost none of its power to pull the people. — The 
Parrvilion, Parr, continues to do good business under 
the management of Mr. Harry Harrys. The sensa- 
tional “ Burning Train” was shown during the first- 
half of the week.—Mr. J. J. Turton still continues to 
secure good houses at the Gym Picture Hall. “ Vic- 
tory or Death” was \ erefe the by e last week. 
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INTEREST. 

MEMS FROM MELTON. 

“The Battle of Waterloo ” 
at the Palace, ‘Lhorpe rnd, last week. Mr. J. w. 
brighton, the original “ Uuke ot Wellington” otf the 
him, gave additional inttrest at each pertormance by 
reciting in unitorm Sheldon’s famous poem. The 
popular “Fantomas” and the magnincently coloured 
* Prisoner of the Lighthouse” are shown this week. 
—At the King’s Picture House, “Shadows of a Great 
City” is the star film. 

was an enormous draw 

ROUND THE CAMBRIDGE HALLS. 

The patrons of the Playhouse are again well 
catered for this week, with an interesung  pro- 
gramme. for Monday, luesday and Wednesday the 
chiet film is “In the Vays of ‘lrajan,” supported by 
“The Bowling Match” and other comedies. On 
Thursday, * Where the Road Forks’ 1s to be screened. 
Other good films include * Popsy Wopsy,’ ” Broncho 
Billy’s Oath’ and “ The Dustman’s Holiday.” <A 
special programine of music is rendered at cach per- 
formance by the Playhouse Orchestra, under the per- 
sonal supervision of Mr. Max L. Bennett.—The star 
film at the Empire this week is “‘lhe Black Thir- 
teen,’ and this is attracting large audiences. The 
two feature films last week were “ Paulette’s Neck- 
lace” and “The Feudists.” The orchestra here 1s 
very ably conducted by Mr. F. H. Davis.—The Elec- 
tric Theatre becomes more popular every week. The 
pictures are of the highest quality, and Mr. Jordan, 
the manager, is very keen on the quality of his films. 
Pathé’s “Gazette” is a very popular feature here. 
‘the Prodigal Brother ” headed the bill for the latter 
part of last week, and “Drama of Charmettes ” was 
also a very fine film. On Thursday last the feature 
was “ The Hollow Tree.” 

JOTTINGS FROM NEWARK. 

Readers of THE BIOSCOPE will remember that some 
time ago the Chief Constable of Newark reported that 
since the opening of picture shows in the town on 
Sundays crime and drunkenness had decreased, and 
only half the number of police were needed on duty 
in the streets as formerly. It 1s gratifying to learn 
that the magistrates, at the annual Licensing Ses- 
sions last week, congratulated the Chief Constable 
upon a still further decrease of crime, there being a 
record of only forty cases during the year.—Since the 
New Kinema opened in Baldertongate, the in- 
habitants have had the opportunity of secing manv 
masterpieces, and crowded houses have enjoyed them. 
Following “ East Lynne,” Mr. Kadwell made arrange- 
ments by the exclusive Pearson’s “nameless film” 
last week-end. The large number who witnessed 
“Quo Vadis?” a fortnight ago were delighted to 
renew their acquaintance with the same actors and 
actresses in Cines’ “Antony and Cleopatra,” which 
was beautifully creened the first three days this week. 
—" The Last Davs of Pomneii” was the special treat 
provided by Mr. Boardman at the Corn Exchange for 
the initial three davs of last week, and remarkably 
good business resulted. For the end of the week, 
“ Aisa’s Dream.” “Girl and the Outlaw,” and ‘ ‘Light 
on Troubled Waters ” were screened, the latter 
appearing in Sundaew’s. programme. 
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SPECIAL FOR EASTERTIDE. 

_M.P. Sales Agency, Limited, inform us _ that, 
In consequence of its previous success, they are 
issuing, specially for Easter week, a strictly limited 
number of copies of ‘‘ From Manger to Cross.”?’ A 
supply of very fine posters is obtainable, also other 
publicity matter in connection with the great sacred 
picture, the success of which was so notable in many 
of our leading cities. 

MOVING TO MAJESTIC. 

Mr. Fred Yarnold, junr., a popular Clapham 
manager, will shortly leave the Electric Pavilion in 
order to take over the management of the Majestic 
Theatre, High Street, Clapham. This building, 
which is to accommodate 3,000, will be a very up-to- 
date erection, and Mr. Yarnold’s friends will join us 
in congratulating him on his selection for the impor- 
tant post of manager to such a handsome building, 
and wish him a continuation of his well deserved 
SUCCESS. 

MILITARY NIGHT AT KEIGHLEY. 
A very successful ‘‘ military night ’’ was held at 

the Picture House, Keighley, last ‘Thursday, to cele- 
brate the exhibition of ** Sixty Years a Queen.’’ The 
affair was under the patronage of Colonel Bulkeley- 
Johnson and the officers of the Royal Scots Greys, 
and, by permission of the officers, the band of the 
regiment rendered music at the two performances in 
the evening. During the remainder of the week, a 
specially augmented orchestra was provided to handle 
the musical accompaniments of the picture. The 
Whole of the week’s arrangements proved an im.- 
mense success. 

BRADFORD'S LATEST. 

The newest picture theatre to be opened in Brad- 
ford is the Ideal, at Bankfoot, the proprietors being 
Bankfoot Pictures, Limited, a company of local gen. 
tlemen. The building has cost nearly £6,000, and 1s 
of solid stone construction, simplicity being the out- 
Standing teature of its appearance. The seating is 
in red plush tip-ups, providing accommodation for 
about 800. The floor is thickly carpeted, and the 
lhghting, heating and ventilating arrangements are 
very good indeed. In the seating, the new regula- 
tions for wide spacing between rows have had to be 
observed. The opening took place last week, before 
a crowded audience. The chief pictures of the even- 
ing were “ Three Little Orphans,”’ “In the Shadows,”’ 
and ‘‘ Woman of the Mountains.’’ 

LEICESTER BREVITIES. 

A small army of workmen is busily at work com- 
pleting the large new Alhambra Electric Theatre, 
shortly to be opened in the Tudor Road district.— 
Increasing competition spurs each individual man- 
agement to greater efforts, the result being the fre- 
quent introduction of exclusive features throughout 
the town. Prominent, indeed, is Olympia, with “A 
Fight for Millions” and “A Queen’s Love” as lead- 
ing films for the current week. The orchestra here 
has recently been augmented, and no effort is snared 
by the manager, Mr. Frank D. Gray, to secure to 
patrons the maximum of enjoyment and comfort. 
“Sixty Years a Quen” is due to make its exclusive 
appearance here for the week commencing March 
23rd.—Among other notable films now showing is 
“The Master Crook” and “The Bondsman ” at Clay- 
ton’s Picturedrome, while at the Boulevard Electric, 
Mr. T. P. Blakeslev has secured as star turns “ Silent 
Heroes ” and “ The Bridge of Shadows.”—At the four 
“continuous” houses in the centre of the town busi- 
ness goes merrily, “David Garrick,” at the Picture 
House, Granby Street, and “Hfs Neighbour’s Wife ” 
at the Silver Street Electric, being among the chief 
attractions just concluded. , 3 es | 
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SCARBORO’ SHOWS. 
There are two houses nightly at the Theatre Royal 

Cinema, St. Thomas’ Street, and Messrs. E. L. Gar- 
side and Quinton Gibson, the joint managers, are 
providing vrogrammes which are resulting in grat- 
fying audiences. The principal films seen were 
‘Working for Hubby ’’ and the ‘‘ What Happened to 
Mary ’’ series. ‘(Who Will Marry Mary” is an- 
nounced.---Mr. Gibson has been pleasing his patrons 
at the Picturedrome with ‘‘A Hero Among Men,’’ 
and ‘ Between Orton and Fallowfield Junction.’’ 
—The Palladium Picture House, Mr. Will Catlin’s 
popular cinema, is making a special feature of the 
long film, and a recent programme included ‘‘ Ticket- 
of-Leave Man,’ ‘‘The Fallen Angel,’’ and ‘‘ The 
Mascot of Troupe C.’’—Mr. F. Cardwell has had 
‘‘ Bloodhounds of the Law,’’ ‘“ The Tiger Lily ’’ and 
‘‘The Coming ot Angels,’’ at the Picture House. 

PARS FROM PENARTH. 

During the early part of last week at Pitts’ Picture- 
drome, the attraction was Pathé’s famous ‘‘ Ger- 
minal.”’ As the programme also included the 
‘‘ Marv’’ series, and two variety acts, it will be 
gathered that patrons here receive good value for 
their money. Last week the Gem Cinema was re- 
opened after having been completely redecorated and 

Mr. C. A. Shorthouse is the new proprietor 
manager, and his enterprise should meet with every 
success. An A.E.G motor generator, together with 
a Power’s No 6 complete the projecting apparatus, 
and an excellent picture is obtained. Accommoda- 
tion is provided for q4vo, all the seating being plush 
tip-ups, supplied by the City Upholstery Company of 
Cardiff. The interior mural decorations are in a 
tasteful and warm red, whilst the outside is bedecked 
in white. 

LINCOLNSHIRE LINES. 

The nicture houses in Boston are extremely popu 
lar, and the recently erected Quay Picture House is 
meeting with much success. The proprietor is Mr. 
George Sadler, and it speaks volumes for this gentle- 
man’s enterprise when it is stated that this comfort- 
able cinema was converted from ordinary dwelling- 
houses within the space of eight weeks. It presents 
a very attractive appearance, the interior being 
panelled with tapestry and plaster ornamentation, 
whilst the exterior decoration is semi-Renaissance. 
There 1s accommodation for about 400, the heating 
and ventilation being all that could be desired. ‘Two 
Pathé projectors give a splendid picture. The man- 
ager is Mr. John Hudson, and the films are obtained 
from the Nottingham branch of Messrs. Hibbert’s 
Pictures, Limited.—One week’s features at the New 
Klectric Theatre included “In the Midst of the 
Jungle,” “The Tragedy of the Masked Ball,” “When 
Women Go on the Warpath,” and “The Green Eye 
of the Yellow God.”—Mr. Orbell is ever ready in the 
cause of charitv, and is again giving a hospital bene- 
fit night at the Sleaford Picture Palace, where excel- 
lent programmes are given. “The Temptations of a 
Great City,” and the screaming comedy, “A Regi- 
ment of Two,” were the features the early part of 
last week.—At the Picture House, Spalding, Mr. 
Howden screened last week “His Code of Honour,” 
“Broncho Billy’s Oath” and “The Burning Train,” 
good business resulting.—“ The Gem of India”’ filled 
the spacious Electric Theatre, Grantham, at each 
performance last week-end, and Mr. Longhurst is 
doing equally well this week with “Seven Months’ 
Big Game Hunting.’”—Mr. Sanderson’s star films at 
the King’s Hall, Grantham, this week are “ Mary in 
Stageland,” “Fate is Kind,” “Midnight Message,” 
and “ The Line Up.’’ 
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“AFRICAN FILM NEWS.” 
The first number of the bright little journal bear- 

ing the above title is to hand, and is certainly a 
creditable production. The proprietors, the African 
Theatres Trust, Limited, have incorporated some 
good matter and advice to exhibitors in the issue, 
also some “straight talks,” which should be bene. 
ficial to the business locally. Extracts from the 
various Trade journals enhance the value of a handy 
booklet, which should prove most useful to those 
on the circuits controlled by the Trust. 

THE PICTURE HOUSE, STAFFORD. 
The recent opening of this fine theatre marks a 

red-letter day in the amusements of the Potteries. 
The house is undoubtedly one of the most luxurious, 
and is replete with all the latest devices for enhancing 
the comfort of the audience. The seating is for 
1,000, all in tip-ups, and the furnishing and decoration 
of the exterior, with the ornate ceiling, enable a very 
artistic effect. The lighting is on the “eye-rest ” in- 
direct reflected principle, while an uninterrupted view 
of the screen 1s obtainable from all parts. The star 
picture at the opening was the famous ‘“ House of 
Temperley,” which was splendidly received. The 
manager is Mr. Harold Child. 

JOHANNESBURG'S LATEST. 
A beautifully furnished and cosy theatre has been 

evolved from the old Vaudette, the reconstructed 
building being known as the Little Theatre, and run- 
ning under the sole control of African Cinemas, 
Limited. New tip-up seating and a host of electric 
fans make for comfort, and, up to the time of writ- 
ing, a “two-house” show was the rule, with per- 
formances at 7.30 and 9.30. A first-class full 
orchestra plays the best of music. An innovation of 
the company is that of arranging for private shows 
of home and social films, thus following the more 
recent developments of the “topical” for private pur- 
poses. Johannesburg’s latest theatre will, judging 
by its successful beginning, indeed, be noted for its 
enterprise. 

“FAMOUS PLAYERS” AFFILIATED WITH 
HENRY W. SAVAGE. 

A joint announcement of great importance to the 
industry, and the theatrical world in particutar, has 
just come from the Famous Players Film Company 
and Henry W. Savage, Inc., to the effect that an 
afhliation has been consummated between Adolnh 
Zukor, president of the Famous Players Company, 
and Henry W. Savage, for the purpose of producing 
all the plays owned and controlled by the Savage 
Company, in motion pictures. These plays include 
such prominent successes as “The Million,” “The 
Prince of Pilsen,” “Miss Patsy,” “The College 
Widow,” “ Madame X,” “ The Little Damosel,’’ “ The 
** Sultan of Sulu,” the ‘“‘ Merry Widow,” the “ Devil,” 
the “Stolen Story,”’ and ‘“‘Everywoman,’’etc. It is nec- 
sary, in recording this alliance, to explain that for 
some time past Mr. Savage has been approached by 
representatives of leading film concerns with the view 
of effecting an affiliation to produce these famous 
plays for the pictures. It is a fact complimentary to 
the high standard of the Famous Players that before 
Mr. Savage closed an arrangement with any other 
film concern, he gave serious consideration to the re- 
markable productions of that company. and after a 
Visit to its studios and a careful examination of its 
unusual facilities, equipment and advanced methods, 
concluded that an affiliation with the Famous Plavers 
would insure the nearest approach to high standard 
merit distinguished for original production. Mr. 
Zukor, President of the (he Play: TS Company, 

(t said: “I am very pleased a SR e 
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THE SOMERALD CIRCUIT. 
After a brief stay in the provinces, visiting Bir- 

mingham, Cheltenham, Kidderminster and Worces- 
ter, and making changes in routine and management 
in the firm’s theatres and halls in those towns, Mr. 
f.dward Gray, the general manager for Messrs. 
Somerald and Co., has returned to the head office at 
Great Windmill Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

COMEDY IN CINEMA REVUE. 
Freddy Rigby, who played “Muggs, the Bill- 

sticker” in “Faking the Film” at the Oxford and 
other London halls, has been filmed for the “Cinema 
Revue.” With Edgar Max and Nat Lewis, a popu- 
lar panto. player, he will appear in an original 
comedy sketch, “Billposting,” which is to be in- 
cluded in the opening number of the production. 

NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT NOTES. 
So great is the popularity of the Picture House 

that Mr. T. P. Henness has decided upon an exten- 
sion of time on Saturdays, and in future its doors 
wil open at 12 noon. The Vitagraph two-reel 
“Fruits of Vengeance,” and “David Garrick,” fea- 
turing Sir Chas. Wyndham, were enormous attrac- 
tions at this house last week, and included in this 
week’s strong list is “The Rosary,” which makes its 
second appearance within a few months.—Much suc- 
cess was achieved at the Scala Theatre with “The 
Prisoner of the Harem,” and on the same programme 
appeared “ Master Fixit.” The “Mary” series in- 
creases in interest with each number.—The Globe 
Picture House opened its doors with one of Pathé 
Freres’ elaborately staged colour pictures, and Mr. 
Gunn did remarkably well last week with a similar 
subject, “The Wastrel.” For the end of the week a 
sequel to “The Wastrel” was a very happy choice, 
and big business was done.—The famous production 
of “The Three Musketeers ” is being screened at the 
Mechanics’ Large Hall during this week, and is ap- 
pealing strongly to the Nottingham public. Many 
picture plays founded on famous novels have recently 
been shown in Nottingham, but none has been more 
appreciated than the Edison “ Hard Cash.” Charles 
Reade’s novel was the feature at Leno’s Picture- 
drome the first three davs of this week, backed up 
by “ The Girl and the Outlaw” and “ The Greed of 
Gold.” At the spacious Regent Hall one can always 
rely upon a well-varied programme. Last week’s 
list included “A Messenger of Discord,” the humor- 
ous “An Idyll on the Beach,” “ Wiffles as Cinderella,” 
and “ The Wastrel.”—Mr. P. Bartholomew is seldom 
without a Vitagraph, Bison, or Keystone at the New 
Empress Kinema, where a splendid picture is shown 
over a 130 ft. throw on a Perlantino screen.—The 
Kinema Picture House, Sherwood, where Pathé’s ma- 
chines are in use, enjovs considerable popularity. 
The seating accommodation is 800, and the scheme 
of decoration is of a refined character. ‘“ Victory or 
Death,” and “The Mvstery of the Castle” were last 
week’s successes, while this week’s features are 
“Secret of the Well” and “The Nihilist.”-—The man- 
agement of the New Palladium, Beeston, have every 
reason to be gratified with the support received. The 
house is very sumptuously furnished, and the pro- 
grammes are of a high order. “The Two Sergeants, 
“The Black Snake,” and “When the Earth Trem- 
bled ” is not a bad week’s list.—At the Palace, Mans- 
field, the beautiful Pathécolor, “The Wastrel,” again 
made its appearance in this. district last week. 
“Chelsea 7750” and “Simple Simon’s Narrow 
Escape” also strongly annealed to large houses. 
“Joan of Arc.” is another exclusive to the Palace this 
week.—Mr. Crisford Garton, the managing director 
of the New Palace Theatre, Long Eaton, is making 
a bold bid for popularity, and is being greatly 
assisted by his wife, whose. skilful accompaniments 
on the piano are a grea? feature ‘of the entertainment. 
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THREE TIMES MORE LIGHT — 

SEVEN DAYS FREE TRIAL. 

Why not yet a DALLMEYER PRO- 
JECTION LENS on free trial from 
your dealer ? Tell him the size of 
your screen, length of your hall and 
machine used, and he will be able to 
send a lens on to you for trial. 

Write meanwhile for catalogue with 
full particulars direct to— 

J. H. DALLMEYER, Limited, 

19, 21 & 23, Oxford Street, W. 

Church End Works, D3, Willesden, N.W. 
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THE DAY'S NEWS FILM. 
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LATEST EVENTS OF THE DAY 
From Everywhere. 

~ 

3 aN : 
ey Portrayed in Moving Pictures. 
3 N Acquaint us with yourneeds and we will satisfy 
\\ them. Termsand full particulars sent immediately 

upon deman 

THE WARWICK 

BIOSCOPE CHRONICLE, 
118, 115, 117, Charing Cross Road, 

Lonpon, W.C. / 

Telegrams, BS 
“* Cousinhood, Ox, London."' 4 

‘Phone, 
\ Gerrard 4929. 
¥, 
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THE DAY’S NEWS FILM. 

For Exclusives at Reasonable Rates. 

Joan of Arc, Money God, Brand of Cain, and 

the famous Betty Nansen Series (Nordisk). 

For the latest and best Features. 

For Programmes—First-Run onwards. 

For “IDEALETTER” a weekly publication 
containing all we have to offer to Picture 
Theatres, 

Call or Write to— 

The Ideal Film Renting Co., Ltd., 
HEAD OFFICE— 

45, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W 
Wires—lIdefilm, Telew, London. Telewriter—Charing Cross 261. Telephone—Regent 1661. 

Manchester—79, Gt. Ducie St. Leeds-—8, Park Place. 

Birmingham—79, Station Street. Glasgow—108, Renfield Street. 

Newcastle-on-Tyne—10, Neville peereee.: 
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PHGNIX, PIMPLE AND PETE. 

We hear that the Phenix Film Agency, of Cecil 
Court, who have hitherto confined their attentions 
almost entirely to “ Pimple ” skits and burlesques, are 
launching out with Western numbers. The first re- 
lease, a one-reel subject, entitled “The passing of 
Black Pete,” is on show this week. 

NORTH DEVON NOTES. 

Picture houses in Bideford have been doing good 
business, the Electric Palace and Gale’s Bijou Palace 
drawing good houses. At the Electric Palace this 
week, Manager Allbright put on as the feature “The 
Speckled Band,” which proved a big draw.—At 
Gale’s Bijou Palace, where two features are pro- 
jected nightly, this week’s speciality is “A Brother’s 
Fidelity.” “A Drummer of the 8th” is also a fine 
film. A great feature at this popular picture house 
is special film attractions for children at the matinées 
on Saturdays. ’ 

TWO EXCELLENT INDUSTRIALS. 

What has been truly described as a wonderful set 
of industrial pictures is to be released upon March 
ist in the “Great Cornish Mining Film,” a three- 
part depiction of actual work in the mines at a depth 
of 3,000 ft., and other features of an absorbing 
nature. Both ancient and modern machinery is seen 
in use, and, notably, a beam engine which has been 
working over 100 years. The firm responsible, 
Messrs. Jas. Vickers and Edwards, Limited, have 
been highly complimented upon the _ production. 
Another very fine “interest” is the one entitled the 
“Great Motor Industry,” showing the manufacture 
of the various parts, then the assembling and finish- 
ing, the latter operations only occupying one minute 

. on the pictures. 

BIG WEEK AT BEDFORD. 

Mr. W. Norman Blake, whose association with 
Kodak Limited, is well-known in the Trade, and 
who, in conjunction with his brother, successfully 
runs picture houses at Bedford and Hitchin, recently 
gave the members of the Bedford Camera Club an 
insight into “The Past, Present, and Future of the 
Cinematograph.” In the course of a very instructive 
lecture, Mr. Blake followed the progress of moving 
pictures from the earliest days until the present era 
of perfect projection.—Quite the outstanding event 
of the season in Bedford is the appearance of the 
“British Army Film” at the Empire. Messrs. Blake 
Brothers are once more to be congratulated uncn 
their enterprise, and the first-run booking of this 
feature has been attended with a remarkable run of 
business. On Tuesday evening the officers of the 
Bedfordshire Regiment gave their patronage to the 
show, as also, at the second house, did the officers 
and men of the National Reserve. On Thursdav 
evening the officers, men and band of the East 
Anglian Royal Engineers attend, and on Friday the 
oficers, men, and band of the sth Battalion Bedford- 
shire Regiment pav an official visit. Altogether it 
iS a real military week at the Empire. On Tuesday 
evening, by the by, the band of the Bedfordshire 
egiment accompanied the picture, providing a 

tealistic and verv effective innovation. With other 
arrangements of a similar character, Messrs. Blake 
made the most of a magnificent attraction.—At the 
Palace, Mr. Clements has been showing the two-reel 
feature “Success,” and has been doing verv well, 
while at the Picturedrome Mr. “Bob” Chetham, who 
had a big attraction last week-end in “The Fight for 
Millions,” has been equally successful with the “ Mus- 
grave Ritual.” So popular did “The Rosary” prove 
when previously showfvat_the Pifturedrome, that it 
reappears )iai this week’ sy ObG) a he. 
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EDUCATIONAL SHOW AT CLEETHORPES. 

On Friday last the management of the Empire, 
Cleethorpes, organised a highly successtul matinee 
tor secondary and private schools only. The prin- 
Cipal attractiun was the Itala spectacular film, “lhe 
Fall of Troy” and other subjects shown, combining 
education and amusement, included “Art Glass 
Works,” “ Naples,” and Pathé cartoons. 

A NEW DEPARTURE. 

A well-known member of the Trade in London, Mr. 
Win. D. Walker. who was the founder of the Safety 
Bioscope Company, has opened on his own account, 
the Arc Exclusive Film Company, 1n premises situ- 
ated in Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus. Mr. 
Walker’s first exclusive, “Bess, the Detective’s 
Daughter,” like his namesake, is “going strong,” 
and is a very well written two-part feature, with 
plenty of incident of a thrilling nature. 

EARLY ORDERS REQUESTED. 

Messrs. Thomas A. Edison, Limited, in anticiva- 
ion of a big demand for their very fine adaptation 

of George Eliot’s “ Silas Marner,” have made arrange- 
ments for supplies from the publishers ot the 
od. edition for sale to audiences. By _ reason 
of large orders, the books will be obtainable at a 
favourable price, and being attractivel’ bound in red 
cloth, will form a splendid souvenir of the play. A 
specimen copy will be sent on receipt of Od. in 
stamps. Attractive notice boards regarding the sale 
of the books will be supnlied free of charge. Early 
orders are requested for the books, also for the film, 
the latest date for the latter being March 6th, the 
release date being six days later. 

UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS. 

The quality of pictorial attractions shown in New 
Zealand is quite up to the standard of the big Aus- 
tralian and home country theatres, the Islanders 
showing, as befits the residents of so beautiful a 
land, a fitting appreciation for artistic productions. 
Mail advice telis us that a few weeks ago, at Welling- 
ton, the King’s Theatre, following upon its tremend- 
ous success at Auckland, secured ‘‘ The Last Days 
of Pompeii,’’ and showed to magnificent houses.—At 
che:same time, ‘‘ From Manger to Cross’? was run- 
ning at the Town Ilall, with a fine grand organ and 
choral accompaniment, under the’ direction of 
Christian Hellemann, a favourite local musician. The 
treat was greatly enjoyed by fine crowds. ‘‘In the 
Bishop’s Carriage ’’ was another successful feature, 
when shown at the King’s, and drew well indeed. 

CONCISE AND COMPACT. 

An excellent little book is to hand in “How to 
Form, Conduct and Manage a Picture Theatre Com- 
pany,’ by H. B. Montgomery, a well-known writer 
upon matters financial. Although making no pre- 
tentions to an exhaustive treatment of the intricacies 
of company promotion, Mr. Montgomery has man- 
aged to compress into the forty pages of the book a 
surprising amount of valuable information which 
should not, by any means, be overlooked by those 
about to form, or run, a limited company. The chap- 
ters upon “registration details” and “the duties of 
a secretary” are especially good, while a leaven of 
wholesome criticism materially enhances the value of 
many passages. Published at the popular shilling, 
the hook, which is issued from the offices of the 
‘‘Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly.’”’ Limited, 
Tottenham Street,;.;Tottenham Court Road, W.C., 
should meet, with a ready sale. 
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Forthcoming Vitagraph Releases. 

The outstanding features of an attractive pro- 
gramme at the Vitagraph Company’s show- 
rooms this week are two exceptionally fine two- 
reel films of widely contrasted character. One 
1s intensely pathetic in its interest, giving full 
scope for strongly emotional acting and con- 
taining scenic effects of exceptional beauty; the 
other is conceived in the wildest spirit of farce 
and is carried through with a spontaneous 
gaiety which proves irresistibly amusing. 
ttach is produced with lavish attention to de- 
tail and proves an excellent foil to the other. 

through many vicissitudes until eventually she 
is helped by a member of the Salvation Army, 
who procures her the position of governess 
in a wealthy country family. Here she meets 
Wilton Towne, a young artist, who falls very 
deeply in love with the beautiful young 
governess. After much hesitation she accepts 
his offer of marriage without having the cour- 
age to tell him anything of her past, and for 
some years her life is ideally happy with her 
husband and a little son. One day a friend of 
her husband, lately returned from abroad, pays 

In ‘‘ Love’s Sunset,’’ by Mrs. Owen Bron- 
son, we see Nita Travers, a beautiful dancing 
girl engaged at a fashionble café, where she 
attracts the enthusiastic admiration of Dick 
Heath, who comes to the supper room night 
after night. Eventually he persuades her tu 
go away with him, and for a time she leads a 
life of perfect happiness supplied with every 
luxury that money can buy. But this is mereiv 
an episode in Heath’s life, and the time soon 
comes when Nita’s dream is over, and she finds 
herself deserted and friendless. She is com- 
pelled to return to her old life,, and goes 
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him a visit, and their mutual horror is great 

when she recognises her early betrayer. 
Learning the truth for the first time 
her husband is merciless and drives Nita 
from home, vowing he will never see her 
again. Her mind is unsettled by the shock, 
and for days she wanders aimlessly about, 
dragging herself ‘back at last to the gar- 
dens of the villa, where her husband finds 
her with the iittle child. He is filled with 
pity, and folds her in a loving embrace, but her 
suffering has been more than she could bear, 
and she falls lifeless in his arms. 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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The mounting and photography are ex- 
tremely beautiful, and the acting, which is on 
a very high level throughout, is notable for the 
fine performance of Miss Clara Kimball Youny 

Looking very lovely, she plays with as Nita. 

great charm, and her demeanour, when re- 
pudiated by her husband, is intensely expres- 
sive and pathetic in the extreme. Miss Young 
has many successes to her credit, but 
she has never done anything better 
than this. i 

‘“ Beauty Unadorned” is a work of 
an entirely different class, and quite 
as good a sample of its kind. Com- 
modore Blum and Mrs. Preston look 
forward to a union between their 
respective children Henry and Helen, 
not without the idea that having 
settled the future of their offspring 
they may themselves think of recon- 
sidering their condition. Their 
scheme seems about to be completed 
when Henry meets an attractive 
prima donna named Irene Pearl, 
whose tender glances play havoc with 
his susceptible heart. Helen takes 
his defection more easily than she | sm 
might have done had she not met at 
the same time the Viscount De 
Gagaine, a nobleman of very showy attrac- 
tions. So the two young lovers take counsel 
together and amicably decide to break off their 
engagement, a decision which is not at all to 
the liking of their parents, who regard the 
Viscount and the prima donna with some sus- 
Picion. 
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The Commodore, with the idea of delaying 
matters, invites the whole party to a trip on 
his yacht, and during the voyage he discovers 
that the charms of the prima donna and the 
Viscount are largely due to artificial means, and 

he determines to make 
this obvious to the rest 
of the party. With the 
assistance of the captain 
and crew, a_ bogus 
storm is raised, and the 
appearance of the two 
adventurers drenched to 
the skin and deprived of 
the aid of toilet acces- 
sories, is quite enough 
to complete the dis- 
illusionment of Henry 
and Helen, and intense 
satisfaction of their 
parents. 

It is all very farcical 
and very amusing, and 
played with a proper 
idea of its intense irre- 
sponsibility. Mr. Sid- 
ney Drew, the author, 
plays the Commodore 
with unrestrained bur- 

lesque, Miss Kimball Young and Mr. James 
Young make a delightful pair of lovers, and 
the two adventurers are played with an uncom- 

promising spirit of self-sacrifice by Miss Ethel 
Lloyd and Mr. Templar Saxe. An excellent 
company altogether. (Love’s sunset. Released 

April 6th. Length 2,054 ft.) (Beauty Un- 
adorned. _ Released April th. Length 

1,945 ft.) 

Original from 
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The Kinema Exclusive Company 
requests the pleasure of 

your company 

AT A PRIVATE EXHIBITION OF 

THE 

Master Criminal 
A DRAMA in FIVE ACTS 

by the ECLAIR Company. 

at the 

MAJ ESTIC PICTUREDROME, 
Tottenham Court Road, W., . 

On WEDNESDAY MORNING, 

March 4th, at I1 oclock precisely. 

WEDNESDAY 
| ADMISSION | 

Special Music aad 

4 has been arranged PRESENTATION 

for the Production. — ink iia ial 

MARCH. 

ee ee —— oe 

RESERVED SEATS ON APPLICATION TO— 

The Kinema Exclusive Company, 
30 SER STREET, W. 

Google 
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THE PICTURE PIANIST. 
(Under this heading we deal with all matters concerning the musical side of the cinematograph theatre and the 

accompaniment of picture pays 
letters for this page should be 

EMOTIONAL MUSIC. 

A frequent fault amongst picture theatre musi- 
cians, and particularly amongst pianists, is that 
they play too loudly throughout the perform- 
ance. Expression counts for a great deal more 
than technique in picture theatre playing, be- 
cause it is the emotional rather than the techni- 
cal value of music that is concerned in the ac- 
companiment of a film story. Light and shade 
is impossible in a performance which, although 
technically correct, is monotonous in point of 
tone. Technique, in fact, is very apt to become 

a master instead of the servant which it ought 

to be. 

Playing in a picture theatre is such a very 
different thing from playing in a concert hall. 
The whole object of the former pertormance is, 
indeed, fundamentally different. In a concert 
hall you are playing—or you are supposed to 
be playing—to an audience of critical experts 
who are there to appraise the technical excellence 
of your performance, and who expect from you 
brilliance of execution before all things. In a 
picture theatre, however, nobody is supposed to 
have come to hear your performance. The 
audience is there to enjoy the pictures, and the 
pianist’s function is to increase that enjoyment 
to the best of his ability by means of his art. 
The pleasure derived from a picture play is a 
purely emotional pleasure. And, in consequence, 
the pleasure derived from the musical accom- 
paniment is also a purely emotional pleasure. 
The appreciation of high technical beauty 1s al- 
most entirely an intellectual delight. Ther2fore, 
for the purposes of the picture theatre, it is the 
emotional value of music alone which matters. 

In view of these facts, the pianist who troubles 
little about expression and cares only for a 
correct rendering of the written notes is not 
nearly so fine an artist as the pianist who de- 
votes himself to the emotional effect of his play- 
ing. It is for this reason that we have always 
insisted upon the great importance of impro- 
visation in accompanying a picture play. How- 

ever clever an executant a pianist may be, it is 
almost impossible for him, if he relies upon writ- 
ten music, to achieve that absolute emotional 
flexibility which marks the art of the improviser. 
The coldly correct performance, whose expr2s- 
sion is controlled exclusively by the written 
musical directions, and-which is packing alto- 

UE ds one g2ner- gether in individuabGponta 

We shall be glad to hear from musicians and to answer inquiries. All 
marked “ Picture Pianist.’’] 

ally quite unmoved. However excellznt it may 
be as a separate entertainment, it never blends 
with the picture. Sometimes, indeed, it distracts 
one’s attention from the film on the screen, and 
is, In consequence, actually deleterious to th2 
effect of the entertainment as a whole. We 
shall always remember, as one of the finest per- 
formances of the kind we ever heard, the playing 
of a pianist in a little portable picture theatre 
which was touring the smaller towns of the West 
country. This pianist had no music—it is pro- 
bable that he could not have read it if he had— 
and his instrument was ancient and infirm. His 
knowledge of harmony was intuitive rather than 
the result of education, and his re/fertoire of 
melodies was made up of scraps which he had 
doubtless gathered from barrel organs and round- 
about orchestrions. Yet, in spite of his humble 
equipment, he followed the pictures with a close- 
ness and a sympathy that we have seldom heard 
equalled. He felt the significance of each melo- 
dramatic scene as it passed before him on the 
screen, and he translated its meaning with in- 
stinctive art into sound. One felt that his play- 
ing was a part of the picture. The piano was 
providing the silent actors with eloquent speech. 
The picture, in short, was the inspiration, and 
the pianist was interpreting it in sound. 

In an enthusiasm for the emotional value of 
picture theatre music as compared with its tech- 
nical beauty, we have perhaps allowed ourselv2s 
to wander somewhat from our original text— 
the common fault of playing too loud. The two 
considerations are not, however, so widely apart 
as they may seem, for it is certain that no pianist 
can make the most of a picture if he bangs out 
his accompaniment /orfissimo without any fur- 
ther attempt at expression. The chief interest 
of a picture theatre entertainment being the pic- 
ture, it follows that the musical accompaniment 
should always be subordinated thereto. The 
pianist, so to speak, should provide an under- 
current of sound in the main stream of sighi. 
Moreover, it is essential, as we have said, that 
the nature of the music shall always be emo- 
tional, and emotion in music is primarily derived 
from light and shade. Loudness being a purely 
relative thing, it is obvious that one cannot have 
a big climax without a preceding period of com- 
parative quietness. As very great loudness is 
undesirable, it is evident that the general tone of 
the playing should be soft, so that effective cres- 
cendos and climaxes.may, be secured without un- 
due noisiness, 
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AROUND THE BRIGHTON HALLS. 

(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Another novelty is being introduced to patrons of 
“the pictures’? at Brighton this week in the shape 
of the Kinetophone. Edison’s talking pictures are 
to be seen and heard at the Academy Picture Palace 
in West Street, and should prove a big attraction. 
] looked in at this handsomely appointed hall last 
week and found Mr. Parkinson very busy and a full 
house following with breathless inierest the exciting 
scenes that crowd “ The Fruits of Vengeance’? and 
“The Rogues of Paris.’ A series of beautiful Kine- 
macolor pictures of chrysanthemums also roused a 
good deal of admiration. I was especially impressed 
with the artistic manner in which M. Renard’s or- 
chestra plaved the musical accompaniments to the 
films. 

Kinoplastikon is still delighting and mvstifying 
crowded houses at the Palladium, King’s Road, and 
Mr. J. L. Crown is evidently reaping the reward of 
his enterprise. The ordinary pictures last week ‘n- 
cluded “Saved by His Victim,’’ “A Gambler’s 
Wager ’' (based on Jules Verne’s novel, ‘‘ Round the 
World in Fighty Days,”’) and a series of films illus- 
trating life in the Army and Navy. This week “Les 
Misérables ’’? is the principal attraction. 

Mr. N. J. Coverdale continues to pursue the policy 
of providing pictures of strong dramatic interest 
and music of the best at the Grand Concert Hall, 
West Street. His programmes last week included 
“The Tiger Countess,’’ “The Iron Trail,’ “ An 
Hour Before Dawn ’’ (the sequel to Chelsea 750,)! 
which was shown last weck), and “ The Mystery of 
Hill Street Thirteen.”’ 

A departure from the ordinary is being made at the 
Court Theatre, New Road, this week, in the shape 
of an amateur carnival in "which local artistes may 
put their powers to the test with the prospect of 
winning prizes. Mr. W. J. Grimes, who, I under- 
stand, is prominently connected with London 
theatrical enterprises, had an excellent selection of 
films last week, including “An Hour Before 
Dawn’’ and ‘A Dead Man’s Child.” 

I hear that Mr. George Yate Ashwell, the enter- 
prising managing director of the Duke of York’s 
Tneatre, Preston Circus, has some big treats in store 
for his patrons, including ‘ Victory or Death,’’ 
“Through the Clouds’? and ‘ Ashes.’’ Last week he 
was showing “Conscience’’ and ‘ Jim Sullivan, 
Gentleman Detective.”’ 

Mr. George Bloch provided a capital show at the 
three theatres for which he caters—the Imperial, 
Coronation and Select Palace—last week, the films 
including “In the Midst of the Jungle ’’ and “ When 
the Earth Trembled.’’—The two-reel comedy bur- 
lesque, “Why Girls Leave Home” and the Sher- 
lock Holmes film, ‘‘ The Beryl Coronet ’’ were the 
star films at the Theatre de Luxe, North Street, last 
weck.—"“ Conscience’’ and “Jim Sullivan, Gentle- 
man Detective,’’ were the feature films at the Hove 
Cinema. 

HEADLINERS AT HITCHIN. 

At the Picturedrome, Hitchin, “The Fruits. of 
Vengeance ” and “Tess” are the leading features in 
a very strong nrogramme. “The British Army 
Film ” fe be shown at the has been sec d, and v 
Picturedrome in twdi se yet ez next week. 

NOTES FROM BOLTON 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The owner of the Ideal Picture Hall, Mr. Harold 
Cross, 1s certainly of a persevering nature. Six 
times a music licence had been applied for in respect 
of his premises, and the culminating stage was 
reached when, at the resumed general licensing 
SESSIONS, a lengthy discussion was heard on the sub- 
ject. The licence had been opposed in the past on 
behalf of the Chief Constable, who now withdrew 
his opposition. The licence was eventually granted. 

dout that the term 
‘dancing © would be struck out of all cinema music 
licences, and that the only singing allowed would 
be in conjunction with, and not in any way separate 
from, the projections—The Picture Hall, F letcher 
Street, and the Picturedrome, Tongemoor Road, 
were ranted new music licences, and Mr. F. S. 
Hampson made application to erect a picture palace 
at the junction of Mount Street and Merrick Street, 
which was agreed to. 

“The Girl From School’’ and ‘‘ For Her Govern- 
ment’ were the star attractions at the Electric 
Cheatre. Mr. Sutton arranges some really fine 
programmes. ‘Chivalry Davs'’’? was ae really 
clever study, and met with a great reception, as also 
did “T.uella’s Love Story.’? “The British Army ’’ 
film is booked for the present week. 

Captain G. B. Row, of the Gem Picturedrome, 
had booked an excellent programme last week. ‘‘The 
Flames of Vengeance’’ and “ Heartbroken Shep ”"’ 
were the dramas, and a pleasing comedy, “ Sally 
Scraggys, Housemaid,’’ with other humorous films. 
made up a good entertainment. 

More Kinemacolor subjects at the Queen’s 
Theatre have attracted large audiences. Especially 
good were “ Winter Sports at Are, Sweden,’’ “Choos- 
ing the Wallpaper ’’ and “The Sandman.”’ A drama, 
“Perils of the Sea,” two Kinetophone subjects, and 
a Kevstone comedy. ‘The Riot’’ made up a very 
aitractive entertainment. Some excellent coloured 
scenes of the construction of the Panama 
Canal were featured later jn the weck. There were 
also the “Gem of India’’ and “ Wilful Peggy ”’ and 
‘Our Baby.’”’ 

Mr. k. Hart. of the Bee Hive, remarked to me last 
weck that he had seldom booked a film which had 
attracted so many patrons as “Seven Months’ Big 
(;ame Hunting.’’ and the same story comes from 
Mr. Frank FE. Spring, of the Princess’ Cinema.—At 
the Rumworth Electric, “Nick Winter’s Adventures’’ 
attracted large audiences, and ‘* Sport of Fate’’ and 
“Temptation ’? were also on the programme.—“ In 
the Coils of the Python ’’ at the Paragon was backed 
up by many good things, and at Bury Road Picture 
Palace, ** Dr. Goudron’s System’? and “ Robinsen 
Crusoe’’ were the attractions. 

— 

The Queen’s Theatre, Bradsawgate, is the onlv 
picture hall in Bolton to which a café is attached, 
and this is contained in a balcony. Mr. Wright 
explained to me on Fridav that the “ Panama 
Canal’ picture had proved a great success, and that 
Kin ‘macolor was..one,of the best things he has in 
troduced to Bolton. 
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Released April 6th, Length 2,545 fet. 

FEATURING MISS BETTY NANSEN. 
A STIRRING AND EMOTIONAL DRAMA. 
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JANE FEARNLEY, 
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| Released April 2nd. 
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COOPER, CHARLES BENNETT, 
THORNBY, and Mr. KUNDLE. 
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| Eae¥, ZENA KEEFE, NED FINLEY, 

PRICE, MARY MAURICE, etc. 

DRAMA. Length 1,013 ft. approx. 
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THE LIFE SAVER. 

THE AWAKENING 
Comes when you boost Vitagraph 

Pictures in 

Released Twice Weekly. 

every programme. 

Lengths to fit your programmes. 

DID YOU RECEIVE OUR SPRING-BACK COVERS 
FOR HOLDING SPECIAL AND ORDINARY VI- 
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FEATURING 

MR. CHARLES HAWTREY, 
yy in his original character, supported 

by Full West-End Company, as 
adapted from the play and produced 

by J. WALLETT WALLER. 

. . Perfect Quality and Perfect Acting. . . 

Perfect Conception and Perfect Production. 

A POPULAR PICTURE | 

AT A POPULAR PRICE. | 

For full particulars apply— 

The United Kingdom Films, Ltd. 
11, CECIL COURT, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C. 
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EDINBURGH JOTTINGS. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Much interest was evinced here in the Glasgow 
Cinematograph Exhibition last week, and many pic- 
ture patrons, as well as officials, visited it from Edin- 
burgh during its course. 

It was a surprise to me the other day to learn that 
Mr. Hubert Bartlett, the well-known and popular man- 
ager of the Cinema House, Nicolson Street, had re- 
signed, and transferred his services to the King’s 
Cinema, Home Street, as gencral manager. This 
beautiful new hall is the first venture of the Edin- 
burgh and District Cinematograph Theatres, Limited, 
who are to open a number in and around Edinburgh. 

The fare last week at the various picture houses was 
satisfactory and very attractive. With so many picture 
houses in town, it is the aim of each of the managers 
to provide “the best,” with the result that the public 
benefits. Sa 

In answer to a popular desire, the La Scala, man- 
aged by Mr. Jack Nicoll, last week inaugurated 
variety turns as an adjunct to their bill. Two turns 
were provided, each appearing twice nightly, but the 
theatre will be run continuousiy from 6.30 to 11 p.m. 

Chatting with Mr. Hector Pearce, general manager 
of the Haymarket Picture House circuit, I find he is 
busy, both here and at Kirkcaldy. The latter hall is 
managed by Mr. T. S. Mackay, formerly of the Olym- 
pia, Edinburgh. 

Mr. W. D. Lindsay, late of the Olympia, Stirling, 
has been appointed by Mr. Farquhar ,of Burntisland, 
as manager of the St. Bernard’s Theatre, Stockbridge, 
Edinburgh. 

Admirers of Mr. John Henry Cooke had the 
opportunity on Monday of contributing towards the 
fund which is being raised to assist the veteran ring- 
master. The directors of the Salon Picture House 
arranged a bénefit performance for that day, 
and a special programme of pictures and variety turns 
was given. Tickets for the performance were dis- 
posed of rapidly, and a generous response was made. 
The public fund, of which Mr. Peter L. Howat, man- 
ager of the King’s Theatre, is secretary, already 
amounts to about £600, and, with the Salon benefit, 
and the-big matinée at.the King’s Theatre, it is hoped 
that the fund will exceed the £1,000. 

A site for a.new picture house at Tranent has been 
secured bv Mr. Wallace. The site comprises the old 
post-office, three dwelling houses, and a stretch of 
land behind. The new theatre will be most up to 
pea and the main entrance will be from the High 
treet. Se 

A case rather interesting to proprietors wasj de- 
cided in the Edinburgh Court of Session rece&tly. 
Mr. John Paul Macdonald sued Messrs. Fyfe, Wilson 
and Co., electrical engineers, Glasgow, for 4 105 128. 
for breach of contract. Mr. Macdonald is lessee of 
the Drill Hall Picture Palace, Loanhead, Midlothian, 
and entered into a contract with defenders for the hire 
of certain electrical plant. The machinerv was to be 
delivered on August 22, 1913, On which day the pur- 
suer paid the first instalment of hire, but the .ma 
chines did not come to hand. A temporary set was 
forwarded by defenders, but the complete set did 
not come to hand until September 1oth. The Lord 
Ordinarv explained that the parties contracted for the 
delivery of the plant on August 22nd. and as the de- 
fenders did not deliver on that date thev had broken 
their contract. He accordingly allowed a proof as to 
the amount of damages due to Mr. Macdonald. 

Google 

PICTURES IN BRADFORD. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The New Century Company, who hold exclusive 
rights for the use of the Kinetophone in the West- 
Riding, have now introduced the instrument into 
their programmes at St. George’s Hall, Bradford. 
The new feature proved an instantancous success. 
“(Quo Vadis?” paid a return visit to this great hall, 
and the interest in this classic subject was no 
less marked than on the occasion of its first appear- 
ance in the city.—At the Theatre de Luxe, Mr. H. 
Leacey is finding the little fan programmes a handy 
and popular feature, and they are well stocked with 
advertisements. The subtle appeal of child life in 
distress was found strongly in Mr. Leacey’s fare, when 
he showed “ Three Little Orphans’”’ and “ Fortune’s 
Turn.’’—“ The Three Musketeers,’’ as was only 
natural, was an immense draw for Mr. Clayton at the 
Picture House, Town Hall Square, and “Out of the 
Dark ’’ was another valuable item.—‘‘ The Battle of 
Elderbush Gulch ”’ was the star picture at the Pic- 
turedrome. Mr. Hamilton has inaugurated a most 
attractive amateur cinema-acting competition. This 
is the second contest of this kind at the Picture- 
drome, the difference on this occasion being that 
the competitors perform in couples—lady and gentle. 
man—zinstead of single individuals. Mr. Hamilton is 
proud to be able to report that the first and second 
prize winners in the first competition, some weeks 
ago, were quickly engaved by a film producing com- 
pany, and are still thus employed.—*“ Fortune’s 
Turn ’’ was prominent in the programme at the Oak 
Lane Cinema, where Mr. Frank Bentz was also show- 
ing “A Messenger of Discord ’’ with success. ‘“ The 
Trap ’’ and “ Romance of the Rail’’ were received 
with keen appreciation.—At the Hippodrome, where 
Mr. G. B. Mozley’s geniality helps to fill the vast- 
ness of the big hall, “Nick Winter and the Lost 
Prince’? reintroduced the famous cinema detective 
in a district where this character is exceedingly 
popular. “ Shattered Lives’’ was the feature of the 
second half. Mr. Mozley runs special children’s 
matinées on Saturdays, with pantomime pro- 
grammes.—Nick Winter appeared also at the 
Coventry Hall, where Mr. H. Coe showed him in 
“ Nick Winter and the Kidnappers.’’—At the Elite 
Picture House, Messrs. Anderton and Rawnsley, who 
have joint charge of the management, tonned the 
bill with “When the Earth Trembled ” and “Our 
Navy.” An_ occasional vaudeville item is_ in- 
cluded at this hall.—At the Temperance Hall, 
Mr. Smith Lord, with all .the weight of Hib- 
bert’s Pictures, Limited, headquarters at hand 
on the premises, is_ blessed with unique. op- 
portunities of supply, and “ The Child Detective ’’ 
was his principal feature.—“A Fight for Fortune,” 
embodving, as it does, sensational adventure by al- 
most every modern means of travel, gave just the 
depth of excitement which goes down excellently st 
Mr. Boocock’s Grand Picture House, in Manches- 
ter Road.— The Life of a Mother’’ was a notable 
success at the King’s Hall, where Mr. H. Butler 
knows how to please his working class audiences. - - 
“A Fight for Fortune,’’ featuring Detective Hayes, 
caught on well at the Queen’s Hall.—At the Towers 
Hall, Mr. Tom Cross continues to run first-class 
programmes. 

’ 

At Shipley, the management of the Queen’s Palace 
have opened another season of short stage plavs. by 
the Roval Stock Company, but Mr. Ralph Illinz- 
worth is still including pictures in the programme.— 
At the Prince’s Hall, “ Ashes’’ and “ No Quarter "’ 
were Mr. Frank H. Fortune’s features.—The co:v 
little Pavilion de Luxe. in Kirkgate, is a venue cf 
attraction, where Mr. Frederick Siegel puts on the 
best possible fare. 
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The Season’s Greatest Film Successes 
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! Picture Pars from Shettield. 

. (By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

At the Lyceum Theatre (Sheffield’s premicr the contract... The “ booming’’ of reopening after 
‘theatrical house), the film version of Wagner's mas- 

' terpiece, ‘“‘ Parsifal, Aas submitted, aided by selec- 
.‘tlons!from the great composer’s works, by the York- 
shire Symphony Orchestra. 

It.is extremely regrettable that the excellent fare 
‘provided should have been patronised so poorly, ani 
‘| venture to sav the prices of admission accounted 
for ‘tthe small attendances. No doubt, had “ Parsi 
‘fal been shown at any of the principal cinema houses, 
‘the ‘film would have been awarded its full merits. 

The Heeley Coliseum, under the management of 
Mr. Herbert Bushell, is making good headway. A 
particular feature of this show is the splendid or- 
'chestra which has been installed, the organ being a 
“marked asset to the good musical fare provided, and 
“the ‘manager, who is a musician of no mean ability, 
-may feel satisfied that his efforts are meeting with 
‘keen appreciation by his patrons. The Eclair Ex- 
-chisives “The Four Million Pounds Dowry ” was the 
‘chief attraction. 

The Kinetophone is going strong at the Cinema 
‘House, where Mr. Dickinson, who controls affairs, 
‘is drawing splendid houses with the excellent pro- 
-rammes-submitted. Amongst the chief items for last 
‘week were “Queen’s Love,” “Convict 113,” “When 
Light Comes Back,’’ and “ Hidden Fires.’’ There 

‘is no doubt that, judging by the long queues often 
‘seen outside awaiting admission to this house, con- 
tinuous performances are a marked success here. 
The management's next venture may be a restaurant 
in the very large basement of this theatre, and if 
‘tthe prices and fare are as popular as in their café, 
then it can be assured a huge success. 

support the Picture 
Leonard Shaw, the 

Shefheld continues to well 
Palace, Union Street, and Mr. 
manager is deserving of all the patronage he re- 
‘ceives. Amongst’ the films shown last week was 
“Napoleon,” which worthily upheld the reputation of 
‘this show. 

During a lecture at Wath recently on “ Defects and 
-Curiosities of the Vision,” the lecturer, Professor W. 
Stirling, of Owen’s College, Manc hester, made strong 
references to picture palaces, and condemned the 
‘Insanitarv conditions of some of those places. 

Empty houses are a rare sight at the Theatre 
Royal, Atterclitfe, which. through the managership 
of Mr. W. Brvan, has been made one of the bix- 
gest financial successes in the district. Although this 
hall is in a working-class localiiv, and the prices 
of admission low, the programmes submitted are 
really great. Last week, “The Speckled Band” was 
the princinal feature. 

Animated Pictures are now no 
Bushell to make this 

The one and 

The North British 
more, and the efforts of Mr. 
hall a success have ended in failure. 
only reason tor this was ‘f Closed Dates.” which the 
Sheffield Music Hall Sen Timuited (the pro- 
prietors of the Hara Gel would Gosale nt to delete in 

a closed date 1s a very expensive and arduous task. 
Deepest sympathy should be tendered to Mr. Bushell 
on his wastd efforts, and it is to be hoped his work 
at the Heeley Coliseum will mect with richly merited 
success. 

Mr. F. W. Holmes, the manager of the Tivoli, 
has an excellent variety and picture programme, 
which one can enjov in_ comfortable’ surround- 
ings. The proprietors of this hall are allow- 
ing Mr. Holmes a clear field for his talents for con- 
trol, and he is taking full advantage of this, and is 
well in the running for his theatre to be one of the 
most popular places of entertainment in this town. 
“The Angel of Home” was the chief film for last 
week. 

Mr. T. Earp Summerfield has been presenting “ The 
Iron Fist” at: the Crookes Picture Palace, and busi- 
ness at this house continues to be of the best. The 
Synfonium selections are being greatly appreciated. 

At the Unity Picture Palace, business seems to 
Improve every week, the fare provided being ex- 
tremely good. For last week, Mr. Bramwell, the able 
ue nase secured “The Hounds of the Under 
Wor ‘ 

The Oxford Picture Palace, although only opened 
a few weeks ago, has gained considerable popularity, 
and Mr. Lacy Lynne, who holds the reins of manage- 
ment at this hall is well satisfied with the business 
done. “Asta Neilsen, Sutfragette,” was the = star 
attraction for last week. 

The onlv house mn Rotherham with a continuous 
performance is the Pavilion, under the management 
of Mr. James Clavel, and, judging by the few empty 
seats, the entertainment is very popular. “The Club 
Raiders " was the principal attractlon for last week, 
and was supported by a good all-round programme. 

Mrs. Morgan of the Albert Hall, Rotherham, is 
featuring the rerssue of “ Notre Dame De Paris.’’ 
The programmes submitted are good, and_ the 
management's efforts in this direction are being re- 
worded by crowded houses. 

near Rotherham, possesses a Parkgate, a village 
Theatre, and the popu- picture palace, The Electric 

lace being within easv reach of this hall, regularly 
accords its patronage. Air. Eo. oC. Clayton is) pro- 
jectuunge some pgrood things, amongst whith has been 
“Fight for Fortune.” 

At the Princess Theatre, Rawmarsh, the exclusive 
rights of “War” were obtained by Mr. J. B. Hough 
last week, and full houses were the order of the day. 

the manager of the Premier Palace, 
has been featuring some remarkab!v 

which have given his pat- 
Incidentally, had 
The star feature 

good business 

Mr. Travers, 
Kimberworth, 
good programmes la ely, 
rons considerably satisfaction, and, 
a pleasing effect on his pav-bow. 
for last week was “Satan's Castle.” 
being done. 
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ECHOES FROM EXETER, 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Mr. Robert G. Butler, the enterprising manager of 
the Empire Theatre, informed me the other day that 
he has booked some very special attractions for the 
next month or so. The great Army film, which has 
aroused so much interest, has been secured, and will 
be shown exclusively. Exeter being a garrison town, 
without doubt the film will create much interest among 
the “regulars.”” “Antony and Cleopatra” will also 
be screened in the near future. Large crowds viewed 
“Alone in the Jungle” last week. The excellent pro- 
gramme provided on Wednesday, Thursday and Fri- 
day was responsible for full houses, and as a result 
the fund which is being raised for the benefit of the 
widows and orphans of the victims of the A 7 sub- 
marine disaster will benefit to a considerable extent. 

_ When I visited the City Palace there was a good 
house following with interest “The Hand that Con- 
demns,” and Mr. Harol Mock told me that he had been 
extremely well patronised throughout the weck. The 
essay competitions, a favourite feature, is still going 
strong, and is most interesting and instructive to the 
young students. 

“Quo Vadis?” was the principal attraction at the 
Palladium recently, and it was astonisihng to notice 
the number who desired to renew acquaintance with - 
the film, which created a deep impression when first 
Screened at Exeter. 

The Franklin is noted for its clear.and distinct pic- 
tures, and the varied programmes, which include a 
good sprinkling of Westerns, are always enjoved by 
patrons. 

NEWS FROM HERTS, 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Notable pictures are always being offered to the 
public of Hitchin, who welcome with every apprecia- 
tion the enterprise displayed by Mr. L. G. Parry. “ Be- 
tween Man and Beast” and “When the Earth Trem- 
bled” both drew big houses, while the latter film was 
also on the list of attractions at the Barnet Cinema 
Palace, as well as “ The Battle of Elderbush Gulch.” 

At Berkhamsted Picture Playhouse the all-round 
‘quality of the films is an iresistible attraction. Here 
I found that “The Midnight Message” and “The 
Call” had been shown to full houses. In the neigh- 
bouring town of Hemel Hempstead, at the Princess’s 
Theatre, “The Bells of Death” and “The Plot of 
India’s Hillmen” were strikingly successful features 
of the week. The blend of picture and variety at the 
Gem Picture Palace, Tring, has proved in every way 
successful in this town, the inhabitants of which evi- 
dently appreciate the efforts made for their entertain- 
ment. A novel excursion scheme for children is 
being announced. 

The fine film, “ Victory of Death,” has been shown at 
three picture theatres in Herts recently. It was re- 
ceived everywhere with unbounded enthusiasm. At 
the Ware Picture Hall, the Baldock Cinema, and the 
People’s Electric Theatre, Hertford, the film was 
shown to packed houses. “The Battle of Gettysburg” 
still continues to rage in the county, the latest hall to 
‘show it being the Hoddesdon Cinema. Sherlock 
Holmes, in “ Silver Blaze,” was the event of the week 
‘at Harpenden White Palace, and at ithe St. Albans 
Cinema “The Marriage of Figaro,” played bv the 
Md. Nitouche company, and “In the Midst of the 
Jungle” brought gratifying results to the proprietors. 
prietors. | 

Google 

BIRMINGHAM BRIEFS. 

(By OUR Own CORRESPONDENT. ) 

\ visit to the Highgate Picture Theatre, Darwin 
Street, under the management of Mr. Tom Clamp 
found business good, “in the Midst of the Jungle ’ i 
once again asserting its due in the shape of full 
houses. Mr. Clamp had “When the Earth Trembled” 
starred for the first part of last week, together with 
* Grandad. 

Mr. Perci Dale, on behalf of the G.C.A., Limited, 
gave a Trade show of “ Betrothed” at the Masonic 
Hall, New Street, recently, when a good attendance 
was witnessed. 

NEW OPENINGS.—Mr. Bryant has opened up a Bir- 
mingham centre for Cross’s, Limited, in John Bright 
Street. I hope to give further particulars of 
this next week. At 82, Hill Street, in an admirable 
position, easily accessible to trams and trains, I found 
Mr. Ronald Malcom very comfortably housed for the 
Kine Trading Company, Limited. Mr. Malcom is 
losing no time 'n getting things shipshape, and some 
of the popular brands he will be pushing here include 
. Sealed Orders.” which has already been well booked 
up, “ Kissing Cup,” “ Shadows,” and “ Will Evans Har- 
nessing a Horse.” I wish Mr. Malcom every success 
here, and hope to be able to announce further particu- 
lars. A projechon room is being prepared with all 
speed. . ‘ 

At the general annual meeting of the Birmingham 
Licensing Committee some t lirtv cinema licences 
were objected to, chiefly, it is believed, on the grounds 
of the duplicate lighting question, particulars of which 
have appeared under a full report of the proceedings. 
The application for Sunday opening was postponed, 
together with many other matters, until March 12th. 

PENPOINTS FROM PORTSMOUTH. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Sir A. Conan Doyle, once a practising doctor at 
Southsea, is revisiting old friends by deputy just 
now. The first of the Sherlock Holmes series of 
pictures, ‘‘ The Speckled Band,’’ was shown at the 
Apollo with great success for the second half of last 
week, and the current programme led off with “ The 
House of Temperlev ” (Rodney Stone), which the man- 
agement acclaim as “ The finest picture ever shown—- 

32 

even at the Anollo! 

“Zoe, or a Woman’s Last Card’”’ and “ The 
Speckled Band” stood out prominently in the cur- 
rent programme of the Copnor Theatre.—At the 
Paragon, “The Intriguers,’”’ ‘ The Lighthouse Pri- 
soners’’ and “Her Second Chance’’ have been 
satisfying the many patrons.-—The exclusive, “ Nero, 
or the Burning of Rome.’’ “ The Two Ranchmen ” 
and “Cross of Gold” are Mr. Pannell’s’ recent 
trumps at the Globe.—The coloured Pathé films, 
‘¢ Lorenzo’’ and “ Buster to the Rescue ’”’ did well at 
the last “session” of the week-end house, the 
Pavilion. 

Mr. W. Keast has been giving visitors to the Bijou 
what they want with “ Jack Sheppard. Highway. 
man,” and “From the Emerald Isle.” At his other 
house, the Gaiety “From Dancer to Duchess” and 
“The Dare-Devil’ have been doing well.—What with 
the exclusive, “ The Equestrian ’ and Prince of Fvil,” 
“ Queen’s Jewels,” and “The Four Dare- Devils,’ 
habitues of the Eastney Theatre have heen given no 
cause of complaint. 

99 
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OLDHAM NOTES. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

When I called at the Imperial, I was agreeably 
surprised to find Mr. Tom Humphries in charge of 
affairs. Since he had perforce to leave the Osborne 
through the latter failing, Mr. Humphries, who is a 
comedian of no mean order, has been working the 
halls. It would have been unfortunate if he had 
been lost to Oldham, for he has such a_ host of 
friends in the town. Good business is being done. 
“Love Makes Amends’”’ and “ The Blue or Grey’ 
were his top-liners, superseded on Thursday by 
“Fight for a Fortune.” 

Two fine sea stories constitute the principal fare 
at the King’s in “ Perils of the Sea,’’ a Kalem pro- 
duction, and “ The Sea Dog.’’ Two splendid items, 
“ Jack's Joke’’ and “ Singing Society ’’ were given 
on the Kinetophone. In the latter, some fine sing- 
ing 1s heard, and the remarkable synchronisation was 
noticed in the tearing of a book, the actual “rip”’ 
being distinctly heard all over the hall. Mr. Nield 
informed me his coming programme included “ Maria 
Marten, or the Mystery of the Red Barn.” 

_One of the best programmes vet seen at the Palla- 
dium was on view last week; “In the Sultan’s Power ” 
is a fine dramatic subject. Other items included 
“Breed of the West,’’ “ What Her Diary Told.’’ Mr. 
Watson informs me that changing his programme 
twice weekly has made a wonderful difference to the 
takings, business being good. 

There was an excellent programme at the Empire 
where “The Trap,’’ a fine Vitagraph production. 
“Over the Crib,’’ “Saved by a Dream” and 
“* Mother’s Boy,’’ a Keystone comedy, and last, but 
not least, “Our Baby,’’ showing the youngest baby 
actor yet screened were shown. . Manager Gaston de- 
lighted his patrons with his singing of “ Laugh and 
Let the Clouds Roll By.”’ 

At the Coloseum, a good variety and picture pro- 
gramme did great business, “ The Call of the 
Blood,’’ “ Bloomer and Lea, Soldiers,’’ comedy, and 
“A Friend and His Friends’’--were all good. At 
the Gem, “Flames of Vengeance,’’ “ Crv of the 
Blood” were included in a strong programme. The 
Popular was not behind with a telling programme, 
changing thrice weekly with the following as chief 
pictures: “The White Lie,’’ “ Mystery of Jack H1l- 
ton,” “ Hard Cash’”’ and-“ Next: Genération.”’ : 

At the Middleton Licensing Sessions, an applica- 
tion was made on behalf of the Picture Palace for a 
music and dancing license, so that they could intro- 
duce variety turns. Mr. Baines applied for a music 
licence for the Gem Picture Palace, and Mr. Inner- 
field for the Victoria. 
The Chairman of the Bench said they wanted the 

pictures to be the main thing at the pigture shows. 
They did not want them to get into music-halls 
under the existing licences, and vet they did not want 
to be hard but to recognise that a little singing was 
a relief, and thev had decided to grant full licences 
to all three places for music, singing and dancing. 
They, however wanted singing and dancing to be 
limited to fifteen minutes during anv one perform- 
ance, and would prefer that dancing be only in- 
cidental to the song. 

At the Picturedrome, Uppermill, business is good; 
with “The Riddle of the Tin Soldier,’’ “ The Car- 
penter,”? “ The Master Crook’? and “ The Cattle 
Thief’s Escape,’’ the CC have plenty of variety. 

oogle 

a good while. 
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PICTURES IN IRELAND. 

By ‘‘ PADDY.”’ 

A new company, styled Irish National Picture 
Palaces, Limited, will be incorporated in the near 
future. It is proposed to erect no less than ten pic- 
ture theatres in different parts of Ircland. Cork, 
Carlow, Mullingar, New Ross, and Thurles figure in 
the list, and these are all towns of considerable im- 
portance. The principal theatre owned by the com- 
pany will, however, be in Dublin, and ts to be erected 
on the site of the premises in Watling Street recently 
occupied by the Phcenix Brewery. This theatre will 
hold approximately 1,200, and will be a palatial struc- 
ture in every sense of the word. The decorations are 
to be on a lavish scale, and a sumptuous balcony 
erected, together with a café lounge. In this the papers 
may be read, and patrons partake of refreshment. The- 
district in which the theatre is proposed to be built 
is not at present equipped with a picture house, and' 
the population of the surounding locality is upwards of 
40,000. I shall have more to say in subsequent notes 
of this venture, which I heartily wish the best of 
SUCCESS. 

Ballymena is quite a thriving Northern town, and I] 
am sure that the company lately registered—Bally- 
mena Picture Palace, Limited—will enjov a consider- 
able amount of success. The capital is £2,000. 

Mr. Cathal McGarvey, ‘of -the Phenix Picture 
Palace, Dublin, recently held a free view of a pro- 
gramme of educational films, to which all those 
interested in educational cinematography were 
heartily invited to be present. This fine theatre, 
under Mr. McGarvey’s capable and energetic 
management, has become a_ big success, and the 
programmes alwavs reach a high-water mark of excel- 
lence. Recent films screened included a_ two-reel 
drama bv the famous Essanay Company, featuring 
Mr. “Jack” Anderson. “The Test,” a two-reel Vita- 
graph, was also screened, and as is usual with all 

_ Vitagraph film studies, was very popularly received. 

At the Assembly Rooms Picturedrome in Cork re- 
cently, Mr. Alex. McEwan featured the remarkable film 
of F. Marion Crawford’s play, “A Cigarette Maker’s 
Romance.” Mr. Martin Harvey, who enacted the title 
role, is familiar to Cork theatre audiences, and there- 
fore it is little wonder that Mr. McEwan enjoyed a 
“bumper” week. This fine film was capably backed 
up by a good programme of well-chosen films. 

Mr. Ernest Jameson had an especially fine pro- 
gramme at the Rotunda the last time I dropped in to 
spend a few idle moments in this palace of delight. 
Perhaps the pick of the bunch was “The Rustler’s 
Daughter.” the feats of horsemanship being exceed- 
ingly fine. Keystone comedies are always murth- 
provoking. but T think “ Their Husbands” was about 
the best effort of this company ] have witnessed for 

A very absorbing drama, and onc 
which I noticed was watched with absorbing interest, 
was “The Closed Door.” I would lke to congratu- 
late Mr. Ernest Jameson on the manner the films are 
screened at the Rotunda, and also the Irish ladies’ 
orchestra for their tine selections of music. 

The Kelvin, in Beltast, alwavs succeeds in doing 
a roaring business, no matter what the season of the 
vear, and last week was no exception. Mr. Henrv 
Pulling alwavs has an exceptionally good programme, 
an}. moreover, he rehearses all the films before shown 
to the public. In this way he can eliminate any ob- 
jectionable subject, and it also gives his piamist a 
splendid chance to prepare special music, and that is 
what the music at this house alwavs is--“ Special.” 
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PICTURES IN LEEDS. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The Corporation Watch Committee has agreed 
to plans for seating and ocher alterations at the 
Harehills Picture House, by the Harchills Amuse- 
ment Company, Limited.—Plans submitted to the 
Watch Committee by Messrs. Goss and Hodgson for 
the conversion of a warehouse in Mill Street, Rich- 
mond Road, into a picture house, were adjourned tor 
the purpose of a visit.—The licence of the Alexan- 
dra Picture Theatre has been transferred from Mr. 
Philip Peres to Mrs. Bertha Peres.—The licence for 
music, stage dancing, and cinematograph entertain- 
menis at the White Swan Music-hall has been tranes- 
ferred from Mr. George Arthur Wood to Mr. John 
Woodthorp Stead. <A _ licence for stage plays has 
also been granted. 

The Watch Committee has resolved that a charge 
of ros. 6d. per annum be made for the instruction of 
firemen attached to picture halls. 

A recent Pathé Fréres’ Trade show was for the 
introduction of “ In the Grip of a Villain,’’ and the 
production “took on’’ with the zest which usually 
attends Pathé doings here.—‘“‘ His Choice’’ is a new 
Herkomer product, being introduced by the New 
Century Film Service, Limited, and has the advan- 
tage, apart from its intrinsic merits, of having been 
produced in England. o 

At the Grand Assembly Rooms in Briggate, Mr. 
Hogton is still scoring with the Kinetophone. ‘ Her 
Redemption’’ and “Musical Blacksmiths’’ went 
down very well in the new style. In silent pic- 
tures, perhaps, the pick of the programmes was “ No 
Quarter.’’ Mr. Hogton had a really classical week, 
having screened “ Quo Vadis?’’ “ Antony and Cleo- 
patra,’’ and “ The Last Davs of Pompeii,’ and the 
prison scene from “Faust,’’ on the Kinetophone,”’ 
all in six days.—It was not to be expected that 
the Britsh Army Film would be long on the market 
before Mr. Hill would be showing it at the Picture 
House, and he will very shortly do so. “In Peril of 
the Law,’”’ “ Walrus Hunting in Joseph Land,’’ and 
“The Next Generation ’’ have been .-very successful. 
—At the Coliseum, Mr. H. Broughton put at the tap 
of the bill, “ Satan’s Castle,’’ but ‘‘ The Price of Vic- 
tory’’ came a close second. A Sherlock Holmes 
drama was reintroduced in the second-half pro- 
gramme in “The Musgrave Ritual.’’—‘ Satan’s 
Castle’’ also appeared with success at the Theatre 
de Luxe, in Kirkgate. Mr. Davies, too, seems to 
have had the detective fancy lately. “The Child 
Detective ’’ was a valuable attraction, and the suc- 
ceeding programme included Detective Hayes in “A 
Fight for Fortune.’’—Mr. Rogerson, in showin z 
“The Clod,’’ selected a subject that might, with 
advantage, be used by the Peace Party.—At the 
Harehills Picture House, “ The Secret of Adrian- 
ople’’ drew big houses. “The Empty Cot’’ was 
also sufficient to make a very full pay-box.—“ In the 
Midst of the Jungle’’ was a fine star picture at the 
Headingley Picture House. Messrs Owen and 
Brookes have scored a distinct success with their 
neat little fan programmes. “The Empty Cot” 
was also screened here, and other programmes in- 

Google 

cluded “‘ The Green |-ve of the Yellow God.’’—Mr. 
H. Pemberton, who has assumed entire control of 
the Hunslet Alhambra, has introduced a novel and 
successful method of creating further interest among 
patrons, by mixing amongst them freely and giving 
them the opportunity of selecting the music to be 
plaved by the orchestra.—‘‘ In the Midst of rhe 
Jungle’’ has run with success at the Malvern Pic- 
ture House, at Beeston, where “A Prisoner of the 
Harem’’ was also featured.—At the Newtown Pic- 
ture Palace, ‘* The Terrors of Russia ’’ was a film cf 
particular appeal to district picture-goers, who are 
largely Jews.—‘‘His Choice ’’ was also shown by Mr. 
Cunningham at the Woodhouse Street Picture 
House.—At the Armley Picture Hall, Mr. Chas. P. 
Metcalte is continuing, with great success, his policy 
of big exclusives for complete weeks. “ Seven 
Months’ Big Game Hunting in Central Africa’’ came 
under this category.—At the Pictodrome, Wortley 
Road, Mr. J. Smart featured “ Meshes of Fate,’’ “A 
Prisoner of the Harem,’’ and “The Iron Trail.’’ 
“The Seed of the Fathers’’ also made a striking 
appeal.—At the Palace Picture Hall, Stanningley 
Road, the second of “ Our Navy’? series was a top- 
liner, and “Shattered Lives’’ took well.—* The 
Black Gang,’’ “The FElaunted House’’ and “ His 
Choice,’’ went down with good results at the Crow.: 
Electric Theatre, Oldfield Lane, where Mr. Edwin 
Moorhouse holds the reins. 

MOVEMENTS AT MORECAMBE. 

_ The rumour of a new picture palace for Morecambe 
1S not quite correct. The new erection is to be 
another al fresco pavilion, near the Midland Station. 
Whether or not the place will be made suitable for 
the obtaining of a cinema licence is doubtful. I learn 
that in the coming season daylight pictures are to 
be a feature at Scarborough. 

The Alhambra Palace was recently purchased by 
Mr. Wm. Henry Pickles, of Morecambe. It is under- 
stood that the new purchase is on behalf of a syndi- 
cate of Bradford men. The Alhambra is one of the 
finest entertainment houses in the North of England. 
It was opened in 1goo, and in 1 was the first hall 
to run regular entertainments cRrouchout the winter 
season. The place has developed into a huge success 
since the introduction of the pictures, and though the 
purchase price is not disclosed, the recent sale is un- 
derstood to be the biggest property deal in Morecambe 
since the magnificent Winter Gardens came into the 
hands of Messrs. W. H. Broadhead and Son .in 1908. 
In addition to the large and ornately designed theatre, 
the Alhambra buildings include market, shop, office 
and restaurant property, and the rent roll is close upon 
£2,000 a vear. Recently, “The Gambler’s Penalty ” 
was seen, whilst “Sixty Years a Que2n " wus shown 
later to great audiences. This film was shown for one 
Sundav night at Christmas, and the rush was so great © 
that manv had to be turned away, and the picture was 
promptly rebooked. 

At the Winter Gardens, which has gained great 
popularitv under the management of Mr. A. H. Read, 
“When the Earth Trembled” was a recent feature 
film, and was responsible for magnificent business. 
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OUR POSTER GALLERY. 

The above illustration is a reproduction of an ex- 

ceedingly handsome six-sheet poster issued by the 
Thomas A. Edison Company in connection with their 
publicity matter for what rromises to be one of their 

The excellent draw- most popular dramatic releases. 
ing and full colours. used with discrimination, should 

render this noster one which will attract attention 

vherever displaved, and which is, moveover, backed 
up by an undoubtedly 5 Ogl 
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_four times daily, 

SURREY NOTES. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Commendable enterprise has been displayed by 
Mr. Hurst, proprietor of the King’s Palace at Wimble- 
don, in procuring the £40,000 film “Antony and 
Cleopatra,” as shown at the Queen’s Hall. This is 
the first time this splendid film has been shown in 
this district. The film was well advertised in the 
local Press, and on the hoardings all over the district. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the management had 
deemed it necessary to double the usual prices to 
all parts of the house, the Palace has been well filled 
at both the evening * houses” in spite of big rival 
attractions. “Antony and Cleopatra” was shown 

and big business was done during 
the week. The film is certainly one of the best I have 
seen, and rivals in interest and magnificence of stag- 
ing the famous “Quo Vadis?” I was pleased to see 
that Mr. Hurst is in evidence again, having recovered 
from his recent illness. 

Mr. Watt, the genial manager of the Cinem 
Palace at Kingston is ever ready to display enterpris¢ 
by having svecial films taken of local events, and in 
the procuring of these he always receives the ready 
assistance of those intimately concerned. His film 
of the local police sports proved very popular, not 
only with the members of the Force but with the 
general public. Superintendent Robinson came 
specially down from Wandsworth to see it, and when 
the film was transferred to the Wandsworth house of 
the company’s circuit, Superintendent Robinson had 
a special notice displayed in the police station there, 
directing the men’s attention to it. Then his special 
film of the visit of the Duchess of Albany to the 
training-brig Stedfast, anchored in the river off the 
Queen’s Promenade, attracted many public men to 
the Cinem Palace, including the Mayor of the bor- 
ough, who, on that particular occasion, made his first 
acquaintance with a picture theatre, and was greatly 
pleased with all he saw. Several of the Town Coun- 
cillors followed his example. The boys of the training- 
brig made a special visit, in charge of their officer, 
on a Saturday afternoon, and were entertained to a 
liberal tea bv the management. 

ROUND CAMBRIDGE CINEMAS. 
(FROM OUR OwN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The Picture Playhouse is continuing to please large 
audiences. Last week Mr. Adrian P. Jordan had an 
attractive topliner in “When the Earth Trembled,” 
this being supported by “In the Midst of the Jungle.” 

The interesting programme presented at the Electric 
Theatre again drew large houses. This cosy cen- 
tral cinema, under the general management of Mr. 
Adrian P. Jordan, has become a popular resort. The 
latest, news in picture form was a feature of the bill, 
and “Pathé’s Gazette” presents the topical matter. 
Mr. A. S. Lauder is the pianist at this theatre, and his 
selections are greatly appreciated by all. 

At the Alexandra Hall exceedingly good business 
is being done. The feature last week was “The 
Pirate’s Daughter.” Other good films included “A 
Temporary Truce ” and “Saved from the Torrent.” 

The manager of the Empire, Mr. Fred W. Hawkins, 
has fallen into line with other exhibitors by running 
a continuous performance. His two star pictures 
recently were “Taming of the Shrew” and “The 
Smugglers of Bellevigne. Last week he was screening 
successfully “ Paulette’s Necklace” and “The 
Feudists.” The excellent orchestra is under the 
baton of Mr. F. Hy RAP rom 
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Crossley Oil Engines. 
Reduce Operating costs by using Crossley Oil and 

Gas Engines for cheap production of Electricity, 

Iilustrating Crossley Oil Engine. 

Full particulars of our Special Combination for 

Cinematograph Theatres sent on _ application. 

CROSSLEY OIL AND GAS ENGINES ARE 

RELIABLE in operation. 

ECONOMICAL in fuel consumption. 

SIM PLE—no skilled attendance heeesniige: 

EASILY STARTED. 

DURABLE — best possible materia! and highest class workmanskig, 

FUE LS—Tewn’s Gas, Suction Gas, Petrol, Petroleum, Crude Oil 

GUARANTEE— All Engines sold under 13 months’ guarantee. 

Nearly 80,000 Engines made and delivered, 

CROSSLEY BROTHERS, "iets 
d., 
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‘SUNDERLAND AND WEARSIDE 
SIDELIGHTS. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

I mentioned, lately, that Mr. James Bainton had 
retired from the Electric Theatre at South Shields, 
and now I learn that he has been entrusted with the 
management of the King’s, which reopened recently, 
after extensive renovations. ‘‘ At Shiloh,’’ a fine war 
drama, and ‘‘ Daddy’s Soldier Boy ’’ drew old patrons 
back again, and many more in addition. 

In that famous South Durham shipping centre, 
West Hartlepool, films and variety displaced musical 
comedy at the Empire, when ‘‘ The Trap,” ‘“‘ A Mes- 
sage of Discord,” and ‘‘One Round O’Brien comes 
Back Again,”’ were the principal pictures. with “‘ The 
King of the Air” as an extra on the Wednesday. Mr. 
Walter E. Pearcey, late of Sunderland, has, by the 
bye, just become assistant manager here. 

Long exclusives are the feature of the programmes 
at the Empire at Shotton Colliery, Mr. Edward Craig 
ane found the miners prefer these to the shorter 

ms. ——_—_ 
Under the régime of Mr. George Downing, the 

Cambridge, at South Hetton, is showing decided 
vitality. The old schools at this village are, I hear, 
to be adapted for a picture hall. 

Mr. Barton is making the Hetton Colliery Empire | 
into a convincing success. 

The Invicta Hall, at Seaham Harbour, scored re- 
cently with “ Younita ” and “ The Lost Millionaire.” 

Huge queues stood outside the Palace Theatre re- 
cently when “In the Hands of London Crooks,” Bar- 
ker’s sensational drama, which had been exclusively 
booked, showed its drawing powers all the week. 
Messrs. Hamilton contrasted the main picture with 
some splendid comedies. “When the Hurricanes 
Bought the Lino ” and “Tiny Tim’s Practical Joke ” 
proved most amusing. 

Mr. Fred Hudspeth did well with “The Fruits of 
Vengeance” at the Theatre de Luxe. “Two Sea 
Dogs” was also exclusively filmed. That Mr. 
George Harcourt’s orchestra acquitted itself as only 
well-trained and capablv conducted musicians can do 
goes without saying. 

At the Picture House, in High Street West, where 
there is never any lack of excellent entertainment, Mr. 
J. McColl several times found a difficulty in balancing 
the demand for seats with the capacity. The “Battle 
of Elderbush Gulch ” was the recent feature, the ex- 
clusive rights of which had been secured. “ The Sea’s 
Recompense,” “The Fatal Taxi-cab,” and “ The Anar- 
chist”” also stood out conspicuously. Mr. Jennings’ 
orchestra was much in evidence, and was, as usual, 
highly appreciated. 

An interested gathering of friends met at the offices 
of Mr. Jas. H. Tindle in the Empire Buildings re- 
cently, when that gentleman took the opportunity of 
presenting Mr. Thos. Adamson,: his late secretary, 
with a gold watch, suitably inscribed, on’ behalf of 
himself, staff, and friends. In making the gift, Mr. 
Tindle spoke of Mr. Adamson’s long and honourable 
association with the business, and heartily wished the 
recipient all good wishes and success in his new post 
as manager of the Queen’s Hall Kinema in Bridge 
Street. — 

Patrons of the Avenue Theatre witnessed “By the 
Cross” recently. This fine feature was greatly annre- 
ciated, its general tone and the manner of its pre- 

Google 
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sentation attracting to the Avenue man« not usually 
seen. The entertainment arranged by Mr. J. H. 
Tindle and Mr. Fred Sayers is invariably such a full 
and varied one that all new friends are likely to be- 
come regular visitors.. 

Messrs. Lough and Richardson run the Star and 
the Central Picture Halls with programmes that make 
paying business. Mr. Richardson has also taken over 
the Cinema in Silksworth Row, where Mr. Lavenu, 
the resident manager, found “ When the Earth Trem- 
bled ” and “A Spartan Father” two magnificent head- iners. 

“When the Earth Trembled ” is proving one of the 
best things the smaller halls in Sunderland have ever 
touched. The Weardale Film Company is responsible 
for most of its bookings. 

PLYMOUTH AND DISTRICT NOTES 
(BY OUR Own CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Mr. Percival, of the Picturedrome, Devonport, iden- 
tified himself, like the majority of other Managers, in 
supporting the A 7 Submarine Disaster Fund, and as 
a result of collections handed over seven guineas, a 
very excellent contribution. During the week the en- 
tertainment, which, by the way, was the last for some 
time to be devoted to pictures, the Management hav- 
ing decided to stage dramatic plays weekly for the 
future, was of a very thrilling character, the leading 
film being in two parts, entitled “Sherlock Holmes 
and the Beryl Coronet.” For the latter portion of the 
week “Truth Will Out” occupied the premier nlace, 
and it certainlv merited it. It possesses a somewhat 
novel story, and anyone who fails to get sound enjoy- 
ment, coupled with moments of excitement, out of it 
would be a hard person to please. There were a num- 
ber of other comedy and dramatic films of a pleasing. 
character. 

Mr. S. G. Boultwood, at the Electric Theatre, 
Devonport, made a splash with “Captain Kid, the 
King of Buccaneers,” a tale of piracy on the seas of 
absorbing interest; and the Irish drama, “ Kelly, from 
the Emerald Isle,” with Barney Gilmore featured, 
made a marked impression upon the audience. In 
addition to other interesting and humorous films, the 
Maynards, in a comedy drawing-room act, added 
greatly to the pleasure of patrons. 

At the local theatres last week the programme: 
were well up to the average, and generally speaking, 
the audiences were good. At the Theatre de Luxe, 
Mr. Knowles presented a “ Kate Kirby Case.” “The 
Substitute Stenographer” teemed with exciting inci- 
dents, and humorous element was well sustained by 
“Sleuths Unawares” and “Short-sighted Bloomer.” 

At the Theatre Elite, Plymouth, good business was 
recorded, Mr. Rundle having a well-selected list. ““The 
Sheriff and the Rustler,” “ The Chieftain’s Son,” and 
“Supper for Three” were more than pleasing. _ In 
the middle of the week “The Mystery of the Silver 
Skull,” a fine Vitagraph, was unfolded. The “Gau- 
mont Graphic” was, as usual, intensely interesting. 

Mr. W. Linsdell, at his much patronised theatre. 
the Cinedrome, put on a very enjoyable series, the 
principal being “In the Coils of the Python. 

At the Tivoli, Devonport, Mr. Cecil Frost main- 
tained his high reputation with the exclusive entitled 
“Cora.” Another superb story was “ The Stroke of 
the Phcebus Eight.” 
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66 THE EXPRESS °> CGheok Issuing 

Machine- 
(Middlemiss’ Patent) 

1HE LATEST AND THE BEST. 

Absolutely Rogue and Foolproof. 

won W. T. ELLISON & Co., Ltd., 
Engineers, 

IRLAMS-O’TH'-HEIGHT, MANCHESTER. 
London Agents—RUFFELLS’ IMPERIAL BIOSCOPE SYNDICATE, 

|} IMITED, 8 & 9, Long Acre, WC. 
its aa aan Sole Agent for IreianI—DtBLin CINK SUPPLIES, 51, Grafton 

FOUR-WAY MACK INE. Street, Dublin. 

KELVIN PETROL AND 
PARAFFIN ELECTRIC 
GENERATING SETS. 
These KELVIN Engines are as supplied to the 
British and Foreign Navies, the Crown Agents, 

etc., etc. 

The following is a certified copy of a letter sent by a KELVIN 

USER to a Friend :— 

From My DEAR Simple and 
Pleased to hear from you. Re Petrol Set, I can put you on to the very 

5 to G0 | thing you want. Send to FYFE, WILSON & CO., 155a, St. Vincent Street, | Reliable. 
HP. GLASGOW, they are the makers of the ONLY RELIABLE PETROL Sets on 

the Market. I have been using one of their small Sets continuously for two 
years and have never been stuck with it. I have recently purchased another Set 
from them, so you will see how all-satisfied I was with the first. 1 am using both 

Portable now. It is the most simple ‘*Fool Proof’’ set youcan find. A lad can attend to it. 

They have a special truck for carrying it about on always ready. All you 
or do is to open one side of the box and start the engine and your electricity is 

there. I don't know the exact price of the Portable Sets, but you will be able to 
Stationary. do business with them, I am sure. I should think you are on a ‘‘winner"’ to tour 

through , Itook £ with itin —-—. FYFE, WILSON’S may have THE 
a second-hand set in stock. hh achealr® Pi oh soba go and buy by cheap and 
nasty Set, of you will be always in trouble and probably hung up when you have 

Quick a Biz House. Vou can depend absolutely upon the ‘‘KELVIN"’ Set as supplied WORLD’S 
by FYFE, WILSON. 

Deliveries. 4 All of the Best. BEST 

- ‘FYFE, WILSON & CO., 155a, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, Scotland. 

LARGEST, BEST AND CHEAPEST M. Baer & Co., Siz e ’ Theatre Seat Maker i 

28, Gerrard Street, London, W. the World. 
THE LARGEST EXPORTERS OF — . 

New and Secondhand Films. ne se JAMES S. 
Enormous Selection from id. per ft. Write for Lists. 

aT 2, 3, & 4 Raels of all Makes. 

Speciality Features : FOR HIRE & EXvORT. 
Office and Factory— 

All FILMS guaranteed in excellent condition. YS 112, HIGH HOLBORN 
i \ 9 

TITLES IN ANY LANGUAGE. 
Te'egrams: Proscenium London. 

Telephone: Holbo n11 2. 
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KAMM’S PATENT 
MALTESE GROSS 

:: PROJECTOR. :: 
British made throughout. 

Adopted by the British Government. 

The ONLY?Flickeriess Projector. As steady asa lantern slide, 

KAMM’S NEW DOG MACHINE. 
= Easiest Machine on Films in existence. Silent. 

Price £30. 

COME AND WITNESS DEMONSTRATION in our private 
theatre to prove superiority over amy existing Projector on 

the market. 

Book to City Road Station on the tube (twenty minutes. from 
Charing Cross). 

Kamm’s English Patents of the Projecter— 
23,904 1906. 24,952 1906. 24,953 1906, 24,157 1907, 
7,815 1910, 7,816 1910, 10,977 1910, 14,573 1911, 

Three Years’ Guarantee given with 

every Machine (Cross or Dog). 

LET THE OWNERS TELL THEIR OWN STORY. 
THE CINEMA, 

ADLINGTON, 
LANCS. 

GENTLEMEN, February 11th, 1914. 

The machine is giving perfect satisfaction and my patroms say we give the steadiest 
and best* picture in the district. 

Yours faithfully, 

JAS. NEWTON, 

p.p. FRED SEVERS. 

TRY OUR MAINTENANCE SYSTEM. 
wy BOTHER with aninferior machine which shows bad pietures and causes grext delay and eapense in repairs and upkeep? 
We give you a brand new machine complete on a atand, with apool boxes, and 2 first class * “UNIVERSAL” arc lamp at (0s. per 

you are dissatisfied with the picture, we give youanether machine, in fact we guarantee to give you a picture as good 
at the end a the year as on the first day you instalied our tin et a is the cheapest.in the long run for you to have your machine 

main y experts, 

cme re L. KAMM & CO., 
27, POWELL ST., GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 

~ Telegraphic Address: ‘'ZzROGRAPH, LONDON.” Telephone: CENTRAL 8281. 
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A Good Comic of a length which is just ngnt, 

SNAPPY, EXCITING AND HUMOUROUS. 
Rel. Monday, April 13th. Length 676 ft. app. 

PRIMROSES. 
A pathetic drama _ 
with a happy ending. ‘ 

Rel. Monday, April 13th. Length 2,200 ft. app. 

The Little Warder. 
Little Tony in a dramatic episode, 

Rel. Thursday, April 16th. Length 2,240 ft. 

The Pasquali Film Company (Eng.), Ltd., 
52, RUPERT STREET, LONDON, W. 

Telephone—Regent 2718} Telegrams —** Kinescopic, Piccy, London,” 
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FILMS—WEEK BY WEEK. 
Compiled from the Manufacturers’ Synopses. 

For Addresses, _ Telephone Numbers, etc., see ‘‘Film Releases.’’ 

AMERICAN CO. 

See Unto the Weak.—A les- 
son in practical sympathy, 
showing how an_ old 
bachelor, despite the gos- 

sips of the village, befriended a girl in trouble. The 
Parson, a well- -meaning busybody, received a shock 
when his own son’s villainy was exposed, and an im- 
mediate marriage was demanded, with the bachelor 
as witness. (March oth. 1,000 ft.) 

The Return of Helen Redmond.—The husband of 
an actress dies, and his brothers take charge of the 
child. The drama centres round the heart struggles 

of the mother and her renunciation of the little one 
until she has established herself in a new and better 
life. (March 12th. 2,080 ft.) 

CLARENDON. 

Speedy, the Telegraph Boy.—Speedy, the alert (?) 
as an inquiring mind, and his fixed gazes upon all 

he sees gets him into many troubles of a very sur- 
Prising nature. (March oth. 365 ft.) 

CRICKS AND MARTIN. 

A Double Exposure.—The hid. 
ing of a fiver won by a bet, and 
the attempts of both husband 
and wife to claim damages from 
the Pay Nil and Evadem In- 
surance Company, result in 
negations and_ recriminations. 

560 ft.) ba rat ( ch 12th. 

Digitized by \zO gle 

COSMOPOLITAN. 

NEVADA. 

The Bugle Call.—The first of a new series, in which 
a boy actor plays a clever part as the pet of the regi- 
ment. How, when the escort accompanying the 
coach which conveys his sister is attacked by Indians, 
he cleverly succeeds in crawling away, then blowing 
the call for help, is a fine incident in the drama. 
(March oth. 0975 ft.) 

DAVISON’S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

B. and C. 

In a Scva Garden.—An extra- 
ordinarily bea. ‘iful series, taken 
by Mr. F. Bu. “cham at the 
famous museum or che Prince of 
Monaco. (March oth. 600 ft.) 

EXCENTRIC. 

Two Tramps and an Oyster.—Story of a brilliant 
idea, no less than to make the bivalve “lay” pearls, 
like a pullet. Some curious happenings are noted ere 
the enterprising ones are robbed of their fortune. 
(March oth. 633 ft.) 

SPECIAL. 

And Women Must Weep.—An appealing story of the 
sea and two sailor rivals. War breaks out, and one 
is reported dead. How the girl and her lover wait for 
a year out of respect, and how the other, Enoch Arden 
like, returns, enables a drama which ends with a 
generous resignation. (March 12th. 1,469 ft.) 

ECLAIR. 

A.C.A.D. 

The Lady In No. 23.—Comedy of life in a garrison 
town, adapted from the farce by Messrs. Gavault and 
Bourgain. The amours of the different grades lead 
to many amusing and complicated situations. (March 
12th. 1,892 ft.) 

A Night in the Chamber of Horrors.—Dramatic 
story, in Grand Guignol style, of the fearful result of 
a bet and an attempt to startle an already overwrought 
man. The chamber receives anather subject, and a 
figure to its collection. (March 12th. 950 ft.) 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

The Honour of Lady Beaumont.—Drama of Society, 
and the search, for the sake of an_ unscrupulous 
woman’s whim, for her former lover. How he is 
found in the Far North-west, married and peaceful, 
and his narrration of the thrilling events which de- 
cide him against a return, is splendidly portrayed. 
(March oth. 975 ft.) 

riginal from 
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POWER'S No. G 
IT IS THE PROJECTOR THAT IS UNRIVALLED. 

The WALTURDAW Co., Ltd., 46, Gerrard Street, LONDON, W. 
Telephones—Regent 3310, 3311, 3312. Telegrams—‘‘ Albertype,_Telew, London.”’ 

Branches: CARDIFF—9, St. John’s Square. BIRMINGHAM—192, Corporation St. 

Lancashire Agents—Messrs. Cinema Feature Film Co, 21, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. Irish Agent—Mr. J. I 
Bradlaw, 51, Grafton Street, Dublin. Nottingham Agents—Messrs. The Provincial Film Agency, 30, 
St. James’ Street, Nottingham. Sheffield Agents—Messrs. Clayton’s Bioscope, Figtree Lane, Sheffield. 
Newcastle TEuEE Me 18; st ealigiae of England Film Bureau, Ltd., [vid g\Hdiise| Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
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The Double Cross.—The schemes of a bachelor to 
find “the girl” result in a photograph of a group. 
His housekeeper finds the photograph, and causes no 
end of trouble. Cross purposes are rampant until 
Cupid ends the comedy. (March oth. 908 ft.) 

SCIENTIA. 

Balani and Mollusca.—Studies of life on the sea- 
shore, fascinating and beautiful, the various species 
being effectively illustrated. (March oth. 328 ft.) 

Chinese Customs.—The deeply rooted usages of an 
ancient race are seen in the use of chopsticks, the 

native drama, the opium habit, and the quaint funeral 
ceremonies. (March 12th. -353 ft.) 

THOMAS A. EDISON, LTD. 

The Stolen Plans,— 
Story of British Army 
life, and number eight 
of the British produc- 
tions of the company. A 

the tale, which deals with 

aviation and the scheming of a foreign spy to secure 
the plans for the new biplane. (March oth. 1,040 ft.) 

From Durban to Zululand.—The very progressive 
capital of Natal, with its fine parks and buildings, is 
seen, we go inland and witness sights which 
include a great tribal dance, in which 2,000 warriors 
take part, a scene worthy of the pen of Dante. (March 
oth. 460 ft.) 

The Manicure Girl.—Learning that a designing 
mother favours the suit of Mr. Passay for her daugh- 
ter’s hand, the manicure girl effects a scheme which 
helps Jack and shows Passay in his true colours. 
(March oth. 1,040 ft.) 

Digitized by Go ) le 8 

Silas Marner.—Excellently presented filmic adapta- 
tion of George Eliot’s masterpiece. This feature was 
specially reviewed in THE BIOSCOPE of January 2gth, 
on p. 487. (March 12th. 2,040 ft.) 

Greedy George.—The omnivorous boy, after “a real 
feed ” of all manner of dainties (stolen sweets, all of 
‘em), has a dream which causes great alarm. His 
adventures in the land of giant goodies are most 
amusing. (March 12th. 500 ft.) 

ESSANAY. 

A Romance of the Hills.—A 

stranger comes between two sweet- 
hearts in a mining camp, but heart- 
lessly leaves the girl for another. A 
reconciliation follows the return of 

-. the disillusioned girl to her lover. 
(March oth. 984 ft.) 

The Heart of the Law.—An 
escaped criminal, after years of search, is found to be 
a wealthy man-by a detective. The pleadings of a 
child -revent the arrest ,and a subsequent happening 
proves the man’s innocence. (March oth. 996 ft.) 

Smithy’s Grandma Party.—The professor, a physi- 
cal culture man, with his assistant, invites some 
chorus girls to lunch, the butler being made up as 
“grandma.” The fun is at its height when Mrs. 
Smith returns unexpectedly. (March oth. 904 ft.) 

Miss GERTRUDE FORBEs, 

the popular Essanay artiste. 

The Stigma.—Shipwrecked, a girl is saved by a 
young fisherman. She becomes his one thought; 
then it is discovered that she is a leper. When driven 
from the village, he elects to go with the girl, and 
even joins her in the final sacrifice. (March 12th. 

1,953 ft.) 

Broncho Billy’s Squareness.—A locket, given out of 
gratitude by an outlaw, causes the arrest of an inno- 
cent man, but Billy, the bandit, gives himself up to 
the law. A fierce attack uvon a coach is a feature of 
one portion. (March 12th. 80 ft.) 

Original from 
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\ Crompton 
Auto-Connected 

Sets 
for 

Bioscope . 
Arc Lamps. 

Suitable for any Supply Voltage, Alternating or Continuous Current. 

Great Saving in Power. 
Easily Installed. Silent Runming. 

Pea 

Pn 

No Heavy Foundations. 

For Full Particulars apply to— 

CROMPTON & died Limited, Arc Works, Chelmsford. 

No Steadying Resistance. 

This is an illustration of the 

KESNOR 
TICKET ISSUING 
ONE-WAY MACHINE. 

The Most Efficient Safeguard against Fraud 
that the Theatrical Manager ean have. 

a 

ae ee 

It is a neat. simple and perfectly made machine, and is the 

quickest ticket deliverer on the market. 

we 

na 

pape 

ae 

a 
Made to issue tickets from one up to four different prices 

of admission. 

KESNOR MACHINES are the CHEAPEST 

and BEST on the MARKET. 

Machines can be seen and particulars given at the Patentees and Manufacturers 

Blectrieenenecre, Watford, Herts. | THOS. KESNOR & CO., LTD., "nee 
So at 

THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 58, Dean St., Shaftesbury Avenue, W 
and 9, Place de la Bourse, PARIS. 
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GAUMONT. 

The Three Shadows. — Sump- 
tuously produced story of crime and 
intrigue, in which the double life 
led by La Ravelli is the cause of a 
mysterious crime. The unravel- 
ing of the secret gives rise to 
some very startling incidents. 
(March oth. 2,780 ft.) 

Picturesque Greece.— The gorges 
and narrow passes of history are seen to be no myth. 
We cross, also, the Isthmus of Corinth, and view the 
area where the great naval battles of Greece were 
fought. ‘March oth. 320 ft.) 

Mixed Identities.—Tale of a deception practised in 
order to enable Narcissi to visit Paris. Unfortu- 
nately for the scheme, the “excuse,” his ailing god- 
mother, arrived quite unexpectedly and well and 
hearty. (March oth. 1,995 ft.) 

A Friend’s Forgiveness.—Playing with fire, a wife 
was one day horrified to hear of the death of her 
lover. Upon a visit to the house she was detected 
in an attempt to steal certain letters. The shock 
brought on severe illness, but the widow of the dead 
man made a generous atonement. ‘(March 12th. 
1,360 ft.) 

The Brother’s Mistake.—The action of a new house- 
keeper, in boarding her little boy while she worked 
for the two Jacksons eventually gave rise to scandal, 
but the elder man soon found a means, and the 
youngster was installed as the friend of the family. 
{March 12th. 1,240 ft.) 

Spanish Morocco.—Quite a flavour of the “ Arabian 
Nights ” enters this scenic, the Mosque and the mar- 
kets of Tetuan being included in some striking 
scenes. (March 12th. 400 ft.) 

His Old Dutch.—An amusing comedy of life by the 
Zuyder Zee, in which the native cheeses, and the 
effect of a quarrel between husband and wife over 
these useful commodities is seen. (March 12th. 
830 ft.) 

HEPWORTH. 

Hawkeye, Hall Porter.—Poor 
old Hawkeye is too somnolent 
for his duties, and when called 
upon to act as waiter in addi- 
tion, finds the last straw which 
gives him (and the manager) 
the hump. (March oth. 727 ft.) 

Brief Authority.x—The harsh 
estate agent finds a mysterious rival in the field for 

Digitized by Goc gle 

the hand of a farmer’s daughter, and proceeds to re- 
venge himself by turning the old folks out of the 

farm. He receives an unpleasant surprise when the 
stranger, the new squire, discharges him and rein- 
states the old people. (March 12th. 950 ft.) 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY. 
MILANO. 

The Violinist’s Secret.—Love for the daughter of 
friends, cn the musician’s part, is rudely surprised by 
a mercenary marriage. The years prove the hol- 
lowness of the match, the husband turning out a 

criminal. Pity moves the violinist to help the couple, 
but a great tragedy eventually enables the threads of 
love to be reunited: (March 12th. 2,500 ft.) 

Original from 
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A, E. HUBSCH & CO., LTD. 
SASCHA. 

Lux, the World-famed Police Dog.—An “interest ” 
of an absorbing nature, depicting the wonderful pitch 
of perfection to which the dog has been trained. He 
understands every order, and is, moreover, a wonder- 
ful jumper. (March 12th. 390 ft.) 

IMPERIAL FILM COMPANY. 
MARTIN. : 

Mike Murphy as Picture Actor.—The proceedings 
at the studio greatly interest Mike, who gets into 
trouble with the scenery, the electrical apparatus, and 
finally causes a regular “ Ballymoy” in the course of 
adrama. (March oth. 531 ft.) 

KINETO. 
Salmon Fisheries at Sooke, B.C.—The marvellous 

prolificacy of the British Columbian rivers is wonder- 
fully shown, the fish being hauled up by the hundred. 
The visit to the factories is a no less fascinating sight. 
(March oth. 475 ft.) 

Winter Climbing on Snowdon.—This very interest- 
ing picture was specially reviewed in THE BIOSCOPE 
of January 29th, on p. 490. (March 12th. 510 ft.) 

LUBIN. 
When Mountain 

Meet. — The arrival of an_ idle 
male flirt so inflames Beth, a 
mountain girl, that she schemes to 
meet him in the valley. A terrific 
struggle between:the one who loves 
her and the would-be seducer has a 
tragic ending. (March oth. 1,850 ft.) 

An Enemy’s Aid.—By a remark- 
able series of coincidences, Tom 
Richards is saved an untimely end by 

a powder plot, and saves the life of the girl, which 
proves his love. Her rescue from the cliffs reveals a 
wonderful lode of gold quartz. (March oth. 1,032 ft.) 

The Drummer’s Narrow Escape.—Priscilla, in- 
formed by her sister of the young man she has met, 
determines to capture him for herself, hence come 
very farcical happenings. (March oth. 4g0 ft.) 

Between Dances.—Thanks to the kindly words of 
an old man, Harry is enabled to get over a quarrel, 
and returns to Mabel, who gladly makes reparation. 
(March oth. 555 ft. ) 

The New Camera Man.—Anxious, but over zealous, 
John panorams vigorously round the park, then gets 
into trouble with some navvies. When the film is 
igh the “picture ” is indescribable. (March oth. 
322 ft. 

The Voice of Angels.—This pleasing domestic ro- 
mance was specially reviewed in THE BIOSCOPE of 
January 22nd, on p. 375. (March 12th. 2,066 ft.) 

An Interrupted Courtship.—Despite the pranks of 
his children at the seaside, and their objection to his 
courtship of the widow, papa is enabled, through her 
ingenuity, to bring off an unexpected marriage. 
(March 12th. 546 ft.) 

The Magician’s Wand.—An ingenious comic, with a 
small boy, enthralled by a private rehearsal, in pos- 
session of the magic wand. He has a wonderful time 
until two huge policemen are conjured from space 
and effect his arrest. (March 12th. 516 ft.) 

A Love of '64.—Stirring drama of the days of Con- 
federates versus Union. The fine bravery of the girl 
spy, who feigns blindness when she crosses the 
broken bridge is well depicted. (March 12th. 1,031 ft.) 

and Valley 
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The Wedding Gown.—In ‘the city, 
the country girl soon forgets her old 
lover. On the eve of her wedding to 
a roué, she finds her old love re- 
newed by the simple gown sent by 
her mother, and hastens back to the 
old home. (March oth. 1,557 ft.) 

Abe Gets Even With Father.— 
Comical Yiddish farce. Little Abey, in revenge for 
a spanking, plans a quarrel between Cohen and the 
Irish janitor. Cohen gets a licking, and gives Abe 
half a dollar to say that he “outed” Murphy. (March 
goth. 325 ft.) 

The Sentimental Sister.—Story of the studio and the 
sacrifice made by the sentimental girl in order that 
her sister’s love for the artist should not suffer inter- 
ference. (March 12th. 1,023 ft.) 

How They Struck Oi!.—Stranded motorists are seen 
vulgarly deridine the simple countrv folk, but the 
yokels soon get their own back, and a fine laugh into 
the bargain. (March 12th. 455 ft.) 

Why He Gave Up.—Reissue of a seaside comedy, in 
which a gay hubby gets the surprise of his life. 
(March 12th. 725 ft.) 

KALEM. 

Gild-edged Stocks. — Melodramatic 
release which deals with the swindling 
of investors by a shark. A stirring 
shooting scene forms the crucial epi- 
sode, and the arrest of a girl seems 
imminent, but the man, before dying, 
confesses that she shot him in self- 

(March oth. 1,042 ft.) 

Emancipated Women.—A “new women” comedy, 
in which Cupid completely overthrows the scheme of 
three girls who aspired to become lady farmers. 
(March oth. 620 ft.) 

A Shot in the Night.—Distrustful of his new 
mother, the boy becomes unhanyyv. One night an 
unexpected return causes the wife to shoot the hus- 
band in error. His illness brings about a great love 
between the child and the woman. (March 12th. 
1,885 ft.) 

Tell Tale Stains.—Detective drama, in which the 
daring plans of a crook are foiled by a clever girl, 
who identifies him at the ball by tobacco stains upon 
his fingers. (March 12th. 1.071 ft.) 

defence. 
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MONO. 

What Happened to John.— Many things, including 
“that pain across the temples,” an adventure with 
some eggs (in his hat), and trouble with a tar boiler. 
(March 12th. 371 ft.) 

SPECIAL. 

The Agouti and the Mongoose.—:\n intcresting 
rodent, a native of the West Indies, and the Indian 
ichneumon, the snake’s encmy, are cleverly depicted. 
(March goth. 306 ft.) 

WELT. 

From innsbruck to Mittenwald.—Onc of the most 
charming regions of Upner Bavaria, shown in a crisp 
scenic. (atarch 12th. 4009 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY FILM CO. 
AMBROSIO. 

The Taking of Saragossa.—F ine production of a 
Stirring episcde in the frontier wars, with a pathetic 
love story as relief. (March oth. 1,145 ft.) 

The Barber of Seville.—The famous light opcra of 
Rossini, well presented in pictorial form. (March 
I2th. 2,220 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY. 

The Loue Valley.—Glimpses of one of the most 
ear districts of the French Jura. (March oth. 
440 ft. 

SVEA. 

A Rare Companionship.—A novel animal picture, 
showing how a dog and a hare have been trained to 
become playmates and inseparable friends. (March 
12th. 310 ft.) 

NEW MAJESTIC FILM CO. 

MAJESTIC. 

A Slight Misunderstanding.—T hrough 
the crossing of letters, one to an Irish 
laundress and the other to his sweet- 
heart, a comical series of episodes is 
seen, ending with the swell being well 
belaboured outside the theatre by Paddy, 

the laundiymaid’s lover. (March goth. gg2 ft.) 

Hearts and Hoofs.— By the wonderful sagacity of a 
borrowed horse, the life of a prospector, who is lost 
in the desert, is saved. He returns home, and gives 
his consent to the marriage of his daughter with the 
owner of his equine friend. (March rath. 1,000 ft.) 

RELIANCE. 

The Stolen Woman. — Sensa- 
tional drama, with many fine inci- 
dents, and staged amid beautiful 
surroundings. The treachery of 
the escaped convict aboard the 
hero’s motor boat, and the final 

stirring scenes are worth seeing, and enable the 
realisation of a true love. (March oth. 1,953 ft.) 

Of Such is the Kingdom.—Despite the snobbish 
manners of the parson and his wife, little Runa per- 
sists in playing with poor children. When Billy 
bravely rescues her from drowning, the parson is 
forced to see a sermon in/the_wavs of children, and 
their proof thdtialiiare bkik. OR ed 979 ft.) 
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PASQUALI FILM CO. 

Beyond Recall. — A _ beautifully 
staged domestic drama, in which the 
sins of an erring wife force her to the 
realisation of the loss of her child. 
She writes to her husband, and a 
great conflict of emotions, accentu- 
ated by the illness of the child, is 
seen. (March gth. 2,300 ft.) 

Polidor is Jealous,—And fixes up an ingenious 
camera, which will take a snapshot of the man he 
suspects. With the negative in one hand, and a 
pistol in the other, he stops all the male inhabitants, 
then finds the original to be the pet monkey of Gar- 
lico, the “organist.” (March gth. 500 ft.) 

Polidor Buys a Pennyworth of Milk.—His adven- 
tures before Grimalkin receives his lacteal nourish- 
ment are manv, especially when an intoxicated but 
amiable friend persists in assisting. (March 1ath. 
405 ft.) 

; ; 

PATHE FRERES 
A.K. " 

That Infernal Pig.—An amusing tale of a bomb, 
and its concealment within the bodv of a defunct 
porker. (March 8th. 750 ft.) 

Tha Moonshiner’s Last Stand.— Through helping a 
girl bitten by a snake in the woods, a Revenue officer 
obtains a clue, and arrests her father, the chief of the 
gang. (March 12th. 1,950 ft.) 

Tho Spendthrift’s Reform.—A powerful sermon in 
pictures against the evils of gambiing. A woman’s 
noble sacrifice turns the tide in her husband’s favour. 
(March 12th. 975 ft.) 

Training a Step-father.—The sixteen year old 
daughter of his francée, along with a friend, dressed 
as children, give the prospective pa a very lively time 
until he is rescued bv the widow. (March 12th. 
850 ft.) 

CHICAGO. 

The Royal Road to Fame.— Unable to get remuner- 
ative prices for his paintings, Hooker Green disguises 
himself, then announces, by devious means, that the 
famous artist is no more. Result: inflated values, 
cheques from America, and a _ discreet retirement. 
(March 12th. 875 ft.) 

ECLECTIC. 

In the Garden of England.—Becautiful views in the 
Isle of Wight, including historic Carisbrooke, pictur- 
esque old Shanklin, and famous Cowes. (March 
12th. 2650 ft.) 

FILM D’ARTE. 

The Return of the Emigrant.— The owner of a huge 
fortune, an Italian, returns hame to seek a wife, but 
disguises himself as a poor man. His frigid recep- 
tion by relatives is atoned for bv the sweet disposition 
of one of three sisters. The chagrin of the aunt and 
the two sisters when he makes his choice and reveals 
his enormous wealth can be imagined. (March 8th. 
2,075 ft.) 

HILARE. 

A Perfect Cure.— By an error, Boniface encloses the 
wrong vhotograph in a letter to his wife from the 
Alps. Mrs. Boniface travels post haste to the spot, and 
finds “the ladv.” who, however, soon reassures her, 
and helps to administer iaaptimishment. (March 8th. 
650 ft.) 
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‘‘London has lured me all my life, 
and so when I saw ‘The Lure of 
London’ on the bills, I went, I saw, 
and was conquered. 

‘The Lure of London, HAVE 
by Arthur Applin,is an interesting 
and dramatic film story of London 
scenes, and sho: ld be very attrac- 
tive to Provincial spectators. To 
Londoners, the scenes have the 
charm of old acquaintance. The 
roamings of a little child along Re. 
gent Street and through St. James’ APPLIED 
Park, and away into the wilds of 
Whitechapel, is most appealing. 

ae * a 
There is quite modern melodrama 
in ‘The Lupe,’ and Miss Ivy Close, 
o' beauty-prize fame, makes a most 
attractive heroine. An English 
story, written by an English author, 
filmed by a British firm, ‘The Lure’ 
should linger long in London and 
should prove particularly pleasing 
to provineials. The more British 
films for British people the better.”’ 

* * x @ 
—GEO. R. SIMS, in ‘‘THE REFEREE.” 

‘LURE 
LONDON 
ENGLISH 4,000 ft. EXCLUSIVE 

A TRIUMPH IN PRODUCTION PICTURING 

HOW LONDON LIVES 

CO-OPERATIVE CINEMATOGRAPH 
WIRE Co., LTD., ‘PHONE 
Taner 31, LITCHFIELD ST., LONDON, W. — conratszsi, 
London.” Gerrard 139. 
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IMPERIUM. 

Dwarf Horses.—A delightful novelty, in which 
Henrycks, the dwarf ringmaster, introduces his troupe 
of miniature ponies in a wonderful equestrian act.. 
(March 8th. 450 ft.) 

MICHIGAN. 

_The Engineer's Daughter.—A villain sets a trap for 
his rival, the girl’s sweetheart. This failing, he kid- 
naps the girl. When pursued by the gang, her 
father’s engine proves the means of bringing help, 
and a well-merited punishment for a dastarty act. 
(March 8th. 700 ft.) 

NIZZA. 

The Key to the Situation.— Arriving home a little 
later than usual, he finds the keyhole a source of 
annoyance. Various methods are tried to gain an 
entry. He finally breaks in the door, then finds—the 
wrong house. (March 12th. 450 ft.) 

PATHE. 

- Max as a_ Chiropodist.— 
Me Once more Max adopts subter- 

fuge in order to pursue his 
amours, but, unfortunately, pa 
requests attention to_ his 
cornuted extremities. Max is 
focibly ejected for his “ pains,” 
and suffers, in addition. from 
an encounter with the genuine 
pedal performer. (March 8th. 
975 ft.) 

The Marmot.—An insight 
into the peculiar habits of an 
interesting Alpine creature. 
His wonderful agility and 
pecularities are well shown. 
(March 12th. 500 ft.) 

RUSSIAN. 

A Great Hunt.—A battue, organised by the Grand 
Duke Nicholas, is seen. The striking Russian 
scenery and the diversity of the bag are special fea- 
tures, the wild boars giving, however, the greatest 
trouble. (March 8th. 425 ft.) 

PHCENIX. 

Pimple Elopes.—As “deputy” to a pal, Pimple goes 
through the troubled stages of an elopement, his chum 
arriving just in time to take the last act, while 
aes comes in for the buffetings. (March oth. 

545 ft. 

PREMIER. 

The Tango Tangle.—A lively comedy of a hubby’s 
stolen visit to gay Paree. The wife follows, and mas- 
querades as a dancer. (March oth. 757 ft.) 

The Town Rat and the Country Rat.—La Fontaine’s 
illustrative fable of contrasts is rendered into an in- 
structive film. (March 12th. 208 ft.) 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 
BLACHE. 

The Henpecked Burglar.—Arriving home “in the 
wee sma’ hours,” hubby meets Mr. Raffles. who 
promptly hails him as one of the fraternity. A laugh- 
able muddle follows. the husband, for the sake of 
peace, confessing his “crime.” He is with difficulty 
prevailed upon to leave the station. (March 12th 

ajo0n: f] Digitized by Gor gle 

PARISIEN. 

At the Call of Conscience.—Robbery of a widow’s 
fortune causes the woman to give her son a sealed 
package, to be opened on his becoming of age. When 
he reads the denunciation of the inventor’s villainy, 
he formulates and cleverly carries out a startling re- 
venge by hypnotic influence. (March oth. 1,860 ft.) 

Tartinette’s Dream. — Comedy, which centres 
around the girl’s sleeping thoughts of her lion-hunt 
mg hero, Badigeon. (March gth. 430 ft.) 

ROSENBERG. 

DANMARK. 
Flames of Vengeance.—Picturesque drama of 

Polish life, with a striking fire scene and a railway 
collision as the main “thrills” in a story of a man’s 
infatuation for an adventuress. (March oth. 2,780 ft.) 

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO. 
Within the Hour.—While a child 

runs out to play, a thief gets in 
> and packs the silver. The little 

girl returns with a chum, who hap- 
pens to be the robber’s child, and 
proves the means of his acquittal, 

when a policeman eniers the house, through an ap- 
peal to his better nature. (March oth. _ 1,021 ft.) 

Cupid Makes a Bull’s-eye.—An amusing“story of a 
scheme which sets the caps of a widow and widower, 
and at the same time enables the son and daughter of 
each to arrange an elopement. (March oth. 088 ft.) 

The Wolf of the City.—The ways of a blackmailing 
American pressman are suddenly changed by the sight 
of a suffering wife. He lets his intended victim go 
untouched and himself destroys an incriminating 
negative and the electro for the story. (March oth. 
1,234 ft.) Original from * 
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THE 

BRITISH VACUUM CLEANER 

ba Dust 

a 

,Write for Booklet and Particulars of our Cash or Hire Purchase terms for Fixed cr Portable Plants. 

The BRITISH VACUUM CLEANER Co., Ltd,, 27, Parsons Green Lane, London. $.W. 
Telephone—Putney 2740. Telegrams—‘' Vacuumiser, London." 

Telegrams—‘' CARPETS, BIRMINGHAM.’’ Telephone—CENTRAL 3834 

BECK & WINDIBANK, LTD., 
ARE SCORING PHENOMENAL SUCCESSES WITH THEIR 

“BECKWIN” Range of Theatre Chairs and Farnishing. 
TRADE MARK SF Te TRADE MARK. 

The Hall mark 

ef Theatre 

Furnishing. 
LUXURY WITH ECONOMY. THE BECKWIN CHAIR No. 27. PRICE 12/9 

Fixed Complete 20 inch centres, upholatered in Lister's Mohsir Velvet and finished in Silk Gimp end Nails, 
Polished Pamele outside back and under seste, 

- If you are about to furnish or re-furmish yeur Theatre GO DIRECT TO THE 
(Write for particulars. MAN UFAOTURERB. (Our Representative will be with you by return.) 

BECK & WINDIBANK, cement street, BIRMINGHAM. 
(Successors to A. BR. DEAN, LTD.) 

A Guarantee 

of Excellence. 

Original from 
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The Escape of Jim Dolan.—The daring rough-- 
rider, a victim of circumstantial evidence, is pursued 
on his escape from prison., Tom Mix, in the charac- 
ter of Dolan, does some wonderful feats of eques- 
trianism, and escapes capture by a most daring ruse. 
(March 12th. 1,941 ft 

Grandad’s Boy.—An old man’s adoration for his 
grandson leads to an affecting scene when the little 
fellow has an accident. The boy recovers, and exoner- 

~ ates his sister’s lover from the blame which the old 
man sought to place upon him. (March 12th. 705 ft.) 

Northern Hearts.—A finely enacted tale of the Far 
North-west, and its famous Mounted Police, with a 
good love element interwoven. (March 12th. 878 ft.) 

G. SERRA. 
CINES. 

Bidoni in Medieval 
Times. — An_ ingenious 
comic relating the come- 
dian’s dream after dining 
in the ancestral hall of a 
nobleman. An _ excruciat- 
ing mixture of the days of 
armour, wigs and peruke 
with the period of elec- 
tricity and petrol provides 
the fun. (March oth. 
785 ft.) 

Witch’s Spectacles. — 
Dramatic phantasia, in 
which a charming countess 

is enabled, through the use of magic glasses, to -avoid 
a pitfall, and choose a husband who is worthy of her. 
(March oth. 735 ft.) 

Vision of Bologna.—The rich store of architectural 
beauties of the famous Italian town and its palace, 
also the beautiful Margerita Gardens in a good scenic. 
(March oth. 420 ft.) 

Bloomer, Valet.—Once more in Queer Street, 
Bloomer is frustrated in an attempt to follow a new 
vocation. His mistaken zeal causes no end of trouble 
and extensive damage in a café whence he is_ being 
ejected. (March 12th. 400 ft.) 

Toreador’s Romance.—Story of love and jealousy in 
sunny Spain. A sensational bull fight, duel, and the 

toreador’s death in the ring are stirring scenes in a 
picturesque drama. rch 12th. 1,670 ft. 
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THANHOUSER. 

Little Brother.—Typical of his 
species, he acted the part of spoil- 
sport when William came to the sea- 
side, where Flo was _ staying. The 
climax came when William got into 
bed among a company of crabs pre- 
viously inserted by Tommy. William 

rushed into the sea to get rid of them, hence visions of 
“suicide ” and a lasting reconciliation. (March goth. 
1,016 ft.) 

A Twentieth Century Farmer.—Of course, “a mere 
farmer” was despised by the parents, but Maud set 
to work to learn household duties. Her attempts 
proved an amusing sequence of incidents, but the 
snobbish parents are surprised when they iearn that 
the farmer was a great capitalist. There was no 
dairy work for Maud. (March oth. 1,021 ft.) 

PRINCESS, 

Her Right to Happiness.—Husband and w’' , 
slowly drifting apart. He went on a lone « = 
and hunting exnedition, and she secretly followed. 
What she saw of his attempts at cooking soon de- 
cided the issue, and a happy couple completed the 
holiday. (March 12th. 995 ft.) 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 

BISON 101. 

Madonna of the Slums.—Trouble with his model 
compels an artist to engage a pretty slum girl. At 
an entertainment the great picture is unveiled and the 
model introduced. Her Apache acquaintances break 
in and a great fight follows, the gang being captured. 
Love for the little model ends the romance. (March 
oth. 1,833 ft.) 

Good-for-nothing Jack.—Years after losing his wife, 
Jack finds a little child in the hands of a cowardly 
outlaw. He saves her, his own daughter, unknow- 
ingly, and dies in the attempt. (March 12th. 1,995 ft.) 

A Forest Romance.—Picturesque scenery and vivid 
battles between Reds and Whites characterise a tale 
of unrequited love, revenge, and the circumventing 
of a vile plot by the medicine man. (March 12th. 
1,920 ft.) 

CRYSTAL. 

Baldy Wins a Prize.—After two fossils have been 
rejected by a spinster they discover that she has a for- 
tune, and run a comical race, which Bandy Baldy 
wins. (March oth. 550 ft.) 

His Last Gamble.— thief blackmails the father of 
the girl he wants, knowing his past as a receiver. 
The old man hurls both himself and the miscreant 
into the sea, and the secret goes with them. {March 
12th. 1,010 ft.) 

FRONTIER. 

Caught at His Own Game.—A voung rancher plays 
a joke upon a girl visitor, disguising the cook and 
gardener as his parents. She neatly turned the tables 
on him, but Cupid put an end to the misunderstand- 
ings. (March othrigioss fftdn 
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XIV. 

A Hasty Jilting.—Rejected, a lover went West and 
made good. By a turn of fate he returned to find a 
foolish marriage imminent, and in time to save the 
girl from a scoundrel. (March 12th. goo ft.) 

iMP. 

Thou Shalit Not Rubber.—A 
comedy of the park, two elderly 
fools being neatly tricked by one 
they imagined to be a sprighily 
nymph of fashion. (March oth. 
495 ft.) 

Child Stealers of Paris. — 
Dramatic episodes, played in 
Paris, and showing, after tra,zic 
happenings, a jovful reunion be- 
tween a beggar child, reallv his 

daughter, and a tourist American. (March oth. 
987 ft.) 

Who Killed Olga Carew?—The death of the adven- 
turess 1s blamed upon an innocent girl. Her lever, 
by securing a photograph of the victim's eves, is 
enabled to bring positive proof of her innoceace, the 
crime having been perpetrated by the artist’s pet 
monkey. (March t2th. 2,015 ft.) 

NESTOR. 

Justice of the Wild.—Marnriage 
with an Indian girl gives happiness 
to a widower, but he falls into evil 
ways, and one dav steals the money 
of an Indian chief. The wife recog- 
nises the bag as that of her own 
tribe, and ruthlessly shoots her hus- 
band dead. (March oth. 1,625 ft.) 

Hawkeye’s Great Captur2.—Instruction book in 
hand, the up-to-date ’tec makes some alarming “ cap- 
tures.” His final episode is to track some Italians to 
their lair, which, however, contains not bombs but 
bananas. (March 12th. 595 ft.) 

What the Wild Waves Did.—Derided bv his sweet- 
heart, the soda fountain engineer hides his time. His 
opportunity comes at the beach when Marie's chief 
costume nas shrunk, not being intended for the 
water. Citron Charlie safely pilots her into seclusion, 
and earns her undving gratitude. (March 12th. 
430 ft.) 

POWERS. 

The Doctor’s Orders.—lIn re- 
turn for arresting her husband 
for speeding, the wife of a doc- 
tor cleverly entraps the attor- 
nev, who is, in turn, arrested bv 
motor cycle patrols and com- 
pnelled to holiday in a quiet cell. 
(March oth. 622 ft.) 

Cotton Time in Arkansas.— 
An interesting tour of the plan- 

tations, and some surprising pictures of the manu- 
facture of cotton. (March 12th. 300 ft.) 

JOKER. 

The Stingers Stung.—Mikc fakes an oil field, and 
cleverly deludes the conspirators who had come down 
to the neighbourhood for the same purpose. His 
gains over the job enable him to avoid pursuit and to 
marry. (March oth. t,o1o f 

Google 
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Mike and Jake at the Beach.—Comedy of the sea- 
shore and an abduction scheme, which turns out 
badly for the pair of plotters. (March 12th. 945 ft.) 

REX. | | 
His Old-fashioned Dad. 

—Teaches Bob a lesson by 
flirting with the girl who 
repelled him  on_ the 
“prom.” Later, pa tells 
Bob he has selected a nice 
xirl. Bob sulks, but soon 
smiles when he sees the 
girl he wanted. (March 
goth. 1,010 ft.) 

The Echo of a Song.—Wounded by a revolver shot, 
a thief creeps into a church and falls in the aisle, but 
finds a final comfort in the strains of an old hymn 
which recalls the davs of childhood. (March gth. 
045 ft.) 

VICTOR. 

The End of the Road.—Through his foolish display 
of notes a traveller in the West is marked down by a 
dastardly innkeeper. A little girl circumvents the 
attempts at murder, and, in after years, marries the 
man, whose love she had proved, despite the villainy 
of her blackmailing father. (March 12th. 1,980 ft.) 

TYLER FILM CO., LTD. 

CONTINENTAL. 

The Diamond Hunter.—Dramatic incidents mark 
the career of a girl intent upon following her lover to 
Africa, where she is enabled, by a wonderful coinci- 
dence, to save his life when attacked bv the gang of 
blacks who work under him. (March oth... 2,520 ft.) 

‘CONTINENTAL KUNST. 

The Statue.—Striking and emotional feature drama 
of studio life, and the strange means by which the 
sculptor regained his reason. Some tragic events fol- 
low, told’ in pictures of fine quality. (March 12th. 
2,750 ft.) 

ITALA. 

Toto Without Water.— The troubles of Totoinsearch 
of the nrecious fluid are seen in the reissue of the 
comic wherein he “left the taps on.’’ (March oth. 
495 ft.) 

TYLER. 

Winter Sports in Switzerland.—Some verv exciting 
contests with bob sleighs, ski and ski-racing with 
horses are seen, also some very fine trick skating. 
(March oth. 325 ft.) 

URBANORA. 

Th> Bull Trainer's Reyenge.—Drama of a fiendish 
jealousy, containing fine scenes upon a huge cattle 
farm. The villain turns a vicious bull loose upon a 
woman, but, Mascaro, by wonderful horsemanshin, is 
enabled to divert its attention. He attacks the animal 
single-handed, and a great struggle ends in the 
animal being overpowered. The schemer is killed in 
the stampede. (March tith. 1,850 ft.) 

impressions of Japan.—.\ compendium of some of 
the most lovely scenes, the great Shinto procession, 
cormorant fishing. and the shooting of the famous 
Odzu Rapids. (March arth.,.4ao_ft.) 
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EASTER 

You can have no bigger or better Easter attraction 

than KALEM’S 5-REEL moving picture marvel. 

from Manger to Cross. 

Still the World’s Greatest Motion Picture and 
the most popular film ever produced. :: 

ifrom<fanger Endorsed by thousands of ye 
to the (joss, Clergymen and reviewed by [E% Curio 
ye almost every newspaper in 

the world. 

WONDERFUL POSTERS. 

Write now if you wish to be in 

time to secure a copy for Easter. 

FOR BOOKINGS APPLY— 

M.P. SALES AGENCY, Ltd., o pap agile 

Digitized by (zOOR NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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A SECRET 

— 

tn The outcome of the very best efforts 
world, faultlessly produced. The pho 

to be desired. 

| Tolaphionss 
\ as Regent} 

A Colossal Success. We 

GRASP IT. 
Are you in need of a Service? Our programmes contain the 

te GL opt 

81~835, SHAFTESBURY ‘ AVENUE 
‘LONDON «WwW: 

MANAGING DIRECTOR J C-SQUIER 
— Pistons 

<7 
Ca 
~ . . 

Original from 
Digitized by Goc gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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F THE SEA. 

of the leading lights in the dramatic 
tography and staging leaving nothing 

Must prove 

Give You the Opportunity ! 

GRASP IT. 
pick of the best obtainable, including Features. Get in touch! ! ! 

Telegrams : 
pavay 

ry, 

me bee, 

81~85, Pan ee AVENUE 
‘ LONDON -: 

MANAGING DIRECTOR J C:SQUIER 

Original from 
i hag Ha by GO gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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| — 

the Coquettish “The Leadin 

: Comedy School.” Exponent of 

i Ce site sz 

Al Press opinion of MABEL NORMAND-The People’s Favourite 

APPEARING IN 

KEYSTONE COMEDIES. 
SEE HER IN 

THE GUSHER 
with FORD STERLING in a Story of an Oil 

“Strike” which had amusing consequences. 
Features unique pictures of a huge oil well in flames, 

Rel. Thurs., April 9th. App. Length 1,040 ft. 

GOHEN SAVES THE FLAG 
As Rebecca, the sweetheart of a ‘‘ Yid” soldier 

(Ford Sterling) whom she saves from execution 

for cowardice and finally welcomes as a hero. 

Rel. Mon., March 23rd. App. Length 1,009 ft. 

ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STOCK. —— 

WESTERN IMPORT Co., Ltd, 
WESFILM HOUSE, 

Gerrard Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

Telephone —Cerrarais000.0y (GOK gle ew VESIREAHET| Faia Fomdon.” 
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SS 

a aie BROCKLISS |r 
Goa", CINEMACHINERY el 

Just THE Very Thing. 
NO CINEMA THEATRE CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT 

9 Film .. 

ane C 0 m @ t Measurer 

THE EXHIBITOR’S BEST FRIEND. 
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Until the advent of The ‘Comet’ Film Measurer you had no check on the length 

of your programme. With the aid of this valuable instrument a considerable 

saving should be made each week. 

Price - £1 15s. Od. 
Write for full particulars of this big money-saving device AT ONCE. 

. ° 166-8, SHAFTESBURY Brockliss Cinemachinery, Ltd. Avensis. toxvox we 
And at 252, CORPORATION STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

Telegrams: “‘ Brochinery, Westcent, London.” Telephone: Regent 3827. 

Original from 
Digitized by Google NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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YeMEN; ‘ 

Telegrams—" 

A 
S 

Sales Manager : 

LONFILM, WESTRAND, LONDON.” 
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igitized by Go gle 

2 

SYEQ eve ¢ 6 Ye vers 

W. A. NORTHAM. 

Phones—REGENT 4340-4341. 

aa 

Original from 
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OPEN MARKET RELEASE 
Is to be issued on April 13th 

(EASTER MONDAY) 

The Ring and 
The Rajah =. 

Featuring ARTHUR HOLMES GORE 

and EDNA FLUGRATH. 

Produced by HAROLD SHAW (The Producer of The House of Temperley). 

A stirring drama with magnificent settings illustrating the strong 

love and hate of the Eastern peoples and that although their code 

of honour differs from our own it sometimes demands great 

sacrifice from which they never shrink. 

SEE OUR ADVERTISEMENT NEXT WEEK 

FOR FULL. PARTICULARS OF 

“SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER,” 
The Mark that 
becomes more 
famous ever 

week. 
—_—— 

———— 

_ Original from 
Digitized by (SOC gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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RELIANCE 

FEATURES 

Targets of Fate 
A great drama of a broken memory, of 
the tragedy that resulted and of a great 

renunciation. 

Released Thursday, April 2nd. 

Approx. plete 1,942 ft. 

TWO FAMOUS sieasiecntiai 
NOW ENGAGED IN 

a NEW cs 

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF 

W. GRIFFITH. 

Watch for the Release date of Pe 

first Griffith open market 

MAE MARSH. subject. IRENE HUNT. 

| 

Hearts of the Dark 
A. powerful indictment 

of many of the features 

of modern social life. 

Released Monday, March 23rd. 

Approx. Length 987 ft, 

Be 6 Sr: 
ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

NEW MAJESTIC Co., 
5, Gerrard Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

Telegrams—'‘t MAJESFILM, WESTRAND." Telephone—REGENT 4426. 

ie Original from 
Digitized by Google NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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SHOWMEN. DO NOT MISS THESE 

EXCLUSIVES. 

THE PRIMITIVE MAN 

THE WORKER 

Lieul. Rose *: Sealed Orders 

CALL, WIRE, ALL CALL, WIRE, 

oF MONEY or 

GETTERS. 

Sole Rights for British Isles— 

HIBBERT’S PICTURES, LTD., 
BRADFORD. 

FILMS, LTD., 

LIVERPOOL. 

London Office:—15 & 17, Cecil Court, W. 

"Phone—GERRARD 4230, Wires—"' HIPILI, WESTRAND, LONDON.’ 

Digitized by Geayie FOR ERNEMANN'® MACHINES, ||... 02. 
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| Released April 13, 1914. | 

Cleverly Funny and 

Funnily Clever. One 

JANE 
ee ag from 

start 

SOFTY 
FUNNICUS 

On the 

Open 
Market. 

ECLAIR FILM 
Eclair House, Moor Street, 

On the 5 ae ae T 

Open Released April 13, 1914. 

Market — 
riginal trom 
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| Released April 13, 1914. 

SOFTY 

FUNNICUS 
A Top-Line Winner 

of Exceptional Merit. 

An Eclair Master- 

piece. 

COMPANY, Ltd., 
Cambridge Circus, W. 

On the 
Released April 13, 1914. ‘| Open 

Market. 
Original from 

Digitized by Goc gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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A SPECIAL TRADE EXHIBITION 

Tae, Ire OF 

RD 
ITALY’'S MASTER COMPOSER. 

Four Reels. 4,000 ft. 

Will be shown at the LONDON PAVILION, 

On FRIDAY, MARCH Gth, at 3 p.m. 

SPECIAL MUSIC 

SELECTED FROM 

VERDI’S 
FAMOUS OPERAS 
CHAS! BEEN ARRANGED RV;7" 

G. W. BYNG, 
The Famous Musical Director. 

(eee | 

Tickets for Reserved Seats may 

be had on application to 

GERRARD FILM 
Cco., LTD., 

Film House, Gerrard Street, 

LONDON, W. 

Telephone—REGENT 3131. 

Digitized by Go gle 
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4ELIA QITAE 
LIA GLORIA 

SPLENDID PUBLICITY MATTER. 

12, 8 & 4 SHEET POSTERS. 

ARTISTIC LOBBY DISPLAY. 

Ra 

Original from 
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UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD. 

Making Crockery.—A rapid review of a wonderful 
industry, from grinding mill to kiln, and not over- 
looking the important work of hand-painting and 
glazing. (March oth. 405 ft.) 

HERON. 

The Tattooed Arm.—An artistic production with a 
fine fire scene and some excellent lighting effects. 

The saving of Lucia from the burning garage ends an 
exciting drama. (March 12th. 2,520 ft.) 

/ITAGRAPH. 

The Wreck.—An ex- 
citing feature drama, in 
which a_ tremendous 
railway collision forms a 
scene which will long be 
remembered. The venge- 
ance and jealous schem- 
ings of a wealthy man 
are expiated by the 
death of his son in the 
wreck for which his 
crime was responsible. 

2,880 ft.) (Marcn oth. 

Tangled Threads.—The daughter’s suitor is dis- 
liked by the major, who, however, falls in love him- 
self. The lady soon fixes up matters, both for herself 
and for the daughter. (March oth. 984 ft.) 

The Schemers.— Bunny and Flora, as Mr. and Mrs. 
Nag, decide to have an evening out. How they pro- 
ceed to enjoy themselves and keep the secret from 
each other is most diverting. (March oth. 1,o10o ft.) 

Fanny’s Conspiracy.— The wife’s scheme to get her 
husband’s weight reduced ends in the finding of por- 
tions of a letter which cause an accusation of poison- 
ing. The finding of the other parts and the patent 
mixture saves the situation. (March 12th. 1,017 ft.) 

Why I am Here.—An amusing account of the reason 
why a prisoner was in for thirty davs, as related to 
a college professor. (March sol 784 ft.) 

Digitized by OC 1g e 

The Sale of a Heart.—Beautiful scenes mark a 
drama wherein a girl is almost forced into marriage 

with a rich profligate, but is saved by an accusation. 
A Mexican girl denounces the voué, and the saved 
soul is wedded to her artist lover. (March 12th. 

The Portrait.—Special reissue of a great Vitagraph 
come aes (March 12th. 958 ft.) 
1,023 ft. . 

WESTERN IMPORT CO. 

BRONCHO. 

The False Typist.—The exposing of a political plot 
causes some exciting hapvenings, and a big scene, 
where a fast car is wrecked over a steep embankment. 
(March 12th. 2,084 ft.) 

DOMINO. 

The Judgment.—The whirl of fate is revealed in a 
drama of 1630, and the ways of the Puritan settlers. 
A girl, driven in shame from the settlement, returns 
forty vears later to be arrested for witchcraft and sen- 
tenced by her own son. (March oth. 1,085 ft.) 

The Sign of the Snake.—Romantic tale of the love 
of an Oriental for a white man, and the struggles of 
Chinese smugglers against the law. When the offi- 
cer’s sweetheart arrives, the Chinese girl saves him 
from assassination at the cost of her own life. (March 
oth. 1,046 ft.) 

In the Days of '49.—Drama of pioneer days, and 
the heroic stand made b~ a settler, single-handed, 
against the Indians, for the sake of the girl he had 
found in the desert. (March 12th. o8q ft.) 

KEYSTONE. 

The Small Town Act.—As a travelling acrobat, 
Sterling shows his prowess on the rope, etc., but his 
talent meets with “a polite negative.” (March oth. 
621 ft.) 

_ The Horse Thief.—Children capture a horse of the 
tufted yellow pine variety. : The. reward, 10 cents, 
ends in capture, and an amusing trial scene at Casey’s 
Court. (March 1efRyindr Pont) 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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EXPR ESS FILM SERVICE, Ltd., 
| 11, DENMAN STREET, 

Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 
Teléphone—Gerrard 5007. Codes—A.B.C. 5th Edition. 
Telegrams & Cabies :—‘Interfilm. London.” Western Union, and Private. 

The Largest Dealers and Shippers of Fine Secondhand Films in the World. 

QUALITY TELLS! sivccmcesccasatica 
SALE PRICES. SALE PRICES. 

App. Sale App. Sale 
Name of Film. Maker. Length. Price. | wame of Film. Maker. Length eee 

s. d. s. d. 
The Wreck (available for May).................. Vita. 2880 14 10 0 Ouse. Vadis 2 ititeaiteneran nk aus We iahoens 25 0 0 
La Raging Beasts (available for May) Selig 2000 1310 0 Bt 1c | meee peer renee ater tere ete nner ity mPa ere rae Cines 3600 14 0 O 
TOLER ercseresesceeesrrrrrerrtetesttrtreeeeettereeeeeeee Clair $840 17 10 o Usuret’sS SO sccccscascscucsossncesiaabosactisesvancive Graces 2364 14 0 0 

When the Earth Trembled......... eens. Rees CE ee Ce | Vengeance of Durand................0..:cccee Vita. 20277 & 10 0 
Mystery of the Gorner House............... Nord. 3000 =1t2 10 Oo ‘ Dari il Rebelli Cl d : 
Mystery of Kador Cliffs... Gau. 2450 10 8 oO Lieut. ee Quells a omen eer My? ot 
DG: > NEUES tho ctnteew as swaacsesitines acinntenskscettices Scanda 3379 410 0 Their Lives for QoWG.............. eee T5090 5 10 0 
The Devil's Daughter........00.0 Nordisk 3000 15 10 0 A Strong Man’s Lové..................... Clarendon 2095 9 0 oO 
Beasts of the Jungle..............00.00000000, Sclig 2210 9 5 Oo Power of Silemoe.................. cece cece eee eeeees Lubin 1936 7 15 O 
Battle of Bloody Ford................0.00.0c0ccceeee 1828 ri ae George Barmweli.....................cccccccsceee Hepworth 2500 10 § Oo 
Cowboy Mlillionaire...............00000000000 a, 1068 8 15 Oo Daughter of the Redskine........................ Bison 1800 5 10 Oo 
Sheridan’s Ride... ccec esc cecececeecaseues 1350 9 1S oO Mystery Of SOuhe.............:ccccccceseeseceseecececseerenseeees 3100 10 10 oO 
Heroina of the Plains.......00. ccc ec eeee 1800 > 10 0 Great Circus Oatastrophe..................... Nordisk 3000 15 15 oO 
Pligrim’s Progress ......0.... 0.ccccceccecee eee Jabot nt 3800 10 10. 0 Charlie Colms and the Knave of Spades...Pathé 2600 10 0 o 
French: Spy iciccs csence sc ianasdeaxeansguiens aadedavdsuws cecum ss 2kQ92 8150 Escape of the White Qlove Gang............ Gau. 2590, 10 0 Oo 
(he Merchant of Wenloe.............00 0.00000. Than 2000 8 Oo 0 God of the SuUyn.......cccccccccceceeccetceneccecceneenes Pathé 1870 8 0 0 
Little Daughter of the West...........00.00..... Bison 765 100 0 OO The Governess (Copies in new condition)......... 1800 12 0 0 
SRAM Oa eerceniadey aioe ae Torino 986 310 oOo | Martin Chuzztewit.............00.0000... ee Edison 3000 10 0 0 
Queen’s Necklace (col.)..... Pathé 2608 Bo oO Zigomar Eelskin..... cece een neeeeeeeeeneneenes 3200 12 0 0 
Fye of an UdOb..... cece cece anes Clar 1285 10 0 oO Milford l’Arsouile........... cece ccc cece cece enna eee es 1500 6 0 0 
Min: (OWMNOE sisicvciccsicessxvesictcimirerhiwacses 488 sod lite 2500 9 10 0 Blazing the  Traitiecs i. csesgecsiiice acataerdocacas Bison 2100 8 10 0 
Por PUY: MOATS ccaseereciceslortioencedaner coos Torino 1500 § 0 oO Bil y’e. Burglar ecicic civ resseetccovcccetzeomiesseeraresin Vita. 1722 8 10 o 

Post Telegrapher.......................0.0ccc eee Bison 2000 12 0 Oo Tie DWM ics scicdacnk pss csios cepacia seven citer Bis tua tineb ihe 1826 8 10 0 
Evil. GQ Oni: c) cura ccisrve ten Aaeaevi discerns Eclair 2770 1§ © Oo Death ot QlOry seis caias deioniasom ean omndeuee: Cines 2415 8 10 oO 
Aeroplane Elopement.................0.0000000000000.. Vita 1120 % 10 Oo Early Days in the West.........0000000000. Bison 1830 8 10 0 
Court Intriguee of Henry VIITI............... Pathe 2640 7 0 0 | ENOCH ~RGQGW scisisndcends tian haw Racer liectoone asa A.B. 2000 610 o 
Diack POG viscciecox cess aos Been ou han ae ere eee 31§0 12:10 Oo FIP@. At SO ad veinississssjescicccisesses arateaverscs oxeeserew OTs 2663 8 10 o 
Rages to: SUM iscscvecgcpenes oo ch canbeteead. wleeuevasremeies 2120 9 0 0 Flooded  MUM@........... ccc cece nerec tense eeeens Clar. 2016 8 10 o 
Ruy Blass cssssesscssnceites haanieyetdee tna years pentane 2400 9 0 0 Pith. “SRAM OS assets vist hye tiaies ou arav oe nataudiesaee: Nord. 2663 810 0 
Black iiail- scscscsoseiuieseuiuencs destined Cines 2266 10 0 o His Brother’s Orime.....................0. re: Cines 2248 810 0 
Path of Atonmement......................0. cece ec ee eee 3000 1210 Oo His Lost Me@mory................ccccccccceeeeeteneeeeee Nord. 2171 8 10 0 
The Robbing of Happiness.................. Nordisk 2385 12 0 0 Indian MQ@SSACPE.................ccccccte cece cee eeeeeees Bison 2910 7 0 O 
Viear of Wakefield......... ee sce cece eeeee eee Kalem 1923 3 29 Notre Dame de Paris (col.).............0.0.. Pathé 2350 8 10 Oo 
Broken Swovrd..................:cccceceesesseee tees _.. Nordisk 3000 15 © Oo Love’s Thorny PatNV............. ee ceeees Cines 2029 12 0 0 
The Oounterfeitors............ ccc sce seee ee eee 2000 10 0 0 Old ‘GiAtOR:.ndcieiciviccsdiseesinieeesracdacntusewairnaevewsedinn 1275 5 0 Oo 
Two Engine Drlvers...................ceceeeee eee Cines 2190 10 0 Oo Three Sultamass............ cc cceee ccceeeeeeeeeees Pathé 1050 210 0 
The Termpest..................cccccsssssssseeeceeeecssssseeeeees 18es B10 o Great Mine Disaster (2 copies)............... Eclair 2420 10 0 © 

Code Word for each Film in Black. Are offered subject to being unsold on receipt of inquiry. 

We can quote cheapest price (consistent with good quality) 

for Export any film _issued_on_ the _open_ market. 

SPECIAL “EXPRESS” OVERSEAS PARCELS. 
! — —o—— 

SALE PRICE—NOT HIRE. THINK THIS OUT. 
Sale Price. Code Word. 

10,000 ft. of Comic, Drama, Interest, Travel and assorted films. Best makes only... .. £10......... Tenthou 
25,000 ft. as above (equal to 4 complete programmes), including 3 features (1, 2 or 3 reel) 

Best mukes only 230......... Twenthou 
50,000 ft. as above (equal to 8 complete programmes), including 6 features .................. £57......... Fifthou 
75,000 ft. of Assorted Films (equal to 12 compléte programmes), including 7 features 

(1, 2 amd 3 reel subjects) ......cccccscstesvscccsccecssenccesecserccscsscccscsccscss SO 108. Sevthou 
100,000 ft. (equal to 16 complete programmes), including 9 features (1,2, and 3 reel subjects) 2110 ...... Hunthou 
200,000 ft. (equal to 40 complete programmes), including 20 features .............. German £215 ...... Milthou 

Every film carefully examired and sent in fine running condition. All Feature Films in above parcels are leading subjects. We 
only buy the best. No junk. A good supply of posters included. The above prices are Net CasH witH Orpsr, carriage forward. 
Shipping orders dispatched by quickest mail. When goods are urgently required. Foreign and Colonial Buyers can arrange to cable cash 
direct tu us, or through their local bankers’ London agents. who will pay us against shipping documents or postal receipts. 

EXPRESS FILM SERVICE, 
11, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 

(Publishers of the ‘' Express Overseas Mail.’’ Send trade card for specimen copy). 

Google 
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a 
erence Sak. Se ee ee eee 

FILM; RELEASES. 
—— ee Ce Se ec 

THIS WEEK, NEXT WEEK, 
AND THE WEEK AFTER, 

FEB. 22nd to MAR. 14th. 

ABBREVIATIONS: B, Biblical; C. ae Com, 
trial; Spec, Spectacular; S 

AMERICAN CO. (LONDON) LTD. 
1803, Wardeur Street, W. 

Regent 4581. Amfcolo, London. 

“FLYING A.”’ 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Rose of San Juan...................0000 0 D  ggs Feb. 23 

The Power of Light..................... D 1990 — 26 

The Son of Thomas Gray............... D gs52 Mar. 2 

The Miser’s Policy..................:00065 D gg0 — 5 

Unto the: Weak 2 cdcssaccniacinbscnteaseras D 1000 — ‘9 

The Return of Helen Redmond....... D 2080 — 12 

ANDERSON’'S FILM AGENCY. TD. 

62, Rupert Street, W. 

ARMSTRONG. 

Isn’t It Wonderful.... .................... Tr 465 Mar. 2 

URANUS. 

Ae SG De se Nh leca wane ue eal nagan Com 870 Feb. 23 

CLARENDON. 

Clarendon Film Co., 187, 189, Wardour Street, W. 

Regent 4526. Clarifilm, London. 

370 Feb. 23 

365 Mar. 9g 

Gigantic Marionettes.................... Tr 

Speedy, the Telegraph Bov......... Com 

CRICKS & MARTIN. 

Kinematograph House, 101, Wardour Street, W. 

City 621. Biolesque, London. 

Bertie Buys a Caretaker.............. Com 425 Feb. 26 

Percy Attends a Masquerade.......... C 485 Mar. 

A Double Fxposure................... 560 — 12 

Go ogle 

, Scenic, Sp, Sporting: T, 
Comic; D, ‘Drama; E, Educational; G, Gymnastic. I, Indus. 

Travel; Tr, Trick; Top, Topical. 

COSMOPOLITAN FILM CO., LTD., 

Gerrard Street, W. 

Regent 3131. Filmotan, London. 

NEVADA. 

Wo ocmme Se ea | came Ge 9 | [Pere een a en tetas ere gre Ure D 

DAVISON'S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

161-3, Wardour Street, W. 

Regent 4985. Dafilsage, Londen. 

B. and C. 

Just as DMG 2535s eetscvaeaileeag hs D_ 1210 Feb. 23 

The Tattooed Will..............0.......08 D3reels Mar. 2 

lia Sea Gardenisickiicceiiidsaiaelas E 600 — 9 

EXCENTRIC. 

Two Tramps and an Oyster........ Com 0633 Mar. 9 

FILMS DE PARIS. 

In the Land of Roses...... ............... S 474 Mar. 5 

1 & E. 

Holland: The Isle of Walchcren...... S 316 Feb. 26 

SPECIAL. 

And Women Must Weep.................. D 1469 Mar. 12 
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THE MIDLAND FILM CO., 
LYRIC CHAMBERS, 27, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W. 

Present THE LATEST 

NOVELTY IN FILMS. 

The Film that will interest the Civilised World. 

The Inimitable Comedian 

ARTHUR ROBERTS 
in the screaming Comedietta entitled — 

“The Importance of being 

another Man’s Wife.” :: 

| 

| 

In this Comedy Arthur Roberts is supported by a Company 

of Nine Artistes. 
Length— | 2,000 ft. 

BRISK MERRY AND BRIGHT FROM NOT A DULL 
ACTION BEGINNING TO END MOMENT 

On view at Messrs. HEPWORTHS, Denman Street. 

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS FOR SALE. 
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ECLAIR FILM CO., LTD. 

12, Moor Street, Cambridge Cirous, W. 

Regent 630. Cineparlon, London. 

A.C.A.D. 

Des. Feet. Date. 

The Horrors of War..................0005. D 4310 Exclus. 
The Solitary Fort....................0008, D 1442 Mar. 2 
Love Finds a Way...........:.ceeeseeeeeees C 872 — 5 
The Lady in No. 23.............00cccee eee C 1892 — 12 
A Night in the Chamber of Horrors..D 950 — 12 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

Policeman O’ROOMD............ccccceeeeeees D 2000 Feb. 23 
Clara’s Mysterious Tovs............... Tr 327 Mar. 2 
For the Mano She Loved.................. D 19075 — 5 
The Honour of Lady Beaumont...... D 175 — 9 
The Double Cross.................00.00000. C yo8S — 9g 

ECLAIR. 

Softy and the Mad Woman.......... Com 680 Feb. 23 
Funnicus in Difficulties............. Com 455 Mar. 5 

SAVOIA. 

Jealousy and Kindness................... D 2015 Feb. 26 
Love of Hunting..................0085 Com 630 — 26 

SCIENTIA. 

Phy (Gey lO er seiseesivecactaervestnecereeeee eels S 380 Feb. 2 
Balani and Mollusca.....................64 S 328 Mar. g 
Chinese Customs................cecece eee es EF 353 — 12 

W.A.F. 

From Toblach to Misurina.............. S 511 Mar. 2 

EDISON, 

25, Clerkenwell Road, E.C. 

Holborn soso. Randomly, London. 

Nora’s Boarders.............. Ib vicaeaitdcae C 1020 Feb. 23 
eGo ANCL CG Sores rion sea slan tienen aedoedoeds D 1050 — 23 
The Girl in the Houseboat.............. C g9g0 — 26 
The Foreman’s Treachery............. D 2000 — 26 
The Upward Way................c0ccce eee D 1050 Mar. 2 
Enoch and Ezra’s First Smoke...Ccom 540 — 2 
The Thriftv Jamnitor....................000. C 700 — 2 
What Shall it Profit a Man?............ D 1050 — 5 
4 Great Metropolitan Newspaper....E 950 — = 5 
Wanted, a Burglar.....................005. C 600 — 5 
The Stolen Plans........000..0..00..cceeee ID 1040 — 9g 
From Durban to Zululand.............. T 460 — 09 
The Manicure Girl......................08. C 1040 — 9 
Silas. MANET cide cow sacdwbaudacer danse: D 2040 — 12 
Greedy George...........ccccceeeee sees Com 500 — 12 

ESSANAY, 

H. A. Spoor, 148, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

City 2129. Essafilm, London. 

The Little Substitute.........0..000000.. D 982 Feb. 23 
The Naming of the Rawhide Queen 

994 — 23 
The Usual Way.................20..005: Com g96 — 23 
The End of a Circle...................... D 2000 — 26 
Quicksands of Sin...................00008. D of4 — 26 
A Woman Scorned.................... C.D. 084 — 26 
Sophie’s New Foreman.................. C q96 Mar. 2 
Children of the Forest................... D 003 — 2 
Kittv’s Knight... ........ccccc cece eeeeee es C 084 — 2 
The Three Gamblers...................4. _ 1984 — 5 
Autumn 3 Love................ccceeesapescees 903 — 5 

Google™ 

1914. XXX1. 

Des. Feet. Date. 

A Romance of the Hills.................. D 984 Mar. 9g 
The Heart of the Law.................... D q9g6 — 09 
Smithy’s Grand-ma Party............... C 904 — 9 
AL he: Stim desc ctevs ace tiarctcsa cee ooswtad D 1953 — 12 
Broncho Billy’s Squareness............ D 985 — 12 

EXCELSIOR M.P. CO.. 

213, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

FRANCOIS. 

Happy Doggies...........cccceccceceenes: Sp 260 Feb. 23 
The Brisbane River.............c0ccceeeee: S 370 Mar. 2 

GAUMONT, 

Chrono House, Sherwood Street, W. 

Gerrard 59uv-7-8. Chronophon, London. 

St. Valentine’s Sabots............... C.D 1030 Feb. 23 
Marraked, Moroccd...............00sc0e0ee S 290 —_ 33 
Marvels of the Invisible World........ EK 330 — _ 23 
The Villa by the River.................. C 785 — 26 
DUVIC De cssccares Maniatencoteeeanes ene euaeeeane S 330 — 26 
Courting Death.........cccccccecscceeenees D 1300 — 26 
Across the French Jura.................. S 3905 — 26 
The Curse of Greed....................005 D 3635 Mar. 2 
Making Steel: Martin-Siemen’s Process 

530 — 2 
A Real English Winter................... S 410 — 2 
Tiny Tim’s first Cigar............... Com ie set 3B 
The Little Interviewer................... D 176 — 5 
Langouste Fishing.....................0.. E 370 — 45 
li TAU PAIN wstecetencescea tient vdecceennd S 415 — § 
The Three Shadows...................00.. D 278% — 9 
Picturesque Greeceé..............:000ee eee: S 320 — 9 
Mixed Identities..........00...c cc ceeeeee eee C 1995 — 9 
A Friend’s Forgiveness.................. D 1360 — 12 
The Brother’s Mistake................... C 1240 — 32 
Spanish: AlOLOCCOs: 09.) Mawadicisesas eerens S 400 — 12 
Has: Old WOUWtchisdedin sss etn at oe etvertas tas C 830 — 12 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 

53, Dean Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

Gerrard 94. Wilgrams, London. 

MILANO. 

The Island of Vengeance................ D 2200 Feb. 26 
Dick at the Seaside................... Com 470 — 26 
In tne Corniche Alps................00008. S 320 — 26 
Wick as Clockmaker.................. Com 450 Mar. 5 
PPUGUO! ced ateeerie 5 sasencwe dul aaeadeueneins S 390 — 5 
The Violinist’s Secret...............000. D 2500 — 12 

HEPWORTH, 

2, Denman Street, Piccadiily Cirous, W. 

Gerrard 2451. Heptoic, London. 

PUSTICG:: csacavudass cacvomaensterentelausatust i 3400 «Exclus. 
AU Price On THis: Head siccccsauyeesuseiaeee 1900 Feb. 23 
On a False Scent...................... Coa 650 — 26 
Hawkeye Meets His Match......... Com 650 26 
Dlend: i At Ge cckisveucosncarbaenaswindeeuiel tan D 2000 Mar. 2 
EON O! NER iii hurcanrta a Od on ed cet Com 800 — 5 
Hawkeve, Hall Porter..................05. C 725 — OQ 

12 Brief NuthOr ics csig ice asa vaeectanecdve D aso — 
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FILM SALES AGENCY, 

151-153, Wardour Street, 

— LONDON, W. 

Length 

613 It. 

Length 

1,101 ft. 

It's the evening of Mike's wedding with the 
heiress. The situation becomes tense— 
__ THEN HE \ HE WAKES UP. 

A gentleman, minus some very necessary 
garments, finds himself in the middle of a 
Suffragette gathering. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY 20, I914. 

MIKE MURPHY’S DREAM OF LOVE 
AND RICHES 

Released 

April 13th. 

Released 

April 16th. 
Luckily for him 

there was a suit of armour handy. 

DAVISON’S 

CHALMERS, LTD., 
THEATRE LIGHTING AND 

KINEMATOGRAPH SPECIALISTS. 

All kinds ef Repairs promptly 
attended te by skilled workmen. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
All work is done under the personal super- 
viston of Mr. JOHN C. CHALMERS, the 
pioneer of Kinematography in Scotland, who 
places twenty years experience at your disposal. 

Send for particulars of our many Specialities. 

Carbons, Lamps, and all accessories. 
Operators’ Employment Bureau. 

Sole Agents in Scotland fer the 

ERNEMANN PROJECTOR. 

NOTE THE ADDRESS— 

Burnside Buildings, 

Showing next week— 

THE MASTER CROOK. 
OUTWITTED BY A GHILD. 

TWO REELS. 

Telegrams and Cables— 

‘“‘DAFILSAGE, LONDON" 

’Phone—Regent 4985. 

The Films the Public want. 

Australasian Films, Ltd. 
(Incorporated in Australia). 

Importers of the latest Filme, Machines, and Accesse- Direct 
ries frem the peiseipal makers of the world. and manufacturers 

of loeal and other oubjects. 

Centrelling over 1600 ef the finest 

Cinemategraph Theatres in existence. 

London Bepresentative- ROLAND J. FISHER, 

Gariton Heuse, 
Regent Street, 8.8. 7s 

Hammersmith 655 (after office hours). 

African Films Trust, Ltd. 
Head Office—Empire Balidings, ee 

ci 

Supplying all the Jeading picture theatres in 
South Africa. 

Feature Films wanted, any length. Good 
prices given for Exclusives. 

LONDON OFFICE— 

2, GERRARD PLACE, 
BURNSIDE STREET, GLASGOW. 
*"Pheaes : Deegias 245-249, SHAFTESBURY AVEN UE, W. 

*Phone: Regent 38701. Teleyrams: ‘‘ Affiltrus.”’ 
Telearama: Foetlight. Glansgee. 



-” 

A. E. HUBSCH & CO, 

20a, Charing Cress Read, W.C. 

Gerrard 9254. Aphrodite, London. 

DEUTSCHE BIOSCOPE. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Farmer Giles........ soi tiette Racine anette C 932 Mar. 

EXPRESS. 

On the Lofoten Railway.................. S 360 Feb. 

HUBSCH 

Winkle and His Wife.................. Com 7oo Feb. 

MESSTER. 

Threads of Destiny.................000-00: D 2377 Feb. 
Under False Suspicion.................. D 2145 Mar. 

SASCHA. 

The Beautiful Danube................... S 380 Mar. 
Lux, the Famous Police Dog......... E 395 — 

IMPERIAL FILM CO.,, LTD., 
100, Charing Cress Road, W.C. 

Regent 3453. Imperfil, Ox, London. 

MARTIN. | 
To Save the King.............c:eceeeeeeees D  o55 Mar. 
Murphy as a Picture Actor......... Com 531 — 

KINETO, 
80-2, Wardeur Street, W. 

Central 6730. Kinetonia, London. 

A Little Fowl Play................cceeeee Int 325 Feb. 
Construction of a Four Cylinder 

Gulch sie eti nue marunaaineneee se oiies 745° — 
Temples and Religious Ceremonies of 

OVA: Bocberusue urs nen teens acans 395 Mar 
Through the Canadian Rockies....... S 245 — 
Salmon Fisheries, Sooke, B.C..,....... E 475 — 
Winter Climbing on Snowdon......... S 510 — 

LUBIN CO., 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, FEBRUARY 20, 
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26 

23 

Head European Office: 4, New Compton Street, W.C. 

Gerrard 1262. 

From Out the Flood...................... D 1995 Feb. 
Cissie’s Little Way...............c.c00eee: C 1042 - 
Trimming a Boob...................5. Com = 352 -- 
The Scapegrace..........cc cece cece eeees D 1027. — 
A Husband’s Awakening............... D 102 — 
A Widow’s WilesS.............cccceeeeeeeees C 67383 — 
A Surprise for Four................06. Com 451 — 
Confederates in Crime................... D 2290 Mar 
Whose is: Lt? ive. tentinsqitexecdiahen Com 425 — 
His Chorus Girl Wife..................06- D 1056 — 
H@r Ether siccve ied ee et) era dees D 1034 — 
Melita’s Sacrifice...................00ceee- D 1025 — 
A Pill Box Cunid..............ccc cece ee ees C 3500 — 
Badly: Wantedacncnskins net Bacniien Com 608 — 
Hvdraulic Works on the Adda.......... SS. 370 = 
When Mountain and Valley Meet.....D 1850 — 
An Enemy’s Aid..........ccccscsscceeeeeces D 1032 — 
The Drummer’s Narrow Escape...... C 4900 — 
Between Dancess............ccccceeseeeeeees C 555 — 
The New Camera Man............... Com 22 — 
The Voice of Angels..................005- D 2066 — 
Pe ISOVC Of" Odice vex asssuscteirtcaeinecusiens D 1031 — 
An Interrupted Courtship............... C 546 — 
The Magician’s Wand............ Com 516 — 

y 
f 
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Cambridge and Its University...... E 

IQI4. XXXIlil. 

M.P. SALES AGENCY, LTD., 
86, Wardour Street, W. 

City 648. Kalubio, London. 

ARROW. 
Des Feet Date 

The Amateur Photographer............ C 849 Feb. 23 

BIOGRAPH. 

A Motor Cycle Elopement............... C 386 Feb. 23 
The Three Sisters................0.0c00 008 D 1031 -- 33 
The Mysterv of the Mill................. C 287 -~ 26 
CONSCIONCE:  fleewes tats eetacier casted D 1033 — 206 
The Bartered Crown.................0085 D 1022 Mar. 2 
A Dutch Gold Mine..............0...008. C 795 — 2 
COMCENtratiON ..... cece cece e eee ee ee D t0o71 — 5 
Ob Sammy lasses tecounn aie ac Com 422 — 5 
Won Through a Medium................ 493 — 5 
The Wedding Gown...............0.00000: D 1557 — 9 
Abe Gets Even with Fader.............. C 325 — 9 
Sentimental Sister..................000008: D 1023 — 12 
How Thev Struck Oll..................... C 455 — 12 
Why He Gave UpD................cccece eens C 725 — 12 

FILM D’ART. 

Fools and Their Money............. C.D 3103 Mar. 2 

KALEM. 
The Padrone’s Plot...................0005. D 2145 Feb. 23 
The Invisible Foe.................cceceeees D 1070 — 23 
The Rajah’s Jewels....................06. D 1242 — wu 
Her Indian Brother.................c.c00. D 1027 Mar. 2z 
Taleum: Powder. cxcasssiceiicawesseateinns E 423 — 2 
An Unseen Terror.............ccccceeseees D 2072 — 5 
Gilt Edge Stocks............ ccc ee ee eae ees D 1042 — 9 
Emancipated Women...............0..006: C 620 — 9Q 
A Shot in the Night....................68. D 1885 — 12 
Tell-tale Stains...............cceceese ee eeee D 1071 — 12 

MINERVA. 

The Wreckers...............ccccceceeceeeees D 2518 Feb. 26 

MONO. 

The Girl at the Cash Desk.............. C 673 Mar. 2 
He Advertised !..............cceccee eee: Com _ 50 — 5 
What Happened to John.............. Com 371 — 12 

SEARCHLIGHT. 

Rock, Sea and Sky in Cornwall....... S 597 Feb. 26 

SPECIAL. 

The Opossumivicscacscitesctasiwideeavednedes S 361 Feb. 26 
Agouti and the Mongoose............... S 306 Mar. g 

WELT. 

The Wax Candle Industry............... 490 Mar. 5 
From Innsbruck to Mittenwald........ S 409 — 9 

NATURAL COLOR KINE CO, LTD., 
Wardour Street, W. 

City 3976. Kinemacolor, London. 

KINEMACOLOR. 

Robin: HO0d 3 icisescisssesccrcsatsvoeess D reel Current 
Sunsets in Egypt............ccccceee ees S —_- — 
The Fish and the Ring...... Fairy D —_- — 
The Tempter............c..cccc eee ccoeees D —_- — 
Love and War in Toyland......... F.D —_—_ —_— 
The Lost Collar Stud........... .. Com reel — 
Everlasting Flowers............ccce86- _- — 
Pets in Fur and Feather.............. E: —_ — 
Winter Pastimes, Swiss Alps........ S —_- — 
The Storv of the Wasp................ E —_- — 
Visit of Wild West Show to Los 

ANI@EIES * ccivacnsscnctowenmudewacemede 
| | 
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X CELLENCE. 

WRITE AT ONGE FOR CATALOGUE “B.” | 

Agents for South Wales : 

THE SOUTH WALES EXCLUSIVE 

| : AND FEATURE FILM AGENCY, 

| 15, CHARLES STREET, 

—— ——_ CARDIFF. 

Sie 

ae — KINET O Lt d 80-2, Wardour St., 
or e LONDON, W. 

United Kingdom: 9 3 

Telephone: Central 6730. Telegrams: ‘ Kinetonia, London.” 

Digitized by Goc ) l Original from 

8 € NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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NEW AGENCY FILM CO, 

$1-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 
Gerrard 6331. 

AMBROSIO. 

Nuafilms, London. 

2 
Des. Feet. Date. 

randfather’s Surprise................... C Feb. Love’s Calvary.............ccc00000- 0, D S560 = 26 How Tweedledum Became a Comic.C 610 Mar. is nee ot Madr duiscNaseunteadas ee : 
€ 1aking Of saragossa............... Di ut pak 

The Barber of Seville..::................. C ae — ms 

NAPOLI. 
The Two Consciences................... D 2040 Mar. 5 

NEW AGENCY. 

Hamburg .............. ee rere S Feb. 
The Tango and Maxixe.................. I ae Mar. - 
The Loue Valley................cccccc cee. S 440 — 9g 

SVEA. 

Fish Culture...... Ribpawiainte ntaealena go tccunleuis E 330 Feb. 23 
Mid Winter...........0..ccccccsscscsccsescsees S 330 — 26 
Artistic Casting...........ccccceccceccceees E 376 Mar. 5 
A Rare Companionship................... E 310 — 12 

NEW MAJESTIC CO., - 
Majestic House, 5, Gerrard Street, W. 

Regent 4426. Majesfilm, Westrand, London. 

MAJESTIC. | 

Bashful Bachelor Bill.................0.0 C 999 Feb. 23 
Playmates ...........ccccscecscsccsceccaceees D- gg — 26 
One Round O’Brien’s Flirtation...... C g97 Mar. 2 
For His Loved One...............scse0e00: D 934 — 5 
A Slight Misunderstanding............. C o92 — 9g 
Hearts and Hoofs........... sigeenueauuuses D 1000 — 12 

RELIANCE. 

Between Home and Country........... D 996 Feb. 23 
The Lure of the City..................... D 98 — 26 
The Smuggler’s Sister................... D 979 Mar. 2 
The Disguise...........ccceccccccescceceees D 084 — 5 
The Stolen Woman............... wosteeeeD 1983 — 9Q 
Of Such is the Kingdom... ... .....D 992) —. 12 

NORDISK, 
Nordisk Film Co., 25, Cecil Court, W.C. 

City 172. . Norfilcom, London. 

COUN” Zara. ivcveiasesesnwieiqeseiatedese D 3362 Feb. 23 
In the Consul’s Uniform................ C 2650 Mar. 2 
Murder Will Out...........cc.cccecescceeeee C gi0 — 2 
The Bavarian Highliands................ S- 282 — 2 

PASQUALI FILM CO. (Eng.), LTD., 
. 62, Rupert Street, W. 

Regent 3718. Kiniscopic, Picey, London. 

Beyond ‘Recall.......cccccececcsceeeseceeces D 2300 Mar. 9g 
Polidor is Jealous................... --Com 500 — 9 
Polidor Buys a Penn’orth of Milk 

Com 495 — 12 

PATHE ,FRERES CINEMA, LTD., 
Head Offices: 103-0, Wardour Street, London, W. 
Regent 2836 (two lines). Phonofilm, Ox, London. 

A.K. 
From Love to Hate................. eh D 1065 Feb. 22 
Under the Spell.................0..00. Com 0925 -— 22 
The Escape daheteawiieatensessarss arcuasncate D=950 — 26 

s Childhood Meetby GOR! 950 — 26 

a ae 

IGi4. XXXV. 

; Des. F D 
The Cowboy and the Baby......... Con 06 Feb. 26 The Mistake of Her Life................ 1975 Mar. 1 The White Rose...........ccccccceeceseee ss C 1000 — 1 From Pen to Pickaxe............00.6600.. C 0975 — 5 
That Infernal Pig.......................... 750 — 8 
The Moonshiner’s Last Stand....... D 1950 ~— 12 
The Spendthrift’s Reform.............. 0975 — 12 
Training a Step-father................... C 850 — 12 

AUSTRIA. 
Through Bosnia and Dalmatia....... S 350 Feb. 26 

BRITANNIA. 
The Three-Mile Limit.................. D 1050 Mar. 1 

CHICAGO. 
Hero and His Blind Master............ D 1000 Feb. 22 
The Sheriff’s Reward.................0008. D 572 Mar. 1 
The Royal Road to Fame............... 875 — 12 

COMICA. 
A Jolly Little Dinner.................. Com 425 Feb. 22 
Man and Maid.............. Com 450 Mar. 5 

ECLECTIC. 
The Isle of Wight.................ccccecees S 250 Mar. 12 

FILM D’ARTE. 
The Return of the Emigrant......... D 2075 Mar. 8 

HILARE. 

A Lesson in Love............ccccccscceceess C 775 Feb. 26 
A Perfect Cure........cccccscessccccaceaces: C 650 Mar. 8 

IMPERIUM. 

Rapids and Falls in New Zealand....S 250 Feb. 26 
In French Guinea................cccceceeee S 400 Mar. 5 
Dwart TOPS xisicciccs isin cisutiheah.esceus V450 — 8 

JAPANESE. 

Modes of Travel in Japan............... E 500 Feb. 22 

LITERATIA. 

In the Whirl of Strife.................... D 3125 Feb. 22 

MICHIGAN. 

The Engineer’s Daughter.............. D 7oo Mar. 8 

NIZZA. 

Mosquitoes and Musketeers........ Com 600 Feb. 26 
A Jolly Good Pal..................00008. Com 450 Mar. 5 
The Key to the Situation............ Com 450 — 12 

PATHECOLOR. 

The Three-Mile Limit................... D 1050 Mar. 1 
On the Coast of the Black Sea......... T 350 — 1 
A Trip Through Lower Brittany...... S 300 — 5 

PATHE. 

Wiffles Has a Lucky Escape.......... C 2350 Mar. 5 
Max as Chiropodist............... 0 cesses C o75 — 8 
‘Lhe: Nari os cceisauedseewenss ecacntedeuss S 500 — 12 

RUSSIAN. 

A Great Hunt in Russia................ Sp 425 Mar. 8 

SWEDISH. 

Slaves of Ambition..............cseseeeees D 3975 Feb. 26 

TANAGRA. 

The Secret of the Black Mask......... D 2400 Mar. 5 

 THALIE. 

Caza and the Maid/iainalfrom..... Com 525 Feb. 22 
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The Reason Why 

“Gardner” 
a — 

Engines 
secure repeat orders = => = = 

Extract from user’s report after 6 years’ constant service— 

“ Engines practically as when installed—having original rings, 
feeder valves and springs, etc. Main Bearings never touched.” 

NORRIS. HENTY & GARDNERS, Ltd., 

87, Queen Victoria Street, 

LONDON, E.C. 

45, Bothwell St., Glasgow. 

11, New King St., Belfast. 

333, Tower Building, Liverpool. 

For FILMS. 

A GRAND SELECTION 
ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

WRITE FOR 
FULL CATALOGUE TO 

STAFFORD 
ano CO., Lto. 

NETHERFIELD, nortrs. 

MORE LIGHT FOR LESS GAS 
BY USING THE 

Diamant Guil Pastil. 
THE “LAMA” FILM PRODUCING CO. 

Derby Howse, 5, Blackfriars Street, Manchester. 

Requires no Revolving. Unaffected by Damp. Telephone No. City 1929. 

Large Size - #-in. by j-in. each 3/3 

Small ,, g-in. by f-in. ,, 2/6 

‘‘ Baby '’ Pastil §-in by g-in. a/- 

Holders - - - - 1/9 

Bent Lime Pin - - - -/9 

G.- GUILBERT, ...* 
“« S$pherocyls,” 

40, Hatton Gardan, London, E.C. smith, London. 

Topicals taken to order. Local subjects at 
reasonable prices. Printing, developing and 
toning from customers’ own negatives. Titles 
made at the shortest possible notice. The latest 
and best installation in the North of England. 
Send your orders now. Any orders for Topicals 
or Local Pictures delivered the same night. 

THE “LAMA” FILM PRODUCING CO | 
Derby Howse, 5, Blackfriars Strect, Manchester. 
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PHCENIX FILM AGENCY, 
” Westrand, London. City 6312. ‘* Pholicinem, 

What Happened to Pimple (The Gentle- 
man Burglar)............sesssee Com 745 Feb. 23 

When Pimple was Young (His First 
Sweetheart) .......--sseeeeeseeeees Com so Mar. 2 

Pimple Elopes...........+--sssseeeeeees Com 545 — 9 

PREMIER FILM CO., LTD., 
30, St. Martin's Court, W.C. 

Des. Feet. Date 

Getting Even.............cccceseseeeeees Com 467 Feb. 23 

Rival Fishermen.............c.sceceeeeeees D gq9qo — 26 

Pataclet’s Vice.......ccccscecereceeeeees Com 699 Mar. 5 

The Tango Tangle.................4 Com 757 — 9 

The Town Rat and the Country Rat 
F 298 — 12 

R. PRIEUR & CO, LTD. 
40, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 9115. Enerphone, London. 

Her Brother’s Pard............ccceeeeeees D 2360 Mar. 

BLACHE. 

Cooking for Trouble....................+ C 1000 Feb 

An Unexpected Meeting...............+- C 1000 — 

Hopes of Belinda.................::-esees: C g96 Mar 

The Henpecked Burglar................. C 1000 — 

HOLLANDIA. 

A Robber Robbed...............00cseeeeees D_ 1250 Feb. 

H. and W. 

Better Late than Never.............. Com 530 Feb 

PARISIEN. 

A Versatile Lover...........::2:cesceeeeeees C 1383 Feb 

Badigeon Wins a Reward...........-.-- C 585 Mar 

At the Call of Conscience............... D 1860 — 

Tartinette’s Dream............-...006 Com 430 — 

ROSENBERG, 

40, Gerrard Street, W.C. 

Gerrard 9257. Oscarite, London. 

DANMARK. 

The Heart Specialist..............:.ce000- C 2550 Mar. 

Flames of Vengeance...............+++++ D 2780 — 

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.. 
12, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 5156. “ Polyseope,” Westrand. 

The Cvpher Message.............:.:0006 D 2025 Feb 
The Touch of a oe ee teataatantnes: D 107 — 
Mounted Officer Flynn..............0006: D oe — 
Dickwash Dick’s puntecoit inh Seiad C 8&4 — 
The Supreme Monient............... .-. 005 — 
The Crook’s Revenge............+-:0+++ D 2900 Mar 
Cupid in the Cowcamp...............066- Dou2I— 
I Hear Her Calling Me.................. D 1018 .— 
A Message from Home...............++. D 1042 — 
Schoolmarm’s Shooting Match........ C 736 — 
Within the Hour................. 2c cee e eens D 1021 — 
Cupid Makes a Bull’s-eye............... C 988 — 
The Wolf of the City.................0606- D 1234 — 
The Escane of te Dolanis.ciscieie D 19041 — 
Grand-dad’s Boy............ccceeecseeeeees D 70 — 
Northern Hee aastecae C00 ase Sais jor 87 

OO NW 

G. SERRA, 

22, Denman Street, W. 
Regent 4132 Rossicines, London. 

iy Des. Feet. Date 

The Broken Chain...................0000: D 2257 Feb. 
The Frog, Salamander and the Toad 

Bidoni’s American Contract....... Com be — 
Bloomer and His Wife’s Friend...Ccom 669 — 
A Multimillionaire’s Caprice.......... D 298 — 
Bidoni Between Two Fires......... Com 4094 Mar 
VELONA: da cacdawdeds eeciek cua enue 418 — 
Bloomer’s Fair Unknown........... Com —_-_ — 
Out of the Ruins................. cece eeee ee D 839 — 
Bashful Mr PY piesiwsstedinciisvigcss. Com 1021 — 
Bidoni in Medizwval Times.......... Com 785 — 
Vision of Bologna.............ccccceaeeeees S 420 — 
The Witch’s Spectacles.................. YD 735 — 
A Toreador’s Romance..............05 D 1670 — 
Bloomer, Valet...............:0eeeeee eee Com 490 — 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD., 

(Head European Office) 

100, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3453. Impafil, Ox, London. 

The Children’s Hour....................4. D 1016 Feb. 
Ae Water Cur iat ha weusanontnewnwee tanmues C 1011 — 
Old Folks at Home.................... C.D 1036 — 
A Silver-tongued Orator..............00. C 1026 Mar. 
The Blight of Wealth..................... D 2018 — 
Little Brother ccdenGsinees hos tedatarten C 1016 — 
A Twentieth Century Farmet.......... C 102m — 

PRINCESS. 

Shot-gun Cupid...............000.00 ceeeees C 1022 Feb. 
The Campaign Manageress............ C 997 Mar 
Her Right to Happiness.............. C.D 9gq5 — 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO., LTD. 

Universal House, 37-0, Oxford Street, W. 

Regent 4333-3. Transfhlco, Ox, London. 

BISON 101. 

Shony thé: Piper casinticwynactiaam D 1965 Feb 
The Law Breakers...............cc.0c000 D 1924 — 
The Girl and the Tiger.................. D 2475 Mar 
The Cowboy Magnate.................4. D 2005. — 
Madonna of the Slums.................. D 1833 — 
Good-for-nothing Jack................... D 1995 — 
A Forest Romance.............cceeee seen es D 1920 — 

CRYSTAL. 

Robert’s Lesson..............::.sceeeee eee D 085 Feb 
Hearts Entangled..................000e00s D 1040 — 
Baldy Wants a Wife.................. Com 400 Mar. 
Oh! Vou: Parl iisssacsccreveutacsytianonnes C 600 — 
Baldy Wins a Prize.................06 Com 550 — 
His Last Gamble....................00e0e D 1010 — 

FRONTIER. 

Curing the Doctor..............:...seeee: C 90 Mar. 
THC: “BRU Gis scscessscsemstacesissveateunctie’s D 1005 — 
Caught at His Own Game............... C o55 — 
A Hasty Jilting......;. eee eee re D go — 

XXXVI. 

NNOOOUMUON DN —— 
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The Dare-devil Mountaineer........... D roo Feb. Whimsicalities .............ccccccessceees, C 500 — is Priceless Treasure................... C 585 — Jane, of Motheaton Farm............... C  g60 Mar 
tolen Love...........ccecccceccccccececcee. D 1982 — 

On Pine Mountain........................ 970 — 
Levi and McGuiness Run for Office 

C 1000 — 
Thou Shalt Not Rubber.................. C 4955 — 
Child Stealers of Paris................... D o87 — 
Who Killed Olga Carew?................ D 2015 — 
is ae 

most an Actress................0006, Com 895 Ma 
The Stingers Stung................... Com ae = 
Mike and Jake at the Beach........ Com 0945 — 

NESTOR. 
DEOMI AS pine acam rh ackcumeasand oe Aecsatee D 975 Feb 
When the Blood Calls.................... D r005 — 
Weighed in the Balance................. D 1006 — 
Darkfeather’s Sacrifice..........cc0c005. D ag — 
The Simple Life.................cccc0cc0e C 6s0 Mar 
The Two Kids.....0.......ccccccccccceceeee C. 4005" =: 
Tustice of the Wild...........0....0.0.000. D 1625 — 
Hawkeve’s Great Capture............... 505 — 
What the Wild Waves Did............... C 430 — 

POWERS. 

TEMG WIG usec omnis thous conan Aut seal ne C goo Feb 
A Man in the World of Men............ D 1970 — 
The- ESGa pe. castscasshenndnnceevetteys a: D 800 Mar 
From Mine to Mint.....................05. EF f30 — 
The Doctor’s Orders.............0..5. C.D 622 — 
Cotton Time, Arkansas.................. B.. 300. = 

REX. | 
The Primeval Test....................005. D 2115 Feb 
Jewels of Sacrifice..........0c..ccccc0e D 80 — 
Shadows OF Lvlewicdiiccdcctadiadesce: D 1940 — 
The Haunted Bride....................05. D 035 — 
Blood Brotherhood...................c000: D 8&0 — 
The Thumb Print.............000.....000. D 1700 Mar 
His Old-fashioned Dad................... C 1010 — 
The Echo of a Song...............eceeeee: D o45 — 

VICTOR. 

The Restless Spirit.....................05. TD 2415 Feb 
Girl of the Woods..........ccccccccceeceees D 1970 — 
His Wife’s Child..................0..cc cee D 1985 Mar 
The End of the Rod..................0000. D 198 — 

TURNER FILMS, LTD., 
2, Denman Street, Plocadilly Circus, W. 

Gerrard 2451. Heptoic, London. 

The Harper Mystery................0008- D 3100 Exclus. 

TYLER FILM CO, LTD., 
Film House, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 9997. Tyfilm, London. 

CONTINENTAL. 

The Diamond Hunter.................... D 2520 Mar. 

CONTINENTAL KUNST. 

WG: Sha GUC sc satord ete aninenepaietndataaacts D 2750 Mar. 

ITALA. 

A Buried Secret...................00000000e D 2670 Feb. 
Foolshead Has Lost a Needle.....Com = 550 Mar. 
Toto Without Water.................. Com 4905 — 

TYLER. 

Winter Sports in Switzerland......... Sp 328 Mar 
‘ Fy 

12 

N 
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UNIVERSAL FILM CO.,, LTD., 
40, Gerrard Street, London W. Gerrard 9277. Ufilmico, London. 

-Des. Feet. Date. 
Making Crockery.......................... EF 495 Mar. 9g 

EC-KO. 
Betty’s Birthday.................c..000. Com 575 Feb. 26 

HERON. 
Visit of British Fleet to Barcelona 

The Tattooed Arm — 12 

URBANORA, 
(Chas. Urban Trading Company, Ltd.) 

89-01, Wardour Street, W. 
Central 3118. Bioscope, London. 

Maud, the K’nut................ ccc eceeeees C 095 Feb. 25 
Dupin, Sammy and a Side-car....Com 495 — 25 
Arbois and Surroundings............... S 400 — 25 
PACOUUIES, ” us baimenacyteaaitinndcs aroaneeetenaiors D 1595 Mar. 4 
Manufacturing Corsets...............s00 I 450 — 4 
Dupin as a Carter.................000 Com 550 — 4 
The Bull Trainer’s Revenge........... D 1850 — 1 
Impressions of Japan............cccceeeees 410 — I! 

VITAGRAPH. 
31-3, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 342%. Vitgraf, London. 

The War Makers...........cccceccceeeccees D 2060 Feb. 23 
The King’s Man.............cccccceeeeenes D 064 — 23 
The Hoodoo Umbrella................ Com 605 — 23 
Temples of Karnak....................000. S 492 — 23 
His Silver Bachelorhood............... 1023 — 26. 
Flaming Hearts............cccccccsseceeeees C 1023 — 26 
A Broken Melody............0........0000. D 1026 — 26 
WONG SDIVCR  sregtecces era eas Se carncaae D 1542 Mar. 2 
An Elopement at Home.................. C 1007 — 2 
The Right Man.............c.cceseeceeees D 977 — 2 
His. hast Fig WG cwiwssasseca verdes srsdaxds D 967 — 5 
The Price of Thoughtlessness......... D 784 — 5 
The Canals of Venice.. .................. S 236 — 5 
MOV GSh “ais catia ey neanereca mead Gevaredsains D 1007 — 65 
A Whe. AVECCK, coy ch haves ernarideneeeeaeinais D 2880 — 9g 
Tangled Threads...............cccccccceee D 084 — 9 
The Schemers..............cccccccceeeeeeees C 1010 9 
Fanny’s Conspiracy.................00000: C 10177 -- 12 
Why I am Here............. 0... ccc cccee esac C 784 — 12 
The Sale of a Heart....................005. D 1023 — 12 
MENG 2 Obra Gi dyaketecpulanigasscuinies anes C 958 — 12 

WESTERN IMPORT CO., LTD. 
Wesfilm House, 4, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 8080. Wesfilm, London. 

BRONCHO. 
The Reaping viscccsiassiincs ilicsecs ices D 27136 Feb. 23 
The Impostor.............cccccececceeeeeees D 1946 — 26 
The War Correspondent................. D 2048 Mar. 5 
The: False: T y pists s onc eee ossdesseeccater: D 72084 -- 32 

DOMINO. 
EHO MGnOS to scieweictea vic dantaddohaaes: D 1958 Mar. 2 
The: ud @ men Cesc msnoadedevesscsaraasocs D :983 -- 9 

K.B. 
An Indian’s Honour...............0ceeeeee D ‘cos Feb. 23 
The Efficacy of Prayer................65. D 1030 — 26 
The Sign of the Snake.................. D 1046 Mar. 9 
In thé Davs OF "AQisieiidieccsvsiracaeess D 089 — 12 

KEYSTONE. 
Schmitz, the Tailor....................006 C g60 Feb. 23 
The Speed Kings...........cccccccceeeeees C 1030 — 26 
A Healthy Neighbourhood.............. C go98 Mar. 2 
WING? deccapetiwaretomntaan heateg nuts terneeends I 515 — 2 
Love Sickness at Sea.............20eeeee C 1010 — 5 
The Milk We Drink...................000- E 297 — 5 
The Small Town Act...............0:0000e C 621 — 9 
The Horse Thief........... “Ra nadcannesues C 1020 — 12 

I 380 Mar. 5 
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HAVE YOU SEEN THE FOLLOWING 

POWERFUL EXCLUSIVES ? 

IF NOT, 

WE SHALL BE PLEASED TO SHOW 

ae. THEM AT ANY. TIME. 

PORT OF DOOM. 

‘ENGINE OF DEATH. 

WHITE LILIES OF 
: REPENTANCE. 

MILLION-POUND WILL CASE. 

GET IN TOUCH WITH US. WE CAN OFFER 

YOU WHAT YOU WANT: 

THE BEST. 

L & Y. Films Limited, 
30, St. Martin’s Court, 

Eveeoon. Charing Cross Road, side tar 
London, W.C. 
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KINEMACOLOR 
Presents 

ASmagnificent Three-Reel Subject in the ‘Actual Colours of Nature, 

ENTITLED: 

William Tell | 
ahh splendid picture was produced at Interlaken; |Switzerland, 

amid beautiful scenery actually identified with some of William Tell’s 

exploits. The actors are ali Swiss people, the :hundreds of 

peasants who form the stage-crowd' being the lineal descendants of 

patriots who fought under the great Swiss liberator. 

The story follows the lines of Schiller's great masterpiece on the 

subject. 

The whole productio. is on a most elaborate scale; besides the vast 

army of performers, large herds of oxen, sheep and goats were pressed 

into service for the rural scenes, and a whole ‘street of houses of the 

period was specially erected. 

The (arnival at Nice 
(February 1914). 

S lea is a splendid pictvre, full of action and merriment. The 

various tableaux in the procession are all on a colossal scale and 

are on wheeled platforms. The capers of scores) of grotesque 

giants, fifteen or twenty feet in height, and of thousands of clowns, 

follies, pierrettes and other revellers in every variety of fancy costume, 

cause infinite amusement. 

Only KINEMACOLOR could bring out the gaiety and brightness 
of such a scene. 

The Natural Color Kinematograph Co., Ltd., 
80-82, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W. 

Telegrams—Kinmaco'or; Tordon.| _ ‘Tulephone—City 8976. 
wa) 3% ‘< 
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A GREAT ADVENTURE STORY. 
THE FIRST JULES VERNE FILM BY THE ECLAIR COMPANY. 

In these days of keen competition and in- 
satiable enterprise, when producers with widely 
opened purses are buying up the film nights of 
almost every successful play or novel, it is rather 
inevitable that a good deal of wholly unsuitable 
Material should find its way into the studios 
to be translated into pictures. Too often the big 
manufacturer, actuated by purely commercial 
rather than artistic motives, purchases the rights 
of a work solely on the strength of its popu- 
larity in the original form, without consideration 
as to its adaptability for the cinematograph. 
This practice has resulted in many disappoint- 
ments, and, although temporarily successful. in 
the end leads to failure. 

In securing the cinematograph rights for the 
novels of Jules Verne the Eclair Company hav2 
made one of the wisest and soundest deals of 
‘the kind ever completed. There is probably no 
other series of stories in existence so perfectly: 
fitted for treatment by the cinematographer as 
these wonderful romances, which made the names 
of the great Frenchman who wrote them famous 
throughout the world, and it is certain that their 
author, could he have known the picture play 
‘in jts present form, would have been the first 
to welcome it as a vehicle for the realisation of 
his daringly imaginative dreams. 

There is little need, at this time of day, to 
dilate upon the Jules Verne novels. It is now 
many years since their first appearance, but 
they still remain unique and inimitable in the 
realm of fiction. Their qualities of speculative 
fancy and stirring romance have rendered them 
one of the most absorbing and delightful collec- 
tions of stories ever produced, and their charm 
has proved to be equally irresistible for young 
and old alike. In view of their extraordinary 
and enduring popularity as works of fiction, it 
may seem a bold prophecy to say that they will 
be similarly successful in their new form. But. 
having seen the first examp:e of the Eclair Com- 
‘pany's skill as translators, we feel that such a 
prophecy is justifiable, at any rate, as regards 
this initiatory effort. 

Verne’s novels contain a maximum of physi- 
cal action and a minimum of the psychological 
analysis and discussion that abounds so freely 
in the fiction of to-day. It is possible, therefore, 
to interpret almost the whole of his creations by 
means of the cinematograph without losing any 
of their significance, whilst their straightforward 
directness makes it practicab!e to preserve their 
original structure with the smallest amount of 

alteration, In “ PUR Grant” 

—the first of the series ‘to be filmed —the Eclair 
Company have turned out a picture which is 
not only a masterpiece of film production, but 
also a masterpiece of the adapter’s art. They 
have brought the novel up to date in small de- 
tails of costume, it is true, but otherwise it is 
a real and complete visualisation of the original 
work. 

The film presents so many points of interest 
and charm that it 1s difficult to know upon which 
score to praise it most highly. As an entertain- 
ment it 1s quite unique, and we make bold to 
say that the cinematograph has never present2d 
anything capable of filling the youth of England, 
to quite the same degree, with such f2elings 
of boundless wonder and delight. It is a 
real adventure film, charged full of breathless 
excitements and magnificent escapes, and yct, 
notwithstanding its sensational qualities, it is 
also full of attractiveness as a story, for each of 
whose characters one can feel true sympathy 
and interest. And it may be remarked incident- 
ally that this is a sensational film—as replete 
with thrills as the most lurid melodrama ever 
produced—which is neverthless entirely free 
from objectionable features. Its atmosphere is 
sane and healthy; its moral teaching—if one 
wishes to seek for it—is of the highest. 

Then, again, it has the utmost value from a 
spectacular point of view. Some of its scenes — 
notably those amongst the glaciers and snowy 
mountain tops in the second reel—would hold 
any house merely by their impressive b2auty. 
How the film was produced is a question that 
it 1s not for us to answer, but from a scenid 
point of view it is one of the most stupendous 
works ever accomplished. There are very few 
studio settings, nearly everything having been 
done in the open air against natural backgrounds. 
and these latter have scarcely been equalled for 
diversity and striking unusualness. We have not 
the space for a full description of the film, nor 
even for a complete catalogue of its sensations 
and points of special interest, but the following 
short list of outstanding episodes will give the 
reader some idea of the amazingly vast and am- 
bitious nature of the production: The devastat- 
ing slide downwards of a glacier in the Andes 
Mountains; the carrying off of a small boy by a 
condor, or huge vulture, which flies with him 
through mid-air; scenes in the South American 
Pampas; stampedes and attacks upon travellers 
of a herd of wild oxen; a flooded plain; the shat- 
tering of a huge tree by lightning and its fall 
with a party of)itravelfersi who had taken refuge 
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“STAR A SPLENDID ATTRACTION 

that Exhibitors can 

advertise greatly to 

theip advantage 

Is Embodied in our Brilliant Exclusive 

Entitled — 

THE LADY OF 
MONSOREAU 

Adapted from the novel by 

ALEXANDRE DUMAS. 

Produced by the Eclair Film Company. 

Secure the Rights | 

of this Film for 

your District. 

Do not Endure 

Lasting Regrets 
But 

FROM 

ALBION EXCLUSIVES, Led., 
40, Greek Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

Grams—'‘ Albexfilco, London.” __ LONDON, W. 

Google 
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mn its branches from the fieod beneath; the plunge 
of a train over a high percipice into a deep 
river ; remarkable scenes in a Madri encampment 
with pictures of their huts and temple, which 
latter is subsequently burned; countless scenes on 
board ship, on the sea coast, and in a dozen 
other places, most of which have some special 
interest or beauty apart from their connection 
with the story. 

Although the film is primarily a spectacular 
production, it is not, as we have said, by any 
means without human appeal—a fact which 1s 
largely due to the capable manner in which the 
various characters appearing in it are presented. 
The leading voles are all played by well-known 
French artistes, including Mdlle. Josette Andriot, 
who has delighted us so often in Eclair films. 
The two children are played with delightful ease 
and natural charm by Mdlle. Denise Maural and 
M. Michel Gilbert. M. Lamercie gives a clever 
study of the eccentric, but lovable, Paganel. 
M. Jordan is a breezy and stalwart Captain 
Grant. M. Dussoudeix gives a strong and ef- 
fective portrait of Lord Glenarvan, albeit he 
would never pass for a British nobleman, in 
spite of his traditional side-whiskers! 
We are unable unfortunately to write fur- 

ther upon the subject of this magnificent film, 
although there is a great deal more that might 
be said about it. So masterly a production, 
however, needs no recommendation. Its success 
is already assured. Finally, we would offer our 
very warm congratulations to the Eclair Com- 
pany on having achieved what is, even for them, 
a surpassing triumph. 

BITS FROM BEDFORD. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

At the Empire, where Messrs. Blake Brothers con- 
tinue to “ make good. ” “The Last Davs of Pompeii ” 
repeated its usual success. By the booking of 
such films, Messrs. Blake are greatly popularising 
their hall, and appear to have gauged the public taste 
very accurately. Not the least attractive feature of 
the Empire entertainment is the excellent music pro- 
vidd bv the orchestra under the capable baton of Mr. 
Farnhill. At this hall last week the popular Vita- 
graph drama, “ The Test,’ proved a great attraction. 

Mr. A. C. Clements, at the Palace, is not com- 
plaining, business being consistently good. Recent 
money-making pictures have been “No Quarter,” 
“ Marriage a la Carte,” and last week-end “ Cantain 
Kidd,” which found much favour. Last week the 
St Boomerang ” has gripped ,Bedfordians, and provided 
the Palace with “bumper” houses. 

The pretty riverside Picturedrome, where Messrs. 
Chetham, Sons and Biffen are more than holding their 
own, has been filled recently bv “ Dr. Gar-El-Hama ” 
and “The Green Eve of the Yellow God.” For the 
week-end Mr. Rob Chetham did well with “The 
Cigarette Maker’s Romance.” On Monday “The 
Fruits of Vengeance ” made a big hit, and Tennyson’s 
beantifnl “T ancelot and Elaine” on the screen proved 
equally po~-ular. | _ 

Google 
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FROM THE WELSH METROPOLIS. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS. ) 

The Castle Cinema, under the management of Mr. 
Reynolds-Benjamin, was tormally opened on Mon- 
day last. Situated opposite the fine old Norman 
Castle, this theatre is in a commanding position. 
and its popularity should be assured. 

Mr. Bert Spathaky, the newly appointed manager 
of the Canton Cinema, was presented by the sta(f 
of the Cardiff Cinema. at which theatre he acted ss 
under manager, with a silver-mounted dressing case. 
Since his advent to Caaton, Mr. Spathakv has ex- 
perienced a run of big houses at this popular West- 
end cinema. Se 
A well attended Trade show was given at the 

Walturdaw Company’s offices. St. John Square, 
Cardiff, on Wednesday last, of the “ Veteran’’ and 
the “ Forgotten Melody.’’ 

The Hippodrome hae: booked several of Messts. 
G:aumont’s exclusives. The popularity of this hall 
is by no means impaired by the increased opposi. 
tion. The manager is Mr. George Mudge. 

Since its inception, full houses have been the rule 
at the Llandaff Cinema. Mr. Lucas tells me that 
the Power’s No. 6, which has been installed bv the 
local branch of the Walturdaw Company, is giving 
every Satisfaction. 

Arrangements have been concluded for the holding 
of the Cinema and Allied Trades first annual supper 
and social at the Park Hotel. Cardiff, on Friday, 
March 27th. The function is to commence at 11 p.m. 
and to conclude at 2 a.m. Tickets may be obtained 
from the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Langham 
Brown, the Kinematograph Trading Company. 
Metropole Buildings, The Haves, Cardiff, and are 
priced at 4s. single and 7s. 6d. double. Readers 
should particularly note that ladies are invited, and 
there are two active lady members of the Committee. 

This week “ The Cigarette Maker’s Romance ’’ 
tops the bill at the Imperial Picture Theatre, an: 
next week the ‘‘ British Army”’ film holds pride 
of place. This latter is being shown in two sections, 
one part each three days. 

The “ Benvon-Ledoux’’ fight film last week was 
screened at the Old Original Picture Theatre. At 
all times popular this hall is doing record business 
under the able management of the genial Captain 
Worsley. The film is handled by the South Wales 
Film Agency, and this firm reports splendid book- 
ings with this topical exclusive. 

WHEN IS A MANAGER NOT A MANAGER? 
The following dialogue is reported to have taken 

place upon an apovlication for an occasional fourteen 
days’ licence. 

Mayor (to applicant): Are you the manager? 
Applicant: Yes. 
Mayor: Do you know if the cinematograph licence 

has been transferred ?? 
Applicant: I cannot say. 
Mavor: Who holds the licence? Surely vou as 

manager should know who holds the licence. 
Applicant: I cannot say who has it. 
Mayor: How can you act as manager unless you 

know something about the licence? There may not 
be one. 

Annlicant: I am told there is. 
Mavor: Has it been transferred to vour company ? 
Applicant: I cannot savy. 
The Bench were of opinion that the application was 

somewhat premature. 
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OQ) Ahnibiin CO, Cdvson.: 
eS ae This Signature is a Guarantee of Quality, 

Show the best Juvenile 

Comedian on the Screen. 

“ANDY CLARK” 
Let him fill your Hall 

for you. He’s a great 

favourite and appears 

next in 
ANDY CLARK. 

ANDY GETS A JOB. 
Released Easter Monday, Approximate Length 

April 13th. 1,000 ft. 

Andy made a big hit in “Archie and the Bellboy”—and will be 
featured month by month in a new adventure. Your audiences 
will get to love Andy, and will want to see more of him. 

ON VIEW IN LONDON THIS WEEK, ON VIEW IN THE | THE PROVINGES NEXT WEEK. NEXT WEEK. 

WE _WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. _ EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ‘EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

©) © Ahsan inn Ss 
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SPECIAL 
TRADE MARK EASTER 

: RELEASE. Q Edison. = 
ee Ne ei | This Signature is a Guarantee of Quality. 

The Most Appropriate Film for Easter Week. 

SYMBOLICAL DRAMA 

Released 

April 6th. 

THE MOTHER SURRENDERS HER CHILD TO THE ANGEL OF LOVE. 

A Pathetic and Appealing Subject. 
Beautifully, Tenderly, and Reverently Portrayed. 

ON VIEW IN THE PROVINCES THIS WEFK. 
On receipt of Postcard we will send you, regularly and post free, advance information of Edtson Releases. 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

25, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 
Phone— 

WEST END SHOWROOMS— _ CITY 1768-1769. 
Phone— 

8, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. GERRARD 5327. 

riginal trom 

Digitized by NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Q Carron | 
This Sigaature is a Guarantee of Quality. 

in anierevee MAY : sae 
AND GO—BUT EDISON ONE-REEL 

FEATURES ARE POPULAR EVER. 

BOOK THEM EVERY WEEK. 
TWO-REEL FEATURE RELEASE. 

A Face from the Past. | | Falling in Love with Inez. 
Drama. By FRANK BLIGHTON. A Comedy. By MARA SWAN. 

Code— VUURBERG. No, 7466. Code—VUURSTRAAL. ; : No. 7488. 
Released Monday, March 23. Approx, 2000 ft. Rel ased Thursday, March 26. Approx. 756 ft. 

A farmer, after losing the girl he loves, tries When uncle caught a silly young fool hanging 
to ruin the man who married her, does so, and around Inez, he chased him away and swore 
then, vears later, finds himself indebted to to exterminate the next one. But the next one 

his victim for his own life. was a young giant—so he got a cigar. 

On the Great Steet Beam. 
Drama. By SIDNEY BOOTH. 

Code— WAAGSTAND. No. 7515. 

THE JOINING OF THE A PIOUS UNDERTAKING. 
OCEANS. Comedy. By HERBERT PRIOR. 

Scenic, The Panama Canal, October. 1913, f ode- VUURSTEEN. Ne. 7487: 
poreneed Thal Se), eren es) neeren ewe: Code— VUURPOOK. No. 7483. Released Monday, March 23. App. 700 ft. 
One of the most sensational scenes Re lensed Thursday, March 26. Approx. £50 ft A li hi f ‘ 
ever attempted. It shows the man New views of the Panama Canal policeman must eat his wife’s 
hanging by his hands from a swing: taken when the Gamboa dyke was pies. Imagine his feelings of joy 
ing beam seven storeys above the blown up and the waters of Lake when he sees a tramp stealing two 
ground. As his fingers slip off the Gatun rushed into the famous Cule- of these specimens of armour-plate. 

beam he is caught in mid-air. ra cut. The tramp’s fate is too sad to tell. 

On receipt of Postcard we will send you, regularly and post free, advance information af Edison Releases 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

"Phone: 
City 1768- i769. 

QO Edson. SL 
25, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

‘West End Showrooms: 8, GERRARD STREET, LONDON. ’Phone: Gerrard 5327. 
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WORLD OF FINANCE. 
The following information has been speciall 
New Companies, Mortgages and Charges, 

compiled for Tae Bioscorr, and includes a Register of 
inding-up Petitions and Orders, County Court Judgments, 

Reports of Financial Cases, etc., etc. 

All inquiries respecting financial matters must be addressed to the Editor, and the envelope 
marked “ Finaneial.” 

THE STEREOSCOPIC CINEMATOGRAPHY 
SYNDICATE, LIMITED. 

In the Companies’ Winding-up Court, in the Chan- 
cery Division, Mr. Justice Astbury heard a motion 
in connection with a petition for the compulsory 
winding-up of this comnany, and to. stay pro- 
ceedings under that order.—Mr. Austin Cartmell 
said the matter had been settled, and no order would 
be asked for in the motion except that the applicant 
should pay the Official Receiver’s costs. 

His Lordship: Very well. 

CLAIM FOR COMPENSATION. 
A rather remarkable compensation case was heard 

at the Scarborough County Court, when Herbert 
Eaman sued Harold Cardwell, one of the gentlemen 
associated with the Picture House, Vernon Place, in a 
case of arbitration under the Workmen’s Compensa- 
tion Act. 

Mr. H. E. Donner, who appeared for the plaintiff, 
said the latter was engaged as doorman at the Picture 
House at 15s. a week, but his wages were afterwards 
raised to #1. In February, 1913, he was standing on 
a ladder outside the picture palace, posting some bills, 
when the ladder slipped, and in order to save himself 
the man jumped to the ground. He had been 1n- 
<apacitated since, and had not even been out of his 
room since March 7th. 

In support of the applicant’s case, medical evidence 
was given by Doctors Ross, Salter and Thornley, all 
of whom agreed that plaintiff’s knee was likely to be 
permanently stiff, and that his condition was com- 
patible with the fall. 

It appeared from further evidence that Mr. Cardwell 
had claimed against an insurance company with re- 
gard to the accident, as far back as August. 

His Honour said Mr. Cardwell had given his case 
away by now denying an accident which he claimed 
for in August.. 

Mr. Whitfield, for the defence, said if a truthful 
account was given to the insurance company nothing 
could be alleged against them, and Mr. Donner 
remarked that his client did not wish to make a claim 
personally against Mr. Cardwell if the latter was not 
insured. 

The Judge: But he is bound to do so under the 
National Insurance Act. He is bound to claim from 
the employer. Why did he ask if the emplover was 
insured ? 

In summing up the case, the Judge said he could 
not sufficiently condemn both parties in the case for 
what he called the trick played upon the insurance 
company and the State. When it was found the man 
was insured, the employer filled up a form stating the 
details of the accident, so it was impossible now to 
say that it did not happen. His Honour took the 
view that the accident accelerated a latent condition 
in the applicant. He made an order for tos? a week, 
but stated that, to mark the applicant’s conduct he 
would not award him costs. 

Bankruptcy. 
In the matter of the Osborne Pictures, Limited, 6, 

Clegg Street, Oldham, the first meeting of creditors 
was held at the Official Receiver’s office, Greaves 
Street, Oldham, when Mr. Herbert Booth, Assistant 
Official Receiver, resided. le’ statement of 

Goog! le 

affairs on January 15, when the winding-up order was 
made, showed that as regarded creditors there was an 
estimated deficiency of assets to meet liabilities, sub- 
ject to the costs of the litigation of £748 6s. 10d. The 
liabilities amounted to £1,092. As regarded the con- 
tributories, there was a total deficiency of £2,875 
6s. 10d. The failure of the company was attributed 
by the managing director and secretary to keen com- 
petition. Mr. Hughes, the managing director, said 
the Osborne Hall used to be a good place, and he 
accounted for it going down owing to the great com- 
petition in the town. Then there had been so many 
shows built outside the borough, which also prevented 
people coming to town. The solicitor, on behalf of 
Mr. Hughes, said he could find a party who would 
give £250 for the place as a going concern. Mr. J. S. 
Liversage was appointed liquidator, and Messrs. W. 
Hughes, J. Munro and T. Baines a committee of in- 
spection. Afterwards a meeting of contributory 
owners was held, when the shareholders agreed to the 
liquidator and committee of inspection appointed by 
the creditors. 

Receiverships. 
NEW MANCHESTER THEATRE, LIMITED.—A notice of 

the appointment of W. R. Sharp, of 30, Brown 
Street, Manchester, as receiver and manager, by 
Order of Court, dated February 9, 1914, filed pur- 
suant to Section 04 of the Companies (Consolida- 
tion) Act, 1908. 
EDMONTON CINFMATOGRAPH THEATRES, LIMITED.— 

A notice of the appointment of A. Henley, of 34, 
Great St. Helen’s, E.C., as receiver and manager, 
on Jaunary 5, 1914, under powers contained in de- 
benture dated December 6, 1911. filed pursuant to 
Section 94 of the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 
1908. 

COUNTIES ELECTRIC THEATRES, LIMITED.—A notice 
of the appointment of J. S. Cotman, of 10, Coleman 
Street, E.C., as receiver or manager on January 30, 
1914, under powers contained in debenture dated 
November 1, ror, filed pursuant to Section 94 of 
the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908. 

Mortgages and Charges. 

GRAND CINEMA (PADDINGTN), LIMITED.—Issue n 
January 30, 1914, of £1,200 debentures, part of a 
series of which particulars have already been filed. 
Woon GREsN PICTURE PALLADIUM, LIMITED.— 

Particulars of £2,000 debentures, created January :2, 
1914, filed pursuant to Section g3 (3) of the Com- 
panies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the amount of the 
present issue being £650. Property charged: The 
company’s undertaking and property, present and 
future, including uncalled capital. No trustees. 

City PICTURE PALACE COMPANY (YORK), LIMITED.— 
Issue on January 31, 1914, of £375 debentures, part 
2 : series of which particulars have already been 

ed. 
ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC THEATRES, LIMITED.—Parti- 

culars of £600 debentures, created January 29, 1914, 
filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Companies 
(Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being 
now issued. Proverty charged: The company's 
undertaking and property, present and future, in- 
cluding uncalled capital. No trustees. 
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DRAMA OF DISTINCTION. 

It 1s late in the day to direct attention 
to the quality of Gaumont Coloured 
Films, but when this attribute to success 
is allied to the magnificence of © THE 
FALL OF CONSTANTINOPLE’ and the 
charm of “THE DuKE’s TALISMAN,” 
it is clear that such a film ‘fills the 
bill.’ You will find these many 
attractions in | 

AT THE HOUR OF DAWN. 
The film tells the story of a -Brigands 
descent upon a medieval city, the 
spurning of his love by a maiden, and 
her rescue by her lover, who relieves the 
city. ©AT THE Hour oF Dawn” is a 
Two-Reeler without an unnecessary 
foot of film. No padding, no crude 
aiming at sensation—yjust an old-time 
story delightfully depicted. 

EASTER MONDAY. APRIL 13th. 

THE GAUMONT COMPANY, LIMITED, 
axe CHRONO HOUSE, 5 & 6, SHERWOOD STREET, PICCADILLY, LONDON. W. 

€(Ggaumonts Branches at—Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, Cardiff, Glasgow, Newcastle, and Dublin. 

Telephone—Gerrard 5966 (4 lines). Telegrams -‘‘ Chronophon, London."’ 

Google 
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BRIGHTON GRAND CONCERT HALL AND PICTURE 
PALACE, LIMITED.—Particulars of £150 second deben- 
tures, created January 22, 1914, filed pursuant to 
Section 93 (3) of the Companies (Consolidation) 
Act, 1908, the amount of the present issue being 
£100. Property charged: The company’s property, 
present and future, including uncalled capital, sub- 
ject to £1,000 prior debentures. No trustees. 
STRETFORD PICTUREDROME, LIMITED.—Second_ de- 

benture, dated January 22, 1914, to secure £250, 
charged on the company’s property, present and 
future, including uncalled capital, subject to series 
for £4,750. Holder: J. L. Doniger, Carnarvon 
Street Cap Works, Cheetham, Manchester. 
SHREWSBURY CINEMATOGRAPH THEATRE COMPANY, 

LIMITED.—Deposit of deeds of the Shrewsbury Cine- 
matograph Theatre, on January 20, 1914, to secure 
all moneys due or to become due from the company 
to Barclay and Company, Limited, 54, Lombard 
Street, E.C. 

Firm LIBRARIES, LIMITED.—A memorandum of 
satisfaction to the extent of £1,000 on January 109, 
1914, of debenture dated September 28, 1913, se- 
curing £2,000, has been filed. 

PROVINCIAL CINEMATOGRAPH THEATRES, LIMITED.—- 
A memorandum of satisfaction to the extent of 
£8,750 on January 31st, of debentures dated De- 
cember 23, 1910; January 25 and July 5, 1911; and 
January 31, 1912; securing £50,000, has been filed. 

ACME PICTURE PALACE COMPANY, LIMITED.— Parti- 
culars of £1,500 debentures, created January 13, 
1914, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Com- 
panies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount 
being now issued. Property charged: The com- 
pany’s undertaking and property, including  un- 
called capital. No trustees. : 

FEATURE FILMS, LIMITED.—Mortgage dated Feb- 
ruary 3, 1914, to secure £500, charged on land with 
warehouse and offices thereon in Regent Street, 
Blackburn. Holders: Meadowcroft and_ Son, 
Limited, Blackburn. 

PALACE COMPANY (BURSLEM), LIMITED.—Debenture 
dated January 31. 1914, to secure £350, charged on 
the company’s undertaking and property, presen: 
and future, including uncalled capital. Holders: 
R. Mellor and F. A. Mellor, Moorland Road, Burs- 
len: W. Tipping, Moreton, Victoria Road, Tun- 
stall; and H. Cartlidge, 154, High Lane, Burslem. 

BRYNMAWR CINEMA, LIMITED.—Mortgage on land 
in King Street, Brynmawr, with the cinematograph 
theatre thereon, dated January 20, 1914, to secure all 
moneys due or to become due from the company to 
National Provincial Bank of England, Limited, 
stamped to cover £1,500. 

A. AND C. FiL_mM. LIMITED.—A memorandum of 
satisfaction to the extent of £3,o00 on January 28, 
1914, of debentures, dated October 30, 1913, secur- 
ing 412,000, has been filed. 

PiIcTURE HOUSE (HALIFAX), LIMITED.—A memoran- 
dum of satisfaction in full on January 31, 1914, of 
charge dated August 7, 1913, securing any sums due 
under a guarantee. has been filed. 
SHOEBURYNESS PALACE THEATRE COMPANY, LIMITED. 

—Mortgage dated February 13, 1914, to secure 
£1,100, charged on freehold hereditaments and pre- 
mises, with the Picture Palace Theatre and other 
erections, in South Shoebury, Essex, and the com- 
any’s undertaking and property, present and future, 

including uncalled capital. Holder: W. C. Iles, 3, 
Clarence Road, Southend-on-Sea 
COTTINGHAM COLISEUM COMPANY, LIMITED.—De- 

benture dated February 9, 1914, to secure not more 
than £000, charged on the company’s undertaking 
and property, present and future, including uncalled 
capital. Holder: J. W. Waddington, 3, Midland 
Place, Holbezk, Leeds. 

Google 

UNITED CINEMAS, LIMITED. — Debenture dated 
January 29, 1914, to secure £4,000, charged on the 
company’s undertaking and property, present and 
future, including uncalled capital and leasehold pro- 
parties. Holder: C. Levy, 3, Brunswick Road, 
Hove, Sussex. 

KESWICK ALHAMBRA COMPANY. LIMITED.—Issues un 
February 4 and 9, 1914, of £150 debentures, part 
of a series of which particulars have already been 
filed. 

WESTON-SUPER-MARE (REGENT STREET) PICTURE 
House, LIMITED.—A memorandum of satisfaction *n 
full on January 1, :914, of mortgage dated March 
27, 1913, securing all moneys due or to become due 
from the company to Parr’s Bank, Limited. 

BALSALL HEATH PICTUREDROME, LIMITED.—Mort- 
yage dated November 26, 1913, to secure £700, 
charged ou cinematograph or electric theatre, wich 
offices and outbuildings and land forming site thereof 
in Balsall Heath Road, Birmingham. Holders: R. 
H. Mavhew and F. B. Darling, 38, Waterloo Street, 
Birmingham. (Registered February 14, 1914, pur 
suant to Order of Court). 

N.L.T., Limitep.—Particulars of £8,000 deben- 
tures, created February 5, 1914, filed pursuant to 
Section 93 (3) of the Companies’ (Consolidation) 
Act, 1908, the whole amount being now issued. 
Property charged: The company’s undertaking and 
property, present and future, including uncalleJ 
capital. No trustees. 

New Companies. 

WHITBY COLISEUM, LIMITED. (133,864.)-—This com- 
pany was registered on February gth, with a capital of 
£4,000 in #11 shares, to take over the freehold premises 
known as the Temperance Hall, Whitby, York, and to 
carry on the business of proprietors and managers of 
theatres, palaces, halls, cinematograph shows, etc. 
Private company. The number of directors is not to 
be less than two nor more than five; the subscribers 
are to appoint the first. Qualification too shares. 
Secretarv: J. R. Rose. Registered office: 2, Darley 
Street, Bradford. 
GRANGE PICTUREDROME, LIMITED. (133,853.)—This 

company was registered on February oth, with a capi- 
tal of £1,500 1n 1,450 preferred shares of £1 each, and 
1,000 deferred shares of 1s each, to carry on at Trim- 
don Grange, Durham, and elsewhere, the business of 
proprietors and managers of picture palaces, cinema- 
tograph theatres and exhibitions, etc., and to adopt 
an agreement with R. Hogg. Minimum cash subscrip- 
tion £7. The number of directors is not to be less 
than two nor more than seven. The first are: R. 
Hogg and Jj. Hopper. Qualification (except first 
director) £50. Remuneration £10 each per annum 
(chairman £15). Solictor: T. Jennings, Old National 
Bank, Bishop Auckland. Registered office: 11, Ropers 
Terrace, Trimdon Grange. 

ENSIGN AGENCY, LIMITED. (133.872.)—This com- 
panv was registered on February toth, with a capital 
of £2,000 in £1 shares, to act as agents for and on 
behalf of Austin Edwards, Limited, of Wharf Street, 
Warwick, or their successors and assigns for the goods 
manufactured bv them. rivate company. The 
number of directors is not to be more than three. 
A. Edwards is the first director and chairman. Solici- 
tors: Camnbell. Brown and Ledbrook, Warwick. 

A.C.L.W.S., LIMITED. (133,894.)—This company 
was registered on February 11th, with a capital of 
£200 in £1 shares, to carry on the business of manu- 
facturers of and dealers in cinematograph films; photo- 
graphers, electricians, electrical engineers, makers of 
bioscopes, cinematograph machines, cameras, etc. 
Private company. The first directors are: J. M. 
Hawkins and C. J. Plumb. J. M. Hawkins is first 
ry a Registered office: 178, Charing Cross Road, 



A FEATURE :- 
At ordinary prices 

a brilliant feature! 

A Romance 

of Old 

Brittany. 
This Pathecolor is a 

house-puller, and 1s 

in two reels. 

Length 2,560 ft. 

Dont miss this chance. 

BOOK EARLY. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, & 
Ltd., | Wot a 

London. Leeds. Glasgow. Birmingham. 
diverpool. Manchester. Newcastle. Cardiff. 

Google 
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AT THE 

GLASGOW 

EXHIBITION. 

When visiting the Scottish 

Kinematograph Exhibition 

be sure and inspect 

Stands 1, 2, 3 & 4, 

| ROW D. 

There you will be wel- 

comed and, whatever your 

needs, you will be suited. 

The lastest and approved 

type of projector. 

Accessories of every 

pattern, and Films 

that suit popular 

taste. 

MAKE A POINT OF SEEING 
OUR STAND. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA 9 <> 
ve LIMITED, Sm (Weoe 

London, Leeds, Glasgow, Birmingham, “al 
Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, 

Cardiff. 
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PEBR UAl a a 

S| Mark this date in 

8 | 9 |10)11 (34 your Desk Calendar 
=—-—_—_ | —-——_———- soe es > 

|15} 16/17) 18) 19 |20|21 
22| 23/24/95 | 26] 27 [28 

Gd 

On Friday, the 27th, we invite 

you to our Show Day at 

103, WARDOUR ST, 
LONDON, W., 

when the magnificent Exclusive 
THE .. 

CHEVALIER DE MAISON-ROUGE 
(Length 5,750 ft.) 

will be shown to Exhibitors, at 
Publicity Matter. 

POSTERS: 3 p.m., 
a al Don’t miss this masterpiece. It 
gee ace. is superbly staged, brilliantly acted, 

SLIDES: and adapted from the famous 
Coloured Scenes and Notices. novel of Alexandre Dumas. 

BOOKLETS: fee cee ee eee 
Artistically designed and 

pene ene M. Alexandre and Mile. Gabriel 
tpt: Robinne take the leading roles. 
BLOCKS: This in itself speaks highly for the 

Artistes and Scenes. excellence of the film. 

Pathe Freres Cinema, Limited, 
LONDON, LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, LEEDS, GLAS- 

GOW. NEWCASTLE, CARDIFF, BIRMINGHAM. 

Google 
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MILANO FILMS 
ITALY’S BEST.: 

=! Trapped «: Mine 
(A Soul-Stirring Film Orama) 

IN THREE REELS 

SHOWING 

Q 
KS A 

The Explosion. 

The Descent into the 
Flooded Mine. 

The Hero’s Escape from 
death owing to the 
Safety Helmet. 

Scenes in the Mine. 

The Wonderful Escape 
from the underground 

' Prison. 

THE INTEREST IN THIS FILM NEVER FLAGS. 
GET TO KNOW ALL ABOUT IT. 
BUSINESS [S SURE WITH IT. 

To Gee GERRARD 94. ‘Grams —'' WILGRAMS, LONDON." a ae 
ry Go sale 
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HAPPENINGS AT HULL. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

This is, indeed, a time of great activity so far as 
Hull is concerned, the cinema industry providing 
work for hundreds of men who would otherwise be 
unemployed. I refer to the building operations that 
are proceeding, and the likelihood of many more. 
The walls of the new Tower in Anlaby Road, are 
“towering ”’ high, and the Strand, in Beverley Road, 
is also getting on well. The Cleveland, Wilming- 
ton, is still further advanced, and within the next 
few weeks a start will be made with the Majestic:, 
also with extensive alterations at the Theatre de 
Luxe, as described below. An extension has alsa 
taken place at the Coliseum, and the construction of 
a balcony at the F.ureka is proceeding apace. Nego- 
tiations are still proceeding with regard to the 
Monica (Newland), and I understand there is every 
possibility of both the Paragon (as it 1s gencrally 
called) and the Prospect going forward, even if they 
are on other sites. Then, besides our many other 
cinemas which are enjoying a fair degree of suc- 
cess, two more suggestions have come to my notice 
which have not vet received publicity. 

Thanks to the courtesy of the architects, Messrs. 
Freeman, Son and Gaskell, I am able to give the 
tirst brief description of the new Grand Majestic, 
the building of which will be commenced shortly for 
Messrs. Morton’s Pictures, Limited, on the site of 
the old Empire, at the corner of George Street. The 
whole scheme is a very lavish one, every effort being 
made to make the Majestic equal to the best in the 
country. The building will have a Iength in Grim- 
ston Street of tio ft. with a frontage to George 
Street of 63 ft. and an elevation of 43 ft. There will 
be a spacious and luxuridusly furnished oak panelled 
lounge café included in the scheme. The ‘ throw”? 
will be about 80 ft.. the pictures being projected 
from a large and substantially constructed room. 
On cither side of the screen will be a special box 
for the pianist and effects operator. 
ing, probably on the “ Dimmer ”’ system, will be ‘n- 
troduced, and the ventilation will be on the most 

Modern light- 

modern lines. The seating capacity will be some- 
where between 1,000 and 2,000, and all in first class 
stvle. 

A costly scheme of alterations is to be undertaken 
at the Theatre de Luxe, and I understand that this 
will be in full swing by March. The de Luxe is a 
picturesque cinema at the corner of the famous 
Paragon Square, and was erected some three years 
ayo by the Amalgamated Cinematograph Theatres. 
To use Mr. Comber's own words, “the whole build- 
ing 1s to be remodelled and enlarged, and no amount 
of money will be spared to make it one of the best 
equipped theatres in the country.’’ A capacious 
balcony will be erected. which will considerably in- 
crease the accommodation. A wide marble sta’r- 
case will replace the present stone steps, and special 
attention will be paid to a scheme of up-to-date 
lighting and ventilation. It is being so arranged 
that the alterations wili not interfere very materially 
with the present performances. Mr. Comber, I think, 
will have every reason to be proud of his new home 
when completed. 

One of the latest proposals is for the erection of a 
cinema in St. Mark’s Square, just off the Hessle 
Road. The new building will be in a populous dis- 
trict, though not far awav from the new Picture 
Plavhouse. 

I am able to state that the rumour which was cir- 
culated to the effect that a well known _ picture 
palace in the city had taken over the recently built 
Wellington Rooms, and that this building was to be 
converted into a cinema, was without foundation. 
It is true, however, that an operating room has been 
added quite recently. and it is quite possible that the 
present proprietor, Mr. Downes, will give exhibi. 
v10Ns. 

ON 

Great interest was taken in Folkestone in the fim 
version of “A Cigarette Maker’s Romance,” at the 
Central, which drew crowded and delighted audi- 
ences. ‘“ The Musgrave Ritual” proved another big 
attraction.—Under the guidance of Mr. J. H. Banks, 
the Playhouse retains its full share of popularity, the 
chief item in a good programme being “ Battle of 
Elderbush Gulch.’”—Mr. A. Andrews is having a 
successful run of features at the Electric Theatre, 
Grace Hill, where “ Captain Kidd ” went well, together 
with the latest “news films.”—At Dover, “ The 
Test” and “The House of Discord” drew appre- 
clative audiences to the King’s Hall, while “ Mother’s 
Boy ” caused much amusement.—At Ramsgate, the 
Queen’s has been taxed to “capacity.” “The Green 
Eye of the Yellow God” was a big attraction, and 
additional interest was given by Mr. Theo Dennis’ 
powerful recitation. “The Autocrat of Flapjack 
Junction” created much laughter.—The Sherlock 
Holmes series is a ( at the King’s, “ The Mus- 
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grave Ritual” being accorded a good reception. 
Amongst the lighter element “Pumps” and “When 
Dreams Come True” were prime favourites.—At the 
Roval Palace many good subjects are screened. 
“The Probationer’”” and “The Children of Destiny ” 
met with approval. “Pimple’s Bull Fight’’ was a 
good laughter-maker.—‘A Prince of Evil” and 
“False News” were the special features at Shanly’s. 
—At the Cinema, Broadstairs, “When the Earth 
Trembled ” went exceedingly well, and brought good 
business. ‘The Other Woman” was also much ap- 
preciated.—There is little competition at Margate 
just now, and business is good. At the Parade 
Cinema, Mr. C. W. Stanley is providing a capital 
hill of fare. “Short lengths” are the most popular. 
“For the Honour of the Force” and “The Fatal 
Shot” were amongst the chief items.—Mr. Geo. F. 
May had some particularly good films at the Lounge, 
Cliftonville, the chief being “The Beryl Coronet,” 
showing all the week. “The Loaded Dice” and 
“ Daddy’s SoldierBoy,”.also-helped towards success. 
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Book at once the Greatest of all Great Films. 

PEACE AND WAR 
IN MEXICO. — 

(About 2,000 ft.) 

Presented for the first time in England at the New Gallery Kinema, Feb. 9th. 

The Picture Shows 

General Villa, Carranza and the Dictator Huerta surrounded by 
admiring crowds and troops. 

Battles between Constitutionalists and Federalists. 

Public Buildings perforated from numerous Bombardments. 

United States’s soldiers, and a military aeroplane in a series of 
manceuvres in p-eparation in the event of the American Government 
deciding upon intervention. 

President Wilsen receiving a delegation of Newspapermen. 

A Battle of Flowers. 

One of Mexico City's greatest Race Meetings. 

A wonderful Mexican Bullfight, but all brutality is eliminated. 

Extraordinary and thrilling feate of Mexican Horsemanship, which hold 
the public spellbound, etc. ete, 

Opinions of the Press 

Daily Telegraph, Feb. 18th. Sportsman, Feb. roth 

It is not likely to need a suc- Tne most amazing feats of Horse- 
cessor. It has been declared one 

manship that the world can have 
of the most thrilling films ever 

Nn. 

secured. Sec 

This Great Exclusive will make big money for exhibitors wherever 
shown. It is therefore important for you to act at once. 

Sole Rights owned by the— 

S. A. FEATURE FILM Co., Ltd., 
26, Charing Cross Road, London. W.C. 

Telegraphic Address—PERLASITAS, 

ile Seg (  \ CD JOR 
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NEWCASTLE NOTES. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Nothing but regret can be felt at the deadlock be- 
tween the proprietors of local halls and the members 
of their orchestras, for the orchestral combinations in 
Newcastle-on-Tyne reach a high standard of excel- 
lence, and are highly appreciated by the general 
public as an integral part of the performances. It is 
at such times as these that the results of keen com- 
petition and of local restrictions manifest themselves, 
for now that they are faced with a demand for higher 
wages, several of the proprietors have confessed that 
to increase their expenditure would leave no margin 
of profit, bcause of the competition they have to meet 
from the large number of cinematograph theatres in 
the city and the surrounding district. Matters are 
not being made any the easier by the restrictions of 
the Town Improvement Committee of the Newcastle 
Corporation with regard to the seating capacity of 
certain of the halls. 

The managers of those halls where continuous 
shows are given are congratulating themselves that 
their orchestras are not likely to be affected by the 
threat to withdraw labour if the higher wages are 
not conceded, because it is not contemplated that a 
sympathetic strike will be declared. One of the best 

' orchestras in the city is retained at the Queen’s Hall, 
in Northumberland Street, where the manager, Mr. F. 
W. Wolters, endeavours to make the music as attrac- 
tive a feature of his performance as the continuous 
pictures. There is a celebrated conductor at the 
Queen’s Hall, in the person of Mr. Charles M. Allan, 
who has been there over three months, and is well 
thought of by the patrons of the hall. Mr. Allan was 
for many years conductor of the private band of 
Baroness Von Eckhardstein, and later he was con- 
ductor of the famous orchestra on Scarborough Spa. 

Some big films have recently been shown in New- 
castle. Mr. Henderson has been doing record busi- 
ness with “David Copperfield,” a popular feature 
wherever it has been shown.—Mr. Barry Raine had 
queues waiting outside the Grainger Picture House 
to see the exclusive picture taken in the crater of 
Mount Vesuvius, which was shown as part of a 
continuous programme, along with the Edison 
talking pictures. — The Vitagraph Company’s 
splendid production, ‘“ The Trap,’’ was at the 
Pavilion, and also at the Westgate Road Picture 
House, and at the latter place was also shown 
“Where the Road Forks.”—The Queen’s Hall had 
the three-reel drama, “ Life of a Mother,’’ amongst 
other good items.—“ David Garrick” was at the Olym- 
pia, and at the Brinkburn; the Heaton Electric 
Theatre had “The Student of Prague,’’ and also 
worthy of note was “ The Star of India.’ and ‘“‘Phan- 
toms’’ at the Gaiety, and “ The Closed Door’’ and 
“Phantoms” at the Empire Cinema. “Fruits of 
Vengeance” and “When Light Came Back” have 
also proved good bookings. 

As a spectacular drama, “‘Ancony and Cleopatra ’’ 
proved a prime favourite at the Shipcote Theatre, 
Gateshead, as did also “Humanity,” whilst at the 
Coatsworth Hall, in the immediate vicinity, there were 
good money-makers in “Judith of  Bethulia,” 
“Raised from the Ranks,” and “Hard Cash.” 
At Messrs. Black’s Palace, Gateshead, were, amongst 
other pleasing items, “The Whecls of Fate” and the 
Kevstone comedy, “The Old Tars,” with a good 
variety programme in addition. 

The proprietors of the New Town Hall, Consett, 
managed by Mr. Arthur Campbcll, have forsaken the 
pictures, at all events for ime, and gzone in for 
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dramatic works. In that they have followed the 
example of the Globe Theatre, Crawcrovk, where 
Mr. Fred Barton, who used to be at the Blaydon 
Pavilion, is the manager. 

HALIFAX HINTS. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Mr. E. H. Harmsworth, the newly appointed 
manager of the Theatre de Luxe, made an auspicious 
début last week, when he featured another of the 
Sherlock Holmes stories, ‘‘ The Musgrave Ritual.’’ 
This week he sent the film on to his directors’ other 
hall at Barnsley, the Electric Theatre. Mr. Harms- 
worth is at present fixing up some fine stuff for all 
the halls on the de Luxe circuit. At the Halifax 
Hall, where a special children’s matinée was held 
on Shrove Tuesday, he had “The Burning Train”? 
and “The Test.” Next week “The Seed of the 
Fathers’’ will be screened. 

The Electric Theatre, Ward’s End, under the con- 
trol of Mr. Leslie Stansfield, is doing extremely well 
with the Pathé educational films. The subjects are 
being explained by Mr. Spencer W. Shaw, the head- 
master of the Huddersfield Parish Church School. 
In addition, Mr. Stansfeld has been showing “ An 
Hour Before Dawn”’ and “ Chelsea 7750.’’ 

I noticed Mr. Greene very busy at the Trade shows 
in Leeds the other day. That he has been working 
hard is fully demonstrated by the excellent “ stuff ”’ 
he has been sending to his Halifax and Sowerby 
Bridge halls. At the former places, “The Last Davs 
of Pompeii’’ created capital business. This week 
the King and Picturedrome has been showing “ The 
Duchess of Folies Bergeres’’ and “The Evil Powet,’’ 
whilst the attractions at the Gem have been “A 
Mother’s Devotion’’ and “ Darkness and Dawn.”’ 

Mr. A. L. Aucutt is still doing good business at 
the Hipperholme Picture House, where programmes 
neve anchuded “The Burning Train’’ and “The 

est. 

’ With his usual enterprise, Mr. Reg. Watson has 
been securing some capital “ winners’’ for both the. 
Cinema Hall, Luddenden Foot, and the _ Ideal. 
Halifax. At the latter place, “‘ Grist to the Mill ” 
and “Brennan of the Moor’’ have proved strong 
features. 

“The Smouldering Spark ’’ and “ The Darling of 
the Regiment’’ have been shown at the Ripponden 
Picturedrome. 

To celebrate his last week at the Electric Theatre, 
Barnsley, Mr. Thomas Job had an_ exceedingly 
attractive programme. “Kissing Cup’’ was at the 
“head of affairs’’ for the latter three days, and so 
popular did it become with Thursday’s audience that 
both Friday and Saturday saw crowded housss, 
especially so on the latter day, when hundreds cf 

_ would be patrons had to be turned away. 

BOGNOR BRIEFS. 

““The Secret of Adrianople ”’ was a good feature at 
the Pier, Bognor, at the beginning of last week and 
drew large “houses.” This weck “The Coloneland the 
Flapper” (a picture taken locally) is arousing) much 
interest. Besides these ‘‘star’’ pictures there is also 
the ‘‘Gaumont Graphic,”’ which is changed twice a 
week. 
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YET ANOTHER WINNER 

THE GOLDEN 

THE SENSATION OF 1914. 

Rilenaad” Monday Apal: S70, 

For further particulars and illustrated synopsis apply to— 

G. SERRA, 
SOLE AGENT, 

22, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 
Telegrams—RKossicines, London. Telephone—Regent 4132. 
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THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION. 

(Specially Reported by Our Own Representative.) 

It was a peculiarly daring enterprise on the the success is due, and these gentlemen must 
part of the promoters to organise an Inter- have found much gratification at the manner 

in which their labours have 
been rewarded. From the first, 
the Exhibition received the 
approbation of the foremost 
men in municipal, educational. 
and religious circles in the chief 
towns of Scotland, and the 
general public has, by its atten- 
dance evinced great interest in 
every section of the undertak- 
ing—exhibits, conferences, lec- 
tures, etc. The Trade, which is 
really the chief beneficiary by 
such events, has responded well 
to the call, and its members 
have expressed themselves as 
more than satisfied with what 
has been brought to their 
notice. The stall-holders are 
well pleased with the results of 
their enterprise, and good busi- 
ness has resulted. In every 
respect then, it can safely be 
assumed that ‘‘success’’ is 
the word which sums up 

national Cinematograph Exhibition in Glas- the result of the undertaking, and where a 

gow, the second city of the Empire, and home _ trade exhibition can be described by that word, 

of the “‘canniest ” and, perhaps 
the most astute business men in 
the kingdom. But the canny y SRRRRAL NORNEE RESESPS! (SSOLLE A A 

Scot loves daring, and after the - ; “QWERRRA WUREDED jaca’ a! (Pe 52>" 
Exhibition has been open for : 
the first half of the period of its i. er : . A 
existence, it can safely be said : ‘ 2 Zo CUT jhe mn 

ee a > — Se tbad te - « 
J it 

that the promoters did not err |= 
in their judgment, and that they | f 
have captured the admiration ||| wh 
and gained the gratitude of 
exhibitors north of the Tweed 
for bringing to their doors all 
that is latest and best in the 
world of cinematography. The 
verdict of all now is that the 
Exhibition is a success; it has 
fulfilled the ideals of the pro- 
moters; exceeded the expecta- 
tions of the sanguine; and more 
than satisfied the few who at 
first were doubtful of the 
wisdom of the proposal. To 
have achieved this result in 
Glasgow is a feather in, the caps of Messrs. it follows that nothi but, good to the trade 
Schofield and Gatton +4 GO gkhes most of in general canyhaye, been, accomplished. 
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Pimple’s Dash for the Pole. 
950 ft. ONE CONTINUOUS LAUGH. Released March 30th. 

|Pimple in the Hands of the 
London Crook. 

820 ft. A SCREAMING FARCE. Released April 6th. 

The Passing of Black Pete. | 
- 880 ft. eae eager Released April 13th. | 

A Splendid Pictu of the nest scraps yet Ola ed. 

THE PHGNIX FILM AGENCY, 
6, Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Telephon e—City 6312. Telegrams—'‘‘Pholicinem, Westrand.' 

aS PIMPLE’S POTTED PICTURE PLAYS. 

: 
THE SURBRITE SCREEN. 

. Impervious to Moisture. The — mang Screen| 

Will not Blacken. ae Ase era 
Gan be Washed. 

GIVES STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT. 
Picture Visible 

Call 
and see 

a demon- 
stration and 
compare the 
Surbrite S -reen with 
the ordinary screen and 
see a pictur jacte 

with 3 ampe. at any Angle. 
It will coavioce you. Saves 50 °/, Current. 

| DEMONSTRATION AT Brilliant P ictures. 

THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD.,.. No Eye Strain 
MANUFACIURE S: 58, Delights 

The British cof atent Surbrite Dean St., 

40, Trinity eee are, a ndon, E.C. London, W. l Everyone. 
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From the prophecy of what was to be seen 
at the Exhibition in our last week’s article, 
readers obtained a correct idea of the exhibits, 

but a mere recital of the various articles that 
were to be on show could not convey to the 
prospective visitor any impression of what the 
actual exhibition would present. To appreciate 
the thousand and one exhibits set out in orderly 
array, in admirably designed and _ tastefully 
decorated stands, a personal visit was neces- 
sary, aud to have the exhibits demonstrated 
and explained by courteous and practical atten- 
dants, was, in itself, an education, and, in 
many cases, a revelation. To attend the con- 
ferences and lectures, and listen to the ad- 
dresses on the divers interesting subjects, 
arranged and delivered by gentlemen who gave 
the results of their experience and study to the 
audience, and to be further interested by the 
questions and discussion which followed, pro- 
vided for those who were privileged to be 
pone lessons the value of which cannot 

estimated, but which will doubtless more 
than repay those who gave their time to this 
section. 

THE OPENING. 
The Exhibition was opened under most happy 

conditions. |The Press, which well supported the 
undertaking from its conception, were the first for- 
tunate visitors, for the first “ function’’ was de- 
voted to them, and about forty representatives of 
the Scottish newspapers were entertained at 
luncheon by the promoters. Mr. J. Ps Bennell, who 
very rightly was designated the ‘“‘ Father of the 
Trade’’ in Glasgow, presided, and outlined the 
objects of the Extiihition, He also gave the toasts 
of “ The King,’’ and ‘‘ The Press.’’ 
The opening ceremony was performed by Sir 

John Ure Primrose, a former Lord Provost of the 
city, and a gentleman who for many years has 
made photography in all its aspects his study and 
hobby. The chair was occupied by Mr. J. J. Bennell, 
who gave an interesting account of his experiences 
as a moving picture showman in Scotland. Seven 
years ago, he related, he gave fourteen shows ‘n 
one week in Glasgow. the total financial result of 
which was £23. In _subsequent weeks, however, 
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more people attended, and he was able to clear a 
profit. Since that time the progress made by cine- 
matography had been marvellous. No one in the 
early days could foresee the wonderful places 
which would be erected in Glasgow for cinemato- 
graph shows, where they now had some of the best 
equipped and most magnificent picture theatres in 
the world. Cinematography, however, had _ not 
reached its zenith by a long way. His own opinion 
was that it was still in its infancy. He was proud 
to think that the promoters, who had held their 
first exhibition in London, had selected Glasgow, 
the second city in the Empire, for their second 
exhibition. : 

Sir John Ure Primrose, who was well received, 
said he desired to open the Exhibition in the spirit 
that this was conceived as an educative exhibition, 
showing that what in its origin was a glorification 
of the magic lantern, had within it possibilities, 
educative, instructive and enlightening, far beyond 
the vision that we view. He looked to the cine- 
matograph to occupy the advanced post of progress 
on the very same lines as the kindergarten in educa- 
tion. By illustration. and especially by movement, 
pages of the historic past might be presented to the 
view of children, which, along with oral teaching, 
would make the lesson doubly interesting and 

There were other and deeper doubly attractive. 

Mr. ARTHUR VIVIAN, 
of the St. George’s Theatre, Paisley, producer of 

the ‘Rob-Roy ” picture. 

recesses of possibility which made the judicious mind 
pause and wonder as to what further revelation 
might be made bs thrabsisnce of cinematography. 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Following the playing of ‘‘ God Save the King ”’ 
on the great organ, Sir John was thanked for open- 
ing the Exhibition. : 

ADVERTISING. 

Trade subject 

THE CONFERENCES’ 

The first conference was on a 
Mr. Low Warren speaking on the subject of the 
“Cinema in Advertising.’ In the course of an 
excellent paper, Mr. Warren gave many in- 
stances where the nicture showman could increase 
his returns by careful and judicious advertising, and 
noting the pitfalls of which the non- practical ad- 
vertiser ought to beware. The chairman at this 
conference was Councillor Forbes. 

THE CINEMATOGRAPH AS A MoRAL AND RELIGIOUS 
Force In MoperN LIFE. 

attended, 
and 

The conference was exceptionally well 
especially by the clergy of all denominations, 
among the audience 
were a_ :considerable 
number of ladies and 
gentlemen engaged in 
church work in Glas- 
gow. The Chairman 
was Mr. J. Buyers 
Black, F.C.1.B. and A, 
while the principal 
speaker was the Rev. 
James Barr, B.D., of 
Glasgow. The Chair- 
man, in opening the 
nroceedings, said that 
in considering the ques- 
tion of cinematography 
in reference to religion 
the great point they in 
Scotland had to keep 
before them was the 
sanctity of the Lord’s 
Day, and the neces- 
sity of maintaining it. 
If the cinemas were 
to be allowed to onen 
on Sundays it would 
play havoc with the re- 
ligious education of the 
young, and would be 
the means of doing 
away with the second 
(Sunday evening) ser- 
vice altogether. But 
the cinema had come, 
and they had to con- 
sider what they were to 
do with: it. It had, 
without doubt, come to 
stay, and was a grow- 
ing force, and it would 
be easier for religionists to make terms with the 
cinema proprietors. now than it would be in a year or 
two years’ time. To admit the cinematograph into 
churches would’ be almost sacrilege, and one could 
not imagine the cinema in Westminster Abbey, St. 
Paul’s, or Glasgow Cathedral, no matter how good it 
became. Properly directed, he realised that the 
cinema contained great possibilities, but, on the 
other hand, if not carefully watched, it was also’in 
the power of the cinema to play great havoc with the 
Church. 

Rev. Mr. Barr, who followed, said he was not hide- 
bound bv convention, and thought the Church should 
have the best of everything that was good and the 
best of modern invention in every possible way. One 
reason of the Church not favouring cinematography 
as an aid to religion was the limited number of re- 
ligious films,and the danger 0 sent-dayg oo 
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pictures taking away the ground-work of reality. If 
experiments in the way of cinematography were to be 
made, it should be done in their own buildings, and 
if properly handled, should be a great help to re- 
ligious well being, and a means of uplifting the 
people to the highest religious sentiments of the 
people of Scotland. Speaking on modern picture 
palaces, the rev. gentleman said they were wonder- 
Ned free from anything to which excevtion could be 
taken. 

Rev. M. Bruce Meikleham, a member of Glasgow 
School Board, said the time was past for arguing 
whether the cinematograph should be used on Sun- 
days; the question, now that it had come, was that 
they should get the best films. Ele had seen Sunday 
shows which he would rather not ‘have seen, and 
although he was not in favour of cinematographs in 
his own church, he was convinced if they could get 
suitable religious films they would have an elevating 
influence. 

Rev. Lloyd Morris, a prominent -Glasgow divine 
rejoiced in the fact that 
the pictures had been 
instrumental in reduc- 
ing the takings of the 

he did not favour Sun- 
day shows, was pleased 
that on week- days tke 
masses Spent their 
money in so innocent a 
fashion, instead of 
spending it on drink. 

After several others 
had spoken for and 
against the cinema as a 
means for Church work, 

Mr. J. J. Bennell, of 
the B.B. Picture Halls, 
said he did not hesitate 
to class himself as a 
religious man. Fora 
time he had run Sunday 
shows in Glasgow, but 
did not do so now, as 
the Corporation in its 
wisdom or otherwise 
had put a stop to them. 
In relation to the Sun- 
day shows, Mr. Bennell 
continued that he had a 
hall in one of the most 
squalid districts of the 

_city, and on Sundays, 
when the hall vas : pen, 
thousands of people 
used to come to see the 
pictures. These people 
were, many of them, 
persons who never went 
to church, and whom 

the Church would not have if they came, but at his hall 
they came in working garb and saw pictures which 
did them no harm, and he was sure they saw many 
which could not fail to have an uplifting influence on 
them. Concluding, Mr. Bennell said there was_no 
hostility between the exhibitor and the Church. The 
exhibitor was prepared to take advice, help, and co- 
operation from the Church, and to work with them in 
ey possible way. 

Rev. J. Foster Holdsworth, of the Tabernacle, Great 
Western Road, Glasgow, said he had used the cine- 
matograph as an aid to his religious work for the 
last ten years in Bristol, Newcastle, and now in Glas- 
gow, and he knew that it was compatible with the 
best interest of the Church. The cinematogravh 
had been a strong right arm to him in the work he 
had to do, not only in squalid regions of large towns, 
but in the West-end of Glasgow, and he found it a 
great help in moral teaching}, aMroHoldsworth made 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

publican, and although _~ 
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a strong point in saying that if people honoured par- 
sons who became great novelists and preached their 
sermons bv means of fiction, why should they not 
honour a parson who preached his sermon by means 
of the cinematograph? 

The discussion was most interesting, and was 
‘mostly in favour of the cinema as an aid to religion. 
At the close the audience were priviliged to witness 
‘a performance of the “Prodigal Son” on the screen, 
and at its conclusion were unstinted in their applause. 

THE CINEMATOGRAPH AS EDUCATIONAL - 
MeEDIuM. F 

On Thursday the first session of the educational 
conference was held, when the above subject was 
dealt with. The chair was occupied by 

Lord Provost D. M. Stevenson, who said it occurred 
to him that the cinematograph might be the means 
of making his fellow-citizens better acquainted with 
the work of the Corporation. The whole of the citi- 
zens were very sympathetic towards Corporation 
work, but many of 
them knew little about 
it. People had eyes as 
well as ears, and 

.through the eye it was 
very much more easy to 
educate than through 
the ear. The cinema- 
tograph might do an 
immense amount of 
good by bringing all 
phases of life near to 
all classes of people. 

THE CINEMATOGRAPH 
IN EDUCATION. 

Professor Gregory, 
in introducing the sub- 
ject, said the educa- 
tional value of good 
illustration was now 
generally recognised. It 
was surely better to 
show students _pictori- 
ally the chief natural 
features and processes 
than to expect them to 
evolve live ideas out of 
their inner conscious- 
ness or from. verbal 
descriptions. In pri- 
mary education’ the 
cinematograph 
appeared to him of 
most value in the teach- 
ing of geography, but 
it should also be most 
useful in history by 
its record of historical 
events and ceremonies 
the cinematograph promised 
calculable help. For cinematograph_ exhibitions 
to be of real value it would not, however, do 
to rush them through the merely brief titles thrown 
on the screen. The views must be explained clearly 
and supplemented bv diagrams and ordinary slides, 
which could be examined at greater leisure. Conclud- 
ing, the speaker said he trusted the authorities would 
see that education obtained its fair share of help from 
this valuable instrument of instruction and research. 

la technical education 
to give simply _in- 

Tue CINEMATOGRAPH AS AID TO LITERARY 

STUDIES. 

At the afternoon session there was a good audi- 
ence to hear Mr. J. M. Cuthbertson, Glasgow High 
School, on this subject. The cinematograph, he said, 
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was in the same position as almost every other 
product of human thought—it was an educational 
medium. There was an educative influence from 
it whether they liked it or not, and the whole point 
at issue was that they must bring that to the public 
in a way that they would want it, as well as it could 
possibly be done, and in a way that would bring 
it into-close actual relation with the practical educa- 
tional work of the age. The cinematograph pos- 
sessed an advantage over the stage in so far as 
it-was able to give a certain realism of setting which 
was valuable in appealing to the child mind. 

THE CINEMATOGRAPH AS AID TO History. ° 

Mr. George Eyre Todd, one of Scotland’s best 
known writers, was the speaker at the first session 
of Friday’s Educational Conference, when Mr. 
C. McBain, J.P., presided. 
Dealing with “ The Cinematograph as an aid to 

History,’’» Mr. Todd said the question was often 
: asked whether the 

vogue of the cinema- 
tograph would be a 
lasting one. Several 
other vogues were cited 
which had proved ephe- 
meral. The new vogue 
would altogether depend 
upon how the enterprise 
was developed, and he 
felt it had not vet quite 
struck a vein. So far it 
remained too much a 
mere reflection of the 
ordinary spoken drama 
of the stage, and too 
much in the vein of 
melodrama. He _ held 
that in our technical 
methods there was too 
much learning through 
the intellect, the facul- 
ties of observation not 
being sufficiently culti- 
vated. There were re- 
cent improvements in 
this respect, but the 
cinematograph offered 
the best opportunity for 
Papaceetgerit of them 
all. 

At the afternoon ses- 
sion, Mr. D. B. Duncon- 
son (Glasgow Provincial 
Training College) spoke 
on “Science and Indus- 
tries illustrated by the 
Cinematograph.” — Mr. 
W. M. Ramsay (Fdin- 
burgh) presided. 

Mr. Duncanson said’ he would restrict films, so 
far as education in the sciences were concerned, to 
unique occurrences. where the phenomenon. was 
ditficult to reproduce, and could not be produced 
in the schoolroom to order. 
On Saturday, the Educational Conferences were 

continued, when there was a good attendance of 
head-masters and teachers from the various schools 
in the city present, under the presidency of Rev. 
Tohn Smith, D.D., Chairman of the Govan School 
Board. The speaker was Mr. Joseph Best, B.Sc., 
London, who dealt with ‘the Cinematograph in 
Nature Study,’ in’ an interesting manner. 

THE ‘TRADE: SUPPER. wi 
On Friday evening business gave place to’ con- 

viviality, when the exhibitors and stand-holders 
met in a social capacity at the Carlton Restau- 

--wewOriginal from .< - Lr ts - 
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rant and spent a pleasant time. The chair was 
occupied by Mr. Ballantine, the secretary of the 
Glasgow Branch of the Exhibitors’ Association, 
whom everyone was pleased to see present. 
The toast of ‘The King” having been duly 

honoured, 
Mr. Wynn, of the National Cash Register 

Company, proposed the toast of ‘The Exhibi- 
tion,” and gave three reasons why it should be 
enthusiastically honoured. Firstly, the Exhibi- 
tion was an opportunity for the exhibitor coming 
in touch with a larger public. Secondly, the 
Exhibition was a means of educating the public; 
and lastly, the usual domestic reason, it gave 
them the opportunity of coupling with the toast 
the names of Mr. Schofield and his able lieu- 

tenant, Mr. Cotton. 
The toast was pled- 
ged with musical 
honours. 

In replying, Mr. 
Schofield said that 
nine-tenths of the 
success of the Exhi- 
bition was due to Mr. 
Cotton, while he also 
expressed great 
pleasure at the sup- 
port accorded by the 
exhibitors. 

Mr. Cotton men- 
tioned how pleased 
they were with the 
unanimity with 
which the exhibitors 
had worked together 
for success. The 
Exhibition was use- 
ful for the promo- 
tion of Trade in- 
terests in Scotland, 
and for engendering 
the feeling of good 
fellowship between 
those engaged in the 
industry. 

Mr. Tom Powers, in a racy speech, outlined 
the feelings of an actor when working before 
the camera, and concluded by saying he had 
come to this country to get to know the people, 
and he would ask those present to drink a toast 
to their friendship and the final organisation of 
the business to the point when they would all 
be fellow-workers. , 

An adjournment was then made to the smoking 
room, when Mr. K. Goldberg, of the A.E.G. 
Electric Company, Limited, read an excellent 
paper on “Modern Methods of Transforming 
Current for Projection Purposes.” It was ar- 
ranged that a special conference should be held 
to deal further with the many interesting points 
raised. 
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The second paper, on “The Ideal Programmz 

for a Picture Theatre,” was read by Mr. W. 

Harlan, of Portobello, Edinburgh, who said there 

were certain fundamental principles that could 
be grappled with which would aid all of them to 
attain something, if not all, of their ideal. He 
would like to see the play produced with that 
thorough attention to detail which left nothing 
undone that should be done, nothing done that 
should be undone. First and foremost, they 
should have dramas that appealed, not only for 
their picture environment and beauty of the 
photography, but also for their plot, which must 
be strong, their story, end their human in- 
terest. Concluding, Mr. Harlan said he did not 

favour the exclusive, 
neither was he in 
favour of too long 
a subject. 

During the even- 
ing songs were given 
by Mr. Tom Powers, 
and the Trade supper 
was voted a great 
success. FIL 
One of the novelties 

of the Exhibition was 
the working model of 
a projecting machine 
made by a youth of 
seventeen, who had 
never previously seen a 
projector. The machine 
nuity and is made up 
of a number of amazing 
articles, including meat 
tins, shaving soap tins, 
bobbins, cardboard 
boxes, etc., while the 
lens is from an opera 
glass. The model 
shows a good picture. | 

The four projection 
theatres have been a> 
source of much plea- 
sure to the thousands of 
the public who _ have 

attended the Exhibition. At times it was difficult 
to secure a seat, and many had to be content with 
standing room. 

“Selsior’? dancing films have attracted much ~ 
notice, and their exhibition is eagerly looked for. 
The energetic “ Jimmy ’’ has popularised these, in - 
company with his friend, Mr. Vivian, of the Scot- 

_tish Film Service. 2 

The new Drawing Room Cinephone, the inven- 
tion of Prof. Constantini, of Paris, and. which is © 
being handled by the Talking Cinema Syndicate, 
Limited, of Glasgow, attracts considerable atten- 
tion. This invention enables stage representations 
to be reproduced with startling realism, and there , 
is a truly remarkable accuracy in the synchronisa- 
tion of voice and picture. Another novelty on the 
same stand is the “ Megatelegramophone,”’ for re- 
gistering voice and delivery to any distance. 

Original from 
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THE THREE-WING SHUTTER. 

To the Editor of THE BIOSCOPE. 

Sir,—I have read Mr. Tomaszewski’s letter 
in your issue of last week in reply to mine in 
your issue dated 15th inst. 

The sum total of his remarks appears to be 
an agreement with my statement that Mr. K. de 
Proszynski did not invent the three-blade shutter 
as he is stated to have done in the article headed 
“The Polish Edison” in your issue dated Janu- 
ary 29th. 7 

Mr. Tomaszewski’s suggestion that other 
people may have been using the thre2 equal blad2 
shutter without recognising its advantages be- 
fore Mr. Proszynski realised them and read a 
paper on the subject before the Royal Photo- 
graphic Society is simply ridiculous, as is also 
the suggestion that it was only a sovel/y of no 
real value when someone else patented it in 
1903. Apparently it only became a valuable 
discovery when it was years old and after Mr. 
Proszynski had rediscovered it and claimed it 
as his wonderful invention. 

By the way, is it not somewhat necessary for 
an invention to be a novelty in order to enable 
one to obtain a patent for it?—Yours faithfully, 

G. A. Martuys. 
75, Sotheby Road, 

Highbury, N. 
February 17, 1914. 

EDITING FILMS. 

To the Editor of THE BIOSCOPE. 

S1r,—Can nothing be done to insure correct 
orthography in the editing of films for the British 
market? Some of the Continental manufacturers 
are notorious offenders in this respect. Quite 
recently we have come across “wholy” (for 
holy), ‘‘inseperable,” “involentery,” “ 
stead of “off’’—e.g., ‘“He switched of the 
lights’), etc. . 

Apart from the distracting effect of such gro- 
tesque inaccuracies, occurring, as they some- 
times do, in the midst of a most tense drama, 
it is surely inconsistent that the heads of our 
great industry, who are always driving home the 
‘ educational value of the cinematograph,” should 
permit them. 

I: venture also to suggest that the phonetic 
spelling frequently adopted by our cousins on 
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the other side, is not appreciated or even under- 
stood by the great bulk of English audiences. 
I have frequently heard a titter go round the 
audience when the word “thru,” for instance, 
appeared on the screen. There are other Ameri- 
canisms which require translating. 

Apparently it is outside the province of the 
Censor to regulate these matters. Might I sug- 
gest, therefore, that the Trade Press should use 
its influence to eradicate these lesser evils P— 
Yours, etc., 

R. C. SIMMONS. 
Coliseum Picture Theatre, 

Bristol. 

February 23, 1914. 

A CORRECTION. 

To the Editor of THE BIOSCOPE. 

Sir,—In your report of the Executive Com- 
mittee meeting of the Cinematograph Exhibi- 
tors’ Association of Great Britain and Ireland, 
mention was made of a letter which was read, 
from me, ‘‘ with reference to the action of the 
Manchester justices in imposing further op- 
pressive rules on the exhibitors. 

This should read: ‘‘ With reference to the 
action of the Rochdale magistrates in imposing 
further oppressive rules on the exhibitors.”’ 

As the substitution of the word Manchester 
for Rochdale is likely to lead to some con- 
fusion amongst our members, I shall esteem 
it a favour if you will give publicity to this 
letter in your next issue.—Yours, etc. 

G. M. MontaninI1. 
Manchester. 

February 14, 1914. 

CONTRADICTING A RUMOUR. 

To the Editor of THE BIOSCOPE. 

Str,—Will you kindly be good enough to. 
deny through your columns the report which 
has been circulated throughout the Trade that 
I am resigning my position as_ Publicity 
Manager and Press Agent to Messrs. Ruffell’s 
Exclusives, Limited, as this report has no 
foundation whatever.—Yours, etc., 

E. M. Kane. 
8 and 9, Long Acre, W.C. 

February 24, 1914. 
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- ‘WHAT THE PUBLIC WANTS.” 

To the Editor of THE B1oscope. 
Sir,—To my mind, the most interesting of 

the many interesting points raised by your . 
symposium on ‘‘ What the Public Wants,’ is 
the question as to whether the average audi- 
ence really cares for ‘‘art in the film,” cr 
whether it is quite content with commonplace 
mediocrity. By ‘‘art in the film’’ I mean the 
kind of work which is imaginative, individual, 
and really creative, as compared with that 
which is merely a reproduction on conventional 
lines of something that has gone before. 

Personally, I firmly believe that the public is ~ 
really interested in the technical and artistic 
development of the picture play, and that it 
is quite ready to support the manufacturer 
who shows originality and imagination. There 
are many exhibitors who systematically feed 
their audiences upon banal, mediocre stuff in 
the sincere belief that the latter will not appre- 
ciate anything better. That this fear of any- 
thing novel is unnecessary has surely been 
proved by the immense success of such films as 
‘“The Mysteries of Paris,” ‘‘ Quo Vadis?” and 
several other masterpieces, most of which, at 
the time of their first appearance, were re- 
garded with faint-hearted misgivings by manv 
exhibitors as ‘‘too artistic” for the public’s 
taste. Let us hope that the Englishman’s 
proverbial distrust of anything new—which in 
musical matters has so often made our nation 
ridiculous—will not be a feature of the picture 
theatre industry. It is very disheartening for 
the producer who is honestly and :ntelligently 
endeavouring to do good and original work to 
feel that his finest efforts will be met by the ex- 
hibitor with the dampening criticism that ‘‘it 
is very clever, but the public does not want that 
sort of thing.” Surely, it is for the public and 
not for the exhibitor (who after all is only a 
middleman) to pronounce the final judgment. 
If the public is not given an opportunity to 
test and select, how can it ever be in a position 
to want anything.—Yours, etc., 

JunNtus. 
London, S.W.., 

February 21, 1914. 

S1ir,—The questions aroused by you in ‘the 
interesting symposium which you published 
last week, suggest such a diversity of problems 
that they would seem to demand a complete 
series of articles rather than a few brief sen- 
tences, if one were to reply to them fully and 
in all their aspects. 

As far as the ‘‘ make up” of an ideal pro- 
gramme is concerned, the best possible selec- 
tion of pictures for an average audience is, to 
my mind, one which has variet Fe its keynote. 
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It should include dramas, comedies, scenic, 
educational and scientific subjects. 

Then as regards the popularity of long films, 
I could answer both ‘‘ Yes” and ‘‘ No.” As 
Robert Burns says, ‘* The proof of the pudding 
is the prieing o’ it.” | 

Excellence of acting, plot and staging are 
all necessary to put the hall-mark of success 
on any production. But if I had to choose 
two only, I would select an ingenious and 
original plot and fine photography. 

As regards public comment upon films, the 
critics vary, but suicides, ‘‘ drunks ” and lunatic 
scenes are to me very objectionable.—Yours, 
etc., 

T. J. WEsrt. 
58, Dean Street, W. 

SWANSEA AND DISTRICT. 

The Carlton Cinema, Swansea, has already won 
for itself a splendid reputation, and has now a 
goodly number of regular patrons.—With such a fine 
selection of films as the “Sherlock Holmes”? series, 
Kinemacolor and Pathé cartoons, one could not ex- 
pect anything but full houses, and such is the case 
at the Picture House —The Tivoli, another Swansea 
hall under the same directorate, is screening a 
similar programme with excellent results.—At the 
Shaftesbury, ‘‘ The Wastrel’’ tops the bill. The 
film is being screened for six days.—The Castle, 
under the direction of Mr. Bowden, continues jts 
successful career.—Will Evans “Harnessing a 
Horse,’’ is sending the patrons of the Globe, Cly- 
dach, into fits of laughter. It is interesting to note 
that this hall changes its pictures every two days.— 
The Vivaphone is proving a draw at the Olympic, 
Swansea.— Those magnificent productions, “Through 
the Clouds’’ and ‘‘ When the Earth Trembled ”’ are 
being featured at the White Cinema, Llanelly.— 
Two houses nightly with a mid-weekly change of 
pictures is the rule at the Haggar’s Theatre, 
Llanelly. Vaudeville also commands a share in the 
programme of this popular resort. 

CHANNEL ISLAND CINEMAS. 
“The Seige of St. Petersburg’’ and ‘*Cross and 

Crescent ’’ were the principal films at the Rectory 
Hall, Guernsey, where also has been shown a series 
of “lightning cartoons’ of topical subjects.—At 
the Empire Theatre, an Edison feature, entitled 
‘* Mary Stuart,’’ was the top-liner among other sub- 
jects.—-Mr. Bartlett, at the People’s Palace, has 
been showing as his “stars,’’ “Shattered Lives,” 
“Pals,” and “Indian Pride.’’—Apparently, another 
picture house is to be opened in Guernsey, as an 
advertisement appears in a local newspaper inquir- 
ing for a site or large building suitable for that 
purpose in St. Peter’s Port.—At West’s Picture 
House, Jersey, “A Brother’s Atonement,” and a 
Vitagraph film, entitled *Let ’em Quarrel,’’ with 
humorous items and the ‘ Bi-Weekly’ made up 
an entertaining programme.—At the Jersey Opera 
House, “Kissing Cup,’? and a Western drama, 
“American Born,”’ topped the bill.—The fifirst films 
at the Alhambra were ‘‘ The Ironfounder’’ and 
“That Ragtime Band,’ 
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EDISON EASTER RELEASES. 

The Edison film programme, always varied 
interesting, is particularly so this week on 
account of the special attractions prepared for 
the Easter holidays and the week. preceding 
them. This Company has always shown great 
discrimination in the selection of subjects suit- 
able to particular seasons, and these films 

SCENE FROM ‘'JERUSALEM AND THE HOLY LAND.”’ 

should be in very great request, ranging as they 
do from works of high. poetic:imagination and 
the most deeply interesting scenes of Biblical 
history to absorbing drama and comedy well 
calculated to please a holiday audience.. That 
the subjects are well worthy of interest is 
guaranteed by such names as Barister Mer. 
win, James Oppenheim and Alice Williams 
and that their treatment is in every respect 
worthy of the subjects it is only necessary tc 
say that they are produced in accordance witl 
the best traditions of the Edison studio, an- 
played by a company of actors which, for in 
dividual distinction and effective combination 
is unexcelled by any stock company in th. 
world. A feature which will be of particula 
interest to English audiences is the inclusio . 
in this series of the tenth of the Edison Cor 
pany’s British productions, and a. film c 
strong dramatic appeal will be doubly wel 
comed for its fine presentation of familiar 
scenes near home, and by the fact that Mr. 
Marc MacDermott and Miss Miriam Nesbitt 
are ably supported by many well known Lor.- 
don actors. The old fallacy, that actors trained 
to the requirements of the regular stage find 
dificulty in adaptlIng themselves to the 
methods of the screen has been disproved 
time and again, both here and on the Con- 
tinent, and the excellent work of Mr. T. Gid- 
eon Warren, Mr. Douglas Nubert, Mr. Cha 
Vernon, and many others who have ‘aen pr-' 
1 j j siy nve. thar in Edison productions, or gh rove. tha 

a sound dramatic training is essential to suc- 
cess as a film actor. 

Of the photographic quality of these films 
it is only necessary to say that it is throughout 
fully up to that high standard which we have 
been led to expect, but the film, ‘‘ And an 
Angel Came,” is remarkable for some beautiful 
effects of double exposure, and some of the 
scenes in ‘‘ The Antique Brooch,” prove that 
even our much maligned climate can give per- 
fect results in the hands of’an expert.” 

A film which,‘ apart from its technical 
merits, is particularly suitable for Passion 
Week, is a beautiful series of views in Pales- 
tine under the title of ‘‘ Jerusalem and the 
Holy Land.’”’ The Church of the Holy Sepul- 
chre, the Gardens of Gethsemane, and places 
which are of supreme interest to all the nations 
‘of the earth, are shown as well as the streets 
of the city with its varied populace, doubtless 

y little changed in custom and appearance after 
nineteen centuries. We are shown Bethlehem 
with shepherds still watching their flocks out- 
side its quiet walls, the River Jordan, Jericho 
and Nazareth. An interesting episode is the 
departure of 800 Russian pilgrims from Jeru- 
salem, and some very beautiful views show the 
fishermen casting their nets on the sea of 

SCENE FRM 

Galilee. The photography brings out the 
salient features of the country with wonderful 
charm of atmosphere and the elimination of the 
tourist element adds greatly to the value of a 
wonderfully impressive picture. 
“And an Angel Came” is a tender and 

pathetic little allegory showing the vain efforts 
of a mother to protect her child from the visit 
of the Death Angel and her ultimate consola- 
tion in the thone re Eat Death puts a gentle 
end to pain and sufféHive!"'The subiect is sad 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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A FULL THEATRE. 
It is possible for a theatre to make its attractions so 

strong that they rise superior to counter-attractions ‘and 

competition. | 

The film that can be called a super-attraction is a rarity, 

and when it comes it is always found to contain incidents 

and a story that will appeal to the British public. 

Such a film is the great ‘ Barker’ 

“In the Hands 
of London Crooks.” 

If your business is bad and you faék ‘‘competition,” then 

it will. continue bad. If you a@e¢ quickly and secure this 

film, then you can look forward to a certain profitable 

week’s trading—and remember it makes good prestige 

when your hall is associated with a film that strikes a 

responsive chord with the British public. 

sporting production: 
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without being unduly morbid, and the great 
-measure of success in treating a subject of 
such delicacy is a tribute to the dignified and 
reverent performances of Mr. Charles Ogle, 
and to the wonderful quality of the photo- 
graphy, which by perfect examples of double 
exposure gives that suggestion of spiritual 
mysticism which would be impossible in any 
other medium. It is a film which will touch 

SCENE FROM ‘' THE ANTIQUE BROOCH.” 

the heart strings of all parents, and teaches a 
lesson of consolation and hope with inevitable 
grief. 

“The Antique Brooch” is a subject more 
suited to a holiday audience, being an interest- 
ang drama of Engtish social life, with some 
wery beautiful reflective settings, and con- 
taining seme scenes of intense excitement. 

Staying with a house party at Shirley 
Towers, Jack Morley meets an old acquaint- 
ance in Veronica, a poor relation of his host, 
Lord Shirley. One evening after dinner, 
Lord Shirley shows his guests a wonderful 
antique brooch of historic interest, and the 
same might Veronica, coming downstairs for 1 
missing glove, is startled to see a large screen 
moving slowly across the room. Her cry 
alarms the household, and it is then discovered 
that the safe has been opened and the brooch 
abstracted. Veronica is suspected, but Morley 
takes the blame on his own shoulders, pro- 
mising to recover the brooch which he says he | — 
has handed to a confederate outside. The 
next day Morley and Veronica travel up to 
town together. In another compartment of 
the train is Lady Shirley, bent on a shopping 
expedition, while in a third compartment, a 
inan named Big Dan is returning to town after 
a fruitless visit to Shirley Towers with the ob- 
ject of possessing himself of the antique 
brooch. But though Dan was too late to secure 
the brooch, he was looking through the win- 
dow, when the screen moved across the room 
and he knows in whose possession it is. He 
therefore creeps along the footboard of the 
train and enters the(/ compa in which 
Lady Shirley ee oR Ro riey, how- 
ever. sees |..:ii »ass, and fcllowing him, there 

ensues a tremendous struggle, as a result of 
which Big Dan is hurled through the door to 
subsequent oblivion, the brooch is restored, 
Lady Shirley is repentant, and Morley and 
Veronica live happily ever afterwards on the 
gratitude ot Lord Shirley and Morley’s 
wealthy uncle. 
Though the story inclines towards the im- 

probable, it is well constructed, and the situa- 
tion on the journey in the train is original, 

| dramatic and immensely exciting; and if the 
characters do not all comport themselves as 
we like to believe is usual in English society, 
their appearance and manner have all the 
necessary polish and distinction. Mr. MacDez- 
mott has a sense of style which renders him 
unapproachable for ease and charm of man- 
ner, and he and Miss Miriam Nesbitt make un 
deal pair of lovers, while excellent studies are 
supplied by Mr. Vernon, Mr. Nubert and Mr. 
Warren. The conclusion, which also shows 
“he interior of a railway carriage is perhaps a 
‘ittle drawn out, but this is only a slight detail 
‘na thoroughly good drama. A very fine 
scene shows the west end of Westminste~ 
Abbey; and Shirley Towers, taken at one of the 
notable English country seats, supplies some 
exceptionally beautiful pictures. 
From drama we pass to comedy in ‘“‘ Andy 

Gets a Job,” the first release of a series in 
which Mr. Andy Clark makes his début as an 
Edison star. Andy is a little boy who decides 
at the early age of twelve that he will forego 
his educational career in order to assist his 
mother, a widowed washerwuinan, to provide 

ae 
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SCENE FROM ‘' ANDY GETS A JOB." 

the overdue rent. He fails to convince a 
builder’s foreman that he will be of much use 
as a bricklayer and derives more sympathy 
than encouragement in his endeavour to adopt 
the stage as a career. Even as a messenger 
boy he hardly seems likely to earn the full 
amount required for the rent in the few hours 
which must elapse before it is due, but a lucky 
chance of proving his honesty and good inten- 
tion secures himOaldsituation and uniform, and 
an advari¢eVWhithkeHalblles hit RORstay the irre- 
vent hand of the bailiff and cause that worthy 
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functionary to ‘‘ beat it while his shoes are 
good.” Andy is a delightful specimen of the 
smart Yankee boy of the Tom Sawyer type 
and plays with remarkable intelligence and 
some considerable sense of humour. He 's 
likely to become a general favourite, and we 
are pleased to see his further adventures will 
‘be issued fortnightly. 

““A Night at the Inn,” a thrilling story of 
desperate adventure in Spain, and ‘* Peg o’ the 

gol 
ee, Cece 

Movies,” a film dealing with the adventures of 
a cinematograph company in the Far West, are 
also among the subjects due for release at 
Easter time, and make up a programme whicn 
is full of variety, plaved to perfection and 
mounted with attention to every detail an: 
ereat artistic sympathy. These films should 
readily find a place in every programme, and 
cannot fa:l to vive unlimited satisfaction to 
audiences of every class. 

THE PICK OF THE PROGRAMMES. 
WHAT WE THINK OF THEM. 

Ascending Sugar Loaf Mountain. 

Although exceedingly short, this little travel 
film contains numerous admrably photographed 
Pictures of majestic and impressive mountain 
scenery. Its subject is so different from that of the 
average film of the class that it also has an 
element of novelty. Certain it is, however, that 
it would be impossible to regale an audience upon 
anything more wonderfully beautiful than some 
of the glimpses it affords of this colossal natural 
spectacle. One’s only complaint is that it is all 
too brief. It is distinctly a film to be booked. 
(Essanay film. Released April 6th. Length 189 ft.) 

fHiearts and Flowers. 

This is a pretty sentimental trifle, well con- 
ceived and admirably presented. -\ithough in- 
clined at times to become over sugary-sweet, it is 
saved from mawkishness by the virile art of 
Mr. Francis X. Bushman, that fine actor whom 
it is always a pleasure to watch. The story 
shows how two lovers are brought together after 
many years’ separation as the indirect result 
of a little girl’s desire to buy flowers for her 
mother whilst the latter is in hospital. The 
tale is told in a series of varied and interesting 
scenes, all of which are made the most of by 
clever photography. It is the sort of film that 
gains a great deal from a good musical accom- 
paniment. It should prove very pleasing to the 
majority of audiences. (Essanay film. Released 
April 9th. Length 987 ft.) 

Curfew Shall Not Ring To-night. 

This is a thoroughly workmanlike version of 
the famous poem. It is not the first time that 
the latter has been treated by the cinemato- 
grapher, though one does not remember that it 
has been done before in -one reel. Be that as 
It may, the present Thanhouser film makes a 
very acceptable entertainment, in spite of the 
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fact that this clever American company are 
usually seen at their best in modern drama and 
comedy. One fancies that the story is not ex- 
plained quite so fully as it might have been for 
the benefit of those—if any there be—who «re 
unfamiliar with it. The earlier portion is hastily 
dismissed, and a few more sub-titles, if not 
scenes, would be an improvement. Otherwis2 
the film is excellently constructed, capably acted, 
and carefully staged. It should prove a sound 
attraction. (Thanhouser film. Released March 
20th. Length 1,023 ft.) 

A Wife's Devotion. 

This splendidly mounted play of Italian social 
life is of engrossing dramatic incident, and played 
with that intensity which makes the Italian 
players the ideal exponents of the silent drama. 
It shows the sufferings of a beautiful girl, the 
daughter of a rich merchant, who, after becom- 
ing the wife of the Count Ercole Montesilva, 
finds that her husband is neglecting her for the 
more showy attractions of the Countess Agnese, 
a widow, who is unscrupulous in her desire to 
add to the hist of her admirers. Sivia’s suspicions 
of her husband's infidelity are confirmed by the 
receipt of a bracclet, which, intended for th: 
Countess Agnese, has been deliv2red to her in. 
error. The Count’s infatuation and his wife's 
firm determination to hold her proper position 
in his house leads him to the desperate expe- 
dient of poisoning her medicine. Sivia is a wit- 
ness of his act, and in a finely dramatic scene 
she upbraids him with the deed and declares h-r 
intention of drinking the poison that his future 
happiness may be assured. This proof of her 
devotion convinces him of his wicked folly, and, 
dashing the cup from her lips, he implores her 
forgiveness. 

This scene, and one in which the wife returns 
the bracelet to the Countess Agnese with a con- 
temptuous but dignified rebuke, is splendidly 
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played by all concerned, while another fine per- 
formance is supplied by Barghetti, Sivia’s father, 
who tries to act as mediator between husband and 
wife. 

The play is very richly mounted, a fancy dress 
ball being presented in a very sumptuous man- 
ner, and the beautiful quality of the photography 
makes this a film above the ordinary average 
of merit. (G. Serra. Cines film. Released April 
2nd. Length 2,059 ft.) 

The Malarial Marshes. 

It sounds like a difficult task to extract beauty 
from the stagnation and gloom of the marshes 
of the Roman Campagna, but this film shows 
what can be accomplished with artistic percep- 
tion and a perfect knowledge of the possibilities 
of the camera. In contrast to the world-renowned 
beauty of Italian landscape and architecture, we 
are shown stagnant lakes and marshy lands, 
gloomy and forbidding in themselves, but which 
by judicious selection, and with the interest im- 
parted by animated nature, the waterfowl and 
the picturesque southern cattle, and effects of 
sun and mist, constitute pictures of unique in- 
terest and considerable beauty. It is a subject 
which has attracted the attention of many 
painters, and cannot fail to be appreciated by 
the vast public to which it is unfamiliar. (G. 
Serra. Cines film. Released March 3oth. 
Length 295 ft.) 

Hearts and Hoofs. 

This is a film which will appeal strongly to all 
lovers of animals, for the leading part is played 
by a horse which shows an unusual degree of 
intelligence, and seems to enter into his part 
as a hero of romance with a very keen sense 
of enjoyment. We see him acting as a go-be- 
tween, carrying letters and loving messages from 
his owner’s daughter to her lover on the neigh- 
bouring ranch. He promptly insists, too, on his 
due reward, and when it is not immediately 
forthcoming, makes. his wishes known by vio- 
lently ringing the dinner bell. He also takes 
part in more dramatic situations, for his owner 
rides off into the desert, and failing to find water, 
is soon reduced to a desperate condition of thirst 
and exhaustion. The horse takes the water 
bottle from his belt, and not only brings back 
water, but acquaints the daughter of her father’s 
plight, and is instrumental in saving his master’s 
life, and in securing the future happiness of 
the girl and her lover. 

The horse is a beautiful animal which has 
been exceptionally well trained, performing his 
tricks with apparent spontaneity, and entering 
thoroughly into the spirit of the piece. The story 
is slight in texture, but is quite sufficient to ex- 
ploit the talents of the principal performer and 
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provide a very interesting film, which is further 
remarkable for the sustained excellence of its 
photography. (New Majestic Company.) 

The Messiah. 

In reviewing a film which deals, as does the 
present production, with the life of Christ in full 
and elaborate detail, one is confronted by two 
totally distinct considerations—the artistic excel- 
lence of the pictures and the question as to the 
justification for treating the subject at all. 

To commence with the first consideration, there 
“can be no doubt that in ‘‘ The Messiah” Messrs. 
Pathé Fréres, the manufacturers of the film, 
give us some of their very best and most ambi- 
tious work. The immense difficulty of handling 
so great a subject, which demands elaborate 
spectacular display and broad effect combined 
with the utmost delicacy and discrimination in 
details, is at once apparent. It is probable, in- 
deed, that there is no other them: which could 
test the skill of both producer and players so 
severely in practically every aspect of their arts. 

The design of the film causes it to embrace 
every outstanding incident in the life of Christ 
from His birth to His death and Ascension. This 
means that the variety of scene and setting is 
almost infinite, and that everything has had to 
be carried out both with reverence and with his- 
torical accuracy under the most exacting condi- 
tions. The Bible story, with-all its familiar details, 
has been strictly adhered to throughout, a fact 
which greatly adds to its educational value, and 
which also removes any suspicion of a desire 
to tamper with a sacred theme. 

It would be difficult to praise too highly the 
magnificent manner in which the film is mounted, 
and the impressive splendour of the many spec- 
tacular scenes it contains. The atmosphere of 
life in Palestine and Egypt at the time of Our 
Lord is wonderfully caught, and, moreover, it is 
rendered vivid and realistic without any sugges- 
tion of modernisation. Among the scenes which 
are prominent for their spectacular beauty are 
the journey of the wise men to Bethlehem with 
their camels and their servants; the flight into 
Egypt across the arid waste of sand, past what 
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appear to be solid sphinxes and pyramids; the 
glimpses of the majestic, stone-pillared temple; 
the pompous wedding feast at Canaan; the walk- 
ing upon the waters; the joyful entry into Jeru- 
salem, and many other episodes. Particularly 
pleasing, also, in all these scenes is the manner 
in which the traditional grouping and decora- 
tion are preserved wherever possible. This very 
considerably lessens any feeling of irreverence 
that might be found in the production. It is 
simply as though one were turning the leaves of 
some illustrated Testament, and suddenly the 
pictures became imbued with movement. 

The acting of the film is on an equally high 
level with the staging. Each character passes 
through the film with the dignity which befits 
the solemn nature of the story, and, although the 
various impersonations are always real and 
human, there is in most cases an almost entire 
absence of the conventional theatricisms. 

There is a large number of “vision” effects 
and celestial apparitions in the film, and these are, 
perhaps, on the whole, its least successful feature. 
Some of them, that is ‘to say, are perfectly ex>2- 
cuted, whilst others are somewhat unimpressive 
and even a trifle tawdry. As to the manner in 
which the supreme moments towards the end of 
the film are presented, it is a little difficult to 
cxpress any definite opinion. Nothing is omitted 
from the great and dreadful story, and, in con- 
sequence, there are sc2nes which, however r2- 
verently they were rendered, would probably 
appear painful and undesirable to some pcople. 
Such points must be left for the individual to 
approve or disapprove, but meanwhile it may 
be repeated that, asa whole, everything is carricd 
through with deep impressiveness and dignity. 

It may seem rather out of place in such a re- 
view as the present to touch upon the suitability 
of the film for public exhibition, but it is difficult 
to avoid the question altogether. Personally, 
we can conceive no sound reason why the film 
should not be. welcomed everywhere and _ by 
everyone as a worthy’ and beautiful production 
of the highest educational and religious value. 
At the same time, it is impossible to deny the 
probability that it will arouse controversy and 
that some people will take objection to it. On the 
whole, however, judging by one's experience of 
the reception accorded to similar films in the 
past, and in view of the very great excellence 
of the present production, it may safely be pro- 
phesied that the general verdict will be a favour- 
able one. These pictures cause the wonderful 
story with which they deal to live with a vivid- 
ness that it can never have for the ordinary 
individual when read in print, and they help to 
impress upon the spectator the human signifi- 
cance and the personal appeal of the great tra- 
gedy which are sometimes lost when the latter 
1s recounted in less graphic mediums. And after 
all; the possibility of visualising sacred themes— 
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often in a comparatively irreverent manner—has 
long ago been recognised and accepted abroad, 
not only by the laity, but also by the Church. 
There seems no good reason, therefore, why this. 
magnificent presentation should not be welcomed 
and appreciated at its true worth in our own 
country. 

It only remains to add that the film is treated. 
throughout by Pathécolor. The picture obviously 
gains immensely by a’ suitable musical accom- 
paniment, such as that which it had at the Trade 
exhibition at the Shaftesbury Pavilion. It should 
prove an especially valuable picture for Lent and 
the Easter season. (Alerta Exclusive Film Com- 
pany, Limited.) 

The Trans-Atlantic Times. 

The Trans-Atlantic Company makes an inter- 
esting new departure in its news budget which 1s 
likely to make a wide appeal to the picture-goer 
who is interested in topical events. It includes a 
wide range of subjects taken in all quarters of 
the globe, and that it does not lack variety may 
be gathered from a list of some of the features 
in the first issue. Tjhis includes a review of 
troops at Bermuda, blasting operations in the 
Columbia River, Oregon, a storm on the coast 
of New Jersey and Long Island, the demolition 
by fire of a church in Copenhagen, a collection 
of Mr. Walter Jeffreys’ famous bull-dogs of the 
“ Rival Stone” breed, and the opening of Parlia- 
ment by His Majesty King George. 

The photography is of a high standard, and 
the various items are of sufficient length to give 
a comprehensive idea of each event without un- 
necessary padding. 
A series continued on the same lines as the 

initial number cannot fail to be a welcome at- 
traction. (Trans-Atlantic Film Company.) 

Lake Maggiore. 

The art of taking and putting together a 
scenic picture is well understood by the Eclair 
photographers, who usually manage to compress. 
the maximum amount of beauty and interest with- 
in the minimum length of film. Their skill 1s 
amply exemplified by the present subject, which 
is a most satisfactory quintessentialisation of all 
that is most worthy of note in and around the 
famous Italian lake with which it deals. The 
addition of a few more long-distance panoramic 
views of the neighbourhood would have increased 
the value of the film. In fact, every travel film 
treating a particular district is improved if it 
commences with a general bird’s eye view, and 
even a map, so that one is able to realis2 the re- 
lative positions of the various details of the 
landscape when the latter are shown subsequently 
at closer range. With this exception, however, 
‘Lake Maggiore” is a wholly successful and 
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YOU CAN STILL SEE one of the most wonderful films yet issued. 

THE MAN WITHOUT ARMS. 
(IMPERATOR FILM). 

It has taken GERMANY by Stcrn1. ENGLAND follows. It is UNIQUE 
spiny app. 3,000 ft. Exclusive Rights for Sale. 

Ask to see this oe Novelty. IT IS THE FILM OF 1914. 
Another Fine Subject— 

Length 3,070 ft. WHO SHALL J UDGE ? Reieasea april 6th. 
(IMPERATOR FILM). 
HERON FILMS. 

THE TATTOOED ARM. 
A Magnificent Film, with Glorious Lighting Effects and Wonderful Settings and Acting. 

Length 2,520 Released March 12 

Visit of British Fleet to Barcelona. 
Length 880 ft. Released March 5th. 

SNOW IN BARCELONA. BLOWING BUBBLES. 
302 ft. APRIL 20th. 416 ft. APRIL 16th. 

EIKO FILMS. 
BEWITCHED. ; IT’S A BEAR. 

954 ft. APRIL 9th. 793 ft. APRIL 13th. 
Lin er. 

8.092 ft. MATEO. FALCONE, APRIL 16th. 

SOLOGRAPH FILMS. 
462 ft. SILAS Q. PINCH (Royal Magazine Film). APRIL 16th. 

1,067 ft. DANCER IN DARKNESS (Strand Magazine Film). APRIL 20th. 

SPANGLIAN FILM. 

THE SECRET OF THE RIVER. 
Length. 1,055 ft. GRA Ss April 2nd. 

Length 466 ft. A marvellously clever film. Released April 6th. 
ee (Spain) (Scenic). ae (Spain) (Scenic). 

APRIL 13th APRIL, 20th. 

NOBBY' S TANGO TEAS. AFTER. THE BALL Was OVER. 
596 ft. APRIL I3th. 605 ft. APRIL 20th. 

EC-KO FILMS (All British). 
505 ft. NOBBY WINS THE OUP. MAR. 26th. 

MOTOGRAPH FILMS. 

MODERN BRIOCK- ae ae TAXIDERMY. 
386 ft. 360 ft. MAR. 30th. 

250 ft. “TNQUISITIVE IKE. APRIL 9th. 

BIG 5 FILM. 
ant. HIS MAJESTY THE BABY. aren 1otn. 
ONE OF THE PRETTIEST FILMS ISSUED. THE BABY IS GREAT. 

D. D. FILM. 
1,237 ft. THE TE-T OF LOVE. APRIL 13th. 

7 SCIENTIFIC FILMS, 

405 ft. MAKING CROCKERY, March 8th. 
We have secured several new brands that are well worth a call. We shall be pleased to see 

rou in our me 

UNIVERSAL FILM ‘COMPANY, LIMITED, 
40, Senrand Street, W. 

*‘Phone—Gerrard 9277. 'Grams—"" Ufilmico, Westrand, London." 
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delightful picture. It contains numerous remark- 
able specimens of artistic photography, several 
scenes being practically stereoscopic in effect, 
and it concludes with a very lovely sunset study. 

a 

In addition to its other merits, the film is well 
coloured throughout. (Scientia film. Eclair Film 
Company, Limited. Released April 6th. Length 
426 ft.) 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES AND WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS SAY OF 
THEIR BEST FILMS ON SHOW 

AMERICAN COMPANY. 

POTE LARIAT OF THE ‘‘ FLYING A.’’ A film of ex- 
ceptional merit, showing a stampede of cattle caused 
by a prairie blaze. The cowboy is trampled to death 
in rescuing the girl he loves. (gg2 ft. April 16th.) 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES. 
Title. Des. Length Released 

The Son of Thomas Gray............... D 952 Mar. 2 
True Western Hearts................. W.D o8t — 19g 
Calamity Anne in Society........... W.F 954 — 23 
A Blow Out at Santa Banana...... W.F 1656 — 20 
A Multi-Millionaire’s Caprice......... D 2980 Feb. 26 
EG: TICKING ae hscetecrseat bance tead shee oes se ID 2000 Apl. 2 
Bess, the Outcast..................c cece D 934 — O 
Westimies Fulfilled...............000...... D 2723 — 9g 
The Money Lendet....................... D g9g0 — 13 
Fooling Uncele.........000.00.00 0 ce... Com o4fo — 13 
The ‘‘Pote Lariat’? of the “Flving A”’ 

D o92 — 16 
Sally’s Elopement................... 00000. C go2 — «0 

ANDERSON’S FILM ACENCY. 
THE CLUE OF THE YELLOW RIBBON.—A truly dra- 

matic series of situations is evolved in the elucida- 
tion of an enthralling story. (2 2,460 ft. April 6th.) 

Litie, Des. Length Released 

The Clue of the Yellow Ribbon....... D 2400 Apl. 6 
The Seventh Wonder of the World....S 390 — 6 

CINES COMPANY. 
THE ALTERED NOTE.— A tragic story, adapted from 

Tolstoy’s famous novel. Many fine scen:s cf Kus- 
sian peasant life, and a sequence of solendid situa- 
tions, the outcome of a freak on the part of studests, 
are seen. The work of the master novelist 1s 3;sen- 
didly realised. (2,000 ft. April oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

A Multi-Millionaire’s Caprice ........D 2980 Feb. 26 
Out of the: RUINSicc.ee nce eieaee ‘79 Mar 5 
Bidoni in Medizval Times......... Com 785 — Q 
A. Toreador’s Romance................. D 1670 — 12 
Anwel of - PeaC@:scesissssieced poeeadd i) Fark on ae 
Love is Blind............cccccceeceseaeeeeees D 2120 — 16 
The Judge of Instruction............... D 2410 — 23 
Corsican: “Hatesisescias, oy evivanweneees D 817 — 26 
Bidoni’s Good Heart...............55 Com 708 — 30 
A Sea. Dram dcicicicacadssis eee D 557 — 30 
A Wife’s Devotion............ err D 2059 Apl. 2 
Vhe Fair Dolores................-:000000 D zoo — 6 
Ridoni and the Negress............. Com 357 — 9g 
Vhe Altered Note. ............... cece eee ee I) 2000 0) 
The Golden Beetle..................-.065- D se ate ee 

CLARENDON. 
SPEEDY, THE TELEGRAPH Boy.—The funniest of 

funny films. (365 ft. March oth.) 
Title. Des. Length Released 

\Vhen Every Man is a Soldier...... Com 365 Mar. 9g 

DAVISON’S FILM ACENCY. 
THE GLOVES OF PTAMES.—A_ magic pair of gloves, 

found in an Egyptian tomb, which cause everything 
touched bv the wearer to vanish. The results are de- 
liciouslv funny. (588 ft. April oth.) 
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NEXT WEEK. 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Tattooed Will...............:cccceees D 2583 Mar. 2 
In a Sea Garden..........cccesceerccenceees E 600 ~— 9g 
And Women Must Weep................. D 1469 — 12 
A Little Child Shall Lead Them...... D 2400 — 16 
When the Hurricanes Took Up 

FATMIN Ass usnxnsehacecnerianes aaeedaie 592 — 26 
Pearls and Patienceé.................00065 D 2314 — 30 
Holland’ ING: Aisiocccestvescesievee aganass S 314 — 30 
VAN. hl Cowes astacndsesareeeesees Com 500 Apl. 2 
Address Unknown ...........ccccceeeeeeees D 2858 — 6 
Silk Worm: C vlturesccnwyceeciuwaven E 839 — 6 
IRG@CHUUIOMN, scatecentne sea diaadecaitacaietene es D 501 — 9 

THOS. A. EDISON, LTD. 
ALENIA’S STRATEGY.—Alexia didn’t believe that 

Young could be guilty of the defalcation, though 
some of the notes were found in his room. When a 
Russian began blackmailing Osgood, Young’s rival, 
she became suspicious and pretended to care for the 
Russian, until she learned from him the story of 
Osgood’s treachery. (2.030 ft. April 2oth.) 

litle. Des. Length Released 

The Haunted Bedroom.................. D 1000 Mar. 19 
Falling in Love with Inez........... Com 750 — 26 
On the Great Steel Beam............... Dr 1000 — 26 
And an Angel Came (Special Easter 

Release) .....ceeceeeceeeceeees mb.D og20 Apl. 6 
Jerusalem and the Holy Land........ Sc 1000 — 9 
Alary’s .N€W “Hatisidatcurixsiereevelins Com 600 — _ g 
A Nig htear the: [ntiseenatdadexcacnes D 970 — 9g 
Andy Series (No. 1: Andy Gets a Job) 

C 1000 — 13 
United in Danger............cccceeee cee ees D 1000 — 16 
The Janitor’s Flirtation............ Com 610 — 20 
The Uncanny Mr. Gumble......... Com 1030 — 2 
African: S@a: BirdSiceseieesgc saseragedes Ed 400 — 2 
The Message of the Sun Dial......... D 1020 —_ 23 

ECLAIR COMPANY. 
A RACE FOR A MILLION.—Weird and wonderful 

indeed are the adventures of Funnicus, Softy and 
Jane in a wild race to an island in the South Seas. 
Everything, from bull fighting to aviation, and from 
crocodiles to lions, is pressed into the service of the 
producer. The consequence is a comical burlesque. 
(2,250 ft. April 13th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

For the Man She Loved.................. D 1975 Mar. « 
Honour of Lady Beaumont............. D 1975 — Q 
The ade 1 NG: 2 Sides ates erstngndice: D 1892 — 12 
The Horrors of War................eee eee D 4310 — 12 
Tack=: the: Wolf cscsichds cee scssce ca dees: D 19042 — 169 
Steel: ti. anscnaws case tetanus netataameewsonnsee D 1960 — 22 
Between Two Stools...............eeeeeee C 1008 — 23 
Josette,” Mv Wif@i.iciadiiwetiesees cee eee C s19g90 — 26 
Why Aunt Jane Never Married........D 970 — 26 
‘The Blind Manes sccsntakesoretess worn cnet D 2073 — 30 
OP HGP AN TEC IY cncseuushs aide wae ae baesceemteneiwe D 3025 Apl. 2 
WHE? NAT DITG.<.445.5is cooasieaxs ah eaeeienens D 19042 — 6 
Clee Dy SI aie ccshca saan cee dstoaar seer etees S 315 — 13 
Wild Beast among Wild Beasts...... D 2105 — 16 
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THE PIONEER FILM AGENCY, Litd., 
Telephones : : ° 

Day Ling: CITY 9730. 20 & 27, Cecil Court, 
NIGHT LINE: NORTH I34. 

Charing Cross Road, 
Telegraphic Address : 

‘“WHEATUCKE, WESTRAND, London, W.C. 
LONDON." 

Released March 2nd. OUR GREAT EXCLUSIVE 

A GAMBLER’S WAGER, 
IN FOUR PARTS. ‘ 

Don’t miss Booking this Great Winner. Write us at once for our 24 page Synopsis. 
- 

ACKNOWLEDGED BY ALL WHO HAVE SEEN IT TO BE A REAL WINNER. 

Special Plant of Magnificent Printing—3 Kinds of 12 Sheets, 2 Kinds of 6 Sheets, Quads, and-Throwaways. 

Get in Touch with us at once and Pack Your Hall. 
Digitized by (GO 8 NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

ee 
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CAUMONT. 

BERTHOLD SCHWARTZ, DISCOVERER OF GUN- 
POWDER.—Magnificentiy staged picture, in life 
colours, of a great cpisode in the history of Poland, 
the weird nature of the romance, and the old man’s 
final sacrifice for the honour of the Queen are but two 
of the “points ” of this release. (1,300 ft. March 
30th. ) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

False Rubits ics veckcccastivi cedeesa tes D 1300 — 16 
The Torrent of Pau....................008. S 425 — 16 
The Man Who Smiled...................4. D i950 — 19 
The Taming of Marie..................... C 1000 — 19 
The Seneschal’s Diamond............ D 1590 — 23 
Simple Simon and the Pelican...... Com 770 — 23 

KINETO, LIMITED. 
THE HOMES AND HAUNTS OF SIR WALTER SCOTT.—- 

A delightful film of a delightful countrv. We start 
at the majestic monument in fair Edina, then on to 
lovely Rosslyn and to Melrose. Abbotsford, the 
Tweed, and historic Jedburgh are included in a film 
that will be appreciated by all classes. (380 ft. 
March goth. ) 

litle. Des. Length Released 

The Timber Industry of British 
Columbia cess vecesessesr she cdganets. we: 520 -—- 19 

Life on a Ranch..................0000e Yon 410 — 26 
Vancouver, -B Ci Aveeno russ. T 355 <— 23 
The Historic Borderland................. D 38 — 
American Cavalry Evolutions.......... E 340 <Apl. 2 
Prince Charlie and Lochiel’s Countrv | 

and the Western Highlands...... T 310 — 6 
All’s Fair in Love..................000000: C 700 — 9 

LUBIN. 
TREASURES ON EARTH.—A magnificent .two-reel 

drama of a miser who forsook friends and happiness 
for wealth. The film introduces some really won- 
derful fire scenes of a burning oil plant. A most 
dramatic and heart stirring story. (2,080 ft. 
April 20th. ) 

Pitie. Des. Length Released: 

The Doctor’s Romance..................- D 1037 — I9 
ENG PAPASIVGcxemcesnsscoeeacdecseansetedes D 3051 — 23 
The Child of a Smuggler................ D 1033 — 23 
The Circle’s Enisisccsiccsivacscoee se save D 1035 — 26 
The Hazard of Youth..............c00000: D 1030 — 26 
A Question of Right...................06. D: 2036 -— 30 
The Waif of the Desert.................. D 2059 Apl. @ 
Between Two Fires..............:0000e ees D 2028 — 6 
Through Flaming Paths................ D 1038 — 9 
The Man from the West.................. D 20905 — 13 
The Pale of Prejudice.....................D° 1056 -— 16 
Treasures on Earth................00ceeees D 208 — 20 
Her Wayward Son...........:.cceeecesee ees D 1034 — 23 

M.P. SALES .ACENCY, LTD. 
CRIMINOLOGY AND REFORM.—A burglar, breaking 

into a mansion, saves the life of a sick child, whose 
parents, neglecting its welfare, are away lecturing on 
criminology and reform. (One reel. Shortly.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

An Unseen Terror.............. sJacieeceneee D 2072 Mar. 5 
A Shot in the Night.................ee eee D 1885 — 12 
Miriam Norward, Detective............ D 2431 — 16 
His Father’s House................se0eee. D 1025 — #19 
All for Science................ cc ceceeeee eens D 1092 — 26 
A’ Modern Jekyll and Hyde.............. D 1371 Mar. 23 
PAD PE +5. sds cacsenaitvtveds waxneaeen ee am D 1998 — 26 
Indian BlOOdé.ccwii Seve eee ie D 2060 — 30 
Her Hushband’s Friend.................... D 1952 Apl. 2 
The Paleface Brave..............0eseeeeee D 2061 — 6 
The Hand Print M>--stery............... D 2060 — 9 
The Convict’s Story...............:.2.06 D 1982 — 13 
TivGian: Pat@iusic Sessa cte rai. asanaaa D 1925 — 16 

2077. — 20 The Shadow of Guilt. ee 

osgle 

NEW MAJESTIC CO. 
MARRIAGE OF NIATANA.—Undoubtedly one of the 

mos: powerful Indian dramas as yet written, unfold- 
ing an original story, and plaved amidst superb sur- 
roundings. (ggg ft... April Oth.) 
Of Such is the Kingdom............... D 979 — 12 
The Hardest Way......... eee se Tae D  oy2 — 10 
The ‘Original. Wall sees ceevonwes tose D y06 — 19 
Through the Sluice Gates.............. D g79 — 23 
Te SWIPE Reastvnoreieccecioiccedaeeanes C.D gbg . — 26 
When the Debt is Paid.................. D 1000 — 30 
‘Largets. of Fate ssicicctdisetionsctecers D 1942 Apl. 2 
bed: ‘by aC nild is ciocecotseeneeenas D 085 — 6 
The Colonel’s Oath...................004. D 90975 — 9 

NORDISK. 
(N THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION.—Miss Betty Nansen 

has a magnificent part in a drama which strikes at 
the tragic consequences of a certain type of divorce 
case. After tragic happenings, the drama ends with 
her realisation of the love of a true man. (2,545 ft. 
April 6th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

In the Consul’s Uniform............... C 2650 Mar. 2 
Alone With the Devil..................66. D 3210 — 16 
The New ‘Codkin ci ciiccsacetaceaeiesensaas C 1260 — 16 

PASQUALI FILM CO. (ENCLAND), LTD. 
POLIDOR AND THE LIONS.—An unusual combination 

of excitement and humour. The great little comedian 
and the Kings of the Forest afford some splendid 
fun. (676 ft. April 13th.) 

: Tirte. Des. Length Released 

The Signal of Death..................00085 D 2750 Apl. 2 
Polidor’s Absence ot Mind.......... Com 580 -- 2 
Mrs. Polidor’s Bonnet................ Com 540 — 6 
FOr Daddy vincessnccarsilsdeeccosuaneds huwes D 1736 — 9 
Polidor as a Dancing Girl......... Com 623 — 9 
PHIMTOSES. vaicescaseiswcinvaadasiavenselieets D 2200 — 13 
The Little Warder....................0008 D 2240 —- 16 

PHCENIX FILM ACENCY. 
THE PASSING OF BLACK PETE.—A short drama of 

Western life, which finishes with the finest three- 
round fight vet filmed. The knock-out scene is ter- 
rific. (880 ft. April 13th.) 

vatle. Des. Length Released 

When Pimple was Young (No. 2) | 
His First Sweetheart ............... C gso Mar. 2 

Pimple: Elopes: coc eccanzccinsaxce catecenns C 545 — 9 
Who Will Marry Martha’?................ C 750 — 16 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 
A MEXICAN REBELLION.—A_ sensational story of 

romance and war, showing how an American soldier 
of fortune joined the Mexican rebel army, and under- 
a some stirring adventures. (2,290 ft. April 
20tn. 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Radigeon Wins a Reward........... Com 585 Mar. 2 
The Hopes of Belinda.................... C g96 — 5 
At the Call of Conscience................ D 180 — 9 
The Henpecked Burglar.................. C 1000 — 12 
The Fortune Hunters...................5. D 380. — 16 
A Profitable FExchange............... Com 835 Apl. 13 
Queen of the Mediterranean.......... Sc 270 — 16 
Snob’s Dream svvescestescnecescesectieiecons C 728 — 20 
The Poisoned Salt...............cceeeeees D 1215 — 23 
The Plan that Failed................. Com 303 — 23 
Volendam  ......cce cece eccce cee ceneeeeeeees Sc 389 — 23. 

SELIC POLYSCOPE COMPANY. 
THE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA.—An instructive and 

interesting subject. Compressed into two _ reels 
and interesting subject. Compressed into two reels 
from the wonderful achievement of two vears aco, 
and which took the world of pictures by storm. The 
cream of the original prodction, that will he talked 
about wherever showma! {2j) 100 ft. April 6th.) 

a 
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CREAT 
EXCLUSIVE 

TheOld pecslgeeny Shop 
By CHARLES DICKENS 

CONTROLLED BY 

RENTERS, LIMITED, 
118-120, WARDOUR STREET, 

Goog}ONDON, W, 
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Title. Des. Length Released 

The Hopeless Dawn...................66. D i091 — 19 
The Rustler’s Reformation......... W.D g80 — 19 
The Craven Heart..................sceeees 1000 — 19 
Hilda, of Heron Cove..................08. D 1000 — 19 
The Open Door............0.ccccseeseseeees D 2000 — 23 
Physical Culture..............::.ceeseeeees C 984 -— 23 
Dip in the Briny................cccceseenees C 1021 — 26 
An Equal Chance........... mage aneneas. D 1078 — 26 
My Strenuous Way.............ccssseesees D 1046 — 26 
Until the: Seasicvesstecdicctscicnetssanieiace D 1234 — 30 
Buster’s Little Game.................. W.C ggo0 — 30 
Unto the Third and Fourth Generation 

D 10985 Apl. 2 
Dad's) Girlsicvecslivesecseccosenpeious W.D 985 — 2 
On the Breast of the Tide ee aaeuese D 1000 — 6 
Stolen. Heart sicccccssesssi ces ckosiecieticens C 1100 — 6 
LAVIN GS Wa@e: siccctucssastascaccuaySescesan D 2130 — 6 
Father's - Day sssiiiganivicscicne sdeiesvede D 1177 — 6 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD. : 
HER LOvE LETTERS.—Presenting Miss ‘‘ Beau- 

tiful’’ and Harry Benham, as husband and wife. 
She goes abroad to her dying mother’s bed- 
side; the liner is burnt at sea, and husband and child 
mourn her as dead. He finds some old love letters, 
and when it turns out that she has been saved, lively 
scenes occur, as he accuses her of unfaithfulness. 
She convinces him that they are, letters written to 
someone else, and they are reunited ee the 
efforts of the child. (1,004 ft. April 16th. 

tle. a eG Released 

An Oicien's Romance.............see00: 202 — I19 
The Milkman’s Revenge................. C 101 — 23 
Problem Love Solved..............:cesees D 1016 — 23 
Looking for Trouble (Princess)...... C 1020 — 26 
Curfew Shall Not Ring To-night...D 1023 — 26 
The Head Waiter.............ccssseececeees C 1 — 30. 
The Law of Humanity (Princess)...D 1016 —“ 40 
Uncle’s Name akes.................00s008 C 1013 Apl. 2 
His Father’s Wife..............cesceessees D 1024 -— 2 
Amateur Animal Trainet............. .C. 1019 — 6 
Reinstated: cccciinicasecacdusemasietoeetent D 1015 — 9 
His Imaginary Family (Princess)... .D 1012 — 09 
Adrift in a Great City................0.5- D -1008 + 13 
Her Love Letters..................eceee00+ D 1004 — .16 
Cupid’s Lieutenant (Princess)....... C 1010 ‘“— 16 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 
RED MARGARET.—The second of the Gold Seal 

dramas, and a stirring romance of mS lawless life of 
old Kentuc 1,850 ft. April 1 

tet (1,850 ae pb.) Length Released 

An Elephant on His Hands............ C 1035 — 23 
Fighters of the Plains.................... D 109085 — 26 
Unto the Third Generation............. D 1085 — 26 
His Hour of Triumph.................... D 2005 — 30 
The White Vacquero..............s.seeeee D 1740 — 30 
War of the Cattle Range............... D 2000 Apl. 2 
The Pass@r: by iivecscecsessccasiendsisiaves D 1805 — 2 
The White Squaw...............ccsceseees D 2025 — 6 
The Werewolf............cecsccsscsscsscsees D 2045 — 9 
Night Shadows of New York caahaains D 2875 — 9 
Red. Marmarets ce ccscswacdcescisesvccess as ds D 1850 — 13 
The Story of David Grieg............... D 2000 — 16 
Thieves and the Cross.................6 D 1950 — 16 

TYLER FILM CO.. LTD. | 
A VILLAINOUS TRANSACTION.—An exciting subject 

by the “Itala film,” with some stirring scenes taken 
in Morocco. Excellent ‘quality an staging; also 

tala’s best artistes. (2,750 ft. April 13th 
preyed olan ae? : ( te a. Length Re sidan 

The State: ciaseisisssvisestissotoceidsess D 2750 12 
vet and His Dog Messenger......... C 695 — 16 

oto’s First Adventure.................. 635 — 23 
The Fisher-girl of Skagen............. D 1820 — 23 
How to Become a Champion Boxer...S 1130 — 23 
A Sister's: Hat@ ssn cctaacisavisienecusie st D 3000 — 30 
The Fatal Pearl......................000008 D 3380 Apl. 6 
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UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD. 

A DANCER IN DARKNESS— One of the finest films 
ever issued, for the photography has _ never 
been attempted before, and the story grips from 
Start to finish. Everyone will talk of it. It is unique 
The story is published in the Februarv number of the 
Strand Magazine. (Length 1,067 ft. Released April 
zoth. ) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

. Visit of British Fleet to Bar- 
v  @CIONA- .c6cisrccencenboecinie nda teeters Int 380 Mar. 5 

Tattooed: Aria ciccscsensvidesciminsceseea: D 2520 — 12 
His Majesty thé Baby................ .Int 475 — 19 
Nobby Wins the Cup............... Com 505 — 26 
Taxid@rnny  ~— sccsseiecdei ince aedersead oes 360 — 30 
Secret of the River.................sseeees D 1057 Apl. 2 
Who Shall Judge?..............--e. D 3070 — 6 
Bewitched ..........ccccceecesssceeseneees Com 954 — 9 
Inquisitive Ike ................ccccceees Com 250 — 9 
Nobby’s Tango Teas................. Com 596 — 13 
TiS a BGAN ss Sssestieeas teed aies Com 793 — 13 
Test: OF Ove scascecennat easksoreeas 1237 — 13 
The Fear of the Hangman (Royal 
Magazine film) .................. Com 1462 — 16 

Mate Falcon, the Corsican............. D 20902 — 16 
Coradonga (Spain) oa sa iCetaeiahoawaude Sc. 292 — 20 
After the Ball Was Over............ Com 605 — 20 

URBAN—ECLIPSE. 
BUTTERFLY ENTERTAINS ROYALTY.—A really funny 

comedy. in which an ingenious scheme for the vic- 
timisation of poor B. is unfolded. The efforts of the 
attempts to amuse the bogus king and his secretary 
will provide many laughs. (750 ft. March 2sth) 

‘Title. . Des. Length Released 

*The Stolen Casket..............cccsceeeees D 775 Feb. 18 
Adventures of a Football....... heat Tr 270 — 18 
The Jerboa, or Jumping Mouse...... E 325 — 18 
Maud, the K-nut................csseeeenees ‘905 — 25 
Arboi. and its Surroundings.. Legeuerstads S 400 — 25 
UNS. etadiessscdevesaies Aee cel eicsamives D 1505 Mar. 4 

- Impressions of: Japan Sh vadtvosd srinentiee S 410 — II 
The Bull Trainer’s Revenge.......... D 1850 — 11 
St. Bartholomew’s Day.................. D 1095 — 18 

- Pedro, the Dog Charmer......... Com 370 — 18 
Butterfly Entertains Royalty............ C 750 — 25 
Sammy—and a Door............... Com 340 — 25 
The Iron Man..............cccccceecsseeeees 1845 Apl. 1 
A Trip on Lake Starmberg............ T 330 — Ff 

THE VITACRAPH CO., LTD. 

HEARTSEASE.—Under the cold reserve of her hus- 
band, her heart wilts. Her younger son inherits. 
her nature, and soon follows his mother. Too late, 
husband and father realises the cause of their death. 
(1,488 ft. April 2oth.) 

itle, . Des. Length Released 

The War Makers...................seeeeees D_ 2060 Hen: 23. 
His Silver Bachelorhood.................. D 1023 26- 
THIEVES © -xdusccsc vonsdapeeteseaccdsiotuesueous D 1007 — 2 
PE: Divelssisckcavevsecaecaccasescereesesees: D 1542 Mar. 2 
THE: Wee Kaden wscticvacestuecetunctadacecs D 2 — 9 
The Sale of a Heart..............cccceeeee D 102 — 12 
Daniel sseaisicudataveiscdscstceesteseseeees D 201 — 16 
ae S Ma-in-law ........:ssscscccoeeseoes C 2046 — 16 

imsical Threads of Destiny........ D 2046 — 23 
DT Ne: “Cure xcncstccscaeast tes cceeeaa hans D 10276 — 26 
The: Swativ Gt lis scsenedscchtsescasssosavess D 1017.) — 26 
The Golden Pathway................0.006: D 2116 — 30 
SAGHACE: | svcstinssvocaaiiouelotenedensanens D 1023 — 30 
A Game of Cards............:cccceeeeeeeeee D 1013 Apl. 2 
Love’s Sansetiss. cece senses scaeriescooctasss D 2054 -— 6 
Beautv Unadorned.................sseeee: C 1945 — og 
The Blue Rose .............:ceeeeeeeeneeee D 2077 — 13 
Any Port in a Storm..................... C 10177 — 16 
Misadventures of a Mighty Monarch 

C 994 — 20 
The Street Singers.................005: C.D 2047. — 23 
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You can cP big business, but 
the film must be right! 
There is one film that stands alone for its 
ability to obtain crowded houses—and that is 

“IN THE HANDS OF LONDON 
CROOKS.” 

Ask those who have shown it as to business done. . 

THE CITY EXCLUSIVE COMPANY, 
.48, RUPERT STREET. LONDON, W. 

General Manager—GEORGE A. COOPER. 

Phone—Regent A759. | Gram—Citlusive, Piccy. 

-Agents—LANCASHIRE—P rogress Film Supply Co,, 10-12, Gt. Ducie paheie ees 
YOrK | SHIRE— Wellirgton Film Service, King Street Chambe: 
NORIH OF D— Pictures, Ltd., Newcastle. 

Esse 
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Engagements Wanted 

CTOR, 20, emotional, character, comedy, 
desires trial; view, stock engagement. 

Willing to assist production; trained photo- 
rapher.—Hawker Smith, 5, Westbourne 
Place, Hove, Sussex. 385 

S$ Pianist or Conductor. Can read any- 
thing at sight, and extemporise ad lib. 

Eight months’ experience on the Cinfonium. 
Good references. Disengaged now. Milton 
Wellings, Box 892 c/o. The Bioscope, 85, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W. t.c. 

As MANAGER. Well recommended; 
thorough business man, keen for pub- 

licity, and a capable judge of the patrons’ 
taste; aged 30.—Box 825, THE Buoscore, 
85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. t.c. 

XPERIENCED Operator desires 
change; any machine; both currents; 

generator; London.—Box 895, THE Bro- 
SCoPE, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 386 

XPERIENCED Manager desires engage- 
ment; thoroughly conversant with all 

branches; booking, advertising and general 
business management. A thoroughly cap- 
able man in every way. Young, energetic, 
and trustworthy; expert cine. engineer; 
highest refs.— Apply Box 898, The Bioscope, 
85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 384 

ILM JOINER. Competent young lady 
desires position; experienced in clean- 

ing and joining, with technical knowledge 
of the assembling of long films; highest 
references.—Address, A., 22, Brook Road, 
Walthamstow. 388 

AROLD C. MANSER desires re-engage- 
ment; general management; 12 years’ 

experience; used sole control; must have 
terms.—Wire or write, 19, Trenchard Ave., 
Greenwich. 385 

pi Ansces, thoroughly experienced, re- 
quires control of good-class theatre. 

—F. F., 7, Speenham Road, Brixton, S.W. 

385 

PERATOR or Assistant, D.C., M.G., 
any machine; good refs.; anywhere. 

—Wheeler, 6, Green Hill Flats, Hamp- 
stead. 385 

PrERATOR-tLLECTRICIAN, disengaged; 
any machine; M.G.; ex. references; 

anywhere —Moore, Ormonde House, Hythe, 
ent. 385 

Cee seeks engagement; diploma 
for operating; any machine; town or 

country.—A.C., 39, Chesilton Road, Munster 
Park, S.W. 386 

(pPEEATOR SE RCTRICIAN, disengaged ; 
D.C., , M.G., wiring, lighting, etc. 

Selig’s certificate.—W. Bennett, 14, Glad- 
stone Street, Stockport. 385 

RGANIST desires engagemem with his 
own magnificent £250 Mustel Orches- 

ral Organ. More effective than a six-piece 
orchestra, while no larger than a piano. 
Good pianist, accompanist and sight reader. 
Town or country.—Henry Burton, 36, High 
Street, Taunton. 385 

ICTURE PIANISTS WANTED to use 
“The Bioscope Pianoforte Album,” 

centaining striking, original music to fit 
every phase of dramatic movement from 
light comedy te the. ultra-sensational.— 
Price 2s. net, Ganes, Ltd., 85, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W. 

RRECIEELE. Expert OPERATOR, first- 
class experience, any machine, any- 

where; abstainer, non-smoker, ex. refs.— 
10, Ingleton Street, Brixton Road, London. 

385 

FpECiaEe Experienced Operator, disen- 
gaged; good reference; go anywhere; 

could manage—G.C S., c/o. j Dowler, 

CGO 385 11, London Road; Newcastle, 

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED—Continued. 

OUNG LADY, smart appearance, wants 
situation as attendant or cashier in 

London.—Box 8 96, c/o. THe Broscore, 85, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 385 

Mr. Monte Bayly 
PRESS PUBLICITY MANAGER 

of the: MOTOGRAPH FILM Co., 

Terminates his Contract 
ON 

March 31st next, 
AND IS 

Open for a similar position. 

Please communicate to— 

“MOTOGRAPH HOUSE,” 

UPPER ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C. 

Ensure Reliability and Immunity 
Breakdown 

by consulting 

Mr. James W. Barber, 
A.M.LE.E., 

Consulting, Electrical, and Cinematograph 

Engineer, 

Schemes prepared and Advice given 

on all Picture Theatre Equipment, 

6, KING EDWARD MANSIONS, 
2124, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, 

LONDON, W. | 

"Phone; City 6028. 

The most Central 
and Convenient for 

FILM 
BUYERS 

Every comfort ani 
moderate Terme. 

Bayley Street, 
Bedford Square, 
LONDON. wW. 

BEDFORD 
HEAD HOTEL. 
‘Grams : Sweet- 

william, London. 

"Phone: 
Gerrard 176C, 

ATTENDANTS’ 

CAPS and 

UNIFORMS. 
In addition to our regular high- 
class uniforms to measure, we 
have a large stock of new and 
re-made uniforms at Moderate 

prices. 
Coloured plates. with 48 

ates designs, Post Free : 

UNIFORM CLOTHING 

and EQUIPMENT CO. 

5, Glorkenwell Green, Farringden Road, 
Lenden, £.C, 

Picture Palace Printing. 

Py aereD known, ROGERS, the prompt 
man, supplies day bills at rock-bot- 

tom prices. ROLL 1iCKETS 6d. 1,000. 
Try our Flints for Bordering, unequalled.— 
Rogers, Picture Palace Printing Works, 
Arcade, Bristol. tie 

Wanted to Sell. 

Eee Player Piano, overstrung up- 
right grand, in perfect condition; com- plete with motor; can be played either by oe or . a piano; cost £100; price com- 

plete, 45-—Box 330, THE Buosc 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W. ee 

85, 
t.c, 

AS ENGINE, 8 h-p. CROSSLEY, with E.C.C. Dynamo, 70 amps., 60 volts and belt, complete, second-hand, for sale, —Fyfe, Wilson, 15s5a, St. Vi 
Glasgow. x rane Siete 

IP-UP VELVET CHAIRS, 3s. 11d., direct maker.—113, New North Road, London. 
795 

WANTED TO SELL. Several check 'ssuing machines, perfectors and others, Gramophones, Hepworth Viva- phone — Synchronisers, Dictaphone, Arc Lamps, etc.—Apply Somerald and Co., 17 19, Great Windmill Street, London. : 

385 ee 
OU’VE booked that Exclusive? Good! Now boom it with an advance slide. Any wording photographed from displayed type and coloured. Sent free by return, P.O. 1s.—Little Giant Printi 2 é 

Souter Tinting ase 

WANTED TO SELL 

230 
volts, 3o amps., nearly new: 

Crompton Converter, 

also Crypto Converter, 440 

volts, 30 amps., guaranteed in 

perfect condition; also Petrol 

Generating Set, output 30 

amps., also Deck Chairs and 

Iron French Folding Seats 

(about 400), to be sold separ- 

ately or in one lot, 

APPLY— 

THE MAGNET FILM 
- CO., LTD,, 

9, St. Martin's” Court, 

“CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C. 

FeoN ety am ee ee ww, 
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Halls and Sites. 

Important Auction at The Mart, E.C. 

Messrs. HARRIS & GILLOW, 
Cinema Theatre Experts, 

are instructed to Sell By AvctIoN, on 
Marcw 12th. at 2 o'clock precisely, the 

followi:g valuable Cinema Theatre 
properties :— 

THE ALCAZAR Cinematograph Theatre 
Pinchley Road,N.W. (seating 1000), Winter 
Gardens and Promenade Concert Gardens. 
This FreeHo_p property is situate on th 
o ainroad. 'n he miist of the best Market 

and Shopping position in the District. 
Also THE PRINCE: HALL CINEMA, 
Kew Bridge,—in an unrivalled pos'‘tion for 
business, holding about 700, being opposite 
the Tram Terminus ani Kew Bridge 
Station. Rent £200. Leace 21 Years. 
also THE EMPIRE PICTURE HALL, 
Watford,—a handsome newly-built cinema 
theatre, holding about 1000. Extensively 

fitted and furnished. 
Ground rent £158. Lease 99 years, 

Important-—If not sold, will be disposed of 
by Auction at a Rental. 

Particulars and Orders to View of the 
Auctioreers—¢ 51a, Oxford St., W. 

At the CINEMA AUCTION ROOMS. 
10 & If, Archer S:.. Shaftesbury Avenue, 

Messrs HARRIS & GIL'IOW 
Will sell by Auction next Friday, an 
extensive and varied selection of Fea- 
ture Filme in practically new condition. 
Also a variety of comics, dramas, 
travels, etc., totalling about 265,000 ft. 
Also projectors, cameras, perforators, 
lenses, carbons, arc lamps, etc. On 
view Thursday, 11 to 2. Catalogues 

of the Auctioneers, as above. 

Messrs. . 

WILLIAMS & WILLIAMS 
CINEMATOGRAPH THEATRE AGENTS, 

— AUCTIONEERS, AND VALUERS, — 

151, Regent Street, W. Tel. Gerr. 9836 

For all available cir aay 
ties to be Let or d, 

n & Provinces,— 

Valuations ae for Mortgage or 
bentures. 

CONSULTING EXPERTS to the 

—CINEMATOGRAPH TRADE.— 

THE Broscore, FEBRUARY 20, 1914. 

HALLS AND SITES.—CGontinued. 

FOR SALE. 
PICTURE PALACE 

fully licensed for Music and Dan- 

cing, a going concern. Accom- 

Splendid modation over 600. 

stage and scenery. Fully equip- 

ped. Only requires seeing. 

Apply— 
Box 883, c/o THE BIOSCOPE, 

85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 385 

OMP.ANY giving up business desires to 
dispose of its complete producing 

plant, with or without lease of studio and 
works, held on advantageous terms at 
low rental. Excellent opportunity for those 
about to start in the film business.—Apply 
Howard, Williams and Co., chartered ac- 
countants, 70, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 

385 

STABLISHED firm of practical show- 
Men require particulars of halls in 

London or suburbs to be let, with or with- 
out option of purchase. Non-paying con- 
cerns entertained.—Box 895, THE Buoscore, 
85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 385 

INEMATOGRAPH Halls.— For composite 
buildings of every description, at 

lowest possible prices, send rough parti- 
culars of size. accommodation required, 
god where to be erected, to Ginger, Lee 
aad Co., Practical Builders, Plymouth 
Avenue, Longsight, Manchester. tc. 

ONDON Theatre Company is prepared 
to purchase, or take on lease, cine- 

matograph theatres in small or medium 
size provincial towns.—Write with full par- 
teulars to Box gor, THE Buroscope, 85, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W 385 

OR SALE, up-to-date hall, situate main 
road in ve:  ‘on:lous neighbourhood, 

Leeds, seating 900; beautifully equipped ; 
freehold; average takings 60 weekly; 
price £3,500.—Full particulars, Box 902, 
Tue Buroscors, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

385 

- HALLS AND $1 TES—Continued. 

ICTURE SHOW for Sale in Town, near 
Leeds. Going concern; population 

11,000; only small hall in opposition; seat- 
ing capacity 1,200, Low rent; generates 
own electricity. Investigation invited.— 
Box 899, THe Buoscorz, 85, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W 387 

ROCHDALE PUBLIC HALL. 
O BE LET or SOLD, the Large Hall 
Baillie Street, Rochdale, as from the 1st 

of May next,.on which date the present 
lease expires. Has been occupied for kine 
matograph exhibitions for the last six 
years.—For further particulars apply to the 
Hallkeeper, on the premises; to Mr. 
Richard Watson, Oak Cottage, Shawclough, 
Rochdale: or to Standring, Taylor and Co., 
Solicitors, Rochdale. tc 

Miscellaneous. 

| eo FIRE SHUTTERS for openings in 
Kinematograph Operators’ Rooms with 

spring lever releasing gear, controlled from 
both inside and outside of the room. Send 
sizes and position of openings for estimate 
—Jukes, Coulson, Stokes and Co., Howards 
Road Ironworks, Plaistow. 406 

dl heat = BIOSCOPE Editor says of Broad- 
bent’s ‘‘Dynamo and Motor At- 

tendants” that:— The operator will find 
information of the greatest value .. . 
We can recommend it with the fullest con- 
fidence.”’ Price 1s. 9d. post free, from 
Rentell, 36. Maiden Lane, Strand, London. 

390 

O AUTHORS;; List of the principal Film 
T Manufacturers for scenario writers, 
price 3d. net, or post free 4d.—Ganes, Ltd., 
8s, Shaftesbury Kyenuc, Londoa, W. 

t. Cc 

Wars MOTION PICTURE PLAYS! 
Practical course; full instructions; 

sample scenarios; list of buyers. o 

other books needed. Post free, zs. MSS. 

typed, vith one copy 18. per 1,000 words. 

Advice and criticism, 2s. Plots submitted. 

—Screeton, 228, Farndale Road, New- 

castle-on-Tyne. 385 

ROLL TIGKETS i stocx IN STOCK, 

SEND FOR OUR LIST OF STOCK WORDING. 
Good alae Smartly Printed. 

source’ 6¢ DYSONS, 
SORT FREE. Tieket Printers, 

OPECIAL PRICES FOR 0°. 
canoe quanrinias, PRTE RBOR 

STOCKTAKING SALE. 
TIP-UP CHAIR BARGAINS. 

200 Best Circle Tip-up Chairs, spring seats, 14-in hardwood backs covered = to clear 
Listers Velvet. Rose Barri shade, usual price 14/6, quite new, 10/6 each. 

100 Tip-up Chairs, 18-in. centres, covered in best corduroy, usual price 78) to clear 
quite new. 5/6 each. 

200 Tip-up Chairs, polished show wood backs covered in crimson velvet, 18-in, 
centres, second hand backs new seats 4,/ 6. 

WHITING & & BOSISTO, Ltp Theatre 

°) Furnishers, 
ee ll be eh 

BRISTOL. 
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ERA 

QUENTINS AGENCY 
for Picture Theatre Employes. 

% Managers, Pianists and other Musicians, 
% Operators. Attendants (Male and Female), 
% Doormenctc .wai.ted for good salaried posi- 

73 tions. Ne registry fees. Send full requirement 
23 to QUENTIN'S AGENCY, 85, Ghariotte Street, 
oy Fitzroy Square, W. Phonc No. Gerrard 7377. 

Entertainers. 
4 

OHN FULLER & SON (New Zealand 
Theatre), of Wellington, Auckland, 

Christchurch, Dunedin, Invercargill. etc. 
Fuller’s Biograph Supplies, of Wellington. 
London representative: Gordon P, Firmin, 
Film House, Gerrard Street. W. ‘’Phone: 
ago: Gerrard. 

IDNEY BACON’S PICTURES, LIM 
ITED, 143, Charing Cross Road, Len 

doa, W.C. 
er erams: Po ieaileiryss Lgetenr ger 

ignes: Ger 88x. fl cleke r 1456 and 1:88: 
A and Suaday, Hermecy 925. te 

LE CINE 

JUST WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR. 

THE STAR BRIGHT 
LAMP VARNISH CO. 

All Fast Colours. 
Warranted not to fade 

Rain and Heat Resisting. 

PRICE LIST. 

Per Gall £1 4 °0 
4 Gall. 12 6 
Quarts 7 6 
Pints 5 oO 
4 Pints 2 6 

Terms:—NET CASH. 
Remittance with Order. Free Delivery. 

Offices :— 

47, High Street, Wandsworth, 

London, S.W. 

JOURNAL. 
The most up-te-date Moying Picture Paper in Paris. 

Subscription 9s. 6d. per year. 
Edited bv G. DUREAU. 

LA VITA 

Offices—30, Rue Bergére, 
PARIS. 

CINEMA TOGRAFICA 
International Reviewlof the Cinematograph Industry. 

Director : A. A. CAVALLARO 

‘GALLERIA NAZIONALE-SCALA D, TuRIN, ITALY. 
The Largest ani most influential Trade Paper in Italy. 

MOVING PICTURE WORLD. 
THR LEADING AMERICAN CINE. TRADE JOURNAL. 

P.O, Box 226, Madison Square, New York City 

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION—8$4.00 PER YEAR. 

n HOLLAND, BFLGIUM gnd_ COLONIES. 
“* DE KINEMATOGRAAF ” 

“~~ 

with 
supr le ment “DE FILM.” 

The bost edited and most widely circulated 
weekly Journal of the Cinemategraph Industry, 

AMSiLERDAM HOLLAND, ~ 

t: Anaual Subscription abroad, 12s. 6d. 
(engagements wanted 23d.) per line. 

Advertisements are charged at a rate of 4d. 

DUTCH EAST and WEST INDIES. ; 

CINEMA 
( 

The Leading French Cinemategraph Journal. 

PUBLISHED FORTNIGHTLY BY CHARLES MENDEL FILS. 

18, RUE D°ASSAS, PARIS. 

REVUE. 

L) 

NEV YC) 5 

975 

Films fer Sale or Hire. 

ILMS FOR HIRE: ‘Secret of Black 
Cat Ian,” April oth, 20s.; ‘‘ Satan‘s 

astle,”” March sth, 155.; ‘“‘Iron Trail,” 
March 16th, 12s. 6d.; ‘‘ When the Earth 
Trembled,’’ February 26th, 15s.; ‘* Prisoner 
of the Harem,” rch sth, 10s.; ‘* Convict 
Garb,”’ February 26th, ras. 6d.; etc., etc. 
Prices given are per 1,000 ft. per three 
days’ hire. 
We provide the newest and best selected 

1os. service on the market. Don’t send 
for list—send an order, it will pay you. 
—Tele. Add.: ‘‘Kinema,” Birmingham. 
The Marriott Film Company, 21, urst 
Street, Birmingham. 385 

ILMS FOR HIRE.—At 8s. per 1,000 ft. 
per week, or 10s. changed twice 

weekly. We purchase all the best films as 
they come ont, and send none out in bad 
condition. We will be pleased to send you 
list of films vacant for any week on receipt 
of post card.—Royal Film ope 270, Cor- 
poration Street, irmingham. Tel. Address: 
“Cowboy, Birmingham.” Tel. No. : Central 
6986. t.c. 

HE SEABORNE MACHINE COMPANY 
buy the best condition second-hand 

films, including features, topicals, and 
ordinary, large and small quantities.—Send 
offers and lists, giving dates available, to 
39, Great Windmill Street, London W. 387 

ROLL TICKETS ‘anc 
forated, 6°: PER 1,000. : Special Quota- 

tions for Large uantities and Con- 
tracts, Sample Roll 6d., post free William- 
son’s Patent Roll Tickets for preventing 
fraud. WILLIAMSON, Ticket Printer, 
Ashtosa-under-Lyne. 

Situations Vacant. 

AX experienced moving picture films de- 
veloper wanted for African work.-— 

Jones, York Hotel, Albemarle Street, W. 
28s 

ANTED, good _ Electrician-operator. 
Must be reliable. Lowest terms and 

references.-——Ilarry W. Day, Gaiety Theatre, 
Ayr. 385 

ANTED at once, competent Operator 
with experience of gas engine and dy- 

namo, for a small theatre in country town. 
Two hours a night, and Saturday matinee. 
No Sundays. 40s. weekly.—Apply James W. 
Barber, consulting engineer, 212a, Shaftes- 
bury Avenue, W.C. 385 

Legal. 
— 

To whom it may concern. 
R. THOS. THOMPSON, of Middles- 

bro.’, film renter, wishes it to be 
clearly understood that he has no connec- 
tion or interest in any wav with the busi- 
nesses of the Clarion Film Agency, 47s 
Market Street, Manchester. J. H. Taylor, 
47, Market Street, Mancheser. 

C1 .cia. Speaking Pictures. 

385 

R. ERIC WILLIAMS, the renowned elo- 
cutionist, originator of Speaking Pic- 

tures. Now in second year of continuous 
presentation. Rebooked for all theatres 
controlled by London and Provincial Thea- 
tres. Limited, also for all Manchester 
theatres visited since November. Unique 
feature: The reciter acts in his own j 
—Address, 84, Wymering Mansions, F!zin 
Avenue, W. Week commencing March 9g, 
Central Hall, Wandsworth; March 16, 
Tooting; March 23, Guildford; March 30, 
Catford; April 6, Lee; April 13, Norwood ; 
April) 20,,,Stamford Hill; April 27, Croy- 
don: Mav 4, Hastings; May 11, Watford; 
May P18! (Inverness. 
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3, Macclesfield Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, Ww. 
Tel :—" Philograph, London.” 

Feature Films fer Hire or Sale. 

TH: BroscorPe, FEBRUARY 26, I9I4. 

THE PHILOGRAPH FILM BUREAU, LTD., 
’Phone—Gerrard 6035. 

Films fern Export from £10 pen 10,000 ft. 

We are now Booking for the Easter Holidays the following Sacred and Semi-Religious ag 
DANIEL (Released March 16th) .. ..._ ... Vitagraph ... 2016 Vengeance of LICINIUS (coloured) ...... Pathé ... ... 1000 
LIFE of Christ (tinted) ........ . Gaumont  ... 2100 Bunyan’s PILGRIM’S Progress . .. .. Ambrosio ... 3500 
Saul and DAVID (coloured) ... ... . .. Pathé ... ... 1250 MOSES Saved from the Waters ... ....... Pathé ...... 800 
David and QOLIATH (coloured) .. ... ... Pathé ... ... 1000 ABRAHAM'S Sacrifice (coloured) ..._... Pathé...._... 766 
Jael and SISERA aporoures? we ee. wee: Pathol... 650 NATIVITY of Christ (tinted) .. .. ... ... Gaumont ... 1000 
ESTHER (coloured) a we eee ee e)6Pathé—.. =... «36880 0S Tho’ Your Sins be as SCARLET (tinted) . Pathé...._ ... 1000 
RUTH and Boaz (coloured) Se. tee Pathé...._.... 1035 SAMSON and Delilah (coloured) ..... ... Pathé...._... 1000 
SEMIRAMIS, Queen of Babylon (coloured) Pathé ...... 1000 JOSEPH and Hig Brethren Coen sais Tee Pathé...._... 1050 
TYRANT of Jerusaiom (coloured) ..._... Pathé .. ... 1100 BELSHAZZAR’S Feast cue, caek .. .. Qaumont... 850 
Judith and HOLOFERNES es eee eee eee) 6GauMont .. 660 ABSALOM (coloured)... ... Pathé .. .. 1350 
SALOME (coloured) ... 1 ws .. Pathé ..... 850 In the Days of King SOLOMON (coloured) Pathé ... ... 2880 
BIRTH of Christ (coloured) . sk ee: hae Pathé... ... 600 Thrown to the LIONS (coloured)... ... Gaumont . 820 
New FAITH (tinted)... sae ee §6SOhlg 1000 HAGAR and ishmae!l (coloured) ...... ... Pathé...._.... 1000 
The PRODIGAL Son .... . Pathé.... ... e0e@ NICODEMUS (coloured) ...... ... ... ... GQaumont .. 750 
Death of SAUL (coloured) Pathé .. 1000 Star of BETHLEHEM... .... aula Aaa, Woes Thanhouser 2400 
Virgin of BABYLON 

Prices on Application. 

.. Ambrosio... 975 

As the demand for the above unique selection is very great, intending Exhibitors are 
requested to make early application, in erder to avoid 

USE 

The “FALLOT” 
OXY-ACETYLENE LIGHT 

in your Projector. 

Sole Agents : 

NEWTON &. Co., 
72, WIGMORE STREET, LONDON, W. 

African TruSt......ccecceeeceeseeees XXX. Benen a PS Eh ee eR ee % 

Bes ae Baden Aha nadiaciap tac taumnes 4 E-xhibition Association............... 584 
PLUDIOM, «eet teres Ste tee OAS TE WTESS. aceon eee ae XViii. 
Alerta Exclusives so Wcdea'g Sidiwrevecw seis slate bie aie 956 Fenning Film Sige aa ante 886, 887, 888 

American Company (London) Baller: Sastecautaeses ch ccnecdice econ 975 
878, 879 Fyfe, Wilson «0.0.0.0... ceesseeeeeees 924 

Artograph Pikeee saghagended es basiinn sua iiris 978 GauMONnel.....ccccecs 86s, 907, 908, 932 

Australasian Films...............++- XXXIY Gerratd Filtm..............cccccee. XXVi. 
ER ACOM scene Seca sae eis taser eeeiens 975 Ginger |e neers One ent ae 974 

Barber sxcasviscsdebereieeietenies oceetsinns 973 Globe Film Company.. XV1. ; XVil. 

ABE jaiacsincsacewacesicmaaseSoecntodied O24: GUiIDERt: sca iiadgeas isa saasyttoess XXXVi- 
Beck and Windibank................ Ms: aArper  seyeceessckisenis teedehesessacs 916 
Bedford Head Hotel.................. 973 Harris ard Gillow................. 074 
Biak Studl1os............ccccecuseesecesees Ol2: FEALC. wcaisn locke Suceuentncchesekaoviiesec 976 

British Surbrite...............::0ceeeee 942 Hibbert .............000000.0, yeeee XXII 
British Vacuum.............ceceeeeenees GTi . 1 AEA: wkvesisanvrbeocueiesolaaiescenis. 892 
Brock iSS: x stercssrscreutetackewanoesing xix. Jukes, Coulson, Stokes............... 974 
BUPCHOr. xd sscciiscnscwas adoeadacaeoadeuns 868 . Jury Imperial..............0..00000. 865 
Chalmers ............ccescseeeeseeeeees XXX1L Kamm oui... ccccccceceecceescccaeaeecees ren A 
City ExclusSives...............05 O58, 072 Kearton. se icexcsscieeticnewaiives 918 
Co-operative..............66 X., 86s, 977 | KRESMOE  eerci stoned cseedseecnteds civmncceriny vi. 
COM PtON sveic sbi seein dvdnencn acne: vi. Kine Exclusives........0.........060, 806 
CrOSSlEW? Gangtedewtiadecmes nab eene ens 922 Kimemacolor ..... ..........cccecceseeee xl 
DallMever c..cscecdectecidescowsdececta ui B02; Kineto x escecenvonss adic abinascnese XXXIV. 
DAVISON” dacessickctahavsedielvars ioueecer: MEK co ROG civics biliertoccsiweelincd Cecoed: 920 
Duncan Watson..........cccceseneseees o916 L. & Y. Filme.........000000000... XXX1X 
Dysons avewanniees Cast bshwseiweeseens 974 Lama ceetttteteeee citer eters XEXVI 
Eclair pase bacatias co edoadacs xxiv., xxv. London Film Co............... XX., XXi. 
| he 5 io) eee eee ee ee 628. 020, 930: LEVON: \ie3oc. sven Gukvtvtein dani, 924 
Electric Constructions............... Gis” MARNEt creatine cmm an asscstesn 975 
ITSO 1\s- stasctausoesteievebitues besecnaeexsias O24 “Menchen.: messes Aeracd cs 964 
Fessanay Pe cca Nes one Dt halts taeels 874, 875 Midland Film Co..............0...... xXX. 
exclusive Supply...... 865, Were Se bi areaatt i aaleians tal deanaatataait 936 

disavpolatment. 

Advertising 
Pays, yes, when you 

select the proper 

medium for your 

advertisements. Try 

these classified 

columns—the results 

will surprise you. 

w, 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS. 

MP. Pe Sen Mais ated Sh ccarticextuddane xv 
New Majestic.......-.cccceersessaceeees XX11. 
INOTOISK sados orescence eelasasca clowns. 850 

Norris and Henty...............06 XXX V1. 
PASQUAIL wats atsunshcnsancaineycnacaieaiwre ss li. 
Pathé Fréres............... 934, 935, 978 
PHO RTADN * sssccrt trees ance cccswsoatw news 976 
PRODI: “ae resins eoiiean seat vow unacase 942 
PIOUG@eT 9 ier oes eshte ci aor 968 
Prieur 26 soccnts tah tata ee 866 
RENCtOLrs «chi iuseesieadei cee kee 970 

RRO BEES. caciuven eesie tiatdacesyna abe teri 973 
OVAL ensteseticncanenteoaeetetewes QIO, QII 

Ruffells s csiesecdeegetilerds dan cdvesuhaes 2 
S.A. FeatulS.....c.cccccsccccceccsaecces 938 

ecus Bist dn tararenned hae eel eosetes 870, oH 
ORLA anes ee setonaecdouxt eae 940, 

Stator). | eicicaesos ein cisaiewe XXXVI 
SUDreME siws,cicieiewrartanweneay 044, 945 
Trans-Atlantic Film Co....95o0, 

O51, 952, 953 
Uniform Clothing............... beeeasQ73 
United Kingdom.................0000085 906 
Universal Ee ee ere 90% 

Vitagraph...goo, 901, 902, 903, 904, 
5 

Walturdaw Se ketctic ter itesncesaher ae 
WWAEWICK . escisssusvetectaseatssocasanvaeed: 892 
Western Impott................0.08 XViil. 
Whiting and Bosisto.................. O74 
W TUR InS: -esartsnntasadwnseucetes Renesas 978 
Williams and Williams............ 074 
WilsongiRaefand Pixton............ 918 



SYS 
GET 
TEMATIC 

SERVICE 
When you book Films, 

Feature, Ordinary or Exclusive, 

AT 

CO-OPERATIVE 

CINEMATOGRAPH 
Co., Ltd., 

31, LITCHFIELD ST., 

LONDON, : —Ww. 
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Bright, Interesting, 

Informative, and 
THE ARTOGRAPH CO. 

Specialists. %, New Compton Street, 
FILM Dealers. Charing Cross Road, 
Exporters. London, W.6. 

‘alegrams: “ Filmogra 
Teleph {ss ve erent & teeretary) bag omeig Ms Congest ne: 

ess 572, Central (Hire Dept.) A.B.C. Code Sth Edition. 

Send for our new ‘complete entalogue, Over 2,000,000 ft. 

of film listed, absolutely in stock. May be seen on the 

Bereen at any time. Prices from id. per foot upward. 

Ail films examined and repaired before dispatch. 

Eatablished 1897. = 

OUR SEATS are in use 

all over the World. 

Copyright Desigas. 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS. 
PAINTING & DECORATIONS. — 
CARPETS & CURTAINS. ~ 
FIBROUS PLASTER. 
FIRE CURPAINS. 
SCENERY. 

FRED “WILKINS & BROTHER, LT 
MAKERS AND EXPORTERS, Telegrams— 

a rN HEAD OFFICE, WORKS, AND SHOWROOMS— “Fumes — 

Motograph House, 27-35, Duke Street, pees se — ee: 

Himes LIVERPOOL. sor 
GLASGOW —153, St, Vinoent Street, 

Da Oe Lod Wil LoOT If | [DD A DY LE 

Published by GaNes, Liwitep, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 
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A Blache Feature 

Production, writ- | 

ten by William 

Doughty, Author 

of the “ Old King 

Brady” detective 

] 

stories and pro- 

duced under the 

personal direction 

of Herbert Blache, 

producer of ‘‘A 

Prisoner in the 

Harem,’ “ Star of | 

India,” etc., etc. | 

Length - 3,285 ft. 
Released April 27th. | 

R. PRIEUR 
& Ltd., 
40,Gerrard Street, 

W. 
Wire— - Phone— 

Enerphone, Gerrard 
London. 9115. 

CL is 

NOTE—The Ammex Feature Film “A Mexican Rebellion” was 

advertised last week on this page as the ‘‘ Mexican Revolution.” 

This was an error. 

, ) ~ 
Ya'4 seh S 

: or; 
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NOTICES. 

Tue Broscorg is published every Thursday at 8s, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, London, 

TELEPHONES: GERRARD 8853. 
REGENT 2453. 
HAMPSTEAD 4276 (Night Line). 

Telegrams and Cables: ‘‘ Gainsaid, Piccy, London.” 
MANCHESTER OFFICE: 49, Princess Street, 

Paris OFFICE: ribis, Rue Volney. 
EDITORIAL communications and matter for insertion should 

be addressed to the Editor, and must reach the offices not later 
than first post Tuesday morning. All articles, paragraphs and 
drawings published in Tue Broscope are the copyright of the 
publishers, from whom alone authority to republish or reproduce 
can be obtained. 
ADVERTISEMENT copy and instructions for alterations must 

reach the offices not later than first post Monday morning to 
ensure attention in the current week’s issue. 

PROOFS of ADVERTISEMENTS can only be submitted when 
copy is reccived NOT LATER than : p.m. on Monday. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION (post free) :—Inland, Six Shillings 
and Sixpence: Canada, Fight Shillings and Kightpence: Abroad, 
Fourteen Shillings (Dollars 3.50). 

BACK NUMBERS can be obtained from the Publishers at the 
following rates:—3 months, 4d. per copy; 6 months, 6d.; 12 
months, 1s. 

Scale of charges for displayed advertisements may be obtained 
on application to the Manager. 
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Annual Dinner of the Exhibitors’ Association. 
A SUCCESSFUL FUNCTION. 

The second annual dinner of the Cinematograph 
Exhibitors’ Association of Great Britain and Ire- 
land was held at the Criterion Restaurant, Picca- 
dilly Circus, W., on Tuesday, and proved an un- 

doubted success. The chair was occupied by 
Mr. J. Ellis Griffith, K.C., M.P., Under Secretary 

of State for the Home Office, and amoung those 
present were: Gencral Sir Robert Baden-Pow2ll, 

Mr. W. W. Jacobs, Mr. Hubert J. Greenwood, 

the Rev. A. J. Waldron, Dr. R. T. Jupp, Mr. W. 

Lacon Threlford. Mr. A. E. Newbould, Mr. J. F. 

Brockliss, Mr. J. Williamson, Dr. W. Fowler 
Pettie, Mr. L. Schlentheim, etc. 

Mr. J. Evtis GrirFitH having proposed the © 

Royal Toast, congratulated the Association on 

the stupendous growth of the industry, which 
was proved by figures which impressed even a 
Cabinet Minister who was accustomed to think 
in millions. He firmly believed in the immense 
educational value of the cinematograph apart 
from its use as a counter gttraction te more harm- 
ful pleasures, Loy $O@ @g! he present in 

any Official capacity, he congratulated the Trade 
on its action in appointing a film censor, to 
whom he paid a high tribute. Mr. Griffith also 
referred to the fact that in inspecting some 
7,000,000 ft. of film Mr. Redford had only felt 
called upon to exercise his right of veto in 
twenty-three instances. 

Dr. R. T. Jupp, in thanking the Chairnan 
for his cordial speech, explained that an Asso- 
ciation was considered necessary because ino- 
vations were calculated to make enemies, but the 
Exhibitors’ Association felt that it could claim 
to have made a firm friend of the great British 
public; and so long as it carried out its duty 
to that public, he felt that they had no need 
to fear sane and discriminate criticism. He 
pointed out the advantages of the cinemato- 
graph to the public, its opportunity of present- 
ing in the most attractive form the entire history 
of the world, the best of its literature, its indus- 
tries and social developments, and cited as an 
instance the valuable work the cinema had done 
in cenn.ction with. the great schemes formulated 
by their, distinguished ‘guest, General Baden- 
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‘“‘You must see it, 

You can't hear it.”’ 

A Silent Empire is a sound investment. Years 
of hard wear will not affect it, its screen results 
are always perfect. 

Here is the record of another machine installed 
in 1911 still as good as new. 

Picture Palace, 
Feb. 20/14. Godalming. 

This is a photograph of the No. 12 I had of 
you in September, 1911. It is running as well 
as ever. 

Yours, 

(Signed) W. G. FUDGER. 

Let us send you particulars of this money-saving 
machine, or may we arrange a demonstration 
for you 

THE SILENT EMPIRE Is Al.WAYS ON VIEW AT— 

THE EMPIRE CINE SUPPLIES, 
18, HIGH STREET, CARDIFF, and 
11, PELHAM STREET, NOTTINGHAM, 

G. W. KNAPTON & CO., 36, WESTGATE, 
ROTHERHAM. 

“THE SUPREME EMPIRE.” 

W. BUTCHER & SONS E 
CAMERA HOUSE 
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Powell. Concluding, Dr. Jupp said he looked 
forward to the time when the cinematograph 
would be installed not only in every school, but 
even in the House of Commons itself. 

Mr. L. SCHLENTHEIM, in proposing the toast 
of the allied trades, delighted his audience with 
some amusing stories admirably applied to the 
occasion, and claimed that, while conferring an 
inestimable advantage on the young generation, 
the youth of the cinematograph was in itself 
a great asset, as it was their privilege to make 
traditions, and he was confident that those tra- 
ditions would be of untold value to future ages. 

Mr. J. F. Brocxk.iss, speaking on behalf of 
the Association of Kinematograph Manufacturers, 
recalled the fact 
that he witnessed 
what he believed to 
be the first cinemato- 
graph picture at the 
Polytechnic. He con- 
sidered it was their 
first duty to keep up 
to the high standard 
which they had crea- 
ted, and the apnoint- 
ment of the censor 
and the admirable 
manner in which Mr. 
Redford discharged 
his difficult task did 
much to help to this 
end. His opinion 
was that the different 
branches of the Trade 
svere more firmly al- 
lied than ever 
Mr. J. WILLIAMSON, 

responding with con- 
siderable humour for 
the renters, referred 
to them as the poor 
relations of the cine- 
matograph trade, 
thanking it for vast 
favours, and hoping, 
by strict attention to 
its demands, to merit 
their continuance. He believed that there was 
work for every branch—for the manufacturers, 
who would like to dictate to the exhibitors; for 
the renters, who did, and for the exhibitors them- 
selves, who were safe in the support of a gener- 
ous public. 

Dr. W. Fow er PeEtti£, proposing the health 
of the guests, made special reference to General 
Baden-Powell as the man responsible for the 
longest siege in modern warfare, congratulating 
him on his prolonged resistance on that occasion, 
and on his unconditional surrender on a more 
recent one, when he evacuated his state of celi- 
bacy without resistance. Dr. Pettie also alluded 
to the General’s great work for the youth of to- 
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day, and trusted that the youngest boy scout 
would follow in his father’s footsteps. 

Mr. Hupert J. GREENWOOD expressed his 
belief that the Trade regarded the London 
County Council as a ‘‘collection of cranks,’’ but he 
pointed out that a crank was sometimes a useful 
accessory to a driving wheel, and he trusted that 
the County Council did something in their way to 
drive the wheel of progress. It was not their desire 
to impose vexatious and unnecessary restrictions, 
but he felt that they might congratulate them- 
selves on the fact that, in spite of the great num- 
ber of picture theatres constantly open in the 
London area, they had so far been absolutely 
free from any kind of accident. 

Sir ROBERT BaDEN- 
PowELL, who received 
a great ovation, ex- 
plained that Dr. Pettie 
was in error in attri- 
buting to him the 
responsibility for the 
siege of Mafeking— 
which was entirely due 
to the obstinacy of the 
fellows outside. He 
pleaded guilty to the 
second indictment, and 
felt that the pleasure 
of dining with the 
Cinematograph = Ex- 
hibitors’ Association 
v-as some slight com- 
pensation for the fact 
that the first vear of 
his married life had 
been completely mar- 
red by the persistency 
of the cinematograph, 
and gave a_ graphic 
and amusing account 
of the trials of himself, 
his wife, and even his 
family in endeavour- 
ing to comply with its 
demands. He was 
thankful even for the 
small mercy that the 

camera was not supplemented by Ré6ntgen 
Rays, which might reveal the state of his mind 
and the irritable behaviour of his toes during 
the operation. He would be glad of instruction 
as to the correct pronunciation ef the word 
“cinematograph,” as he wished te express his 
opinion that its influence might easily be greater 
even than that of the Press, appealing, as it did, 
by a universal language which was understood 
by people of all ages and of all nations. In this 
respect it had much in common with the move- 
ment in which he was most deeply interested, 
and therefore had a certain claim to his sym- 
pathy. 

Mr, W. FACE + PR RTECRD: proposed the 
Original from 
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On View at our Offices any Friday. | 
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health of the ladies, which was gracefully re- 
sponded to by Mrs. Walter Gibbons. 

Mr. Exzris GrirFitH, in reply to Mr. A. 
E. Newbould, thanked the Association for the 
honour conferred upon him by their invitation, 
and said that, though he was not speaking in 
any official capacity, he felt justified in saying 
that the Home Office appreciated the endea- 

TRADE 
At the meeting of the Middlesex County Coun- 

cul, held on Thursday of last week, the special 
committee appointed to consider the question of 
licensing presented their report. It will be re- 
membered that the committee was appointed as 
the result of the recent difficulties at the annual 
licensing meeting, when opposition was raised 
by cinema proprietors to the imposition of a 
clause relating to Sunday opening. The spsecial 
committee, in their reference, were not given 
any directions as to the Sunday opening ques- 
tion, and, as a matter of fact, the report does 
not refer to the subject. The principal objec- 
tions which have been taken to the existing sys- 
tem are (1) that the Council itself is unable to 
control the granting of the licences or the condi- 
tions upon which they are granted, as it cannot 
fetter the quasi-judicial discretion which must 
be exercised by the body actually granting the 
licences; and (2) that applicants for the grant of 
the licences and persons who desire to oppose 
such grants ought to have the nght of appear- 
ing before and being heard by the Council it- 
self, it being at least extremely doubtful whether 
they, at present, have any such right. The 
committee have arrived at the conclusion that 
some amendment is desirable in the existing 
practice of the County Council in delegating 
all its powers with regard to licensing to the 
committee, and they recommended a course 
which, they think, will ‘‘ prove a solution of cer- 
tain difficulties which have in the past arisen in 
connection with licensing matters.” 

It was proposed that as regards provisional 
and temporary licences, the Licensing Committee 
shall still have the power to grant the same. 
But as regards the grant or renewal of all annual 
licences, it was recommended that they should 
only be granted by the full Council, and that 
opportunity should be given to the parties apply- 
ing or opposing to be heard by the Council. 
The County Council adopted the suggestions, 
together with the recommendation that the annual 
licences should be granted “after considering a 
report by the Licensing Committee, who are to 
investigate all applications prior to the hearing 
by the Council.” Google 
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vours of the Trade to serve the best interests of 
the public, and was confident that those efforts 
were entirely successful. 

During the evening an excellent musical pro- 
gramme was rendered, under the direction of 
Mr. Percy Nash, among those contributing being 
Miss Helen Mar, Miss Cynthia Cooper, and Mr. 
Archie Nash, whilst Mr. Edgar Smith presided 
at the piano. 

4 

TOPICS. 
It will be seen, therefore, that the proposals 

follow the procedure of the London County 
Council. The scheme will take effect as from 
March, 1914. 

Kineto, Limited, inform us that they have 
arranged to rent the film, ‘‘ The World, the Flesh, 
and the Devil,” direct, and they will be pleased 
to receive applications from all parts of the 
British Isles. The release date has been fixed 
for April 6th, when the full story of the play, as 
written by its distinguished author, Mr. Lau- 
rence Cowen, will be published week by week 
by Messrs. Cassell and Co., Limited, in their 
“Penny Magazine.” This firm, having secured 
the serial publishing rights, will advertise it 2x- 
tensively in every town and district in which the 
film is shown. The story is also to be published 
in book form by Messrs. Everett and Co., at the 
popular price of Is. Kineto, Limited, assert that 
this film is the most thrilling production yet 
screened, and that it should prove even more suc- 
cessful on the screen than during its five years’ 
continuous popularity on the stage. 

A few days ago we spent quite an interesting 
morning looking over the premises of the Uni- 
form Clothing and Equipment Company, Limited, 
under the guidance of Mr. Fred W. Evans, the 
principal of the firm. After noting the huge 
stocks and offices, etc., we adjourned to the 
extensive new factory at 11, Clerkenwell Green, 
which will, within the next week, replace the 
Great Sutton Street works. The freehold of the 
new premises has been acquired, and a fireproof 
building of five floors, erected with all smer- 
gency and safety appliances to the requirements 
of the London County Council, and three dif- 
ferent modes of exit from each floor in the very 
unlikely contingency of the spread of an out- 
break of fire. Electric light and hot water heat- 
ing are installed throughout, while in the main 
machine room a B.T.H. motor equipment is to 
be used for driving the many sewing and button- 
hole machines. 
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On both the ground and first floors fitting 
rooms and offices will be provided under the 
charge of gentlemen who will specialise in 
theatre, band, and Government uniforms, so that 
a veritable hive of industry will be sen upon 
the premises, whilst in the hug: basement and 
“away aloft’’ the stores will be situated for 
contract work. The methods utilised in this 
really wonderful business are surprising, and 
electricity will be still further pr2ssed into ser- 
vice by an installation of electric irons. The 
large stock of valuable braids in gold and silver 
will be specially stored in a fireproof apartment, 
while the enlarged premises will enable the stock- 
ing of cloths by the thousands of yards. 

Mr. Evans informs us that it is only by huge 
purchases that the firm are enabled to turn out 
uniforms at low prices, an instance being seen 
in one line of 1,000 yds. recently purchased at 
such a low figure that customers are being served 
with the material at greatly reduced prices. The 
principal contemplates converting the business, 
at an early date, into a private limited company 
in order that members of the staff and a few of 
the many friends of the firm may be enabled 
to take shares in the concern. The constantly. 
increasing demand for uniforms has rendered 
the building of the new works an absolute neces- 
sity, as, owing to recurring periods of pressure, 
certain portions of contracts had to be placed in 
other hands. This system, with its necessary 
delays, will be quite obviated with th2 acquisition 
of the new works and the alteration of the 
existing premises for general offices and stock- 
rooms. 

Mr. R. Ferrand, the general manager of the 
Charles Urban Trading Company, Limited, who 
came over from Paris to take charge of the 
London branch of the firm, is returning at the 
end of this month, and will be succeeded by 
Mr. H. J. Fisher, a gentleman who is well known 
in the industry. Mr. Roland Fisher, the London 
representative of Australasian Films, Limited, 
introduced his brother, Mr. H. J. Fisher, to the 
Trade some years ago, and the latter has since 
made remarkable strides in the industry, gaining 
further experience with Mr. J. Frank Brockliss, 
the Invicta Film Company, and latterly with 
the New Agency Film Company. 

What has been described as “a perfect fea- 
ture production”? has just been purchased by 
the Exclusive Supply Company. The film in 
question is the Milano Company’s presentment 
of Shakespeare's ‘‘A Winter’s Tale,” a three- 
reel release which calls for especial congratula- 
tions both to its producers and to the firm who 
have acquired the exclusive rights on this side 
of the Channel. The Gerrard Street firm have 
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thus secured one of the “" films that really mat- 
ter,” and this Shakespearian story should en- 
joy a run in every centre throughout the king- 
dom. We wish the purchasers of the United 
Kingdom rights every success in their handling 
of the subject. —__—_—— 
We are informed that Mr. H. Bromhead, whos? 

associations with the Gaumont Company date 
back to the early days of the Trade, has left 
Dublin, where he inaugurated a branch of the 
company, for New York. Mr. H. Young, of the 
London office, has been appointed to the vacant 
nost at Dublin. —_—_—_—. 
A very fine historical picture will be seen on 

-his side of the Atlantic within the next few 
weeks, when the Kalem production, entitled 
“Wolfe, or The Conquest of Quebec,’ will be 
released. An American contemporary gives a 
very glowing account of the efficient manner in 
which the events of the great battle and the 
scaling of the heights of Abraham were en- 
acted, while the historical accuracy of the cos- 
tumes, ‘“‘down to the very buttons,’’ is vouched 
for. An old three-decker was specially lent by 
the Canadian Government under a heavy bond, 
and special permission was obtained for the use 
of certain of the ancient buildings, the ramparts 
of the city also proving an effective background 
for part of the fighting. The subject is certainly 
a magnificent one to conjure with, and we shall 
note its advent with more than an ordinary 
amount of interest. 

A welcome visitor to our offices this week was 
Mr. Charles H. Greene, associate manager of 
the Macnamara Feature Film Company, Inc., of 
New York, who informed us that his company 
is at present engaged on the production of a 
big Irish picture. Mr. Greene has had a very 
long experience in the theatrical business, and . 
the new company should do well under his 
guidance. —_——__— | 
We are pleased to learn that Mr. Montague 

J. Thorpe has been appointed, in addition to his 
control of the successful Harpenden Palace, dhi- 
recting manager of the Empire, Southall. All 
box office records were, we are told, broken at 
the Harpenden house when “Sixty Years a 
Queen” was exhibited. ‘King Charles” and 
‘The House of Temperley” are now being ad- 
vertised here. —_——_—_—— 

One of the latest Selsior successes is ‘‘ The 
Spanish American Quick Step,” danced by Miss 
Mercy Manners, of “ Hullo, Ragtime” and “ The 
four most beautiful girls of the London Hiuppo- 
drome.” Messrs. Selsior’s productions are to 
be seen everywhere these days, and their popu- 
larity seems likely to continue unabated, judg- 
ing by the enterprise they continue to display 
in their selection of artistes and subject-matter. 

Trade shows were given last week of the 
wonderful Hepworth film, ‘The Old Curiosity 
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In the frontier days, a breath of suspicion was enough to 
incite a community to mob violence and the lynch law 
When it was discovered that Amos Brown, a Wells-Fargo 
Express agent, was minus $20,000 worth of gold bullion, 
awaiting transportation in his office, the whole settlement 
was against him, and he and his family were driven from 
the town where, a few hours before, they had been 
honored and trusted. Sometime later the stage driver's 
wife chanced upon the trail of the bandits who had robbed 
the express office. She sent a posse after them, and on 
their capture the mystery of the bullion was published, 
and Ann's old friends recalled from their exile. 

Release Date April 23rd. Approx. Length 2,000 ft. 

Posters—Quad-Crown, Six-Sheet, 
Twelve-Sheet. 

The “Pote Lariat” of the Flying A THE CRUCIBLE. 
An old style Western drama. See the mad cattle The Crucible.of Fate reveals the true gold in a 

stampede—Sydney Ayres trampled under foot. son of the people. 

Release Date April16th. App. length 992 ft. Release Date April 27th. App. length 996 ft. 

‘ALL PRINTS ARE ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

The American Co. (London), Limited 
Sole Agents for the American Film Manufg. Co., Chicago, 

Telephone— en Telegraplile Ares Amty ox, tongon. 193, Wardour Street, London, W. 
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Another Splendid Offering from the ‘Beauty’ Producers. 

This is a ‘‘ Beauty ’’ production that gives Harry 

Pollard and Margarita Fischer an unusual oppor- 

tunity to give free rein to their histrionic ability. 

Intense dramatic situations are handled with such 

grace and ease as to eliminate all semblance of 

“‘acting.’? They live their parts with unwonted 

realism that is sublime, and touches the heart and 

gives rise to a natural flow of sentiment on the part 

of the spectator. : 

The final scene reproduces a thrilling display of 

storm and lighting as the figure of the woman is 

exposed to the elements. 

In the story Harry Gordon falls ills from over- 

work and worry over financial affairs, and the doctor 

informs Mrs. Gordon that he must either be sent to 

another climate or die. Mrs. Gordon has written 

her father asking for financial aid from him, but he 

has refused to help her, as she had married against 

his will. 

In her extremity she 
goes to a former suitor, 
Joseph Harvey, and bor- 
rows from him $1,500, 
signing a note for the 
amount payable in a year. 
She is no business woman, 
and once out of his sight 

with the money, is 
radiantly happy, with 
never a thought of what 
she might have to pay for 
this favour from Harvey. * 
Her husband asks her 
where she got the money, 
and she replies “ from my 
mother.’? 

One day, some time 
later, she is sitting on the 

floor playing with the 
children when Harvey 

comes in. He tells her that the note is nearly due, 

and suggests tearing it up. insinuating that it need 

never be paid, and makes violent love to her. She 

repulses him and he leaves. She begins to realise 

the price she is expected to pay for the favour 

Harvey did for her. 

Later, the husband is again at work, healthy and 

prosperous. She wheedles money out of him to pay 

the note, which is now overdue. He thinks her ex- 

travagant, and chides her in a playful way. She 

receives a letter from Harvey stating that if the note 

is not paid promptly he will present same to her 

husband. She is desperate—apparently lighthearted, 

she jests and teases with her husband until he gives 

her more money. Sti! e has ngt enough to pay 
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Harvey, but she decides to go and see him and give 

him what moncy she has, and ask him for an exten- 

sion of time on the balance. 

When she offers him the money he insults her, and 

she has to struggle with him to keep him from em- 

bracing her. Enraged, she tells him to do the worst, 

and, throwing the money into his face, leaves. 

Harvey relents, and writes to her, stating that he 

wishes to apologise for his actions, and that her 

secret will be safe with him, and her husband need 

never know she was in his apartments. 

In the meantime, Harry finds his wife taking off 

her coat, and chides her for going out without telling 

him. She is almost in hysterics and, forcing light- 

heartedness, tells him she went out to the dress- 

makers. She cannot keep it up, however, the strain 

is too much, and she breaks down and cries. A ring 

at the door bell: a messenger boy enters with a note 

for her. She tries to get it from her husband, who 
laughingly opens it. He 
reads the letter from Har- 
vey. She tries to explain, 
but he will give her no 
chance. Crushed by his 
‘stinging rebukes, she 
‘leaves. 

' Taking his revolver, the 
husband goes to Harvey’s 

house, and pushing past 
the valet, enters. Harvey, 

intoxicated, laughingly 
tells the valet to leave the 
room. Harry pulls his 
revolver out and_ shoots, 

wounding Harvey in the 
arm. Harvey then tells 
him that his wife had been 
there to pay the money she 
had borrowed to send him 
away for his health, and 

shows him a letter from his wife, pleading for 

more time to pay the note. Harry, satisfied that his 

wife was innocent of any wrong-doing, leaves and 

goes to his home, only to find her gone. She comes 

down to the cliff, and is about to throw herself over, 

but a vision of her two children is too much for her, 

and she sinks to the rocks sobbing. Harry at last 

finds her, and begs her forgiveness, and the story 

ends happily with all reconciled. 

The release date has been set for April 27th, and 

the length is 1,008 ft. As is now well known, the 

“‘ Beauty’? brand is handled by the American Com- 

pany, of 193, hatches ur, Street, W. } 
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Shop,” which is being handled as an exclusive 
by Renters, Limited; of that magnificent Eclair 
production, ‘’ The Lady of Monsoreau,” con- 
trolled by Albion Exclusives, Limited; and of 
the London ‘Film Company’s delightful W. W. 
Jacobs series, the exclusive rights of which have 
been secured by the Fenning Film _ Service, 
Limited. Extended reviews of all these films 
have already appeared in this paper. 

The Editor of the ‘ Edison Kinetogram”’ 1s 
to be congratulated on the many distinctive 
features of the latest numbers of the new series, 
which make this production one of the most 
useful and interesting of the Trade bulletins. 
The well-condensed synopses, the information 
with regard to advertising matter, and the ad- 
mirable arrangement of the column devoted to 
music cues, should make this periodical of great 
value to exhibitors, while the illustrations, the 
well-written stories of the films, and the general 
attractiveness of its pages, make it a souvenir 
which is well worth filing for future reference. 
The company has received many eulogistic testi- 
monials, which prove its usefulness, and we 
understand that Messrs. Edison will be pleased 
to send a copy of each edition as issued to any 
exhibitor who is not at present on their mailing 
list. —_——— 
A handsome synopsis has been prepared in 

connection with the forthcoming Trade view of 
‘““The Master Criminal,” a five-act feature based 
upon Honore de Balzac’s famous novel, ““Trompe 
La Morte.” The ulustrations, printed upon art 
paper, are really very fine, and the stnking cover 
has been cut upon the back page in order to 
form a vignette for the features of M. Arquil- 
liere, of the Theatre Renaissance, who takes 
the leading part, and whose fame as “ Zigomar’”’ 
will be well remembered. 

The progress of Trade journalism abroad ofters 
convincing proof of the flourishing condition of 
the cinematograph industry on the Continent. 
This week two new papers have reached us— 
Le Film, a most artistically produced weekly 
review, published at 57, rue de Chateaudun, 
Paris, and Film, an interesting weekly in news- 
paper form, published at 34, Via Santa Lucia, 
Naples. We wish our two latest contemporari:zs 
all success. 

‘Quite a record achievement” is the sentence 
which may be most aptly used in refersnce to 
a catalogue we have just received from the 
Electrical Company, Limited. The book, a hand- 
somely bound volume, contains nearly 1,000 pages 
of matter, much of it of an extremely instructive 
character, and the whole forming a real védc- 
mecum to the products of a huge organisation. 
When it is realised that everything electrical, 

from a cinematograph converter to a crane con- 
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troller, and from illuminating material to mea- 
suring instruments is included, along with a 
splendid collection of diagrams, it will be se2n 
that the catalogue is really a huge production. 
The various sections dealing with the spscialities 
enumerated in the volume can be had upon 
application by those interested in the business. 

¢ 

A wonderful success was recorded recently in 
Osaka with the Eclair production, “ Protea,” 
which was screened at the As-Ahaza Picture 
Theatre. It would appear, from a communica- 
tion we have received, that the cinematograph 
is going strong in Japan, and Mr. Ratisbonne, 
the London manager of the Eclair Company, 
can safely say that the house of Eclair has 
done something towards the success of the cinema 
theatre in the land of cherry blossom. 

A Trade matinée was given at the West-end 
Cinema last Tuesday by the Exclusive Supply 
Company, who presented to an enthusiastic audi- 
ence their two latest acquisitions, “ ‘The Great 
Leap” and ‘True Irish Hearts.’’ Pressure on 
our space unfortunately prevents us from deal- 
ing with these two fine films in our present 
issue, but we shall hope to review them at length 
next week. 

A special word of praise is due to the 
Famous Players Film Company upon the occa- 
sion of the initial issue of their ‘‘ Monthly Re- 
view,” a publication remarkable alike for its ex- 
cellent ‘‘ get-up"’ and the fine quality of its illu- 
strations. Under the direction of Mr. Sydney 
M. Baber the London offices have, during the 
six months of thcir existence, become a_ very 
tangible feature in filmdom, so that the issue 
mentioned may be said to be a smart publica- 
tion quite indicative of the undoubted success 
of the firm's productions. 

Besides giving a resume of the new fzatures, 
excellent reproductions are given from other 
Famous Players’ releases, and an 2xcellent ‘“‘nut- 
shell delineation” serizs, which forms an intro- 
duction to the leading members of the firm 
both here and “on the other side.” A good 
publication, and quite up to the standard of its 
progenitors. 

The Fenning Film Service, Limited, secured a 
very excellent film of the fight between Bombar- 
dier Wells and Bandsman Blake, at the Palla- 
dium, on Tuesday night. The picture not only 
gives an admirable portrayal of the fight itself, 
but includes in its 1,200 ft. several scenes de- 
picting the men in training. The demand for 
copies has been enormous, and many theatres 
were showing the film on Wednesday afternoon. 
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‘The Beggars of the Sacred Heart.” 
A GREAT AQUILA PICTURE. 

All who appreciate a drama of strong interest 
and ingeniously elaborated plot, with every ad- 
vantage of picturesque setting, perfect photo- 
graphy, and tensely dramatic acting, will cordi- 

ally welcome this fine three-reel subject which 
follows the best traditions of the Aquila Company. 
Though abounding in incident and_ contain- 
ing many scenes of more than usual excitement, 
it is by no means of the ultra sensational style, 
and the various episodes never impose too great 
a strain on the credulity of the spectator. The 
central figure, Andrew Rigaud, is a man who, to 
maintain his position in the social world, is 
prepared to go to any lengths and to make use 
of any expedient, trusting entirely to his own 
brains to escape the consequences of his wrong- 
doing. 

Rigaud is the guardian of a wealthy young 
man, Morgan Vancourt, and he has squandered 
a large portion of his ward’s inheritance in pur- 
suit of his own financial schemes. In order to 
avoid a settlement he forms a plan to marry Van- 
court to his daughter Rose, but discovers that 
Vancourt has already formed an attachment to 
the daughter of a neighbouring miller, who has 
become engaged in the belief that her lover is a 
common working man. Rigaud decides that all 
will be well if the miller and his daughter can 
be put out of the way, and for this purpose he 
makes use of a young spendthrift, named Gre- 
ville, who has placed himself in Rigaud’s power 
by forging a name to a promissory note. The 
gradual way in which the elder man obtains 
complete domination over the will power of his 
victim is shown in some very forcible and well- 
played scenes, until, at last, under Rigaud’s in- 
structions, Greville sets fire to the old mill at 
night. The miller, who is blind, and his daughter 
Esther are placed in peril of their lives, and are 
rescued by the fire brigade — a fine demon- 
stration of the uses of the fire escape. Their 
neighbours, however, suspect that the miller has 
himself caused the fire in order to obtain the in- 
surance money, and so strong is their resentment 
that the old man and his daughter are compelled 
to leave their native place, friendless and desti- 
tute. They tramp to Paris, and there subsist on 
the charity of visitors to the Church of the 
Sacred Heart, eked out by what the girl can 
earn as a singer at occasional café concerts. 

It is at one of these places that Greville, en- 
deavouring to CG remoyse by a course of 

GOOBIC 

reckless dissipation, recognises the girl and her 

father, and he follows them to their wretched 

home, determined to make what amends he 
can for his past crime. He makes a full con- 
fession, and offers the miller a large sum of 
money, which the old man accepts as a means 
to obtain his vengeance on Rigaud. They return 
to their native place, and Esther is prevailed 
upon by her father to avenge their wrongs by 
her own hand. She goes to Rigaud’s house, not 
knowing that her lover lives under the same roof. 
Vancourt, having tried in vain to obtain news 
of Esther, has announced to Rigaud his inten- 
tion of travelling abroad, and asks for a settle- 
ment of his affairs. Esther effects an entrance 
into the house, and is recognised by her lover. 
A full explanation takes places, and they go to- 
gether to accuse Rigaud, just in time to prevent 
him from taking his own life as the only means 
of avoiding a settlement of his ward’s affairs. 
He makes a full confession, on the understand- 
ing that he leaves the country, and the final 
scenes show how Vancourt and Esther settle 
down to a life of tranquil happiness. 
Though the story contains no feature of strik- 

ing originality, it is well constructed and told 
in a manner which is dramatically effective, and 
the various incidents included are presented with 
every possible care and attention to detail. 
Several scenes of brilliant receptions at Rigaud’s 
mansion are mounted with great magnificence, 
and both here and in a gambling club the elabo- 
rate costumes and sumptuous furniture impart 
a general air of distinction to the setting of the 
film. The exterior scenes, particularly those in 
which the young lovers meet by the waters of 
the mill race, are of great beauty, rendered ad- 
ditionally so by the toning effects and the superb 
quality of the photography. The fire scenes are 
effectively rendered, and while by no means too 
long, are sufficient to give a full idea of the 
damage created, and include an interesting ex- 
hibition of the work of the fire brigade. 

The company is of all-round excellence, in- 
cluding several players already well known to 
picture theatre goers, and while no great scope 
is given for histrionic display, the spint and 
vitality of the company gives full value to every 
situation. It is a play which should be very 
favourably received, and fully maintains the high 
standard which has always been held by the 
Aquila Company. (Aquila film. M.P. Sales 
Agency, Limited,) 
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Pan THE PHOTOPLAY REVIEW & ESSANAY GUIDE H. A. SPOOR. 
Should be among the files of every theatre. It contains 

papers, programme fillers, etc. ESSAN AY 
POST FREE TO THEATRE ADDRESS. 

we NE valuable information for exhibitors about everything— 

ANOTHER FINE LOT OF THOSE KIND OF ATTRACTIONS THAT ARE KEEPING THE NAME OF 

ESSANAY—releass dates, synopses, lengths, advertising 
material issued, reading articles for republication in local 

Ws SUM 

FULL OF PROGRESSIVE ACTION. 

The Grip of 
There are many thrilling incidents related in this picture that hold the interest of the observer, and there 
is an air of mystery around the whole story that will keep you on edge during the entire projection. 

SAMPLE SHOWING LONDON from MARCH 9th. 

WHAT DO 
KNOW ABOUT 

THE PICK OF ESSANAY OFFERINGS. 

Place your confidence in a concern that has more than an immediate interest in your 
enterprise, Mr. Exhibitor, Start to-day by checking up these selections and you will 
be convinced that Essanay is doing something for you. 

A VAGABOND CUPID Comedy as wits 989 ft. Monday, March 23rd. 
THE GREAT GAME... ...—wsesiwes*dYs zaman 
LITTLE NED.. North-West Drama 994 ft. 

1,084 fe. Thursday, March 26th. 
Thursday, March 26th. 

THREE BABES IN A FLAT Comedy ts a 988 ft. Thursday, March 26th. 

THROUGH TRACKLESS SANDS Western Drama ... 996 ft. Monday, March 30th. 
THE GHOST OF SELF re Drama aut 984 ft Monday, March 30th. 
A FOOT OF ROMANCE Comedy 992 ft Monday, March 30th. 

“THE HOUR AND THE MAN ” Drama 1,951 ft. | Thursday, April 2nd. 
THE REAL MISS LOVELEIGH Comedy 994 ft Thursday, Afril 2nd. 

THE HILLS OF PEACE . Western Drama _... 992 ft. Monday, April 6th. 
A SNAKEVILLE COURTSHIP . Western Comedy ... 996 ft. Monday, April 6th. 
WHEN LOVE IS YOUNG Comedy Drama ... 812 ft. Monday, April 6th. 
ASCENDING SUGAR LOAF MOUNT... Interest ite ae 189 ft. Monday, April 6th. 

THE CAST OF THE DIE _... Ae oe ... | Drama 1,988 ft. | Thursday, April 9th. 
HEARTS AND FLOWERS wis .. | Drama — an 987 ft. Thursday, April 9th. 
AT AN OLD MAID'S CALL Comedy tes bag 768 ft. Thursday, April 9th. 

WATCH! ESSANAY’S NEW SERIES 
ALL ESSANAY a 

Googl e 

ARE PRINTED ON EASTMAN STOCK. 
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Telephone—Regent 1829. Telegrams—Essafilm, Telew, London. 

FILM MFG. Co., “ns. 
ESSANAY IN FRONT OF BRITAIN’S MOST PROGRESSIVE THEATRES ALL THE TIME. 

A COMPLETE SUCCESS. 

Approx. 1,984 ft. 
Released Thurs., Circumstance “= 

The photography is excellent and the story has to do with a Society Raffles that hasa taking way. Bryant Washburn, 
Ruth Stonehouse, Thomas Commerford, E. H. Calvert and Richard C. Travers sustain suitable parts. 

12, 6 and 2-Sheet Posters. 

FURTHER NEW SAMPLES ON VIEW IN ESSANAY’S THEATRE, MARCH 9th—12th. 

INTERESTING IN STORY—UNUSUAL INTERPRETATION. 

A NIGHT ON THE ROAD. 
Frederick Church and Evelyn Selbie, supported by the excellent Essanay Western Stock Players, give us an exceedingly 

fine sample of their capabilities for fine acting in this very fine and novel Western Drama. 

Released Monday, April 27th. About 989 ft. 

YOUR TONGUE IS THE DEVIL’S LASH—CONQUER IT. 

SPEAK NO EVIL. 
A splendid dramatic attraction that teaches a moral. Featuring the popular favourites, Irene Warfield, Ruth 

Stonehouse, Richard C. Travers and Leo. White in appropriate roles. 

Released Monday, April 27th. About 964 ft. 

INTO SOCIETY AND OUT. 
A very funny Comedy with plenty of humour throughout. 

Released Monday, April 27th. About 994 ft. 

THE WORLD'S GREATEST PHOTOPLAY SERIES OF ADVENTURE. 

BRONCHO BILLY ‘errizrs vaucurer. 
Another very fine Western Drama, with G. M. Anderson in the leading role, adequately assisted by Marguerite Clayton. : 

2 Thrilling and exciting. 
Released Thursday. April 30th. Absut 993 ft. 

“SNAKEVILLE” COMEDIES. BEST YET. 
ALL ESSANAY erorets LAYS ARE PRINTHD ON) EASTMAN STOCK. 

OOG eC 
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AN APRIL SHOWER OF 
H. A. SPOOR, 

SSANAY 
ONE OF THE BEST, MOST EFFECTIVE, AND MOST 

ORDERS gunees The Hour a 
Intensely interesting, and acted with conspicuous ability by RUTH STONEHOUSE, FRANCIS 
X. BUSHMAN and BRYANT WASHBURN, all of whom will receive generous applause for their 
excellent and efficient representation of the lea!ing characters in this really fine dramatic attraction. 

THE PHOTOPLAY REVIEW & ESSANAY GUIDE 
Should be among the files of every theatre. It contains 
valuable information for exhibitors about everything— 
ESSANAY—release dates, synopses, lengths, advertising 
material issued, reading articles for republication in local 
papers, programme fillers, etc. 

Post free to Theatre Address. 

BOOK NOW. 

NOVEL, POWERFUL, 

SAMPLE 
NOW ater The Cast 

An admirable feature dramatic attraction from Essanay’s California Studios. Predestined to be a 
lasting success. From first to last it is a succession of gripping and interest-holding situations 

and rapidly changing silent scenes that will impress any audience. 

12, 6 and 2-Sheet Posters. 

Remember Esasanay’s ‘‘IN GONVICT GARB.’’ 

<x | AROUGH 
Mr. Exhibitor, if Your Audiences care for Photoplays that are Exciting 

and Thpilling, Book “THROUGH THE STOR™.” 

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN and 

UNIQUE AND IMPROBABLE TO A 

=" THE GIRL AT 
A Novel Comedy-Drama, slow and stolid, yet shrewdly humorous. It will make good entertainment 
for the most critical audiences. A girl is married-—she does not see her husband. They meet later, 

but do know they are wed. °‘ The rest is too good to tell. 

WATCH ! ster comeay 
SEE THEM, AND YOU WILL 

ALL mee ee sO0le ARE PRINTED ON, EASTMAN STOOK. 
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FEATURES. THAT'S ALL. 
Telephone—Regent 1829. Telegrams—Essafilm, Telew, London. 

FILM MFG. Co., “muss ™ 
POWERFUL PHOTO-DRAMAS EVER PRODUCED. 

Approx. 1951 ft. 

fl af f hh & | aa if Released Thursday, 
Cad APRIL 2nd. 

Laws are made forbidding men to murder, yet we murder those who disobey the law. This is an 
unusual drama, founded on circumstantial evidence. It is a story with heart throbs and situations 
unparalleled. 12, 6-Sheet and Quad-Crown Posters, 

be 

St 

INGENIOUS and INTERESTING, 

Approx. 1988 ft. 

@ f @ ! | ‘ae Released Thursday, 
al APRIL 9th. 

CAST OF CHARACTERS— 

Father - - - Carl Stockdale | The Child - - Lois Ingraham David Kirkland 
Mother - - Evelyn Selbie | Grocery Keeper - - Harry Tood | Detectives - {iioya Ingraham 
Son - - - - Fred Church | Daughter - - Josephine Rector Lee Willard 
His Wife - - Eleanor Blevins | Police Captain - Harry Keenan | Bandit - - - True Boardman 

Here’s Another Attraction Equally as Strong. 

Approx. 1,971 ft. 

Released Thursday, the STORM. “=z:: 
A Drama of Railroad and Telegraph Life that has the desired 

“Punch and Entertaining Features so often looked for. 

BEVERLEY BAYNE Featured. 12, 6 and 2-Sheet Posters. 

DEGREE THAT WILL FASCINATE. 

Approx. 1,552 ft. 

oT HE CURTAIN. «352. APRIL 23rd. 
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN and RUTH STONEHOUSE are entitled to commendation for the skill 

with which they present the leading characters. 
12, 6 and 2-Sheet Posters. 

NEW “SNAKEVILLE” SERIES. 
You Have Never Seen Before. 
PLACE A STANDING ORDER WITH YOUR RENTER FOR ALL OF THEM. 

| ALL ESSANAY ty COOOLE A»®E PRINTED ON EASTMAN TOCK 
we, 
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WHAT you want. 

WHEN you want it--- 

in accessories. 

PRICE RIGHT. 

QUALITY RIGHT. 

DELIVERY RIGHT. | 

The Goods we sell are 

THE KIND YOU BUY AGAIN. 

Let us send you lists. 

WEISKER BROS., LTD., 
Kinema House, | 13, Pottinger’s Entry, © 

London Road, Liverpool. | High Street, Belfast. 
eee ee Original from 

Diatized by (GO gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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INTEREST. 

FOR THE MAILING LIST. 

The Scandinavian Film Agency, of Christiania, 
Copenhagen and Stockholm, desire to be placed upon 
‘the mailing lists of firms in the Trade, communica- 
none to be addressed to the firm, Post box 15, Copen- 
+hagen. <> 

SOMETHING NEW IN FEATURES. 
We understand that Apex Films, Limited, 36, Little 

‘Newport Street, W.C., are shortly issuing a remark- 
able four-part exclusive entitled “When the Light 
Went Out,” which is described as “something quite 
new in cinematography.” 

JESSE LASKY CO. CLAIM RECORD. 

In No. 8 of the bulletin issued by the well-known 
Jesse L. Lasky Company. of America, the firm claim — 

record in the fact that they recently had no less than 
eight pages of advertising in an American contem- 
porary. Well, we reckon some of our London offices 
beat this quite a long time ago. Our American 
‘friends are usually very cute, but this is not the first 
‘time that such an event has occurred. 

NEW CORNISH CINEMA. 

At Helston, Cornwall, the Electric Cinema has just 
‘been opened, and seats about 500. It is fitted up on 
“modern lines, and everything possible has been done 
‘for the comfort of the audience, the 1s. and 6d. seats 
being luxurious in the extreme. The theatre is elec- 
trically ventilated, and is altogether one of the most 
attractive of the new palaces in the West of England. 
‘The proprietor is Mr. John James, of Helston, who, 
according to report, has a well managed house and 
attractive programmes. 

A MODEL PROGRAMME. 

A well-drawn and neat programme is to hand from 
the Playhouse at Hitchin, where Mr. L. G. Parry is the 
resident. manager. An excellent idea is followed in 
such cases as that of “A Message from Mars,” the en- 
tire cast of principals being mentioned, thus familiar- 
ising the patron with the names appearing upon the 
screen. There is, by the way, an excellent orchestra 
at this theatre, under the direction of Mr. Arthur 
Briscoe, late of the Crystal Palace arid Queen’s Hall, 
‘London. . 

DISTINCTIVE AND EFFECTIVE. 

A charmingly novel and economical lamp for adver- 
‘tising purposes has been introduced by the Westing- 
house Cooper-Hewitt Company, Limited, in _ the 
“Neon” lamp, a very striking installation of which 
is seen on the exterior and within the Magic City at 
Paris, also in the cornice lighting of the famous 
Folies Bergeres. The high electrical efficiency of 
the lamp is a feature, the current consumption being 
‘low and the lamp operating instantly, while the fact 
of there being no carbons to renew is also in its 
favour. By the use of a small trace of mercury in the 
tubes, a constantly changing variety of colours can be 
obtained. The “Neon” lamp is worth watching, and 
‘particulars can be obtained from the company, also an 
explanatory pamphlet regarding the novelty, which is 
already in use at a ae gre cinema. 

oogle 

MELTON MEMS. 

Mr. Morris, manager of the Picture House, Melton, 
is placing delightful programmes before his patrons, 
and is surely winning his way into popular favour. 
“The Two Divers” and “Shadows of a Great City ” 
were probably the most successful pictures seen at 
this house, and audiences were especially large last 
week. The management has shown further enterprise 
this week by booking “The Miracle,” and should be 
rewarded by bumper houses.—Mr. Cox, at the Thorpe 
End Picture Palace, is also doing well. “The Burn- 
ing Train ” was a big draw the early part of this week, 
and for the week-end “What the Gods Decree” is 
the feature. 

A PARISIAN PAR. 

Our Paris correspondent writes as follows:—‘ That 
I did not misjudge the merits of the cinematograph 
lion act of Mr. George Marck’s is evidenced by the ap- | 
pearance of the novel performance at the Paris Alham- 
bra as a Star attraction. The theatre is one of the 
group under the auspices of the Variety Theatres Con- 
trolling Syndicate, a firm which, both at its London, 
Provincial and Parisian houses presents the pick of 
the performers. Mr. Marck recently appeared at the 

oulin Rouge, but his act is, naturally, seen to better 
advantage upon the fine stage of the Alhambra, the 
‘‘pictures and lions making a fascinating ensemble.” 

EXEMPTION FROM JURIES. 

In a very interesting letter Mr. Wm. H. Marris, 
the well-known marine photographer, of Grimsby, in- 
forms us that he considers that it cannot be too widely 
known that business men, upon the attainment of their 
60th birthday can-claim exemption from attendance 
upon all juries with the exception of that of a coroner. 
There are many who have suffered the loss of time in 
performing the distasteful task of a juryman, albeit 
it must be said that the majority of those in the Trade 
will have to wait a year or two before they can claim 
exemption upon the above grounds. However, we 
thank friend Marris for the tip, and trust that he may 
long be spared to take his usual friendly interest in the 
Trade, 

RESULT OF LUBIN DISPLAY COMPETITION. 

After some weeks spent in scrutinising the numer- 
ous entries in the Lubin Display Competition, the 
judges have at last awarded the prizes. London is 
once again prominent, for the two premier prizes have 
been carried off by enterprising London showmen. 
The first prize of a Brockliss Model “A” projector, 
value £45, has been awarded to Mr. A. T. C. Bridge, 
late of Manor Park Theatre, Manor Park; second prize 
of accessories to the value of £10 aoe to W. Harrys 
Oliver, Stanstead Picture Palace, Forest Hill, S.E.; 
while the third vrize, accessories to the value of £5, 
is awarded to Mr. H. Harrys, The Pavilion, Parr, St. 
Helens, Lancs. Owing to the high standard of some 
of the entries, Messrs. Brockliss have awarded a large 
number of consolation prizes, amongst the winners of 
which are: Mr. B. Bibby, Park Palace, Warrington; 

r. H. E. Denny, Picture Palace, Jeane Street, Ox- 
ford; Mr. A. Ward, Empire Theatre, Denton, Lancs.; 
and Mr. Chas. Mackey, Picturedrome, Hull; etc., etc. 

B 
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ig cepa ca ee 
A Perfectly Projected 
= Beam of Light . 

Can only be obtained with Direct 
current of the correct low voltage. 

A Cooper-Hewitt Mercury Vapour 
Convertor enables you to obtain 
Direct Current of exactly the re- 
quired voltage from alternating 
current. 

This saves all losses in auxiliary 
resistances—often as high as 75 % 
of the current you are paying for 
—necessary in the use of Direct 
Current. 

If your picures are unsteady 
If your pictures are not clear = 
If your projecting beam is not 

white 
If your Electric light bill is 

too high 

We will senda further particulars about these 
Convertors free on receipt of an inqutry. 

THE WESTINGHOUSE _ 
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THE DAY'S NEWS FILM. 

“OSL 

CHRONICLES 
UP-TO-DATE 
NEWS- FILM 
For Up-to-date Picture Palaces. 

LATEST EVENTS OF THE DAY 
From Everywhere. 

Portrayed in Moving Pictures. 
Acquaint us with yourneeds and we will satisfy 
them. Termsand full particulars sent immediately 

upon demand. 

THE WARWICK 
BIOSCOPE CHRONICLE, 

118, 115, 117, Charing Cross Road, 
Lonpbon, W.C. 

‘Phone, Telegrams, 
Gerrard 4929. “ Cousinhood, Ox, London.”' 

THE DAY'S NEWS FILM. 

FOR EXCLUSIVES at REASONABLE RATES. 

For the Latest 
and best Features. 

JOAN of ARC, MONEY GOD, BRAND of CAIN, 

and the FAMOUS BETTY NANSEN SERIES (Nord.) 

For “IDEALETTER” 
a weekly publication containing all 

we have to offer to Picture Theatres. 
‘SplweMug UNny-}SJ14 —somMlMeiZg0ig 10] 

Call or write to— 

THE IDEAL FILM RENTING CO., LTD., 
HEAD OFFICE— 

45, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. 
Wires—Idefilm, Telew, London. 

Manchester—79, Gt. Ducie St. 

Birmingham —79, Station Street. 

Telewriter—Charing Cross 261. Telephone—Regent 1661. 

Leeds—8, Park Place. 

Glasgow—108, Renfield Street. 

Newcastle-on-Tyne—10, Neville Street. 
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CHILDREN’S DAY AT KEIGHLEY. 

Mr. R. A. Sounds closed the month of February 
at the Cosy Corner bv a highly successtul pantomime 
matinée for children only. Mr. Sounds has had simi- 
lar occasions once or twice since Christmas, and has 
found them extremely popular. On February 28th the 
subjects chosen were “Ali Baba and the Forty 
Thieves,” “Puss in Boots,” “Nan in Fairyland,” “A 
Knight of the Snows,’’ and ‘‘Harlequinade’s Story,”’ 
which were hugely enjoyed by the youngsters. 

PRESENTATION AT PICTUREDROME. 

An interesting little social event occurred at the 
Picturedrome, Messrs. Pool and Bosco’s Wolverhamp- 
ton Theatre, when Mr. H. B. Edwards was presented 
with a silver cigarette case, holder and match box by 
the staff and orchestra as a token of the esteem and 
their regret felt upon the occasion of his departure. 
Mr. Edwards, who had become very popular alike with 
staff and patrons, has taken over the management of 
the Queen’s Theatre, West Bromwich, and commenced 
his new duties last week. 

THE LATEST IN “RAILROAD DRAMAS.” 

Mr. Henry Lehrmann, a “producer” for the Key 
stone Film ‘Comcany. is responsible for an interesting 
development of the motion picture play. He believes 
that children are natural actors when unhampered by 
dialogue, and has built up a story in which every per- 
former is under the age of fourteen. Advantage has 
been taken of the fact that the Venetian railway at 
Los Angeles, California, is a complete track of several 

‘ miles, with rolling stock, etc., on a reduced scale. The 
juvenile actors, therefore, will be in complete harmony 
with their surroundings, and a “railway drama” to 
be produced under these conditions is expected to be 
enthusiastically welcomed by juvenile ‘* picture enthu- 
siasts ”’ all over the world. 

FEATURES IN CAPE TOWN. 

Immense business was done with “The Dance of 
Death ” at the Alhambra recently, while another suc- 
cess, wr'tes our correspondent, is “ Brothers at War.” 
Wolframs, with “The Evil Power” at the top of the 
bill met with plenty of success. At the Majestic two 
strong films, “ The Money God” and “ Love Everlast- 
ing ” have been much appreciated by large audiences. 
At the Alhambra aspecial children’s matinée was given 
under the auspices of the Bearcroft Advisory Commit- 
tee. Inthe suburbs, the Regal Theatre, Wynberg, has 
been “starring ” “The Black 13,” while the Lyceum 
featured Vitagraph’s “Curse of the Golden Land.” 
Marked improvement is shown in the “African Mir- 
ror,” which is screened at all the halls in Cape Town. 

CHANNEL ISLANDS CINEMAS. 

Mr. Nisbet, of the Rectory Hall, Guernsey, has 
adopted the flving of a kite from the Harbour works 
as a means of advertising his theatre. The latest film 
features were “Captain Starlight” and “A Faithful 
Servant.”—At the Empire (St. Sampson’s), “A Regi- 
ment of Two ” and “ The Love Token ” were the prin- 
cipals.—Mr. Bartlett, at the People’s Picture Palace, 
has been showing “ Renunciation,” also “ The Indian 
Uprising at Santa Fé,” together with the “Pathé 
Gazette.”—At the Opera House, Jersey, a Japanese 
drama, “Mimosa San,” and Edison’s “Why Girls 
Leave Home,” were the top lines.—‘“ The Daughter of 
the Underworld,” “The Wager,” and “The Artist ”’ 
have been screened at the Alhambra.—At West’s Pic- 
ture Playhouse the management has_ given their 
patrons the benefit of “ The Clarendon Sneaking Pic- 
tures,” together with ee Gol “The Love of 
Penelope.’ OO e 

SUCCESS ASSURED. 

We hear that Messrs. Clarendon’s “Old St. Paul’s” - 
has just been sold for Australasia and South Africa. 
There is keen competition in America to secure the 
feature, and a bigg’sh transaction looks hke material- 
ising 1n the course of a day or so. 

MAGNIFICENT DISPLAY IN BELFAST. 

In connection with the exhibition of the “ British 
Army” film at the Royal Avenue Picture House, Bel- 
fast, detachments representing the Royal Irish Rifles, 
Royal Irish Fusiliers, Inniskilling Fusiliers, Dorset 
Regiment, Norfolk Kegiment, Army Service, Army 
Ordnance, and Royal Army Medical Corps, headed by 
the band of the King’s Own Dorsets, paraded the main 
streets of the city, rendering anpropriate music and 
attracting considerable attention. Each day the huge 
building was packed to overtlowing, Mr. E. Sinton, 
the newly appointed manager, having a busier time 
than ever previously in his existence. On each day 
of the week the hall’s orchestra was substituted by 
the band of the Dorsets, and, needless to state, this 
added considerably to the pleasure of the entertain- 
ment. 

NEWARK JOTTINGS. 
A delightful free entertainment was provided at the 

new Kinema, Baldertongate (by the kind invitation of 
Mrs. Blagg) to the children attending the Wesleyan 
Schools and the Barnbygate Council School, on Friday 
last. The children quite filled the spacious buiiding, 
and the pictures shown were of great educational 
value, including a geographical tour, work in a 
foundry, and pictures of Rome, etc. The special 
treat was “The Battle of Trafalgar,” which aroused 
tremendous enthusiasm, due to the fact that lessons on 
the subject were given at both schools during the 
morning. Hearty cheers were lustily given for Mrs. 
Blagg, and it was announced that a similar treat would 
be given by that lady to the children at other schools 
in the town this week. Following the enormous suc- 
cess of “ Anton and Cleopatra” last week, Mr. Kad- 
well did well with ‘A Queen’s Love,” and for the first 
three nights this week “The Battle of Manila” (by 
arrangement with Messrs. Ruffells) was very popular. 
—At the Corn Exchange Mr. Boardman had a strong 
list, including “An Indian Nemesis,” on Wednesday 
and Thursday; “In the Midst of the Jungle,” Friday 
and Saturday, and the additional feature on Saturday 
and Sunday of “The Masked Mystery.” 

ROUND THE CAMBRIDGE HALLS. 

Some novel pictures are being shown at the Play- 
house this week, the principal being Charles Reade’s 
famous “Hard Cash.” “Across the Alley” is a very 
laughable comic. At Thursday’s matinée a complete 
change includes “Pimple and the Stolen Submarine.” 
“The Trap” is a sensational headliner. ‘“ Beauty in 
the Sea Shell” and “A Petty Dispute” are amusing 
comedies.—Regular patrons of the Alexandra Hall re- 
gret that it has been permanently closed. It catered 
for a large section of the Cambridge public for five 
or six years.—At the Empire this week good business 
is being done, and the two star films are “The Call” 
and “The Joke that Killed.” Mr. F. H. Davis, the 
conductor of the orchestra, is responsible for excellent 
selections. —The Gaiety always cater well for patrons, 
and the manager, Mr. P. Biggs, does all in his power 
to secure the best of programmes. The pick of the 
pictures last week included “ Jim, the Burglar,” “ Alive 
in the Balance,” and “ Foolshead Hypnotised.” Pleas- 
ing selections are rendered by the orchestra under the 
baton of Mr. Julian J. Best.—Pictures of local interest 
at the Electric Theatre included the University Lent 
Races, the Varsitv crew in training. and Cottenham 
Steeplechases. Other good films screened were “ The 
Sheriff’s Brother,” “The Banknote,” and “A Woman 
of Japan.” | 
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¢ HE finest comedy film yet produced. 

A feast of setting and situation i i 7 
i am Qi with every member of the cast a 

star artiste. Something new, something 
better. A change from the morbid and 
sensational, and a story which always plays 
to record money on the legitimate stage. 
The favourite play of Amateur Societies 
and a film which it will pay to advertise. 

OFFERS INVITED FOR 

THE LONDON FIL 
The fairest and severest critics of their own productions. 

tie sant cee Telephones—Regent 4340-4341. 15, GERRARD STRE 
more famous every week. 

Film. Viewers and Buyers are invited to call Next Week to see THE RING 

DigiFeaturing, OR HOLMES GORE and EDNA Fi 
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to Conquer 
and produced by George Tucker. 

CAST. 

Sir Charles Marlow ae sea LEWIS GILBERT ee 

Young Marlow (his son) ee HENRY AINLEY WIS GILBERT 
Hastings (young Marlow’s friend and | \ \\ 

Constance’s lover J GERALD AMES | \ \\ IW 

Hardcastle... - “a CHARLES ROCK > ft 
Mrs, Hardcastle (formerly Mrs. Lumpkin) STELLA ST. AUDRIE 

Kate Hardcastle (their daughter) ie MISS JANE GAIL 

Tony Lumpkin (Mrs. Hardcastle’s son) WINDHAM GUISE 

Conmaies Neville (Tony's eae MISS CHRISTINE RAYNER 
and Mrs. Hardcastle’s ward 

Jeremy (young Marlow’s servant) --- GREGORY SCOTT 

Digory (Hardcastle’s servant) aa0 R. JUDD GREEN 4h Ae 

Landlord of the “Three Pigeons” Inn NELSON RAMSAY $20 WER 

Barmaid at the City Inn -.- .. MISS FAY COMPTON Neison Ramsey 

Perfect Staging. Perfect Acting. Wonderful Photography. 

THE BRITISH RIGHTS. 

M COMPANY, LTD., 
Sales Manager: W. A, NORTHAM. 

ET, LONDON 9 W. Telegrams—“ Lonfilm, Wesirand, London.” The mark sls becomes 
more famous every week. 

AND THE RAJ AH, by Anne Merwin (Our First Open Market Release). 
Release date EASTER MONDAY, April 13th. 1,170 ft. 

Original from 
Digitized an Gi | WI VADK DIIRIIC TI Vy Digitized by Ls OOQLE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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A NOTABLE TOPICAL. 

Cherry Kearton, Limited, inform us that the Holmen- 
kollen World’s Ski-ing Championship, announced for 
February 23rd, was postponed owing to bad weather 
until Monday last. The firm had exclusive rights for 
this event, sent three operators, and special facilities 
were granted to obtain good pictures of the Royal 
ae King and Queen of Norway with Prince 

af. 

THE BATTLE OF THE BLUES. 

The Gaumont Company, Limited, inform us that 
they have made arrangements for the filming of ne 
Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race, and that circum- 
stances permitting, an excellent “short length” of 
about 250 ft. will be issued soon after the decision of 
the great event. All their efforts will be directed 
towards obtaining good results, and some of the best 
possible positions have been secured for the operators. 

ON MAIN THOROUGHFARE. 

A well-built and up-to-date picture house is 
to be erected by Mr. A. W. Kenyon, of Rusholme, at 
Ashton New Road, Manchester. A large site is to be 
cleared of the existing buildings, and a handsome 
theatre, to be named the Royal Picture House, and to 
seat 1,200, will be commenced at an early date. Mr. 
Kenyon informs us that the plans have been passed by 
the Manchester Council Building Committee, and that 
the concern, which is entirely his own enterprise, will 
involve a very heavy expenditure. 

NOVEL AND AMUSING. 

A variation upon the usual style of throwaway 1s to 
hand from the firm of D. Harper and Co., Limited, of 
Holloway, N. This inexpensive little thing is in the 
form of a well-worn penny (on one side only), the 
reverse side being utilised for printing thereon the 
name of the theatre. The appearance of the “catch 
coin” is good, and a surprisingly low price is quoted 
for large quantities. The “dodge” should prove a 
real “monev back” proposition, and a sample is well 
‘worth sending for. 

SHEFFIELD SHOWS. 

_A new theatre has just recently been opened in 
Sheffield, the Western Picture Palace, situate in St. 
Philip’s Road. Although there are other houses in 
this district, the new theatre should prove a popular 
home of entertainment‘to the residents in the neigh- 
bourhood. The hall is very prettily decorated, and 
has accommodation for 800. Mr. Harold Burrell is 
the manager, who reports business to be very good. 
“Three Little Orphans ” and “ Romance of Erin” are 
the chief features for the week.—The new Picture 
House at Eckington has, since its opening, been 
attracting large audiences. Mr. Priole, the man- 
ager, has made this new hall one of the cosiest I 
have ever seen. Seating accommodation is for 700, 
tip-up seats being installed. Gaumont’s latest ma- 
chine has been supplied. “In the Midst of the 
Jungle ” is the chief feature for the week.—Looking 
over the advance bookings of the Union Street Pic- 
ture Palace for the next few weeks, we find that Mr. 
Leonard Shaw, the enterprising manager, has 
booked nearlv all the best on the market. Full 
houses were verv common last week when Pathé “ Big 
Game Hunting ” was projected, and truly it was the 
talk of the town.—A well-known manager in Shef- 
field has invented a screenless picture, which is said 
to be a great improvement, and before very long the 
new idea will be shown at his theatre.—At the Kinema 
House, Hillsbro’, Mr. E. W. Hill, the popular man- 
ager, is attracting large audiences with splendid pro- 
grammes. Amongst the good things shown this week 
are “The Solitarv Fort,” “The Three Gamblers,” and 
“Big Game Hunting.” It is interesting to note that 
“Antony and Cleopatra ” is booked for this hall. 
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WORCESTER ATTRACTIONS. 
Mr. -. Milton, the manager of the Arcade Cinema, 

must be congratulated on having secured “Seven 
Months Big Game Hunting.” This picture was 
screened at every house during last week. Without 
doubt it is one of the finest pictures which Mr. Milton 
has had up to the present... Other pictures success- 
fully screened during the week were “* Daddy’s Soldier 
Boy,” “The Bowling Match,” and “Antics in Ink.” 
This week, the Kinema poem, “ Papa’s Letter,” will 
be the chief item. To this Miss Milne will recite and 
sing appropriate items. 

THE NOTTINGHAM N.A.C.O. 
The monthly meeting of the N.A.C.O. (Nottingham 

branch) was held on Sunday last, Mr. F. D. Smith 
presiding over a satisfactory attendance. The Presi- 
dent intimated that Mr. A. R. Chisholm having been 
appointed to the Picture House, Market Street, Man- 
chester, was compelled to resign his position as secre- 
tary of the group. The meeting passed a vote of 
thanks to Mr. Chisholm for the able and energetic 
performance of his duties since the formation >of the 
branch, and appointed Mr. Ph. H. Burnie as secretary 
in his stead.— Members will please note that all com- 
munications in future should be addressed to Mr. 
Burnie at 39, Forest Road, Nottingham.—Mr. E. 
Smith, Boulevard Flectric Theatre, was elected vice- 
president in Mr. Burnie’s place, on the motion of Mr. 
B. Pitchford, seconded by Mr. W. Taylor.—The 
meeting concluded with a paper bv Mr. Chisholm on 
the N.A.C.O. examinations, giving the general trend 
of the subjects and points likely to be encountered 
during the course of study. Mr. Chisholm was cor- 
dially thanked by the meeting for his paper, and the 
wish was expressed that he would be able occasionally 
to come from Manchester to attend the meetings of the 
Nottingham branch of the N.A.C.O. At the next 
meeting, on Sundav April 5th, a paper on gas en- 
gines will be read by Mr. Ph. H. Burnie. 

TEES-SIDE TOPICS. 
The patrons of the popular Electric. Theatre, Mid- 

dlesbrough, will be pleased to learn that the manager, 
Mr. James Preston, is now resident in the borough. 
“The Battle of Waterloo” was shown last week, and 
attracted large crowds.—‘“ Shon the Piper” was the 
feature at the Hippodrome, and “ What Men Will Do ” 
was a powerful topliner at the Popular, Middles- 
brough. Consequent upon requests for a return book- 
ing, the management of the Popular also showed “A 
Victim of the Mormons,” which was thus presented 
for the fourth time within three vears.—“ Should a 
Woman Tell?” was an important line at the Empire, 
Stockton, where “ The Sheriff’s Brother” and “ Inno- 
cent ” were also shown. —The Globe, Stockton, did re- 
markably fine business with ‘ ‘Antony and Cleopatra.” 
The Stockton detachment of the sth Durham Light 
Infantry are short of the scheduled number, and last | 
week was grasped as a unique opportunity because 
of the showing of the “British Army” film at the 
Theatre Roval Cinema. The first part of the film 
was shown up to Wednesday, and the second part dur- 
ing the remainder of the week. On Tuesday night 
the “Faithful Durhams” had a recruiting march, 
and finished with a visit to the Cinema, and on 
Thursday another “Territorial” night was _ held. 
On both occasions the vast hall—which seats 2.500o— 
was packed, and the events gave a big impetus to the 
vouth of the town to join, and the detachment is now 
almost up to the required standard.—The reputation 
of the Alhambra Palace, Darlington. for big works 
is well known, and last week | ‘Dante’s Inferno” de- 
lighted huge crowds. A series of fine films was 
shown at the Emopire. including “A Mother’s Devo- 
tion,” “Ann of the Trails.” and ‘“ Broncho Billy’s 
Elopement.” The enthralling “The Gem of India ”’ 
was shown at the Court and Arcade Cinemas, and at- 
tracted considerable attention. whilst another big 
feature was “The Probationer.” 
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SCARBOROUGH SHOWS. 
The date of the opening of Olympia, the large and 

luxuriously furnished picture palace on the South 
Foreshore, which has been taken over by Mr. Will 
Catlin, the well-known East Coast entertainer, has 
been fixed for March oth. Some idea of what Mr. 
Catlin intends to do can be gathered from the fact 
that the pictorial adaptation of Wagner’s “ Parsifal ” 
has been secured for the first week, and there will be 
a special engagement of the famous conductor, Mr. 
Julian Clifford, together with the Yorkshire permanent 
orchestra of fifty performers. Other good pictures 
will be “ The Gem of India” and “ Blind Fate.”—The 
Picture House audiences have found out “What Hap- 
‘pened to Mary,” and will soon be faced with the 
problem “Who Will Marry Mary?” Everything has 
gone well this week with such pictures as Vitagraph’s 
‘Diamond Makers,” “Seal of Silence,” and ‘“ Love’s 
Quarantine.” Mr. Fred Cardwell is, without a doubt, 
doing the best possible for those who attend the Ver- 
non Place house.—Mr. Quinton Gibson was very 
happy in his choice of “ Richard the Third ” for the 
Theatre Royal Cinema. Needless to say, the Royal 
thas been crowded each evening. “ What Happened 
to Mary ” is still popular.—The coloured drama, “ The 
Duke’s Talisman,” was the principal attraction at the 
Palladium for the first part of last week, and was 
followed by “The High-born Child and Beggar.” 

NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT NOTES. 
It is not often that the Albert Hall is used as a 

‘cinema, but it is fitting that the exhibition of the “ Par- 
‘sifal” pictures should be given here. Twice nightly 
{with the exception ot Thursday), “ Parsifal” is being 
‘exhibited, and nowhere in the city could the delightful 
music be heard to better advantage. Mr. Bernard 
Johnson, the well-known organist, is charming large 
audiences by his superb accompaniment of a magnifi- 
cent film.—Crowds are visiting the Long Row Picture 
Housethis week to see the “ British Army” film. The 
comfortable house has been thronged with military 
people, and the special music discoursed has been of 
a most enjoyable character. Mr. T. P. Henness is to 
be congratulated upon the success attending his 
efforts.—At the Globe Picture House, Trent Bridge, 
the place of honour was filled the first half of this 
week by “The Fruits of Vengeance,” backed up by 
“The Escape.” For the week-end “The Three Mile 
Limit ” is the special. Mr. C. Marsh Hopewell is a 
pianist of exceptional abilitv, and, together with Mrs. 
Gunn, the wife of the popular manager, delights the 
audiences with musical _ selections.—“ Judith of 
Bethulia” is the special at the Victoria Palace this 
week, and has been well received. The first releases 
booked here, the “News” and humorous subjects, 
together with an excellent orchestra, continue to make 
the Victoria a favourite resort.—“ The Dare-devil 
Mountaineer,” “ The Blood Brotherhood,” and “In the 
Coils of a Python,” together with several Kevstone 
comics, should satisfy the most fastidious of Mr. J. 

’ Ewart Hartleyv’s patrons this week at the Scala.—Mr. 
C. C. Morlev expects very shortly to take over the 
management of the new Parliament Street Picture 
House, which is receiving the finishing touches. At 
the spacious Regent Hall he continues to do big busi- 

-ness. Admirers of “Sherlock Holmes” turned unr in 
full force for ‘“‘ The Musgrave Ritual,” and on the same 
programme were “In the Whirl of Strife,” “ The Three 
‘file Limit,” and “ When Dreams Come True. ’”—At the 
Hayden Road Kinema, “A Queen’s Love” proved a 
great success. “The Trap” is the week-end feature. 
—Mrs. L. Wright, the new manageress of Hibbert’s 
Pictures, Shakespeare Street, is proving herself a 
worthy successor to Mr. Smith Lord, and maintains 
the many features that have made this house so popu- 
lar. “After Death” and “Great Circus Fire ” are the 
stars this week, while “Singing Pictures” and the 
“Topical Budget” are alwavs popular. — At the 
Beeston Palladium first-class programmes are meeting 
with due appreciation. 
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LINES FROM LEICESTER. 

_In his managerial capacity at the Coliseum, Mr. 
Chas. Burgess has long been used to dealing with 
large crowds, but his facilities for nearly 2,000 are 
likely to be pretty severely tested throughout the 
coming month, for a succession of exceptionally tell- 
ing features has been secured. ‘“ Blind Fate and “‘The 
Tragedy of the Cameo” are the current principal 
items. Next week “A Fight for Millions,” March 
10th, “Tess of the D’Urbervilles,” and toward the 
end of the month “Sixty Years a Queen” will be wit- 
nessed.—The “British Army” film is the chief item 
all this week at the Picture House, Granby Street, 
and is to be specially ‘‘ featured.’’—/earson’s 
“nameless” film is one of many attractions at the 
Silver Street Electric. Nothing better than “ The 
Dance of Death” has been seen here for a long time, 
its we@k’s run having met with an unqualified suc- 
cess. Yet another step in the right direction here is 
the enlargement of the orchestra, and the arnoint- 
ment of Mr. Cyril Godwin, well known in Midland 
musical circles, as the conductor.—Mr. W. H. 
Emson, proprietor of the Belgrave Cinema, continues 
to render a capital account of himself. “The 
“Boomerang ” (exclusive) and “A Brother’s Atone- 
ment” are this week’s dominant features, while “The 
Vampire” is due on Monday next.—Madame Ada 
White sings “The Rosary” to the film of that name 
at Olympia, where another big thing is the exclusive 
appearance of “Moths.”—Gaumont’s “Arizona” at 
the Floral Hall, Vitagraph’s “The War Makers” at 
High Street, and “The Fall of Trov”’ at the Imperiai. 
Green Lane Road, among others, are most worthy of 
mention among other Leicesterian attractions. 

ON THE’ COAST OF KENT. 

The picture-goers of Folkestone are again well 
catered for with varied subjects. At tne Eleriztc 
Theatre, Pathécolor is always a big attraction, ‘‘ihe 
Wastrel’” being much appreciated.—“ The Ghost of 
the White Lady” was one of the chief features at the 
Playhouse, while a film depicting “ Life in the British 
Army” was of special interest to the many.—Amongst 
notable subjects shown at the Central, “ The Convent 
Gate” made a special appeal to good houses.—At a 
special matinée given at the Town Hall last Saturday 
a crowded audience followed with keen interest the 
thrilling lecture on the Scott Expedition given by 
Commander Evans, C.B., R.N., and the excellent pic- 
tures which were screened.—At Ramsgate business 
is well up to the average. ‘His Solemn Oath” at- 
tracted large audiences to the King’s, and met with 
a popular reception. Other good pictures were “ The. 
Tide of Destiny” and “ Phantoms.”—Full houses are 
the rule at the Queen’s. “The Broken Sixpence,” 
“The Sea‘s Recompense,” and “Nat Pinkerton and 
the Stolen Rubies” made a strong appeal.—Mr. W. 
J. Attack provides strong programmes at the Royal 
Palace Theatre. “Grit of a Dandy,” “On Their 
Wedding Eve,” and “Love of Men” were popular 
numbers.—Much pleasure was shown at the Eclair 
coloured film, “The Heart of an Artist,” at Shanly’s. 
“The Birthway Gift” was another good subject.— 
“ The Diamond Crown’’ and “ The Trail of Steel ”’ 
were the stars provided by Mr. Fred Fumgalli at the 
Broadstairs Cinema.—At Margate, Mr. C. W. Stan- 
lev has been pleasing patrons at the Parade Cinema 
with “On the Broad Stairwav” and “The Outlaw.” 
The lighter element was well supplied by “ The Bowl- 
ing Match.”—The Clifton Cinema reopened its doors 
last Thursday to capacity business. “Dr. Nicholson 
and the Blue Diamond ” was the topliner, and “ The 
Autocrat of Flapjack Junction” was chief amongst the 
laughter makers.—At the Lounge, Cliftonville, an 
excellent bill of fare is provided. ‘“‘When the Earth 
Trembled.” “In the Midst of the Jungle,” and “ John 
Bonsall of the Secret Service” were greatly enjoved 
by good audiences. 
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AN OFFER TO 

EXHIBITORS. 
In order to advertise the 

magnificent value of our 
‘‘Features” and make them 

known in every corner of 

the British Isles, we have with- 

drawn from our “Exclusive 

Series” the film entitled— 

A ROMANCE OF 

OLD BRITTANY 
(Pathecolor), 

which we now offer to our 

patrons at 

Ordinary Hire Prices for 

Coloured Prices. | 

To get this fine feature you 
must book in advance, We 

have Artistic Posters, 

specially prepared Booklets, 

Blocks, and Slides.’ | 

BOOK YOUR COPY EARLY. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, / 
SD LIMITED, 

London, Leeds, Glasgow, Birmingham, 
Liverpool, ase eT Newcastle, 

ardiff. 

THE Broscope, MarcH 5, 1914. 

BOAT 
RACE 
March 28, 1914. 

LENGTH 250 FT. 

PRICE 2d. per ft. 

Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd., 
have the most up-to-date 
plant in the United King- 
dom for the rapid output } 
of topical subjects. Cus- 

| tomers can rest assured that 

they will have their copy 
delivered at _ the 

possible moment. 

BOOK YOUR ORDER NOW. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, 
Ltd., So 

London. Leeds. Glasgow. Birmingham. oe ; oa 
Liverpool. Manchester. Newcastie. Cardiff. “ | 

earliest |. 
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The Busy Man 
@ It is the busy man that always finds 

time to do things. Our Showday 
is the rendezvous of the leading 
London and Provincial Exhibitors. 
These are the men whose time 
is the most valuable and_ yet 
their presence at these Exhibitions 
undoubtedly proves that they 
consider a couple of hours well 
spent in viewing PATHE exclusives. : 

_ We shall be glad to see you at <_<, 
our SHOWDAY at 103, Wardour 
Street, VV., on Friday, March 6th, 

at S p.m., 

when two Pathe exclusives will be 

screened, viz. :— 

The Mystery of the Old Mill 
(Sleuth Hound Series, No. * 

~ and 

The Curse of War. 
(Pathecelor) 

Artistic posters and modern publicity matter. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, LTD., 
Hm -a>- London, Liverpool, Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester, 

Newcastle, Glasgow, Cardiff. 

Google 
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IN THE MANCHESTER DISTRICT. 

(BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Mr. St. John Beecher, late of the Britannia 
‘Theatre, Hoxton, N., has taken over the manag:2- 
ment of the Deansgate Picture House, and 1s 
bringing his long experience to bear upon what 
is admittedly one of Manchester's finest picture 
theatres. Among the improvements made is the 
installation of a grill for the café. Only those 
who have visited this department can realise 
what an artistic and elegant café has been pro- 
vided for visitors. 
elegance prevails throughout the whole of the 
premises, even to the hidden lights illuminating 
the interior of the theatre. Wonderful business 
is being done, a constant stream of fresh custom- 
ers filling any seats becoming vacant. Last 
week ‘“‘The Power of Light’ was the principal 
film, in addition to which ‘‘ The Old Folks at 
Home,” “The Supreme Moment,” and a good 
‘list of current events were the chief items. 

Few halls in Salford are doing such excellent 
‘business or attracting a better class of patron 
than the Salford Cinema. Perhaps it is due to 
the reputation established by its carefully sc- 
lected programmes and the way in which the 
house is managed—but the fact remains. Last 
‘week the two pictures of importance were “ Mys- 
teries of Paris” and “Cora, the Temptress.” 
This week the leading items are ‘“‘ Race for the 
Rubies "’ and ‘‘ The Iron Fist.” The proprietors 
have recently started a film agency, and several 
of the films on hand can be had at very reason- 
able prices. 

The Scala at Pendleton is another house that 
mever fails to attract good business. Being just 
off the main road, the long queues never trouble 
pedestrians, but undoubtedly impress them with 
the popularity of the place. Mr. Ridgewood 
Barrie succeeds in finding the right pictures every 
week, and the keen personal attention he has 
given to the business explains the Scala’s present 
position. Last week ‘‘ Road to Ruin,” was “top 
of the bill,” followed by ‘ Loaded Dice.”’ 

The Oxford Picture House had a picture of 
unusual interest last week in the “British Army”’ 
film. This week, starting on Monday, the feature 
is Edison’s Kinetophone, exclusive for Manches- 
ter. It is intended to run this for several weeks, 
the “talking pictures”’ being changed weekly. 
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A similar note of taste and . 
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The Crescent Cinema, Chapman Street, Hulme, 
found ‘“ Moths” an excellent draw last week. The 
usual good programme at this house included 
“Giving Bill a Rest,” ‘Fruits of Vengeance,” 
and several comics of particular merit. The 
principal items this week are “ The Duke’s Talis- 
man” and “The Sea Eternal.” 

The Blackley Empire, Rochdale Road, main- 
tains its reputation for giving the “ pick of the 
pictures’ on the market. This week ‘ David 
Copperfield ’’ is attracting large audiences, and 
the interest is likely to be continued during the 
last three days, when “ By the Cross” is exhi- 
bited. Mr. M. O'Connell, elocutionist, will give 
a special lecture to this picture at each perform- 
ance. 

The Gaumont Company, Limited’s, branch pre- 
mises in Deansgate has done some smart busi- 
ness lately in topicals. The film of the Man- 
chester University students’ Shrove Tuesday de- 
monstration was exhibited the same evening at 
seven Manchester halls. Mr. Gibbs, the manager 
of the branch, reports excellent business with the 
“British Army” film, and also ‘Detective Finn,” 
and states that all films, no matter whose brand, 
can now be viewed each day in the projection 
room. 

The Harris Film Service has three exclusives 
which will be released about the middle of 
March. One is Eclair’s ‘Four Million Pound 
Dowry,”’ for which they have the exclusive rights 
for Lancashire, Cheshire, and Ireland. The 
other two, for the same territories, are ‘ Life's 
Bitter Dregs" and a midnight mystery. 

The Victor Film Service, Limited, has taken 
over the premises at 21, Great Ducie Street, 
recently vacated by Wilson’s Pictures, and have 
the exclusive rights for Lancashire of “ The 
Great Gold Robbery,” ‘‘ The Dead Secret,’’ and 
and also the rights for Yorkshire and Ireland of 
“The Seed of the Fathers.” 

The Signal Film Service, 1, Little Bridge 
Street, Great Ducie Street, has secured the nghts 
for Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Cheshire of ‘‘Auto 
Bandits of New York.” 
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At the Marlborough Street Police Court, on Monday 
last, before Mr. Denman, Arthur Mackay, 27, man- 
ager, of Regent Square, King’s Cross, N., was 
charged on remand, with having 1n his possession two 
cinema films of the value of £0, alleged to have been 
stolen or unlawfully obtained, and, further, with being 
concerned with others in inciting George Barrier to 
steal the two films, which are the property of Messrs. 
Pathé Fréres, Limited, of Wardour Street, W., and 
William Watson, 41, film hirer, carrying on business 
in Greek Street, Soho, and the Theatre de Luxe, Acre 
Lane, Brixton, S.W., was charged. on remand with, 
between July, 1913, and January 27, 1914, receiving a 
cinematograph film the property of Messrs. Pathé 
Fréres, entitled “A Country Mouse.” 

Mr. Valetta and Mr. Rowland Oliver prosecuted on 
behalf of Messrs. Pathé Freres, whilst Mr. Harry 
Pfahl appeared for the two accused. 

On the resumption, the first witness called was 
Detective-Sergt. Charles Leach, of the A Division, 
who spoke as to having searched the accused Watson’s 
premises on February 3rd, when he was arrested. On 
that date he took possession of certain books and 
documents which he found there. They comprised 
in part, five delivery books, marked A, B, C, D 
and E. With regard to the “Country Mouse” film, 
the books apparently showed that Watson had had 
that film in his possession, and on several occasions 
hired it out to different people. In one of Mackay’s 
books also there was an entry of him having hired 
out the same film. 

In cross-examination by Mr. Harry Pfahl, witness 
said that in company with another officer and Mr. 
Wood, the prosecutor’s manager, he searched Wat- — 
son’s premises on January 27th. Watson said he 
would give them every assistance, and handed over his 
books, which he said contained a complete record of 
all his transactions. Witness remembered the 
“ Country Mouse ” film being found on the premises, 
which, with others, was picked out of the stock and 
laid on a table for inspection. They were examined 
by Mr. Wood, who also made a list of them. It was 
a fact also that when the search was in progress, Mr. 
Wood queried a particular film, and Watson said he 
only bought it that week, and thereupon sorted over 
the wastepaper basket and produced the catalogue of 
an auction sale. 

Re-examined: There was only one other Pathé film 
mentioned in the catalogue produced, and even then 
not one of the films mentioned during those pro- 
ceedings was disclosed in that list. 

The manager of the Pathé Company, Mr. Frank 
Wm. Wood, was recalled, stating that a film called 
“The Changeling” was released by his firm on 
August 16th last. At least one copy of the film was 
now missing. It had never been hired out to Watson, 
Mackay, the Marvel Film Company, or the London 
Biograph Company, nor had any money been paid 
by those people for it. 

The next witness was Mr. Walter George Henry 
Spear, of 102, Camberwell Road, S.E., assistant man- 
ager to Titles, Unlimited, of Gerrard Street, W., who 
stated, in reply to Mr. Valetta, that he had known the 
defendant Watson for about a year, in connection with 
the Marvel Film Company. He also knew Mackay in 
eonnection with that company. Witness at one time 
also was manager of the Palace Picture Theatre at 
Harlesden, and in that capacity hired films from the 

arvel Companv on several occasions, one of the 
films being called ‘“ Fatal Love.” He believed it was 

Google 

Alleged Fraud on Messrs. Pathe Freres. 

a Pathé Film, and he hired it about October last. 
When he called at the Marvel Company’s office he 
sometimes saw Mackay and sometimes saw Watson. 

Cross-examined: With regard to the “Fatal Love ” 
film, he could not say whether he saw Watson or 
Mackay when he hired it. 
their clerks. 

Mr. John Samuel Boardman, proprietor of the 
Cinema Theatre at the Caledonian Road Baths, N., 
also gave evidence, stating that having known Mackay 
for sometime as carrying on business in Greek Street, 
he went to him occasionally with regard to some films. 
When he asked Mackay what his position at Greek 
Street was, he replied “I’m a sort of manager to Mr. 
Watson.” The latter was not there when he said that. 
When he hired films he believed he was doing so with 
Mackay on behalf of the company. He did not think 
he was dealing with Mackay as master-man. In all 
he used their film service about three weeks or a 
month, and his bill would come to about £2 10s. per 
week, or in all about 410. Amongst those films were 
some of Pathé’s, and they included the “Country 
Mouse ” and “ From Circus to Racecourse.” He usually 
called at the office of the Marvel Company, asked for 
a list, and selected his programme. Mackay used to 
give him a receipt, and witness believed he did so on 
behalf of Mr. Watson or the company, and the amount 
was given to that gentleman, less a commission which 
Mackay kept as his share. 

Cross-examined: He admitted that the billheads and 
receipts bore the name A. C. Mackay. but apparently 
the top portion of some of the bills was cut off. The 
receipts were also signed by Mackay, but in spite of 
that he believed the business was done on behalf of 
Watson. He admitted also that once he hired a film 
from a man named Towns, and that in error he re- 
turned it to the Pathé Company, and when he went to 
their place and asked for it they said it could not be 
found, and had probably gone out on hire. 

Re-examined: Witness said that film was returned in 
one of Pathé’s tins in error, and that was how it all 
arose. People would not take the trouble to look at 
the film, but just go by the name on the tin box. He 
paid Mackay by cheque and cash, whichever was con- 
venient at the time. He would produce those cheques 
at the next hearing. 

The proceedings were then adjourned for a week, 
bail being allowed the two accused as before. 

It might have been one of 

PROSPECTIVE BRISTOL OPENING. 

A correspondent informs us that Mr. S. H. Justin, 
a well-known Bristolian, is building a new cinema 

_theatre in Gloucester Road which, it is expected, will 
be opened at Easter. The house will be a handsome 
structure, with balcony, lounge and tea-rooms, etc., 
and is being built to the plans of Messrs. Holbrow and 
Daten. Seating accommodation will be provided for 
1,000, and all the most up-to-date ideas will be drawn 
upon for the patron’s comfort. Mr. Justin was one 
of the pioneers of the continuous show, and previous 
to his connection with the Trade, spent some years 
abroad, travelling frequently to Canada, the States and 
Australia. He is well-known in connection with civic 
life, and in connection with the Territorial movement. 
‘¢A man with a personality,’’ who should still further 
add to his circle of friends with this new venture. 
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NOTES FROM NEWCASTLE AND DISTRICT. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The strained relations existing between cinemato- 
graph exhibitors and those members of their orches- 
tras in the halls in Newcastle-on-Tyne and the Tyne- 
side district who are members of the Amalgamated 
Musicians’ Union, have now reached a breaking 
point, and if the musicians remain in the same state 
of mind at the end of the current week as they were 
at the time of writing, many of them will ter- 
minate their engagements. As has already been 
tairly fully explained, the trouble arose out of a 
demand for a minimum wage of 4os. and 35s. a 
week for first and second instruments respectively, 
and the refusal to accept the compromise offered by 
the exhibitors. The notices of the men who are 
members of the Amalgamated Musicians’ Union to 
cease their engagements terminate on Saturday. 

That there will be no dearth of men should the 
threatened strike take effect is made clear by the ad- 
vertisements that have been appearing in the local 
newspapers offering to supply the halls with any 
number of performers, whilst there is another or- 
ganisation of musicians that is not connected with 
the Amalgamated Musicians’ Union, and which gives 
countenance to the part-time orchestras. The secre- 
tary of the Exhibitors’ Association, Mr. Fred W. 
Morrison, and the vice-chairman, Mr. George Bes- 
ford, have each expressed views as sanguine as those 
of the chairman, and it might fairly be said that the 
prospect of losing their orchestra players on Satur- 
day is not causing any of the managers or proprie- 
tors the least degree of worry. 

Mr. Crossley Taylor. the manager of the Empire 
Cinema, has got an entirely new combination cf 
musicians. The new orchesttn is composed of 
ladies, and in the first week of their engagement at 
the Empire Cinema they have given every satisfac- 
tion and delight to the audiences. The orchestra 
is under the direction of Professor Bach Jonsoni. 
A popular adjunct to the Empire Cinema is the tea 
and lunch rooms, and at the Grainger Picture House, 
too, where lunches and teas are catered for, a sub- 
stantial business is done in the viands. 

The Star Picture Hall, which ranked amongst the 
oldest of the halls in Newcastle, has been closed, and 
the cinematograph accessories which the hall con- 
tained have been sold by auction. - It is regarded as 
unlikely that the premises will be reopened again as 
a picture theatre. Originally a Primitive Methodist 
Chapel, these premises in Prudhoe Street were con- 
verted into a picture theatre by Miss Appleby, who 
can probably claim the distinction of having been the 
first to show “ living pictures,’’ as they were then 
called, as a regular entertainment in Newcastle. 
She commenced business in what is now the Olym- 
pia, in Northumberland Road, owned by Mr. Sidney 
Bacon and managed by Mr. Lindon Travers. After 
leaving the Olympia she retained possession of the 
Star, for some time known as the Apollo, until she 
went to Wolverhampton. Mr. E. Cant then entered 
into possession of the Star, and he has been running 
a cinematograph entertainment twice nightly for the 
last two or three years. 

Another change to be recorded in Newcastle is the 
impending departure of Mr. W. Parham Wells, the 
manager of the Pavilion Theatre of pictures and en- 
tertainments, Westgate Road, who has been ap- 
pointed manager of one of the most important’ music- 
halls in Sheffield. Mr. Wells. came to Newcastle 
from the Edinburgh Empire Variety Theatre in 1907, 
to manage Messrs. Moss and Thorntons’ Empire in 
Newcastle. He remained as manager of the New- 
castle Empire for four years, and at the termination. 
of that period he relinquished his post to take 
over the management of' the Newcastle Pavilion 
Theatre of Varieties. The Pavilion Theatre was 
closed for a time, and it was later reopened by 
the City Varieties, Limited, by whom Mr. Wells was 
again appointed manager, to run a high-class cine- 
matograph show, with vaudeville, a venture which be 
has succeeded in putting on a sound footing. Dur- 
ing the scven years that Mr. Wells has been resi- 
dent in Newcastle he has made many friends, and 
he gained an extraordinary amount of popularity. © 
Twice he has beet made the recipient of testimonials 
from his friends, who, whilst they readily congratu- 
late Mr. Wells upon his new and better appoint- 
patie are exceedingly sorry to lose him from their ° 
midst. - 

AN EVENTFUL DAY. 
In the accompanying photo- 

graph our friends in Filmopolis : 
will. recognise several... well- 
known faces which were to be 
seen at the recent marriage of 
Mr. Leslie A. C. Keith, of the 
Globe Film Contpany. The 
charming bride was Miss Eliza- 
beth F. Kramer, and the wed- 
ding was solemnised at St. 
George’s Church, Tufnell 
Park, N. A reception was 
afterwards held at the home of 
the bride, Norman House, 
Dartmouth Park Hill, where 
the numerous presents and a 
large number of congratuia- 
tory telegrams were ‘‘a fea- 
ture”; also a goodly attend- 
ance of the ‘‘ leading lights ’’ 
inCtlenELéndon Trade. 
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In view of the fact that the French Revolu- 

tion was probably the most dramatic epoch ‘n 

the whole world’s history, it is somewhat 

strange that the producer of cinematograph 

plays has left it comparatively untouched. 

Novelists and dramatists of the ordinary theatre 

have treated it in its every aspect, whilst even 

the historian with his sober recital of facts has 

been able to attract with their recital the casual 

reader who fina: iuttle to interest him in other 

chapters of history. The period is well suited 

to the purposes of the film-maker. It abounds 

with great personalities, each of whom might 

figure as the protagonist of a separate drama, 

and its spectacular possibilities are unlimited. 

Unlike the stories of many other revolutions, 

moreover, its interest 
is not confined to the 
juggleries of  state- 
craft nor the horrors 
of a soulless warfare. 
It is truly a tale of | 
terror, but it is also | 
essentially, and al- | 
most uniquely a | 
human tale, calling | 
forth irresistibly the 
deepest sympathies 
of all who hear it. S 

In producing a re- | . 
volution film, there- | 
fore, Messrs. Pathé 
Fréres have chosen a 
subject which, on 
its own account, is full of the utmost attrac- 
tiveness, and in basing their scenario upon 
a Dumas novel, ‘‘ The Chevalier de Maison 
Rouge,” they have made certain that their 
play will present the most effective possible 
study of its great theme. It does not, it is true, 
afford an altogether comprehensive survey of 
the period from a strictly historical point of 
view. Rather than with the particular facts 
and personages of the revolution, that is to say, 
it gives us an extraordinarily vivid and realistic 
picture of the general atmosphere of the times 
and of the people as a whole. — 

Considering it either as a picture of the 
period or as a drama pur et simple, it would be 
almost impossible to praise the film too highly. 
It is, indeed, a true masterpiece of the cine- 
matograph producer’s art, worthy to rank be- 
side those other great»Pathé hs, ‘‘ Th 

Dioitized Gy O ie” F 

A Wonderful Drama of the French Revolution. 

PATHE FRERES' “CHEVALIER DU MAISON ROUGE.” 

Mysteries of Paris,’’ ‘‘ Les Miserables’”’ and 
‘“Germinal.”’ (Incidentally, it is interesting to 
note that all these finest successes have been 
adaptations from existing novels, in common 
with the best works of many other companies, 
a fact which seems to lay stress upon the con- 
tinuing dearth of original genius among picture 
playwrights.) As may be imagined, the mount- 
ing of the film demanded immense pains, vast 
resources, and great expenditure—and all these 
it has had to the full from Messrs. Pathé. Each 
scene, whether a studio setting or a solid ex- 
terior, has been built or selected with infinite 
care for detail, and the resulting picture of 
Paris at the time of the Revolution is quite 
perfect. 

Magnificent as are the construction of the 
play, the settings, and the general production,. 

however, the _ film’s 
most outstanding fea-. 
ture is its wonderful 
acting. Experience. 
has proved to us 
many times _ that 
French artistes are 
supreme where the. 
dumb playing of the. 
screen is concerned.. 
They, better than the 

) artistes of any other 
‘nation, have learned 
> to replace speech by 

gesture, expression: 
and movement sn. 
completely that one: 
misses nothing, even, 

at those moments which would seem to demand: 
words almost inevitably. ‘‘ The Chevalier de. 
Maison Rouge” is one of the most beautifully 
acted films ever seen upon a screen. And its 
notability in this respect applies not only to the. 
work of those in the leading réles, but even to 
that of the ‘‘supers.” A more magnificent 
ensemble it would be scarcely possible to de- 
sire. 
We have not the space in this all too brief 

aotice to comment at length upon each indivi- 
dual performance, but amongst fhose worthy 
of special mention are M. Dorival’s immensely. 
powerful Dixmer; M. Escoffier’s strong and’ 
noble Chevalier; M. Mevisto’s subtle and fan- 
tastic Rocher, which hideous character seems. 
to be an incarnation of the universal suspicion,. 
brutality and hatred let loose by the Revolu-. 
tion; the two IdversabfioMdlle. Marie Louise 
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Derval and M. Maurice Lindey, whose passion- 
aate story finds a fitting background in the 
scenes of blood and terror; and Mdlle. Léa 
Piron’s Marie Antoinette, a picture of the 
-doomed queen which is full of proud dignity, 
womanly tenderness and poignant suffering. 
_The dramatic tension of the last two reels is 
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agency of the cinematograph, although the 
episode of Lorin’s sacrifice, by taking his 
friend’s place in prison and upon the guillo- 
tine is curiously similar to Sidney Carton’s end 
in ‘‘The Only Way.’’ The play is, also, un- 
usually original as regards the construction of 
its plot. ‘‘ The Chevalier de Maison Rouge ”’ 
is, in short, one of the very finest films ever yet 

almost unbearable, and, as a whole, no more produced. It will delight every audience that 
enthralling story has ever been told through the _ sees it. 

KEYSTONE FILMS. 
IMPORTANT STATEMENT BY WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY, LIMITED. 

With reference to the many conflicting ru- 
‘mours which have been going about the Trade 
regarding Keystone films, the Western Import 
‘Company, Limited, agents for Keystones, ask 
us to give prominence to the following state- 
“ment :-— 
To the Editor of THE BIOSCOPE. 
SiR,—We wish to contradict in the most explicit: 

manner, the statement widely advertised in the Trade 
‘papers last week that “practically the entire Key- 
stone Company ’’ has been engaged by another pro- 
ducing organisation. The statement in question 
has naturally led a large number of our customers 
‘to imagine that the Kevstone films would in future 
appear without any of the artistes who have become 

-so0 popular with the British public, whereas, in fact, 
.only one prominent artiste has left the Keystone 
Company, and the organisation will continue as be- 
‘fore, and may be confidently relied upon to produce 
‘comedies of the usual excellent quality. 

The rumours regarding these films have.taken so 
-many forms that we hope you will allow us to make 
the following definite statements in order to remove 
any doubts that may still exist among exhibitors and 

-the Trade generally. < 
1.—It is untrue that Mr. Mack Sennett has re- 

signed his position as chief producer of Keystones. 
He will continue to be in supreme charge of this 
department, and will also, in future, act more fre- 
quently than recently. 
2.—Miss Mabel Normand, despite rumours to the 

contrary, remains under contract with the Key- 
stone Company, and will continue to play leading 
parts in Keystones, solely and exclusively. 
3.—Keystone films are produced by seven full 

stock companies. Any suggestion that “ practically 
the entire’’ or any large proportion of Keystone 
artistes have left the Company is, therefore, 
patently absurd. In plain English, one artiste 
of importance has left out of a total acting s 
of considerably over 1oo. In the ordinary course 
of business a score of artistes may be engaged or 
their services dispensed with at any moment at the 
Keytone studio without the fact being thought 
worthy of Press notice. 
In view of the widespread interest in all that con- 

cerns ‘“ Keystones,’’ of which the inquiries which 
have reached us during the past week are a remark- 
able proof, we are glad to be able to assure the 
Trade that these popular comedies will be continued 
with all their old merits, and that they will still oe 
obtainable solely and exclusively at “ Wesfilm 
House.’’ 

Yours faithfully, 
THE WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY, 

| LIMITED. 
[In the announcement which appeared in our 

columns it was stated that “ many of the leading 
artistes" had been engaged, not “ practically the 
entire company,” as appears in the foregoing 
letter. However, we have much pleasure in 
giving the publicity asked for.—Ed.] 

JOTTINGS FROM ULSTER. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The launch of the Britannic was responsible for 
:@ great revival in topical work in Belfast during the 
past week, the majority of the city’s halls screening 
a film of the event, produced by the well-known firm 

-of Weisker Brothers, under the direction of their 
local charge d’affaires—Mr. Ayliffe. Mr. Dawson, 

-of the Frances Street Cinema, Newtownards, also 
screened the film, and when I saw him on Thursday 

- evening he was confused in blushes, consequent upon 
-the encomiums which his patrons had showered upon 
‘him for keeping them right abreast of the times. 

Mr. Dawson has done many big things since tak- 
-ing over the ribbons of Newtownards’ pioneer cine- 
ma; he has some “big game’”’ in the offing, and 
further reports from his ‘‘Lee-Metford’’ will be 
heard ere long. 

A more diversified programme of pictures I have 
“not seen quite many a moon than I witnessed at the 
Kelvin, Belfast, a few nights ago. The audience 

‘practically got a glimpse of life in the four quarters 

Google 

of the globe, and they were entertained to some of 
the most laughable comedies it has ever been my 
good fortune to witness. 

“Les Miserables ’’ had a most remarkable run at 
the West-end Picture House, Belfast, Mr. Malcolm 
being compelled to turn money away one or two 
evenings, despite the hall’s capacity for close on 
1,500. Most appropriate music was rendered by the 
hall’s orchestral quintette, under the direction of 
Miss K. O’Farrell. | 

Biblical pictures ever prove mightily attractive at 
the Central, Belfast. I was not, therefore, sur- 
prised to find a packed house—mid-week—when 
called in to see “ The Sixth Commandment.”’ Mr. 
McCavana has an eye for the best goods, and he 
has further enhanced his reputation in that regard 

: ° 
by his booking. of ‘““An Hour Before Dawn. 

My next instalment will contain some interesting 
remarks concerning three new halls shortly to 
opened—two in Belfast, and one in Donaghadee. 
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Featuring SIDNEY DREW 
the popular comedy man, 

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG 

and a strong Cast of popular 

Vitagraph Players. 

A TWO-REEL 
Comedy Feature, 

one long scream from end to end. 

Released April 9th. 

Length 1,945 ft. ap. 

Send for Special Illustrated Synopsis 
and particulars of special publicity. 

ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 
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A Vitagraph Special Two-Part 
Featuring EARLE WILLIAMS, CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG 

Released April 6th. DRAMA. 
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Feature Film. 

AND STRONG CAST, 

Length 2,054 ft. 

AUDIENCE WILL WANT TO SEE 

OVER AGAIN. 

ed Synopsis, Full Particulars and 

Suggestions. 

AND SHORTLY ON 

THIS COUNTRY, 
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PRODUCTION. 
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Future Announcements. 
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Featuring JOHN BUNNY, FLORA FINCH, 

Released April 6th. Comedy. 
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FEATURING 

MR. CHARLES HAWTREY, 
in his original character, supported 
by Full West-End Company, as 
adapted from the play and produced 

by J. WALLETT WALLER. 

. . Perfect Quality and Perfect Acting. . . 

Perfect Conception and Perfect Production. 

A POPULAR PICTURE 

AT A POPULAR PRICE. 

For full particulars apply— 

The United Kingdom Films, Ltd., 
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“J.A.” is experiencing some difficulty with 
the burning of his carbons, and asks for advice 
on the matter. He says: ‘I am using between 
75 and 80 amperes at 65 volts, burning an 18 mm. 
negative and 25 mm. positive carbon. After 
burning about one hour the bottom carbon burns 
to a long point, and after about 12 hours’ run- 
ning the outside shell of the negative carbon 
falls away for about 3 or 4 ins. If I reduce 
current to 70 amperes the carbons stand well, 
but I get insufficient light for my picture, which 
is a 17 ft. 6 in. one at a throw of 75 ft.” 

The trouble of which you complain, “J.A.,” 
points invariably to overloading of the carbons 
.and of the use of those of inferior quality. An 
18 mm. negative carbon should certainly stand 
up to 80 amperes, and we were rather inclined 
to think that your current was much in excess 
-of this. But if you know how to handle an arc 
to obtain best results, this is dismissed by your 
saying that at 70 amperes you get a very poor 
light. This, indeed, seems to point, not to your 
using a greater current than you think, but to 

.a lesser one. These, in fact, are our thoughts, 
“J.A.,” that 70 amperes should be sufficient for 
the satisfactory illumination of your picture, and 
80 amperes not too great a current to cause 
the crumbling up of the negative carbon. So 
we have to consider the human element. Are you 
certain of the facts of which you write? Are you 
actually using an 18 mm. carbon? Is the mini- 
mum current 70 amperes and the maximum 80 
amperes? Is the pressure 65 volts? We venture 
to think that on the one hand you would obtain 

.a very satisfactory picture with 7o amperes if 
the carbons were handled correctly. Certainly 
there should not be a great deal of difference 
.between the currents of 70 and 80 amperes. In- 
-deed, if at this higher amperage the carbons 
-burn in the way you say, you would get actually 
less effective light than with the lower current. 
Now, we are thinking this, that when you assume 
you are using 70 amperes, you are actually using 
.a Current much less than that, whereas when you 
.are consuming the higher current, your resist- 
-ance lever 1s in such a position that all resist- 
ance is cut out (some resistance frames are, un- 
fortunately, designed this way), so that your arc 
is burning with no ballast, and you have a 
higher pressure than necessary across the car- 
bon tips. If you are certain that your amperage 
‘conditions are correct, and that you are handling 
sthe arc in such a manner (the positive carbon 
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should be drawn slightly rearward of the nega- 
tive and the carbons inclined at an angle so that 
the crater squarely faces the condenser) that 
maximum light is received on the film, then we 
can only recommend you to try a different car- 
bon. There is hardly any need to mention any 
specific brand, but we would recommend you 
to ask your supply house to send you samples 
of the very best quality 18 mm. solid negativa 
and 25 mm. cored positive carbons they can 
supply. You will certainly find with carbons, as 
with most other things, that results are propor- 
tional to price. Certainly, if you use suitable 
carbons and a suitable current you will not have 
the difficulty of which you complain. 

x  * & 

“R.N.” is troubled with occasional misfiring 
of his petrol engine, and which he is unable to 
trace. He says when running at full speed the 
engine, which is a two-cylinder one, misses occa- 
sional explosions, so making the running very 
erratic. The sparking plugs seem all right, 
and the magneto appears to be in order. 

The misfiring may be due to either ignition or 
carburetter trouble, “R.N.,’”’ and so more than 
the magneto and the sparking plugs must be 
considered. It is frequently exce2dingly difficult, 
in fact, to distinguish, by merely listening to the 
running, whether the erratic firing is due to either 
the carburetter or the ignition. Perhaps mis- 
firing due to the latter is usually more regular, 
and what we might term snappy, than misfiring 
due to some fault in the carburetter or mixture. 
Not, however, always is this the case, and as be- 
fore remarked, it is frequently difficult to eluci- 
date the trouble without an examination of both 
factors. 
We might, perhaps, review the trouble of mis- 

firing under the heads of ignition and carburetter. 
Briefly, the working of a petrol engine is brought 
about by the satisfactory firing through the aid 
of a suitable electric spark of a mixture of petrol 
vapour and air. A misfire might take place 
through a fault in the ignition either through a 
total absence of spark or through a spark that 
is too weak. On the other hand, the misfire may 
be through a total absence of petrol in the cylin- 
der, by a mixture that is too weak in petrol va- 
pour, or by one that is too strong in petrol 
vapour. Given a suitable mixture and a satis- 
factory spark, ignition must take place. 

Let us consider firstly the carburetter. The 
modern carburetter is, if, sometimes complicated 
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.n practice, at least simple in principle. [t con- 
sists of a jet at some definite height in which 

petrol is maintained. The maintenance of this 
height depends upon the action of a valve aciu- 
ated by a float in a chamber directly connected 
with the jet. Around the jet is an air chamber, 
‘connected on the one side to the induction pips— 
i¢., the pipe conveying the mixture to the inlet 
valves, and on the other side direct to the atmos- 
phere. When the engine is not running the air 
around the jet is at atmospheric pressure, and 
the petrol in the jet maintains its normal height. 
When the engine is cranked round for starting, 
owing to the displacement of the pistons and the 
operation of the inlet valves a partial vacuum 
is created in the induction pipe sucking in 
through the carburetter petrol from the jet and 
air from the atmosphere. If the proportion be 
correct the mixture may be considered a firing 
one. The actual] proportion of air and petrol is 
determined by varying the size of jet or the size 
of choke tube—/e., the air passage around the 
jet. Carburetters are frequently supplicd with 
a number of jets and perhaps some alternatives 
in the way of choke tubes, so that warying 
mixtures can be obtained. Generally, however, 
particularly on constant speed machines such as 
electric generator engines, the actual dimensions 
of the variable parts of the carburetter have been 
determined by the manufacturer, and so, provid- 
ing certain other factors are in order, the correct 
mixture should at least be obtained at a given 
number of engine revolutions. What, then, under 
such circumstances, will create an improper mix- 
ture and cause misfiring? Firstly, a total ob- 
struction of the petrol jet. And when it is men- 
tioned that this jet has an orifice generally too 
small for a pin to penetrate, it will be seen how 
easy it is for the petrol supply to be robbed. 
However, when such happens the result is a com- 
plete stoppage of the engine, and if by a test of 
the ignition—that is referred to later—this be 
found in order, suspicion naturally falls on the 
carburetter. This misfiring, then, although caus- 
ing inconvenience, is not of such troublesome 
and irritating a character as when the misfiring 
is of an intermittent character. This, if the car- 
buretter is to blame, is generally due not to a 
complete stoppage of the petrol orifice, but to a 
partial one, in which case the petrol coming 
through in a too small, or, perhaps, a varying 
quantity, causes misfiring through weakness of 
mixture. Sometimes misfiring is due to a flood- 
ing of the carburetter, the needle valve in the 
float chamber not seating properly causing the 
petrol to overflow the jet at atmospheric pres- 
sure. When this is the case it 1s generally dis- 
cernible by petrol trickling from the carburetter 
when the engine is not running. The remedy, 
of course, is to clean out the float chamber, and, 
unless the valve be prevented from properly 
seating through the presence of a_piece of foreign 
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matter, regrinding the valve in its seating by 
the aid of a little emery flour. 

It can safely be considered that if the petrol 
be the correct height in the jet, and there be 
no obstruction in the petrol pipes, assuming the 
air to be unobstructed (in the modern “ automa- 
tic’’ carburetter the air looks after itself), mus- 
firing will not be due to carburetter trouble. 
Although, as before remarked, the trouble out- 
lined is not of infrequent character, and often 
misfiring due entirely to this cause is put down 
to ignition. 

We may now consider the igniting spark. This 
is usually obtained from a magneto machine. 
The spark takes place at the points of a plug 
fitted in the head of each cylinder, the spark 
being timed to occur immediately after the gases 
are compressed by the up-stroke of the piston. 
and at a time when the force of the explosion 
will drive the piston on its downward or power 
stroke. When misfiring 1s taking place, a very 
usual plan is to shut the engine down, remove 
the plugs from the cylinders, and to crank round 
by hand to observe the sparks at the plug points. 
Usually, if the spark takes place, it is considered 
that the igniting side is in order. Actually, it 
does not suthce for the spark to occur in the 
ordinary atmosphere. The electric current must 
be powerful and the spark rich enough to take 
place under the pressure of gas at the end of 
the compression stroke. Quite often a plug will 
spark regularly and apparently satisfactorily in 
air, but will spark but intermittently when in 
the cylinder head with the engine running. The 
modern magneto is a very reliable machine, and 
very seldom gives trouble. Seldom certainly. 
unless it has been in use for some few years, 1s 
it the direct creator of a weak spark, in which 
case the field magnets require remagnetising. 
So, generally providing the platinums of the 
contact maker are not badly pitted or eaten 
away, misfiring, due to ignition trouble, can be 
put down to the sparking plug or the connecting 
wires. With a two-cylinder engine intermittently 
misfiring, the best plan is to short-circuit (do not 
disconnect the high tension wire from the spark- 
ing plug—it is bad for the magneto) one spark- 
ing plug at a time. If one cylinder fires regu- 
larly, it can safely be assumed that either the 
connecting wire to, or the short-circuited spark- 
ing plug is at fault. A new plug should be in- 
serted, and if this does not improve matters, a 
new length of high tension cable fitted, as some- 
times by an abrasion of the covering leakage 
takes place. If by testing by the short-circuit- 
ing method it is found that the misfiring occurs 
in both cylinders, it is almost certainly an indi- 
cation of the mixture of gas being at fault. 

From these notes, ““R.N.,” we trust you will 

-be able to gain sufficient information to enable 
you to trace the cause of your particular mis- 
firing trouble. 
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Cinematograph and the Schools. 

By B. A. LOND. 

It would be difficult to-day to find any man 
of standing in the educational world who 's 
not more or less deeply impressed with the con- 
viction that the St hea ae ie will, within 
veasonable limits of time, find a footing in every 
well-equipped school. It is simply inevitable, 
and for this very substantial reason the writer 
deprecates the tendency in certain quarters to 
force the pace. and even to suggest unworthy 
motives on the part of those who cannot see 
their way to enter upon or maintain that pace. 
No reform, however desirable, was ever really 
advanced by such methods; therefore a word in 
favour of restraint appears judicious. 

In the first place, the burdened ratepayer has 
a night to consideration in this matter. Year 
after year the cost of primary and secondary 
education has been advanced, until it now 
stands in some working class (so-called 
‘‘dormitory ”) districts around the Metropolis 
at twelve, or even more, times the amount thar 
Mr. W.E. Forster declared to be the maximum 
sum entailed. This is a factor to be borne in 
mind when we see local education authorities 
approaching the question with caution. They 
have to account to their constituents and can 
scarcely be held blamable for not rushing into 
new expenditure where higher educational 
authorities have shown a wiser discretion. . 

Many of those outside the teaching profes- 
sion, who are pressing this subject “forward, 
would convey the impression that the cost in- 
volved is trivial—a matter of £100 here and 
there. These need to be reminded that the 
successive codes introduced in our elementary 
system, since, say, 1878, each entailed an ex- 
pansion of many hundreds of thousands of 
pounds. The principal ‘‘ virtue’ of advanciny 
by “‘ code ’’ was the preservation of uniformity 
throughout the country. The variations which 
have now crept in between the curriculum of 
one school and another are to many educa- 
tionists an undesirable feature, and they view 
with entire disfavour any innovation which 
would give a lower grade school in Tottenham 
an advantage—or supposed advantage—over> 
one in Middiewich, or elsewhere. When it is 
considered desirable, or essential, to introduce 
the cinematograph as an adjunct of the class- 
room, it must be on a universal basis. When 
this takes place it will be the most costly 
change that has ever taken place. As every 
local education committee looks for even- 
tual nationalisation as the onlv means of 
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equalisation of the burden of elementary edu- 
cation, is it wise now to attempt to force their 
hands ? 

Putting forward another view, is it not 
approaching the subject from the wrong side, 
the present attempt to introduce the reform 
in the lower grade schools? Were it not more 
appropriate, and more likely to achieve suc- 
cess, if those who seek to bring about the in- 
troduction of the moving picture as an aid to 
class subjects directed their energies toward 
the college, the grammar school, the high 
school, and the ttechnical schools of the land ? 
The field is smaller, the resources higher, while 
nothing seems more certain to the writer than 
that an assured footing obtained here would 
cause the new method to filter downward to 
the public elementary schools, as has been the 
case with other subjects which now are com- 
ion features of the ‘* free ’’ curriculum. 

It is, further, an error to assume, as appears 
to be the practice of many advocates of cine- 
matovraphic instruction, that the new art has 
spruny, voddesslike, fully armed for the edu- 
cational warfare. There is in reality a great 
vround to be covered before it can be truly 
said that producers can offer a list of subjects 
sufficient to supply the enormous demands that 
would be made upon them in the event of a 
national adoption of the projector in ihe 
schools. Messrs. Pathé Freres have demon- 
strated their ability to provide a programme 
or programmes suitable for shows of a com- 
bined educational and entertaining character; 
but one only needs to spend an hour in cnitical 
examination of the class books of an average 
primary or secondary school to realise that the 
list of cinematographic subjects available is 
almost microscopic in relation to these. These 
among us who remember the aborted ‘“ illus- 
trations " which adorned the early readers, his- 

torical, veogvraphical and other text books have 
a horror of witnessing a recrudescence of the 
system in photographic form. Much thought 
will have to be brought to bear, not by 
theorists but by practical instructors. upon the 
whole subject before even a. single, step is 
taken, or it will certainly result that the step 
will have to be retraced at considerable cost. 

It 1s, apparently, because the body cf 
teachers recognise these conditions, and hesi- 
tate before giving any adhesion to the pro- 
posal to install the projector on crude experi- 
mental lines, that they are accused of indiffer- 
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ence. As a body, however, these men and 
women have shown themselves only too willing 
to adopt, and only too eager to devise, new 
methods by which the minds of the children 
entrusted to them can be opened, and thereby 
made more receptive and retentive. All their 
success depends upon this achievement, and 
there has yet to come under the knowledge of 
the writer one of the educational rank and file 
who is not prepared to acknowledge the merits 
of cinematography as an aid to such opening 
of the mind—so far as it has been developed. 
Practitioners in the new art must not, however, 
let their enthusiasm lead them into an errone- 
ous estimate of its value. A false step at the 
initial stages—an attempt to “‘rush” cinemato- 
graphic teaching upon the schools of the 
nation—might defeat the very object aimed at. 

Pictures standing alone, it will be admitted, 
weigh for very little; pictures which have only 
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an indirect or imperfect relation to the textual 
portion of a class subject can be productive of 
relatively small good. There must be the 
closest and most obvious connection between 
matter and illustration, and the mere statement 
of this proposition brings into the foreground 
a vast field of work. Put it this way: Are the 
moving pictures to be adapted to the existing 
text books in science, history and geography; 
are the text books to be recast to adapt them 
to an arbitrary set of illustrative pictures; or 
are the two to be exhaustively considered and 
modelled to run in unison on practical lines ? 
Teachers generally will agree with the last 
proposition, and this is going to occupy a vast 
amount of thought and to cost a vast amount 
of expenditure. Harking back to the sugges- 
tion of national instead of local administration 
and taxation for purposes of education, it 
appears to be essential that the impatience of 
cynematograph enthusiasts should be curbed. 

NEW INVENTIONS. 
[Contributed by Mr. G. Pringle—Messrs. Hughes 

and Young, Patent Agents, of 55-56, Chancery Lane, 
London, W.C., who will give advice and assistance 
free to our readers on all matters relating to Patents, 
Designs and Trade Marks.] 

PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 

2,136.—E. A. V. H. Hardy and G. H. Hardy.— 
Cameras and projectors fer cinematographic use and 
the like. 

2,372.—S. G. Bartlett.—Film winding mechanism 
of cinematograph apharatus. 
2,414.—H. G. Giffard (Viscount Tiverton).—Pro- 

duction of coloured cinematograph films. 
2,490-—G. W. Cooper, E. Harwood, E. W. Martin. 

E. H. Colbeck and H. C. Coombs.—Cinematograph 
apparatus. 
2,622.—J. Gevaert.—Cinematographic or like films. 
2,704.—-J. Campbell.—Natural colour cimnemato- 

grappy. 
2,794.—T. H. Bolam, S. N. Barnard and A. S. 

Newnham.—Means for joining the ends of cinemato- 
graph films. 
2,856.—F. J. Cox.—Cinematograph apparatus 

and the like. 
3,214.—S. Cocanari.—Cinematograph apparatus 

and films for use therewith. 
3,2908.—F. R. Baldock and E. Shibko.—Sound re- 

producing devices for cinematograph apparatus. 
3,316.—E. A. G. Jones.—Apparatus for the visual 

reproduction of stories and the like. 
3,333.-—N. Power.—Motion picture machines. 
3,710.—J. Cooper.—Reel for cinematogranvh 
ms. 
3,838.—A. Bergman and I. N. Novakowsky-Dim- 

schitz.—Method to produce coloured glass negatives 
and paper positives and cinematograph films. 

PATENTS GRANTED. 
23,206.—Cinematograph, etc.—L. Frassier, 136. 

Rue Damremont, Paris.—In_ light projecting 
apparatus such as cinematographs and the like, a 
tank through which water is circulated is arranged 
between the source of light and the condensing lens, 
or the first lens when more than one condensing lens 
is used. In one form the tank is interposed between 
the source of light and the condensing lens, the wat2r 
leaves the tank through vertical pipes and descends 
through cooling coils * @ bottom_of the tank, a 
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pump being provided for increasing the speed cf 
circulation when desired. 
24,138.—Racks for cinematograph films, ribbons, 

etc.—C. F. K. Jenkins, Washington, U.S.A.—A rack 
for winding long strips of textile material, celluloid 
or the like so that successive turns are not in con- 
tact, comprises a plane member which may take the 
form of a spider turning around a central pivot, in 
which are spirally located a series of fingers adapted 
to be moved vertically into and out of the 
position in which they all project perpendicularly 
to the member upon the same side thereof. The 
strip is attached to the innermost finger and wound 
progressively outwards around the fingers which are 
brought up successively into position either by hand 
or automatically, during rotation of the spider. 
When the strip is unwound the fingers are returned 
to the initial position by gravity. 
24,161.—Colour Cinematography.—H. G. Giffard, 

Ormonde London and E. A. Merckel, of Surrey.— 
In colour cinematography, the records are taken and 
projected by means of two objectives, the period of 
obduration of the one objective being the period of 
exposure of the other, each record being taken and 
projected through its appropriate colour screen. 
When an additional condensing lens is used, an 
auxiliary cooling-tank, connected to the main cool- 
ing-tank 1s provided, and the interior of the lens 
mount 1s placed in free communication with the 
atmosphere through holes. 
23,904.—Cinematograph Apparatus.—L. Kamm, 

Powell Street, London.—A vaniable-pressure friction 
clutch for driving a film spool of the kind in which 
the variation in pressure of the parts of the clutch 
is effected by relative adjustment of two ratchet 
cams, has an arm attached at one end to the 
rotatable cam, and carrying at the other end a blade 
spring sliding frictionally on the spool-box so that 
the rod can be adjusted by hand and held in pasi- 
tion by friction. In the Provisional Specification 
it is stated that the variation in pressure mav ke 
obtained automatically by a roller bearing on the. 
increasing roll of film, and actuating the rod through 
a bell- crank lever. 
23,995.—Cinematograph  films.—J. Williamson, 

Wandsworth Common, and C. M. Williamson, Gol- 
der’s Green, London.—Cinematopraph films of the 
kind having opaque end portions, have those portions 
made integral with the film, and different from one 
another in colour or-surface. or both. 
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PARISIAN NOTES. 
By JOHN CHER. 

Under the heading * An Example Worth Copy- 
ing,” that interesting bi-weekly publication, Ze 
Cinema, calls attention to THE Broscope’s policy 
of supplying its readers with news concerning 
the educational and. scientific film. 

Mr. George A. Kessler. the American million- 
aire who gave a luncheon to the American base- 
ball players at his house at Passy the other day, 
had the event recorded by ihe cinematograph. 
Messrs. Pathé Fréres were chosen to film the 
invited guests, and I believe the pictures will be 
featured in a future American issue of the “Pathé 
Gazette.” 

At the Cinema Lutetia Wagram a private ex- 
hibition of a cinematographic ballet, entitled 
“Excelsior,” was given by Monsieur Charles 
Marey with much success. The film is a repro- 
duction of a celebrated ballet which was pre- 
sented many years ayo at a specially constructed 
theatre in Paris. In the moving picture version 
the stage scenes have been supplemented by 
actuality views which considerably enhance the 
spectacle. The film takes nearly two hours to 
show. I hope to give a more detailed descrip 
tion of this remarkable production in a future 
issue. 

Mr. Robert Schwabthaler, who took the film 
“With the Greek Army in the Firing Line,” 
sailed from New York on Thursday last ez 
route for this city. 

Mr. Frederick Burlingham’s film, ‘‘ Down the 
Crater of Vesuvius,” is being projected exclu- 
sively this week at the Pathé Palace, which has 
secured the sole rights to exhibit the picture on 
the main boulevards. 

—= ———— 

If Paris has too many picture theatres, the 
same cannot be said of the French provinces, 
which up till now appear to have been sadly 
neglected by cinematograph = eatrepreneurs. 
Nantes, for instance, has no picture theatre. The 

defect 1s to be remedied immediately, and work- 
men are constructing a palatial hall, where the 
inhabitants of this important town will be able to 
enjoy the pictures, of which they have so long 
been deprived. In the small and mediunvsized 
towns of France there is a great future for “the 
pictures.” 
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Monsieur de Ruyter has secured the agency for 
Tivol Films of Copenhagen. 

The Paris agent of the Western Import Com- 
pany, Monsieur Jacques Hatk, is also handling 
the Thanhouser Company’s products. 

Charles Mary has acquired the world’s nghts 
of the second series of productions featuring 
Suzanne Grandats. 

“It’s the name that counts now,” said a suc- 
cessful manager to me the other day. “ Yes,’ he 
continued, ‘ time was when the public was content 
to go and sce just picture plays. Now the 
people demand the acknowledged stars of the 
picture world. I find it pays to feature names; 
that’s why I always give a big publicity display 
for fine actresses ike Henny Porten and Suzanne 
Granda)s. 

One of the most popular films of the week is 
a Messter production, entitled “A French- 
woman's Heroism,” featuring Miss Henny Por- 
ten, who has become a warm favounte with 
Paris picture theatre patrons. This film “tops 
the bill’? at the Cinema Lutetia Wagram, the 
fine new picture theatre in the Avenue Wagram. 

On March 27th the Agence Moderne Cinemato- 
graphique will release a Film Parisien subject, 
called “The Blind Man of the Notre Dame 
Bridge.” 

Louis Aubert’s rights to the film having ex- 
pired, the Paris branch of the Cines Company 
announce that, commencing April Ist, ‘‘ Quo 
Vadis?"’ may be rented direct from the com- 
pany. The renting department of the Cines 
Company supply exhibitors of France, Belgium, 
and Holland. 

KODAK COMPANY DIVIDENDS. 

_In addition to the usual quarterly dividends of 
1} per cent. (being at the rate of 6 per cent. per 
annum) upon the outstanding Preferred Stock, and 
of 24 per cent. (being at the rate of 10 per cent. per 
annum) upon the outstanding Common Stock, pay- 
able on April ist, the directors of the Eastman 
Kodak Company of New Jersey have declared an 
extra dividend of 7} per cent. upon the Common 
Stock, also payable on April ist to stock-holders 
of record on March 7th. 
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: HARPER'S 
: | Ticket Issuing and 

| Recording Machine. 

For particulars as to Sale, Rental, or 

Hire Purchase, write to 

Harper’s Ticket Issuing and 

Recording Machine, Limited, 
(Established 1905) 

“le 65, LONDON WALL, E.C. 

OUTSIDE VIEW OF PAYBOX. Telephenes—London Wall 3129 (2 lines). 
SH Ow R O OM s : Telegrams—"' Pattullo, Londons.” 

Werks: GATTON ROAD, TOOTING. 
166-168, SHAFTESBURY AVE : 

Telephone : Regent AVENUE, w s Telephone, Battersea 1917, 
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THE AEROSCOPE. At the International Kinematograph 

Exhibition held at Olympia, London, 
this year, the Aeroscope was 

awarded First Prize, Gold Medal. 

THE CAMERA THAT DOES IT. 
Total weight 14 1bs., including 320 feet 
of Film. Size 12in. x 8tin. x 64in. No 
tripod or stand required. Interchangeable 
boxes for 320 feet of film can be supplied. 

The Aeroscope Camera, inverted by C. de 
ProszYNSK1 (Doctor of Engineering at 

the University of Liege), is driven by 

Compressed Air, 

As supplied to Paul J. Rainey, Esq. Lionel de Rothschild, Esq.. and exclusively 

used by Cherry Kearten, Esq., A. Whittaker, Eaq.. of India, and others. 

SOLE PROPRIETORS— 11, Haymarket, London, sw. . Se 
117, Chari s 

CHERRY KEARTON, Limited, > °° Sn wee 
Original from 

Digitized by Ls OOQIE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Sunderland and Wearside Sidelights. 

“The Last Days of Pompeii’’ accounted for 
crowded “ houses ’’ at the Palace Theatre, where, be- 
sides first class and new pictures, there is always 
good vaudeville. 

The other morning I had the pleasure of making 
the acquaintance of Mr. Gordon Gray, a gentleman 
who, in a comparatively short space of time, has 
made for himself a name and position in Durham 
County, and further afield, as an exclusive film and 
variety agent. His well-appointed offices are in 
Fawcett Street, Sunderland. From here, besides 

’ specialising in supplying the smaller country halls - 
with good pictures, many of them of tip-top quality, 
equal and similar to those seen in the big town 
palaces, he governs the Coxhoe and the West Corn- 
forth Electric Theatres, of which he is the pro- 
prietor, and finds time as well to prepare panto- 
mimes and do much vaudeville booking. ‘Her 
Supreme Sacrifice ’’ was, he informed me, in excel- 
lent request. 

Much activity prevails at the headquarters of the 
North-Eastern Film Agency at Sunderland at pre- 
sent, the long list of palaces and music-halls deal- 
ing with this enterprising firm having recently re. 
ceived several notable acquisitions. The Agency 
holds Northern rights for “The Great Gold Rob- 
bery,’’ the demand for which does not seem to 
slacken. Besides being secretary and manager for 
Messrs. Black Brothers’ theatres, and superintend- 
ing this concern, Mr. G. F. Hill is director of the 
Derwent Pavilions Company, Limited, which owns 
the Burnopfield and Coundon halls, both of which 
are, especially the former, in a very flourishing state. 
At Burnopfield, “A Cigarette Maker’s Romance’”’ 
went splendidly, whilst at the Coundon Hall, “ Gran- 
Dad’’ made an excellent feature. 

From every point of view the Picture House in 
High Street West is an attractive place. Most cer- 
tainly it was so last week, for one found there all 
the elements which go towards making a picture 
palace a popular resort. So far as films are con- 
cerned the programmes screened by Mr. J. McColl 
lacked nothing. “The War Makers’’ was intensely 
interesting, while on Thursday, the fifth of the 
Sherlock Holmes exclusives, “ Reygate Squires,’’ was 
the main lodestone. Excellent attendances ruled. 

4 

One hears Mr. James Noble make but a single 
complaint against his Gem Hall at Southwick, that 
iS in respect to its capacity. Huis Villette Hall at 
Hendon is also doing most satisfactory business. 

Four halls in the county of Durham are owned by 
Messrs. Black Brothers, of Sunderland. At the 
Bridgend Palace, Monkwearmouth, where Mr. J. C. 
Padden is in charge, 00 Geld Roabbery’”’ last 

oogle 

(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

week had a remarkably successful run, whilst at 
their West Hartlepool Palace Theatre, “ David 
Copperfield’? and “London By Night,’ the first- 
named a special exclusive, drew splendidly. 

Renovations are in progress at the Pavilion in 
Sans Street, despite which Mr. F. W. Hunter 1s 
managing to keep the entrants going, and what is 
more, does really good business. “ When the Earth 
Trembled ’’ was the top-liner. 

Nothing but what warrants the Theatre de Luxe 
being regarded as one of Sunderland’s premier 
places of entertainment was to be found there last 
week, when Mr. Fred Hudspeth had “From Out 
the Flood’’ as the star picture, along with such fine 
films as ‘“ The Children’s Hour,’’ “The King’s 
Man,”’ “ Motor Cycle Elopement,’’ as well as the 
Pathé cartoons and “ Gazette.’?’ Each week, Mr. 
Hudspeth issues a programme giving a synopsis of 
the film stories, and these sell remarkably well. 
penne here is in harmony with the title of the 
all. 

A great time is apparently ahead for the steadily 
increasing clientele which Mr. Thomas Adamson is 
attracting to the fine new Queen’s Hall Kinema in 
Bridge Street. Last week the “Three Little Or- 
phans,’’ “Shadows of Life,’’ “ Tragedy of the 
Cameo” and “ The Children’s Hour’’ made fine 
features and much patronage, whilst this week 
“From Out of the Flood’’ and “ The Diver’’ were 
the “star’’ films. Following these, Mr. Adamson 
has booked “ The Hunger Strike’’ exclusively for 
the town for March 12th, after which “Joan of 
Arc’’ and “ The Toreador’s Romance’”’ will be 
seen, whilst “ The Wreck ’’ may also be screened. 
Surely such a strong budget, supported by a varied 
selection of high-class films, ought to keep this 
dainty “ continuous ”’ well in the forefront. 

Building operations with the new hall at Boldon 
Colliery have not yet been commenced. Meanwhile 
Mr. Warnes is kecping the Star shining brightly. 
“When the Earth Trembled’’ proved a_ great 
favourite, and this week “ The Power of Conscience °’ 
and ‘The Master Crook’’ are more than meeting 
expectations. 

At the Spennymoor Hall, Mr. Arthur Rabey dis! 
well with “A Cigarette Maker’s Romance,’”’ and I 
hear that Mr. Jack Bocca had good houses to witness 
the screening of “ Heart of Mystery ’’ at the Easing- 
ton Hippodrome. 

With so much activity in the coal trade one is not 
surprised to hear that the Seaham Harbour Invicta 
and Empire halls, as well as the new Dowdon 
theatre, are, if not actually breaking records, cer- 
tainly giving their proprietors every reason for con- 
pratulating themselves upon having ventured into 
the cinema world, 
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FILM PRINTING FoR THE TRADE. 
Your Negatives can now be printed on 

ENSIGN STOCK by the Makers 

Austin Edwards Ltd., of Warwick, thus 

Guaranteeing the Finest Possible Results 

atthe LOWEST POSSIBLE COST. 

Prints on ENSIGN STOCK will 

outwear any others and the Photographic 

Quality is Superb. 

All Prints made at WARWICK, and if 

required returned same day as negative 

received. 

We are always open te purchase good and interesting negatives taken on our 

ENSIGN NEGATIVE STOCK. 

Telegrame—‘ FILMS, WARWICK.” Telephone—IX, WARWICK. 

AUSTIN EDWARDS... WARWICK 
(4009! e 
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GERMAN NOTES. 

(BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The Austrian Minister of the Interior has 
issued a decree that every cinematograph opera- 
tor, before projecting films, must be provided 
with a certificate giving evidence of his ability 
to perform his duties. 

Mr. Carl Wilhelm, manaver of ‘ Union” tilms, 
has left his position with that firm to join the 
Messter Film Company. 

——$—_——— - 

The House of Deputies suggested the taxation 
of cinematograph theatres, but the proposal was 
not adopted. 

A Society, entitled “Cinematography for the 
Schools,’ has been founded in Berlin. The idea 
originated with Dr. Fischer, a municipal coun- 
culor, who is the president of the Municipal 
Scholastic Deputation. The president of the 
Society is Dr. Hauessler, Inspector of Schools, 
who will be assisted in the campaign that ts 
to be undertaken by professors, schoolmasters, 
and schoolmistresses. The Socicty will help to 
develop the cinematograph as a means of in- 
struction and amusement tor school children. and 
will make a stand against the exhibition of un- 
desirable films. It is desired, also, to hire theatres 
in all parts of Berlin, to which school children 
will be admitted free of charge. 

Among the new companies recently founded in 
Vienna is the German Edison Kinetophone Com- 
pany, Limited, with a capital of 700,000 kronen. 
The manager is Max Paschke, a Viennese manu- 
facturer. 

Mr. Robert Schumann, who has been engaged 
for more than eight years taking cinematograph 
pictures of the fauna of Africa, exhibited thes: 
films on February 16th last in the palace of His 
Excellency the Chancellor of the German Em- 
pire, Bethmann Hollweg. The performanc:? was 
attended by the Emperor, the Empress, and the 
whole Court. The celebrated African explorer 
spoke for more than two hours, illustrating his 
remarks with the films that he had taken. The 
Emperor was very pleased with the performance, 
and thanked Mr. Schumann very heartily for 
the deeply interesting evening. Mr. Schumann 
has received so many invitations from) various 
parts of Germany that he intends to make a 
lecture tour of four weeks’ duration, 

Google 

The Government of Bavaria has prohibited the 
film. ‘Oliver Twist,’”’ and the exhibitors of 
Munich have presented a petition to the Go- 
vernment with reference thereto. 

At Frankfort it is now necessary that all pos- 
ters are first submitted to the police for appro- 
val before being affixed outside theatres or else- 
where. Those who do not conform with this 
regulation are lable to a fine of 60 mks. 

The biggest newspaper in Berlin has asked 
its readers what they consider to be the vreatest 
miracle of the world. Over 151,764 people re- 
plied to the question, their answers being as 
follows:—17,148 voted for wireless teleyraphy, 
16,259 for the Panama Canal, 12,328 for dirigible 
airships, 11,428 for the aeroplane, 11,296 for 
radium, 6,347 for the cinematograph, and 6,276 
for the “ Imperator.” 

IN VIENNA. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Picture playgoers of this city are keen admirers 
of Asta Nielsen and Henny Porten. Last we2k 
at the Rotenturn Kino, Henny Porten was fea- 
tured in “Thre Hoheit” and Asta Nielsen in 
“Engelein” at the Elte. 

Madge Lessing, the charming American actress 
who has just concluded a highly successful en- 
gagement at the Apollo Music-hall, where she 
figured in a novelty telephone sketch similar to. 
the “Keep Smiling” one in London, was re- 
cently seen in the pictures. Miss Lessing ap- 
peared in the leading role of a most ambitious 
five-act production, entitled ‘‘ Where's Colleti?” 
Herr Franz von Schonthan wrote the scenario, 
and Herr Ludwig Gruber was commissioned to. 
compose special music. 

A film of Esther and Helen, a clever dancing 
couple, was starred recently at the T. L. Kino. 
The pictures showed the Tango, Matchiche, and 
other popular dances. 

—— 

In consequence of the success of Edison's. 

Kinetophone at the Schonbrun Kino, I hear that 
a large company has been floated to run Edison's 
talking picture machine in Austria, Germany, 
Switzerland, and other countries on the Conti 

rent. 
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ATTACKING THE PICTURE PALACE. 
ED 

Once again the film producer and exhibitor have 
had to bear the brunt of a remarkable and _inex- 
plicable outburst, this time by Canon Rawnsley at 
York, who made some very strong statements as to 
the alleged demoralising influences of picture 
palaces, and offered a suggestion that schools should 
have their own films for exhibition to children. 

In an endeavour to show “the great danger to 
public morality,” Canon Rawnsley remarked that “the 
pictures shown have lowered the moral _ sense. 
Scholars think less of cruelty, lying, dissipation, and 
even theft. Some children, too, steal to find money 
for admission.” 

During the last few days quite a remarkable 
number of letters of protest have appeared in various 
periodicals throughout the country, and a very able 
letter from Mr. W. Lacon Threlford. We have plea- 
sure in appending extracts from a letter sent by Mr. 
George .Henderson, Newcastle-on-Tyne, one of the 
oldest members of the Trade, in reply to the Canon’s 
remarks: 

“The attack by Canon Rawnsley plainly shows 
that the reverend gentleman has more zeal than dis- 
cretion. Dare he utter any such charges against 

picture halls within the area of his own parish of 
Kendal as are involved in the summary of effects? 
Can he mention the hall in which any of the indecent, 
erotic, and criminal incidents were exhibited? If 
he can, why does he not do so? It is not honest 
to generalise in this way, even if there are solitary in- 
stances, but the way to eradicate an evil is to deal 
with it at its source. As soon as Canon Rawnsley 
lights on an actual instance of any such subject being 
exhibited, then let him go for it, and he will find 

every influential man in the film trade backing him 
up. A glance at the remedies suggested by the 
Canon shows how weak his case is. Children under 
a certain age should not be allowed to attend a 
second-house performance. Will a child be more sus- 
ceptible to evil influence because it is nearer bedtime, 
and therefore likely to go to sleep? Saturday after- 
noon matinées obligatory, and only films ‘fit for 
children’ to see. Who is to judge as to the fitness? 
Has Canon Rawnsley approached the Board of Cen- 
sors with any complaint regarding films passed by 
them ? How are the members of that Board to 
discriminate sufficiently for the reverend gentleman 
if he does not detail his objections. The concluding 
portion of his address is the most amazing of all. The 
picture business is, to all intents and purposes, an 

entertainment business. Surely the Canon does not 
contemplate introducing entertainment into the 

schools? If his idea is ‘to educate by pictures’ 
there is commonsense in it, but it must be another 
branch of the producing business altogether, and 
has nothing to do with the matter under review. The 
discussion raised by the speech of Canon Rawnsley 
seems to have been of a rather dismal character, the 
observations of Archdeacon Jones, of Shefheld, being 
very, very solemn. Might I whisper for the Arch- 
deacon’s consolation that thousands of children are 
in the happy position of having pence to spend be- 
cause their parents spend less at the public-house. 
Why, everybody knows well that the diminution of the 
drink bill is due to the picture halls. If the reverend 
gentlemen would only clear their minds of cant they 
would recognise that the public can judge of those 
matters themselves, and may be trusted to do what 

is right.” 

PLYMOUTH AND DISTRICT NEWS. 

(By OtR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

There is some talk of applications being made at 
the next licensing day to open up picture halls on 
Sundays. 

At Andrews’ Picture Palace large audiences were 
attracted to “Tess of the D’Urbervilles.” “The 
Motor-cycle Elopement ” was another enjoyable pro- 
duction, being fuli of thrills and incidents. 

At the Cinedrome, in Ebrington, Mr. W. Linsdell’s 
premier film was “The Trap,” which afforded the 
spectator plenty of excitement and sensation. “A 
Girl Worth While” (Thanhouser) was highly appre- 
ciated, and “Jenks Becomes a Desperate Character ” 
put the audience in a mood of tense excitement as 
they followed the exploits of the Adventurous Jenks. 

Mr. Knowles, at the Theatre de Luxe, arranged a 
series of films to suit all tastes, and the result was 
eminently successful—good audiences and everyone 
contented. “Trapped in a Forest Fire” had a de- 
lightful vein of heroism about it, and the drama was 
highly praised. Pictures with Western atmosphere are 

Google 

always exciting, and “ The Spartan Girl of the West” 
fulfilled that experience in every respect. ‘ Peaceful 
Victory” unfolded an interesting story of capital and 
labour. “Two Aristocratic Penitents,” a Vitagraph 
play, was up to the high standard associated with the 
producer, and was an uncommon story of absorbing 
interest. “The Family Honour ” (Edison) delighted 
the spectators, and the “Pathé Gazette” was well 
to the fore in the matter of illustratine the world’s 
latest events. 

“An Aviator’s Love Affair” was the feature of Mr. 
Charlie Rundle’s programme at the Theatre Elite. 
“ Between the Rifle Sights ” tells of life in the Wild 
West, and “ The Rustler’s Stepdaughter ” told a thril- 
ling story of Western life. Altogether, the Elite 
programme was one of the best in the town. 

At the St. James’s Picture Hall, the licensee and 
manager, Mr. W. Waugh, presented a first-class 
series of pictures, among which “The Massacre” 
was specially good. ‘A Romance of 1812” was also 
another strong drama. 
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Mlerta Exclusive Film Co.. Ltd. 

Full of 

Excitement 

from start 

to finish. 

We shall be 
glad to answer 

YOUR 
inquiries. 

167-169, Wardour Street, London, W. 
"Photie—REGENT 1426 Telegrams—" UNiFmMco, LONDON.” 
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THE 

GREATEST ATTRACTION 
for all up-to-date 

Managers to Book 

DURING LENT AND EASTER 

Prof. MAX REINHARDT’S MASTERPIECE 

THE 
MIRACLE 

With Music by PROF. E. HUMPERDINCK. 

IT HAS BEEN BOOKED AND RE-BOOKED 
AS A 

Great Box-office Magnet Everywhere: 

FULL LINE OF ARTISTIC PICTORIAL LITHOS, ETC. 

BOOK IT! 
JOSEPH MENCHEN, Sole Owner, 3-7, SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND, W.C. 

Telephone: Gerrard 9824. Telegraphic Address: ‘‘MIRACFILM, RAND, LONDON."' 
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AMERICAN CO. 

At the Potter's Wheel. 

—The fascination of an art 
pottery is cleverly inter- 
woven into a drama of 

‘The tragic death of a brutal French provincial life. 

employer finally enables a new happiness for the 
(March 16th. 80 ft.) 

True Western Hearts.—Two roughs break into the 
farm, but the son returns in time to rescue his 
father. They are touched by the distress of the 
widow of a neighbour, and are enabled to provide 

for her wants by means of a forgotten store of gold. 
(March 19th. 981 ft.) 

heroine. 

ANDERSON’S FILM AGENCY. 

DART. 

The Crime at the Sill. eidna ped by a ruse, the 

heroine heliographs from the mill a message which 

brings her help. A terrible struggle ends in the 

villain throwing her lover fom the top of the build- 

ing. A wild chase follows, but the girl is finally 
rescued and the plotter arrested. (March 16th. 
1,800 ft.) 

ROMA. 

A Bid for a Throne.—The machinations of a tyrant 

and a political intrigue are seen to cause a tragic 
series of events in a turbulent minor state, but truth 
eventally reigns, and a more peaceful era dawns for 
the people. (March roth. 3,000 ft.) 

Digitized by Gor gle 

FILMS—WEEK BY WEEK. 
Compiled from the Manufacturers’ Synopses. 

For Addresses, Telephone Numbers, etc., see ‘‘Film Releases.’’ 

CLARENDON. 
When Every Man is a Soldier.—The change in 

Timothy after his three years’ training is simply 
marvellous. Everything he does is “at the double,” 
even to the marriage ceremony, the comic proving an 
excellent argument for military discipline and 
celerity. (March 16th. 515 ft-) 

CRICKS; AND MARTIN. 

The Electric Doll.—Invent- 
ing a human-like doll, the Pro- 
fessor endows it with electrical 
properties. The results of the 
various attempts by “ bounders” 
to make the lady’s acquaintance 
cause a sequence of comical in- 
cidents. (March roth. 500 ft.) 

COSMOPOLITAN. 

DART. 
Haafnet Salmon Fishing.—The novel manner in 

which salmon are caught in the Solway Firth. The 
making of the nets is seen, then the fishermen wade, 
attired in rubber suits, waist deep in the water, and 
soon secure a splendid catch. (March 19th. 290 ft.) 

SAVOIA. 
Home, Sweet Home.—The infatuation of the son 

of a good family for an adventuress causes a sequence 
of tragic happenings. The girl ultimately proves her 

love, but dies at the hand of a villain. (March roth. 

2,500 ft.) 

DAVISON’S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

B. and C. 

A Little Child Shall Lead Them. 
—An excellent domestic drama, in 
which little Dorothy Batley acts 
the part of peacemaker between 
father and mother, and the home 

; is thereby saved from ruin. The 
child’s solicitude for the two tots in the midst of 
trouble is well enacted. (March 16th. 2,400 ft) . 

EMPIRE. 

How the Native is Educated in South Africa.—The 
transformation from untutored aboriginal to a skill 
in “the three R’s,” also in physical exercises, and the 
art of fencing, is well shown, also the ultimate 
change into a useful citizen. (March 19th. 357 ft.) 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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| FILM SERVICE, Ltd., 
11, DENMAN STREET, 

Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 
Telephone—Gerrard 5007. Codes—A.B.C. 5th Edition. 
Telegrams & Cabties :—‘Interfilm, London.” Western Union, and Private. 

The Largest Dealers and Shippers of Fine Secondhand Films in the World. 

UALITY TELLS! sctcancese caustics 
SALE PRICES. SALE PRICES. 

: App. Sale ; App. Sale 
Name of Film. | Maker. Length. a Name of Film. Maker. Length. aa 

s. 8. 
"+ Weank (available for May)............... Vita. 2880 1410 0 Quo: Vadis? ecicsecccdorrsiverncsiscienmkivedscnmees aes 25 0 o 

Midst Raging Beasts (available for May) Selig 2600 1310 0 ARG ios ooo aceite ancacnsessecagaseRiseocotecesencaccskes Cines 3600 14 © Oo 
Protea ....... woannediiueduaestalwanndemteavalheaanbacarcask Eclair 4840 17 10 0 Usurer’s S000............cccccecocuccscscesscccsececsece sceeiitiaveiete 2364 14 0 © 

Mee the ary Mado Hae SERN Te aS aa Ns Nord. 3032, 12 12 © Vengeance of Durannd.................cccccccccssceeees Vita 2027 810 0 
ystery o e r House............... or 3000 412 10 0 “ : 

Mystery of Kador Cliffs........... Gau. 2450 10 8 o Lieut. Daring Quells a Rekelion Clarendon 1177 2 § © 
Pe Nal Secs caveudeatetccase de nctaoae ete es Scanda 3379 14 10 0 Their Lives for QoUG................ccccsccscesecceneeeceesees 1§e0 )6 8 10_ 
The Devil'e Daughter..............00.0.....08 Nordisk 3000 15 10 © A Strong Man’s LOV6@..................:0008 Clarendon 2095 9-0 o 
Beasts of the Jumgle............... cee Selig 2210 9 5 © Power of SbOmMOE...................cccccsecsececeeceeees Lubin 1936 9715 © 
Battle of Bloody Ford....................cccccccecesecseceees 1828 715 © George Barmwelll................cccccccccssvesees Hepworth 2500 10 § o 
Cowboy Mllifliomalive....................cccceceeseeeneesenes 1965 815 0 Daughter of the Redekins........................ Bison 1800 § 10 0 
Sheridan’s Ride.........ccccccccsccecceccscseceecssescsssuveecenve 2350 915 oO Mystery of SOule....................cccccescsscsssessecescerseess 3100 1010 0 
Heroine of the Plains............0.....00... Pitre neeth ders 1800 710 © Great Circus Oatastrophe..................... Nordisk 3000 1515 © 
Pilgrimm’S Progress .........ccccccsccceccceeseeees peeled nass 3500 1010 o Charlie Colms and the Knave of Spades...Pathé 2600 10 0 0 
French: SPV iisiccssscceccocccmeinscerseieest sevecmedsdusonasianssenens 2892 815 o Escape of the White Qlove Gang............ Gau. 2590 10 © 0 
The Merchant of Vendoe............... ....:0008 Than 2000 8 o o God of the S8utt...............ccccceecsccecsccecesceoes Pathé 1870 8 0 o 
Little Daughter of the West..................... Bison 1765 10 0 0 The Governess (Copies in new condition)......... 1800 12 0 o 
Sal OG sai savtdesacsacecdecsauaeeiesannsentoecanysonniaes Torino 986 310 0 Martin Ohuzztewlt......................cc:ccccecneees Edison 3000 t0 o o 
Queen’s Necklace (Ccol.).............cccccceeeneees Pathé 2068 8 0 o Zigomar Felskin..........ccc.ccccsccessseeseveneccsecsancsscesves 3200 12 0 0 
Eve. OF tt UO ices cecstiedsctedinecievincccreestsecane Clar 1285 10 © o Milford l’Arsouile........ cc ccccecceeseceecunsees teens 1500 )6— 76 «Oo io 
Mine OwWie..............ccccsccccscecessccsssecsseseees _ Elite 2500 9g 10 0 Blazing the Tralll.................cccccececssseceewsvees Bison 2100 810 0 

fror Fifty Years.....cccccccssscsscscsccscsertescsess T OTINO 1500 § 0 Oo Billy’s Burglar................ccccccessscceccecescnncencees Vita. 1722 8 10 o 
Post Telographer..............cccccccsecsscsccscescees Bison 2000 12 0 0 The Dawnlan@...................ccccccsscsscscceccosescescescsacens 1826 B10 e 
Evil) -GOnlu@s ncnuscctmnancanwiciuawies Eclair 2770 1§ 0 0 Meath: oF QTY cs siiiecsesvissctinacsdaancaeaerntes Cines 2415 8 10 o 
Aeroplane Elopemontt.....................cc.cccccseseees Vita 1120 310 0 Barly Days in the West.............cccccecce0 Bison 1830 810 o 
Court intrigues of Henry VIITI................ Pathé 2640 7 0 0 Enoch  Ard@t..............cccccccccscscscucceeccececsseneces A.B. 2000 610 0 
Dark’ ; POU. iccseccstecsiraies cencectadieisiase. hia hesiatasnceis 3150 1210 0 Fire St S@@caunaiyd aiisaniiieetitnics Nord. 2663 S810 o 
Rags. tO BRIM wcccseseeccscsscetniniaccnsedn cs Veimmulisncsinwexe 2120 g 0 o Plonded - WW Gs vvsssessiniscsestescscaacerseresvasesunecetas Clar. 2016 810 o 
Reeiy. BURG osccsdocessctccpseccckeesaceaesvasseaixs ys oaccnceunseaseneens 2400 9 © Oo High Stake................cccsccsccscsscsscsesecsecsecees Nord. 2663 810 @ 
Blackall iscssssssccsssscisneenseevasetesesnsieveeads Cines 2266 10 © o His Brother’s Ortme....................... obese Cines 2248 810 © 
Path of Atomemment................ccssccscssscsssssecssenes wu $000 12: 10 0 His Lost Memory..................ccccscesscsscceseners Nord. 2191 810 © 
The Robbing of Happiness.................. Nordisk 2385 12 0 o Indian MAOGBROTE...................cccccacscsccseceneces Bison 2910 7 0 0 
Vioar of Wakefield..............ccscsscsccessseseceees Kalem 1923 3 2 9 Notre Dame de Paris (Ccol.)...........cccscceeee Pathé 2350 810 o 
Broken Sword..............ccccccsscscsessersees, es NOFdISK 3000 1§ 0 O Love’s Thorny PatWv...........cc::ccccscceeees .-..Cines 2029 2 0 © 
The Courtterfelters..............ccccccscscscecscoresereees staves 2000 10 0 oO Qld OWateau..............ccececccsscscscncecteseeraeses waht acavees 12975 § 0° © 
Two Engine Driwers................ccccccssecseeeeeee Cines 2190 10 © Oo Three Subtamas.................cccccceee esccreccssceees Pathé r0s0 210 6 
The: ‘TF OmMpeet vis vistecsciscccsvacssecemanensyccasoreniasyeeasexins 18s 810 © Great Mine Disaster (2 copies)............... Eclair 2420 10 © 0 

Code Word for each Film in Black. Are offered subject to being unseld on receipt ef inquiry. 

We can quote cheapest price (consistent with good quality) 

for _Exvort_any film issued _on the open market. 

SPECIAL ‘'EXPRESS”"-OVERSEAS PARCELS. 
Ge o—_ 

SALE PRICE—NOT HIRE. THINK iTHIS OUT. 
Sale Price. Code Word. 

10,000 ft. of Comic, Drama, Interest, Travel and assorted films. Best makes only...... £10.........  Tenthou 
25,000 ft. as above (equal to 4 complete programmes), including 3 features (1, 2 or 3 reel) . 

Best makes only 236@.......... ‘Twenthou 
50.000 ft as above (equal to 8 complete programmes), ineluding 5 features .......... Seinen: RB7......... 9 Fifthou 
75,000 ft of Assorted Films (equal to 12 compléte programmes), including 7 featu 

(1, 2 and 8 reel subjects) ......... seideas sate eeGuieew noe a Senate tata snag teawmentnce £87 10s. Sevthou 
100,000 ft. (equal to 16 complete programmes), including 9 features (1,2, and 3 reel subjects) £118 ...... Hunthou 
200,000 ft. (equal to 40 complete programmes), including 20 features ......... .........0006 £218 ...... Milthou 

Every film carefully examired and sent in fine running condition.‘’. All Feature Films in above parcels are leading subjects. We 
only buy the best. No junk. A good supply ‘of posters included. The above prices are Net Casn with Orper, carriage forward. 
Shipping orders dispatched by quickest mail." When‘goods are urgently required. Foreign and Colonial Buyers can arrange to cable cash 
direct to us. or through their loreal bankers’ London‘agents. who will pay us against shipping documents or postal receipts. 

EXPRESS FILM SERVICE, 
11, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 

(Publishers of the ‘' Express Overseas Mail.’' Senditrade card for specimen copy). 
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_ ECLAIR, 
AMERICAN STANDARD. 

Jack, the Wolf.—Picturesque drama of the Can- 
adian North-West, and the results of bitter enmity 
between illicit trappers and the Mounted Police. The 
tragic ene of “the Wolf” is a thrilling scene. (March 
1gth. 1,942 ft.) 

Aunt Hetty’s Goldfish.—Returning home after one 
or two “tonics,” nephew John craves for water. When 
he sees the contents of the bowl, the “apparitions ” 
bring the first of a chapter of amusing incidents, 
pag ‘ie lose John his inheritance. (March igth. 
Q57 It. 

ECLAIR. 

Under the Mask of Affliction.—In 
order to rid himself of the engineer, 
who is his rival for the heiress, the 

a ee in the galleries. The 
intended victim miraculously escapes 
and ultimately recovers from his dis- 
figuration. He denounces the scoun- 

drel and claims the woman who loves him. (March 
16th. 2,318 ft.) 
_ Funnicus Rescues His Brother.—Wonderful indeed 
is the manner in which the great hero is enabled, by 
the aid of a camera, to storm the impregnable castle 
and bring home the victim of forcible feeding. 
(March 16th. 675 ft.) 

SCIENTIA, 
Arabian Types.—Life in Egypt is splendidly de- 

lineated, with the proud Arabs and their veiled con- 
sorts before picturesque backgrounds. (March 16th. 
90 ft. 
Electric Phenomena.—Some interesting  experi- 

ments, both old and new, portray the effects of various 
discharges. {March igth. 310 ft.) 

THOMAS A. EDISON, LTD. 
Janet of the Dunes. 

—An _ idyllic drama, 
from the novel by 
Harriet T. Comstock, 
played upon a pictur- 

esque coast. Specially eed in THE BIOSCOPE of 

Feorngey 5th, on p. 592. (March 16th. 2,000 ) 
Sense of Humour.—Story of a comical plot, 

eet in order to give an English visitor the real 
atmosphere of the West. His vigorous attack upon 
his “Injun” captors revealed the true nature of the 
affair, but a pretty girl soon put an end to his ill- 
humour. (March 16th. 

Digitized by Sogl e 

mite manager deliberately causes’ 

Wild Wales.—The second of the “English Beauty 
Spots ” series shows the rugged scenery around Llan- 
gollen, the Dee, and famed Bettws-y-Coed. (March 
1gth. 350 ft.) 

MARC MCDERMOTT. 

The favourite “raison” Actor. 

The Haunted Bedroom.—Cleverly portrayed story 
of the concealment by a dying man, of wealth 
acquired by gambling, in a low Parisian inn. The 
ghost guarded the room until an honest man came, 
when the hiding place was revealed, and a woman’s 
despair was changed to joy. (March roth. 1,000 ft.) 

Teaching His Wife a Lesson.—The sniteful rivalry 
in dress of two women neighbours ultimately causes 
the husband of one to make a hideous mistake, which 
ends in explanations before an amused police ser- 
geant. (March roth. 700 ft 

ESSANAY. 

The Trail of the Snakeband.— 
The finding of a hatband brings 
strong circumstantial evidence 
against Bob, but he is enabled to 
capture the real murderer and estab- 
lish his own innocence. (March 16th. 
904 ft.) 
Life’s Weaving.—Fate brings into 

the life of a young man a love for a foreign adven- 
turess. Even when he discovers a former liatson with 
his own father he would marry her, but the woman 
shows that she has a heart, and ends her life alone. 
(March 16th. 986 ft.) 

AucusT’ v 

Of the famous “ Alkali Ike ” Comedies. 

The Barter of Louisa.—Comedy-drama of the wiles 
of ‘little Italy,” and the intervention of a good- 
hearted Irish policeman, who literally sits upon the 
wicked suitor and the girl’s drunken father while the 
young couple are hastily married by the priest. 
(March 16th. 999 ft.) 

The Awaksning at Snakeville.——Alkali Ike suffers 
badly from a henpecking wife, Sophie. In the course 
of a funny comedy, “sleeping powders’ purchased 
from a fakir play a prominent part, but when Sophie 
wakes up she astonishes the poker playing plotters, 
while Ike receives her caresses. (March roth. 
1,872 ft.) Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Remember 

“The Master 

Crook ? 

THIS ONE IS 

AS GOOD. Length 

2,559 ft. 

Released April 20th. 

(The Master Crook Series, No. 2.) 

The Master Crook 
-Outwitted by by a Child. , 

: Ta ee ae, es 363 ft. 

— DAV ISON S Released 

panne Film Sales Agency, _—" 
MONEY for 151-153, Wardour St., PANIC. 

_ London, W. NOTHING. % 
| SPHINX | _ 

A Good Tramp Comic 
is a certain draw. 

The Films the . 
Google 

Telegrams and Cable 

** Dafilsage, case ~~ 
% 

A bright little skit on 

the invasion scare. 

“Public Want. 

‘Phone: 

; Regent 4985. - 



Told by the Cards.—aAn allegorical dream drama, 
which ends in the girl selecting the man who vroved 
to be the Jack of Hearts. (March igth. oS35 ft.) 

Having a Good Time.—Comedy dealing with the 
evils of “too much moncy,” as demonstrated by the 
effects upon a poor clerk of an unexpected legacy. 
(March roth. o88 ft.) 

GAUMONT. 

False Rubies.—}y the wiles of 
X an adventuress, a jeweller gets 

into the hands of swindlers, but 
his cashier evolves a means of 

€Gatimant saving his master, and meets an 
accusation by a denunciation of 
the plotters, which saves the 
honour of himself and his daugh- 
ter. (March 16th. 1,300 ft.) 

The Torrent of Pau.—A wild and picturesque val- 
lev of the High Pyrenees is shown, with its magnifi- 
cent falls, in a tastefully coloured scenic. (March 
1Oth. 425 ft.) 

Scenes from the Works at Longwy.—.\ visit, one 
of “metallurgy of iron” series, to a rolling mill, 
where girders, rails and steel wire are made. Fascin- 
ating and instructive. (March 16th. 545 ft. ) 

Simple Simon and the Suicide Club.—His -initial 
entry creates a row with a fellow member, and the 
mandate declares that Simon must die. The cemical 
tivalc, after Simon’s futile attempts at suicide, will 
prove very diverting. (March 16th. 1,080 ft.) 

The Man Who Smiled.—aA cleverly written satire 
upon the maner in which minor appointments’ are 
filled in the French Civil Service. A real .omedy ct 
errors, with the implacable Perdrot as the human 
shuttlecock. (March roth. 1,950 ft.) 

Fateful Watermark.—Society drama, in whith tne 
watermark upon a Ictter furnishes convincing procf 
of a forgery. (March roth. 805 ft.) 

A Sandstone Quarry.—The blasting, shaping and 
dressing of paving blocks as used in rrance, and 
their final transport and use. A good picture of a 
clever business. (March 1oth. 3090 ft.) 

The Taming of Marie.— Marricd to a flighty voung 
wife, a widower found himself constantly in a state 
of suspense until a friend’s ingenuity compclied the 
faithless one to a recognition of her husband’s right 
to her society. (March i9th. 1,000 ft.) 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY. 

MILANO. 

Kelly Finds the Gloconda.—In search of the tamous 
missing painting, Kelly makes a wonderful discovery, 
but, instead of the big reward, gets a buffeting sur- 
prise and a drenching. (March 16th. 425 ft.) 

Dick and the Tango.—An amusing skit upon the 
prevailing craze. Dick plavs havoc éverywnere with 
the dance, and even performs with a donkey as jart- 
ner. His final stens as the tagno dancing victim of 
a cannibal menu earn him the dignity of a deity. 
(March roth. 460 ft.) 

Google 

HEPWORTH. 

Out of the Frying Pan.— 
Having lost bis “Wild Jan 
from Borneo,” <howman Brown 
prevails upon Private Snorkins 
to desert and take on the job. 
Snorkins makes a howling suc- 
cess until he tires of the job, 
and cleverly compels Brown to 

(March 16th. 550 ft.) 

The Whirr of the Spinning Wheel.—Despising the 
love of the blacksmith, Nan leaves the village, and 
ultimately becomes the mistress of a wealthy man. 
The call of home, however, proves too stronz for 
her, and she leaves the lap of luxury for a new and 
honest life. (March roth. 1,575 ft.) 

Poorluck Minds the Shop.—Although in a some- 
vhat elevated condition, he is left by the missus, 
whose departure enables his tormentors, the “kids ” 
of the neighbourhood, to enjdv seme riotous scenes. 
(AMlarch 19th. 350 ft.) 

qpoorl 
accept him as a son-in-law. 

A. E. HUBSCH & CO., LTD. 
SASCHA. 

ideal Film Manufacturing.—An unusually good 
trick subject. The film goes through all the ohases 
of manufacture without a human hand appearing dur- 
ing the course of the many operations. (March roth. 
608 ft.) 

VITASCOPE. 

The Diamonds of the Duchess.— 
Another stirring series of episodes, 
in which [etective Haves hires a 
locomotive and engages in an ex- 
citing race, His clever disguises 
and an ingenious ruse enable the 
capture of the thieves and the 
restoration of the jewels. (March 
ith. 2.052 ft.) 

KINETO. 

The Timber Industry, British Gelumbia.— An in- 
terest film, with both charm and action. The maicstic 
scenes in the forest, the felling of the monsters. and 
the unique manner of their transport will appeal in 
every sense of the word. (March roth. 520 ft.) 

LUBIN. 

Son of His Father.—A powerful 
sermon against the sin of gambling 
is contained in the story of the father 
who unknowingly puts his son upon 
the downward path. <A tragedy re- 
veals all, the den is sold up, and the 
family reunited. (March 16th. 
2,040 ft.) 

The Death Trap.—Set bv the 
members of a counterfeiting gang, a 
rille is trained across the path in 

such a manner as to fire unon the inquisitive. A lucky 
accident saves the life of the detective, and enables 
a sensational finale. (March 16th. 1,028 ft.) 
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The Season’s Greatest Film Successes 

WERE PRINTED BY 

“The Biak Studios.” 
285, Cours Gambetta, LYONS. 

The Betrothed 

a! The Two Sergeants | Pasquali 

The Last Days of Pompeii \ 

Spartacus, etc. | | 

The Ghost Club \ 

Cupid Works Overtime | Gloria-Films 

Love Never Dies Borelli Series. 

The Memory of the Other 

“THE BIAK STUDIOS” print their positives 

| on film-stock of their customer's own choice. 
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE Broscopz, Marcu 5, 1914. 

When Cupid Takes in Washing.—Comedy of studio 

life, in which the artist is compelled to do his own 

laundry work until the tide of fortune turns. (March 

16th. 664 ft.) 

The Hold-up Pedlar.—Ikey Einstien cleverly turns 

the tables upon Soapy Sam. (March 16th. 227 ft.) 

Manufacturing Pearl Buttons.—An “interest,” 

which shows the clever machinery utilised, and the 

proceses in a little known industry. (March 16th. 

345 ft.) 

The Doctor’s Romance.—In the midst of a busy 

life, the doctor finds the need of a woman’s love. The 

nurse and her little son are overlooked for a while, 

but the young scamp soon realises that mammy is 

pining, and rings up the doctor and effectively com 

pels an awakening to her love. (March 1oth. 1,037 ft.) 

When He Sees.—Domestic drama of mining life, 

in which the discovery of a rich lode is the means of 

generous help for a man stricken with blindness, 

and his patient, suffering wife. (March 10th. 1,027 ft.) 

From Janitor to Artist.—Discovering the latent 

talent of a budding Velasquez within his bosom, the 

youth proceeds to Futurist sketches upon all man- 

ner of media. His final “decoration” of police pro- 

perty raises the ire of the force, and he is forced to 

study the chiaroscuro of a cell. (March roth. 706 ft.) 

A Leak in a Pipe.— Merely the result of an attempt 

to hang a picture, yet what a train of troubles until 

the plumber condescends to “ (March roth. 

337 {t oe | . 

plumb.” 

Digitized by Goc gle 

M.P. SALES AGENCY. 
lela nc pe. 

BIOGRAPH. 

The Husband's Experiment.—The 
idea of testing the faith of his wife, 
in accordance with a_ professor’s 
theory, proves “too much,” and 
Don Quixote story, decides that his 
hubby, urged by the reading of a 
place is at home, quick- (March 
16th. 1,075 ft.) 

Out-Blacked.—The Black Four kidnap the spinster 
daughter of Judge Meek, and find they have “caught 
a Tartar.” Glad, indeed, are the four to pay the 
judge for her “deportation.” (March 16th. 580 ft.) 

The Lonedale Operator.—Reissue of one of the 
finest of railroad dramas, depicting the ready wit and 
bravery of a girl of the West. (March 16th. 1,075 ft.) 

His Father’s WHous2.—Through a brawl at the 
dance hall where she sings, the wife leaves a jealous 
husband and finds a new home in an unknown dis- 
trict. Her employer proves to be her husband’s 
father, who soon compels a reformation. (March 
1oth. 1,025 ft.) 

The Suicide Pact.—A voung couple ingeniously 
overcome the objections of an irate father by means 
of a “tragedy.” Two dummies are thrown over the 
cliffs, and the rest is easy. (March roth. 632 ft.) 

A Fallen Angel.—A model, ignoring the love of her 
employer, left with another. Years later the artist, 
by means of a fine picture, reclaimed the woman to 
love and a better life. (March roth. 1,045 ft.) 

Her Pet.—Perkins bribes a vouth to steal his wife’s 
poodle. The virtuous one sees Mrs. Perkins’ agonis- 
ing ‘“‘ad.,” and returns Fido, and receives the reward 
of “honesty.” (March roth. 340 ft.) 

KALEM. 

A Dream of the Wild.—Falling 
asleep, book in hand, a city man 
dreams of a charming romance, which 
is vividly portraved ere his awaken- 
ing. (March 16th. 966 ft.) 

The Electrician’s Hazard.—Story of 
a scoundrelly plot to electrocute a 

tival. A brave girl prevents the crime, and the vil- 
lain suffers the fate intended for another. (March 
tgth. 1,024 ft.) 

Bill’s Board Bill_—Securing a dandy suit, a tramp 
lives in fine style at a boarding house until the de- 
ception is discovered. when Mrs. Curry prepares a 
chutney time fon;WihkKafigm (March roth. 651 ft.) 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 



BRILLIANT ann ATTRACTIVE 
EXCLUSIVES. 

THE LADY OF 
MONSOREAU 

Produced by the ECLAIR FILM CO. 

THE ALBION DANCE 
== FILM == 

A Peview of Ancient and Modern 

Dances. 

Exclusive Rights controlled hy :— 

ALBION EXCLUSIVES Ltd. 
40, GREEK STREET, LONDON, W. 

Telephone—5285 Regent. FILCO. 
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Frayed Fagin’s Adventures.—The knight of the 
road has a busy day with a bulldog, the denizens of a 
hive, and a Salvation meeting. He winds up with a 
much-needed and_ forcibly administered bath. 
(March 1oth. 400 ft.) 

MINERVA. 

Mirian Norward, Detective.—The slender clue of a 
wrist watch puts Miriam on the track of a danger- 
ous gang, but after many thrilling adventures she 
nobly succeeds in her mission. (March 16th 2,431 ft.) 

MONO. 

The Musical Clock.—A man is hidden in the case. 
All goes well until wine comes within his reach, when 
discord reigns supieme. (March 16th. 566 ft.) 

Too Good a Dinner.—The result of excessive lubri- 
cation is seen when two students return home, and 
one throws the other out of the window, thinking 
he has put him to bed. (March roth. 666 ft.) 

WELT. 

The Natural ice Industry.—Interesting pictures of 
the cutting and floating and the ingenious manner in 
which chutes are used for the transport of the blocks. 
(March 16th. 324 ft.) 

In the Norwegian Mountains.—An artistic scenic re- 
lease, giving remarkable views of the famous glaciers 
of the Land of Fjords. (March 1oth. 337 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY FILM CO. 

AMBROSIO. 
Oh! That Gigetta.—Dressed as a chauffeur, ine 

girl engages the elderly marchioness in a flirtation. 
An “elovement ” follows, the end of which is that the 
giddy old lady is compelled to assent to Gigetta’s 
marriage with her nephew. (March 16th. 1,724 ft.) 

Essence Manufacture.—An engrossing and scien- 
tific industry never previously shown in “pictures. 
(March 16th. 542 ft.) 

The Virgin of Babylon.—An unusually elaborate 
visualisation of the days of King Ninia and a miracle 
of the arena, the lions disappointing the angry mob 
by lying at the feet of Esther, the intended sacrifice. 
(March roth. 920 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY. 

The Waterworks of Stockholm.—An_ informative 
tour of the filter basins, giving an insight into 
modern methods of purification. (March 16th. 403 ft.) 

NEW MAJESTIC FILM CO. 

MAJESTIC. 

A Mix-up in Pedigrees.—Comedy of 
snobbish parents and two suitors. The 
stenographer proves a friend to the girl, 
and so changes the pedigrees of the two 
men that “the highly born ” is ignomini- 
ously rejected. (March 16th. oor ft.) 

The Greatest Love.—Society drama, in which an 
accidental crime is fastened upon an innocent man 
by an adventuress. His rival, a lawyer, generously 
undertakes his defence, and by a reconstruction of 
the murder, the woman is compelled to confess her 
share in the affair. (March 1oth. 904 ft.) 

Digitized by Go gle 

RELIANCE. 
The Hardest Way.—An _ ex- 

convict gets work, but is  sus- 
pected of another crime. The de- 
tectives come to search his house, 
the only thing incriminating 
being his old pack of tools. His 

daughter throws them into the river, and his safety is 
established later when an old employee is charged 
with the crime. (March 16th. 992 ft.) 

The Original Wilii—A\ scheming nephew forgets 
the kindness of the old valet and housekeeper, who 
are mentioned, and destroys the will before his dying 
uncle’s eyes. A dramatic surprise follows when the 
nephew is turned out by the lawyer and the old ser- 
vants receive all und ra forgotten will. (Mazch roth. 
966 ft.) 

NORDISK FILM CO. 

Alone With the Devil. — Feature 
drama, dealing with hypnotism and 

4, crime, a diabolical plot to incriminate a 
wronged husband, and the clever eluci- 

y dation of a mystery by marks upon the 
S* b att of a revolver. (March 16th. 3,210ft.) 

The New Cook.—Out for the evening, Hubby fol- 
lows a charmer. His dismay when he reaches home, 
to find her the new cook leads to complications and 
jealousy ad lib. (March 16th. 1,260 ft. ) 

PASQUALI FILM CO. 

For Their Country.—Driven to 
the Carpathian Mountains, a 
secret society chance upon a rich 
mine. They entrap an engineer, 
and the mine becomes a valuable 
property under his guidance. 
When soldiers appear, the officer 
in charge is recognised, and the 
engineer’s life is at stake. The 

finale is a fitting one to a good drama. (March 16th. 
3,000 ft.) 

Polidor, Somnambulist.—An attempt to deceive 
“the missus,” and thereby enjoy a gay banquet with 
his pals, ends in an extremely “rough passage” for 
the schemer. (March 16th. 570 ft.) 

Polidor Requires a Little Instruction.— Madame, 
a vixen, becomes tired of his lack of knowledge. 
Polidor is sent to school, and learns very rapidly how 
to subdue the disturber of his domestic peace. 
(March roth. 680 ft.) 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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SuPPLEMENT TO THE BroscoPE, MaRcH 5, Xii!. 1914. 

PATHE FRERES. 
A.K. 

Too Much Parcels Post.—James, the postie, is pro- 
moted, and receives his first batch, under protest. 
His lively parcels cause trouble, which culminates in 
his wife finding him with a baby. An ill-timed blow 
and a stick of dynamite cause a loss to the depart- 
ment. (March roth. 925 ft.) 

ECLECTIC. 

The Music of the Past.—Drifting apart, the hus- 
band and wife meet for a final settlement consequent 
upon divorce. The sight of the old home reawakens 
the man’s love, and the music, played by the children, 
effects’a reconciliation. (March 15th. 825 ft.) 

The Voice Within.—The discoverer of the perpe- 
trator of a crime, yielding to temptation, resorts to 
blackmail, until the voice of conscience calls upon 
him to effect the release of the innocent. (March 
19th. 1,674 ft.) 

MICHIGAN. 

The Queen of the Plains.—The fine public build- 
ings of Denver, and its interesting monuments en- 
able a production of a good series. (March roth. 
200 ft. 

PATHECOLOR. 

Three Charming Health Resorts.—Uriage, wtih its 
fine chateau, Allevard, the birthplace of Bayard, and 
popular Aix- le-Bains provide some beautiful views, 
each spa receiving full treatment. (March 15th. 
625 ft.) 

The Potoroo Rat.—An excellent scientific study, in 
colour, of an Australian animal. This rodent, of the 
kangaroo species, is of nocturnal habits, thus prov- 
nee oe subject for the camera. (March 1oth. 
350 ft. 

PATHE. 

Wiffles Gets Kidnapped.— 

Entrapped by brigands bold, 
a ransom of so much per hair 
of his head is demanded. A 
lightning hair restorer is 
used, and “the firm ” look like 
having to pay heavily when 
Carlita, with a  depilatory, 

cleverly outwits the schemers. 
(March 15th. 1,200 ft.) 

Jim’s Close Connection.— 
He becomes attached, Siamese 
twin-like, to an undesirable 
acquaintance, who soon dis- 
graces poor Jim by Apache 

A thrilling fight and a convenient circular 
(March 15th. 975 ft.) 

Nick Winter Finds the Gioconda.—On the track of 
another crime, Nick is enabled to discover a very 
curious hiding place for the famous missing work 
of art, and enjoys a rich triumph. (March roth. 
1,200 ft.) 

manners. 
saw puts an end to the alliance. 

S.C.A.G.L. 

The Betraying Mark. The procuring of a female 
double enables the formulation of a kidnapping 
scheme. The substitute and her male accomplice 
secure the fortune of the prisoner, who, however, 
escapes, and, in a dramatic oe ile the pair to 
the police. (March 15th. ooo ft.) 

Digitized by Go gle 

SWEDISH. 

A Soldier’s Duty.—Exciting spy drama, in which 
the unscrupulous Count does not hestitate a professed 
love to gain his ends. When a wealthy woman dis- 
covers his object he transfers his affections. His 
tragic death by dynamite is the end of the story. 
(March 1oth. 2,700 ft.) 

PH@ENIX., 
Who Will Mary Martha?—The widower’s proposal 

is made the opportunity for a very comical blackmail- 
ing scheme. Its success suggests a repetition, but at 
the third attempt, “ unsweetened” proves the downfall 
of Mrs. Blobbs, the accomplice. (March 16th. 750 ft.) 

PREMIER. 
Swedish Waterfalls.—Awe-inspiring ravines, and 

rushing torrents enhance the beautv of a scenic which 
includes the Proldhatten, a famous beauty spot. 
(March 16th. 221 ft.) 

Th: Tale ef a Pzar.—Clever allegorical trick film, 
based upon an ancient French fable illustrating the 
ages of man. (March roth. 472 ft.) 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 

BLACHE. 

The Fortune Hunters.—Cleverly devised and sen- 
sational melodrama. The feature was specially re- 
viewed in THE BIOSCOPE of January 22nd, on p. 383. 
(March 16th. 3,250 ft.) 

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO. 
Amid Raging Beasts.—Tensely 

dramatic feature. An infuriated 
elephant and an “almost human ” 
chimpanzee play prominently 
amidst _ others. Specially _ re- 
viewed in THE BIOSCOPE of 

January 29th,pp. 490-1. (March 16th. 2,600 ft.) 
When Father Craved a Smoke.—Old Briggs has 

a daughter, who compels suitors for her hand-to work 
on the wood-pile. A dude arrives, allows pa a good 
spill, and proves himself an adept at the sticks. 
(March 16th. 773 ft.) 

The Hop2less Dawn.—Drama of fisher folk and a 
bitter enmity between brothers, rivals for the hand 
of a coquette. When the two are cast upon the beach, 
locked together as in the quarrel, the heartless girl 
loses her reason. (March 1oth. 1,091 ft.) 

“ 

‘THE OPEN Door.”’ 
Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 



Xiv. SuppLeMENT TO THE B1OsScoPE, MARCH 5. IQI’. 

The Craven Heart.—Reissue, by request, of a 
drama which contains a good story and a fine fire 
scene and rescues. (March roth. 1,000 ft.) 

‘ 

The Rustler’s Reformation.—The victim of the 
cattle thief, despite a discovery, insists upon marry- 
ing the man’s daughter. He enters the house, mur- 
der in his heart, but is brought to his senses by the 
prayers of the minister. (March roth. g8o ft.) 

Hilda of Heron Cove.—tans, a fisherman, loves 
the girl, but she becomes infatuated with a million- 
aire yachtsman. In gratitude for-her saving his life, 
he takes her to his home, but society does not allure 
her, and she returns to her simple lover. (March 
19th. 1,000 ft.) 

G. SERRA. 

CELIO. 

Love is Blind.—Picturesque drama of society and 
gipsy life. Specially reviewed in THE BIOSCOPE of 
February 12th, on pp. 708-9. (March roth. 2,120 ft.) 

CINES. 
Angel of Peace. — 

Special reissue of a 
charming drama, in 
which a destitute wife, 
driven from home by jeal- 
ousy, steals her child. 
The affection of the little 
one brings about a _ re- 
conciliation. (March 
16th. 773 ft.) 

Bidoni’s Dream. — A 
remarkable | comic, _ in 
which he “sees things ” to 
such an extent that a 
horde of lions are leaping 

(March i6th. 615 ft.) 

Venice at Night.—Delightful scenes in the Pearl 
of the Adriatic by setting sun and by moonlight. 
Wonderful photography and a variety of changes. 
(March 16th. 360 ft.) 

Bloomer Has a Drink.—Vith the best of intentions, 
but, alas for human nature, his frailty sets such a 
bad example that the whole family returns home at 
an unheard of hour, only to find themselves locked 
out. (March roth. 837 ft.) 

in all directions. 

THANHOUSER. 

Lawyer, Dog and Baby.—Knowing 
that the fussy old bachelor hated chil- 
dren, his clients, naturally, let them 
do as they liked in his office. How 
a lady leaves her child, how he takes 
it to the Court, and is finally left with 
a troublesome pup, ends a very humor- 

ous release. (March 16th. 1,021 ft.) 

A Beauty Parlor Graduate.—Twitted as to her lack 
of style, a wife visits the beauty specialist. As a 
friend is dressing her @ la mode, rich old uncle ar- 
rives. Her friend receives him, and his expressions 
of “dressed up doll.” The husband overhears, and a 
very plain and demure person soon assures uncle of 
his error. (March 16th. 1,025 ft.) 

Digitized by Go gle 

An Orphan’s Romance.—Jealous falsehoods on the 

part of a rival cause the orphan to become a hospital 

Returning home, her rich lover vows to find 

her. A motor accident causes his arrival at the hos- 

pital where she is egaged. With the rival’s confes- 

sion, all ends happily. (March 19th. 2,024 ft.) 

nurse. 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 

BISON 107. 

Pelleas and Melisande.—The masterpiece of the 

mystic poet, Maeterlinck, beautifully rendered into 

The great love tragedy is splen- 

(March 

motion pictures. 

didly acted amidst appropriate surroundings. 

16th. 3,025 ft.) 

The Prairie Trail.—Thrilling Western drama, in 

which the jealous Indians attack the construction 

train and dynamite the track. An Indian girl takes 

a flying leap from a horse on to the locomotive, and 

stops it in the nick of time. (March 16th. 1,900 ft.) 

The She Wolf.—Deserting her blind husband, the 

woman becomes an Recovering his 

sight, the man tracks her down, and finds her the 

cause of another’s downfall. The diabolical revenge 

of insanity leaves her entrapped in a deserted mine. 

(March 10th. 2,580 ft.) 

CRYSTAL. 

Charlie’s Little Joke.—Cleverly disguised as a con- 

venient uncle, Charlie deceives his inamorata, and is 

just able to return as himself when the real uncle 

introduces himself to the mystified maiden. (March 

16th. 550 ft.) 

adventuress. 

News Item.—Belmont schemes a false marriage 

notice, and is making good sailing in Pearl’s esteem 

when he is entrapped in an ottoman by Chester, who 

soon explains, and causes Baldy’s hurried exit. 

(March 1oth. 515 ft.) 

The Bachelor's Finish.—Arriving home in an in- 

toxicated condition, Bluff promises to marry his 

housekeeper. Her bother says nothing as to her six 

kiddies, and keeps him to his promise. Mr. Bluff 

receives a little surprise. (March 1oth. 480 ft.) 

FRONTIER. 

Slim Becomes a Detective,—And, on the trail of 2 

missing spotted cow, gets upon the wrong track. The 

multitude of discoveries he makes brand him as a 

“rustler” of the fourth degree. (March 16th. 

1,095 ft.) 

The Double Cross.—Jack finds himself cheated by 

gamblers, and cleverly plans, with the aid of his 

sweetheart, a fake gold mine, which she sells to them 

at a very satisfactory figure. They “clear” before 

the return of the disgusted speculators. (March 

19th. 1,030 ft.) 

Original from 
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SuppLeM.NT TO THe Broscope, Marcu 5, 1914. 

as > 

THE 

OF 

THESE. FILMS 
can be hired of 

Ruffell’s 
Imperial Bioscope Synd., 

LIMITED, 
8 & 9, LONG ACRE, W.C. 

ioscope 
FILM INDEX. 

Alphabetically arranged, giving the Name and Maker of all 

films released on the Open Market DURING THE MONTH, 

together with the number of issue and page upon which the 

description and length appear. 
Telephone—GERRARD 6695 & 7230, 

Telegrams — RUFFOSCOPE, WEST- 

ABBREVIATIONS: B, Biblical; C, Comedy; D, Drama; E, Educational; 
CENT, LONDON. 

I, Industrial; Int, Interest; S, Scenic; Sp, Sporting, T, Travel; 

; Tr, Trick; Top, Topical. 

Co gle 

No, 386. Films Released during February, 1914. 

—S>— en
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Title. Maker. a g A Title, Maker. & 3 2S 

23 ¢ 8 pak 

Alphonse Walks in His Sleep.......Eccentric 2 380 iii. Reaves, Cf Spates ee 

Archie aed or MgB DG assis sane Edison 5 380 v. | Behin aps epee Bae ttietseeeseeeees P cores . 381 xi, 

Alkali Tke’s Auto...........-:.000-.0:00+ Essanay 376 135 - CALA a seeiers oy ete deren anagra 381 xiii. 

After —— Se Gaumont ; 380 o77 peg Seg tem 3 Master.....+.+.+. ee 12,- 381 > 3a 

Aim, Se ae Gaumont 2 380 _ Vii. a Se, Coe eeeeeneer nena esenees ines 9 381 xiii 

Ascent of Pie du Midi..............-.-- Gaumont 5 380. vii oer’ s_ Pocket-book.......:+s1.1++0: Cines 12 381 xiv. 

a 8 ESI irene eee Imp. 5 380 xiv. | p ac yar White........:...-.ssesresetees Crystal go 381 “xiv. 

ee eee Nestor 2 380 Xiv ped Ange sot Usly ao sands noes pp 12 381 xiv. 

SS ae ee Pathécolor 1 380 xi : es Butterflying....-.... ..Ec-Ko 5 380 XxXi- 

Ancient Royal Residence, An....Pathécolor 5. 380 see Buddhist Temples...............:000++ Vitagraph 12 381 Xxxi. 

Abelone Industry, The.............--. Keystone § 380 xxxi. ia Sheep, The....-.:cscccseseeseres Broncho 12 382 XXXi. 

Armed Intervention..............:00+- Flying A 9 381 iii acchanalian Dance.....-..-+++++++++5.: Russian 8 381 Xi 

Adventurous Girls.......-..-.10.006- Maiestic 12 381 xi. spose atsseeveraresenss ....Vitagraph 19 382. Xxxv, 

American Queen, An.........060000 Reliance 12 381 xi. Bes € Of Bull Cow.....s-eceereeeeeees Nestor 19 382  Xiv. 

At the Sign of the Lost Angel....Vitagraph 9 381 xxxi. Brand of Evi oes Scientia 16 382 v. 

Across the Alley.........--..-.2+--s-06++ Keystone 12 381 XXxi. Gesn Fe Evil, The........ Essanay 19 380 381 

Abandoned Well, The.....-.....-.-.65 Biograph 19 382 ix. Beene First Arrest.. Essanay 19 378 (171 

Actor’s Romance, -AN........-...:.6.:ee Selig 19 382 xiii Benen Mi anks of the Rhine............. Welt 19 382 xi 

Algy Forfeits His Claim = 16 382 xiv Biron Man, The.....--.c+s+00++ Gaumont 16 382 vii. 

erst eee es af 382. ~—xiv. pepo § Seepeaee Secret AE cay a 9 5 xiii. 

ventures of a Football..... 18 382 XXXv. CRLGE I7GLE COAT ZY OVER es otrs .H. and W. 16 382. xiii 

Arbois and Surroundings. « Urbanora 25 303 XXiii. rad ceeessseecuscsesdesserenssssennnaeanszentas Cines 19 382. Xiv. 

TAGHEESE, | LUGiasis-oiateeseneeeceepetee eee Edison 23 383 v. homely i Suk setae gence Teaetoe ” 378 175 
Pe j Sare eee j . 26 iii 

ee i Caen 3 aR Ei Bashful Bachelor Bill............000+- Majestic aa ae = 

Ancient Temples of Karnok....... Vitagraph 23 383 xxiii. ile hee Home and Country......-.. Reliance 23 383 Xi 
tia Sele dogg ee Ee ee his panes 23 383 «Xi 

‘ - : idoni’s erican Co CrcceyaeRee 2 ili. 

Beauties of France: Cotentin../..Pathécolor 1 380 xi. ss and His Wife's Friend eer Gunes 26 333 xiii 

pas cog aaeerentos cteeeeeeeecnenenes “ae 2 380 xiii. Saar 5 eg a chowswnt bg tten peveneal tn +s Rex 26 383 xii. 

“1 eee eo .B. 2 380. xxxi. Mtied sSecret,- Av. \s).iescssesbaseeaswevaesen ] 38: i 

Loree ally: s en ease peed 12 3g v. | Bettv’s Birthday..........c:scceeeeseeses Beko 6 33 xxiih 

: merang Bisa sccobee rs yncnessse e yedts ssanay 12 301 v. Broken Melody, A.........:.s:ess008: Vi 6 iii 

_ Berlin’s Garden MSGEY cas tates soe New Agency 12 381 xi. | Banknote, The fori, ease vata S A or 3s *8 - se 

Bore of a Boy, A......---- vau.Britannia 8 381 xi. | Bread Upon the Waters..............-. Princess 16 382 xiv. 
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== A GREAT == 
HISTORIC PICTURE 

TRUE IN EVERY DETAIL. ' 

i wed: 

"THE : ‘BATTLE OF 

GETTYSBUR 
Acknowledged by all to be the Greatest Battle Film ever produced. 

4,400 ft. 

SPECIAL OFFER FOR APRIL, 1914, 

FOR THREE DAYS’ BOOKINGS. 

APPLY TO— 

THE EXCLUSIVE SUPPLY CO., 4, cerrarp st., Lonpon. 
Telephone—Regent 2226. Telegrams—'‘' Filmesko, Westrand, London."'s ++ 
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& : : Title. g 

Gm [4 

} 2 380 iii. | Escape, The......... risueongueepysacaneaceyin gy A.K. 26 
a Bey.. 5 380 ix. °|; Efficacy ‘of Prayer,;-Theisek..ctesteyecch K.B. 26 

of Mr. Anti, Th 5 380 xiii 
| ee ‘1 2 380 xin. | Fortune’s Favourite...../ American Standard 5 : 

Redes xa eau Bison 101 2 376 1353 | Funnicus and the Tonic..................Jeclair 5 380 
BE SEED Atk vac coes ey Milano 12 381 vu. Four Blind Begwars..............5 Savoia 2 380 

MONAT o8e ie swee sire Q 38: vii. | Fight for a Fortune, A... sccsssssss...Vitascope 2 380: 
SES ARS 14 381 vii. | Farmer’s Daughters, The........Thanhouser 2+ 377 

BUR chs sas cvs. <c-« + Qg 381 ix: | Fignt Against= Evil. ...2.4..4.-56 a. ROX Beep oe 
mpapreike Q 38! xi. | Foolshead and the Governor’s Daughter 

Q 381 Xi. Itala -2. 380 
ies 6 381 xiii, | Feeding the Animals...,.../:.....-.;Witagraph 2.380 

Diesen ca taatwas? 9 381 xiii From Out the Storm 5 380 
RaW grass <1 ty ss QO 38r-< xiv. Ferocious Soul, A...c.c0.0.2., 9 381 

. OE Oe Victor . g 381 xxxi.’ | Family’s Honour, The 12.381 
VEEL Urbanora 11 381 XxXxi. Fishers of Brittany, -Qg 381 

Races oss. ce oak ks. Vitagraph Q 381: xxxi. | For Her Government 12-381 
LER eadis'5 «5 D 16 382 iii.’ | Footprint Clue, The.....cccecssee0eeKalem 12° 381 

SEESN pie do's <c ee te ece 19 370 269 | From Bitonto to Barletta.................Cines 9 388 
fires op ieay se Essanay 16 , 382 v. | Friday, the Thirteenth..................Princess. 12. 381 

1g 382 ix. Foolshead, Insurance Agent........:..:..: Itala 9 381 
16 382 ix. | Firebugs, The..........06s.000 -Keystone 16 382 

Peni teccteskt: 19 382 xi. | Fatty at San Diego.. -Keystone 19 382 
. For Mother’s Sake.i:...:sscssccsssseeesheesss K.B. 19 382: 

Petes aie Panic bs nea Seees ese 1g 382 xi. | Fatty’s Affair of Honour..,..:......Vitagraph 19 382 
Matick vexs-. r 16 382 xiv. | Father’s Hat band...................:.Vitagraph 19 382 
tetresststeeseveres REX IQ 382 Xxxv. | Fruits of Vengeance, The.......... Vitagraph 16 379 

RE AY Rees é 16 382 xxxv. | Fate’s Round-up......0......00+-.-Flying A 16 382) 
“ 26 "383. <—-vil- For Anothérs ‘Sincein taco ipsssctees Luna 16 382 

; Fiend and His Friends............... B. and C. 16 382. 
26 383 xs. fF rarmne, Ups BRG..cscnvs eetecnt ees vaneses jesti 382 
26 383 ix. | Fatal Reckoning, The 
23 383 ~=9ix. | For Old Love’s Sake.. ; 
23. 383. = xi. | From Out the Flood.. Re 

$ wA.K. 26 383 xi | From Love to Hatesicccsccccccssesssceeeses 5 
Bassdttes ALK 26°: 98s. — =x." |= MamingMearts:),;....0ssaveasaanen ce 83. 
eeeeceereuvess 22 383. xill. | Fish Gitte Se ee 23 383 
os he 23 383 xiii. | Frog, Salamander and the Toad.......Cines /23 383 

Wiprigri eases g 23 383 xiii. | Foreman’s Treachery, The............ Edison 26 380 
Thanhouser 23 383 Xiii. 

oe 5 _ | Good Old Summer Time, The......... Kalem 380 
pepasercrtnes ch isises Reliance 5 380 XL. | Gold and Watery.....cstesscseseesered eceees Nestor 380. 

be Greenhorn,  The.. svc... cscesecceseevcnee 
380 = -Xili. | Gontran’s Holidav.........ccsesceessseeeee 

Be crecae csv ose Vitagraph 
at Flying A 

I 
5 380 xxxi. | Grit of a Dandy, The........1........ 
2 380 iii. | Giving Bill a Rest..... 
5 380 xi. | Gem of India, The.. 
5 380 v. | Gorges of the Bourne 
5. 377 75 | Getting a Patient...... 
5 380 xi. | Girl Next Door, The........sssss+++: 

12 381 -¥- | Getting’ they Grips. .siceeocisvedegenacrs Cc 
12 381 _—ix. _| Girl of the Woods.. 
12 381 XIV. | Getting Evens..j:..essecssctsssaeeosscoess : ‘ 

- : 9 381 xiv. | Grandfather’s Surprise............+ Ambrosio 23 383 

eae at 12 381 xi. | Girl in the Houseboat, The.............Edison 26 333 

Baarar tar sats Ss 16 382 x1. | Gigantic Marionettes. ....s.ssetseeee- 23 383 
a ry 16 382 vii 

Seay bin 16 382 ix. | His First Case.. = 5 380 
19 382 xiii | He Attended the. Meeting. 5 380 
16 382 xiv. | Hungry Tramp, The......-..-+ 2 374 
16 382 xiv. | His Wedding Dayict nits. We itccintersespe 2 380 

16 382 XIV. | House of Discord, The...:sc.ee 2 380 
3 25 383 xxiii. | Heart-of a Fool, The.sssssseseeeseees 5 380 

Ta eA 26 383 XIV. | Hollow Tree, The......ssvseressseeeersersens < ae 380 
: 23 383 xiv. HOD O20 ez cte gas pavcei na stanes tgeavedeeSEgedg teed 2 375 

se 26 383 xiii. | Houseboat EibpemES Ns THE: si eases Powers 5 380 
Bathay" us 26 383) Vili. | Hotel Thief, As..cccsSesesesceees SCAGL. § 380 

S His Uncle’s Deception........c0008% Gaumont 9 38% 

2° 380 xxxi. | He and She............., .Gaumont 12 381 

2 380 wii. Hobo’s Bear, The............: ...Lubin 9 381 

5 380 xi. | Harmless One, The......ccccsrersereees Lubin 12 381 

2 380  Xiv. | His Brands... ...cs.c 1. ceecdensessecsusevtnseonnces Rex 12 381 

19 382 v. | His Nephew’s Scheme.......+....sess005+ Edison 16 382 

26 383 v. | Highwayman Hal...,......5...... sae. Hepworth 19 382 



‘ ralcher 

= Meets His Match......... 
I ’s Awakening, A.. 

Entangled. sheeu sas 

Silver Bachelorhood. 
, Priceless Treasure... 

o and His Blind Master. ‘Chicago 
-A.C.A.D. 
Francois 

rs ek ® Suicide. 
- Gives ’E 

y Little Dinner, A 

»p Ind stry, The Keystone 
Per) ea beg RT POE eR owers 

x’s Man, The Vitagraph 

* md 
Lakes Jf the Pyrenees.................Gaumont 
Last LAUGD, “LC cscs cee vepesvacscusenves tssanay 
Loye anid LTOUDIE.. iiss. case ese nadicarstay Lupin 
ee Pimple and the Stolen. Sup- 

BIGTING: 2 5.. SecddsPeeeasorecdacaduseenv te Phoenix 
Like (axby, Like Joan R 
Love oi Hunting...... 
Little Subscitute, The 
Little Fowl Play, A.. 
Lure of the City, Th 
Lesson in Love, A....... 
Law Breakers, Ihe.............. : 
MLoyves- “CRIVATY: 2c acku cvs eivesanee nace 

Mary’s New Blouse............0-s-s0s+ B. and C, 
Marveis of the Magnet............00+ i. and E, 
MUG WOT, LBs. civic ovecvasvaevelyp en Scientia 
DEKE) [WENN IES x. cas yenvvnse sus hesbacactes Milano 
Max Wishes He Hadn’t...0......eccee eee Pathé 
MAISELS SON; Thess his. 6605. sivecaedeusastees imp. 
AVLOTMER: |. 5 bia cescevedvoseyswvnsnurvnasessesie Powers 
Ma-in-law’s Menagerie............... Urbanora 
Marjory’s Goldfish...............:00 Urbanora 
My Wife Has Courage...............06 Premier 
Mary — Janes, ast. vee biobyestovesendgresee Vitagraph 
Making an Auto Tyre..............0. Keystone 
Market of Saigon, The................6+ Scientia 
Man Outside, The.............. won tcebss Essanay 
Maisie GOOG screen <ioej peeaveness veee Lubin 
Man Who Vanished, The................ Kalem 
Mary Jane Does the Grand....+..secse0+es ALK. 
Mystery. cf the Haunted Hotel.. Thanhouser 
Moonshiner; Thej..001...sccdssetecneusves Frontier 
Magistrate’s Honour, The. ilm D’Art 
Making i Pi ie ..Essanay 

.Essanay 
Gaumont 

Man of Death, The ...... ...- Lubin 
Military Impostor, Aisswerdestivere sienna ee 
Matrimonial Economy..........0..+.20e00+ 
Movin’ :;Pitchufsis.(./ cc faseuschentereencoree sei 
Matterhorn; ~'Thei. sci, ss-rdesstvaeees paeuenee 
Marraketh, Morocco.........--.s0:ss008 peers 
Marvels of the Invisible World.....Gaumont 
Motor Cycle Elopement, A.......... Biograph 
Mid-winte® °<2.cc:. f.vscaaece hese eet Svea 
Modes of Travel in Japan.....:...... Japanese 
Mosquitoes and Musketeers.............+ Nizza 
Mounted Officer’ Flynn.................006 Selig 
Mona 25 corned on coenseceee Bas eae ee Nestor 
Man in the World of Men, A...........Powers 
Maud, the” K'pot-vi.\c-akssssomeeeees ..Urbanora 
Mystery of the Mill...........0.0.008 iron 
Magistrate’s Conscience, The...... AL GsALD; 

No ‘Flies: on "Cis 42.3.5 a aeeecees 
None But the Brave. 
Never Again.............. 
Next Generation, The... 
Nabbem and the Coiners... 
New School Marm, The.... 
Noi Ioave Bostisil sont: Gn chexasecoseatisee Comica 
New ‘Typist, “Thee isws.-..c1.. aden Crystal 
New: Maids: TH6u s.ivevcces ns <aecbeceagtagens Lubin 
Nimbo’s First Appearance.......... Gaumont 
Naming of the Rawhide Queen...... Essanay 
Nora’s Boarders........0.-..0..s0hseeeteee Edison 

On Their Wedding Eve.............. Vitagraph 
Otr Babyock 517 scs cet Gem 
One Round O’Brien eiaars Back...Majestic 
On Forbidden Paths.. ecsssesesee- Frontier 
Our Tame Mice......... wae thb cs Seabed ... Scientia 
On a Coffee Plantation........ ceseseeeee Kein eto 

cigar Hoe 
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SuprLeEMENT to THE Broscope, MarcH-: 5, 1914. xix, 
ae a a eee ee 

THE ONLY BRITISH MADE 

KINEMATOGRAPH CARBONS. 
ALL OTHER CARBONS ARE FOREIGN MADE. 

THE BRITISH PUBLIC FILL YOUR THEATRES. 
WHY BUY FOREIGN MADE CARBONS ? 

“§$.D.N.” KINARKO 
SMALL DIAMETER NEGATIVE FOR CONTINUOUS CURRENT ——- 

THE SMALLEST NEGATIVE CARBON YET INTRODUCED. 

11 m/m NEGATIVE CARRIES 80 AMPS. 

NO SHADOW ON SCREEN. 

WHITE FLAME FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT. 

SAMPLES AND LISTS FROM LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES. 



XX. Scprrement TO THe Broscorr, MArcH 5, I914. 

It having been asserted that MANY 

KEYSTONE 
had been engaged by another organisation, and the impression having 

that future subjects would be found lacking in the distinctive 

GBA ZF .. | ~~ 
cw fa » eT am @ q fy oy Em a Bt 22% 4 | rn ie g 

= ow Ye a ret W Le oa i ~7 €4 a GE tf a] a Gag a 

of importance—out of SEVEN Stock Companies and a total one 

Despite Rumours 

Mr. MACK SENNETT will continue to act as producer-in-chief for 
Keystone Comedies, in which he will also act. 

Miss MABEL NORMAND remains with the Keystone Co., and 
will continue her delightful impersonations. 

KEEP YOUR EYES 
SHORTLY ‘ = 

A7T OS CTO DON nA 

Sole Agents for V J rm wJ J re I XX [ N I LVi 

KEYSTONE WESFILM 
COMEDIES Gerrard Street, Shaftes 

ae ‘Telephone— Gerrard 8080. 



SuppLeEMENT TO THE Brtoscope, Marcu §, 1914. 

OF THE LEADING ARTISTES 
THE 

COMPANY 
been produced as a result among exhibitors and the trade generally 
qualities which have made “ Keystones’’ famous, 

4 J... F | fm Ee ef ‘atv. ara, ) a5 oe = Ts ce 
Se oy 4 f) y = oS Lo be : 
m ES 3 area © Vw & Gi mem Wid | aaa RB few & | 

staff of OVER ONE HUNDRED—has left the Keystone Co. 

to the Contrary 

THE KEYSTONE ORGANISATION is now, as ever, in full 
swing, producing Comedies of unbeatable quality. 

FUTURE I (EYSTC ALA O' C ill Wr PC MTD THAN Aa va A 

EVER TILVUINES pe DD POL BRK Bren 

OPEN FOR THIS 
SHORTLY 

BSASOLITIE ei Gila OW La bw. DISPLAY 

He Fa 

Greatest Efforts 

PORT Co., Ltd., ste Agents 
HOUSE, KEYSTONE 

bury Avenue, W. _ COMEDIES 
‘Telegrams—‘‘ Wesfilm, London.” 
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Supptement To Tue Bioscope, Marcu 3, 1914 

BT mM Foamy UTI : PRT 
ii .P.F. >) 2 ES ae ae 

ALL ROUND ST PATIL LUA TLC ST nT 

EXCEL- 
LENCE. 

DANIEL FROHMAN_. 
— Presents — 

JOHN BARRYMORE 
— a | 

{ “An American Citizen 

CRUGER FLIRTS WITH HIS): WIFE. 

= ON VIEW a1 at our ur theatre Thurs., ‘March 5th and onwards. 

FAMOUS PLAYERS 
Phone Resear doce, 84, Charing Cross 

G : x 
— iire—, = cAI AU HLALIT LARA RAGS 

Original from 

Digitized by (GOK gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 



SupPLEMENT TO Tue Broscope, Marcu 5, 1914: 

FAMOUS 
FEATURES 

MAKE 
FAMOUS 
HOUSES. 

COMING! 

“The Day of Days.” (By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE) 
eee 

ama Fascinating Underworld Drama featuring Cyril Scott. 

“Hearts Adrift.” 
An Original Tragic Epic featuring the Popular Mary Pickford. 

“The Pride of Jennico.” MEEEY Cou aad 

A Romantic Play of the Gallant Days of Old. 

“Leah Kleschna.” , c. M. S. McCLELLAN,) 

The International Dramatic Success featuring Carlotta Nillson. 

“The Silver King.” (a3, HENRY ARTHUR JONES.) 

“The Eternal City.” (By HALL CAINE) 

“The Masqueraders.” (8) HENRY ARTHUR JONES) 
Sr Se 

ow All Famous Features with Famous Players. 

FILM CO., Limited, 
Road, London, W.C. ’Grams—"‘ Famoplafil, Ox, London.” 
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XXIV. Superement to THt Broscorrt, Marcu §, 1914. 

| a A Prodigious 

A Cinematogra 

*Grams—VIOFILM. 

GORGEOUS 

ENCHANTI 

A FEAST FOR T 

Rights for England. 

AN 

Original ‘ro .B.—United Slates 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

| 

| 

] 



Supptemenr to Tne Broscore, Marca 5, 1914. XXY. 

Production. “ee 

Music by 

ROMUALD MARENCO, 

BALLET SCENES. 

“US VIEWS. pi, Se RP 
NG MUSIC. hon | eo 

- HEEYE&EAR & 
_ INING AND INSTRUCTIVE 

France, Russia and Germany controlled by : 

P. LADEWIG, 
18, BIS RUE D’HAUTEVILLE. 

‘Grams—GIWEDAL. 

Rights already sold. 
Digitized by Google NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Original from 



Mr. Exhibitor, we have 

TEN PRIZES waiting 

for you: Five Guineas, 

RACE 
FOR 

A 
MILLION 

Three Guineas, and 

Eight Wrist Watches. 

Devise an eye-catching 

Publicity Puller and the 

money is yours. See the 

Eclair Weekly Bulletin 

for details. 

You 

want the 

Best News 

Film. It is The 

ECLAIR Animated 

Journal. 

& LENGTH 

For point 
Ace A Tip-Top 

7 Rip-Roapring 

Eclair Comedy. 

THE ECLAIR 
ECLAIR 

MOOR ST,,, CAMBRIDGE 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 



Supptemenr to Tue Bioscope, Marcu 5, 1914. 

Are you on our Mailing 

List for The Eclair Week- 

ly Bulletin ? It contains 

full particulars of the 

Exhibitors’ Publicity 

Competition. Send a post 

RACE 
FOR 
A 
MILLION 

card and we will mail 

you the Bulletin every 

week, post free. It is 

bright, breezy and helpful. 

You 

oes, CE p OR , f 
the Best 

Topicals. We 
have them. Eclair 

fopicals on Eastman 
Stock. 

Market. 

Funnicus, My L I ON 
Softy and 

Jane. 

FILM Co., Lid., 

CIRCUS, LONDON: Original from 

Digivzed By NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 



XXVIli. Su PPLEMENT TO THE Bioscope, MARCH 5, I9I4 

THE RIGHT EXCLUSIVE 

AT THE RIGHT PRICE. 

Featuring 

JOHN LAWSON 
as the “JEW” 

: 
E 
X 3,000 ft. E 

c QUADS of thrills and X 

to , excitement. C 

Lo TWELVE N L 
U SHEETS. U 

; AN INSTANT ll S 
SUCCESS WHEREVER I 

V EXHIBITED. V 
E E 

. WRITE NOW FOR ‘4 

VACANT DATES, SPECIAL SYNOPSIS, etc. F 

The Magnet Film Co., Ltd., 
MAGNET HOUSE, 9, St. MARTIN’S COURT, 
CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C. 

‘Telephone Nos.—Gerrard 8492. City 9212. Telegrams—Filmagco, London. 



SuppteMENT to Tue Bioscope, Marcu §, 1914. XXIX,. 

SHORTLY TO BE ISSUED. 

ye a eee oe froreag Jae os “FF 
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Written by and Produced under the Personal [J 

Supervision of GEORGE R. SIMS. 

Acknowledged to be the most I 

\ Popular Melodrama of Modern Times. \ 
eM 8 Se ee, 

+ = n me 

p 

~ ki 

: Siam 

t 

B 

4 

WE INVITE YOUR INQUIRIES. 

3 PARTS. FULL PUBLICITY. 

rit wece —p 8 
if ers! agen at LL aitm i ‘ } 

BELG Ma py hh Ol mm BABB 

MAGNET HOUSE, 9, ST. MARTIN'S COURT, 

CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C. 
Telephone Nos.—Gerrard 8492. City 9212. Telegrams—Filmagco. London. 

oyarelint-lmixeaa) 



XXX. SUPPLEMENT TO Tue Broscopr, MArcH 5, 1914. 
a 

The Most Terrific Me 

The most sensational work of a 
Te Sap roe e-em Gon grow Ow , a od =~ €& + € 

a ’ > 

a t { 

Release date, 

April 6th, 
-- 1914. -:| By Laurence 

Be re. zt [‘r. A BeBe 

U a@ % A A FAS iS 
od 

SERIAL RIGHTS in the Story, The 

Wrae ¢ rt aa = 4, Niece 99 

" The va Vi d, the Flesh, and the Devil, Greatest 

British 

publish it weekly in “THE PENNY MAGAZINE,” com- Exclusive 
mencing with the issue of April 6th, 1914, and will 

extensively advertise the production in every town in which ever 
the film is shown. 

have been acquired by Messrs. CASSELL & Co.. who will 

produced. 

GIGANTIC AND UNIQUE PLANT OF PICTORIAL 

Apply for Terms and Dates to the 

. ey ee ee ee, — Wwe eer s SS PSs Se. ee, 
Telephone— 7 tT i f i 1 , | le € s A, ; 

Central 6730. ; | 
| si BAnanaiYoa/d Bo Gy hd i. st @¥ik f Bids 3 

a 



SupPpLeEMENT TO THE Broscore, Marcu 5, 1914. 

lodrama ever written! 

popular and imaginative writer! 

\ } I ‘An Abundance 

of Sensations.” 

“Daily Telegraph.” 
Owen. 

OUNCEMENTS. 

The BOOK RIGHTS in the Story, 
Plays 

1; hours. | 
rT a 

It will The World, the Flesh, and the Devil, 

pack your have been acquired by Messrs. EVERETT & Co., who 

will publish a POPULAR EDITION at ONE SHILLING 
house 

for weeks. 

PRINTING, 6 Sheets, 12 Sheets, 18 Sheets and 24 Sheets. 

in every English-speaking country in the world. 

Telegrams— 

KINETO EXCLUSIVE SERVICE. 

‘'Kinetonia, London.”’ 80-82, Wardour Street, LONDON, W. 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY py \4GO ig e k Digitized 



XXXil. SuppLleMENt TO THE Brioscope, Marcu §, 1914. 

Start right 

away with— 

“The Man oS. 
from the West.’ 

A magnificent 2-reel drama, 

Featuring Romaine Fielding. 

Released April 13th. Length 2,095 ft. approx. oe 

ORDER YOUR COPY AT ONCE. 

ALL LUBIN. FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK... 
Digitized by O 8 e EAT VADIS DIIELAL 

W YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 



SuppLleMENT TO THE Broscopre, MarcH 5, 1914. XXXiT. 

DON’T FORGET 
THE 

TRADE SHOW. 
THE LIFE OF 

ITALY'S MASTER MUSICIAN, 

AT THE 

LONDON PAVILION, 
PICCADILLY CIRCUS, 

LONDON, —————_ W.. 

FRIDAY, 3 oclock. 

THE FILM GERRARD FILM 
THAT WILL CO., LTD., 

APPEAL TO FILM HOUSE, GERRARD STREET, 
ALL LONDON, W. 

Telephone—REGENT 3131. 



XXXIV. Su eptement 1TO Tne Broscope, Marcn 5, 1914. 

\ 

When the Debt Marriage of 

was Paid. 

An intensely dramatic 

story of the underworld. 

Niatana. 

It depicts the life of the 

Indians with a realism 

A slum doctor saves a 
d ee a 7 rarely encountered, and 

ereeves childs, aed serves to show that the 
later his own life, and : red man is not always 

iberty are: preserved by the villain of the piece. 
the father. 

Released Monday, March 30th. Released Monday April 6th. 

App. length 1,000 ft. App. length 999 ft. 

TARGETS LED BY A 
OF FATE. CHILD. 

A TWO REEL FEATURING .. 
FEATURE. Bay IRENE HART 

The tragedy of a lost 
memory, and a husband 
who returned to find telling story of a 
himself forgotten, and of #995 

4 great renunciation. child's power for good. 

In a sympathetic and 

Released Thursday, April 2nd. Released Monday, April 6th. 

App. length 1,942 fr. App. length 989 ft. 

ALL FILMS PRINTED NEW MAJESTIC Co., ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

5, GERRARD STREET, a 

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W. ( 

Telephone—Regent 4426. Telegrams—‘' Majesfilm,Westrand.” 
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to THE Broscore, MarcH 5, 1914. 

j 5 * Title. Maker. s 

22 «& z 

Oh! Waht an Adventure.......... ..Ambrosio 9 °381 ix. | Spartan Girl of the West.............. Flying A 2 
Old Doc Yak and the Artist’s - : Substitute Stenographer, The......... Edison 2 

PRM OU FUL... c0 sci caceeceaceeee Selig 9 381 xiii. | Smith Visits the Moon........../.... Gaumont 5 
— Sttwited MEME G 5 .n53 0.0 acess A.K. 19 382 = xi. OWE. ic jouveersibcdicovvdy Rudecveneva ite Lubin 2 

BORO DV LEIILY. oo scecentececasscseseeeee Selig 19 382 xiii. | Saved by a Panther...........s.sceccserenees Mono 5 
Heads Youn RPORYEG s cvikew seus 2c Cines 19. “382. xiv. | Social Secretary, A...........5..cc00es Reliance 2 
Adventure of Foolshead, An....... Itala 16 382 xxxv. | Slipping, Fingers..........0:.:.ssesceeecseoes Selig 5 

Retina PaIse SCENE. (..) ............0:00- Hepworth 26 383 vii. | Sleuth’s Unawares................ :...Vitagraph 2 
EGS rinses sess sca svicsesscen. pecial 26 383 1x. \|>, Sublrag@ette: “DNEs, cis. cits besoes Britannia 1 

Folks at Home...............-. Thanhouser 26 381 4090 | Saved by a PRORGAS tf iieetuis seen Michigan’ 5 
Sammy’s. Failure as Cycling = a 

vf rbanora 11 
@ipe woundry. The..............:...... Gaumont 2 380 vii. | Seth’s Woodnile.......ccccsesseceeseesseees Edison 9 
Pearl of Andalusia, ‘The.............. Ambrosio 2 380 ix. | Susie’s Stepmother Nac pseu aahaSTeNUN’ Gaumont 9 

’s New Job REshoee Ness cedeeeltw ves Phoenix 2 380. = xiii. Simple Simon’s Narrow Escape.. .Gaumont 12 

Bonet. NOs ceer rere eeeenenes si Selig 2 377 78 | Sheriff’s Brother, The.......:.:.c000c08 AK. 8 
ICOLME. «+. ees eee verse sees Vitagraph 5 380 Xxxxi. | Surf Maidens....cccvesecccceccessecssseseeeees .Gem 12 

_ Plot Against the Governor, reac h Some. Runneri..cisheueitia eon Nestor 9 
anhouser 5 380 xiv. | Saved by a Dream.......ec.eccescees B. and C. 9 

Pearl of the Golden West................ Powers 5 380 xiv. Boney Daughter, The............. Flying A 19 
Picturesque Poligny................... Urbanora 11 381 xxxi. | Selina’s Fight for Freedom......... C. and M. 19 
Picturesque Brittany................... Gaumont 12 381 Vil. | Snare, The..cccccccessesscestescerseessesseons clair 41 4 
Bea ing Brévearascnre seye vee Kalem 12 381 1%, Sophie's Heto. w.caveieas..cedversen aes Essanay 16 382 — v. | 

ot Te, Avice eeeecceeecereeeseeees Majestic 9 381 Xi. | Scottish Scenery.......cseessccecereeee Gaumont 16 382 Vii. | 
alos Beeb eer rs hen nesakars os enter eoe oe elig 12 376 1357 | Sea Eternal. The......cceeccscsesccssseeees Lubin’ 16 382 ~~ ix. 

loskin’s Patent Hustler......... Martin 9 381 Vil. | Strike, Thesssccesessssveorveveveereseeesenrees Kalem 16 382 xi. 
asl Humanity.......-.....-..ee0: Phoenix 9 380 4337 Suiceess =v ieccctaccap mn pRseeseeeasl Reliance 16 382 = xi. 

bag Bee BE RCLISM..2.:......0-...: Flying A 16 382 ul. | Some Garden Flowers............... Pathécolor 19 382 xiii. _ 
re, Saag Gaumont 19 382 vil. | Saved by His Victim ss... S.C.A.G.L) 15 > 382° xiii. Bipe‘ot NE a) a manent 19 382 xi. | Sandy and Shorty at the Circus > = oo Se ea ee A.K. 19 382 xi. Vitagraph 19 382 XxxXxv. 

gs Re eaaeas tei rrneweeevgoreeg adv Pathé 15 382 xiii. | Scenes in Gascony....cccecseeevees: Urbanora 18 382 xxxv. 
Bronee meee] ao, The............++. Michigan 15 382 xiii. | Stolen Casket, The.......ceccesce Urbanora 18 382 xxxv. 

P SeaEe ee NE ODAC 95542-4204 34070 elig 19 382 - xiii. | Schmitz, the Tailorec..ccscssccee- Keystone 23 383 xxiii. 
pons UOT ives csc cosytst-scivnvee Crystal 19 382 xiv. Speed Kings, The.....sccecccsseesee Keystone 2 383 xxiii. 

Waters..-..--eeesecrpecsesesees Nestor 16 382 xiv. | Shadows of Life..c..ccscssssscssseceseeseseveene ex 26 383. xiv. 
paeeeeneet of Love, The... Powers 19 382 xiv. | Supreme Moment, The. +sssssscrsersoeeeees> Selig 26 381 459 
mg gp FS eg tarenes Wise, ace 16 382 XXXV- | Shot-gun Cupid........cscssscssesseeeee Princess 26 383 me 

oie .. oft SE SEeerees EARTeDE 26" goa MERY. Sho, the: Pipers .us.<4 aint ates Bison ror 33 383 - xiv. 
ght Fi : pean Pup Ft 58 H ying . 26 383 di. | Slaves of Ambition..cccccssessesseereee Swedish 383 xili. 

Price on His oerh ee ee ore let 23 383 +vii. | Scapegrace, The......c.ssscssecoscevecsssees Lubin 26 383 ix. 
to ao ME BROT 98 S07 78 | Surpise for Four, Avc..scccsceseseseeseees Lubin 26 383 ix. 
ore The ajestic 26 383 xi. | Softy and the Mad Woman.............-. Eclair 23 383. v. 

O'Boon PRE apres ae ane ne | St. Valentine’s_Sabots............000 Gaumont 23 370 a 
eae gate Hanbopacr °o: 38 xiv. Street Waif, The........... rien S.C.A.G.L.. 12. 381 a 

on of Identity, A............... Hepworth 2 380 vii. | Trip Round Marseilles............... B:and“G: <5 
OS eee, Ambrosio 16 382 xi. | Three Little Orphans................ Bs andiGe sigan 

f pk Mew st2.45: Seay ae Selig 16 382 xiii. | Two Highwaymen, The.................. Savoia 5 
Tommy’s Stratagem..........0.s..cecseees Edison 2 
Twice ; Rescuedssis.:tescciteneecortetttent Edison 5 
Their Wives’ Indiscretion..............Essanay 2 
Turning the Tables.....0...........c008 Lubin 5 
Two) ‘Hathers vs... 063)0.s tee ushsctonas Lubin 5 
‘This’; Fsn’t JOUR cc. eveos sanctus ak eeresete Lubin 5 
Through His Wife’s Picture......... Biograph 2 
Tweedledum’s Vision...........0+-++ Ambrosio 2 
Thorough Cleaning, A...........00.050+ Comica 5 
Tide. of-Destiny,.. Theai;vsevsnemetostnas Selig 5 
Two Sacks of Potatoes.....ccccsecsseses Selig 5 
Torpedo Fish; Tho. 20... nce, seseenes tite Cines 2 
Tere QUE “Satbn.5.cctssaneetetia Keystone 2 
aon oi aay Fi dndyogeneoce seta cceet ee 5 

rap, OU Ve shovel pede deve lwhas tay itagrap 9 
| Rapids and Falls i facNew: Zeala: eet Two Aristocratic Penitents......... Vitagraph 12 

Imperium Taming a Grandfather............... Vitagrap 9 
ey Cosmograph Trapped in a Forest Fire............ Flying A 9 

Tommy’s Locomotive.............+ Clarendon 09 
Tiny Tim’s Practical Joke........... Gaumont 12 
Trip by the Narvik Line................00 Svea 9 
That Elusive: Kiss. ..;/...0-..ssescscsdvesecees A.K. 
Tuilleries’. Gardens........0.5 200000004 Premier 9 



XXXiv.B 

CELIO FILM. 
Seize a Golden Opportunity 

Booking 

The LU RE 

of GOLD 
(A worthy—if not a hbetter—successor to ‘‘The Black Circle.” 

A sensational mystery, full of strong 

incidents. Portraying how a man 

succumbed to temptation, became an 

associate of a notorious band of -coiners, 

and how he was brought to book by 

a clever detective. 

Released Monday, April 14th. Length 2,356 ft. approx. 

Code Word—ORMA. 

G SERRA, 
SOLE AGENT, 

22, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 
Telegrams—Rossicines, London. Telephone—Regent 4132, 

Go. gle 



I9I4 XXXIV.C 

¥ | 3 
Maker. = ~ Title. Make. § g 3 

ic Bees RS . eee 
8 ay ey Ar Selig) 12 381; xiii. | Where Charity Begins.................:. Crystal 5 380 xiv. OS oy Sa a Cines- 9 .381 xiii, | Where the Road Forks................ Flying A’ 12 377 75 

NSS ee ee Imp. 9 381 xiv. | .When the Hurricanes Bought the Lino Z 
eS Aa aaa Powers 12 381 xiv . and C. gq 381 iii. 

Phebus 16 382 iii Woodland Paradise, A........0.....00.005 Edison 12 381 v. 
Om the Gameo.,........:...2...... Eclair 16 382 ve | - Weimar fiat. cskccdievs: Deutsche Mutoscope 12 381 ~— vii. 

Gaumont 19 382 vii. | War Ridden’ Jaurez.............5..c0sesee0 Kalem 9 381 ix. 
iw of the Dice, A................. Hepworth 16 383 709 | Wanted—a Sweetheart. -Nordisk 9 381 ix. 

ell-tale Photograph, A............. S.M.B.H. 16 382 ix. | Wiffles as Cinderella.. ....Pathé 12 381 xi. 
SE eae Majestic 16 382 xi. | When Cupid Won........c.sccccscscedeetees Nestor 9 381 xiv. 

tolhatten Falls, The... ..Pathécolor 15 382 xiii. | When Death United...............:0..c00000 Rex 9 381 xiv. 
img Sambo White........................Sum 16 382 xiv. | Wanderer’s Recall, The..........-:cc000040-- Rex 9g 381 xiv. 

"Eweedledum at the Fox Hunt......: Ambrosio 19 382 xi. | With the Aid of the Police..............) Special 19 382 v. 
BepeOteDestiny.........0.5.......... Messter 23 383 vii. | When Mother is IIl.................:.. Clarendon 16 382 iii. 

rimming RMMPMMI DN eas adores covececcsenes-s, Lubin 23 383 ix, | Willy and the Beggar...........6c6.c.008. Eclair 16 382 v. 
» Dhree Sisters, The..................... Biograph 23 383 ix. | Willv and the Bank Note.................. Eclair 12 381 iii 

Bosnia and Dalmatia.......: Austria 26 383 xi. | Wilful Colleen’s Way, Av....ccceeccceeees Edison 16 382 vy. 
Ouch of a Child, The......................Selig 23 383 xiii. | When Light Came Back 
e@mples of swarnak................... Vitagraph 23 383 xxiii. | American Standard 19 382 Vv. 

Unexpected Return, The............. Gaumont 9 381 v. | Won by Cooking...:..... coisvsduesesveeeed Arrow 16 382 ix. 
and Down the Ladder........... Vitagraph 16 g82 xxxv. | Wrestling: Catch as Catch Can...Imperium 15 382 ‘xii. 

Msual Way, The.:........0..:............. Essanay 23 383 Vaict “Winners The. steer etnicves <tanb aaa Victor 19 382 Xxxxv. 
SSS Yoo) ee A-K. 22 383 xi. | Widow Maloney’s Faith................ Domino 16 382 xxxv. 
Wnexpected Meeting, An................Blache 26 383 xiii. | Woman Scorned). A...........cececssecees Essanay 26 383 Vv. 
Miews Along the Rhine.....................Selig 12 381 xiii. | Widow’s Wiles, A........... ....Lubin 26 383 ix. 

CES 1) Sn Frontier 9 381 xiv. | Winkle and His Wife............c..:0005 Hiibsch 23 383 Vii. 
Verona peeess on ee Milano 12 381 vii. | Water Cure, A......- ..Thanhouser 23 383  xiil. 
Vegetarians CS ae Arrow 9 381 1X") Wreckers, "Pheri sc iccoceduattecesupaves Minerva 26 383 ix. 
Vampire’s Tower, The............... Ambrosio 19 382 xi. | Whimsicalities .....0.c6..ccscsesseresecerersees Imp. 26 383 _ xiv. 
Villa by the River, The .Gaumont 26 383 vii. | Weighed in the Balance..........:.c.e++ Nestor 26 383 xiv 
Versatile Lover, A..... ...Parisien 23 383 xiii. | War Makers, Theé.......cc-...-0- .-..Witagraph 23 383 xxiii 
we og oa aa Be ee ee oe. 9 381 XXX1. | When the Blood Calls......-.cc.c.c0.000 Nestor 23 383 xiv. 

See e weet.-...--Clarendon 2 380 “| Zepherin, King of the Cannibals....Premier 9 381 — xiii. 
Woman Pays, The...................... Gaumont 5 380 Vil. | Zephetin at the Beastie. anaes Premier 12 381 xiii. 

is Wl. “Fer richh 4 asec siae eae Gaumont 26 .381 ~ xiii. 

NCEE. oii... 5 iseneeedieseerenses iii. 

Just Published. 

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT 

W. CARLYLE CROASDELL. 
BARRISTER,AT-LAW. 

The Author deals with his difficult subject in a very 

concise and comprehensive manner, the various clauses 

being explained at considerable length. 

PRICE 1/- nett. POST FREE 1/3. 

85, SHAFTESBURY AV., 

LONDON, 

LimireD 

- 
: 
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“GARDNER” 
OIlt, SPIRIT AND GAS 

‘ 

VIEW OF BARTON HALL WORKS WHERE GARDNER 

ENGINES ARE BUILT—OUTPUT 50 TO 60 PER WEEK. 

NORRIS, HENTY & GARDNERS, Ltd., 
87, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. 

45, Bothwell Street, GLASGOW. 333, Tower Building, LIVERPOOL. ll, New King Street, BELFAST. 

African Films Trust, Lta 
Head Office—Empire Buildings, Johannesburg. 

P.O. Box 1574. 

Supplying all the leading picture theatres in 
South Africa. 

Feature Films wanted, any length. Good 
prices given for Exclusives. 

Stea dy, aye, Steady ! LONDON OFFICE— 
Of COURSE, ‘you want a steady-burning 2, GERRARD PLACE, 

one that gives great luminosity. Choose this 

one. Operators all over the world are "Phone: Regent 3701. Telegrams: ‘' Affiltrus.”* 
using it and they are loud in their praises 
of it. It is known as the CONRADTY 

“Kinomarke-Noris-E.A.”| || Australasian Films, Ltd. 
Ss ys Made of8the best materials procurable, Cinsersaresen ps encanta 

ue i i i Direct Importers of the latest Films, Machines, and Accesso- ~ burns noislessly, leaves no residue, and is Nechnun tenia Ko. Lanens Sees. Men wee Macach-p oe == 

vr of remarkable durability. Wall losal and other subjects. 

f. HAVE YOU HAD OUR LIST? 
4 Controlling over 100 of the finest 

. { G. Cinematograph Theatres in exist: nce. 

| Sloan Fectric [td. 
; j London Representative ROLAKO J. FISHER, 

4 12. GOLDEN LANE, : 16, JACKSONS ROW, pest Be papi Emery Par 

oe — LONDON, E.C.— — MANCHESTER. — Gerrar: . 
£ ” se Hammersmith 655 (after office hours). 

“a a 

E 

Carbon. And equally of course, you want SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. W. 
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IMP. 

The Big Sister.—In order to 
save her sister from the clutches 
of a scoundrel, the girl risks 
her good name. Her lover is 
about to accuse her when the 
younger girl reveals the truth. 
The man is arrested and harni- 
ness reigns at last. (March 
16th. 2,025 ft.) 

Binks Elevates the Stage.— 
— Jeaousy causes a _ row, the 

drama is interrupted, and the matinée idol finds him- 
self in the big drum, while Binks rushes out, attired 
as a convict. This gives rise to further scenes of 
excitement. (March 16th. 500 ft.) 

Piffies Tries Hair Tonic.—Mayer cartoons, in 
which the marvellous results of the tonic, when ap- 
plied to various objects, including Piffles, and tried 
upon the dog, are incontestably demonstrated as per 
testimonial. (March roth. 425 ft.) 

NESTOR. 

Won by a Skirt.—When his in- 
amorata is sent to a_ boarding 
school, Lee follows, and, donning a 
skirt, soon continues his amours un- 
der amusing conditions. (March 
16th. 1,010 ft.) . 

His Crazy Job.—The “cub” re- 
porter feigns madness in order to 

get copy regarding the rest house for rye-holders. A 
pretty girl, really the doctor’s daughter, is mistaken 
for an inmate, but soon secures his release when he 
is placed in the spring-upholstered sanctum. (March 
16th. 970 ft.) 

Behind the Gun.—Lone Jim steals a fortune from 
the sheriff’s son. Later, when pursued and wounded, 
he crawls into the house of the man he had robbed, 
and, dving, restores the gold to the family. (March 
19th. 995 ft.) 

His Wife’s Burgilar.—Tired of his wife’s constant 
fears, the husband determines to teach her a lesson, 
but the arrival of a real burglar and a drunken neigh- 
bour considerably complicates the affair. (March 
19th. 955 ft.) 

POWERS. 

The Lesson the Children 
Taught. — The mimicry by 
the children of an unseemly 
squabble brings both the 
parents’ mothers-in-law to their 
senses. (March 16th. 980 ft.) 

A Stolen Iidentity.—Edwin 
jo a cleverly enacts adouble 

: 7éle in a drama which concerns 
the doings of a crook and the victimisation of a con- 
noisseur. A clever effect is seen where the criminal 
is arrested by the victim, the actor really arresting 
himself. (March roth. 1,960 ft.) 

Google 

REX. 
Views of Yosemite 

Valley.— Beautiful vistas 
of one of the wonders of 
the world, its many curi- 
Osities, and the exquisite 
gateway and Happy 
Isles. (March 16th. 
300 ft.) 

The Wall of Money.— 
In order to ascertain the 

cause of the men’s complaints, the magnate’s son 
works in the mills in disguise. A dynamite outrage 
is narrowly averted just as the employer and his son 
announce the granting of the men’s just demands. 
(March roth. 1,790 ft.) 

VICTOR. 

When the Hop Vines Twine.—A rustic lover, in a 
spirit of jealousy, imprisons his rival in the drying 
chamber amidst the poisonous fumes. He escapes, 
and is about to denounce the would-be murderer, but 
finds him praying at his mother’s graveside, and 
forgives. (March 16th. 1,025 ft.) 

Back to Life.—Strongly drawn drama of the West, 
Warren Kerrigan playing a good part. The female — 
shows how a woman finds her worthless husband 
dead, and joyously looks forward to the day when a 
good man she knows will come to claim her. (March . 
roth. 1,635 ft.) 

TYLER FILM CO., LTD 

TYLER. 

Jack and His Dog Messenger.—The dog is a won- 
derfully clever animal, and when Jack goes to his 
engagement party he instructs Tug to bring a parcel 
at a certain time. Tug sees a larger parcel on the 
way, and brings it as “better value.” Unfortnuately 
for Jack, the opening of the gift reveals a baby. 
(March 16th. 695 ft.) 

UNIVERSAL FILM Co., LTD. 

His Majesty, the Baby.—The Royal personage 
holds his Court amidst a curious assemblage of sub- 
jects, which comprises a leopard, guinea pigs, a fine 
Persian kitten, rabbits, chickens, etc., and a ram. 
The latter, however, proves a somewhat unmanage- 
able charge. Amusing and a novelty. (March toth. 
475 ft.) 

URBANORA. 

St. Bartholomew’s Day.—The davs of the infamous 
Catherine de Medici and the terrible massacre of the 
Huguenots are vividly portrayed in a fine historical 
drama. (March 18th. 1,095 ft.) 
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a, 
THE 

BIOSCOPE ANNUAL 
AND ° 

TRADES DIRECTORY 
Sth and 1914 EDITION. 

CONTAINS MANY NEW FEATURES, 

CONSIDERABLY ENLARGED, 

and RIGHT UP-TO-DATE 

THE MOST COMPLETE DIRECTORY OF ITS KIND. 

BIOSCOPE ANNUAL AND TRADES DIRECTORY, 1914. a 

Price 5s. Nett. Post Free 5s. 6d. 
— 

GANES, LIMITED, 

85. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. 

LONDON .— ——__W. 

Google 
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Pedro, the Dog Charmer.—He is an unusual per- 
sonage, and, although attired as a tramp, cxerts such 
an influence over the canine species that they leave 
their owners and go through some very comical tricks 
and evolutions. (March 18th. 370 ft.) 

the Winter 
the Napoleon Bridge, and fascinat- 

In the Pyrenees Alps.—Views of Pau, 
Palace, Lourdes, 
ing glimpses of the mountains with their flocks and 
shepherds. (March 18th. 305 ft.) 

VITAGRAPH. 

Daniel. — Richly 
mounted and _ lavishly 
produced realisation of 
the great Biblical story. 
Specially reviewed in 
THE BIOSCOPE of Feb- 
ruary 5th, on p. 595. 
(March 16th. 2,016 ft.) 

Little Kaintuck.—A 
waif meets a friend in 
the old storekeeper, re- 

pays his kindness in a valiant way, then essays to 
leave, but turns back when he reaches the mountain, 
and is gladly welcomed by the old fellow. (March 
16th. 084 ft.) 

The Magic Fountain Pen.—Reissue of a very clever 
trick cartoon film. (March 16th. 370 ft.) 

Betty in the Lion’s Den.—The charming girl is 
cought after by a set of distinguished freaks, but 
finds, after all, that a simple lover is the man for her. 
(March 16th. 1,007 ft.) 

Making a Fountain Pen.—A most instructive series 
of a visit to a works where al! the most modern 
methods are in vogue for a fascinating industry. 
(March 16h. 525 ft.) 

The Leading Lady.—Finding another man in the 
rooms of his actress wife, the husband conceals him- 

“then hears 2 
wife, which shows to whom her love is given, and 
ff, scathing denunciation from his 

(March 10th. 997 ft.) 

Digitized by Go gle 

causes reconciliation. 

Jerry’s Mother-in-law.—The various expedicnts 
tried to remove the objectionable lady from the house- 
hold cause no end of trouble, but when Jerry goes 
mad the gentle one flees for her life, and the Browns 
live in peace. (March toth. 2,046 ft.) 

Fellow Voyagers.—A capital comedy, played 
aboard ship, in which two mischievous youngsters 
play pranks with Cupid and the affections of an old 
maid. (March 1oth. 620 ft.) 

Temples and Statues of Rom:.—A~ brief tour of the 
magnificent city, and a visit to the world-famous 
coliseum. (March roth. 405 ft.) : 

WESTERN IMPORT CO. 

BRONCHO. 

The Buried Past.—Drama of life in Alaska, whither 
a persecuted wife has gone in order to begin afresh. 
She is persuaded to marry, and becomes happy until 
her husband hunts her down. He comes to a violent 
end, and her past remains unknown. (March 16th. 
1,904 ft.) 

DOMINO. 

Devotion.—Staunch Southerner, the colonel leaves 
his home, and in the fighting, is severely wounded 
his death being reported. His discovery by an old 
servant and arrival home to regain his reason and 
enable the happiness of his daughter, are touching 
scenes. (March 1gth. 2,157 ft.) 

KEYSTONE. 

A Muddy Romance.—Elopement causes the_hor-' 
rible rage of a rival who, when the couple are being 
married in “mid-ocean ”’ by the minister, drains the 
lake, and the trio have to be dragged through the 
dirty deep to safety. (March 16th. 1,163 ft. ) 

A Quiet Little Wedding.—Fatty and the old maid 
are to he united, but the hated rival arrives, and sen- 
sensationally ludicrous finale is seen. (March roth. 
1,000 ft.) 

K.B. 

Her Legacy.—A miserly lawyer, by a forged will, 
defrauds the daughter of a farmer. She refuses his 
offer of marriage, and goes to Jim, a settler. One 
night she dreams of a hollow tree, and, strangely 
enough, finds the original will in the trunk next day. 
(March 16th. 1,040 ft.) 

The Long Portage.—A picturesque story of love and 
rivalry in the North-West, written by Richard V. 
Spencer. (March roth. 1,039 ft.) 

KOM. 

Caused by a Clock.—.4 very comical variation upon 
the story of an alarm clock which was mistaken for a 
bomb. (March roth. 545 ft.) 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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THE SURBRITE SCREEN. 
PATENTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 

Impervious to Moisture. The Patent Surbrite Screen 

Will not Blacken. Sieh onerath 

Can be Washed. aie is 
GIVES STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT. \"onsts t=? 

Picture Visible 
at any Angle. 

Saves 50°/, Current. | 
DEMONSTRATION AT Brilliant Pictures. | 

THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., No Eye Strain. | 

MANUFACTURERS: 58, Delights 

Call 
and see 

a demon- 

stration and 

compare the 

Surbrite Screen with 

the ordinary screen and 

see a picture projected 

with 3 amps. 

It will convince you. 

of Screens on 

two weeks’ 

approval, 

The British Patent Surbrite Dean St., 
Co. Ld. Everyone. 

40, Trinity Square, London, E.C. London, W. 

NEW MODEL CAMERAS. 

PERFORATING MACHINES. 
Cannot get out of order. Absolute precisien. 

NEW PRINTING MACHINES [°° Pose tities. 

Cleaning, Measuring and Winding Machines. 

DEVELOPING MATERIALS—Frames, Trays, Filters. 
ES 

Anciens Etabl. LUCIEN PREVOST 
Societe d’Kxploitation des Brevets Dupuis Societe Anonyme 

— au Capital de 700,000 francs, Siege Sociale de Paris.— 

54 RUE PHILIPPE DE GIRARD 54 

\ Telephone: 445.14. Ad, Teleg : '' Kinomec:, Paris. 

eee 

Permanent 

—4 Buildings 
eu For all Purposes. 

CINEMA HOUSES. 
Recreation Rooms, Billiard Rooms, Clubs, Pavilions, Indoor 

Bowling Clubs, Badminton Courts, Bungalows, &c., &c. 
Our BUILDINGS ARE ABSOLUTELY THE CHEAPEST AND BEST 

Designs and Prices Free. Buy fromthe largest manufacturers, 

F. D. COWIESON & Co., 
8, CHARLES STREET, ST. ROLLOX. GLASGOW. 

Contractors to H.M. Govt., Admiralty, War Office etc. 

JUST WHAT I WAS LOOKING FOR.— 

Britolco Liquid Antiseptic Soap. 
A Modern and necessary preparation for Picture Houses and 
heatres combining thorough cleansing and disinfecting pro- 
pertiesin one operation. No germ of disease can exist in 
contact with it, Not harmful to the person. Once tried 

always used. 

THEATRE DE LUXE, Partick Picture House, Olympia 

AND CHEAPEST 
Theatre Seat Maker in 

the World. 

Theatre, Panopticon and other regular users. 
Sells on iva merits. Not necessary to give away gratis. 

Ask jor list and samples of sundries for your trade, such as 
Soaps, Lubricating oils for gas or oil engines, Dynamos, 

Metal Polish, Cleaning Cloths and Pipe Clays. 
Office and Factory— 

5 a4 112, HIGH HOLBORN, 
SS w.c, 

“te <2 Te'egrams;: Proscenium. London. 
Telephone: Holborn 1152. 

Google 

THE BRITISH OIL CO., 
244 Albert Street Townhead GLASGOW. 
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FILM RELEASES. 
THIS WEEK, NEXT WEEK, 

ANID THE WEEK AFTER, 

MAR. Ist to MAR. 21st. 

ABBREVIATIONS: B, Biblical; C. Comedy; Com, Comic; D, Drama; E, Educational; G, Gymnastic. I, Indus- 
trial; Spec, Spectacular; S, Scenic, Sp, Sporting; T, Travel; Tr, Trick; Top, Topical. 

AMERICAN CO. (LONDON) LTD. 

193, Wardour Street, W. 

Regent 4581. Amfcolo, London. 

“FLYING A.’’ 
Des Feet. Date. 

The Son of Thomas Gravy............... D gs52 Mar. 2 

The: Miser’s: PONCY .iiiicpsacdeiviciaeeuion D g9g0 — 5 

Unto the Weak............ccccccceeeee eee ees D 1000 — 9 

The Return of Helen Redmond....... D 2080 — 12 

At the Potter’s Wheel.................... D 80 — 16 

True Western Hearts..................... ID g8t — 19g 

ANDERSON'S. FILM AGENCY. LTD. 

52, Rop-:rt Street, W. 

ARMSTRONG. 

[sn’t It Wonderful.......................2. Tr 465 Mar. 2 

DART. 

A Bid for a Throne.................0000. D 1800 Mar. 16 

CLARENDON. 

Clarendon Film Co., 187, 189, Wardour Street, W. 

Regent 4526. Clarifilm, Londoa. 

365 Mar. 9 

515 — 16 

Speedy, the Telegraph Boy......... Com 

When Every Man is a Soldier...... Com 

CRICKS & MARTIN. 

Kinematograph House, 101, Wardour Street, W. 

Riolesque, London. City 621. 

Percy Attends a Masquerade.......... C 485 Mar. 5 

\ Double Exposure................--. Com 560 — 12 

The Electric Doll.......... Govsle” — 19 

COSMOPOLITAN FILM CoO.. LTD., 

Gerrard Street, W. 

Regent 3131. Filmotan, London. 

DART. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Ilaafnet Salmon Fishing................ EK = =290 «6Mar. 19 

NEVADA. 

The Bugle Call.......0...cccccceeeseeeeee D 975 Mar. 9 

SAVOIA. 

Home, Sweet Home............0.......... D 2590 Mar. 19 

DAVISON'S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

161-3, Wardour Street, W. 

Regent 4985. Dafilsage, Londen. 

B. and C. 

The Tattooed Will..........000.000000000.. D3reels Mar. 2 

In a Sea Gardeneiciesicseints ase iccsasd: E 573 — 9 

A Little Child Shall Lead Them...... D 2400 — 16 

EMPIRE. 

How the Native is Educated in South 

PTICA. cxikceansadson dean nenke one: E 357 Mar. 19 

EXCENTRIC. 

Two Tramps and an Oyster........ Com 633 Mar. 9 

FILMS DE PARIS. 

In the Land of Roses...................... S 474 Mar. 5 

SPECIAL. 

And Women Must Weepginalfram....D 1469 Mar. 12 



ECLAIR FILM CO., LTD. 

12, Moor Street, Cambridge Circus, W. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, MaRcH 5, IQI4. 

Regent 630. Cineparlon, London. 

A.C.A.D. 
Des Feet. Date 

The Horrors of War.............0eceee eee D 4310 Exclus. 
The Solitary Fort...............cceceee ee D 1442 Mar. 2 
Love Finds a Way.......-.-.:-:eeeeeeeeeees C 872 — 5 
The Lady in No. 23.....-.--.sseeeeeeeseees C 1892 — 12 
A Night in the Chane: of Horrors..D 950 — 12 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

Clara’s Mysterious Toys............... Tr 327 Mar. 2 
For the Maa She Loved.................. D 19075 — 5 
The Honour of Lady Beaumont...... D 1975 — 9Q 
The Double Cross..............0:0eeeee eee: gos — 9g 
Tack: thie WOliiwancumtiaiaicsetoansautiee DD 1942 — 19 
Aunt Hettv’s Goldfish................ Com 957. — 19 

ECLAIR. 

Funnicus in Difficulties............. Com 455 Mar. 5 
Under the Mask of Affliction.......... D 2318 — 16 
Funnicus Rescues His Brother....Com 75 — 16 

SCIENTIA. 

Balani and Mollusca....................45. S 328 Mar. 9g 
Chinese Customs............:.cecee eee e eee E 353 12 
Araiian - NPGS iissasdieesiecassetoaen es S 3900 — 16 
Electric Phenomena...............:000 ee: E 310 — I19 

W.A.F. 

From Toblach to Misurina.............. S si Mar. 2 

EDISON, 

25, Clerkenwell Road, E.C. 

Holborn 5050. Randomly, London. 

The Upward Way............::c:ceeeeeeeee D 1050 Mar. 2 
Enoch and Ezra’s First Smoke...com 540 — 2 
The Thrifty Janitors. cc ccccccseiccieencces C 700 — 2 
What Shall it Profit a Man?............ D 1050 — 5 
A Great Metropolitan Newspaper....£ 950 — _ = 5 
Wanted, a Burglar.............-sceeeseeees C 600 — 5 
The Stolen Plans..............cceseecesee: D 1040 — 9g 
From Durban to Zululand.............. T 4600 — 9g 
The Manicure Gitlss.ccccccccseees ceeecces C 1040 — 9g 
Silas. Marner 4.ceccss cia tasiieker aes: D 2040 — 12 
Greedy GeO ge vicisasesiicicisssdessek Com 500 — I2 
Janet of the Dumnes.............: cece D 2000 — 16 
A Sense of Humoutr................65. Com 700 — 16 
Wild’. W al@Sicieccenceaterieediteetseateees S 350 — 16 
The Haunted Bedroom.................. D 1000 — 19 
Teaching His wife a Lesson............ C 7oo — 19 

ESSANAY, 

H. A. Spoor, 148, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

City 2129. Essafhlm, London. 

Sophie’s New Foreman.................. C 996 Mar. 2 
Children of the Fouest................... D 993 — 2 
Ritty’s -Rnig nto cccsctstspatenssessianess C 984 2 
The Three Gamblers....................5 D 1984 — 5 
AUtUMN: LOVEl edie cere: D on3 — 5 
A Romance of the flills.................. D o084 — 9 
The Heart of the Law.................... D 996 — 9 
Smithv’s Grand-ma Party............... C 04 — 9 
TAG: Ste Oltisssscsee wesevtasaa sire: D 1053 — 12 
Broncho Billv’s Squareness............ D o&8j — Wy 

— | The Trail of the Ot ee soeaeated a | CO4 

OOS e 

Des. Feet. Date. 

Lite’S: WEAVING scecinnaseseecauciareeagees D v8 — 
The Barter of Louisa................0..5. C g99 — 
The Awakening at Snakeville......... C 18720 — 
Told by the Cards.............cccccc eee eee D 85 — 
Having a Good Time...............0.0005 C 8 — 

EXCELSIOR M.P. CO.. 
213, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

FRANCOIS. 

The Brisbane River...................00065 S 370 Mar. 

GAUMONT, 

Chrono House, Sherwood Street, W. 

Gerrard 5900-7-8. Chronophon, London. 

The Curse of Greed................000.008 D 3635 Mar. 
Making Steel: Martin-Siemen’s Process 

. bE 530 — 
A Real English Winter................... S 410 — 
Tinv Tim’s first Cigar............... Com —_— — 
The Little Interviewer................... Do u176 — 
Langouste Fishing...............:ccee eee kL 370 — 
Ine DAUD RIN Vs icoecianstnce eesiaeteeetis eS 6 6 4150Cl 
The Three Shadows..................00085 D 2780 =— 
PictureSQUuUe UT@CCE.......... cc ccc cece eens S _320 — 
Mixed Identities.................. cece ee ees C 1995 — 
\ Friend’s Forgiveness...............055 D 1360 — 
The Brother’s Mistake.................5. C 1240 — 
Spanish -Moroce0s: ctcci. sees cinerea S 400 — 
His: Old Dutehiicaciadoccstioksieeia ds C 830 — 
False Rubies. siccisscatscdacpeeeneonsenaness D 1300 — 
The Torrent of Pau......... eee e eee S 4235 — 
Scenes in the Works, Longwvy......... E 545 — 
Sim»yle Simon and the Suicide Club 

Com 1080 
The Man Who Smiled............... i Gaiske. <FOSO 
The Fatal Watermark................5. D 85 =— 
A Sandstone Quarrv..........ccccee eee eee Eo 3900 — 
The Taming of Maric................006. C 10°70 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 

63, Dean Street, Shaftesbury Avenu2, W. 

Gerrard 94. Wilgrams, London. 

MILANO. 

Dick as Clockmaker.................. Com 450 Mar. 
PAdUA: vac timisdtenvancriviiunavee ne Ghaciee S00. 
The Violinist’s Secret...............0 eee D 2500 — 
Dick and the Tango.................. Com 460 — 
Kelly Finds the Gioconda.......... Com 425 — 

HEPWORTH. 

2, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

Gerrard 2451. Heptoic, London. 

Blind. Pate ssweerecdessatidicsenbicdanecians D 2000 Mar. 
Trance: Mads csasetiones acendacctenss Com 800 — 
Hawkeve,; Hall Porter wcciccicastasesus C 725 — 
Brief AW thOritt x. ceiaorets tiles es D aso — 
Out of the Frving Pan................... C 550 — 
The Whirr of the Spinning Wheel...D 0 1975 0 — 
Poorluck Minds the. Shop........... Com 350 

10° 
16 
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A. E. HUBSCH & CO,, 

20a, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Gerrard 9254. Aphrodite, London. 

DEUTSCHE BIOSCOPE. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Farmer GileSiscivcdin coweetancees denice. C 932 Mar. 2 

MESSTER. 

Under False Suspicion.................. D 2145 Mar. 2 

SASCHA. 

The Beautiful Danube................... S 380 Mar. 5 
Lux, the Famous Police Dog......... E 395 — 12 

VITASCOPE. 

The Diamonds of the Duchess....... D 2952 — 16 

IMPERIAL FILM CO., LTD.., 
100, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3452. Imperl, Ox, London. 

MARTIN. 

To Save the King..................0:.000es D 955 Mar. 2 
Murphy as a Picture Actor......... Com 531 — 9 

KINETO, 
80-2, Wardour Street, W. 

Central 6730. Kinetonia, London. 

NAVA: Bien asteesteaewsesisotecen ok: S 395 Mar. 2 
Through the Canadian Rockies....... S 245 — 5 
Salmon Fisheries, Sooke, B.C..,....... E 475 — 9 
Winter Climbing on Snowdon......... S 510 — 12 
The Timber Industry of British 
Colum Did. dccigecaeierd vexed daa aa S 520 — 19 

LUBIN CO., 
Head European Office: 4, New Compton Street, W.C. 

Gerrard 1262. 

Confederates in Crime................... D 2290 Mar. 2 
Whose? 1s [tts chefs secre eins Com 425 — 2 
His Chorus Girl Wife..................... D 1056 — 2 
Her Father sivsswvicautess shphonacoeeoies D 1034 — 5 
Melita’s Sacrifice................:.cceeeees Db 1025 — 5 
A Pill Box Cunid............. cece scene ee eee C 500 — 5 
Badly:  Wantedsssencccues soveratcorseees Com 608 — 5 
Hvdraulic Works on the Adda.......... S 70 — S 
When Mountain and Valley Meet.....D 1850 — 9 
An: Enemiy’s AiQ cisiisisiccncevseevescaseces D 1032 — 9 
The Drummer’s Narrow Escape...... C 490 — 9 
Between Dances...............sceeeeeeeeees C 555 — 9 
The New Camera Man............... Com 322 — 9 
The Voice of Angels...................... D 2066 — 12 
A: Ove Ol (Oda: savant socgenuitehans D 1031 — 12 
An Interrupted Courtship............... C 546 — 12 
The Magician’s Wand............ Com 516 — 12 
Son of His: Father:..ccnsicnvonienccn. D 2040 — 16 
The Death TPaveisveccecsescecssececsoeees D 1028 — 16 
When Cunid Takes in Washing.. co 664 — 16 
The Hold-up Pedlar.................. Com 227. — 16 
Manufacturing Pearl Buttons......... E 345 — 16 
The Doctor’s Romance.................. D 1037 — 19 
When He See€S.........ccccacceeccceeee renee D * 102 — 19 
From Tanitor to Artist............... Com 706 — 19 
A Leak in the Pipe.................66 Com 337. — 19 

Googl e 
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M.-P. SALES AGENCY, LTD.., 
86, Wardour Street, W. 

City 648. Kalubio, London. 

BIOGRAPH. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

The Bartered Crown..................05: D 1032 Mar. 2 
A Dutch Gold Mine...................... C 795 — 2 
COMCENtAtiON ..........ccceeccesevecevssens D 1071 — 5 
Oh! Sammy lscccccatorcssiencates Com 422 — 5 
Won Through a Medium................ C 493 — 5 
The Wedding Gown................ceeeee: D 1557 — 9 
Abe Gets Even with Fader.............. C 325 — 9g 
Sentimental Sister...................00e08: D 1023 — 12 
How They Struck Oil........0........., C 455 — 12 
Why He Gave Up...........cccceeeeee eee C 725 — 12 
The Husband’s Experiment......... C.D 1075 — 16 
Out: BACK wcnuseun cecal nawanitdens ae uneks 580 — 16 
The Lonedale Operator................. D 1035 — 16 
His Father’s House................c0c0005 D 1025 — I9 
The Suicide Poet................... waahea C 632 — I19 
A Fallen Angel.................cccccceecees D 1045 — 19 
Her ‘Peticceticacs wives Mhieokedcuets Com 340 — Ig 

FILM D’ART. 

Fools and Their Money............. C.D 3103 Mar. 2 

KALEM. 

Her Indian Brother....................00 D 1027 Mar. 2 
Talcum Powder..............ccscccoceeeeess E 423 — 2 
An Unseen Terror..............c.eseeceees D 2072 — 5 
Gilt Edge Stocks.................ccccceeees D 1042 — 9 
Emancipated Women..................066: C 620 — 9 
A Shot in the Night.....................85 D 1885 — 12 
Tell-talé. StainSiccsuienciscaconteweanvasees D 1071 — 12 
A Dream of the Wild...................... D 66 — 16 
The Electrician’s Hazard............... D 1024 — 19 
Bill’s Board Bill......................8. Com 651 — 19 
Fraved Fagin’s Adventures.......Com 400 — 19 

MINERVA. 

Miriam Norward, Detective............ D 2431 Mar. 16 

MONO. 

The Girl at the Cash Desk.............. C 673 Mar. 2 
He Advertised !...........:...ccccceeees Com 50 — 5 
What Happened to John.............. Com 371 — 12 
The Musical Clock...................- Com 566 — 16 
Too Good a Dinner................... Com 666 — 19 

SPECIAL. 

Agouti and the Mongoose............... S 306 Mar. 9 

WELT. 

The Wax Candle Industry............... E 490 Mar. 5 
From Innsbruck to Mittenwald........ S 409 — 9Q 
The Natural Ice Industry............... E 324 — 16 
In the Norwegian Mountains.......... S 337. — 19 

NATURAL COLOR KINE CO. LTD, 
Wardour Street, W. 

City 3976 Kinemacolor, London. 

KINEMACYILOR. 

Robin: HOGG: s cvaiasi easton: D 3 reel Current 
Sunsets in Egypt............ceccceeesees S —- — 
The Fish and the Ring...... Fairy D —- — 
The -F Cm pter ss wvewenccawnerisiesaeeaseess D —_ — 
Love and War in Toyland......... F.D —_ — 
The Lost Collar Stud.......... Com 1 reel — 
Everlasting Flowers................... F —_—_ — 
Pets in Fur and Feather.............. F —- — 
Winter Pastimes, Swiss Alps........ S —_ — 
The Storv of the Wasp................ E —_- — 
Visit of Wild West Show to Los 

ANBRElES.  cesscnicdssscrceer seas caceton I —_-_ — 
Cambridge and Its University.... .F —_- = 
The Carnival at Nice................6.5 S —_—_  — 
William Tell......... ..D 3 reel — 
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POWERS 
No. 6. 

fee | 

POWERS 

No. 6. 
aaa | 

A 

GENUINE 

GUARANTEE. 

PERFECTION 
IN 

PROJECTION. 

| IT STANDS ALONE. | 

FLICKERLESS AND ROCK-STEADY-.- | 

| WITH A WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION. | 

The WALTURDAW Co., Ltd., 46, Gerrard Street, LONDON, W. 
Telephones—Regent 3310, 3311, 3312. Telegrams—"' Albertype, Telew, London." 

Branches: CARDIFF—9, St. John’s Square. BIRMINGHAM—192, Corporation St. 

Lancashire Agents—Messrs. Cinema Feature Film Co., 21, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. Irish Agent—Mr. J. I. 
Bradlaw, 51, Grafton Street, Dublin. Nottingham Agents—Messrs. The Provincial Film Agency, 30, 
St. James’ Street, Nottingham. Sheffield Agents—Messrs. Clayton’s Bioscope, Figtree Lane, Sheffield. 
Newcastle Agents— Messrs. Henderson's North of EnglandFilm Bureau, Ltd,.Irving House, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

Original from 

Digitized by (GOC gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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NEW AGENCY FILM CO, 

81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, LTD., 
Head Ojlices: 103-9, Wardour Street, London, W. 
Regent 2836 (two lines). Phonofilm, Ox, London. 

Gerrard 6331. Nuafilms, London. A.K. 
, 

Des. Feet. Date. 
neennel: Des. Feet -Date: rhe Wh ee Her Life................ D 1975 Mar 

How Twee dle dum Became aicawe : bie: Maz. e White Rose.................. seeeeneens C 1000 — 

€ TTOVINCE OF Madrid................6. 7 7 == 2 From Pen to Pickaxe.................000. C — The Taking of Saragossa... D045. 39 “Tha Infermal Pig Goa = The Barber of Seville.........cccccceeeees C 2220 —— I2 The Moonshiner’s Last Stand....... D 1950 ao 
Oh! That Gigetta...............00..00.. C 1723 — 16 The Spendthrift’s Reform.............. D 75 
Essence Manufacture Reid eke seiae win aacnes E 542 — 16 Training a Step-father Doe Batacent Bait ea C 50 oo 
The Virgin of Babylon................... D 920 ~— 19 Too Much Parcel PoSteeecccccccsccee Com 925 — 

NAPOLI. BRITANNIA, 
The Two Consciences................... D 2040 Mar. § The Three-Mile Limit.................. D 1050 Mar. 

NEW AGENCY. CHICAGO. 

The Tango and Maxixe.................. I 420 Mar. 5 The Sheriff’s Reward..................0005 D 572 Mar 
The Loue Valley,,...............6..ccceeee- S 440 — go The Royal Road to Fame............... C 875 — 
Waterworks of Stockholm............... E 403 — 16 

COMICA. 
SVEA. Man and Maid.............. Com 450 Mar 

Artistic Casting..............cccceceeseeees E 376 Mar. 5 | d ECLECTIC. 
A Rare Companionship................... ei GEO? os AR. SRE Tole OF Wig hiicicisnaskereecseocenens S 250 Mar 

The Music of the Past................... D 825 — 
7 The Voice Within...............cccesseeees D 1674 — 

NEW MAJESTIC CO. FILM D’ARTE. 
Majestic House, 5, Gerrard Street, W. The Return of the Emigrant......... D 2075 Mar 

Regent 4426. Majeshlm, Wéstrand, London. ; 

MAJESTIC. r ee esa 
One Round O’Brien’s Flirtation...... C go7 Mar. 2 CITECt Cure iiececcex wcchetaeicerdeierias 50 Mar 

For His Loved One.................000008 D 934 — 5 IMPERIUM 
A Slight Misunderstanding............. C g9z — 9g nee 
Hearts and Hoofs.......................... D 1000 — 12 [mn French Guinea......................00. S 400 Mar 
A, Mix up in Pedigrees tbc Aaklo, wee: c 991 — 16 Dwarf HOrses........... cece cece scene V450 — 

[ESC LLOVGuis seco s. imieeqede — e Greatest Love 904 19 MICHIGAN. | 

RELIANCE. The Engineer’s Daughter.............. D 700 Mar 
The Smuggler’s Sister................... D 79 Mar. 2 The Queen of the Plains................. S 200 — 
The Disgulse..........c.ccccceccesceeeneees D 084 — 5 
Beco oy Sesaaaeioaeaseaganas D 1953 — 9 NIZZA. 

uch is the Kingdom... ... ..... 992 — !2 -A Jolly Good Pal.................00.008 Com 450 Mar The Hardest Way...................:c00ee 992 — 16 tiicius ececk, ms The Original Will........0scccsccscsscsee De pee. 2a. ig, (Te ey tO he ittanons: ony 450 
PATHECOLOR. 

an ee Ree eer D 1050 Mar 
n the Coast of the Black Sea......... 350 — 

: NORDISK, A Trip Through Lower Brittany...... S 300 — 
Nordisk Film Co.,:25, Ceoll Court, W.C. Three Charming French Health Resorts 

mttyaee OSE mre on The Potoroo Rat...............ccceeee eee S.E mee — 
In the Consul’s Uniform................ C 2650 Mar. 2 
Murder Will Out............:.cccsseeeeeeees C g10 ~— 2 PATHE. 
The Bavarian Highiands................ S 282 — 2 Wiffles Has a Lucky Escape.......... C 2350 Mar 
Alone With the Devil..................... D 3210 — 16 | Max as Chiropodist........000. sss. C o7 — 
The Néw Cook: cchesteccivinnlacomecces: C 1260 — 10° The Marmot...............0cc.,ccccccccce. S 500 — 

| ’ Wiffles Gets Kidnapped.................. C 1200 — 
cae Wis yeas utotede as 975 — 
<1 inter Finds the Gioconda 

PASQUALI FHLM CO. (Eng.), LTD. Com 1200 — 
62, Rupert Street, W. RUSSIAN. . 

Regent 2718. ' Kiniscopic, Piccy, London. _A Great Hunt in Russia................ Sp 425 Mar. 

Beyond et Saleen Wulncendkeeuaduaewieds es 2300 Mar. 9 © S.C.A.G.L. | 
Polidor is Jealous...................005 om 500 — 9. The Betravi Mark... ccccccccccccccecee D 3000 Mar 
Polidor Buys a Penn’orth of Milk ; Stree apite save ? 

, | Com 4905 — 12, SWEDISH. | 
For Their Country..............0006 +-D 3000 — 16 "A Soldier’s Duty........cccceccsececeeeees D 2700 Mar 
Polidor Requires a Little rive? ; | ; | 

om = =6570 — —=—16 
Polidor, Somnambulist.............. Com 680 — Ig TANAGRA. 7 

Mar. 

Google 
: The Secret of the Black Mask.........D 2400 

COW 

. 15 

- 19 
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SPEAKING PIOTURES ! 

Mr. Eric Williams 
Elocutionist and Originator of above 

has been RE-ENGAGED for RETURN 

VISITS to all Theatres controlled by the 

London and_ Provincial 
Electric Theatres, Ltd, 
and also for RETURN VISITS to EVERY 

THEATRE where he has appeared during 
FOUR MONTHS’ CONTINUOUS EN- 
GAGEMENTS in Manchester and District. 

UNIQUE FEATURES.—Mr. Eric Williams himself 

ACTS in every Speaking Picture which he presents, 

and also RECITES THE STORY to the Film. 

— Specially Arranged Descriptive Music.— 

‘* Perfect Synchronisation."—Morning Post, 
January, 1913.3 

For Vacant Dates, Address Secretary: — 

84, WYMERING MANSIONS, 

ELGIN AVENUE, LONDON, W 

A “Crypto” 
Plant in your 
Generating Room 

Means Economy, Efficiency 
and absolute satisfaction. 
Do the thing properly by in- 
stalling the finest plant in the 
market. 

List and advice free on request. 

The Crypto Electrical Co. 
155a, 

BERMONDSEY STREET, 

LONDON, 8.E. 

BRISTOL— 

79, Victoria Street 

GLASGOW - 

19, Waterloo Street 

SupPpLeMENT TO THE Broscope, Marcu 5, 1914. 

CHALMERS, LTD., 
THEATRE LIGHTING AND 

KINEMATOGRAPH SPECIALISTS. 

All kinds of Repairs promptly 
attended te by skilled workmen. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
All work is done under the personal super- 
vision of Mr. JOHN C. CHALMERS, the 
pioneer of Kinematography in Scotland, whe 
places twenty years’ experience at your disposal. 

Send for particulars of our many Specialities. 

Carbons, Lamps, and all accessories. 

Operators’ Employment Bureau. 

Sole Agents in Scotland fer the 

ERNEMANN PROJECTOR. 

NOTE THE ADDRESS— 
Burnside Buildings, 

BURNSIDE STREET, GLASGOW. 
"Pheaes: Douglas 948-248, Telegrams: Feotlight. Glasgow. 

FEATURES 
aus FOR SALE OR HIRE. om 

Always 1,000,000 ft. ready 

for export, from 1/4 per. ft. 

IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. 
Write for Weekly Lists and for any Filn you require to 

M. BAER & C0., ind exronrens. 
28, GERRARD ST., LONDON,\W. 

Si’ Phone: Rege it 1223. Tel. Address: Biophone London. 

a POSTERS 
A GRAND SELECTION 
copie ag IN STOCK. 

writ 
FULL ATALOGUE To 

STAFFORD 
NETHERFIELD, 1 MOTTE. 
2 TS 
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PHCENIX FILM AGENCY, 
City 63ra. “ Pholicinem,” Westraad, London. 

Des. Feet. Date. 

When Pimple was Young (His First 
Sweetheart) ........c.csccccssceees Com 0950 Mar. 

Pimple Elopes..................ccceeeees Com 545 — 
Who Will Mary Martha? (The 

Widower’s Proposal)........... Com 750 — 

PREMIER FILM CO., LTD., 
30, St. Martin’s Court, W.C. 

Pataclet’s Vice.............sccceccveeees Com 6099 Mar 
The Tango Tangle................... Com 757 — 
The Town Rat and the Country Ret ‘ 

29 — 
Swedish Waterfalls..................00000. S 221 — 
The Tale of a Pear....................005 Tr 472 — 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD., 

40, Gerrard Street, W. 
Gerrard 9115. Enerphone, London. 

AMMEX. 

Her Brother’s Pard....................... D 2360 Mar 

BLACHE. | 

Hopes of Belinda.......................02. C g96 Mar. 
The Henpecked Burglar................. C 1000 — 
The Fortune Hunters.................... D 3800 — 

PARISIEN. 
Badigeon Wins a Reward............... C 585 Mar 
At the Call of Conscience............... D 1860 — 
Tartinette’s Dream.................... Com 430 — 

ROSENBERG, 
40, Gerrard Street, W.C. 

Gerrard 9257. Oscarite, London. 

DANMARK. 

The Heart Specialist....... seeenebewsaews C 2550 Mar. 
Flames of Vengeance.................... D 2780 — 

SELIG POLYSCOPE Co., 
12, Gerrard Street, w. 

Gerrard 156. “ Polyseope,” Westrand. 
The Crook's Revenge.................... D 2 Mar cum in the Cowcamp................... D ia — I Hear Her Calling Me.................. D 1018 — A Message from Home................. 1042 — -hoolmarm’s Shooting Match........ C 7356 — Within the Hour........00.........0.0...... 1025 — Cupid Makes a Bull’s-eye............... C o88 — The Wolf of the City...................... D 1234 — The Escape of Jim Dolan............... D 1941 — rand-dad’s Boy................0.....6..., D +70 — Northern Hearts.......................... 87 — When Father Craved a Smoke.....Com 173) 6 = The Hopeless Dawn...................... 1091 — The Craven Heart......................... D 1000 — The Rustler’s Reformation............ D 80 — Hilda of Heron Cove..................... 1000. — bt bet ot ity =e pg be OCODOANWNOOCOUUWNN 

2 

9 

16 

oon 

N 

xlv. 

G. SERRA, 

22, Denman Street, W. 

Regent 4132. Rossicines, London. 

CELIO. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Love is: Bund :escistiiacuiseitecdiersaacacves D 2120 Mar. 

CINES. 

Bidoni Between Two Fires......... Com 404 Mar. 
ViETONA® 2 2eccse hina cera vencheasaAuecaecwunts 418 — 
Bloomer’s Fair Unknown........... Cn — — 
Out of the Ruins................cccceeceees 839 — 
Bashful Mr. Pyp..................00005 Com 1021 — 
Bidoni in Medizval Times.......... Com 785 — 
Vision of Bologmna..............cccesesceves S 420 — 
The Witch’s Spectacles.................. D 735 — 
A Toreador’s Romance................. D 1670 — 
Bloomer, Valet..................0ceeeees Com 490 — 
Angel of Peace................ base eeaiaii D 773 — 
Bidoni’s Dream...............0..ceeee: Com 615 — 
Venice at Night.............c.ccccccec cece S 369 — 
Bloomer Has a Drink................ Com 370 = 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD.. 

(Head European Office) 

106, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3452. Impafil, Ox, London. 
A Silver-tongued Orator................. C 1026 Mar. 
The Blight of Wealth..................... D 2018 — 
Little: “Brothers essccasestenesveecacs cdcuccs C 1016 — 
A Twentieth Century Farmer.......... C 1021 — 
awyer, Dog and Baby.................. 1I0oz2l — 

A Beauty Parlour Graduate............ C 1025 — 
An Orphan’s Romance.................. D 2024 — 

PRINCESS. 

The Campaign Manageress............ C 997 Mar. 
Her Right to Happiness.............. C.D g9s — 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO., LTD. 
Universal House, 37-0, Oxford Street, W. 

Regeat 4332-3. Transflco, Ox, Lordon. 

BISON 1¢@t. 

The Girl and the Tiger.................. D 2475 Mar. 
The Cowboy Magnate................... D 2005 — 
Madonna of the Slums.................. D 1833 — 
Good-for-nothing Jack...............6.0. D 19955 — 
A Forest Romance............ veo ee leads, D 1920 — 
Pelleas and Melisande.................... D 3025 — 
The Prairie Trail...................0.0008. D 1900 — 
The She Wolf............c.cccccccccceseeeee D 258 — 

CRYSTAL. 

Baldy Wants a Wife.................. Com 400 Mar 
Oh! You Pearl........... 0c cececeeueee 600 — 
Baldy Wins a Prize.................... Com s50 — 
His Last Gamble.......................0.. D to1.0 — 
Charlie’s Little Joke...................... C 55 — 
OWS > DUCTS wires aired ccletviencusadcmaniretee: C 515 — 

The Bachelor’s Finish.................... C 480 — 

FRONTIER. 

Curing the Doctor......................... C g90 Mar 
WG: BAitGseccstelsccceaadcorancaccsteec: D 1005 — 
Caught at His Own Game............... C goss — 
A Hasty Jilting.............;cceccssececsecs gogo. — 

19 

2 
2 

5 
5 
5 
9 

9 
9 

12 
12 
16 
16 
16 

19 
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IMP. BIG 5. 
Des. Feet. Date Des. Feet. Date. 

Jane, of Motheaton Farm............... C 60 Mar. 2 His Majesty the Baby.................... C 475 Mar. 19 
ray ose Laratiey Lasuacuneaea onset lack D 1982 — 2 HERON 

n Pine Mountain..............cccccceee. o — vos ee Levi and McGuiness Run for Office 97 5 Visit of British Fleet to Barcelona ey ae 

C 1000 — 
a alt Not nubber Seat neoa ae C 495 — The Tattooed Arm..............:scececees D 2520 — 12 

1 tealers of Paris................... D 087 — 9 
Who Killed Olga Carew?................ D 2015 — 12 URBANORA. 
"The: Bie S1SteTesreis agoscdcras <addwnsecieas D 2025 — 16 (Chas. Urban Trading Company, Ltd.) 
Binks Elevates the Stage................ C s90 — 16 89-01, Wardour Street, W. 
Piffles Tries Hair Tonic................. C 425 — I9 Central 3118. Bioscope, London. 

URBAN- -ECLIPSE. 
JOKER. C3 Fea a Com 805 Mar. 2 Outs Srceterccusutiaestaneaslsnaiaearoves D 1595 Mar. 4 

The Stingers Stung................04. om 1010 — 9 ee aca aiar a 450 — 4 
Mike and Jake at the Beach........ Com 0945 — 12 The Bull Train eo Revenge: oot D : 2 = - 

NESTOR. Impressions of Japan..............ceeeeees S 410 — 11 
The Simple Life...............:0:::0eeeeeee C 650 Mar. 2. St- Bartholomew’s Day............... D 1095 — 18 
The. Wo: RidSSsucasciceccareaccdovatiosns: C roos — _ 5 Pedro, the Dog Charmer............ Com 370 — 18 
Justice of a we See err en e 1625 — o In the Pyrenees Alps................00. S 305 — 18 
awkeye’s Great Capture............... 5095 — 12 

What the Wild Waves Did............... CG ao 2: a VITAGRAPH, 
Won by a Skirts enc.cccseeicscratsosasens C 1010 — 16 31-3, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 
His Crazy JOb...... cesses eeeeeeee eee es C 970 — 16 Regent 3422. Vitgraf, London. 

Behind the Gun...............s seeeeee eee. 1”. 3005). “== -9O" “The Diver soaicuanekabiacem dase D 1542 Mar. 2 
His Wife’s Burglar....................055 C 955 — 19 An Elopement at Home.................. . 1007 2 

1 . The: Right Macc cachusssdeeelountwecerte 977 — 2 POWERS. : 
His: Waste Fie iitcaas cose actcuiewe canted: D 967 — 5 

THe: (Ee SCape@cicnusuhs oeedieid biueedea ewes D 890 Mar. 2 : 
From Mine to Mint...............::c000eee E 630 — 5 ane oe ee ee eee rm A, — 3 
The Doctor’s Orders..............005 C.D 622 — 9 Thi SE Ae ere ee Gee awed Re = 2 
oe Time, sana eats a 390 — 12 The Wreck Pere ee i ee ee D 5oRS -_ 

e Lesson the i ren aug t 5 Seer erererr Serre ere eee ee ee ee - 

| Ep oto — 16 aneled Three. Bo = 8 
A Stolen Identity......... iio taeatcns aime, D 1960 — 19 Fanny's Conspiracy Po ee C 1017 a ee 

REX. WL AT POLO iocis ce tencianieteccmesentes 784 — 12 

The Thumb Print..........cccccccceeeeees D 1700 Mar. 5 The Sale of a Heart............:.eeeeeeees D 1023 — 12 
His Old-fashioned Dad.......cccccecesees C ro10 — g Lhe. Portrait.........-.cccceeeseeeseseeeeee es C 95 — 12 

The Echo of a Song eee ee eee For D 045 Zone 9 Daniel Feet teeta eeeeaeetenee eee ee races cenanes D 2016 — 16 

Views of Yosemite Valley hme alemtinaten S 300 st, SG Little Kaintuck cutee enter eee enn eee e ene res D 984 — 16 

The Wall of Money......cccsescceseee: D 1790 — 109 Baas pea vteteeeeaten "E ae ” 
in the Lion’s Den...............65. — 

VICTOR. Making a Fountain Pen................. E 525 — 16 
His: Wife's. Child sexe cence indies cccasevees D 1985 Mar. 2. Jerry’s Mother-in-Law..............066. C 2046 — 19 
The End of the Rod..................0008- D 1980 — 12 Fellow VoyagerS.........cccccceeeccene eee C 620 — 19 

When the Hop Vines Twine............ D 1025 — 16 The Leading Lady.................:.c0088 D 9097 — 19 

Back tO: Liles. ccoiwncs tas teoiesecieks D 1635 — 19 Temples and Statues of Rome......... S 495 — 19 

TURNER FILMS, LTD., WESTERN IMPORT CO., LTD., 
2, Denman Street, Piecadilly Cirous, W. Wesfilm House, 4, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 2451. Heptoic, London. Gerrard 8080. Wesfilm, London. 

The Harper Mystery..........ccecscesees D 3100 Exclus. BRONCHO. 
The War Correspondent................. D 2048 Mar. 5 

TYLER FILM CO, LTD., The False TNS: watietecwusuises ceewrcansss D 2084 -- 32 
Film Houee, Gerrard Street, W. The cin oe See eee ee ee ee a D 19904 16 

esha aL sae ME ch CS a ee D 1958 Mar. 2 
CONTINENTAL. The: Judgement reiocii cs cc cutiemertecvsernee D :983 =-- 9 

The Diamond Hunter..............+0+. D 2520 Mar. 9 Devotiqn eee a eed ee ee D 2117. — 19 

CONTINENTAL KUNST. K.B. 
The, Statueuicstestennta woenateaanions D 2750 Mar. 12 The Sign of the Snake.................. D 1046 Mar. 9 

In the Davs Of '40........cccceeeeeseeeennes D 89 — 12 
ITALA. Her LG Gacy ccekss ik enaciewnicensenltvesons D 1040 — 16 

Foolshead Has Lost a Needle.....Com 550 Mar. 2 The Long Portage.............ccceeceees D 1019 — 19 
Toto Without Water.................. Com 495 — 9 KEYSTONE. 

A Healthy Neighbourhood.............. C 908 Mar. 2 TYLER. ‘ 
Winter Sports in Switzerland seecer ait Sp 328 Mar 0) Wine iy eee ee S Be Gear aie e Wialeior8 oe 106 6 Jee z §15§ — 2 

Jack and His Dog Messenger......... C 675 — 16 nae a We Bea Spies enOu Cai E pe = : 

The Small Town Actos 626 — 9 
UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD., The Horse Thief.......c.ccccccseeeeeees C 1020 

40, Gerrard Street, London, W. A Muddy Romance...........ceeseeeeees 1163 — 1 
Ge d-ase: Ufilmico, London. A a Wedding ..............55 C 983 — 19 

Making Crockery........... + cescereeees E495 Mar. 9 Caused by a Cl0ck...pcceccsegeuere Com 545 Mar. 19 

Google 
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The ERNEMANN 

“IMPERAT OR.” 
Its wearing qualities are unequalled ; its silence is unparalleled: and 
probably not less important is the wonderful steadiness of the picture. 

This machine, in the face of the keenest competition, has won for itself the 
premier place among Projectors. 

Write for details and Lists to 

The ERNEMANN APPARATUS Co., 
13, Bartlett’s Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C. 

*Phone—Holborn 1277. Telegrams—Ernemann, Fleet, London- 

AGENTS. 
W. DAy, 109, Lisle Street, Leicester Square, W. GLASGOW—CHALMERS, LTD., Burnside Buildings, 
Burnside Street. LIVERPOOL—Messrs. FILMS, LTp., 18/20, Manchester Street. BELFAST—Messrs. 
Ficms, Lrp.,; 35, High Street. NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE—Messrs. FiLMs, LTp., Midland Chambers, 17, 
Westgate Road) DUBLIN—Messrs. Fitms, LTD., 16, D’Olier Street. BRADFORD — Messrs. HIB- 
BERTS, LTD., Temperance Hall. BRISTOL—Messrs. HIBBERTS, LTD., 76, Victoria Street. NOTTING- 
HAM—Messrs. Hipperts, Lrp., Central Hall. EDINBURGH — Messrs. HIBBERTS, LTD., 42, Cork 
Place. GLASGOW—Messrs. Hisperts, LTp., 8, Dixon Street. St. Enoch’s Square. MANCHESTER— 
Messrs. AMERICAN EXPRESS FILM SERVICE, LTD., 138, Corporation Street. CARDIFF—SouTH WALES 

EXCLUSIVE FILM AGENCY, 15, Charles Street. 
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KINEMACOLOR 
SUBJECTS 

| WHICH DRAW THE CROWD: 

Mixed Signals. Mission Bells. 

The Story of the Wasp. 

Nathan Hale. 

Winter Pastimes in the Swiss Alps. 

Sadu Pilgrims. 

Everlasting Flowers. 

Carnival at Nice, 1914. 

Summer Fete at Tagg’s Island. 

Visit of a Wild West Show 
to Los Angeles. 

With a Travelling Circus in Scotland. 

THE 

Natural Color Kinematograph Co., Ltd., 
( Kinemacolor ) 

80-82, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON. W. 
Telegramms—“* Kinmacolor, London." Telephone—City 3976. 

Senate folta¥e' eva ae o 
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The .Volta, in Mary Street, Dublin, one of the 
three theatres owned in Dublin by Provincial Cinema- 
tograph Theatres, Limited, had an excellent. pro- 
graminc when last I looked in. I was glad to 
nouce a Hepworth film, “More Shan Bar- 
gained For,” on the screen, as Hepworths do not seem 
to be very often screened in Dublin. Others were 
“Flotsam” and “ Oscar’s Wooing.” Mr. R. G. Bell 
presides over the destinies of this house in first-rate 
manner, and is ably backed up by Mr. Richardson, the 
courteous assistant-manager. The work in connec- 
tion with the reopening of the Grafton Picture House 
is proceeding rapidly, much to the delight of those 
who made this their favourite house. 

The first exhibition of Pathé’s education course 
took place at the Coliseum in Cork recently, and was 
well attended. The ordinary programme at tbis 
house was very fine, “A Tiger Countess”  be- 
ing the feature film of the week. “ Bill’s 
kscape,’’ was particularly thrilling, especially the 
scene where he has the narrow escape of dangling. at 
the end of a rope—for another man! “His Lost 
Idol” and “ Meddlesome Mick ” were also included in 
the programme. 

At the invitation of Mr. Bromhead, Dublin man- 
ager for Messrs. Gaumont, I went up to watch the 
developing of the topical film, “ The Launch of the 
Britannic.’’ The camera-men only arrived from Bel- 
fast about 6.15 p.m., as the train was late. We then 
learned that it had been a terribly bad day in Belfast 
—rain all the time. That was scarcely encouraging, 
but we got to work. At 9.30 everything was accom- 
plished, and the negative was ready for printing, and, 
to cut a long story short, at ten minutes past Io we 
left for Blackrock in a taxi, the film being screened at 
the Grand Picture House at 10.22. I have seldom had 
such a pleasant experience, and indeed the evening 
was quite an exciting one for all concerned. I would 
like to give a few words of special praise to Mr. 
Harris, the camera-man from Messrs. Gaumont’s 
Glasgow branch. He was very ably assisted by Mr. 
R. Wyndham, the engineer of the Dublin branch. 
Between them, they worked wonders in the short 
time at their disposal. Nine copies of the film were 
ready for dispatch by the first train in the morning. 

I dropped in the other evening at Mr. Poulter’s 
cosy theatre in Camden Street in order to see the 
great film, “Give Us This Day.”A word of special 
praise is due to the orchestra. I don’t know who 
‘chose the music, but I can say that the selections 
rendered improved the dramatic effect of the film fully 
50 per cent. I heartily congratulate Mr. Boulter on 
the success he has had. The Cines “Quo Vadis?” 
is coming to this house next week. 

The Grand Theatre in Blackrock, Co. Dublin, was 
formally opened a short time ago by Mr. Thomas 
Clarke, J.P.,, the chairman of the Blackrock Urban 
Council. The theacre is situated in a prominent 
position in the main street. The seating is of the 
best, and the decorations in keeping with the general 
ood taste displayed in the equipping of the house. 
‘There is accommodation for about 650 people, and the 
wlace was packed on the Hes day. | 

oogle 

PICTURES IN IRELAND. 
By “PADDY.” 

Mr. P. McCarthy, who controls the destinies of the 
Gaicty Bijou, down Limerick way, has been doing 
exceedingly well of late, and this, indeed, is not to 
be wondered at, for he always has an excellent pro- 
gramme. 

Coming back to Dublin, we have the Phernix Pic- 
ture Palace going great guns under the skilful care 
of Mr. Cathal McGarvey. “Hard Cash” was the 
leading picture last week. Vitagraph films are 
always a strong feature at this theatre, and Mr. 
MicGarvey showed foresight in securing the two-reel 
subject, ‘The Next Generation.” Other extremely 
interesting dramas were “When the Clock Stopped ’ 
and “A Woman’s Wit.” 

At the Cinema de Luxe, in Camden Street, Mr. 
Maurice Elliman coninues to look after affairs in 
champion stvle. 

Let us now take a run up to Armagh, and see how 
the good people of that town are faring. At the 
People’s Picture Palace, so ably presided over by 
Dr. Ormonde, full houses have prevailed for some 
time. Quite recently we had such popular films as 
“The Glass Cage,” “The Dictator,” and ‘“ The Beryl 
Coronet.” A “variety” turn is usually to be found 
also at this hall. 

At the Electric Theatre, also in Armagh, they have 
been going in for strong multi-reel features. During 
a recent week they screened no less a production than 
“The Three Musketeers.” This was from Monday 
to Wednesday. For the latter part of the week, “Les 
Miserables ” was shown. I think it is almost super- 
fluous on my part to add that the manager, Mr. A. B. 
Calvert had his hands full that week, and he deserved 
the success he attained. This is one of the theatres 
owned bv Irish Empire Palaces, Limited. 

At another of the Irish Empire halls, in Park Street, 
Dundalk. the management have been having a busv 
time. But here they go in more for variety. The 
most popular film was undoubtedlv the Edison, “ Whv 
Girls Leave Home.” Sherlock Holmes was well to the 
front in “ The Speckled Band.” Here’s my congrats. 
to Mr. Louis E. Forster. 

Messrs. Jas. T. Jameson and Sons have been en- 
joving capacitv houses at the Town Hall. Rathmines, 
with a programme full of good things To mention a 
few: “ Shon the Piper,” in two parts, held the audience 
throughout. “Outwitted by Billy” was a fine ex- 
ample of the Selig brand, while Keystone were well 
to the fore in a film called “Fatty at San Diago.” 
Other films included “Widow Malonev’s Faith” and 
“A Novel Strike.” 

When “Macbeth” was shown at the Coliseum, in 
Cork, last week, there was almost a fierce battle 
amongst those waiting to get in. In fact, the entire 
house could easily have been filled twice over. That’s 
something like business, isn’t it? Mr. Tighe, in re- 
sponse to manv requests, has started season tickets. 
Ten shilling tickets now cost onlv 7s. 6d. if bought at 
the same time, and no less than ten 6d. tickets can be 
purchased for the modest sum of 4s. After that no 
one can comonlain, and the saving to ardent patrons 
should be very great. 
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Telegrams—'’ CARPETS, BIRMINGHAM,” Telephone—CENTRAL 3834. 

BECK & WINDIBANK, LTD., 
ARE SCORING PHENOMENAL SUCCESSES WITH THEIR 

“ BECKWIN” Range of Theatre Chairs and Furnishing. 

SSS (ae TRADE MARK TRADE MARK 

The Hall mark 

of Theatre 

Furnishing. 

LUXURY WITH - ECONOMY. THE BECKWIN CHAIR No. 27. PRICE 12/9. 
Fixed Complete 20 inch’ centres, upholstered in Lister's Mohair Velvet and finished in Silk Gimp 

and Nails, Polished Panels outside back and under seats, 

: If you are about to furnish or re-furnish your Theatre GO DIRECT TO THE 
(Write for particulars.) MANUFACTURERS. (Our representative will be with you by return.) 

BECK & WINDIBANK, Clement St, BIRMINGHAM. 
(Successors to A. R. DEAN. LTD.) 

A Guarantee 

of Excellence. 

“Light gains make a heavy purse.”—OLD PROVERB. 

The Diamant Guil Pastil 
GAINS FROM YOUR JET ITS 

MAXIMUM LIGHT. 

Large size, 7 in. by in, each 3/= 
Holder ae saa » 41/9 

Medium » in. by 3? in. » 2/6 

Baby » in. by 3 in. 2/- 

Bent lime pin ... es -/9 

G. GUILBERTS, 
THE LENS PEOPLE, 

40, Hatton Gdn., London, E.C. 
Requires no revolving. Unaffected by damp. psec a nerecy le, Smiths London 
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FROM LEEDS AND DISTRICT. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Business is booming in the offices of all the agen- 
cies here. Pathé Fréres are circulating their fea- 
tures and exclusives in an ever wider radius, and 
their “cartoons” are rapidly growing in popularity 
in Yorkshire.—The Greystone Motion Picture Com- 
pany find “In the Bishop’s Carriage” going exceed- 
ingly well; it is reported to be the best exclusive the 
firm have ever handled. Keystone comedies are also 
found to be a useful line.—Lest there should be a mis- 
conception as to the actual control of the newly re- 
opened Yorkshire Film Exchange, in Greek Street, 
which was mentioned in our Trade Topics columns 
on February roth, I am asked by Mr. H. A. Whincup 
to state that Mr. Bernard Schoficld, who is his chief 
of staff, is not in partnership with him in the concern, 
as might have been construed from the wording of 
the original reference to the exchange. The York- 
shire Film Exchange are booming business in Messrs. 
Hibbert’s “The Primitive Man.” “Lieut. Rose and 
Sealed Orders,” “The Worker,” and “Asta Nielsen 
Up to Her Tricks.”—Mr. John Lambert, of the Wel- 
lington Film Service, Limited, gave a successful pri- 
vate screening of “ Detective Finn.” 

The British Army film proved a great success in its 
two parts respectively in the two halves of the week 
at the Picture House, Briggate. On the Wednesday 
evening music was rendered by the band of the 5th 
Battalion West Yorks Regiment, the Leeds Rifles. 
Special arrangements were made for the admission of 
soldiers to see the film. From 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
every day Territorials and their friends could get in at 
half-price, whilst soldiers and Territorials only were 
admitted at half-price until 7 p.m. A new feature has 
now been introduced into the daily routine at this hall, 
in the form of a specially selected children’s pro- 
gramme, from s.30 to 6.30, when the youngsters were 
admitted at half-price.—At the Assembly Rooms, Mr. 
H. Hogton’s Kinetophone feature was selections from 
“Fra Diavolo.” “The Children’s Hour” and “The 
War Makers” were two successful items of the »ro- 
gramme.—‘ The Curse of Greed” and “The Green- 
horn” have been recent successes at the Coliseum, 
where Mr. Broughton has secured in M. Leon Gaulard 
an enthusiastic and valuable new conductor to the 
orchestral.—Mr. Rogerson top-lined ‘‘ The Mystery 
of the Yellow Aster’’ at the Savoy. whilst he found 
**©4 Mountain Mother’? a_ useful item.—At the 
Theatre de Luxe Mr. FE. B. Davies boomed ‘‘ The 
Anarchist’? and ‘*A Queen’s Love,” whilst his 
scenics were of Trollhatton Falls, Sweden, and a 
series of Venetian pictures. 

_ “ When the Earth Trembled ”’ reached the Heading- 
ley Picture House, where Messrs. Brooks and Smith 
found it met with a great reception, as also did ‘‘ The 
Three Musketeers.’’—‘‘ The Death Weight’’ and 
‘“¢ The Shadows ” and ‘‘ Seven Months’ Big Game 
Hunting ”’ attracted large audiences to the Harehills ~ 
Picture House.—At the Harehills Cinema, too, the 
programmes have been of the best.—At the Malvern 
Picture Palace ‘‘ His Choice ’’ and ‘‘ Why Girls Leave 
Home,’’ preceded three days of ‘‘ Sherlock Holmes 
and the Musgrave Ritual.’’—Mr. Cliff Marston 
featured Miss Henny Porten in “ Facing the Foot- 
lights.—Mr. Cunningham screened ‘‘ Her Dreadful 
Secret ’’ with immense success at the Woodhouse 
Street Picture House.—Mr. H. Parkinson put before 
large audiences ‘“‘ The War Correspondents,’ at St. 
Patrick’s Picture Hall, Quarry Hill.—At the Easy 

Digitized by Goc gle 

Road Picture House Mr. H. Brining is running the 
“Fantomas’’ series and ‘‘ Germinal.’’—At Messrs. 
James and H. White’s St. Peter’s Working Men’s Pic- 
turedrome, Mr. James White, who has charge of the 
management, has featured ‘“‘ Fate ’’ and ‘‘ Mystery of 
the Yellow Aster.’’—At the Premier Picture Palace, 
South Accommodation Road, Mr. Arthur H. Neeham 
screened ‘‘ Shears of Fate’? and ‘‘ When the Earth 
Trembled.’’—‘“‘ Price of Pardon’”’ and ‘‘ The Great 
Unknown ”’ were the top-lines at the East End Picture 
Hall, Places Road.—‘‘ The Musgrave Ritual ”’ and the 
‘Our Navy’ series have proved attractive at the 
Victoria Picture Hall, York Road.—At the Miners’ 
Institute, Accommodation Road, ‘‘The Death 
Weight ’’ was a subject of great appeal. 

“ The Curse of Greed ’’ has been Mr. C. P. Met- 
calfe’s great attraction at the Armley Picture Hall.— 
At the Pictodrome, Armley, Mr. J. Smart showed ‘‘ A 
Mother’s Devotion ”’ and ‘‘A Fiend and His Friends.”’ 
At the Armley Palace Picture Hall, in Stanninglev 
Road, the 3,o0o0 ft. ‘“‘ Renunciation ’’ was supported 
by a good all round programme.—At the Crown 
Electric Theatre Mr. Moorhouse is showing ‘ Our 
Navy’ and other leading lines. 

The newest picture house to be opened in Leeds is 
the Haddon Hall, in Burley Road, one of the cosiest 
and most modern appointed halls in the provinces. 
The place is very daintily decorated, ‘‘ The House of 
Discord’? and ‘*A Queen’s Love’? have been 
screened there. 

“ FORWARD, FORWARD.” 

The above expression of the old-time showman 
might well serve as a motto for that enterprising 
Glasgow firm, Green's Film Service, whose offices 

in Gallowgate are the hub of a big radius of 

i FILM. HIRING SERVIC 

Scottish shows which the firm supply. Notwith- 
standing the excellent rail arrangements of the 
Clyde City, it is imperative that other modes of 
transport should be employed, and the accom- 
panying illustration shows one of the very up-to- 
date methods used by the firm. 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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SPECIAL 
EASTER TRADE MARK 

RELEASE. Ed »Q Cdiron. - 
This Signature is a Guarantee of Quality. 

ic eit Photoplay for “Holy Week.” 

AND AN 
ANGEL CAME 

Symbolical Drama by BANNISTER MERWIN. 

Released April 6th. | Approx. 920. ft. 

The theme of this photoplay is startling in its conception.. It deals 

with a subject never before attempted. Its appeal is heightened 

and intensified by the delicate and reverend treatment. It 

shows many miraculous double-exposures. 

IT HAS NOW BEEN SHEWN BOTH TO THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL 

TRADE; WRITE YOUR RENTING HOUSE AT ONCE AND ARRANGE DATES. 

On TIERED, SIRES IE MAE SAE om, POEM OTIS ONE DOH ING of Postcard we will send you, regularly and post free, advance vant SaloVmattOR of Resin TOPO on of Edison Keleases. 

te on EASTMAN EILe PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON BASTMAN FILM, STOCK. EASTMAN NOM- PLAN eee WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. — EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 
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: SPECIAL 
TRADE MARK j EASTER 

Qa Chai: RELEASE. 

This Signature is a Guarantee of Quality. a eee ee 

Within the house a mother 

knelt beside her sick child. 

She looked up as the angel 

came to her side. “ You will 

cure my child?” She asked 

eagerly. 

“JT will cure her,” said the 

Angel, “but she must come 
with me. I have a garden 

filled with laughing children, 
where white flowers bloom. 

Let her come with me, and 

she shall play there happily 
for ever.” 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN STOCK. 
EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

25, Clerkenwell Road., London, E.G. 

WEST END SHOWROOMS— Sond Gn caanet: 

8, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. diupake 5827. 

rome ; Original from 
Digitized by (SOK gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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©) Short Biinn 
This Siguature is a Guarantee of Quality. 

“Offer Your Patrons 
the greatest value and variety 
for their money by booking 
EDISON ONE & TWO REEL FEATURES. 
THE GUNMAKER OF Moscow, | | THE JANITOR’S QUIET LIFE. 

Comedy. Bu Charles NM. Sean. 
A Drama of Peter the Great. By Sylvanus Cobb, Jr. 

= Bed Cod e—VUURWERK. No. 7866. 
Code—VUURKOLK. No. 7483. Released Monday, March 30th. Approx. 390 ft. 

" Rel:ased Monday, March 30th. Approx. 2.050 ft. 

An extremcly dramatic tale of plots and counter-plots The janitor was king until the boys and their goats 
in which Peter the Great is himself involved. Duke appeared. They held a circus in one of the flats, and 
Olga, guardian of Rosalind, stops at nothing in his the tenants on the other floors howled to him about the 
malicious struggle to grasp wealth, but is prevented - ; you tg eases ; 
by the gunmaker of Moscow, with the aid of Peter the noise. So the janitor made an investigation in which 

Great. he learned several things—about goats. 

SOUTH AFRICAN WHALING THE GIRL IN THE MIDDY. A LONELY ROAD. 
INDUSTRY. Comedy. By Mark Swan, 

Drama, Bu Y. Spinner, 

ER 8 No. 7519 Industrial, Code—WAAGSPEL. No. 7514, 
as ms eo. . 

Gtackce Thursday, Ape.2nd. App 1.060 ft. Code — VUURKRANS. No, 7486. Released Thursday, Apr. 2nd App. 1,000 ft. 

Released Th , Apr. 2nd. App. : Z ‘ ‘ 
— mraney,: her Bp Nee tt A society girl takes to short skirts. A millionaire is interested in a poor 

young girl; called away to Europe, 
he forgets her. The girl struggles 
bravely to support her sister and 
two children. Ten years later the 
remorseful millionaire returning, 

finds her dead. 

We sight the whale, fire the har- 
poon gun; the dynamite-laden har- 
poon pierces him and explodes. 
Then he is brought to the factory, 
where numerous interesting pro- 

cesses are shown. 

When Bob North picks her up, she 
is adrift in a boat; they become 
friends, Bob thinking her to be 
about thirteen. He is angr-- when 
disillusioned, but the middv saves 

the day. 

On receipt of Postcard we will send you, regularly and post free, advance information of Edison Releases. 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. 

Q Edson. 
25, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

*% 

West End Sh owrooms: 8, GERRARD STREET, LONDON. 

Google 

EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

‘Prone: 

City 1768-1769. 

"Phone: Gerrard §327. 
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PENPOINTS FROM PORTSMOUTH. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

After four months’ work at Portsmouth, in charye 
of the Shattesbury, for Messrs. Andrews, Mr. Tom 
Vaisey lett at the end of last week, and returns to 
Northampton. Mr. Vaisey is leaving, the service of 
Messrs. Andrews, with whom he has been four 
years, but parts with them on the best of terms. 
He now becomes manager of the Castle Cinema, ‘ur 
Messrs. de Chastelaine and Giddings. 

“ Romance of Erin’’ and “ Count Zarka"’ held the 
chief places in the Shaftesbury programme last week, 
and “Club of the Black Mask” and ‘‘ House of 
Discord ’’ are the leading dramas in the current pro- 
gYyamme. a 

There has been another managerial departure 
from the Fagle Picturedrome, Mr. Bowden having 
been sent to Hastings to run the same proprietor’s 
house, the Cynthia Cinema. At the Fagle- 
drome (as it 1s called for short) last week, “Ghost 
of the White Ladv’’ and ‘‘ Banzai’”’ were the lead- 
ing lines, and they are succeeded this week by “ The 
Robbers ’’ and “* The Mystery of the Silver Skull.’ 

Following such varied fare as “The Chinese 
Death-thorn,”’ “ Schitz, the Tailor,’’ “ The Sign of 
the Three Labels’’ and “ Father’s Hatband,’’ the 
Picture -House management have secured as an ex- 
clusive, the British Army tlm. Being too ex- 
tensive a picture for display in full at = any 
one session, it has been. divided into two 
parts, the first being screened in the initial half 
of the weck, while the later scenes will be shown 
to-night (Thursday), and until Saturday, inclusive. 
People have crowded in to see the film, and have 
been loud in its praise. On Monday and Tuesday 
afternoons, 250 troops, drawn from regiments 
quartered in Portsmouth, marched to the Picture 
House with a full band, and. from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
soldiers and sailors and their friends are being ad- 
mitted at half-price. 

“Hundreds turned away nightly! ’’ continues to be 
the invincible battle crv of the Victoria Hall manage- 
ment. How they are giving of the best is shown bv 
the fact that last week’s programme was led off with 
“ Bombita, the Spanish Bull-fighter,’?’ which was 
followed by “ In the Coils of the Python,.’”’ and “The 
Star of India,’’ and the preat attraction all 
this week is “Tess of the Urbervilles.’’ From 
to-night (Thursday) to the end of the week, “ The 
Plot Against the Governor ’”’ and “The Black Sheep’ 
will be the leading supplementary films. 

At the Apollo, the eight-part picture, ‘* Germinal,”’ 
was verv. successfully shown on the first three 
days of last week. The succeeding programme 
was led off with the = sirtiking war film, “ The 
Battle of Gettysberg.’’ A sterling — attraction 
has been provided for the whole of this week 
in “ Hamlet,’’ with Sir J. Forbes-Rohertson and 
Miss Gertrude F.lliott depicted in the leading réles. 

“Who Was Guiltv?’’ was acceptably screened at 
the Eastnev Theatre at the outset of last week, fol- 
lowed by the popular “ Lieutenant Daring and Room 
4i.’’ The dramas that led off the current week were 
“The Yellow Streak’? and “ Tenderfoot Sheriff.’’ 
Thev will be succeeded this evening bv “ False 
News” and “Her Sister’s Rival.” 

Following “When the FEarth Trembled’’ ana 
“The Flame in the Ashes,’ which were shown to 
good houses at the Arcade last week, “In the Midst 
of the Jungle’? and “The Cattle-thief’’ were 
screened on Monday, with “The Spirit of Envy” 
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3 and “Red and Pete, Partners to follow for the 
second half of the week. 

The exclusive, “ The Fatal Knife,’’? did such good 
business at the Copnor ‘Theatre last week as to. 
justity Mr. Trivess in the enterprise he showed in 
securing it. ‘Pony the Fiddler’’ and “A Leader of 
Men’ were last week's attractions at the Cinema, 
and the current programme is led off with “In Con- 
vict Garb,’ “\In the Midst of the Jungle,’ and 
“The Man of Him.” 

THE HALIFAX HALLS. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Under the new management the Picture House, 
Ward's Find, has been undergoing several decorative 
improvements to the general satisfaction of its 
numcrous patrons. One of the many additions is the 
new orchestra, the musicians being under the capable 
direction of Herr Van Jan Beevers. ‘“The White 
Lie 7? and *f The Mirror of Death ’’ proved splendid 
attractions. This week Mr. Whitworth is presenting 
“ Contederates in Crime ’’? and *f The War Correspon- 
dent,’’ together with the Edison talking pictures. 

Mr. Leshe Stansfield, manager of the Electric 
Theatre is providing his patrons with some exceed- 
ingly good ‘ stuff.’’ The star this week is ‘‘ The 
Broken Melody.’? Mr. Stansfield tells me of some 
very good ‘exclusives ’? he has booked for the future, 
including “ The British Army” film. 

The new manager of the Theatre de Luxe, North- 
gate, Mr. kK. Hl. Harmsworth, is ever on the alert to 
get the very = best ’’ for his patrons. His specials 
this week are “ The Seed of the Fathers’? and 
“From Out the Flood.’’ When Mr. Harmsworth 
relinquished his duties as manager of the Albert 
Theatre, Brighouse, he was the recipient of many 
splendid presents from his staff and patrons, and a 
cheque from the directors. 

Large and interested audiences have been in 
evidence to witness the attractive programmes at the 
Ideal Picture House, Raglan Street. The programme 
this week includes ‘* Our New Minister’’ and ‘f The 
Blue Stone.”’ 

Mr. Thomas Joh, late of Barnsley, 1s now in Hali- 
fax supervising the erection of his new theatre at 
King Cross, and hopes to have it open to the public 
about March 16th. 

The Gem, Crossley Street, has. as usual, splendid 
fare this weck, starringe “* No Quarter.’?’?—The King 
Cross Picturedrome, which is under the same man- 
agement is doing good business, the “ top-liner ”’ 
being ‘6 Fast Lynne.’’ 

Mr. S. JT. Henry, of Brighouse, has put forward a 
scheme to erect an up-to-date picture house, to be run 
on co-operative lines. The princinle of co-operation 
(which, by the wav. has a stronghold in Brighouse) 
has been applied successfully to a variety of different 
undertakings, but this, T believe, will be the first 
oceasion on which it has found its wavy into the cine- 
matogranvh business. Mr. Henrv is well known in 
the motion picture world. having had cighteen vears’ 
experience, and during that period producing manv 
shows in the Halifax and Brighouse areas. 

The Cosv. Sowerby Bridge, under the management 
of Messrs. Greene, is doing good business. Similar 
reports are forthcoming from all the districts includ- 
ing the Central Picture Hall, Flland, and the Cinema 
House, Tuddenden Foot. 
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HAPPENINGS AT HULL. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

There can be little doubt that before long there 
will be more cinemas in Hull than the population 
demands. Besides the several picture palaces now 
being built, as mentioned from time to time in these 
nctes, new companies are still being formed, and 
there will soon be not a district or ward but what 
will be served by at least one place of entertainment 
of this nature. Last week I announced another for 
Hessle Road, and now there is another proposed 
for Anlaby Road, but this time, happily, not at 
the over crowded city end, where there are several 
“all in a heap.’’ It is proposed to erect the new 
hall at the corner of Perry Street, just opposite the 
West Park, and it will therefore be in a district 
where as vet there is no place of entertainment. The 
new company, by the way, is a_ local one, the 
ia being Mr. J. W. Locking, of Paragon 
treet. 

Some time ago I predicted, with good grounds 
for doing so, of course, that the Prospect Picture 
House was a sure thing, and so it is. The com- 
any has been re-formed with a capital of £10,000, 

instead of £30,000, and evervthing points now ‘o 
smoother sailing. New directors and a new cha’‘r- 
man have been elected, and whilst the new scheme 
is much less ambitious than the original one, the 
venture will be, none the less, a desirable one. Mr. 
Percy Newbound, the original promoter, is still as- 
sociated with it, and gentlemen of considerable ex- 
perience in the Trade have joined hands with him. 
It is hoped that the capital will be subscribed at 
an early date, and this being so, building will be 
commenced as soon as the preliminarv stages with 
regard to plans, etc., have been passed. 

I spent an enjovable evening at the Prince’s Hall 
this week whilst “ The Harper Mystery ’’ was being 
shown. Mr. Tom Bogue obtained it “ exclusive ”’ 
for the Prince’s, and it was followed by “ The White 
Lie.’” The Prince’s is drawing good audiences, 
as ever, thanks to the enterprise of its capable 
Management. Another of the Sherlock Holmes 
serles 1S screened this week, while “The Old 
Curiosity Shop’’ has been added to the list of ex- 
clusives booked for the next few weeks. 

The Kinetophone is still the means of good busi- 
ness at the Holderness Hall, whose 2,000 holding 
capacity is considerably taxed on many occasions. 
Mr. Norman Wilkinson has been particularly for- 
tunate this week in having “ Sixtv Years a Queen”’ 
for six days, and has been showing it three times 
a day to big audiences. The film was shown a 
few weeks ago at the Prince’s Hall, and so success- 
ful was it that Messrs. Mortons, who control the 
two halls, rebooked it for the first vacant date at 
the Holderness. 

Mr. J. W. Myers has had more big features at 
the Boulevard Electric Picture Palace, and informs 
me that all is going well with him in West Hull. 
“The Wreck’’ numbers amongst the most success- 
ful of recent exhibits, and it will be seen that the 
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management keep quite up to date. The Boulevard 
is the only picture palace in this part of the city, 
I believe, with its own orchestra, and the music 
discoursed is greatly appreciated. Mr. Myers pos- 
sesses capabilities which manifest themselves in a 
variety of ways, and is ever willing to negotiate 
for the best productions. 

Not far away from here is the Magnet, which, 
since it was remodelled, some few months ago, has 
met with that success which had forced the manage- 
ment to make alterations. Mr. Morfit, who is in 
charge, arranges good, strong programmes, and he 
will be pleased if renters will include him on their 
mail lists. The Magnet is situated in West Dock 
Avenue. 

Mr. Walter Nicholson has had more brass band 
music at the Hessle Road Picture Palace, which he 
finds is appreciated. “The Black Sheep,’’ and 
“Tess of the D’Urbervilles,’’ have been the two 
exclusives this week, and both have done well. it 
is interesting to note that Mr. Nicholson, who was, 
a few years ago, an enthusiastic athlete, was re- 
cently the subject of a sketch and article under the 
heading of “ Hessle Road Nicholson,’’ in a Hull 
sporting paper. 

Calling at the Picture Playhouse one day, I had 
a chat with Mr. W. H. Ketteman, who confirmed 
my belief that this latest opened hall of Messrs. 
Ruffell’s was fast gaining popularity. It can now 
boast a very nice orchestra of six musicians, whose 
playing is greatly appreciated. Mr. Ketteman has 
inaugurated the system of providing afternoon tea 
free in the better seats. Whilst I was at the Play- 
house, “From Out the Flood’’ was being shown, 
and the two top-liners for this week have been 
pone in Crime’’ and “ The Wrecker of 

ives.’’ 

Two picture palaces have seen a change of policy 
this week. Mr. A. Maynard Owst, who has hitherto 
had one house a night at the Metro Pictures (As- 
sembly Rooms), has now started the continuous sys- 
tem from 6.30. Mr. Charles Mackey has reverted 
from the continuous to the twice nightly system, 
and has also arranged for a number of exclusives 
for the next few months at the East Hull Picture- 
drome. “The Crook’s Revenge’’ has been a biz 
attraction this week. 

I notice that Mr. Picton Thomas is building up 
‘a good business for the Gaiety Picture House, in 
the Market Place, which was only opened this year. 
Selig’s ‘Phantoms ’’ was shown recently. The Key- 
stone comedies have been an attractive feature all 
along, and the latest, ‘‘ Speed Kings,’’ was no ex- 
ception. 

Vitagraph pictures “take’’ well in the Beverley 
Road district, and Mr. G. H. Simmonite gave his 
patrons an “All Vitagraph’’ programme recently. 
Several of this companv’s latest appear in this 
week’s six different programmes. 
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OPEN MARKET 
Released May 4th. 

FLORENCE 

MURDOC 
A thrilling melodrama which reaches its climax 
of the strongest and most sympathetic roles 

ON VIEW in the provinces at the following 

MONDAY, MARCH 9th 2 p.m. 

- $5 si 4 p.m. 

vs ‘5 ‘ 6-30 p.m. 

TUESDAY, MARCH [0th 10-15 a.m. 

“s ag a 4 p.m. 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH IIith 9 a.m. 

- ™ = D p.m. 

THURSDAY, MARCH [2th 10 a.m. 

oS ss i 3 p.m. 

. s 4 p.m. 

- 6 p.m. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Messrs. 

Especial Attention is galled to the fact that from this date. the only 

SOLE AGENTS :— duced by the TURNER 

HEPWORTH MFG. CO., LTD., 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
Length 3 Reels. 

TURNER 

K TRIAL. 
in a sensational court scene. This is one 
ever played by Miss Turner. 

fimes and places :— 

GAUMONTS, 34, Deansgate, Manchester. 

THE ADVANCE FILM SERVICE, I3, Gt. Ducie Street, Manchester. 

THE DESPATCH FILM SERVICE, 37, Cannon Street, Manchester. 

WEISKER BROS., Kinema House, London Road, Liverpool. 

PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd., Change Alley, Sheffield. 

HIBBERT'’S PICTURES, Temperance Hall, Bradford. 

GAUMONTS, 46, Blackett Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

ANGLO-AMERICAN FILM Ce., 5-II, West Register St., Edinburgh 

GREEN & Co, The Carnival, Gallowgate, Glasgow. 

BENDON TRADING Co., 26, Gt. Wilson Street, Glasgow. 

GAUMONTS. 77, Dunlop Street, Glasgow. 

Se 

pictures featuring Miss Florence Turner (barring re-issues) are those pro- 
FILMS, LTD. 

2, DENMAN ST., PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON. 
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WORLD OF FINANCE. 
The following information has been speciall 
New Companies, Mortgages and Charges, 

compiled for Tae Bioscorr, and includes a ste bh of 
inding-up Petitions and Orders, County Court Ju gments, 

Reports of Financial Cases, etc., etc. 

All inquiries respecting financial matters must be addressed to the Editor, and the envelope 
marked ‘“' Financial ” 

PICTURE THEATRE DISPUTE. 

In the Lord Mayor’s Court, on Wednesday, be- 
fore the Common Serjeant (Sir F. Bosanquet, K.C.), 
the case of Laycock wv. Joynson came on for hearing. 
The plaintiff, Mr. Arthur Laycock, describing him- 
self as a property dealer, formerly proprietor of 
the Olympia Picture Theatre, Darlaston, sued Mr. 
Charles William David Joynson, architect, of Dar- 
laston and Wednesbury, to recover the sum of £50, 
money alleged to have been received by the de- 
fendant under an agreement dated February 14, 
1913, whereby he was to receive the takings of the 
theatre, and out of the moneys received to pay the 
plaintiff £5 a week for a period of four months 
from that date. 

Mr. Morton Smith was counsel for plaintiff, and 
Mr. Warren for defendant. 
Counsel for plaintiff said that defendant had set 

up that plaintiff was the person who gave the under- 
taking, and that he (defendant) ought, therefore, 
to be plaintiff in the action, also that, in conse- 
quence of an execution being levied upon the pre- 
mises, and in consequence of the first mortgagee 
taking possession, the agreement upon which the 
plaintiff now relied came to an end, and could not 
be performed. The defendant raised a counter- 
claim for £134. money which he said he was en- 
titled to be paid by plaintiff for services rendered. 

Counsel said that the matter arose out of trans- 
actions that took place in the early part of last 
year. The plaintiff had acquired property at Dar- 
laston, Staff., and had erected the Olympia Picture 
Theatre. A company had also heen formed. 
Nothing, however, came of the company, with the 
exception of its having accepted the building, which 
was the property of the plaintiff. The plaintiff 
found himself in difficulties with liabilities con- 
tracted, and in January, 1913, he assigned to Mr. 
Joynson, the defendant, as trustee for the secured 
creditors, the property. The defendant was even- 
tually appointed receiver and manager of the pro- 
perty, his remuneration to be £200 per annum, 
while the plaintiff was to receive £5 a week for a 
term not exceeding four months. The defendant 
took possession, and received the takings. Plain- 
tiff had never received his £5 a week, or any part. 
An agreement was afterwards said to have been 
come to by which the defendant took possession of 
the theatre as agent, and on behalf of the first mort- 
gagee. This, counsel contended, was an abso- 
lutely bogus agreement made up for the purpose of 
defeating the plaintiff’s claim to the £5 a week. 
According to accounts subsequentlv furnished by de- 
fendant, there was a balance of £48 or £49. Dur- 
ing the period covered, the defendant, continued 
counsel, had debited in his favour the remuneration 
due to him week by week. The defences raised were 
that the defendant was discharged from all lia- 
bility by reason of the Sheriff takine possession. 
To this the plaintiff’s answer was that the de- 
fendant had asserted his rights. and successfully 
established them under his appointment. The de- 
fendant also alleged that the agreement was never 
carried through. and was abandoned as from Feb- 
ruary oth. Also that he. never had anv assets. 
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The counter-claim for £134 was for services ren- 
dered by defendant to plaintiff from February to 
October, 1913. This counsel contended was part 
of a scheme to defeat the plaintiff's claim of £5 
a week, and to deprive him of any interest he might 
have under the agreement. | 

The plaintiff was called, and gave evidence ip 
support of his case. 

In the course of his evidence, the Common pber- 
leant pointed out that it was impossible to no into 
the question of figures before a jury, and even- 
tually, by consent, the case was referred to the As- 
sistant Judge, or Registrar, to report what sum cf 
money, if any, was due from the defendant, as re- 
ceiver, under the appointment of February 14, 1913, 
to the plaintiff, with power to refer back to the 
Judge, at anv time, anv question of law or fact. 
All questions of cost were reserved. 

a 

CINEMA HALL DISPUTE. 

In the Chancery Division, before Mr. Justice Ast- 
bury, a motion by the defendants in the action of 
the Associated County Halls and Theatres, Limited, 
v. Parker and others, was heard. 

Mr. Elgood, who appeared for the defendants, said 
that the motion was a claim to recover possession 
from the defendants of a drill hall at Margate, 
which plaintiffs had used for an exhibition of mov- 
ing films. His motion was for the appointment of 
a receiver and manager of the plaintiff’s hall, an 
exhibition, or picture show. Till the trial of the 
action, plaintiff company claimed to have been 
ejected from the premises. 

In answer to his Lordship, Mr. Elgood said no 
order had been made in the action though the mat- 
ter had been in Chambers. 

Mr. Sims, for the plaintiff company, said his 
clients had been wrongfully ejected from the pre- 
mises. Defendants were plaintiffs’ landlords, and 
his clients’ view was that they were still in the re- 
lation of landlord and tenant. Defendants closed 
down the premises last January. After his clients 
had issued their writ, the landlords claimed delivery 
of possession, and damages for trespass, and in that 
position of affairs defendants were now launching 
this motion, and asking for (1) a receiver of the 
rents and profits of the premises of which they them- 
selves were in possession; and (2) a manager of the 
pu SHIGsE which was not now being carried on at 
all. 

Mr. Elgood: The business is ours. We deny that 
the plaintiffs have any right in it or the premises. 
We absolutely deny that we have had any relations 
with each other whatever from December 25, 1912. At 
that time the managing director of the plaintiff com- 
pany was asking us to grant him a fresh lease at 
an increased rental navable in advance. The terms 
of that tenancy were agreed upon between Mr. 
Parker (one of the landlords and agent for the de- 
fendants) and plaintiffs. The draft lease was handed 
to the other side and executed by the plaintiffs. 
But the rent was twenty-seven davs in arrear, and 
we duly re-entered under our covenants. 
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Defendants sold the whole premises, of which the 
drill] hall was part, and, therefore, now asked for 
the appointment of a receiver and manager of this 
business. 

His Lordship: Of thei7 business! You say you 
re-entered and put an end to the business. Now 
you want a receiver of their business which you 
stopped them from carrying on. 

Mr. Elgood: They have no interest in it. 
His Lordship: You are in possession. What do 

you want a Receiver for? Do you propose to carry 
on the business? 

Mr. Elgood: We cannot carry it on. We want 
to clear out all the apparatus so as to begin on 
our alterations. In our first affidavit we offered to 
take away their property. 

His Lordship asked Mr. Sims if the plaintiff com- 
pany were willing to permit a receiver to carry on 
the show. Mr. Sims replied that they were if their 
senior manager were appointed. He knew the 
business. 

Mr. Elgood said his clients were willing to lend 
the hall, but they wanted their own receiver. 

In the result, Mr. Ellis was appointed receiver 
and manager by consent, the Judge directing that 
a proper affidavit of fitness should be given together 

' with security. 

Bankruptcy. 

On Thursday last, Mr. Warley presided over the 
statutory first meetings of the creditors and share- 
holders under the compulsory winding up order re- 
cently made against The Sterecscopic Cinemato- 
graphy Syndicate, Limited, 212, Westminster Bridge 
Road, London. The statement of affairs filed 
under the proceedings disclosed, as regards credi- 
tors, total liabilities £1,159 18s. 3d., and assets 
estimated to produce £20,567 12s. 6d., and, as re- 
gards the contributories, a surplus of £19,433 19S. 
3d. The winding-up order was made by the court 
on December 16, 1913, on the petition of a creditor 
presented on November 29, 1013. The statement 
of affairs was submitted on January 20, 1914, by 
Joseph Defriez Jones, director, and has been con- 
curred in, subject to certain amendments, by Herbert 
Dickinson, managing director. A. J. Windus, the 
secretary, has been required to concur in it, but is 
in default. The company was registered on June 
27, 1912, with a nominal capital of £1,000, divided 
into 20,000 shares of 1s. each. Its objects were to 
acquire and exploit patent rights in an invention Ly 
Dickinson for improved methods for giving stereo- 
scopic relief to cinematograph films. The promoters 
of the company were Dickinson, Jones and William 
Squire Stevens, who were the only directors. No 
remuneration has been fixed or paid to them, but 
Dickinson has lodged a claim in the liquidation for 
£300 for services (for which there is no agreement) 
aS managing director and £103 5s., the value of 
shares parted with by him on behalf of the company 
to one of its creditors, and sundry payments made. 
In May, 1913, the company formed the ‘‘Kine-Stereo 
Pictures, Limited,’’ and by agreements dated May 
14, 1913, and June 6, 1913, sold to the new com- 
pany all its rights in British patents for £17,500, to 
be satisfied as to £2,500 in.cash and £15,000 in 
shares of £1 each in the-neW company. The com- 
pany undertook to pay the promotion expenses, and | 
later agreed to accept shares in lieu of £2,000, part 
of the cash consideration. Dickinson and Jones 
state that the purchase consideration has been dis- 
charged by payment of the company’s liabilities to 
the extent of £679, and bv the allotment to the 
company or its nominees of 16,821 shares of £1 
each (£16,821) in the new company. Of the shares 
so allotted 9,871 are alleged to have been distributed 
amongst the company’s shareholders by wav of a 
dividend (one £1 share in the new company for 
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every two shares of 1s. each), 2,200 allotted to the 
company’s creditors, and 4,750 to the company 
direct. An option was given to purchase the last- 
mentioned shares at 2s. 6d. per share. Apart from 
the promotion of the Kine-Stereo Pictures, Limited, 
and the sale to it of the British rights in the in- 
vention, and the granting of options to purchase the 
foreign rights, no business appears to have been 
done. Othces were taken at 55-56, Chancery Lane, 
in conjunction with the Kine-Stereo Company, 
where demonstrations of the invention on a limited 
scale have been made. No balance sheets or ac- 
counts have been prepared. The books of the 
company were badly kept, and do not record its 
transactions. The business appears to have been 
conducted almost entirely by Dickinson, and he has 
been required to bring in accounts to complete the 
records. “Unsecured liabilities, £1,133 138. 3d.,"" 
are in respect of advertising and printing, £301, 6s. 
4d., labour, material, etc., £359 8s. 8d., loans £1094 
3s. od., legal expenses £100 os. od., and patent fees 
£88 14s. 6d. The “preferential creditor £26 5s.’’ is 
in respect of secretary’s salary. ‘* Investments in 
shares £593 15s.’’ is the value placed on the shares 
held by the company in the Kine-Stereo Pictures, 
Limited, if the option given on these shares is exer- 
cised. “Invention and Patent Rights £20,000’ is 
the value estimated by the directors in the doubtful 
contingency of certain negotiations for sale being 
carried through. The failure of the company is at- 
tributed by Stevens and Jones to insufficient funds to 
meet the cost of installation of the apparatus re- 
quired to demonstrate the utility of the invention. 

Mr. Warley pointed out that, having received the 
Official Receiver’s observations they would be conver- 
sant with the position. There was, in his opinion, no 
need of an outside liquidator, as the investigation 
was practically completed. 

In the result the creditors and shareholders re- 
solved that the liquidation should remain in the 
hands of the official receiver and a committee of in- 
spection, whom they selected. 

New Companies. 

CROMER THEATRE OF VARIETIES, LIMITED. 
(133,773).—This company was registered on Feb- 
ruary 5th, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares, 
to take over part of the “ Britannia House,’’ Church 
Street, Cromer, and to carry on the business in- 
dicated by the title. Private company. The num- 
ber of directors is not to be less than two nor 
more than five. The first are E. Trollor, C. J. 
Parker, and H. N. Bridgewater. Secretary: H. N. 
Bridgewater, Sheringham. 

PRINCE OF WALES’ ROAD CINEMA PALACE, LIMITED. 
(133,788.).—This company was registered on Feb- 
ruary 5th, with a capital of £100,000 in £1 shares, 
to take over the business of A. P. Robinson, and to 
carry on the business of theatre cinematograph dis- 
play and amusement proprietors, etc. Private com- 
pany. A. P. Robinson, managing director. Solici- 
tors: Clabburn’s, Norwich. | 

WALTON-ON-THAMES ‘CINEMA COMPANY, LIMITED. 
(133,799.).—-This company was registered on 
February 5th, with’ a capital of £2,500 in 
#1 shares, to. acquire certain land at Walton-on- 
Thames, to carry on the business of bioscope, cine- 
matograph show or picture palace proprietors, etc., 
and to adopt an agreement with Alice Fokes. Pri- 
vate company. The number of directors is not to 
be less than two nor more than four. The first are: 
H. A. Jones (chairman), W. Clark (managing 
director), and Mrs. A. Fokes. Remuneration of 
W. Clark, as managing director, £208 per annum: 
of -H. A. Jones £52 per annum; of other directors 
£26 each per annum. Registered office: Thames 
Bank, Walton-on-Thames. 
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HAVE YOU SEEN THE FOLLOWING 

POWERFUL EXCLUSIVES ? 

IF NOT, 

WE SHALL BE PLEASED TO SHOW 
THEM AT ANY TIME. 

PORT OF DOOM. 
ENGINE OF DEATH. 

WHITE LILIES OF 
REPENTANCE. 

MILLION-POUND WILL CASE. 

GET IN. TOUCH WITH US. WE CAN OFFER 

YOU WHAT YOU WANT: 

THE BEST. 

L. & Y. Films Limited, 
50, St. Martin’s Court, 

LIVERPOOL, Charing Cross Road, REGENT $377. 
London, W.C. 
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Two Sensational Cines Releases. 

“THE GOLDEN BEETLE” and “THE LURE OF GOLD.” 

Two films which are being shown to the Trade 
this week by Mr. G. Serra prove to be roman- 
tic dramas of more than usual interest, and bear- 
ing the hall-mark of the Celio and Cines brands, 
are particularly fine samples of their best work. 
One of the chief characteristics of the Italian 
film drama is the inexhaustible vitality and en- 
thusiasm which every member of the company 
brings to bear upon his work, with the result 
that nothing is lacking in the presentation of 
the author’s work to the best possible advan- 
tage. Indeed, it may almost be thought that 
the author is occasionally lured .into an exuber- 
ance of imagination by the knowledge that the 
actors entrusted with the representation of his 
work may be implicitly relied on to play with 
an earnestness and conviction which impart 
reality to the most romantic fiction. 

‘“The Golden Beetle’’ may be instanced as 
a case in point, being a thrilling story of roman- 
tic adventure which, in its mere narration, might, 
now and again, impose some slight strain on the 
prosaic mind, but it is played with a dash and 
vigour which carry the spectator breathlessly on 
from one amazing situation to another, leaving 
him neither time nor inclination to _ criticise 
motives or speculate on probabilities. 

At the commencement of the story we are 
shown how a young Englishman, George Surrey, 
is kept prisoner in a ruined Indian temple by the 
fanatical worshippers of Kali, the Hindu goddess 
of death and destruction, to the great grief of 
his fiancee and of his father, who has offered 
a huge reward for tidings which may lead to his 
recovery. George at last contrives to attach a 
message to an eagle which has ventured through 
the bars of his dungeon, and which ts eventually 
shot by an Englishman named Murrel, who. 
discovers the message and determines to effect 
George’s rescue. His intention becomes known 
to the Chief of the Golden Beetle clan, a gang of 
desperate bandits, and knowing of the reward 
he determines to assist Murrel in the rescue and 
turn it to his own advantage. They succeed 
in finding the captive, but the remarkable like- 
ness which he bears to Lang, a member of their 
gang, inspires the Chief with another idea. 
George is drugged and again consigned to a 
dungeon, and having attempted to get rid of 
Murrel by burying him up to the neck and 
leaving him to the mercy of the cagles, the Chief 
sets forth to. introduce Lang as the Duke of 
Surrey’s long-lost son. Murrel, however, is 
rescued by Indians, who assist him to release 
George once more, x Oey take part in a 

desperate flight to the coast, during which their 
courage and agility are put to the test in som2 
adventures which are as exciting and s2nsational 
as anything we have witnessed. After escaping 
destruction by shipwreck and the wild beasts of 
an African jungle, George and Murrel arrive in 
England, but their adventures are by no means 
at an end, for Lang and the Bandit Chief, who 
have been received without suspicion by George's 
family, are informed of their escape, and make 
the most desperate attempts to prevent their 
arrival home. The two men are kidnapped at 
the landing stage, and Murrel is shot and left 
for dead by the roadside, while George is tied 
to the railway lines in front of an oncoming 
train, which actually pisses over his prostrate 
body. But both bear charmed lives, and Mur- 
rel recovers in time to rescue George from his 
perilous position and restore him to his family 
at the moment when Lang is about to complete 
his imposture by wedding George's /iancee. 

The plot certainly makes strong demands on 
one’s credulity, but there can be no question as 
to tie tense interest it excites nor to the triumph 
achieved by the producers and the actors con- 
cerned. No great effort has been made to 
secure local colour either for the Indian scenes 
or for those laid in England, but nothing could 
be more effective than the setting from a dra- 
matic point of view, and the escape from the 
ruined temple, the marvellous scene where the 
fugitives form a human ladder down the side 
of a cliff, and the gorgeous final scene of the 
wedding banquet are brilliant examples of mount- 
ing and stage management, while the photo- 
graphy all through is of a quality which makes 
the film a highly artistic achievement. There is 
not a dull moment from start to finish, and its re- 
ception should be enthusiastic. 
‘The Lure of Gold,” by the Celio Company, 

is a detective drama, less unconventional in the 
exigences of its plot, but containing a full mea- 
sure of. exciting adventure and also many scenes 
of exceptional artistic beauty. It deals with the 
career of -a man named Wilson, who, having 
diverted to his own uses the wealth of a young 
orphan whom he has adopted as his daughter, 
endeavours to replace the money by joining a 
gang of coiners, of whom he eventually becomes 
the chief. A celebrated dctective is given the 
task of securing the gang, and in his work he is 
assisted by the girl’s lover, who accidentally 
falls into a trap which the coiners have prepared 
to ensure the safety of their secret premises. - 
Disguised as a gardener) the, detective succeeds 

r 
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in locating the pla: and by his courage and 
skill the whole ga -: is secured with the ex- 

ception of Wilson, who is discovered dead by 
his own hand, having left a confession and the 

means of making amends to his ward. 

The play is full of mystery, of secret traps, 
and private exits, which add greatly to the ex- 
citement, and some of the effects of light and 
shade are extremely effective. .There is not 
much demand made on the actors, as it is chiefly 

dependent on action and situations, but it is 

played with vigour and spirit, a certain air of 
distinction, and, above all, with absolute con- 

viction, which will make it one of the pronounced 
successes of detective fiction. 

A NEW PRODUCTION. 

One of the handiest of lists for electrical 

requirements has been issued in the new 

book by the British Westinghouse Com- 

pany, Limited, entitled ‘‘ Everything Electrical 

for Cinemas.” The illustration herewith is a 

reproduction of the handsome front cover, and 

the contents embrace practically all possible re- 

quirements for the auditorium, the operating box, 
generating room, and a goodly number of stage 
appliances. The latest types of indicators and 
dimmers and the fine fittings are notable features 
of an excellent publication, copies of which will 
be sent on receipt of trade card addressed to 
the numerous branches of the British Westing- 
house Company, Limited, or to the Publicity 
Department at Tydtfo P fancheste Digitized by eren igte METRE 

OUR POSTER GALLERY. 

The illustrations in this column will convey some 

idea of the excellence of two posters which have been 

specially designed in connection with the Hepworth 

production of “The Old Curiosity Shop,” an admir- 

‘TOD CURIOSITY SHO! 
Dicken 

able pictorial presentiment of the immortal story by 

Charles Dickens. 

The exclusive rights of the subject have leen 

secured by Renters, Limited, who now control all 

bookings. 

coloured anf 
en above are admirably Th osters 

_ Original fro 
esl sien WRB RAR art 
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EVERY INCIDENT IN THIS 

GREAT CONTEST IS TRULY 

DEPICTED AND WILL PROVE 

Gigantic Draw 
THROUGHOUT THE 

COUNTRY. 
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THE WORLD’S EXCLUSIVE 

RIGHTS ARE CONTROLLED BY 

US, THEREFORE IF YOU WISH 

TO BOOK THIS 

MONEY GETTER 

WE ADVISE YOU TO GET INTO 

TOUCH WITH US IMMEDIATELY. 

REM EM BER it is only obtainable from— 

_ The Fenning Film Service, Ltd., 
3, Kingly Street, Regent Street, London, W. 

’Grams—“ Rentwelite, London.” 

( Original from 
Digitized hv RITA VANY SLIT LIDNANRY 
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Provincial Exhibitors. 

A REMINDER: 
DON’T FORGET THE TRADE 

EXHIBITIONS OF 

W. W. JACOBS’ 
INIMITABLE COMEDIES. 

is90 ft. THE THIRD STRING. ,...?e"4.. 
1242 ft. BEAUTY aoe BARGE. May 4 1914. 

1078 tt. LAWYER QUINCE. w.,*e hia. 
1130 ft THE BOSUN’S MATE. my"%s"fo14. 

BIRMINGHAM. LEEDS. 
Monday, March 9th—Picture House. New Tuesday, March 10th — Picture House, 

Street. 10-30 a.m. Briggate. 10 a.m. 

eta tach hAiesase vee 
Wednesday. March 11th—P; Nh eee: Thursday, March 12th — Picture House, 

‘Oxtord Sire et. 10-30 ‘Siu chiehall Stre et. 10-30 a.m. 

THE FENNING FILM SERVICE, Ltd. 
3, mung STREET, REGENT STREET, mabapak Ww. 

—— — 35 ‘Grains—'' Rentwelite, ,ondon. 

Google 
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“ EXCELSIOR.” 

A MAGNIFICENT MOVING PICTURE BALLET. 

As to-day the cost of production seems to 
be of paramount importance, let it be said im- 
mediately that £12,000 is a moderate estimate 
for this picture. Four hundred dancing girls, 
together with the leading artistes of the Scala 
Theatre, Milan, were taken to Egypt, where 
local colour was secured for some of the most 
impressive scenes. Incidentally, while taking 
pictures in the environs of the Pyramids a 
most wonderful film of a sandstorm was ob- 
tained. Wild animals were not omitted from 
the colossal cast, and some of the most daring 
and realistic lion pictures ever taken are em- 
braced ‘n this extraordinary film. Aeroplanes 
as well appear on the screen, a dozen or sc 
of the machines flutter through the clouds like 
a flock of birds, in a bewildering fashion. This 
particular portion of the film is, in truth, a 
baffling cinematographic illusion. These scenes, 
however, are but additions to the moving pic- 
ture productions of the wonderful ballet, ‘‘ Ex- 
celsior,’’ which some twenty-five years ago was 
the talk of the world. It is interesting to re- 
call that a theatre was specially built in Paris 
for the presentation of this gigantic terpsi- 
chorean spectacle, and it is said that nothing 
approaching it for grandeur has ever been at 
tempted. It was a happy thought that 
prompted Signor Manusardi, of Milan, to re- 
produce the ballet for the picture theatre, aud 
supplement the gorgeous stage pictures with 
actuality visions, which in themselves con- 
stitute a film of no ordinary merit. 
‘Excelsior ’’ is the story of the genius of man and the evolution of the world. It is a magnificent encomium to the great men who, by their own discoveries, have helped to revo- lutionise our life. The action commences at the time of the Spanish Inquisition, and concludes ‘:propriately with a tableau representing Uni- versal Peace. 
The changes which have been wrought by the application of steam and electricity are ad- mirably portrayed. One of the gems of the- film shows the great inventor Papin on board his steam boat, his tragic death, and result of his invention. There is also a fine tribute to Ferdinand de Lesseps, the celebrated French engineer. 

The film shows the developments of 
electricity from the day Volta made his great 
discoveries. The telegraph, the telephone, an‘l 

Google 

wireless systems of communication are fascina- 
tingly introduced. And then one must not 
forget to mention the scene depicting the com- 
pletion of the Mont Cenis Tunnel, a_ clever 
mélange of studio and open-air work this. 
We are quite at a loss, however, to give even 

a slight idea of the immensity of the produc: 
tion, which we understand took Signor Manu- 
sardi over twelve months to complete. ‘‘ Ex- 
celsior” 1s a two hours’ entertainment, a veri- 
table cinematograph and musical feast. 

As mentioned last week, ‘‘ Excelsior’’ was 
presented before a large gathering of specta- 
tors at the Cinema Lutetia Wagram. The 
general opinion of this audience was highly 
favourable, and from time to time loud ap- 
plause resounded throughout the hall. The 
original music of Signor Romuald Marenco 
was, of course, rendered by the orchestra. For 
the correct representation of the film it ‘s 
necessary for the music to synchronise with the 
pictures, especially during the ballets. 

Messrs. R. C. de Daué and Paul Ladewig, of 
Paris, are sole proprietors of the world’s 
rights, United States of America excepted, the 
latter concessions having been granted to a 
syndicate, for the sum of $75,000. Some superb 
publicity matter goes with the film, including 
three striking posters and a host of excellent 
photographs of various dimensions. 

a ees 
—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_——— 

A SPECIAL EVENT. 

So rapidly has the business of the Special Event 
Film Manufacturing Company grown during three 
years’ location at their West 35th Street premises, 
that new quarters were decided upon and new pre- 
mises secured at 216 West 42nd Street, where a floor 
space nearly five times that of the old “house” has 
been acquired. The firm specialise in all manner 
of supplies, and are specialists in topical work and: 
printing for the Trade, and are now in a position 
to handle all business in the most expeditious man- 
ner. 

EVENTS AT EVESHAM, 

Mr. Davis, of the Grand Cinema, has been granted 
a special licence for a Sunday opening. During the 
past week the special film was “Humanity.” This 
week “ The Tragedy of the Masked Ball” evoked great 
interest. The week will be kept as “anniversary 
week,” and a special programme has been arranged. 
For the latter portion of the week will be shown “ The 
Mysteries of Paris."—The Electra Playhouse also 
notifies good programmes, which include “The Mas- 
ter Crook,” “Leader of Men,” and the Cup-tie be- 
tween Aston Villa and Albion. At the latter end of 
the week will be seen “ Flotsam.” 
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Better than the Best Exclu i 

APRIL 6th is the day when you 
matter what age programme you 5 

UNDER THE 
GOLD SEAL. ; 

lt is the most sensational drama ever issued, not 
Press and =}, 

Book this Film now. Spring a little extra and | 
and will pay you, 

If you are really out for business  , 
Have you sent your post-card for Particulars { 

TRANS-ATLANTIC — 1 

— It created a sensation at the Glasgow Exhibition and 
shown. People call it the “Some-thing - Different’ 

ALL TRANS-ATLANTIC FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

“ota TRANS-ATLANTIC 
Neubau ugasse 40. : PLT UNIVERSAL 

Kelzersgrac 429. 
SWEDEN: 

Wallingsgatan 15, 37-39 Oxford 
Stockholm 

BU DAPESTH : Wires—'' Transhlco, Ox, London."' 
Lipot Korut 9. 

Google 
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| sive and infinitely cheaper. 

can afford to take a first run, no 
usually take. On that day appears 

BLACK FLAG. 
2,980 ft. approx. 

because we say so but because it is the opinion of the 
Buyers. 

take a first run, it will come cheaper than an em 
twice as well. 

you must positively have this Film. 

of the newest, brightest, and best topical---the 

TIMES. 

has been enthusiastically receeived everywhere 
topical. Let us tell you more about it. 

ALL TRANS-ATLANTIC FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

FILM Co., Limited, Linaasgatan 1 a 3, 

a | co aregge ta 

Street, London, W. TAAL batt aie 401 
Trans-Atiantic Film Go., Limited, 

‘Phone— Repent 4332-3. 
via Alfredo Cappeliini, 18. 
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THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION. 

(Specially Reported by Our Scottish Representative.) 

That it was found advisable to add two more 

days to the period for which the Glasgow Cine- 
matograph Exhibition was originally arranged to 
remain open, and that the extension was justified 
by the attendance of exhibitors and the general 
public, proves conclusively the success of the 
venture; and the necessity for such an exhibition 

in the chief Scottish business centre. Promoters 
and standholders alike found the extension war- 
ranted by results, the extra days bringing visi- 
tors from many parts who had not intended mak- 
ing the journey. During the second week the 

INNACRAARRE AY 
we 

attendance was even better than in the earlier 
period, and the business done by the various 
firms represented proved most satisfactory. The 
cinema apparatus manufacturers, and those firms 
from London who were showing exclusive films, 
were one and all satisfied with the results of their 
labours, and the Scottish Exhibition has not failed 
to benefit by the many novelties of every class 
which were so skilfully demonstrated for his 
advantage. 

During the week the Exhibition was visited 
by many notabilities in the Trade from London 
and elsewhere, and among those who visited 
THE Broscope stand were Miss T. Turner, 
“* Jean,’’ and Mr. L. Trimble (Turner Film Com- 
pany), Mr. Cecil Hepworth, Mr. E. J. Jennings 

Digitized by Goc gle 

(Gaumont Company, Newcastle-on-Tyne), Mr. R. 
Lever (Anglo-American Company, Edinburgh), 
and most of the principal exhibitors in Scotland. 

The Conferences, which had proved so successful 
during the first week, were continued, and were no 
less successful, the attendances being good, and the 
debates animated, and in every case favourable to 
the Trade. On Monday evening, Mr. H. C. Banwell, 
of the National Cash Register Company, London, 
gave a most interesting lecture on “the value of the 
moving pictures in industrial welfare work.’’ The 
chairman was Mr. Peter Fyfe, chief sanitary inspec- 
tor for Glasgow, and the large conference hall was 
packed. The lecture, which dealt with the various 

systems adopted by the National Cash Register Com- 
pany for the welfare of their employees was illus- 
trated by still and moving pictures, and apprecia- 
tively listened to. 
Wednesday was the people’s day, and the general 

public and the Trade turned out in their hundreds 
to do honour to Miss Florence Turner, who was 
accompanied by Mr. L. Trimble and ‘“ Jean.’”’ In 
the afternoon a reception was held, when Mr. 
Trimble and Miss Turner delivered addresses of 
thanks, and “Jean’’ was put through a demonstra- 
tion of how she “acts’’ for the pictures. The func- 
tion was repeated in the evening, when the crowd 
was even more dense, and Miss Turner’s fingers 
must have ached with signing souvenir post cards 
and autograph books. The presentation of a hand- 
some bouquet and hearty cheers brought the recep- 
tion to a close, but hundreds waited outside the 
building and gave Miss Turner a real Scotch send-off 
as she drove away in her car. 

Original from 
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attraction during the week was the 
Competition, for which about 150 

competitors came forward. The judges had great 
difficulty in reducing the number for the semi-final 
and final trials, but by Thursday evening the list 
of competitors was reduced to four. To enable a 
just decision to be arrived at, the bench of judges 
was augmented by the addition of Miss Turner, Mr. 
Hepworth, Mr. Trimble, and Mr. Tom Powers, and 
even with these eminent adjudicators the task was 

A’ great 
Cinema Actor3’ 

Miss TURNER, MR. TRIMBLE, AND “JEAN” AT 
“THE BIOSCOPE ” STAND. 

not an easy one. The final awards, however, gave 
much satisfaction, and were as follow:— 

1st, Gold Medal.—Miss Dorothy Rowan, 19, 
Blythswood Drive, Glasgow. 2nd, Silver Medal.— 
Miss Leoni, Hengler’s Circus, Glasgow. 3rd, 
Bronze Medal.—Mr. Lamont A. Coutts, Raven- 
shaw, Helensburgh. 4th, Award of Merit.—Mr. 
D. Graham, Bearsden, Glasgow. 
Miss Rowan, who is well known in the city as an 

amateur of no mean ability, gave an excellent inter- 
pretation of the test. 

At the close of the competition the awards were 
handed to the successful competitors by Miss Flor- 
ence Turner, who congratulated the winners on their 
success. 
The Operator’s Competition also brought out a 

good number of entrants, and all who competed 
proved themselves most able and competent mechani- 
cians. The awards were as follow :— 

1st, Gold Medal.—Mr. William Marsh, Cinema 
House, Renfield Street, Glasgow. znd, Silver 
Medal.—Mr. S. Valios, Theatre de Luxe, Sauchie- 
hall Street, Glasgow. 3rd, Bronze Medal.—Mr. 
Peter Mattocks, Electric Theatre, Rutherglen. 
Awards of Merit.—Mr. James Bradley, 98, North 

Park Street, Glasgow; Mr. V. Bond, Picture Thea- 
tre, Brougham Street; Mr. Robert Dunlop, Dum- 
fermline; Mr. J. Thorburn, La Scala, Glasgow. 
An Operators’ Competition was also held in which 

the entrants were confined to the employees of the 
B.B. Picture Theatres. The prize was a gold medal, 
and the judge Mr. Walter Draper (Messrs. Fairlie 
and Co.). In this, the work of the operators was of 
such a uniform excellence that the adjudicator was 
unable to class any one as better than the other, and 
the prize was not awarded. 
: The Pianists’ Competition awards were as fol- 
ow :— 

tst, Gold Medal.—Mr. James Macarthur, Argyle 
Electric, Glasgow. 2nd, Silver Medal.—Miss 
Theresa Lindsay, Melrose. 3rd, Bronze Medal.— 
Mr. M. Swalf, Eglinton Electreum, Glasgow. 
Award of Merit.—Mr. James Hamilton, Electric 
Theatre, Rutherglen. 
On Thursday, the Exhibition was honoured by a 

Digitized by Go gle 

visit from Signor Lenghi-Celini, the eminent Italian 
tenor, who came at ‘he invitation of Mr. Gaydon. 
of the Stentorphone Syndicate, to hear some records 
of his making, reproduced on that instrument. 
Signor Celini expressed himself as delighted with the 
reproductions, and, as a proof of his appreciation, 
selected several records, including ‘“‘ Cujus Animon,’’ 
*“* Cielo-e-mar,’’ and “ Spirito Gentil,’’ and adhibited 
his autograph to them. 
During the Trade hours, many of the principal 

London firms submitted several of their exclusives 
and other pictures for the benefit of the exhibitors 
present. Among these were The Universal Film 
Company, Limited, represented by Mr. A. C. Bliss, 
who screened “ Silas O. Pinch, Sensationalist,’’ and 
“©The Dancer in Darkness,’’ in addition to “ The 
Secret of the River’’ (Spanglian), ‘‘ How Nobby 
Won the Cup’’ (Ecko), “His Majesty the Baby”’ 
(Big 5), “The Tattooed Arm ’”’ (Heron), and ‘‘ Who 
Shall Judge ?’’ (Imperator). Mr. Bliss, whose stand 
was one of the most conspicuous in the Exhibition 
was more than satisfied with his visit to Scotland, 
and with the business done at the Exhibition, which 
will result in many of this thoroughly up-to-date 
firm’s films being shown in the principal Scottish 
halls in the near future. 

The Central.Feature and Exclusive Company, Lon- 
don, who were represented by their Scottish manager. 
Mr. Double, who was assisted during the last week 
by Mr. G. S. Mott, managing director, made a 
special show of “Suzanne Comes to Stay’ and 
“Our Torpedo,’’ both of the famous Suzanne Grande 
series. Other pictures shown were ‘‘ Who Shall 
Judge ?’’ for which the Central have secured the sole 
rights for Scotland from the Universal Company, 
and “The Black Triangle,” a Continental film of 
great power, which attracted much notice from ex- 
hibitors, and was considered one of the best pictures 
shown. 

The G.C.A. were represented by Mr. Lane, who 
did good business with ‘ Parsifal,’’ “ Betrothed ’’ and 
“George Formby,”’ a trio of films in which the ex- 

= TYLER = MOOMTTADLE MOET 

hibitor saw great possibilities. ‘“ The Vice,” “ The 
Collar Stud’’ and “Her Haunted Life’’ were also 
screened and more than favourably received. 

Messrs. Pathé Fréres made an exclusive show of 
educational films which were witnessed not only by 
exhibitors, but by many classes from the various 
schools in Glasgow and district. The subjects in- 
cluded the following: ‘‘ The Squirrel,”’ “ Glimpses 
of Little-known Submarine Life,’’ “ Brick-Making in 
Madagascar,’’ ‘‘ Rope-Making in Manilla, “The 
Leech,’’ “ Half-an-Hour Among Salt Water Fishes,” 

Original from 
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PRE-EMINENT. 

The history of electric-lamp making—the progress—the striking 

inventions—the surmounting of almost insuperable difficulties—is a 

veritable romance of science. Mazda has always been clearly identified 

with this progress—nay, more, Mazda is responsible for the greatest 

advances and the most far-reaching improvements of recent years. The 

Mazda Drawn Wire Electric Lamps sold to-day are the embodiment 

of the world's greatest scientific skill and the largest lamp-manufac- 

turing experience, and Mazda is reaping its inevitable reward—it is 

the most extensively used metal filament lamp in the world. 

Unsurpassed for Economy, Brilliancy, and Durability. Ob-. 

tainable at Reduced Prices from Electrical Contractors, Ironmongers 

and Stores. 

JUST ARRIVED. 

THE SAKURASHIMA VOLCANO DISASTER. 
Released Monday April 6th. Length 556 ft. 

A wonderful impressive film depicting the great disaster which befel the Japanese 

_ inhabitants of the island of Sakurashima. 

STREAMS OF MOLTEN LAVA. 

SCENES OF DEVASTATION. 

MAGNIFICENT SCENIC EFFECTS. 

Make certain of your copy now. Undoubtedly one of the 

finest Topicals ever offered YOU. On view now at 

LUBIN HEAD EUROPEAN OFFICES, 

J. FRANK BROCKLISS, Ltd., 
4&5, NEW COMPTON STREET, LONDON, W.C. 
Telegrams—" Stafilm, London."' "Phone—Regent 4840-4841. 

Google 
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etc., etc. The Scotch exhibitor is a keen believer 
in educational films, and many of those shown are 

Cinema Trade in oils, cleaning materials, etc. The 
firm’s speciality is the Britolco liquid antiseptic soap, 

sure to be included in any a special preparation 
educational series  con- hich 1 ‘a 
templated for the future. wis CISaDS es an 

disinfects at one oper- 

The B.B. Pictures ation, and is_ speci- 
stand and __ projecting THEATRE FURNISHERS.. ally suited for use in 
theatre were in charge 9 HOWARD STREET. GLASGOW, cinemas, theatres, etc., 
of Mr. Lawton, while the 
managing director, Mr. 
J. J. Bennell, was also in 
attendance daily. In the 
theatre, the pictures 
shown to the Trade in- 
cluded “The Vicar of 
Wakefield,” “Madame 
Satan,” and “Asta Niel- 
sen, Suffragette.” Pic- 
tures shown to _ the 
general public included 
selections from the ~ro- 
grammes- at __opresent 
being projected in’ the 
company’s various halls 
throughout Scotland. 
The business done with 
the Trade was most satis- 
factory, and the B.B 
have no reason to com- 

i 

t 

eg? EI 

Pes 

plain of the  recevtion 
accorded their produc- 
tions. 

Scottish Film Service 
{Mr. Arthur Vivian, as- 
sisted by Mr. James 
Waite) showed the Selsior 
Dancing Films, which 
achieved great popu- 
larity and resulted’ in 
many bookings. 

The British Oil Company, of Albert Street, Town 
head, Glasgow, are making a strong bid for the 

and is already used in 
many halls with most 
satisfactory results. The 
firm also supplies oil for 
every purpose, and their 
products are in everv way 
excellent. Many exhibi- 

tors’ have had samples 
(sent free), and _ their 
testimonials bear out all 
that is claimed for the 
materials. 

When the Exhibition 
closed to the public on 

Saturday night, the ex- 
hibitors met in the Con- 
ference hall to do honour 
to Mr. Phillips, who had 
been a guide, philoso- 
pher and friend to all 
during the run of the 
Exhibition. Mr. Vivian 
presided, and after ex- 
plaining the object of the 
meeting called on Mr. 
Tom Power, who _pre- 
sented Mr. Phillips with 
a substantial purse on 

poe of the exhibitors. Mr. Phillips feelingly re- 
plied. 

NORWICH NOTES. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Generally speaking, good business has been done 
at all the Norwich halls of late, and managers have 
every reason to be satisfied with the result of their 
efforts to provide attractive programmes. The chief 
topic in picture theatre circles is the recent decision 
of the magistrates, reported in last week’s issue, 
prohibiting standing in gangways, and much specu- 
lation is indulged in as to what its ultimate effect 
will be. Commenting at some length on the matter, 
a contributor to the principal local daily paper says 
that the general body of citizens will no doubt agree 
that in the interests of public safety all gangways 
and passages should be kept clear, and at the same 
time he pays a neat compliment to the satisfactory 
manner in which all our local halls are conducted. 
The case has certainly accentuated the need for con- 
certed action on the part of the exhibitors to protect 
their own interests, and it is sincerely hoped that, 
as a result of the affair, something will be done with 
a view to establishing a branch of the Exhibitors’ 
Association for Norfolk. 

Several interesting items have to be recorded this 
week. A very cordial welcome was extended to 
Mr. E. J. Protheroe on his return to the manage- 
ment of the Haymarket Picture House, after an ab- 
sence of about six months, and it is quite like old 
times to see him again controlling the executive. 
The front of the hall has been equipped with an 
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extensive scheme of illumination, which imparts a 
very beautiful and dazzling effect. Mr. Protheroe 
is continuing the policy of his predecessor, Mr. Tom 
Taylor, in providing wholly an exclusive programme, 
and is this week attracting large audiences with 
“Seven Manths’ Big Game Hunting’’ as his chief 
film. The performance, however, is now continuous, 
from 3 till 10.30. 

The Prince of Wales’ Palace has been acquired 
from Mr. J. Bartlett by the Prince of Wales’ Road 
Cinema Company, Limited, who have engaged the 
services of Mr. G. F. Howes as manager. Mr. 
Howes has had an interesting experience with vari- 
ous picture theatres throughout the Eastern Coun- 
ties, and has many ideas for increasing the success 
of this hall. The pictures shown here are essentially 
of a powerful nature; the programme this week ‘n- 
cludes “Wings of Death’? and “A Good Little 
Devil.’’ Mr. Howes has secured the Wells-Blake 
film for next week. 

The big features secured by Mr. G. F. Allen, cf 
the New Electric Theatre, continue to pull excellent 
business, and the resources of the hall are often 
taxed to the utmost to provide accommodation for 
all who seek admission: in spite of the fact that the 
hall will seat 1,000 people. ‘“ The House of Tem- 
perley’”’ and “ Children of Destiny ’? have proved 
very popular films here 6 rec cently 
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“WHAT THE PUBLIC WANTS.”’ 

To the Edttor of THE BIOSCOPE. 

Sir,—It is all very well for your ingenuous 
correspondent of last week, ‘“Junius,"’ to write 
in a high and lofty, but entirely theoretical, 
manner about “art in the film.’’ He, in common 
with a good many other people, seems to forget 
that the picture theatre industry is a dusiness, 
and not merely a spare time amusement. Busi- 
ness being business, the only standard by which 
a film can be judged is its commercial value. 

The exhibitor is not altogether a fool, nor wil- 
fully a ‘ Philistine’ (as “ Junius"’ no doubt likes 
to regard him), and, in nine cases out of ten, when 
he turns down a film as being ‘too artistic,” 
his judgment is perfectly sound. It would, of 
course, be a very delightful world if we could 
all indulge our artistic fancies regardless of 
any solid mercenary considerations; but, unfor- 
tunately, it is the public’s taste that we have to 
consider, and not our own caprices. The exhi- 
bitor who kept a good thing from his public 
out of wanton spite would be quite as blame- 
worthy as the exhibitor who forced upon his 
public a so-called “‘artistic’’ thing it did not 
want. But there are few exhibitors who are 
such bad business men as to commit either of 
these follies. 

No, if “Junius” is concerned about the nature 
of the fare provided for the public’s consump 
tion, let him go forth bareheaded to the street 
corners and tackle the pudbl/ic upon the point— 
not bullyrag the unfortunate exhibitor, who is 
quite innocent of any desire, save to cater for 
his audiences in the manner which is most satis- 
factory to them. Speaking quite personally, I do 
not think that the average picture theatre pro- 
grammes are by any means so bad as “‘Junius”’ 
and his kind would have us believe them. Of 
course, everything depends upon what one means 
by the term “‘artistic.” If ‘“ Junius’ considers 
that the public ought to prefer suggestive farces, 
joy-squashing tragedies, and morbid melodramas 
to healthy and stimulating stories of normal men 
and women, then, I grant, he may have some 
cause to complain. And I am thankful to be- 
lieve that the cause is not likely to be removed. 
—Yours, etc., 

SHOWMAN. 
Kennington, S.E. 

March 3, 1914. 
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EXCLUSIVE RICHTS. 

To the Editor of THE BIOSCOPE. 

Sir,—Being a regular reader of your valu- 
able paper, and although I am so many miles 
from home, I should like to air a grievance. 
Seeing that showmen are still in doubt as to 
the actual meaning of the words “exclusive 
rights," I must tell you what happens here in 
the Far East. Certain showmen (travelling) buy 
exclusive rights for a certain territory, and after 
the film has been screened in the territory for 
which rights have been bought, it has been 
travelled and shown over other territories for 
which exclusive rights have not been obtained. 
May I mention a case which concerns myself? 
We are buying exclusive rights of various films 
for our particular territory; to our amazement 
and disgust the film for which we have rights 
is being shown simultaneously by opposition 
houses, which surely proves that exclusive rights, 
if such is the way they are arranged, are not 
worth the paper on which they are given. 

I have always been under the impression that 
exclusive rights for a certain territory meant 
rights for one only. How, then, do you account 
for exclusive mghts being given to one person, 
and another being allowed to infringe on your 
rights? I think it is time that film makers and 
agents gave this matter their special attention.— 
Yours, etc., 

THE PALLADIUM THEATRE 
(Alec Ross, Business Manager). 

Orchard Road, 
Singapore. 

February 5, 1914. 

[We have pleasure in publishing the above, 
but at the same time we must point out that 
here in England the exhibitor has no difficulty 
with ‘exclusive rights,” which if conferred for 
a certain territory, are always maintained.—Ed. 
B1oscope.] 

A ‘“‘FAMOUS PLAYERS’ FEATURE. 

We have received the news that United Kingdom 
rights of the Famous Plavers Company’s produc- 
tion of “A Lady of Quality ’’ has been secured by 
the World’s Exclusive Film, Limited, London. All 
applications for concessions on this fine play, which 
features Miss Cecilia Loftus, must now be addressed 
to this firm. 
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NOTES. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Both the renters and exhibitors here are ex- 
periencing a particularly brisk time as far as business 
is concerned. The central and suburban halls have 
been packing their houses—and as far as the renters 
are concerrcd—despite the fact that their ranks have 
been considerably augmented of late, I find everv- 
one doing as much business as heretofore; if any- 
thing, there is an increase. I understand ‘that the 
application for Sunday opening is to be made shortly, 
when a special hearing is anticipated. 

Some exceptionally good programmes have recentlv 
been screened by different picture houses, and 'n 
speaking of good programmes, I must not omit to 
mention the New Street Picture House, where Mr. 
Yeulett screened “David Garrick’’ (Sir Charles 
Wyndham) for the whole week commencing Feb- 
ruary 16th, to continually packed houses. Mr. Martin 
Duncan’s lectures accompany two series of films, 
“The Wonders of the Deep’’ and “Insect Life ’”’ 
were exceedingly interesting and instructive. The 
former series were extremely well received, and a 
hearty round of applause rewarded the lecturer’s 
efforts.—The value of local topicals was evidenced 
some time ago at the Masonic Hall. when Mr. Brad- 
bury screened a film showing the Colmore Cup Re. 
liability Trials and did record business on it. The 
motor industry in this town is very large, and Mr. 
Bradbury made a wise move in catering for the in- 
terests of such a big proportion of people in the 
town. 

Running out to the Dudley Road Picture House, I 
found Mr. George Devey screening a good all round 
rogramme, accompanied by suitable music. The 
all itself is well lighted and cosy—there is a good 

rake on the floor, and the projection, for which a 
Gaumont machine is responsible, is at once clear and 
steady. There is accommodation for soo, and a 
matinée performance is given every day at 3. Tak- 
ing a peep at Mr. Devey’s future bookings, I found 
that “Silver Blaze’’ is billed for the first part of 
this week, to be followed bv that successful film, 
“When the Earth Trembled,”’ on Thursday. 
“ Moths,’’ ‘‘ In the Hands of London Crooks ”” and 
“Tannhauser” are only a few of the future stars 
which are secured by the management. 

Along the Coventry Road I paid - call at the Small 
Heath Picture Palace, where Mr. J. Harrison is 
deputy manager for Mr. Spary, aie is pro tenn. 
running the Picture Plavhouse. Erdington. “iThe 
Anarchist’? and ‘f The Great Dock Catastrophe ”’ 
achieved a great success. Mr. Harri: ‘on informed 
me that he had “ An Hour Before Dawn” booked up 
for a future date. Continuous performances are run 
here from 2.30 daily, and in addition to a special 
matinée for children on Saturday, the management 
have provided a five o’clock children’s performance 
on Tuesdays. 

Breaking off across country I looked in to see Mr. 
Purnell at the Green Lanes Picture House. where 
an excellent all-round programme was. showing. 
“The Pathé Gazette’’ followed by their popular 
cartoons, was highly appreciated by patrons. Mr. 

Google 

Purnell has succeeded in securing for his hall a dis- 
tinctive and high tone, which makes itself felt in 
everything associated with the theatre, from the care- 
fully selected programmes to the efficiency of the 
staff, not to mention the excellent orchestra which 
Mr. G. F. Smith conducts so ably. ‘‘ The Harper 
Mystery ’’ and “ Not Guilty ’’ are two future stars. 

Before returning to town I ran across to see Mr. 
Adie, at the Elite, Bordesley Green, where several 
good turns, together with star pictures, completed an 
excellent programme. A packed house revealed the 
excellent state of business. Two houses are run 
nightly, with the usual matinée on Saturday for 
children. Popular prices are 3d., 4d. and 6d., child- 
ren half-price. 

The “British Army ”’ film which was showing at the 
New Street Picture House last week from 9 a.m. 
daily, drew phenomenal crowds to this popular 
house. The first part of the film was screened Mon- 
dav, Tuesday and Wednesday, the latter part being 
shown for the rest of the week. A large queue was 
in evidence most of the dav. 

Mr. Bradbury, at the Masonic Hall, had an excel- 
lent week's business with “A Cigarette Maker's 
Romance,’’ which, as I had before mentioned, he 
had booked for a return visit. 

The Umion Jack Film Company is shortly taking 
over new and larger premises in buildings adjacent 
the King’s Hall, Corporation Street.—A successful 
Trade show of the “ Messiah,’’ was given by the 
Alerta Film Company on the 24th ult., at the King’s 
Hall, Corporation Street. 

Mr. Mitchell, of the Ideal Film Company, is ex- 
periencing ~-uch a decided increase in his business 
that it has been found necessary both to increase the 
staff and to fit up a showroom on the premises, where 
“Ideal ’’ exclusives will, in future, be screened re- 
gularly. During a recent visit to the Potteries, when 
Mr. Mitchell gave a Trade show of some of his ex- 
clusives, including “ Joan of Arc,’’ ‘“ Money Gods,’’ 
“The Princess Dilemma,” I understand that these 
were very successfully booked up. 

Mr. George Devey, of the Dudley Road Picture 
House, featured a splendid programme last week 
when such stars as ‘‘ The Silver Skull,’’? “ The Vicar 
of Wakefield’’ and “The Black Mask’’ were in- 
cluded in one programme. The latter part of the 
week saw that popular money-getter, “ When the 
Earth Trembled,"’ as the star picture. 

Taking a little tour of the Smethwick District, I 
commenced by visiting Mr. Granger, of the Cape 
Hill Electric Theatre, whom I found screening a 
first-rate programme, including ‘Captain Kidd’’ as 
the star nicture. to a well packed house. “A 
Modern Girl ’’ and “In the Coils of a Python ’’ were 
successful features in the latter part of the week. 
The projection here is clear and steady, and there 
is comfortable accommodation provided for some 
800 people. 
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THE TRIUMPH FILM CO. IN DECEMBER, 1913 

WAS AS SMALL AS T HEABOVE PRINTING, 

Now, 

MARCH, 1914, 

The Triumph Film 
Co., Ltd., 

66, Old Compton SL. Lendea, W 

We Are Flourishing Because 
Our Exclusives are Wiuners. 

Write, Wire or Phone. DO NOT DELAY. 
IT MEANS MONEY TO BOTH OF US. 

The Adventuress 3,000 ft. | A Romance of 1812 1,500 fet. 

Heir toa Million 3,000 ,,| The Jewels - - 1,300 
The Accursed Drug 3,000 ,,| Justice & Conscience 1,300, 
A Woman s Conscience 2,000,, | The Two Boys - 1,200 ,, 
A Possibility (Comedy) 2,000 ,,| Burning of Rome - 1,200.,, 

Jack - - 4100, | Last Days of amuse 1,250 .. 

AND 

KID LEWIS v. PAUL TIL 2,000 ft. 
Featherweight Championship Fight of Europe. 

Let us Hav your Inquiries for Features. 
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THE PICK OF THE PROGRAMMES. 
WHAT WE. THINK OF .THEM.. 

“A kady of Quality. ~ | Ores. 6 
If the Famous Players have it in their mind 

to prove to us their versatility, they have cer- 
tainly achieved that object, having thoroughly 
demonstrated their ability to deal in the most 
satisafctory fashion with plays of every period 
from ancient.Roman to modern American, and of 
every character from merry farce to grand tra- 
gedy. Personally, we must still confess to a 
preference, on, the whole, for their modern pro- 
ductions, but this certainly does not mean that 
their other works are of negligible value. And 
one could desire no better evidence of this latt2r 
fact than that which is provided by their latest pic- 

’ out the long cast. 

acted, and “partly to the beauty of its setting. 
The infinite pains invariably taken by the Famous 
Players Company with their interior scenes make 
these latter among the finest. yet seen on the 
screen. There is an air: of:solidity about them, 
and a perfection of detail upon which it would 
be impossible. to improve.. Such natural back- 
grounds as are wanted are dlso selected with 
equal care. 
' The acting of the film is admirable through- 

The name of Miss Loftus will 
in itself be a sufficient attraction: to ‘many people, 
and indeed it must inevitably be of interest to 
everybody to see this clever and popular actress 

| 

on Cece Lortus | 

ture, an adaptation of the well-known novel by 
Frances Hodgson Burnett, “A Lady of Quality,” 
with Cecilia Loftus, the popular actress, in the 
title role. 
“A Lady of Quality” is a stirring and in- 

genious romantic drama, which is full of unusual 
and effective situations. It is primarily a love 
story, but it also contains other themes, which 
are cunningly woven into the main plot, and 
which thus render the whole a shapely and con- 
sistently interesting play. Although it is not, 
perhaps, an ideal story for interpretation by the 
cinematograph, it nevertheless makes an 2xceed- 
ingly delightful film as here presented, thanks 
partly to the adpmrable manner in which it is 

Digitized by \zOO IQ e 

upon the screen. Although her art is, on the 

whole, more suitable for the ordinary stage than 

for the cinematograph—one misses her voice a 

good deal—she nevertheless acquits herself most 

capably as a “picture artiste,” and grasps the 
demands of the camera with quite wonderful 
instinct. She acts with dashing vigour, with 
sincerity, and at times with fine dramatic in- 
tensity. In fact, of its kind, it would be difficult 
to desire a better performance than that which 
she gives as the heroine of this play. The 
gentlemen of the piece are all such accomplished 
artistes that it is difficult to choose favourites. 
A particularly delighttul character study is given 
by the actorwhe| plays Sir Jeoffrey, whilst that 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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EXCLUSIVES 

YOU MUST HAVE. 

A DAUGHTER of SATAN. 
CRICKS. 3,050 ft. 

A WRECKER of LIVES. 
CRICKS. 3,100 ft. 

The 11th Commandment 
| FEATURING— 

MISS GLADYS COOPER 
(Royalty and Wyndham's Theatres) 

AND 

MR. JAMES WELCH 
(Criterion Theatre). 

FULL LINES OF EXGELLENT BILLING. 

Ruffells Exclusives, Lia. 
8 & 9, LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C. 

71, GT. DUCIE STREET, MANCHESTER. 
(GERRARD 9695 & 7230. Vane Rand, London. 

Telephones | MANCHESTER, City 4479. Telegrams Atlafilms, Manchester. 
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very practised player, Mr. House Peters, is a 
striking and romantic figure as the Duke of 
Osmonde. 

In our opinion, the chief fault in the film is 
a lack at times of sufficient clearness in its story. 
To those who are familiar with the original 
novel—and to our regret we must confess that 
we are not among their number—it is doubtless 
perfectly comprehensible throughout, but for 
people like ourselves, who depend solely upon 
the screen for enlightenment, the plot is not 
always as perfectly easy to follow as it ought 
to be. It is by no means unintelligible, that is 
to say, but at moments, especially towards the 
close, one has to keep one’s mind so closely, 
upon the facts of the story that one is inclined 
to lose some of its dramatic significance. This 
is by no means an uncommon failing in adapta- 
tions, and it may quickly be remedied by the 
addition of a few lucidly worded sub-titles, when 
all will be clear as day. ‘Talking of sub-titles, by 

. the way, why is it that film characters continue 
to sign even their most intimate epistles with 
their full titles? 

Altogether, we consider “A Lady of Quality” 
to be a very delightful entertainment, which 
should alternately charm and stir all who see 
it. It is, as we have said, a play of an unusual 
class where films are concerned, and its plot is 
refreshingly original. It should enjoy much suc- 
cess. (Famous Players Film Company. Four 
reels.) 

Hook and Hand. 
Here is another of those sensational detec- 

tive melodramas which the Blacné Company 
have already shown themselves able to manu- 

Detailed criti- facture with the utmost skill. 
cism is uncalled for with a story of this nature 
which has no pretence of possibility, and which 
aims solely at providing the biggest number of 
thrills in the shortest space of time. This 
latter object is admirably achieved, with the 
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result that ‘‘Hook and Hand” is as excellent a 
film of its kind as we remember. It is cleverly 
acted by a company of vigorous players, each 
of whom understands to the full the art of ex- 
tracting every ounce of effect from a favour- 
able situation, and it is splendidly staged with 
that careful regard for solidity and realism, 
even in the most difficult studio scenes, that has 
characterised the earlier works of the Blaché 
Company. We will not attempt any analysis 
of the plot—it is sufficient that the latter gives 
opportunities for all kinds of exciting A hee 
tures, and that it is also by no means without 
incidental originalities. There is a somewhat 
‘gruesome moment in one of the hospital scenes 
during a post mortem examination, which 
might prove trying to the nerves of some 
audiences, but otherwise the film is of an en- 
tirely healthy nature. The immensely effective 
fire scene towards the end is rather notable, by 
the way, in that it appears to have been taken 
by night, or, at any rate, with no other illu- 
minant save that which is provided naturally 
by the conflagration. ‘‘ Hook and Hand’’ is 
just the sort of thing that is wanted by a large 
number of audiences, and it should prove ex- 
tremely successful. (Blaché Feature Film. R. 
Prieur and Co., Limited). 

Carnival at Nice. 

The glow and glitter of the multi-coloured 
pageant held annually at Nice have offered ex- 
ceptional opportunities to the Kinemacolor photo- 
grapher before, and this year both carnival 
makers and operator seem to have surpassed 
themselves, with the result that the cinemato- 
graphic record of the latest of these festivals is 
perhaps even finer than any of its predecessors. 
No film could demonstrate more fully than does 
this picture of the Nice Carnival the wonder- 
ful perfection with which natural colours can 
now be reproduced by means of the Kinemacolor 
process. The hues of this gay procession are 
kaleidoscopic in their endless variety and rapid 
change, and yet each subtle difference of tone 
is faithfully realised for us on the screen. The 
picture is as steady and as clear as any mono- 
chrome film, but in place of the drab unreality 
of black and white, we have every brilliant 
colour of nature reproduced with such absolute 
accuracy that it is difficult to believe we are 
not gazing upon the original scene. Having once 
seen Kinemacolor, it is difficult to return to the 
monotony of the ordinary film without a keen 
sense of the latter's great and ever-present defi- 
ciency. And, with such a subject as this gor- 
geous carnival, there is, of course, absolutely no 
comparison between the two methods of repro- 
duction. “They are further divorced than the 
proverbial chalk and cheese! (Kinemacolor film. 
Length 1,020 ft.) 

Original from 
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12 SHEET POSTERS. 

This film has a truly magnificent title, and it is a truly 
dramatic action. Be alive to your own 

FOR BOOKINGS OR TERRI 

M.P. SALES AGENCY, LTD., 
TELEPHONES—CITY 648 and REGENT 2275, 
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magnificent picture. Every foot of it is alive with tense, 
interests and write for prices to-day. 
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86-88, Wardour Street, London, W. 
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The Seoret of the Sea. 
This fine dramatic detective play, full «of 

excitement and adventure, opens with some 
idyllic love scenes which are perfect specimens 
of photographic art, the peaceful beauty of old 
Italian gardens giving no hint of the story of 
crime and intrigue in which the young lovers 
are speedily involved. Daflair, a young de- 
tective, has captured the affections of Grace 
Roberts, who lives at the Villa Fiorita, and we 
witness their meetings by moonlight, while 
during the day Daflair is busy trying to trace 
the author of a daring robbery from the man- 
sion of Mr. Rimbandi, a wealthy financier, who 
is spending money lavishly for the entertain- 
ment of Mrs. Ferranti, a fashionable and popu- 
lar member of society. Daflair uses an intelli- 

flight. A letter from Grace gives him a clue, 
and by extraordinary measures he is able to 
overtake the steamer in which Mrs. Ferranti 
is leaving the country. A dramatic scene fol- 
lows, in which Daflair, disguised as a sailor, 
endeavours to arrest Mrs. Ferranti, but she, 
realising that her career of crime is ended, 
leaps from the side of the vessel. Daflair’s 
mission fails, but the criminal gang is broken 
up, and Grace is eventually consoled for the 
grief caused by her mother’s wrongdoing. 

The sensations are very cleverly introduced 
and worked in a manner which is perfectly con- 
vincing. Daflair’s adventure in the eave and 
his escape from the subterranean prison are 
highly sensational and very effective in execu- 
tion. The scenes w'th Mrs. Ferranti are 

gent dog which gets on the track of the 
criminals, and by this means his suspicions are 
directed to no other than Mrs. Ferranti. He 

. follows her in a rowing boat to a cave on the 
coast, and finds her with a gang of associates 
dividing the spoil of many robberies. Daflair 
attempts to trap the gang, but after an exciting 
episode ina motor boat, he is thrown into the 
water and barely escapes with his life. He 
loses sight of Mrs. Ferranti, but a few days 
after is horrified to see her arrive at the Villa 
Fiorita, and to learn that she is Grace's 
mother. He calls the next day anxious to do 
his duty without causing scandal to Grace, but 
Mrs. Ferranti is prepared for such unwelcome 
visitors, and Daflair is overpowered and placed 
in an underground dungeon into which a trap 
door admits.a strong volume of water. The 
detective is saved from death by the collapse 
of the wall, and, carried out into the river, he is 
rescued by fishermen and returns home to find 
that his intended victim has sought safety in 

Digitized by Go gle 

while the photography strongly dramatic, 
cculd not be excelled, and the rocky coast 
scenes, and those in the gardens of the villa 
are of unusual beauty. As a sensational drama 
it is much above the average. (Itala film. 
Globe Film Company, Limited. Released Feb- 
ruary 23rd. Length 2,670 ft.) 

Love the Victor. 
This thrilling sensational film is founded on 

a novel by Charles Darlington, and contains 
many situations of powerful interest and un- 
doubted originality of invention. Meyer, the 
confidential secretary of a banker named Har- 
rison, has become deeply involved by his pri- 
vate speculations, and can only meet his debts 
by converting the funds of the bank to his own 
use. He realises that he is suspected by 
‘Harrison’s wife, and determines to underm‘ne 
her influence with her husband by causing him 
to suspect her fidelity. He is able to accom- 
plish this by means of a confederate, Nicol. 

Original from 
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who provides him with a drug which he ad- 
ministers to Mrs. Harrison, and under the 
influence of which she is seen in circumstances 
which rouse the jealousy of her husband. 
Though Meyer’s plot is successful for a time 
his treachery is later on discovered, and being 
disgraced and dismissed from his position, 
seeks to revenge himself on Harrison by letting 
loose some lions in his park. The lions, how- 
ever, turn on Meyer himself, and seeking re- 
fuge in the house, he meets his death in a fire 
which is caused by an overturned lamp. 

This is but a bare outline of a story which is 
amplified by many interesting and beautifully 
staged episodes. The early portion treats of 
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‘the financial career of Mrs. Harrison’s father 
with whom Meyer was first employed, and 
though not essential to the main theme it pro- 
vides much interesting matter, and is by no 
means of the nature of unnecessary padding. 
Some picturesque scenes take place in a 
Chinese opium den, and the final scene by 
which he meets his death, though almost 
reaching the verge of improbability i is certainly 
intensely exciting in its execution, and provides 
a distinctly original thrill. The acting is ex- 
cellent, and with a splendid stage setting which 
sets it off to advantage, it helps to the success 
of an interesting drama. (Feature Supply Com- 
pany, Limited). 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES AND WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS SAY OF 
THEIR BEST FILMS ON SHOW 

AMERICAN COMPANY. 
THE Lost TREASURE.—A strong melodrama, re- 

plete with thrilling incidents of Western life, and of 
a ore interest throughout. (2,000 ft. April 
23rd. 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES. 
Title. Des. Length Released 

The Son of Thomas Gray............... D gs2 Mar. 2 
True Western Hearts................. W.D ot — 19 
Calamity Anne in Society........... W.F 954 — 23 
A Blow Out at Santa Banana...... W.F 1656 — 26 
Phe HEPmilt:asicusiaeratenoanimdenckieuce D 2000 Apl. 2 
Bess, the OutcasSt.............c:ccccceeeees D 934 — 6 
Destinies Fulfilled...................0.06. D 2723 — 9 
The Money Lender....................... D g90 — 13 
Fooling Uncle..................0 cesses Com 940 — 13 
The ‘‘Pote Lariat’’ of the ‘‘Flying A’’ 

D 992 — 106 
Sally’s Elopement..................cce000: C g9z2 — «0 
The Dream Child......................... D 2015 — 30 
The Carbon Copy.............cccceeeeeees D 1000 — 4 
Pursuer Pursued.................0c0eeeees D o096 Mav 4 

CINES COMPANY. 
THE ALTERED NOTE.-— A tragic story, adapted from 

Tolstoy’s famous novel. Many fine scen2s cf Rus- 
sian peasant life, and a sequence of snlendid situa- 
tions, the outcome of a freak on the part of students, 
are seen. The work of the master novelist is splen- 
didly realised. (2,000 ft. April oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Out of the Ruins................. cece ee D f29 Mar 5 
Bidoni in Medizval Times......... Com 785 — 9 
A Toreador’s Romance................. D 1670 — 12 
Angel of Peace..............65 seers DD 773. — 16 
Love is Blind...............ccccccceceeeeeees D 2120 — 16 
The Judge of Instruction............... D 2410 — 23 
Corsican Hate......... ree hare es D 817. — 26 
Bidoni’s Good Heart................. Com 708 — 30 
A Sea: Drama inc: iescavietoneeadoreas D 557 — 30 
A Wife’s Devotion............ seeded D 2059 Apl. 2 
The Fair Dolores..................cceee0 D 700 — 6 
Bidoni and the Negress............. Com 357 — 9Q 
The Alt. red Note................:. eee c eee D 2000 — 9 

3reels — 27 The Golden Beetle....................0055 D 

THE COSMOPOLITAN FILM CO., LTD. 

THE FILM SENSATION.—A fine sory, very exciting 
from start to finish, showing the love tragedy of a 
film artiste. Ouality and acting tip-top. (1,970 ft. 
April oth.) 

| oogle 

NEXT WEEK. 

sitle. Des. Length Released 

The Bugle Call............ ideeacaneacowes D 975 Mar. 9g 
Home, Sweet, Home................c00085 D 2590 — 19 
Haafnet Salmon Fishing................ E 290 — 19 
For the Honour of the Tribe......... D 1010 — 30 
On the Firing Line..................00085 D 1000 Apl. 6 
By the Sad Sea Waves............seceees: C 530 — @ 
The Child’s Heroism..................04. D 2275 — — 
ate Pink: Slpperies.c: sissecscnctsds Cdy —- — 

DAVISON’S FILM ACENCY. 
THE SORROWS OF SELINA.—Selina, the Suffragette 

housemaid, has a marvellous dream, in which she 
rescues Miss Swankfirst from forcible feeding, and 
weds the Sultan of Bagdad. The awakening is pvain- 
ful in the extreme. (636 ft. April 30th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

A Little Child Shall Lead Them...... D 2400 Mar. 16 
When the Hurricanes Took Up 

Paring sccaescetleee cacuacevennsivaes C soz — 26 
Pearls and Patiencé................0s006. D 2314 — 30 
Holland:; NOs Asecssccssccsirseevieeddssakeeas S 314 — 30 
Tango: Mad isis iciace cae steeeus Com 500 Apl 2 
Address Unknown..............cceceeeeees D 2858 — 6 
Silk Worm Culture..................ee seer E 839 -— 6 
RetribDUtION co siiwasideuseusPadeoscadeened 501 — 9 
Mike Murphy’s Dream of Love and 

RIGGS. ~ suse riers cane en cea C 613 — 13 
A Suburban” Pal wwzsesvoupesyciaiseiccderss C 1101 — 16 
The Master Crook: No. 2.............6. D 2559 — 20 

516 — 23 Money for Nothing...................006: C 

THOS. A. EDISON, LTD. 
THE WITNESS TO, THE WILL.—An_ exceptionally 

powerful two-reel release. (2,080 ft. April 27th.) 
Title. Des. Rength Released 

The Haunted Bedroom.................. D 1000 Mar. 19 
Falling in Love with Inez........... Com 750 — 26 
On the Great Steel Beam............... Dr iooo0 — 26 
And an Angel Came (Special Easter 

Reléase) \ xicseiesviieweeeeevns ym 920 Apl. 6 
jerusarem and the Holy Land........ Sc 1000 — 9 

ary’s New Hat..............seseeeees on 600 — 9 
A Night at the Inn...................0008: 970 — 9 
Andy Series (No. 1: Andy Gets a job) 

1000 — 13 
United in Danger.............ssseeeeseees .D- rooo0 — 16 
The oe Flirtation............ Com 610 — ‘20 
The Uncanny Mr. Gumble......... Com 1030 — 23 
African Sea Birds.........,. ..sscseseeees Ed 400 — 323 
The Message of the Sun Dial......... D 1020 — 23 
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t, the undersigned, Nikolay Krassowsky, late chief of 

the secret police of Kieff hereby certify that the cinemato- 

graphic drama 

te MYSTERY OF THE BEILIS = CASE" 

(The real murderers of Justchinsky ) 

was composed by me ( with the assistance of the journalist 

Brasul - Brushkowsky) and executed under my supervision and is 

founded on the facts which I discovered in my official ipyestds 

gation of this mysterious case of murder. 

And I further certify that the entire contents of this 

drama and all details in the course of its scenes are true to 

life and the real events, as I myself and other witnesses have 

stated them upon our oath before Court in the Beilis-trial. 

In witness thereof my hand, 

Berlin, this 15th day of December 1913 
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nea Original from 
Digitized by (40K gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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THE ONLY AUTHENTIC FILM FILM 

THE MYSTERY 
OF THE 

BEILIS CASE. 
For ‘‘“The Crime of Another” 

IS THAT PRODUCED BY 

NICKOLAY KRASSOWSKY 
(Late Chief of the Secret Police at Kieff). 

A PRODUCTION 

WHICH, APART FROM ITS TOPICAL INTEREST, 

is OF THRILLING INCIDENTS. 

HEART-PULSATING SITUATIONS. 

FU LL HUMAN PATHOS and DEVOTION 

Quality and Photography Perfect. 

“@ee READ the OFFICIAL Russian Certificate on Opposite page. 

And Apply tor'_Terms to the Sole Controllers— 

uate CAPITOL FILM CO., 
Telerhone— = 7, RUPERT COURT, WARDOUR ST., LONDON, W. «gy Teleeremee,,, 

Google 
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Mr. EXHIBITOR—Have you Booked this yet ? 

“THE MASTER CRIMINAL” 
(From the French of HONORE DE BALZAC.) 

Produced by the ECLAIR COMPANY. of. Paris 

laa i 2s 4 

Mi NRiulrin 
phe - 

Consallelioris oli: Mees 
* 

onlerlicus- Wecrtutinns 

oS Te sa ee eg fe, 

7 

Trade Show at the Palladium, Brighton, 2» Twesday. March 10, 1914, at 11 o'clock. 
(By the courtesy of J. L. CROWN, Esq.) 

APPLY FOR DATES TO— 

THE KINEMA EXCLUSIVE Co., 30, Gerrard Street, W. 
_ Wires—Kinexcluco, Westrand, London. 

Original from 

Digitized by (GO gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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ECLAIR COMPANY. 
THE IRONMONGER’S DAUGHTER.—Artistie coloured 

feature of life in Algeria, and a fine drama. (1, ft. 
April 2oth.) ee 

LVitle. Des, Length Releaced 

Jack, the: WO b casxescisecs avekianass D 1942 Mar. 19 
DUCE): sas ci sachs oiled, saceeiwecdscaasexauiaeces D 1960 — 23 
Between Two Stools...................00 C 1008 — 23 
Josette, Mv Wife..............cccccccseeees C 1990 — 26 
Why Aunt Jane Never Married.......D 970 — 26 
The Blind Man..... janitet mohaneelsiceaenge D 2073 — 30 
TG WiItCW: wan ciwscder seats sootetacwnatecena: D 3025 Apl. 2 
The VamMpire.iscsccccccsecs sedeccccsevscsees D 1942 — 46 
OIG: -Biskavatescs save vineieaceseenwurhasctee S 315 — 13 
Wild Beast among Wild Beasts......D 2105 — 16 
The Dying Man’s Vengeance......... D 2810 — 20 
Billy, Bov Scout................ccccceeeeees C 630 — 23 

CAUMONT. 
NINON OF MONTMARTRE.—A beautifully drawn love 

story and a real tale of the peone A sequence of 
heart appeals that will not fail to meet with approval. 
(2,045 it April 2nd.) 

tle, Des. Length Released 

False RubieS..................cceeeececees D 1300 Mar. 16 
The Torrent of Pau..................ccc00s S 425 — 16 
The Man Who Smiled..................... D 1950 — 19 
The Taming of Marie..................0.. C 1000 — 19g 
The Seneschal’s Diamond............ D 1590 — 23 
Simple Simon and the Pelican...... Com 770 — 23 
By Taxi to Fortune...................00.. D 935 — 26 
Berthold Schwartz................00000005 D 1300 — 30 
A Good ExcuSe?................00ccceee eee C 1095 Apl. 2 
A Terrible Alternative................... D 2000 —. 6 
A Wife’s Treachery...................0055 D 2280 — e@ 
At the Hour of Dawn..................... D 2090 — 13 

KINETO, LIMITED. 
THE TANGRAM.—lIntroduces an ancient Chinese 

puzzle, the rectilineal pieces of which become ani- 
mated, and form in the shape of Mr. Lloyd George, 
and other well-known characters, finally performing 
a complete Chinese love story. (370 ft. April 13th.) 

Litle, wes. Length Released 

The Timber Industry of British 
COlMMDIS. sseesiacs, toencasdeasascateds 520 Mar. 19 

Life on a Ranch...........ccceccc eee ees To 410 — 26 
Vancouver, BC siivssdesaeossacacosirus T 355 — 23 
The Historic Borderland................. D oR — 3 
American Cavalry Evolutions.......... E 340 Apl. 2 
Prince Charlie and Lochiel’s Count 

and the Western Highland....... 310 — 6 
All’s Fair in Love................cccceeees C 700 — 9 
Views in and Around Victoria, B.C. 

T 330 — 16 

LUBIN. 
TREASURES ON EARTH.—A magnificent two-reel 

drama of a miser who forsook friends and happiness 
for wealth. The film introduces some really won- 
derful fire scenes of a burning oil plant. A most 
dramatic and. heart stirring story. (2,086 ft. 
April 2oth. ) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Doctor’s Romance................. D_ 1037 Mar. 19 
"TNE Parasites ics sasencescsies: dusts D 3051 — 23 
The Child of a Smuggler................ D 1033 — 2 
The Circle’ Enders. ssccsiescienwcheastaxe D 1035 — 2 
The Hazard of Youth.................000: D 1030 — 26 
A Question of Right....................0. D 2036 — 30 
The Waif of the Desert.................. D 2059 Apl. 2 
Between Two Fires...............s0cceeee: D 2028 — 6 
Through Flaming Paths................ D 1038 — 9 
The Man from the West.................. D 2005 — 13 
The Pale of Prejudice...:................. D 1056 — 16 
Treasures on Earth................-..0000- D 2086 — 20 
Her Wayward Son............-..ecsessee ees D 1034 — 23 

. pany. 

M.P. SALES AGENCY, LTD. 
CHASING THE SMUGGLERS.—A Carlyle Blackwell 

feature, dealing with an officer’s thrilling pursuit of a 
gang of daring opium smugglers. (Two reels. 
shortly. ) 

. Litle. Des. Length Released 

Miriam Norward, Detective............ D 2431 — 16 
His Father’s House..............ssseeeees D 1025 — I9 
All for Science scion secccicssesiss eee: D 1092 — 26 
A Modern Jekyll and Hyde.............. D 1371 Mar. 23 
PAD DEG: 5socasnaccotwsasoetadeccnadnudesaasae D 1998 — 26 
Indian . BlOOd end sese geek cneendisccenekacteeses D 2060 — 30 
Her Husband’s Friend.................... D 1952 Apl. 2 
The Paleface Brave...............sseeseee: D 2061 — 6 
The Hand Print M~stery............... D 2060 — 9 
The Convict’s Story.............seeeeeee: D 1982 — 13 
Pnidian: Fat vig aceess sicetusees cysteine D 1925 — 16 
The Shadow of Guilt...............cceee D 2077 — 20 
A Million in Jewels..................00085 D 2045 — 23 
Country Seat War.............ccceeeeeeee: D 2066 — 27 

NEW MAJESTIC CO. . 
TWICKENHAM FERRY.—A beautiful realisation of 

the world-famous song, enacted amidst most charm- 
ing scenery, and aptly wedded to the well-known 

ords. { ft. April 13th. 
eee ae? Brees ) Des. Length Released 

The Original Willideccescinmaiserereouss D 0966 Mar. 19 
Through the Sluice Gates.............. D 979 — 23 
We: SUH C6 ecb ee kav ea aonacamnaws C.D 969 — 26 
When the Debt is Paid.................. D 1000 — 30 
Targets of Fate.......... ee Te D i942 Apl. 2 
Led “by a -Giild cncs eset icdeceesttcadecss D 985 — 6 
The Colonel’s Oath................-...06- D 90975 — 9 
Rick’s Redemption............::::00eeee ee D o99 — 13 
Shoemaker and Doll..................0eeees D 993 — 16 
Four $100 Bills.............cccecccenevecees D 989 — 16 

NORDISK. 
THE PRIDE OF THE Ci1RCUS.—Undoubtedly one of 

the finest “thrillers ” ever issued by this famous com- 
The incident of the python and the rope 

walker is the main situation in a fine romance of the 
sawdust ring. (2,670 ft. March 3oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Alone With the Devil..................... D 3210 Mar. 16 
The: New COOK 6. ..ts tenses Acca vctecwesrees C 1260 — 16 
In the Hour of Temptation............. D 2545 Apl. 6 

PASQUALI FILM CO. (ENCLAND), LTD. 
POLIDOR AND THE LIONS.—An unusual combination 

of excitement and humour. The great little comedian 
and the Kings of the Forest afford some splendid 
fun. (676 tt. April 13th.) 

itle. Des. Length ‘Released 

The Signal of Death....................066 D 2750 Apl. 2 
Polidor’s Absence of Mind.......... Com 580 -- 2 
Mrs. Polidor’s Bonnet................ om s40 — 6 
FOF DD aOGY .cbn6 nese vecousenieaniaeuieoderens D 1736 — 9 
Polidor as a Dancing Girl......... Com 623 — 9Q 
PYIMTrOSeS: 2siesesdccecaseds vents snateosennds 2200 — 13 
The Little Warder.................eeceeeee D 2240 —-- 16 

PHCENIX FILM ACENCY. 
PIMPLE IN THE GRIP OF THE LAW.—Pimple, in one 

of his usual breakneck absurdities, showing how he 
got in the grip of the law, and how he got out. The 
ingenuity of the master-comic is simply ‘‘ marvel 
lous. (405 ft. April 2oth.) 

itle. Des. Length Released 

Who Will Marry Martha ?............... C 750 Mar. +6 
‘Lieut. Pimple’s Dash for the Pole...C ~gjo — 30 
Pimple in the Hands of London Crooks 

820 Apl. 6 
The Passtmng of Black Pete............ D 880 — 13 
Pimple and Galasea...................05. C 575 — 13 
In the Grip of the Law................... C 465 — 20 
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R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD: 
HOooK ‘AND HAND.—Another of the powerful fea- 

tures for which the Blache Companv have achieved a 
big reputation. (3,285 ft. April 27th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

A Profitable Exchange............... Com 835 Apl. 13 
ueen of the Mediterranean.......... Sc 270 — 106 

Snob’s Dream.............ccccceeeeeeeeeeees C 728 — 20 
The Poisoned Salt................cceeeees D 1215 — 23 
The Plan that Failed................. Com 393 — 23 
VOLENDAM. Secs Stiimodncucevestorowssacane Sc 3890 — 23 
The Mexican Rebellion................. — 2290 — 20 
The Poisoned Salt.....................06. — 1215 — 23 
Mabel’s- Pu7z2 le vcisasccoSetesxccuscet seas — §50 — 27 
Absent-minded Snob.................006 — 425 — 30 

SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY. 
Too LATE.—An old-time romance, in which is seen 

an interweaving of the famous musical personalities 
of the day gathered at the house of Mendelssohn. 
beautiful and tragic story. (2,o10 ft. April 16th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Unto the Third and Fourth Generation 
D 1985 Apl. 2 

Dad's Girls. iokecsiaiieseciaeicnins W.D 085 — 2 
On the Breast of the Tide............... D 1000 — 6 
Stolen Heart.............cccccccccccccencouss C 1100 — 6 
Living’. WAR -ssssdetiircouetnasis ess D 2130 — 6 
Father’s Day ..........cccccccesccescceeeees D 1177 — 6 
Captain Ellesmere, V.C................. D 1036 — 13 
Blue Blood and Red...................... D 1103 — 13 
Conscience and the Temptress........ D 1060 — 16 

1043 — 16 A Message from the Sea................ D 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD. 
BABY’s JOY RIDE.—The baby hides herself in 

father’s motor-car as he drives off to work. Her 
mother becomes frantic, and father, mother and ser- 
vants rush round trying to find her. It is believed 
gipsies have taken her. The baby manages to re- 
turn to her room unobserved, and the parents declare 
angels must have brought her back. (1,012 ft. April 
20th. ) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Uncle’s Namesakes...................0:s eee C 1013 Apl. 2 
His Father’s Wife...............ccceceeees D 1024 — 2 
Amateur Animal Trainer............... C 1010 — 6 
Reinstated. scceievadece ccs asncdeaan: D 1015 — 9Q 
His Imaginary Family (Princess)...D to12 — 9 
Adrift in a Great City..................6. D 1008 — 133 
Her Love LetterS................-sscceeees D 1004 — 16 
Cupid’s Lieutenant (Princess)....... C 1010 — 16 
Algy’s Awful Auto.............ccccecceeeeee 007 — 20 
Two Little Dromeos..................... C.D 1014 — 2 
Turkey Trot Town..............cceeeeeees C Qq99 — 23 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 
RORY OF THE BoGs.—A fine Irish romance of the 

eighteenth century, featuring Warren Kerrigan, who 
regains his inheritance after being sentenced to 
death for the crime of another. (2,520 ft. April 20th.) 

e Title. s. Length Released 

War of the Cattle Range............... D 2000 Apl. 2 
The Passer-by........scccccsccsccccscsesees D 1805 — 2 
The White Squaw............cccssseeseees D 2025 — 6 
The. Werewolf viiicsscsecvsicecscevsscanctee es D 2045 — 9 
Night Shadows of New York........... D 2875 — 9Q 
Red Margaret........ ceccecesccscsecescseees D 1850 — 13 
The Story of David Grieg............... D 2000 — 16 
Thieves and the Cross.............00006 D 1950 — 16 
Love: :Or ‘a. TRron@ssiiicicieciccsavicsses D 2015 — 20 
The Water War............cccccseeeeeeee eee D 1945 —. 20 
Bloodhounds of the North.............. D 158 — 23 
The God of Gorzah.................00.000: D 2025 — 23 
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TYLER FILM CO., LTD. ° 3} 3 © ; | 
THE FATAL PEARL.—A magnificent “Continental” 

production, the first scenes of which are laid amidst 
the gorgeous temples and during festival. time in 
India... A really thrilling drama follows until the 
pearl is once more placed upon the bosom of its. 
its sacred owned, (3,380 ft. April 6th.) 

litle. Des. Length Released 
TRE: Statue rc icdsnsvactercisviawierevesasacadsn D 2750 Mar. 12 
qe and His Dog Messenger......... C 6095 — 16 

oto’s First Adventure.................. C 635 — 23 
The Fisher-girl of Skagen............. D 1820 — 23 
How to Become a Champion Boxer...S 1130 — 23 
A Sister's Hates ciisncsier scien sieeeeecnaws D 3000 — 30 
The Fatal Pearliccssissavs sieves vaauesees D 3380 Apl. 6 
Ingleton and Its Waterfalls............ S 360 — 13 
A Villainous Transaction............... D 2750 — 13 
Jack Bill, Amateur Detective...... Com 725 — 13 
UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD. 
A DANCER IN DARKNESS— One of the finest films 

ever issued, for the photography has _ never 
been attempted before, and the gtory grips from 
start to finish. Everyone will talk of it. It is unique 
The story is published in the Februarv number of the 
Strand Magazine. (Length 1,067 ft. Released April 
2oth. ) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Secret of the River...................0088: D 1057 Apl. 2 
Who Shall Judge?.................c..008s D 3070 — 6 
BOWliChed. concacsoctnees cccseen aedeeeine om 054 9 
Inquisitive Ike ................cceeeeees Com 250 — 9 
Nobby’s Tango Teas...............5. Com 596 — 13 
POS. A: Bear iiadierroeeedescesawenens Com 793 — 13 
Test Of “LOVEl& cnswecsavssessnsestesbociwes D 1237 — 13 
The Fear of the Hangman (Royal 

Magazine film) ..............6.. Com 1462 — 16 
Mate Falcon, the Corsican............. D 20902 — 16 
Coradonga (Spain)..........cc.csceeees Sc. 292 — 20 
After the Ball Was Over............ Com 605 — 20 

URBAN—ECLIPSE. 
THE IRON MAN.—No. 1 of the Barnet Parker series, 

in which the detective carries out one of the most 
ingenious plans for effecting his escape, and cleverly 
captures the criminal and his accomplice. (1,845 ft. 
April st.) 
COUIES: ase ccandeioenuensseuoueierebesenaweamiane D 1rs05 Mar. 4 
Impressions of Japan..............c.ee00: S 410 — I 
The Bull Trainer’s Revenge.......... D 1850 — I! 
St. Bartholomew’s Day...............05: D 1095s — 18 
Pedro, the Dog Charmer......... Com 370 — 18 
Rutterfly Entertains Royalty............ C 750 — 25 
Sammy—and a Door............... Com 340 — 25 
The: Tron Mantiidascsiiiesinssicaccxeetess D 1845 Apl. 1 
A Trip on Lake Starmberg............ T 330 — 

THE VITACRAPH CO., LTD. 
OFFICER JOHN DONOVAN.—Big-hearted John adopts 

a little waif. She grows into womanhood to comfort 
and aid him. His wayward son returns to help his 
father. He and his father’s ward, happy in each 
other’s love, make John’s joy complete. (2,054 ft. 
April 27th.) 

1 7 tle Des. Length Released 

DATE be etches haxtectnestacuhedet eee arns D 2016 Mar. 16 
Jerry’s Ma-in-law ............ccccceeeeeees 2046 — 16 
Whimsical Threads of Destiny........ D 2046 — 23 
PL WG OME Cosciscenttcnnwesas can ravwseseGeeasens D 10236 — 26 
"The: Swan Gitls.cicicssteesteys caceconciews D 1017. — 26 
The Golden Pathway...................06. D 2116 — 30 
SACrINCE: | wessens Ticdulceeceucen il ccsnestataes D 1023 — 30 
A Game of Cards...........:.cccceeceveeees D ro13 Apl. 2 
Love's Sunsets.icce0 encis cecine. acess D 2054 — 6 
Beautv Unadorned.................sccce0e: C 1945 — 9 
The Blue Rose c.escccsiesscceseaceeecnae D 2077 — 13 
Any Port in a Storm..................... C 1017. — 16 
Misadventures of a Mighty Monarch 

C 904 — 20 
The Street Singers...................5. C.D 2047 23 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Small paragraph advertisements are inserted at the rate of One Penny for each word, 

All words in name and address are charged for. with a minimum charge of 2s. 
of initial letters or figures count as one word. Terms: CASH WITH ORDER. 
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Groups 
No adver- 

tisement inserted for less than 2s., except under heading of Engagements “Vanted, fur 
which the charge is 1s. for 20 words, three insertions for the price of two. 

Advertisers wishing to have replies addressed to a box number may do so without 
extra charge if they send for the replies. 
sufficient stamps must be enclosed to cover cost of postage. 
an advertisement using a box number, ten words must be allowed for the address, thus: 
Box 000, c/o. THE BIOSCOPE, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

Official, Legal, Auctions, Money, Banks, Partnerships, etc., Eightpence per line: 
Minimum, Four Shillings. 

If replies are required to be sent by post, 
In counting the words of 

Latest time for receiving small advertisements first post TUESDAY MORNING. 

Engagements Wanted 

A® Pianist or Conductor. Can read any- 
thing at sight, and extemporise ad lib. 

Eight months’ experience on the Cinfonium. 
Good references. Disengaged now. Milton 
Wellings, Box 892 c/o. The Bioscope, 85, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W. tc. 

MANAGER. Well recommended; S 
A thorough business man, keen for pub- 
licity, and a capable judge of the patrons’ 
taste; aged 30.—Box 825, THE Buoscore, 
85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. tc. 

DVERTISING Expert desires engage- 
[ ment. Thoroughly capable of p oduc- 
ing money-drawing advertisements, crisp 
synopses, artistic pamphlets, good articles 
and smart throwaways TInderstands 
booming films, and has had long experience 
in the «rade. Languages and excellent 
business knowledge.—Address, Box 907, 
Tue Bioscore, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

386 

XPERIENCED Operator desires 
change; any machine; both currents; 

generator; London.—Box 895, THE Bio- 
SCOPE, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 386 

I xPEctehosD Manager desires engage- 
ment; thoroughly conversant with all 

branches; booking, advertising and general 
business management. A thoroughly cap- 
able man in every way. Young, energetic, 
and trustworthy; expert cine. engineer; 
highest refs.—Apply Box 898, The Bioscope, 
85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 386 

ILM JOINER. Competent young lady 
desires position; experienced in clean- 

ing and joining, with technical knowledge 
of the assembling of long films; highest 
references.—Address, A., 22, Brook Road, 
Walthamstow. 388 

ANAGER, thoroughly experienced, de- 
sires position in first-class London 

or Manchester theatre.—210, Church Lane, 
Moston, Manchester. 386 

ANAGERESS desires change. Com- 
petent to take sole control. Highest 

references, experienced and smart. Lon- 
don prferred.—Box 909, c/o. THE £:oscorE, 
85, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 388 

DOVER, LIMITED, .° 

FILM SCRAP 
BEST PRICES GIVEN FOR FILM SCRAP IN ANY QUANTITIES. 

Ensure Reliability and Immunit 
. from Broskdoun ne 

by consulting 

Mr. James W. Barber, Pct atin beet sok 
A.M.LE.E., 

Consulting, Electrical, and Cinematograph 

Engineer. 

Schemes prepared and Advice given 

on all Picture Theatre Equipment, 

6, KING EDWARD MANSIONS, 
2124, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, 

LONDON, wW. 

‘Phone : City 6928. 

The most Central 
vad Convenient for 

FILM 
BUYERS 

Every comfort and 
moderate Terms. 

Bagley Street, 
Bedford Square, 
LONDON, W. 

BEDFORD 
HEAD HOTEL. 
‘Grams : Sweet- 

william, London, 

*Phon3: 
Geracu 1760, 

| ATTENDANTS’ 
™ CAPS and 

UNIFORMS. 

In addition to our regular high- 
c.ass uniforms to measure, we 
have a large stock of new and 
re-made uniforms at Woderate 

prices. 
Coloured plates, with 48 

designs, Post Free. 

UNIFORM CLOTHING 
and EQUIPMENT CO. 

5, Clerkenwell Green, Farriagdon Road, 
London, B.C, 

Office 

orks, NORTHAMPTON. 

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED—Continued. 

(pF ESATOR-ELECTRICISN, disengaged; 
any machine; M.G.; ex. references; 

anywhere —Moore, Ormonde House, Hythe, 
Kent. 386 

PERATOR seeks engagement; diploma 
for operating; any machine; town or 

country.—A.C., 39, Chesilton Road, Munster 
Park, S.W. 386 

(Paks tor or Assistant, A.C., D.C, 
M.G.; any machine at liberty.—Wire 

or write, Operator, 63, Crofton Road, Cam- 
berwell. 386 

PERATOR or Assistant, D.C., M.G., 
any machine; good references; any- 

where.—Wheeler, 6, Green Ilill Flats, 
Hampstead, N.W. 

NICTURE PIANISTS WANTED to use 
“The Bioscope Pianoforte Album,” 

containing striking, original music te ft 
every phase of dramatic movement from 
light comedy te the ultra-sensational.— 
Price 2s. net, Ganes, Ltd., 85, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W. 

FprEiele Experienced Operator, disen- 
gaged; good reference; go anywhere; 

could manage—G.C S., c/o. Miss Dowler, 
11, London Road, Newcastle, Staffordshire. 

386 

MART MANAGER disengaged. Ten 
years’ experience; expert acvertiser, 

organiser, etc.; used to sole control. Fear 
no opposition.—K., 53, Arcot street, Pen- 
arth, Cardiff. 386 

RANSLATIONS, film synopses, adver- 
yh tisements, etc., by expert.—Address, 

Shaftesbury Box 905, THE Broscore, 85, 
386 Avenue, W. 

JOUNG LADY, smart appearance, wants 
situation as attendant or cashier in 

London.—Box 806, c/o. THE BuioscopPe, 85, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 385 

Picture Palace Printing. 

ANTED known, ROGERS, the prompt 
man, supplies day bills at rock-bot- 

tom prices. ROLL TICKETS 6d. 1,000. 
Try our Flints for Bordering, unequalled.— 
Rogers, Picture Palace Printing Works, 
Arcade, Bristol. te 

BOUGHT 
OR SOLD. 

Contractors to H.M. Government, 
War Office, Gereral Post Office. 
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Halls and Sites. 

Important Auction at The Mart, E.C. 

Messrs. HARRIS & GILLOW, 
Cinema Theatre Experts, 

are instructed to Sell by auction, on 
Maroh .. at 2 o'clock, the following 
valuable Cinema Theatre Properties :— 
THE ALCAZAR, Finohiey Road, N.W., 
cCinematograph theatre (seating 1,000), 
Winter Gardens and Promenade Con- 
cert Gardens. This freehold property 
is situate on the main road, in the 
midst of the best market and shopping 

position of the district. 
Also THE PRINCE’S HALL CINEMA, 
Kew Bridge, in an unrivalled position 
for business, holdin 
being opposite the 

about 700, and 
ram Terminus and 

Kew Bridge Station. Rent £200. Lease 
21 years. 

Also, on Maroh 30th, at 2 o’clock, THE 
EMPIRE PICTURE HALL, WATFORD. 
A handsome newly-built Cinema Thea- 
tre, holding about 1,000. Expensively fit- 
ted and furnished. Ground Rent £150. 

Lease 99 years. 
important.—If not sold will be offered 

by auction at a _ rental. 
Also THE QLOBE CINEMA, HITHER 
GREEN, Freehold. A newly-built pro- 
perty of superior construction and eleva- 
tinn, seating about 600. Sumptuously 
fitted and furnished, regardless of cost. 
To be sold by order of the Debenture 

Holders 

Particulars and Orders to View of the 
Auctioneers, Marries and Qitlow, 461a, 

Oxford Street. 

Messrs. — 

WILLIAMS & WILLIAMS 
CINEMATOGRAPH THEATRE AGENTS, 
— AUCTIONEERS, AND VALUERS, — 

151, Regent Street, W. Tel. Gerr. 9888 

For all available Proper- 
ties to be Let or Sold, 
—Londen & Provinces,— 

Valuations made for Mortgage or 
Debentures. 

CONSULTING EXPERTS to the 
—CINEMATOGRAPH TRADE.— 

COLSTON HALL , 
BRISTOL. 

(Facing Tramways Centre). 

Seating accommodation over 3000 

Fully Licensed and Equipped for 

Cinematograph Exhibitions. 

Terms and Vacant, Dates on -.- 
8 g = application to the Secretary. 

OOD Cinema Theatre wanted, 
1,000 or over; London or Provinces; 

must bear fullest investigation.—Write full 
particulars, price, etc., H.D., Box 913, THE 

seating 

Bioscorpe 8s, Shaftesbury Avenue, 386 

‘Provincial continuous cinematograph 

THE Brioscore, Marcu 5, 1914. 
HALLS AND 8SITES.—Continned. 

i INEMATOGRAEH Halls,—For composite 
buildings of every description, at 

lowest possible prices, send rough parti- 
culars of size. accommodation required, 
and where to be erected, to Ginger, Lee 
end Co., Practical Builders, Blymouth 
Avenue, Longsight, Maachester. tc. 

| Pagans Theatre Company requires par- 
L ticulars of halls in London and Pro- 

vinces; non-paying and neglected con- 
cerns entertained; prepared to purchase or 
take on lease.—Write, with full particulars 
and terms to Box 915, Tue Broscorz, 85, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, 

ICTURE SHOW for Sale in Town, near 
Leeds. Going concern; population 

11,000; only small hall in opposition; seat- 
ing capacity 1,200. Low rent; generates 
own electricity. Investigation invited.— 
Box 899, THe Bioscorpz, 85, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, 387 

ROCHDALE PUBLIC HALL. 

O BE LET or SOLD, the Large Hall 
Baillie Street, Rochdale, as from the 1st 

of May next, on which date the present 
lease expires. Has been occupied for kine 
matograph exhibitions for the last six 
years.—For further particulars apply to the 
Hallkeeper, on the premises; to Mr. 
Richard Watson, Oak Cottage, Shawclough, 
Rochdale; or to Standring, Taylor and Co., 
Solicitors, Rochdale. tc. 

O LET, for cinema factory, well-lit 
building, five floors, good basement, 

long lease, low rent.—Write to T.H.H., 
private, 7 Maddox Street, W. 

Wanted to Sell. 

LECTRIC Player Piano, overstrung up- 
right grand, in perfect condition; com- 

plete with motor; can be played either by 
roll or as a piano; cost £100; price com- 
lete, £45.—Box 330, Tue Broscope, 8s, 

Shaftesbury Avenue, W. t.c, 

IP-UP VELVET CHAIRS, 3s. 11d., direct 
maker.—113, New North Road, London. 

2. ae 

ROLL TICKETS “sre: 
forated, (@D. PER 1,000. Special Quota- 
tions for Large uantities and Con- 
tracts, Sample Roll 6d., post free William- 
son’s Patent Roll Tickets for preventing 
fraud. WILLIAMSON, Ticket Printer, 
Ashtoa-under-Lyne. 

Situations Vacant. 

ANTED. Film producer, nust be 
thoroughly experiencei —<snod salary 

to the right man.—Box 911, THE Buioscore, 
85, Shaftesbury Avenue, ‘\. 386 

ANTED, Travelling Assistant General 
Manager to a Provincial cinemato- 

graph company. Useless unless an expert 
judge of films, with thorough knowledge of 
all departments. Full particulars, stating 
salary expected, together with references, 
which must bear the strictest scrutiny. 
—Letters only, marked A.G.M., Hanover 
Syndicate, 75-77, Shafteshury Avenue, Lon- 
don, W. No stamps or original references. 

ANTED, hustling, gentlemanly, tactful, 
and fully experienced managers _ for 

thea- 
to work to instructions. Must be 
disciplinarians, thoroughly accus- 

tomed to show’ business, itS various 
methods of advertising, and capable (if 
necessary) of procuring valuable position 
for publicity matter.—Full particulars by 
letter only, stating salarv expected, and 
marked Provincial Managers, Hanover Syn- 
dicate, 75-77, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. 
No Stamps or original references. ities 

tres, 

strict 

Google 

Miscellaneeus. 

INEMATOGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY. 
Wanted thoroughly practical] instruction 

—not a school—in or near London. State 
lowest terms and average time to become 
competent.—"‘ Amenic,”” Box 760, Willings, 
125, Strand, W.C. 3£6 

ILM MANUFACTURERS requiring high- 
ly sensational dramas, comic plays, 

scenarios of all kinds, apply Ly letter to 
the Central Film Play Agency, 13, Coodge 
Street, London. 286 

RON FIRE SHUTTERS for openings in 
.Kinematograph Operators’ Rooms with 

spring lever releasing gear, controlled from 
both inside and outside of the room. Send 
sizes and position of openings for estimate 
—Jukes, Coulson, Stokes and Co., Howards 
Road Ironworks, Plaistow. 406 

HE BIOSCOPE Editor says of Broad- 
bent’s ‘‘Dynamo and Motor At- 

tendants”’ that :—" The operator wil fiad 
information of the greatest value .. . 
We can recommend it with the fullest oon- 
fidence.”* Price 1s. od. gost free, from 
Rentell, 36. Maiden Lane, Strand, London. 

399 

RITE MOTION PICTURE FLAYS! 
Practical course; full iustr-ictions; 

sample scenarios; list of buyers. No other 
books needed. witerary excellence unneces- 
sary. Port free 2s. Plots submitted.— 
Screeton, 228, Farndale Road, Newcastle- 
on-Tyne. 36 

ANTED good comic plot.-—C. Vernca, 
15-37, Cecil Court, W.C. 

TO AUTHORS. 

List of the principal Film 

Manufacturers for scenario 

writers, 

Price 3d. net, or post free 4d. 

GANES, LTD., 
85, Shaftesbury Ave., London, W. 

Films fer Sale or Hire. 

OR SALE, 30,000 ft. of second-hand 
films, from 4d. to rid. per foot.—La 

Stella Film Company, 65, Market Strect, 
Manchester. 386 

HE SEABORNE MACHINE COMPANY 
buy the best condition second-hand 

films, including features, topicals, and 
ordinary, large and small quantities.—Send 
offers and lists, giving dates available, to 
39, Great Windmill Street, London W. = 387 

Entertainers. 

OHN FULLER & SON (New Zealand 
) Theatre), of Wellington, Auckland, 
Christchurch, Dunedin, Invercargill, etc. 
Fuller’s Biograph Supplies, of Wellington, 
London representative: Gordon P. Firmin, 
Film House, Gerrard Street. W. ’Phone 
agor Gerrard. 

IDNEY BACON’S PICTURES, LIM- 
ITED, 143, Charing Cross Read, Len- 

joan, W.C. 
Telegrams: ‘’ Necabdis, London.” 
Telephones: Gerrard 1456 and 1881. 
All aight and Sunday, Herasey 925. t.c. 

7 Oe > 
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FL MUNDO CINEMATOGRAFICO © ganctenss_—_ 
tures. Now in second year of oo 

REVISTA QUINCENAL ear ae LUSTRADA presentation. Rebooked for all theatres 
DS LA INDUSTRIA CINEMATOGRAFICA Y FOTOGRAFICA controlled by London and Provincial Thea- 

sxes Limited, also for all Manchester 
aa eee weirs aoe November. WU e 

emoende ? acmnprancia: ea 6: © reciter acts in his own ‘ 
Saito do §. dean, E27 (27, pool. — Besowens ae —Address, 64, Wymering Mansions, Elgin 
aime nitnimmpicnumamenal Foo me + | Avenue, W. Week commencing March 9, 
@ SALS && WY © DE CADA MES ee rey eeielie Central Hall, Wandsworth; March 16, 

- Eooting March 23. Guildford; March 30, 
Catfor ; April 6, Lee; April 13, Norwood ; 
April 20, Stamford Hill; Apmnl 27, Croy- 
don; May 4, Hastings; May 11, Watford: 
May 18, Inverness. 

Oe SRR RRR SR CO 

QUENTIN’S . AGENCY 
for Picture Theatre Employes. 

Managers, Pianists and other Musicians, @ 
Uperat cs. Attendants (Male and Female), 2 

7 Dowme +te .w..ted for good salaried posi- 
7 tions.NO registry fees.S::nd full requirement # 

to QUENTIN S AGENCY, 85, Gharlotte Street, & 
Fitzroy Square, W bhone No. G rrard 7377, ¥ 

LORIE LLL SLOT LEE 

THE ILLUSTRAZIONE CINEMATOGRAFICA 
. ‘ (OF MILAN) : 

Is a Fortnightly Review with numerous; illustrations of modern inventions and actualitie~ 

Manager Proprietor, Alfredo Centofanti. Via F. Cavallotti 14, Milen, Itaiy 

Yearly Subscription—15 Francs. Advertising Rates on Applicat-o. 
ENGLISH CORRESPONDENCE. RRVRN LAER 

x 

LE CINE—JOURNAL. 
The most up-te-date Moving Picture Paper in Paris. 

Subscription 9s. Gd. per year. Offices—30, Rue Bergére, 
Edited by G. DUREAU. PARIS. 

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA 
International Review of the Cinematograph Industry. 

Director: A. A. CAVALLARO 

GALLERIA NAZIONALE-SCALA D, TuRIN, ITALY. 

The Larges: ani most influential Trade Paper in Italy. 

MOVING PICTURE WORLD. Are a Special 
THR LEADING AMERICAN CINE. TRADE JOURNAL. Feature of ‘‘The 

P.O, Box 226, Madison Square, New York City. 

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION—8$4.00 PER YEAR. 

everybody studies 

HOLLAND, BELGIUM _and_ COLONIES, them carefully. 

“DE KINEMATOGRAAF ” ,,,“2..., ‘DE FILM.” See: ‘how “they 
The bost edited and mest widely circulated 
weekly Journal of the Cinemategraph Industry, 

AMSi ERDAM HOLLAND, 
Annual Subseription abroad, 12s. 6d. Advertisements are charged at a vate of dd. 

(engagements wanted 2}d.) per line. 

DUTCH EAST and WEST INDIES. 

CINEMA—REVUE. 
The Leading French Cinemategraph Journal. 

PUBLISHED FORTNIGHTLY BY CHARLES MENDEL FILS. 

NS, RUE D'ASSAS, PARIS. wae 

Sample Copy oa application. 
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Tel :— ** Philograph, London.” 

Featare Films for Hire or Sale. 

Tue Bioscope, MarcH 5, 1914. 

THE PHILOGRAPH FILM | "BUREAU, LTD., 
3, Macclesfield Street, Shaftesbury Avqnae, London,.W. 

' Phohe—Gerrard 6035. 
~ 

Filmes for Export fram £10 pen 10,000 ft. 

We are now Booking for the Easter srolideys the following Sacred and,Semi-Religious gre 
itagraph 2016 { DANIEL (Released March em) pee. aul ee Vita Vengeance of LICINIUS (coloured) ... ... Pathé ..._... 1688 

LIFE of Chriat (tinted) ..... .. .. ... Gaumont .... 2100 Bunyan’s PILCRIM'S Progress... _«..._ ... Ambrosio ... 3800 
Saul and DAVID (coloured) .: .. ... .. Pathé ... .... 1250 MOSES Saved from the Waters... ... ... Pathé...._... 808 
David and GOLIATH coe ase, ape, “was Pathé...._... 1000 ABRAHAM'S Saorifice (coloured) ...._.... Pathé...._... 758 
Jacl and SISERA Reotoures) is . Pathé.... ... 650 NATIVITY of Christ (tinted) . Gaumont ... 1008 
ESTHER (coloured) ". Gaumont” “. 680 Tho’ Your Sins be as SCARLET (tinted) .. Vitagraph 
RUTH and Boaz (coloured) Pathé.... ... 1035 SAMSON and Delilah (coloured) ... ... ... Pathé «.. ... 1000 
SEMIRAMIS, Queen of Babylon (coloured) Pathé...._.... 1000 JOSEPH and His Brethren wee yas babe Cines_...._... 1066 
TYRANT of Jerusalem (coloured)... ... Pathé...._... 1100 ee our a Feast ahs .. .. GQaumont.... 86886 

i Judith and HOLOFERNES se ees eee eee 6 Olmnes w=... «©6800 SCABSALOM (coloured) a ee Pathé ... .. 1386 
SALOME (coloured) .... oe eee ee) 6~Pathé ww... §=6880 OI he Days of King SOLOMON (cotoured) Pathé...._... 2880 
BIRTH of Christ (coloured) . Pathé ... ... 600 Thrown to the LIONS (coloured)... ... Qaumont.... 820 

| New FAITH (tinted) Bia) ede: - aa Daas Selig... ... 1000 HAQAR and ishmael (coloured) ... ... ... Pathé.... ... 1606 
The PRODIGAL Son .... Pathé 600 NICODEMUS (coloured)... ... ... ... ... Qaument ... 760 
Death of SAUL (coloured) - 
Virgin of BABYLON 

Prices on Application. | 

Pathé 

ECONOMY IN PROJECTION. 
—— THE 

“ TOTAL-REFLEX ” SCREEN 
Means BETTER PICTURES 
at LESS COST. 

F. C. HART, 72, Wigmore Street, London, W. 

African, Trst:tciiwtaee: XXXiV.D rapemana Bee cis cane eceteati tu aanticcd xl vii. 
- sine SSANAY........- eee, 992, 993, 994, 905 ALIDION: o.cskse sense tee Rite ceereeaeeioss x. Poeicor ee ets Pes 

Alerta ExcluSives.......---:-:::ssess+ Vs, Express: sesiccssscianonicncovbonsderesuevdons iv. 
American Company (London)...988, Exclusive Supply............ 979, Xvi. 

989 Famous Players............XX11., X11 
Artograph .............65. pe eee 1086 Fenning Film............. +++. 1050, 1057 
Ravctat: FA WA PAS shishoctasnosteens 1034 Film Preservatives, pa 

Australasian Films............. AAKIVED: Puller couse nt hcl eek 1082 

Bacon. acibccaderdnclstscteadieiovieiees 1082 (FAUMOMNE..-- eee 979, 1008 
Gerrard Film....................008. XXX111. 

Bae@e iaesckiceete reser eete awteaa aces xliv Ginger. Gee. xis. secu hacea: 1082 

Barber ......-.cccccesdheccccccecceveceeace 1081 Guilbert .............ccccceeccsceeeeenees 1040 
Beck und Windibank Peace apenas TOAG) Harper sticeieccrssereeeinaeeie Siew 1032 
Bedford Head Hotel................ 1081 Harris and Gillow................... 1082 
Biak Studios.............. cece eee Vili HAE Sc be scctsonsctang tetarsce vaecsetenen 1084 
British Oil. Company.......... Xxxvill. Hepworth..............:.8 1048, 1049 
British Surbrite..........-....... XXXVill. Hibbert ............. ccc ccc ecceceee eee eeees 1013 
Brochliss. ssssssstse sas sickeweseccaviandeans TODS. LAGOA > seders cscueiedd ccuannraeaneriede mend eeds 8 
Bute ner sicisvescnceaasseseneweetaeoaa ied: 982 Jukes, Coulson, Stokes............ 1082 
Ca Ol cetesciesitaetiesnctes 1076, 1077. Jury Imperial..........-..---eeeeeeeeeeee. 979 
CR aAlLMOCrS: averkeeceteiednreriisegs eens! WIIG WN CATION. ssc tied eee cde ccesacasaeeecd sg 1032 

‘Colston Hall................ ccc eee e es 1082 KESMOL ....cececeecececececececscenesceeees 1026 
Cooper, Hewitt................:.seeeeees OOS KAnar ko: was achocswissnacadietiaanvenwi xix. 
‘Co-operative ..............0.08 979, 1085 Kine Exclusives..............ccceeeees 1078 
Crossley™ szesvespieesandtocueenvedseaceees 1038 Kinemacolor ...........:::::sseeseees xl] viii. 
Cr 00ers ieee xliv. Kimeto............006, XXX., XXX1., 1036 
Da ViSOM cesses ch cacatneecensinadengaes Wi... IWOGAK ic toeenguwteisvodocieuncetuewescan 1022 
DOVER aovecs bencdoasceaietaewaunionrees 108i 8 Y.-F lm Ses cnet anceitaeceacexe 1052 
MO VSONS asec dicatedcosnauieocsiansietends 1082 London Film Companyvy...1000, 1001 
C1 AIP = das axurewesnadeasenonnes MXVIg “ARVIND, UDI sccdiccccd eosin eeictantenneoieaane XXXxii 
TE ISON ........000020608s TOAWM, POAZ. OAM LYON ........ cece ccc ceccceecsececenens XXXVI! 

NOTE NEW ADDRESS. Telephone— Mayfair 2339. 

» -- 1000 Star of BETHLEHEM .: .: ... ... ... Thanhouser 2400 
Ambrosio .. 975 

As the demand for the above unique selection is very great, intending Exhibitors 
requested te make early application, in erder to avo sla cy 7 disappointment. 

Advertising 
Pays, yes, when you 

=  «: select the proper 

medium for your 

advertisements. Try 

these classified 

columns—the results 

will surprise you. 

iw wa 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS. 

yt 3G Me" 

Magnet .........cceceeeeeeee XXV1ll., XXIX. 
Mazda. Lam psisamnissset sivtescesconstas 1004 

Menchen: o:isistcieoetdecdcicacsieescavesens, iL 
MPs Sales sixisetcasessctae ness 1072, 1073 
New Majestic.........-..:ccseeecones XXXIV. 
Norris and Henty.......-....... XXXiV.D 
Pathé Fréres......... 1004, 1005, 1086, 
Philograph. .ccseciseccncviweee 1084 
PrEeVOSt  csadecesecewade oleawas XXXVI1I1. 
PHieiir bigs ddaieenoacdalnedeswekeiaukeniacved 980 

RENLETS senses nsw cnceecntenewerdenesensen’s 1054 
RO@ETS ~ si usestasisiaocahiderdaudoceass 1081 
Rove). sorasnementek 1024, 1025, 1046 
Ruffells Agios aeraetne setae ade eeliaaa van 1070 
SELIG ceereeeeeeeeeee ptteeseeeeseessree G84, O85 
SOTTa stuscnediessanncdseueacak XXX1V.B, 1010 

Sloan Electrical Company...xxxiv.D 
SPatlord tives seeteeriieces cy meees xliv. 
Thanhouser. .........-:.ccescceccsscesecs xii 
Trans-Atlantic Film Co.......... 1060, 

1061 
ob PRMD: ss ssosiecierspernee st aonaent 1061 

Uniform Clothing................... 1081 
United Kingdom... saenesnosssFO2O 
Vitagraph... 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, 

rors, 1019 
Walturdaw  .........ccscscsecceccsvsceces xlii. 
WY AE WICK iiss So. asecns veers aaweeseyscaes 998 
Western Import................ XX., XX1. 
WY PER IINS sheseeceonctanetiavedecssaniceese 1086 

Williamson ...............ecceccceeeees 1082 
Williams and Williams............. 1082 
Wilson {rRae and Pixton......... 1026 
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GEO. R. SIMS 
SAYS 

‘London has lured me all my life, 
and so when I saw ‘The Lure of 
London’ on the bills, I went, I saw, 
and was conquered. 

‘The Lure of London, 
by Arthur Applin, is an interesting 
and dramatic film story of London 
seenes, and sho'ld be very attrac- 

tive to Provincial spectators. To 
Londoners, the scenes have the 
charm of old acquaintance. The 
poamingys of a little child along Re- 
gent Street and through St. James’ 
Park, and away into the wilds of 
Whitechapel, is most appealing. 

* * * 
There is quite modern melodrama 
in ‘The Lure,’ and Miss Ivy Close, 
of beauty-prize fame, makes a most 
attractive heroine. An English 
story, written by an English author, 
filmed by a British iirm, ‘The Lure’ 
should linger long in London and 
should prove particularly pleasing 
to provincials. The more British 
films for British people the better.” 

% * * 

DAGONET in “THE REFEREE.” 

THE 

LURE 

LONDON 
ENGLISH 4,000 it. 

CO-OPERATIVE 
CINEMATOGRAPH 

co., LTD., 
31, LITCHFIELD ST., 

LONDON, W. 

EXCLUSIVE 

A TRIUMPH IN PRODUCTION. 

Brings 

Record 

Business 

and 

Re-Bockings 

EIGHT POSTERS 

Have 

YOU 
Applied 

for 

Dates 
9 

’*Phone — 

Central 9251. 

Gerrard 189, 
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THE ARTOGRAPH CO. Bright, Interesting 
Specialists. 8%, New Compton Street, 

FILM Dealers. Charing Cross Road, Never Stale. 

Exporters. London, W.C. 

Informative, and 

{ 834, City (Office) Telegrams: “ Filmograph, 
Telephones | 864, » (Manager & Secretary) Westcent, London.” 

372, Central (Hire Dept.) A.B.C. Code 5th Edition. 

Send for our new complete catalogue. Over 2,000,000 ft. 

of film listed, absolutely in stock. May be seen on the 

screen at any time. Prices from jd per foot upward. ALL THE NEW: 

All films examined and repaired before dispatch. Every Week. 

Established 1897. 

OUR SEATS are in use = 
ee 2 ee | 

wh 

all over the World. 8s 
Send for List of Theatres and Illustrated Catalogue. ca 

Copyright Desigas. | 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS. 
PAINTING & DECORATIONS. 
CARPETS & CURTAINS. 
FIBROUS PLASTER. 
FIRE CURTAINS 

. SCENERY. 

FRED WILKINS & BROTHER, LTD. | 
MAKERS AND EXPORTERS, T s— na 

suoweeous— HEAD OFFICE, WORKS, AND SHOWROOMS— ~yuumumea’ ey 

Motograph House, 27-35, Duke Sireet, Benes |. 
Upper St. Martin's La W.c. so el he nn cee "* LIVERPOOL. pO ve 

GLASAOW—153, St, Vinosn? Fire, KO). 68 ) Cc = 

Published by GANFES.-Ltartrpn &= Shaftechure Avenue-T.ondon. W. 
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deal of enthusiasm has been aroused by the advent of 

the BLACHE Feature Film. A “Prisoner in the Harem,’’ 

“The Gem of India” and “The Fortune Hunters” have 

each in their turn enjoyed a great deal of popularity. It 

is evident that the public has “ frozen on” to BLACHE 

films; their success is to be not merely a species of nine- 

days wonder, a fungus that will die with the last day of 

WINTER 
We release one BLACHE Feature a month. “ Hook 

and Hand” is the fourth of the series. The story is 

written by William Doughty, author of the “Old King 

Brady ” detective stories, and produced under the personal 

direction of HERBERT BLACHE. 

For “Hook & Hand” we anticipate a record 
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“IN THE INTERESTS OF THE PUBLIC.” 

The joint meeting of members of the Manu- 
facturers’ and Renters’ Associations, held at the 
Connaught Rooms on Tuesday, was called upon 
to discuss one of the most serious situations 
which the industry has had to face since the 
passing of the Cinematograph Act. The pro- 
posals of the London County Council—that pri- 
vate projection theatres should be licensed under 
the Act as in the case of public picture 
theatres — aroused the utmost misgivings, and 
the largely attended and unanimous mecting— 
thoroughly representative, as it was, of the manu- 
facturing, publishing, and renting interests—made 
it clear, by its strong, reasonable, and business- 
like resolutions, that it was determined to fight 
every inch of the way in order that once and 
for all the discretionary powers of local autho- 
rities under the Cinematograph Act might be 
clearly and definitely defined. 

Unfortunately, into the preamble of the Act, 
“to make better provision for the securing of 
safety at cinematograph and public exhibitions,” 
l6cal authorities have read many widely differ- 
ing meanings — all under the guise of “the 
safety of the public.’ During the four 
years since the passing of the Act we 
have witnessed a- gI ual tightening of 
conditions  Disider high) C) GriG@hatograph 

licences are issued, Legislation h&? become more 

repressive; and we are continually reminded that 
we “live by sufferance.” But now we are face 
to face with proposals which it is impossible for 
the Trade to accept, and rather than attampt 
to do so, the members of the industry are asked 
to help in the movement which the meeting has 
inaugurated—the movement that will, we hope, 
ultimately free the Trade from further inter- 
ference. 

With the Council itself the Trade has no de- 
sire to quarrel. It, however, rightly resents any 
attempt to interfere with its method of conduct- 
ing business, and while it grants that leyisla- 
tion in the interests of the public 1s neces- 
sary and beneficial, it will not yield to the 
whims of local authorities who speak with a 
hundred voices. The demand to-day is for ccn- 
tral legislation, carned out with ,complete uni- 
formity throughout the country. 

To those few members of the industry who 
have not joined the Trade Associations 
we would address a final word. The 
work of helping you and your business, 
of defending your right$ and furthering 
your interests, is being done by your 
Association. Without it. you, personally, can 
do nothing. And, surely, you, will render it your 
loyal support’ now ‘that the-crists’ has come. 
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OUR HOUSEH MARK—IT MEANS PUNCTUALITY. 

The Up-to-the-Minute 
Film Service | 

TO THE EXHIBITOR: 
We rent films—you hire them. You are out to make your theatre pay by screening 

the subjects that will ‘“‘go.” We can help you in the attempt. 

You undoubtedly have your own ideas as to the class of programme you need, and we 
are here to intelligently carry out your requirements. 

We also have ideas, and if you give us an opportunity will suggest to you a pro- 
gramme if you favour us with particulars of your opposition, &c. 

If business is quiet, perhaps the personal element that is one of the characteristics of 
our service will wake things up. Just sit down and write us immediately—no time 
like the present—and we will reply by return mail. If you can favour us with a call, so 
much the better. 

You, of course, receive our Feature Lists regularly? If we should have missed you 
drop us a post-card at once. 

Empire Film Service 
CONTROLLED BY 

W. BUTCHER & SONS, LTD. 
Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C. 

Telephones—Holborn 5995 (5 linea) Telegrams—England, Fleet, London, 

BRANCHES :— 

Empire Cine Supplies, 11, Pelham Street. Nottingham. 
Telephone—3445. Tice rarie=- Kites, Nottingham. 

Empire Cine Supplies, 15, Temple Street. Swansea. 
Peiephenee aia Central. Telegrams—Films, Swansea. 

Empire Cine Supplies, 18, High Street, Cardiff. 
Telephone—656 National. Telegrams—Films, Cardiff. 

Accredited Representatives ; 

YORKSHIRE FILM HIRE SERVICE, 36, WHSTGATE, ROTHERHAM. 
Telephone—Rotherham 438. Telegrams—Knapton, Westgate, Rotherham. 

Messrs. THE PREMIER FILM SERVICE, BROAD STREET. MARCH. 
Telephone—2a March. . Telegrams—Films, March. 

Sonne “qui Rau TS el 
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THE LICENSING OF SHOWROOMS. _ 
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL'S NEW PROPOSALS. 

An important meeting of the Trade—con- 
vened by telegram—was held on Tuesday after- 
noon, at the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen 
Street, W.C., to consider the action of the 
London County Council in its endeavour to 
bring Trade premises within the meaning of the 
Cinematograph Act, 1909. Amongst those 
present were the following, representing prac- 
tically about three-quarters of those engaged 
in the manufacturing, publishing, and rentin: 
sides of the business : — 

Mr. J. Williamson (in the chair), Messrs. H. F.. 
Gardiner, Matt Raymond, G. H. Smith, R. Pi‘eur, 
T. Ferrand, C. Parfrey, E. S. Williams, H. A. 
Spoor, A. M. Kay, J. G. Avery, J. D. Walker, F. 
Wheatcroft, H. A. Browne, W. C. Scott, HH. C. 
Arnold, E. Ratisbonne, W. A. Northam, E. H. 
Bishop, A. L. Gray, P. Kimberley, A. Cun- 
ningham, F. W. Green, A. Tildesley, W. Phillips, 
Graham, H. Edwards, W. C. Jeapes, H. D. Wood, 
Warwick Trading Company, Limited, J. C. Squier, 
W. Fenning, H. Cricks, V. Pintolcite, T. 
Power, E. H. Rockett, L. Gilling, F. W. Wood, 
H. J. Kay, Will Day, J. Blumberg, H. R. Smith, 
T. Kennard, D. Brown, Albany Ward, W. F. 
Jury, W. M. Morgan, J. Pryor, F. Phillips, H. 
Martin, H. Hartley, J. Jameson, J. Bye, G. Cole- 
bourn, H. W. Cripps, W. G. Barker, R. Bennell, 
F. W. Baker, S. M. Baber, C. R. Snape, M. Rubin, 
J. Williamson, S. W. Lewy. H. Griffin, George 
Palmer, W. M. Borradaile, S. P. Bennett, P. F. 
Stow, F. Driscoll, E. G. Turner, J Dearden, Perci 
Dale, H. R. Bishop, G. Henderson, S. Tolfree, and 
others. 

It appears that in 1912 the London County 
Council threatened proceedings against the Ed:- 
son Company for giving displays of films to 
customers in their showrooms’ without a 
licence. The Manufacturers’ Association took 
the matter up, counsel’s opinion was obtained 
and a reply sent to the Council. [or 
some time nothing further was heard on the 
matter, until June, 1913, when a similar action 
was taken against several members. of 
the Trade. Those concerned dispatched 
a reply to the Council, and a suggestion was 
made that a deputation should appear before 
the Theatres and Music-halls Committee ‘n 
order that the views of the Trade might 
be fully explained. The deputation was re: 
ceived on October 8th, and the Council then 
promised that no further action should be taken 
until the Association had been consulted. 

Prior to this—to be exact, in 1912—the 
Leeds Corporation brought an action against 
a member of the local Trade, and were success- 
ful in the action, hg, gaps the renters to 

G take ont licences, fort wane 

IMPORTANT TRADE MEETING 

Towards the end of 1913, the Birmingham 
Corporation instituted proceedings against two 
firms, who were being defended by the Manu- 
facturers’ Association, with the result that the 
magistrate held that Trade premises did not 
come within the meaning of the Cinematograph 
Act. Contemporaneously with this decision, 
the London County Council stated that it would 
give the Association an opportunity of testing 
the legality of the situation, as to whether 
Trade premises were immune from the provi- 
sion of the Act or not. 

On the proposition of Mr. Grant, seconded 
by Mr. W. F. Jury, and supported by Messrs. 
EK. G. Turner, E. H. Bishop, G. Henderson, 
and others, the following resolution was unani- 
mously adopted : — 

‘That this combined meeting of manufacturers, 
publishers, and renters of Cinematograph films, 
views with the greatest apprehension the attempts 
of certain municipal authorities to extend the Cine- 
matograph Act, 1909, to Trade premises, and 
pledges itself by all lawful means to oppose this 
persecution of endeavouring to read into an Act 
of Parliament what was never intended by the 
Legislature. This mecting is also of opinion that 
the decision of the Birmingham magistrates is 
suthcient to sabvisfy the public duty cast upon Local 
Authorities by the Act of 1909, and any further 
action to extend it is unwarrantable, and harasses 
a constantly growing industry which engages 
thousands of His Majesty’s subjects.” 

Mr. H. A. Browne moved, and Mr. W. F. 
Jury seconded: 

“That a copy of the former resolution be sent 
to the Home Sccretary, and to thé promoters and 
speakers of the Bill as recorded in ‘Hansard,’ and 
to the members of the London County Council 
representing the film arca.”’ 

Mr. R. Bennell moved, and Mr. W. G. Bar- 
ker seconded: 

“That each member of the Trade present pledges 
himself to oppose any Icgal action which, in the 
opinion of the Joint Councils, is directed against 
the best interests of the Trade, by subscribing £5 
towards the Defence Fund, with a further under- 
taking that they will guarantee the sum of £20 to 
be pavable in sums not exceeding £5, as and when 
required. 
The majority of the members present there- 

upon signed an undertaking in the terms of the 
above resolution, and all the members promised 
their financial support. 

Mr. A. M. Kay moved, and Mr. H.R. Bishop 
seconded: | 

‘* That the matter of the opposition to any action 
which may be taken be left in the hands of the 
Councils of the Manufacturers’ and Renters’ As- 
sociations, and that the respective Chairmen of the 
Associations be appGifitéd'QGint Treasurers of -he 
Defence )Prand: 
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TRADE TOPICS. 

An extremely interesting and novel competition 
has been conceived by the Cines Company, whos 
are offering six free journeys to Rome, with 
hotel accommodation and expenses, and one 
hundred other prizes, consisting of richly 
bound volumes containing portraits of their 
leading artistes, for the best answers to ten sim- 
ple questions on the subject of their films. The 
competition, which opens to-day (Thursday) 
and will close on June 15th, is open to every- 
one, and there is no entrance fee whatever. 
The Judging Committee will consist of the 

editors of THE Bioscope and the KINEMATO- 
GRAPH WEEKLY, and Mr. Faulkner, of the 
EVENING NEWS. 

Fuller particulars and entrance forms may be 
obtained from the Cines Company, 22, Denman 
Street, Piccadilly, W. Meanwhile, the ques- 
tions to which answers are required are as fol- 
lows:—(1) How many Cines films have you 
seen from March 12 to June 15, 1914? (2) Do 
you like Cines productions? If so, state your 
reasons; if not, also state your reasons. (3) Can 
you make any suggestions to improve Cines 
productions? If so, state your reasons; if not, 
also state your reasons. (4) Which is, accord- 
ing to your judgment, the best historical film 
(like “Quo Vadis? ’”’ and ‘‘ Antony and Cleo- 
patra’’) produced by the Cines Company and 
why? (5) Name four modern Cines dramas seen 
by you in the above period, and criticise them. 
(6) Which do you like best, and why? (7) Name 
four Cines comics or comedy pictures you have 
seen in the above period and criticise them. 
(8) Which do you like best and why? (9) Name 
two Cines travel pictures you have seen in the 
above period, and state which you like best, 
and why. (10) At which theatre do you 
generally see most of Cines productions ? 

The organisation of this competition is being 
undertaken, for the Cines Company, by the 
National and General Advertising Service. 

At the monthly meeting of the Renters’ As- 
sociation, Mr. J. Williamson, of the Williamson 
Kinematograph Company, Limited, was pre- 
sented by Mr. J. Smith, of Barker Motion 
Photography, Limited, on behalf of the mem- 
bers, with a cigar-case, mounted in silver and 
gold, to commemorate his election as chairman 
of the Association for the third consecutive 
year. 

An excellent illustration of the possibilities of 
first-class vocal music when, weddedyto the art 
of motion pictoresiavas iden OD Gi morning 

last week, by a special invitation performance 
of ‘* Bio-Opera,’’ presented by Ruffells Ex- 
clusives, Limited. A good audience enjoyed 
the various items in the programme, which was 
given at the luxurious Shaftesbury Pavilion, 
and embraced a short list of songs, a duet, and 
three well arranged excerpts from Gounod’s 
immortal and ever popular “‘ Faust.”’ 

The vocalists, whose items, both concerted 
and individual, were remarkably well synchron- 
ised with an excellent set of pictures by a well- 
known maker, were Miss Maude Willby, Mr. 
William Maxwell, and Mr. George Parker, 
soprano, tenor and bass, respectively, who 
showed a keen appreciation of the possibilities 
of the new method. The best of the miscel- 
laneous items were, from a pictorial point of 
view, the duet ‘‘ Maying’’ and Hatton’s well- 
known ‘‘Simon, the Cellarer,’’ the latter hav- 
ing an excellent humorous element introduced, 
and rendered in rare style by Mr. George 
Parker. In the favourite old English ballad, 
‘“Cherry Ripe,’’ Miss Willby’s fine voice was 
heard to great advantage, but the presence of 
some “‘extras’’ upon the screen, dressed in 
modern Regent Street style, somewhat de- 
tracted from the artistic value of an otherwise 
pleasing picure. 

The operatic selections, backed up by a care- 
fully stage managed series of scenes, were 
most enjoyable, and consisted of the ‘‘ Invoca- 
tion’’ and duet in Act I. of ‘‘ Faust,’’ the 
lovely duet in Marguerita’s garden, for 
soprano and tenor, and the final tragic trio in 
the prison scene. Herein the artistes were en- 
abled to infuse a dramatic sequence of effects 
which, with the admirable settings, were un- 
doubtedly the feature of the entertainment. 
The idea, if not exactly a new one, is well con- 
ceived, and will be found a vast improvement 
upon certain methods of the past, with regard to 
synchronisation and genuine appeal to an audi- 
ence. Wherever possible it would, of course, 
be an improvement to have the vocalists con- 
cealed, or actually upon the stage just out of 
sight, but, in any-case, Messrs. Ruffells can 
be congratulated upon an entertainment which 
will form a very agreeable and attractive varia- 
tion from the sterotyped programme. 

It has been decided to hold the next annu32l 
_ Trade dinner at the Connaught Rooms, Great 
Queen Street, W.C., on Tuesday, April 7th, at 
7-15 p.m. The Dinner Committee will be 
pleased if members of;thesfrade will book this 
date well in)adyvance, as) jthey amticipate a re- 
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cord gathering, and are anxious that ‘t 
should be representative of all sections of the 
Trade. The dinner will be under the auspices 
of the Manufacturers’, Renters’ and Exhibi- 
tors’ Associations; and the Organising Commit- 
tee consists of Messrs. Avery, Cross, Edmond- 
son, Gale, Montague, Pettie, Schlentheim. 
Walker and Williamson, with Mr. J. William- 
son as chairman, and Mr. R. S. Edmondson 
as hon. treasurer. ‘he hon. secretaries are the 
secretaries to the three associations. 

Mr. W. A. Fenning has disposed of the en- 
tire French rights of his famous fight film, 
Wells v. Blake, to the Eclair Company, Paris. 

We are informed that Barker Motion Phot?- 
graphy, Limited, secured the cinematograph 
rights of the National Hunt Meeting, at 
Cheltenham, which was held yesterday (Wed- 
nesday). Messrs. Barker are again filming 
this year’s Grand National, for which they hold 
exclusive rights. 

Some interesting information was brought 
home last week by Mr. H. H. Upton, who has 
just returned from a six months’ tour of South 
Africa, where he was dispatched to install Kine- 
macolor apparatus and demonstrate the natural 
colour process throughout the country. It ap 
pears that in the whole of South Africa there are 
just over 300 picture theatres. Johannesburg 
and Cape Town have ten each, Pretoria has 
six, Buluwayo and Salisbury two each, and 
Umtali one. Nearly every little ‘“dorp,” or 
Dutch township has its own picture show, a 
rough-and-ready affair certainly, but exceedingly 
well patronised by the Boers, who do not car2 
for comedy, preferring melodrama of the most 
lurid type. Natives are not allowed in any pic- 
ture theatre in South Africa. The equivocal 
position in which certain characters in film plays 
must necessarily be placed would, it is thought 
by the authorities, lower that dignity which is 
supposed to be possessed by the ruling race, and 
so damage the prestige of the whites. Mr. 
Upton secured films of many of the exciting 
events in Johannesburg during the recent strike, 
including one of the famous siege of the Trade 
Hall. His photographs, however, were all de- 
stroyed by the police. He met with a remark- 
able success in Rhodesia. People flocked into 
the towns from all parts of the country to see 
Kinemacolor, and every performance was packed. 
As a result, at Buluwayo, Salisbury, Umtali, and 
other places, Kinemacolor is now being perma- 
nently shown. 

The staff of the Walturdaw Company, 
Limited, are giving a farewell dinner to Mr. 
J. D. Walker, at, the Fae Manis uae 
next. <A reception wil nee 
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While there are, of course, on the market a 
number of practical models at the present time 
which are intended for home projection, with 
films supplied by the various makers, it has been 
left to Mr. Arthur S. Newman to invent the 
machine, which not only serves as an inexpen- 
sive camera, but will also project the resultant 
pictures. These can be taken by the amateur 
photographer, printed in a patented machine 
supplied with the outfit, and projected by means 
of a 6 volt lamp, which gives an effective 
picture of a reasonable diameter for home dis- 
plays. The mechanism, we understand, con- 
tains a minimum of working parts, is fully pro- 
tected, and its durability is scarcely likely to be 
questioned. 

The model represents some two years of 
careful study. A great point, moreover, is that 
the film is inexpensive, and is said to be so easy 
of manipulation that a man could take his 
friends entering his domicile, and, as is now 
the fashion, within an hour or so “‘ feature ”’ 
them upon the “‘screen’”’ of his establishment. 

Our Paris correspondent writes :—‘‘Through 
an error it was stated in my * Parisian Notes ’ 
that Monsieur Jacques Haik, representative of 
the Western Import Company, was handling 
Thanhouser productions in France. M. Haik is 
marketing a picture entitled ‘ Thanhouser,’ 
but Thanhouser company’s sole agents in the 
French capital are the Eclipse Company of rue 
de la Michodiere.”’ 

We learn that in response to numerous ‘n- 
quiries the Edison Company has arranged to 
issue a six-Sheet poster as well as a quad-crown 
for their single reel picture, ‘‘ The Haunted 
Bedroom’”’ which is due for release on the 
19th inst., and which has proved greatly to the 
liking of viewers in all parts of the country. 

We are informed that the title of Anderson’s 
Film Agency, Limited, has been altered to An- 
derson, Vay, Hubert and Blumberg, Limited, 
an amalgamation having been made with the 
well-known Continental firm, who are also 
shortly opening an American branrich. Mr. 
Alfred Lind, producer of many dramas, includ- 
ing “The Four Dare-Devils,’’ has been en- 
gaged to produce for Messrs. Vay and Hubert. 

Last Friday evening, the Grosvenor Hall, 
Victoria, S.W., was invaded by a motley crowd 
of jesters, admirals, gipsies, Spanish dancers, 
apaches, Dutch girls, Mexicans, and numerous 
other picturesque folk, the occasion being a 
fancy dress ball in connection with the cine- 
matograph trade. This pleasant social fixture, 
although the first of its kind, will doubtless be 
followed by others,~and reflected the greatest 
credit on the hon! ‘secs. Nhiss-Winnte Sharp and 
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4", THE PHOTOPLAY REVIEW & ESSANAY GUIDE H. A. SPOOR. 
= = sh Should be among the files of every theatre. It contains 
iw valuable information for exhibitors about everything 

ESSANAY—release dates, synopses, lengths, advertising 
Peers material issued, reading articles for republication in local 

LSs may papers, programme fillers, etc. eee ESSANAY 
STILL THEY COME. “Now attractions. 

ODDS ON THAT THIS I[S THE FUNNIEST COMEDY YET. 

SOPHIE PICKS 
Here are two full reels of fun. They constitute one of the best of rustic farces. The comedy holds all the 

way. The laughs come along with regularity and are unforced. This picture is a hit. 

SAMPLE SHOWING LONDON from MARCH (6th. 

NiW SAMPLES SHOWING IN ESSANAY’S THEATRE, LONDON, MAROH 16th—19th. 

| TO THE POINT—A CLEVER PIECE OF WORK. 

THE TESTING FIRE. 
A drama of love and a man’s fickleness that almost caused a broken heart. Irene Warfield, Richard C. Travers 

and Lillian Drew will hold your interest in this excellent drama 
Released Monday, May 4th. ) About 994 ft. 

GENUINELY WESTERN. FULL OF ACTION AND SPIRIT. 

9 A GAMBLER’S WAY. LOOKING FOR TROUBLE. 
A Western drama with intensely interesting moments of An exceedingly funny satirical comedy. 

excitement. 
Released Monday, May 4th. About 996 ft. Released Monday, May 4th. | About 879 ft. 

WILL COMMAND LAUGHTER. WORLD: S GREATEST PHOTOPLAY SERIES. 

9 MILLY’S VALENTINE. BRONCHO BILLY—Guardian. 
A screamingly funny farce comedy, featuring Helen Another excellent dramatic adventure of the world-famous 

Dunbar, “Bobbie”? Bolder, and Charles Stein. photoplay star, G. M. Anderson. 

_eleaset Thursday, May 7th. About 985 ft. Released Thursday, May 7th. About 994 ft. 

CHECK THESE SELECTIONS ON THE SHOWS, Mr. EXHIBITOR, AND 
FIND OUT THE DEPENDABILITY OF THE ATTRACTION VALUE IN 

THE PICK OF ESSANAY OFFERINGS. 

THROUGH TRACKLESS SANDS Western Drama 996 ft. Monday, March 30th. 
THE GHOST OF SELF a Drama ist oe 984 ft. Monday, March 30th. 
_A FOOT OF ROMANCE Comedy ia | 992 ft. Monday, March 30th. 

THE HOUR AND THE MAN oo .. | Drama i .. | 1,951 ft. | Thursday, April 2nd. 
THE REAL MISS LOVELEIGH — we ... | Comedy... + | 994 ft. | Thursday, April 2nd. _ 

THE HILLS OF PEACE ... Western Drama... 992 ft. Monday, April 6th. 
A SNAKEVILLE COURTSHIP . Ae Western Comedy ... 946 ft. Monday, April 6th. 

WHEN LOVE IS YOUNG : - ie Comedy Drama... | 812 ft. Monday, April 6th. 
ASCENDING SUGAR LOAF MOU NT. sees [ Interest. owe | _ 189 fit. _ Monday, April 6th. 

THE CAST OF THE DIE _... sid ae sa | Drama i .. | 1,988 ft. | Thursday, April 9th. 

HEARTS AND FLOWERS ie sie .. | Drama 987 ft. Thursday, April 9th. 

AT AN OLD MAID’'S CALL see oh bs Comedy_ ete 768 ft. | Thursday, April 9th. 

THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE Drama = 992 ft. Monday, April 13th. 
SNAKEVILLE’S NEW DOCTOR __| Western Co Comedy. | 996 ft. | Monday, April 13th. 

THROUGH THE STORM .. a sai .. | Drama ie .. | 1,971 fe. Thursday, April 16th. 
WHAT CAME TO BAR Q. ... ria a Western Comedy .. 994 ft. Thursday, April 16th. 
NEARLY MARRIED au Pry oe . | Comedy nee su MOG ft. Thursday, April 16th. 

ALL) SSSANZ He LAYS ARE PRINTEO ON EASTMAN BTOCK. 
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'Telephone— Regent. 1829. Telegrams—Essafilm, Telew, London. 

FILM MFG. Co., ins, vc. 
ARE YOU Reaping the Benefits of the recent high 

jump in ESSANAY all-round quality? 

POSITIVELY ONE LONG RIOT OF LAUGHTER. 

A DEAD ONE ==" 
The mirth provokers are Harry Todd as Mustang Pete, Carl Stockdale as Doctor Beaky Byers, Victor Patel as 
the cook, and Maryaret Joslin as Sophie Clutts, belle of Snakeville. 

12, 6 and 2-Sheet Posters. 

AN APRIL SHOWER NINE TIMES OUT OF TEN 

ane SHOWN, ARE, NOW. THE STAR ATTRACTIONS IN 
't VJHAT’S ALL. #2 KNOW THIS FACT. DO YOU, MR. EXHIBITOR ? 

ONE OF THE BEST, MOST EFFECTIVE AND MOST POWERFUL DRAMAS EVER PRODUCED. 

THE HOUR AND THE MAN. 
| Laws are made forbidding men to murder, yet we murder those who disobey the law. This is an unusual drama, 

founded on circumstantial evidence. It is a story with heart throbs and situations unparalleled. 

Released Thursday, April 2nd. 12, 6 and 2-sheet Posters. About 1,951 ft. 

NOVEL, POWERFUL, INGENIOUS AND INTERESTING. 

THE CAST OF THE DIE. 
An admirable feature dramatic attraction from Essanay’s California Studios. Predestined to be a lasting success. 
From first to last it is a succession of gripping and interest -holding situations and rapidly changing silent 

scenes that will impress any audience. 

Released Thursday, April 9th. 12, 6 and 2-sheet Posters. About 1,988 ft. 

REMEMBER ESSANAY'S ‘IN CONVICT GARB''? 'TIS EQUALLY AS STRONG. 

THROUGH THE STORM. 
If your audiences care for dramas that are exciting, le this one, a drama of railroad life replete in gripping 

eatures. 

Released Thursday, April 16th. 12, 6 and 2-sheet Posters. About 1,971 ft. 

UNIQUE TO A DEGREE THAT WILL FASCINATE. 

THE GIRL AT THE CURTAIN. 
A Novel Comedy Drama, slow and stolid, vet shrewdly humorous. A girl is married—she does not see her hus- 

band. ‘They meet later, but do know they are wed. The rest is too good to tell. 

Released Thursday. April 23rd. 12, 6 and 2-sheet Posters. About 1,552 {t. 

FULL OF PROGRESSIVE ACTION—A COMPLETE SUCCESS. 

THE GRIP OF CIRCUMSTANCE. 
There are many thrilling incidents related in this drama that hold the interest of the observer, and there is an 

air of mystery around the whole story that will keep vou on edge during the entire projection. 

Released Thursday, April SOth, 12. 6 and 2-sheet Posters. About 1,985 ft. 

ALL ESSANAY., PI SOO ZTE ARE PRINTED ON EASTMAN STOCK, 
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Mr. Fred Standerwick. About midnight, 
opinions were taken as to the best fancy cos- 
tumes adopted by the dancers, the ladies’ prize 
then being awarded to Miss Hetty Spiers (wife 
of Mr. Langford Reed) ‘‘ A Spanish Gipsy,” 
and the gentlemen’s to Mr. Haydon, ‘“ The 
Man in the Moon,”’ the former receiving a hand- 
some brush and comb in case, and the latter a 
pair of serviceable military brushes. After 
light refreshments, dancing recommenced, .i0 
continue till about 3 a.m. Altogether a most 
enjoyable evening was spent. A costume quite 
unique was that worn by Mr. Bennet Burleigh, 
a Dervish dress, brought from Omdurman by 
his father, the well-known war correspondent. 

We are glad to hear that Mr. Gilling, :f 
Messrs. Hibberts’ I.ondon office, has now re- 
covered from a severe attack of bronchial 
trouble, and 1s back in harness again. 

Mr. Ernest Blake, head of the cinematograph 
film stock department of Mes:rs. Kodak, 
L-mited, Kingsway, sails to-day (Thursday), 
on board the Jmperateur, on a short visit to 
headquarters. Meanwhile business will, <f 
course, be conducted in every respect as usual. 

We are compelled to hold over till next week 
our notice of ‘‘The Ring and the Rajah,” an 
important feature film, produced by the Lon- 
don Tilm Company, with an exceptionally 
strong cast, including Miss Edna Flugrath, Mr. 
Arthur Holmes Gore, Mr. Vincent Clive, and 
Mr. Edward O’Ne!l. This is the first of the 
Company's open market releases, and is due on 
Easter Monday. The London Film Company, 
which makes a special feature of its poster 
work, provides a striking six sheet and a quad 
crown poster for this subject, and has also se- 
cured a very fine sketch by Mr. A. Morrow, for 
their later release, ‘‘ Branscombe’s Tal.” 

ore 

Members of the Trade will regret to 
learn that Mr. Horace Sedger, the manag- 
ing director of the New Gallery Kinema, 
Regent Street and Electric Palaces, Limited, 
has, owing to a breakdown due to. over- 
work, left town upon the urgent advice of 
his medical adviser. No communications of 
iuiay kind are to be forwarded to him, and we 
‘re requested to notify the Trade accordingly. 
\We hope that we shall soon hear of his re 
covery 

Mr. Peter C. Naylor, who for some consider- 
able time has represented the African Films 
Trust, Limited, in England, has returned 
‘“ home,” where he intends to commence busi- 
ness on his own account. Mr. Naylor has se- 
cured the South African rights of that famous 
hlm, “* Judith ofpBethaliay’ Oia @im the 
very best of luck! ) 
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The many thousand friends of ‘‘ Broncho 
Billy,” Anderson, will be interested to learn 
that his sister, Mr. Leona Anderson Young, 
has just concluded a stay in this country, and 
left for New York, sailing by the Mauretania, 
on Saturday last. Mrs. Young visited many 
of the leading picture houses in England, and 
was especially pleased and surprised by the popu- 
larity of her brother with the audiences. When 
oue, however, considers the. standing of 
IXssanay productions and the admirable manner . 
in which Mr. G. M. Anderson portrays his 
characters, there need be no wonder at “ Billy ”’ 
lysing such an established favourite with British 
p.cturegoers. Se 

Another very notable arrangement ‘n 
connection with the filming of famous 
successes of the stage has been embarked 
upon, this time by the Biograph Com- 
pany of America, in conjunction’ with 
Messrs. Klaw and Erlanger, the well-known 
theatrical producers. The Biograph Company's 
studio staff are now at work upon the first of 
the series, which will include a number of the 
famous plays of which the Klaw-Erlanger syn- 
dicate possess the rights, and some of which 
have already appeared upon this side of the 
Atlantic. The aim will be to provide attractive 
fare of a superior nature, and M.P. Sales 
Agency, Limited, inform us that the first re- 
lease will be shown in London at an early date. 

At a recent meeting of the Dramatic Sub- 
Committee of the Authors’ Society, the 
alleged ‘‘infringement’’ of authors’ rights 
in their titles by cinema producers’’ was 
discussed, and the secretary reported the 
steps that had been taken in the cases 
which the committee had decided to take 
up. He also read letters he had received 
from ‘‘ certain associations in the cinemato- 
graph trade.’’ It was decided to call a con- 
ference for a discussion of the whole subject. 
and to invite thereto representatives of the cine- 
matograph industry, the Theatrical Managers’ 
Association, and the Touring Managers’ Asso- 
ciation. Mr. Cecil Raleigh was formally ap- 
pointed to attend an international meeting of 
dramatists in Paris, on March 2nd, when, says 
the author, questions were to be discussed deal- 
ing with cinematograph reproduction. 

In connection with the feature, ‘‘Hook and 
Hand,’”’ the story of which was written by Mr. 
William Doughty, a well-known detective 
writer, an exceedingly attractive booklet has 
been prepared by the publicity department of 
Messrs. R. Prieur and Co., Limited, who will 
be pleased to send samples and quote exhibi- 
tors for the same. Excellent six and twelve 
sheet and quad crown posters are also obtain- 
able for this notable Blache release. 

We are pleased) tocmotethe jremarksoof Mr. 
Justice Eve during the progress of a recent 
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East-end injunction case. The term “ health- 
ful recreation,’’ as applied to the cinemato- 
graph, was objected to by the counsel for the 
appellants, but his Lordship remarked that a 
good laugh caused by a film did undoubtedly 
come within that meaning. He also said that 
the word ‘‘recreation,’’ as used in the Act, 
was equivalent to ** entertainment,’’ and that 
to deprive a large portion of the community of 
such would be a consequence of a restricted 
meaning of the term. He declared ‘‘ that a 
cinema entertainment was a wholesome and 
salutary recreation.’’ Such an opinion coming 
from one so highly placed is worth a 
thousand of the empty platitudes one some- 
times hears, and forms an excellent answer to 
our many critics. 

With the disposal of three scenarios a few 
day ago to the Kineto Company, Mr. Lang- 
ford Reed informs us that he has now sold 
ninety picture plays.. Among other firms who 
have purchased his plays are the Gaumont 
Company, Cricks and Martin, Clarendon 
Film Company, Hepworth Company, and the 
Motograph Company. This year Mr. Reed is 
writing practically exclusively for the Kine- 
macolor and Kineto Companies, and, we learn 
that his name will appear as author, on each 
subject of his exhibited. 

We understand that the popular London mana- 
ger of the Eclair Film Company, Limited, Mr. 
Ratisbonne, spent last week-end in Paris in con- 
sultation with headquarters. We believe that 
he has now a little ‘‘something up his sleeve” 
which will soon see the light of publicity in Trade 
circles, and, which, it is said, will create more 
than an ordinary amount of interest. 

We have received complaints of a practice 
which, having been prevalent in some provincial 
shows of a minor order, has found an imitator 
within the London area. We do not propose to 
mention the district, but must, however, strongly 
protest that the inducement offered — that of 
paying a week’s rent to certain members 
of the audience—is not, to say the least, ‘ play- 
ing the game.” Surely it is possible to devise 
other means of attracting the public than to 
descend to the scheme quoted above, which, we 
trust, will be withdrawn at once. 

The American Company (London), Limited, 
wish us to announce that the title of the ““Beauty”’ 
film, ‘‘ The Wife,’’ was unwittingly omitted from 
the firm’s advertisement in our last week’s issue. 

Mr. E. G. OLS been appointed 
general manager. of, tle See Company, 
Limited. HE 

REVIEWS. 

* Our Lapy Cinema,” by Flarry Furniss, 
trations by the author. J. W. 
Limited. 1s. net. 

This delightful litle book is a reprint in collected 
form of the articles by Mr. Harry Furniss, which 
appeared originally in the columns of THE BIOSCOPE. 
Our readers will remember the good-natured, char- 
acteristic humour with which this brilliant artist, Wit 
and film producer, treated his subject in a veriety of 
aspects, and there will dvubtless be many who will 
be glad of this apportunity to possess themselves of 
the series gathered together in a_ single volume. 
Those who are not already familiar with Mr. Fur- 
niss’ essays on the cinecmatograph, will find in the 
book much that is instructive as well as entertaining, 
for the author’s own practical experience of cine- 
matography, combined with his deep artistic know- 
ledge, and his powers of keen observation, have per- 
mitted him to make many shrewd, albeit kindly, 
criticisms. The illustrations naturally constitute one 
of the most attractive features of the work, and be- 
ing admirable examples of Mr. Furniss’ famous and 
inimitable style, they held to render it quite an 
irresistible shillingsworth. Mr. Furniss very grace- 
fully dedicates “ Our Lady Cinema’’ to the editor 
of THE BIOSCOPE. 

with illus- 
Arrowsmith, 

“CINEMA ANNUAL, 1olr4.”’ Charles-Mendel, Paris. 
From Messrs. Charles-Mendel, the well-known 

Parisian publishers of technical works on the cine- 
matograph, comes the second part of their “ Cinema 
Annual” for ryg14, a bulky cloth-bound volume of 
more than 400 pages. The work, which constitutes 
a complete guide and directory to the cinematograph 
industry in France, besides containing numerous 
foreign lists, is divided into various sections, each 
of which is printed on different coloured paper, thus 
increasing the value of the book for the purpose of 
ready reference. It includes directories of film pro- 
ducers, exhibitors, accessory makers, etc., special 
legal and technical supplements, and a complete 
calendar of the fairs held during the year through- 
out France. A most excellent edition of this useful 
Annual which has appeared each year since 1902. 

* KINO UND KUNST”? (Cinema Art), by Hermann 
Hafker. Lichtbiihnen-Bibliothek. 

The first part of this excellent and interesting work 
deals with the essence and objects of the cinemato- 
graphic art. The second part considers artistic 
points in the technical production of films, including 
historical and industrial pictures, and also. deals 
with human movements from an esthetic point of 
view. The third part refers at some length to the 
picture theatre programme, and indicates methods 
of attracting audiences. 

“RECHTSQUELLEN DES  OFFENTLICHEN KINEMATO- 
GRAPHENRECHTS.’? (Cinematography and_ the 
Law), by Dr. Albert Hellwig. Lichtbtihnen- 
Bibliothek. 

This comprehensive work is a compilation, from 
official sources, of the most important statutes, legis- 
lative proposals, ministerial orders, and police de- 
crees of Germany and other countries relating to 
the cinematograph. 

Mr. L. Landmann, late of the Nordisk Films 
Company, has relinquished the position of manag- 
ing director which he held at Heidelburg, and 
is now in London. Mr. Landmann has not yet 
made any definite arrangements for the future, 
and all communications, should be addressed 
‘“ Waldhaus,’’, Pentwortham_.. Road, .Sanderstead, 
near Croydon. 
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Story of Jove, 
devotion, and 

intrigue. The 
Moving Picture 
World says :— 
‘*Develops into 

Release ‘* quite an original 
Date ‘picture offering. 
April It is in two reels On 

and as it progresses, it 
30th. ‘' grows stronger aad holds 

‘‘the audience in interest. 
“It is beautifully staged. 
‘‘A father’s remorse gives 

App. ‘‘an opportunity for vision 

Length ‘“scenes, which are most 
2,015 ‘‘deftly handled in a con- 

y ‘sistent way. The parts 
ft. ‘‘were all well played. 

‘especially the child in the 
“second part — ‘ THE 
“DREAM CHILD." The 
“director deserves credit 
‘for his good work, and 
“the photography is 3 
“first-class. It is inter- 
‘esting and pleasing.” 

IN TWO PARTS. 
Code Word— 

RIGORISTA 

Posters— Quad-Crown, Six-Sheet, 
Twelve-Sheet. 

THE CARBON COPY. THE PURSUER PURSUED. 
Loyalty to her employer induces an employee toexert 
herself to the utmost. Herzeal is appreciated, but she A thrilling Western drama, presented with a refreshing 
falls a victim to the charms of her prey, experiences a snap and vigour, Ep. COXEN and WINNIFRED 
remorse so strong that she marries the man she set out GREENWOOD play leads. 

to betray. : 
Release date, May 4th. App length 1,000 ft. Release date, May 4th. App. length 996 ft. 

——— oe 

ALL PRINTS ARE ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

The American Co. (London), Limited 
Toy COO91E American Film Manufg. Co., Chicago, 

Telephone— Regent; 458] py, 
Telegraphic Address—Amfcolo, O pale 193, Wardour Shy eal 
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A satisfying, absorbing story has been filmed in two reels by the 

American Company, which is set for release April 2nd, under the title 

“The Hermit.” Thomas Ricketts directed the production, and he has 

been ably aided by a well selected cast. In contrast with the self- 

enforced seclusion of the leading character, we are treated in the 

opening pictures to views showing us the gay whirl of the pawns in 

society circles and to the strenuous life in the world of business, artistic 

touches which combine to increase our interest in the titular subject. 

The treatment of the story is reminiscent, and Mr. Ricketts has 

handled it with his accustomed skill. The tiny cottage of the recluse, 

half hidden by the vines and rich foliage of California, is ideal. His 

faithful companions, two dogs, serve to keep him in touch with the 

world that has treated him harshly and to remind him that life, how- 

ever bitter, has its compensations in some form. The picturesque 

nook by the sea, where he sits perched on a rock, the solitude broken 

only by the crash of the waves, has been very happily chosen. Through- 

out the entire films the settings are appropriate, and the photography 

is of a quality that delights the eye. 

Ed. Coxen is the hermit. He has added to his reputation in this réle 

Watching him closely, you will see that he has sunk his youthful per- 

sonality in that of the middle-aged man, who is still active but stiff 

in his movements. Demeanour, manner and make-up are all in fine 

keeping with the character. 

Miss Winnifred Greenwood is required to appear as the gladsome 

young maiden with lovers at her beck and call, and as the. mother of a 

young girl about the age that she herself is supposed to be when the 

The Hermit. 

IITOl 

An Absorbing 
“Flying A”? Drama 

story opens. In both characters she is equally at home, which speaks 

for her versatility. Miss Charlotte Burton is quite pleasing in the part 

of winsome Grace King, and George Field and William Bertram deserve 

mention in the parfs of Tom King and Mr, Bliss. 

John King, a wealthy young man, loves Lillian Bliss, and is accepted 

by her. Tom King, his brother, also loves Lillian, and stoops to dis- 

honour in order to gain her hand. He hires a burly ruffian to kidnap 

Lillian, and the plan failing, he contrives to place the crime on _ his 

brother John, who is sentenced to a term in prison. In the meantime 

Tom marries Lillian. 

John learns of his brother’s marriage while in prison, and on his 

release goes to California and becomes a hermit. His brother and 

Lillian believe him dead. His lawyer, whom he had bound to secrecy, 

furnishes him with money for his simple needs. 

One day Tom King learns from the lawyer that John is alive. Fail- 

ing in health and expecting death soon, he writes a letter to John, 

begging forgiveness and requesting that the knowledge of his crime 

be kept from Lillian. The lawyer forwards the letter to John. 

After Tom’s death Lillian and her daughter Grace visit California. 

There Grace and her young companions discover the hermit on one of 

their auto trips. Grace is strangely affected by the reserved man, 

and has quite an influence over him. She requests him to tell the story 

of his life as the party are eating luncheon under the trees in front 

of the hermit’s cottage. As he finishes she asks to see the photograph 

of his sweetheart, and immediately recognises it as that of her mother 

years ago. 
(Reviewed by J. S. McQuade.) 

-_-— The American Company announces that all “ Flying A’ Films are printed on Eastman Stock. 

Release Date, March 30th 

App. length 966 ft. 

App. length 934 ft. 

BEAUTY FILMS. 
Featuring MARGAR TA FISCHER 

(The most beautiful and world-famous exponent in the art of Pantomime). 

WITHERING ROSES. 
The film that has struck an entirely new note in 

moving picture production. 

BESS, THE OUTCAST. 
Pelease Date, April 6th. A dramatic story, finishing with one of the 

prettiest sun-set scenes that has ever been 
worked, the two principals silhouetted against the 
horizon, with the setting sun and its reflection 

on the water. between the two figures. 

Release Date, April 13th. 
FOOLING UNCLE. 

From all who delight in clean snappy comedy, of the society 
comedy-drama type, there will be warm welcome for Margarita 
Fischer, Harry Pollard and Fred Gamble in ‘‘ Fooling Uncle." 

THE WIFE. 
A“ Beauty” production that gives Harry Pollard and Margarita Fischer an 
unusual opportunity to give free reign to their histrionic ability, Intense 
dramatic situations «re handled with such grace and ease as to eliminate 
all semblance of ‘‘acting.” They live their parts with nuwonted realism 
thatis sublime and touches the heart and gives rise to a natural flow of 
sentiment. on the part of the spectator. The final scene reproduces a thrill- 
ing display of storm and lightning as the tizure of the woman is exposed to 
R. lease Date April 27.h. the elements. APP. lengt1 1,000 /t. 

: ALL PRINTS ARE ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

rican Co. (London), Limited 

App. length 940 ft. 

Release Date, SALLY’S ELOPEMENT. 
5 Squinty carrics his matrimonial in- 

April 2oth. fentions through with the aid of a 
ten dollar automobile, in the face of 
the strenuous opposition, See Harry 

Pollard at his best. 

App. length 
992 ft. 

OA? or the American Film Majyuf@PG@oRUGhi¢ago3 RARY 

Tay UWardarwee Gtrant FEKawndaw tUsET 
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‘The ‘Techuieal Side « of Picture Making. 
VIlI—CAMERAS. VIEW FINDERS. EFFECTS. 

By ARTHUR S. NEWMAN. 

Cameras nowadays are usually prov ded with 
efficient view-finders. ()nlv a very few years 
ago it was rare to find a camera fitted with a 
finder of any kind, to say nothing of a finder 
accurately marked to show the exact amount 
of view included in the picture. 

Finders are of various kinds, the most 
general form being practically a small camera 
provided with a large aperture single lens, and 
a ground glass screen. This is fixed on one 
side of the picture camera, and the view given 
by it is compared with that produced by the 
lens to.be used. It should show somewhat 
more picture than required, and the size of the 
view can be marked off with pencil on the 
finder screen. It is best to have the finder 
lens of such a focus that it embraces a larger 
view than the shortest focus lens of the camera 
gives, because when taking pictures one can 
then tell when any meving object is about to 
enter the field of the camera, and the picture 
can be started before the entry of the subject 
if so desired. Three or four lenses of different 
foci can have ther fields of view marked out on 
the finder screen, and if ths be carefully done, 
much trouble and time will be saved when work- 
ing, because the camera and stand can be set 
to the best position, and the most suitable lens 
selected in a moment, before focusing up. 
Some finders have no screen, but depend on 

the aerial image given by lenses. These are of 
two kinds; those with concave lenses giving an 
image which differs when seen from different 
points of view, and which to be correct, must 
be viewed through a sighting piece fixed to the 
camera; and those composed of two or more 
lenses so arranged that that image produced 
does not apparently move when the eye is 
shifted to the right or left of axis of the lenses. 
These latter are often called ‘‘brilliant’’ finders, 
and they give a very brilliant image. This has 
‘ts advantage in many cases, but when the sun 
is included in the view the brightness is such 
that it is almost impossible to see any of the 
details of the picture. Finders of the above 
kind are difficult to mark correctly to suit the 
foc! of different lenses. © Another style now 
coming into use is the “frame” finder. This 
covsists of a wire or metal frame of suitable 
size, placed near the front of the camera: 
through this the amcunt of view can be exactly 
Iecated on looking through a sighting piece at 
the rear of the camera. Several frames, one 

Google 

they 

within another, may limit the views given bv 
several lenses, or elastic bands placed on pins 
provided for the purpose form the best method, 
as only the band suitable to the lens in use nee.1 
be placed on the pins in question, no con- 
fusion can then arise as to which frame limits 
the view being taken. Whatever form of finder 
be employed, it should be placed on the camera 
with its axis as near as possible to the axis of 
the lens, otherwise, when taking near objects, 
a cons derable discrepancy will be apparent be- 
tween the camera image and that shown by the 
finder. This discrepancy must he watched and 
allowed for when taking principal objects at a 
distance of 6 ft. or nearer. 

Sighting along one edve of the camera may 
be generally trusted to indicate the centre of the 
picture given by any lens, but this rough and 
ready method, though particularly useful at 
times, should not be absolutely trusted till the 
correct centring of the lens has been verified, 
and it should then only be used for compara- 
tively distant objects. 

For certain effects, trick pictures, etc.. 
special devices are added to the camera. Masks 
of different shapes are provided which can he 
placed in front of the film limiting the view 
more or less; a circular mask or one with two 
circles cutting one another representing the 
view through a telescope or opera glasses re- 
spectively. Views apparently through arches, 
key-holes, or looking out of caves or windows, 
can be produced in this fashion. 

Another masking device is useful as it saves 
the trouble of double printing the positive pic- 
ture, by producing a nevative on which the 
double picture is taken. <A part of the picture 
is stopped out by a suitably shaped mask when 
the film is first run through; the film is then 
rewound and again threaded in the camera with 
the same perforation on the film in engage- 
ment with the claw or pin: anofher mask is then 
substituted, its opening is exactly the same 
shape as the opaque part of the previous one, 
and the film is then exposed a second time, 
filling ‘n the other part of the picture. It is 
important in the use of these masks that they 
rerister exactly the one with the other, and that 

and the slides into which they fit 
be kept particularly clean, otherwise failure will. 
be certain. ' 

Pictures that appear to fade away or to 
dissolve into other pictures, are produced by 
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gradually closing the diaphragm of the lens, so 
that the amount of light reaching the film is 
gradually reduced. The amount of film re- 
gistered by the counter is noted when starting 
to close the diaphragm; when closed the 
camera is turned backwards till at the noted 
position after having capped the lens. The 
new picture is then started and the diaphragm 
gradually opened till it reaches the desired 
aperture, when the picture proceeds as usual. 
The same results can be produced by means of 
two distinct negatives without rewinding the 
film or reversing the camera, but this necess!- 
tates double printing, and the same amount of 
care must be taken with each positive turned 
out. The negative method just described ‘s 
infinitely more satisfactory. Some cameras re- 
verse by merely turning the handle in the cou- 
trary direction, but in many it is necessary to 
uncouple the take up band from the “ direct 
pulley and place it on the “‘reverse’’ pulley 
each time the change of direction is to be made. 
A recent camera hailing from America, pro- 
duces dissolving effects by a device by which 
on pressing a button, the shutter automatically 
gradually closes itself. The lens is then 
capped and the camera turned backwards the 
desired amount. The lens is uncapped ani 
another button pressed, and on turning the 
handle the shutter automatically opens cradt- 
ally, producing much the same effect as whan 
working with the diaphragm. There are advain- 
tages in this method in that it is not necessary 
to notice the setting to which the diaphragra 
must be opened, as it remains set all the time, 
and also in the fact that the operator has only 
to turn the handle while the change of intensity 
of light is taking place. It is somewhat diffi- 
cult to turn steadily and at the same time move 
the diaphragm lever evenly. A second opera- 
tor is often requistioned for this purpose. 

‘“ Reversed action’’ pictures are sometimes 
taken for trick subjects. With a reversing 
camera worked in contrary to the usual direc- 
tion, this is easily effected: but by a non-re- 
versing camera placed base upward, and with 
its top fixed to the tripod, the same action is 
produced. The latter methcd is usually the 
most convenient, because the camera is loaded 
and set in the usual manner, and should only a 
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short reversed action section be required, it is 
merely necessary to turn the camera upside 
down, and there is no need to alter any of the 
adjustments or loading, or to wind any film in 
any special manner. 

For some subjects very slow taking Is re- 
quired, and many cameras are supplied with 
means for taking a single picture each time the 
handle is turned a complete revolution. Ex- 
cept for trick subjects this attachment is seldom 
used, as it gives quite a false rendering of what 
really took place when the negative was taken 

Cameras are becoming more and more coni- 
plicated as to the d° ferent distinct functions 
they perform, perhaps one should say sameras 
are vetting nearer perfection. The camera of 
the future will run with less friction than those 
now in use, will weigh less, will carry more 
film, will be more expeditiously threaded upp. 
wll probably be supplied plas a shutter ad- 
justable to take account of § of the possible 
livht instead of between 3 aie 4 as at present, 
and will be variably geared to the rotating and 
elevating head, so that while driving the film 
it shall move evenly and at any rate. required, 
sr remain still. Also, no doubt it will run it- 
etl by electrical or other power and so allow 
the onverator to devote his whole attention tuo 
taking the picture. 

A few very wonderful cameras have been 
made to suit special requirements, such as 
photographing growing plants, giving only a 
few exposures per day, also others for dealine 
with the other extremes of cinematography, as 
fer instance, making one hundred exposures 
per second, but as these do not come within the 
scope of the title of these articles, I shall not 
deal further with them. 

The camera, tripod, rotating and elevating 
heads constitute an important unit in the ‘n- 
dustry, and they should be chosen to suit one 
another. There is no harm in having the stand 
too solid, excpt that the weight to “be carried 
‘s in excess of what is necessary, but on nn 
account should the stand show any deflection 
due to the strain imposed by turning the handle 
of the camera when the film is nearly all in the 
take-up box, at which time the strain 1s at its 
vreatest. 

PRESTON’S PICTURES. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The Preston picture palaces were unique for all- 
round excellence last week. At the Embee Hall 
drama took pride of place, the “stars ’’ being, § ‘<The 
Lost Chord,’ “ The Bully,’’ Silent Heroes,” and 
“The Diamond Crown.” The humourous Dee: 
was well catered for, whilst “Nature’s) Mischief- 
makers’’ and “‘ Babv’’ made interesting studics.—At 
the Impcrial Palace comedy was. given procedence, 
subjects of this nature including ‘ Bunny's Dilem- 
ma’’ and “ Mrs. Rabbit’s Hushand Takes the Shil- 
ling.’’ A fine drama was provided in ‘“ Children of 
Destiny.’’ There was also a good racing topic in 
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“ Master Bob.''—The principal items at the Marathoy 
were ‘The Impostor’’ and ‘f The Leopard Detec- 
tive.’’—-Such a popular adventure story as ‘‘ Capt. 
Kidd, the Pirate” drew large audiences to. the 
Alexandra Palaces, and at the Queen's Hall “A 
Convicting Shot” and “The Glass Cage” were top 
of a tine bill.—The large pictures screened at the 
Picturedrome and Temperance Hall were, respec- 
tively, “Fruits of Vengeance’? and “ Widow 
Maloney’s Faith,’ both highly meritorious in presen- 
tation, and at each place other attractive films were 
also shown : 

wn 
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ITEMS OF INTEREST. 

COPYRIGHT CASE. 

In a case heard in the Paris Civil Courts an author 
has just won his action against a film company for 
alleged infringement of copyright. After counsels’ 
speeches for the parties concerned, the Court decided 
that the author’s claim was justified, and entered 
judgment accordingly. 

A NEWPORT MEM. 

The Olympia (Newport) continues to maintain its 
high place in public estimation for the excellence of 
the pictures shown. The principal attractions this 
week included “ Chelsea 7750,” “ Caprice,” ‘“‘ The Open 
Gate,” “ Mosquitoes and Musketeers,” “Will Evans 
Whitewashing the Ceiling,” “The Diver,’’ ‘‘ The 
Deaf Burglar,” with many other interesting and comic 
films. 

“PICTURES, LEEDS.” 

A well-designed booklet is to hand from the Wray 
Film Agency, Limited, and comprises a neat red 
cover with about twenty pages of excellent illustra- 
tions depicting various portions of the premises at 
Wellington Chambers, Leeds. The many dGegart- 
ments and large staff fully show the growth of this 
important Yorkshire film renting and supply house. 

A NEW HEPWORTH SERIES. 

Encouraged by the great success of their Charles 
Dickens Films, the Hepworth Manufacturing Com- 
pany, Limited, contemplate running a similar series 
of productions on an equally lavish scale, founded on 
the works of that famous author, Charles Reade. The 
first of these will be “The Cloister and the Hearth,” 
which is already completed. 

EVENTS AT EVESHAM. 

At the Grand Cinema, crowded houses and great 
excitement prevailed. The pictures of special interest 
were muchenjoyed. Miss Cissie Haines, an Evesham 
young lady, was cordially welcomed. She has during 
the past season appeared in pantomime, and her visit 
to Elesham Cinema was a great success. The pic- 
tures for this week are “Dr. Nicholson and the Black 
Diamond ” and “ The Race.’’ For the latter portion of 
the week “The Great Circus Fire” will be featured. 

RECRUITING CAMPAIGN. 

The Hastings Cinema de Luxe last week materially 

assisted a recruiting campaign for the local Ter- 

ritorial Force by inviting men in uniform and the 

members of the National Reserve to a free view of 

the British Army film. The sth Battalion of the 

Royal Sussex Regiment marched to the hall headed 

by their band, who, under the direction of Band- 

master Rich, played selections while the pictures were 

being shown. 

MELTON MEMS. 

Large audiences at the King’s Picture House, Mel- 

ton, were thrilled by the great masterpiece, “The 

Miracle,” and Mr. Morris has every reason to be 

satished with the bookings. Further enterprise has 

been displayed by securing “When the Earth Trem- 

bled” for this week-end.—Mr. Cox was also well 

pleased with the drawing powers of “What the Gods 

Decree” and the “ Burning Train ” at the Thorpe End 

Picture Place last week, and anticipates big business 

from “The Airman’s Bride” and “War _ Cor- 

respondents.’”’ | : 
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“DAVID COPPERFIELD” IN THE STATES. 

The Hepworth Manufacturing Company, Limited, 
are delighted with the reception which their film, 
‘David Coppertield,” has met with in America. Mr. 
Blinkhorn, Messrs. Hepworth’s American representa- 
tive, has sent over a whole sheaf of newspapers, in 
which the production is referréd to at great length, 
and in most eculogistic terms. At Calgary, the 
Herald invited all the school children of the town 
o be their guests at a special performance of the 
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ELECTRIC LIGHT SWITCHING COMPETITION. 

We are informed that there are nearly 200 entries 
in the competition conducted by our contemporary 
f‘lectricity. Candidates had to send in answers to 
one of three sets of examination questions on the 
principles and practice of controlling lights by means 
of modern tumbler switches. These questions, by 
the way. showed that there is very much more in 
the subject than many people suspect. The detailed 
results of the competition, with the names of prize 
and certificate winners, will be published in the April 
24th issue of Electricity. The examiner, it mav be 
added, is Mr. W. Perren Maycock, M.I.E.E. 

GOOD BIS. FOR HASTINGS. 

In connection with the “ Pageant of Heroes” pro- 
posed to be held at Hastings, Mr. Whyte Jones, of 
the Central Picture Palace, has offered to give a 
benefit in aid of the funds. He has also expressed 
the hope that the proprietors of the other cinemas 
will do likewise, or even, in the case of the larger 
halls, go one better, as a pageant must cause many 
more people to visit the town than would otherwise be 
the cas@# Mr. Jones is also of opinion that Hastings 
would secure a good advertisement throughout the 
country bv the films of the pageant being shown in 
the topical films. provided that the organisers do not 
allow exclusive rights to any one firm. 

HARROW HEADLINES. 

Picture house managers with an eye to advertising 
might take a hint from the writer who says of Messrs. 
A. and L. Tipping’s highly successful tinema: “ The 
Cinema is developing tame as a pick-me-up for de- 
pression, for a lady was overheard to say, ‘I don't 
feel well: I shall go to the Cinema to-night.’ ” Their 
“ prescriptions” this week are two programmes of 
high excellence, containing “From Out the Blood,” 
“ \ Queen’s Love,” Keystone and Vitagraphcomedics, 
the ‘“ Pathé Gazctte,” and many other capital items.— 
Since the Harrow Picturedrome secured the Sherlock 
Holmes series many more patrons have been drawn 
to this popular house. “The Musgrave Ritual ” holds 
pride of place in the current programme, and for the 
week-end a fine attraction is being screened in “A 
Sporting Chance.”—The Wealdstone Cinema con- 
tinues to hold the favour of the public. Last week 
“A Messenger of Discord” was the principal item. 
The current programme is drawing good houses, 
special notice being given to “A Child of the Sea” 
and ‘ Wiffles in a Marriage Tangle.’?—On the London 
side of the district the Wembley Cinema successfullv 
fulfils its dutv. During the whole of the week “The 
Three Musketeers ” is on the screen, and the thrilling 
incidents of this attraction are balanced by a good 
supply of comedies. 

B 
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A “JULES VERNE’’ RELEASE. 
As our readers will no doubt perceive in our advert- 

tisement columns, the Eclair Company are offering 
for sale the exclusive rights for the kingdom of “ The 
Children of Captain Grant,’’ a Jules Verne feature 
which we reviewed a fortnight ago. This is an ex- 
cellently produced subject and one with a great name 
behind it which should prove an invaluable advertis- 
ing asset. We venture to predict that such a good 
thing will soon be “snapped up” by some enterpris- 
ing firm in the Trade. 

“ECLAIR” CAMERA CAPTURES. 
Some very successful results were obtained during 

the past week in ‘‘exclusives’’ for the ‘‘Eclair Journal.” 
On one day two of these were secured, one being the 
amusing football match between the “’Spurs ” and 
the Music-hall Artistes, in which Joe Elvin and Harrv 
-Tate took a prominent part. On the same day the 
“Eclair Journal” had their representative at the 
memorial service over the crew of the “A 7,” the 
result being an excellent picture. A scheme has been 
evolved whereby the exhibition of the above-mentioned 
football match mav further benefit the Variety Ar- 
tistes’ Benevolent Fund. Particulars of the scheme 
will be sent by Mr. Ratisbonne, manager of the Eclair 
Companv. Cambridge Circus, London, W., upon re- 
ceipt of applications from exhibitors. 

FEATURES AT EALING. 
A succession of very fine subjects has recently been 

featured bv Mr. Salt, the manager of the Theatre de 
Luxe. “The Seed of the Fathers” and “A Cry in 
the Night ” were screened to enthusiastic audiences 
last week. “Ave Maria” and “For East is East” 
should prove popular here.—At the Kinema last week, 
Mr. Stapleton-Holloway had “ The Fight for Millions” 
and “The Diver” as features, which were well en- 
joved by good audiences. “The Island of Venge- 
ance” and “In the Hands of London Crooks” are 
“topping the bills” for this weck. Great interest at- 
taches itself to the last-named, as several local scenes 
appear in the picture.—The management of the Wal- 
pole booked “The Mystery of St. Martin’s Bridge” 
for last week, and were well rewarded for their enter- 
prise. “The Wreck” and “Joan of Arc” are being 
screened this week. The Walpole orchestra are in- 
cluding the following pieces for “Joan of Arc,” etc., 
this weck: Overture, “ Saul,” Rubenstein’s “ Nocturne” 
and “Entry of the Bavard.” The organ solos will 
also be specially selected.—“ The Diver ” and “In the 
Whirl of Strife” were amongst the features exhibited 
by Mr. Canua at the Broadway last week. The man- 
agement moved into their more palatial building, 
which is to be called the Broadway Palladium, on 
Monday of this week. The new theatre has a seat- 
ing capacity for over 2,000, and nothing but the latest 
and best of pictures is promised. No expense has 
been spared to make this theatre the most luxurious 
and comfortable of houses. The Royal Cermona 
Orchestra, under the direction of Miss Dorothea A. 
Vincent, M.R.S.M., has been engaged, so that musi- 
cal critics will have nothing to grumble at. ‘The 
opening ceremony was performed bv the Marchioness 
Townshend, the Deputy Mavor, Mr. J. G. Fden, 
being in the chair. A special feature is to be made 
of “picture recitals,” and Master Fric Brooks has 
been engaged to sing solos.—At the Northfields 
Cinema, “ Nick Winter and the Lost Prince” and “ The 
Globe of Death” are showing this week.—Unpre- 
cedented scenes were witnessed at the Hanwell 
Grand. when the management featured exclusively 
“The Miracle,” accompanied by a choir and orchestra. 
“ Give Us This Dav” is the chief attraction this week. 
—At Acton last week the Crown screened “A Dead 
Man’s Child ” with good results. The attraction this 
week is ‘The Diver.” “Count Zarka” was featured 
at the Cinema, and “In the Hands of London Crooks” 
is being shown this week. 
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BRIDLINGTON DOINGS. 

The Bridlington Corporation has decided to pur- 
chase the New Spa, and will thus come in possession 
of another picture palace. They already possess two 
at the Princes Parade, the profits from which go to 
the relief of the rates.—Mr. J. Austin has achieved 
well deserved success at the Picture House, where 
he recently showed “The Bridge of Terror.” “The 
Poison Tree” was a successful feature for the first half 
of this week, and in his effort to provide “the best 
in the town,” Mr. Austin has secured “A Message 
from Mars ” for the last three days of the week. 

GOOD BUSINESS AT BARNSLEY. 

One of the most successful theatres in the populous 
Barnsley district is the Eastgate Electric, where Mr. 
B. Wilson, formerly of Halifax, is the manager. A 
remarkable fact comes to light, according to a cor- 
respondent, in that during the period of two or three 
weeks, a record in takings has been noted upon more 
than one occasion. Last week’s features were “The 
Great Circus Fire” and “Seed of the Fathers,” while 
this week “The Wells-Blake ” contest and Edison’s 
“Why Girls Leave Home” are prominent lines. in a 
good bill. 

LINES FROM LEICESTER. 
There will be scarcely a picture house in Leicester 

without its “exclusive” feature this week. Prominent 
among them is Wagner’s “ Tannhauser ” at the Silver 
Street Electric, given with special music, while at 
Olvmpia, “Anne Boleyn” will command attention. 
“The Evil Power” and “Gipsy Blood” are two good 
things at Clavton’s Picturedrome.—A stone’s throw 
away, at the Imperial, “Bombita ” and “Satan’s 
Castle ” are strong attractions.—At the Coliseum, “A 
Fight for Millions” is relied upon to do good ser- 
vice, vet another top-notcher being “Fruits of Venge- 
ance” at the Knighton Cinema.—‘ The picks of the 
programme” at the Belgrave Cinema are “The Vam- 
pire” and “The War Correspondent,” while in the 
capital programme arranged by Mr. T. P. Blakesley 
at the Boulevard Electric are “Whv?” and “The 
Land of Dead Things.”—The British Army film at 
the Picture House has been a splendid success, the 
spacious lounge throughout the week rarely being 
free of an expectant crowd. 

TEES-SIDE TOPICS. 

The feature film in an enjovable programme at the 
Electric Theatre, Middlesbrough, last weck was “ The 
Coloncl’s Wife.” “No seats guaranteed unless 
booked in advance” was announced, following upon 
the first night’s exhibition of “Sixty Years a Queen ” 
at the Popular Picture House, and which was re- 
markably successful. “The Children’s Hour” was a 
splendid poetic feature at the Hippodrome, Middles- 
brough.—‘ The Musgrave Ritual” was _ successfully 
shown at the Royal Cinema, Stockton. This was the 
fourth of the Sherlock Holmes geries shown at this 
popular hall. “Renunciation” was presented at the 
Globe, in addition to “The Black Countess” and 
“Land of Dead Things.” “A Good Little Devil,” 
“Counsel for Defence,” and “Lieut. Daring, Aerial 
Scout,” were included in a_ brilliant programme at 
the Empire, Stockton.—“ A Queen’s Love” was a big 
attraction at the Court Kinema and Arcade Cinema, 
Darlington, last week. On Thursday the change in- 
cluded “ The Battle of Manila.” “In London’s Toils” 
and “At Cross Purposes ” resulted in excellent busi- 
ness at the Alhambra.—The star item at the Empire 
was “Vampires by Night,’’ which was annreciated by 
very large audiences. A feature of the programme 
was the appearance of Mr. George Bernard in a 
repertoire of song scenas. 
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CINEMATOGRAPH CARTOONS. 

The well-known cartoonist, Mr. G. M. Payne, has 
been engaged to draw a number of his original car- 
toons for “The Trans-Atlantic Times.” The inclusion 
of this clever artist’s sketches should lend a charm- 
ing additional interest to this new series. 
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PHENOMENAL ATTRACTIONS. 

The run of the “British Army” film, which has 
proved such an attraction at the Scala Theatre, closes 
this week after an extended series of splendid houses. 
Next week, we hear that an elaborate Alexander 
Dumas production, “The Chevalier de Maison 
Rouge,” and a realistic coloured drama, “ The Paths 
of Glory,” will be exclusively presented. 

BOGNOR BRIEFS. 

During last week at the Pier, Bognor, the chief fea- 
tures were “The House of Temperley” and “The 
Musgrave Ritual.” Starting on Monday this week, 
the films included “The Black Thirteen,” “In the 
Depths of the Sea,” and “When the Earth Trem- 
bled.” The Pier, being now the only picture palace 
in the town, receives good patronage, especially on 
Sunday evenings. 

A FEATURE FOR EASTER. 

The Gaumont Company, Limited, are following up 
the release of “ The Curse of Greed” with another big 
subject. On Easter Monday will be released “At the 
Hour of Dawn,” an historical drama which describes 
the taking of a medizval city by a brigand chieftain 
and a well-armed force. The scene of the plav is 
Nocera, a small town in Central Italy, and the date 
the Easter season, 1396 A.D. 

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL NOTE. 

In its report as to action taken under the Cinema- 
tograph Act, 1909, during the quarter ended Decem- 
ber 31, 1913, the Theatres and Music-Halls Commit- 
tee of the London County Council gave the following 
particulars:—Premises in respect of which licences 
had lapsed, g: licences granted, 33: transfers of 
licences, 30; notices of occasional exhibitions, 25: 
while the occasional exhibitions held numbered 30. 

AERIAL FLEET FOR A FILM. 

One of the most thrilling scenes in the Lubin Com- 
pany’s forthcoming feature, “The Golden God,” is a 
picturesque battle between aeroplanes. The play is 
laid in America in 1950, and is a capital v. labour 
struggle, and Mr. Fielding, anticipating warfare at 
this time, chartered a fleet of aeroplanes to participate 
in the scenes. Several thousand people, representing 
the soldiers and populace, take part, and the battle 
in the clouds by the aeroplanes gives a vivid touch 
to a titantic struggle. 

NEWARK JOTTINGS. 

Mr. Kadwell continues to place fine programmes 
before his increasing number of regular players at 
the comfortable New Kinema. Last week “ The Battle 
of Manila,” “The Chinese Death Thorn,” and “The 
Rosary ” were particularly successful. At different 
stages of the latter picture’s progress Miss Fanny 
Dixon sang the well-known song in a sympathetic 
manner. The music is a great feature at this house, 
and reflects great credit unon Miss Bourne and her 
orchestra.—“ The Mystery of the Silver Skull” and 
“The Burning Train” were Mr. Boardman’s specials 
last week at the Corn Exchange, and for the first 
three days of this week “ When the Earth Trembled” 
will doubtless account for big business. Included in 
the variety show at the Picturedrome last week was 
“The Mysterv of the Tin Soldier.” 
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A LEEDS APPOINTMENT. 

Mr. Harry Roger, joint owner with his brother, Mr. 
Fred Roger, of the Alpha Picture Theatre, and vice- 
chairman of the Yorkshire Exhibitors’ Association, 
has accepted an appointment as outside representative 
for the Wellington Film Service, Limited. Mr. Roger 
has had experience of the film renting business as a 
representative of the New Century Company. He 
will retain his interest in the Alpha Picture Theatre. 

EXCITING EXCLUSIVES. 

We hear from Mr. Cricks, of Cricks and Martin, 
Limited, that his company have just finished the pro- 
duction of a very thrilling three-reel subject, which is 
said to be of unique interest. It is interesting to 
note that the English rights of previous exclusives 
have been disposed of as follows:—‘‘ Snatched from 
Death,” Gaumont Company: “For East is East,” Mr. 
H. Winik; “A Soldier’s Honour,’’ Fenning Film Ser- 
vice, Limited; while both “A Daughter of Satan’”’ and 
“Wrecker of Lives” have been acquired by Ruffells 
Exclusives, Limited. 

PROPOSALS AT BRADFORD. 

The Bradford Corporation Licensing Committee 
have instructed the Town Clerk to ascertain what 
regulations, if any, are in force in other towns with 
respect to the admission of children (say, under four- 
teen years of age), to second-house performances at 
picture theatres. Four members of the Licensing 
Committee have been appointed to consider and re- 
port upon draft rules, to be prepared bv the Town 
Clerk, with respect to cinematograph theatres, and 
upon the suggested provision of badges authorising 
members of the Committee to enter and _ inspect 
premises licensed by the Committee. 

CHANNEL ISLAND CINEMAS. 

The principal films screened at the various theatres 
in Guernsey last week, were ‘ Czernowska,” “ Flirt,” 
and “Niagara Falls” at the Rectory Hall; “The 
Poison Tree,” “Winning of White Dove,” and the 
“Pathé Gazette” at the People’s Picture Palace; 
Portia,” “Island of New Zanbia,” and “ The Moon- 
ight Trail” at the Empire, St. Sampson’s.—On the 
Isle of Jersey, “A Daughter of Romany” and “Her 
Dreadful Secret” were seen at the Opera House; “A 
Highland Romance,” “Broncho Billy’s Oath,” and 
“Calamity Anne’s Dream” at the Alhambra, “ The 
Outlaw,” “The Anarchist,” and “On the Broad Stair- 
wav ” were also well received at West’s Picture Play- 
house. 

ROUND THE CAMBRIDGE HALLS. 

The exclusive at both the Electric Theatre and the 
Picture Plavhouse last week was the “ Wells v. Blake” 
contest, which drew large attendances from the 
Wednesday.—-At the Electric, “The Street Waif” and 
“Innocent.” with “Pathé Gazette” were also among 
the chief items screened. On Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday the programme included “The Pipe of 
Peace,” an interesting picture showing catch-as-catch- 
can wrestling, and “The Girl Next Door.”—This 
week’s programme at the Playhouse includes “The 
Trail of the Lost Chord,” in which the orchestra has 
an opportunit-- of introducing some fine incidental 
music, “What Hapnened to Pimple,” “Their Hus- 
bands,” and “ The Pearl Smugglers.”—The star films 
at the Emnire are “Caste” and “Grist to the Mill.’’— 
Good business is being done at the Gaiety. The stars 
for Monday, Tuesdav and Wednesdav were “Cap of 
Destiny,” “’Arriet’s Baby” and “Alkali Ike, Hyp- 
notist.”?”. The orchestra here is under the supervision 
of Mr. Julian J. Best. 
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GRAND MILITARY WEEK. 

The “British Army” film proved a great draw last 
week at the Picturedrome, Hitchin. About 200 Ter- 
ritorials visited the theatre on Tuesday and Friday 
nights. The band of the 4th Battalion Beds. Regi- 
ment was in attendance, and plaved selections to the 
pictures. The house was packed for the whole of the 
week. 

CHANGES AT LEEDS. 

The Pictodrome, Armlev, Leeds, has changed 
hands, having been sold by Mr. C. Lightowler to Mr. 
G. Mann, late manayer of the Leeds Corporation 
Cleansing Department. Mr. Mann, it is understood, 
will undertake the management of his new charge 
personally.—The new Haddon Hall Picture House, in 
Burley Road, which has just been opened and is doing 
big business, has been placed under.the manage ment 
of Mr. Greucock. 

A DUBLIN NOTE. 

‘Ve are advised that the Dublin branch of the 
General Film Agency. Limited, has, under a mutual 
arrangement, been disposed of to Mr. Norman. H. 
Whitten, the new arrangement commencing this week. 
Mr. Whitten has, for the last twelve months, acted as 
manayer for the company in Dublin, and has gained 
a very wide circle of business friends. We trust that 
his native confreres will continue to support him in 
his individual efforts. 

FROM THE EMERALD ISLE. 

We hear from Mr. J. T. Jamieson, of Messrs. J. T. 
Jamieson and Sons, the well-known Dublin exhibitors, 
that he has just secured the exclusive rights for Ire- 
land of Messrs. Pathé Freres magnificent coloured 
film, “The Messiah,” also the first Irish rights, with 
options of extensions, for Pasquali’s colossal produc- 
tion, “Spartacus.” Mr. Jamieson remarked that he 
expected to do excellent business with the features, 
and was quite satished with the progress ot his 
theatres, despite the increased opposition of the last 
few vears. 

BY THE SANDS OF SALTBURN. 

Under the direction of Mr. Leon Wood, a well-known 
provincial exhibitor, the theatre known as Picture- 
land, Saltburn, continues to do excellent business. 
Mr. Wood, who is one of the “old hands” of the en- 
tertainment world, knows just the right kind of pro- 
gramme to place before his patrons, and his keen 
judgment has alwavs been a factor in the success of 
his various enterprises. He is running a= twice- 
nightly show at the above theatre and three changes 
per week. Recent and current topliners include “ The 
Crimson Stain,” “ The Haunted Castle,” “ Fantomas ” 
and “ Lieut. Daring and Room 41.’’ 

LICENSING AT MIDDLESBRO’. 

At the Middlesbrough Brewster Sessions a year 
ago a provisional licence was granted for a new pic- 
ture hall in Newport Road, and Mr. J. W. Punch ap- 
plied on Saturday last for a music and dancing licence. 
He pointed out that the chief constable had objected 
owing to the smallness of the hall, but now the front- 
age had been extended to 65 ft., and the seating 
accommodation was 934 instead of 693. There would 
be no variety turns. He stated that he would annear 
before the next meeting of the Watch Committee to 
apply for a cinematogranh licence.—Mr. G. E. Bur- 
gess said that all the arrangements were perfectly 
satisfactory, and he added that the hall would work 
an improvement in Newport Road.—The Bench de- 
cided to grant a six days’ licence, 
that no intoxicants should be sold on the premises. 
Licences _ were also ¢ x Cae ler: Gem, North 
Ormesby VandZhe iy Gs rmesby. 

with the condition 

SCENE IN EAST END CINEMA. 

Before Judge Smyly, at Bow County Court last 
week, an action was brought against the proprietor of 
the picture palace situated at the back of Mile End 
station. Plaintiff, a butcher's assistant, sued, 
through another, for £10 10s. damages for injuries 
alleged to have been sustained through being ejected 
by defendant. Mr. Anderson represented plaintiff 
and Mr. A. Robinson the defendant. Plaintiff sub- 
mitted that he had been unable to work for a fort- 
night owing to the assault. The defendant denied 
having used unnecessary violence, and stated that the 
ejection was in consequence of ‘insulting language 
used before ladies. After a lively passage-at-arms be- 
tween the solicitors and the hearing of several wit- 
nesses, including two ladies who were present, his 
Honour said that the voung man had unfortunately 
got himself mixed up with those who were responsible 
for the trouble. Verdict would be for the defendant, 
With costs. 

MORE IN PROSPECT. 

The Bradford Licensing Committee has granted 
full dramatic and cinematograph licences to Mr. 
Francis Laidler, the lessee of the new Alhambra, 
which is now close upon completion.—The scheme 
for the new Victoria Picture Palace, Girlington, is 
progressing favourably.—The Corporation Buildings 
Committee has approved plans by Messrs. Abraham 
Sharp and Son for an up-to-date picture theatre 10 
Cross Lane, Great Horton, upon which building 
operations are to be commenced almost immediately. 
The seating accommodation will be for 800.—There 
are rumours of prospectors looking for eligible sites 
for other houses.—The Picture House adjoining the 
new Alhambra 1s getting very near completion, and 
the interior decorations already show the degree of 
beauty which will be possessed by this fine hall.—The 
Regent Picture House, which has recently grown with 
great rapidity in Manningham Lane, is now receiving 
its ornate frontage on the city’s main outlet. 

EDUCATION BY PICTURES. 

Two very significent developments relative to the 
question of educational films have just taken place, 
one in London and the other in Glasgow. On Fri- 
dav last a series of pictures was shown before the 
Architectural Association at its house in Westminster, 
and the outlines of a scheme, devised 1n conjunction 
with Messrs. Rutfell’s, were given by the President, 
Mr. W. Curtis Green. Bv the acquirement of these 
films of industrial processes, the Association will be 
enabled to sur=Iv them to the lecturers of the various 
technical schools. The various sections, each an ad- 
mirable exposition of some portion of the building 
trade, were coe explained to the members” by 
Messrs. C. E. Vardell, C. Mitchell, A. Gilbert Scott, 
Philip E. Webb and Mr. Frank Jackson, all well-known 
specialists in constructional design. We shall await, 
with »leasure, the further development of such an 1m- 
portant portion of the educational possibilities of 
motion pictures. Through the enterprise of the 
directors of the well-known Picture House, Glasgow, 
last Saturday witnessed the inauguration of a daily 
exhibition of “educationals.” Mr. James Cunning- 
ham, J.P., presided, and was accompanied by H. M. 
Inspector of Schools for Lanarkshire, Mr. T. B. M. 
Lamb, and the Rev. W. Reid, the Rector of Eastbank. 
An exhibition of gcographical subjects was given to 
the higher grade and senior pupils of the Eastbank 
Academy, which was vouched for as wholly enjoyable 
and an important step in advance of modern educa- 
tional methods. Mr. Lamb said that the scheme 
“was a welcom@®thangesOnvhilst other expressions of 
pleasureowerejorthpo ning from jhmosxe present. 

a 
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Produced in the Biograph Studios, 
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A REMARKABLE REAL-LIFE PRODUCTION. 
A “CINEMATOGRAPH REPORT” OF THE BEILIS CASE. 

In order to make fully clear the nature and 
significance of the remarkable film,‘‘ The Mys- 
tery of the Beilis Case,’’ which is being handled 
as an exclusive by the Capitol Film Company, 
it may be as well to refer briefly to the events 

The famous with which the picture deals. 
trial of the Jew, Mendel Beilis, for the murder 
of the Russian boy, Justchinsky, which ended 
last year at Kieff in the acquittal of the ac- 
cused, after an inordinately long hearing, w1!l 
be remembered by everyone. The case was 
eagerly seized upon by the Anti-Semites as an 
opportunity of demonstrating the bitterness or 
their hatred against the Jews. The crime was 
stated to be a ritual murder, and public feeling 
was so strong that it was only after the most 
convincing proofs of his innocence had been 
brought forward, that Beilis was reluctantly 
set free by his judges. Amongst the detectives 
engaged upon the case was Nickolay Krassow- 
sky, at that time Chief of the Secret Police at 
Kieff. After careful investigation, Krassowsky 
is alleged to have succeeded, not only in prov- 
ing the innocence of Beilis, but also in fastening 
the guilt, or the chief share thereof, upon a 
woman, Vera Cheberiak, who, it will be re- 
membered, figured prominently in the trial. In 
spite of the convincing nature of the proofs 
which he brought forward, however, the 
Russian police officials refused to take up the 
new prosecution, preferring to leave the crime, 
by implication, still at the door of the Jews.. 
Krassowsky was dismissed from the force, and 
—so we are told—Vera Cheberiak was sent, at 
the expense of the Russian Government, to 
America, where she contin to receive re- 
mittancesgitized by VU fe 

The present film has been prepared by 
Krassowsky, with the assistance of a Russian 
journalist, Brasul-Brushkowsky, and consti- 
tutes a ‘‘ cinematographic report’’ of his in- 
vestigations, which the Russian Government is 
said to have ignored. It is thus not merely a 
detailed reconstruction of the murder, but also 
a constructive indictment against the woman, 
Cheberiak, whom Krassowsky alleges to be, 
with her accomplices, the guilty party. How 
far the accusation is justified, it is, of course, 
impossible to say without subjecting the facts 
to a more detailed examination than it is with- 
in one’s power to make. The new theory 
of the murder, however, bears every evidence 
of possibility, and, indeed, of probability; and, 
if there is as much truth in it as there appears 
to be, it is a very strong indictment of Russian 
methods of dealing out justice, as well as of 
the woman it charges with the crime. In any 
event, it is quite unique as a film, since it 
represents the first time the cinematograph has 
been used for the purpose of giving evidence 
and making a direct accusation in a murder 
case. 

Although we have been tempted by the sin- 
gular nature of the film to enlarge upon its 
value as a scientific and detailed reconstruction 
of actual events, it:must not be thought that 
this is its only quality. As a matter of fact, 
it appeals to us, and will probably appeal to 

most people very much more deeply, as a won- 
derful drama, whose extraordinary power and 
realism are derived quite as much from the very 
great skill with which it is presented as from 
its connectiomwith fantragedy of actual life. 

Ti is ne mereRyulgas| |@mugderdrama,’’ hastily 
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put together to titillate the public’s morbid ap- 
petite for gruesome details. Where it touches 
upon real happenings, it is a ‘‘ film with a mis- 
sion.’’ Otherwise, it is an exceptionally fine 
plav, fascinating as a study of criminal psy- 
chology, striking in its dramatic qualities, and 
impressive—almost remorseless—in its force 
and vivid realism. The whole thing is essen- 
tially Russian, both in design and in execution, 
as, of course, it ought to be. It reminds one 
irresistibly of that unequalled masterpiece, 
Dostoievsky’s ‘‘ Crime and Punishment,”’ in ‘ts 
relentless portrait of a murderer’s mental 
sufferings, and in its detailed analysis of the 
events which precede and follow a crime. Ob- 
viously, it is a very gloomy film. There 1s 
little or nothing in any part to alleviate the 
atmosphere of horror in which the chief charac- 
ter seems to move, or to slacken its tension as 
a drama. If it lacks conventional form in 
some respects, this is doubtless due to the 
fidelity with which the events of real life have 
been followed. It is, that is to say, a trifle 
documentary in character. 

To turn to the more technical side of the 
production, it would be well nigh impossible 
to praise too highly the very great art with 
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which the whole thing is presented. No film 
ever made, either in or outside Russia, hasgiven 
us so vivid a picture of Russian life amongst 
the lower classes. It abounds with graphic 
character studies, and the chief personages are 
represented with the utmost power and sin 
cerity. The conventional methods of the thea- 
tre have been entirely abandoned in favour of 
the spontaneous instincts of real life. ©The 
actress who plays Vera Chebriak gives one of 
the most remarkable performances yet seen on 
a screen. In fact, nothing quite like it has 
hitherto been done. 

There are one or two minor criticisms which 
nught be levelled against the film—such as the 
absence of snow during the Russian winter— 
but there is nothing of any importance at which 
one can take exception. As a protest against 
the injustice of Russian pclice methods, Krass- 
owsky might have laid greater emphasis upon 
the points he presumably wished to accentuate. 
but this aspect of the production will doubtless 
be less interesting to the British public than 
its qualities as an unusual and immensely 
strong drama. And, considered as a drama, 
it is worthy to be presented in the best theatres 
throughout the country. 

SOUTHAMPTON SIDELIGHTS. 
(FROM OUR OWN 

The Works Committee of the Southampton 
Borough Council. acting upon the powers vested in 
them under the Cinematograph Act, 1909, exercise 
a very watchful eve upon local cinemas. Although 
most of the halls are open on Sundays, the general 
practice of the halls is to give the operators one 
dav’s rest in seven, but in spite of this fact, a strong 
effort has becn made to make the renewal of 
the licences for the present year subject to the con- 
dition that no emplovee shall be engaged for more 
than six davs per week. The matter came up at the 
last meeting of the committce, but the voting was 
equal, and the Chairman (Mr. S. G. Kimber), gave 
his casting vote ayvainst the proposition. 

——— 

Mr. Herbert Lang, manager of the Kingsland Pic- 
ture Palace, is to be congratulated on having drawa 
the attention of the Watch Committee to a much 
needed improvement. For many vears the conditioa 
of Kingsland Square—an open space faced by the 
theatre, which is one of the newest and most up-to- 
date in the town—has been a disgrace. People have 
had to stand about in pools of water and almost up 
to their necks in mud after aheavy shower of rain. 
It is now recommended that the footpath should 
be channelled and the Square tar-spraved. 

Business has been so good in the local halls of late 
that in two cases at least—the Kingsland Picture 
Palace and the Standard Electric Theatre—it has 
been decided to remove seats at the back of the 
halls to allow of standing room. Standing is ai- 
ready permitted at most of the other theatres. 

The exclusive films shown by Messrs. Bacon and 
Hood, at the eye two Portswood hy Gabo) 
erformances are given.._each,, 4i HEY (CN ing io 

e SGOTE 

CORRESPONDENT.) 

attract the best class of audience. Last week “The 
Spectre of the Sea’’ was screened. An exciting de- 
tective drama. “A Fight for Millions’’ forms thi: 
week’s star subject. 

Delightfully appropriate music is rendered at the 
Alexandra, under the leadership of Mr. E. Stillwell, | 
late bandmaster of the 3rd Hampshires. The two- 
part drama, “ The Winner’’ and “ Greed for Gold,” 
a story from the West, were included in the pro- 
framme last week-end. 

Martin Harvey has been seen at the Carlton in 
“A Cigarette Maker’s Romance.’’—At the Atherley, 
“ The Foreman’s Treachery ”’ has been the principal 
item in a pood bill.—Mr. Percy C. Lambert has been 
showing some good things at the Southampton Pic- 
ture Palace, and “Fortune’s Pet,’’? which has been 
screened in two parts this week, is one of his best. 

THE “TRANS-ATLANTIC TIMES.’’ 

We hear that. with regard to the issue of the 
“Trans-Atlantic Times” from Universal House, Ox- 
ford Street, the endeavour of the producers of this 
new topical will be to place upon the market “some- 
thing different from others,” and more of a “ News- 

‘ teller.” Interest is to be the motto behind the 
“Times,” and in order that this motto may be up- 
held, extensive arrangements have been made to ob- 
tain live subjects for each issue. Already success has 
fallen in the way of the “Times,” for the first issue 
was given the warmest praise, and succeeding issues 
will, it is promised, merit the same, because of the 
determination to give the cinema public pictures of 
the day in the best stvle. 
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TWO REEL FEATURE RELEASE 

PEG 0 THE MOVIES 
Drama. By James Obpenheim. 

No. 7496. 

Approx. 2030 ft. 
Code—VUURPROEF. 

Released Monday, April 6. 

When Peg becomes a moving picture actress, Stephen, 
in disgust, goes West. Peg is made leading lady of a 
company also going West, and here Stephen chances 
upon her, rescues her from a band of “Indians,’’ and 

rides madly off with her. 

Marys New Hat 

TRADE MARK 

GQ Carron 
This Signature is a Guarantee of Quality. 

Released Monday, april 6. 

SPECIAL EASTER SCENIC 

Padding and Repetition 
have no place in Edison Films—They are 

Never too Long. 
SPECIAL “ HOLY WEEK ” SUBJECT 

| AND AN ANGEL CAME 
Drama. By Bannister Merwin. 

No. 7426. 

Approx. 920 ft. 
Code—_VULNERATO. 

A symbolical drama relating the story of a mother 
who refused to give her sick child up to Death. 
Miraculous photography strengthens the power and 

interest of the theme. 

Comedy. By S. W. Bunting. 

Released Thureday, Aprii 9. Approx. 600 ft. 

Mary’s father pretended to black 
hubby’s eye because he would not 
buy her a new hat. Mary had the 
two men arrested. They bribed the 
constable, and he gave the money to 
Mary, who soon appeared: in the new 

t 

Jerusalem and the 
Holy Land 

Code—_VULNERAMOS. No. 7422. 

Released Thursday, April 9. Approx. 506 ft. 

A beautiful study of Palestine, in- 
cluding street life in Jerusalem, the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the 
gardens of Gethsemane, Bethelhem, 
the river Jordan, Jericho, and the 

Sea of Galilee. 

A Night at the Inn 
Drama. By Jeannette L. Gilder. 

Code—WAAIERTJES. No. 7621. 

Released Thursday, April 9. Approx. 976 ft. 

A traveller displays a fat purse, and 
the villainous landlord directs his 
sister to drug him. This plot foiled, 
he endeavours to trap his victim in a 
fiendish contrivance over bis bed, but 
the sister again saves the stranger. 

On receipt of Postcard we will send you, regularly and post free, advance information of Edison Releases. 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. 

WestiEnd Sh ows BRRARDISTREET, LONDON. 

EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

QO Edvwon_Ltd. 
25, Si Road, London, E.C.!i\=3 

‘Pho: tie: 
U)54; 

*Phone— 
City 1768-1769. 

"Gerrard §327- 

PELIC LIGWRRY Ny 
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SPECIAL Six-She_ 
EASTER MONDAY TRADE MARK Quad- 

RELEASE. Q E. Ser ) Post | 
SE =| 's Signature is a Guarantee of Quality. | 

THE BEST TWO-REEL DRAMA 

« ANTIQUE 
Featuring MISS MIRIAM NES! 
BET | r Approx. Len | 

RELE | 

Easter Monday, ; 
- 

An Original Story and , 

A mysterious theft, the | 
kept back until the , 

Intensely thrilling inei , 
train. 

Fine Photography. | 

Perfect Acting. 

Miss MrrRIAM NESBITT as ‘‘' VERONICA SHIRLEY." 

On receipt of / ostcard we will send you, regularly and post , 
—_—___—__—_—_—_—_—_—_————_—————— Sa 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 
ED I SD 
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et and SPECIAL 
| Crown TRADE MARK EASTER MONDAY 
ors. Qa CAs Oe RELEASE. 

This Sigaature is a Guarantee of Quality. 

a: Hk THE OPEN MARKET. 

“BROOCH 
PRODUCED?IN jENGLAND. 

BIT & MARC McDERMOTT. 
ath 2,060 ft. 

— 

April 13th. 

Plot. 

solution of which is 
final scenes. 

dents upon an express 

Beautifal Settings. 

Finished .Production. 

Marc McDermott as “JACK MORLEY," 

free, advance informat.on of Edison Releases 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

5, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C gig arses 769. 
WEST-END SHOWROOMS: beceas 

8. GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. SB GERRARD 5327.7 
Original from 
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TRADE MARK 

Q Carson 
THIS SIGNATURE IS A GUARANTEE OF QUALITY, 

ge] B 3 = 
IS 

COMING! 
On receipt of Postcard we will send you, regularly and fost free, advance information of Edison Releases. 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

Q Catron Std. 
25, Syelawes elf Road, London. 

‘evar mi &°Shio RRARD STREET, LONDON 

‘Phone: 
City 1768-1769. 
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J. D. Walker's World's Films, Limited. 

The announcement we are privileged to make, , 
that Mr. J. D. Walker is severing his connection 
with the Walturdaw Company, will prove a mat- 
ter of wide interest. Mr. Walker’s association 
with the company, of course, dates from its in- 

- ception—he was the founder of it—and has been 
intimately identified with that house ever since. 
However, our readers will, no doubt, quickly 

familiarise themselves with J. D. Walker's 
World’s Films, Limited, which is the title of the 
new venture upon which Mr. Walker, in conjunc- 

tion with his wife and two sons, is (now embarking, 
and everyone will unite with us in wishing them 
God-speed and in predicting for them that large 
measure of success which Mr. Walker’s ripe 
experience and well-known business abilities can- 
not fail to attain. 

Mr. Walker's relations 
with his co- directors 
have always been of the 
most cordial nature, and 
jt is purely on family 
grounds that he is ter- 
minating his arrange- 
ment with them, to take 
effect on the 14th inst. 

Mrs. Walker was al- 
ways associated with 
her husband in his early 
struggles, and the fact 
of their two sons being 
already established in 
the business has engen- 
dered a desire to amal- 
gamate their family in- 
terests, and thus afford 
Mrs. Walker the  op- 
portunity she has long 
looked forward to of 
getting back once more 

" into harness. 
J. D. Walker's World’s Films, Limited, will 

supply the open market, and also deal in exclu- 
sives. In Mr. Walker's opinion the latter should 
be cheaper than a first-run film. Owing to the 
longer life given to an exclusive, the renter can 
afford to pay more to the manufacturer and 
still charge less to the exhibitor. In addition to 
four big exclusives, the firm have purchased from 
Messrs. Greet and Englebach the world’s rights 
in “ The Sign of the Cross,’ made world famous 
by the late Wilson Barrett, a picture of which is 
now being taken by the Famous Players, of 
America, and of which only the American and 
Canadian rights have yet been sold. This will 
be on the market the first Monday in September 
next. 

Digitized by Goc gle 

Any commentary upon the history of this in- 
dustry which omitted all reference to Mr. J. D. 
Walker and the house of Walturdaw would be 
obviously incomplete. Born some forty-five years 
ago at Ormskirk in Lancashire, Mr. Walker 
was as early as the year 1893 touring his native 
county with the Edison Kinetoscope, subsequently 
working down south as far as Bournemouth, and 
then on to London. In 1896 he was joined by Mr. 
E. G. Turner, and together they opened offices 
at 111, Great Eastern Street, E.C., when they 
very soon found themselves doing a brisk busi- 
ness in the first machine ever put out by Messrs. 
Wrench, selling in all some 4,000 of these ma- 
chines before the Walturdaw Company, Limited. 
took up the sole agency of the Power projector. 

Mr. Dawson joined the 
enterprising pair in 
1899, shortly after 
which date the above- 
ment oned company was 
formed to carry on the 
bus'ness of cinema sup- 
plies. 
The first offices of the 
company (a_ happy 
blending of the names 
of the three directors 
will be recognised in the 
title) were situated in 
Dane Street, Holborn, 

from whence they mi- 
grated to 4o, Gerrard 

Street, and the present 
stately premises at No. 
46 in the same street are 
well known the world 
over. 

In the early days Mrs. 
Walker was always ac- 

tively associated with her husband in his work, 
and proved a very able lecturer to the pictures. 
These consisted of short length films, chiefly some 
50 ft. to 75 ft. in length (nothing ever exceeded 
150 ft.), of street scenes, trav2l and_ suchlike, 
which were run into bags, not taken up as they 
are to-day, and were supplied by Messrs. R. W. 
Paul, Edison, Lumiere or Melies, such being the 
number of manufacturers in those days, although 
Messrs. Hepworth were not long after in joining 
their ranks. 

The first topical films ever taken in this coun- 
try were Paul’s Derby and the Boat Race in 
1894, both of which Mr. Walker exhibited at 
Bournemouth in the same year. They were each 
4o ft. in length, and Mr. Walker has a copy of 
both films at ese aicy He is also the fortu- 
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nate possessor of complete copies of the first 
seven films put on this market by the Edison 
Company in 1893. They would fit any standard 
machine to-day, and, in fact, unless it be in 
quality, Mr. Walker sees little advancement 
made since that time. 

The films were purchased outright, and were 
shown in town halls, schoolrooms, or political 
clubs. <A few crown bills announcing that Wal- 
ker’s Pictures were coming was all that sufficed 
to produce a good house. The business grew 
enormously, until they had a staff of over forty 
operators in regular work, and supplied all White- 
ley’s entertainments, numbering sometimes as 
many as forty in one week. 
When done with, the films were usually lent to 

IIIQ 
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the Salvation Army or to Wesleyan missionanies. 
In 1896 Mr. Walker started his “film library,”’ 

which was the first instance of renting throughout 
the world, and the one upon which the present 
system was based. So little was its significance 
understood that some of the manufacturers de- 
clined at first to sell their films for renting pur- 
poses, but mainly owing to the supply obtainable 
from the Continent and other sources (chiefly 
through the aid of Messrs. Wrench, who wer2 
already importing large quantities) this opposi- 
tion was eventually overcome. 

In 1894 the price asked was 2s. per foot of 
film, and it was not until 1898, when the number 
of manufacturers had considerably increased, that 
the price came down to 6d. 

NOTES FROM SURREY. 
que} 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

I have written previously in this column on the 
cinema as an aid to temperance, and quoted the 
opinions of people engaged in_ social and_ public 
work who are in a position to knew. Confirmation 
of their views now comes from a Superintendent of 
the Surrey Constabulary at Godalming. Making his 
report recently to the Borough Justices, Superinten- 
dent Jennings said that the decrease of drunkenness 
in the Borough might certainly, to some extent, te 
ascribed to the existence of two picture palaces in 
the town. It is refreshing to hear such opinions ex- 
pressed by an officer who 1s in a position, as a result 
of official observation, to know the real facts. The 
picture palace is too often unjustly blamed as a 
factor in inciting young people to crime, but such 
charges usually come from people whose knowledge 
of these places of entertainment is only equalled by 
the breadth of their charity. In Surrey, at all 
events, it is gratifying to see the picture house is 
esteemed as a factor conducive to sobriety and good 
behaviour. 

An omnovation was introduced at the Cinem 
Palace at Kingston last week by the special engage 
ment of Mr. Eric Williams, elocutionist and actor, 
in his speaking pictures. I heard him in the prison 
cell scene (Hubert and Arthur) from Shakespeare's 
play, ‘‘ King John,’’ and was very favourably ‘m- 
pressed by his elocutionary powers and the carcful 
synchronisation of the spoken word and the moving 
picture. The part of Hubert was played by himself, 
a fact which eanjneed the interest of the film. Dur- 
ing the latter three days of the week he appeared in 
a clev er and pathetic story of human interest, en- 
titled “ The Surgeon’s Child.” 

At a meeting of fies Roval Society for the Pre- 
vention of Cruelty to Animals, held at Surbiton the 
other day, the Chairman (the Rev. J. H. S. Tavlor) 
read an extract from a letter sent to the Press by 
Miss E. M. Durham, a Surbiton lady who manifests 
a kindly interest in ‘animals, protesting against any 
cinematograph film being exhibited that showed any 
form of cruelty to animals having been resorted to 
in its production. Films of this kind, she pointed 
out, were either amusing or sensational, and thus it 
happened that the coming of the cinematograph 
might be the direct cause of new and deliberate 
cruelty to animals. The Chairman remarked that if 
any member of the local branch of the Societv knew 
of any such films being exhibited, they might pro- 
test individually or trrough the Society. He also 
reminded his audience that the cinematograph 
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was to be used to expose the exportation of 
decrepit horses trom this country. Films on the 
subject had been taken on the Continent, and when 
they were shown he hoped they would arouse a 
proper feeling against the trade. Another speaker 
pointed out that the censor of films had promised 
to use his endeavours to eliminate any films depict- 
ing scenes of animal cruelty that came before his 
notice, and his recent report showed that he rejected 
some films or caused them to be very materially 
altered so as to avoid giving offence to lovers of 
animals. 

The cinematograph is being recognised as a valu- 
able educational medium at Surbiton, as indicat-d 
by the crowded attendances at two educational lec- 
tures given on Saturday mornings by Mr. Fk. Stokoe, 
head of the Tolworth Council Schools, with the aid 
of the cinematograph at the Coronation Hall, Sur- 
biton. The lectures dealt with ‘ The Wonders of 
Nature ’’ in relation to animal, bird, insect 9nd 
plant life; travel, science, industries and legends; 
and they received the support of a long list 
of patrons, including several prominent residents 
in the district, and the majority of the local teach- 
ing fraternity. A letter expressing appreciation of 
the efforts made to lead the rising generation of the 
district to a fuller understandiny of the beauties an 
marvels of Nature was received from the Bishop of 
Kingston (Dr. Cecil Hook). Nature subjects are 
always popular at local picture houses, and the man- 
agement of the Coronation Hall are to be congratu- 
lated on thus placing their hall at the disposal of 
educationalists. 

It is not uncommon for magistrates at a_ police 
court, when binding over an offender to be of good 
behaviour for a specified period, to attach the stipu- 
lation that he or she shall not enter a public-house 
during that time. It has been left to the magistrates 
at Kingston-on-Thames, however, to introduce on 
innovation in the “ binding over’? method of punis.i- 
ment. Two boys. each nine years of age, who were 
charged at a Children’s Court last week with beg- 
ging from foot passengers in the Market Place, were 
bound oves for six months, one of the conditions be- 
ing that they should not frequent picture palaces 
during that period! This mode of punishment was 
resorted to because, according to the Court Mission- 
ary, they were “mad on picture palaces.’”? While 
not professing an extensive knowledge of the Act of 
Parliament governing the Children’s Court, it may 
be asked whether this action on the part of the 
magistrates was not ultra vires. 
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IN THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT. 
(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The management of the Rink Cinema, Finsbury 
Park, have secured ‘‘ Antony and Cleopatra’’ for 
this week. Mr. Walden conducts affairs admirably 
at this hall, adjoining which is a fine winter garden. 
Mr. Parker’s orchestra renders excellent selections. 

Attractive pictures and good music at the High- 
bury Imperial Palace continue to draw _ large 
audiences. The programme includes “ Confederate: 
in Crime’’ and ‘‘ The Diver.’’ 

A strong programme was booked for the Picture 
House, Crouch End, last week. For the early part 
of the week “The Death Weight,’’ ‘‘ Queen's Love,”’ 
‘“Moths’’ and “ Hard Cash’”’ were the chief attrac- 
tions. For this week the management have secured 
the exclusive right of ‘ Parsifal.”’ 

Owing to the extraordinary success attending the 
exhibition of ‘“Sapho,’’ the management of the 
Electric Coliseum, Harringay, featured the film for 
six nights. The attractions for this week include 
“The Pit and the Pendulum” and ‘“ Master of ihe 
World,® beside a good number of comedies. 

“Antony and Cleopatra’’ is being shown at the 
Crouch End Hippodrome during the week, and all 
records are being broken. An excellent concert 
partv has been added to the programme, and alto- 
gether patrons receive very good value for money. 

At the Palais de Luxe Cinema, Wood Green, “ The 
Leopard Detective ’’ attracted large audiences. Dur- 
ing this week, ‘‘A White Lie’’ is the star attraction 
on a programme replete with up-to-date films. 

Visitors to the Electric Coliseum, Stoke Newing- 
ton, where Mr. Courtney Crocker conducts affairs, 
have an excellent bill of fare provided for them. 
The chief films are “Shon the Piper,’ and “ Under 
False Suspicion.’’ This theatre is capable of accom- 
modating about 1,000 persons, the prices of admis- 
sion ranging from 3d. to Is. 

The management of the Corner Picture Theatre 
have correctly gauged popular taste in securing for 
the first three days of this weck a thrilling circus 
drama, entitled “ The Clown’s Daughter.’”’ Mr. 
Hooberman, the proprietor-manager, is also show- 
ing “Hard Cash” and “In the Whirl of Strife.” 

Mr. G. E. Williams is screening a programme at 
the Alexandra Theatre, featuring two fine dramas in 
“In the Shadow of the Throne’’ and “ The Closed 
Door.’’ Further variety is introduced bv such pic- 
tures as “ Happy Doggies,”’ “ Cooking for Trouble,” 
‘* His Silver Bachelorhood ’’ and “ Fatty’s Affair cf 
Honour.”’ 

Included in the excellent all-round programme 
at the Hackney and Kingsland Imperial Cinema are 
“The Sheriff and the Rustler’’ and “A Slave’s De. 
votion.’’—Mr. Gilbert, manager of the Empress, is 
doing excellent business with “ Judith of Bethulia.’’ 
featuring Miss Daphne Wavne. | 

Miss Florence Johnson has booked some excellent 
films for this week. The programme includes “The 
War Makers” and “The Crook’s Revenge.’’-Suidav 
pictures at the Hackney Empire and Dalston Thea- 
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tre continue to attract large crowds, and as a result 
excellent sums are handed to charities. 

Mr. H. Miller, the capable manager of the Gray’s 
k;mpire, which is controlled by Frederick’s Electric 
Theatre is doing excellent business with well varied 
programmes. Last week, ‘‘ The Pit and the Pen- 
dulum’’ was instrumental in drawing huge crows 
to this well-appointed house. Mr. Miller announces 
many fine features for the near future. 

Something like record progress is being made with 
the crection of the Pavilion Cinema, Mitcham Road, 
Tooting, under the direction of Mr. A. R. Bede, 
architect, Theobald’s Road. Started in the last week 
of January, building operations have now pro- 
gressed so far that the roof has been placed upon a 
structure which 1s to seat 870 persons. The wark 
oe been affected by the dispute in the building 
trade. 

Work was commenced last week upon the erection 
of a picture theatre, to be known as the Stockwell 
Palladium. 

A correspondent of a Footing journal takes the 
religious folk of Earlsfield to task for their objec- 
tions to the opening of the local picture theatre, 
while nothing is done to put a stop to Sunday trad- 
ing in shops. He also suggests that the two small 
Brotherhoods there should unite and hold their 
meetings on Sunday afternoons in the picture thea- 
tre. There are numerous ~laces in London where 
such a tribute is paid on Sunday afternoons to the 
brightness and comfortable seating of the cinema 
establishments. 

Situated as it is in a good-class district, the 
Cinema Grand, Herne Hill, should afford an excel- 
lent place for the screening of the special pictures 
for children which Mr. F. C. Harrington, the busi. 
ness manager, has introduced on Saturday mornings. 
These films present the latest interesting travel and 
instructional subjects, and they are explained in de- 
tail by Mr. D. F. Cotter. Among the pictures shown 
at ordinary sessions at this new house have been 
“The Last Days of Pompeii,’’ ‘‘ Parsifal,’’ ‘* The 
Three Musketeers,’’ ‘‘ The House of Temperley,’’ 
and “ Antony and Cleopatra.’”? The Cinema Grand 
and the West Norwood Picture Theatre, betwe2n 
them, thoroughly meet the needs of the district. 

With the growth of the Norbury or London end cf 
Crovdon, the Norbury Palace has met with well 
deserved success. It was erected four vears ago, 
and for two years Mr. Arthur Tench has been the 
proprietor. Before coming to Norbury he did a good 
deal of touring. <A feature of his catering at Nor- 
burv is the capital fare provided for children cn 
Saturday afternoons, when coloured films prove a 
great draw. High-class fare is also provided for 
the continuous sessions on other days, from 3 to 
10.30. The house, which has a balcony, seats 500. 
The patrons show a special liking for Shakespearian 
plavs and for cinematographic versions of well- 
known novels. —- 
Calling in at the Roval, of Maida Vale, I found 

Mr. Fairlie smiling at his crowded house. “A 
Cigarette Maker's Romance”? and ‘“‘ Borrowed Gold ’' 
figured in the programme, which was of unusual 
strength. 
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A POPULAR HULL THEATRE. 

One of the most popular places of entertainment 
in Hull is the Prince’s Hall, George Street, which 
was the first specially built picture palace in Hull. 
The hall is controlled by Mr. William Morton, the 

Mr. Tom BOYNE. 

“leading entertainment caterer in the city, and a gen- 
tleman well known in theatrical circles throughout 
the country. The resident manager is Mr. Tom 
Bogue, whose portrait we reproduce, and he has had 
charge of the Prince’s with conspicuous success since 
its doors were first opened to the public in 1910. Mr. 

Bogue is the son-in-law of Mr. Morton, and was 
associated with him at Greenwich, where Mr. Morton 
was previously identified with the theatrical profes- 
sion. On coming to Hull, Mr. Morton took over the 
Grand Theatre, and the Alexander Theatre, two 
very successful ventures, and when later he built 
the Prince’s Hall, the right man was undoubtedly 
installed as manager. Ever willing to oblige his 
many patrons, Mr. Bogue has won the esteem of 
many people in Hull. ; 

As will be seen from the picture, the Prince’s has 
an ornamental frontage, which is:composed of red 

and white glazed stone. There is a large auditorium 
and a spacious balcony, and the scheme of decora- 
tions for the interior is carried out with great effect. 
Mr. Bogue shows all the latest productions as 
quickly as they can be secured, and the Prince’s 
has always maintained a good class of patrons. 

BREVITIES FROM PLYMOUTH. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

During last week the cinemas were extensively 
ypatronised, the weather being so dismally wet that 
outdoor recreation did not appeal to anyone. At 
Andrew’s Picture Palace, the management regaled its 
patrons with a delightful bill. One of the chief films 
was “Count Zarka.” The majority of the films in the 
programme were recent releases, and humorous as 
well as dramatic subjects were admirably blended. 
It was an entertainment quite up to the high reputa- 
‘tion of the Andrew’s management. 

Mr. W. Linsdell, at the Cinedrome, presented as the 
“star” film “The Throw of the Dice.” On the sen- 
sational side “At Midnight” literally teemed with 
that atmosphere, and was well apnreciated by the 
audience. There were several other really splendid 
pictures, and the “Pathé Gazette” was well to the 
front. 

The Theatre Elite offerel a (Xip=tey show, thanks 
‘to the enterp kate E2083 dé, Mr. Chas. 

Rundle. For the first three days the principal pic- 
ture was “The Closed Door.” With picturesque por- 
trayal, “A Romany Daughter,” giving a glimpse of 
gipsy life, found deserved approval. In mid-week the 
fine Western drama, “Love of Men,” was screened, 
while “The Wanderer’s Recall” was a drama of ef- 
thralling interest. The “ Gaumont Graphic” enabled 
the audience to keep in touch with the world’s latest 
events. 

Mr. Knowles, at his snug little Theatre de Luxe 
also recorded good business, and the programme was 
well. worthy of it. “The Royal Romance” was im- 
mensely enjoved. Another unusually good play was 
witnessed in ‘“‘ Paying the Price.” On the comic side 
the best were “Up and Down the Ladder” and 
“Peggy’s Burglar,” both provoking considerable 
merriment. For the concluding three days of the 
week the leading features were “Hidden Fires,” 
“Father’s Hat Band,”. d,‘“‘Fatty at San Diego.” 
The “ Pathé tt one origitt Psual both instructive 
and entertaiNtinl&l YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY : 
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STOCKTAKING BARGAINS “cuairs. 
287 20-inch Centre Circle Back Tip-up Arm Chairs, best Spring Seats, 14-inch Deep } to clear 

Backs, Best Theatre Velvet, usual price 14/6, quite new 10/6 each, 
340 20-inch Centre Tip-up Arm Chairs, 12-inch Deep Shaped, Backs Covered Best } to clear 

Theatre Velvet, quite new, usual price 11/6 8/9 each. 
216 Tip-up Chairs, 18-inch Centres, No Arms, practically new . : 4/6 each. 
100 Tip-up Chairs, 18-inch Centres, in Best Corduroy, usual price 7/6, quite new, to Clear 5/6 each. 
538 Tip-up Chairs with Arms, 20-inch Centres, 9-inch Deep Back, Best Theatre Velvet, i to clear 

quite new, usual price 9/6 : 7/3 eaeh. 
63 Theatre Sprayers with one-pint Reservoirs for disinfecting purposes, usual | to clear 3/6 

price 5/3 postage paid. 

WHITING & BOSISTO, LTD., Theatre Furnishers, BRISTOL. 

REVOLUTION in CINEMATOGRAPHY ! 
THE AEROSCOPE. At the International Kinematograph 

Exhibition held at Olympia, London, 

this year, the Aeroscope was 

awarded First Prize, Gold Medal. 

THE CAMERA THAT DOES IT. 
Total weight 14 1bs., including 320 feet 
of Film. Size 12in. x 8hin. x 64in. No 
tripod or stand required. Interchangeable 
boxes for 320 feet of film can be supplied. 

The Aeroscope Camera, invented by C. de 
PROSZYNSKI (Doctor of Engineering at 
the University of Liege), is driven by 

Compressed Air. 

As supplied to Paul J. Rainey, Esq., Lionel de Rothschild, Esq.. and exclusively 
used by Cherry Kearten, Esq., A. Whittaker, Esq. of India, and others. 

SOLE PROPRIETORS— 11, Haymarket, London, S.W., and 

CHERRY KEARTON, Limited, ''> ai & 117, Charing Cross Ra, 

Australasian Films, Ltd. 
(Incorporated in Australia). 

Direct ae of the latest Films, Machines, and Accesse- 
riesfrem principal makers of the world, and manufacturers 

of local and other subjects. 

FEATURES 
gees FOR SALE OR HIRE. =—_ 

Always 1,000,000 ft. ready 

for export, from 1/4 per. it. 

IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. 
Centrolling over 100 of the finest 

Cinematograph Theatres in existence. 
Write for Weekly Lists and for any Filn you require to 

M. BAER & Co., iio irons 
28, GERRARD ST., LONDON, W. 

'Phone: Regent 1223. Tel. Address: Biophone London. 

London Bepresentative— ROLAND J. FISHER, 

Telephone— Gariton House, 
Gerrard 2747. Regent Street, 8.W. 
Hammersmith 655 (after office hours). 

Original from 
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THE PICTURE THEATRE. 
(Under this heading we deal with al matters corcerning the management of picture theatres, and especially with 

advertising methods. 

matter generally. 

The Front of The Theatre. 
The front of a picture theatre being, on the 

whole, the most valuable medium of advertisement 
possessed by an exhibitor, the latter is naturally 
called upon to bestow upon it an unusual amount 
of care and consideration. It is a permanent ad- 
vertisement, it is a big one in point of space; and 
its appeal is made more directly to that section of 
the public it is desired to attract than the appeal 
of any other kind of publicity. In many respects 
#t resembles the shop window which is ‘‘dressed’’ 
with infinite pains to allure the passer-by. And 
just as the appearance of the shop-window is an 
index to the character of the shop, so should the 
front of the picture theatre be an index to the 
character of the entertainment inside. 

As a general thing, the fronts of English pic- 
ture theatres are remarkably well designed and 
decorated. One ne2d only visit Continental en- 
trance halls to realise how far in advance our 
own theatres are in this respect. Yet there are 
still many houses whose fronts would bear a 
great deal of improvement. 

As with every other similar consideration, the 
arrangement of a theatre front must be influenced 
primarily by the general character of the theatre. 
An individual note is just as desirable in the de- 
coration of the front as in the programme, the 
music, the printing, and all the other details.which 
go to make up the business. In every case, how- 
ever, although the means may be different, the 
end is the same—to render the front an effective 
and ‘‘ drawing ’’ advertisement. The ‘ drawing 
power ’’ of an advertisement depends upon the 
class of customer for which it 1s intended. 

The better class theatre naturally offers greater 
possibilities for original and artistic frontal de- 
coration than the theatre which caters for poorer 
audiences. The cinematograph has not even yet 
wholly recovered from the prejudice which was 
formed against it by educated people in its earlier, 
undeveloped davs, and it is essential, in conse- 
quence, that a theatre desirous of attracting the 
more wealthy kind of patron should sedulously 
eschew anything which might detract from its 
character as a house of refined entertainment. 
Posters, which play so large a part in most 
schemes of frontal decoration, should be carefully 
censored by the management. All pictures too 
lurid in colour or too sensational in subject should 
be avoided. It is as well, also, to seo that 
the colours do not clash unduly. The mo- 
dern hoarding is becoming a sort of public 
picture gallery, and i is necessarv thore- 
fore, when ‘‘ hanging’? the various works. to 

Google 

or asking for information. We are also pleased to receive specimens of day-bi 
All communicatioas should be marked ‘' Lheatre. , 

Managers are cordially invited to write to us on the ale either making suggestions 
ls programmes and advertising 

make sure that each consorts well with its neigh- 
bours, so that the effect of the whole may be 
agreeable and artistic. Overcrowding—by no 
means an uncommon fault—should be guarded 
against. One often sees an otherwise dignified 
and attractive exterior spoiled by an excess of pic- 
torials. A few good posters carefully affhxed,. 
with sufficient spacing, are much more effective 
than a confused jumble of mediocre daubs. 

Wetails of the current programme should, of 
course, occupy a prominent position. There are 
many excellent programme frames to choose 
from. Personally, we should be inclined to 
faveur a six or eight foot frame which would 
hold the titles of the films in type so large that it 
could be read across the road. The current 
‘“ feature ’’ is usually given a special display—a 
system which is entirely scientific. In fact, if the 
“feature” justifies it, it is almost always better 
to devote the whole of the available space to the 
one film, announcing the rest of the programme 
in the frames only. This method of ‘‘ star bill- 
ing’ is more generaily adopted each day, a fact 
which vouches for its success. At most theatres 
it is customary to give particulars of the coming 
week’s ‘‘ feature’’ in a special frame and some- 
times to supplement this with advance posters. 
The greatest care should be exercised, however, 
that no confusion is possible between the current 
and the forthcoming programmes. Most of us 
have seen theatres outside which the future ‘‘ fea- 
ture” is so lavishly advertised that the casual, and 
even the careful, observer is led to believe it is. 
‘“now showing.’’ Every poster referring to a 
forthcoming film should be rigorously marked 
‘* Next Thursday ”’ or ‘‘ Next Week,”’’ as the case 
may be. ‘The disappointment caused to a patron 
who has been deluded by deceptive posters 
invariably counterbalances the profit derived from 
his attendance. 

The lighting of the front is, of course, a very 
important consideration, since so largea part of the 
business is done after sunset, but this is too big a 
subject to deal with here in detail. It may be ob- 
served, however, that concealed lighting, 
especially on the lower part of the facade, is 
usually preferable to the harsh glare of exposed 
lights, which are also apt to produce a somewhat 
tawdrv effect. 

Little shrubs and hanging baskets of flowers arr 
alwavs delightful, especially in the warmer 
months, when thev suggest, more effectually than 
anvthing, that the interior will be found cool and 
restful. This kind of decoration might be adopted 
more freely and more frecuently than is usual with 
advantage. 
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THE EXCLUSIVE 

THE WORLD THE FLESH 
AND THE DEVIL. 

By LAURENCE COWEN. 

THE MOST TERRIFIC MELODRAMA EVER WRITTEN. 

RELEASE DATE APRIL 6, 1914. TOTAL LENGTH 5,100 ft. 

Serial rights in the story 

have been acquired by 

Messrs. CASSELL, & Co., 

who will publish it week- 

ly in The Penny Magazine 

commencing with the 

issue of April 6, 1914, and 

will extensively advertise 

the production in every 

town in which the film is 

being shown. 

The book rights in the 
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j by Messrs. EVERETT & 

yy) Co., who will publish a 

| popular edition at one 

shilling in every English 

speaking country in the 

world. 

READ WHAT THE PRESS SAYS: 
The Daily Telegraph.—‘'An abundance of sensations.” 
The Daily News.—‘'It has proved its title to be regarded as one of the most exciting productions 

of its kind.” 

The Evening News.—''l cannot imagine af_picture more closely crammed with sensational 
incidents."’ 

The Sunday Times.—''Might easily be termed a Kinematograph Masterpiece.” 
The Kinematograph Weekly .— ‘Although the production is a lengthy one, there is never a 

lack of excitement and sensation.”’ 

The Bioscope.—"'Should score triumphs everywhere." ? - 

DATES ARE BEING RAPIDLY FILLED UP.' WRITE AT ONCE 
OR YOU WILL BE SHUT OUT FROM THIS WINNER. 
GIGANTIC AND UNIQUE PLANT OF PICTORIAL PRINTING. ‘tra 6 sheets, 

12 sheets, 18 sheets, and 24 sheets.e 

Apply for terms and dates to THE KINETO EXCLUSIVE SERVICE, 

oe en aie KINETO, Ltd., aes er St., 
Telephone—Central 6730. Telegrams—''Kinetonia, London.” 
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PICTURES IN IRELAND. 
By “PADDY.” 

Navan, the capital of Co. Meath, has already 
a cosy little theatre going full swing since its 
opening night, and playing to good business. Mr. 
E. Hope-Johnstone has reason to feel proud of 
the success he has attained in being the first 
io establish a picture show in Navan. Mr. Alf 
Thomas acts as manager, and the films—as also 
the machine—are supplied by Messrs. Films, 
Limited, of D’Olier Street,. Dublin. 

eee 

Notwithstanding the fact that Navan is quite 
a small town, I learn that another is in course 
of erection, and will shortly be opened. This 
will be run by the Navan Picture House Com- 
pany, Limited, and the theatre will be situated in 
an excellent position in Main Street. 

The Grafton Street Picture House in Dublin 
is at last open to the public, and it has (been 
transformed into a veritable palace of delights. 
It now possesses practically double the seating 
accommodation, and this has not been accom- 

plished by lengthening the building, but by 
greater breadth. Asa result, there is more scope 
for originality in design. The side walls are 
covered with rich Old English tapestry represent- 
ing various scenes. The Eve-Rest system of 
lighting is employed with considerable effect. 
On the right of the screen is fixed an electric 
clock, and on the left a clock showing the num- 
ber of the orchestral selection. In the three 
lounge and tea-rooms there is also an indicator 
telling what -picture is being screened. These 
rooms have been entirely refurnished, and are 
beautiful in the extreme. The screen is set back 
from a small stage, on which red and white 
flowers are banked, and is surrounded by a 
heavy black frame of velvet, intensifying the 
clearness of the picture. The seating is in 
Rose Barri tints, relieved by a greenish carpet, 
and the tip-ups, supplied by Messrs. Anderson, 
Standford, and Ridgeway, are the last word in 
luxuriousness. Mr. R. J. Bell, assisted by Mr. 
Richardson, acts as manager of this theatre, as 
well as the Sackville Picture Theatre and 
the Volta in Mary Street. I was glad to notice 
Mr. J. Smith has been promoted to the balcony 
here, and his courtesy and tactfulness, displayed 
to great advantage when at the Sackville house, 
are gaining, him added ougle in his new 
sphere of dutty. 

Bandon. Co. Cork, has now got a cinenia— 
and, indeed, I think I might safely say that 
within a year there will be scarczly a town in 
Ireland, no matter how small, that will not pos- 
sess a picture theatre of its own—and it is a 
very cosy little one, holding somewh2re in the 
neighbourhood of 250. A Gaumont machine 
has been installed in the operating room, and 
the films will be the selection also of Messrs. 
Gaumont’s Dublin branch. 

It was with regret that I learned from Mr. 
Bromhead, the popular manager of Gaumont’s 
Dublin branch, that he would leave Dublin very 
shortly to take up a position with the Gaumont 
Company in New York. Mr. Bromhead, during 
his stay with us, became extremely well lked by 
all in the Irish Trade, and we got to know that 
all he said could be implicitly rehed on, and 
that he‘ was always ready to help an exhibitor 
out of any difficulty. 

Mr. H. Young, who took charge of the Dublin 

branch during Mr. Bromhead’s absence on leave, 
has now been appointed as manager, and I feel 
certain that he will continue to carry on the fine 
work Mr. Bromhead has started in Dublin. I 
wish him every success. 

Mr. R. Wyndham, engineer of the Dublin 
branch of Messrs. Gaumont, opened up the Bray 
Cinema a few weeks ago, and put everything 
in ship-shape order. The opening was a de- 
cided success, and already the theatre has re- 
ceived strong support from the local residents, 
and also visitors to Bray. The film of “ The 
Launch of the #rifannic’’ was shown here the 
day after the event. It was taken by Messrs. 
Gaumont. 

Mr. R. Wyndham also opened the new picture 
house down in Mullingar, Co. Westmeath. Mul- 
lingar 1s a garrison town, and possesses a very 
fair population, and this has induced Mr. Fitz- 
Maurice to try his luck with a permanent show. 
The seating runs to about 4oo, and this 1s at 
present supplied by tip-up forms. However, some 
200 tip-up chairs are shortly to be installed. The 
house has done an excellent business since the 
opening night, and | feet certain that, car2fully 

watched, the theatre should be a real paying 
concern. Anyway, Mfr. 'FitzMaurice has my best 
wishes. 
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NEWS FROM OLDHAM. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

When Mr. Fred Field at the Kirg’s booked “ Give 
Us This Day,’’ he was assured of doing big busi- 
ness. A more impressive picture has never yet been 
shown than this. At each performance one could 
see the impression it made on the minds of his 
patrons, and there is no doubt it is a picture that 
gives one much food for thought. The Kinetophone 
contributed the ‘‘ The Sexette from Lucia.’’ 

Mr. Charles Gaston, at the Empire, had an excel- 
lent programme, the special feature film being 
‘Confederates in Crime.’’ “Her Indian Brother °’ 
(drama), ‘‘ The Speed Kings’’ and “The Warwick 
Journal ’’ were also screened. 

The continuous programme at the Palladium is 
proving to be a wise move on the part of Mr. Wat- 
son, who is now doing excellent business. His chief 
picture was an unique drama, ‘ Ashes.’’ Other 
items were “The Receiving Cashier,’’ ‘“ Pimple’s 
Bull Fight’’ and ‘‘ Fatty at San Diego,’ a scream. 
ing Keystone, changing on the Thursday to “ Fruits 
of Vengeance,’ “ Mirror of Death’? and “On the 
Broad Stairway.”’ 

_Mr. Watson, of the Palladium, made an applica- 
tion before the Borough Petty Sessions for an 
occasional licence for Good Friday. The pictures to 
be shown would be a special series, and he would 
submit the programme to the Chief Constable be- 
forehand.—The Chief Constable said the Bench 
could only deal with the music licence. The 
Manager would have to go to the Watch Committee 
for permission to open the hall. With football 
matches on, mills and workshops working as usual, 
it seemed to him that there was not much to be said 
against the picture shows being open.—The Bench 
granted the application for a music licence. Dr. 
Yates said they were not anxious to set a precedent, 
but they had no serious objection, as things were— 
football matches being played and work going on-- 
to granting the licence. Thev would, however, watch 
what the effect of the opening would be. 

a 

‘‘ Where the Road Forks’’ was the principal item 
at the Electraceum during the early part of the 
week. ‘‘ Reygate Squires,’’ the fifth of Conan Doyle’s 
stories, “The Lady and the Glove,’ “Tiny Tim’s 
New. Year’s Gift.’’ ‘‘ The River Tiber’’ were also 
screened. On Thursday, the chief items were “‘ The 
Evil Eye ’’ and ‘“‘ Alpine Excursion.”’ 

The Osborne will shortly recpen its doors, probably 
on the 15th, after an enforced closure. 

The Prem‘er had an excellent week and excellent 
pictures. ‘‘Grist to the Mill,’’ ‘Leader of His 
Flock,’’ ‘“‘ Billy, the Kid,’”’ ‘‘ The Brave Hunters ”’ and 
‘*Broncho Billy and the School Mistress’? constitut- 
ing a great programme. The latter part of the week 
‘* The Eagle’s Claw’’ was the principal film. 

_Mr. Fred Dixon at the Hippodrome had an attrac- 
tive programme, Kalem’s ‘‘ Rajah’s Jewels ’’ took well 
and other items were ‘‘A Ray of God’s Sunshine,’* 
‘Tell Tale Light,’’ ‘“Dupin and the Side Car,” and 
the ‘‘ Topical Budget.’’ ‘‘ Fred’’ was also in good 
form with his singing. A special programme was 
arranged last week in honour of the third year of his 
management. ara | 

pOQTIe 
Included in_the variety programniv :+ the Coli- 
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At Brown’s, Middleton Road and Wallshaw Street, 
‘¢ AX Frontier Soldier of Fortune,’’ ‘‘ Fatty at San 
Diego,” ‘‘ Barcelona”’ travel, were shown in the early 
part of the week, superseded by “ The War Makers,”’ 
“Schinz, the Tailor” and “What Happened to 
Pimple.’’?’ At the MHollinwood Hall, ‘‘ The War 
Makers,”’ ‘‘ The Mule Ranch Mystery ” and ‘‘ Trim- 
ming a Boob’”’ were screened. 

A capital selection of films was shown at the Popu- 
lar. The programme, which changes thrice weekly, 
included ‘‘ The Outlaw,’’ ‘‘ The Cypher Message,’’ 
‘* The Pirates,’’ ‘‘ When the Light Came Back,’’ and 
‘* American Born.’’ Strolling into the Star I founda 
crowded house, and also learnt that record business 
had been done with the final three parts of the 
‘¢ Mary ’’ series. ‘A Burning Train’? and “A 
Woman Accursed ”’ constituted the main films. 

ee 

ECHOES FROM EXETER, 
—s_ 

(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 
The bold step taken by Mr. Percy Dunsford, 

manager of the Exeter Theatre Royal, and Mr. Harold 
Mock of the City Palace, in‘ combining for a time in 
order to show some of the most famous films has 
met with instantaneous success. The Theatre Royal 
has in the past screened some excellent films as a 
change from the dramas and operas generally staged 
here, but this is the first time two of the leading 
amusement houses in Exeter have collaborated. The 
first film shown at the Theatre Roval under the 
double management was “Sixty Years a Queen,” and 
this was screened last week to crowded houses. The 
historic masterpiece has been a general topic of con- 
versation among Exonians during the week, and on 
all hands it was agreed that it was one of the best 
ever shown in the citv. The Exeter Education Com- 
mittee intimated to the managers of the schools under 
its jurdisdiction that it would be a good thing for the 
children to see the film, consequently more than one 
merry party of scholars has been numbered among 
the audiences at the Theatre Roval. Mr. Harold 
Mock said that both he and Mr. Dunsford were very 
well satisfied with the patronage extended the films. 
This week two further “tip-toppers” will be provided 
in the shape of “Joan of Arc” and “ The Descent of 
Mount Vesuvius.”. 

Mr. Robert G. Butler was justly rewarded last week 
with full houses in consequence of his enterprise in 
obtaining “Antony and Cleopatra.” Four perform- 
ances were given daily, and unless one was present 
outside the Empire in good time the possibility of 
obtaining seats was rather remote. MIr. Butler in- 
forms me that he has a number of big attractions 
booked for the next few weeks, including the great 
British Armee film. 

Despite the fact that the City Palace management 
are co-operating with the Theatre Roval, last week’s 
programme was as good as ever, and large audiences 
were present throughout the week. The star films in- 
cluded “ The Better Man” and “ Her First Case.” The 
essay competitions for children continue to be well 
patronised. 

The chief films at the Palladium last week were 
“Alone in the Jungle” and “In a Golden Cage,” and 
these, combined with a number of high-class variety 
turns, made up an excellent programme. Big at- 
tractions are shortly to_be,screened here. 

ExcellAntVpidtures aredalwavsd melded in the pro- 
gramme at the Hinnodrome, where manager Mr. Jack 
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Sunderland and Wearside Sidelights. 

(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The Wells ¢. Blake fight was screened during the 
latter part of last week at both the Empire and the 
Avenue Theatre. Herein was demonstrated enter- 
prise par excellence, and the reward was great. 

An experiment, which is likely to be repeated, 
was tried at the South Hylton Hall last Wednesday, 
when Mr. Joe Andy had what is known as ‘‘a 
fashionable night.’’ “When the Earth Trembled ”’ 
was the principal item. 

Though I had not the pleasure of getting in my- 
self, friends tell me that the fare at the Picture 
House last week is likely to keep this fine hall 
standing where it did—zz., in the front rank_ of 
local halls. For the opening moiety, Mr. J. McColl 
had “Confederates in Crime’’ as the star film, with 
“The Supreme Moment’ a good second, several 
clinking comedies, “interest,’’ and topicals making 
up a splendid bill. From Thursday, “ David Gar- 
rick’’ became the top-liner, and was exclusive to the 
hall. 

Animal pictures generally appeal well to better- 
class audiences, and this fact doubtless accounted 
for the satisfactory attendances which ruled at the 
Victoria Hall, which was rented last week for the 
display of Cherry Kearton’s ‘“ Nature Zoo,’’ and 
“Lassoing Wild Animals.’ The lecturer was Mr. 
Mervyn McPherson, who accompanied Mr. Kearton 
upon the expedition. 

‘ Hard Cash” and ‘ Star of India’’ drew patron- 
age in good measure from the pitmen of Rvhope last 
week, Mr. Womprey finding in these particular 
films exactly what the Grand patrons mostly prefer. 

Mr. J. E. Richardson, who took over the Cinema, 
in Silksworth Row, has installed Mr. Lavenu as 
manager, and the business done has been most satis- 
factory. Lat week, “The Old Wood-carver’’ and 
‘The Hand that Condemns’’ were the exclusives, 
and thoroughly entertained. Twice, too, Mr. 
Richardson gave benefit concerts in aid of a disabled 
toiler well known by the frequenters of the hall. 

The Seamen’s Mission, at Sunderland, are apply- 
ing for a seven-days’ cinematograph licence. Ap- 
parently the recent appeal of the Chaplain for money 
to buy a machine and outfit has been successful. 

The excellent standard attained by the theatre de 
Luxe was maintained all last week, when “© The 
Diver’’ was the premier audience attractor. Every 
other item in Mr. Fred. Hudspeth’s splendidly 
selected continuous programme was equally enjoy- 
able in its own particular way, while Mr. Har- 
court’s orchestra is one of the most attractive fea- 
tures. Most popular, too, are the cafés attached to 
de Luxe. 

I paid a visit to the Millfield Picture House, there 
to find that Mr. J. Ravmond Waller is still getting 
first-class houses, as, indeed, his enterprise truly de- 
serves, for the film shown here are not only really 
interesting, but each is splendidly projected.  ‘‘ For 
Ever’’ was the pei CLC week 4 

O5gle 

The Durham County Council last week appointed 
a sum-committee “to inquire into and report upoa 
the effect, from a physical, moral, and intellectual 
standpvint, upon the pupils of public elementary 
Ses in the county area, of attendance at picture 
valls.”" 

Really, the best programmes Mr. Thomas Adamson 
has yet screencd at the Queen’s Hall Kinema, in 
Bridge Street, were those seen there last week. 
“The Diver’? and “ Princess Nicotine’’ ruled until 
Thursday when “ Shadows of Life’’ and ‘ His Last 
Fight’’ became the, leading lines, with a fresh in- 
stalment of the “ Pathé Gazette.’’ This week ‘Black 
Sheep ’’’ and “ Rock of Ages’’ sustained the interest 
and maintained the attendances. Professor Bach 
Yonzoni and his ladies orchestra, who were engaged 
for the Kinema’s opening, and have remained since 
to charm, have transferred their services to New- 
castle. Their successors are well worth hearing, and 
add much to the pleasure of a visit. 

Splendid ‘‘ houses’? ruled at the Palace all last 
week, when the three principal films were “ The 
Diver,’’ ‘‘ the Curse of Greed ’’ and “‘ Speed Kings,”’ 
each of which possessed the very qualities that 
Messrs. Hamilton have found always draw well.— 
‘Speed Kings’’ was also screened at the Villiers 
and the Savoy, on Southwick Green, “ Count Zarka’’ 
as well being capitally appreciated at each hall. 

Small halls should make a note of ‘ Circumstan- 
tial Evidence,” the top liner at the Wheat Sheaf 
Hall last week. 

Most faditues of picture halls like to see an adapta. 
tion of a popular novel, especially when it lends 
itself to pictorial representation. ‘ Oliver Twist ’’ 
does, and it certainly made a fine opening for the 
feature week which Messrs. Lough and Richardson 
ran at their Star and Central halls last week. The 
five other features for the remaining nights were, 
respectively, ‘‘ The Black Circle,’’ *‘In the Clutches 
of the Apaches,’’ ‘‘Led to Despair,’’ * Fall of Troy,”’ 
and ‘A Tale of Two Cities.’? Many of the patrons 
did not miss a single night, whilst on Saturday the 
Central was filled to overflowing, when Miss Cissie 
Bold, formerly pianiste there, was the vocalist. 
Miss Robinson has succeeded this promising young 
artiste at the piano. 

A PETERBOROUGH PAR. 

Excellent business was done at the Broadway 
Kinema last week when a good series was screened. 
* The Boomerang *’ and “ The Fatal Taxicab ’’ were 
the two chief films. The resident manager (Mr. J. 
F.. Draper) has done well to secure “ Antony and 
Cleopatra’ for a later date, and this should prove 
an enormous success.—The greatest success ever 

attained in Peterborough was seen with “ Germinal,” 
and that was screened nightly at the Theatre; Royal 
Cinema last weekotejdarge audiences. 
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OPERATIC “STAR” IN PICTURES. 

A new series of feature productions, by the 

California Motion Picture Corporation, will, so 

we hear, be issued in the near future. The Cor: 

poration intends to specialise in high-class work 

adapted from famous novels and from various 

operas, and, with this object in view, have suc- 

ceeded in enlisting the services of the famous 

operatic star, Miss Beatriz Michelena. 

Miss BEATRIZ MICHELENA. 

This lady, who springs from an_ illustrious 

operatic family, is as famous in the States for 

her beauty and versatility as an actress as for her 

lovely voice, and enacted lzading roles at the 

early age of sixteen. To hav2 

persuading her to appear in picture plays, even 

if only for a while, is looked upon as something 

in the nature of a triumph, and Mr. Herbert 

Payne, the president of the Corporation, fully 

deserves all the ea wg that have been be- 

stowed in tegaid’t (AQ Metable addition, 
enaid tn ha ata rvracard calarv ta the ranke af aur 

succeeded in 

NEWS FROM HERTS. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Thousands of visitors come into Watford during 
the course of the week, and a big percentage of them 
must spend an hour or so at one or other of the 
local picture houses. Any evening visit to a Wat- 
ford cinema will show to what an extent the public 
avail themselves of the entertainment given. A 
large number of picture patrons gravitate towards 
the Central Hall, the management of which back up 
their programmes with widespread advertising. 
Each week, right from the beginning of its career 
last December, this hall has shown at least one 
noted production of the picture world. The two 
last successes have been ‘‘ The House of Temperley ”’ 
and ‘‘ Antony and Cleopatra,’’ which were exhibited 
for the first time in the district. Every visitor to 
the Central Hall is now provided with a synopsis of 
the principal film, and a printed programme of all 
the pictures. Fourteen films, making a four-tour 
show, are usually given. In addition to the topical 
cartoons and the ‘Gaumont Graphic,’’ the last pro- 
gramme contained four dramas, “ Fedora’’ being 
the star item, two educational and interest films, and 
five comics, an excellent division of subjects. 

With justifiable pride, Mr. Bert Gabriel advertises 
for the Empire, “ Pictures of the Best,’’ “Music of 
the Best,’’ and backs up his opinions with plenty of 
proof. It is a real pleasure to visit this cosy house 
and hear its charming orchestra. Recent pro- 
grammes here have included ‘‘ The Vow of Ven- 
geance,’’ “ Self-Convicted.’’ Last week’s exclusive 

Airman’s was ‘A Soldier's Honour,’’ and “The. 
Bride’’ was given with other attractive films. 
Another very successful exclusive was ‘ The 

” Wastrel,’’ and “ The Burning Train’’ was a notable 
item in the good all-round programme Mr. Gabriel 
gave his clients. 

Messrs. Giffen and Moore have arranged many 
capital programmes for the Electric Coliseum, which 
caters for the biggest section of the working class 
population. “ Payee ” and “ The Brid e of Terror”’ 
delighted large audiences, and equally successful 
were “ Paulette’s Necklace,’’ “ A War-time Mother's 
Sacrifice ’’ and “ The Newsboy’s Christmas Dream.’’ 
Juveniles of all ages have spent some happy 
moments in this hall, the three-part film, “ Robinson 
Crusoe’’ being shown to packed houses. Other strong 
attractions were “The Dictator’’ and ‘ The Air- 
man’s Bride.’’ 

The Electric Palace is fortunate in being in the 
centre of the Market Place, and its bright facade 
proves a magnet in this busy thoroughfare. One 
nearly always finds a good audience here. The con- 
tinuous show has been adopted with gratifying suc- 
cess, and only one Watford house—the Empire, now 
restricts itself to two afternoon exhibitions. The 
principal features of the film programmes have been 
“The Breed of the North’? and Sherlock Holmes in 
“The Beryl Coronet.’’ These were followed up ty 
powerful attractions in ‘‘The Prisoners of the 
Harem’’ and ‘‘ The Rightful Heir.’’ 

At Hitchin Plavhouse, the pictures and variety 
presented by Mr. Parry prove extremely popular, and 
this gentleman keeps everything up to the “ Play- 
house’’ standard. On the screen have been seen 
“ Facing Eternity,’’ “Half a Chance,” a sporting 
drama of great merit, and Mr. Charles Hawtrey in 
A Messnee fropiMazs;tthis last film oe booked 
exclusi The last 
“Playh ORS CoRR BRD Rite with good 
ihsnoe sa coe flm and variety Mr d with | ewe 
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SNIPPETS FROM SOUTHPORT. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Managers are wondering if the Watch Committee 
will take any fresh views as to the granting of seven- 
day cinema licences. As I have already pointed out, 
Sunday cinema entertainments in Southport are a 
burning question. At the monthly meeting of the 
Watch Committee, the members’ discussed the 
question of Sunday cinema programmes. _ As 
a consequence, it is not improbable that there will be 
a more satisfactory arrangement in the future. I 
might mention that last year, when the Committee 
renewed the licences, they made certain restrictions; 
one was to the effect that the programmes should be 
submitted to a sub-committee. All are, of course, 
cognisant of the fact that the merits and demerits of 
films cannot always be judged by the titles, which 
frequently are but slight indication as to the nature 
of the films. As it is not possible to see all the 
films before a Sunday evening, it is probable that 
some other arrangement will be made. At the 
present, managers must adopt the “ wait-and-see”’ 
policy. 

There has been a change in the management of 
the Picturedrome, Lord Street, Southport’s oldest 
picture theatre. During the winter, Mr. W. T. Clif- 
ford a acted as circuit manager for the company, 
and in that capacity he had control of the Picture- 
drome, as well as various other homes in different 
parts of Lancashire. Naturally, his duties were 
multifarious, but he always managed to cater with 
the utmost satisfaction for his numerous patrons 
in Southport. He has a worthy successor in Mr. 
Geoffrey Hill, who comes amongst us with first-rate 
credentials. For the past fourteen months he occu- 
pied the position of acting manager at the New 
Theatre, Manchester—in fact, ever since it opened— 
and previous to that had five years with Mr. Arthur 
Hardy’s companies on tour. It will be gathered that 
he “knows the ropes.’’ I had a chat with him 
one morning, and as a result I am able tto state 
that there are some fine things in store for those 
who visit the “’drome.”’ In addition, they may 
be assured that in the future, as in the past, cour- 
tesy will characterise the management. 

Mr. Hill has scarcely “got going ”’ yet, of course, 
for he has only been engaged in his new duties three 
weeks. There is every indication that Mr. Hill has be- 
gun work in real earnest, and promises to make things 
“merry and bright,’’ and here’s an additional proof, 
and, incidentally, an innovation. Henceforth all 
patrons of the 1s. and 6d. seats at either of the 
evening performances will be served, free of charge, 
with a cup of coffee and biscuits. This is done by 
all the other cinema houses in the afternoon, but the 
Picturedrome is the first to introduce this new fea- 
ture. 

I paid Mr. Geoffrey Hill a call on Tuesday after- 
noon, and found that the excellence of the preced- 
ing week’s programme was well maintained. He 
had, as his chief attraction, “Back to Life,”’ with 
which he did fine business for the first three davs, the latter part of the week another fine film, “ The 
Veteran,’’ doing equally Ce | 

O ogle 

Loud has been the praise bestowed upon the 
management of the Picture Palace because of the 
facilities afforded Southport cinema lovers to see 
the film entitled, “In the Bishop’s Carriage,’’ fea- 
turing Mary Pickford. The remaining items were 
“A Widow's Wiles,’? “Ann of the Trails,’ “A 
Healthy Neighbourhood,”’ and the “ Pathé Gazette.”’ 
For Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, ‘‘ In the Hands 
of London Crooks’’ was screened, and took South 
port by storm. With such programmes, Mrs. Parker, 
the manageress, can smile upon a full house at every 
performance 

Mr. F. Clive, at the Palladium, reported marvel- 
lous business for the week. ‘‘ The British Army ’’ 
film was running. The week following—last week— 
he gave even the most fastidious no cause for com- 
plaint. The “star’’ film, “ The Romance of Steam,”’ 
had a twofold value—it was instructive and interest- 
ing. Inthe same programme was a two-part drama, 
‘* His Wife’s Child,’’ and upon “ the entire change’? 
the following pictures provided the enjoyment: “The 
Thumbprint’’ and “Other People’s Children,’ etc. 
Madame Beatrice Harford was the vocalist. Mr. 
Clive’s enterprise is really amazing. This week he 
announces that splendid emotional film, ‘Give Us 
This Day ——,”’ as exclusive. 

As a counter-attraction to the film just mentioned 
Mr. William Walker has secured ‘ Antony and 
Cleopatra’’ for his Neville Street Picture House. 
This will run the entire week, and {{W.W.,”? whenle 
booked it, anticipated that it would attract huge 
crowds. Last week he had a splendidly varied pro- 
gramme. ‘‘ The Next Generation ’’ headed the bill 
for the first three days, and was taken off to make 
room for ‘“ The Burning Train.’’ He still has the 
exclusive rights of Southport for the Kinetophone, 
and notices no diminution in the interest it created 
at the outset. 

“T like the Empire Theatre, because the pictures 
there are so steady.’’ I have heard this remark 
several times recently, and I am ina pasition to 
confirm it. Mr. Fredk. M. Jones is deserving of 
congratulations, because, undoubtedly, his pictures 
will compare favourably with those of his competi- 
tors. He also displays remarkable good taste, and 
last week gave further proof of it in ‘“ The Love of 
Men” and “ The Gem of India.” 

The public continues to support the management 
of the Birkdale Picture Palace as heretofore. In 
other words, liberal patronage is the rule. This 1s 
as_it should be. Three tine films last weck were 
“The Flame in the Ashes,’”’ “The Madonna of the 
Storm’’ and “ The Chieftain’s Sons.’’—Mr. Eric 
Longden, at the Pier Pavilion, carried out his mana. 
gerial duties with his accustomed abilities, and the 
pictures shown were in. keeping with the high tone 
of the entertainment generally. 
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KELVIN PETROL AND 
PARAFFIN ELECTRIC 
GENERATING SETS. 
‘These KELVIN Engines are as supplied to the 
- British and Foreign Navies, the Crown Agents, 

etc., etc. an 

The followiug ts a certified copy of a letter sent by a KELVIN 

OSER to a Friend:— 

From my ssn ae en Simple and 
Pleased to hear from you. e Petrol Set, I can put you on to the ver 

5) to 60 thing you want. Send to FYFK, WILSON & CO., 155a, St Vincent Street, Reliable. 
HP GLASGOW, they are the makers of the ONLY RELIABLE PETROL Sets on 

emis the Market.» I have been using one of their small Sets continuously for two 
years and have never been stuck with it. I have recently purchased another Set 
from them, so you will see how all-satisfied I was with the first. 1 am using both 

Portable now. It is the most simple ‘‘Fool Proof ’’ set you can find.3 A lad can attend to it. 

They have a special truck for carrying it about on always ready. All you 
or do is to open one side of the box and start the engine and your electricity is 

there. I don't know the exact price of the Portable Sets, but you will be able to 
Stationary. | do business with them, I am sure. I should think you are on a ‘'winner’’ to tour 

through , Itook £— with itin ——. FYFE, WILSON'S may have 
a second-hand set in stock. Whatever you do don’t go and buy a cheap and THE 
nasty Set, or you will be always in trouble and probably hung up when you have 

Quick a Big House. You can depend absolutely upon the ‘'KELVIN"' Set as supplied WORLD’S 
by FYFE, WILSON. 

Deliveries. 7 All of the Best. BEST. 

“FYFE, WILSON & CO., 155a, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, Scotland. 

This is an illustration of the 

KESNOR 
TICKET ISSUING 
ONE-WAY MACHINE. 

The Most Efficient Safeguard against Fraud 
that the Theatrical Manager ean have. 

It is a neat, simple and perfectly made machine, and is the 

quickest ticket deliverer on the market. 

Made to issue tickets from one up to four different pricee 

of admission. 

KESNOR MACHINES are the CHEAPEST 

and BEST on the MARKET. 

Machines can be seen and partsculars given at the Patentees and Manufacturers : 

THOS. KESNOR & CO., LTD., "°°" ticters” Watford, Herts. 
Also at 

THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 58, Dean St., Shaftesbury Avenue,W. 
and 9, Place de la Bourse, PARIS. 

ste Original from 

Digitized by (GO gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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SUCCESSFUL OPENING 
AT BIRMINGHAM. 

The Scala Theatre, Smallbrook Street, Birmingham, 
was opened on Tuesday last by Dr. J. Hall Kdwards, 
F.R.S., Edin., before a large audience. Dr. Hall 
Edwards, in declaring the hall formally open, touched 
upon such burning questions as Sunday opening, 
children and the cinema, and the present position of 
the Trade, together with possible developments. He 
was a strong advocate of the picture house, both for 
young and old, and expressed his opinion that some 
of the regulations enforced by the authorities, were 
stringent almost to the point of absurdity. He gave 
a very clever sketch of the progress of the cinema, en- 
forced with statistics which created considerable in- 
terest amongst the lay portion of the audience. 
Councillor A. F. Lovatt, who introduced Dr. Edwards, 
suggested that the dead-end of Corporation Street 
might be improved by the addition of a picture house, 
thus increasing the rateable value of the city. 

With regard to the hall itself, there is accommoda- 
tion for some 650 in the pit and 200 in the balcony, 
and some 1,300 can be accommodated when using the 
standing space. There are two exits for the body 
of the hall, and four for the balcony, and it is cal- 
culated that the theatre can be emptied in less than 
two minutes. An Ernemann projector and a Powers 
No. 6 are in use, and a Perlantino screen is installed. 

Mr. J. H. Graham Cutts is the manager, and he 
acquitted himself well in a speech, replying to Dr. 
Hall Edwards for the directors. Messrs. Essex and 
Goodman, architects, of Waterloo Street, Birming- 
ham, are to be congratulated upon the beauty and 
efficiency of the house, the appointments of which are 
the “last word” in modern picture theatres. The 
haves eg is some roo ft. long, 50 ft. wide, and ex- 
tremely lofty. Ventilation is effected by means of 
powerful fans in the roof, the inlets being so arranged 
to warm the air before its. admittance into the build- 
ing. The interior decoration is in the Adams style, 
with fibrous plaster. Axminster carpeting is laid on 
the floor of the balcony and the pit. The electrical 
fittings were carried out by Messrs. Mackeretts, of 
Liverpool, who have added one more to the long list 
of halls they have successfully catered for. The most 
notable feature in the lighting of the hall is an unique 
method of dimming the lights. The “dimmer” is 
controlled from the operating box. Down the centre 
of the hall are three powerful electric lamps, sus- 
pended in attractively decorated brass chandeliers. 
Each row of seats is illuminated with low electric 
lights, and in the two cornices, running from end to 
end, are blue and red lights, which lend a subdued 
effect during projection. There is a duplicate plant 
for the current. An electric indicator of a novel pat- 
tern has been installed, and two Phoenix generators 
are in use. The exterior of the theatre is brilliantly 
illuminated with three powerful arc lamps, and a 
large number of flambeaux. 

The opening programme was well received, and con- 
tained as the stars “ The Actress ” and “ His Priceless 
Treasure.” An orchestra, which is second to none in 
the town, is a notable feature of the new theatre, and 
the local Press devoted considerable space to descrip- 
tions and photographs. 

NEWS FROM CALIFORNIA. 

We are advised that the president and general 
manager, Mr. H. M. Horkheimer, of the Balboa 
Amusement Producing Company of Los Angeles and 
Long Beach, California, shottly leaves for the East 
to close up contracts for exclusive territory for the 
feature productions of his firm and will then visit 
England and Europe for a_ similar purpose. 

Digitized by Goc gle 

A WELL-KNOWN ACTOR-DIRECTOR 

Mr. Edgar Jones, the famous actor-director 
of the Lubin stock company, was born in Steu- 
benville, Ohio, where he spent his young man- 
hood. For several years his interests lay in 
commerce in New York, but owing to a lull 
in the work he accepted the advice of a friend 
and applied for a position in a revival of “ Ari- 
zona”’ at the Academy of Music. His earnest- 
ness and the perfection of his part soon brought 
him an offer of something better after he had 
played but three performances. Edgar Selwyn, 
stage manager of the production, took Mr. Jones 
with him for a part in Kyrle Bellew’s production 
of ‘““A Gentleman of France.” 

Mr. Jones continued under the Liebler manage- 
ment for some years, accepting, during the sum- 
uier, stock engagements in various parts of the 
country. His last engagement on the stage was 
with Miss Viola Allen. Following this, he ac- 
cepted Mr. Lubin’s offer to join his ‘Western 
company, where the personality and gifts of 
the young actor quickly made him conspicuous 
in the films. 

His success as a leading man induced the 
management to promote Mr. Jones to the re- 
sponsibility of directing all plays in which he 
enacts the leading ro/e. His methods are pecu- 
liarly adapted to the stories assigned him at 
Betzwood, the mammoth Lubin estate on the 
Schuylkill River, where he has had exceptionally 
fine resources for the filming of ‘out-of-door . 
stories. 

Original from 
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BIOSCOPE ANNUAL 
AND 

TRADES DIRECTORY 
5th and 1914 EDITION. 

CONTAINS MANY NEW FEATURES, 

CONSIDERABLY ENLARGED, 

and RIGHT UP-TO-DATE 

THE MOST COMPLETE DIRECTORY OF ITS KIND. 

BIOSCOPE ANNUAL AND TRADES DIRECTORY, 1914. 

Price -58. Nett. Post Free 58. 6d. 

GANES, LIMITED, 

85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, 
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The Alerta’s Films. 

is doing good business and unless 

you are on the Alert—a mistake 

will be made and you will be left 

with the crowd, saying— 

Moral: BOOK AND DO IT NOW 

Alerta Exclusive Film GCo., Ltd., 
167-169, Wardour St., London, W. 

‘Phone—REGENT 1426. Telegrams—UNIFILMCO, LONDON. 

= 
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NOTHING DOING !!! 
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THE 

Motograph Film Co., Ltd.] 
The Firm that puts no Padding in Pictures. 

OR, THE 

Mystery of the Red Barn. 
FEATURING 

ELIZABETH RISDON, FREDERICK GROVES, NESSIE BLACFORD. 

The Film that 

Brings Back Memories 
OF 

VILLAGE FAIRS, CANVAS BOOTHS 

AND 

TRAVELLING PLAYERS. 

IN’ SS 

TAKEN ON THE ACTUAL SPOT BY OUR 

All Star British Company. 

ie 

| 

| a“ 

i 

ABOUT 2.850 FT. 

A BOX OFFICE MAGNET 

ON ITS TITLE ALONE. 

APPLY DIRECT— 

The Motograph Film Co., Ltd. 
The Firm that puts no Padding in Pictures. 

MOTOGRAPH HOUSE, 

UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.(. 
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FILMS—WEEK BY WEEK. 
Compiled from the 

For Addresses, Telephone Numbers, 

Manufacturers: Synopses. 

see etc., ‘‘Film Releases.’’ 

AMERICAN CO. 

Calamity Anne in 
Society.—The “girl of the 
Golden West” is informed ’ 
that she is an heiress, and 

soon finds herself the mistress of a palace and a 
host of menials. All is not, however, plain sailing, 
and the arival of a noisv crowd of old pals of the 
ranch decides Anne to “quit” and relinquish her 
claim. (March 23rd. 954 ft.) 

A Blow-out at Santa Banana.— At the mercy 
of bellicose aunts, the three chums are glad to eo 
seek the town’s fireworks for the celebrations of the 
“Fourth.” Troubles galore ensue ere the arrival «f 
the rocket guard, and some would-be handits have 2 
hot time of it on the wav.) (March 26th. 1.656 ft.) 

ANDERSON, VAY HUBERT 
AND BLUMBERG, LTD. 

The Harvest of Sin.—The machinations of the 
Black gang furnish a series of dramatic sensations. 
Their leader is a woman, whom jealousy urges on to 
a heartless revenge upon her rival. The ingenious 
plan of their cave and the rescue of the girl enables 
a fine finale. (March 23rd. 3,000 ft.) 

DAVISON’S FILM SALES AGENCY 

B. and C. 
When the Hurricanes Took Up 

Farming.—The three terrors and 
their dog Tiger go upon a holi- 
day and play general havoc. A 
wild scene is the one wherein all 
the stock is liberated, to the con- 

sternation of the farmer and his hands. (March 
26th. 502 ft.) 

_ Springtime In) Nice.—Another of Mr. Fred Bur- 
lingham’s delightful scenic-travel pictures. | (March 
26th. Half reel.) 

ECLAIR. 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

Stee].—The main facts of a strong drama centre 
around the desperate methods adopted in order to 
gain possession of the formula for a wonderful metal. 
The sensations are many, while a striking technical 
interest is attached ta-The_romapfic story. (March 
23rd. 1,96 ofiti? ) OO e 

Why Aunt Jane Never Married.—The: story of a 
man rescued from a wreck, a lost memory, a_ love 
romance and a rude awakening for both on the very 
steps of the church, when a child leads forward a 
Woman in widow's weeds, to be recognised by the 
man. (March 26th. 970 ft: 

ECLAIR. 

Grontran Emulates Sherlock 
Holmes.—In search of the lost narrot 
of the Duchess of Piccadilly. the new 
’tec utilises monkev nuts and make: 
a splendid capture. (March 23rd. 
“70 ft.) 

Milan.—The elories of the Vietor 
Emmanuel Gallerv. the various 

monuments and gardens are fittinely crowned by 
views of the wonderful Cathedral with its exquisite 
statues and lacelike ornamentation. (March 23rd. 
263 ft.) 

Josette, My Wife.—.\n amusing comedy arising out 
of a scheme evolved in order to circumvent the terms 
of a will, an obliging friend acting as a snecies of 
husband’s ghost.and falling in love with the lady him- 
self. (March 26th. 1,990 ft.) 

SCIENTIA. 

Tho Sensitive Plant.—The peculiarities of this won- 

derful plant are cleverly demonstrated by some very 
interesting experiments. (March 26th. 300 ft.) 

W.A.F. 

Between Two Stools.— Fritz goers to the Tyrol for 
rest and quiet, but there meets with two damsels who 
ead him. on until at a rendezvous in the park, thev 
give him a talking to, then introduce their husbands. 
Fritz finds the run down the mountains quite an ex- 
hilarating exercise. (March 23rd. 1.008 ft.) 

THOMAS A. EDISON, LTD. 

A Face from the Past. 
—A beautifully plaved 

ee ee and well produced seul 
mental drama. Spe- 

O.fdison cially reviewed in THE 
Broscope of February 12th, on page 708. (March 
23rd. 2,000 ft.) ° 

A Pious Undertaking.—F.xhausted Eddy ventures 

in where husbands fear to tread, steals the pies of 

the newly wedded wife and suffereth greatly, while the 

husband, a policeman, thanks him for saving his life. 

(March 23rd. 700 ft.) 

The Joining of the Oceans.—Wonderful views of 

the elevators and locks of the Panama Canal and a 

view of the final blast which liberated the waters of 

Lake Gatun intajthe,fulebra Cut. (March 26th, 

550 ft.) 
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Crossley Oil Engines. 
Reduce Operating costs by using Crossley Oil and 

Gas Engines for cheap production of Electricity, 

Illustrating Crossley Oil Engine. 

Full particulars of our Special Combination for 

Cinematograph Theatres sent on _ application. 

CROSSLEY OIL AND GAS ENGINES ARE 

RELIABLE in operation. 

ECONOMICAL in fuel consumption. 

SIMPLE-—no skilled attendance necessary. 

EASILY STARTED. 

DURABLE —beat possible material and highest class workmaaskig, 

FUELS—Town’s (ias, Suction Gas, Petrol, Petroleam, Crude Oil. 

GUARANTEE— All Engines sold under 12 months’ guarantee. 

Nearly 80,000 Engines made and delivered, 

CROSSLEY BROTHERS, 32002 
d., 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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On the Great Steel Beam.—Strongly appealing 
drama with a big sensation, when the hero climbs a 
rope to the rescue of his enemy who is on the beam 
in mid-air. The man falls and is caught in wonderful 
fashion by the swinging workman. (March 26th. 
1,000 ft.) 

Falling in Love With Inez.—The various suitors 
have a rough reception at the hands of Uncle, but an 
athlete proves ‘‘ one too many”’ for the old fellow. 
(March 26th. 750 ft.) 

ESSANAY. 

A Vagabond Cupid.—A wealthy 
man becomes attached to a waif and 
adopts him. The boy is soon en- 
abled to repay his kindness, and to 
effect a reconciliation between two 
lovers. (March 23rd. 980 ft.) 

Hello! Trouble.—A telephone 
Seu y+ courtship is rudely interrupted by 
the grouchy employer of a fair typist. A card placed 
in the window of the girl’s office causes no end of 
trouble, and the old fellow gets calls innumerable, 
until he finds and “ removes” the cause. (March 23rd. 
989 ft.) 

That Pair from Thespia.—A barn storming comedy 
in which the stranded actors get their own back upon 
Slowville with the aid of clever disguises. (March 
23rd. 904.) 

Miss RUTH STONEHOUSE, 
The charming “Essanay” actress. 

The Great Game.—Feature drama of political life 
in America, a battle of wits, which is sustained until 
ry last scene, jealo playing a part in the scheme 
of reve «Writ y roma American author. of ereng Nene COREE 

Little Ned.—A child of six is seen to frustrate the 
vile schemes of two villainous claim jumpers, and 
places them within the clutches of the law. (March 
26th. go4 ft.) 

Three Babes in a Flat.—The stipulation that ‘“‘ no 
children are allowed’? becomes most irksome when 
the stork visits three different families in the flat. A 
grumpy old chap revenges himself by importing a 
miniature circus, but is soon compelled to acknow- 
ledge defeat at the hands of the proud parents. 
(March 26th. 980 ft.) 

EXCELSIOR MOTION PICTURE CO. 

FRANCOIS. 

Sugar Cane Harvesting in Queensland.—An ex- 
ceedingly good industrial, showing the up-to-date 
methods and the pictresque environment of the Aus- 
tralian sugar plantation. (March 23rd. 474 ft.) 

GAUMONT. 
The Seneschal’s Diamond.—A 

clever scheme evolved in order to 
rob a lady of her jewels is frus- 
trated, and a great motor chase 
follows. This, through the in- 
genuity of her chauffeur, ends in 
the high-powered car of the plot- 
ters crashing over a cliff into a 
quarry. (March 23rd. _ 1,590 ft.) 

Golightly Punished.—An eighteenth century 
romantic comedy in which a flirting friend is sur- 
prised bv the Squire and humbled before his own wife. 
(March 23rd. 525 ft.) 

Yailing.—A novel Swiss sport, filmed by H. G. 
Ponting, F.R.G.S., and an attractive scenic, with 
some lively episodes. (March 23rd. 320 ft.) 

Simple Simon and the Pelican.—Clever burlesque 

Gatimont 

detective drama, in which a monkey and a pelican 
play almost human parts. Simon is so pleased with 
their sagacity that he makes them secretary and 
major-domw of his household. (March 23rd. 390 ft.) 

By Taxi to Fortune.—The Count finds himself in 
the hands of the Israelites and his lands cut up by the 
builder and picture palace man, but by dint of work 
as a taxi driver, is soon enabled to claim a bride, and 
to hook a fortune. (March 26th. 935 ft.) 

Simpie Simon’s Family Drama.—Lobster salad con- 
sumed by Simon causes a weird nightmare, which 
causes him, next day, to extend a glad welcome, even 
to his adispose aunt and bellicose boys. (March 26th. 

375 ft.) 
Paris: Jardin des Plantes.—This beautiful place, a 

special of botanical gardens and zoo combined, 1s 
introduced in splendid style, and includes some fine 
views of the aviaries, seal ponds and animals’ enclo- 
sures. (March 26th. 385 ft.) 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY. 

MILANO. 

A Silver Lining.—Compelled by force of circum- 
stances, a young wife gains employment with a 
wealthy family. The steward, foiled in his desires, 
blackens her character. She is about to leave the 
Holes ag a fire breaks Hoge She says: the age of 
the family, and . ntity becoming known, hap- 
pier days arb aval ge d her husband. (March 
26th. NE\g60e/@AK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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“= SIMPLEX] 
PROJECTOR 

HAS {BECOME SO WONDERFULLY 
POPULAR IN SUCH A SHORT SPACE 

OF TIME. 

WHY 90% of Film Manufacturers 

and Importers select it in preference to 

all others, for the exhibition of their 

Pictures in their studios and offices. 

WHY the SIMPLEX Machine 

prcjects such wonderfully steady and 

flickerless pictures. 

B\ WHY—YOU don't buy a SIMPLEX 
AT ONCE, 

and reap the benefits of its 

use. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE “A.” 

Agents for South Wales: 

THE SOUTH WALES EXCLUSIVE 

AND FEATURE FILM AGENCY, 

15, CHARLES STREET, 
CARDIFF. 

= ig KINETO, Ltd 80-2, Wardour St., 
or the 

LONDON, W. 
United Kingdom: ade | 0 

Telephone Central 67: ee “ Kinetonia, Condons' 
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HEPWORTH. 
at 

Miss CLAIRE PRIDELLE, 
Of the Hepworth Stock Company. 

As the Sparks Fly Upward.— 
The seventh of the British fea- 
ture series. Forced to emi- 
grate, the young husband goes 
through adventures in Aus- 
tralia, and is wounded by bush- 
rangers. At home, his wife 
and child become destitute. 

The husband and wife are, however, eventually re- 
united through the good offices of a kindly constable. 
(March 26th. 2,400 ft.) 

A. E. HUBSCH & CO., LTD. 

MESSTER. 

The Fight 
for the 
Great Black 
Diamond. 
—Three-act 
drama, in 
which the 
use of X 
rays puts 

the doctor 
on the track of the criminals. A fine chase by car 
and motor boat follows,but the diamond has to be 
recovered by a diver. The jewel and its case are 
again stolen, but the thieves are at last run to earth. 
(March 23rd. 3,290 ft.) 

The Slave of His Past.—Released from prison, 
Henry gains a post and soon proves his true worth. 
At the height of his success, an old cell-mate comes, 
then follows a course of blackmail, which only ends 
with the tragic:death of the scoundrel, who falls from 
the footboard of the train in which Henry is making 
hi . (March 26thé 60. f is escape. Nitned by (OK gle 

SASCHA. 

The Lake of Como.—Starting from Colico, we are 
shown some of the loveliest portions of the lake, and 
travelling south,, finally arrive at Menaggio. (March 
26th. 410 ft.) 

KINETO. 

Vancouver, B.C.—Opening with a view of the har- 
bour, with H.M.S. New Zealand at anchor, we follow 
the camera through the town and pretty suburbs. 
Magnificent gorge and waterfall scenery precedes 
the final pictures of the beach at English Bay. (March 
23rd. 355 ft.) 

Life on a Ranch.—Typical scenes, taken in South 
America, of the rounding-up, branding and dipping 
of the cattle. Some very exciting horse taming epi- 
scare ene a splendid release. (March 26th. 
41o ft. 

LUBIN. 

The Parasite.—Some exceeding] 
fine settings characterise an excel- 
lent play dealing with a social prob- 
lem. Specially reviewed in THE 
BIOSCOPE of January 29th, on pp. 
491-3. (March 23rd. 3,051 ft.) 

The Child of a Smuggler.—An ex- 
citing drama, the action of which is 
picturesquely placed in a quaint 
French-Canadian village and on the 
St. Lawrence. (March 23rd. 

1,033: ft.) 

A College Cupid.—The mysterious doings of the 
, 

“Delta Kappa Sigma,” a college secret society, and 
a response to a matrimonial “ad.,” give Bob, the 
“ fresher,” one of the biggest scares of his life. (March 
23rd. 473 ft.) 

Who Stole Jones’ Wood.—Smith secretly raids his 
neighbour’s wood pile, and lays a trail which puts the 
blame on Robinson. Jones lays a trap which fills 
Smith with small shot. He finishes the attack with 
a pailful of whitewash, and cures his neighbour in a 
very kindly way. (March 23rd. 368 ft.) 

The Circle’s End.—Mary, the telegraphist, is the 
daughter of the sheriff, and getting a wire ordering 
the arrest of her lover conceals it. He is, later, ar- © 
rested upon circumstantial evidence, but Mary, by 
her heroism against the real criminals, soon proves 
his innocence. (March 26th. 1,035 ft.) 

The Hazard of Youth.—Stern opposition on the part 
of the parents is ingeniously overcome by a young 
couple, and the old people rush to the station just in 
time to beg forgiveness and explain. (March 26th. 
1,030 ft.) 

Into the Light.—Tempted by an artist, a poor girl 
almost gives in to a life of luxury, but an accident to 
her sister, and the husband’s love, awakens her to a 
realisation that love means more to her, even if she 
should remain poor. (March 26th. 1,040 ft.) 

The Missing Diamond.—Great agitation is seen 
among the Levis and Blums over the stone. Mrs. 
Blum thinks it has got into the soup and sends for 
the doctor, while Levi prepares-to arrest the whole 
family. When little Yacob is found playing mit der 
tiamond, all ends well. (March 26th. 534 ft.) 

A Masked Mix-up.—The henpecked husband is for- 
bidden the dance, but disappears in the evening. Mrs. 
Holt goes to the ball and drags out the wearer of a 
certain costume and takes him home, where he has 
to be rescued from the infuriated lady by her hus- 
band. (March 26th)riga6! from 
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WY CLOSE FILMS. 
Produced by ELWIN NEAME. 

THE SECOND OF THESE 

MAGNIFICENT COMEDIES 
IS NOW ON VIEW. The Title is— 

GHOSTS! 

| Released Length Bi: 

9) April 20th. 1,125 ft. 

Starring the most popular of Picture Actresses, 

MISS IVY CLOSE. 

ON THE OPEN MARKET. 

On view at the Showrooms of the Sole Agents: 

The Hepworth Manufacturing Co., 
2, DENMAN STREET, PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W 
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M.P. SALES AGENCY. 

BIOGRAPH. 
Bsyond All Law.—A_ misunder- 

standing caused a wife to elope with 
her lover. The husband follows, 
eager for vengeance, but fate inter. 
venes, and the man passes beyond 
the pale of the law. (March 23rd. 
1,020 ft.) 

Skelley’s Skeleton.—Mr. Skelley, 
in order to raise the wind, sells his bones to a sur- 
geon. Dr. Druggs, the buyer, worries poor Skelley, 
who finally has to seek a way out of the difficulty at 
the hands of an illusionist. (March 23rd. 651 ft.) 

Just Boys.—The sheriff and assistants set out to 
teach those boys a lesson, but a bear intervenes, and 
in the end the boys enjoy the laugh. (March zzrd. 
386 ft.) - 

wilds 
quarrel over a ee and one is abode to eon ite the 
other when the sight of the scarf given by his mother 
awakens his better self. (March :3rd._ 1,036 ft.) 

All for Science.—A kindly uncle prevents the young 
chemist from ending li- life in despair, and steals 
the money to enable the continuance of research. The 
young man falls in love with the lady detective, and 
forgets his former despondency when the happy end- 
ing comes. (March 20th. 1,092 ft.) 

ces a note uron 
his cuff, which is misunderstood by his Wall Street 
friends, and the wife’s message leads to some comi- 
cal happenings. (March 26th. 623 ft.) 

White Roses of the Wilds.—Specially requested re- 
issue of a finé drama of Western mining life. (March 
26th. 1,033 ft.) 

KALEM. 

A Modern Jekyll and Hyde.—The 
leader of a gang of desperate criminals, 
to all others a respectable citizen, is 
about to be denounced by an enemy, 
but escapes and changes from his dis- 
guise. A pistol duel ends in the death 
of the two, and Jethro’s secret dies 

(March 23rd. 1,371 ft.) 

Red Hawk's Sacrifice.—The Indian brave gives 
up Starlight in favour of his white rival. The man, 
through a misunderstanding, kills the brave and 
learns too late of his nobility. (March 23rd.__1,024 ft.) 

with him. 

Making Cut Glass.—Fxhaustive views of wonderful 
processes in an interesting industry. (March 23rd. 
402 ft.) 

The Joke on Jane.—Henpeck’s friend schemes for 
the tormented one to lose his memory. The scheme 

. works admirably and with laughable consequences. 
(March 23rd. 624 ft.) 

Only One Shirt.—Through an accident, Billy is com- 
pelled to lie abed and plead illness when Mabel calls. 
For revenge, she flirts with the other lodger, and Billy 
is soon involyd in a lively mix-up, despite his scant 
attire. (March 26th. sor ft.) 

Against Desperate Odds.—Horse thieves steal the 
trick pony of a ranch girl. She learns of its where- 
abouts, and while ee gop goes for help poids up 
its captors... Tre rpower her when 
a HEADY. ch 26th. 1,034 ft.) 

Trapped.—Nell, 
Bant, 

is married by a 
and the 

the slum girl, 
doctor. the crook, blackmails her, 

police finally get upon his track. He hides in the 
water tank of a locomotive, and is seen to meet with 
a terrible doom. (March 26th. 1,908 ft.) 

MONO. 

His Circus Friends.—The old chums are going 
through a performance in the house when wifie sud- 
denly arrives. She becomes quite cross, but the 
strong man soon shows hubby how to tame the shrew. 
(March 26th. 530 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY FILM CO. 

AMBROSIO, 

Gigetta is Jealous.—Suspecting her husband’s 
fidelity, Gigetta receives a frightful shock when her 
neighbour says that he has killed Rodolfi, and_re- 
alises that her jealosy has caused a tragedy. Rodolfi 
conveniently comes to life and the woman remem- 
bers her lesson. (March 23rd. 1,761 ft.) 

Quickstep Learns the New Step.—Through watch- 
ing a troupe of Russians, the impressionable comic, 
full of the idea, pirouettes anywhere and everywhere, 
and is seen finally revolving at a giddy rate in the 
cells. (March 26th. 305 ft.) 

NAPOLI. 

The Fruits of Envy.—In order to cure a_ peasant 
girl of an infatuation for a rich man, the old priest 
lays a clever plot, which opens her eyes to the error 
of her ways. (March 260th. 1,700 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY. 

Hare reas ine film, in which the opera- 
tor displ pay Sy Hity in following the game. 
(Mardi evar Mien Re LIBRARY 



SIXTY YEARS| 
A QUEEN. 

(The Life and Reign of Victoria the Good.) 

COPIES VACANT 

APRIL 6th, 
a ONWARDS. 

WRITE FOR TERMS 

ROYAL FILM AGENCY, 
270, CORPORATION STREET. 
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NEW MAJESTIC FILM CO. 

The tIceman’s Revenge.—Rivalry of 
the keenest between the iceman and a 
policman admirer comes to an amusing 
climax over the cook’s attendance at a 
ball. She is discovered in her mistress’s 
clothes, and revenge upon the police- 

man follows a flirtation. (March 23rd. 985 ft.) 

Through the Sluics Gates.—Circumstantial evi- 
dence looks so strong against John that his sweet- 
heart persuades him to escape. She cleverly baffles 
his pursuers by sending him through a culvert. 
His step-brother tries to kill him but meets with a 
terrible fall, and confesses the crime before he dies. 
(March 23rd. 979 ft.) 

Chapter of His Life.—Story of a Samaritan widower 
who finds a poor girl and sends for her parents, 
thin tells them of a similar case, and brings about a 
re.nion. (March 26th. goo ft.) 

RELIANCE. 

Hearts of the Dark.—FEdith, 
the modiste’s model, becomes, in 
despair at the thought of her 
suffering sister, a thief, and 
leads a hunted life, which ends in 
blackmail by a woman from the 

reformatory. She is about to surrender to the police 
when events take a brighter turn for herself and her 
husband. (March 23rd. — 987 ft.) 

The Buffer.—A honeymoon comedy, in which the 
uninvited chum finds out a plot to scare ‘im fxm 
the house, and takes the girl’s “love making” in 
earnest, so it seems, even to fighting a due] with the 
husband, then suddenly leaves, to the detignt cf the 
bride. (March 26th. 969 ft.) 

Oh! What a Night.—The unfortunate error of let- 
ting a room to two different gentlemen leads to some 
amusing incidents. (March 26th. 530 ft.) 

The Girl Spy’s Atonement.—F orced to steal the 
plans from her lover, she disguises herself, and suc- 
ceeds, but is shot whilst escaping. Hearing later 
that he is to be executed through his acquaintance 
with her, the girl obtains a reprieve, and, after a 
wild ride, arrives in time to save him. (March 26th. 
981 ft.) 

PASQUALI FILM CO. 

Polidor as a Fireman.—Full of 
enthusiasm, Polidor joins the bri- 
gade, and puts such a vim into his 
work that he makes the fire rage 
more furiously than before, thus 
proving a greater friend to the in- 
sured than to the company. 
(March 23rd. _ 570 ft.) 

om 

Polidor and the Elephant.—On his way to the 
Registry Office, the little man meets an elephant, 
lamed through a thorn in his foot. Polidor earns 

-the animal’s gratitude, and, following him, the beast 
saves him from a foolish marriage. (March 26th. 
540 ft.) 

Digitized by Goc gle 

Mrs. Ferris’ Folly.—An unseemly flirtation is 
checked by the officer’s servant thrashing the lawyer 
who prowls in the garden and awaits the mistress. 

A hasty note, written by the man to his mistress, 
leads to his dismissal, but the wife confesses to her 
husband and the faithful servant is soon reinstated. 
(larch 26th. 1,900 ft.) 

PATHE FRERES 

CHICAGO. 

Love’s Sacrifice.—Mourning her sailor lover as 
dead, Marion yields to his rival, and the wedding is 
about to be celebrated when a disguised man reveals 
his identity. He is the lost lover, and the other man 
makes a noble sacrifice in his favour. (March 26th. 
1,000 ft.) 

A Timely Bath.—Love finds a way down the fire 
escape to elope while pa is confined to the bathroom 
because someone has hidden his clothes. (March 
25th. 650 ft.) 

ECLECTIC. 

The Lady In Black.—An adaptation of Emile Riche- 
bourg’s famous novel “La Dame en Noir.” The 
ways of the mysterious lady and the doings of the 
rascally uncle, whose attempts to kidnap the boy are 
frustrated, are powerfully enacted. (March 26th. 
3,000 ft.) 

FILM D’ARTE. 

Sold for a Title.—Despite her loathing, the woman 
is forced to submit to the match. Her lover’s death, 
in a duel fought in her honour, is perverted into a 
scandai, but she learns the truth after her marriage. 
She ingeniously forces another duel upon her hus- 
band. He is no match for his opponent and her re- 
venge is complete. (March 22nd. 3,750 ft.) 

IMPERIUM. 

The Alegrias Acrobats.—A variety act, in which 
five clever performers give an artistic and finished 
performance. (March 22nd. 450 ft.) 

LITERATIA. 

Wife and Rival.—Well staged comedy, in which the 
wife, by means of her artistic talents, succeeds in 
paying out her faithless spouse. She performs at a 
music-hall incognito and, before long, has the satis- 
faction of paying off old scores and teaching hubby 
that wives can be quite as seductive as “the others.” 
{\lacch 26th — 1,250 ft.) 

Griginal from 
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.. ANOTHER DUMAS THRILL .. 

THE LADY OF | 
MONSOREAU 

Produced hy the ““ECLAIR” Film Go. 

z » 
ee a oan 

» goer, lies GP i a ae, 
bey * 

A Plausible and Stirring Drama at a Reasonable Price. 

MAY BE BOOKED THROUGH— 

ALBION EXCLUSIVES, Ltd., 
40, Greek Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

‘Grams - ALBEXFILCO, LONDON. Telephone—REGENT 5285. 
Original from 
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MICHIGAN. 

The Triumph of Innocence.—Despite his sweet- 
theart’s nobility, Darrel is deceived by slanders and 
returns her the money she had lent him to rebuild his 
burnt-out factory. When another woman comes to 
claim her baby, Darrel learns the truth, also that a 
loving woman can forgive. (March 22nd. 1,025 ft.) 

MILANESE. 

__In Upper Egypt.—A fascinating journey along the 
Upper Nile, past the famous Assouan dam, and on 
to the temples of Cleopatra and King Seti. (March 
22nd. _ 500 ft.) 

PATHE. 
A Full House.—Amorous 

Lucette is forced to hide her 
musician lover in the ward- 
robe, also sundry other pre- 
suming people, but  man- 
ages eventually to get rid of 
the embarrassing piece of fur- 
niture and its lively contents. 
(March 22nd. _ 1,000 ft.) 

Max's Decoration. — His 
election as a Chevalier is cele- 
brated by a gay party, not 
wisely but too well, and Max, 
at the close of the conviviality, 
has an extremely awkward in- 

ener with the waiter and others. (March 22nd. 
825 ft. 

RUSSIAN. 

In a Russian Zoo.—The very interesting gardens 
founded bv Mr. Faltz-Fein at Oskania Nova afford a 
charming practical illustration of how natural sur- 
roundings can be utilised for the better keeping of 
the various species. (March 26th. 475 ft.) 

SCIENCE AND NATURE. 

How Flowers Awaken.—Fascinating demonstration 
of the growth of many lovely species, the work of 
days and weeks being but a matter of seconds upon 
the film. The life of a rose is but one of the won- 
‘ders of a fine educational film. (March 26th. 425 ft.) 

PREMIER. 

Danish Landscape.—Beautiful scenery, an ancient 
castle, and some glorious sunset effects as a finale. 
(March 23rd. 235 ft.) 

A Day of Glory.—Pataclet is cleverly substituted 
for an aviator and receives an ovation, then sundry 
interviews and press reports. When he is called upon 
to make a real flight he is glad to avail himself of hi 
horror-stricken sweetheart’s intervention. (March 
26th. 720 ft.) 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 

PRIEUR. 

The Gunfighter.—Reissue of a strongly drawn and 
exciting outlaw romance, which contains a fine fight 
and rescue scene. (M OO oole ft.) 

Digitized by 

AMMEX. 

The Lucky Nugget.—The wife of Hardy dies in the 
desert and her child is found by Indians. The stir- 
ring events which lead to the struggle between the 
old settler and the young chief are fine incidents in 
a drama, which ends with the old man recognising 
his son by the nugget which lies upon the throat 
he is about to strangle. (March 23rd. 2,380 ft.) 

G. SERRA. > 

The Judge of Instruc- 
tion. — Powerful psycho- 
logical drama, adapted 
from a well-known Con- 
tinental novel. The cross- 
examination of the judge 
himself is an unexpected 
turn in the story, but, 
piece by piece, the evi- 
dence against him is 
evolved and the crime 
ultimately fastened upon 
him. March. 23rd. 
2,410 ft.) 

Neapolitan Fisherman.—The varied occupations of 
the men and the charming scenery of the famous 
bay form a fine ensemble, concluding with some 
egeooy att effects, good and well taken. (March 23rd. 
321 ft. 

_Cinessino is Lucky.—A quaintly played comedy 
drama, which introduces us to a new comedian, a 
clever and precocious youngster. His efforts as a 
“guide” in the streets of Rome are most amusing, 
and a fine domestic interest is seen when his wealthy 
patrons follow him to the garret where his mother 
lies ill. (March 23rd. 853 ft.) 

Corsican Hate.—Reissue of one of the most suc- 
cessful of one-reel dramas, enacted in the haunts of 
the brigands, and portraying a fearful vengeance 
upon a traitor to the band. (March 26th. 817 ft.) 

Bidoni is Hard Up.—The very ingenious manner in 
which an artist “raises the wind” on his behalf 
creates considerable fun for all but the recipient. 
(March 26th. 514) ft.) 

riginal from 
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SELIG POLYSCOPE CO. 
cm) 

Physical Culture on the Quarter 
Circle.—The arrival of a natty 
visitor at the ranch sets the boys 
mad upon physical culture. When 
they think themselves fit thev have 
shock which causes a bonfire of 
the clubs and developers. (March 
23rd. 984 ft.) 

Life on the Border.—Thrilling tabloid Western 
jrama, with a great scene where the woman is acci- 
dentally locked in a shed, which is fired by a savage. 
(March 23rd. 766 ft.) 

The Open Door.—.\fter the wanderings of many 
vears, and the loss of his memory, a strange trick of. 
fate brings a oor young fellow with a lost purse 
to the home where his own photograph, as a child, is 
sull a treasured possession. (March 23rd. 

A Dip in the Briny.—In revenge for an interrupted 
“spoon,” the girls steal the clothes of the two old 
skippers, who are forced to swim out to the vacht 
and “held up” until they promise to spoil no more 
sport during the vovage. (March 26th. 1,021 ft.) 

An Equal Chance.—Donald falls in love with a girl 
of the mountains. His fiancee releases him, and 
when the girl’s father dies becomes her guardian. 
When Donald returns from a long tour she makes a 
second sacrifice in order that he may marrv the 
country girl. (March 26th. 1,078 ft.) 

The Mysterious Way.—Tittle Isabel follows an 
Organ-grinder, and is carried away in the freight car 
while the Italian sleeps. She grows up and marries. 
Through her awn child being lost and the identifica- 
tion of a plaid pattern she is enabled to jovfully claim 
her aged parents. (March 26th. 1,046 ft.) 

THANHOUSER. 
Problem Love Solved.—The clever- 

ness of a lady detective, and the use 
of a dictograph brings home a charge 
of burglary against a crook, and 
clears the good name of the cashier, 
who has been arrested through a bogus 
*phone message. (March 23rd. 

1,010 ft.) 

The Milkman’s Revenge.—The old maid found the 
servant kissing her sweetheart, and discharged her. 
Mr. Milkman promptly married the girl, and_ pro- 
cecded to add whisky to the milk served to the scold. 
Her behaviour, after some days of the treatment, at a 
temperance meeting amply compensated the joker. for 
his expenditure. (March 23rd. 1,016 ft.) 

Curfew Shall Not Ring To-night.—The famous 
poem of the days of the Roundheads its faithfully and 
beautifully portraved. Specially reviewed in THE 
BIoscopE of February 26th on p. 961.) (March 26th. 
1023-11.) 

PRINCESS. 

Looking for Trouble.—Thc scheming of a child, 
who ardently desires a doll, to get herself hurt and 
rlaim insurance ends in a real accident, but no doll. 
A curiously comical release, with a quantity of nar- 
row escapes. (March 26th. 1.020 ft.) 

oogle 

2,000 ft.) . 

-repays the pair handsomely. , 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 
BISON 101. 

in the Wilds of Africa.—Scenes depicting in fine 
style the anxious search of a mother for her child 
amidst treacherous, slinking beasts of the jungle. An 
animal feature, with a big bunch of thrills. (March 
23rd. 1,995 ft.) 

The Black Mask.—The struggle for supremacy be- 
tween two society crooks ends in the woman clearing 
her rival, a love match, and the giving of illgotten 
gains to charity. (March 23rd. 1,555 ft.) 

Fighters of the Plains.—The two pioneers befriend 
a wounded Indian. Further West, their child is stolen 
by the Reds. She grows up and, strangely, falls in 
ilove with the adopted son of her parents. The old 
Indian friend proves the means of reuniting the 
family. (March 26th. 1,985 ft.) 

CRYSTAL. 

Pearl and the Poet.—Jt seems like a tussle be- 
tween Chester and the poet until they suddenly learn, 
to their mutual sorow, that the faithless jade has 
transferred her affections to a _ burly footballer. 
(March 23rd. 620 ft.) 

His Rich Unole.—In order to impress the girl’s 
mother, Chester engages an old miner to pose as a 
rich uncle. The wily tellow cleans out the younger 
man; then, learning that his old claim has revived, 

(March 26th. 730 ft.) 

The Norwood Case.—Out West, the victim of a lost 
memory remarries. Returning to his old home he 
sees his first wife in the arms of another, and silently 
leaves her to her happiness. (March 26th. 965 ft.) 

FRONTIER. 

The Secret of Balanced Rock.— Drama of rivalry in 
love and the friendship of an Indian for the hero. 
The hated rival tries to beat the couple in a race to 
the rich mine indicated by the Indian, but mects a 
i a through an explosion. (March 23rd. 
o85 ft. 

Slim Gets the Reward.—By means of a drug. Slim 
artfully relieves the bovs of their capture and leads 
off the prisoner to the sheriff. (March 26th. 1,015 ft.) 

The Old Parlour.—Tale of 
country lovers and a_ change 
wrought upon the woman by 
citv life. Tom objects to her 
gay acquaintances and a separa- 
tion is imminent when_ the 
parents effect a unique reconcili- 
ation. (March 23rd. 970 ft.) 

Pen Laughs.— \nother of the 
clever cartoon series by Mr. 

(March 23rd. _ 500 ft.) [larry Mayer. 

The Statue.—The loss of a group in transit causes 
” 

the sculptor to engage two fellows to “impersonate 
the gladiators, but hunger causes “the downfall of 
the Romans.” (March 26th. 580 ft.) 

The Temptation of Jane.—A country girl is pre- 
vailed upon to accept employment as a model. She 
falls into the clutches of a designing city man, whose 
better nature 1s aroused bv a letter. He behaves hon- 
ourably, and asks her to marry. (March 26th. 
1,860 ft.) 

JOKER. 

Throwing the Bull.—Schlutz, the publican, arrives 
in Mexico, wins the war, boosts the toreador, van- 
quishes his bovine highness, and is acclaimed Presi- 
dent (nro tem.). (March 26th. o65 ft.) 
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“Brown needs the arnica more than I do.” + + 
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ON VIEW at our Theatre on Thursday, March 12th, and onwards. 

Famous Players Film Company, 
— LIMITED, —— 

84, Charing Sross Road, London, W.C. 
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"|The Children 
Jepowchigenmesrenibesre sp meres t7 | 

fhe FIRS? OF THE BCLAIR 

= o\, Exclusive 
<A 6000 FILM Unite d 

FOR 
Re ee eet //25 

WZ 
2 See the Eclair Weckly Bulletin for B 
= particulars of our Exhibitors’ Publicity = Length 
= Competition in connection with :: :: = 
z A RACE FOR A MILLION. — 5,800 ft. 
Ci mT 

THE ECLATR 
oxo ECLAIR t 

MOOR. STREET. CAMBRI 
Original from 

———intized by (GOC gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Rights 

Kingdom 
SALE. 

Jo\GNity 
fo CHARM, 

PATHOS, 
HUMOUR 

SAU FTELUDUTUEEY OUT ENAG UOT AEAE OOOO VEOEATT SUT TED ADA ETT UAOD eee ENED EEUU AAA 

The Eclair Journal is easily the best 

News Film on the Market, 300 ft: 

twice weekly. Full of Exclusives. 

Length 

5,800 ft. 
FUT 7723 

Zn 
Cri tii tt TTS 

FILM Co., Ltd., 
HOUSE, AN 

DGE CIRCUS, LONDON. W. “Sy 
Original from 

Digitized by Google NEW YORK PUBLIC ooo 
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MMMM OO lll 

‘DRAMAS OF ere 
NEW Features handled in a NEW way and — 

touched by the film producer. phases ‘ RP 

RP OF TARA 
fory is interwoven in tly of Irish life, with 
/ he peasants’ resistan te iction and their 

dreams of Nationality YW 

—_— 

a | 

Mi A touching Ove St 
scenes that fH 

Approx, Leng 3 ft. 

_ 

: 
tional offering. _ its ictures of an 

‘Y a ern years ago. ae reat A 
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7 ft. 

\ 

fe. scenes in ~— 
f the American 

ie res of heroism. 

Released March 19th. Approx. Length 2,157 ft. ; 

=i more than] 

SS 

oe House, 4, Gerrard St., Shaftesbury hveaes: W. 
Telegrams—‘' Wesfilm, London.” Telephone—Gerrard 8080. 
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THE PROJECTOR OF THE DAY. 
The BROCKLISS Model “A.” 

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, NOISELESS, FIREPROOF. 

The only British Pro- 

jector on the Market. 

Eliminates 

Flicker. 

Price 

Will wear Complete 

much longer. with Motor 

and Starter 

A wonder of 

Simplicity £45. 

and 

‘Accessibility’ 

TO INSTAL ONE IS TO ENSURE SUCCESS. 
Write for full Particulars and Catalogue to 

BROCKLISS CINEMACHINERY, Ltd., 
166-168, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C., 

And at 252, CORPORATION STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

Telegrams—Biwéizaseby, Wedd) e Hen. NEW YORK PU BLIC | |FRaope—Regent 3827. 
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EXCLUSIVE 
—— 
ee 
ee 

SHOWING 

FOR YOU 

DAILY. 

Sole Rights for British 'sles controlled by— 

HIBBERTS PICTURES, Ltd., 
BRADFORD. 

FILMS, Ltd., tiverpoot. 

LONDON OFFICE: 

15-17, CECIL COURT, W.C. 
Wires—HIPILI, WESTRAND, LONDON. ‘Phone—GERRARD 4230. 

_ gents for ERNEMANN MACHINES. 
Digitized by Gorsg e NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Clarendon 

3 Reels 

Released 

April 2. 

WINNER 
of 1914. _~ 

Digitized by Google NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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c— The Exclusive which shoiis SSS 

WAR 
as it really is 

Che Flahting Blood 
Of 1809, 

FOUR [ avror | REELS, 

Extibied by 

DAVISON’S a ) yee 
Film 

Tuesday, 
Sales é 
Agency, March i 

151-153, “ 
WARDOUR ST., ak SS 1.0 am. 
LONDON, W. 

Shaftesbury Pavilion, 
101, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W. 

COME AND SEE WHAT CAN BE DONE. 
Digitized by ( zOOQIE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Siavlals on dhe Way. 

THE FIRST PRIZE 

An irresistible comedy of a_ misunderstanding 
between a newly wed couple. ——————— 

Twickenham Ferry| 
One of the finest of New Reliance films, founded 
on the well known ballad, extracts from which are 
-—— used as sub-titles to explain the film. 

Released Mon., Apr.13th. App. length 975 ft. 
ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

He MEW MAJESTIC COMPANY | 4: 
8 Gerrard Street, sea venue Tovuvon We | 

\ | Phare 4426 Regent: Grams / Pty fas Hestiond Lento London. 
~ — 

ee ee, Ree ANH , WUSGS RS 

Original from 

Digitized by Google . NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Coming! JHE BIGGEST 

THE 

Li h of 
WRITTEN AND PRODUCED 

GEORGE 

Acknowledged to be the most pop 
WE INVITE INQUIRIES. A POST mee Nera wK 

In 35 Parts. | Foreign and Colonial 

THE MAGNET 
Pl MAGNET HOUSE, 9, ST. MARTIN'S COURT, 



USIVE — 

BILL-TOPPER Coming! 

London 
UNDER THE PERSONAL DIRECTION OF 
R. SIMS. 

ea Melodrama of modern times: 
CARD FETCHES FULL PARTICULARS. 
ES ET 

Rights for Sale. | Full Publicity. 

FILM CO., LTD, 
CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C 

Telegrams—‘' FILMAGCO, LONDON." \ NS ye 

Pet m WMC MA pe 
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FEATURING 

MR. CHARLES HAWTREY, 
in his original character, supported 
by Full West-End Company, as 
adapted from the play and produced 

by J. WALLETT WALLER. 

. . Perfect Quality and Perfect Acting. . . 

Perfect Conception and Perfect Production. 

A POPULAR PICTURE 

AT A POPULAR PRICE. 

For full particulars apply— 

The United Kingdom Films, Ltd., 
11, CECIL COURT, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C. 

Original from 

atte ennai SOO IC Telegrams UNI KINIUBL WHSERARY LONDON, 
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NESTOR. 

When He Lost to Win.—As the re- 
-sult of a wager, Eddie disguises as 
a girl in order to be near mona. 
The charmer finds out the decep- 
tion, and Eddie has a tantalising 
time till she tires of teasing. (March 
23rd. 50 ft.) 

An Elephant on His Hands.—Hubby finds the 
latest addition to his wife’s nets an awkward custo- 
mer. He has a big job on in caring for it, can’t get 
rid of it, while Mr. Elephant refuses to be lost. 
(March 23rd. 1,035 ft.) 

His Brother’s Wives.—Mac, the mighty explorer, 
suddenly becomes Sultan of Pecan, inherits a harem, 
and proceeds to palm them off on his brother Sandy. 
Mac’s measly wangle causes many womanly wrangles. 
(March 26th. 1,060 ft.) 

POWERS. 

The Heart of a Cracksman.— 
Entering a house, he overhears 

a vile plot to cheat a girl of a 
fortune. The burglar gets the 
will, makes the couple pay 
heavily, and gives the document 
to the. girl. (March = 23rd. 
895 ft.) 

The Playmates.—Unknown to her parents, little 
Dolly makes friends with the child of an organ- 
grinder. Dying. Dolly begs to see her little friend. 
A week later the Italian child dies of a broken heart. 
(March 26th. 960 ft.) 

REX. 
Tale of a Lonely Coast. 

—A fisherman on a lonely 
island cares for a_ girl 
castaway whose life he 
has saved. The time 
comes when she may re- 
turn, but she prefers the 
solitude with the man she 
loves. (March 23rd. 
965 ft.) 

The Clue.—The unravelling of a mysterious crime 
fixes the affair upon a lover of the victim’s wife. He 
dies by the same means as that by which the hus- 
band went into the Unknown. (March 26th. 955 ft.) 

VICTOR. 

Forgetten Women.—A derelict tells his storv be- 
fore a company of revellers, as the result of their 
desire for amusement. The story touches all hearts, 
and he is enabled to return to the home of his child- 
hood and to ease his sorrowing mother’s heart. 
23rd. 970 ft.) 

Unto the Third Generation.—A doctor, working in 
the slums, falls in love with a Jewess who is about to 
be married against her will. An elopement is pre- 
vented by the rabbi, but the doctor soon finds that 
love will win despite the bars of creed or sect. (March 
26th. 1.085 ft.) 

TYLER FILM CO., LTD 
CONTINENTAL. 

The Fisher Girl of Skagen.—The simple girl be- 
comes a woman of the world and her beauty secures 
her a position on the vaudeville stage. A strongly 
wrought drama of love and woman’s jealousy, cul- 
minating in a tragic happening, is told amidst fine 
settings. (March 23rd. 1,820 ft.) 

Digitized by Gor gle 

ITALA. 

Toto’s First Adventure.—As a “Wild Man” at the 
fair, he creates great consternation upon escaping. 
When he takes refuge in a carriage a huge proces- 
sion of all manner of vehicles makes a weird, break- 
neck spectacle. March 23rd. 635 ft.) 

“A Sister’s Hate.” 

TYLER. 

How to Become a Champion Boxer.— Excellent pic- 
tures of Kid Lewis in training. Some _ splendid 
comedy is introduced during burlesque bouts with 
Pickard, the jockey, and Syd Chaplin, of Karno’s 
company. The latter cuts a very comical figure. 
(March 23rd. 1,130 ft.) 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD. 

EC-KO. 

Nobby Wins the Cup.—Nobby’s breakfast is inter- 
rupted by the announcement that the “ Peckham Pet” 
desires a match. Nobby goes into training, and soon 
the Pet is being bombarded. The many round con- 
test, thanks to a mysterious happening, ends in a 
smashing victorv for the Brixton boy. (March 26th. 
505 ft.) 

MOTOGRAPH. 

Modern Brickmaking.—Novel views of a prosaic 
but interesting industry. The digging, haulage and 
moulding are shown, and finally the building and 
firing of a kiln. (March 23rd. 386 ft.) 

URBANORA. 

URBAN-RADIOS. 

Winter in Jura Mountains.—The children of this pic- 
turesque district are seen to be adepts in the use of 
ski. Charming scenes of the winter sports, ending 
with clever skating. (March 25th. 280 ft.) 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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To ensure a 

REALLY GOOD PICTURE 
ee install E.G.G. Plant. bi shia 

SIMPLE. 

RELIABLE. 

ECONOMICAL. 

A.C.toD.C. Set. 
ee 

TO START SN ; he 

THE PLANT ‘ i ie 
SIMPLY 

CLOSE THE 
MAIN SWITCH. 
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eae 

Motor Generators and 
Generating Sets. 

The Electric Construction Co., Ltd., 
DASHWOOD HOUSE. 
9, NEW BROAD ST BUSHBURY WORKS, 

LONDON, EC. WOLVERHAMPTON. 
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URBAN-ECLIPSE. 

Butterfly Entertains Royalty.—Receiving an intro- 
duction, Butterfly prepares to enterain his dusky 
Highness, King Pouffla I. When Butterfly is en- 
dowed with a “ Royal order” he is immensely pleased, 
but fails to smile when the “ King” and his secretary 
gag him and proceed to relieve him of his household 
possessions. (March 25th. 750 ft.) 

Sammy and a Door.—Sam starts out to deliver a 
door for a house. His ridiculous adventures with his 
unwieldly burden and its frame cause one of the best 
of a comical series. (March 25th. 340 ft.) 

VITAGRAPH. 

Whimsical Threads of 
Destiny. — Feature 
drama of the love of a 
doctor for a fair eques- 
trienne of the circus, 
and a vile plot evolved 
by a jealous woman. 
Dr. Webster nurses the 
girl back to health, and 
receives the blessings 
of his uncle, who has 

discovered the plot and now denounces its authoress. 
Well produced and featuring some clever artistes. 
(March 23rd. 2,046 ft.) 

_ A Pair of Schemers.—Reissue of an intensely amus- 
ing comedy of a deception played upon uncle by a 
secretly married nephew. (March 23rd. 608 ft.) 

A Lesson in Jealousy.—With the aid of a chum, 
some soldier friend and a red painted sabre, Henry 
soon cures his wife of a desire for displays of jeal- 
ousy. (March 23rd. 980 ft.) 

A Study in Botany.—Comedy of a wager, the girl 
vowing to capture an obdurate Englishman. The 
scenes are taken in the famous Botanical Gardens at 
Hong-Kong, and the girl, disguised in a native cos- 
tume, cleverly carries out her part. (March 23rd. 
482 ft.) 

According to Seniority.—The ladies welcome the 
officers of the new military camp at a dance, but 
unfortunately invite both “ non-coms” and all the 
higher ranks. An amusing scene follows the order- 
ing back of the unfortunate “noncoms.” to barracks. 
(March 26th. 538 ft.) 

The Cure.—In his laboratory, the doctor becomes a 
slave to the morphia habit. A series of tensely 
dramatic scenes ends in the love of his wife triumphing 
over the weakness, the slave of the insidious drug 
finding peace in her arms. (March 26th. 1,026 ft.) 

The Swan Girl.—Enamoured of a country girl, the 
financier is delighted to meet her with his sister. An 
entry found in a diary causes the girl to return to 
her father, an inventor, who is working with the 
man’s money. The financier soon follows, and ex- 
plains, with the happiest of results. (March 26th. 
1,017 ft.) 

Digitized by Goc gle 

A Pair of ‘Prodigals.—Sandy and Shorty become 
possessed of money and a wonderful auto. Their 
adventures with the machine and its “innards” end 
in a dash down the main thoroughfares, right into 
the police office. (March 26th. 846 ft.) 

WESTERN IMPORT CO. 

BRONCHO. 

The Reformation.—Powerful and ingenious detec- 
tive story. The reformed society thief is enabled to 

encompass the escape of a wealthy victim and effect 
the arrest of a female Raffles, who was once his pazt- 
ner in crime’ (March 23rd. 1,000 ft.) 

KEYSTONE. 

Cohen Saves the Flag.—An excellent burlesque 
Civil War drama, with some exciting happenings to 
Cohen and Levy. (March 23rd. 1,009 ft.) 

Woman Haters.—Two old salts become the victims 
of scandalous gossip, which ends in an extremely 1n- 
ladylike argument and the removal of a good deal of 
feminine hair. (March 26th. 1,010 ft.) 

K.B. 

The Magslstrom.—Drama of Western life, in which 
a_ friend saves the sheriff’s wife from a dastardly 
Mexican and, in return, is helped out of trouble in a 
sensational final scene. (March 26th. 1,064 ft.) 

KOM. 

Poor John.—The troubles of a henpecked husband 
are shown in some cleverly photographed episodes of 
happy (?) domestic life. (March 23rd. 416 ft.) 

Old Heads and Young Hearts.—While the two old 
fellows are fighting with a garden hose, the “young 
hearts ” are being quietly married. On their .eturn 
they meet their respective “pas” being conducted to 
a ceremony of a totally different kind. (March 26th. 
444 ft.) 

PUNCH. 

Tom, Dick and Harry.—The three famous sleuths, 
on the track of a lady’s furs, discover that rats are 
the culprits. Dick’s ingenious explanation as to the 
criminal earns the trio their hard-won reward. 

y March 20th. “073 fh biginal from 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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The Golden Beetle 
Foca 3,540 ft. (CINES). Released April 27th. 

THE LURE 
OF GOLD. 

(CELIO). 

Length 2,356 ft. app. Released April 13th. 

G. SERRA soit acent 
22, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

Telegrams—Rossicines, London. elephone—Regent 4132. 
Original Horn 

Digitized by Goc gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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pies ae Te ~~ 

THIS WEEK, NEXT WEEK. 

FILM RELEASES, "#2 wee’ see MAR. 8th to MAR. 28th. 
_ 

ABBREVIATIONS: B, Biblical; C. Comedy; Com, Comic; D, Drama; E, Educational; G, Gymnastic. I, Indus. 
trial; Spec, Spectacular; S, Scenic, Sp, Sporting; TT Travel; Tr, Trick; Top, Topical. 

AMERICAN CO. (LONDON) LTD. COSMOPOLITAN FILM CoO., LTD., 
193, Wardour Street, W. Gerrard Street, W. 

Regent 4581. meal cole bendon: Regent 3131 Filmotan, London 

‘““FLYING A." 

DART. 
Unto the Weak................c.cceeeeee ees D 1000 Mar. 9g Des. Feet. Date 

The Return of Helen Redmond....... D 2080 — 12. Haafnet Salmon Fishing............... E 290 Mar. 19 
At the Potter’s Wheel.................... D o8o0 — 16 

True Western Hearts..................... D o8t — 19 NEVADA. 

Calamity Anne in Society............... C 954 — 23 
iy Bl WLBine Ab Sawin Bana woe a ae The Bugle Call.........c ccc eee eee D 975 Mar. 9 

SAVOIA. 

Home, Sweet Home...................00. D 2590 Mar. 19 

ANDERSON, VAY HUBERT AND 

BLUMBERG, LTD.., 

52, Ropert Street, W. 

The. Harvest of Sitcasncsdicianseisins D 3000 Mar. 23 DAVISON'S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

DART. 151-3, Wardour Street, W. 

A Bid fora ~ PRPOnG sk éciicaticeyetar: D 1800 Mar. 16 Rewene dose: Dakisaxe, Leadon: 

B. and C. 

CLARENDON. In a Sea Garden.............0cccccc ce en eee E 573 Mar. 9 

A Little Child Shall Lead Them...... D 2400 — 16 
Clarendon Film Co., 187, 189, Wardour Street, W. 4 

When the Ilurricanes Took Up 

Regent 4536. Clarifilm, Londoa. PALIN .ccsvourrsaiecanttar ie Com 592 — 26 

Speedy, the Telegraph Boy......... Com 365 Mar. 9 Springtime in Nicé...............c0 eens S}reel — 26 

When Every Man is a Soldier...... Com 515 — 16 EMPIRE 
4 

How the Native is Educated in South 

DP CTC A: li tleint bis tere enh een Rupa eens E 357 Mar. 19 

CRICKS & MARTIN. eee 
Kinematograph House, 101, Wardour Street, W. 

Two Tramps and an Ovster........ Com 633 Mar. 9g 
City 6a1. Biolesgue, London. 

SPECIAL. 
A Double Exposure................. Com, 560 Mar. 12 

The Electrig|Deled.by. “Google 500 — 19 And Women Must Weep...) 5. «pene D ..1469 Mar. 12 
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“The FINGER 
of DESTINY.” 
Another great:sensational Two-Reeler. . 

XXXil. 

2,200 feet of Dramatic Action. os 

900 People in the Battle Scene. 
THE BOXER UPRISING. 

SEE THE— 

Explosion of the Gigantic Blast Furnace. 

Gay Night Clubs of the West End of London. . 

Procession of the Sacred Dragon. 

Exciting Scenes of the Boxer Uprising. 

Explosion of the Big Gun. 

Heroines Rescued by British Tars from the 

Chinese Fiends. 

This is the Picture that all the Trade Journals gave Full Page Write-Ups to, and 

with one accord proclaimed it the Pick of the Programme. 

WRITE US FOR 3-DAY AND WEEK RATES. 

Apply Direct— 

THE MOTOGRAPH FILM 
COMPANY, LIMITED, 

The Firm that puts no Padding in Pictures, 

MOTOGRAPH HOUSE, 

UPPER ST. MARTIN’S LANE, 

LONDON, W.C. Pat 

Sas 
Wires & Cables— 

‘ EDUCAFILMS, LONDON."' 

Telephones —REGENT 3916—3017 4 
VISITING THE BLAST FURNACE. 

Original from 
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ECLAIR FILM CO., LTD. 

12, Moor Street, Cambridge Circus, W. 

Regent 630. Cineparlon, London. 

A.C.A.D. 

Des. Feet. Date. 

The Lady in No. 23.....::-::seeeeeee C 1892 Mar. 

A Night in the Ghanber of Horrors..D g50 — 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

The Honour of Lady Beaumont....... ID 1975 Mar 

The Double, Cross........-....::0s0ee+ aC 908 -—— 
Jack, the Wolfociesccccicnsetccpntesses: D 1942 — 
Aunt Hetty’s Goldfish................ Com o5s7. — 
SPC l.. ceces catacnuistadien ele et otiane ees D 1960 — 

Why Aunt Jane Never Married........ D g70o — 

ECLAIR. 

('nder the Mask of Affliction.......... D 2318 Mar 

Funnicus Rescues His Brother....cCom 675 — 
Gontran Emulates Sherlock Holmes 

Com 770 — 

SAW ~anae. ha cecinee tities eee AB05- , = 
Josette, My Wile...............--.: eee C 1990 — 

SCIENTIA. 

Balani and Mollusca....................6.. S 328 Mar 

Chinese Customs................:0:eee eee ED 353.0 — 

Arabian’ TvpeS.cccicisciis wo cccecees S 390 — 

Electric Phenomena...............-:::05+: BE 310 — 

The Sensitive Plant................00::5:9 300  — 

W.A.F. 

Between Two Stools...............-...55. C 1008 — 

EDISON, 

25, Clerkenwell Road, E.C. 

Holborn soso. Randomly, London. 

The Stolen Plans.............0c..c:cene ees D to40 Mar. 
From Durban to Zululand.............. T 460 — 
The Manicure Girl..cccsien xsicweee ss C 1040 — 
Silas Marner................ ..- etic etn D 2040 — 

Greedy George............:...ceeee eee Com 500 — 
Janet of the Duncs................... .....D) 2000. — 
A Sense of Humoutr................... Com 700 — 
Wild: Wal@Ss..s6siescsadedencmtaeseeeeseabae S 350 — 
The Haunted Bedroom.................. D t000)6— 

Teaching His wife a Lesson............ C 7oo — 

A Face From the Past................65- D 2000 — 

A Pious Undertaking.................55-. C Foo — 

The Joining of the Oceans............-. S 550 — 
On the Great Steel Beam.............-. D 1000 — 
Falling in Love with Inez............-.. C 750 — 

ESSANAY, 

H. A. Spoor, 148, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

City ‘ata9. Essafilm, London. 

A Romance of the Hills.................. D 984 Mar. 
The Heart of the Law.................... D  g96 — 
Smithv’s Grand-ma Party............... C 994 — 
The: Stim mg 4acee ores pan atenss cceteuios D 1953 — 
Broncho Billy’s Squareness............ D o89 — 
The Trail of the Snakeband............ D o4 — 
T.ife’s Weaving.........ccccccneceereeeeeees D 9986 — 
The Barter of Louisa..................66. C ao — 
The Awakening at eville.......C 18720 — 
Told by sihe: Cazdsy,. WOU ED o85 -- 

I2 

12 

23 

tow WN tJ DO Du 

XXXII. 

Des. Feet. Date. 

Having a Good Time.....-.se1+ seeeeeees C 988 Mar 
A Magabond ‘Ciupldwasniscusiisssans D 8 — 
Hello! Troubles os iciscccciccccasaseen second C 8g — 
That Pair from Thespia............... .C 9094 — 
The Great Game isiccdieiesseecaee ees D 1984 — 
eit tle NG everes onthe het em erceneadues D o9o4 — 
Three Babes ina Flat................ -..C 989 — 

EXCELSIOR M.P. CO.. 

213, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

FRANCOIS. 

474 Mar. Sugar Cane Harvesting................. E 

GAUMONT, 

Chrono House, Sherwood Street, W. 
Gerrard 5906-7-8. Chronophon, London. 

The Three Shadows...............::06 D 2780 Mar. 
Picturesque Gre€ce.............ccceeeeeees S 320 
Mixed IdentitieS...................cceeeeees C 1995 — 
A Friend’s Forgiveness................6. D 1360 — 
The Brother’s Mistake................... C 1240 — 
Spanish ‘MoroCeO.iiis.cc10. er soxaed teeeses: S 400 — 
His-Old. Dtc hisiacsshasctn vesarieda ees C 830 — 
False RUbiGS: vicseccsecwostebeins arioeiend D 1300 — 
The: Torrent of Pat). c:..ccssiacisavcsanens S 425 — 
Scenes in the Works, Longwy......... EF 545 — 
Simple Simon and the Suicide Club 

Com 1080 — 
The Man Who Smiled.................... C 1950 — 
The Fatal Watermark.................. D 895 — 
A Sandstone Quar:ry............c:cceeeeee E 390 — 
The Taming of Marie.................... C 1000 — 
The Seneschel’s Diamond.............. D 1950 — 
Golightly Punished............ .........5. C- 335 = 
Tailing, Novel Swiss Snport........... Sp 320 — 
Simnle Simon and the Pelican......... C 770 — 
By Taxi to. F ortun@: csi cceicccemaccee D 035 — 
Simple Simon’s Famil. Drama........ C 575 — 
Paris: Jardin des Plantes................ S 385 — 

GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 
53, Dean Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

Gerrard 94. 

MILANO. 

The Violinist’s Secret......... Sedeidasts: D 2500 Mar. 
Dick and the Tango................8. Com 460 — 
Kelly Finds the Gioconda.......... Com 425 — 
A. Silver Lining ..iscs..cosecrivesetnveeendts D 2300 — 

HEPWORTH, 

2, Denman Street, Piccadilly Clrous, W. 

Gerrard 2451. 

Hawkeve, Hall Porter.................... C 725 Mar. 
Brief Authority..............cccccceeecee ees D 950 — 
Out of the Frying Pan.................+. C 550 — 
The Whirr of the Spinning Wheel...D 1975 — 
Poorluck Minds, the, Shon,,......... Com 350 — 
As the Sparks Fly _Upward............. D 2400 — 

Wilgrams, London. 

Heptoic, London. 

12 
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XXXIV. 

A. E. HUBSCH & CO,, 

20a, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Gerrard 9254. 

MESSTER. 
‘ Des. Feet. 

The Fight for the Great Black 
Diamond » 22 tesceanssnerecessews aie D 3290 

The Slave of His Past.....................000005 2635 

SASCHA. 

Lux, the Famous Police Dog.......... E391 
The Lake of Como...................000005 S410 

VITASCOPE. 

The Diamonds of the Duchess....... D 2052 

Aphrodite, London. 

Date. 

Mar. 2 

Mar. 

IMPERIAL FILM CO., LTD., 
100, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3452. 

MARTIN. 

Murphy as a Pictor <Actor.......... Com ‘531 

KINETO, 
80-2, Wardour Street, W. 

Centra! 6730. 

Salmon Fishevies, Sooke, B.C........ EF 475 
Winter Climbing on Snowdon......... S 510 
The Timber Industry of British 

Colm bia.’ secsccaisen dati aoteghs S 520 
VANCOUVEr= WCC sei taseicesadoryornenens S 355 
Lite-On a: Ranchiscsssccswestlccwsoet S.E 410 

LUBIN CO., 

Imperfil, Ox, London. 

Mar. 

Kinetonia, London. 

Mar. 

19 

26 

Head European Office: 4, New Compton Street, W.C. 

Gerrard 1262. 

When Mountain and Valley Meet..... D 1850 
An. ERenmiy’ Ss A1dséisciacadecaeseevexsiecess D_ 1032 
The Drummer’s Narrow Escape...... C 490 
Between Dance6..............cccecceeeeee es C 555 
The New Camera Man............... Com = 3322 
The Voice of Angels............0...ceeees D 2066 
Pe OVE: OF 7 Od waesesen eat hein tense eee tee D 1031 
An Interrupted Courtship............... C 546 
The Magician’s Wand............ Com 516 
Son Of His: Pathe rides. coiciesaccesessss D 2040 
The: eat Fa piincrcacciteae aed caked onees D 1028 
When Cupid Takes in Washing...Com 664 
The Hold-up Pedlar.................. Com = 227 
Manufacturing Pearl Buttons......... EE 345 
The Doctor’s Romance.................. D 1037 
Wien: He: S@6Si 262s aslanedacteisacediees ID 1027 
From Janitor to Artist............... Com 706 
A Leak in the Pipe.................... Com 337 
TNE (Pia PASC fc ncieeed acacia ie enanes D 3051 
The Child of a Smugegler............... D 1033 
A College Cunid............... ee tkaates Com = 473 
Who Stole Jones’ Wood.............. Com 368 
We“ Cirele' s Pand iundacnieyutaouareasenee x 1035 
The Hazard of Youth..................... 1030 
TtO. Cre: te Hl ccele cau ater we easy 1040 
The Missing Diamond.........¢0% 
A Masked Mix-upiigitized by. C26 Dg she ieaianagaieneid 

M.P. SALES AGENCY, LTD., 
86, Wardour Street, W. 

NATURAL COLOR KINE CO, LTD., 
Wardour Street, W. 

City 648. Kalubio, London. 

BIOGRAPH. 

The Wedding Gown....................5. D 1557. Mar. 
Abe Gets Even with Fader.............. C 325 — 
Sentimental Sister.............cccceeeeeees D 1023 — 
How They Struck Oil..................... C 455 — 
Why He Gave’ U pescccsctincasicieizins deans C 725 — 
The Husband’s Experiment......... C.D 1075 — 
Out “Blacked sceuiscscceuemeaseouesecians C 580 — 
The Lonedale Operator................. D 1035 — 
His Father’s House..............cseeeeee D 1025 — 
The Suicide Poet................cecc eens C 632 — 
A Fallen Angel...............cccccceceeees D 1045 — 
FOR (POG coin tren tare tati tua etek ee Com 340 — 
Bevond All Law.............. cc cece eee ee ees D 1026 — 
Skelley’s Skeleton..................c..08 ees C 651 — 
JIS ts DOV Siicats ci iouciavnamnas tos wecceed cue C 386 — 
His Mother’s Scarf...............ceeee eens D 1036 — 
Al for Science...........c ccc cece cue eneceees D 1092 — 
IBV AV OG liter drl cian eas wom didantesaale C 632 —. 
White Rose of the Wilds................. D 1033 — 

KALEM. 

Gilt Edge Stocks...................ccceees D 1042 Mar 
Emancipated Women..................-065 C 620 — 
A Shot in the Night............cccceeeeees D 1885 — 
Tell-tale Stains.............ccccsceceecseees D 1071 — 
A Dream of the Wild..................000. D 966 — 
The Electrician’s Hazard............... D 1024 — 
Bills ‘Board? Ball scctusscs Svea Com 651 — 
raved Fagin’s Adventures.......Com 400 — 
\ Modern Jekvll and Hyde............. Db 2375 = 
Red Hawk’s Sacrifice..............00005. D 1024 — 
Making Cut Glass........... SanuahGimeacets E 4027 — 
The Joke: On: Janeccsautaceaivenieceis C 624 — 
TEADDOG. cAtisaoigaeeee.- whiaeatieeke D 1998 — 
Against Desperate Odds................ D 1034 — 
Only One Shirt...................0.000 Com 501 — 

MINERVA. 

Miriam Norward, Detective............ D 2431 Mar. 

MONO. 

What Happened to John............ Com 371 Mar 
The Musical Clock................... Com 566 — 
Too Good a Dinnetr................... Com 666 — 
His Circus Friends.................... Com 530 — 

SPECIAL. 
Agouti and the Mongoose............... S 306 Mar 

WELT. 
From Innsbruck to Mittenwald....... S 409 Mar 
The Natural Ice Industry............... I 324 
In the Norwegian Mountains.......... S 337. — 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOPE, MARCH 12, IQid. 
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City 3976. Kinemacolor, London. 

KINEMACOLOR. 
Rabin: HOO si vscieccxodan te esec Aca D 3 reel Current 
Sunsets in Figypt...............c0eceeee: S ~_~_ — 
The Fish and the Ring...... Fairy D —_ — 
The “Leni p ret iicsiiscsceesiiccces bentvends D —_ 
Love and War in Toyland......... F.D —_—_ — 
The Lost Collar Stud.............. Com 1 reel — 
Fverlasting Flowers...........ccseee0: E _-_ — 
Pets in Fur and Feather.............. E —_—_ — 
Winter Pastimes, Swiss Alps........ S —_—_ — 
The Storv of the Wasp................ E —_ — 
Visit of Wild West Show to Los 

ANG CIES -docivkavieescsicwsxeusecedes I _ — 
Cambridge and Its University......F —_—_  — 
The Carnival at Nice.... al-froh —_ — 
William Tell... ao),  B@rreel— 



en, 

NEW AGENCY FILM CO., 

81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

Gerrard 0331. Nuafilms, London. 

AMBROSIO. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

The Taking of Sarawossa............... D 1145 Mar. 
The Barber of Seville..................... C 2220 — 
Oh? Phat Gimetlaieccucsscica ersteetiens C 1723 «-- 
Essence Manufactule...............0..08. kK 542 — 
The Virgin of Babylon................... Db g2z0 — 
Gigetta is Jealous....................00085 C 1701 — 
Quickstep Learns the New Step. Com 305 — 

NAPOLI. 

The Fruits of Envy...................005. D 1700 Mat. 

NEW AGENGY. 

Vhe Loue Valley..................cccce eee S 440 Mar. 
Waterworks of Stockholm............... E403 
Hare Shooting............c cece eee e eens Sp 368 ~~ -- 

SVEA. 

A) Rare Companionship..............000. kL 310) Mar. 

NEW MAJESTIC CO., 
Majestic House, 5, Gerrard Street, W. 

Regent 4426. Majesfilm, Westrand, Loudun. 

MAJESTIC. 

A Slight Misunderstanding............ (= gy2) Mar. 
Hearts and Hoofs..................c.ceeeee D 1000 
A Mix-up in Pedigrees................... C ggi — 
The Greatest Love.................00.006. D gos — 
Through the Sluice Gates............... Db o78 — 
lhe Ice Man’s Revenye............. Com yg5- - 
Chapter of His Life..............0........ I) 1000 

RELIANCE. 

The Stolen Woman................0...... D 1953) Mar. 
Of Such is the Kingdom... ... ..... D gqygz2 — 
The Hardest Way............cccccceeeseees D ggz — 
The Original Will..............0....0eceee- D gy6 — 
‘Hearts of the Dark......... 0, D v8 — 
Oh! What a Night.....................008- C 5300 — 
he” BUN Ciicicesekoedews si eebanmriiee C.D gbyg ---- 

NORDISK, 
Nordisk Film Co., 25, Cecil Court, W.C. 

City 172. Norfilcom, London. 

Alone With the Devil..........000000. D 3210 Mar. 
The New Cook..........cccccccccecceeeneees C. 3206" = 
Judge N Otinacaneunmetioncmntesnces C 087 — 
REGENSDUID  utceumceitud asl! | «he oS 

PASQUALI FILM CO. (Eng.), LTD., 
52, Rupert Street, W. 

Repent 2718. Kinesecopic, Piccy, London. 

Beyond Recaill................... Se tak D 2300 Mar. 
Polidor is Jealous...................... Com 500 — 
Polidor Buys a Penn’orth of Milk 

Com 495 — 
For Their Country.....................00. D 3000 
Polidor Requires a Little Instruction 

Polidor, Somnambulist..:........... — 
Polidor as a Fireman........ = 
Mrs. Fori’s Follv......,..... Ee WO We —-- 
Polidor and the Meipharrt : 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BiOSscopPE, eee 12, Ota 
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XXXV. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, LTD. 

Head O.fhces: 103-8, Wardour Street, London, W. 

Regent 2830 (two lines). Phonohim, Ox, Lundon. 

A.K. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

That Infernal. Pig icc. .cseks iia cicens C 750 Mar. 
Tne Moonshiner’s Last Stand....... D 1950 — 
Lhe Spendthrift’s Retorm.............. D g75 — 
Training a Step-tather.................5. C 850 — 
Too Much Parcel Post............... Com 925 — 

CHICAGO. 
The Royal Road to Fame............... C 875 Mar 
LOVES. SaCriliCesk.6 vidsecs eetseasienecact D 1000) — 
AL Timely Bathiicsereceuniadeectacs Com 650 — 

ECLECTIC. , 
The Isle of Wight..............ccccceeeeees S 250 Mar 
The Music of the Past................... D 825 — 
The Voice Within...............ccceeeeeees D 1674 — 
Phe Lady in. Black eucnciecss ccancuss nian D 3600 — 

FILM D’ARTE. 

The Return of the Emigrant......... D 2075 Mar 
Sold 1OG-a: tle winds cats dc ceetase ew D 3750 — 

HILARE. 

Ay Perrect® Cure csenciatcs iets aasacasss C 650 Mar. 

IMPERIUM. 

DWAtTE THOYSESicscoeestdic ne ee ocenis Vo 450) Mar. 
The Alegrias, Acrobats.................. Vo 450 

LITERATIA. 

Wife and Rivalicdcncsnsesadrincecee is C 1250 Mai 

MICHIGAN. 

The Engineer’s Daughter.............. D 700 Mar 
The Queen of the Plains................. S200 
The Triumph of Innocence............ D 1025  — 

MILANESE. 

bir Upper’ hey ttc vedacass iisaietce. S 500 Mar 

NIZZA. 

The Key to the Situation ........... Com 450 Mar 

PATHECOLOR. 

Three Charming French Health Resorts 
> «©6625 SOMar. 

The Potoroo Rat..............cceeeeeees S.E 350 

PATHE. 

Max as Chir0pedist: eccccsisssasccwsasnes C 75 Mar 
Te NEAT INO Csicturnsnttnherencaucareeeaatas S 500 — 
Witfles Gets Kidnapped.................. C 1200 — 
Jim’s Close Connection.............. Com 975 — 
Nick Winter Finds the Gioconda 

Com 1200) — 
A) Full House................... a temeauone: C 1000 — 
Max’s Decoration............cceceeeeeee ees C $825 — 

RUSSIAN. 

A Great Hunt in Russia................ Sp 425 Mar 
In a Russian ZO0............ ccc cece eee ees KE 475 — 

8.C.A.G.L. 

The Betraying Mark...............cce00. D 3000 Mar 

SCIENCE & NATURE. 

How Flowers Awaken.................... E 425 Mar. 

SWEDISH. 
A Soldier’s Wamw JUBK.FUBLEK LI bDyzyoo Mar. 
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THE SURBRITE SCREEN. 
PATENTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 

Impervious to Moisture. The Patent Surbrite Screen 

Call 

and see 

a demon- 

stration and 

compare the 

Surbrite Screet: with 

the ordinary screen and 

see a picture projected 

with 3 amps. 

It will convince you. 

DEMONSTRATION AT 

THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 

MANUFACTURERS: 

The British Patent Surbrite 
Co., Ltd., 

40, Trinity Square, London, E.C. 

Will not Blacken. 

Can be Washed. 
GIVES STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT. 

Picture Visible 

is an entirely new invention. 

It is reasonable in price, and 

will last. We are pre- 

pared to install a 

reasonable number 

of Screens on 

two weeks’ 

approval. 

at any Angle. 
Saves 50°/, Current. 

Brilliant Pictures. 
No Eye Strain. 

Delights . 
Everyone. 

58, 

Dean St., 

nenden: W. 

CHALMERS, LTD., 
THEATRE LIGHTING AND 

KINEMATOGRAPH SPECIALISTS. 

All kinds of Repairs promptly 
attended to by skilled workmen. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
All work is done under the personal super- 
vision of Mr. JOHN C. CHALMERS, the 
pioneer of Kinematography in Scotland, who 
places twenty years experience at your disposal. 

Send for particulars of cur many Specialities. 

Carbons, Lamps, and all accessories. 

Operators’ Employment Bureau. 

Sole Agents in Scotland for the 

ERNEMANN PROJECTOR. 

NOTE THE ADDRESS— 

Buramside Buildings, 

BURNSIDE STREET. GLASGOW. 
"Phenes: Douglas 248-249, 

For FILMS 

gg, POSTERS 
A GRAND SELECTION 
ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

y STAFFORD 
ano CO., Lto. 

NETHERFIELD, norts. 
Film for “Mak.ng a Cinema Poster.’ 
Hire. NOT an Ay ere yi Dotty 600 feet. 

Apply as abo 

LARGEST, BEST AND CHEAPEST 
Theatre Seat Maker in 

the World. 

JAMES S. 

LYON. 
4 Office and Factory 

\ 112, HIGH HOLBORN, 
w.c. 

Telegrams; Proscenium, London, 
Telephone > Holborn 1152. c & 
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PHCENIX FILM AGENCY, 
City 6312. Pholicinem, Westrand, London. 

Des. Feet. Date. 

Pimple Elopes...............:c0cseesees Com 545 Mar. 
Who Will Mary Martha? (The 

Widower’s Proposal)........... Com 750 — 
Lieut. Pimple’s Dash for the Pole 

Com 950 — 

PREMIER FILM CO., LTD., 
30, St. Martin’s Court, W.C. 

The Tango Tangle.................6.. Com = 757 Mar. 
The Town Rat and the Country Rat ; 

20 — 
Swedish Waterfalls....................0065 S 221 — 
The Tale ofa Pear icicicassactacxsocaedes Tr 472 — 
Danish Landscape..............00 cece eee: S 235 — 
AS Dav ot GOT cucsssctctateeietavseek: C 720, — 

R. PRIEUR & CO, LTD., 

40, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 9115. 

AMMEX. 

The Lucky Nugget...... 0.0 ............ ID 2380 Mar. 

BLACHE. 

The Henpecked Burglar wees «C1000 Mar. 
The Fortune Hunters.................... D 3800 — 

PARISIEN. 

At the Call of Conscience... ......... D 1860 Mar. 
Tartinette’s Dream..................4. Com 430 — 

PRIEUR. 

The Gunfighter.............ccccccceeeeees D~ gs50 Mar. 

ROSENBERG, 

40, Gerrard Street, W.C. 

Gerrard 9257. Oscarite, London. 

DANMARK. 

Flames of Vengeance.................... D 2780 Mar. 

SELIG POLYSCOPE CoO. 

12, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 5156. Polyscope, Westrand. 

Within the Hour........................00. D 1021 Mar. 
Cupid Makes a Bull’s-eye............... C 88 — 
The Wolf of the City.........0.0.00.0.0... D 1234 — 
The F:scape of Jim Dolan............... D t941 — 
Grand-dad’s Boy............ccccccesseeees D 7o5 — 
Northern Hearts eer ee ner ne arnt D 878 — 
When Father Craved a Smoke.....Com 773 — 
The Hopeless Dawn...................06. D 1091 — 
The Craven Heart...............ccccceee. D 1000 — 
The Rustler’s Reformation............ D oo — 
Hilda of Heron Cove..................... D 1000 — 
Physical Culture on the Quarter 

OAC O. rendieumacensen fees Sa hi cer esas 984 — 
Life on the Border...................0.0005 ae — 
The Open Door.................ccccceeeeees wus 
A Dip in the Briny...........z4........ i — 
An Equal Chaneesisad. iy. sg les — 
The Mysterious Way... Saneae ate ea eens Se —~ 

Enerphone, London. 

IQT4. 
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XXXVI. 

G. SERRA, 

22, Denman Street, W. 

Regent 4132. Rossicines, London. 

CELIO. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

LoVe: 3S. BUN iiseccuimsaisetiewlitetas D 2120 Mar. 

CINES. 

Bidoni in Medizval Times......... Com 785 Mar 
Vision of Bologna...............cccecceeees S 420 — 
The Witch’s Spectacles.................. D 735 — 
A Toreador’s Romance................. D 1670 — 
Bloomer, Valet................0.....005: Com 490 — 
Angel’ Of Peace: cscs chee acces cathe. D 773 — 
Bidoni’s Dream.....................05. Com 615 — 
Venice at Night...................ccce ceases S 369 — 
Bloomer Has a Drink................ Com 837. — 
The Judge of Instruction............... D 2410 — 
Cinessino is Lucky.................... Com 853 — 
Neapolitan Fishermen..................8 327 — 
Bidoni is Hard Up.........0..0000.0... Com 516 — 
Corsican. «Hate scccee ines soles sl eeanames D 817 — 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD., 

(Head European Office) 

100, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3452. Impafil, Ox, London. 

Little Brother................ccccccecececees C 1010 Mar. 
A Twentieth Century Farmer.......... C: Your “<< 
Lawyer, Dog and Baby.................. C 1021 — 
A Beauty Parlour Graduate............ C 1025 — 
An Orphan’s Romance............0..... D 2024 — 
Problem Love Solved..................... C 1016 — 
The Milkman’s Revenge................ C 1016 — 
“Curfew Shall Not Ring To-night ” 

D 1023 — 
PRINCESS. 

Her Right to Happiness.............. C.D gos Mar. 
Looking for Trouble...................... C 1020 — 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO., LTD. 
Universal House, 37-8, Oxford Street, W. 

Regent 4332-3. Traasfilco, Ox, London. 

BISON 101. 

Madonna of the Slum.................... D 1833 Mar. 
Good-for-nothing Jack.............0..... D 1995 — 
A Forest Romance................e0ccece0e D 1920 — 
Pelleas and Melisande.................... D 3025 — 
The Prairie Trail......................0008 D 1900 — 
The SHE WoO! E vscscisscovcccees coher evens: D 258 — 
In the Wilds of Africa..............0.... D 1995 — 
The Black Masks...........cccccecesceseee D 1555 — 
Fighters of the Plains................... D 1985 — 

CRYSTAL. 

Baldy Wins a Prize................... Com 550 Mar. 
His Last Gamble......................00.. 10lo  — 
Charlie’s Little Joke..................00.. C sso — 
News Item...........c...ccccecscccaceees iio “STG <= 
The Bachelor’s Finish.................... C 480 — 
Pearl and the Poet.....................005. C 620 — 
The Rich Uncle...............c.ccceccee eee C 730 — 
The Norwood Case............ccccceeecees D 65 — 

FRONTIER. 

Caught at His Own Game.............. C  o55 Mar 
A Hasty Jilting........Originalfrom.... D go — 
The Secret of Balanced Rogl. s-..5, Phases — 
Shm Gets the-Reward!’.) 22S. C.D° 1015 = — 

97 
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XNXVII1. 
Pr ea Es 

IMP. Des. Feet. Date 

Thou Shalt Not Rubber................. C 495 Mar. 9 
Child Stealers of Paris................... D 087 — 9 
Who Killed Olga Carew ?................ D 2015 — 12 
The Big Sister.................ccccc eee ee ee D 2025 — 16 
Binks Elevates the Stage................ C s90 — 16 
Piffles Tries Hair Tonic................. C 425 — 19 
The Old Parlour.......................0005 D 970 — 23 
Pen Laughs...................005- Lane C 500 — 23 
The Statue............. sates hams wa Com 80 — 26 
The Temptation of Jane................ D 1860 — 26 

JOKER. 
The Stingers Stung.................. Com toro Mar. 9 
Mike and Jake at the Beach........ Com 045 — 12 
Throwing the Bull..................... Com 065 — 26 

NESTOR. 
yusuce of the Wild......................... D 1625 Mar. 9 
awkeye’s Great Capture............... C so95 — 12 

What the Wild Waves Did............... C 430 — 12 
Won by a Skirt.............cc cece cece eee C 1010 — 16 
His Crazy: JOB std ders Gite erat eheias C 970 — 16 
Behind the Gum...................::0000ee D 995 — 19 
His Wife’s Burglar.....................05. C 055 -— 19 
When He Lost to Win..................... C 950 — 23 
An Elephant on His Hands............. C. 1035" == «22 
His Brother’s Wives....................5. C 1020 —- 26 

POWERS. 
The Doctor’s Orders..... ........ ... C.D 622 Mar. 9 
Cotton Time, Arkansas.................. FE 390 — 12 
The Lesson the Children Taught 

C.D 80 — 16 
A Stolen Identitv...............00.00....5. D 1960 — 19 
The Heart of a Cracksman ........ ... D 895 — 2 
The Playmates.......................00006 D ofo -- 26 

REX. 
His Old-fashioned Dad.................. C 1010 Mar. 9 
The Fcho of a Song..............:..0000 D 045 — 9 
Views of Yosemite Valley............... S 300 — 16 
The Wall of Money.................00.05. D 1790 — 19 
Tale of a Lonely Coast................... D 065 — 23 
NG: GLUE .ciaiseuneeanuiacenumideasieneus: D 955 — 26 

VICTOR. 
The End of the Rod...................... ID 1980 Mar. 12 
When the Hop Vines Twine............ ID 1025 — 16 
Back: to. eile icsck see tastes D 1635 — 19 
Fogotten Women..................cceeeeee D 970 — 23 
Unto the Third Generation............. D 1985 — 26 

TURNER FILMS, LTD 
2, Donman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

Gerrard 2451. Heptoic, London. 

[he Harper Mystery.............ccsecee- D 3100 Exclus. 

TYLER FILM CO, LTD., 
Film House, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 9997. Tyfilm, London. 

CONTINENTAL. 
The Diamond Hunter.................... D 2520 Mar. 9 
The Fisher Girl of Skagen............ D 1820 — 23 

CONTINENTAL KUNST. 
The. Slate soccxcccscisessctevewestsct ae tenes D 2750 Mar. 12 

ITALA. 
Toto Without Water.................. Com 495 Mar. 9g 
Toto’s First Adventure.............. Com 635 — _ 23 

TYLER. 
Winter Sports in Switzerland......... Sp 328 Mar. 9g 
Jack and His Dog Messenger......... C 675 — 16 
How to Become a Champion Boxer 

Top 1130 — _ 23 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD., 
40, Gerrard Street, London, W. 

Gerrard 9277. Ufilmico, London. 

Making Crockery........... & cada os Mar. 9 c0-KO. ougle 
Nobby Wins the Cup................. 505 Mar. 26 

(Chas. Urban Trading Company, Ltd.) 
89-91, Wardour Street, W. 

Central 3118. Bioscope, London. 

URBAN-ECLIPSE. 
The Bull Trainer’s Revenge........... D 1850 Mar 
Impressions of Japan...................05. S 410 — 
St. Bartholomew’s Davy............... ~D t095 — 
Pedro, the Dog Charmer............ Com 370 — 
In the Pyrenees Alps....................S5 305 — 
Butterfly Entertains Royalty....... Com 750 — 
Sammy—-And a Door................. Com 340 — 

URBAN-RADIOS. 
Winter in the Jura Mountains.......Sp 280 Mar. 

VITAGRAPH, 
31-3, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3422. Vitgraf, London. 

Des WHE CK: cutie das slat ace a deiauad aes D 2880 Mar. 
Tangled Threads........... 2..........05. D 084 
The Schemets............0....00.cccce cee C 1010 - 
Fanny’s Conspiracy................c00008 C 107 -- 
Why I am Here.......................c0eee es C 784 — 
The Sale of a Heart......................8. D 1023 — 
The Portrait......0.0..0.cscsececceceeeeceees C o58 — 
DAMIC ls eccsitn cr obsssetsyoneiceas tal vatneaes D 2016 — 
Little Kaintuck....................c.00eeee: D 84 — 
The Magic Fountain Pen.............. Tr 370 — 
Betty in the Lion’s Den.................. C 1007 — 
Making a Fountain Pen................. FE 525 — 
Jerry’s Mother-in-Law...............+... C 2046 — 
Fellow VoOvagerS..........cccccecccceeeeees C 620 — 
The Leading Lady....................008. D 997 — 
Temples and Statues of Rome......... S 495 — 
The Whimsical Threads of Destinv.D 2046 — 
A Pair of Schemers....................... C 6098 — 
A Lesson in Jealousy..................... C go — 
A Study in Botany....................06055 C 482 — 
According to Senioritv................... C 538 — 
THE Gute: oc atin as icant nasa Siage etecas D 1026 — 
A Pair of Prodigals................... Com 846 — 
The Swan Girl............ccccesceceeseeeees D 1017. — 

WESTERN IMPORT CO., LTD., 
Wesfilm House, 4, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 8080. Wesfilm, London. 

> BRONCHO. 
The False Typist..................cccee ees D 2084 Mar 
The Buried. Past.c.cieissivscciecrieescces D 1994 — 
The Reformation..................0..0000 D 993 — 

DOMINO. 
The Judgment............00 00 sees D_ 1983 Mar 
DEVOUION: <ciicsandsscaisibainnesieuseneenetens D 217 — 

K.B. 
The Sign of the Snake.. ....... ieuneee D 1046 Mar 
In the Davs of 740..........-:.00ece eee enees D o8 — 
HEF | Lee Ra Cy: wciicss descceh cnx eeiaapadatonses D 1040 — 
The Long Portage..................:0008: D 1019 — 
The Meelstrom...............ccceeceeeee ees D 1064 — 

KEYSTONE. 
The Small Town Act..................055 C 621 Mar 
The Horse Thief...................0066 08. C 1020 — 
A* Muddy Romance.................000008 C 1163 — 
A Quiet Littsre Wedding ................ C 0983 — 
Cohen Saves the Flag................ Com 1009 — 
Woman Haters...........cccseeeseeeeees Com 1010 — 

KOM. 
Caused by a Clock............ 0.0... Com 545 Mar 
Poor JOR Nigslovtecaivcstuvcss aid eee: Com 416 —- 
Old Heads and YoungriMieartyonCom 444 — 

PUNCH, 
Tom, Dick and Harry............... Com 673 Mar 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIOSCOER, MARCH 12, IQT4. 

BIG 8. Des. Feet. Date. 

His Majesty the Baby.............. ..... C 475 Mar. ty 

HERON. 
The Tattooed Arm.....................085 TD 2520 Mar. 12 

MOTOGRAPH. 
Modern Brick Making................... FE 386 Mar. 23 

URBANORA. 



SUPPLEMENT TO THE Broscope, MARCH 12, 1914. XXANIX- 

THE HAND OF JUSTICE 
A Drama with a healthy 

plot full of nerve and go. 

D.K.G. | EXCITING, DRAMATIC, TOUCHING, | D.K.G. 

Released Thursday, April 30th. 

THE MOON AND ITS PHASES 
Length 570 ft. Released Monday, April 27th! 

An intensely interesting series of cine- 
matograph pictures taken by an eminent 
astronomer by the aid of the most power- 
ful telescopes. Cosmoyraph Film. 

HUNTING THE HUNTER 
Length 515 ft. Released Thursday, April 30th. 

The story of a gentleman whose imagiuation 
is more powerful than his hunting instincts. 

Cosmogtaph Film. 

Length 1,990 ft. 

Anderson, Vay Hubert & Blumberg, 
LTD., 

(Late Anderson's Film Agency, Ltd.,) 

52, RUPERT ST., 

LONDON, W. 

Phone :—Regent 2718. 

Wires :—'' Kinescovic, Piccy. London," 



KINEMACOLOR| — 
SCORES EVERY TIME! — 

THE REFEREE, of March 1, 1914, says:— 
“On Thursday last, the Natural Color Kinematograph Company, Limited, gave 

a private view of some new and very interesting Kinemacolor subjects. Amongst 
them was a thousand-foot’ film of the recent Carnival at Nice. This is -a capital 
picture of the very liveliest description, andthe brilliant costumes of the mas- 
queraders are extremely well brought out. Another excellent film is ‘ Winter 
Pastimes in, the Swiss Alps.’ Photographically this is one of the best examples of 
Kinemacolor we have seen. No black and white process could so truly produce 
the glossy sheen of the swept ice, nor, of course, its varying shades of light green. 
The rich whiteness of the snow is also perfectly shown. In many cinema pictures 
of winter. scenes the snow either comes out a dirty white or appears as if photo- 
eraphed in shadow.. The whole picture is full of lively action and bright colours. 
In-the first part members of both sexes are seen contesting various games on the 
ice, and the bright colours of the ladies’ sports‘jackets are wonderfully well repro- 
duced. The potato team, and ski races provide some capital fun. | Later in the 
picture one sees something of the exhilarating sport of bobsleighing, The ‘run’ 
looks very steep in parts and winds about considerably. The competitors sweep 
along at terrific speed, but only one spill is shown.’’ 

THE BIOSCOPE, of March 5, 1914, says:— 

“ The glow and glitter of the multi-coloured pageant held annually at Nice, have 
offered exceptional opportunities to the Kinemacolor photographer before, and this 
year both carnival makers and operator seem to have surpassed themselves, with 
the result that the cinematographic record of the latest of these festivals is, perhaps, 
even finer than any of its predecessors. No film could demonstrate more fully 
than does this picture of the Nice Carnival the wonderful perfection with which # 
natural colours can now be reproduced by means of the Kinemacolor process. The : 
hues of this gay procession are kaleidoscopic in their endless variety and rapid 
change, and yet each subtle difference of tone is faithfully realised for us on the 
screen. The picture is as steady and as clear as any monochrome film, but in : 
place of the drab unreality of black and white, we have every brilliant colour of 
Nature reproduced with such absolute accuracy that it is difficult to believe we are : 
not gazing upon the original scene. Having once seen Kinemacolor, it is difficult Hy 
to return to the monotony.of the ordinary film without a keen sense of the latter’s 
great and. ever-present deficiency. And, with sucha subject as this gorgeous carni- 
yal, there is, of course, absolutely no comparison between the two methods of 
reproduction. They are further divorced than the proverbial chalk and cheese! ”’ 

; 

THE 

Natural Color Kinematograph Co., Ltd., 
( Kinemacolor ) 

80-82. WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W. 
Telegrams—‘' Kinmacolor, Loudon." Telephone—City 3976, 

exe Ile 
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Round the Manchester Halls. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

. The New Globe, Cornbrook Street, Brook's Bar, during the present, ‘“ The Wreck’? and “ The 
Is a yrogressive house. Mr. Thomas Robinson, the | Schemers,’’ a Vitagraph comedy, featuring John 
manager, Is always contriving, and usually succeeds 
in discov. cring something fo Improve the place, with 
the result that business is maintained at a satis- 
factory level. The disadvantage of not being situate 
In a main thoroughfare is counterbalanced by this 
fact, helped bv the execptionally large seating 
accommodation. “Dante's Inferno’? proved very 
successful and had a fortnight’s run. Although the 
New Globe accommodates 1,600, monev was turned 
away nightly. A record was created that will take 
a lot of beating either here or at any other Man- 
chester picture theatre. The management's present 
policy is to run a progt ‘amme composed entirely of 
exclusives. Last week * The Spender,’’ ‘ Lilian”? 
and “ The Children’s Hour’? were the principal 
items. This week An Unknown Reason’’ featur- 
ing Wanda Treumann and “ The Power of Light ”’ 
are the chief attractions. 

At the commencement of the present year the 
Scala, at Withington, commenced a continuous show 
each evening (with the exception of Saturdays) and 
a dail matinée. This house is in the fortunate posi- 
tion of catering for one of the best residential dis- 
tricts of the city, and Mr. Reginald F. Astley, who 
is in charge, has brought the study of his patrons’ 
taste to a fine art. The piéce de résistance last week 
was “Give Us this Day,’ with the comedy ‘‘ Never 
Again.’’ The Scala is a house where the best is 
always to be found, and the programmes meet with 
intelligent appreciation. The exclusive rights for 
the “Grand National”’ film have been secured, and 
the picture is sure to arouse particular interest. 

As usual, the Bijou, Erskine Street, Streford Road, 
is not lacking in the attractions it offers. Mention 
has been made of the improvement in the class of 
audience attending the theatre, and it 1s satisfactory 
to note that this is being fully maintained. The 
entertainment provided is good and varied, and the 
most popular exclusive films are always to be found 
in the programme. During the week a_ dozen 
different pictures full of excitement and interest were 
to be found at the Bijou, and the secret of its suc- 
cess is the consistent qualitv of the fare provided. 
Last week the ‘ Great Dock Catastrophe’’ was a 
happy selection for that particular neighbourhood, 
but there were plenty of other good things, such as 
“The Green Eve of the Yellow God” 
This week the picture providing 
is “Chelsea 7750.’’ to sce 
return visits. 

to follow. 
the chicf sensation 

which many are makinz 

There is seldom anv dithcultv in filling the Pte- 
ture House, Market Street, nor would there be if it 
possessed double its present capacity. Fach day, 
with the exception of Saturday, Pathé’s educational 
programme is shown. It is timed to appear at 5.30, 
the nictures being rae twice a weck. Some 
vood houses were shown last week, ‘‘ The War 
Correspondent > and “ CG OUgle Sea,’’ whilst 

Bunny, are creating exceptional interest. 
—_—__. 

A new “ star’? picture every night in a programme 
of general excellence is a good description of what 
is provided at the Coliseum, Ardwick Green. Last 
week visitors were regaled with “The Ind of the 
Circle,’’? © The Crook’s Revenge,’ *! The Diver” 
and “Blind Fate.’’ This week the great Vitagraph 
drama, ‘‘ The Wreck,” ° The Wolf of the City,” 

‘The Law Breakers’’ and “To Save the King’ 
are a few of the principal attractions. 

? 

The Victoria Theatre, Broughton Bridge, 
a prograinme which is one of the most attractive 
in the citv. What has to serve most places for three 
nights is shown here for one with a fresh attraction 
each succeeding dav. Last week, in addition to 
‘Blind Fate,’’ “Confederates in Crime” and “ The 
Impostor “ was given. This week “The Madonna 
of the Slums,’’ “The Last Encampment’”’ and ‘‘ The 

provides 

Wreck.’? On March 23rd, for six niphts and two 
matinées, Will Parken and Chas. Tasrac’s panto- 
mime, ‘f Dick Whittington ’’ is announced. 

Picture Supplies, Limited, 74, Victoria Street, are 
making a speciality of 30s. per week programmes, 
included in which are such pictures as ‘‘ Victory or 
Death,’ “ Napoleon.”’ “The Master Crook,’ “ Licut. 
Daring’ and “* Detective Kelly.”’ 

The Dispatch Film Service, 37, 
have rapidly built up a large 
nection. They inform me 
“Marriage by Proxy” 

Cannon Street, 
and increasing con- 
that the exclusive, 

(two reels), 18 going very 
well. One of their latest acquisitions is another ex- 
clusive, “The Daughter of Vengeance’ (three 
reels), the release date of which is April 27th. 

Mr. Fric Williams brought his very successfal 
tour of Manchester and district with his “Speaking 
Pictures ’’ to a close recently at the Gem, Middle- 
ton. The tour has extended over sixteen weeks, 1n- 
cluding a fiving visit of a week to the Empire, West 
Hartlepool, and it is gratifving to state that Mr. 
Willams has booked everywhere for return visits 
in the autumn of the present vear. The un que 
feature of Mr. E. Williams’ performance is that ke 
not only recites the particular story or selection 
which he presents on the screen, but he also himeelf 
acts the principal character in the pictures, and thus 
the audience is, for the first ime, brought face to 
face with the personality of the actor in the film 
during the actual representation. Mr. F.. Whilliams’ 
next visit to Manchester will, undoubtedly, be looked 
forward to with interest, especially as he is then 
presenting for the first time on the film. George R. 
Sims's world-famous poem of ‘ The Lifeboat,’ be- 
sides excerpts from some of Shakespeare’s best 
known plays. 
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THIS FILM IS ON THE | 

BARRING RE-ISSUES, from this: 

Miss FLORENCE TURNER 
On view at the Showrooms of the Sole Agents :— 

The Hepworth Manufacturing Co., 
Cc’ 



Tue Bioscope, MaRCH 12, 1914. 
at 

OPEN MARKET. ais mans 

A human drama in which Miss Turner plays 

the kind of part that has made her the 

acknowledged favourite of the film world. 

The story is simply told, and deals with 

possible situations that might happen to real 

people in everyday life. | 

It was especially chosen to meet the present 

requirements of the market, as voiced by 

numerous exhibitors who kindly -gave the 

producers the benefit of their practical know- 

ledge. 

date, the only Pictures featuring— 

ARE; THOSE PRODUCED BY 

The TURNER FILMS, Ltd. 

SFP, 

ae gg 

rae ia { : 
oy, 

=~ os 
eee » = Va 

2, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

: oyafeiiat-lmican) 
\) 
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| SCOTTISH NOTES. 
(By OuR OWN REPRESENTATIVE. ) 

Now that the Exhibition has closed its doors, ren- 
ters, exhibitors, and newspaper correspondents are 
able once more to resume their daily avocations; 
and what does a resumption of these duties reveal ? 
To the renter it has revealed a renewed demand for 
all that is newest; to the exhibitor, that his public 
who had the good fortune to visit the projection 
theatres in the exhibition, turn out. in greater ex- 
pectancy; and, lastly, to the newspaper correspon- 
dent, it reveals the fact that the cinematograph in- 
dustry in all its branches has received a decided 
fillip during the fortnight which the exhibition ran 
its very successful course. I have seen exclusive 
and other films which were features at the Trade 
shows being shown at several theatres, and increase] 
audiences have invariably been the result. 

The Coalbourn (Lanarkshire) Picture House, which 
has. bcen closed for some time, was reopened or 
Saturdav week last, after extensive alterations. The 
manager is Mr. S. Wilson, and the new equip- 
ment includes an “ Argyle’’ projector, supplied by 
the B.B. Company, Glasgow, and a generator set by 
Messrs. Malcolm and Adair, Pollokshaws Road, Glas- 
gow. The seating capacity of the Picture House is 
450, and performances are once nightly, except on 
Friday and Saturday, when two shows are given. The 
programme is changed three times weekly. 

It’s a far cry to Stornoway, but I must mention 
that the principal town in the Hebrides now pos- 
sesses its own cinema, which was opened last week 
by Mr. Nicholls, who already runs the Vimograph 
Theatres at Shotts and Clydebank. Mr. Nicholls 
has installed a Pathé projector in his hall, which 
is of the portable type, and has a seating capacity 
of 600. ——— 

The Picture House, Glasgow, made a decided hit 
last week with the “British Army’’ films, and in- 
vited the officers and men of the Camerons from 
Mayhill Barracks to attend. The regiment, headed 
by their brass and fife bands, marched to the Picture 
House to witness the production, and the band ren- 
dered excellent selections during the performances. 
On the way to the Picture House, the regiment was 
filmed, and the picture was shown in addition to 
the Army film the following day. During the week, 
which was recognised as “ Recruiting week” in Glas- 
gow, many of the Territorial battalions attended. 

Continuing my tour of the halls in the environs 
of Glasgow, I first of all visited “ Leester,’’ the 
local place name for Paisley—famed for its poets 
‘and weavers. Could these said poets see the palatial 
—I must use that word !—halls now provided for the 
entertainment of the Paisley people, they would tune 
their lvres anew, and instead of singing the praises 
of Gleniffer’s braes, would weave rhapsodies on the 
delightful programmes which are now entertaining 
and instructing the town’s inhabitants. 

The first hall I visited was the Paisley Picture 
Theatre, and here I found Mr. Frederick Carter 
Linay in charge of as perfectly equipped and prettily 
decorated hall as I have yet visited. Mr. Linay, who 
has only recently taken up duties in Paisley, is a 
practical electrician. having previously held the posi- 
tion of manager to the J.C.L. Electrical Engineering 
Company, of Rochester, and gained his cinemato- 

Digitized by Google 

‘best. 

graph experience in managerial positions at Southend- 
on-Sea, and at the Alexandra Picture Theatre, 
Leeds, which latter hall he vacated in favour of 
Paisley. Business at the Picture Theatre is on the 

Mr. F. C. Linay. 

up-grade, the exceptionally good programme secur- 
ing universal favour. The hall has recently been 
redecorated, and is a model of refined artistry from 
pay-box to front seat, the colour combinations being 
particularly pleasing. The furnishings are in cor- 
responding good taste, and the harmonious effect of 
the whole stamps the Picture Theatre as one of the 

: The programme included “Moths,” “A 
Cigarette. Maker’s Romance,’’ and “The Rose of 
San Juan.’ The Picture Theatre ought to do well, 
and with programmes as above, shown on a new 
Perlantino screen by Indomitable projectors, there 
is no doubt but that it will. 

At the Western Picture House, business was brisk, 
and the programme included “The Woman Who 
Dared’”’ and “ The Cowardly Weapon.” Mr. A. 
Brodie is in charge here, and the hall, which seats 
650, is the latest addition to the Paisley theatres. 

Next on the list was the St. George’s Hall, where 
Mr. Arthur Vivian reigns supreme, and caters for 
large audiences nightly. The St. George’s was at 
one time a church, and seats 850 in its spacious 
nave and galleries. “The Collar Stud’? (an ex- 
hibition favourite), “The Glorious Scar,’ and “A 
Shroud of Snow "’ were stars among a good selection. 
Excellent pictures are obtained, and the music sup- 
plied by the Cinecordeon is always in harmony with 
the subject shown. The St. George’s has its regular 
patrons, and the programme is changed once a week. 

The O.K. Picture Hall, in the eastern part of the 
town, is successfully managed by Mr. Jim Clarke 

Original from , 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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who also finds time on Saturdays to conduct a show 
at Kirkintilloch. At this hall a Chrono projector is 
used, the principal pictures shown at the time of 
my visit being, “The Intruder,’’ and one of the 
“Marv ”’ series. Next week “ When the Earth 
Trembled ’’ and “ The Bridge of Shadows’’ will te 
screened, and a rush of business is expected. 

ee 

The Rink Picture Palace, which seats over 1,000, 
is the largest hall in the town, and, as its name 
implies, was formerly a skating- rink. The conver- 
sion has been admirably carried out, and a fine 
hall, with raked floor, and every necessary adjunct 
has resulted. Mr. J. C. Galtraith proves a most 
ethcient manager, and his programmes give general 
satisfaction. Appropriate music is rendered by an 
orchestra, under the direction of Mr. Louis Beaufort. 
The programme included ‘“* The Convict’s Son,’ a 
powerful Nordisk drama, “The Rustler’s Step- 
daughter,”? and * When Dreams Come True.”’ Lied 

I found a packed audience at the Roval Animated 
Picture House enjoving the extra special programme 
provided by Mr. Kirkpatrick. The chief attraction 
was the Fenning exclusive, “By the Cross,” and I 
was assured that it was drawing exceptionally well. 

Following my visit to the Paisley houses, I next 
went to Greenock and here found that the residents in 
the famous Clydeside town were being catered for, 
cinematographically, in a manner which Jeft nothing 
to be desirea. The first house visited was the Palace 
Picture Theatre, a skating rink converted, and the 
best advantaye has been taken of the immense space 
to erect a ricture hall, which is second to none. A 
splendidly raked floor gives every person in_ the 
audience a clear view of the picture, and the fine tip- 
up chairs with which the hall is fitted throughout give 
the acme of comfort to patrons. ‘The hall has seating 
capacity for 1,300, and a waiting room at the back of 
the screen provides accommodation tor an additional 
400. Those waiting can view the pictures from the 
back, and an ingenious arangement of mirrors en- 
ables them to read the titles the right wav round. Mr. 
Lawson, the manager, leaves nothing undone to get 
the best programmes. Business has been remark- 
ably brisk all the winter, and shows every sign of 
being maintained. Future bookings here include 
“ The Cigarette Maker’s Romance,” “ Escape of Jim 
Dolan,” “ Amidst Raging Beasts,” “ The British 
Army,” etc., etc. Excellent music is supplied by the 
Palace orchestra. 

Mr. Tom M’Aulay, who is temporarily managing at 
La Scala, Greenock’s west end house, gave a 
courteous welcome, and conducted me over what 
proved to be an ideal home for picture lovers. La 
Scala is an admirably planned hall, managed on the 
right lines, and submitting programmes of pictures 
and music which make it popular with the best class 
of patron. Mr. Daeblitz’s orchestra provides an ex- 
cellent programme of music at every session. The 
pictures screened on the occasion of mv visit were 
a The Penalty,’ “ Motion Picture Dancing Lessons,’ 
the ‘ Gaumont Graphic,” and a fine selection of 
comedies. 

At the Cruden Picture House, Ann Street, IT found 
Mr. Eskdale presenting a fine programme to a 
crowded house, which, I was informed, was chicfiv 
composed of regular patrons. The tit-bit on an ex- 
cellent bill of fare, was ‘‘ The Harper Mysterv,” and 
other items were “ Out of the Shadowv Past,” “ Lost 
Souls” and “ The Vampire,” with a goodlv sprink- 
ling of comedy. Mr. Eskdale is a personality in the 
musical world, heing known as one of Scotland’s fore- 
most brass band teachers, and has only recently been 
the recipient of handsonfe "presents Jen one of the 
bands he hab) aitmed ip ko Moths fame. 

I14y 

The Empire, Greenock, is another of the B.B. 
halls, and was the first to be opened in the town 
From. the beginning the Empire has more than held 
its own, and is still in the forefront of popularity. 
“In the Coils of the Pyvthon’’ and * The Shells,’’ are 
the dramatics for this week, and comedy is supphied 
by “The Bowling Match,’’ “Baby's Photograph ” and 

Pearl’s Mistake.” 

The number of halls in the environs of Glasgow 
proper are many, and if I have described some of the 
city halls as palatial, what term am | to apply to the 
suburban halls, which I found equally deserving cf 
such a description. On Wednesday evening I looked 
up Mr. Wolstenholme at B.B. Cinerama, Victoria 
Road, and found him in charge of what is one of the 
most charming and convenient halls it has vet been 
mv lot to visit. Items on a programme which was 
attracting full houses were ' The Vicar of Wake- 
field,” ‘ Outwitted by Billy,” ‘“ The Girl and the 
House Boat,’ “ Construction of an Engine,’ * The 
Girl and the Tiger, Fattyv’s Affair of London,” 
* The Upward Way,” and a Vivaphone singings pic- 
ture. Verily, the Cinerama fulfils its description on 
the programine, * A lordly pleasure house, wherein 
at ease vou are entertained.” — I shall look forward 
with pleasure to mv next visit to the Cinerama. 

Another house in the suburbs of which | cannot 
speak too highly, is that at Cathcart, the destinies 
of which are skilfully guided by Mr. J. M. Cuthbert- 
son. The Cathcart Picture House is) admirably 
planned, comfortably fitted, and is all that could 
possibly be desired. The business done is umiform- 
ally steady. and good houses are the general rule. 
The programmes are varied, consisting of pictures of 
educational value, travel, interest, dramas = and 
comedies. — § Phe Open Gate,”? “No Finer Death,’’ 
“ Walrus Hunting.’ “ The Cornish Riviera” and 
the “ Gaumont Graphic” were in the programme on 
mv visit, and future bookings already advertised, in- 
clude Muss Asta Nielsen ino ®& A Girl Without a 
Country,” “ The House of Temperley,” and “ The 
Leopard Detective.” The orchestra supphes appro- 
priate music, and excellent pictures are projected. 

The Majestic, Govanhill, is another of the sub- 
urban houses where excellent business 1s being done. 
Here twice nightly performances are given, and full 
houses attend both entertainments. ‘© When the 
karth Trembled,’’ ‘Fantomas,’ © Masked Ball.’ 
‘The Money God" “oN Victim of — the 
Mormons” are a sample week's programme, and 
show that Mr. Robertson thoroughly knows his busi- 
ness. 

From the latter hall, IT moved on to the Eglinton 
klectreum, and found Mr. Gilchrist submitting pleas- 
ing programmes. Here Big Game Hunting Was 
a drawing subyect, and when it 1s noted that other 
items were “ Fruits of Vengeance,” Facing the 
Footlights.” “ On the Broad Stairway,” and plenty of 
comics, it will be seen that “value for money’? is the 
motto here. 

Leaving the Electreum T proceeded by Glasgow’s 
tube to the Scottish [Electric Picture Palace, St. 
George’s Road, to see what fare Mr. A. F. 
Twaddle was) finding for his © patrons. A 
look in the hall disclosed a crowded house. 
house. ©° The Fruits of Vengeance,” “ Under the 
Daisies,’ “ The Invalers,’”’ “The Sheriff of Cochise,” 
The Flirt,” “ Aissa’s Dream ” are samples from the 

week’s programme. Martin Mark's orchestra sup- 
plies tuneful numbersinandothe whole entertainment 
is one whigh) pleaser all 
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GET OUT OF 
In justice to yourselves and to your audiences, drop that old idea | 

mean that youve got a | 

Get the Trans-Atlantic-money-back-for-certain habit. Get your 
even its most costly and 

ON THE OPEN 
Book these two. They're only two of many, but they'll tell you the why 

DO IT 

_ For March 23rd. 

In the Wilds of Alrica 
Bison 101 Drama. 

Length 1,995 ft. Approx. 

A tremendous wild animal feature such as 

no audience has ever seen before. 

ALL TRANS-ATLANTIC FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

TRANS-ATLANTIC 
33 Abt ebidecs am . 
eubaugasse 40. 

AMSTERDAM: UNIVERSAL 
Keizersgracht 429. 

SWEDEN: 
Wallingsgatan 15, 37-39 Oxford | 

Stockholm. | 

BUDAPESTH: Wires—'' Transfilco, Ox, Lou-lou."’ 
Lipot Korut 9. 

PARIS: 
6, Rue de Hanovre. 

BERLIN: 
Friedrichstrasse 224. 
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THAT RUT 
that the word “Exclusive” and an eighteen-sheet poster necessarily 
money-pulling winner. 

films:from the firm that has sufficient resources to be able to put 

spectacular productions 

MARKET. 
and the wherefore of “ The Trans-Atlantic-Money-Back-for-certain habit.’ 

NOW! 

For April Gth. 

Under the Black Flag 
Gold Seal Drama. 

Length 2,980 ft. Approx. 

The first Gold Seal picture, teeming with 

thrills and gorgeous scenic effects. 

ALL TRANS-ATLANTIC FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

Linaaecgatan 1 and 3, n gatan 

° . Christiania. FILM Co., Limited, conenmagen 
HOUSE, Erzeroun Han, 8, 10 11 

101, Puchkinskaia, 
Street, London, W. Rostow-on- Don. 

_ MILAN, 
‘Phone—Regent 4332-3. via Alfredo Cappellini, 18. 

Digitized by § +O NAVA 4@ 124 GES 
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PERFECT PROJECTION 

POWER’S No. 6. 
STANDS UNEQUALLED 

AS 

THE BEST MACHINE. 

FLICKERLESS & ROCK-STEADY 

WITH A WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION 

AND GENUINE GUARANTEE. 

The WALTURDAW Co., Ltd., 46, Gerrard Street, LONDON, W. 

Telephones—Regent 3310, 3311, 3312. Telegrams—‘‘ Albertype, Telew, London."’ 

Branches: CARDIFF—9, St. John’s Square. BIRMINGHAM—192, Corporation St. 

Lancashire Agents—Messrs. Cinema Feature Film Co, 21, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. Irish Agent—Mr. J. 
aya 51, Grafton ela Dublin. Nottingham Agents—Messrs. The Provincial Film Agency, 30, 
St. James’ Street, Nott a effield Agents—Messrs. Clayton's Biosgope)aFigtree Lane, Sheffield. 
Newcastle AgegisreMessie WHEE orth of EnglandFilm Bureay. elit eels His ¢- Neweastle- on-Tyne. 
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HAPPENINGS AT HULL. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Whilst perhaps there have been no ‘“ happenings ”’ 
of outstanding importance this week, following upon 
the announcements of two more proposed picture 
palaces during the last fortnight, there is still a great 
deal to interest the careful observer in Hull picture 
circles. Never was there a time when there was near 
so much competition with the big exclusive and 
feature films as at present. Vitagraph’s magnificent 
picture ‘‘ The Wreck” has taken Hull by ‘‘ storm”? 
this week, having been shown at several halls, and 
more than one on the same date, and I have seen the 
time when a filin has been shown at two halls imme- 
diately opposite on the same dates. ‘“ Confederates 
in Crime” was shown at several places last week. 
It was screened at one cinema in the first half and ad- 
vertised for another in the second half not many yards 
away. Here, of course, is an advantage for one and 
a disadvantage for another. The very same thing 
applied to “ From QOut the Flood,” shown the week 
before. At the present time, however, there does not 
seem to be a picture palace suffering from lack of 
support, but there 1s the future to think of. 

I hear there is every likelihood of the new Anlaby 
Road picture palace at the corner of Perry Street, 
mentioned last week, becoming an accomplisned fic. 
Mr. J. W. Locking, the chairman of the company, 
tells me that nearly all the capital has been subscribed 
at this very early stage, and he does not think it will 
be necessary to go to the public. Plans on a very in- 
teresting idea are being prepared, and the new ven- 
ture will be nothing if not up-to-date. Mr. Locking’s 
fellow directors are Mr. W. Stephenson, Mr. L. EF. 
Rippax, Mr Ernest Ostler, and Mr. Richard Taylor. 
Mr. H. Locking has been appointed secretary, and 
Mr. FE. Dale, solicitor. The directors are very keen 
on the success of the venture, and have agreed to take 
no fees at first. New property is going to be de- 
molished: in order to build the picture palace, and it 
will be in the centre of a district of nearly 40,000 
population. Arrangements are being conducted in 
a business-like way, and it will not be long, by all 
appearances, before Newington has its first cinema. 

In a little tour I had the other dav I took particular 
notice of the rapid progress being made with thethree 
picture palaces already being built. The Cleveland, 
close to the Wilmington Railway. Station, is all but 
finished, and its stone frontage is looking verv stately. 
It is very much on the lines of the Picture Plavhouse. 
The Tower, on the Anlabv Road, is now being roofed, 
and the elaborate glazed blue stone front is making 
itself seen. The Strand, Beverlev Road, is keeping 
good pace with the other two, and_ the 
tractors are working hard to have it finished early, 
though at the same time making a substantial build- 
ing. It would not be surprising if there were three 
openings within a very short period somewhere about 
Easter. 

Rumour has it that negotiations for a new picture 
nalace are being made in the Beverley Road district 
by another firm, who would dearly have liked the 
Strand, and it is quite possible that Beverley Road 
will have a third cinema. The road is a busy one, 
and there is a large surrounding population. 

T have noticed some fairlv long queues outside the 
Theatre de Luxe recentlv. which, together with the 
fact that an extension_has been_found necessary, 
is a sign that. all goes@vell, Mr | . Comber, who 
has held thereof Vt n\ dita Yong time, knows 

con-_ 

what his patrons like, and following ‘‘ The Crook’s 
Revenge,’’ which was shown last week, ‘‘In_ the 
Hands of the London Crooks ’’ has been an attractive 
exclusive this week ,and the queues have been as big 
as ever. This four-reeler was, contrary to the usual 
custom at the de Luxe, retained for the full week. 

Mr. Charles Mackey has had second run (first for 
East Hull) with the ‘‘Gem of India,’’ which he 
shewed at the East Hull Picturedrome for the first 
part of the week. The sensational film, “ The 
Diver,’’ supported the programme. Mr. Mackey wa; 
very fortunate to secure ‘‘ The Wreck” for three days 
also, and there have been big crowds to see it. 

‘‘London by Night” was last week’s principal 
attraction at the St. George’s Hall Cinema, and Mr. 
Fred Sim’s choice of subjects proved a successful one. 
“Robespierre’’ made a good change for the next three 
days. This week the Cinema has had ‘“ The Fire 
Fly.” “ That Elusive Kiss ” and “ A Woman of the 
Mountains,” amongst others. 

When I last called at the Coliseum, Mr. G. H. 
Simonite, the manager, was busy in the adjoining 
building, the Palladium, which, skating days having 
passed, he is having converted into a large billiard 
hall. The six different programmes this week in- 
clude manv of the latest productions, amongst which 
are ‘* The Wreck” (one day only), “ The Last En- 
campment,’’ “To Save the King,’”’ “ The Wolf of the 
City,” “ The Madonna of the Slums’ and “ The 
Law Breakers.” 

The one thing always in the mind of Mr. FE. Chap- 
man, of the Kinema, Anlaby Road, is to keep this 
magnificent picture palace abreast of the times. He 
still has the largest cinema orchestra in the city. 
“ The Diver” ensured good houses during the first 
part of the week, and such is sure to be the case for 
the remaining three days, for which Mr. Chapman 
has secured * The Wreck.” 

The Circus, the first picture palace opened in Hull, 
is now the only one that still retains the one house 
nightly system, and Mr. Swan consequently shows an 
exceptionally long programme. There has been a 
nicely varied list this week, including ‘“ Mac Morton, 
King of Kidnappers,’ “ The Stowaway” and 
“ Flower Seller and Counterfeits,” “ The Divers,” 
“ For Love of Man” and “ Anne of the Trails” are 
for the last three days. 

I notice Mr. Brown, of the Oxford Cinema, is pro- 
viding his patrons in the Wincolmlee district with 
some well varied programmes, and the same anvnlies 
to the Dreadnought Picture Palace in the East End 
district, where Mr. Hollingsworth gets crowded out 
despite two other halls being in the vicinity. 

Mr. B. Firth of the Eureka, Dairvcoates, recently 
did good business with ‘‘ Out of the Storm,” a picture 
very appropriate to the seafaring district. It is very 
seldom there is a vacant seat, a fact which speaks for 
the popularity of both the Eureka and its manager. 

The maioritv of Hull picture palace managers have 
assisted the work of the Salvation Army this week in 
their Self-Denial Qtffora! beonallowing uniformed col- 
lectors tojstand~vyithimp|the entrances. 
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EXPRES FILM SERVICE, Ltd., 
- 11, DENMAN STREET, 

Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 
Telephone— Gerrard 5007. Codes—A.B.C. 5th Edition, 
Telegrams & Cabtes :—“Interfilm. London.” Western Union, and Private. 

The Largest Dealers and Shippers of Fine Secondhand Films in the World. 

QU ALITY TELLS! Our Offers are copied 
but cannot be equalled. 

SALE PRICES. SALE PRICES. ea 
App. Sale App. e 

Name of Film. Maker. Length. Price. | Name of Film. Maker. Length, ard 
& 3s. d. 8. 

“he Wreok (available for May)..............00. Vita. 2880 14 10 © ) gue Vid 6 Pancatn ioscan aerate 25 e 
oe Raging Beasts (available for May) Selig 2600 1310 0 ARUIG: esc Scere eee in Acco eee, Cines 3600 «84 : e 
FORER  -nseeeeessssccresseesecnstreseeeanenersessnetsceeens clair 4840 17 10 © Usurer’s SOQ .2ccecsinisicntoreeleecincne: See aekeuaed 2364 14 6 6 
yur the Earth Trembled...........0..--:serenenes 3032 12:12 0 Vengeance of Durand...................ccccccceeees Vita 2027. 810 e 

ystery of the Oorner House eee Nord. 3000 12 10 0 Li Dari 1 Rebelli Cl d 
Mystery of Kador Cliffs......00.0.0000... Gau. 2450 10 8 o rene: Sang Quells a een Srcneon 1177 a> & 
be. Na SO asain oles occ aeoaies ence Scanda 3379. 14 10 0 Their Lives for Qold.................cccccccccesseeeceeeeneees 1500 8 10 @ 
The Devil's Daughter.............00000000008. Nordisk 3000 1§ 10 0 A Strong Man’s LOV@............... ee Clarendon 2095 9 90 © 
Beasts of the Jungle..............0000.00.., Selig 2210 9 5 Oo Power of SMemoe............. eee ec ones Lubin 1936 715 © 
Battle of Bloody Ford..............0000 ee 1828 715 0 George Barnwelll................. cee eee eee Hepworth 2500 10 § © 
Cowboy Miillonalire.............0..000000000 1965 815 0 Daughter of the Redekine................0000.... Bison 1800 5 1e 0 
Bheridan’s Ride................000..cc ccc cceccceeneeeeeae 2350 915 oO Mystery: Of BONG ssises scscgsiievai de dees sens ici eiavcieidinerclers 3100 10 10 © 
Heroine of the Plains.............. cc ceecc cence eens 1800 7:10 0 Great Circus Oatastrophe..................... Nordisk 3000 I§ 1§ © 
Piigrim’s Progress ..................:ccccecc eens sae rcieastan 3500 1010 0 Charlie Colms and the Knave of Spades...Pathé 2600 10 0 o 
FTOnGhy SOV isis cls ccvevi tink edacisien ders dae. Aieowndees 2892 8 15 oO Escape of the White Qlove Gang............ Gau. 2590 10 0 @ 
.The Merchant of Vomnioe..............0 00.00... Than 2000 8 0 o God of the Sum.....cc.cc cc ccccccccescccecccsccesceees Pathé 1870 8 © o 
Little Daughter of the West..................... Bison 1768 10 0 0 The Governess (Copies in new condition)......... 1800 12 0 @ 
SOIR DO: cress class sess tecin esctie eek Sadecele Torino 986 310 0 Martin Chuzztewlt.............0.0..0000.00. Edison 3000 10 0 @ 
Queen’s Necklace (col.).........0....ee Pathé 2068 8 0 Oo Zigoimar Felskin..... ccc ceceeec eee cceeeeaeseeres 3200 12 © @ 
Eye Of can: VOU sé csectees isc e. ce scetee ii ican de Clar 1285 10 0 0 Milord l’Arsouile.........0.0.0.00 0c eee cce ec eeeenceteeeas 1500 6 0 o 
Mine Owme?.............. cece ea ees _.Elite 2500 910 0 ! Blazing the Tradl... eee eae ee Bison 2100 8 10 © 
After Fifty Years...........cccccccececcc scene eens Torino 1500 5 0 0 Billy's Burglar.............0..0..cccccccceceecees eee een eee Vita. 1722 8 10 o 
Post Telegrapher..........................ccceceeee Bison 2000 12 0 0 The Dawmnirng..........0.000 ccc ec eee te een eeenee 1826 810 @ 
Evil QOMUS. vcsicscsacieccssesdecieccia sedans eccceseseness Eclair 2770 1§ 0 Oo Death: OT < QUO icccse deck ernncsd aeeveslavedaven scenes Cines 2415 8 10 e 
Aeroplane Elopement....................0...0.. cee, Vita 1120 3.10 0 | Early Days in the West......00000008. Bison 1830 8 10 o 
Court intrigues of Henry VIII............... Pathé 2640 7 0 0 | Enoch AG@M.......0..00.0..c cece eeceeeeeeteeeee A Be 2000 610 © 
Darle “Politics eicens eiiece ee eeiean ow eal 3180-12: 10. FiVG: Bt SOHsic0 inc erbatitaudageeareneaetaaiswiees ct Nord. 2663 810 © 
Reams: 005: SW iecsedstet ccctven ice adeae tartrate tassios 2120 9 0 Oo | Klaoded:. “MUNG sii ceocsineey seek weaeacieenerecattic Clar. 2016 8 10 © 
Rey: BURG 6h os reset intecurste ake tdouiceehoenasiomed ets peas 2400 9 9 0 igh: ~ Stah@@sicciocb chiki ao ete es :. Nord. 2663 810 © 
Blackmail -\dccasrawrctioeyasiocmaayiee Cines 2266 10 0 o |! His Brother’s Orlme..........000..000000. s aieaeiieke Cines 2248 810 © 
Path of Atonement..............0.00.00 ees 3000 1210 0 His Lost Memory..............000000.... cee eeeees Nord. 2171 810 e 
The Robbing of Happiness................. Nordisk 2385 12 0 0 | Indian Massacre............0.0...... cece cee eees Bison 2910 7 0 @ 
Vioar of Wakefield... cece cece ees Kalem 1923 3 2 9 Notre Dame de Paris (col.)..................0.. Pathé 2350 8 10 o 
Broken Sword................0...cccccceeceseeeee eee Nordisk 3000 1§ © 0 Love’s Thorny Pativ.....cc...ccccceecseeien Cines 2029 12 0 0 
The GCounterfeiters..................... eee es ei 2000 10 0 0 Nd CACC RU: aca sscthedccseeeereciiinedeeccdal cede deaian seve 1275 § © o 
Two Engine Driwers..................0..:: cece Cines 2190 10 0 0 Three Sultamas................. ce ccccseeeeeeeees Pathé 1050 210 e@ 
The Termpest................ ccc seecccccceeeeceseeeneeeerees 18es R10 0 Great Mine Dleaster (2 copies)............... Eclair 2420 10 0 o 

Code Word for each Film in Black. Are offered subject to being unsold on receipt of inquiry. 

We can quote cheapest price (consistent with good quality) 

for _Export_any film _issued_on_ the _open_ market. 

66 9 SPECIAL ‘‘EXPRESS” OVERSEAS PARCELS. 
= =O 

SALE PRICE—NOT HIRE. THINK iTHIS OUT. 
Sale Price. Code Ward. 

10,000 ft. of Comic, Drama, Interest, Travel and assorted films. Best makes only...... £10....... ie Tenthou 
25, 000 ft. as above (equal to 4 complete programmes), including 3 features (1, 2 or 3 reel) 

Best makes only 230.......... Twenthou 
50,000 ft. as above (equal to 8 complete programmes), including & features .................. 257......... Fifthou 
76,000 ft. of Assorted Films (equal to 12 compléte proeremne) including 7 features 

(1, 2 and 3 reel subjects) ....... Seed nies ep gn eumwecenwueeests sts Sou vations os ..... £87 108. Sevthou 
100,000 ft. (equal to 16 complete programmies), including 9 feat ures (1, 2, ‘and 3 reel subjects) £110 ...... Hunthou 
200,000 ft. (equal to 40 complete programmes), including 20 features... ccc £215 ...... Milthou 

Every film carefully examired and sent in fine running condition. Al! Feature Films in above parcels are leading subjects. We 
only buy the best. No junk. A good su: ply of posters included. The abcve prices are Net CasH witH Orper, carriage forward. 
Shipping orders dispatched by quickest mail. When goods are urgently required. Foreign and Colonial Buyers can arrange to cable cash 
direct to us, or through their local bankers’ London agents. who will pay us against shipping documents or postal receipts. 

EXPRESS FILM SERVICE, 
11, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 

es eye Oe s Overseas Mail.'' Sendétrade card for specimemcopy). 
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ADVERTISING THE “PICTURES.” 

The dangerous-looking pair shown in our illus- 
tration are a couple of attendants at the Hessle 
Road Picture Palace, Hull, who, in the garb of 
cowboy and Red Indian, help to make the palace 
more popular. Mr. W. H. Nicholson is con- 
stantly springing surprises on the people of West 
Hull by his very catchy and novel methods of 
advertising. He realises that a bill placed 
through a letter-box is invariably crumpled up 
and committed to the flames without being read, 
and he therefore seeks for something more effec- 
tive. Whenever there is a good ‘“ cowboy’ pic- 

ture at the Palace, the two ‘‘ western braves,” in 
their quaint costumes, parade the district, and 
the cleverly worded bills they distribute are read 
with curiosity. The result, of course, is big 
crowds at the pictures. 

“Band nights” are a big attraction at this 
popular cinema, and Mr. Nicholson has had a 
few thousand postcards with the following printed 
on one side: ‘‘ Dear ——,—Suppose we have a 
couple of cosy hours at the H.R.P.P. on 
night? I could meet you outside at —— p.m. 
Let me know as soon as you can. The West 
Hull Excelsior Band will be playing there.— 
Yours, "Many of the cards have been 
sent through the st, and_they are a good 
advertisement. 4 by Oc gle 

NOTES FROM BOLTON. 

(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The screening of the great ‘‘ British Army” film 
at the Deansgate Electric Theatre aroused more than 
ordinary interest, and Mr. Sutton, who secured the 
exclusive rights is to be congratulated. Throughout 
the week, three parts were shown, and on Tuesday 
night, when many of the local Territorial officers, 
the Mayor and the Chief Constable attended, money 
was turned away. The local Territorials, who were 
250 men short of strength, made use of the film to 
commence a campaign of recruiting, and the authori- 
ties at Preston sent down the band of the 3rd North 
Lancs. Regt., which, in addition to playing to the 
film, rendered some welcome music on the Victoria 
Square. 

There were several excellent subjects at the Ideal 
Picture House, Silverwell Lane, where Mr. Harold 
Cross had booked “ The Green Eye of the Yellow 
God.’”’ ‘‘ When the Earth Trembled’’ superseded 
the above on the Wednesday, and this also was 
well received. 

The English Cup-tie between Burnley and Bolton 
Wanderers received the attention of the ubiquitous 
camera-man. and I found an excellent film of 
Burnley’s triumph at the Gem Picturedrome and the 
Princess Cinema. The film drew many sporting 
enthusiasts, who also were regaled with Dilwyn’s 
victory of the Waterloo Cup at the former hall. 
“In the Shadow,’’ and one of the “ Mary’’ series 
were the dramas, while “ Up and Down the Ladder ”’ 
and ‘‘A Chip of the Old Block ’’ were the produzers 
of much laughter.—At the Princess, “ Younita, from 
Gutter to Footlights '’ and ‘‘ The House of Discord ”’ 
were among the most pleasing subjects. 

In addition to the ‘British Army”? film, at the 
Electric Theatre, Mr. Sutton’s compilation for the 
week-end included another of Pimple’s laughable 
burlesques, a Keystone comedy, ‘“‘ The Speed Kings,° 
“The Children’s Hour,’’ and ‘‘ A Little Fowl Play.” 
—Kinemacolor at the Queen’s Theatre attracted 
large attendances, and such coloured subjects as 
“Cherry Blossom Time in Tokio,’’ and “ Latest 
Fashions’’ justified the innovation. Here, also, the 
English Cup-tie picture was shown.—At the Paragon 
Electric Theatre, ‘‘The War Makers ’’ was the star, 
while “ The Open Gate’’ was another good subject.— 
At the Bury Road Picturedrome, ‘‘In Convict 
Garb”’ was the top liner, “ The Broken Oath”’ tak- 
ing its place later in the week.—Up Fletcher Street 
way, the Atlas had booked the Vitagraph comedy, 
‘““When Women go on the War-path,”’ ‘‘ The Glove,” 
and “Between the Rifle Shots.’’—Mr. Parnell, at 
Rumworth Theatre, catered for Daubhill residgen:. 
in such subjects as ‘‘ Doctor’s Blind Child,’’ ‘¢ End 
of the Quest,’’ and ‘ Rag-packers of Paris.’’ “ Jirn 
Gives ’em Socks’? and “A Thorough Cleaning ”’ 
were good laughter-makers. 

Mr. Fenton Cross reaped his reward in the way of 
large houses for his booking of ‘‘The Heir of 
Lagarderes,’’ and here also a Keystone “ fetched ”’ 
the house.—‘‘ Bianca’’ and “Victory or Death”’ 
vied for first place at the Gem Picturedrome, Shep- 
herd Cross Street, and there were several good 
comedies.—The Ideal Picture House showed “ The 
Race,’’ ‘‘ The Vampire Tower,’’ and “Hard Cash,’’ 
to crowded greene oy ie Trail ‘ee **Con- 
federates in Crime,’) w the stars at the Princess ane. Ofginal from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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AND GAS Engines 
Norris, Henty & Gardners, 

LIMITED. 

* 

87, Queen 

Victoria St., 

LONDON, E.C. 

45, Bothwell 
Street, 

GLASGOW, 

11, New 

King St. 

BELFAST. 

333, Tower 

Bullding, 

LIVERPOO. 

JUST WHAT I WAS LOOKING FOR. 

Britolco Liquid Antiseptic Soap. 
A Modern and necessary preparation for Picture Houses and 
heatres combining -horough cleansing and disinfecting pro- 
pertiesin one operstion. No germ of disease can exist in 
contact with it. Nout harmful to the person. Once tried 

always used. 

THEATR: DE LUXE, Partick Picture House, Olympia 
Theatre, Panopticon and other regular users. 

Sells on its merits. Not necessary to give away gratis. 
Ask jor list and samples of sundries fur your trade, such as 
Soaps, Lubricating oils fur yas or oil engines, Dynamos, 

Metal Polish, Cleauing Cloths anit Pipe Clays. 

1HE BRITISH OIL CO., 
244 Albert Street Townhead GLASGOW. 

MORE LIGH 

Diamant Guil Pastil. 
Renuices ae Revolving unetiectes be Dame. Supplying all tke leading picture theatres in 

Large Size - #-in. by j-in. each 3/3 South Africa. 

RaBetl | is ee by Bate ai) 2 Feature Films wanted, any length. Good ‘* Baby "' Pastil §-in by g-in. ,, 2/- . : e 
ics Ste ae) Sart prices given for Exclusives. 
Bent Lime Pin - - = - =/9 

African Films Trust, tta. 
Hced Office—Empire Buildings, Johannesburg. 

P.O. Box 1574. 

LONDON OFFICE-— 
Prnone-- 

G. GUILBERT, ...:"* 2, GERRARD PLACE. 
“* Spnerocyls,” SH AFTESBURY AVENUE, W. 

40, Hatton Garden, London, E.6. smith, London. 
"Phone: Keyent 38701. ., Telegrams: ‘' Affiltrus,’* 

Original ft m 
Digitized by NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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LICENSING TRADE;SHOWROOMS. 

At the Leeds Police Court, the question as to 

whether or not a Trade projecting theatre requires a 
licenees, which was understood to have been settled 
by the actton avainst the New Century Film Service 

Limited, last vear, when that firm had io obtain a 

licence--came under consideration avain by the 

Stipendiary Magistrate. The matter arose out of a 
summons against Messrs. Pathé Freres’ Leeds 

branch, who were charged with having contravened 

the terms of the licence which they held for their 

theatre at Wellington Chambers. 

Mr. G. Knowles, represecnung the Town Clerk’s 

department, prosecuted, and explained that the sum- 

mons was in respect of a small projecting theatre 

in which films were shown on the screcn to exhibi- 

tors and prospective hirers. During one of these 

exhibitions last week, a detective had visited the 

place, and reported that many of the conditions 

imposed by the licence, which was the same as that 
issucd to an ordinary picture theatre, were not be- 
Ing adhered to. Wasie paper had been permitted 

to accumulate in the film store-room, there were no 
wet blankets available, and fire buckets were not 

disposed as required. 

The defence was in the hands of Mr. Arthur Wil- 
ley, solicitor to the Yorkshire branch of the Exhibi- 
tors’ Association. Mr. Willey was responsible for 
the raising of the question as to whether or not a 
hieence Was required for a place such as that con- 
cerned, where no public shows were given, and 
where nobody who was notengaged in connection with 
the Trade was allowed to be present. The licence, 
said Mr. Willev, had been taken out upon the under- 
standing that there would be material modifications 
of its terms. In the meantime, he added, every 
precaution against fire had been taken bv the de- 
fendants, even including precautions which were 
not specified in the terms of the licence. 

The case was then adjourned to the following 
morning, when the Stipendiaryvy Mapistrate visited 
the premises in Wellington Chambers, and on the 
resumption of the hearing at the Court he said it 
seemed clear that it would be impossible to regulate 
the place according to the terms of the licence, and, 
therefore, the regulations were not really applicable 
to such premises. At the same time, he added, it 
was obvious that it was desirable, and would be to 
the benefit of everbody concerned if: some arrang.- 
ment could be made between the cinematograph 
people and the authorities with a view to avoiding 
possibilities of accident. It should be borne in 
mind that the police had the right of inspection and 
supervision at any time, and he suggested that if 
some such arrangement were made the summonses 
should be withdrawn. 

Mr. Knowles remarked that the adoption of such 
a course would place him in the position of having 
to admit that a licence was not required. 

The Stipendiary Magistrate replied that he would 
give a decision upon that point if the Watch Com- 
mittee desired him to do so, and would also give a 
decision upon the question of the Watch Committee 
granting a licence to premises which were wholly 
unsuited for the only purpose for which such a 
licence could be given. 

The case was adjourned on the understanding that 
if the Watch Committee wished for a decision, one 
would be given, and if not the summonses would be 
withdrawn. / 4 

Google 

TRAWLINGS FROM GRIMSBY. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Imet Mr. Vb. TV. Protherve, who manages the deys- 
tinies of the Micture Playhouse, Kent Street, the other 
dav. He has been laid low for six weeks by a 
serious illness. fte is getting along nicely now, and 
tL hope his progress may be rapid and complete. 

R.A.O.B. members, who are strong in) Grimsby, 
attended the Paragon Picture Pavilion the other week 
in regalia, and a collection was taken ai the interval 
for the Butts’ Robin Dinner Fund, by means of 
Which newsbovs are entertained at Christmastide. 
The brothers saw an attractive set of films, including: 
the “The Black Balt.” ° Why??? was the principal 
attraction during the rest of the week. Last week 
“No Quarter” and “A. Soldier’s Honour” were 
screened. 

A pra pos the conversion of the King’s Hall, Clee- 

thorpes Road into a bank, a local paper recalls how, as 
the Tem erance Hall, it was the first building in the 
town in which a series of cinema entertainments was 
given on similar lines to the present day picture 
theatres. The first place in Grimsby where moving 
pictures were seen was the Prince of Wales Fheatre 
(legitimate) which is run by Mr. J. H. Curry, the 
managing director of the new Tivoli Picture Theatre. 
This was in 1895, and ‘§ the pictures ’’ were shown be- 
tween the acts by the company appearing at the 
theatre that week. ‘For one night only ’’ cinema- 
tograph pictures were shown in the Town Hall at an 
exhibition in connection with the adult school move- 
ment before they became a regular entertainment at 
the Temperance Ftall. What a marvel we thought 
those Town Hall pictures of naval sports—the first 
motion pictures I remember seeing—were in those 
days! 

An intercsting: move was made the weck before last 
by Messrs. Higgins and Littlewood, at the Strand 
Cinema, Park Street, in the installation of the Edison 
Kinetophone, The popular talking pictures have 
been heard to the fullest advantage at this hall, to 
which hundreds of intending visitors have been un- 
able to gain admission since the Kinectophone has 
been established. The other attractions during the 
weck were the appearance of Miss Florence Turner in 
“The Harper Mystery,” and the drama, “ Martin 
Numa, Detective.” “The War Makers ” (Vitagraph) 
and “The Midnight Mystery ” (Milano) were among 
last week’s exccllent fare. 

A series of educational films, including one on 
“Fish Culture,” which should prove especially in- 
teresting to residents of Fishopolis, is promised at 
the Tivol, Duncombe Street, where “ The Inherit- 
ance of Remi D’Aubrai’s,” “ The Whirlwind of Strife.” 
“King of the Air”? and“ Moths’ have recently proved 
excellent draws. 

The continuous performances at the Empire, Clee- 
thorpes, and the excellent programmes continue to 
attract good patronage. “A Fight for a Fortune,” 
“The Gem of India.” “The Fruits of Vengeance,” 
and “One Round O’Brien,” “A Queen’s Love,” and 
Pathé cartoons have been featured during the past 
fortnight. It has also been announced that the man- 
agement have secured the exclusive rights to show 
the British Army film at a military night. 

Other programmes in the localitv lately have in- 
cluded: “The Death Weight,” “The Trav.” “The 
Burning Train” and ‘*The Mvsterious Airship” at 
the Gaietv Cinema. Wintringham Road. and “The 
Yeart of a Fool,” “T.uellv’s Love Affair,” “The 
Conscience of Hassan Bev.” “In the Shadow.” and 
“The White Featherd)rat! fleerLvric. Victoria Street. 
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WORLD OF FINANCE. 
The following information has been ape cialy compiled for Tag Bioscorg, and includes a soe kde of 

i New Companies, Mortgages and Charges, nding-up Petitions and Orders, County Court Ju gments, 
Reports of Financial Cases, etc., etc. 

All inquiries respecting financial matters must be addressed to the Editor, and the envelope 
marked ‘' Finaneial." 

EASTBOURNE CINEMA PALACE COMPANY, 
LIMITED. 

Before Mr. Justice Astbury, in the Chancery Divi- 
$10n, a motion was heard for the appointment of a 
receiver and manager in the action of Denton against 
the Kastbourne Cinema Palace Company, Limited. 

Mr. R .M. Paterson appeared for the plaintiff, and 
said he understood that the company agreed to the 
appointment. 

The plaintiff held debentures * ~ £290 and intcrest 
charges on the undertaking and property generally 
of the company, but the interest was in arrears. 

His Lordship made the crder subject to the or- 
dinaryv affidavit of fitness. 

-—— 

CINEMA COMPANY SUED. 

At the Greenwich County Court on Thursday last 
Mr. Fk. J. Gorham, of Point Hill, Greenwich, builder, 
was plaintiff in an action brought against the Empire 
Cinema (Greenwich), Limited, of 32, Bedford Row, 
W.C., to recover the sum of £45 2s. The case was 
remitted from the High Court. 

Mr. Archibald appeared for plaintiff, and stated 
that he did not know what view the defence took, but 
he understood it was that some of the work was not 
ordered, and that the prices were not reasonable. 

Plaintiff intimated that the orders were given to 
him personally, and the charges were both fair and 
reasonable. 

Mr. Blackwell, for the defence, said he made an 
objection, as that was a matter they would have to 
deal with. The defendants had not been fairlv 
treated. It was a real grievance and not a technical 
one. Several documents had not been disclosed. All 
the work had been done in connection with the 
theatre, which was afterwards pulled down, and no 
account whatever of the items was rendered to de- 
fendants until October 18, 1913, when it came from 
plaintiff’s solicitors. They could not investigate 
those items, which extended over a counle of vears. 
He asked for an adjournment, and he might then de- 
sire to call evidence as to whether the charges were 
reasonable. 

His Honour remarked that the defendants were en- 
titled to an adjournment, and the costs of the dav. 
The adjournment was granted until Friday next. With 
regard to the item of £10 for the hire of the portable 
office, which was used as a pay-box. after hearing 
evidence. his Honour stated that he thoucht the true 
historv of the case was that the plaintiff left the 
box with the idea of future favour. That was his 
exnlanation, and he thoucht the plaintiff was not 
entitled now to set un a charge for it. As regarded 
the cost, £19, he held that plaintiff was not entitled 
to recover 

DISPUTE OVER ERECTION OF A PICTURE 
PALACE. 

Before Mr. Justice Coleridge, in the King’s Bench 
Division. two actions were heard in connection with 
the building of a picture theatre at the back of the 
Georee Hotel, Wanstead.—Mr. A. J. Bywater, who 
was the landlord of the house, was the defendant in 
each case.-—-The_plaintiffs C56 first] case were 

OQIe 

Richard Budd and Mr. Edward Pettman, 
builders, of King’s Road, Herne Bay, and_ they 
claimed £275 balance of account alleged to be due 
In connection with the erection of a picture palace. 
Mr. Rowland Hirst, of Walthamstow, was the plain- 
titf in the second case, and he claimed £100 which, 
he said, defendant had agreed to give him if he 
kept the cost of the theatre to £750: he also sought 
to recover £00 which he said was due for materials 
supplied and work done. 

After legal argument, in the first action judgment 
was entered for Budd and Pellman for £150 7s. 1d. 
with costs and judgment for the defendant on the 
counter-claim for £1 10s. In the second action, 
judgment was entered for Hirst for £182 8s. 2d. (in- 
cluding money paid into Court) with costs. 

Stay of execution was granted. 

Messrs. 

ACTION AGAINST BELFAST CINEMA CO. 

The action of Mr. Owen Gallagher, against the 
Ulster Picture House Company, Corn Market, Bel- 
fast, reached a further stage in the King’s Bench 
Division, Dublin. when the Mr. T. J. Campbell 
applied on behalf of the plaintiff for an order for dis- 
covery of documents. The action is brought to re- 
cover damages for alleged trespass and injury to 
plaintiff’s premises, caused by the defendants in the 
demolition of adjoining buildings in the Corn Market, 
Beltast, for the purpose of erecting a picture house. 
The plaintiff alleges that his premises have been in- 
jured by the withdrawal of the support of the adjoin- 
ing buildings. 

Mr. Justice Dodd said he did not think the plaintiff 
was entitled to the order. 

Mr. Campbell held otherwise, and argued that a dis- 
covery of documents would facilitate matters. 

Mr. Dodd held that it would be a hardship on the 
defendants if there were orders for them to disclose 
their ledgers and plans. 

\lr. Campbell said there was a clear cause of action, 
an‘ the plaintiff did not want to see the ledgers. 
The order sought was granted. 

HOXTON BATHS AS CINEMA THEATRE. 

In the Chancery Division, Mr. Justice Eve heard a 
motion by the Attorney-General at the relation of the 
Hoxton Cinema, Limited, for an injunction to restrain 
the Shoreditch Borough Council from letting the 
Hoxton Public Baths, Pitfield Street, for the purposes 
of a cinema entertainment, and to restrain Mr. F. C. 
Wright. the licensee of a public-house, from using the 
baths for such an entertainment. 

Mr. Maugham, K.C., said the Hoxton Cinema, 
Limited, were the owners of a picture theatre in the 
same street, and the defendant Wright lived just 
opposite the baths. The Borough Council, ap- 
parently having no use for the baths in the winter 
months had let them for a number of years for cinema 
purposes, and thev had been hired for a few vears 
now bv the defendant Wright. The question was 
whether the use of the baths for this class of enter- 
tainment was legitimate under the Baths and Wash-. 
houses Act, in accordance with which thev were built. 
If the entertainment pfovaded fimealthful recreation, 
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then it was legitimate, but he contended a cinema 
show did not come within the description. The ex- 
pression clearly meant recreation of a bodily kind and 
not mental. 
The Judge said that what was healthful recreation 

to some people was not so to others. Some found re- 
creation at the British Museum, but others were 
bored. A good laugh, too, was an excellent tonic. 
He had never seen one yet but it might be there were 
films which would cause one to enjoy a good laugh. 
That would be healthful recreation. 

Mr. MacMorran, K.C., for the Borough Council, 
and Mr. Clayton, K.C., for the defendant Wright, 
opposed the motion, contending that healthful re- 
creation was not confined to physical exercise. 

In giving judgement refusing an injunction, his 
Lordship said he did see anything to limit the form 
of recreation to that of a phvsical character. If it 
were otherwise it would deprive middle aged persons 
of one of those forms of recreation which were still 
open to them. He held than an entertainment by 
means either of the drama or something which was in 
the nature of the drama was a wholesome and salutary 
recreation and entertainment. The defendant Wright 
had been at these nremises for some time, and had 
no doubt sunk considerable cavital there. and it would 
be a hardship to him if at this stage the entertain- 
ment were stopped. The costs of the motion would 
be costs in the action. 

Mortgages and Charges. 

Woop GREEN PICTURE PALLADIUM, LIMITED.— 
Issue on February 11, 1914, of £500 debentures, part 
1s series of which particulars have already been 

ed. 
MOORLANDS PICTURE PALACE COMPANY (BURS- 

LEM), LIMITED.—Debenture dated February 6, 1914, 
to secure £100, charged on the company’s under- 
taking and property, present and future, including 
uncalled capital. Holder: W. T. Moreton, Victoria 
Road, Tunstall, Staffs. 
WINGATE EMPIRE ELECTRIC THEATRE, LIMITED.— 

Debenture to ‘‘Bearer,’’ charged on the company’s 
undertaking and property, present and future, in- 
cluding uncalled capital, dated January 31, 10914, to 
secure £75 registered. A memorandum of satisfac- 
tion in full on January 31, 1914, of debenture dated 
posal I, 1912, securing £75, has also been noti- 
ed. 
LEICESTER PICTURES, LIMITED.—Mortgage on 

freehold land in Vaughan Street and Holly Street, 
Leicester, with picture theatre in course of erection 
thereon, dated February 17, 1914, to secure all 
moneys due or to become due from the company to 
London City and Midland Bank, Limited, 5, Thread- 
needle Street, E.C. 
BRADFORD ALHAMBRA THEATRE OF VARIETIES, 

LIMITED.—Particulars of £5,000 debentures, created 
January 16 ,1914, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of 
the Companies (Consolidation) Act. 1908, the whole 
amount being now issued. Property charged: The 
company’s undertaking and property, present and fu- 
ture, including uncalled capital. No trustees. 
CANNOCK PICTUREDROME COMPANY, LIMITED.— 

Particulars of £2,000 debentures, created February 
16th, 1914, filed pursuant to Section (93) (3) of the 
Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole 
amount being now issued. Property charged: The 
company’s undertaking and property, present and 
future, including uncalled capital. No trustees. 

SAFETY BIOSCOPE SUPPLIES COMPANY, LIMITED. — 
Old company. A memorandum of satisfaction in full 
on July 27th, 1913, of debenture dated January 27th, 
IQOI2,. securing £2,000, has been filed. 

STIRCHLEY EMPIRE, LIMITED.—Deposit of deeds of 
the Empire Theatre, Stirchley, Birmingham, and 
land forming site thereof, dated January 31, 1914, 
to secure all monevs due or to become due from 
the company to Lloyds k, Sole not exceed- 
ing £800. ( O08 e 

I1S9 

CATHAYS CINEMA COMPANY, LIMITED.—Mortgage on 
102 and 104, Woodville Road, Cardiff, dated Feb- 
ruary 13th, 1914, to secure all moneys due or to be- 
come due from the company to Lloyds Bank, 
Limited, not exceeding £1,000, registercd. Memoran- 
dum of satisfaction in full (@) on February 2, 1914, of 
mortgage, dated July 4 1913, securing £500; and (d) 
on January 7, 1914. of mortgage dated July 3, 1913, 
securing moneys and liabilities mentioned therein, 
also notified. 
MIDLAND CINEMA COMPANY, LIMITED.—A memoran- 

dum of satisfaction in full on December 8th, of mort- 
gage debenture dated February 5, 1913, securing 
£75, has been fled. 
HAMPSTEAD PICTURE PLAYHOUSE, LIMITED.—Land. 

Reyistry Charge on land with playhouse or picture 
palace thereon, dated January 16, 1914, as collateral 
security for £4,950 debentures already issued. 
Holders: F. R. Goodwin, 373, Camden Road, 
vo" and W. Evans, 181, Shaftesbury Avenue,. 

SHOEBURYNESS PALACE THEATRE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
A memorandum of satisfaction in full on February 7 
1914, of mortgage, dated May 16, 1913, securing all 
moneys then due or to become due from the company 
e one and Counties Bank, Limited, has been 
eld, 

K.MPIRE CINEMA (GREENWICH), LIMITED.—Second 
debenture dated January 28, 1914, to secure £3,200, 
charged on the company’s assets, subject to first de- 
benture and uncalled capital. Holder: H. E. Attrill,. 
23, Villiers Street, Strand, W.C.. 

New Companies. 

PICTURE THEATRES FINANCIAL TRUST, LIMITED. 
(133,787.).—This company was registered on Feb- 
ruary 5th, with a capital of £20,000 in 190,000 ordi- 
nary shares of 2s. each, and 20,000 deferred shares 
of rs. each, to carry on the business of bankers, 
capitalists, financiers, concessionaires, theatre pro- 
prietors and managers, etc. Minimum cash sub- 
scription seven shares. The first directors are W. T. 
Robins, St. John Beecher, and W. G. Brown. Re-~ 
muneration £25 each per annum (chairman £100). 
Registered office: Finsbury House, Bloomfield 
Street, E.C. | 
CONSOLIDATED BOOKING OFFICES, LIMITED. 

(133,919.)—This company was registered on Feb- 
ruary 12th, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares, 
to carry on the business of opera house, cinemaot- 
graph or music-hall or café chantant proprietors, 
caterers for public entertainments, box office keepers, 
musical and theatrical agents, etc. Private com- 
pany. The number of directors is not to be less than 
two nor more than seven. The first are: S. Harris, 
17, Hampstead Gardens, Golder’s Green, N.W.; 
and M. Cohen, 52, Castellain Mansions, Maida Vale, 
W. Qualification £500. Registered office, 11-12, 
Walker House, Strand, W.C. 

B. AND N. SYNDICATE, LIMITED. (133,913.)—This 
company was registered on February 12th, with a 
capital of £2,000 in £1 shares, to acquire or con- 
struct, maintain and carry on in England or else- 
where, picture theatres and amusement or recreation. 
halls, etc. Private company. The number of direc. 
tors 1s not to be less than two nor more than five. 
The first are: C. Boss and W. B. Nicholson. 
Qualification £150. Remuneration £100 each per 
annum (£200 for the chairman). Registered by J. 
de Meza, 374, Old Street, E.C. 
PICTURE HOUSE (DONCASTER), LIMITED). (134,024). 

—This company was registered on February 14th, 
with a capital of £7,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the- 
business indicated by the title. Private company. 
The number of directors is not to be less than three: 
nor more than five. The first are: A. L. Rhodes, 
Armthorpe Road, Doncaster; J. Bickerdike, Oakfield, 
Oak Lane, Bradford; and J. Bernhard. Qualification 
f250. Secretarv: G. FE. Wroe. Solicitors: Bury and’ 
Walkers, Barnslev 
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The Great Gold Robbery. 
Story of Old Father Thames). 

The Best pnhen ALE BRITISH PICTURE Ever Thrown on a ‘Screen. 

LENGTH 2,150 ft. 

Fraudulent Spiritualism Exposed. 
Showing the Tricks of the Charlatans. 

Another Two-Reeler. A GREAT HIT WITH THE WOMEN PATRONS. 

LENGTH 2,000 ft. 

BUFFALO BILL 
(HIMSELF) 

and his Wild West Show. 

THE GREATEST AGGREGATION OF ROUGH-RIDERS IN THE WORLD. 

LENGTH 2,000 ft. 

Ju-Jitsu to the Rescue. 
Featuring— 

YUKIO TANI, the World’s Champion Ju-Jitsu Wrestler. 

Full of Dramatic Action. A Pretty Story, and Interesting and Instructive. 

LENGTH .1,900 ft. 

Write for 3-Day and Week’s Booking. 

Apply Direct— 

The Motograph Film Co., Ltd., 
THE FIRM THAT PUTS NO PADDING IN PICTURES, 

MOTOGRAPH HOUSE, 
Upper St. Martin’s Lane, London, W.C. 

Wires & Cablces—Educafilms, London. ‘Phones—Regent 3016-3017. 
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THE THREE-WINC SHUTTER. 
To the Editor of THE BIOSCOPE. 
S1r,—I feel I have no reply to the last letter 

of Mr. Mathys in your issue of February 26th. 
Mr. Mathys’ letter leads the reader to suppose 

that Mr. de Prészynski or his correspondents 
are the owners of an article which they have no 
right to claim. I see that Mr. Mathys again 
makes the same mistake in discussing this ques- 
tion, partly because there were some clerical 
errors in the printing of my letter of February 
12th, and some points were cut out by the 
editor, probably owing to limited space in the 
‘“Parliament” and to my sending the letter at 
the last moment. Knowing Mr. Prdészynski_ per- 
sonally, and being acquainted with the shutter 
question, I want to state once more that I and 
every scientist (I'rench Academy of Scicnces) 
will consider Mr. de Prdészynski the real dis- 
coverer of the basis of suppressing flicker, al- 
though he does not claim himself to be the in- 
ventor of the three-wing shutter. Let me ex- 
plain that, from a scientific point of view, in- 
vention and discovery are two quite different 
things. 
When Mr. de Proszynski read the article about 

himself entitled ‘‘ The Polish Edison,” he pointed 
out to me and others that the author of it made 
a mistake, calling him the inventor of the three- 
wing shutter, because, as he said, it would be 
ridiculous to call such an insignificant thing an 
‘invention,’ and he would never considcr it 
worth patenting. 

Mr. de Prészynski’s principle concerns all pos- 
sible means of cutting light and all rules con- 
cerning flicker. Mr. Mathys says: “Mr. de 
Prészynski could not discover the three-wing 
shutter, as it was already patented in America 
in 1903.”". Allow me to say that Mr. de Proészyn- 
ski had his first projectors with the same shutter 
at least six years before this date, and every- 
body could see the photographs of those pro- 
jectors with the aid of the same shuttcr, claimed 
by American Patents, in Polish papers of 1898, 
as it was presented before the Society of In- 
dustry in Warsaw, and he was not alone in 
adapting this kind of shutter. Then the above- 
mentioned American Patent has no real value. 

If Mr. Mathys would look at the question as a 
scientist, he would realise that no invention or 
discovery was recognised as such before it was 
theoretically proved. His school experience 
taught him that even the, Co evid 5 principles 
of geometry oP physite lar ( aarayan ed before 
they are proved. 

“ THE BIOSCOPE” PARLIAMENT. 
Readers are invited to express their Opinions upon any subject of General Interest. 

Correspondence submitted for publication must be accompanied by the full name and 
address of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as an evidence of good faith. 
Anonymous letters will be promptly consigned to the Waste Paper Basket. 
of a letter must not be taken to imply that the views exp.essed are endorsed by the Editor. 

eT 

Publication 
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discoverer, who proved, as evarybody knows, that 
the earth moves round the sun. Edison was the 
real inventor of the phonograph, the brothers 
Wright were the real inventors of the “ flying 
machine,” but the idea, discovered by Kopernik, 
existed as supposition before Kopernik; the idea 
of the phonograph and the aeroplane existed be- 
fore Edison's and Wrights’ inventions. Neverth>- . 

less, nobody paid serious attention to those sup- 
positions, just as nobody pays attention to the 
fairy tales about the ‘‘Submarine Ninedom.” 
Kopernik, Edison, and Wright first brought out 
the complete proof and explanation of the above 
ideas, and that is why the world owes to them 
those discoveries and inventions. 

Just the same applies to the position of Mr. 
Kasimir de Prészynski towards the flicker. He 
himself and others used shutters with many wings, 
equal or unequal. A long time before his ex- 
planation to the French Academy of Sciences 
(1909), but nobody realised which form of shut- 
ter was the real one. As proof, I may mention that 
all leading firms till 1909 manufactured and 
tested different forms of shutters with one, two, 
three, or more wings of different shapes, without 
being sure which form really gives the least 
flickering. They have been deceived by the law 
of “ persistence of vision on the retina,” and they 
had as proof only the experiments which, as we 
know from science, are always very doubtful and 
not convincing if they are not accompanied by 
theoretical explanation. | 

As soon as Mr. de Prdészynski proved that per- 
sistence of vision practically does not exist, and 
as a consequence of this no form of shutter or 
other means can suppress flicker, but only regu- 
lar interruptions by- light-cutting, the leading 
French firms, more acquainted with science, left 
all experiments and adapted the equal-wings shut- 
ter. 

Let me cite the law given by Mr. de Prészyn- 
ki: (a) Persistence in the case of flicker is so in- 

significant that we ought to consider it practi. 
cally as non-existent. (4) It is no solution of the 
problem of flicker except the following: “ The 
complete suppression of flickering depends solely 
upon the regularity and the frequence of the 
excitation of our brain, just as the continuity of 
sound depends upon the regularity and frequency 
of the vibrations in the air.” 

I trust that my letter will be considered a full 
explanation of the question, and that it will be 
printed in full —Yoarsy etcf; 

CHARLES | DE |ToaayszEwSkI. 
113-117, Charing Cross Road, WW: 
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THE MYSTERY 
of the 

OLD MILL 
(No. 1, Sicuth Hound Series.) 

This is the film you are looking 

for A brilliant detective drama 

in THREE PARTS, and bearing 

the well-known “Big Ben” Trade 

Mark. A real All-British pro- 

duction. 

PATHECOLOR Superb Staging, Perfect Photo- 
urse graphy, Wonderful Scenery, and 

DRAMA. the finest All-British Acting. 

of eee What more can ensure its success. 
e e : 

Two Parts. By booking now you can be /rs¢ 

War in your district. 

e 
3 S “a z 

Apart from its intense dramatic interest, 
this Pathécolor gives us food for serious 
reflection. It not only depicts the terrors 
of present day warfare, in which aero- 
planes are destined to play so large a part, 
but also reveals the appalling and often 
unthought-of consequences of  inter- 
national strife, which is frequently the 
cause of a moral suffering among the in- 
nocent victims—gently nurtured women, 
wives, mothers, and sisters—which is 
nearly as poignant as the physical pain of 
the combatants themselves. 

This film has a plot that 

pleases, is beautifully acted 

and goes with a delightful 

es Swing. 
g ‘DICK STEEL, the Detective, 

struggles for freedom."’ 

Send your Order along ! 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, Ltd., PATHE FRERES CINEMA, Ltd., 
LONDON, LIVERPOOL, BIRMINGHAM, LONDON, LIVERPOOL, BIRMINGHAM, 

LEEDS, NEWCASTLE, MANCHESTER, CARDIFF, MANCHESTER, LEEDS, 

GLASGOW d ogle 2 GLASGOW. 

D 
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THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY! 
We have something interesting to say about the magnificent 

Exclusive, 

The Chevalier de Maison-Rouge 
This fine Film is adapted from the world-famous novel of 

Alexandre Dumas. 

We have magnificent Posters, specially designed Booklets, 

Slides, Throwaways, and Blocks, all to help to boom the film 

for YOUR benefit. 

Leading London and Provincial Exhibitors who have booked this 

film are preparing for record houses. Why not you? 

SEND THAT ORDER ALONG TO-DAY. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA Led. 
LONDON, LIVERPOOL, LEEDS, BIRMINGHAM, 
NEWCAS DE) CHESTER, GLASGOQWORK CARDIFRARY 
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CONCERNING FLICKER. 
. Some Comments on Recent Correspondence and Articles in THE BIOSCOPE. 

The writer has followed with great interest 
the articles and correspondence relating to the 
question of flicker, and begs to add his views 
and criticisms. | 

The article and letters seem to have been 
prompted by a reference in THE BIOSCOPE to 
‘The Polish Edison, Mr. Proszynski.’’ The-e 
is no question that this gentleman’s mechanical 
genius in devising the Aeroscope camera calls 
for admiration, although the writer believes it 
was left to an English engineer to manufacture 
and partly redesign the original Aeroscope, 
and so turn failure into success. _ 
However, reverting to the question of flicker, 

Mr. Proszynski has long since championed the 
cause of flicker, and perhaps more correctly 
the means of eliminating this abomination, and 
whilst Mr. Proszvnski’s investigations have not 
been without some advantage to the cinemato- 
graph industry, his followers, unfortunately, 
make many extravagant claims on his behalf. 

It is interesting to read what Mr. Tomas- 
zewski has to say, observations that can only 
weaken one’s opinion of Mr. Proszvynski, if one 
thought they were that gentleman’s own views. 

If what Mr. Tomaszewski savs is analysed 
it seems to be that after the fairly common 
use of the three-winged shutter, Mr. Proszyn- 
ski claims to have discovered this shutter .s5 
the solution of all flicker-trouble. 

Let Mr. Tomaszewski speak. He says, -n 
reply to Mr. G. A. Mathys, that, ‘‘Mr. D. 
Proszynski could not claim to be the inventor 
of the revolving three-winged disc, because this 
kind of disc was used a long time ago for 
different purposes . . . . but he dis- 
covered a new psychological law which shows 
that no other form of shutter can suppress 
fiickering.’’ For this, apparently, to again 
quote Mr. Tomaszewski ‘‘to him (Mr. Proszyn- 
ski) we owe gratitute that our eyes do not 
suffer from flicker so much as a few years ago.’ 
Because then Mr. Proszynski discovered a new 
psychological law our eyes do not now suffer 
from flicker. Was ever any claim so unreason- 
able? We use the same shutter, but the law is 
different. Shutter alone gives flicker. Shutter 
plus law—no flicker. No! If any credit be 
due to Mr. Proszynski, it is not for the reason 
that our eyes do not suffer from flicker so 
much, but for having discovered his psycho- 
logical law. Let it be pointed out to Mr. 
Tomaszewski that Newtern discovered the law 
of gravitationpbutéhe migs4 Glen? lowers of 

By JAMES W. BARBER, A.M.LE.E. 

Newton would not aver that any the fewer 
apples would now fall if the law had not beer 
discovered. - 

Mr. Proszynski’s law appears to prove the 
necessity of equal periods of obscuration, inter- 
posing, equal intervals of light, the smallest 
irregularity causes flicker. The writer will go 
as far as to say that, although, perhaps, under 
average circumstances, equality of time periods 
may have an important bearing, actual time in- 
tervals, intensity of light per superficial foot 
of screen, and distance from which the screen 
is viewed, all claim importance, and any law 
niust take cognisance of these points. An excep- 
tion may prove a rule, but there must be no 
exception to a law. The law of gravitation 
is universal not local, Mr. Proszynski’s “law”’ 
is locat, not universal. 

Dealing with Mr. Austing’s contribution, 
Mr. Austing says, ‘‘ the minimum space of time 
in which the eye can define any particular ob- 
ject, is one twenty-fifth of a second.” It is 
dificult to know just what is meant by this. 
Joes Mr. Austing mean that if an object were 
only in the film vision one twenty-fifth of a 
second, it would not be visible to the eye, or 
does he mean that there is a time lag intro- 
duced of one twenty-fifth of a second, and that 
the eye begins to see or rather the brain com- 
ences to visualise one twenty-fifth of a second 
after the location of the object? Certainly some 
time is taken in ‘‘ seeing ’’’ any object, as apart 
from the fact that rays of light travel, and su 
introduce a time element the eye has certain 
adjustments, both mechanical and chemical, be- 
fore transmitting its sensations to the brain. 
}lowever, it is very questionable, in the writer’s 
opinion, if any figure (it would probably be 
nearer one two hundred and twenty-fifth than 
one one twenty-fifth of a second) could be 
given, even as an average, as distance of ob- 
ject from eye and intensity of light and varying 
physical, and even mental faculties, have bear- 
ings on the subject of the time taken to see. 
However, it is the writer’s contention that 
this time has nothing whatever to do with the 
question of projection. Certainly there is no 
relationship between projecting at sixteen or 
twenty pictures per second, and the time taken 
for visualising. The present rate of picture 
projection is purely a compromise hetween re- 
sults and economy. 

Mr. Austing is alsogivaiongnin his endeavour 
to explain theyabsoneepofa flicker widy a three- 
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winged shutter. It is true that the three open 
periods are, at standard projection speed, each 
of one ninety-sixth of a second. ‘These are, 
however, not spread over five ninety-sixths, as 
Mr. Austing considers, but over six ninety- 
sixths, the total time of the cycle of operation 
of the shutter. The obscured periods then are 
at least equal to the light periods. Mr. Aus- 
ting seems to forget that there is one obscuring 
period during movement of the film, and that 
this period of the eye takes cognisance of, as 
does it the other periods. So Mr. Austing’s 
reasoning on flicker 1s based upon a fallacy of 
his own making. Indeed, in many three- 
winged shutters the obscured periods are far - 
from being less than the unobscured, the 
equivalent arc of the former being about 198 
degrees, and the latter 162 degrees. 

Regarding the position of the shutter 
Mr. Austing states that experiments have 
proved the best position to be between 
the film and projector lens. This is an 
extraordinary statement, and requires some 
justification. The writer’s opinion, based 
upon an extensive practical experience, is that 
the only position possible for the shutter, to 
project pictures with the minimum of flicker 
and maximum of light, is between the lens and 
the screen. In any other position the principal 
shutter blade has to be of greater arc, and so 
the light efficiency of the projector decreases. 
There is no exception to this, and because 
some machines are still made with inside shut- 
ters, it does not follow that the best results 
are thereby obtained. Indeed, in every case, 
such an equipped machine could be improved 
by the substitution, for the one existing, of a 
correctly designed and properly positioned out- 
side shutter. 

Mr. Austing refers to the timing of the 
flicker blade. What has the timing of this to 
do with flicker? The flicker blade or blades 
are permanently attached to the principal blade. 
and so cannot be timed independently. Now, it 
is immaterial to the question of flicker in what 
position the shutter be fixed in relation to the 
intermittent. mechanism, or whether’ the 
machine be driven by hand or motor, providing 
constant and similar speed be maintained. Mr. 
Austing is confusing the elimination of flicker 
with the elimination of ghost, and interesting 
as they may be in relation to this latter his re- 
marks have no bearing whatever on the subject 
under discussion. The only fair test for flicker 
is with the film out of the machine, in which 
case film movement does not enter into the 
question. 

Is it known how to eliminate flicker? It ‘s 
the writer’s contention that flicker can never 
be entirely eliminated, but can only be alle. 
viated; so much so that it is almost conspicuous 
by its absence. That a projector is not en- 
tirely free from flicker even with a machine 
fitted with a shutter HOU gdance with the 
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Psychological Law can easily be proved, and 
it is quite a simple matter to alter conditions 
other than the shutter and introduce flicker. 
On the other hand a machine that projects a 
picture with flicker may sometimes be made, with- 
out alteration of the shutter, to project without 
flicker. By perhaps an increase in the intensity 
of light, a change of machine speed, the use of 
a screen of a higher reflective power, an altera- 
tion of the position or angle of the screen to 
the projector, one or a combination of these 
may easily introduce the abomination. ° 
What is flicker? Many have been the ex- 

planations made, some being of a very scientific 
character that will, even then, not stand any 
too detailed investigation. 

The writer’s explanation is simple, and he 
vives it for what it is worth. When one enters 
bright light after being in a darkened room, 
the iris of the eye contracts. Conversely when 
entering a darkened place from one of light, 
the iris expands. The action of the human eye 
being, though not so great, similar to that of 
the cat. Now, consider the eye viewing a cine- 
matographic projection. Light, for a portion 
of time is flashed on the screen. The iris of 
the eye commences to contract. During the 
contracting stage light is cut off. A change 
takes place in the eye, and the iris commences 
to expand. In synchronism, then, with the 
separate picture projections and light cut-offs, 
the eye has an oscillating movement. As may 
naturally be expected, the eye’s muscular sys- 
tem becomes fatigued by the rapid changes, 
and the eye strain with which we are familiar 
results. Now, it might be thought as it some- 
times was in the early days of cinematography, 
that fewer light changes or quicker non-light 
intervals would decrease the muscular strain. 
Certain it is that facts have proved to the con- 
trary that increase rather than decrease in the 
number of light cut-offs per given time interval 
decreases the eye strain. Why is this? The 
writer’s theory introduces the element of inertia, 
that property of a body by virtue of which .t 
tends to maintain, whatever state of rest or 
motion it may possess. It is, of course, well 
known that a time lag is introduced whenever 
an object be moved from rest, t-e., there 
is a time interval between the application of 
force and the commencement of movement. On 
the other hand, a time interval always intro- 
duces itself between the cessation of force and 
that of movement. 
Now regarding the eye. The writer's view 

is that by speeding up the hght and dark 
changes the iris has less time to move, and this 
speeding up may, in fact, be continued until 
they are equal to the period of inertia of the 
eye, in which case.no movement of the ins will 
be possible. In practice the iris comes to rest 
in a state of equilibrium at such position as 
it would occupy if it were observing an inten- 
sity of light equal to the average of light and 
dark periods. 
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\KAMM’S PATENT 

MALTESE GROSS 

= PROJECTOR. :: 
British maae throughout. 

Adopted by the British Government. 

The ONLY Flickerless Projector. As steady'as a lanternislide. 

KAMM’S NEW DOG MACHINE. 
Easiest Machine on Films in existence. Silent. 

Price £30. 

COME AND WITNESS DEMONSTRATION in_ our private 
theatre to prove superiority over any existing Projector on 

the market. 

Book to City Road Station on the tube (twenty minutes from 
Charing Cross). 

Kamm’s English Patents of the Projector— 
23,904 1906, 24,952 1906, 24,953 1906, 24,157 1907, 

7,815 1910. 7,816 1910, 10,977 1910. 14,573 1911. Pi 

Three Years’ Guarantee given with 

every Machine (Cross or Dog). 
cers 
ee 

LET THE OWNERS TELL THEIR OWN STORY. 
27, UPPER ST. COLUMBAS ROAD, 

DRUMCONDRA, DUBLIN, 

DEAR SIRS, February 17, 1914. 

Although we are the youngest people here in this business we have been very successful 
and we feel that this success is due to the perfect picture projected with your machine. We get a 
clear, bright, flickerless 14 ft. picture and never use more than 35 amps. We take this opportunity of 

thanking you for having supplied such a perfect machine. 

Yours faithfully, 

O'NEILL & CUSSEN. 

TRY OUR MAINTENANCE SYSTEM. 
WHY BOTHER with aninferior machine which shows bad pictures and causes great delay and eapensein repairs and upkeep? 
We give you a brand new machine complete on a stand, with spool boxes, and a first class ““ UNIVERSAL” arc lamp at 10s. per 
week. If you are dissatisfied with the picture, we give you anether machine, in fact we guarantee to give you a pictureas goed 
at the end of the year as on the first day you installed our plant. It is the cheapest in the long run for you to have your machine 

maintained by experts. 

WRITE FOR 

anow7o LL, KAMM & CO., 
Factory and Showrooms: 

27, POWELL ST., GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 
Telegraphic Address: ‘*ZKROGRAPH, LONDON.”’ Telephone: CENTRAL 8281. 

— 

sw, 

Lu, Tal TOM avel eee 
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The above is what the writer offers as an ex- 
planation for the reason of eye strain and 
Hicker to minimise which a balance must be 
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nade between light intensity, rapidity of change, 
and some factor in the anatomy of the iris of 
the eye analogous to weight in mechanics. 

ALLEGED FRAUD ON MESSRS. PATHE FRERES. 
At the Marlborough Police Court, on !'onday las:, 

Mr. Denman was again occupied in hearing tne aa- 
journed charges against Arinur MacKay, aged 27, 
described as a Manager ot Kegent Square, King’s 
ross, N., and William Watson, aged 41, aescriped 
as a nim hirer, Carrying on business in Greek Street, 
Soho, and at the ‘Lneatre de Luxe, Acre Lane, Brix- 
ton, .W. . 

Mr. Valetta and Mr. Rowland Oliver prosecuted, 
and Mr. Harry Ptah! appeared tor tne detendants. 

Mr. John Samuel soardman, proprietor ot the 
Cinema at the Caledonian Batns, N., was recalled, 
and produced two cheques which had been passea 
tnrougn his account, and which had been paid on 
wecember 2nd and oth last to Mackay in respect of 
hims hired trom him. ‘lhe cheques were made out 
to wlackay personally, and not to Watson or the 
Marvel biim Company. 

Mr. Valetta said the evidence so far had dealt with 
films which were alleged to have been stolen, and he 
contended the stealing had been proved by the fact 
that two oft the men had been dealt with by the 
Court. He proposed to call as a witness the man 
Saunders (who it will be remembered was sentenced 
to two months’ imprisonment in the Second Division 
in regard to similar charges). The evidence of that 
witness would tend to show the manner in which he 
optained possession of the films and the way in which 
he handed them over to the two defendants betore the 
Court. it would also be shown that films had been 
hired by the Marvel Company, and allowed to stay in 
their possession for a longer period than had been 
bargained for. There were also instances in which 
hlms were allowed by Saunders to reach Watson with- 
out any record having been made in Messrs. Pathé’s 
books... Some of those films found their way back 
to the firm, others had been lost sight of, and as to 
the remainder they had been located at various pic- 
ture theatres. Without going into the niceties of the 
legal position at that moment, he should like to point 
out that he would probably be compelled to ask the 
Magistrate to say that the circumstances were such 
as to amount to larceny by a trick. No doubt the de- 
fence would present Watson to the Court as a man 
who had an extensive and genuine business. Pos- 
sibly that might be so, and he would not deny it, but, 
continued counsel, whether it was as genuine or 
honest as it was extensive, he would not express any 
opinion. It might also be urged in Watson’s favour 
that he had no chance of going into such details as . 
to the returnin« of films at the proper time, and that 
therefore he could not help it. 

The next witness was Evelyn A. Saunders. 
Counsel: How came you first to come in touch with 

Watson in any way other than in the ordinary way 
of business? 

Witness: About last July, when it was reported 
to me that a film had been kept bv his firm more 
than the contract time of three davs. 
witness said, to the best of his recollection, although 
it was his duty, he did not inquire into the matter 
until Watson called in a few days. When he did 
call Watson gave witness t1os., to be divided be- 
tween him and another party. As to the film, Watson 
said he had had further use for it, and that he would - 

6é 

either “make it all right for them,” or “see it was 
all right.” They then left the show rooms together, 
and on the stairs Watson slipped ros. into his hand 
with the remark “That settles the matter.” It was 
then that witness began to Joek_up filnjs to Watson, 
ostensibly for thregidays} oe rp | @uch longer 

Continuing, - 

period. Watson used to give him something for him- 
seit at the ena otf the week when they setthea up. On 
Six occasions aiso he solid fims outrignt to. tne de- 

fendaant Watson, and went rouna to nis place in dono 
at the end of tne week, Where a certain amount Was 

handed to him. He (witness) had no right to sell 
tnose films, and Watson must nave known tney were 
stolen, alluougn witness did nov actually tell him so. 
lt a him was going very well witn the public, Watson 
would come 1n anu say “Will you get me a copy: ” 
it there were eignt or nine copies 1n tne stores witness 
would do so. Un other occasions Watson would come 

into Messrs. Pathé’s place and say: “1 want a feature 
tor to-day; can you let me have one?” Witness would 
then give him a list of them, and Watson would say: 
“Can you let me have thjs and this for a little over 
the usual time (three days) ’’’ Witness would agree, 
and would get the transaction through by making out 
a docket, and when the time came send it up to the 
counting house, whether the film had been returned 
or not. 

Counsel: 
method ? 

Witness: I don’t think he knew how it was actually 
carried out. 

In reply to further questions, witness said that 
sometimes Watson would legitimately order a film, 
and ask for a small “comic,” or “interest,” to be 
thrown in as well free of charge. In those cases, 
witness would not enter the small film on the docket, 
but just make a mental note of it. Those films were 
sometimes returned and sometimes not. Chambers 
(who it will be remembered was dealt with on a pre- 
vious hearing), said witness had to examine the 
dockets, and see that the films were returned on the 
correct date. He often saw Watson give money to 
witness, and sometimes would receive a small amount 
himself. Eventually, continued witness, some difh- 
culty arose over a certain film, and Watson practi- 
cally ceased to call. It was then that Mackav came 
upon the scenes. Witness, however, only entered into 
two or three illegal transactions witn him, and Mackay 
told him not to say anything to Watson about them. 
Witness had also on several occasions been down to 
Watson’s picture theatre at Brixton as a guest. He 
remembered a film called ‘Fatal Love” which was 
sold by him to Watson. The conv. however, was in a 
very bad condition, and Watson complained about it. 
Witness took it back, and with other copies of the 
same film took it to the cleaning department, and 
asked them to pick out the best copy and hand it 
over to Mr. Watson. Afterwards witness saw the 
film advertised at a certain place in the district, ana 
he mentioned the matter to Watson, who agreed that 
he let the film out. The films which witness sold to 
Watson were paid for at the rate of ros. per 1,000 ft. 
As to another film, a Biblical one, called “Esther,” 
Watson said he thought it would go down with his 
patrons very well, and he would take a copy of that as 
well. Watson then stopped coming to the company’s 
office, and sent Mackay in his place. At the time he 
went to Birmingham there was tos. owing to him 
through Chambers, and about 30s. in all by the de- 
fendants. He wrote letters to Chambers about the 
matter, but never got the money. 

In the course of cross-examination by Mr. Harry 
Pfahl, witness said that the usual price for hiring a 
film for a week would be 15s. per 1,000 ft., or 10s. 
for three days. 

At this stage the accused pwere again remanded, 
being released-on the,same, bailas before, 

Did Watson know you adopted that 
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s CHRISTINE RAYNER | 

She Stoops 
Adapted from the play by Oliver Goldsmith 

i 
| 
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The Evening News; 

‘“Nothing more really amusing nor more artistic has been 
filmed. The London Film Company makes sure of what 
it does.” 

The Daily Chronicle) yy EEE 

‘The Production becomes equal to the best of the work turned 
out by the London Film Company or any other firm.” 

The Westminster Gazette), —[=EE[U GHEE 

‘The honours of the week have been carried off by a British 

firm—the London Film Company . . . . their latest produc- 
tion, ‘She Stoops to Conquer’ . . . . will make any audience 
that sees it rock with laughter.” 

The Daily Express : en | 

“An altogether enjoyable production featuring Henry Ainley.” 

OFFERS INVITED FOR 

THE LONDON FIL 
The fairest and severest critics of their own productions. 

fhe mark that becomes -idinakefs 

more famous ebbsyWEekeDY OIC Regent 4340-4341. vewh, (GERRARD STRE 
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FEATURING HULMES GORE AND EDNA 

F ATH. THE RING & THE RAJAH Cy, receate eo osonae 
FEATURING HOLMES GORE AND 

BRANSCOMBE’S PAL an ee ee 

—~> 

i et 
if STELLA ST. AUDRIE} 

to Conquer 
and produced by George Tucker. 

~ 

E 

CAST. 

Sir Charles Marlow ves ea LEWIS GILBERT 

Young Marlow (his son) HENRY AINLEY 

Hastings (young Marlow’s friend ane GERALD AMES 
Constance’s lover 

Hardcastle ve iti CHARLES ROCK 

Mrs. Hardcastle (formerly Mrs. Lumpkin) STELLA ST. AUDRIE 

Kate Hardcastle (their daughter) MISS JANE GAIL 

Tony Lumpkin (Mrs. Hardcastle’s son) WINDHAM GUISE 

soriand Mrs, Hardcaste’s wards MISS CHRISTINE RAYNER 
Jeremy (young Marlow’s servant) GREGORY SCOTT 

Digory (Hardcastle’s servant) R. JUDD GREEN 

Landlord of the ‘‘ Three Pigeons” Inn NELSON RAMSAY 

Barmaid at the City Inn. - MISS FAY COMPTON IN 

\ THE BRITISH RIGHTS. 

M COMPANY, LTD., 
Sales Manager: W. A. NORTHAM. 

eeaEC. The mark that becomes 

ET, LONDON, Wi Ql Getegrams—’ Lonfilm, Westrand,/djondon,3| \C | |B ide2¥amous every week. 
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THE LIFE OF VERDI. 

It has been said that a full and truthful ac- 
count of the life of any individual, no matter 
how uneventful and even commonplace that life 
may have been, would provide a human document 
which could not fail to be of absorbing and vivid 
interest. If this be true of the humble worker 
who pursues his peaceful occupation “far from 
the madding crowd’s ignoble strife,”” it must 
apply with still greater force to one whose 
strength of genius, 
triumphing over ob- 
stacles opposed by 
indifference and an- 
tagonism, writes his 
name, at last, high 
on the scroll of 
fame. Such was 
Verdi undoubtedly, 
and it is not his 
work alone’ which 
seems to make his 
life particularly suit- 
ed for dramatic 
treatment, for the 
record of his early 
struggles and do- 
mestic sorrows con- 
tains elements of ro- 
mance such as 
might be sought for 
in vain in the realms 
of imaginative _ fic- 
tion. Born two 
year’s before Napo- 
lcon’s last — great 
campaign was ended 
at Waterloo, of par- 
ents whose social 
position was not 
such as to. render 
them secure from 
the hardships impos- 
ed by a foreign 
army, Verdi’s child- 
hood was __ passed 
amidst scenes which were rich in dramatic and 

‘picturesque material. Though it is evident that 
his early musical education received no discou- 
ragement either from the lack of means or want 
of sympathy of his parents, he later had to 
struggle against the adverse influence of intoler- 
ance and direct antagonism from critics who re- 
sented any departure from accepted traditions, 
and a comic opera, produced before he was 
thirty, and written at a peri uring vhich he 

Digitized by ¢ OC 1g e 

lost his wife and two children within two months, 
was mercilessly attacked and doomed to com- 
plete failure. Here is the subject-matter for fin2 
drama, and the record of his later successes, 
which were continued almost to the close of a 
life which survived to the last year of Queen 
Victoria’s reign, opens out a great field for 

variety of interest and richness of illustration. 
In the four-reel film, which is an appropriate 

commemoration — of 
the centenary of 
Verdi’s birth, many 
of the incidents in 
his career are repro- 
duced with com- 

mendable ambition 
and a_ considerable 
measure of success. 
We have often ex- 
pressed our conten- 
tion that episodes 
which rely for their 
effect on the expres- 
sion of the art of 
music are unsuited 
to the medium of 
the cinematograph. 
The lives of great 
musicians, of opera- 

_ tic stars, or of world- 
famed tragedians 
may be full of dra- 
matic _ possibilities, 
but any attempt to 
give expression to 
their art by a me- 
dium to which it is 
essential that every 
effect should be ca- 
pable of  visualisa- 
ton must depend 
for its success en- 
tirely on the imagi- 
nation of the specta- 
tor. For this reason 

the most effective scenes in the film are those 
which give us pictures of his infancy, his early 
courtship, and the very beautiful scenes taken 
in the grounds of his villa at Milan during the 
last years of his life. His first musical success 
the production of his opera, “‘ Nabucodonosor,” 
at La Scala, though produced on a very elabo- 
rate scale and with every picturesque accessory 
of costume and setting, fail to convey the elec- 
trical enthusiasm of anOmwidittiem carried away 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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by the power of music. The same may be said 
of the vision of his past triumphs which ap- 

pears to the master towards the end of the filim. 

for it may be imagined that the memories of a 
great composer would come back to him in the 

form of melody rather than as groups of dis- 

tinguished operatic artistes, chosen more for their 
vocal qualities than for their personal appear- 
ance. In spite of this limitation, these sc2nes 
are impressive for the great skill with which 
they are staged, their claborate and picturesque 
costumes and appointments, and for the effects 
of double exposure which are introduced with 
perfect skill. 

In selecting an actor for the title ro/e it 
would seem that the producers have considered 
personal appearance in this case as of primary 
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importance, with so successful a result that the 
central figure, picturesque throughout, 1s so per- 
fect a reproduction of Verdi in his later years 
that the scenes in his villa at Milan almost con- 
vey that personal interest with which a greatly 
respected celcbrity invests his intimate surround- 
ings. In his early struggles and in his love 
affairs the actor carries self-restraint almost to 
the sacrifice of dramatic effect, but the later 
scenes are full of dignity and not without a 
certain pathos. 

The musical accompaniment, arranged from 
Verdi's best known works by Mr. G. W. Byng, 
is of the greatest value to the film, and as ren- 
dered by the excellent orchestra of the Pavilion 
last week, helped greatly to the success of this 
very interesting work. (Gerrard Film Company, 
Limited.) 

NEWCASTLE NOTES. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

A meeting of the Northern District of the Cinema- 
tograph Exhibitors’ Association was held at the 
Collingwood Restaurant, G:roat Market, Newcastle- 
on-Tyne, on Fridav last, the immediate business be- 
fore the meeting being the threatened strike by the 
musicians who are members of the Amalgamated 
Musicians’ Union. The president, Mr. Lindon 
Travers (Olympia, Newcastle), occupied the chair, 
and he was supported by Mr. George Besford, vice- 
chairman (Picturedrome, Newcastle), Mr. Fred W. 
Morrison, hon. secretary; Mr. J. Coverdale Bell 
(Brighton, Newcastle), Mr. Andrew Roberton, jun. 
(Black’s Palace, Gateshead), Mr. William Scott 
(Corona, Felling), Mr. W. Rewcastle (Adelaide, Ben- 
well), Mr. R. Brown (Whitley Bay), Mr. J. Hen- 
derson (Royal Electric, Newcastle), Mr. Alfred E.. 
Bedson (Heaton Electric, Newcastle), Mr. W. Baker 
(Gaiety, Newcastle), Mr. Charles FE. Linney ‘(Coats- 
worth (Gateshead), Mr. R. Strother Stewart (New- 
castle (Solicitor to the Association), and others. 

The members of the Amalgamated Musicians’ 
Union had given a fortnight’s notice that unless the 
proprietors recognised and paid a minimum wage of 
40s. a week for first instruments, and 35s. a week ‘or 
second instruments, they would terminaie their en- 
gagements. ‘The stand taken up bv the members 01f 
the Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Association was that 
these demands were not. warranted in view of all the 
circumstances of the Trade in the district, and a 
compromise having been refused, they declared their 
intention of filling the places of anv of the members 
of their orchestras who left in accordance with the 
notices given. 

Mr. Morrison informed the meeting that the posi- 
tion remained unaltered, and that the men’s notices 
expired on the following day. He had over sixty 
applications for situations in cinematograph hall 
orchestras, and whilst a few of those applicants 
were asking for the Amalgamated Musicians’ Union 
rate of wages, the bulk of them were prepared to 
accept engagements at any reasonable figure offered 
them. Amongst the applicants were some musician: 
who were well known locally and some of them were 
professionals. In h‘s opinion the proprietors need 
have no fear as to the result of any action that the 
members of the Amalgamated Musicians’ Union 
might take, for they would have no difficulty in 
making their orchestras up to the desired strength. 

Mr. W. Baker said a geputation_of the Amalga- 
mated MusicianstjAdnion bh: OU On him, and 

had asked him what he was prepared to do, and if 
he would be prepared to “spring ’’ 37s. 6d. a week. 
tle told the deputation that they were sticking to 
thoir Union, and that he was going to stick to the 
exhibitors’ Association. ’ 

Mr. Morrison said that at the Empire Cinema, 
Newcastle, Mr. Crossley Taylor had detected signs 
of unrest amongst the members of his orchestra be- 
fore the present trouble came to a head, and he had 
replaced his male orchestra with ladies. Everything 
was now working very smoothly and splendidly, and 
the ladies’ orchestra was giving the patrons of the 
theatre every satisfaction. 
The Chairman said the position of affairs was this. 

Those in their orchestras who were receiving 305. 
a week could leave if they wanted more, and those 
who were receiving £2 could stay if they wished. 
The proprietors were not desirous of turning any 
man away, and the men must each act on his own 
responsibility. 
A member expressed the opinion that the proprie-. 

tors need be in no hurrv to fill the places of the 
strikers. Let them run their shows for a while with 
reduced orchestras. 

Mr. Bell remarked that the main thing they were 
out to fight was not so much the amount to be paid 
as the principle of a minimum that the Amalga- 
mated Musicians’ Union was seeking to establish. 
His directors were prepared to support the decision 
of the Association. 

Mr. Roberton: We are faced with the possibility 
of having onlv a piano and a violin at the Palace 
for our varieties on Monday night, but we are nor 
going to give way. 

After further discussion, the members of the Asso- 
ciation reaffirmed their decision not to grant anv 
increases, and Mr. Morrison said they must adopt 
the policv of “wait and see.’?’ He did not think 
that anvthing would happen to disturb them. 
The members of the Amalgamated Musicians’ 

Union subsequently held a meeting to consider the 
position, in view of the decision of the proprietors. 
At that meeting it was stated that arrangements had 
heen come to with the proprietors of the theatres an‘ 
the music-halls, and in the case of the picture halls 
where the proprietors refused to grant the minimum, 
the onus of a strike would be thrown upon the 
management. Deputations would wait upon the 
management of each house, and it would remain 
with the managemen®pwheshenithey were or were not 
to have an ornghestra. 
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NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT 
NOTES. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Nottingham picture-lovers will have an opportun- 
ity this week of forming their own opinion of the 
‘‘Kinetophone,’’ which is being introduced at the 
Picture House, Long Row. Another great attraction 
is ‘‘ The Wreck.”’ while the famous John Bunny is 
featured in ‘** The Schemers.’’ Great business was 
done with the “Army”? film. 

“ A Message from Mars’’ has met with much suc- 
cess in Nottingham, and again it appears at two 
houses simultaneously for a full week’s run. Mr. 
Gunn features Chas. Hawtrev and Co. at the Globe 
Picture House, in addition to ‘‘ The Secret of the 
Black Mask,’’ and several travel subjects and the 
latest releases in a humorous vein. Mr. C. E. Mor- 
lev is also screening “A Message from Mars”? at 
the spacious Regent Hall, together with “ The Mis- 
take of Her Life’’ and several Keystone 
“* screamers.’’ 

There is much food for thought in the great film 
“Give Us this Dav,’ and this should meet with as 
much success as those masterpieces that have re- 
cently been brought to the Mechanics’ Large Hall. 
A ten days’ run commences to-day (Thursday). 

Mr. J. Ewart Hartley continues to reap the reward 
for the fine programmes he places before his patrons 
at the Scala, Market Strect. A verv fine English 
subject, Hepworth’s “Blind Fate,’’ is delighting 
good houses this week, and is well backed up bv 
‘““To Save the King,” and the humorous “ Speedy, 
the Telegraph Boy.’ For the end of the week, 
“The Brand of Evil,’ “ The Bowling Match” (Key- 
stone), and the great Vitagraph drama, ‘‘His Last 
Fight,’’ are the features. 

At Leno’s Royal Picturedrome, Mr. Alec. J. Gif- 
ford maintains the great reputation this house pos- 
sesses in the Hvson Green neighbourhood tor high- 
class programmes. ‘“ A Queen’s Love’? and “ The 
Gem of India’’ are the chief screenings this week. 

‘©In the Davs of Robin Hood’? is a most appro- 
priate screening for the New Palladium, Beeston, 
Nottingham people having a peculiar interest in the 
famous outlaw bv reason of the fact that his ex- 
ploits took place in the vicinitv, and the subject was 
filmed in the charming scenerv of the Dukeries. 
Big business has heen done the first three davs, and 
“The Curse of Drink’ is the feature for the week- 
end. “Robin Hood” also appears at Hibbert’s 
Pictures. 

The Kinema Picture House, Sherwood, screens 
‘*“The White Lie’? and the Cines’ “Death or 
Glory, this week, and at the Palace, Mansfield, the 
popular drama “£1,000 Reward,” and “An Fquine 
Hero,”’ are the leading lines. 

The management of Gettiffe’s Electric Picture 
Palace, Retford, has been meeting with much suc- 
cess of late, and the programmes placed before the 
large audiences do the comfortable house much 
credit. ‘“The House of Temperley’”’ is usuallv a 
big enough attraction in itself, but in addition to 
the Conan Doyle film, during the whole of this week, 
“The Burning Train”? and “ An Angel Unawares” 
have been screened, and there is also a smart variety 
show. No wonder th owds tuyn oe to such a 
programme! Goo 

cadia, Lewes Road, N.W., 
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THE BRIGHTON HALLS. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

What’s in a name? Something evidently, for the 
Royal Tierney Picture Theatre is henceforth to be 
known as the Picturedrome. The management are 
miking a bold bid for popularity by offering their 
patrons such first-rate films as “ Caste’’ and “ The 
Battle of Honour,’’ at prices of admission which are 
extremely moderate. The Picturedrome has a large 
district to itself in the eastern part of the town, and 
as it is very bright and comfortable, it should 
continue to be very sneccessful. 

The Palladium, in the King’s Road, 1s still in 
the builders’ hands, and no doubt will be for some 
time, as the alterations being carried out are some- 
what extensive. They do not, however, affect .he 
interior of the building, and big “ houses ’’ have been 
attracted of late by Mr. J. L. Crown’s excellent pro- 
grammes. The wonders of Kinonlastikon are stil! 
by no means exhausted, and in addition, ‘‘ The Mis- 
take of Her Life.’ “A Woman of the People’”’ and 
“The Diver.’’ Patrons of the Palladium are _ pro- 
mised a great treat next week in the shape of the 
splendid new Pathé film, “Le Chevalier du Maison 
Rouge.”’ 

I noticed two enormous queues lined up the other 
night for the “second show”’ at the Court Theatre— 
a proof of the popularity this handsome house has 
gained under Mr. W. J. Grimes and his able 
licutenants, Messrs. S. H. Oldham and Oscar S. 
Darling. Among the films shown last weck were 
“Raised from the Ranks’’ and “A Farmer's 

Varieties are combined with films at 
the Court, and Mr. Grimes has recently held an 
amateur musical competition, which proved a big 
draw, so much so that another is announced for the 
week after next. 

Daughter.’? 

The Kinetophone has proved a big attraction at the 
Academy during the past fortnight, everyone being 
delghted with its realism and the precision with 
which action and sound are synchronised. The gar- 
den scene from “ Faust’’ was one of the most popn- 
lar numbers last week, while the ordinary feature 
films were “Fast is Fast” and “A Tragedy in the 
Alps.” 

There was the sual strong programme at the 
Grand Concert Hall Picture Palace, West Street, 
last week, the films including “ The Mysterious Air- 
ship.’’ “The Child Detective.” “A Prisoner of the 
Harem,’’? and “In the Coils of the Pyvthon.’’—At Mr. 
George Block’s theatres—the Select Palace, the Im- 
perial and the Coronation—the_ attractive pro- 
grammes last week included “ Condemned,” “in 
Convict Garb’’ and SA Prisoner of the Harem.’ 
“The Black Snake ’’ and “A Dead Man’s Child” 
were the star films at the Theatre de Luxe. 

“The 
Ranks ”’ 

Dagger Stroke’? and: “Risen from the 
were the attractions at the Duke of York's 

i iman’s selections at the Ar- 
were “A Heart of Gold,” 

and “A Girl Spy in Menxico.’’? A great deal of in- 
terest is being taken in the music-hall competition 
that Mr. Hardiman is running next week.—Mr. 
Martin Waters’ star films at the Hove Cinema were 
“From Out of the Shadows”? and “ The Secret of 
the Tower.’’ Miss Annie Waters is in charge of the 
orchestra at this verv comfortable and select theatre, 
and her selections;,add pmuch to the pleasure of 
visitors. 

c 
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LINES FROM LINCOLNSHIRE. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

A large and distinguished company responded to 
the invitation for the opening ceremony of the fine 
new picture house in the Market Place, Boston, on 
Monday week. The Scala Theatre has been erected 
in record time on the site lately occupied by Messrs. 
J. H. Thomas and Sons, and is undoubtedly a great 
credit to those responsible for -its erection. The 
plans were prepared by Mr. Wallace Smith, archi- 
tect, Nottingham, in conjunction with Mr. F. Parker, 
F.S.A., of Boston, and the builders, Thomas Barlow 
and Co., of Nottingham. Mr. W. F. Cox, solicitor, 
of Nottingham, has been the moving spirit in the 
venture, forming a small private company, known 
and registered as the Boston Scala Theatre, Limited, 
of which he is the able managiny director. Mr. Cox 
is the President of the Nottingham Cincematograph 
Exhibitors’ Association, and recently rebuilt the 
King’s Theatre, now called the Scala Theatre, in 
that city. He is interested in many concerns of this 
character, and has the greatest confidence in gaining 
the support of the Boston public for this great under- 
taking. The new building comprises much more 
than the usual theatre, for amongst the features are 
the winter gardens and cafés, which compare favour- 
ably with a West End club. The auditorium is 
capable of seating about 1.000 persons with absolute 
comfort, all tip-up chairs, these being supplied bv 
Messrs. Wilkin Brothers. An uninterrupted view is 
secured from every seat in the house. The internal 
decorations are most elegant, and carried out in 
accordance with the best traditions of the Georgian 
period. One of the main features is the electrical 
work, carried out by Messrs. Pearson Brothers, Not- 
tingham, the svstem installed being known as the 
Witton “Grip.’’ The ventilation, too, has received 
every attention at the hands of experts, and by 
means of the installation, a complete change of at- 
mosphere is effected at frequent intervals, while at 
the same time retaining the correct temperature. 
The entrance lounge is approached from the vesti- 
bule, and gives access to the winter garden. which 
leads to the main auditorium. Access to the balcony 
is obtained by the main staircase from the winter gar- 
den and a fine promenade lounge runs along the rear. 
The furnishing throughout is of a lavish description, 
and has been carried out by Messrs. Smart and 
Brown, Nottingham. The management of the café 
is in the hands of Mr. and Mrs. Smith, late of the 
Red Lion Hotel. Marlow. Boston. The mana- 
ger of this sumptuous house is Mr. W.. F. 
Marlow, who has made a most auspicinus heginniny. 
For the opening ceremony some fine films were 
protected from two Kalee machines, including “Ladv 
Audley’s Secret,”’ “A Messenger of Discord’? and 
“The Price of Victorv.’’ On Thursday. Charles 
Reade’s famous novel, “ Hard Cash.”’ delighted good 
audiences. and during the initial three davs of this 
week. “Cross #7. Crescent.’? was screened. Mr. A. 
W. Turner is the director of a particularly good or-’ 
chestra. 

At Mr. Aspland Howden’s Electric Theatre (in 
spite of the increased comnetition) the houses have 
been excellent. “ The Sheriff and the Rustler,’’? an: 
the third of the Sherlock Holmes series. “The Berv] 
Coronet’? being received with much enthusiasm. A 
snecial treat has been provided here this week bv 
“The Last Davs of Pompeii.”’ . 

At the Spalding Picture House, Mr Aspland How 
den did = great business with “When the Farth 
Trembled.”’ followed by Girls Leave 3 ; se 

Home ’”’ and. “ Wher the~Westotas Young.’”’ 
| Gosy eae 

ROUND THE SHEFFIELD SHOWS. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The managers of local shows are experiencing 
trouble with the authorities in respect of accommoda- 
ting patrons. Reports have been made of overcrowd- 
ing and standing in gangways, when in previous 
vears no notice would have been taken of trivial cases 
of this character. 

Mr. F. Holmes, the energetic “head of affairs” at 
the Tivoli, was very busy taking pictures of the great 
Cup-tie at Sheffield last Saturday, and they were a 
marked success when shown. Since the renaming of 
this cosy house, its popularity has come on by leaps 
and bounds. An excellent programme is submitted, 
the chief feature for this week being “ Half a Chance,” 
and variety turns are also added. 

The Don Picture Palace, with Mr. Frank Howson, 
jun., in charge, continues to attract large crowds. 
During the past few weeks Mr. Howson has shown 
such fine films as “The Wastrel,” “ Moths,” and 
“Curse of Greed,” and needless to say good houses 
have been the result. An orchestra of ten, under the 
direction of Mr. Wolstenholm, is an added source of 
entertainment. “In the Hands of London Crooks ” is 
the chief film for the week. 

Excellent attractions are instrumental in drawing 
large crowds to the Pheenix, Hillsbrough, where Mr. 
H. Phoenix controls affairs in an admirable manner. . 
An “A 1” programme is being submitted, “ Moths ” 
being the big feature for the weck, supported by a 
good variety bill. 

A word will have to suffice regarding the Cinema 
House, where business is wonderfully good, and Mr. 
Dickinson is quite happv with his audiences. The 
orchestra here renders excellent music under the 
oe of Mr. Daly, who is a violinist of no mean 
andulitv. 

“Tt alwavs seems full up.” Such was the remark 
passed to me concerning the Picturedrome, Grimes- 
thorpe, the chief cause for this. of course, being the 
splendid attractions offered. Mr. F. G. J. Howson, 
the manager, alwavs runs one or two good variety 
turns in addition to his usual picture programme, 
and is rewarded by crowded houses. 

Mr. W. Hill, manager of the Hillsbro’ Kinema. has 
secured the exclusive rights for“ Antony and Cleo- 
patra” for this week, and the “house full” notice 
should be displaved pretty often. 

At the Theatre Roval, Attercliffe, Mr. W. Brvan, 
the popular manager, has, in order to cope with the 
wishes of his numerous patrons, decided to give 
two matinées weekly, commencing at 10.30 a.m. Up 
to the present this innovation has met with deserved 
success. During the current week he is starring 
“The Curse of Greed ” and “ Raised from the Ranks.” 

“Blind Fate” is being featured by Mr. Arnold G. 
Hides at the Globe Theatre, Attercliffe, and despite 
keen competition. business continues to be very good. 
The musical portion greatly enhances the value of the 
programme. 

Mr. T. Farp Summerfield continues to attract good 
houses at the Crookes Picture Palace, and this week 
he is featuring “A Fight for Fortune” and “Where 
the Road Forks”. The, Cinfonium selections are 
greatly appreciated here. 
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THE PICK OF THE PROGRAMMES. 
WHAT WE THINK OF THEM. 

The Race for a Million. 

The popularity of the ‘long ” comic film has 
now been proved by the unanimous welcome 
viven to this class of entertainment by every 
kind of audience. Tears and tragedy are good, 
but hearty laughter is still better, and one is 
very glad to find that this sound fact is now 
being realised by the leading manufacturers 
who are showing an increasing tendency to 
develop the lighter side of the cinematograph 
drama on the most elaborate lines. A delight- 
ful example of the ‘‘long” comic (and it ‘s 
‘‘long” only in comparison with the undue 
brevity to which this kind of film used to be 
confined in the old days) is to be found in the 
Eclair Company’s film, ‘‘ The Race for a Mil- 
lion.’’ In ‘‘ The Race for a Million ”’ we have 
as protagonists those three inimitable 
comedians, Jane, Softy and Funnicus, by 
whose irresistible fooling we have so often 
been diverted in the past. Having stated this 
much, there is really very little necessity to 
recommend the film further, for the presence 
of this trio of humourists would be sufficient 
to redeem the dullest story from mediocrity. 
°“* The Race for a Million,” however, is in no 
way a dull story, but is as good a yarn as one 
«ould desire, fantastic, imaginative, unusual 
and full of droll situations which allow the 
three Eclair comedians to exhibit the very best 
of their talents. In addition to its humour, the 
film also has distinct value as a spectacular pro- 
duction, including, as it does, some excellent 
bull-fight scenes, and a serio-comic storm and 
fire at sea, together with other episodes of a 
similar nature. It is, in fact, quite a triumph 
of fun, and it should be seen in every theatre. 
{Eclair film. Released April 13th. Length 
2,250 ft.) 

The Blue Rose. 

This is an interesting little play showing 
how, after years of patient care, an old florist, 
Matthew Keith, succeeds in producing a per- 
fect blue rose, which he has entered at an ex- 
hibition where a valuable prize is being offered 
for new floral specimens. His discovery fills a 
rival florist with a desire to obtain the plant, 
and this man’s son, Carl von Veldt secures a 
cutting by visiting Keith’s daughter, Agnes, 
on the pretence of taking a photograph for the 
Press. Not content with stealing the cutting 
he endeavours.to dsCGogie plant be- 

- Delaney. 

fore leaving, and doses it with some mixture 
which destroys its vitality and reduces its 
owner to a state of despair which ser vusly 
affects his health. 
Agnes learns that the rival florist, von 

Veldt,. has produced a blue rose, and .btains 
a situation in his nurseries for the purpose of .. 
learning how it has been obtained. Carl 1s 
much attracted by the girl’s charm, and it is an 
easy matter for her to get from him the secret 
of the theft. When taxed with his treachery, 
Carl is filled with remorse and with his ass'st- 
ance the old florist is able to prove tiat the 
prize is his by right, and the behaviour of the. 
young people leads us to believe that before 
long the rival florists will join forces and for- 
get their old animosities. It is a slight and 
pretty story which gives fine chances for act- 
ing, made good use of by Miss Norma Tal- 
madge, Mr. Van Dyke Brooke and Mr. Leo 

(Vitagraph Company. Released 
April 13th. Length 2,077 ft.) 

Moondyne. 

The Western drama of America has attained 
a position of such world-wide popularity that 
one is surprised it has been permitted to remain 
in its way unrivalled for so many years. One 
has always felt that Australia should be able 
to.give us a new form of ‘‘open air drama” 
equally as fascinating as that of America. The 
vreat Southern Continent has had a past fully 
as romantic as that of the other land, and its 
natural beauties are quite as wonderful, besides 
being comparatively unknown and unappre- 
ciated. Hitherto, however, Australia has con- 
tributed little towards the world’s cinemato- 
graph drama—that vast collection of plays to 
which nearly every other nation has contributed 
its own representative quota. But the fault ts 
now to be remedied, for in ‘‘ Moondyne” we 
have the first of a series of ‘°* All-Australian 
Productions,” cinematographed by the Lincoln- 
Cass Films Proprietary, Limited. 

‘*Moondyne” is a drama dealing with life in 
Australia about the middle of last century when 
the huge continent was largely an English 
penal settlement. It is a good play, well acted 
and well photographed, but its chief interest is 
to be found in the graphic picture it gives of 
early Australia and its inhabitants. The pro- 
ducers’ first aim_has evidently been to render 
their film thoroughly' characteristic of the time 
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with which it deals, and in this endeavour they 
may be said to have succeeded completely. In 
view of the very small part that the history ot 
Australia has played as a source of material for 
the film maker, it will at once be apparent that 
the picture is full of interest, and to a great 
extent unique. We can imagine that there is 
a large section of the public which will turn to 
the film with relief after the apparently inter- 
minable series of pictures based upon American 
historical episodes, whose interest and noveltv 
have now been exhausted by constant treat- 
ment. ‘* Moondyne,” in short, is an excellent 
“‘open-air drama,” containing all those fea- 
tures of beautiful scenery and romantic con- 
ditions which have made the American histori- 
cal film popular, and, at the same time, offering 
an entirely new setting. Fora first production 
the film is especially admirable, and we shall 
look forward to future additions to the series 
with the most lively anticipation of good things 
to come. (General Film Agency. Released 
April 9th. Length 2,120 ft.) 

‘Bloomer and the Mald’s Shoes. 

In farce of a wildly extravagant kind Bloomer 
is unequalled, and his impressionable nature leads 
him into many love adventures which are always 
diverting, and induce the hope that it may be 
long before he meeis his fate and s2ttles down to 
a life of uneventful and commonplace domestic 
happiness. Bloomer sees a very pretty girl 2n- 
tering a boot shop, and he follows her home in a 
vain endeavour to extract a glance which will 
encourage him to pour out the passion which is 
boiling in his breast. He is left to simmer on 
the cold paving stones, but when he sees th2 
Messenger trom the boot shop arrive with a 
parcel he decides to put his fortunes to the tz2st, 
and by means of a judicious bribe is allowed to 
slip a note of assignation into the parcel of shoes. 
That afternoon he has the happiness of meeting 
the object of his temporary affection at the house 
of a friend, and renews his invitation for the 
following evening. Bloomer entertains his in- 
amorata and her friends in his most lavish style, 
but unfortunately the lady’s maid, for whom 
her mistress had bought a pair of shoes, has 
received with them an invitation to sup with 
Bloomer, and as she willingly avails herself of 
the invitation, and as her husband, a big and 
jealous navvy, has followed her -with a thick 
stick, the ensuing complications can only be 
imagined by those who have already witnessed 
Bloomer’s expedients in similar circumstances. 

It is all very entertaining, and Bloomer gets 
his effects with a neatness and precision which 
give an artistic touch to the most extravagant 
situations. Moreover, he has a genuine sens? 
of comedy. (G. Serra. Cines film. Released 
Apnil 2nd. Length Google 
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Treasures on Earth. 

The outstanding feature of this interesting 
film is the wonderful picture included in it of a 
great oil well on fire, a spectacle of so im- 
mensely impressive a nature that we would 
have had more of it. The play, of which the fire 
scene is a more or less unimportant incident, 
deals with the vice of avarice, and shows how 
an old man who has indulged his consuming 
passion for wealth at the expense of all ordi- 
nary human emotions is finally made to 
realise the worthlessness of his “great 
possessions.”” The story would have gained in 
effect if it had been handled with rather more 
subtlety and delicacy, and with rather less 
sentimentality. Development on broad and 
plainly marked lines, however, ensures that the 
significance of the play shall be unmistakable, 
and there is certainly no possibility of escaping 
the moral lesson conveyed by the present film. 

As is always the case with the Lubin Com- 
pany’s productions, the picture is a magnificent 
example of highly perfected technical skill ‘n 
photography, and in the creation of studio 
scenes. The acting is straightforward, sincere 
and convincing. Altogether, we fancy that 
‘‘ Treasures on Earth” will prove very greatly 
to the taste of the large majority of audiences. 
(Lubin film. Released April 20th. Length 
2,086 ft.) 

Caprice. 

Few characters have provided Miss Mary 
Pickford with a finer or fuller opportunity for 
the display of her art in all its most character- 
istic and delightful phases than th®@ part of 
Mercy, the little mad-cap heroine of the present 
production. On the whole, in fact, this film ts 
the most perfectly charming of all the charm- 
ing films in the Mary Pickford series which 
the Famous Players Film Company has given 
us, and for which, if for no other reason, thev 
would have our undying gratitude. Miss 
Pickford, like all other really fine artistes, !s 
quite inimitable. There is no one who can 
even approach her in her own particular sphere. 
She stands alone. 
We do not propose to enter upon a eulogv 

‘of Miss Pickford’s art, even were we com- 
petent to do so—and the essence of her art is 
really quite indescribable. As _ everybody 
knows, she just “‘has a way with her” which 
no human being has ever yet been able to re-: 
sist or remain indifferent to. Call it person- 
ality, art or accident as you will, the cause 
matters little. Mary Pickford remains Mary 
Pickford, and that is all that is important. 

In ‘‘ Caprice,” Miss Pickford gives us a pic- 
ture of a little wild girl of the woods, who 
marries an excellent, but somewhat shallow- 
minded, young man from the town. The 
voung man findsOhis @irlavife’s woodland ways 
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less attractive than embarrassing in a civilised 
drawing room amongst his machine-made 
friends. Accordingly the two separate, and 
Mary enters a seminary for young ladies to be 
schooled in the tricks of polite society. She is 
a very receptive young person, and quickly 
learns to beat society at its own game. Where- p 
upon her husband discovers that he did not } 
know his own mind, and after Mary has fully 
demonstrated to him her ability to perform as a 
“lady,” the two are reunited. 

It is a pretty, if somewhat unconvincing 
story, but the great joy of the film, of course, 
is to be found in Miss Pickford’s study of the 
heroine. Her’s is a performance that one 
could see time after time with pleasure. In 
fact—but we have already declared our inten- J 
tion of maintaining silence on this subject. 

The film is excellently mounted, there being K 
some particularly charming natural scenery in 
the earlier part, and numerous fine interiors, 
not to mention a sensational fire scene after- — 
wards. 

The Famous Players Company always seem 
a trifle over eager to turn possible exter‘ors into 
studio scenes—using painted scenery, that is to 
say, when Nature might have been made to 
provide a setting—but it cannot be denied 
that an appropriate studio scene is often better 
than an inappropriate natural background. 
Although Miss Pickford obviously takes first 
honours; her fellow artists all do well. It is 
a pity that her stage father should be cumbered 
with such an awkward and obvious wig, but 
otherwise his performance is admirable, if 
somewhat in the spirit of burlesque melo- 
drama. : 

For the rest, ‘‘ Caprice’’ is an enchanting 
story, full of infinite sweetness, mingled with 
captivating humour. It should ‘‘run’’ for 
months. (Famous Players film. Walturdaw 
Company, Limited). 

The Witness to the Will. 

This is a fine dramatic film in two reels, con- 
tainings an interesting story, and is played by 
a company which extracts every ounce of value 
from its arresting situations. 

A Major Thorndyke has left the bulk of his 
property to his grandniece, Marjoric, passing 
over his son, Belden, who has caused his father 
great anxiety by his dissipated conduct. On 
the Major’s death all search for the will proves 
unavailing, and Marjorie is compelled to leave 

Thorndyke Manor rather than accept the alter- 
Native, which is to share the estate with Belden 
as her husband. She goes through much suffer- 
ing. and in her poor lodgings, where she is taken 
ill, she recognises in some friendly neighbours 
her uncle’s late groom, Terence, and his mother. 
Terence has been a witness to his master’s will, 
and remembers to have-scen it iny Belden’s pos- 
session shortlyjafterptt wEger He can- 

not understand why Marjorie should have been 
passed over, and seeks out Belden, with whom 
he discusses the matter. There is a struggle 
between the two men, and Terence is pushed over 
a cliff, where Belden leaves him for dead. He 
is only stunned, however, and is rescued by 

Lieutenant Preble, a naval officer, who has been 
in love with Marjorie for some time. He takes 
an opportunity of suddenly confronting Belden 
with the man he thought to have killed, and, un- 
nerved by the shock, Belden confesses to his 
felony, and Preble has the satisfaction of re- 
storing Marjorie to her old home and gaining 
from her a confession of her love for him. 

The story is well constructed, and remarkably 
well played by a company in which Miss Ger- 
trude McCoy, Mr. Benjamin F. Wilson, and Mr. 
Richard Neill have most of the dramatic oppor- 
tunities. 

All the scenes are well and carefully mounted, 
many of them are very beautiful, and the quality 
of the photography throughout is exceptionally 
fine. (Edison Company. Released April 27th. 
Length 2,080 ft.) 

The Street Singers. 
This is a very pleasant little comedy-drama, 

containing many delightful characters, introduc- 
ing many scenes which give scope for effective 
mounting, and dvriving much additional interest 
from the glimpses shown of the internal working 
of a great film industry, introducing many fa- 
vourite players whose faces are well known all 
over the world. The son of a wealthy man falls 
in love with the daughter of an Italian street 
singer, but the match does not meet with the 
approbation of either parent, onc resenting the 
idea of his son marrying beneath him. and the 
other doubting the sincerity of a member of the 
idle rich class. The elopement and marriage of 
the young couple is followed by a period of 
poverty, as the young man finds that his educa- 
tion has totally unfitted him for the task of 
earning his own living. At the suggestion of his 
wife they take to singing and dancing in the 
streets, and are sops; ceesstyl that they are able 
to assist the We yae id aes father, wayn he loses 
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his fortune by a Wall Street panic. After a 
time of humble and contented poverty they have 
the good fortune at a New Year's Eve festival 
to attract the notice of the president of a world- 
famous film company, and affluence is assured 
to them on being accepted as permanent mem- 
bers of a great stock company. The girl’s father, 
meanwhile, suffering from the loss of his daugh- 
ter’s services, is reduced to selling peanuts in 
the streets, when he sees the girl’s picture out- 
side a moving picture palace. Though ejected 
for his excitable behaviour, he is courteously 
directed to the offices of the film company, which 
he enters during a strenuous rehearsal. Here 
he misinterprets his son-in-law's treatment of his 
daughter until he is assured that they are merely 
acting, and being mollified by the bulky roll of 
bank-notes by which their services are rewarded, 

The scenes include some very 
beautiful outdoor pictures where 
the young lovers first meet, an 
elaborate and richly costumed 
carnival ball, and a scene of 
tense excitement on the Stock 
Exchange ; but the public will be 
chiefly interested in those pic- 
tures showing the premises of 
the Vitagraph Company of 
America, where all the principal 
members of the company are 
assembling for rehearsal. 
The two young lovers have de- 

lightful exponents in Miss Lilian 
Walker and Mr. Wallie Van, Mr. 
William Shea puts a great deal of 
charicter iito the part of the 
organ-grinding parent, his facial 
play at the rehearsal being par- 
ticularly effective, while the other 
parent is played with aristocratic 
dignity by Mr. Vincent Stern- 
royd, an actor well known to 
London theatre-goers. (Vita- 
graph Company. Released: April 23rd. Length 

2,047 ft.) 

The Hand of the Law. 

Besides offering a variety of satisfactory thrills, 
together with a “strong heart interest,” this good 

sensational drama incidentally affords an inter- 

esting study of the American prison system. In 
this latter respect the film is, indeed, somewhat 

unique, since its prison scenes were taken actually 
inside and around thé Colorado State Penit2n- 

tiary, and are thus indisputably correct and real- 
istic. One is plunged into the midst of exciting 
action at the commencement of th2 play, which 
opens with the pursuit of an escaping convict. 

The chase is sustained through a large number 

of novel and daring episodes, and terminates in 

a suitablypsensatig 1g@QwEh a fall down 

a high cliff. Thereafter, the plot progresses 
somewhat more soberly, but the interest is well 
maintained until the end, when the wrongfully 
imprisoned hero marries the faithful heroine and 
everything is wound up in the happiest manner 
possible. One or two of the scenes might be 
shortened a little with advantage. but otherwise 
there is nothing that one could wish altered. 
There is not a great deal of room for acting, but, 
in spite of this, the various players all do well, 
the gentleman who performs as Tynan, the 
humane prison governor, giving a particularly 
strong and convincing character study.  Alto- 
gether, “The Hand of the Law” is quite an 
excellent drama, which should prove very popu- 
lar. (United Kinematograph Exclusive Film 
Company, Limited.) 

THE HAND UF THE Law. 

True Irish Hearts. 

Ireland offers to the producer of picture plays 
a note so distinctive in setting, in characterisation, 
and even in plot, that one wonders the distressful 
isle is not more frequently made use of. At the 
same time, of course, it is a matter of no little 
difficulty to create in a foreign country that 
peculiar Celtic atmosphere so necessary to such 
plays. 

In “ True Irish Hearts’ the Domino Company 
have succeeded in giving us an Irish story, so 
perfectly Irish in scenery, in sentiment, and in 
acting, that it could scarcely have been better 
if they had actually voyaged across the Atlantic 
to take the piece. Full as it is of incidents of 
the most romantic and exciting kinds, Irish his- 
tory has been left comparatively untouched by 
the film producer, and in writing a play around 
the Great Rebellion.of;.4798 the author of the 

Present iHoRK YORK POBIIE ABRARYhich is not 

“a 
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only picturesque, thrilling, and full of the deepest 
human interest, but also quite unusually novel. 

It is unnecessary in this all-too-short notice 
to touch upon the plot of the film, which con- 
tains a very charming love story interwoven with 
the alarums and excursions incidental to the 
period. The setting, which is a notable feature 
of the production, is remarkable for the manner 
in which the likeness of the Irish countryside, 
has been realised, and the costumes, both of 
soldiery and civilians, are admirably and cor- 
rectly done. The acting is first-rate, and it is 
quite extraordinary to see how cleverly these 

talented American players have caught the spirit 
of the true Irish temperament, with its romantic 
tenderness, its quick and fiery passions, and its 
never-failing gift of humour. The film is full of 
effective situations of every type, and its variety, 
both of scene and incident, is such that the in- 
terest is sustained consistently throughout. It 
may be noted, by the way, that the story has un- 
usual ‘topical value in view of the present poli- 
tical situation, and, if only for this reason, it 
should arouse considerable attention wherever 
it is shown. We need hardly enlarge upon this 
aspect of the production, however, as the latter 
is quite good enough to win the greatest success 
on its own merits alone. (Domino film. Exclu- 
sive Supply Company. Length 3,000 ft.) 

The Creat Leap. 

“The Great Leap,” in spite of its title, is not 
one of those disappointing melodramas whose 
only excuse for existence is a single “sensation.” 
Although it is true that the present film contains 
as fine aj gensation as Ope Quy desire—the leap 

of two lovers on horseback down a 60 ft. preci- 
pice into the river beneath (and there is “no de- 
ception” about it whatever)—yet it also con- 
tains so many other notable features that one is 
inclined to class it less as a sensational melo- 
drama than as a delightful love story, or a 
magnificent and stirring drama of life in the 
American wilds. The play deals with a peculiar 
aspect of American civilisation—or lack of civi- 
lisation—and affords a wonderfully vivid story of 
the ruthless feuds existing between neighbour- 
ing families in the remoter parts of Kentucky and 
Tennessee. As fierce and implacable as an 
Italian vendetta, one of these feuds makes an 
excellent basis for a very novel and effective 
story, which is set for the most part against 
delightful natural backgrounds. 

Although the plot of the film is unusual and 
striking, and its scenery very charming, however, 
its most notable feature is its really fine acting. 
In an American “ open-air"? drama, scenery and 
fast action are too often permitted to supersede 
acting, with the result that all but the more ob- 
vious points in the story are lost. But in “ The 
Great Leap” we have acting as remarkable a& 
any to be found in the best drawing-room drama, 
added to the merits peculiar to’the “open-air” 
type of play. 

The only woman's part in the film is sustained 
‘by Miss Mae Marsh, a young actress upon whose 
very high talent we have commented on more 
than one occasion in the past. Miss Marsh has 
real personality, and her study in ‘“ The Great 
Leap” of a lonely little girl, shut away in the 
midst of a gloomy wilderness with a band of 
rough, blood-thirsty men, is one of the most de- 
licately whimsical and pathetic performances we 
have seen for a long time. The other charac- 
ters also, from the rugged, cruel clansmen to 
the sensitive boy lover who regards with horror 
the wanton slaughter taking place around him, 
are almost equally well presented, and, in con- 
sequence, the production is one which not only 
impresses the spectator deeply at the time of 
seeing it, but which remains a sharply dis- 
tinctive memory. To conclude, “The Great 
Leap” is a film which may be recommended 
without hesitation to every exhibitor. It is one 
of the best things of the kind yet accomplished, 
and it is thoroughly excellent from beginning to 
end. (Exclusive Supply Company. Length 2,800 
ft.) 

The Master Criminal. 
That wonderful French producing firm, the 

Eclair Company, have been responsible for so 
many triumphant successes of almost every de: 
scription that it would be a very hard matter 
indeed to select any one of their films as being 
pre-eminent above the others. The truth is that 
their vast artistic and mechanical resources per- 
mit them to hand! rts of subjects, and to 
produge {rpms ee Boy best.possible results. 
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One is led to reflect thus on seeing their latest 
masterpiece (and we do not employ the word in 
any indiscriminate or casual manner), “ The 
Master Criminal,” the exclusive mnghts for 
which have been -secured by the Kinema 
Exclusive Company. ‘The Master Criminal”’ 
—if one may say so with due respect for the 
immortal “Balzac, author of the famous novel, 
‘Trompe la Morte,”’ from whch the film is 
adapted—is a sort of Georgian “ Zigomar.” It 
is the story of a great criminal genius whose 
amazing resource and ingenuity remind one irre- 
sistibly of the hero of the latter remarkable 
film, but it is set picturesquely in early nine- 
teenth century Paris. Having dragged in “ Zigo- 
mar,’ we may continue the comparison by point- 
ing out that ‘‘ The Master Criminal” is an even 
better production than its deservedly successful 
predecessor. It has a strong and logical plot 
where the former was frankly impossible, and it 
also contains a depth of true human interest, in 
which the latter was somewhat lacking. Even 
whcre the acting is concerned ‘The Master 
Criminal” outstrips its earlier rival. We again 
have that magnificent villain, M. Arquilliére, in 
the title vole, and he is supported by an “all- 
star’’ company of leading Parisian players. 

It would be quite a hopeless task to attempt 
to convey to the reader in this bnef review a 
full idea of the many points of interest and high 
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merit which the film under notice presents. It 
appeals to one in so many different ways that 
it is difficult to know upon which score to praise 
it most — whether as a thrilling, impressive 
and sometimes pathetic drama, or as a re- 
markable example of histrionic art, or as an elabo- 
rate and consummate piece of stagecraft. As a 
story alone it holds one’s attention throughout 
by its ingenuity, its daring originality, and, above 
all, its ever-present human appeal. Jacques 
Collin, the master criminal, is a strangely attrac- 
tive figure in spite of his relentless cruelty and 
unscrupulous ambition. He is a very Napoleon 
of crime, with his swift directness of judgment, 
his great mental capacity, and his extraordinary 
personal magnetism. 
The film’s elaborate scenic effects and pictur- 

esque costumes very considerably add to its 
charm. It seems unnecessary to add that the 
photography is flawless in quality, but mention 
should be made of some very fine examples of 
technical skill contained in the film—especially 
the quadruple exposure at the commencement by 
means of which we see M. Arquilliére upon the 
screen in four different disguises at the same 
time. 

For fuller details concerning the plot we must 
refer our readers to the Kinema Exclusive Com- 
pany’s admirably written synopsis. (Eclair film. 
Kinema Exclusive Company. Five acts.) 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES AND WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS SAY OF 
THEIR BEST FILMS ON SHOW NEXT WEEK. 

AMERICAN COMPANY. 
THE LosT TREASURE.—A strong melodrama, re- 

plete with thrilling incidents of Western life, and of 
a oe interest throughout. (2,000 ft. April 
23r 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES. 
Title. Des. Length Released 

True Western Hearts................. W.D 981 Mar. 19 
Calamity Anne in Society........... W.F 954 — 23 
A Blow Out at Santa Banana...... W.F 1656 — 26 
OF he, OKO aivieccoescoaa sted seusctdaeawes D 2000 Api. 2 
Bess, the Outcast.............cccecee ences D 934 — 6 
Destinies Fulfilled..............c00000- D 2723 — 9 
The Money Lender........... ea rnheet edad 990 — 13 
Fooling Uncle................. 0 csce0. Com 940 — 13 
The ‘‘Pote Lariat’ of the ‘Flying A”’ 

D 992 — 16 
Sally’s Elopement....................0000: C oo2 — «0 
The Dream Child...............0......0.. D 2015 — 30 
The Carbon Copy...........ccccccccee ees ID 1000 — 4 
Pursuer Pursued............c...cceeeeeees D 996 Mav 4 

ANDERSON, VAY, HUBERT AND BLUM- 

BERC, LIMITED. 
THE HAND OF JUSTICE.—The story of a crime, 

which was brought to light after many years in a very 
tragic manner. (1,990 ft. April goth 

Title. es. Length Released 

The Clue of the Yellow Ribbon...... D 2400 Apl. 6 
The Seventh Wonder of the World....S 390 — 6 
The Moon and Its Phases pate neusean Sc 570 — 27 
Hunting the Huntsman Oookle 515 — 30 

OOS e 

THE COSMOPOLITAN FILM CO., LTD. 
A CHILD’sS HEROISM.—A very powerful story, show- 

ing how a child saves a fortune from the hands of 
two villainous schemers. Remember, it’s a “ Savoia.” 
Don’t miss it. A sure money-maker. (2,275 ft. 
April 30th.) 

a itic. Des. Length Released 

Home, Sweet Home....................... D 2590 Mar. 19 
Haafnet Salmon Fishing................ E 290 — 19 
For the Honour of the Tribe......... D 1010 — 30 
On the Firing Line....................065 D 1000 Apl. 6 
The Film Sensation...................006: D 1970 — 9g 
By the Sad Sea Waves................008. C 530 — 4q 
The Pink Slipper..............cccseeeees Cdy 1575 — 23 

DAVISON’S FILM ACENCY. 
THE CROSSED FLAGS.—A story of the Balkan War, 

in which, after many thrilling adventures, sister and 
brothers are reunited. (Two reels. May ; 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Pearls and Patience..................0006- D 2314 Mar. 30 
Holland. NG: Aescstessieccol steve scree S 314 — 30 
Tango (Madiiciteenii aire eteasctsteoies Com soo Apl. 2 
Address Unknown...............sceeeseees D 2858 — 46 
Silk Worm Culture..............c.ccseeeees E 839 — 6 
Retribution ..........c cece ccceeeeeesceeeeees D s501 — 9g 
Mike Murphy’s Dream of Love and 

RiGheS visecoeesivscuces deeacatvastanes 613 — 13 
A. Suburban: Palvscceswss sia ccvetouiedaya C rior — 16 
The Master Crook: No. 2............... D 2559 — 20 
Money for Nothing...................006: C 516 — 23 
Ostrich Farming at Nice................ E 336 — 2 
The Sorrows of Selimana!-frqna...--.--- C 636 — 30 
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ECLAIR COMPANY, LIMITED. 

THE DYING MAN’S VENGEANCE.—Powerful and en- 
trancing feature drama, with Mlle. Rénee Sylviare in a 
magnificent part. The dramatic scenes upon the 
cliffs and the heart appeal of the story alone make for 
its success. (2,810 ft. April 2oth.) 

Title, Des. Length Released 

Stee). gadecdaiel eee lace ncwie ton seiedsseeee: D_ 1960 Mar. 23 
Josette, My Wife................ccccceee ees C 1990 — 26 
Why Aunt Jane Never Married........D 970 — _ 26 
The Blitid- Ma nsieiscisagssasxsarecevarnctaret D 2073 — 30 
He W ite list.) odie s ve penatoetetecshes ee D 3025 Apl. 2 
THE. Va DIP Giisdicsaceones shusdotenseiietes D 1942 — 6 
Old: -Biskrasscsvitcteds ost Goweeaeleiens S 315 — 13 
Wild Beast among Wild Beasts...... D 2105 — 16 
The Dving Man’s Vengeance......... D 2810 — 20 
Billy, Bov Scout................ccce eee eee ee C 630 — 23 
The Tango of Death...................... D 1825 — 27 

1892 — 30 The Thirst for Gold............0......... D 

THOS. A. EDISON, LTD. 

THE WITNESS TO THE WILL.—Dramatic tale of a 
stolen will, a wealthy girl forced into poverty by her 
cousin, and a loyal groom, who is hurled over an em- 
bankment bv the thief. The groom survives and 
oF the thief to make restitution. (2,080 ft. April 
27tn. 

litle. Des. Length Released 

The Haunted Bedroom.................. D 1000 Mar. 19 
Falling in Love with Inez........... Com 750 — 26 
On the Great Steel Beam............... Dr ‘1000 — 20 
And an Angel Came (Special Faster 

Release) * usskcimvaeessv onic Symb.D  g2z0 Apl. 6 
 ileeeee and the Holv Land........ Sc 1000 — _ 9g 

arv’s New Hat...............eeee eee om 600 — 9 
A Night at the Inmisc.....c60c2..c0¢scaue. D 970 — 9 
Andy Series (No. 1: Andy Gets a Job) 

C 1000 — 13 
United in Danger................cecereeees D 1000 — 16 
The Janitor’s Flirtation............ Com 610 — 20 
The Uncanny Mr. Gumble......... Com 1030 — 23 
African Sea Birds......... ico teem nied Ed 400 — 23 
The Message of the Sun Dial......... D 1020 — 23 
The Call of the Footlights.............. C 500 — 27 
Her Face was Her Fortune (first of 

Mr. Wood B. Wedd’s series)...... C 1040 — 30 
Ostrich Farming, South Africa......... I 430 — 30 
The Last Scene of All.................... D 1030 — 30 

KINETO, LIMITED. 

THE TEMPTER.—Drama depicting three phases of 
Sin—Drink, Greed and Deceit—in a fine series of 
episodes. (2,530 ft. April 2oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Timber Industry of British 
Columbia -csscciactsarivncs occu ieee 520 Mar. 19 

Life on a Ranch...........ccececseeeees Hep 410 — 26 
Vancouver: BioGcieierlaearee 355 — 23 
The Historic Borderland...............+: D 380 — 3 

American Cavalrv Evolutions.......... E 340 Apl. 2 
Prince Charlie and Lochiel’s Count 

and the Western Highlands...... 310 — 6 

All’s Fair in Love..............-.-+ wee? JOO. == © 
Views in and Around Victoria, B.C. 

T 330 — 16 

The" Tangeram: eeipceteeiees aT 370 — 13 

M.P. SALES ACENCY, LTO. 

Tue RESTLESS WOMAN.—A very powerful domestic 

drama that wil’ bring tears to most eyes. (One reel, 

Shortly.) s. Length Released 
Title. 4 5 : ape 

A Modern(jJekyiba rnd CIO e 1371 Mar. 23 

Trapped 1998 — 206 wae oon ewm sae ewer eeeteo oe eeeesnseawae & 

1I19I 

Indian: BlOOd 2avisetsriwtien Sanee nates D 2060 Mar. 30 
Her Husband’s Friend.................065 D 1952 Apl. 2 
The Paleface Brave..................00000 D 206: — 6 
The Hand Print M«stery............... D 2060 — qQ 
The ‘Convict’s Story css cianctiracions D 1982 — 13 
Indian (Pate decor ciwssteseors sete D 1925 — 16 
The Shadow of Guilt..................... D 2077 — 20 
A Million in Jewels...................0085 D 2045 — 23 
Country Seat War.............cccceceee ees D 2066 — 27 
Chasing the Smugglers.................. D 1885 — 30 
FACT. Han dine cies Laniomeintonniagae ..D 1048 — 30 
LNG: SRADOWe xc sciacsctesceceasveacds cues ss D 2025 May 4 
Gentleman or Thief.....................55 D 1015 — 4 

NEW MAJESTIC CO. 
TWICKENHAM FERRY.—A beautiful realisation of 

the world-famous song, enacted amidst most charm- 
ing scenery, and aptly wedded to the well-known 
words. (975 ft. April 13th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Original Will.......0...00.0cce D 066 Mar. 19 
Through the Sluice Gates.............. D 979 — 23 
The Butlerinesdcsansisciencateaes ‘C.D g69 — 26 
When the Debt is Paid.................. D 1000 — 30 
Targets: of Fate sc csacccsduscitscdeasecenes D 1942 Apl. 2 
Lied “bY (a (Gi disieisr ccarseerectencaaia yet: D 989 — 6 
The Colonel’s Oath...................00: D 975 — 9 
Rick’s Redemntion....................008. D g9g9 — 13 
Shoemaker and Doll.....................055 D 993 — 16 
Four $100 Bills............0...........0006- I 8g — 16 

NORDISK. 
THE GOLDEN HEART.—-Filmic story of a man’s self- 

sacrifice which will appeal to all. Bears the hall- 
mark of Nordisk quality in every scene. (2,550 ft. 
April 16th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Alone With the Devil..................... D 3210 Mar. 16 
The New Cook.............ccccc cece eee eee C 1260 — 16 
The Pride of the Circus.................. D 2670 Mar. 30 
In the Hour of Temptation............. D 2545 Apl. 6 
A Lesson Learnt............ccceeeeeeeeeeees C 870 — 16 

PHCENIX FILM ACENCY. 

PIMPLE IN THE HANDS OF LONDON CROOKS.—One of 
the funniest “Pimples ” as vet published. A rollick- 
ing farce, which will go as well up in the Orkneys, or 
at the other extremes of the land, as in the Metropolis, 
(820 ft. April Oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Passing of Black Pete.............. D 880 Apl. 13 
Pimple and Galatea...................066 C 575 — 13 
The Bobby’s Bob................::e0eeee C 400 — 16 
In the Grip of the Law.................005. C 465 — 20 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 
THE REDEMPTION OF A SOUL.—A release featuring 

wild animals, and a really dramatic story, well told 
in every particular. (2,160 ft. May 4th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Queen of the Mediterranean......... Sc 270 Apl. 16 
Snob’s Dream..........ccccccccceeeeceeseees C 728 — 20 
The Poisoned Salt.............ceeeeeeees D 1215 — 28 
The Plan that Failed................. Com 303 — 23 
VGIEMOAUY: sinciesdaknd ca nsiees erernousataas Sc 389 — 23 
The Mexican Rebellion................. — 2290 — 20 
Mabel’e: Puzzl@sssecudessssteraaseswesens — 550 — 27 
Absent-minded Snob............ccceeeeee — 425 — 30 
Snob, the Chamnion Boxetr.............. C 530 May 4 
The Cowpuncher sn cicscocst cuiverencccans D 480 — 7 

Cheap Avi iiicctiesentiieicciacen tee C s40 —- 7 

SELIC POLYSCOPE COMPANY. 

THOR, LorD OF THE JUNGLE.—Great animal mas- 

terpiece. Romance of the big circus tents of America 

and of the Wilds of. Africa. <A film that will form an 

eye-opener to eved! theo most Ablase of patrons. 

(2.690 ftNE\WpmO Both?) 
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A FILM WHICH HAS BEEN RE-BOOKED | 
BY 18 DIFFERENT HALLS. ; 

os ee —. -- : -— 

The Great OUIDA Film, : 

OTHS 
(3,800 ft.) 

can claim to be one of the most remarkable successes of the 
British cinema world. It has already been secured for return bookings 
in nearly two dozen different theatres, in the short time it has been 
released. 

At truly is, as one Exhibitor calls it, —— 

A GREAT BOX OFFICE MAGNET 

Secure one of the few vacant dates on one of our 

nineteen copies 

AT ONCE. 

Lee eee eee eee 

THE EXCLUSIVE SUPPLY CO., 
4, Gerrard Street London, W. 

Telephone —Regent 2226. Telegrams—Filmesko, Westrand, London. 

And at 111, NEW STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 
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Title. Des. Length Released 

Unto the Third and Fourth Generation 
D 1985 Apl. 2 

La Se TTS ge rGeteus yeas tS onensadecs W.D 085 — 2 
On the Breast of the Tide............... D 1000 — 6 
Stolen: “Heart ig csccesancs cotiknwta ancy eastavers C 1100 — 6 
Living: Wage csicsiievesicisscanleacenaaes D 2130 — 6 
Fathers: DAV" scsicaenined ceased ateviamenes D 1177 — 6 
Captain Ellesmere, V.C...............6. D 1036 — 13 
Rlue Blood and Red.................00008 D 1103 — 13 
Conscience and the Temptress........ D 1060 — 16 
\ Message from the Sea............0... D 1043 — 16 
By Unseen Hands.................0.005 W.D 657 — 23 
Pretros The Pra tist coset cdesabeeteneteeun C 760 — 23 
Bringing Wp Di yiuss ess rate xe C go8B — 23 

C. SERRA. 

THE GOLDEN A really remarkable 
three-reel romance, containing enough thrills to pro- 
vide a sensation in every scene. The main action is 
laid in Africa, and enables a most picturesque story. 
(3,540 ft. April 27th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Ove 38> BUN dics ees eaae ees ee D 2120 Mar. 16 
The Judge of Instruction............... D 2410 — 23 
Corsican Hates ci.avaiis vasa ienstasedccs ies D 817. — 26 
Bidoni’s Good Heart..............008: Com 708 — 30 
Ob OA TAMA societies aadet seivied ener enks D 557. — 30 
A Wife’s Devotion.............ccccc eee D 2059 Apl. 2 
The Pair Doloresinais pacioieluctetee es D 7oo — 6 
Bidoni and the Negress.............. Com 357 — 9Q 
The Altered Note... cc ccceceeeee eee D 2000 — 9 
The Golden Beetle...........c.ccceeeeeee es D 3reels — 27 

“The ‘Lire: Of Cr0ldeacacsches sucanaduns ose xe D 2356 — 13 
Atrocious Revenge.........c cee ee eee eeee D 1600 — 20 
he WNee waded: “Girl acccardlcesaadchenseeeuerge —2085 — 23 
Nutumn Leaves..........c ce cccccceeeeceeees ==. 82 — 27 
Love’s Young Dream............scc0e eee ~~ 933 — 30 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD. 

A CLOTHES LINE QUARRE!L.—A story frequently 
seen in everyday life. The children quarrel, and the 
parents are also brought into it, after being very 
close friends. Meantime the kiddies have their arms 
round each other’s necks, and get lost when following 
a monkey. The parents forget their disagreement in 
an united effort to find their offspring. (1,010 ft. 
April scrh ) 

Title. Des. 

Curfew Shall Not Ring To-night.....D 

Length Released 

1023. Mar. 26 
The Law of Humanity (Princess)...D 1016 — 30 
The Head: Walterncecee ences C 1006 — 30 
lincle’s Namesakes......-......:0:cceeee eee C 1013 Apl. 2 
His Father’s Wife.................ccccee es D 1024 — 2 
Amateur Animal Trainer............... C 1010 — 6 
ReitiStated:. sited ueritieceteridecsaresese teks D 1015 —. 9 
His Imaginary Familv (Princess)... tor2 — 9 
Adrift in a Great Citv...............0.008. D 1008 — 13 
Her Love Letters.ccsecciesiscd cnasusesiens D 1004 — 16 
Cupid’ s Lieutenant (Princess)....... C to10 — 16 
Alev's: Awl Avitdiscs deceives C 9907. — 20 
Two Little Dromeos..................05- C.D to14 — 2 
Turkew Trot TOW lide csastis sea eeegsie C ono — 23 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 
THE Gop OF GIRZAH.—Characterised bv an opu- 

lence of staging. and portraving a fine tale of the 
oecult, and of life in India. The relentless hunting 
down of the despoiler of the Temple is told in a series 
of splendid scenes. (2,025 ft. April 23rd.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Ve AVETEW ONL ociutentediee ioe inetetss D 2045 Apl. 9g 
Night Shadows of New York........... D 2875 — 9g 
Red MAargaret...ccccc cecccce ceceeeeeeeneees D &s0 — 13 
The Storv of David Grieg Ledictdiatesntet Dp 2000 — 16 
Thieves and the Cross..............00.0 8 17950 —_—sa 16 
Love or a Throne......peny....eeee P 2015  — 20 

GOog e | 
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Lhe: Water War ncierd nuriussnateetes D 1945 — 20 
Bloodhounds of the North..............D 1580 — 23 
The Coryphee..............cccecseeeeeeee ees D 1954 — 27 
The Gambler’s Oath...................06. D 1920 — 2 
The Female of the Species.............. D 1970 — 30 
One of the Bravest..........c.ccccceeenees D 1970 — 30 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD. 

AFTER THE BALL WAS OVER.—A fancv dress ball is 
being given, but Freddy, owing to a_ breakdown, 
lands too late. His troubles and adventures are really 
ludicrous. Being dressed as his Satanic Majesty, one 
can imagine the effects. One long laugh, and of fine 
photographic quality. (605 ft. April 2oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Secret of the River...............:ceeeeee: D 1057 Apl. 2 
Who Shall Judge?................. Neucine D 3070 — 6 
Bewitched ...........cccccc cee cesceeseeees Com 054 — 9 
Inquisitive VG psaetels tered cere Com 250 — 9 
Nobby’s Tango Teas..............0.. Com 596 — 13 
TEES a: CA ie tiie edd uveiieananeas Com 793 — 13 
VeSt Ol MOV 6 ii.tet side camcvetsascealeaanes D 1237 — 13 
The Fear of the Hangman (Royal 
Magazine film) .................5 Com 1462 — 16 

Mateo Falconi, the Corsican............ D 2092 — 16 
Covadonga (Spa tien. ceed teiecn Oe. 202 — 20 
The Dancer in Darkness.............-.. D 10677 — 20 
Snow in Barcelona................cce cece ees I 302 — 20 
Our Monkev’s Troubled................. C 26 — 23 
Pav Y Our T alr undue teeessieecariawias.cs C 1070 — 30 

URBAN—ECLIPSE. 

THE CELEBRATION OF FASTER IN FOREIGN LANDs. 
—Those who know the religious historv of the Orient, 
of Russia, Arabia and other lands, will realise the 
beautiful possibilities of such a release. Gorgeous 
and artistic to a wonderful degree. (430 ft. April 
8th. ; 

Title. Des. Length Released 

OWES fnctatieneaticiseeicetameoaiienicnusas D 1595 Mar. 4 
Impressions of Japan ied caeaatndes Seat S 410 — It 
The Bull Trainer’s Revenge.......... D 1850 — 11 
St. Bartholomew’s Dav..............08.. D 1095 — 18 
Pedro, the Dog Charmer......... Com 370 — 18 
Butterfly Fintertains Rovyalty............ C 750 — 25 
Sammy—and a OOP ease Com 340 — 25 
The Iron Mani........ccccccccccceccssveces D 1845 Apl. 1 
A Trip on Lake Starmberg............ T 330 — 1 
The Eternal Triangle.........00 ...... D 9g30 — 8 
Winter Snorts at Pontparleir and 

MOLO? ace eiticeteat eed Sp 385 — 8 

THE VITACRAPH CO., LTD. ° 

OFFICER JOHN DONOVAN.—Big-hearted Johnadopts 
a little waif. She grows into womanhood to comfort 
and aid him. His wayward son returns to help his 
father. He and his father’s ward, happy in each 
other’s love, make John’s joy complete. (2,054 ft. 
April 27th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

TIS iG is eh eerie ees D 2016 Mar. 16 
Jerry’s Ma-in-law ............. ccc ccc evens 2046 — 16 
Whimsical Threads of Destiny........ D 2046 — 23 
AT Os UNG so eeaansene erate Naeaeasenn Soeee ss D 1026 — 26 
The Swan: Girls aiewées eine teenates D 1017) — 26 
The Golden Pathwavy...........:.seeeeeee D 2116 — 30 
SHCHINGGs. “maaisneieeitt ut en patarnenae. D 1023 — 30 
A Game: Gf CArdScciacceee neta actions D 1013 Apl. 2 
Love’s Sumset.....c.cccecsccesescceeeseseeees D 2054 — 6 
Beauty Unadorned...............0cceeeee es C 1945 — 9 
The Blue Rose ........c.c cece eee ee neces D 2077 — 13 
Anv Port in a Storm.................5°€ t0orz7 — 16 
Misodventures of a Mighty Monarch 

C 994 — 20 
The Street Singers.......c...cccccee es C.D 2047 — 23 
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The Greatest Historical 

Featuring the 

MISS PAUL 
(FOUR 

All who know anything of the most famous Cardinal 

will hail this stupendous 

It's a TRANS. ATLANTIC ! 

ALL TRANS-ATLANTIC FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

a TRANS-ATLANTIC 

COM 

“RICH 

Ne reaunaes a0. 

AMSTERDAM : UNIVERSAL 
elzersgracht 429 

SWEDEN: 
Wallingsgatan 15, 37-39 Oxford - 

Stockholm. 

BUDAPESTH : Wires—"' Transtilco, Ox, London."’ 
Lipot Korut 9. 
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Photoplay ever produced. 

LIEU 
Famous Actress, 

INE BUSH. 
REELS.) 

Diplomat in history, and those who have yet to learn of him, 

p roduction with delight, 

WATCH FOR IT! 

| ALL TRANS-ATLANTIC FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

NORWAY 
Linaasgatan % and 3, 

FILM Co., Limited, copenmnEN: 
Oa HA oie 3 

HOUSE, 
ee oan, 

Street, London, W. : Tra “ts i antic Film 

‘Phone—Regent 4332-3. via Alfr ei ‘oe aie ellini, 18. 
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READY SHORTLY 

THE Broscopm Marcu 12, totd. 

OUR NEW LIST OF 

SECOND-HAND FEATURE FILMS 

| FOR SALE. 

Lowest Prices. Condition Excellent. 

Over 300 subjects of every make, Send for list immediately. 

CD Oe ~ aD —__—_ _aamm> 

W. BUTCHER & SONS, LIMITED., 
Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, London. E.C. 

‘Grams—England, Fleet London, ‘Phone—Holborn 5995 (5 lines.) Cables—England, Fleet, London. 

o———_—_a—_—__—_ ac a 

Just Published. 

ITHE LAW OF COPYRIGHT 

W. CARLYLE CROASDELL, 
BARRISTER,AT-LAW. 

The Author deals with his difficult subject in a very 

‘concise and comprehensive manner, the various clauses 

being explained at considerable length. 

PRICE 1/- nett. ~ POST FREE 1/3. 

Gerrard 8853. 

Regent 2453. 

Gainsaid, Piccy, London. 

85, SHAFTESBURY AV., 

LONDON, ———————W. 

NEVVY YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

y~ 4 
4 | 
( & ( rT 

DTYTUI ZEW UY IRD ® os 
, (A 4 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Small paragraph advertisements are inserted at the rate of One Penny for each word, 

with a minimum charge of 2s. All words in name and address are ~harged for. Groups 
of initial letters or figures count as one word. Terms: CASH WITH ORDER. No adver- 
tisement inserted for less than 2s., except under heading of Engagements ‘Yanted, for 
which the charge is 1s. for 20 words, three insertions for the price of two. 

Advertisers wishing to have replies addressed to a box number may de so without 
extra charge if they send for the replies. _If replies are required to be sent by post, 
sufficient stamps must be enclosed to cover cost of postage. In counting the words of 
an advertisement using a box number, ten words must be allowed for the address, thus: 
Box 000, c/o. THE BIOSCOPE, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

Official, Legal, Auctions, Money, Banks, Partnerships, etc., Eightpence per line: 
Minimum, Four Shillings. : 

Latest time for recelving small advertisements first post TUESDAY MORNING. 
= x 

Engagements Wanted Sales by Auction. 

Ny R. MILTON WELLINGS, disengaged; 
a pianist or conductor; can read any- Ensure Reliability and Immunity By Order of the Associated: County Halls 

and Theatres, Limited, and with the i id orise ad lib.; 
wate Towne’ Sinorienss on the Cin. nga hice concurrence of the Mortgagees. 
fonium; excellent pie erga 892, y consulting 
“The Bioscope,” 85, Shaftesbur: venue, FOLKESTONE. Ww. Bey OS yer. | Mr. James W. Barber, Siete aa 
ee ee ——— 

F A.M.LE.E., 
DVERTISING Expert desires engage- Consulting, Electrical anil Chatmmninasass BANKS & SON 

. , ment. Thoroughly capable of produc- 

Engineer. ILL SELL BY AUCTION, at the 
ing money-drawing advertisements, crisp 
sy artistic pamphlets, good articl pears ee se oni aaa” olAMRNS Hekdetnis | Shemes prepared and advice gwen | Wibpii A's Hort, bor getoxt booming films, and has long experience on all Picture Theatre Equipment, at Four o’clock in the afternoon, all that in the Trade. Languages and excellent well:ditaated ana up-to-date. 
business knowledge.—Address, Box 907, 6, KING EDWARD MANSIONS, Tue Broscore, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 2124, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE ae = gee LONDON, w. CINEMA, 

S MANAGER. Well recommended; "Phone ; City eggs. caown as 
thorough business pax ere for pub- 

licity, and a capable judge of the patrons’ ; = aK PETE ; $i: taste: aged 30.—Box 825, Tue Broscore, THE QUEEN’S THEATRE, TONTINE 

2 tes STREET, FOLKESTONE, 
85, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

standing in a commanding position in this ILM JOINER. Competent young lady well-known thoroughfare, and having a desires position ; experienced in clean- . Frontage of 60 ft. The Property is Free- ing and joining, with technical knowledge hold, well and substantially brick-built with 
Slate Roof ,containing Theatre clear of all 

of the assembling of long films; highest 

Pillars, Office, Two Emergency Exits, 
references.—Address, A., 22, Brook Road, 
Walthamstow. 388 The most Central Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s _ Lavatories, BEDFORD and Senventert for Operating and Winding Rooms. 

. The Sale will include the Goodwill, and Sporn ae shane: ete HEAD HOTEL. BUYERS all the up-to-date and handsome Fittings, E i a : , F a Every comfort and Furniture, Grand  Pianoforte, Linoleum. selcrences, _sepetienced and wae Es Lon- mdr moderate erme. Westinghouse Transformer, Pathé  Pro- Bou Bs on ve 909, eo, Rie ees w im, jon, Bagley Street jector, Film Winders, Electric Light Fit- 5, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 3 *Phone: : tings, including Four Exterior Arc Lamps. 7 Gerrard 1760, Bedford Square, Possession will be given on completion of MASSGER. OPERATOR at liberty; ex- LONDON. w the purchase. The business will be car- 
ried on up to the date of the completion pert Electrician and Operator; late 

operator of ‘‘ The Miracle,” ‘‘ Sixty Years of the purchase, and the same will be a Queen,’ ‘ Macbeth.” Winner of Lubin handed over as a going concern. j Advertising Competition. Now at liberty.— ry ee eee Conditions (ot peutaas’ 
i OF e had o e Auctioneers, 5 ° Auply AES 314 -Aangsland ‘Road, ne Road, Folkestone; and of Messrs. Rey- 

: nolds and Son, 7, Arundel Street, Strand, 
London, W.C. 388 PERATOR at liberty. Both currents 

direct and alternating; also Motor 
Generator Operator.—Box 6, THe Bio- 
COPE, 85, Shaftesbury iAveaue, W.C. 387 AT TENDANTS’ 

JICTURE PIANISTS WANTED to use CAPS and Speaking Pictures. “The Bioscope Pianoforte Album,” - -- containing striking, original music to fit UNIFORMS. every phase of dramatic movement from 
light comedy to the ultra-sensational.— 
Price 2s, net, Ganes, Ltd., 85, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W. 

R. ERIC WILLIAMS, the renowned elo. 
cutionist, originator of Speaking Pic- herbs rollers ero tures. Now in ssoond your of ipontinuous 

" = presentation. Rebooked for all theatres 
have a large stock of new and controlled by London and Provincial Thea- 

tres Limited, also for all Manchester 
theatres visited since November. Unique 

eRe MANAGER disengaged. Ten 
years’ experience; expert acivertiser, 

organiser, etc.; used to sole control. Fear 
no opposition.—K., 53, Arcot Street, Pen- 
arth, Cardiff. 388 

re-made uniforms at Moderate 
prices. 

Coloured plates, with 48 
designs, Post Free 

UNIFORM CLOTHING Central Hall, Wandsworth; March 16, 
Tootin RANSLATIONS, film synopses, adver- and EQUIPMENT CoO. tisements, etc., by enter lp S, Clerkenwell Green, Farriugden Road, 

NE / 
Box 905, Tue[)/Bidsrert ys Londen, £.C, Avenue, W. -. : 

“May 18, Inverness. 
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Halls and Sites. 

Tue Bioscope, Marcu 12, 114 

HALLS AND 81!TES.—Oontinued. 

INEMATOGRAPH Halls.—For composite 
buildings of every description, at 

Impo rtant Auction at The Mart, E.C. lowest possible prices, send rough parti- 

culars of size. accommodation required, 

and where to be erected, to Ginger, Lee 

end Co., Practical Builders, Plymouth 

Avenue, Longsight, Manchester. t.c. 
Messrs. HARRIS & GILLOW, 

Cinema Theatre Experts, 

are instructed to Sell by auction, on 
March ..th, at 2 o’clock, the following 
valuable Cinema Theatre Properties :— 
THE ALCAZAR, Finchley Road, N.W., 
cinematograph theatre (seating 1,000), 
Winter Gardens 

ICTURE SHOW for Sale in Town, near 

Leeds. Going concern; population 

11,000; only small hall in opposition; seat- 

and Promenade Con- ing Capacity 1,200, Low rent; generates 

cert Gardens. This freehold property own electricity. Investigation invited.—- 

is situate on the main road, in the | Box 899. THe Buioscore, 85, Shaftesbury 

midst of the best market and shopping | Avenue, W 387 

position of the district. 
Also THE PRINCE’S HALL CINEMA, 
Kew Bridge, in an unrivalled position 
for business, holding about 700, and 
being opposite the Tram Terminus and 
Kew Bridge Station. Rent £200. Lease 

21 years. 
Also, on Maroh 30th, at 2 o’clock, THE 
EMPIRE PICTURE HALL, WATFORD. 
A handsome newly-built Cinema Thea- 
tre. holding about 1,000. Expenstively fit- 
ted and furnished. Ground Rent £150. 

Lease 99 vears. 
.'mportant.—If not sold will be offered 

by auction at a _ rental. 
Also THE QLOBE CINEMA, HITHER 
GREEN, Freehold. A newly-built pro- 
perty of superior construction and eleva- 
tien. seating about 600. Sumptuously 

— ss 

Wanted to Sell. 
———<—$$—_ 

LECTRIC Player Piano, overstrung up 

right grand, in perfect condition, com- 

plete with motor; can be played either by 

roll or as a piano; cost £10c: price com- 

plete, £45.—Box 330, Tue Broscore, 85. 

Shaftesbury Avenue, W. t.c. 

——* 

IP-UP VELVET CHAIRS, 3s. 11d., direct 
maker.—113, New North Road, London. 

296 
fitted and furnished, regardless of cost. Peseta u 
To be sold by order of the Debenture 

Holders O CINEMA BUILDERS. ONE HUN- 
Particulars and Orders to View of the 

Harris and (lillow, 
Oxford Street. 

DRED TIP-UP VELVET CHAIRS and 
Velvet covered tip-up forms for treo; also 
Crypto Motor Generator and two Pathe 
Lanterns and Accessories, all new.- Apply 
H. W. Crosse, 317, Putney Bridge Road, 
Putney. 

Auctioneers, 461a, 

Messrs. 

WILLIAMS & WILLIAMS ROLL TICKETS Numbered 
and Per- 

CINEMATOGRAPH THEATRE AGENTS. forated, (.D. PER 1,000. Special Quota- 
— AUCTIONEERS, AND VALUERS, — tions for Large uantities and Con. 

151, Regent Street, W. Tel. Gert. | 

For al] available Proper- 
ties to be Let or : 
_ on & Provinces,— 

tracts, Sample Roll 6d., post free William- 
son’s Patent Roll Tickets for preventing 
fraud. WILLIAMSON, Ticket Printer, 
Ashtosa-under-Lyne. 

BUY YOUR 
Valuations made for Mortgage or 

Debentures. 
ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, 
Paime, Ferns, 

Preserved 
from the manu- 

‘acturers, 

CHAS. STEPHAN AND CO., 
326 and 336, Goswell Road 

London, €E.C. 

Specialists in non-iniammable and 
weatherproof Decorations. 

Telegrams: ‘' Fanpalm, London.” 

eto., 

CONSULTING EXPERTS to the 

—CINEMATOGRAPH TRADE.— 

323, 

TO CINEMATOGRAPH COMPANIES | retephone: City 2004. ae 
AND (tNVESTORS. 

HAMMERSMITH (close to Broadway). 

FREEHOLD PROPERTY, Situations Vacant. 
known as 

Prince’s Cinematograph Theatre, 

DOWN PLACE, KING STREET. ARTNER WANTED; exceptional op- 
portunity; must understand the busi- 

ness; small capital required, None but 

those well known in the business need 
‘upply.—A.C.S., 314, Kingsland Road, N.E. 

387 

Modern Premises, built to, London County 
Council requirements, theatre accommoda- 
ug geo people, auditorium, fitted orches- 
tra, lounge, band room, operating, genera- 
ting rooms,  etc., four-roomed cottage, 
lurge storage room, Let on lease at 4220 
per annum, but estimated to be worth at DYAYIYIYAYAYRY. ) YR 

expiration of present lease, £400 per asp iiaianes SHR ‘4 

. 

} 
™“ 

annum, K QUENTIN Ss AGENCY Ry 

Solicitor, TT. Gorpoxn Power, Esq, 20 & 1 

Easteheap, EC. Ny for Picture Theatre Employes. , 

Bepieedee, abtel ahs g . bead |S Managers, Pianists and other Musicians, 

\ LESSRS, GREEN AND SON will offer Operators. Attendants (Male and Female), x 

all ubove ta AUC TTON, at the MART, Doormencte..wa:.ted for good salaried posi- 

LC on TUESDAY, March _ arst, at Two @ tions.No registry fees.Scnd full requirement ¢ 

o'clock, unless previously disposed of by a o QUENTIN S AGENCY, 85, Ghariotte Street, . 

Private Treaty, { _. @2 Fitzroy Square, W. Phone No. Gerrard 737? . % 
Auction Othees) veWimgy Qtre an (Oy! ere TAZ ASUS AEA SSR EON I 

fiero. we , (sO | eda SEER RRR yy, 
Ad VUIRK PLIRT It Tin ALY 

Miscellaneous. 

RON FIRE SHUTTERS for openings io 
Kinematograph Operators’ Rooms with 

spring lever releasing gear, controlled from 
both inside and outside of the room. Send 
sizes and position of openings for estimate 
—Jukes, Coulson, Stokes and Co., Howards 
Road Ironworks, Plaistow. 406 

ANAGERS. AL Photo-Playwrights 
patronise picture theatres. Why not 

sell “The Phote-Play = Writer ©" ail. 
monthly. Write for wholesale terms,- -F. 
A. Dench, 17, Frederick Crescent, Brixton, 
S.W 387 

LOTS.—Farce Comedy Plots required; 
suitable 500 to 600 ft._-_V.P., Box 917, 

“The Bioscope,’’ 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

i a a 

HE BIOSCOPE Editor says of Broad 
bent’s ‘“‘Dynamo and Motor At 

tendants’”’ that:—"‘ The operator will find 
information of the greatest value... 
We can recommend it with the fullest oon. 
fidence.’’ Price 1s. god. post free, from 
Rentell, 36, Maiden Lane, Strand, London 

39° 

TO AUTHORS. 

List of the principal Film 

Manufacturers for scen-rio 

writers, 

Price 3d. net, or post free 4d. 

GANES, LTD., 

85, Shaftesbury Ave., London, W. 

Films for Sale or Hire. 

OR SALE, 300,000 ft. of Second-hand 
FILMS, from jd. to ald. per foot. 

La Stella Film Company, 65, Market 
Street, Manchester. 387 

HE SEABORNE MACHINE COMPANY 
buy the best condition second-hand 

films, including features, topicals, and 
ordinary, large and small quantities.--Send 
offers and lists, giving dates available, tn 
39, Great Windmill Street, London W. = 387 

You might Mention 

you. SAW 

THAT AD. 

—— IN—— 

The Bioscope. 
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EL MUNDO CINEMATOGRAFICO aren one eager? a Resid (N om NPE A 
eatre), oO ellington, ucklan 

REVISTA QUINCENAL INTERNACIONAL ILUSTRADA Christchurch, Dunedin, Invercargill, etc. 
DE LA INDUSTRIA CINEMATOGRAFICA Y FOTOGRAFICA Fuller’s Biograph Supplies, of Wellington. 

London representative: Gordon P. Firmin, 
inti Film House, Gerrard Street. W. ’Phone: 
PRECIOS DB PUBLICIDAD 2go1 Gerrard. 

Schin On &. dunn, 125 9 177, peal. — Banee: one 

JOUR BOLL ¥ OUAADIOLA — Deecres | ne Plame Pras B.- reo munecste , rea ae pe ee ee 

wucviecaa les SALE EL w¥ 5 DE CADA mas = | ““"""” eee IDNEY BACON’S PICTURES, LIM- 
a hee : — : See 143, Charing Cress Read, Lea. 

eon, W. 
Telegrams: ‘‘ Necabdis, Lendon.” 
Telephones: Gerrard 1456 and 1881. 
AN sight and Sunday, Herasey 925. te 

THE ILLUSTRAZIONE CINEMATOGRAFICA 
(OF MILAN) 

Is a Fortnightly Review with numerous illustrations of modern inventions and sevaaiities 

Manager Proprietor, Alfredo Centofanti. Via F. Cavallotti 14, Milen, Italy 

Wanted to Buy. 

— 

DUCATIONAL FILMS, New and Old, 
Yearly Subscription—15 Francs. Advertising Rates on Application only in good condition, are WANTED, 

List with terms direct to Danske Skole- 
ENGL'SY CORRESPONDENCE. hlm, Limited, Vestergade 11, Copenhagen, 

B. 388 

WANTED, a Second-hand copy of 
“THE LIFE OF MOSES,” in five 

parts. State lowest price asked.—Adver- 

LE CINE—JOURNAL. ser, 13, Century Read, Walthamstow. 
387 

The most up-te-date cee Picture Paper in Paris. 

Subscription 9s. 6d. per year. Offices—30, Rue Bergere, 
- Picture Palace Printing. 

Edited by G. DUREAU. . PARIS. 

ANTED known, ROGERS, the prompt 
man, supplies day bills at rock-bot- 

tom prices. ROLL VICKETS 6d. 1,000. 

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA | fj feve Peter Misti Work, 
International Review of the Cinematograph Industry. 

Director: A. A. CAVALLARO 

GALLERIA NAZIONALE-SCALA D, TuRIN, ITALY 

The Largest and most influential Trade Paper in Italy. OUR 

MOVING PICTURE WORLD. | | SMALL. 
THR LEADING AMERICAN CINE. TRADE JOURNAL. 

P.O, Box 226, Madison Square, New York City. ADS 

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION—84.00 PER YEAR. 

Are a Special 
Feature of ‘The 
Bioscope, and 
everybody studies 
them carefully. 

See how they 

BRING 
RESULTS 

HOLLAN EL OLON 

. DE KINEMATOGRAAF ” ,,, V2... ‘“ DE FILM.” 
aie host edited and most widely circulated 
weekly Journal of the Oinemategraph Industry, 

AMS1 ERDAM HOLLAND, 

Annnal Subscription abroad, 12s. 6d. Advertisements are charged at a rate of 44. 
(engagements wanted 2hd.) per line. 

DUTCH EAST and WEST INDIES. 

CINEMA—REVUE. 
The Leading French Cinemategraph Journal. 

PUBLISHED FORTNIGHTLY BY OHABLES MENDEL FILS. 
118, RUE 8, RUE D'ASSAS, PAR PARIS. 

ple ple Cope] op snl 
PTOI Ze0_ 1) 

application. 
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THE PHILOGRAPH FILM BUREAU, LTD., 
3. Macclesfield Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

Tel :—"‘ Philograph, London.’ Phone—Gerrard 6035. 

FILMS FOR HIRE. 

Available. Release. 

Bank Nete Forgers (Exc.) - : - March 12th. 3,000 ¢ — 
Heart of a Heathen (Exc.) . : - March 12th. 1,869 — 
The Wreck - - - . A - April 2nd. 2,880 March 9th. 
Daniel - : April 2nd. . 2,016 March 16th. 
Fight for the Great Black Diamond - March 30th. 3,000 March 23rd, 
Iron Man - - - - - April 13th. 1,845 April Ist. 
From out the Flood - - : : : March 30th. 1,985 Feb. 22nd. 
Confederates in Crime - - . . March 26th. 2,295 March 2nd. 
Napoleon - - March 12th. 1,875 — 
Tragedy at the Court of Milan (Col, ) - March 12th. 2,160 (Re-issue). 

And a large assortment of Older Features. 

The oaly Selection of BIBLICAL AND SEMI-RELIGIOUS Subj.cts available for Hire. 

— Advertising 
The “FALLOT ’ ihsiacobaic ud asd 
OXY-ACETYLENE LIGHT art ie eae 

In your Projector. ee ae 

NEWTON & Co., _ wil waar 0 
72, WIGMORE STREET,. LONDON, W. 

; INDEX TO ADVERTISERS. 

Atricair raster cas ean 1156 TOXPress cseceseeecee eee ce seeeteteesne eens Vl. INAV TGR: seasatetacdelCuattsracouceeeeceed 1200 
ALINOM: séeasrteees been. Ivchuisive. Supplyscensis, 1087, 1192 Norris and Henty........e..cccccceee 11356 
Aletta: Bb NGINSIVOS suerauiasesagieeeiess 1 Famous Plavers......cecceeeeeeeeees xv. Pathé Freres......... 1162, 1163, 1202 
American Company (London) Fenning Filmes uesccsceen: 1i82y 1183 Philography ch dscitssasccevstaduescsys 12CO 

E1OG,~ SO, PONG anes thes are tala eseeas 1198 Phornix. .........cceeee ee ee ee 1121 
ANWVUETSON: oacnca ieeeise ees vote NX RING. yh: WSO Torts eerie eed amaiwewen BIAS CUE Ores dk eas oeieabineeeasds 1088 
NCR watt her aacke dah wnenbusbal edt suas (120. GAINONt costs eins ecosaveds £087; F104 IRONTCLS: -citcestastinceacts. cacamvcsaes 1174 
COME ADIN “setisebatinicasyecensqentess 1202 - Gierrned: FAs Sisastedvaiiadestonudas TUG 2” ROR ORS: ‘Seba os ie eeatee new nctaestconcnine te 11Q7 
Australasian: Foilmvscesasesaens 1130 Gaiters - WieCci eocceee es aacdieees | 00 mEel 9 ac 4 Canc Reo ey re a ea X. 
ch i ce eee ee eer ene Ji Nectiieh Gadictaihe DESO: “CALE RE. segeedeueueteosasl Seah rene eatand PISO: “SOM ie scone ch ctnac ened 1092, 1003 
TIA GIN ooo dade sa edaeiarlss coe telat PRS. AAPOR: ein gua se arceewaeiche tectonics PESS. SOOT: bap eae cauuisisiea tte oa watense wcotd XXX. 
TROT stead thar enapanstosnd cana Gunannn deoan 1130 Harris and Gillow.................. 1198 Sloan Electrical Company...... 1118 
WAVOR ce6 cice ist Bok serierntuceesies 1197. Hepworth ............ Villig P1460, 1947> Stalford. -csetcessunsraesaimeiecs hs oases XXXVI. 
Bedtord Head Hotel... PGF Wa DOT tee oiaidcen ce ede ce tenis xx., XXxl. Theatrical and General........... 1186 
Bruish Oil Company............0 PEsO- “Llea,- tote ie ec me ensanedad ecedacene, 1106 Trans-Atlantic Film Co...1150, 1151 
British Surbite....... eee XNNWEL Jukes, Coulson, Stokes.......... 1198 T riumph hes eteaasinee siege bee 1184 
eRe ta eeinehceGkeuteeeceentete XIX. Jury TAI CT tale extokoiohGacen net cccteert 1027 Uniform Clothing........cccccceeee. 1107 
RitCHCES sick act ceases 1LOQO.. PhOO: SIN@INAL  eteotoutaciesscs deuateoarenotaies 1106 Tinweed® nea ie 
GC Hane TS 2st codes has bibs goa WNXS:. “Ne@artone «eucncutetieuscsamanes TIGOr Gage BU atehiaraesecnten lee XXXVI. 

CosOperativies Gicicwiecsieat F087 5. 1208: NCSNOF : agate teadeareaielioseiens 1142 Vitagraph...1122, 1123, 1124, 1125, 

COMO. cause ee ae L134). ANOMACO LOY Guneciowericttienetsszaeaes x]. 1126, 1127 
CPR SIOR “oie tiaeccrcdcawcateteldantoateceans TM Rtas ei ce ecddee cases: Vig -113> Walttirdaw sscdinciess Peet 1132 
CWA IDD ake cece nponaesedlteccices rere PERS" WO AS raccnd tone aideoissacaneomeeet EVAOe (WV AE WICK Sit tincesantesr cseheeeiere: 1106 
CorQ COL: Attoardointepeusoonebuenescesiusenss 1118 T[.. and v. EtiScctsamitesceodeaenes TIQO Wesker cccccccccccecccsceccccecctcceccees 1136 
DaIMGVER secant ates oe 110 London Film Company...1168, 1169 Western [Pmportecccccccccsceseee: eer 
DAVISOIF Ateokatickwtee kN low WHS. TEMON’ wieexcthearmnasicunecer ates AMMA: Qari and Race 
Dunean Watson......... iMesh ai oh TGs UNGARTIOU cgancdienayoreee apa tenses XX1V., XXV. oe oe Dope ema nacon ee sate 13? 
[eel Ait cécessbaunesn ieee wet, NVI NICH CHC eesd seemc eee 1180 WaTKINS see eeeetttetee tet e teeters 1202 

P CHSOM decd nes. --TTT3, 11g, T1153 Motograph...xxxu., i., 1178, 116e + MIME INSON csusmruaquestsrne ater: 1198 
Klectric Constructions....Z0. XXVU1 Sal OSs etec tic tonieseniieaunanuted rr10 gMONaams fad Willhiams............ 1198 

Essanay_ .....Digitized. by. OCIS Majestic............c0e0eee REXALL Ueno Ree) and , Bixton......-. 1134 
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WHAT 

GEO. R. SIMS — 
zS Al Dm 

“Packed House 

Delighted with 

Picture.” 

“One of the Best 

Pictures | have 
Led 

ever shown. ‘*London has lured me all my life, 
and so when I saw ‘The Lure of 
London’ on the bills, I went, I saw, 

- and was conquered. ““ 

sc Enormous ‘ : 3 We Played to 

pian The Lure of London,’ (3 recorc Business.” 
by Arthur Applin, is an interesting 
and dramatic film story of London 
scenes, and should be very attrae.- 

tive to Provincial spectators. To 
Londoners, the scenes have the 
charm of old acquaintance. The 
roamings of a little child along Re. 
gent Street and through St. James’ 
Park, and away into the wilds of 
Whitechapel, is most appealing. 

* % * 

There is quite modern melodrama 
in ‘The Lure,’ and Miss Ivy Close, 
of beauty-prize fame, makes a most 
attractive heroine. An English 
story, written by an English author, 
filmed by a British firm, ‘The Lure’ 
should linger long in London and 
should prove particularly pleasing 
to provincials. The more British - 
films for British people the better" 

% * * 

DAGONET in ‘“‘ THE REFEREE.” 

EXHIBITORS 
ARE 

PROVING 
Wire CO-OPERATIVE CINEMATOGRAPH "Phone— 

Lanterning, CO., LTD., Central 92517. 
London." : 31, LITCHFIELD ST., Gerrard 189, 

a0 i Original from 
Digitized by Google NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

HAVE 

YOU 

FIXED 

YOUR 

DATE 

9 

HAVE 

YOu 
FIXED 

YOUR 

DATE 

9 
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Bright, Interesting, 
THE ARTOGRAPH CO. 

Specialists. &%, New Compton Street, 
FILM Dealers. Charing Cross Road, 
ee ens London, W.6. 

4, City bailed Telegrams: * Filmogr trank, 
Telephones | | Ges, oer’ Secretary) Westcent, Londen. 

372, Suet (Hire Dept.) A.B.C. Code Sth Edition. 

of film listed, absolutely in stock. May be seen on the 

screen at any time. Prices from jd. per foot upward. 

Send for ovr new complete catalogue. Over 2,000,006 ft. se : +s F 

All films examined and repaired before dispatch. A 

a 
- 

~ 

IF 

OUR SEATS are in use” 

all over the World. 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS. 
PAINTING & DECORATIONS. 
CARPETS & CURTAINS. | 
FIBROUS PLASTER. re 
FIRE CURTAINS. , 
SCENERY 

FRED WILKINS & BROTHER, um, | 
MAKERS AND EXPORTERS, 

HEAD OFFICE, WORKS, AND SHOWROOMS— 
SHOWROOMS— 

Motograph House, 27-35, Duke Sireet, 

a leat ec 3 LIVERPOOL 

Eatablished 1897. : 2 ae 

Send tor List of Theatres and illustrated Catalogs: | on AS 
Cepyright Desigas. a tees 
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COVER. 
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Co., Ltd., pp, Sox's ae 

wire 31, LITCHFIELD ST, ‘ruone: pe ‘TAKEA RISE” Oper Or O; posite 
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FIRST “GLORIA” TO BE RELEASED ON THE OPEN MARKET. 

Np 
aa” &X may St 

cm c ae ernie So aun = * be 7 j 

ie CU i Alte age ie SA: ‘og Wasik ace i> ioe 
(ete tte peinkie al 2 a 

A STUPENDOUS PRODUCTIO 
(eS OT a ed se | eo PR as J coe YA ee i em OY ee se | 

R. PRIEUR & Co., Ltd. 
40, GERRARD STREET, W. 
Wires—'' ENERPHONE, LONDON.” ‘Phone—GERRARD 9115. 

() O1e 
Xs Give 
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NOTICES. 
Tue Brioscore is published every Thursday at 85, Shaftesbury 

Avenue, London, 

TELEPHONES: GERRARD 8853. 
REGENT 2453. 
HAMPSTEAD 4276 (Night Line). 

Telegrams and Cables: ‘‘Gainsaid, Piccy, London.” 
MANCHESTER OFFICE: 49, Princess Street. 

Paris OFFICE: i1bis, Rue Volney. 
EDITORIAL communications and matter for insertion should 

be addressed to the Fditor, and must reach the offices not tater 
than first post Tuesday morning. All articles, paragraphs and 
drawings published in THe Bioscorge are the copyright of the 
publishers, from whom alone authority to republish or reproduce 
can be obtained. 
ADVERTISEMENT copy and instructions for alterations must 

reach the offices not later than firet post Monday morning to 
ensure attention in the current week’s issue. 

PROOFS of ADVERTISEMENTS can only be submitted when 
copy is received NOT LATER than : p.m. on Monday. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION (post free) :—Inland, Six Shilling< 
and Sixpence; Canada, Fight Shillings and Eightpence; Abroad, 
Fourteen Shillings (Dollars 3.50). 

BACK NUMBERS can be obtained from the Publishers at the 
following rates:—3 months, 4d. per copy; 6 months, 6d.; 12 
months, ss. 

Scale of charges for displayed advertisements may be obtained 
on application to the Manager. 

“PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. 
PAGES 

Trade Topics - - - - - -*£ 1207-1213 
The Walturdaw Company - - - - 1216-1217 
Items of Interest - - - - - 1221-1225 
A Vitagraph Brograninie - - - - 1230-1231: 
Genius Lost—and Found 2 2 P 0 1249 
Messrs. Pathé's Cardiff Branch - - - 1252 
Children and the (Cinema - - - - 1257 
New Inventions - - - - 1259 
The Cinema and Education. By Morlev 

Dainow - - - - 265-1267 

1..C.C. (General Powers) Bill Z - - 1281 
Paving the Way tothe Cinema Lesson. By 

Joseph Best, B Sc. (Lond.) — - - - 1286 
World of Finance - - - 1291-1293 
The Authorities and the Cineaatoseaph ; 

Trade. By W. Carlyle Croasdell, 
Barrister-at-Law es - - - - 1297-1299 

‘*Sealed Orders'"' - - 2 - - - 1300 
THE BIOSCOPE Parliament - - - - 1305-1307 
Pick of the Programmes - - - - 1309-1323 
Classified Advertisements : - - - 1325-1327 
Index to Advertisers : - a e ‘ 1328 

THE STAGE AND THE CINEMA. 

Tne settlement of the action brought by 

Messrs. Cecil Raleigh and’ Henry Hamilton 
against the Kinematograph Trading Company, 

Limited, whereby the defendants consented to 

a perpetual injunction restraining them from 
using the title ‘Sealed Orders" for their film, 

which, by the way, has been rechristened “Orders 
Under Seal,” will be received with general satis- 
faction. Admittedly, the Kinematograph Trad- 
ing Company acted in good faith, and were sin- 
cere in their belief that ‘‘ Sealed Orders” was 
the most suitable title for their film; yet it can- 
not be denied that had their claim to the title 
been substantiated, confusion would have been 
caused through a general impression that the 
film was a cine matograph version of the Drury. 
Lane drama. What is more, there is little doubt 
that it would have engendered a fecling of bit- 
terness on the part of dramatic authors against 
the cinema, much to be deprecated. 

Unfortunately, many people in both professions 
are under the impression that the cinema is a 
rival to the theatre; that it is challenging the 
latter in the affections of the public. The sooner 
that impression is dispelled the better for both. 
Strictly speaking, the art of the stage and that 
of the cinema are quite isnt. and both are 
developing—if, we BGK th d in connec- 
tion with the theatre OSS lefined lines. 
Yet: paradtaieal thone lt. io ana ees ai fees 

glance, the interests of the cinema are closely 
allied to those of the stage; each is dependent. 
somewhat on the other. The stage is the mother 
of the cinema; and while the development of the 
latter is on different lines, in general principles 
it 1s closely akin. 

In its turn the stage has cause to regard the 
cinema- with no unfriendly eye. Members of 
the profession have found that acting for 
the camera is no mean achievement; and in 
some cases it has imparted to their work a 
distinction and power which the stage, with all. 
its dignity, has failed to do. . 

It should be the endeavour of those who have 
the best interests of the stage and the cinema at 
heart to promote good feeling between each, 
and therefore we welcome the conference of 
theatrical managers and representatives of the 
three Trade associations which, as we state else- 
where, is being arranged by the Society of 
Authors. It will at least clear the air and put 
matters on a more friendly basis. We have no 
desire to see the English stage following the 
example of the German theatrical managers, 
who have insisted on artistes signing a con- 
tract prohibiting them from appearing in any 
cinematograph production. Such a course must 
be avoided, and the conference will earn the 
thanks of_all if at “can, more fully develop good 
feeling ‘and’ fellowship “between the stage and 
thrya eT UPvacr8vaers 
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“A Great 
Success ° 

This New Projector has now firmly 
established itself—its sales have been 

exceptional—Quality and merit must 
| win. ere is what one customer writes :— 

Y The Wigan Katertainments Cv.. 
2 Messrs. W. Butcher & Sons, Ltd. The New Pavilion, Wigan. 

mat Dear ‘‘ira, London 
P| “THK SILENT EMPRESS" which I have now in- 

yO stalled at the above th-atre is a great success. I herewith 
2 return you the six cine lenses sent on appruval. 

hs nn | This makes the seventh of your machines which have been. 
ny UT a installed on my recommendation. 

naa & leet Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) BERT. H. PIKKSON, 

(Manager.) 
4 - 
| 

You cannot beat this machine at the 
rrice. There is only one better—The 

Silent Empire. | 

£35 .0.0 
The above price is for the Machine as illas- 

trated, except the Motor, which is an extra 

fy / 

-W. BUTCHER & SONS. uta. 
Camera House, Farringdon Avenue, 

LONDON, E.C. 
Telegrums—England, Fieet, London. 

Telephone-Holborn 5995 (5 lines). 

Can be seen at the— 

EMPIRE CINE SUPPLIES, 
11, Pelham St., Nottingbam. 18, High St,, Cardiff, 

and 14, Temple Street, Swansea. 

OJ areiare U — u 
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TRADE TOPICS. 

It was a remarkable gathering which as- 
sembled at the Café Monico, on Tuesday even- 
ing, to do honour to Mr. J. I). Walker, on his 
retirement from the Walturdaw Company, 
Limited, the occasion be:ny a farewell dinner, 
viven by the staff. Some 120 guests sat down, 
under the chairmanship of Mr. Il. A. Browne, 
who had Mr. and Mrs. Walker on his right 
and Mrs. Browne and Mr. W. G. Barker on 
his left. After an excellent repast, and the 
honouring of the loyal tcast, proposed by the 
Chairman, Mr. J. A. Oakley proposed the toast 
of the evening, ‘Our (Giuest.’? Ile spoke in 
warmest possible terms cf Mr. Walker, both as 
a man and a master, and on behalf of his col- 
leagues he presented Mr. Walker with an illu- 
minated address, signed by every member of 
the Walturdaw staff. The Chairman also asso- 
ciated himself with the toast, pointing out the 
loss he, personally, would feel in the break of 
a long association, and, on behalf of the board, 
handed Mr. Walker a cheque. (ther toasts 
were: “The Directors,’ proposed by Mr. L. 
Ilulbert, responded to by Mr. Browne: ‘f Our 
Visitors,’’ proposed by Mr. V. Pintoleite, re- 
sponded to by Mr. H. Hibbert,’’ ‘* Past Staff 
of the Walturdaw Company,” proposed 
by Mr. E.. G.- Turner, responded to 
by Mr. G. Palmer; ‘' The Ladies,”’ pro- 
posed by Mr. W. G. Barker, responded to 
by Mrs. Walker; ‘S The Press.’’? proposed Ly 
Mr. W. H. Robbins; and ** The Chaitrman,”’ 
proposed by Mr. Don, to wlich Mr. and Mrs. 
Browne suitably responded. Telegrams were 
received from Messrs. A. Challis, P. Renton, 
and Charles Harper, regretting their inabilit- 
to be present. | 

An excellent musical programme was 
contributed by Miss W. M. Turner, Mis. 
Vera Lynn, Miss FEF. C. -Garrad. Miss 
Weaver, Miss M. Popham, and = Messrs. 
J. kK. Oakley, Sydney Baber. [.. Brittain, 
C. Wheatman, H. Fitch, HH. Quinton, 
and C. Baker, while Mr. 1. Hulbert presided 
at the piano. The sinvine of “* Auld Lange 
Syne"? brought a most enjovable even'ng to a 
close. ——---— 

Mr. Roy Aitkin, who returned to Tondo 
frem New York bv the Lusitania, on Monday. 
after a visit to the United States which has 
lasted for five months. informs us that he 
found business in a highly satisfactory state, 
both generally and as regards the companies 
in which he is specially interested. The Mu- 
tual business 1s Increasing to such an extent 

that it has been found neces-ary to build new 
studios in various parts cf the ccuntryv, two 
having been erected in New i in the last 
six months. (So Sale 

The Majestic and Reliance companies are all 
in California at present, and the services of 
Mr. D. W. Gnifhths have been secured for future 
productions. Mr. Griffiths, who was for some 
time with the Biograph Company, was respon- 
sible for the production of ‘‘The Massacre,’’ 
“The Battle of Elderbush Gulch,” “Tudith 
of Bethulia,’? and many more of the finest of 
the A.B. works, and his first great film for the 
Majestic, an adaptation of ‘The Escape,’’ 
by Paul Armstrong, will, in Mr. Aitkin’s 
opinion, give him full scope for repeating his 
former triumphs. 

Mr. Aitkin finds that the long feature films 
of five to seven reels are most “favourably re- 
ceived in the States, and in New York, at 
present, there are at least seven legitimate 
theatres now devoting . themselves  exclu- 
sively to pictures, and dealing specially with 
long films. Mr. Aitkin’s firm has completed ar- 
rangements with Messrs. Schubert and other 
managers to book several of their big features 
throughout the northern states. 

Though Mr. Aitkin has not had much op- 
portunity of ascertaining the state of the mar- 
ket at home, he is pleased to find that the 
different brands handled by the Western Im- 
port Company are selling better in this coun- 
try by 50 per cent. than they ever have done. 

Our local representative informs us that 
Captain Kettle Films, Limited, the new pro- 
ducing concern, aes by Hibberts Pictures, 
Limited, and Mr. J. Cutcliffe Hyne, the 
famous author of oe “Captain Kettle ’’ stories, 
have gained a firm establishment now at Brad- 
ford, where a studio has been equipped and the 
work of production is proceeding. T he primary 

object of the company, of course, is the pro- 
duction of film versions of the adventures of 
the indomitable captain, under the personal 
supervision of Mr. Hyne. Arrangements are 
rapidly being completed for the departure of a 
company and operators to the Alverian coast, 
where many of the inc’dents are to be re- 
enacted. In the meantime, other smaller films, 
dealing with various types of subjects, are be- 
ing preduced in the studio, and on the hills 
and moors surrounding the citv. In the course 
of the performance cf cne such scene last Satur- 
day, an unfortunate accident happened, as a re- 
sult of which Mr. Idouard Jurant hes im the 
Bingley Cottage H[qcspital with a= fractured 
ankle, after a remarkable escape from far more 
serious injury. The scene was one in which a 
convict is escaping from the guard in a quarry. 
A big quarry.on the moors at Morton had been 
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thosen, and Mr. Durant had to attempt the 
‘“escape’”’ by hanging on to the chain of a 
crane which was lifting a big block of stone, 
and to make a swinging jump from the end of 
the raised chain to a point of safety. He ought 
to have swung practically from one side of the 
quarry to the other, but the crane was working 
tuo steadily to give the proper swing, and Mr. 
Durant fell to the bottom of the quarry, a dis- 
tance of over 30 ft. He was rendered uncon- 
scious, but, fortunately, a local doctor was able 
to render assistance until the removal of the 
injured man to the hospital. 

Mr. Roland Hibbert and Mr. Alfred Lord are 
very actively engaged in the control of these 
productions. 

Quite one of the most interesting visits we 
have paid of recent times was that on the occa- 
sion of the inauguration of a special exhibition 
of fittings and appliances organised in their 
London showrooms, and now being run by the 
British Westinghouse Company, Limited. The 
primary idea, that of a practical illustration of 
the company’s resources with regard to the fit- 
ting, complete, of the cinema _ or picture- 
variety theatre, was really admirably carried 
out, both from a practical and an artistic point 
of view. | : 

On entering the showroom a favourable im- 
pression was created by an admirable scheme cf 
lighting, well calculated to display the beauties 
of a range of electrical fittings, ranging from 
the old style electrolier to the very latest types 
of indirect and semi-indirect systems. With a 
true engineering acumen, the whole had been 
placed in circuit with a cleverly designed dimmer. 
and we were treated to an illustration of a well 
balanced and gradual disappearance of the bril- 
liant display as in the most up-to-date methods 
of theatre illumination. 

A further illustration of the recognition of 
the possibilities of the business was furnished 
by the very wonderful pulsynetic system of in- 
dicators for the programme board, and _ illu- 
minated numeral indicator and clock for use at 
the side of the screen or proscenium. The 
various outside attractions, such as the mercury 
vapour lamp, the kaleidoscope, and the new 
half-watt Auriga lamps, really compelled one 
to think and to wonder as to when the possi- 
bilities of the industry would be exhausted. 
We regret that owing to pressure on our space 
we are unable to, in this issue, give a full des- 
crintion, but hope to do so later, and mean- 
while assure our readers that the show at War- 
dour Street is reallv excellent, and reflects great 
credit upon Mr. J. Montague Woolnough, who 
organised it in connection with the fine cata- 
logue mentioned in our last issue. 

Google 
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The date upon which this exhibition will end 
will be March 27th, not upon the 23rd, as first 
stated. This step has been found necessary 
in view of the large number of visitors who 
have attended during the initial days of the 
show. 

Mr. Harry Dean, late manager of the hire 
department of the Williamson Kinematograph 
Company, Limited, has been appointed general 
manager of the Capitol Film Company, the ap- 
pointment dating from Monday last. Mr. Dean 
was associated with the Williamson Kine 
Company for over ten years, and previous to 
taking up his new post was the recipient of a 
very handsomely fitted dressing case from the 
staff, and a gold mounted cigarette case from 
Mr. James Williamson. 

It has always been an objection to the long 
film, especially where continuous shows are 
concerned, that members of the audience who 
arrive after the commencement are compelled 
to pick up the story of the play by guessing at _ 
the scenes they have missed. The value of a 
story is thus often spoiled, and sometimes its 
significance is lost altogether. In view of these 
facts, we were extremely interested to hear, 
during a chat the other day with Mr. Sydney 
Baber, a solution of this freauently discussed 
problem arrived at by him. Commencing with 
their latest picture, ‘‘ An American Citizen,” 
the Famous Players Film Company intend to 
make the experiment of prefixing to the second 
reel of the film a short synopsis of the action 
which has taken place in the first reel, and to 
the third reel a synopsis of the action in the 
first and second reels. Thus, just as ‘‘ new 
readers’ of a newspaper serial can pick up the 
sense of what has been told at length in earlier 
instalments from the synopsis prefixed to each 
subsequent chapter, so will late comers at a 

‘picture theatre be able to pick up the sense of 
a film from the synopsis attached to the second 
and third reels without waiting, in mvstified an- 
noyance, for the recommencement of the whole 
picture. We congratulate Mr. Baber and the 
Famous Plavers Comnany on having devised 
for this disturbing problem a remedy which is 
as simple in theory as it is likely to be efficacious 
nl practice. Sa 
On Sunday evening last we visited that bean- 

tifully appointed and admirably managed thea- 
tre, the Shafteshurv Pavilion, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, to hear Mr. Nix Webher recite Frank 
Desprez’s well-known poem, ‘‘ Lasca,” to the 
film of the same name. Mr. Webber times his 
words with wonderful skill to synchronise with 
the action on the screen, the dramatic signifi- 
cance of which gains immensely bv this com- 
bination of poetrv with pictures. Mr. Webber 
is a remarkably fine elocutionist, and his per- 
formance on Sunday drew hearty rounds of ap- 
plause from the crowded audience of picture- 
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A New Stock Poster 

Quad Crown Size in Five Colours. 

Free. Free. Free. 

The finest stock poster ever issued by any 

manufacturer will be sent in quantities of 

six to all applicants giving theatre address. 

If more than six are required send postcard 

stating quantity and reasons. 

To ensure prompt delivery address: 

Dept. B. 

| Selig Polyscope Co., 
E. H. MONTAGU, Sole Agent, 

12, Gerrard Street, fo OM W. 
Go Ql @aepron e—Gerrard 5156. )Telegr 
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EXTRA. 
We would have splashed a _ four-page 

advertisement about this great master- 

piece if it had not been that the negative 

was delayed in coming from America, and 

it is now too late to get the space, but— 

The Tragedy 
Approx. Length 1998 ft. 

IS THE GREATEST MELODRAMA SELIG 

EVER PRODUCED. 

Full of Action and Interest. 

A big winner on the open market. 

SELIG POLY 
E. H. MONTAGU . 

12, Gerrard Street, 
Go Qe cabiee— Polysoope London,’ 
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SPECIAL. 
. THE 

FILM OF THE SEASON. 

of Ambition 

the two big fights, in one of which 

SEE Bessie Eyton floors two men with 

- aes 4a Chair—no gentle knocks, but real 

hard fighting. 

. There are plenty of other incidents that all go 

' to make the film such a corker. 

SCOPE CO., So 
ae ee W. 

Go gle Telephone—GERRARD 5156. 
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lovers, who, as everyone knows, are not accus 
tomed in the ordinary way to give any pro- 
nounced audible sign of their appreciation. As 
as item in the programme which is novel and 
yet quite in keeping with the general character 
of the entertainment, Mr. Webber’s recitations 
should become extremely popular. It is in- 
teresting to note, by the way, that Mr. Webber 
includes in his repertory of ‘‘ Picture Recitals,”’ 
no less than sixteen different visualised poems, 
some of which have not yet been released. 

Still another Napoleonic contract is an- 
nounced by the Famous Players Film Company, 
who inform us that they have secured the 
world’s rights for the filming of all plays owned 
by Charles Frohman. Charles Frohman, whose 
name has been identified with some of the 
greatest successes in this country, is the lessee 
of the Duke of York’s Theatre, St. Martin s 
Lane, and of the Globe Theatre, Shaftesbury 
Avenue. He isa brother of Daniel Frohman. 
the American producer of the Famous Players 
Film Company. This announcement may be 
regarded as covering one of the biggest deals 
of the kind yet known to the public. 

The Edison Company has still another 
series of dramatic feature films in ‘‘ The 
Chronicles of Cleek,’’ twelve detective films 
from stories by Thomas W. Hanshaw. 
in which Mr. Benjamin F. Wilson, the 
well-known Edison leading man, will play 
the principal part. The first of these, which 
we hope to refer to again next week, is due 
for release on May 7th, and the succeeding 
ones on the first Thursday of each following 
month. Detective films are always wanted, 
and this series should form an excellent con- 
trast to the “‘Andy’’ and ‘‘Wood B. Wedd” 
comedies. 

We understand the Authors’ Society is taking 
the very welcome step of arranging a joint 
conference of the Theatrical Managers’ Asso- 
ciation, the West-end Managers’ Association, 
the Touring Managers’ Association, and the 
three associations representing the cinemato- 
graph industry, to discuss a variety of matters 
affecting their general welfare. 

The London Film Company, Limited, arc 
giving a Trade show of their latest production. 
‘‘She Stoops to Conquer,’ at the West-end 
Cinema, Coventry Street, W., on a date whicn 
will be announced in our advertisement columns 
next week. 

We have pleasure in acting upon the hint of 
a local correspondent, and thereby giving some 
little publicity to a somewhat unusual presenta- 
tion which should form a valuable ee 
to Brockliss a easantk aT Limited, in con- 
nection with;ai-recen Ole gstallation, 

-““basic patent for photographic films.” 
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So pleased, says our informant, was Mr. De 
la Cour, of the new Cinema, Lordship Lane, - 
East Dulwich, with the efficient manner tn 
which the work had been carried out, that he 
presented to Mr. Edward Ernest Facey, of the 
Brockliss Company, an 18-ct. gold watch, and 
Mr. Thearle, the firm’s traveller, with a hand- 
some silver cigarette case. The installation was 
complete with seating and draperies, also model 
A projectors and accessories, etc. 

Messrs. Brockliss, Limited, are gaining a big 
reputation for the complete equipment of thea- 
tres and for their projectors, one of which, a 
model A, has, by the way, just recently been in- 
stalled in one of our leading variety houses, the 
Palace Theatre, London. 

Mr. and Mrs. “‘Tommy’’ Power (of Powers 
Feature Film Company, Limited), together 
with their son, Gordon, leave London for Dub- 
lin, on Saturday next, as the guests of Alder- 
man James, the High Sheriff of Dublin, on a 
visit to the ‘‘old country’’ of a few weeks’ 
duration. In the meantime business will con- 
tinue at the head office, which will be in close 
touch with Mr. Power. 

News of a recent Trade change comes to 
hand in the announcement that Mr. G. W. 
Fenny has resigned his position with the Lon- 
don offices of B.B. Pictures, Limited, in order 
to take over the management of the Award 
Iilm Service, in Edward Street. Mr. Fenny 
will be pleased to welcome friends in the busi- 
ness, and hopes to give to clients of the Albany 
Ward house all the attention which has been 
his aim during his past experience. 

The United States Circuit Court of Appeal 
has upheld the judgment of the Lower Court, 
holding that the late Rev. H. B. Goodwin was 
the inventor of Kodak films, and therefore he, 
or his heirs, are entitled to royalties on the 

The 
appellant in the case was the Eastman Kodak 
Company, and the respondents were the heirs 
of Mr. Goodwin. 

Another ‘‘score’’ for the house of Eclair 
comes over the ’phone as we write, and with 
it the news that they are among the very few 
firms selected to be present at the Football 
Tinal, at the Crystal Palace. As only four firms 
are permitted to secure ‘‘pictures’’ of the 
famous event, the honour conferred upon the 
Kclair Company will be self-evident. We are 
further informed that orders are already being 
received for this important topical, these being 
executed strictly in rotation. 

A house packed to overflowing witnessed a 
special performance, on, Tuesday last, at the 
Palladium, Stratford,~F.., in-aid_of the sufferers 
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by the London building trade strike, the effort 
being confined to the labourers, who, of course, 
are usually the greatest sufferers. In addition 
to the ordinary programme the Irish drama, 
‘*Shamus O'Brien’’ was presented with great 
success. Myr. M. llatter, late of the New Bio 
Company, 1s the manayver of the theatre, and 
was highly pleased with the result of the effort. 

Mr. George R. Sims has, we understand, 
very successfully produced, under his personal 
direction, his popular melodrama, ‘The Lights 
0’ London.’’ ‘The film, which is in three parts, 
should prove a big draw, particularly as the 

drama is to be revived in the near future on the 
legitimate stage. Inquiries are invited for 
foreign, colonial and territorial rights by 
the Magnet Film Company, Limited, 9, St. 
Martin’s Court, London, W.C., who control 
the sole and exclusive rights, and who will be 
shortly announcing a Trade show. 

The Cosmopolitan Film Company, J.imited, 
have secured the sole agency for the Daring 
Films, featuring Mr. Harry Lorraine as De- 
tective Daring. Some great releases are pro- 
nused, The same company are also releasing a 
new series of comedies with Martin Ems, a new 
comedian, in the principal rdle. The plays are 
pronounced as really brilhant and _ first class 
subjects are expected. 

The Davison Film Sales Agency gave a Trade 
show of “The Fighting Blood of 1809" at the 
Electric Pavilion, Shaftesbury Avenue, yesterday 
(Wednesday) afternoon. The film is a mag-| 
nificent production, and we hope to review it 
in detail in our next issue. It is interesting to 
note, by the way, that Messrs. Davison have se- 
cured from Messrs. Plaissetty et Cie, of Paris, 
the English rights of ‘*‘ The Carrier Pigeon,’’ 
or “* The Second Adventure of Detective Dash- 
wood ”’ being a sequel to ‘‘ No Quarter,” a film 
which enjoyed considerable success in this 
country. a 
We learn that the Censor has refused to license 

the cinematographic version of Mr. Laurenc2 
Cowen’'s play, “ The World, the Flesh, and the 
Devil.” It appears that objection is taken to 
one scene. It may be remembered that the play 
is one which has been staged in London and in 
the provinces for the past five years. 

Messrs. Guilbert call our attention to an 
error in their advertisement in our last week’s 
issue, the price of the large size ‘‘Diamant ’’ 
Gruul Pastil being given as 3s. 3d. This should 
have been 3s. 

Among recent happenings we are pleased tv 
hear that a popular personality is at present on 
tour in our country, and making a friendly call 
upon most..of .the( proprietgilg> and resident Gai managers in the varrous cot The gentle- 
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man in question is Mr. J. Frank Brockliss, and 
we are sure he will make a host of pleasant 
acquaintances in the course of his little trip. 

When will we witness the end of the usages 
of the ubiquitous film? ‘The latest application 
of cinematography is that of Dr. Marage, who 
has giver the result of his experiments before 
the Academy of Sciences, in Paris. The Doctor 
claims to have discovered a really _ effective 
means, thereby, of curing the ailment of stam- 
mering, and produced upon the screen strikinz 
proofs of the efhcacy of his methods. It ‘s 
stated that a *‘ course by film ’”’ has proved very 
successful in many cases. 

Another instance of the enterprise of our 
north country friends comes to hand in a recent 
action of Mr. Joseph Sanderson, of the Corn 
Exchange, in the Ducal town of Aln- 
wick. This Northumbrian showman had 
booked ‘Sixty Years a Queen,”’ and in addition 
to parties from the Duke’s and Duchess’ 
schools, etc., entertained other bodies during 
the run of the film. On the Wednesday even- 
ing he actually arranged with the North 
Ikastern Railway Company to run a special late 
train from and to the seaside resort of Aln- 
mouth, and was well rewarded for his enter- 
prise. It is hoped, so say the ‘‘ locals,’’ that 
the railway company may be induced to con- 
sider a frequent repetition of the experiment. 
Those who know this “‘stern and wild ’’ district 
in the winter will readily perceive what a boon 
Mr. Sanderson’s plan would be to the picture 
lovers of the famous golfing resort. 

It is with very sincere regret that we hear of 
the great loss sustained by Mr. R. E. Watson, 
the advertisement manager of our contem- 
porary, the Kinematograph Weekly, in the 
death of his wife. We offer Mr. Watson our 
very deep sympathy. 

‘* How to Become an Alpinist,’’ by Frederick 
Burlingham. T. Werner Laurie, Limited. 6s. 
net.—In a series of colloquially phrased chap- 
ters, illustrated by a series of magnificent 
photographs, Mr. Burlingham, the cinemato- 
grapher-mountaineer, who filmed the Matter- 
horn, Mont Blanc, and Vesuvius in eruption, 
for the B. and C. Company, sets forth the 
secrets of becoming a compleat alpinist. Prac- 
tical hints are largely interspersed with per- 
sonal examples from the author’s own 
reminiscences, and, although the book cannot 
perhaps be regarded as the last word on the 
subject, it, nevertheless, makes a very readable 
volume, which should be enjoyed by amateur 
mountaineers. The chapter entitled ‘‘ Hints 
on Alpine Photography ”’ should be useful to 
those who have it in mind to emulate Mr. Bur- 
lingham’s exploits... Detailed accounts are 
given of difficultvascents achieved in the cause 
of cineraatography. 
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The Cricket on the Hearth. 
IN TWO PARTS. 

ae ee 

Release date, 
MAY 7th. Charles 

Dickens’ 
Approx. length, 

2,000 ft. popular tale 

has been 

filmed by the 

American 

Code Word: 

RIGORIBUS. 

Posters: 

Quad-Crown. 

6-Sheet, and Company. 
12-Sheet. me 

The ‘‘ Moving Picture World,'' says : 
Any one desiring to linger on the more cheerful incidents of life away from the fatigue and anguish that beset and burden 

most travellers on life’s highway, will find in this staple tale of ‘‘ love and living happy ever after a keen delight and a 
warmth of cheer and ple: asure. The settings have been selec ed vith the utmost care, the costumes lend a quaint atmosphere, 
and the dramatisation is rendered in a perfectly charming manner, with Sydney Ayres playing lead as Caleb Plummer, sup- 
potted by Vivian Rich as Dot, Jack Richardson as old Tackleton, and others of the Johnston Company in familiar parts. 

The atmosphere is decidedly English, and the titles are of the old English style which add a novel ty touch to the pro- 
duction. The photographic quality is par excellence, and a credit to the American. 

The ‘' New York Morning Telegraph,’ says: 
The presentation of Dickens’ s world- SCs story represents an important achievement in the making of literary master- 

pieces into photoplays. It is only necessary to say that the story is condensed into two reels to emphasise the way in which 
the interest is sustained throughout. 

There is a large and very capable cast, which includes Sydney Ayres, Jack Richardson, Harry Von Meter, Harris L. 
fntbes Charles Morrison, Julius Frakenburg, William Tedmarsh, Vivian Rich, Caroline Cooke, Louise Lester, Charlotte Burton, 
ait Borella, Anna English and Violet Neitz. ‘‘ The Cricket on the Hearth " is so familiar a tale to every one that a synopsis 
of it is unnecessary. Suffice it to say that the film is a success in every way. 

ALL PRINTS ARE ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

The American Co. (London), Limited 
Sole Agents for the American Film Manufg. Co,, Chicago, 

Telegraphic Addvegereamibeo pale 198, War dour Street, “London, W. 
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A Good Comedy from 

Fooling Uncle” is the third subject that wiil 

be released by the American under the brand of 

’ Film. Jeauty 

Irom all who delight in clean, snappy 

comedy of the society comedy-drama type, 

there will be a warm welcome for Miss Maz- 

garita Fischer, Harry Pollard and Fred Gamble 

n ‘*‘ Fooling Uncle.” 

It was really a delightful task to view this 

film. Miss Fischer is a vivacious, charminy 

comedienne, who never resorts to slapstick :o 

vain her ends. True, sometimes the action 

treads closely on the threshold of farce, but it 

never gets quite there. There is always the re- 

finement of method that escapes the vulgar in 

carrying a point. We laugh and enjoy it be- 

cause the intelligence of the method appeals to 
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Fooling Uncle. 
the “Beauty” Players. 

cur own intelligence and not to the risib:lt:es 

that are excited by something in the nature of a 

practical joke. Instead of using the proverbial 

slapstick, Miss Fischer and Messrs. Pollard and 

Gamble carry fairy wands and slap out imagi- 

nation in such delicate, merry fashion that we 

are forced to laugh in Aeolian harp fashion and 

not like the crash of an organ. The release ‘s 

set for April 13th, and the length is ggo ft. 

For myself, I hope that these ‘‘Beauty ”’ 

Films will have a wide appeal. There may be 

picture theatre goers who like their fun adminis- 

tered in more strenuous fashion; but I believe 

there are a great many more who will acclaiin 

the ‘‘ Beauty ’’ Film type. The photography ‘s 

most praiseworthy, and fhe title, subtitles and 

the close are conceived with nice artistrv. 

(Reviewed by J. S. McQuade). 

ALI, PRINTS ARE ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

Beauty Films. % 
The Professor's Awakening. 
How a man’s absorption in his work renders him blind to the realities of life, and how a calamity 

opens his eyes and teaches him that mee are things of more worth than musty tombs and empty 
honors; is told herein. 

If one loves to see the rolling waves ‘at the seashore and the breakers on the cliffs all beautifully 
blended together in a dramatic production, no better opportunity can be afforded than this ‘ 

It is a gripping little love story and will be sure to please. subject. 
Beauty "’ 

Featuring MARGARITA FISCHER. 
SPLENDID QUAD-CROWN POSTERS. 

Release date, May 11th. App. length, 991 ft. Code Word: RIGRIDAMMO. 

ALL PRINTS ARE ON EASTMAN’ STOCK. 

The American Co. (London), Ltd. 
Sole Agents for the American Film Manufg. Co., Chicago. 

193, Wardour St., London, W. 
sdlepuede-oReseat 4581. 
Telegraphic Address—Amfcolo, Ox. London. 
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Still Going Strong 

WELLS 

BLAKE 
fr NTEST 

Absolutely the 

Finest Fight 

Film ever 

placed upon 

the market. 

1,200 ft. 
—_— 

THE FENNING 
FILM SERVICE 

(LIMITED) 

; . 3350. 
Phoues - KEGENT 3351. 

Google 

4 Into touch 

| with us 

=, Immediately. 

. BOMBARDIER WELLS. 
(By the courtesy of the Central News Agency:. 

Photo—Central News, 

\ 
If you wish to secure 

"| the Exclusive 

| Rights of this 

| Great Money- 

Maker, get 

3, KINGLY STREET, 

REGENT STREET, 

LONDON, W. 

'Grams—'' RENTWELITE,”’ 

LONDON, 
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THE WALTURDAW COMPANY. 

Mr. E. G. Turner, the General Manager, Reviews the Past, the Present, and the Future. 

Many of us may be able to recall six, or 
even eight, years ago, when we were first fami- 
liarising ourselves to pronounce ‘“‘cinemato- 
graphy” correctly, but they were only a select 
few who understood the significance of the word 
as far back as eighteen years, at which time Mr. 
E. G. Turner and Mr. J. D. Walker were pro- 
viding shows up and down the country. 

“T first met Mr. Walker early in 1896,” Mr. 
Turner told a Bioscope representative the other 
evening, “through the introduction of a mutual 
friend, when he (Mr. Walker) was interested in 
the phonograph trade. I certainly didn’t know 
that fact at the time, but when I tell you Mr. 
Walker succeeded in selling me a phonograph 
at our first interview, you will 
have no difficulty in tracing 
the business instinct—at any 
rate, I am glad to say, we 
have been close friends and 
colleagues ever since, and 
it is a matter of great re- 
gret to me and to the di- 
rectors of the Walturdaw 
Company that we are parting 
now. However, the pleasant 
fact remains that our rela- 
tions throughout these many 
years have been character- 
ised by great friendship un 
every side, and we all unite 
to-day (as testified by the re- 
markable gathering the other 
evening) in wishing him every 
success.” 

“Yes, I think Mr. Walker 
and myself may claim to be 
picneers in one or two re 
spects. To start with, we were the first people to 
make and use the operating box—th2 one in use 
to-day under the London County Council regula- 
tions was modelled on our travelling box of many 
years ago. Then, too, in conjunction with Mr. 
Holmes, of Church Road, Islington, we were 
the first to use the fireproof spool boxes, and, 
moreover, Mr. Walker and myself initiated the 
present hiring system, which created such a 
furore at the time that the manufacturers de- 
clined at first to supply us. Mr. Charles Pathé 
and some of the leading people in the business 
in America came over specially to interview us 
as to how we ran the hire business.” 
“How much did you charge?” 
“£2 los. per 1,000 ft. It didn’t matter how 

old the films were so long as they were in good 
condition and hadn't b shown in the town 
‘befores tized by Go 8 € 

“Did the system pay?” 
“Very well indeed. More care was exercised 

in handling the films in those days—that was 
towards the end of 1896. They came back in 
better condition than they do now.” 

“Have you introduced anything else, Mr. Tur- 
ner?” 

“Yes; ours was the first house to attack the 
automatic shutter. I called in Mr. Wrench and 
suggested the idea to him, the result being that 
within a week we had a machine which, when 
motionless, automatically let down the shutter 
between the light and the film which, as you 
know, has been extensively copied to-day. 

‘“‘Walturdaws’ also initiated 
the ‘exclusive’ film some four 
years ago, and are respon- 
sible for the present system 
of ‘territorial’ rights so much 
in vogue now. This latest 
venture, the ‘exclusiv2’ pro- 
gramme, has been attended 
with very considerable suc- 
cess, but perhaps the best 
stroke of business we ever 
did was securing the sole 
agency of the Power machine. 
In less than four years the 
firm has sold over 2,000, and 
it is the only machine to in- 
vade the Continent.” 
“What about the condi: 

tions to-day?” 
“Mechanically, they are as 

complete as they can be until 
we get that safety (?) film 
for which we have all been 

working so long, but we certainly want new ideas 
from our plot-writers and producers.” 
“And what of to-morrow?” 
‘“The Trade itself is perfectly healthy, but 

undoubtedly, in my opinion, there are two seri- 
ous factors which threaten many changes in the 
near future. One is over-capitalisation, and the 
_other unhealthy and unregulated competition, 
either of which, or both, might precipitate a 
crisis at any moment. If, by any chance, such a 
state of affairs should arise, it will mean the 
survival of the fittest. As you know, Waltur- 
daws’ have always been in the front rank in the 
past, and you can take it from me they intend to 
keep that place in the future. Let me assure you 
that all old and new friends may reckon upon a 
hearty welcom whenever they call at 46, Gerrard 

StEFI YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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oN THE PHOTOPLAY REVIEW & ESSANAY GUIDE H. A. SPOOR. 
be oh Lan Should be among the files of every theatre. it contains _. | 
AGIAN valuable information for exhibitors about everything 
a ESSANAY—release dates, synopses, lengths, advertising 

EN ‘material issued, reading articles for republication in local 
sawn 5 papers, programme fillers, etc. 

POST FREE TO THEATRE ADDRESS. 

KEEP AN EYE ON ESSANAY’S NEW SERIES 

An Unique Drama of Love, —T 
IN TWO Jealousy and Ambition— H - PARTS. » A Worthy Feature. | 

A Two-Reel attraction, featuring FRANCIS X BUSHMAN and RUTH STONEHOUSE, an ambitious mother 
iatercepts a aote from the girl her son loved. An estrangement results and she tries to make a match between 

her son and another girl. 

SAMPLE ON VIEW from MARCH 23rd. RELEASED THURSDAY MAY 14th. 

MORE WORTHY FEATURES 
from the house that has released a line of two-reel attractions which 
nave proven to be a veritable gold mine to both exhibitors and renters 

the past nine months. 

- aw 

NOVEL, POWERFUL, INGENIOUS AND INTERESTING. 

THE CAST OF THE DIE. 
An admirable feature dramatic attraction from Essanay’s California Studios. Predestined to be a lasting success. 
From first to last it is a succession.of gripping and intcrest-holding situations and een changing silent 

scenes that will impress any audience. 

Released Thursday, April 9th. 12, 6 and 2-sheet Posters. About 1,988 ft. 

REMEMBER ESSANAY'S ‘‘IN “CONVICT GARB''? 'TIS EQUALLY AS STRONG.. 

THROUGH THE STORM. 
If your audiences care for dramas that are exciting, Pe this one, a drama of railroad life replete in gripping 

eatures. 

Releaned Thureday, April 16th. 12, 6 and 2-sheet Posters. About 1,971 ft. 

UNIQUE TO A: DEGREE THAT WILL FASCINATE. 

THE GIRL AT THE CURTAIN. 
A Novel Comedy Drama, slow and stolid, vet shrewdly humorous. A girl is married—she does not see her hus- 

band. They meet later, but do know they are wed. The rest is too good to tell. 

Released Thursday, April 23rd. 12, 6 and 2-sheet Posters. About 1,552 ft. 

FULL OF PROGRESSIVE ACTION—A COMPLETE SUCCESS. 

THE GRIP OF CIRCUMSTANCE. 
There are many thrilling incidents related in this drama that hold the interest of the observer, and there is an 

air of mystery around the whole story that will keep you on edge during the entire projection. 

Released Thursday, April 3Oth, 12. 6 and 2-sheet Posters. About 1,985 ft. 
ae Gaels ammaaaasaaaaaaaaaammaaaasaaaaa aman seaamaanama eames aaa 

YES, IT'S A SNAKEVILLE COMEDY. POSITIVELY ONE LONG RIOT OF FUN. 

SOPHIE PICKS A DEAD ONE. 
Two Reels of Fun. One of the best of Rustic Farces. The comedy holds all the way. The laughs come 

along with regularity, and are not forced. The picture 1s a hit. ; 

Released Thursday, May 7th. 12, 6 and 2-sheet Posters. ' About 1,983 ft. 

ALL Digitized by C70) Te AYS ARE PRINTED OM i2ASTMAN STUCK. 
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Telephone— Regent 1829. Telegrams—Essafilm, Telew, London. 

‘FILM MFG. Go., “*“tmi!vs"™ 
“ SNAKEVILLE” COMEDIES - GREAT ! 

| OTHER GIRL. 
The Scenes in the Salvation Army Head-quarters are very touching. The Photography is 

smooth and pleasing. It's a fine story of an interrupted love affair with a happy ending. 

APPROX. LENGTH 1,984 ft. 12, 6 and 2- Sheet Posters. 

NEW SAMPLES SHOWING IN ESSANAY’S THEATRE, LONDON, MARCH 28rd—326th. 

‘sean @a™” ~=— HEAR NO EVIL. “"28,5"" 
In addition to presenting an interesting story this attraction drives home a much needed moral which is 

conveyed in the title. 
Released Monday, May iith. Abstut 998 ft. 

AN EXCITING COMEDY DRAMA. A FARCE THAT WILL MAKE THEM LAUGH. 

aa [ia] ITALIAN LOVE. ONE~- TO- THREE. 
Capably acted by the Essansy Western Players. One dress suit to three impecunious ‘‘ Johnnies.’’ 

Released Monday, May 11th. Sei tow About 993 ft. Released Monday, May 11th. About 905 ft. 
Caer eee eee eere eee eee aS 

WORLD'S GREATEST ADVENTURE SERIES. A GLASGOW EPIGRAM— 

BRONCHO : BILL ga alae oe fail, show a 

Another of Broncho Billy exploits i is shown by G. M. Anderson in this film, in which Lee Willard plays the role 
of the Red Man and Harry Todd that of the treacherous doctor 

Released Thursday, May 14th. About 993 ft. 

IF ESSANAY IS DOING ANYTHING FOR YOU, DO YOU KNOW IT. 

THE PICK OF ESSANAY OFFERINGS. 
THE HILLS OF PEACE ... at as .. | Western Drama... 992 ft. Monday, April 6th. 
A SNAKEVILLE COURT SHIP . aks .. | Snakeville Comedy YG ft. Monday, April 6th. 
WHEN LOVE IS YOUNG se ae Comedy Drama __ ... 812 ft. Monday, April 6th. 
ASCENDING SUGAR LOAF MOUNT... ... | Interest. | __E89 fit, Monday, April 6th. 
THE CAST OF THE DIE _... Ra. « oe .. | Drama sd . | 1,988 fl.) Thursday, April 9th. 
HEARTS AND FLOWERS fii o Sst. eee Drama cc Sea 987 It. Thursday, April 9th. 
AT AN OLD MAID'S CALL ey i ws Comedy ais | 768 ft. | Thursday, April 9th. 

THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADILIE Drama 992 ft. Momlay, April 3th, 
SNAKEVILLE’S NEW DOCTOR _... | Snal akeville Cone dy NG Ht. _ Monday. April 13th. 

THROUGH THE STORM .. ~ we .. | Drama 1.970 fe. | Thursday, April 16th. 
WHAT CAME TO BAR Q. ... _ fst Suakeville Comedy OO4 ft. Thers lay, Apri 16th. 
NEARLY MARRIED ss ce see ee | Comedy re ae 996 Hf Thursday, April 16th, 

THE CONQUEROR... sits es or .. | Drama ane Sh YF ft. Monday, April 20th, 
MANDOLIN MANDELL 2... ad ol Comedy hs Sse 997 ft | Mondaw. Anrd 20th 

THE GIRL AT THE CURTAIN _.... .. | Comedy Drana... | $1,552 ft. lhorsday, April 28rd. | 
BRONCHO BILLY AND THE BAD MAN Western Drama... 4¥9G6 tt | Thursday, April 23rd_ 

—e rn ee i EAT GS a —ce*- ALL ESSANAY P TOPL, eC. ARE PRINTED ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

s008le 
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A CHAT WITH MR. G. ANDERSON. 

Mr. G. Anderson, managing director of An- 
derson, Vay, Hubert and Blumberg, Limited, 
and of the Pasquali Film Company (England), 
Limited, is a keen observer and a witty com- 
mentator upon passing events, who knows how 
to wrap much shrewd wisdom in a covering 
of pleasant humour, besides being a man of 
indomitable energy and enterprise. Conse- 
quently, we are always glad to find ourselves 
seated opposite him for a chat in his comfort- 
able private office. 

Calling at Rupert 
Street last week, we 
had the pleasure of 
welcoming him home 
from the Continent, 
whence he had just 
arrived. 
‘Good time! in- 

deed,’ he replied, with 
mock indignation to 
our inquiries. ‘It was | 
a business journey, | 
can assure you. Very 
much a business jour- 
ney.”” And he smiled 
the smile of one who 
has achieved = with 
complete success those 
things which he set 
out to accomplish. 

““T have been ‘n 
Italy, France and Ger- 
many, and I have se- 
cured some wonderful 
stuff — veritably the 
cream of the market 
I have obtained the 

ae 

services of Alfred 
Lind, the famous producer who was. re- 
sponsible for ‘The Four Dare Devils,’ 
among many other successes, and _ he 
Is now engaged by Anderson, Vay, Hu- 
bert, and Blumberg, Limited, at our Milan 
studios, where he is working upon some 
extremely sensational, and at the same time, 
highly artistic, productions. In Paris I was 
fortunate enough to secure the output of Les 
Grands Films Populaires, the first of which 
series is a very strong drama, dealing with the 
audacious machinations of a notorious mes- 
merist. 

“‘T have also secured the agencies for various 
other makes of films, but among the greatest 
acquisitions I consider the new series of Harry 
Piel films, in which the celebrated German ac- 

tor, Herr Trautmann, will appear. Mr. Piel 

is, of course, well known as the producer of 
the Detective Hayes films, but his new series 
surpasses by far everything he has previously 
done.’”” And Mr. Anderson went on to tell 
us a very interesting story of the dynamiting 

of a huge factory with 
two big smoke stacks. 
This factory, whose 
destruction Mr. An- 
derson witnessed per- 
sonally, was purchased 
and blown to pieces to 
provide a spectaculat 
scene in the next of 
the Harry Piel films. 
One and a half hun- 
dredweights of dyna- 
mite were used, and 
the whole constabu- 
lary of the district— 
not to mention the in- 
habitants—were there 
to keep the field clear. 
Most of the windows 
in the neighbouring 
village were broken, 
and the same evening 
shoals of letters ar- 
rived, containing de- 
mands for compensa- 
tion. 

““T have also. se- 
cured,’’ continued Mr. 

Anderson, “‘the cinematograph rights for ‘Char- 
ley’s Aunt,’ Penley'’s famous play, the film ver- 
sion of which will shortly be put on the market. 
It will be in three reels. The series of films, 
of which ‘The Black Triangle’ (now being 
handled as an ‘exclusive’ by the Central Fea- 
ture Film Company) was the first production, 
is another of my acquisitions. 

“Yes, I found British competition on the 
Continent enormous. No less than four well- 
known London film men were engaged on an 
active search for good productions at the same 
time as myself. But I really don’t think I 
have come off worst. Do you? 

Mack Sennett, managing director of the 
Keystone Film Company, will, in future, we 
are informed by the Western Import Company, 
Limited, play leads in all the films he directs 
with Miss Mabel Normand as leading lady. It 
was Mr. Sennett who jrvented distinctive 

Digitized by re O 

Keystone farce, and who has directed the 
successful plays produced by the No. 1 com-- 
pany. In the early days of the company he 
made a series of highly successful appearances 
in similar réles to those he is once more assum- 
ing. Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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ITEMS OF 

BOGNOR DOINGS. 
The past week has again been a busy one at the 

Bognor Pier. The premier picture was “When the 
Farth Trembled.” The attendances were good at all 
shows. 

“THE FINAL.’’ 

The Barker Motion Photography Company, 
Limited, inform us that they have received special 
permission to take pictures of the Cup-tie final at the 
Crystal Palace on Saturday, April 25th. 

NEW RULES FOR CAMBRIDGE. 

At the Cambridge Borough Police Court several 
cinematograph licences were renewed, the Mayor 
stating that the magistrates had formed fresh regula- 
tions. lhe licences for this year would be subject 
to those rules. 

MORE FOR DAVISON’S. 

Another acquisition by the firm of Davison’s Film 
sales \gency is stated to be that of the agency for 
“Fitz” films, the first of the series being a bustling 
comedy entitled “The Whirlwind Kids.” A big “B. 
and C.” is also promised, based upon the recent 
Balkan War, and called ‘“ The Crossed Flags.” 

A NEW “PROTEA.” 

‘Protea 1.’’ has been such a decided success that 
the Eclair Film Company, Limited, has long had in 
active preparation “ Protea II.,’’ which is, so ‘tis said. 
to eclipse all the wonderful doings and darings of 
the former series. Mr. Ratisbonne, of Eeclair House, 
informs us that this second film may be expected in 
early Mav. 

ROYALTY VISIT PROVINCIAL THEATRE. 

The Prince and Princess Arthur of Connaught have 
kindly consented to give their patronage and _ pre- 
sence at a special performance on Monday, March 
30th, at the Victoria Hall, York, to witness “ The 
Army Film,” which is also to receive special military 
attention in this famous garrison and training centre. 

A PLEASING LITTLE GIFT. 

We note the fact that the Globe Film Company, 
Limited, are sending out, as an advertisement . for 
anew “feature” a number of handy pocket propelling 
pencils, which should prove verv useful to their re- 
cipients. The feature, “Secret of the Sea,” is re- 
ported to be booking in an_= extremely successful 
manner, 

“TESS” IN THE NORTH. 

We hear that this fine exclusive, from Mr. Thomas 
Ifardv’s novel, is having a splendid run in the 
Northern counties. The report is “crowded houses 
wherever shown,” and recently running to extra big 
houses at the Gaiety Theatre, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
We understand the bookings extend to several weeks’ 
continuous running when a number of copies are in 
circulation. The picture is controlled by the Monopol 
Film Company trom fArsir RH | @texa Tyne offices, 
under theqmanacem (FCM Lae Walker: 

Cir head pic also, of course, from es in London. 

INTEREST. 

A PETERBOROUGH PAR. 

Peterborough picture lovers were treated to verv 
good programmes last week, both at the Broadway 
Ninema and the Theatre Roval Cinema. At the for- 
mer the two chief films were “ The Battle of Manila” 
and “The Fruits of Vengeance.” The resident- 
manager (Mr. J. E. Draper) has secured for a later 
date “The British Army Film.’”—At the Theatre 
Roval Cinema, the manager, Mr. James J.Clitford, 
has secured “The Musgrave Ritual.” 

“W.l.”” FILMS ABROAD. 

Mr. .\. E. Mainwaring, manager of the Western 
{mport Company, Limited, returned to London on 
Monday after a flying trip to Paris, and reports 
that the ofhce recently established there under the 
management of Mr. J. Haik 1s doing good business. 
The public in France has shown a liking for “* Kev- 
stones,’ Broncho dramas, etc., and other “W.[.’’ 
makes. “The Greenhorn ”’ (Broncho drama), will be 
shown for the first time in Paris at the Gaumont 
Palace to-morrow (Fridav). The first week’s orders 
received at the new branch are, Mr. Mainwaring de- 
clares, much in excess of his expectations. 

‘“LUNINA’ IN PICTURES. 
Artiste after artiste, player after player, succumb to 

the cinematograph’s lure, the latest being “ Lunina,” 
the premier daneuse fromthe Imperial Russian ballet. 
A native of Warsaw, “lounina” has appeared as lead- 
ing dancer in “La Statue,” “Scheherazade, ‘ Les 
Sviphides.” ‘' Le Spectre de la Rose,’’ ete., and is 
now appearing with the greatest success with her 
own Company previous to an extensive Continental 
cour. The chief incidents of the film storv—a mystic 
idvll largely connected with a magic ring—-take place 
amudst scenes of Oriental splendour. A dancer of 
rare talent and beauty (Lunina) succeeding in charm- 
ingg an Indian rajah when all else failed to amuse. 
This noveltv has been “taken” on behalf of Mr. H. 
I Borradaile, 16a, Soho Square, W.. and should 
prove a novel attraction with a distinct advertising 
value. 

REOPENING OF EALING HIPPODROME. 

This palatial building was reopened as the Falling 
Palladium by the Marchioness Townshend on Mon- 
dav last. Her Grace was presented with a bouquet of 
white Howers, and after the National Anthem. had 
been sung, the Chairman (Councillor J. W. Eden) 
apologised for the absence of the Mayor, who, he 
stated, was on urgent business matters. He then 
emphasised the fact that the proceeds were to be 
given to a charitv dear to the hearts of all, namely, 
the King Edward Memorial Hosnital. Structurally, 
the new Palladium is the same as the old Elvupodrom”. 
The operating box is situated at the rear of the build- 
ing, and the machines are Gaumont’s latest. The 
Roval Cremona Orchestra has heen engaged. A 
very strong programme was submitted. the features 
being “The Convent Gate.” “The Gentler Passion.” 
“The Wreck.” and “The Mistake of Her Life.” 1° 
the vresent state of excellence is continued the future 
of the Hhinnodramejrsidtddh nrove a good one. The 
theatre equid net haven betten pasition, and the sert- 
Ing cayacity ts about 2300. 
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‘*PICTURES” AS GUIDE. 

Films acted as a guide at a reception held by Sir 
Thomas Ohver, chairman of the general council of 
the Insutute of Hiveic ne, giving detailed and scientific 
Information concerning ‘the exhibits at the reception, 
many scientific and instructive pictures being shown 
on the screen. 

AN EXCELLENT SOUVENIR. 

We have received from Eclair House a copy of the 
special souvenir synopsis of the great Eclair master- 
piece, “The Children of Captain Grant.” It is 
worthy of the film both in its artistic get-up and also 
in its execution. Copies mav be had on = applica- 
tron to Ieclair House. 

NORTH DEVON NOTES. 

\n up-to-date programme was provided last week 
at the Electric Palace, Bideford, the feature being 
the film of the great Well’s-Blake contest.—-At Gale’s 
Bijou Palace... “When the Earth Trembled” was 
shown to splendid audiences.—Good business is being’ 
done at the Barnsteple picture houses. Both the Pic- 
turedrome and the Palace are showing to good 
houses.— At Tlfracombe all the houses are going 
strong and are preparing for “the season,” which 
starts about the end of May. 

HEADLINES AT HARROW. 

Tipping always have something good at 
and this week’s special items are up to 

From Monday to Wednes- 

Messrs. 

the Cinema, 
the usual high standard. 
day the films) screened included “Confederates in 
Crime,” “The Speed Kines.” “ Mounted Officer 
Flynn.” “The Broken Melody," and ‘* Scottish 
Scenery.’’ For their chents this week-end Messrs. 
Tipping are showing “The Diver” and “The War 
Correspondent "as principal attractions.-- The Pic- 
turedrome holds its public with good programmes. 
During the week “The Lost) Milhonaire ” and “A 
Leader of Men” figure in the list. —At Wealdstone 
Cinema “Witfles ina Marriage Tangle” roused the 
audiences to a thorough enjoyment of its humour. 
Uhis week patrons have “Saved by His Vict'm ” and 
“Those Who Live in Glass Houses.”—Another pic- 
ture hall, the Wembly Cinema, announces in its cur- 
rent. programmes strong attractions in “ Tigris,” 
“Court Intrigue of Henry VII...” “Rip Van Winkle,” 
and “Nick Winter and the Kidnappers.” 

ROUND THE CAMBRIDGE HALLS. 

‘From Love to Hate” and “Hero and His Blind 
Master” held the premier place in’ the Electric 
}neatre programme for the latter part of last week. 
for the first three davs of this week the chief film 

“The Open Gate, and for the latter part of the 
week “ The Mistake of Her Life” and “The Escape.” 
—-At the Plavhouse, Mill Road, another fine” pro- 
xramme for this week has been secured, “ Satan’s 
Castle ? and “The Tron Trail” with “ Prapped in a 
Forest: Fire,” should prove splendid attractions.—On 
Friday afternoon of last week a special feature was a 
cinematograph lecture by Dr. G. Cunningham, M.A., 
on" How to Save a Nation’s Teeth.” Sir A. OT. 
(Quiller-Couch presided over a good attendance, and 
some excellent pictures of the actual growth and de- 
cay of teeth were shown. Dr. Cunningham is an au- 
thority. on this subject, and devotes a great deal of 
time to at. This is the second public cinema Jecture 
he bas given in connection with the subsect.—-Good 
business is bemge done at the Empire, Mill Road. 
"Brennan of the Moor” and “Her Indian Guardian ” 
are attracting large audiences: this es -—Crowded 
houses are the order at the Iety, fe va the 
musical programme as. awe rdiey BLE tstemeed 
orchestra. 

CORRECTED RELEASE DATES. 

We are requested by the Eclair Film Company, 
Limited, to draw the attention of renters and ex 
hibitors to the fact that the correct release date for 
the first three films in Programme No. 18 (Bulletir 
No. 18, March 14, 1914). 1s Mav 4th, and that fo- 
the last three films in Programme No. 18 15s May 7th 

SENSATIONAL ERUPTION FILMS. 
We hear that the enterprising firm of J. Frank 

Brockliss, Limited, have received a splendid set of 
pictures of the recent terrific volcanic upheaval in 
southern Japap, the film being, although onlv 550 ft. 
(approximately) in length, described as a master- 
piece both in quality and undoubted interest. 

YORKSHIRE MANAGERIAL CHANGE. 

Mr. Arthur Tinker, who has made himself exceed- 
ingly popular in his long period as manager of the 
Milnsbridge Palace, has accepted an appointment as 
manager of the Huddersfield Olympia Picture House. 
This is not Mr. Vinker’s first appearance in Hudders- 
field, as he was formerly manager of the Buxton Road 
Picturedrome, He is succeeded at) Milnsbridge bv 
Mr. Harold Elis. 

CANTERBURY CHIMES. 

A capital selection of films is shown at the Electric 
Theatre. “ Trail of the Hanging Rock ” was the chief 
attraction, Mr. Cawse-Morgon has secured the 
Wells v. Blake film fer this week. The Sherlock 
Hlolmes series have proved verv popular, and “ Rev- 
gate Squires ” should help towards good houses.—At 
the Cinema large audiences were delighted with 
‘Suzanne Comes to Stay.” Among other good pic- 
tures, “The Great Gold Robbery” was much appre- 
ciated.” “ Tannhauser ’ and “ Through the Clouds ” 
are top-liners for this week. 

ae 

CHARITY SHOWS AT ASHFORD. 

All day last Friday the Cinema de Luxe was setapart 
for the benefit of the widow and three children of the 
late Guard Austen, who met with a fatal accident at 
Ashford railway station. The management had secured 
‘The Trail of the Lost Chord,” which was shown 
to Madame Atkins’ beautiful rendering of “The Lost 
Chord” and Tosti’s “ Good-bve,” with full orchestra 
accompaniment. We understand that £61 was raised 
by this benefit for the widow and three children. Mr. 
Tavlor, the general manager, informs us that this 
large sum will constitute a record, and desires to 
express thanks for the hearty response of all those 
who so readily assisted. 

HUDDERSFIELD'S NEW THEATRE. 

The Palladium Picture Palace, Birkbv, opened on 
Mondav last, is the latest picture theatre in Hudders- 
field, and is the outcome of a company of six locat 
gentlemen. The Palladium will command patron- 
age from several suburban districts. The architec- 
ture is the work of Messrs. J. H. Hall and Sons, 
Huddersfield, the building being on ornate principles, 
the exterior of red brick, with rough-cast fimish, red 
tile roof, anda handsome tower above the main en- 
trance. The seating, in electric-blue plush tip-ups. 
gives accommodation tor 500 people. The floor 
slopes one in cleven, and the screen, one of the largest 
in Huddersfield, measures 19 ft. bv 15 ft. The venti- 
lation is mechanical, heating bv hot-water radiators, 
and the lighting on the “ Holophane “ svstem. = The 
operating chamber is of reinforced concrete, with 
steel door and shutters,,the prejector being one of 
the Gaumont latest modéis.2 Nir! Pierbert Clegg, late 
deputy managerafV thé Qhetar aoiall iss Hyernianager, 
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oa PICTURES AT WORCESTER. 

‘The Arcade Cinema celebrated its first anniversary 
on Saturday. The generous patronage accorded dur- 
ing the year is ample evidence of the manager, Mr. 
A. Milton, supplying a requisite part in the pleasure 
of the people. To celebrate the event, Mr. Milton 
arranged for the exhibition of some fine pictures. 
Premier place must be accorded “* The Escape of Jim 
Dolan.” For this week, during the first three days, 
“The Dock Catastrophe ” will be screened, and for 
the latter portion “ Antony and Cleopatra ” will be the 
chief film.—The Empire Picture Palace offers a fine 
programme for this week, showing “Through the 
Clouds ” and “ Failure of Success ” as the star items. 

A SHEFFIELD SEND-OFF. 

One of the best-known managers in the city has 
been initiated into the order of the benedicts. Mr. 
Leonard Shaw, of the Sheftield Picture Palace, is the 
happy culprit, the bride being Miss Spiers. Fol- 
lowing the matinée of Saturday last weck, a vresenta- 
tion was made by Mr. Jas. Fieldsend, managing 
director of the company, in the shape of a handsome 
case of cutlery, subscribed for by the staff. The wed- 
ding ceremony took place at the Fcclesall Vestrv 
Office, the event being cinematographed by the 
assistant manager, Mr. Chas. L. High. The wed- 
ding breakfast was partaken of bv some twenty-four 
guests at the Builders’ Exchange, the newly wedded 
pair then leaving for a brief honeymoon in the 
metropolis. 

BRIDLINGTON DOINGS. 

Mr. J. Austin has been doing well with “A Message 
from Mars” at the Picture House, the film, shown in 
Rridlington for the first time, being a big attraction. 
Other notable pictures were ‘“ The Poison Tree,” 
‘*Fate’s Decree,” and “A Faithful Horse.” There is 
no doubt as to the excellent manner in which the 
Bridlington public are catered for when it is noticed 
that during the nresent week Mr. Austin has been 
showing “ When the Earth Trembled ” and “ Why? "— 
At the Grand Pavilion, Mr. Palmer, the Corporation’s 
manager, has been showing “ The Next Generation,” 
“ Broncho Billv’s Oath,”’ “ Pimple’s Great Bull Fight,” 
“The Better Man,” and “ The Treasure of the Desert 
Island.” The Keystone comedies are well appreci- 
ated, “The Fatal Taxicab” being a great laughter 
raiser. 

CHANNEL ISLAND CINEMAS. 

The films screened at the Rectory Hall, Guernsev. 
include “A Victim of Villainy,” “Love and Courage,” 
and “A Broken Parole.”—At the People’s Picture 
Palace, “A Shadowy Path,” “Fighting Blood,” and 
the “Pathé Gazette” provided an_ excellent  pro- 
gramme.—The Empire Theatre, St. Sampson’s, has 
been closed for repairs and alterations.—The much 
discussed film depicting life in the British Army has 
been shown at the Opera House, Jersev, under the 
patronage of the military authorities, who also gave 
permission for the band of the Devon Regiment, 
stationed in the island, to attend and play suitable 
music. Other films screened included “Her Dread- 
ful Secret.”"—At the Alhambra, “The Boomerang,” 
“Across the Allev ” and “Marvy Jane” were the prin- 
cinals.—At West’s. “The Foreman’s Treachery,” 
“For the Sins of Another,” and “The Substitute 
Stenographer,” and “Gaumont’s Graphic” formed 
the leading lines.—The alterations at St. Julian’s 
Theatre, Guernsev, are proceeding apace, those on 
the stage, including the erection of a safety curtain, 
being complete. The auditorium has vet to be 
tackled. whilst the principal alteration—a new en- 
trance in the syns Gee the bajeony—will be done 
later whenothe adeat oS @ened. 

A BIGGLESWADE CHANGE. 
We learn that Mr. Will C. Sinclair has lately taken 

over the entire management of, George's Picture 

Palace. Mr. Sinclair’s work as manager of the Per- 

shore Electric Theatre was fully appreciated. 

ENTERTAINING EXMOUTH. -- 

The films, which form such an important part of 

the programme provided by Messrs. F. W. and k. A. 

Heddington at the Public Hall, Exmouth, have main- 

tained their usual excellence during the past week, 

one of the “stars” being “A Victim of the Mor. 

mons,” which was very popular with the seasiders., 

The star film for the first half of the present week 

is “Silent Heroes,” while for the second half “ The 

Burning Train” should prove popular with patrons. 

‘EUGENICS’ ON THE SCREEN. 
News comes from America that D. W. Griffith, the. 

famous “Reliance” producer, has staged a multi- 
reel drama centring about this vexed subject. It 
will have an unusually novel introduction in the 
shape of pictures of the biological experiments of Dr... 
Daniel Carson Goodman, who claims to have dis- 
covered the first cell of life. The micro-kinemato- 
graph will be used to secure these scenes, which will 
trace the life cells through many of their earlier stages 
of devclopment. Dr. Goodman, who 1s the author of 
one of the most discussed books of the century, 
“Hagar Revellv,” is to provide the Reliance Company 
with the scenarios for some important films having a 
scientific bearing. 

ON THE KENTISH COAST. 
In spice of the inclement weather along the coast, 

business continues _ brisk The chief interest at 
Folkestone has undoubtedly been in the “ British 
Army ” film at the Central Theatre. The directors 
arranged a grand Territorial night last Friday, when 
all in uniform were invited to attend, and large num- 
bers availed themselves of the opportunity. “The 
Wreck” was also much appreciated.—“ The Death 
Weight,” and “ The Leopard Detective” were Mr. 
Andrews’ specials at the Electric. Included in the pro- 
gramme were some good local topicals.—The chief 
item at the Playhouse was ‘Seven Months’ Game 
Hunting,” which drew interested audiences.—Exclu- 
sives shown at the King’s Hall, Dover, were “ Perils 
of the Sea” and “ The Red Duke,” and among several 
good comics “Peggy’s Burglar” and “The Fatal 
Taxicab’’ were most popular.—Some_ remarkably 
good subjects have been shown at Ramsgate. “The 
War Makers,” “ The Anarchists,” and “ Back to Life” 
attracted full houses to the Queen’s. “The Detec- 
tive’s Ruse” also gave satisfaction. Mr. Bert Parker 
has carried out interior improvements and rearrange- 
ment of the seating accommodation.—With charac- 
teristic enterprise, Mr. Reg. V. Crow secured the 
“Wells v. Blake” film for the King’s Theatre, which 
attracted large audiences. “The Foreman’s 
Treacherv ” and “A Daughter of Romany ” were also 
well received.—Much pleasure was shown in “A 
Woodland Paradise” and “Hidden Fires,” included 
in a capital programme provided by Mr. W. J. Attack 
at the Roval Palace Theatre.—At Shanlv’s, “The 
Ghost of the Hacienda” and “TJovce of the North 
Woods ” were the stars.—At the Home Comforts Fx- 
hibition. held at the Pavilion, some interesting scien- 
tific and educational films are shown.—“ The Sea 
Urchin” and “The Probationer” were the chief 
items at the Cinema, Broadstairs.—At Margate, the 
remarkable Vitagraph production, “The Wreck.” 
created a big impression at the Parade Cinema. “ The 
Trap” also went well, and Pimple’s “ Humanity ” 
created endless amusement.—“* The Dead Secret,” 
“The War Makers” and “Fatty’s Affair of Honour ” 
were enjoved bv good audiences at the Clifton 
Cinema.—At the Lounge, Cliftonville. “ Hard Cash,” 
“On the Broad/Staiziwawy? and “The Club Raid” 
were shawn vith geod results. 
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NORTHERN TOPICAL RECORD. 

The energy of the Cinematograph Trade was fully 
exemplified in the case of the sad disaster by fire to 
the training ship Wellesley last week in the Tyne. 
The Gaumont Company haviny received notice that 
the ship was on fire, immediately dispatched cameras 
to the scene, the Newcastle branch manager following 
with extra men in a taxi so as to obtain the best pos- 
sible results. The fact that eight halls were showing 
this film the same night, in spite of the fact that the 
operators did not return from the scene till 6.30, 
shows that the Gaumont Company are fully equipped 
for dealing with subjects of this class, and therefore 
Many thousands must have been given the chance of 
seeing films of a most unique event in the history of 
the Tvne. Nearly twenty copies of the film’ have 
been supplied, and there is no doubt but this will 
circulate throughout the whole of the country. We 
should imagine the British Admiralty will order a 
copy in order to keep as a record of the event. 

NOTES FROM DERBY. 
The competition in the cinema house in Derby is 

verv keen, which, of course, means that picture- 
lovers of the town shall be provided with only the 
best, both in the films screened and the accommoda- 
tion. The fare provided by the various managcrs 
compares favourably with any town in the kingdom, 
and the strong hold the picture house has upon the 
public taste in the city augurs well for even increased 
prosperitv.—The Cosy Picture House, London Road, 
is very aptly named, and Mr. Walter Fearn, the ener- 
getic manager, knows all there is worth knowing in 
the business. First-class programmes can always be 
relied upon. Wagner’s favourite opera, “ Parsifal,” 
which has been so beautifully filmed, was shown to 
crowded houses during the first part of last week, 
and the delightful music was a great feature. Dur- 
ing the latter part of the week the famous Cines pro- 
duction, “Antony and Cleopatra,” proved an enor- 
mous success, and was continued the first three days 
of this week.—Mr. J. M. Allen lacks nothing in the 
way of enterprise at the commodious Normanton 
Picture Palace. Not only are the films of a high 
order, but the orchestra (recently reorganised under 
the direction of Mr. W. Sykes), provides a rare treat 
for patrons. The “Gaumont Graphic is a popular 
feature on each programme. “The Diver,” “The 
Junior Partner,” and “In the Coils of the Python ” 
were the most important screenings in last week’s 
splendid programmes.—Large crowds of well-satis- 
fied patrons show their appreciation of the good 
things provided by the management of the Babing- 
ton Lane Picture House, and there is no more wel- 
come diversion than to visit the comfortable new cafe 
lounge and watch the high-class films over a cup of 
tea. A new balcony has also been recently erected. 
Although there is always a star film here, it is well 
known that the supplementary pictures are of a par- 
ticularly high order, and the accommodation is often 
severely taxed. The exclusive, “A Daughter of 
Satan,” had a most successful run all last week, 
backed up by the “ Gawnont Graphic.” etc. Wagener 
is again represented next week bv “ Tannhauser.”’.—- 
The Spot Cinema Theatre is another of Derbv’s 
favourite resorts, where no effort is spared in giving 
the best. “The Trap” received a cordial reception 
here during the early nart of last week, and “The 
War of the Lilliputians ” has been exclusively booked 
for the Snot for this week.—The standard of excel- 
lence maintained at the Victoria Electric Palace, 
where Mr. F. T. Studd has charge of affairs. is very 
high, and large houses witnessed a canital pro- 
gramme last week. The thrilling Ambrosio drama, 
“A Queen’s Love,” “Hero and His Blind Master,” 
and “The War Makers,” were the nucleus of a fine 
list. —‘* What the God’s Decree ” proved a great draw 
during last week at the Alexandra Theatre, Norman- 
ton Road. 
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DON VALLEY DOINGS. 
Within almost a stone’s throw of the site where a 

windmill once stood in Rotherham, a picture hall has 
rearcd its imposing frontage, affording a marked 
contrast between “past and present.’’ By this time 
most people in the district have been led to anticipate 
the opening of the Cinema House, and this beautiful 
building with its distinctive facade, was opened on 
Monday last. The new building has been specially 
constructed, and possesses all the most modern ad- 
vantages, while orchestra and café will add to the 
attractiveness of the place. Cintinuous performances 
from 2.30 p.m. daily are given, and the announcement 
that the Rotherham Cinema House is to be conducted 
on similar lines to those of a well-known palace in 
Sheffield will show that business is meant. The 
facade is boldly conceived in a Moresque stvle, built 
of wlazed earthenware in two colours, and surmounted 
by four Moorish domes, the grouping of which 1s ex- 
tremely effective. The interior of the building is 
equally artistic, is beautifully designed and decorated, 
and so arranged that every part of the “house” can 
have an uninterrupted view of the screen. The seats 
have been amply spacea, with a view to comfort 
rather than overcrowding, and the floor is covered 
with Axminster carpet. The walls are panelled in 
oak and green, and the enriched moulding to the 
proscenium is cream, the picture being draped with 
a pelmet and side curtains of black velvet. A spaci- 
ous promenade leading from the front entrance to 
the balcony is quite a distinctive feature, and pro- 
mises to become very povular. The operating cham- 
ber is outside the main building, entirely of fireproof 
material, with iron doors and shutter. Two Gaumont 
latest projectors are installed. The house is lighted 
with electricity in the most effective manner, the 
lights peeping through the stained glass panels in the 
ceiling forming a very effective feature of the decora- 
tion. Appropriate music will be rendered by Mr. 
Chas. Cullum’s ladies’ orchestra, under the direction 
of Mrs. Victor Havdn. As manager the directors have 
been fortunate in securing the services of Mr. Victor 
Havdn, a gentleman of wide experience and ability. 
The secretary of the company is Mr. E. Smith, of 
Shefhield, who is very closely connected with several 
similar ventures in the district. Mr. Percy Wagstaff 
is the chief operator here. —The Palace, Dinnington,, 
is doing wonderful business with “Germinal.” This 
fine film should go a long wav to enhance the repu- 
tation of this house.—Last Monday witnessed the 
opening ceremony of the Picture Palace. Market 
Place, Woodhouse. The interior of the building has. 
seating accommodation for 650, and the floor has a 
fine rake. Mr. E. L. Crooms has been appointed 
manager.— Despite the trouble in the industrial world, 
large audiences continue to patronise the Premier 
Palace, Kimberworth. An excellent programme js 
being projected here. Chief features are: “In Convict 
Garb,  peth’s Wood Pile “and “ The Taking of Sara- 
gossa. — The management of the Electric Pavilion is 
to be congratulated on the excellent show submitted. 
“Brennon the Moor” is the star attraction.—The 
various managers of the theatrical, variety and pic- 
ture halls of Rotherham continue the spirit of good 
fellowship. This was obvious at the first annual 
gathering which took place last week at the Crown 
Hotel, where the managers assembled for the wur- 
pose of fraternising and partaking of the excellent 
dinner provided by the hostess. Mrs. Shillito. The 
company. which also included friends, numbered 
eighty.—Mr. William Pearson (Rotherham  Hipno- 
drome) presided. The toast of the “Allied Profes- 
sions was responded to by the chairman, who ex- 
pressed his pleasure at having the honour of presid- 
ing over the first annual dinner of the entertainment 
managers of Rotherham. In further remarks, Mr. 
Pearson naid a tribute to Mr. James Clavell (Rother- 
ham Pavilion), the honorary secretary, for the efforts 
ie had put forward to make the gathering a success- 
ul one. 
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Twelve of the most thrilling and mysterious 

Detective Stories ever screened. The first one 
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voomwerses WANISHING CRACKSMAN 

IS ON VIEW THIS WEEK IN LONDON. 

IS ON VIEW NEXT WEEK IN THE PROVINCES. 

Released Thursday, VAY 7. Approx. 1,030 ft. 

NOTE . Each story is absolutely independent of the others. 

Any one of the series can be shown separately if desired. 
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Don't tire your audience 
with films that are too long. Get the 

EDISON VARIETY PROGRAMME 

| AND MAKE MONEY. 
THE ANDY COMEDIES, No. 1, 

ANDY GETS A JOB 
COMEDY. By Alice Williams. 

Code: WAAGDRAGER. No. 7,511. 

Released Easter Monday, April 13th. Approx. 1000 ft. 

If little Andy’s mother didn’t have money for the rent before 
five o’clock the family was to be ejected. So Andy started to 
look for a job. He failed miserably, and was sitting on the 
kerbstone in dejection when a fat purse fell near him. Honesty 
won him a job, 

TWO-REEL FEATURE RELEASE —————— 

The ANTIQUE BROOCH 
DRAMA. By Bannister Merwin. 

Code: WAAGELD. No. 7,512. 

Released Easter Monday, April 13th. Approx. 2.60 ft. 

PRODUCED IN ENGLAND. 
The mysterious disappearance of a priceless brooch during 

a big house party terminates in a thrilling battle upon a flying 
express train. A thief is pursued along the outside of the car- 
riage, and overpowered while in the act of strangling his victim. 

Six Sheet and Quad-Crown Posters. Quad-Crown Posters. 

PRODUCTS of the PALM THE 
The Banana and Coconut Industries, Sherlock Holmes Girl 

Jamaica, West Indies. 

UNITED IN DANGER 
A DRAMA of the Stage. 

ly Ger ? E COMEDY. y Gertrude McCoy. INDUSTRIAL. : 

Code: WAARBORGEN. No. 7,530. Code: VUURTOREN. No. 7,502. y Bliss Milford. 
Released Thurs., April 16th. ‘pp ox. 1,000 ft. Released Thurs., April 16th. Approx. 360 ft. Code: WAAIERBOOM. No. 7,617. 

Depicts one of the most realistic fire scenes Beautiful tropical backgrounds add greatly Released Thurs., April 16th. Apprex. 600 ft. 
ever screened. A young comic opera star to the interest of this film. The gathering Sally, maid-of-all-work at the Palace Hotel, 
dances until she falls unconscious while a of the great bunches of bananas and their finds a book telling how to be a detective. 

fire rages beneath her. Her courage cap- transportation to the coast, together with Fired with a new ambition she shadows the 
tures the heart of the millionaire who the agility of the negro boys in climbing the first man she sees. But the funny part of 

rescues her, coconut trees and detaching the nuts with it is, he is a notorious diamond thief. 

their feet, are the chief features. QUAD-CROWN POSTERS. 
QUAD-CROWN POSTERS. 

WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER. 

On receipt of Postcard we will send you regularly and 
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SILENT DEATH 
‘A DRAMA of Central America in Two Parts, by FRANK BLIGHTON. 

ON VIEW THIS WEEK IN LONDON. 
ON VIEW NEXT WEEK IN THE PROVINCES. 

[ Released 

Monday, 

MAY 4™ 

Approx. 

1,900 ft. 

Hidden in a tower above the 
execution grounds, and armed 
with a rifle equipped with a 
silencer, Jack saves his 
brother's life, preserves his 
plantation from a_ vicious 
native, and later on, kills the 
man as he is crawling toward 
him armed with a huge knife. 

‘“*Tne Silent Death "' Claims its Victims. 

tost free, advance informatiou of Edison Releeases. 

_25, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 
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A VITAGRAPH PROGRAMME. 
A REMARKABLE MISCELLANY, 

In a recent advertisement the Vitagraph Com- 
pany suggested that “It pays. to have a Vita- 
graph week.’’ We thought.the idza an interest- 
ing one, and accordingly we paid. a-visit last 
Thursday afternoon to the campany’s delightful 
private theatre just to ses®’what sort of jan 
entertainment the ordinary w2ek’s programme 
would make if the latter were transferred with- 
out alteration or addition to a public picture 
palace. Obviously, this would be a very severe 
test to which to subject the productions of any ~ 
one manufacturer. The picture patron demands 

ey yariety above all things from the programme. pre- 
sented to him, and it is rare indeed to find a 

_ single firm with the versatility and the very wide 

striven, with the highest ideals before them, to 
make the very most of the marvellous instru- 
ment with which they were working. The result 
is that in many respects they have been pioneers, ° 
whilst, from a technical point of view, they have 
constantly led the whole world in evolving the 
possibilities of this novel form of artistic ex- 
pression. : 
We have’ been led on to these retrospective re- 

flections by our visit to the Charing Cross Road 
ivate theatre and the programme which we 

viewed therein—quite a normal programme, it 
should be noted, and by no means :a specially 
selected series of films. Let us, by briefly re- 

_ ferring to the pictures in question, endeavour 

SCENE FROM “OFFICER JOHN DONOVAN.” 

resources necessary for the production of all 
the many vastly different types of film which 
may be found collected together in the usual 
cinematograph theatre entertainment. When, 
therefore, we state that the eight pictures we 
saw in the Vitagraph Company’s private theatre 
constituted by themselves an ideal programme 
for public presentation, we pay an exceedingly 
high tribute to the powers of this wonderful firm 
in a great number of different directions. 

One of the first companies to be formed for the 
purpose of developing the new art of the picture 
play, the Vitagraph Company have steadily ad- 
vanced, both commercially and artistically, ever 
since their inception. They have never be2n 
content with mediocre work or with the easy 
successes of the moment. Always they have 

Digitized by Go gle 

to point out the extraordinary pitch of all-round 
excellence at which this remarkable company 
manage to maintain their output as a whole. 

The ‘‘feature” of the week (if one may so 
distinguish any single film in a programme which 
contained several pictures of unusual merit) was 
a two-part drama, entitled “ Officer John Dono- 
van.” “Officer John Donovan" is a_ strong 
and original story dealing with episodes in the 
life of a fine old- American police officer, whose 
son, at first threatened with disaster as the re- 
sult of ‘his youthful follies, eventually reforms 
and takes his stand by his father at a moment 
when the latter is in great peril. The play is 
splendidly constructed, and it is acted with that 
natural sincerity whose importance the Vita- 
graph players were among the first to realise. 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Ieach scene is shorn of irrelevances, containing 
only essential action, and yet the story is deve- 
loped without undue haste or exaygerated sensa- 
tionalism in a perfectly orderly, logical manner. 
‘Officer John Donovan” is a drama which holds 
one from beginning to end. Its perfect fidelity 
to the probabilities of actual life lend it the 
convincing realism of everyday happenings, whilst 
the threads of the tale are woven together into 
one coherent whole with an artistic skill for 
which one cannot withhold one’s admiration. 
Truly, one could desire nothing finer. 

Next came one of those inimitable Bunny 
farces for which, if it had no other claim to 
notice, the name of the Vitagraph Company 
would be famous all over the world. ‘“ Bunny’s 
Mistake ” is an excellent example of this brilliant 
series of humorous masterpieces. It is perfectly 
“ Bunnyesque ” both in design and in execution 
—and any further description is really unneccs- 
sary. 

“Back to Eden,’ which followed, is a tho- 
roughly delightful litthe comedy, in which quiet 
humour and whimsical charm are accomplished 
by the clever players concerned with a lightness 

and delicacy of touch as rare as they are desir- 
able. Then we had 300 odd ft. of ‘‘ Montana 
State Fair,” an interesting topical film, succeeded 
by a striking and unusual dramatic comedy, ‘His 
Second Wife,” a strange, but very human, story 

of everyday men and women. “A Family Feud,’ 
which came next, is a re-issue of a perfectly 
enchanting farcical comedy in which appear thos: 
two accomplished artistes, Mr. Maurice Costello 
and “Miss Florence Tumer. It is the merriest 
little story, sparkling with joyous fun throughout, 
and it would move the hardest audience to 
laughter. “Francine,” the penultimate item on 
our long and vanicd programme, 1s a very pretty 
Italio-American romance, which _ incidentally 

offers a very cleverly drawn contrast between the 
outstanding characteristics of these two widely 
different nations. Finally, our wonderful Vita- 
graph entertainment came to a close with a 
second magnificent ‘‘ feature,”’ a comedy entitled 
‘Jerry's Uncle’s Namesake,” which would prove 
a very formidable rival to “ Officer John Dono- 
van” if one were to attempt a comparison be- 
tween these two magnificent examples of the 
art of the picture play. 

SUNDERLAND AND DISTRICT SIDELIGHTS. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The Sunderland Borough rates are to be reduced 
id. in the £, this being to some extent due to the 
increase in the ratable value of the town owing to 
the erection of new picture halls. From one point 
of view, the Chatrman o fthe Finance (ommittee 
remarked, this was satisfactory, but he would have 
been better pleased if the new ratable property had 
represented more permanent and industrial projecis 
than picture halls! 

Several South Shields genilemen think that the 
borough ought to have a higger hall. So they are 
forming a company, and getting, [| hear, consider- 
able tinancial backing. The site will) probably be 
in the Lavgate Circus district.--\ company is alse, 
Tam told, being formed to run the Shotton Colliery 
kimpire, which Mr. F-lward Craig has well in hand. 

At the urgent request of many of the better class 
patrons who form so large a= proportion of the 
clicntéle of the Theatre de L UXe, Mr. Frederic Huds- 
peth booked the great film, “Sixty Years a Queen, 
and despite somewhat adverse meteorological con- 
ditions, had splendid reason for congratulating him- 
self upon his enterprise. It was screened three 
times cach day, an augmented orchestra, 
under the direction of Mr. George fs accom- 
panying it with specially selected music. Nearly all 
the high schools of the town sent their pupils, and 
it was altogether a great and memorable week. 

At the other end of the town the Gaiety had 
“ Exoneration’’ as its principal feature film, to- 
gether with “ The Past Foryiven,’”’ “ A Gentleman of 
Fashion,’’ “ The Lion’s Bride’’ and “ Dupin’s New 
Coat.’ Mr. Hinton is keeping this new hall well 
up in the estimation of the East Enders. 

Messrs. Lough and Richardson's Star and Central 
halls report most satisfactory business. At both 
places, ‘‘In the Coils of the Pvython’’ and “ The 
Cross of God’? were found most acceptable subjects. 

Google 

Though fortune did not favour yvreatly for a 
while, Mr. Lavenu is pulling them in at the West 
End Cinema, thanks largely to running an excep- 
tionally large list of films and getting the “locals” 
interested in the place through granting ‘ benefits’ 
and making the place a rendezvous for the many 
of the local Bov Scouts, of which organisation Mr. 
Lavenu is a member. *‘‘ The Secret of No. 13, Hill 
Street,’’ was responsible for much of last week’s 
rood business. 

Across the water, the Wheatsheaf also had a fine 
week, so Mr. Hilton Fox tells me, the sensational 
drama, “ Betraved’’ hitting the tastes of his patrons 
to a nicety. The new lecturer here, Mr. Herbert H. 
Callum, late of the King's, South Shields, made his 
first bow on Monday night. “f The Lost C hord ” was, 
I might add, amongst the pictures during the sereen- 
ing of which Miss Winnie Varley sang Sir Arthur 
Sullivan’s preat song most pleasingly. 

Only the very latést—and should one say, there- 
fore, the best—films are what account for the Palace 
Theatre retaining its hold so strongly upon a huze 
clientéle. Much to the gratification of their patrons, 
Messrs. Hamilton had “ The Wreck’”’ as the top-liner 
last week, and there seemed hardly anv need to 
back up such a good thing with other pictures, vet 
“(The Price of ‘Thoughtlessness,’’ “ The Stolen 
Plans’’ and “Small Town Act,’’ each excellently 
entertained. 

Passing along the Avenue I noticed that a start 
had been made with the new Roker Hall, which it is 
hoped to have ready for opening by next August 
Bank Holiday. The builders are, Mr. Thomas H. 
Johnson, the managing director, informed me, 
Messrs. D. and J. Ranken, of Stockton Road, wh> 
also erected the Villiers and the Gaicty Theatres 
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AUTO-BIOGRAPH-ICAL. 

I started a cinematograph theatre because 

there’s money in pictures. 

First I chose my site and got an architect on the 

job who was used to such things. I put up a 

good, solid, substantial building because I wanted 

it to be a permanent investment, not a continual 

source of expense for repairs and_ renovations, 

year in and year out. ‘‘ If I have it good to start 

with,’’ I thought, ‘‘it’ll last my time out, and if 

I want to sell the business, I shall be able to get 

back a big share of its cost, because it will be just 

as good then as it was when it went up at first.”’ 

Then came the equipment. I found I could get 

tip-up seats—of a sort—very cheap, but I didn’t. 

I paid a good price for real honest tip-up chairs 

with good upholstery. Why? Because it would pay 

me in the long run, not only on account of their 

much greater useful life, but also because any dis- 

comfort is going to turn away my patrons; and 

you can’t expect cheap chairs to stay comfortable 

for long, you know. 

Carpets, too, were necessary for the higher 

priced parts of the house. Good ones last much 

longer and look much nicer all their Jife than 

cheap ones. I knew that from experience in my 

So I got good ones. 

me handsomely. 

own home. They have paid 

Amongst other things came the question of a 

lantern. ‘‘ That must be the best that money can 

buy,’’ I thought. It was, and my pictures are 

the clearest and best displayed in the town. 

Last, but so far from least as to be of the very 

FIRST importance, came the question of my electric 

current. Here I wanted the utmost reliability— 

that is essential—combined with a low weekly 

operating cost, simplicity, and long life of the 

apparatus. I had three choices: to take current 

from the electric supply mains, to generate my 

own current with a gas engine running on the 

town’s gas, or to use an oil engine. \WVhat was I 

to do? 

I considered the first alternative—electric sup- 

ply from the public mains. But, was that supply 

reliable? No. Was it cheap? 

no. Was this electrical machinery so simple that 

Emphatically 

I could understand all about it, to be ready for 

emergencies ? Certainly it was not. Was electri- 

cal apparatus as long-lived as gas or oil engines ? 

Again, decidedly no. 

Google 

Then I considered the other two alternatives— 

Were they reliable? Well, 

I can point to Crossley engines that have been 

running thirty years and more with absolute re- 

liability. Were they cheap to run? Rather! 

Why, their fuel costs are microscopical compared 

with the cost of metered current you use on 

electric supply mains. 

I understand them ? 

gas and oil engines. 

Were they simple—could 

Well, I guess! I believe a 

child could run a Crossley. Were they long-lived ? 

Here again, many of Crossley’s original engines 

are running still—and the firm was established in 

1867. 

So the question was—which, gas or oil? I care- 

fully considered both, and for my case decided on 

a gas engine as being more economical, because 

in my town the Gas Company charges a very low 

rate for gas consumed for power purposes. In 

other localities an oil engine may be best. It de- 

pends on circumstances. 

The next question was, whose gas engine 

should I buy ? Obviously the one that has proved 

itself the most reliable, the cheapest to run, the 

simplest to understand, and the longest-lived. 

Friends who ran picture houses said. Crossleys 

were best. ‘‘ Seeing that Crossley’s have built 

about 80,000 engines,’’ they said, ‘‘ they should 

be able to give you something good. So I did it. 

I bought a Crossley. And I am glad. Now I 

know mv friends spoke truly—it 7s the best. 

I am_ not illustrating this article, because 

Crossley’s will send you a beautifully lustrated 

catalogue if you’ll only ask for it. 

will do. 

and oil engines, just tell them so. 

A postcard 

If you want to know about both gas 

They have 

literature covering both. | 

I should write now, To-pDaAy, if ] were you. You 

may have forgotten by to-morrow—a_ picture 

theatre man has so many things to remember. 

Address vour request to CROSSLEY BROS., 

LIMITED, OPENSHAW, MANCHESTER, or 

to anv of their numerous Agencies. 

N.B.—All you need do is to put vour name, 

theatre, and address on a post card, and say 

‘* Cinema Gas,’’ or ‘' Cinema Oil,’’ or ‘* Cinema 

Gas and Oil,’’ as the case may be! Simple, isn’t 

it? 
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BIRMINGHAM AND_ DISTRICT. 
(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

Mr. Gerald Beesley took the chair at the ad- 
journed General Annual Licensing Mecting of 
the City of Birmingham, which was held in the 
Central Hall on Thursday last, the 12th inst. 

An application on behalf of Mr. H. Hlanvlto>. 
licensee of the Curzon Hall and director of the 
New Hippodrome Cempany, Limited, was made 
for approval of plans to rebuild the present hall 
as a variety house, with music, singing, danc: 
ing, cinematograph, and stage play licences. It 
was proposed to completely rebuild the pre- 
mises in an extensive and attractive form, cater- 
ing for an accommodation, including standing, 
of 3,000. 

Messrs. James and H. Daisy, who are the 
licensees of the Hippodrome, Hurst Street, ob- 
jected to the new hall being called the Hippo- 
drome, and upon this the applicants agreed to 
change the name. 

The Chairman, in granting the approval of 
plans, observed that this distinction was very 

necessary, as confusion in case of fire, for in- 

stance, might easily arise. 

Before hearing the transfer of cinematograph 
licences, the Chief Constable observed that a 
certain picture house, when confronted with an 
irrregularity, excused itself on the grounds of 
change of management, from which cause they 
stated they were not aware of the requirements 
of the magistrates in that direction. 

Mr. Cecil Crosskey, for Moss's Empires. 
Limited, stated that his clients accepted the 

forty-five minutes’ time limit under protest, but 
that they were booked up with contracts fo; 
the next two months, and asked for permission 
to carry these out. The Chairman informed 
him that the justices were willing to allow this. 

Licences for all Messrs. Moss’s Empires 
theatres in the town were renewed for twelve 
months. ‘The lease of the Hippodrome. Ifurst 
Street, however, expires at the end of July. 

—_—_—  - 

Mr. Yeulett, of the New Street Picture House, 

had a successful week with the Edison Kincto- 

phone, which was installed by Jury's.  “ The 

Temptation Schne from ‘ Faust’? was the play 

thus shown. ‘‘ The Escape of Jim Dolan” was 

a popular item on the programme. The educa- 
tional series at 5.30 nightly are also a_ great 
SUCCESS. 

Mr. Bradbury, of tie’ GOT sll, has booked 

' Harnessing a Horse” 

up “The Lure of London” for an early date. 
—Mr. James, of the New Picture House, Sutton 
Coldfield, has booked up for March roth “ The 
House of Temperley.” 

Calling on Mr. Malcolm, of the Kine Trading 
Company, I learned that the exclusives were 
going strongly, ‘‘Kissing Cup,’’ “‘Sexton Blake”’ 
series, ‘Will Evans Harnessing a Horse,” hav- 
ing achieved notable successes. 

The Elite Picture House, Handworth, did 
cellent business this week with ‘‘ The Tragedy of 
Cameo.”’—Mr. Butler, of Barton’s Arms. made 
a great hit with Martin Harvey’s “ Cigarette- 
maker’s Romance.'"—Mr. Draper, Satley Picture 
House, broke all records with ‘‘ The Wreck,” and 
is following this up with the popular Ideal ex- 
clusive, “The Money God.” | 

Mr. Horton, Washwcod Heath Picture House, 
packed his house nighdy last week with * David 
Copperfield.”—-Mr. ‘looley, Windmill Lane Pic- 
ture House, realised great business with “In 
the Hands of London Crooks,” and “ Will Evans 

fetched down the house 
repeatedly. 

Messrs. Pathe, in their Trade show this week, 
screened “ Nick Winter and the Masked Thieves” 

and “ His Love in Vain,” together with some 
very good stuff, to good attendances. 

NOTED AT NEWTON ABBOT. 
Poole’s Perfect Pictures continue to hold a 

prominent position at the Empire, Newton Abbot. 
The star film last week was ‘ Leader of Men.’ For 
the first half of the present weck “Fruits of Venge- 
ance” occupied first place, and for the last three 
days of the week “From Out the Flood” is the 
chief attraction. Last Friday evening was generously 
set apart by the Empire management as “bencfit 
night” to Mr. J. R. Culling who, for the past few 
months, has delighted the audiences by his) skilful 
pianoforte playing. A crowded house gave evidence 

that Mr. Cullin is a general favourite. He is leaving 
shortly to take uy duties at Whitley Bay with ° The 

Debonairs.” The many patrons of the Empire wish 

him every success in his new sphere of work.—The 

[Imperial Electric Theatre is rightly called the Theatre 

de Luxe. Excellent programmes were provided last 

week, while one of the star films during the present 

week is “ The Harpe Master.” 
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IN THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

A somewhat unique instance of enterprise is to Le 
seen in the Thornton Heath district of Croydon. 
Right in the midst of the shopping district are two 

the Electric Palace and the Central Vhea- cinemas, 
tre, within 400 yards of each other, and they are 
conducted by the same. proprietors, Messrs. I. 
Palfrey and Co., Limited, Mr. Horace Fry being the 
general manager, and Mr. A. R. Archer, the acting 
manager. The first mentioned hall holds an audi- 
ence numbering 750, while the Central provides for 
850. At each place there is an orchestra. The 
Electric Palace was opened about two years ago by 
a rival caterer, and was subsequently taken over by 
Messrs. Palfrey. On the occasion of a recent visit 
I found both houses full to the doors, and patrons 
walting for admission. 

Commencing my search for copy with a call at 
the luxurious Maida Vale Picture Theatre, I found 
it comfortably crowded by an enthusiastic audience 
interested in Cines ‘Antony and  Cleopatra.”’ 
Barker's ‘Sixty Years a Queen’’ was recently 
screened here, the management being amply re- 
warded for their enterprise. During the early part 
of last week, ° The Wreck,’ Vitagraph’s sensational 
drama, topped the programme. 

At the Cosy Corner, I found the genial Mr. Long- 
ford busy with a large audience. With accommo- 
dation for about 300, and a larye district to draw 
upon, there appears to be a prosperous future ahead 
for this comfortable little hall, where the perform- 
ance is from 6 to 11, and where the patrons are 
always provided with an up-to-date bill of fare. 

Looking in at Messrs. Clavering and Beck’s Kil- 
burn Palace, in the Belsize Road, I found it as 
usual, packed tight. Included in a programme of all- 
round strength was ‘‘ The Reigate Squires,’’ one of 
the Sherlock Holmes series, and ‘Judith of Bethu- 
lia.”’ 

At the Biograph Hall, High Road, Kilburn, a 
few items of the inieresting programme are, “ For 
His Mother’s Sake.” “ Fatty’s Dav Off.’ and Vita- 
wraph’s “The Diver.’—The Grand Cinema and 
Winter Garden, which is being erected in the High 
Road, within eveshot of the Biograph Hall, is 
“towering high,’ and will be ready for opening 

; shortly. 

At the Imperial, ‘‘Leaves of Memory’? was delight- 
ing a huge audience.—The management of the Grand 
Cinema, Edeware Road, were delighting their audi- 
ences with Vitagraph’s ‘‘ Broken Melody,” and “The 
Haunted House,’’ from the Rex Company. 

The three hours’ nightly entertainment at the 
Alexandra Theatre, Stoke Newington, continues to 
attract full houses. An exclusive attraction last 
week was “A Princess’s Dilemma,”’ featuring Bettv 
Nansen. For this week the star attraction in an ex- 
cellent programme is “Sea Dog.’’ 

Last weck the screamingly funny Vitagraph farce, 
‘ Father's Hat,’’ proved to be a very popular attrac- 
tion at the Clapton Cinematogr he Theatre. Tn 
addition to_a. full "GOSal eC" Out the 

Flood’’ and “Jim Dolan’s Escape’’ were also in- 
cluded. For this week, “Count Zarka” is the top- 
liner, 

The presentation of life in the jungle is being much 
enjoyed by cinema-goers at the Empress Electric 
Theatre, Hackney. The film is entitled ‘* Amid 
Raging Beasts.’’ The chief attraction during the 
latter part of the week is “The Cry of the Blood.” 

‘“Reveate Squtres,’’ the latest of the Sherlock 
Holmes series, is being exclusively shown at the 
electric Coliseum this week. Some excellent 
comedies are also introduced into the bill of fare, 
and those who prefer the lighter vein will thoroughly 
relish “Fatty Among the Girls,’’ “When Boys Keep 
House’? and ‘“ Jane’s Narrow Escape.’?’ 3 Mr. 
Courtney Crocker has introduced books of. tickets. 
A film of the recent fight between Bombardier Wells 
and Bandsman Blake will be shown during the latter 
part of this week. 

The exciting two part drama, “The Wastrel,’’ 
forms the leading attraction at the Central Hall Pic- 
ture Palace for the early part of this week. For the 
second half the management has secured ‘ The 
White Lie.”’ 

Situated at the corner of Seven Sisters Road, 
Tottenham, the Corner Theatre has gained a high 
reputation for the excellence of its programme. 
“The Wreck,’ “T he Mistake of Her J.ife’’ and ‘‘The 
Girl from School” are being featured this week. 

At the Avenue Picture Palace, Pratt Street, Camden 
Town, which is ably managed by Mr. Howard Jack- 
son for Mr. Tudge, of Tottenham Cinema, with 
accommodation for about 350, in comfortable tip-ups 
and forms, good business is always done at this com- 
fortable hall, where the patrons were enjoying 
‘“* Youth, the Winner,” and “ Married Jane.” A few - 
interesting subjects included in the generous pro- 
gramme were “Wiftles to the Front,” “Bad Man’s 
Downfall,” and “ Sleepwalker.” 

With ‘Chelsea 7750” topping the bill, and mae) 
Hour Before Dawn "on the programme for the latter 
part of the week, its is not to be wondered at that 
the board ‘ house full” is so frequently in use at the 
comfortable Camden Hippodrome Picture Theatre, 
where the management are alwavs on the outlook for 
the convenience and comtort of the patrons. 

Cinema, Kentish Town Road. 
singing pictures are very 

popular, “ Everybody Loves a Chicken’? was the 
singing picture at the time of my call, and this was 
well received by a crowded house. With such pic- 
ture as © The Lotus Dancer,’ and George Gray. of 
“Fighting Parson” fame, interpreting the leading 
role of ‘‘ The Road to Ruin,” it iS not surprising that 
this comfortable theatre is doing ‘ capacitv business.” 
While an alteration has been made in the cheaper 
seating which has already been taken advantage of. 

At the Palace 
wheres  Hepworth’'s 

At the Theatre de Luxe, High Street, Camden 
Town, “The Lure of London’? was billed as the 
“star? attraction in a programme of unusual 
strength. 
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At the Electric Alhambra, also in the Kentish Town 
Road, where Mr. Dansie is in charge of athairs, anu 
who reports good business and good attractions, 
included in a programme of first rate quality were 
Selig’s ‘‘ The False Friend,” Cines’ “ Bloomer Short- 
Sighted,” and Edison’s screen version of the famous 
poem, ‘* The Green Eye of the Yellow God.” 

Calling in at the comfortable Gaisford Cinema, of 
Gaisford Street, Kentish Town, where a crowded 
house was interested in ‘* Yellow Jack. Publicity 
matter for “ Parsifal,” a G.C.A. “ exclusive.” was be- 
ing distributed about the neighbourhood, and I heard 
that the management expect “capacity business.’’ If 
judgment from inquiries can be relied upon, their ex- 
pectations ought to be realised. “~The Miracle,” 
with special musical ‘ effects,” was recently shown 
here, which taxed the capacity to its utmost. 

Passing the comfortable Electric Palladium, 
Street, Camden Town, I noticed the crowds waiting 
and the bills of Cines ‘‘ Quo Vadis.” With its 
Capacity taxed to the utmost, I found a notice being 
shown on the screen to the effect that ‘ Dante’s In- 
ferno’”” would be shown on March 23rd. With sub- 
iects of the above “box office value,” it is not sur- 
prising that the proprietor and manager of the theatre 
are alwavs smiling. Incidental music is submitted 
by a capable orchestra. 

High 

At the Stanley Cinema, Lower Stanley Hall, for- 
merly the Electric Theatre, several alterations 
and decorations have been made since it came under 
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new management, which have added to the comfort 
and convenience of the patrons, and incidentally to 
the box othce. A strong programme was delignting 
a crowded house at the time of my visit, in which 
was included Lubin’s “ From Out the Flood,” and 
Vitagraph's two part comedy, “ The Pirates.’’ With 
accommodation for about 350, and a large district to 
draw upon, there should be a prosperous future for 
the comfortable hall. 

Calling at the comfortable kan Cinema, Delancey 
Street, Camden Town, | tound it, as usual, doing 
capacity business, while the choice programme, which 
contained Flames of Iove” and “ The Island of 
Vengeance,’’ was being enjoved by the patrons of this 
comfortable theatre, which can easily accommodate 
about 480. 

? 

At the Electric Pavilion, Edgware Road, Vita- 
graph’s sensational railway drama, “The Wreck,” 
was the piece de résistance at this comfortable 
theatre, where one of the most interesting features Is 
the organ recital, which is given daily, and which 
is very popular with the patrons, 

At the Gem Palace, Malden Road, Mrs. 
the absence of her husband, the proprietor, ushered 
me into a comfortably crowded house, where the 
audience was enjoving an excellent programme, in 
which was included Edison’s “ A) Daughter of 
Romanv” and “The Trap,” by Vitagraph. ‘* The 
Warwick Bioscope Chronicle’’ is also screened here, 
where it is verv popular with the patrons. 

Letta, in 

SNIPPETS FROM SOUTHPORT. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Should the picture theatres in Southport be per- 
mitted to give performances on Sunday evenings ” 
This questioa is looming large in the minds of the 
managers of cinema houses here, as well as the 
local clergy and members of the Southport Corpora- 
tion. It is only necessary for me to state at thi. 
juncture—I hope to vo into greaicr detail later— 
that the members of the Watch Committee have de- 
cided to receive a deputation of clergy of all de- 
nominations in the near future, so that the matter 
may be discussed. Last year the Watch Com- 
mittee could not see its way to allow the clergy to 
present the case for the opposition othcially. How- 
ever, it must not be assumed that all the repre- 
sentatives of the Church have a narrow outlook upon 
this question. This is what the Rev. F. A. Russell, 
Southport, and President of the Lancashire Congre- 
yational Union, says on the matter :—‘ It is better 
that the crowds of young people who roam about the 
streets should go to the picture theatres than to 
public-houses, not to speak of the possibility of even 
worse results. I do not see anything harmful in the 
picture theatre as such. I have visited cach one in 
the town, and I have not yet seen a film which I 
could de scribe as objectionable. ‘Therefore, if it  *s 
a choice between the street and its temptations, and 
what I belicve in the main, the educative and en- 
lightening influence of the pictures, I must sav that 
IT cannot go all the wav with those who are pressing 
for the theatres to be closed on Sundays.’’ Eyes are 
really focussed upon Mav, when the W atch Com- 
mittee will consider the renewal of licences. In the 
meantime we are likely to hear much upon. both 
sides of the question. 

Mr. Geoffrey Pill, to whom I spoke one afternoon 
Inst week, tells me that the Ua of his house, 
that ever-popular picturcdrame, seo Street, have 
not been slow an pSpaesne OVC) a} Ol stion of his 

thoughtfulness in providing coffee and biscuits free 
of charge at the evening performances. I can vouch 
for the statement that they thoroughly appreciate the 
pictures screened-—that is the reason the house 1s 
always full. The ‘stars’? last week were ‘“ The 
Wreck’’ for the first three days, followed by “The 
Return of Helen Redmond.’”’ 

“ Business better than ever.’’ So said Mrs. Parker, 
the managveress of the Picture Palace, when I looked 
in on Monday afternoon to find a large and appre- 
cilative audience engrossed in The Heir of the 
Larvardereés,”’? which headed the bill, being supported 
by “tler Indian Brother,” “ Taming of a Grand- 
father,’ and others. The ‘Port of Doom’’ did big 
business. on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. 

The most fastidious would not be able to say 
anvthing derogatory concerning the programmes 1n- 
troduced at the Fmpire Picture Theatre, Lord 
Street, by Mr. Fred M. Jones. His films are good, 
and so is the projection. Last week’s chief attrac- 
tions maintained the high standard looked for at 
this house, and included ‘*The Law Breakers," 
“laine and Lancelot,’ ‘‘ Castles of Ortrando,’’ and 
later in the week, “ Confederates in Crime.”’ 

Undoubtedly, 
tained bv Mr. 
Picture House, 

the ‘scoop’? of the week was ob- 
Wm. Walker, at the Neville Street 
where he had as the moignet from 

Mondav to Saturday, “ Antony anl Cleopatra.’’ IT 
paid him a call on Thursday afternoon, and was 
told: “We have filled the house at every perform- 
ance with it.’ Cer-ainly when T attended the place 
was full, and the indications confirmed Mr. Walker's 
opinion that it could easily have run another week. 
In the Kinetophone department Mr. Walker had a 
humorous “talker”——“WHe OM asebt,” in three parts. 
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“THE MOST IMPROVED PRODUCT 
OF THE DAY.” 

A Man of the Wilderness. 
The trapper’s fiancee is stolen from him by a city 
man. On the eve of the wedding the Easterner 
attempts to return to town. The trapper exposes 
his rival’s baseness, and meets with the reward his 
faithfulness deserves. 

Rel. Thursday, April 9th. App. length 1,000 ft. 

SHOEMAKER AND DOLL. 
The Italian Shoemaker is made happy in the New 

- World by the memory of the child he has left at 
home. Her death makes him a misanthrope but 
‘a message from the dead” brings him back to 
sanity and peace, 

Rel. Thursday, April 16th. App. length 993 ft. 

A JAPANESE COURTSHIP LEVINSKY’S HOLIDAY 
(COMEDY), (COMEDY). 

April 9th. 998 ft. April 6th. 949 ft. 

ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

The New Majestic Company, 
5, Gerrard Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

LONDON W. 
’Phone—Regent 4426. ‘Grams— Majesfilm, Westrand, London, 

AERP NEN Ns VE Ye oth NN A EEN TREND 

Original from 
Digitized by Google NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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TWO 
FEATURES 
A 
WEEK. 

FEATURING 

L. Rogers Lytton, Louise Beaudet, James Young, Kenneth Casey, 
ETC 

Send a P.C. for special 

and fully illustrated 

synopsis of this fine 

Vitagraph DRAMA. 

HAVE YOU TRIED AN 

ALL VITAGRAPH 

PROGRAMME ? 

IF NOT, WHY MISS 

THE OPPORTUNITY 

TO MAKE MONEY AND 

ALSO TO PLEASE 

YOUR PATRONS ? 

ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

VITAGRAPH COMPANY, Ltd., 
31 & 33, CHARING CROSS ROAD, 

LONDON, W.C. 
Telephone—Regent 3422. Telegrams—‘“' Vitgraf, London.” 

12 sheet, 6 sheet, and Quad-crown Posters with this Subject. 
Original from 

Digitized by Google NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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RAPHE 
THE PICTURES 

THAT 
DRAW IN THE 
CROWDS. 

ANOTHER GREAT FEATURE BOX OFFICE MAGNET IN TWO PARTS. 

Length 1488 ft. approx. Released Monday, April 20th. 

YTS ON EASTMAN \& 
Original from 

BOOKK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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WV PTA 
TWO FEATURES A WEEK. 

£ STREET 
Featuring LILLIAN WALKER, WILLIAM SHEA, WALLIE VAN 

= —— ee a 
= : at ty ‘ as A by 

Seen fih- Di ee me °° Ae at f — blag) Laie —— 
Released 
Thursday, 
April 23rd. 

Length 
2,047 ft. app. 

Send a P.C, for 
full __ illustrated 
synopsis of this 

Special Feature 

Comedy - Drama 

and then try a 

Vitagraph Week. 
Pa rnz o& <om = oO © 

ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

VITAGRAPH COMPANY, Lid., 
31 & 33, CHARING CROSS ROAD, 

LONDON, W.C. 
er lenrat t 3422. Original frofWelegrams—"‘Vitgraf, London.” 

Digitized by FOR role NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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VETA 

THE MISAD 
OF AMIGHTY 
Featuring JOHN BUNNY, FLORA 

WALLIE VAN, WILLIAM SHEA, 
Star 

JOHN BUNNY (The Mighty Mon 

SEE Lillian Walker as 

Flora Finch as the Mighty 

Released April 20th. (Com 
THE MIGHTY MONARCH'’S WIFE 

ANNETTE KELLERMAN. 
The Diving Venus specially posing for the Vitegreph Co, 

Released nent 20th (Re-issue). Length 452 ft. approx. 

TWO TWO-PART 

FEATURES 
PER WEEK. 

See previous pages. 

VITAGRAPH 
31 & 33, CHARING 

LONDON, 
Telephone—Regent 3422. 

ANNE TT KE LLE RMAN ike lease): 

SFOCK, fC gs ON EASTMAN 
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GR AP Fi 
VENTURES 
MONARCH. 
FINCH, LILLIAN WALKER, 
GEORGE STEVENS, and All 

Company. 
arch) as the King of Coney Island. 

his elected “Queen.” 

Monarch’'s Wife and SCREAM 

edy). Length 994 ft. approx. 

A PICTURE 
THEATRE 

MANAGER 
Features’ Vitagraph pro- 
ductions and proves his 
worth. 

Send a P.C. for fully illu-trated 
synopsis of currrent and future 

} Releases. 

Co., Ltd., 
CROSS ROAD, 

W.C. 
Telegrams—'‘‘Vitgraf, London,”’ 

A SCENE FROM “‘ HEARTSEASE.”” See previous pages. 

oEz 4d by Reangis ON EAST MiAiNo28 TOG Beary 
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Featuring MAURICE COSTELLO, MARY CHAR 

Released April 23rd. (Comedy 

Featuring LOYO 

WILLIAM D. TAYLOR, 

(Dra 

Released April 23rd. 

SEND RIGHT NOW 
Py od AND FULL 

rT “aa ALL VITAGRAPH FEAT 
HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND. 

Featuring MYRTLE GONZALEZ, WILLIAM D. TAYLOR, 
GEORGE LEDERER, CHARLES BENNETT, etc. 

Released April 20th. (Drama). Length 987 ft. approx. 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

531 6 33, Charing Cross 
Telegrams—'‘ VITGRAF, LONDON.” OriginSMrorSheet and Quad-Crown 

Dig tized by Go gle ‘ NEW Y 
ORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Oy =< 

LESON, KATE PRICE, MARY MAURICE, etc. 

Drama). Length 1,030 ft. approx. 

LA O'CONNOR, 

/ GERTRUDE SHORT, etc. 

ma,) 

Length 1,017 ft. approx. 

FOR ILLUSTRATED 

SYNOPSIS OF 

URES AND CLASSICS. 

THE EDOCATION OF AUNT GEORGIANNA. 

is to run an all-Vitagraph Programme. Why? Because it suits the 

theatre and the patron, and, in addition, increases your Banking Account. SN 

ALL FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

| 
~ Road, London. WC 

Posters issued with every Sublegt” O gle Telephone— REGENT 3422, Original from 
NE\VWS VORK DIIR m | IRDADV 
NEW YORK PUBLIC VA 
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aaa EXCLUSIVE. 

Three Reels. 

Length Right "| A AN Ea EN Price Right ! 

STRIKING SCENES OF | |= Se] | HEART-GRIPPING SCENES 
AGITATION. b: wy , | | EXCITING MOMENTS, 

A PHOTOPLAY with a 

MORAL, 
The POWER of MAN. 

An Absolute Reflection of 
The VALUE of MONEY. Life in all Reality. 

f 

sim A Pause Fron Ton. To THink, 

THE WORKER 

The GRIP. of POVERTY. 

Call, Write, Wire 

| HIBBERT’S PICTURES, 
FILMS, LIMITED, 

AGENTS FOR 

London Office:—15 & 17, 



THE uv 

RKER 
RAMO. Three Reels. 
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Seecanemnniiommmetiomaseae EXCLUSIVE. | 

Provincial Offices at— 

HIBBERT’S 
PICTURES, Ltd., 

Temperance Hail, 

Provincial Offices at— 

FILMS Ltd., 

18 & 20, Manchester 
Street, Liverpool. 

Bradford. 35, High Street, 
\ . oe Belfast. 

entral Fall, Midland Chambers, 
Nottingham. Westgate Road, 

76, Victoria Street, Newcastle. 
Bristol. 16, Dolier St., Dublin’ 

8, Dixon Street, American Express 
Glasgow. Film Service, 

42. York Place, 138, Corporation St.. 
Edinburgh. »__The Worker Manchester. 

You prosper from our heart's blood, but what do we get ? 

THE WORKER 
or Phone— 

LIMITED (BRADFORD). 
LIVERPOOL. 

| CECIL COURT, W.C. 
I a z I = ed Zz 

iz ie 
3 > a z Zz a S 
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FEATURES 
A YEAR’, 

The Castaways Learn the Spirit of Devotion. 

“ARTs A 

S¢ 

a 

pre 
Gi Famous Players Film Company, 

ithiteees 

> 2 >t 
HW 

— LIMITED, — 

84, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C 

*Grams— 
“ Famoplafil, Ox, London.” 

AU AE My 
= ] SS ing 

wcle 
‘Phone— 

Kegent 4201. 
<> 
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GENIUS LOST---AND FOUND. 
THE ROMANCE OF FRAULEIN JUNGKURTH. 

By JOHN CHER. 

Mere chance took me to a fashionable cabaret. name of a renowned producing-firm. Then 
Pure good luck brought to my notice the amaz- 
ing talent of a beautiful artiste. 

Garbed in the simple dress of a kitchen maid, 
a basket under her arm and a most bewitching 
smile on her face, was my first vision of Frau- 
lein Jungkurth. Her captivating manner, daz- 
zling beauty and finely modelled profile—like 
sculptured marble—are such as one rarely sees 
on stage or 
screen. 
Watching 
her entrance 
from the 
auditorium 
Of. that 
quaint little 
theatre I felt 
much the 
same as, I 
imagine, 
does the art 
collector 
when he 
comesacross 
something 
of rare 
beauty and 
value. 
Later on, 
how ever, 
I found out 
that mine 
was not a 
discovery, 
but a re- 
discovery, 

for though 
the face of 
thas fair 
actress has 
been seen at 
least once 
in every im- 
portant pic- 
ture theatre 
throughout the globe, some considerable time 
has elapsed since her last appearance in a pic- 
tureplay, and her name is as yet unknown to 
the public and the majority of film makers and 
vendors. 

Miss Jungkurth’s career has been brilliant. 
Commencing with a success seldom accorded 
to film banietee Ilo his up with a 
series Uglt fists, ae lg de famous the 

FRAULEIN JUNGKURTH. 

the stage called loudly for her .services and 
back she tripped to the boards with such ardour 
that work in the realm of films became im- 
possible. The legitimate held her in a vice- 
like grip and she sighed for the screen in vain. 
Patrons of the: picture palaces are thus the 
losers, and it is to be lamented that to-day 
only a handful of people in a gay European 

capital enjoy 
Miss Jung- 
kurth’s 
genius. 

A card 
plus a little 
diplomacy 
brought me 
face to face 
with the 
mirthful 
kitchen maid 
—the idol of 
Vienna. I 
explained 
the why and 
wherefore of 
my visit, I 
described 
the search 
for cinema 
lum inaries. 
“JT think,” 
I exclaimed, 
“that your 
acting its 
just what is 
wanted for 
the pic- 
tures.” Her 
eyelids 
drooped,dis- 
playing to 
better — ad- 
vantage 
long sweep- 
ing |) eyes 

lashes; she opened her sparkling eyes and 
laughed. ‘Yes, is that so?” ‘‘ Of course,’ 
I continued, encouraged by her fascinating 
naiveté, ‘‘you have never acted for the 
cameras ?’’ The bombshell followed. ‘‘ Yes, I 
have. I’ve played in a number of films, but 
I can’t tell you the titles of many of them, be- 
cause in Gertfidgyaveny frequently we are not 
told theVmaimeloPithe|GilmBAweRyare acting in. 



Eastman Motion 

Picture HKilm— 

the acknowledged 

standard the world 

over. 

~ Kodak Limited, Kingsway, London, W.C. 
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One of my films, however, was ‘The White 
Domino.’ ” 

I gasped. Here I found myself speaking to 
the interpreter of the leading role in one cf 
Hibbert's greatest features, and if I am not 
mistaken one of the first big exclusives to be 
launched in England. ‘‘ The White Domino”’’ 
was a trump card tor Miss Jungkurth. She 
played her difficult réle right through from be- 
ginning to end without a minute’s rehearsal— 
surely a noteworthy accomplishment for any 
film player. Just as in one night she stepped 
into theatrical fame, so Fraulein Jungkurth be- 
came a star on the screen in a day. 

‘Now ’’—I exclaimed—" will you tell me 
vour life story?’’ Again those alluring eyes 
opened and closed and sparkled. ‘‘I want to 
know something sensational about you, Miss 
Jungkurth,’’ I said with no little trepidation. 
“‘My readers demand the unusual’’—I had in my 
mind a picture of our army of swbscribers 
eagerly scanning these pages—‘‘I’m confident 
that you must have a host of interesting re- 
miniscences.”’ 

‘‘ You want to hear the history of my life’’ 
—Miss Jungkurth replied piquantly—“‘ and I 
don’t doubt that you expect to hear quite ex- 
traodinary revelations. I’m awfully sorry 
that I can’t give them to you.’’ Immediately, 
In direct contradiction to this statement, she 
unfolded quite a little romance, the romance 
of a lovely stage-struck child who ran away 
from her home, and at the first essay won fame 
through sheer hard work and love of her pro- 
fession. That is the story I give below, just as 
Miss Jungkurth told it to me while a tzigane 
orchestra could be heard playing ‘he ‘‘ dernier 
tango,’’ and people were stream.ng to and fro 
the jolliest show in Vienna. 

‘‘T ran away from my parents,’’ she said, 
‘‘as they would not give me their permission 
to go on the stage. First of all I went toa 
theatrical school in Hanover, and after two 
year’s hard work the time arrived for me to 
appear on the stage, which to me is the whole 
world (those words tell the secret of Miss 
Jungkurth’s success). The first night of my 
appearance in public was the greatest event in 
my life. I was ina seventh heaven of delight. 
I made a hit, and the success of the first night 
continued. I then signed a contract with the 
Berlin Comic Opera House. Again success was 
true to me. It was while I was in Berlin that 
I made the acquaintance of the cinematograph 
world. I had always longed to act in picture 
plays. I adore the kinos. I used to go to 
them several times a week. No, I cannot sav 
that I ever gained ideas for stage acting from 
the films, but I won’t deny that picture plays 
spurred me on to perfect my knowledge of 
theatrical ait. An important fyrm of Berlin 
producers approached ws@ng w to plavy- 
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ing in some sensational dramas. I accepted the 
engagement, and the work awakened in me an 
extreme interest for film playing. I became 
enchanted with this curious acting. All the 
strange things I was called upon to do enran- 
tured me, and I figured in important successes 
in rapid succession. I think to be able to act 
for the cinema is the true test of theatrical 
ability.’’ 

This latter remark was obviously not in- 
tended by Miss Jungkurth to be self-flattering. 
As a matter of fact, she modestly attributes her 
success to “‘ good luck.” “‘It is an excellent 
change from stage routine,’’ she went on, 
‘‘and the open-air escapades these wonderful 
film men devise are vastly amusing and excel- 
lent for one’s health and physique, I assure 
you, that is ’’—she quickly added with a laugh 
—‘if you don’t already know it.’’ 

Even if I hadn’t been aware of the fact I 
had only to look at Miss Jungkurth to be con- 
vinced. 

‘*From Berlin I went to Dresden, and there 
forsook the cinematograph to devote myseif 
entirely to revue work, which is exceedingly 
arduous and difficult. Luck stuck to me 
and everywhere I toured mine was the success- 
ful road. The professional papers printed ap- 
preciative comments about my acting—and l 
was happy. Eventually I arrived in Vienna, 
and, as you see’’—she said,her eyes twinkling 
merrily—‘*‘ Vienna won’t part with me. En 
effet of all my friends, Vienna likes me most. 
Here, too, I have been interviewed by cine- 
matograph companies. Many contracts have 
been placed before me, but I have refused to 
put my signature to any one of them, because 
neither the plays nor the salaries were sufh- 
ciently tempting. All the same, I am ready at 
a moment’s notice’’—the phrase was a happy 
one in consideration of the ‘‘White Domino ° 
achievement—‘‘ to act for the cinema provided 
the material I am given is to my liking. When 
I act I put my whole heart and soul into the 
role I am playing. consequently, unless a 
character really interests me, I prefer not to 
play it. I love my work, it is my life. To 
me the stage is the whole world’’—she repeated 
—‘*T can’t say I am willing to pack up my 
chattels and take the Orient Express en route 
for your country immediately, but in any case 
I hope some day that my cinematograph (she 
coined the word)—will be seen there. Tell your 
readers I should love to’’—but, no, Miss Jung- 
kurth broke into rippling laughter—‘‘that’s 
enough for your interview, I hope, Herr Inter- 
viewer.” 

I bowed. She smiled and disappeared into 
the forbidden precincts of the little cabaret. 

In short, a beautiful actress seeks a scenario. 
scenarios are plentifulas| Beautiful actresses are 
scarce. 
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MESSRS. PATHE FRERES LIMITED 
“CARDIFF BRANCH. 
(By OuR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The most recent Trade house in Cardiff is the 

local branch of Messrs. Pathé Fréres Cinema, 

Limited, 7 to 13, Charles Street. One is sur- 

prised to note what a charming display is made 

in their extensive windows, which are a centre 

of attraction for many interested persons. The 

main entrance provides admission to the machine 

showroom, well suited for the purpose. From 

this department access is obtained to the mana- 

ger’s office and waiting-room on the right. On 

the left one finds the administrative offices, and 

Mr. Hann, the under manager, while there is 

also a neat and effective poster display. Down- 

stairs is to be discovered the film stock rooms 

and repair departments. The motor generator 

is also housed in the basement. 

projection theatre, which is 

without exception the finest private projection 

room in the Welsh metropolis. Comfortable, 

upholstered armchairs are provided, and accom- 

modation can be provided for fifty persons. The 

scheme of decoration is carried out in a comfort- 

able red distemper, the windows being covered 

with heavy red plush curtains. The operating 

room is fitted with two standard model Pathé 

projectors, the throw being about 25 ft. Situ- 

ated on either side of this theatre are to be 

found the typists’ room and the accounts de- 

partment. 
; 

After having made a tour of the premises 

under the guidance of Mr. J. A. Thorpe, I 

accompanied him to his sanctum, a view of which 

convenient office is reproduced herewith. A 

Trade show is held every Friday of the firm’s 

latest exclusive, the regular weekly programme 

always being on show. 

The Cardiff branch of Messrs. Pathé Fréres 

is a splendid exemph cation te" progressive 

policy of @his°Girm! OC 1g 

Upstairs is the 

A NEW EDISON SERIES. 

The accompanying illustration is that of Mr. 

William Wadsworth, the well-known Edison. 

player, who is to appear in “ The Sentimental. 

Experiences of Mr. Wood B. Wedd,” a new 

series of comedies by Mr. Mark Swan, which this: 

company will release monthly. The first of the 

issue, ‘Her Face was Her Fortune,” we hope 

to be able to note in detail next week, and we 

have little doubt that nothing will be left undonz 

to repeat the success achieved by the series 

‘What Happened to Mary.” 

VERSATILE PICTURE PLAYERS. 

The versatility of screen players apparently is infec- 

tious. We have lately seen more than one picture-play 

favourite touring ‘ the halls,” while another appeared 

in a leading pantomimic production, and recently 

three more appeared at the Twickenham Town Hall. 

The occasion was a concert arranged by Fred Evans, 

otherwise “Pimple,” whose film burlesques have been 

so extensively seen by the Trade at the Phoenix Film 

Agency under the auspices of Mr. E. T. Williams, 

and by the picture public. In addition to musical 

items, there were four sketches on the Twickenham 

programme, one of them “The Tenderfoot” (the 

title sounds “filmy’’) including a boxing contest be- 

tween two of the players, respectively Joe Evans 

(“The Gentleman Burglar” in the “What Happened 

to Pimple” series), and Fred Evans (“ Pimple,” the 

one and only). In another sketch, “The Gorilla’s 

Revenge,’’ the none too easy réle of the gorilla was 

also taken by Fred Evans. Amongst the other 

artistes of the evening were Mrs. Fred Evans, and 

Tommie Collet, a Twickenham boy, who plays in 

films as oe Pimple.” BF ee Orders onan 

from Brewery Lane,°; $5 aking a Cinema Picture” 

were other sketc Pftoyfat Wevening’s merriment. 
K PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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THE 

$2 Motograph Film Co., Ltd. 
~e) The Firm that puts no Padding in Pictures. 

MARIA MARTEN, 
OR, THE 

Mystery of the Red Barn. 
FEATURING 

ELIZABETH RISDON, FREDERICK GROVES, NESSIE BLACFORD. 

| The Film that 

Brings Back Memories 
OF 

VILLAGE FAIRS, CANVAS BOOTHS 

AND 750 9 

TRAVELLING PLAYERS. 

TAKEN ON THE ACTUAL SPOT BY OUR 

All Star British Company. 

A BOX OFFICE MAGNET 

ON ITS TITLE ALONE. 

APPLY DIRECT— 

The Motograph Film Co., Ltd. 
The Firm that puts no Padding in Pictures. 

MOTOGRAPH HOUSE, 

UPPER ST. MARTINS LANE, LONDON, W.C. 

SE ECTS SP A eS eee 

Ne OES 

» Google BeURYERIC BaEKIC 
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| Four Great Exclusives. | 
The Great Gold Robbery. 

(A Story of Old Father Thames). 

The Best Two-Reel ALL BRITISH PICTURE Ever Thrown on a Screen. 

LENGTH 92,150 ft. 

Fraudulent Spiritualism Exposed. 
Showing the Tricks of the Charlatans. 

Another Two-Reeler. A GREAT HIT WITH THE WOMEN PATRONS. 

LENGTH 2,000 ft. 

BUFFALO BILL. 
(HIMSELF) 

and his Wild West Show. 

THE GREATEST AGGREGATION OF ROUGH-RIDERS IN THE WORLD. 

LENGTH 2,000 ft. 

Ju-Jitsu to the Rescue. 
: Featuring— 

YUKIO TANI, the World’s Champion Ju-Jitsu Wrestler. 

Full of Dramatic Action. A Pretty Story, and Interesting and Instructive. 

LENGTH 1,900 ft. 

Write for 3-Day and Week’s Bocking. 

Apply Direct— 

The Motograph Film GCo., Ltd., 
THE FIRM THAT PUTS NO PADDING IN PICTURES, 

MOTOGRAPH HOUSE, 
Upper St. Martin’s Lane, London, W.C. 

Wires & Cables—Educafilms, London. ‘Phones—Regent 3016-3017. 

Google 
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THE CUP FINAL} 
MYSTERY 

A Thrilling Sensational Drama, 

Based upon the Cup Tie Final taken upon the actual 

scenes and spots at Crystal Palace, London. 

TWO FULL REELS OF SNAPPY, 

SENSATIONAL, DRAMATIC AND 

SPORTING SITUATIONS. 

The Rescue in the Crystal Palace. 

See the 

KIDNAPPING OF THE FAMOUS#,GOALKEEPER 

CUP TIE FINAL AT CRYSTAL PALACE 

MYSTERY OF THE POISONED CUE 

WINNING OF JOHN BULL'S £2,000 COUPON COMPETITION 
RASCALLY BOOKMAKERS FOILED 
GREATEST FIGHT EVER PICTURED ON A SCREEN 

THE SNAPPIEST, FASTEST TWO REELER EVER SHOWN. 

Book this Big Exclusive now that the Football season is on. 

A GREAT BOX OFFICE MAGNET. Will Pack Your Theatre to the Doors. 

CAN BE VIEWED DAILY IN OUR OWN PRIVATE PROJECTION THEATRE. 

Apply direct— 

MOTOGRAPH FILM CO., 
LIMITED, 

The Firm that puts no padding in pictures, 

Motograph House, 

Upper St. Martin’s Lane, London, W 

Wires and Cables—'' Educafilms, London." 

Telephone—Regent 3016-3017. 

etter gle 
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“The FINGER 
of DESTINY.” 
Another: great: sensational Two-Reeler. 

2,200 feet of Dramatic Action. A 
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CHILDREN AND THE CINEMA. 

DISCUSSION BY NORTHERN EXHIBITORS. | 

An interesting discussion upon the position of cine- 
matograph exhibitors in relation to the children took 
place at a meeting of the Northern District of the 
Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Association held in New- 
castle-on-Tyne, under the chairmanship of Mr. Lin- 
don Travers. 

The matter arose on a report of the hon. secretary, 
Mr. Fred W. Morrison, that the Darlington licensing 
magistrates had given notice of their intention to 1m- 
pose certain restrictions in the licences for 1914—re- 
strictions which it had been decided to endeavour to 
get moderated. Mr. King, the general secretary of 
the Association, had written Mr. Morrison requesting 
him and the Association’s solicitor (Mr. R. Strother 
Stewart) to wait upon the Darlington magistrates, and 
this they were going to do. He understood that the 
magistrates were about to make certain restrictions 
with regard to the opening times and the length of 
time that the halls should remain open, and they were 
also going to make it a condition that a telephone 
must be installed in each hall, so as to be available 
in case of an outbreak of fire. There was also a sug- 
gestion that a member of the fire brigade should be 
present at each night performance. The most serious 
item in the new proposals, however, was to impose 
upon the Darlington halls the Liverpool restrictions 
in regard to children attending the performances. 

At Carlisle, observed the chairman, the wish of the 
Magistrates in this matter was met by the proprietors 
of the halls issuing posters asking parents to bring 
their children to the first house, and not to the second 
performance. 

Mr. R. Brown, Whitley Bay, said that in the last 
week the exhibitors there had had imposed upon them 
a new regulation in regard to children, without anv 
notice. Children were to be allowed to stay in the 
halls until 9 o'clock, at the continuous performances, 
but at that time they had all to leave unless thev 
were accompanied by their parents or a guardian. 
This was intimated by showing a slide on the screen 
at each performance, and then the attendants had to 
go round the hall and endeavour to weed out the 
children. Parents were allowed to have four children 
with them. 

Mr. J. Henderson said that at Shields the Medical 
Ofticer of Health had requested the proprietors to re- 
fuse admission for a month to all children who were 
under fourteen vears of age, because of an outbreak 
of scarlet fever. He understood some df them had 
given an undertaking to do that. 

Mr. Morrison said that undertaking was given un- 
der a misapprehension, and he had now written to 
the Medical Officer, telling him that it had been with- 
drawn until it was seen fit to close the dav schools. 
That was the same position as had been adopted bv 
the superintendents of the Sunday schools, because 
the children ran more risk of infection at school than 
anvwhere else. : 

Mr. J. Coverdale Bell, Brighton, Newcastle. said 
the hardship in matters of this kind was that onlv the 
picture hall nronrictors were asked to make the sacri- 
fices, whilst these sort of restrictions were not made 
upon theatres, music-halls, and other forms of enter- 
tainment. 

Vir. R. Strother Stewart. the Association’s legal ad- 
viser, said the members of the Trade should really 

Google 

fight all these restrictions now, for it had become a 
serious matter.- Differentiation was always being 
made between the.picture halls and other forms of 
entertainment, and there was no reason why they 
should be treated in a different manner to anybody 
else. So far as the children attending performances 
Was concerned, the real question was one of parental 
responsibility, and the proprietors of picture halls 
should not be called upon to exercise any control over 
the movements of other people's children. If they 
did not figh all these cases thev would find their 
business the most highly controlled and_ restricted 
business 1n the world. 

The Chairman: The magistrates always seem to 
act under the impression that the majority of those 
who attend picture halls are children. Do you find 
that the majority of vour audiences are children? 
(" No.”) 

Mr. Morrison: At my first performance, at Dun- 
ston, there 1s not § per cent. of children, and there 
is not 1 per cent. at the second performance. 

Mr. Stewart: These things emanate mostly from the 
police court. When youths steal nowadays they 
always give the excuse that it was to go to the pic- 
tures. It used to be to buy sweets and cigarettes, but 
they never contemplated closing the shops for that. 
I don’t see why the picture halls should be made to 
bear the blame for these youths’ misdeeds. 

Mr. Morrison: It is not the child that we are con- 
cerned about so much as their parents, who are pre- 
vented from attending the performances because thev 
cannot bring their children. 

Mr. William Scott, Corona, Felling, expressed the 
opinion that the magistraes were largely influenced 
by recommendations made by medical officers that 
children should not be kept out late at night. 

Mr. Stewart: My opinion is that the endeavours to 
keep children away from the picture halls will have 
a more harmful effect upon them than permitting 
them to attend freely. But as business men you can- 
not stand all these restrictions, and vou should not 
accept without a fight the responsibilities that the 
licensing authorities seek to put upon vou. 

_ The discussion terminated by the meeting express- 
ing its approval of the proposal for Mr. Stewart and 
Mr. Morrison to visit Darlington, and lav the views 
of the exhibitors before the magistrates there. 

THE VIVAPHONE. 

Singing pictures are undergoing quite a boom just 
now, and, as a natural consequence, the Hepworth 
Manufacturing Company, Limited, have had an un- 
usually large number of orders to install their Viva- 
phone singing pictures in all parts of the countrv. 
At the present moment, we learn, there are more 
halls using this clever invention than was ever the 
case. In order to secure a novelty for their customers, 
Messrs. Hepworth’s have gone outside their stock 
company for the*r latest Viviphone picture, and are 
offering a splendid song and dance film performed bv 
those popular artistes, Miss Florence Turner and Mr. 
Tom Powers. A very big demand is anticipated for 
this picture, for which special posters will be issued. 
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NEW INVENTIONS. 
[Contributed by Mr. G. Pringle (Messrs. Hughes ai and Young, Patent Agents, 55-56, Chancery Lane, 
London, W.C., who will give advice and assistance free tu our readers on all matters relating to 

Patents, Designs and Trade Marks.] 

PATENTS GRANTED. 

24,948.—Colour Cinematography. C. Urban, 80, 
Wardour Street, London.—In taking or projecting 
apparatus for ‘colour cinematography, means are 
provided for visually determining colour accord 
between the colour filter and portions of the film. 
The film is distinctively perforated to localise g cer- 
tain colour: an arrow on the machine at a number of 
picture heights from the exposure aperture which 
is a multiple of the number of colours employed, is 
used to determine that the colour series opposite the 
exposure aperture 1s in accord with the colour in- 
dicator seen through a perforation provided in a ro- 
tary film feeding part, as the sprocket synchronously 
geared to the filter. 

25,084.—Colour Cinematography. J. E. Thorn- 
ton, Mount Hope Avenue, Rochester, New York, 
U.S.A. A colour film comprising a number of com- 
ponent colour films in superposition is produced by 
printing upon a multi-width silver sensitised film 
which is perforated before printing from a multi- 
width printing film composed of adjacent component 
colour records. After developing and fixing the 
printed film, the adjacent film sections are converted 
into transparent coloured gelatine images, coloured 
in colours corresponding to the sections of the print- 
ing film. The silver prints may be converted into 
the coloured gelatine bv converting the silver of the 
images into silver iodide, which combines with and 
mordants certain dyes; or alternatively by treatment 
with an oxidising and bleaching bath, followed by 
a hvpo bath, which leaves a colourless image of 
hardened gelatine, this image being then either 
treated with dye that will dye the soft gelatine, or 
treated with hot water to remove the soft gelatine 
and dyeing the remaining hardened gelatine, accord- 
ing to the printing film is a positive or negative. 

25,137.—Cinematographs, etc. W. Chinperfield, 
Kinkora, Woodlands Avenue, Great Nelmes, Horn- 
church, Essex, and W. E. Garforth, Svndale Hall, 
Pontefract, Yorkshire.—In cinematographic appara- 
tus in which the film passes between a fixed wall. 
and a movable gate prior to leing engaged by a 
‘““gripper’’ feed and _ pressure roller, the pres- 
sure roller being supported on a frame adapted to 
be moved towards or away from the feed 
roller, which is supported in a stationary bearing, 
the gate is elastically carried on the frame in 
such a manner that it allows-the film to pass 
during the feeding movements, and_ holds it 
against movement at other times. The swing frame 
is moved by the action of a cam carried by the frame 
upon a stationary blade spring, whereby the pres- 
sure roller is resiliently forced into position to coact 
with the feed roller to feed the film; the frame is 
provided with an adjustable stop to limit the move- 
ment of the roller towards the other roller, when 
one of the recessed portions on the roller comes op- 
posite the roller, that is, between the feed move- 
ments. The movements "of the gate are controlled 
by those of the pressure roller through the engage- 
ment of the rod on frame with the sides of the slots 
in the arms of the gate. The rollers are divided 
into two or more active portions by circumferential 
grooves. The gate is extended downwards below 
the axis of the pressure roller, and has rectangular 
openings through which project the active portions 
of the roller. The wall is similarly extended down- 
wards, and furnished with rectangular openings for 
the active portions GSSg roller) 

25,142.—Cinematographs, etc. D. W. Player, Kia 
Ora, Cheriton Road, Folkestone, Kent.—More than 
one series of negative records are taken through a 
single lens by the use of rotating mirrors, which also 
act as shutters, the exposing periods of one film 
being the moving periods of other films. Similar ap- 
paratus may be used for projecting so that the screen 
is constantly illuminated or the negative records may 
be printed on a single positive film, the pictures 

. being arranged in the order in which they are taken. 
The invention is more particularly applicable to 
colour cinematography, when colour screens are 
placed as described in the specification. 

25,161.— Colour Cinematography. Soc des Etab- 
lissements Gaumont, Roch, Paris.—In .apparatus for 
projecting in superimposition on the screen three 
coloured images, the three objectives and the three 
condensers are mounted upon the same support, 
adapted to slide vertically to permit of correct mask- 
ing of the film. -An adjustment of the objective 
addiional to those obtained by the means described 
in Specifications 3,220-12 and 24,873-12, and consis- 
ting in rotating the three objectives as a whole about 
the horizontal axis of their common fitting is ob- 
tained by mounting the three objectives in a cylin- 
drical fitting rotated in the tube by the engagement 
of the toothed sector with the screw. The objectives 
are focussed simultaneously by longitudinal move- 
ment of the tube from the rack and pinion. Ina 
modification, the devices for longitudinal and ro- 
tary adjustments are combined in a single fitting, 
The three superposed colour screens are carried in 
a small detachable frame at the front of the box 
carrying the objectives.’’ 

25,573.—Cinematographs and like announcement 
slides. F. Trotman, 79, Long Acre, and H. T. Trot- 
man, Golder’s Gardens, Golder’s Green, London.— 
Cinematograph and like announcement slides, in 
which one face of a glass plate is blackened for the 
announcement to be scratched thereon, are coated 
on the other side with a layer of varnish in which 
various colours are blended in irregular patches. 
Dae coloured face may be protected by a second 
slide. 

PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 

3,953.—C. P. Thornton.—Illuminated device or ar- 
rangement to be used in connection with cinemato- 
graph theatres and the like, and for general adver- 
tisement purposes. 

,967.—G. Pearson and G. Robertson Pearson.— 
Advertising qn road vehicles by means of cinemato- 
graphy or slides obtained by electric, acetylene, or 
any luminant and projected on to a screen. 
4,122.—A. H. film - 

rewinding machines. 
4,302.—H. J. Spratt and Houghtons, Limited.— 

Tribod heads for cinematograph cameras. 
4,449—H. P. Clemetson.—Moving picture appara- 

tus and films therefor. 
4,535.—L. Kamm.—Cinematograph projectors. 

Wright.—Cinematograph 

4,660.—L. McCormick.—Revolving lantern for 
cinematograph and like purposes. 

4,679.—T. D. Kelly.—Magic lantern, cinemato- 
graph or like displays. 

5,180.—S. R..Kendrick.—Lamp for use in cine- 
matograph, optical projection or enlarging lanterns. 
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The Cinema in Relation to Crime. 

By GLEN H. HARRIS. 

Whether Sam Weller’s epigrammatic state- 
ment, ** The law’s a hass,’’ bore the hall-mark 
ut truth or not, the fact remains, that instead of 
utilising the cinema as an able ally against crime, 
‘the law is at present indulging in a very fierce, 
and rather unreasonable, fight with it. In con- 
sidering the cinema’s relation to crime, we must 
regard both its use and abuse in this connection. 
kkacts are before me as I write which contain :— 
(1) Instances of the cinema aiding the working of 
justice; and (2) Being employed in skilful hands, 
not only to defeat the ends of justice, but to en- 
rich unlawfully its users. However, for the mo- 
ment I shall deal with the first part of my subject : 
The Cinema as a Legal Factor. ‘The living pic- 
ture has already filled innumerable lacunz in the 
march of modern progress, and there are few 
states or phases of existence that have not bene- 
hited, directly or indirectly, by its agency. New 
trades and professions, offering lucrative positions 
to thousands, have emanated from it, temperance 
societies owe it debts they can never repay, and 
church, stage, and book, are in its debt to no 
small degree. 

The camera cannot lie—its evidence is there- 
fore infallible—this is a universally accepted fact. 
The still photograph has been known to figure as 
evidence in a Court of Law, and the still photo- 
graph, being the mother of the cinematograph 
film, what applies to one applies to the other. 

But a camera display in court—why, it is prepos- 
terous, says the man in the street. Precisely the 
same was said when the idea-of cinemas in 
churches was mooted, but the scoffers are silent 
now that the idea has materialised, and although 
at present I have not heard ‘‘cinematographical 
evidence’? in this country, yet its inauguration 
has already taken place abroad. 

Many of the rioters of Los Angeles were 
arrested through their identification on the films 
taken of disturbances. There was little other evi- 
dence to convict these men, but when the jury 
were shown in private films which depicted the 
prisoners smashing windows, upsetting tram cars, 
and even shooting people down, they declared the 
evidence was sufficient. Upon this cinema evi- 
dence were men sentenced, some to imprisonment, 

and the worst offenders to death. Whilst on the 
question of rioting, anarchist attacks occur to mv 
mind. Evervone knows how easy it is for the 
subtle murderer to elevate his arm slightly, and 
discharge a pistol, silent or otherwise, at anvone 
passing alone the street, and escape undetected. 
An event of importance always draws several 
camera Misa by GGOOSTS™ on both os 

of the road—and as the camera is focussed on the 
notability, so it films the assassin. ‘here is just 
another form of cinema evidence. 

In the case of Government v. United Shoe 
Machinery Company, recently heard at Boston, a 
similar use was made of the bioscope. The charge 
purported to be one of unlawful monopoly, and 
the defendants, as part of their evidence, had films 
taken of certain machinery—with a view to illus- 
trating this mode of working. At the trial, the 
court retired into a darkened room, where the 
cinema evidence was screened. 

As a detective, the cinema promises to be su- 
preme, and in the near future will indubitably sup- 
plant the still photograph as a means of identifi- 
cation of criminals. The value of the picture 
house as a medium of advertising descriptions of 
criminals who are ‘‘ wanted’’ has yet to be 
realised by the authorities here. The Berlin Po- 
lice, however, employed this trick very success- 
fully a short time ago, when a daring bank rob- 
bery came under their notice. A messenger had 
apparently decamped with a matter of £14,000, 
defying capture. The Chief of Police promptly 
caused slides, with a full description of the thief, 
to be screened at over a 100 picture houses in the 
town. As a result of this clever coup, the ab- 
sconder was recognised, and eventually arrested 
the same day. This example of the power of our 
6,000 odd cinema shows in the country suggests 
to me that the authorities, in laying upon them 
the incubus of restrictions and censorship which 
are disastrous to free trading, are merely killing 
the goose that lays the golden eggs. 

Scotland Yard’s criminal records, in the shape 
of photographs, thumb-prints—minute descrip- 
tions of incriminating idiosyncracies—are a bv- 
word to us all, but isn’t there a place here—a 
small one to commence with—for the ubiquitous 
film? There is much in a man’s gait, style, ex- 
pression, capable of reproduction on the screen— 
and what is more important still, these are the 
points which the layman would notice, whereas 
the thumb-prints, etc., are more for the technical 
mind. Expose a hundred feet of film of the crimi- 
nal (when he is caught), possibly without his 
cognisance—including therein any necessary 
written matter. Once a man is seen on the film, 
particularly if attention is drawn to him, he ts 
never forgotten. Manv of our leading artistes |! 
think can testifv to this. Supposing this film, 
being a cinematograph record of John Brown, 
who has ‘‘ done time’’ for jewel thefts, be styled 
No. 1 Class A, and stored away ina specially con- 
structed departiment.froSeveral years later, the said 
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John Brown commits another outrage, and es- 
capes, leaving evidence in the shape of thumb- 
prints. The necessary co-operation between pic- 
ture houses and the Government would make it 
possible for the descriptive film No. 1 to be 
screened all over the country, and within a very 
short’ space of time. I do not suggest that such 
a system should be employed with every Tom, 
Dick, and Harry original, but only in case of out- 
standing importance. Precisely the same sugges- 
tion would apply to stray children, missing rela- 
tives, lost heirs, etc. 

Strange to say, there are many incidents on re- 

cord where the cinema has been the means of re- 
uniting relatives, etc., dividd by adverse circum- 
stances. I think it was last year that an old 
widow, entering a picture show for the first time 
in her life, discovered amongst a group of Aus- 
tralian farmers on the film, her long lost son. In- 
cidentally, the said son was also heir to a fortune, 
and solicitors, who had despaired of finding him, 
were enabled by means of this picture to kill two 
birds with one stone —by handing over his for- 
tune, and restoring him to his mother. With this 
example I must conclude my visionary sketch of 
the possibilities of the cinema, detective of the 
future. 

THE RANKS. RISEN FRO 
One of the most interesting personalities in the 

City of Nottingham to-day is Mr. E. W. Green, 
manager of the Victoria Electric Palace. His career 
has been of a somewhat remarkable character, and 
affords a striking illustration of what a man can 
accomplish by a fixed determination to “get on.” 
here are patrons of the 
Victoria Palace who re- 
member the genial man- 
ager as a little crossing- 
sweeper, and recall the 
brisk, business-like man- 
ner in which be fulfilled 
his humble duties. After- 
wards, he was a worker 
under the Nottingham 
Corporation. He was 
not made of the stuff, 
however, that would al- 
low him to yield to the 
force of circumstances, 
and eventually set up on 
his own account by in- 
vesting his savings in a 
coffee stall. Week in 
and week out he stood in 
Carrington Street with 
his simple yet scrupu- 
lously clean apparatus. 
Mr. Green’s opportunity 
came, however, with the 
advent of the picture 
palace. The first house 
to be erected in Notting- 
ham was the Victoria, 
and it was while at this 
stall that a suggestion 
was made to him that he 
should apply for the posi- 
tion of manager. At that 
time—just following the 
skating rink boom—Mr. 
Green considered that to abandon 
stall for the new venture would be 
with some risk. He was ambitious, 
and applied for the post. It seems 
remarkable to-day to learn that, with no_ pre- 
vious experience of the business, he should be 
successful. But so it proved, and those responsible 

coffee 
attended 
however, 

“ somewhat 

his 

for the selection were evidently men of exceptional 
judgment of character, and their confidence has 
never been misplaced. From the commencement the 
success of the undertaking was phenomenal. Ex- 
tensions were made, including the erection of a 
spacious balcony, and still the question of accom- 

modation is a_ problem. 
When it is realised that 
competition has _ since. 
sprung up from nearly 
twenty other cinemas in 
the city, the continued 
prosperity of the Victoria 
is a striking testimony to. 
the industry and ability 
of its manager. 

In point of service, 
Mr. Green’s record will 
be hard to beat in the 
Midland Counties. He is 
extremely popular with 
the children, and on 
several occasions has re- 
ceived votes of thanks. 
from various authorities 
for his kindly interest in 
their welfare. Not long 
since, Mr. Green secured 
the first prize in an open. 
picture photo competi- 
tion. The announcement 
was received at his hall 
with tremendous enthu- 
siasm, and the winner 
immediately rose to the 
occasion by stating that 
he would give the money 
to the local dispensary. 
The incident so appealed 
to one gentleman in the- 
audience—a perfect 

. stranger—that he pre- 
sented Mr. Green with a handsome silver 
cigarette case. Mr. Green is convinced there is a 
great future for the industry. Patrons are no longer 
satisfied with simple love stories and dramas ‘‘ from. 
the Wild West.’’ Short films, full of incident, with 
the climax not too apparent at the outset, topical sub- 
jects, humorous, educational and travel pictures from, 
the ideal programme. 

MANAGER AS GOOD SAMARITAN. 

A touching incident occurred last week at the new 
Heckmondwike (Yorkshire) Pavilion. Mr. Gibson in- 
cludes vaudeville items, and one of the turns last 
week was Eva Wright, a fourteen-year-old imper- 

sonator. The jittle girl (had-proy vith her a 
valuable oYrkshire terrier, n t night of 
her show the deo strayed into the streets and was 

killed by a tramcar. The distress of the little girl’ 
appealed keenly to Mr. Gibson, and he arranged a 
special benefit night in order to purchase another dog 
for the child. The effort was successful, and on 
Friday evening last a dana AE rize-bred Pome 
nian was presented ,to, Miss Weigh who_was, need- 
less to add, BEWIYG Ksbwk ah MB AR: y thought 
of the patron ‘he manager of the theatre. 
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However distant your first vacant date may be, 

it will pay you to get in touch with us at once. 

It is better to have booked too soon, than 

never to have booked at all, 

MESSIAH nn : 

THE EXTREME OUTSIDE EDGE 

IN. BIBLICAL PRODUCTIONS. 
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Plausible and Stirring Drama at a Rensanalill Price. 
Y BE BOOKED THROUGH— 

= 2SEBION EXCLUSIVES, Lid, = 
_ 40, Greek Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, \ WwW. 
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FILMS—WEEK BY WEEK. 
Compiled from the 

For Addresses, Telephone Numbers, 

Manufacturers’ Synopses. 

etc., see ‘Film Releases. 

AMERICAN CO. 
Withering Roses. — An 

allegory in which a young 
society man, passing 
through the various phases 

of love and disappointment, finds a chastening in- 
fluence, does good to the poor and receives his re- 

Some charming settings are used ward in true love. 
in the drama. (March 30th. 1,000 ft.) 

The Hermit.—The discovery of the hermit by a girl 
and her friends results in his unfolding a dramatic 
story of his life, which is seen in a series of. thrill- 
ing scenes. (April 2nd. 2,000 ft.) 

ANDERSON, VAY, HUBERT 
AND BLUMBERG, LTD. 

berg, Limited. 

Arundel.—One of the ‘‘ stately homes of England,’’ 
the fine old Castle and its wonderful grounds in a 
well arranged scenic film. (March 30th. 270 ft.) 

COSMOPOLITAN. 

NEVADA. 

For the Honour of the Tribe.—Weirdly tragic 
drama of Indian life. A sagacious shepherd’s dog 
conveys the news of his master’s murder. An in- 
genious ruse betrays the culprit and the manner in 
which he dies for the honour of the tribe is a startling 
finale. (March 30th. 1,010 ft.) 

oogle Digitized by 

DAVISON’S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

1. & E. 

Glimpses of Dutch Country Life.—The windmills 
and canals with a quaint series of costumes and 
charming views. (March 30th. 314 ft.) 

PLANET. 

Tango Mad !—Adolphus gets the disease very badly 
and even dances it in his dreams. Some funny scenes 
are the result of his violent antics. (April 2nd. 
500 ft.) 

FILMA. 

Pearls and Patience.—.\ wealthy lover fails to 
attract an actress with gifts, but when a chance comes 

to prove his bravery during a burglary, she realises 
his true worth and gives him her love, while the thiet 
is ae toward an honest life. (March 30th. 
2,314 ft. 

ECLAIR. 

A.C.A.D. 

The Blind Man.—The artist gambler is @rivate 
secretary to a banker, and one night witnesses a 
dramatic robbery. The force of recent gambling 
losses and the crime cause his complete blindness, but 
a hasty sketch ultimately proves the means of vindi- 
cating his honour and revealing. the culp.it. (March 
30th. 2,073 ft.) 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 
The Witch.—Well enacted and picturesquely staged 

drama which deals with the superstitions of the early 
Puritans. The crime of the old miser is avenged by 
his death, caused by the very gold he tries to re- 
move from the cellar. (April 2nd. 3,025 ft.) 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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THE KING OF EXCLUSIVES ! 

THE WORLD 
THE FLESH 

AND THE DEVIL 
By LAURENCE COWEN. 

Release date 

Gth April, 1914. 

Serial rights in the story have been acquired by Messrs. CassELL & Co., who will publish it weekly 
in The Penny Magazine commencing with the issue of April 6, 1914, and will extensively advertise 

the production in every town in which the film is being shown. 

The book rights in the story have been acquired by Messrs. EVERETT & Co., who will publish 
a popular edition at one shilling in every English speaking country in the werld. 

DATES ARE BEING RAPIDLY FILLED UP. WRITE AT ONCE 

OR YOU’ WILL BE SHUT OUT FROM THIS WINNER. 

GIGANTIC AND UNIQUE PLANT OF PICTORIAL PRINTING. 6 sheets, 

12 sheets, 18 sheets, and 24 sheets. 

Apply for terms and dates to THE KINETO EXCLUSIVE SERVICE, 

waitin KINETO, Ltd., “atm 
Telepbhone—Central 6730. Telegrams—''Kinetonia, London." 
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ECLAIR. 
Francois's Sacrifice. — Clever ESSANAY. 

comedy of French family life, 
adapted from the play by Paul Through Trackless Sands.—Day- 

Gavault. Specially reviewed in THE 
BioscoPE of February 19th, on pp. 
847-0. (March 30th. 1,740 ft.) 

Lily, the Housekeeper.—The won- 
derful methods of a mite of four quite 

bear the impress of a capable matron. She does 

the household duties and looks after the farm and 

garden in a surprising way. (March 30th. 485 ft.) 

“ Private Box 23.'"—Poor Jones has a most perplex- 

ing time through his wife finding a letter in his 

pocket. Peace only settles upon the Jonesian house- 

hold when the rightful owner of the epistle arrives 
to claim it. (April 2nd. 562 ft.) 

SCIENTIA, 

Exotic Butterflies. — The wonderful variety of 

Nature’s designs in these exquisite insects is ade- 
quately presented. (April 2nd. 405 ft.) 

THOMAS A. EDISON, LTD. 

The Gunmaker of 
Moscow. — Absorbing 

canes. 1&3; Nea as the a of 
eter the Great. pe- 

a vor-~ cially reviewed in THE 

BIOSCOPE of February roth, on p. 851. (March 30th. 

2,050 ft.) - a 

The Janitor’s Quiet Life.—How the boys of the 

courtyard got their own back upon a high and mighty 

janitor by playing circus with some goats and a 

vicious Billy’s attack is told in brisk style. (March 

30th. 390 ft.) 

A Lonely Road.—Dramatic story of a life of plea- 

sure which led a wealthy suitor to neglect his humble 

inamorata, a poor typist, who algmately died of a 
1.050 ft. broken heart. (April 2nd. 

The Girl in the Middy.— Jealous of her younger 

sister, Julia dressed up in a short sailor costume. 

Bob’s frigid reception when he asked for the pleasure 

2 . J 

Pepe ote Fe 
_ 

of her company and a subsequent surprise with Julia 

in evening attire, makes a good comedy. (April 2nd. 

1,000 ft.) 

The South African Whaling Industry.—A wealth of 

out oF tS tas bag He is ters by this in- 

teresting #eléasedy Anis oO ft.) 

ton, an immigrant, makes a brave 
rescue of a child, and later secures 
work on a ranch. The boss attempts 
to woo Dayton’s wife, but the sighi 
of a locket, given in recognition of 
her husband’s bravery, reveals the 
face of the rancher’s own child. 

990 ft.) (March 30th. 

The Ghost of Self.—A vision, which comes to a 

grasping landlord reveals his own brutality and a 

new man arises with a feeling heart for his poor 

tenants. (March 30th. 984 ft.) 

A Foot of Romance.—Comedy of the Western dance 

room, an elephantine dancer and some embarrassing 

predicaments. (March 30th. 992 ft.) 

The Hour and the Man.—Appealing drama wherein 

a woman is arraigned before the judge upon a charge 

of murder, that of her brutal husband. The manner 

of her defence and the proof of her innocence are 

‘striking phases of the trial. (April 2nd. 1,951 ft.) 

The Redemption of Broncho Billy.—Down upon his 

luck Billy goes West and is ultimately forced to ccn- 

sider robbery for an existence. In the nick of time he 

learns that his wife is on the stage, and a joyful mect- 

ing puts an end to the plot. (April 2nd. 996 ft.) 

The Real Mrs. Loveleigh.—Under the nom-de- 

plume, Whitnev starts a matrimonial and love advice 

column, but, alas! is struck by Cupid’s dart and falls 

uncommonly hard. (April 2nd. 904 ft.) 

GAUMONT. 

Berthold Schwartz, Discoverer 
of Gunpowder.--The days of the 
Inquisition and a brutal ruler, 
whose jealousy of the scientis: 
caused a sentence of torture, are 
vividly portrayed. In the end he 
utilises his discovery as a means 
of sclf-immolation. (March 30th. 
1,300 ft.) 

Tiny Tim’s Maxims.—Despite his stiff Eton col- 

lar, Tim makes himself a noisy nuisance until asked 

to show his vroficiency in writing. When the 

“maxims ” are read, his doting parents somehow 

“wish they hadn’t.”? (March 30th. 435 ft.) 

Ninon of Montmartre.—An idyll broken by the ser- 

pent of the man’s old life is seen ina tale of the 

Parisian Press and the haunts of Bohemia. The girl 

ultimately leaves her dull married state to sink into 

the depths of the life led by a courtesan mother. 

(April 2nd. 2,045 ft.) ; : 

Tiny Tim, Letter Writer.—In coming to the aid ot 

an illiterate servant, Tim cannot resist a joke, and 

wrongfully times the appointment, with truly awful 

results. (April 2nd. 565 ft.) 

Quillan and Its Neighbourhood.—Another excellent 

coloured scenic in the “Beauties of France ” series. 

(April 2nd. 265 ft.) 

A Good Excuse?—The recently married Leonce and 

his’ spouse find themselves disturbed by relatives. 

The excuse adopted atin eit rid of them recoils upon 

his OW EW TFORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 1095 1) 
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STOCKTAKING BARGAINS “rains” 
287 20-inch Centre Circle Back Tip-up Arm Chairs, best Spring Seats, 14-inch Deep \ to clear 

Backs, Best Theatre Velvet, usual price 14/6, quite new 10/6 each. 
340 20-inch Centre Tip-up Arm Chairs, 12-inch Deep Shaped, Backs Covered Best | to clear 

Theatre Velvet, quite new, usual price 11/6 8/9 each. — 
216 Tip-up Chairs, 18-inch Centres, No Arms, practically new 4/6 each. 
100 Tip-up Chairs, 18-inch Centres, in Best Corduroy, usual price 7/6, quite new, to clear 5/6 each. 
538 Tip-up Chairs with Arms, 20-inch Centres, 9-inch Deep Back, Best Theatre Velvet, } to clear 

quite new, usual price 9/6 7/3 each. 
63 Theatre Sprayers with one-pint Reservoirs for disinfecting purposes, usual _ to clear 3/6 

price 5/3 postage paid. 

WHITING & BOSISTO, LTD., Theatre Furnishers, BRISTOL, 

REVOLUTION in CINEMATOGRAPHY ! 
THE AEROSCOPE. At the International Kinematograph 

Exhibition held at Olympia, London, 

this year, the Aeroscope was 

awarded First Prize, Gold Medal. 

THE CAMERA THAT DOES IT. 
Total weight 14 lbs. including 320 feet 
of Film. Size 12in. x 8hin. x 64in. No 
tripod or stand required. Interchangeable 
boxes for 320 feet of film can be supplied. 

The Aeroscope Camera, invented by C. de 
y PROSZYNSKr1 (Doctor of Engineering at 

oi : s the University of Liege), is driven by 
we Compressed Air. 

As supplied to Paul J. Rainey, Esq., Lionel de Rothschild, Esq.. and exclusively 

used by Cherry Kearten, Esq., A. Whittaker, Esq. of India, and others. 

SOLE PROPRIETORS— 11, Haymarket, London, S.W., and 

CHERRY KEARTON, Limited, 11° 11° & 117, Charing Grom Ra, 

JUST WHAT I WAS LOOKING FOR! 

A medern and necessary pre- 
Britolco Liquid paration for Picture houses and 

Theatres, combining thorough 
cleansing and disinfecting pro- 

Antiseptic Soa perties in one operation. No 
germ of disease can exist in con- 

tact with it. Not harmful to the person. Once tried always used, 

:: THEATRE DE LUXE, Partick Picture House, :: 

Olympia Theatre, Panopticon & other regular users. 

Sells on its merits, Not necessary to give away gratis. 

Ask for list and samples of sundries for your trade, such as 
Soaps, Lubricating Oils for gas or oil engines, Dynamvus, Metal 

Polish, Cleaning Cloths and Pipe Clay, 

THE BRITISH OIL Ca., 
244, Albert StredijiTewikad, GLASGOW. 

FEATURES 
au FOR SALE OR HIRE. 

Always 1,000,000 ft. ready 

for export, from 1/4 per. ft. 

IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. 
Write for Weekly Lists and for any Film you require to 

M BAER & Co FILM RENTERS 
° °9 AND EXPORTERS. 

28, GERRARD ST., LONDON, W. 
"Phone: Regent 1223. —‘ Tel. ess: Biophgne, London. 
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GENERAL FILM AGENCY 
MILANO. 
Trapped in the Mine.—Some stirring incidents pre- 

cede and follow the episode of a brave engineer being 
imprisoned in an abandoned drift. An explosion 
proves the means of a road to freedom, and he is, 
moreover enabled to denounce the author of a brutal 
crime. (April 2nd. 3,000 ft.) 

Dick’s Birthday.—A fountain pen given to the 
youngster is, alas, put to strange uses, and finally © 
proves the means of impregnating a river and the 
skins of its bathers. (April 2nd. 380 ft.) 

Scenes in Central Italy.—The wonderful and his- 
toric regions of Ancona and Loreta are embraced by 
a charming scenic release. (April znd. 430 ft.) 

HEPWORTH. 

The Man Behind the Mask.— 
Picturesque British drama of 

the days of highway robbery, 
with a brightly written story 
and a quick-witted girl, who 
conceals her gallant lover from 
his pursuers. (March 30th. 
1,075 ft.) 

Once Aboard the Lugger.—Harold and Gwendo- 
line are relentlessly persecuted by Count Verdigris. 
Harold, later, escapes from a prison cell and arrives 
in time to prevent the Count hurling the piano at the 
defenceless girl. More dramatic (?) episodes follow 
in rapid succession. (April 2nd. 550 ft.) 

A, E. HUBSCH & CO., LTD. 

MESSTER. 
The lost 

Heir.— 
The wan- 
dering 
child is 
picked up 
by circus 
people 
and _ ulti- 
mately be- 
comes a 

great equestrian. A strange chance reveals his lost 
identity, and a great race against time ends in his 
claiming a fortune and wedding the circus pro- 
prietor’s daughter. (March 30th. 2,258 ft.) 

Digitized by Goc gle 

MOTOSCOPE. 

The Duke of Brunswick’s Stud Farm.—Fine 
quality film, showing an interesting tour round the 
famous grounds and stables, and the fine prize- 
winning stallions. (April 2nd. 345 ft.) 3 

SASCHA. 

On the Bernina Railway.—Some of the most en- 
chanting scenery in all Switzerland is shown in a 
series remarkable for fine toning and quality. (March 
30th. 318 ft.) 

VITASCOPE. 

The Daredevil Detective.— The 
fifth of the sensational “ Detective 
Hayes” cases. Once more the 
clever disguises of Hayes en- 
able him to track down ingenious 
and desperate thieves. The excit- 
ing chase along the roof of an ex- 
press is the great sensation. 
(April 2nd. 3,115 ft.) 

LUBIN: 

A Question of Right.—A power- 
ful argument against the institution 
of the “third degree” is seen in this 
story. Under the persistent bully- 
ing of the detective, the wife con- 
fesses to the murder, but her black- 
mailing brother is discovered in 
hiding and admits his guilt. (March 
30th. 2,036 ft.) 

Before the Last Leaves Fall.—Thc 
terms of an old man’s will contain 

the words in the title, the money being left to another 
if he fails to arrive. His sweetheart’s sacrifice in 
tying on the last leaves of the tree ends in her ill- 
ness, but she recovers under the care of the one she 
loves.. (March 30th. 1,038 ft.) 

A Servant of the Rich.—An ingenious plot, whereby 
a Society woman elicits the truth about the treatment 
of menials, and is afterwards enabled to turn satire 
on the part of her “mistress” into a boomerang, is 
seen in a drama of New York life. (March 30th. 
1,047 ft.) 

Married Men.—Hogan and Clancy procure a 
dummy to practise on in training for their viragoes, 
but unfortunately their little dodge is seen, and they 
soon fine a rale Donnybrook, bedad, awaitin’ thim! 
(March 20th. °-8 ft.) 

The Tebacco Industry.—. fine industrial, taken in 
Jamaica, which will interest the followers of Sir 
Walter ,and many others beside. (March 3oth. 187 ft.) 

The Waif of the. Desert.—Chispa, a waif of the 
desert, grows up into a woman under the care of 
Injun Jack, then suddenly finds herself the bone of 
centention between Zeke, the camp owner, and a 
young merchant. The tangle is only straightened 
out after a mysterious crime, and tardy explanations 
when the wandering girl is found. (April 2nd. 
(2,050 ft.) 

Her Boy.—Dramatic story of a Western gambling 
hell, a mother’s solicitude, and a proprietor who 
learns that the “lamb” is his own son and the 
woman his long lost wife. He sends the boy out 
with “the lot,” shoots out the light, and is, later, 
found dead on the floor. (April 2nd. 1,027 ft.) 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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| Celio Film. | 

T= LURE « GOLD 
A Sensational Mystery Drama. 

full of strong incidents, showing 

how a man succumbed to tempta- 

tion, became an associate of a band 

of coiners, and was brought to 

book by the clever ingenuity of 

a detective. 

RELEASED APRIL 13th. 

Length 2,356 ft. ap. 

Code Word—ORMA. 

G e S EF R R A (SOLE AGENT) 

22, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 
Tervepraiis—Rossiclnes; Londo origin fRRRBE— Regent 4132. 

Digitized by Goi gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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A Corner in Popularity.—Mabel arrives at Fara- 
way, a one-horse seaside resort, and is getting sadly 
left until “ popper ” engineers a stunt, which ends in 
her winning the popularity contest hands down. A 
satire on so-called seaside society. (April 2nd. 
408 ft =) 

When the Well Went Dry.—An amusing variation 
of the tale of a man whose well caved in and the ruse 
adopted in order to make the frantic friends “dig out 
aman as wasn’t there.” (April 2nd. 554 ft.) 

IVY CLOSE FILMS. 

The Girl from the Sky.—Comedy, in which, as the 
result of a wager, a lady aviator lands in the lovely 
grounds of a confirmed woman-hater. The manner 
in which she wins her wager is most amusing. 

Within a few days the “ woman-hater ” calls upon his 
uninvited guest, and the acquaintance ripens into 
love. Miss Close plays the leading part most 
capably in this, the first of the series. (March 30th. 
1,200 ft.) 

KINETO. 

The Historic Borderland and the Home of Sir 
Walter Scott.—A wholly delightful film, which com- 
mences at the great Edinburgh monument in Princes 
Street, takes the spectotor to Craigmillan, Rosslyn 
and Neidpath Castles, on to famous Abbotsford, and 
ends with charming views of Jedburgh and the 
Tweed. (March 30th. 380 ft.) 

American Cavairy Evolutions.—Remarkable exhibi- 
tions of expert horsemanship, manceuvres, and a 
charge at the gallop as fimale. (April 2nd. 340 ft.) 

M.P. SALES AGENCY. 

BIOGRAPH. 
If It Were Not for Polly.—In order 

to please Widow Wallace, granddad 
removes his whiskers. When young 
Polly arrives on a visit and refuses 
to recognise him, the old chap comes 
in for trouble as a_ kidnapper. 
(March 30th. 1,078 ft.) 
The Faddists.—Disguised as a 

wonder-working wizard, Jenks expounds a training 

for wives which introduces them in an insidious way 

to the lost arts CS8ss ing. (March 3oth. 
528 ft.) Digitized by OC Ie 

_ Priscilla’s April Fool Joke.—With the aid of her 
jovial swain, she gets her own back on a deceitful 
couple. (March 3oth. 608 ft.) 

Waifs.—Drama of humble life and two orphans 
adopted by an old shoemaker. The legacy left is 
stolen from them, but a kindly apple woman helps 
the youngsters and outwits the old man’s sister. 
(April 2nd. 1,067 ft.) 

_ The Janitor’s Revenge.—Labrador Flats is a build- 
ing which does not belie its name until the tenants 
play a joke with a block of ice. Then the janitor 
wakes up, and the heat forced into the flats outrivals 
his language. (April znd. 742 ft.) 

The Thief and the Girl.—The gentleman thief 
meets a pretty child and is impressed by her inno- 
cence. When he enters a house and finds that it is 
the home of her parents, he cleverly gets the woman 
assistant out of the way and himself’ elects to go 
straight. (April 2nd. 1,038 ft.) 

KALEM. 

Indian Blood.—Picturesque two-reel 
drama of the wilds, with a big battle 
scene, which follows a_ well-written 
story of rebellion and adventure. 
(March 30th. 2,060 ft.) 
The Stolen Tapestries.— Detective 

story in which the’ criminologist 
cleverly tracks the mysterious thieves by putting ani- 
seed in their car and using bloodhounds. A raid fol- 
lows, and the butler is found to be in league with a 
desperate gang. (March 3oth. , 1,030 ft.) 

At Last They Eat.—An ingenious scheme is adopted 
by two tramps and a needy Thespian, who organises 
a village show. Weary is the comedian, and Waddle 
drops hints in the village which cause the stage to 
be paved with ‘ wittles "during the brief existence 
of his “turn.” (March 3oth. 724 ft.) 

Her Husband’s Friend.—Fearing lest Dave should 
betray an intended elopement with Cator, the wife 
makes a falseaccusation. Cator attempts to blackmail 
Alice, but once more Dave proves a true friend, and 
she is compelled to save his honour and expose her 
own infidelity. (Avril 2nd. 1,952 ft.) 

Playing for a fortune.—Against her wishes, Nora 
decoys the policeman from his post while her 
brother’s gang effect a big robbery. The crook is 
killed, and Nora promises her lover a straight life in 
future. (April 2nd. 1,010 ft.) 

Medicine Show at Stone Guich.—Quaquah and his 
fit-up purvey a wonderful liniment. When the boys 
show violent resentment at the contents of the bottles 
an exciting chase ayer jthe,roof tops is seen. (April 

and. 476} YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Telegrams—‘*CARPETS, BIRMINGHAM,” Telephone—CENTRAL 3834, 

BECK & WINDIBANK, LTD., 
ARE SCORING PHENOMENAL SUCCESSES WITH THEIR 

” BECKWIN” " Range of Theatre Chairs and Furnishing 

: TRADE MARK TRADE MARK 

The Hall mark 

of Theatre 

Furnishing. 

LUXURY WITH ECONOMY. THE BECKWIN CHAIR No. 27. PRICE 12/9. 
Fixed Complete 20 inch’ centres, upholstered in Lister's Mohair Velvet and finished in Silk Gimp 

and Nails, Polished Panels outside back and under seats, 

If you are about to furnish or re-furnish your Theatre GO DIRECT TO THE 
(Write for particulars.) MANUFACTURERS. (Our representative will be with you by return.) 

BECK & WINDIBANK, Clement St, BIRMINGHAM. 
(Suceessors to A. R. DEAN. LTD.) 

A Guarantee 

of Excellence. 

HARPER'S | 
Ticket Issuing and 

‘Recording Machine. 

ee Fe saneeeneaaaemeseage cee eae meaee eae 

For particulars as to Sale, Rental, ur 

Hire Purchase, write to 

Harper’s Ticket Issuing and 
Recording Machine, Limited, 

(Established 1905) 

65, LONDON WALL, E.C. 
OUTSIDE VIEW OF PAYBOX. Telephenes—London Wall 3129 (2 lines). 

ie, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE aera orks : f . 

bined Cee PRegest i Telephone, Battersea 1917. 

poveseooeeeue = PORT ke See eee steste Leer eee eee 
Original from 

Digitized by (GOL gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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MONO. 

His First Horse Ride.—A turn on the roundabouts 
settles the question, and John gets a job in the his- 
torical procession. His horse doth bolt, and ye 
doughty champion has a right merry tyme. (April 
2nd. 508 ft.) 

WELT. 

Lake Zug.—tk:xcellent quality views of one of the 
most beautiful of the Swiss lakes. (March 30th. 

345 ft.) : 
From Gothenburg to Trolhatten Falls.—Some of 

the finest scenery in Sweden is included in this re- 
lease. (April 2nd. 351 tt.) 

NEW AGENCY FILM CO. 
AMBROSIO. 

Tweediedum is a Good Judge.—Love laughs at the 
plans of the parents. The comedian prefers the maid 
to the mistress, subsequent events proving the wis 
dom of his choice. (March 30th. 810 ft.) 

NEW AGENCY. 

Monuments of Florence.—The home of Dante, its 
fine statues and buildings in a good tabloid scenic. 
(March 30th. 378 ft.) 

SVEA. 

Winter Days in Stockholm.— (Quaint effects are seen 
in the parks as presented by the snow-laden statuary. 
A fine film, which concludes with some sporting inci- 
dents. (April 2nd. 375 ft.) 

NEW MAJESTIC FILM CO. 

MAJESTIC. 

When the Debt was Paid.—Dr. Merton 
is a friend to the poor, but secretly cap- 
tains a band of counterfeiters. Prepara- 
tions are made for a raid, but the doctor 
eludes capture. An arrest seems im- 
minent when the detective’s wife inter- 

cedes for the saviour of their child. Duty is defeated 
by love in the end. (March 30th. 1,000 ft.) 

An £sthetic Match.—The bashful suitor, a devo- 
tee of science, causes a flutter in the dovecote, but 
prefers the other sister to the one selected for him. 
How the girls ultimately get the chaps who really 
want them furnishes some fine comedy. (March 30th. 
550 ft.) 

Tongue Mark.—Burlesque detective tale, in which 
the amateur sleuth pursues a quaint clue and arrests 
a canine as the criminal. Fred Mace plays the ’tec 
in good style. (April 2nd. 852 ft.) 

RELIANCE. 

Makers and  Spenders.—Re- 
duced circumstances and_ the 
tragic death of her father cause a 
a girl to work in a millionaire’s 
factory. The manager dismisses 
her, a sympathetic strike follows, 

and the master intervenes. The hearts of the girls 
are gladdened by a good rise and the news of an 
impending engagement. (March goth. 971 ft.) 

The Flirt.—Two business partners find that the girl 
has been playing them up, and send their clerk to 
test her loyalty. They are greatly surprised when 
they are thanked for providing the cash for a honcv- 
moon. (April 2nd. ft.) : 

y Google Digit 

Targets of Fate.—Bclieving her husband drowned, 
Rose remarries. Her husband is called upon to 
operate upon a stranger, who proves to be the miss- 
ing man, but who, on his recovery, noting the hap- 
*piness of the couple with their child, decides to go 
his own way. (April 2nd. 1,942 ft.) 

NORDISK FILM CO. 

The Pride of the Circus.—Drama of 
Bohemian life, with two big thrills in 
the fire rescue scene, and the incident 
wherein the rope-walker finds his way 
barred by a huge snake. Lola, in pity 
tor the woman who tries to remove the 
reptile, comes to the rescue in spite of 
jealous hatred. (March 30th. 2,670 ‘t.) 

The Applicant.—Anxious for her 
sweetheart’s success, Nina gets him to don_ her 
father’s dress suit. He cuts a ludicrous figure, but 
the old fellow, despite a recognition of his own suit, 
decides to give him the post. (March 30th. 866 ft.) 

PASQUALI FILM CO. 
Polidor as a Giant.—In order to 

overcome a parental objection, 
Polidor adopts a cunning device, 
which raises him to an enormous 
height. Consent is obtained to 
the match, but poor Polidor comes 
down in pa’s estimation rather 
suddenly. (March 30th. 590 ft.) 

The Other Man.—Rather than compromise his em- 
plover’s wife, Fabricus, his clerk, suffers arrest. The 
real thief confesses, and the woman’s predicament is 
intensified by missing documents. When it is realised 

eS 

that the child has made them into toys, the misun- 
derstanding soon vanishes. (March 30th. 2,200 ft.) 

The Signal of Death.—Powerful romance anda good 
production. Specially reviewed in THE BIOSCOPE of 
February 12th, on page 714. (April 2nd. 2,750 ft.) 

Polidor’s Abs“nc2? of Mind—Is the cause of many 
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FILM PRINTING For THE TRADE 
Your Negatives can now be printed on 

ENSIGN ‘STOCK by the Makers 
Austin Edwards Ltd. of Warwick, thus 

Guaranteeing the Finest Possible Results 

atthe LOWEST POSSIBLE COST. 

Prints on ENSIGN STOCK wit 
outwear any others and the Photographic 

Quality is Superb. 

All Prints made at WARWICK, and if 
required returned same day as negative 

received. 

We are always epen to purchase goed and interesting negatives taken on our 

ENSIGN NEGATIVE STOCK. 

Telegrams—’ FILMS, WARWICK.” Telephone—IX, WARWICK. 

AUSTIN EDWARDS. 7. WARWICK | 
Google 
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PATHE FRERES 

A.K. 

The Count’s Will.—Lilian neglects her first love in 
favour of a titled suitor. A violent scene leads to an 
apoplectic seizure. The count has enly a few days 
to live, but generously makes his property over to 
the girl and his rival on condition that they marrv. 
(March 29th. 1,075 ft.) 

The Hardup's Holiday.—They adopt an old scheme, 
closing the house then sneaking in at the side door 
to ‘* holiday at home,” but un unsympathetic burglar 
rudely upsets their little plan. (April 2nd. 1,025 ft.) 

BIG BEN. 

The Hidden Witness.—British drama of false 
accusations, directed against a nephew, and a murder 
which still further recoils upon his head. Just at the 
crucial moment in the trial Eleanor, his sweetheart- 
cousin, 1s enabled to produce a photograph which 
denounces the uncle’s secretary as the murderer. 
(March 20th. 2,790 ft.) 

CHICAGO. 

The Broken tdyll.—tldith, a visitor to a ranch, 
is infatuated with one of the men, but the observation 
of a child soon opens her eves to a cruel truth, and 
she sends the man back to his tamily. (April 2nd. 
025 ft.) 

COMICA. 

A Tile Missing.— Bigorno, in the réle of a repair 
hand, manages to create more damage than ever. He 
ultimately finds other “tiles” besides the ones above, 
removed, with rage and anguish... (March 2oth. 
525 ft.) 

LITERATIA. 

Love Letters.—Some compromising epistles re- 
turned to a married flirt, cause considerable trepida- 
tion until the lady has them safely out of the box, to 
which her husband has the only key. (March 2oth. 
950 ft.) 

Her Scorn Repaid.—Kingston, the detective, finds 
himself unon a strange case, and a rascally baron 
turns the tables on him by compromising his honour. 
A telegram gives a clue, and the thread enables a 
clever ruse and the capture of the baron, who evades 
the penalty of the law by suicide. (April 2nd. 
2,225 ft.) 

MICHIGAN. 

How Machinery Replaces Manual Labour.—Out in 
the Far West, improved agricultural methods are seen 
at work. A gold dredger at work and an excavator 
on a new canal complete the series. (March 29th. 
525 ft.) 

v a big pile of 
gold in a patient’s cabin, the doctor, with the aid of 
a friend, works out a rascallv plot, the latter acting 
the part of an invalid visitor. A sensational dis- 
covery causes the punishment of the criminals. (April 
2nd. 950 ft.) 

PATHE. 

Wiffles’ Wasted Flirtation.—The super-gallant, in 
amorous pursuit of the new cashier at a café, incurs 
the jealous revenge of a waiter, then finds that the 
new charmer is really a vouth in female attire. (April 
znd. 850 ft.) F 

| Google 

PATHECOLOR. 

Gerardmer, in the Vosges.— Another of the enchant- 
ing “ Beauties of France” series, the lake encircled 
town and the falls making a fine picture. (March 
20th. 475 ft.) 

A Glance at the Roman Campagna.—Scenes of 
desolation characterise the famed Apvian Way, and 
we find a vivid contrast in the beautiful valley of the 
Arno. (April 2nd. 325 ft.) 

Insect Mimics.—Some of Nature’s marvels in the 
tropics, such as the leaf insect of the Fast Indies and 
the twig-lhke gigas of Java are included in an instruc- 
tive coloured release. (April 2nd. 425 ft.) 

THALIE. 

An Ov:rcoat in June.—Carza, being hard up. 1s 
compelled to effect a jumble sale until he has but 
little left. When a zealous servant removes the cvat, 
the meal of which Carza is in search comes near to 
being an enjoyment in memory alone. (April 2nd. 

575 tt.) | 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 

JANIN. 

The Man With Two Faces.—An unscrupulous rival 
adopts a disguise as the pupil of the professor, then 
murders the old man. The student is imprisoned, 
but the girl believes in him and refuses the other. 
In the end virtue triumphs over vice. Mlle. Yvette 
Andrevor takes the leading part in a convincing man- 
ner. (March 30th. 2,280 ft.) 

PRIEUR. 

At Sunset Ranch.—Strong Tim, the tenderfoot, 
finds a burglar in the ranch, recognises the owner’s 
son, and allows him to go. Tim finds suspicion fall- 
ing upon himself and leaves, but after a thrilling 
chase the son’s confession clears the novice. (March 
30th. 620 ft.) 

Roped and Tied.—With the assistance of two cow- 
bov pals, Milly and Ned sce their respective parents 
away in hot pursuit of a supposed elopement, and 
meanwhile get soliced in leisurely fashion. (March 
30th. 1,000 ft.) 

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO. 

‘* Until the Sea- "*.—Her lover 
reported lost at sea, Bessie finally 
vields to the importunities of 
another. A year later, Jim re- 
turns, realises the awful truth, 
and drags himself away a broken 
man. (March 30th. 1,234 ft.) 

His Sister.—Nobly sacrificing his ambition for the 
girl’s future, Frank is finally forced to reproach her 
for selfishness. The old judge overhears one day, 
and adroitly manages to secure happiness for her 
and for Frank, who loves his daughter. (March 30th. 

yo3 ft.) 
Buster’s Little Game.— Returning West after a Uni- 

versity training. he is treated as a tenderfoot, his 
only friend being the ranchman’s daughter. Buster 
shows his true mettle with a vicious horse, and wins 
the girl’s love into the bargain. (March 30th. 908 ft.) 

With Eyes So Blue.—-The beautiful sentiment of an 
old song is visualised in a fine story of the sca. 
(April 2nd. 708 ft.) 

Dad's Girls.—Western play, with some splendid 
horsemanship and a specially reissued = subject. 
(April 2nd. 985 ft.) 
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Unto the Third and Fourth Generation.—Realistic 
and romantic drama, the first reel a prologue in the 

A tale of high living and duel- time of George II. 

ling, and the continuance of the curse into modern 
times. The curse of the cup and the sword is at 
length broken through a good woman’s influence. 
(April 2nd. 1,985 ft.) 

G. SERRA. 

Bidoni’s Good Heart.— 
His care for the lieu- 
tenant’s children, love for 
his ailing mother, and 
final adoption of a waif, 
bring a_ kindly acknow- 
ledgment from his mas- 
ter, and the orderly’s hap- 
piness is made complete 
after many __ troubles. 
(March 30th. 708 ft.) 

The Malarial Marshes. 
Weirdly fascinating views 
of the stagnant lakes and 
death-dealing marshes of 

CINES. 

Italy, interspersed with wonderful contrasts and 
lighting effects. (March 30th. 295 ft.) 

Sea Drama.—Graphic “short length,” with 
charming settings upon the seashores of Italy. 
(March 30th. 557 ft.) 
A Wife’s Devotion.—Engrossing and magnificently 

mounted play of social life and intrigue in Italy. 

February Specially reviewed in THE BIOSCOPE. of 
(April 2nd. 2,059 ft.) 

OOS e 
20th on pp. 961-3. 

Digitized by 

Bloomer and the Maid’s Shoes.—His little scheme 
to smuggle a note in with some new shoes unfortu- 
nately brings along the giddy maid instead of the 
mistress, and before long an irate husband with a 
big stick.’ Bloomer’s epidermis serves as a painful 
warning for quite a long period. (April 2nd. 583 ft.) 

THANHOUSER. 

The Head Waiter.—Firmby 
that the fair sex adore him. 
requests him to call upon her. He 
goes, armed with a huge bouquet, and 
is astounded when the whole family in- 
spect him curiously. When he learns 

that, they only require a butler he makes 
a dignified “exit.” (March 30th. 1,006 ft.) 

His Father’s Wife.—Marrying an adventuress, the 
elderly broker is inveigled into making a will in 
her favour. Her character being revealed, a second 
will was made. How this was lost, and the son’s 
wonderful recovery of a lost fortune through a_ fire 
rescue makes a good drama. (April 2nd. 1,024 ft.) 

Uncle’s Namesakes.—Uncle’s return from foreign 
parts causes consternation over the terms of his will. 
The twin girls are hurriedly disguised as boys, but 
uncle sees through the deception and gives the poor 

believes 
One even 

little ‘“chaps” an awful time. His final message 
causes a sigh of relief from all concerned. (April 
2nd. 1,013 ft.) 

PRINCESS. 

The Law of Humanity.—The victim of a delayed 
blast lies ill and all aid is refused to the family bv 
the quarry owner. An accident to his own child, 
which is taken to the employee’s house, opens his 
eves to distress, and he makes a‘ generous recom- 
pense. (March 30th. 1,016 ft.) 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 

BISON 101. 

The White Vacquero.—In bravado, he steals a 
pretty girl from the fort. Attacked by the troopers 
he escapes, and finally ends his life while defending 
the girl and her people from the savage Indians. 
(March 30th. 1,740 ft.) 

War of the Cattle Range.—Failing to gain the love 
of the schoolmistress, Bainbridge, a thieving farmer, 
attempts a dastardly revenge on his rival. He is 
shot dead whilst fleeing from a summary justice. 
(April 2nd. 2,000 ft.) 

CRYSTAL. 

Oh! What a Swim.—To throw off pursuit two hobos 
steal the clothes of girl bathers, but find that the 
feminine apparel proves anything but a blessing. 
(March 30th. 370 ft.) 

The Game that Failed.—Hubby elects to sham ill, 
in order to evade his ma-in-law. When, however, 
she elects to stay and nurse him, he quickly perceives 
his error. (March 3oth. 270 ft.) 

The Hand of Providenc?.—The woman’s husband 
sent to gaol for forgery, she is compelled to seek work 
as a governess. Her widowed employer loves her, 
and the husband’s death while burglaring enables a 
final happiness and a new life. (March 30th. ggo ft.) 

Misplaced Love.—Lured to the city by a crook, the 
girl is soon disillusioned. Condemned by her parents, 
she seeks employment. The young manager falls in 
love, and when she saves him from the crook who 
would have betrayed her a brighter future dawns 
before her. (April angi gM ft). 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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ANNOUN CEMENT 
f Ze THE COSMOPOLITAN FILM CO. have plea- 

“ co iees : sure in announcing that they have secured the Sole 

SE Agency for the DARING FILMS, featuring Mr- 

HARRY LORRAINE (late Lieut. Daring). The 

First Release will be 

DETECTIVE DARING 
' AND THE 

THAMES COINERS 
Length 2,450 ft. Released May 11th. 

A veritable feast of sensation. 
Every foot crammed with breathless actions. 
A criminal hunt in the HEART OF LONDON. 

| Scenes in TRAFALGAR SQUARE. 
| A fight on the EMBANKMENT. 

See the great CRANE SCENE. 

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED SYNOPSIS. 

BIG WINNERS COMING ! 

A NEW GOMEDY SERIES 
Featuring MARTIN EMS, the new star Comedian. 

Every film will be a bright, sparkling Comedy. with an 

absolutely original plot and sidesplitting situations. First 

Release 

Martin’s Love Alfair 
Length 805 ft. Feleased May 4th. 

A scream from start to finish. Jivery scene packed with 
humour. Show this comedy and your patrons will say 
they have never laughed so much before. 

a smile! ALaugh!! A Shriek!!! 

GET ON OUR MAILING LIST. 

none—  CoSMopolitan Film Co., Ltd., verrs 
FILMOLITAN, 

REGENT 3131 Film = Gerrard Street, London, |W. LONDON. 
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DIRECTION OF 

FULL PUBLICITY. 

FOREIGN & COLONIAL 

Do not miss this cpportunity, but 

*Phones—Gerrard 8492; City 9212. 
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OMING 

SIVE. 

Melodrama. 
E PARTS. 

THE PERSONAL 

THE AUTHOR. 

SPLENDID LITHOS. 

RIGHTS FOR SALE. 

write now for full particulars to— 

‘Grams —'‘ Filmagceo, London."' 

Xix. 
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~~ The Wiagnet Film Co., 
Title. Maker. 

The - Wax-makers i. .cscswcaessisvenenans Vita. 
King’s Man Vita. 
Hoodoo’s Umbrella Vita 
Ancient Temples of Karnak......... Vita. 
“TV TMMING, 2) BOOD: ss cisdecdess oecesese5 Lubin 
Schiiitz;. the Tarloricesssasscesswonces W. Imp. 
The Three Sisters......... Gee cet 
haat Saks Hour (2 copies Than 
St.” Valentines: Sabotiwsscs.icesvacas: Gau 
Whe ACtTeSS wed cwcceucevacsatansecaebes anes Ed 
His Silver Bachelorhood.............. Vita. 
Flaming’ Flearts. sossscsscsiscccctasscene V ita. 
Broken Melody...... 
Old Folks at Home 

Baldy Belmont Wins a Prize..... Crvstal 
The: Divierss.cstesscdectatesasiaesansesae 24 Vita. 
An Elonement at Home.............. Vita. 
‘Tins: ‘Tim's birst, Cigarin caicciccee Gau. 
Tweedledum Becomes a Comic Actor 

Amb. 
The: Bartered: Crownsicdssessidcccassane! A. B. 
His Tast Fight (two copies) 
For His Loved Ones..... .........0000+ Maj. 
The Price of Thoughtlessness......Vita. 

Mounted Officer Flynn 
4 Woman Scorned...............5. and A. 
Mysterv of the Milk....................6/ A.B. 
Sued: RINGS vecscpaccessensccameces W.Imp.C. 
Hawkeye Meets His Match........... Hep. 
WhIMSICAIITICS:. civisscsedsceasessaeasaunae Imp. 
Dupin and Sammy on a Side-car Urban 
Hauntéd- Bride@:ciscsiccsaioncsretganausente Rex 
Wroward! “Waly. seicevqaneceveascacaetseeniacse Ed. 
The. Right (Mati«wsccssvcatesesaces ceases Vita. 
Healthy Neighbourhood........W.Imp.C. 
Sophie’s New Foreman.........s S. and A. 
Foolshead Has Lost a Needle...... Tvler 

Des. Length. 

D 2060 
D 964 
C 605 
oy 402 
(S 605 
C g6o 

D 1031 
D 1013 
Cdy.D 1030 
D 1050 
D 1023 
Cdy. 1023 
D 1020 
D 1036 
D 1087 
Cdy.D 084 
Cc 287 
G 1030 
G 650 
G 500 

C 405 
D 935 
D 1050 
D 977 
c 998 
W.Cdy 096 

Cc 550 
Cc 400 
D 1542 
Cdy. 1007 
C 390 

G 610 

D 1022 
D 067 
D O24 
dD 784 

litle. Maker. Des Length. 

Love Sickness at Sea............ W.Imp.C. C 1016 
Wanted. a> Burglarincc..ansnmcadausecanis Ed. C 600 
Schoolmarm’s Shooting Match.....Selig C 736 
Ganals..oOF VemiGeusscicccnsasaanceecnners Vita. S 236 
Whieves: tocaivecssciosesaassacotaaenenennssd Vita. D 1007 
What Shall It Profit a Man............. Ed. D 1050 
The TwosKids: sic sisesseasssasts sosnces Nestor C 1005 
The Wreck (two copies).............. Vita. D 2880 
Tangled | Treads <cisdssactvcvicdees cess Vita; D 0984 
dhe: SGREMES icecshaussduazsietasssceass Vita, Cdy 1010 
Smaall "Row Neti csccs ance iceesiesseoarasces Key. C 631 
Heart: of ‘the ‘Law sisccucsscnghesooe and: Ar D 996 
Lattle. Brothericiidaccocees sceaanesiacoes Than. Cdy. 1016 
Abe Gets Even With Father........../ .Be: 3G 325 
Mike Murphy as Picture Actor...Martins C 531 
From Durban to Zululand.............. Ed; “Tf 460 
Emancipated: Womativiss:....cc.seax Kalem C 628 
Fanny’s: Conspiracy sswsess.cseccsasss Vita. Cdy. 1017 
Why Tami Here: ccc.ccsssscsceese wa Vita, Gdy:; 784 
Sale (Of a Hearty mccttivcanciondececdpeence Vita. <D 1023 
Whe: Portraits: caricrasatussseranemtacsce: Vita. Cdy. 958 
Horse TRIG E se ssicsin sasnsuasesciices W.Imp.C. C 1020 
Well-trained Police Dog.......... Hubsch_ Int. 301 
Greedy: :' Gecnmerics cd: cascunesesescends C 500 
Hearts) and) Hootsiacccscsicsnccwscs D 1000 
Bloomer as Valet............... CG 490 
Her Right to Havpiness D 005 
Broncho Billv’s Squareness....s D 980 
A. Magician’s: Wandséicissstcosctesces Lubin C 516 
Escape of Jim Dolanivsczc.ecacciccctacmehia: D 1900 
An Interrupted Courtship........... L. ubin |S 546 
Magic Fountain Pen.................+: 370 
A Muddy Romance..............sc00+08: 1163 
Arabian Types.......... 300 
Wamtel’ sasaccisisccvensnsecacodleseasvenniee ane 2016 
Tittle. Wain tues cies sencimdssoaceatecess 984 

SDP yu w 

Ct i EE 2 bd 

‘Sr 

Telephone :— GERRARD 8492. CITY 9212. 

IF NOT, WRITE NOW FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND VACANT DATES, 
EXCITING SCENES. 

THE MAGNET FILM 

THE RIGHT FILM AT THE 

MAGNET HOUSE, 9, St. Martin’s Court, 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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herewith a selection from the 

Buying List for the month of March, 1914. 

Title. Maker. Des. Length. Title. Maker. Des. Length. 

Betty in the Lion’s Den........-.......-5 Vita. C 1007 The Swat Gitlicesssssase & darciencssa. ita. D 1017 
Making a Fountain Pen... Vita. Int. 525 White Rose of the Wilds. A. D 1033 
Out of the Frying Pan.................. Hep. C 500 The Joining of Ocears.. ...- eeeatud:, JS 550 
At the Potter’s Wheel..... Fly. A. D Q8o The -Circle’s. Eltidissiissseccnscspeasacene : 
Bidoni’s Dream............. Cines C 615 When the Hurricanes Took Up 
False Rubies....... .Gau. D 1300 FRAME desaca sens tadeussironnanrsneess B& C. C 502 

Nestor C 070 Great Steel Beam....... od. 1000 
Angel Of -P@AGCEs: mesciredsarie. wensianyereaeaewess D 773 Oh! What a Night.. care. C 530 
Views of the Yosemite Valley oekhex “T 300 Woman Haters.........+ ‘ .. Key 1010 
Virgin: of Babs lonicteaicisscscses -Amb. D goo CNH PHET cee s0ss0stcer isegsugeniceneaene Prieur D 950 
Weeading: La dNiescsses-snccevscsdasecsas3 Vita. D QO7 That Suit Of “Petiiisisssssasiseataeiacsessns Vita. C€ van 
Piffle Tries a Hair Tonic.. Imp C 25 Golden Pathway.seceeseeeeeeeeceserenees .Vita. D 2116 
Jerry’s Mother-in-Law..... Vita. Cdy. 2046 SACTITCE” twiestioderaaicse 
Fellow Vovagers-cin.ciceccincssjessceecs 
Temples and Statues of Rome 
Teaching His Wife a Lesson..... 

3 a 2 3 wv rd 1 1624 
..Vita. Cdy. 620 Troubles: of a -F lnrtyccmseccciccsccecsceee Vita. C 303 

Pisanee Viatas tb, 405 Ride f0F A BridGsncesisnsgawsres Keystone C 1023 
wesleds iC 700 Thee Late (SaVGisieak ncckccentettriesateeases Vita. Cdy. 1013 

Fallen. Angel) sicsez cence ueesapsdsagzacnenest A.B. D 1O45 Bigs Bob: WaltSisescsasieectancas ..Vita. Cdy. 1007 
His Majesty the Baby..............0 Univ. C 475 Performing “LionSiscavscwseecess oWaltas. lit: 239 
A Quiet Little Wedding. WOECL OC 963 Game of Cards.....- Vita. D 1013 
Bloomer Has a Drink.... .Cines C 837 {THe .Daleainiasnes sibucestarnisaeveionieuteanaed A.B. D 1028 
His Father’s House... 27% Bi, 1D 1025 Skelly Buys a Hotel. sated: C O04 
Behind: the: Guise: cssccescenseazarcs Nestor D 905 Love's Suii$etivascncrcemciies . Vita. D 2054 
Whimsical Threads of Destiny...... Vita. D 2040 Girl at the Lunch Counkver...... eee Vita. Cdy. 1037 
A: Pair of -‘Schemers.-cccssgesandenterences Vita. Cdy. G08 NDECEPUGN usieisssavseenssocsgunveiaaesceereeae? Vita. D O04 
Lesson in Jealousy...........c eee .. Vita. Cdy. Oto Leatthe: Net Seana sveasses 5S. & A. D OO04 
Study of Botany....... Vita. Ini. 482 An Aesthetic Match............ccccceeeeees Maj. Cdy. 9 550 
Has: Mother's: :Scatteascdsccesmanewaas A.B. D 1030 The Revelation.............. ste. ID 1083 | 
Cohen Saves the Flag... Weis € 1000 Oh! What a Swim.......... . Crystal C 370 
A Pious Undertaking.. wewhed, (CC 700 \ Game that Failed............. --Crystal C 270 
VatiCiiViG? ssdccccnenaaxsaxee .Kineto I 355 Cir Child reotivescvcncsen wees Keystone Cdy. 1013 
Calamity Ann in Society. Fly. A. Cdy.D 954 Me LOneIY Riad vccuscsscuescsoem an siaaeencas kd. D 1000 
Child of the Smuggler.................. Lubin D 1033 The Craze..cccce -Mariin CC 403 
Reformation scucssveass .W. Imp. D 003 Dick’s Birthday......... «Milano C 380 
According to Seniority.......-..:..00. Vita. C 558 Tweedledum’s Stick. seaeumbs IC 470 
The ‘Curessccccczseesns bet guy Vita. DD! 1020 extilosive: “SS Di caine rigeateneeeseuns ..Kalem D 1022 
A Pair of Prodigals...-......:cee Vita. Cdy. 846 In the Hands of London Crooks..Phanix C 830 

LAWSON’S (as “The Jew”) 

His Crazy Job.. 
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Pe et es CE Ot THE BEST MONEY MAKING EXCLUSIVE. 35,000 FT. OF THRILLING 
RIGHT PRICE. QUADS TO TWELVE SHEET LITHOS. 

COMPANY, LTD., 
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. 
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ANOTHER [  =———S ANOTHER MAGNIFIC 

On Bae 
Length 

2,060 ft. approx. 

A WONDERFUL 2-REEL NAVAL DRAMA OF INTENSE 
We are issuing the finest assortment of Posters’ in 

ON SHOW ALL 

European oie J. FRANK BROCKLISS, Ltd., 4 & 
Telegrams—‘‘ Stafilm, Londor 

ERE SSAR LES BT Sk FE POSE 
Original from 

Digitized by Gor gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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ENT LUBIN FEATURE. | 

Write fot 

Particulars 

AT ONCE. 

0 

SENSATIONALISM, WITH THRILLS FROM END TO END. 
12-sheet, 6-sheet, and Quad-Crown ever put before the Public. 

THIS WEEK. 

5, New Compton Street, London, W.C. 
Phones—Regent 4840 & 4841. 

. Digitized by C BOURIC NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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a 

EXCLUSIVE 

l 
EVERY WEEK. 

PRODUCED IN THE FAMOUS 

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS 

AND ENACTED BY WORLD-RENOWNED 

BIOGRAPH PLAYERS. 

M.P..SALES AGENCY, Ltd., 
RESiiira>  (-° ... } = Sei Sr 

Digitized by Google & FILMS ON EASTMAN’ STOCK. » py 
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) To Exhibitors ! 

START SOMETHING. 
Make a special note of the particulars given on 

the opposite page. 

START SOMETHING. 
Show “ K & E”’ Plays every week, and place your 

hall on a level with the highest class legitimate theatres. 

START SOMETHING. 
Kill competition by showing the greatest plays of 

modern times rendered in picture form. 

START SOMETHING. 
Paint the town red with the wonderful advertising 

matter behind all “*K & E”’ productions. 

START SOMETHING. 
Book “ K & E”’ Films, that your patrons may see 

their favourite Biograph Players at your theatre. 

START SOMETHING. 
Forget that business was ever bad in the new 

era of prosperity “K & E”’ plays will bring. 

START SOMETHING. | 
See that you get YOUR Share of the BIG money 

“K & E” Films will make for Exhibitors. 

START SOMETHING. 
Read carefully every “K & E” announcement, 

because the results will pay you, 

START SOMETHING. 
And start that something RIGHT NOW. 

86-88, Wardour Street, London, W. 

ALL ‘ae E FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK6sj3\ som ) 
Digitized by C gl e NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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COMEDIES COME 
AND 

COMEDIES GO 
BUT 

* Keystones ” gel better than ever. 
We have pleasure ~in hat MACK -SENNETT, the 
man who made |Keystones famous, will in future play leads with 

MABEL NORMAND jr all the, Ailms he directs. 

HIS SI ER’S KIDS. 
Fatty, his nieces and nephews apd the Korie Police in an unique 

medley 0 farcical incidan 

Rel. Monday, April 13th. \ Ap "Length, 1,020 ft. 

HOW OLD ARE. YOU? 
Fat! yasa 2 to whom all Vintages ‘ alike. 

or 

Rel. Thursday, April 16th. \ App. Length 535 ft. 

SPECIAL a one 

LOVE AND GAS 
Watch for Release Date. 

ALL PRINTS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

~ WESTERN IMPORT Co., Ltd., | 
WESFILM HOUSE, 

4, Gerrard Street, Shaftesbury House, W. 
Telegrams—"* Wesfilm, London,” Telephone—Gerrard 8080, | 

= Original from 
Digitized by (SOC gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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FRONTIER. 

Slim and the Boys at Breezy Beach.—In order to 
pay for a swell dinner for the girl and her mother, 
Slim steals the other fellow’s clothes while they are 
bathing. Clad in little more than slips and a smile, 
the boys crowd into the café, to the consternation of 
Slim and the diners. (March 3oth. 1,005 ft.) 

When Spirits Walk.—A college man is dared to 
sleep in a haunted house. A somnambulist cook is 
the cause of the trouble. Some ludicrous scenes end 
in Jack proving his braverv. (April 2nd. 1,015 ft.) 

His Hour of Triumph.—The 
newly acclaimed actor, the hon- 
our of a leading part thrust upon 
him, is seen to receive the adula- 
tion of a crowded house, yet is 
conscious of the death of a be- 
loved wife, and breaks down at 
the last “call.” (March 30th. 
2,005 ft.) 

Plain Jane.—T he Cinderella of 
the studio, in order to impress 

her master, dresses up in the clothes of a rich client. 
The artist is struck by her beauty, and leaves his 
rich coquette. An accident to the girl firmly cements 
their love. (March 30th. go ft.) 

Harry Mayer in Laughland.—Another series of 
comicalities by the clever cartoonist. (April 2nd. 
400 ft.) * . 

Pleasing Her Husband.—Green, jealous of Brown, 
persuades his wife to don fashionable attire, but is 
mighty sorry afterwards when the effect upon man- 
kind is noted. (April 2nd. 560 ft.) 

JOKER. 

The Tramp Dentists.—The dentist is accidentally 
carried away on Richfellow’s yacht. The tramps 
open out the business, and ply a “roaring” trade un- 
til the call of the road “beckons them onward.”’ 
(April 2nd. 970 ft.) 

NESTOR. 

Locked Out at Twelve.—tkddie’s 
boss moved into same flats as_ his 
girl, and is locked out in his night 
attire. Eddie sees his sweetheart 
home, they come across the old 
chap, and seize the opportunity to 
make him improve the clerk’s posi- 
tion, in preference to arrest. (March 

1,000 ft.) 30th. 

is secretly en 
When 

(March 

The Girls and Dad. 
gaged, but refuses his girl similar happiness. 
they discover his secret, he soon gives in. 
30th. 450 ft.) 

Curses! Said the Villain.—The pretty girl is en- 
trapped into the harem, but her hero breaks his 
bonds, uses a cross-cut saw, sees and settles the 
villains, then escapes with the damsel in dramatic 
stvle. (April 2nd 1,000 ft.) 

The Brothers.—To save his younger brother from 
an adventuress the elder makes love to her himself. 
The jealous one shoots him, but is disillusioned when 
the woman is arrested as a forger, and craves his 
brother’s forgiveness. Avril i] 99s ft.) 

Digitized by \ zOC Ig e 

POWERS. 

When Joe Went West.—Fond 
of a jest, he poses as the newly 
arrived minister and exposes 
the petty foibles of the church 
committee. Joe eventually wins 
the hand of the poker playing 
elder. (March 30th. 1,025 ft.) 

Cross Purposes. — Change- 
able Cleo refuses to marry a 
man she has never seen, then 

elopes with the very fellow in his car, with pa in hot 
pursuit. The old chap merely wanted to give his 
consent, and is (finally) enabled to manwuvre a mar- 
riage. (April 2nd. 835 ft.) 

VICTOR. 

The Influence of Sympathy.—Having lost her little 
one, the mother is about to end her existence, but 
finds near the water’s edge a deserted child, which 
fills the vacant place in her heart. (March 30th. 
1,960 ft.) 

The Passer-by.—The wanderer appears at a lawn 
party, hears a vile plot, and fights for a woman’s 
honour. He hands the girl into the care of her lover, 
then leaves as he came, refusing all reward. (April 
2nd. 1,805 ft). 

TYLER FILM CO., LTD 

CONTINENTAL KUNST. 

A Sister's Hate.—Stricken dumb and paralysed, 
she lives to witness illicit love between her sister and 
the man she desired. One night the couple are found 
murdered. The husband is arraigned for the crime, 
the evidence is all against him, when the invalid 
sister miraculously recovers her voice and confesses 
that the crime was hers and caused by jealousy. 
(March 30th. 3,000 ft.) 

URBANORA. 

URBAN-ECLIPSE. 

The tron Man.—The first of the adventures of 
Barnet Parker detective series, in which he traces out 
a mysterious crime, first in a linely inn, then in the 
castle. He is suddenly gripped by an ingenious 
mechanical figure of a knight. He escapes, and sub- 
sequently utilises the Iron Man as an aid to a thrill- 
ing coup. (April rst. 1,845 ft.) 

Sammy's Double Bass.—As a performer of deep- 
chested rag-time, Sammy sets even an elephant danc- 
ing. A policeman adds his ponderous step to the 
din, but a wicked wee laddie stops Sammy’s sawing, 
and the melody (?) is heard no more. (April 1st. 
360 ft.) 

A Trip on Lake Stornberg.—A favourite and ex- 
ceedingly picturesque trip from Munich past the sum- 
mer residence of the ill-fated King Ludwig. (April 
Ist. 330 ft.) 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO., LTD. 

BLUE CAT. 

The Training of a Boxer.—Blakeborough, a well- 
known exponent, is seen in active preparation, an ex- 
cellent series of sparring matches ending the film. 

(April 2nd. 475 f)ginal from 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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IT’S NO USE EXPECTING 
to find the virtues of the. 

SIMPLEX 
PROJECTOR 

IN OTHER MACHINES! 
You haven’t the time 

to waste on such un- 

profitable calculation. 

BE PRACTICAL AND 

PROCURE. A 

Se) SIMPLEX 
US Now. : 

y \ THE :ACME OF STEADINESS. 
/ “ THE NE PLUS ULTRA OF 

RELIABILITY. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE “A.” 

Agents for South Wales : 

THE SOUTH WALES EXCLUSIVE 

AND FEATURE FILM AGENCY, 

15, CHARLES STREET, 
CARDIFF. 

Sole Agents = KINETO, Ltd. 323°? or the 
BON. : 

United Kingdom: § e9 LONDO W 

Telephone: Central 6730. Telegrams; ‘‘ Kinetonia, London.” 

Google 
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MOTOGRAPH. 

Taxidermy.—The care and attention to minor de- 
tails are well exemplified in views of clever work by 
an expert naturalist. (March 30th. 360 ft.) 

SPANGLIAN. 

The Secret of the River.—Dramatic story of Spain, 
historically correct in costume, and unfolding in beau- 

tiful scenes an engrossing legend of the forgotten 
past. (April 2nd. 1,066 ft.) 

VITAGRAPH. 

The Golden Pathway. 
—Society drama, in 
which an unscrupulous 
lawyer gets his deserts 
and designing women 
get a big surprise. In 
the end a young couple 
are enabled to profit by 
a genuine will and a 
mutual love. (March 
30th. 2,116 ft.) 

Sacrifice.—Lcsing all traces of his former love, the 
colonel becomes engaged to another. The girl meets 

oo > 

his old sweetheart, and sacrifices her own love in 
order to effect a reunion. (March 30th. 1,023 ft.) 

That Suit at Ten.—Jim, the fat fellow, buys a cheap 
suit. When it rains. the clerks enjoy a good laugh 
as the clothes gradually become a minus quantity. 
Jim finds that reckless economy does not pay. (March 
zoth. 711 ft.) 

Digitized by Goc gle 

Troubles of a Flirt.—Reissue of a capital comedy, 
in which Miss Florence Turner appears. (March 
30th. 393 ft.) 

A Game of Cards.—A quarrel between two men as 
to the guardianship of a young girl is won by the 
doctor. When she returns from school, love arises 
between the girl and her guardian. The other man 
tries to entrap her, but a tragedy serves to bind the 
love of the girl and her protector. April 2nd. 
1,013 ft.) 

The Life Saver.—Cutey cleverly turns the tables 
on Ethel at the seaside, and pretends to be in diffi- 
culties. The end of the affair is an amusing race 
against time to procure a wedding ring. (April 2nd. 
1,013 ft.) 

Big Bob Waits.—In the depths of remorse over the 
murder of a returning miner, Faro Frank decides to 
impersonate his victim and to aid his old parents. 
When the Sheriff comes to seek Frank, the old folks’ 
story touches his heart, and he decides to wait for his 
man while they live. (April 2nd. 1,007 ft.) 

Performing Lions.—Some magnificent animals are 
put through a daring performance by a lady trainer. 
(April 2nd. 239 ft.) 

WESTERN IMPORT CO. 

BRONCHO. 

The Woman.—Story of a woman’s struggles and 
sacrifices for an invalid husband, even to working in 
a gold reservation and singing in a rough miners’ 
saloon. The husband dies, and she follows him by 
her own hand. (April 2nd. 1,967 ft.) 

’ K.B. 

The Revelation—Weird and fascinating dream 
drama of prehistoric days, in which the dreamer sees 
himself as a cave dweller and fighting to protect a 
woman of the period. (March 30th. 1,083 ft.) 

The Claim Jumper.—The prospector’s wife sus- 
pects mischief, visits the claim, and finds “her Jim” 
wounded. Quickly mounting a horse, she beats the 
claim-jumper to the sheriff’s, and lays the posse upon 
his track. (April 2nd. 1,061 ft.) 

KEYSTONE. 

A Race for a Bride.—Fatty finds a means of de- 
feating the schemes of an irascible father, an auto 
being pressed into service. Fatty’s escapades pro- 
vide great sport for the spectators. (March 30th. 
1,020 ft.) 

Carnival at San Francisco.—A famous anniversary 
parade is witnessed; a picturesque and interesting 
sight. (March zoth. 365 ft.) 

Our Children.—The first comedy of the “Kid” 
stock company, and a capital play anent juvenile jeal- 
ousy. (April 2nd. 1,030 ft.) 

KOMIC. 

Hiding the Wad from Wifey.—Hubby returns home 
inebriated, hangs his hat on the gas bracket, and 
retires. Next day, wifie rises first, throws the hat 
out of the window into the hands of a tramp. Hubby’s 
med a hat causes a disastrous day. (March 3oth. 
421 ft. 

Tha New Curate.—An escaped.inmate of the 
hospital finds a bather’s suit, and has a fine time as 
the expected new arrival at a neighbouring village 
(April 2nd. 411 ft.) 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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bo) fed ES ek © ad ed, ee a eh SEES eS 

T' 55 MONEY - Gardner” = feninc 
re E n S| ines 

Norris, Henty & Gardners 
LIMITED. 

* 

87, Queen 

Victoria St., 

LONDON, E.C. 

45, Bothwell 

Street, 

LASGOW, 

11, New 

King St, 

BELFAST, 

333, Tower 

Building, 

LIVERPOOL. — 

SEI IN EES 

RELEASED MONDAY, MAY 4th. “RELEASED THURSDAY, MAY 7th. 

THE CROSSED FLAGS. § the WHIRLWIND KIDS. 
2,152 ft. 

The Balkan War offered a magnificent 533 ft. 

chance for a drama. The adventures of the three terrors, 
THE CHANCE HAS BEEN TAKEN. the dog and the baby. 

An EGGSTRAORDINARY LOVE SPOTS. 
COMPLAINT. [Ee 
| MARTIN. | 

576 ft. 

480 ft. A medicine which produced love for 
The marvellous story of the man who everybody all round and made a terrible 

turned into a hen. lot of trouble. 

DAVISON’S 2M, SMES, AGENCY, 
Telegrams and Cables—‘'Dafilsage, London."’ Telephone—Regent 4985. 

THE FILMS THE PUBLIC WANT. 

Digitized by (sOOQIE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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FILM RELEASES. 
THIS WEEK, NEXT WEEK 
AND THE WEEK AFTER, 
MARCH 15th to APRIL. 4th. 

ABBREVIATIONS: B, Biblical; C. Comedy; Com, Comic; D, Drama; E, Educational; G, Gymnastic. I, Indus 
trial; Spec. Spectacular; S, Scenic, Sp, Sporting; T, Travel; Tr, Trick; Top, Topical. 

AMERICAN CO. (LONDON) LTD. COSMOPOLITAN FILM CO., LTD., 

193, Wardour Street, W. Gerrard Street, W. 

Regent 4581. Amfcolo, London. Regent 3131. Filmotan, London. 

‘6 ‘9 DART. 

revIne, Des. Feet. Date. Des. Feet. Date. 

At the Potter’s Wheel...........0...00005. D980 Mar. 10 Haafnet Salmon Fishing................ E 290 «-~Mar. 
True Western Hearts................0005- D 981 —- 19 

Calamity Anne in Society............... CC. O54 =< 23 NEVADA. 

A Blow-out at Santa Banana........... C 1656 — 26 The Bugle Call............. aemeenetse D 975 Mar. 
Mather | Roses ances sat ee: ID 1000 — 30 

TG PGP Oita ch ceatevaind a tiataageoskews ID 2000 Apl. 2 SAVOIA. 

Home, Sweet Home........ ..... aires D 2590 Mar. 

ANDERSON, VAY, HUBERT AND 

BLUMBERG, LTD.., sass 
DAVISON’S FILM SALES AGENCY. 

52. Rupert Street, W. 

151-3, Wardour Street, W. 

Scat of te Blatt Sain MoS NOE payer gn Dasisage, Londen, 
DART. B. and C. 

A Bid for a Throne...) cece PP RBOO. MAE EO: 25 Teena Shall end Thebes S408) Mae 
When the Hurricanes Took Up 

Pear Ne * neamacteacgutatties State Com 592 — 

Springtime in Nicé...............0.cceee S4reel — 

CLARENDON. 

Clarendon Film Co., 187, 189, Wardour Street, W. EMPIRE. 
Ricca’ Gee Clariflm, London. How the Native is Educated in South 

PET ICAS- kata ccseti eet ety hie as E 357 Mar. 

When Fvery Manisa Soldier. ...Com 315 Mar. 16 

FILMA. 

Pearls and Patience......... 0 .cccssseess D 2314 Mar. 

Il. and E. 
CRICKS & MARTIN. 

Glimpses of Dutch Country Life...... S 344 Mar. 
Kinematograph House, 101, Wardour Street, W. 

City Gat. Biolesque, London. PLANET. 

The Electric Doll...........j. ...... Com, 500 Mar. 19 Tango Mad......... ccceecceseereeeees Com 500 Api. 

Google 

19 

9 

19 

19 
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This is an illustration of the 

KESNOR 
TICKET ISSUING 
ONE-WAY MACHINE. 

The Most Efficient Safeguard against Fraud 
that the Theatrical Manager can have. 

It is a neat simple and perfectly made machine, and is the 

quickest ticket deliverer on the market. 

Made to issue tickets from one up to four different prices 

of admission 

KESNOR MACHINES are the CHEAPEST 

and BEST on the MARKET. 

Machines can be seen and partuculars given at the Patentees and Manufacturers : 

THOS. KESNOR & CO., LTD., "**“tncinecrs Watford, Herts. 
Also at 

THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 58, Dean St., Shaftesbury Avenue,W. 
and 9, Place de la Bourse, P. RIS. ‘ 

\ Se 

Iron and 
Wood and 

Semi- ee ————————E—— 

ae Permanent Supplying all the leading picture theatres in 

“4 Buildings South Africa. 

earner =<. For all Purposes. Feature Films wanted, any length. Good 

CINEMA H SES. prices given for Exclusives. 

Recreation Rooms. Billiard Rooms. Clubs. Pavilions, Indoc ? 
Bowling Clubs, Badminton Courts Bungalows, &c , &c. LONDON OFFICE— 

petgorand Bis rae ihe gee antares 2, GERRARD PLACE, 
. D. COWIESON & Co.. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W. 

8, CHARLES STREET, ST. ROLLOX GLASGOW. 
Contractors ta H.M. Govt.. 4dn iralty. War Office etc. "Phone: Regent $701. Telegrams: ‘' Affiltrus."' 

African Films Trust, Lta 
Pacsal pean Buildings, Johannesburg. 

NEW MODEL CAMERAS. 

PERFORATING MACHINES. 
Cannot get out of order. Absolute precisien. 

NEW PRINTING MACHINES °° Poite eo ies. 

Cleaning, Measuring and Winding Machines. 

DEVELOPING MATERIALS—Frames, Trays, Filters. 
| 

Anciens Etabl. LUCIEN PREVOST | 
Societe d’Exploitation des Brevets Dupuis Societe Anonyme 

— au Capital de 700,000 francs, Siege Sociale dw Paris.— 

54 RUE PHILIPPE _DE GIRARD 54 

| Telephone : 445.14. Originald/Wélug :  Kinomeca, Paris. 
Tot BRAR 

Australasian Films, Ltd. 
(Incorporated in Australia). 

Direct Importers of the latest Films, Machin: s. and Accesso- 

riesfremthe oriscipal makers of the world. and manufacturers 

of local and other subjects. 

Centrolling over 100 of the finest 

Cinematograph Theatres in existence. 

London Representative RCLAND J. FISH) A 

Telep hone— Carl:on House, 

Gerrard 2747. Regent Strect, § W 

Hammersmith 645 ( 0 o 
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ECLAIR FILM CO., LTD. 
12, Moor Street,, Cambridge Circus, W. 

Regent 630. 

A.C.A.D. 
Des Feet. 

The Blind: Manicciicss Acesd isc eases D 2073 

AMERICAN STANDARD. 

Sack, the. WOM 6 ice cecerseraosscriaciserses D 1942 
Aunt Hetty’s Goldfish................ Com 957 
St@@l:: catecb, sates cee iehcat inet an agentes gee 1960 
Why Aunt Jane Never Married........ D970 
TENG: WVICED uacaets tacawereyccakndnnncdebeeders 3025 

ECLAIR. 

Under the Mask of Affliction.......... D 2318 
Funnicus Rescues His Brother....Com 675 
Gontran Emulates Sherlock Holmes 

Com 770 
Mila. coccssest ayer ameter sears baat 365 
Josette, My Wife...... 0.0... ......eeeee eee C 1990 
Francoise’s Sacrifice..............cs.0ce C 1740 
Lily, the Housekeeper........ ........... C485 
“Private Box 23”........ a eieaeredemene ants C 562 

SCIENTIA. 
Arabian Ty)e..........ccccccccccceeueseees S 390 
Electric Phenomena....................... E 310 
The Sensitive Plant.....................5. S 300 
Exotic Butterflies................ccccceeeeee S405 

W.A.F. 

Between Two Stools..... ......0.......05 C1008 

EDISON, 

25, Clerkenwell Road, E.C. 

Holborn 5050. 

Janet of the Dunes....................0... D 2000 
A Sense of Humour................... Com 700 
Wild). WaleSecacssseatinceaincuotousnueewiates S 350 
The Haunted Bedroom.................. 1000 
Teaching His wife a Lesson............ C 700 
A Face From the Past................... D 2000 
A Pious Undertaking...................5. C 700 
The Joining of the Oceans.............. S550 
On the Great Steel Beam............... D_ 1000 
Falling in Love with Inez............... C 750 
The Gunmaker of Moscow............. D 2050 
The Janitor’s Quiet Life............ Com =. 390 
A Lonely Road.............ccsceceeeecee ves 1050 
The South African Whaling Industry 

E 480 
The Girl in the Middy................... C 1000 

ESSANAY, 

Cineparlon, London. 

Date. 

Mar. 

Mar. 

Randomly, London. 

= 

Getes sae eee: 
> 2 

| 

H. A. Spoor, 148, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

City 2129. Essafilm, London. 

The Trail of the Snakeband........... D  g94 Mar. 
Life’s Weaving..............ccceecceeeeeees D 986 — 
The Barter of Louisa..................... C men 
The Awakening at Snakeville......... C 1392 — 
Told by the Cards..................scee: D 5S — 
Having a Good Time.................05. C 988 Mar. 
A Vagabond Cupid...............0....... D989 
Hello Trouble acc csseiesrscein cond C 980 
That Pair from Thespia................. C opt 

9904 

522 

XXXill 

Des. Feet. Date 

Three Babes in a Flat................... C g8 9 Mar. 26 
Through Trackless Sands.............. D g96 — 30 
The Ghost of Self..................0.cc00s D 984 — 30 
A Foot of Romance...................005: C g9z2 — 30 
The Hour and the Man.................. D 1951 Apl. 2 
The Redemption of Broncho Billy...D 996 — 2 

30 The Real Mrs. Loveleigh............... 9004 — 4 

‘9 EXCELSIOR M.P. CO. 
ae 213, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

= FRANCOIS. 
Sugar Cane Harvesting................. E 474 Mar. 23 

16 
16 

23 GAUMONT, 

ae Chrono House, Sherwood Street, W. 

a Gerrard 5960-7-8. Chronophon, London. 

2 False RubieS..............0...ccccecceseees D 1300 Mar. 16 
The Torrent of Pau...................c008. S 425 — 16 
Scenes in the Works, Longwy......... KE 545 — 16 

16 imple Simon and the Suicide Club 
19 Com 1080 — 16 
26 Ihe Man Who Smiled.................... C 1950 — 19 
> The Fatal Watermark.................. D 895. — 19 

A Sandstone Quarry.................00085 FE 390 — 19 
The Taming of Marie.................... C 1000 — 19 
The Seneschel’s Diamond.............. D 1950 — 23 
Golightly Punished............ ........... C 535 — 23 
Tailing, Novel Swiss Sport........... Sp 320 — 23 
Simple Simon and the Pelican......... C 770 — 23 
By Taxi to Fortune...................000. D 935 — 26 
Simple Simon’s Family Drama........ C 575 — 26 
Paris: Jardin des Plantes................ 385 — 26 
Berthold Schwartz, the Discoverer of 

Gunpowder ...........c.. cee eee eens 1300 — 30 
i Tiny Tim’s Maxime.................. Com 435 — 30 
76 Ninon of Montmartre................006. D 2045 Apl. 2 
16 Tiny Tim, Letter Writer............ Com 505 — 2 
: Quillan and Its Neighbourhood....... S 265 — 2 
fe A Good Excuse ?..............:cc cence Com 10905 — 2 

23 
23 | 

20 GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD. 
2° 53, Dean Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

Gerrard 94. Wilgrams. London. 

2 

: MILANO. 

2 Dick and the Tango.................. Com 460 Mar. 19. 
Kelly Finds the Gioconda.......... Com 425 — 16 
Ay Silver Lami 0G ts incicctinsistaaasacsioeese D 2300 — _ 26 
Trapped in the Mine..................... D 3000 Apl. 2 
Dick’s Birthday......................4. Com 380 — 2 
Scenes in Central Italy......... Agenaiened S 430 — 2 

16 HEPWORTH, 
16 
16 2, Denman Street, Pliocadilily Cirous, W. 

ed Gerrard 2451. Heptoic, London. 

19 Out of the Frying Pan................... C 550 Mar. 16. 
23. The Whirr of the Spinning Wheel...D 1975 — Ig. 
23 Poorluck Minds the Shop........... Com 350 — 19 
23. As the Sparks Fly Upward............. D 2400 — 26. 
26 The Man Behind the Mask............. D 1075 — 30 
26 Once Aboard the Vugger!/ Ol... Com 550 Apl. 2 
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A. E. HUBSCH & CO, 

29a, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Gerrard 9254. Aphrodite, London. 

MESSTER. 
Des. Feet. 

The Fight for the Great Black 
PIAMONG hice esdact ees vende eee eet: 32Q0 

The Slave of His: Pasticc: sas voieiese tenes 2035 
The Lost: Hetr..wicdicccs Hee Ge ee! I> 2258 

MUTOSCOPE. 
The Duke of Brunswick’s Stud Farm 

ke 345 
SASCHA. 

The Lake of Gomowesiisdiccn eens S410 
On the Bernina Railway................5. S 318 

VITASCOPE. 

The Diamonds of the Duchess....... D 20952 
The Dare-devil Detective............... D 3115 

IVY CLOSE FILMS. 
(Sole Agents, Hepworth Mfg. Co.) 

The Girl from the Skyecssesseeice moss C 

KINETO, 
80-2, Wardour Street, W. 

Central 6730. Kinetonia, London. 

The Timber Industry of British 
COTA: ecto eantee oe ise oseee dune S 

Vancouver... B70. nuit nerd S 
Life ona Ranch Sa ntisaiber eid acaba ashe ete S.E 
The Elistoric Borderland.............. Sw 
American Cavalry Evolutions......... LE 

LUBIN CO., 

‘Head European Office: 4, New Compton Street, W. 

Gerrard 1262. 

Som of His. F athe censssi cendaresiaee ee D 
The Death  TDrapisiccccccecestavisc.asyes D 
When Cupid Takes in Washing...Com 
The Hold-up Pedlar.................. Com 
Manufacturing Pearl Buttons......... E 
The Doctor’s Romance...............6+: D 
When He Se€S.........cccceeceeteceeereeees D 
From Janitor to ArtiSt.............- Com 
A Leak in the Pipe.......cccceeeseeees Com 
"THe: (PAPASTCGs cos jotecihelcs eautanae se? D 
The Child of a Smugegletr............... D 
A College Cupid............... As gets Com 
Who Stole Jones’ Wood........-..06+ Com 
The ‘Gircle’s FE ndisicc cs acinne ese D 
The Hazard of Youth................0006. D 
| hee dak cal eae 0 a 9) one teen ee Omer eee nTrE tres D 
The Missing Diamond............... Com 
A Masked: NMixoups oscotnsyectetieciin Com 
\ Question of Rights: 2c s.ciccsssrnsce D 
Before the Last Leaves Fall............ D 
A Servant of the Rich................. C.D 
Wear ride UCM sau tiene eadspeakeaee res Com 
Toebacee Tidustrvinwccisescesvtoret denne: I 
The Waif of the Desert.................. D 
PCr Ov ies te Gece racer er ene as D 
A Corner in Popularity.................5. c 
When the Well Went Dry............ Com 

1200 Mar. 

520 
355 
410 
380 
340 

2040 
1028 
664 
227 

345 
1037 
1027 
706 

337 

3051 
1033 

473 
368 
1035 
1030 

2050 
1027 
408 
554 

=. fw ~ 

Poksliale duh: ded iegte leet apa A deal i 
=, 

M.-P. SALES AGENCY, LTD., 
86, Wardour Street, W. 

City 648. Kalubio, London. 

BICGRAPH. Des. Feet. Date. 

The Husband’s Experiment........ C.D 1075 Mar 
Out  BIACK Cd scccescsccbytnsanwsadyetiea dacs C 580 — 
The Lonedale Operator................. D 1035 — 
His. Father's Hous@wscsccrsascusnesss D 1025 — 

23 The Suicide Poet............::cceeeeeee C 632 — 
aG AX Fallen An @6liicicni verse ueid eet aek as D 1045 — 
30 Her Pet... ccceeeeeeeeeseeeee eee e eens Com 340 — 

Beyond All Law vives smetminboieds D 1026 — 
Skelley’s Skeleton.............0:ceseeeeeees C 651 — 
TSE: OV Sua nseierecacn ead d tana uenees C 386 — 

2 His Mother’s Scarf..........c.ccccceeeeees D 1036 — 
ALL tor: SClrenC@s2sccspsgicareeeatedaceases D to092 — 

26 Buy Wok... ect ee eee e teen eens C 632 — 
290. ~«©6 White Rose of the Wilds................. D 1033 — 
: If It Were Not for Pollvy.................. D 1078 — 

Melee EE ACTSTSs bess oadecnse Utetenttecaon sidan C 528 — 
iG Priscilla’s April Fool Joke.......... Com 698 — 

cs WAITS hr delet Museen renee waitehsanclsseaouas D 1067 Apl 
The Janitor’s Revenge............... Com 742 — 
The Thief and the Girl.................. D 1038 — 

KALE 
A Dream He the Wilda edisanerices: D 966 Mar. 
The Electrician’s Hazard............... D 1024 — 

-_ Bill’s Board Bill...................-.00 Com 651 — 
2 Fraved Fagin’s Adventures.......CCom 400 — 

A Modern Jekyll and Hyde............. D 1371 — 
Red Hawk’s Sacrifice...........:eeeee D 1024 — 
\akine Cut -GlasSeisiccinczeatasscusssact E 402 — 
The Joke on Jane..cccic0) ects cutee. C 624 — 
IAP DCG: succes cers.” Vaan D 1998 — 
Against Desperate Odds................ D 1034 — 
Only One: Shifts ita ctmens Com 501 
TrGaia WOO sscsaidecrss tas ne peineseenese D 2060 — 
The Stolen Tapestries.................5. D 1030 — 

» EO Ae Last "“Thev: Fatedccasaaseenc: .Com 724 — 
ae Her Hlusband’s Friend..............-.+5- D i982. Api. 
20 Playing for a Fortunce..................55 D i010 — 
= Medicine Show at Stone Gulch...Com 470 — 

MINERVA. 
Miriam Norward, Detective............ D 2431 Mar. 

MONO. 
The Musical Clock.................... Com = 366 Mar. 

c¢. Too Good a Dinnetr...............5+-. Com 666 — 
His Circus Friends...............006: Com 530 — 
His First Horse Ride................- Com 308 Ap. 

. 16 WELT. 
16 The Natural Ice Industry............... FE 324 Mar 
16 In the Norwegian Mountains.......... S 337.5 — 
TO [pA Zi scat cde antennae ewe soeeess S 345 — 
16 From Gothenburg to Trolhatten Falls 
19 S 251 Api. 
19 

‘0 NATURAL COLOR KINE CO. LTD. 
23 Wardour Street, W. 
23 City 3976 Kinemacolor, London. 

23 KINEMACOLOR. 
23. Robin: HOO ses iciiaticereinsstee ieee D 3 reel Current 
20 Sunsets in Egvpt........cccceesceeee anes S ae 
26 The Fish and the Ring...... Fairy D — ~ 
26 The Tempter...........ccccecseceeeeeeees D a 
26 Love and War in Toyland......... F.D —_ — 
26 The Lost Collar Stud............. Com 1 reel — 
30 ~=6©Everlasting Flowers............sse0e: E =— = 

30 ~=6 Pets in Fur and Feather.............. E —_-_ — 

30 Winter Pastimes, Swiss Alps........ S —- — 

30 ~=The Storv of the Wasp..............-. E —_ — 

30 ~=69Visit of Wild West Show to Los 
2 ANOCIES: « ceuidicescekvataiwhs ote aces I _-_ — 
2 Cambridge and Its University.... .F _ —_ 

2 The Carnival at Nice............:.0 S 2S eS 

2 AV atm VellwatewScseues  cyaseaeids D 3 reel — 
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NEW AGENCY FILM COo,, PATHE FRERES CINEMA, LTD., 

81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. ' Head Oifices: 103-0, Wardour Street, London, W. 

Gerrard 0331. Nuafilms, London. Regent 2836 (two lines). Phonofilm, Ox, London. 

AMBROSIO. 
Des. Feet. Date. A.K. D mote Dat 

‘ — - | . es. ee ate. 
Dit Dat Gimp ett ance scdinsntmieee. C 1723 Mar. 16 ‘Tuyo Much Parcel Post.............. Com 925 Mar. 19 

ae Se St Sip ener cmire ne 5 542, — 10 The Count’s Will.....cccccccccecceeeeseees D 1075 — 2y 
ve Virgin of Babylon................... 920 — 19 ) TC a Aol. 

Gigetta 1s Jealous............. cc cece e ees C 17601 —_ 23 Ene: claeoup.s, Tlotday COM 202 a : 
Quickstep Learns the New Step. Com 305 — 26 BIG BEN. 
I'weedledum is a Good Judge.....Com 819 — 30°. The Hidden Witness...........ccccceceee- D 2790 Mar. 29 

NAPOLI. _ - GHICAGO. | 
The Fruits of Envy...........0...ceee eee Dy ag0u- Mar; 26. Love's: SacrifiCe ssiscciciascinstonnreises .-D 1000 .Mar. 26 
art A Timely Bathesesccsnccisvecnveicsnes Com 650 — 206 

NEW AGENCY. . ° The Broken Idyll........ eee D 1025 Apl. 2 
Waterworks of Stockholm.............. ee 403 Mar. 16 COMIGA 
Hare. SHOOUNR sccisassereesscahesscsv ont p 6 — 23 Pola : 
Mionuinentscor Plorcnes ae S 378. 30 A Tile Missing..........c.cccceeeee eens Com 525 Mar. 29 

ECLECTIC. 
SVEA. ee -- The Music of the Past................... D 825 Mar. 15 

Winter Days in Stockholm.............. S 375 Apl. 2 The Voice Within.............ccccccceceees D 1674 — 19 
oe The: Lady in. Black ic ccctsccwsensinvases. D 3600 — 26 

NEW MAJESTIC CO. _ FILM D’ARTE. | 
Majestic: House, 5, Gerrard Street, W. Sold for a Title..............06 oeGangoune I) 3750 Mar. 22 

Regent 4426. Majesflm, Westrand, London. IMPERIUM. 

MAJESTIC. ~— en The Alegrias, Acrobats.................. V 450 Mar. 22 

‘A. Mix-up in Pedigrees................... C  ggi Mar. 10 LITERATIA 
The Greatest Love..............cceceeeee D g04 — Ig : ° | 
Through the Sluice Gates............... D 978 -—~ 23 Wife and Rival.......... ee C 1250 Mar. 26 
The Ice Man’s Revenge............. Com 995 -— 23 Love Letters........ccce eee C g50 — 2g 
Chapter of His Life..................:0665 D 1000 «=O )S- 26S s« Her Scorn Repaid.............seeeeeeeeees D 2225 Apl. 2 
An -Esthetic Match................c0ceeee: 550 — 30 
When the Debt Was Paid... D 1000 — jo .. MICHIGAN. 
The Tongue Mark................28. Com 8s2 Apl. 2 The Triumph of Innocence............. D 1025 Mar. 22 

How Macninery Replaces Manual 
RELIANCE. | TA DOU E teense. siete ss seatensunaienaesetka BE 525 — 29 

ape aia WY ie Garesseeatinchchraaitt Seteu D  goz Mar. 16 The Thwarted Plot............- eee, D  gs0 Apl. 2 
e Original Will............0..0.0.0...0.. D 996 — 19 

Hearts. of the Dark.2scjc.jcasswacrs seins D 0687 — 23 MILANESE. ~ 
Oh? Whated Nights: ccctuwnmoorsgeeneces C 530 — 26 In Upper Egypt..........ccccccccecseee eee S soo Mar. 22 
Fhe Buffer.............00.... Agiudelioias C.D of9 — 26 
sa ae and Spenders...........c00cceee: D g71 — 30 . PATHECOLOR. 
ME TVE® | BLU cad salu dager discretion? gta ake hoe) C 84 Apl. 2 =. ; mee 
ok ALS OCUS- OF FP GG aeiadiesies ee ere etncsusads D 1942 — 2 Three Charming French Health ooo O25 Mar. 15 

The Potoroo: Rat.rcceaes A vediivccies S.E 350 — 19 
NORDISK, ; Gcrardmer, in the Vosges............... S 475 — 29 

Nordisk Flim Co., 25, Cecil Court, W.C. iene ee. Oe 2 oe 
City 172. ; _ Norfilcom, London }§}=——— OS . 

Alone With the Devil.............. baits D 3210 Mar. 16 PATHE. | 
The New Cook... C 1260 — 16 Witiles Gets Kidnapped..............-. C 1200 Mar. 15 
Ne Gr “NOG tans arsce recht salsa da eee C 987 — 19 Jim's Close Connection.............. Com 975 — 15 
Regensburg <accumdontwuaiisaene 413° S10. “Nee Aventer Finds the Gioconda 
the Pride-ot the CincuS:iciietenwets, D 2070 — 30 Com 1200 — 19 
The Applicant... Com 866° — 30 4 Full House....cccccccceee. sanaainaien ene C 1000 — 22 

. Max’ S Decoration....... satin ennai ea hee est C 825 ie 22 
PASQUALI FILM CO. (Eng.)," LTD. ; Wiffle’s Wasted Flirtation............... C 50° Apl. 2 

52, Rupert Street, W. | RUSSIAN. | 
Regent 2718. Kinescopic, Piccy, London. In a Russian LOO... 0. ses sec ees siete oN ve ets kK 475 Mar. 26 

For Their Country................0ccccees D 3000 Mar. 16 8.C.A.G.L. 
Polidor Requires a Little Instruction : The Betraying Mark D 3000 Mar. 15 Com s7o —- 16 12 Betraying Markie... 

pong: Shee reulelciesias peti ter cs cont ao 680 — «19 SCIENCE & NATURE. 
olidor as a Fireman................. om 570 — ,23 : 

Mis) Rerri’s Polly ccaciusciescccce ss D 1900 — .26 How Flowers Awaken............-..+. E 425 Mar. 26 
Polidor and the Flephant........... Com 540 — 26 SWEDISH. 
Polidor as a Giant..........-cc ar 500 — 30 A Soldier’s Duty......ccccceceeresseeees D 2700 Mar. 19 
The: Other. Nats scuiaunrsarcietseavetsnes 2200 — .30 ° 
The Signal of Death.....pK...........0. 2750. Apl. 2 THALIE. 

se: An Overcoat in June... Com 575 Mar. 2 Pililore. Abaeneccah Med. O Og E. «80 
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THE SURBRITE SCREEN. 
PATENTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 

impervious to Moisture. 
Will not Blacken. 

The Patent Surbrite Screen 
is an entirely new invention. 

SuppLemMENT TO THE Broscope, Marcu 19, 1914 

Call 
and see 

a demon- 

stration and. 

compare the 

Surbrite Screen with 
the ordinary screen and 
see a picture projected 

with 3 amps. 

It will convince you. 

DEMONSTRATION A? 

THE GENERAL FILM AGENCY, LTD., 

MANUFACTURERS: 

The British Patent Surbrite 
Co., Ltd., 

40, Trinity Square, London, E.C. 

Can be Washed. 
GIVES STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT. 

Picture Visible 
at any Angle. 

Saves 50°/, Current. 

It is reasonable in price, and 

will last. We are pre- 

pared to install a 

reasonable number 

of Screens on 

two weeks’ 

approval. 

Brilliant Pictures. 
No Eye Strain. 

Delights 
Everyone. 

CHALMERS, LTD., 
THEATRE LIGHTING AND 

KINEMATOGRAPH SPECIALISTS. 

All kinds of Repairs promptly 
attended te by skilled workmen. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
All work is done under the personal super- 
vision of Mr. JOHN C. CHALMERS, the 
pioneer of Kinematography in Scotland, who 
places twenty years experience at your disposal. 

Send for particulars of our many Specialities. 

Carbons, Lamps, and all accessories. 
Operators Employment Bureau. 

Sole Agents in Scotland for the 

ERNEMANN PROJECTOR. 

NOTK THE ADDRESS— 

Burmside Buildings, 

BURNSIDE STREET. GLASGOW. 
‘Phenes: Deagias 88-20, 86. a: 

CENT a Ad 

POSTERS 
For FILMS. 

A GRAND SELECTION — 
ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

STAFFORD 
ano CO., Ltp. 

NETHERFIELD, nortrts. 
Film for “Making a Cinema Poster.’ 
Hire. NOT an Ady ete y Len, ath about 660 feet. 

pply as abov 

Theatre Scat Moker in 
the Worid. 

JAMES S. 

Office and Factory— 

112, HIGH HOLBORN, 

Telegrams: Proscenium le 
Telephone. Holbo n, 1152. 

Nt Av ams cote tie eT Peer 
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE BioscoPpE, MARCH 

PHCENIX FILM AGENCY, 

19, 1914. 

City 0312. Pholicinem, Westrand, London. 

Des. Feet. Date. 

Who Will Mary Martha? (The 
Widower’s Proposal)........... Com 750 Mar. 16 

Lieut. Pimple’s Dash for the Pole 
Com 950 — 20 

PREMIER FILM CO., LTD. 
30, St. Martin’s Court, W.C. 

Swedish Waterfalls...............:::..000: S 221 Mar. 16 
The Tale of a Pear..................00005 Tr 472 — 19 
Danish Landscape...........:.eeeeeveeees S 235 — 23 
A Dav Of GOL c.ccccccninsedssansweeusiens: C 720 — 26 

R. PRIEUR & CO, LTD.. 

40, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 9115. 

AMMEX. 

The Lucky Nugget...... 0. ...c.ccceee D 2380 Mar. 

 BLAGHE. 
The Fortune Jlunters.................... TD 3800) Mar. 

JANIN. 

The Man With Two Faces............. I) 2380 Mar 

PRIEUR. 

The Gunfighter.........0.........0.cc0cees D  gso Mar. 
At Sunset Ranch.............cccccec econ ees I) 620 — 
Roped and Tied................ccc cece eens I) 1000 Api. 

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.. 

12, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 5156. 

When Father Craved a Smoke.....Com 773 Mar. 

The Hopeless Dawn...................... D 1091 — 

The Craven Heart.................0..c00- D 1000 — 

The Rustler’s Reformation............ D 80 — 

Hilda of Heron Cove......... Go hametautel D 1000 — 

Physical Culture on the Quarter 
CILCl@s <goysstcd ss acntnicccvalseueseas 984 — 

Life on the Border......................0.. D 76 — 

The Open Door...................cccceccees D 2000 — 

A Dip in the Briny......................8. C 1021 — 
An Equal Chance.......................06. D 1078 — 

The Mysterious Way...................... D 106 — 

“Until the Sea——” ......0. a. D 1234 — 
His: Sister vonciiccdaseaswdinvehacldcdaces eds D 993 — 

Buster’s Little Game..................... C go — 

Unta the Third and Fourth Genera- 
tion ............ Cee ee re D_ 1985 Api. 

With Eyes so Blue.....................0.. D 798 — 

Dad SGU Scud bite anise cdcen aD 98 — 

Enerphone, London. 

Polyscope, Westrand. 

23 

10 

26 
30 

XXXVI1. 

G. SERRA. 
22, Denman Street, W. 

Regent 4132. 

CELIO. 
Des. Feet. Date. 

Love is Blind.................ccesseeeeeeeres D 2120 Mar 

CINES. 
Anwel of Peace.cisscsicisideceecescanes D 773 Mar 
Bidoni’s Dream...................0006 Com 615 — 
Venice at Night...............::ccecee seen S 369 — 
Bloomer Has a Drink................ Com 837. — 
The Judge of Instruction............... D i — 
Cinessino is Lucky.................... Com 53 
Neapolitan Fishermen.................... S 321 — 
Bidoni is Hard Up...................4. Com g10 — 
Corsican. Hat@icciisineskecdncne inks D 7 — 
Bidoni’s Good Heart.................: C.D 708 — 
The Malarial Marshes.................... S 25 — 
A SOAs Drala icuse ta aecanstaate crsaceeseaeane D 557 — 
Bloomer and the Maid’s Shoes........ C 583 Apl 
A Wife’s Devotion...............:.eeeeeee D 2059 — 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD., 
(Head European Office) 

100, Charing Crose Road, W.C. 

Regent $453. 

Lawyer, Dog and Baby.................. C 1021 Mar. 
A Beauty Parlour Graduate............ C 1025 — 
An Orphan’s Romance................5: D 2024 — 
Problem Love Solved..................... C 1016 — 
The Milkman’s Revenge................ C 1016 - 
“Curfew Shall Not Ring To-night ” 

D 1023 — 
The Head Waiter..............00..0...008, C 1006 — 
His Father’s: Witf@vcccis.eessateicussceaaes D 1024 Api. 
Uncle’s Namesakes.....................6. C 10130 — 

PRINCESS. 

Looking for Trouble..................... C 1020 Mar. 
The Law of Humanity.................. D 1016 — 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO., LTD. 
Universal House, 37-9, Oxford Street, W. 

Regent 4338-3 

BISON 101. 

Pelleas and Melisande................... D 3025 Mar 
The Prairie Trail..............00.......00. D 1900 — 
The Shé: Wolfs scccisescicesetyccssteecace D 258 — 
In the Wilds of Africa................... D 1995 — 
The Black Masks...................00ce00s D 1555 — 
Fighters of the Plains................... D 1985 — 
The White Vacquero.....................- D 1740 — 
War of the Cattle Range................. D 2000 Apl 

CRYSTAL. 

Charlie’s Little Joke.............0000.... C 550 Mar 
News Tte i oie. eins sansa merck vwrcceceiseans C sis — 
The Bachelor’s Finish.................... C 40 — 
Pearl and the Poet......................0 C 620 — 
The Rich Uncle..................ccccceeeees C 730 — 
The Norwood Case....................2005 D o6s5 — 
The Hand of Providence................ D qo — 
Oh! What a Swim.............00..0.008 C 370 — 
A Game that Failed................... Com 270 — 
Misplaced Love................c00.cecceeees D- gos Apil. 

FRONTIER. 

The Secret of Balanced Rock.......... D 085 Mar 
Slim Gets the Reward... . ......... C.D 101s — 
Slim and the Bovs at Breezy Beach 

> Com 1005 — 
When Spirits Walkyicja sl fran .cceeeee- C rors Api. 

Rossicines, Loadon. 

Impafil, Oz, London. 

Traasfilco, Ox, London. 
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XXXVII1. 

IMP. Des. Feet. Date. 

Whe: Bie Sister. saws dsscicradesceeitiakeen: D 2025 Mar 
Binks Elevates the Stage................ C s90 — 
Piffles Tries Hair Tonic................. C 425 — 
The Old Parlour...............0.00.000085 D Qq7o — 
Pen. savie 0S .csedec ce teaetaitarine taunt C 500 — 
The Stati sceccal wes tiasice vieaicteoment Com 58 — 
The Temptation of Jane................ D 1860 — 
Mis Hour of Triumph.................... D 2005 — 
PAIN: VARC siccucadsnccdueanavavremuengon C.D  g90 — 
Harrv Maver in Laughland........ Com 400 Api. 
Pleasing Her Hushband............... Com 560 — 

JOKER. 
Throwing the Bull...............0.. Com 965 Mar. 
The Tramp Dentists.................. Com 970 Api. 

NESTOR. 
Won. by a SKirtysseccssiersceseserkestens C 1ro1o Mar 
His Crazy JOD css iecciccsctsceseisaiececess C 9g7o0 — 
Behind the Gun......................0000e: D 95 -- 
His Wife’s Burglar..................0..... C955 
When He Lost to Win..................... C 950 — 
An Elephant on His Hands............. C 1035 -- 
His Brother’s Wives...................05. C 1020 — 
Locked Out at Twelve.................... C 1000 — 
The Girls and Dad.................0.00... C 450 — 
Curses! Said the Villain............ Com rooo Api. 
The Brothers................cccececeeceeeees D o95 — 

POWERS. 
The Lesson the Children Pied 

C.D 980 Mar 
A Stolen Identity....................:c cee. D 1960 — 
The Heart of a Cracksman............. D 805 — 
The~ ‘Plavmatesszcosscisstocagesecaatiicen: D o60 —- 
When Joe Went West..................05. C 1025 — 
Cross PurpoSes..........cccccce scene ee eeees C 835) «Ap. 

REX. 
Views of Yosemite Valley............... S 300 Mar 
The Wall of Money.................000085 D 1790 — 
Tale of a Lonely Coast................... D o65 — 
THE CIC cece dine ordSendnswadacneiedismcass D o55 — 

VICTOR. | 
When the Hop Vines Twine............ TD) 1025 Mar 
Back 0 Lite: sinc isiasiescninaereonidese cs D. 1635 =— 
Fogotten Women ...............c.0ceee eens D g70 — 
(Into the Third Generation............. D 1085 — 
The Influence of Sympathy............ D 1960 — 
We: FP SSOP Y vines iece tween Mndan ee D 1805 Api. 

TURNER FILMS, LTD- 
2, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W. 

Gerrard 2451. Heptoic, London. 

[he Harper Myvstery..............seceeee D 3100 Exclus. 

TYLER FILM CO, LTD., 
Film House, Gerrard Street. W. 

Gerrard 9997. Tyfilm, London. 

CONTINENTAL. 
The Fisher Girl of Skagen............ D182 Mar. 

CONTINENTAL KUNST. 
Ae -Sister’s:. Mate iccicectaiineccnaeaess D 3000 Mar. 

ITALA. 
Toto’s First Adventure.............. Com 635 Mar. 

TYLER. 
Jack and His Dog Messenget......... C675: Mar. 
How to Become a Champion Boxer . 

Top 131130 — 

UNIVERSAL FILM CO.. LTD. 
40, Gerrard Street, London, W. 

Gerrard 9277. Ufilmico, London. 

BLUE CAT. 
The Training of a Boxer............ Int 475 Apl. 

EC-KO. 
Nobby Wins the Cup................. Com 

BIG 5. 7 
His Majesty the Baby...... ) epee eagle |e? Mar. 

OO 

505 Mar. 

23 

30 

26 
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MOTOGRAPH. Des. Feet. Date. 

Modern Brick Making................... E 386 Mar. 23 
Taxidermy ccvissenivsnvsceses ueaiaaeen chlo 360 — 30 

SPANGLIAN. 
The Secret of the River.................. D 1066 Apl. 2 

URBANORA. 
(Chas. Urban Trading wha ah Ltd.) 

89-91, Wardour Street 
Central 3118. Bioscope, London. 

URBAN-ECLIPSE. 
St. Bartholomew’s Dya.................. D 1095 Mar. 
Pedro, the Dog Charmet............ Com 370 — 
In the Pyrenees Alps..................... S 305 
Butterfly Entertains Royalty....... Com 750 — 
Sammy—And a Doot................. Com 340 — 
The: Tron: Matis sissccatccakatevicistonins D 1845 Apl. 
Sammy’s Double Bass............... Com = 360 
A Trip on Lake Stornberg..............5 330 — 

URBAN-RADIOS. 
Winter in the Jura Mountains.......Sp 280 Mar 

VITAGRAPH, 
31-3, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Regent 3422. Vitgraf, London 

PATIL, (boxed ecs ota suet Mente cal Se eres Seea kin D 2016 Mar. 
Little, KRaintuck cc dcswcesivesseveniveon: D 084 — 
The Magic Fountain Pen.......... wr 3700 — 
Betty in the Lion’s Den.................. C 1007. — 
Making a Fountain Pen................. FE 525 — 
Jerry’s Mother-in-Law............... ..€ 2040 —- 
Fellow VovagerS......cccccccccccseeeeeeees C 620 — 
The Leading Lady......................0. D 907° — 
Temples and Statues of Rome.........5 495 — 
The Whimsical Threads of Destiny.D 2046 -— 
A Pair of Schemers....................655 C 698 -- 
A Lesson in Jealousy..................... C 9o — 
A Study in Botany..............cccccceeeee C 482 — 
According to Seniority.................: C538 
UE ATE? Na vias ested cies Gates deacesety oa Se obra seats D 1026 — 
A Pair of Prodigals.................. Com 846 — 
The Swan. Githecsicsicbescciisteuscilesa es D 10177 — 
The Golden Pathway............... D 2116 — 
Sa CENCE c2s emeie edetatee audan sone D 1023 — 
That Suit at Ten........00.000cc cee. C y7ir — 
Troubles of a Flirt..........0000.......... C 393 — 
A Game of Cards.............0...000000 00. 1) 1013 Apl 
The. Lite Saver scciasercees conde aes C 10130 — 
Y Bie Bob: Waits wscedstuakdietesdenisie: D 1007 — 
Performing Lions...............c00006: Top 239 — 

WESTERN IMPORT CO., LTD.. 
Wesfilm House, 4, Gerrard Street, W. 

Gerrard 8080. Wesfilm, London. 
BRONCHO. 

The. Buri¢d Pastiiccsedesccecteopeeteuse: D 1994 Mar 
The Reformation................0..0c00 eee D 993 — 
THe: “WOMAN as cesscseavsncs deen oncadttiessn D 1967 Apl 

DOMINO. 
DEVOtlOO: * sak oirsuaduiwantassienseenes, D 2117 Mar 

K.B. 
Hee: Te G ACV iisoveueseniacs ickonsz dene. D 1ro40 Mar 
The Long Portage...................0.05- D 10196 — 
The Malstrom........cccccccccssccceeessees D 1064 — 
The Revelation.........c....cccccceeeee ees D_~ 1083 
The Claim Jumpet..............0.0..0..0. D 1061 Api. 

KEYSTONE. 
A Muddv Romance......................5. C 1163 Mar 
A Quiet Littie Wedding ................ C 083 — 
Cohen Saves the Flag................ Com 10090 — 
Woman Haters: wi. cccsccecicisscocieeus. Com 1010) —- 
A Ride for a Bride....................00065 C 1020 — 
Carnival at San Francisco..............5 365 
Our can Cr een ae See ea TION C 1030) «Api. 

Caused Dy a CIOEK wanccccqusts@: ...€om 545 Mar 
Poor John.............ccccccccecee eee ee. Com 416 -- 
Old Heads and Young Hearts.....Com 444 — 
Hiding the Wad from Wifie......... Com 421 | 
The New Curate..................0.... Com 4t1 Api. 

PUNCH. 
Tom, Dick and Harry!9!0a)//QM. Com 673 Mar 
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KINEMACOLOR 
— PRESENTS :— 

A SERIES OF UNIQUE INTEREST 

JUST ARRIVED FROM JAMAICA. 

Native Life in the West Indies. 

Past and Present Capitals of Jamaica. 

Around Mandeville, Jamaica. 

Sports in Jamaica. 

Convict Life in Jamaica. 

Port Antonio, Jamaica. 

A Trip to the Hurricane District. 

Along the Northern Coast of Jamaica. 

- Through Picturesque Jamaica by Train. 

THE 

Natural Color Kinematograph Co., Ltd., 
( Kinemacolor ) 

80-82, WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, wW. 
Telegrams—" Kiamacolor, London."' Telephone—City 3976, 
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The Cinematograph and Education. 

By MORLEY DAINOW, B.Sc. (Lond ), Hon. Sec. the Education Cinematograph Association. 

The greatest influence in the social life of 
civilised nations at the present dav is the cine- 
matograph. The success with which the picture 
palace has asserted itself in every town, city, 
and village of the whole world is quite wonder- 
ful. It appeals to young and to old, to rich 
and to poor, to cultured and to uncultured. When 
the King wished to give a pleasant birthday 
surprise to the Queen-Mother he arranged for a 
cinematograph entertainment. When a poor 
father expresses his generosity to his poor chil- 
dren he gives them each a “halfpenny” to go 
and see the “pictures.” Public taste express-s 
itself by very numerous visits to the picture 
palaces. It is not merely the taste of the igno- 
rant many, but of the select few. At the scient- 
fic matinées arranged by Tink BIOSCOPE, by 
the Lvening Vews, Messrs. Pathé Freres, and 
by Mr. Urban were found representatives of all 
branches of culture. The cinematograph 1s a 
distinct and poerful influence in the life of all 
civilised nations to-day. 

The vital reason for this great position of the 
cinematograph Is that it satisties a need in human 
nature. <All healthy men and women lke whole- 
some pleasure. The moving pictures are capable 
of giving such pleasure in an unique way. They 
can take us out of ourselves and plant us in 
lovely Switzerland; they can thnll us with ex- 
citing stories of fine adventures; they can amuse 
us with rollicking comedies; they can move us 
with deep tragedies; they can please us with 
finely acted dramas; they can instruct us with 
news and useful information. All this can be 
done by a most powerful and fascinating appeal 
to the most powerful sense—the sense of sight 
‘Seeing is believing,” and all humanity flocks 
ta see, believes, and is entertained. Above 
all, the cinematograph is cheap, and hundreds 
of thousands have enjoyed a picture palace who 
could never have afforded an ordinary theatre. 

Amidst all this feast of power and of plenty 
there is also a certain amount of harm. The 
conditions of the picture palaces have often called 
for strong comment from all those keen on 
national health. The flicker of the pictures 1s 
alleged to be a strain on the 2yes. The in- 
flammability of the film is sometimes a source of 
great anxiety to parents. But above all of thes: 
is the nature of the pictures shown. The opinion 
is often expressed that it is a great pity that 
members of this great and yrowing industry 
did not consult authorised opinion before allow- 
ing certain films to be manutactured. Miss 
Penrose Philp, of the State Children’s Associa- 
tion, has said that every week there_are a large 

Google 

number of cases of arrest of child criminals who 

invariably state that the ‘crimes were suggested 

by the pictures.”’ 

Here have we, then, a new and wonderful 
instrument which is doing very much public 
good, and which can be developed to do the 

maximum public good and no public harm. In 
order to realise this it is necessary that a body 
of well-informed and capable citizens should b2 
formed to formulate a plan. Hence, at a m2et- 
ing in London on January 29th, at which Sir 
Albert Rollit presided, and which was address =:d 
by Dr. Lyttelton (headmaster of Eton), Mr. 
A. P. Graves (Chairman of the Representative 
Managers of the London County Council 
schools), Mr. C. S. Cobb (chairman London 
County Council), Dr. Kimmins (Chief Education 
Inspector, London County Council), and = Mr. 
Bernard Shaw, an Educational Cinematograph 
Association was started, with myself as secre- 
tary. At a subsequent meeting the provisional 
committee of the Association passed resolutions 
that its aims were: (1) to estimate the place of 
cinematograph illustration in teaching; (2) to ar- 
range the best methods for its use in schools, in 
institutes, and in general education; (3) to draw 
up a list of films suitable for these purposes. This 
is an exceedingly important step, and I hope this 
difficult work will meet with all the encouray:- 
ment and help that it deserves. 

Apart from its place as the chief amusement 
of the nation, the cincmatograph has a distinct 
and important place in its education. It can be 
used in general education, in special education, 
and in the schools. By general education I mean 
the ordinary news film, the ordinary veoyraphical, 
historical, travel, industrial, and scientific films 
by which the public are given excecdingly use- 
ful and highly important knowledge which will 
help them in the understanding of many im- 
portant public questions. This sort of educa- 
tional influence can go on from early youth to 
old age, and will eventually form as powerful 
an instrument of general culture as the daily 
and weekly Press. By special education I m:in 
education for a special purpose other than pur-ly 
-cholastic, such as industrial, business, or phy- 
sical. To take the latter example, there ar> many 
ways of jumping hurdles, but there are only 
one or two ways of doing it with maximum 
rapidity and minimum exertion. To young ath- 
letes a series of films of famous hurdle jumpers 
showing above all the position of the feet in 
jumping would be part of their athletic training. 
By education in schools I mean, tirs:ly, the place 
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of the cinematograph in the science and art of 
teaching and its place in the curriculum. 

No method for using the cinematograph for 
educational purposes can be satisfactory which 
ignores the essential idea that the cinematograph 
for these purposes is not an entertainment, but 
a means of better instruction. Some time 
ago a proposal was put before the London 
County Council to arrange for a series of visits 
of thousands of children at a time to sce some 
moving picture shows for six weeks. The Lon- 
don County Council rejected this. To give its 
full educational value the “show” side of the 
cinematograph must be at a minimum. No eff- 
cient teacher goes in for ‘‘show”’ methods, and 
if the cinematograph is to help in teaching it 
must follow this excellent rule. The ideal to 
be aimed at in the educational use of the cine- 
matograph was admirably stated at Olympia last 
year by Mr. Fairgrieve (a University of London 
teacher of geography) to be that of ‘a machine 
in every classroom.” 

Many eminent thinkers would support the 
thought that real education begins after school 
and college. When a boy or young man enters 
into the battle of life he begins to struggle physi- 
cally, morally, and mentally, and in this battle 
of life he learns more than he ever did betore. 
A great deal of this is quite true, and for this 
what is seen in the picture palaces can be made 
of great use. For instance, no better antidote 
to jingoism and no better support to good fcllow- 
ship can be given than the sight of pictures 
showing beautiful foreign scenery and touching 
incidents of foreign life. It is on sezing such 
pictures that the deeper feeling of brotherhood is 
kindled, and only a real grievance will cause 
it to be hidden. 

There is a marked tendency in this country 
to follow the lead of Germany and of America, 
and increase facilities for technical and voca- 
tional education by means of day or evening 
schools. Now, in vocational education, to take 
only one example, the cinematograph can be of 
extreme value. In Germany, for instance, it is 
used to settle one of the most perplexing pro- 
blems in the life of youth. The choice of a 
profession or trade is an exceedingly difficult 
matter. Psychology cannot tell us enough about 
human nature, and economic psychology cannot 
tell us enough about the mental processes of 
any particular work, though these two sciences 
can tell us a great deal which is very uscful and 
helpful. By means of showing films of actual 
trades in Germany, boys and girls leaving school 
are helped to choose their trades and professions. 
This is excellent both for the child and the 
particular trade or profession which gets an en- 
thusiastic recruit. 

The two great arguments brought against the 
use of the cinematograph in schools are: (1) It 
is unnecessary; (2) 1t will prevent real learning. 
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The best reply to the first argument is a quota- 
tion from a report issued by H.M. Board of 
Education: ‘For the first two years picturesque 
and dramatic stories from history, lustrated by 
bright pictures which lay stress on the outward 
“appearance of the people, soldiers, ships, houses, 
etc., of the times will be the best material for 
awakening in the scholars a living interest in 
history.””. The cinematograph will do this work 
much more effectively than stationary pictures, 
and so is necessary. The second argument can 
be met by insisting that when the cinematograph 
is used it should only be when the children are 
prepared for a certain -series to be shown, and 
should never be employed where other means of 
illustration are either equally or better suited. 
If these precautions be adopted, the cinemato- 
graph can become a most valuable instrument 
in the educative processes of teaching and learn- 
ing. 

Whether the cinematograph be viewed in rela- 
tion to general or special or scholastic education, 

it must be admitted that it isa very powerful fac- 
tor, for it appeals alike to the experience and the 
imagination; that it 1s an extraordinary success, 
for it is patronised by millions of people; and 
that it is absorbingly interesting, for it can 
present such a variety of topics, and in such 
a most remarkable way. In all respects. 
it is a potent influence. Its present use 1s 
great, but its possible use can be very much 
greater. It has disadvantages which can be 
minimised. What is needed is the thought of 
experts to be devoted to its proper development. 
This is the work of the Educational Cinemato- 
graph Association. 

SWANSEA'S LATEST. 

The Carlton Cinema, Swansea, is perhaps one 
of the most luxurious in the district, no expens2 
having been spared in the construction of this 
theatre, which, with a restaurant included in 
the front, has a most imposing, and at the same 
pleasing, appearance. On entering the hand- 
some portico, one is struck by its spaciousness. 
A well-appointed lounge is to be found on the 
ground floor, where local papers, etc., may b2 
read. The auditorium is the acme of comfort 
and convenience, and 7oo plush upholstered tip- 
ups are to be found on the ground floor. Ther2 
is also a circle, providing accommodation for 
3c0, and this part of the building is carried out 
on the same lavish scale. Comfortable lounges 
are also to be found adjoining the upper floor, 
and well-appointed cloak rooms. Mr. Adling- 
ton, who has come from Southport, where he was 
directing the Municipal promenade concerts, is 
the conductor of the accomplished little orches- 
tra. Mr. Graham Jacobs is the manager. and 
Mr. Wiliitam Coutts is chairman of directors. 
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EXPRES FILM SERVICE, Ltd., 
11, DENMAN STREET, 

Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 
Telephone—Gerrard 5007. Codes—A.B.C. Sth Edition. ; 
Telegrams & Cables :—‘Interfilm. London.” Western Union, and Private. 

The Largest Dealers and Shippers of Fine Secondhand Films in the World. 

STOCKTAKING BARGAINS! s2-2z7zece" 
Cut Prices — but the QUALITY of our Films cannot be equalled. 

App. Sale App. Sale 
Name of Film. Maker. Length. pad | Name of Film. Maker. Length. aa 

s. d. s. d. 
Vhe Wreek (available for May)...............0 Vita. 2880 14 10 » Oud. Vadis ties coarenviee ari teaetnes ; 25 0 0 
Midst Raging Beasts (available for May) Selig 2000 1310 © VIRUS © cect eed eee Aes Cines 3600 14 0 @ 
PYOCO:.. wincssecentesaceupaeianceierd Metis arava Chale 4840 17 10 0 Usurer’s SO9............c..cccccceccecceccececcnceesene ao SaNaser 2364 14 0 © 
When the oo alae Separate saslenGiions Clerk ore a x Vengeance of Durand....................0::cceee Vita 2027. 810 Oo 

OADS Os bas Seiten . ® ® 

ioe of Kador (Gl |): eee ener sate Gau. 2450 10 8 o Lieut. Daring Quells a Rebellion Clarendon 1177 ees 
EWG STG E soc aci eolessaieebotenrteneoecsneton Gooner, Scanda 3379 14 10 © Their Lives for QONG istic cc eases 1500 8 10 © 
The Devil's Daughter..........0..00.. ee Nordisk 3000 1§ 10 oO “A Strong Man’s Love..............00000... Clarendon 2095 9 0 o 
Beasts of the Jungle..............0.0.0... Selig 2210 9 5 Oo Power of SU@MOG.......... ees Lubin 1936 715 @ 
Battle of Bloody Ford....................:::cceeeeee 1828 715 0 George Barnwelll..............0000000000 ee, Hlepworth 2500 10 § Oo 
Cowboy Mlilllomalire...............0.00..: ccc ees 1965 8 15 oO Daughter of the Redskins........................ Bison 1800 5 10 0 
Sheridan’s Ride................ aS aAaadurhtetaane peistaeee cmsatsen shone 2350 9 1§ 0 Mystery of SOI ccd iene cedvarennne ans 3100 1010 © 
Heroine of the Plains.................0c cece cece 1800 710 0 | Great Circus Catastrophe..................... Nordisk jooo 15 1§ @ 
Pilgrim’s Progress oo... cece eee emesis 3500 1010 0 Chaslie Colms and the Knave of Spades...Pathé 2600 10 0 0 
French. ‘SPW iicccsscaccenienssssertassceasccads corseee Lisweetien 28g2 8 15 Oo Escape of the White Glove Gang............ Gau. 2590 10 0 © 
The Merchant of Venicé............... 00.0.0. Than 2000 8 0 oOo God of the Sui... ccccecccecccessseseseeeees Pathé 1870 8 @ o 
Little Daughter of the West.................... Bison 170§ 10 0.0 The Qoverness (Copies in new condition)......... 1800 12 0 0 
Salam bo® 1ccscenc es oveosiridatt cts wont eo Torino 986 3 10 © Martin Chuzzfewit.........00000000000 ee Edison 3000 10 0 o 
Queen’s Necklace (col.)....... ees Pathé 2068 8 o Oo Zigomar Eelskin aie ddisasm ape Nes cede iio Salat AD na sin Sih eva cea tatl 3200 12 @ o 

Eye of am UdOl......... tenets eees Clar 1285 10 0 0 | Milord VATSOUi le orc ie.tecsii soca tonnes teeta ee yedisancie eats 1§00 6 0 0 
Mine: OW Oi sis sicescccesc sin setejaress coshosencpeaenet a Elite 2500 9 10 Oo Blazing the Tralll........ ie cece eee eee ees Bison 2100 8 10 o 
Atter.- Fifty’  Ye@arss.cccicanedinsi aig Torino 1500 5 0 0 Billy’a Burglar..............0....cccccccccceeecee seen eases Vita. 1722 810 o 
Post Telegraphtcr..............0...0 eee Bison 2000 12 0 0 The Dawning..............00000000.0.ccccccccccccceceeeceeeneees 1826 810 e 
Evil. Glu... te ec eee ees Eelair 2770 1§ O Oo VGA 08 CHOI a. fo) eect plorseias eongcese lees Cines 2415 8 10 o 
Aeroplane Elopement..................... ee Vita 1120 310 0 Early Days in the West...........00000000. Bison 1830 8 10 Oo 
Court Intrigues of Henry VIII................ Pathé 2640 7.0 0 Enoch ArQea............ 00. c cece cece ececencencceeneunes A.B. 2000 6 10 o 
Dark Poltttssacdicccienc deities 3150 1210 0 FPG: at: SC aos. csesre cet ccs eca gabinanlonesseesok Nord. 2663 8 10 0 
Rags to: SUK :....s ics tawi man siete 2120 9 0 0 | Flooded UO cl orcas eee ttace eed Clar. 2016 8 10 o 
Ruy Baa... eect eeceeree eter teste scenes ena es 2400 9 0 oO High Stakes.............00000 eee eceeseeeeees Nord. 2663 810 e 
Bla chimall *siecsedeews eeemalsialeneaeieder ees Cines 2266 10 0 0 | His Brother’s Grime........................ Leehnceee Cines 2248 8 10 © 
Path of Atonement...................0... ee toes 3000 1210 Oo His Lost Memory... eee Nord. 2171 8 10 © 
Vhe Robbing of Happiness............0. Nordisk 2385 12 0 0 | Indian Maesacre.......0..000000000 eee Bison 2910 7 0 Oo 
Wicear of Wakefield......... eee ce cence Kalem 1923 3 2 9 | Notre Dame de Paris (col.).......0.......000.. Pathé 2350 B10 o 
Broken Sword..............:::cceccccseceeeeeeeeee _...Nordisk 3000 15 © O Love’s Thorny PatI{V............ ccc eee ee eees Cines 2029 12 0 0 
The Counterfeltors.................cccceeecceeceeeenee tees 2000 10 0 oO OV. GRACO BU erie eiiiecesce Gc oseea’ cay eedsReiwds Cobia oe Xe 1275 5 0 o 
Two Engine Drlvers....................: ees Cines 2190 10 0 0 Three Sultanas.....................0.. virus antente Pathé 1050 210 © 
Vhe Tertpest.......ccccccccccsserssessccassesseeersessaseaeeones 185 8 10 o Great Mine Disaster (2 copies)............... Eclair 2420 10 0 9 

Code Word for each Film in Black. Are offered. subject to being unsold on receipt of inquiry. 

We can quote cheapest sale price (consistent with good 
a PO 6 RF I a Na De a a I TY 

quality) for _Excort any film issued on_the open_market. 

EXPRESS PARCELS of COMPLETE PROGRAMMES ! 
Sg 

ALE PRICE—NOT HIRE. THINK THI OUT. 
Sale Price. Code Word. 

10,000 ft. of Comic, Drama, Interest, Travel and assorted films. Best makes only...... £10......... Tenthou 
25,000 ft. as above (equal to 4 complete programmes), including 3 features (1, 2 or 3 reel) 

Best mukes only &30.......... Twenthou 
80,000 ft. as above (equal to 8 complete programmes), including & features .................. 257......... Fifthou 
76,000 ft. of Assorted Films (equal to 12 compléte programmes), including 7 features 

(I, -2 and BS reel SUbjeCts) cies iididcdeccesscccsddecasssaccesessonsieenvsewen ..... £87 10s. Sevthou 
100,000 ft. (equal to 16 complete programmes), including 9 features (1,2, and 3 reel subjects) 2116 ...... Hunthou 
200,000 ft. (equal to 40 complete programmes), including 20 features ....................... . £215 ...... Milthou 

Every film carefully examired and sent in fine runnins cenditiom. A)l Feature Films in above parcels are leading subjects. We 
: only buy the best. No junk. A good su: ply of posters included. The abcve prices are Net CasH witH Orpsr, cafriage forward. 

Shipping orders dispatched by quickest mail. When goods are urgently required, Foreign and Colonial Buyers can arrange to cable cash 
direct tv us, or through their local bankers’ London agents. who will pay us against shipping documents or postal receipts. 

EXPRESS FILM SERVICE, 
11, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus,, London, W. 

y 
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NOTES. 
(By OUR OWN REPRESENTATIVE. ) 

Since taking up my duties as Scottish representa- 
tive of THE Btroscove, I have on several occasions 
written in eulogistic terms of the condition of the 
Trade in Glasgow and its immediate viceimty. Lest 
my readers should opine that this prosperity is con- 
fined to the aforesaid district, I] have this week gone 
further afield, and find that in) districts) remot: 
from “the hub,” the Trade is in a most flourishing 
state. In every town in which theatres have been 
established on the proper lines, paying business 1s 
being done, and in many of the larger centres new 
houses are either contemplated or in course of erec- 
tion. 

In Juteopolis, Dundee, “ pictures’? are the 
people's amusement, and the programmes are well 
selected and up to date. I have before me the pro- 
gramme of the New Electric (Theatre, new in nam: 
but old in establishment, the Flectric being the first 
pure’y picture theaire opened in the city. In Decem- 
er, 1910, the Electric first opened its doors, and 

since then success has been its reward. The 
manager is Mr. Arthur Howard (a brother of Mr. 
J. Bannister Howard), who is also Chairman of the 
Dundee and District Branch of the Exhibitors’ As. 
sociation. The hall, which has a seating capacity 
of 300, has recently been redecorated, and is one of 
the cosiest in Scotland. A fine lounge is provided, 
where patrons can be supplied with light refresh- 
ments. The audiences are drawn from the best 
class of people, and the hall is) invariably weil 
filled. The following are items on the finely 
balanced programme: “ Why Girls Leave Home,’ 
“ Proving a Lover,’’ ‘Mysterious Airship,”’ ‘ Elsic. 
the Forester’s Daughter,’ and ‘‘Cutev’s Waterloo.” 
The programme, which ts six pages quarto size, also 
contains a short synopsis of all the leading pictures. 
The Electric is run on _ perfect lines, and Mr. 
Howard thoroughly deserves the success attending 
his efforts. 

Dundee also has its La Scala, and the house cf 
this name fully maintains the standard of efficiency. 
Situated in one of the finest thoroughfares, La Scala 
is at once a handsome and_ luxuriously-furnishe:} 
theatre, and a home of the best of pictures and 
music. In last week’s programme, the two prin- 
cipal films were “The Wreck’ and “The War 
Correspondents.” Those in search of the ideal pro- 
gramme could safely follow the leading of Mr. A. G. 
Brown, the popular manager. 

B. B. Pictures, Limited, whose houses are so well 
known in the chief towns in Scotland, are the nro- 
prietors of the Palace, Dundee, the resident manager 
being Mr. Tom Lunn. At the Palacc, a ‘ people’s 
house,”? the principal item last week was ‘f The 
King of the Air.’ which drew crowded houses. Pic- 
tures and vaudeville both have an innings here, ane 
this week patrons are being provided with panto. 
mime. 

Dundee is catered for in a thoroughly up-to-date 
manner, and it is pleasing to find that the suburbs 
of the city are not in any way neglected. In Lochee, 
which is a large industrial district. picture lovers 
are most capably looked after by Mr. Jack Noble, 
the gentleman who yans hoth th Star Electric and 
the Oxfbordlllrheatie: OU) tC} Catter, which was 

formerly the B.B. Picture Hall, the resident manager 
is Mr. Jack Oxy, and last week all records were 
broken—* but,’ says Mr. Noble, ‘f we mean to create 
new ones this week.”’ Two special pictures are 
being featured, vés., “ In Convict Garb and *f When 
the arth Trembled,’’ and wt seems as if Mr. Noble's 
prophecy will be fulfilled. At the Star, where Mr. 
Noble superintends, three changes a week are pr :- 
vided, and the special attractions shown during this 
week are “A Pitfall of the Instalment Plan,” “ A 
Rargec’s) Romance,’ and © When the Siarligh. 
Travels.” 

The best programme for the busy man in a busy 
thoroughfare is always found at the City Picture 
House, and Mr. Waddle has earned a reputation in 

this respects, which places his hall in the forefront of 

city houses. Lhe principal item on last week’s pro. 

gramme was “The Curse of Greed,” and other pic: 

tures were “The Three Mile Limit,’’ ‘‘ Dollars, 

Pounds, Sense’? and “The Call’? (repeated by re 

quest). Popicals and comedy make a pleasing pro- 

eramme. Mr. Waddle hasthe following printed on his 

programme :—*The Cinematograph and the Lunch 

Hour. For the benefit of Business Men and Women 

during the lunch hours, we issue a book of five 

tickets—valid only between the hours of 1r1_and 2 anv 

day except Saturday, at a cost of 2s. 6d.. Fach ticket 

is in two parts, the one half to be exchanged at the 

box oftice for admission check, the other half is value 

for 3d. in the tea balcony.” 
This is a sample of how things are done in Glas- 

gow, and how they could be done elsewhere. 

A subject of special interest to picture lovers was 

shown at the Theatre de Luxe, Sauchiehall Street, 

last weck, in the great Cines film, “ Antony and Cleo- 

patra.” The de Luxe have the sole rights of this 

magnificent subject. The attendances during the 

whole week justified the expense the management 

incurred in procuring this picture, and the reputa- 

tion already secured will be much enhanced by this 

additional proof of enterprise. Specially arranged 

music for the production was provided by Meaten’s 

orchestra (augmented for the occasion) and nothing 

was loft undone to screen the famed picture under 

ideal conditions. The visit was for one week only. 

The popular resort adioining Greenock,—viz., 

Gourock. has its picture hall, and here the manage- 

ment provide excellent fare. “ The Beryl Coronet, 

“Rilev’s Decoy,’’ ‘Passing of Joe Mary.’” ‘The 

Suffrageette” and “ Barlin Cure,” are subjects to 

please any audience, and at Gourock the audiences. 

are large and increasing weekly. 

DUNFERMLINE. 

The proprietors of the Dunfermline Olympia 

Palace contemplate considerable extensions to their 

yopular house, and have acquired adjoining pro- 

perties for the purpose. | The extension will provide 

new main entrance and waiting-room accommoda- 

tion for the hall's many patrons. 

A new picture house is in contemplation for Dun- 

fermline, and sites in East Port Street and Chal- 

mers Strect have been inspected in connection with 

the propos. 1. Dhejpyjopgsed new house will be run 

by a syvpdicate, 
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The CRNEMANN — 
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“IMIPERA TOR.” 
Its wearing qualities are unequalled; its silence is unparalleled; and 
probably not less important is the Wonderful steadiness of the picture. 

This machine, in the face of the keenest competition, has won for itself the 
premier place among Projectors. 

Write for details and Lists to 

The ERNEMANN APPARATUS Co., 
13, Bartlett’s Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C. 

*Phone—Holborn 1277. Telegrams—Ernemann, Fleet, London. 

AGENTS. 
W. Day, 10, «isle & reet, Leicester Square, W. GLASGOW—CHALMERS, LTD., Burnside Buildings, 
Burnside Street. LIVERPOOL—Messrs. FILMS, LTD., 18/20, Manchester Street. BELFAST—Messrs. 
Fitms, LTp., 35, High Street. NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE—Messrs. FILMS, LTD., Midland Chambers, 17, 
Westgate Road. DUBLIN—Messrs. FILMS, LTD., 16, D’Olier Street. BRADFORD — Messrs. HIB- 
BERTs, LTD., Temperance Hall. BRISTOL—Messrs. HIBBERTS, LTD., 76, Victoria Street. NOTTING- 
HAM—Messrs. HIBBERTS, LTD., Central Hall. EDINBURGH — Messrs. HIBBERTS, LTD., 42, Cork 
Place. GLASGOW—Messrs. HIBBERTS, LTD., 8, Dixon Street. St. Enoch’s Square. MANCHESTER— 
Messrs. AMERICAN EXPRESS FILM SERVICE, LTD., 138, Corporation Street. CARDIFF—SOUTH WALES 

XCLUSIVE FILM AGENCY, 15, Charles Street. 
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Business at the Olympia continucs good, and an 
excellent programme is being submitted this week. 

The Cinema House featured the Vitagraph success, 
‘‘When Women go on the Warpath,’ and “ The 
Prodigal Brother,’’ “The Next Generation,’’ ‘‘ The 
Dustman’s Holiday.” etc., are also items on an attrac- 
tive programme. 

“Moths,” the pictorial representation of Ouida’s 
novel, is the star at La Scala, and a number Df 
other popular subjects are also being shown. 

INVERNESS. 
At the Central Picture House, Inverness, the capi- 

tal of the Highlands, the programme presented in 
cluded ‘‘ Between Man and Beast’’ and “In the 
Bishop’s Carriage.’’ The management here show 
considerable enterprise, and many star pictures find 
a place in the list of future bookings. 

The charming pictures selected by Messrs. Kelso, 
Kelso, of the La Scala Picture House, coupled with 
the excellent music of the orchestra, are success- 
fully maintaining the popularity of this place of 
entertainment. The star pictures last week were 
“Give us this Day,’”’ and “ The Magistrates Honour. © 

DUMFRIES. 
The picture houses in Dumfries are being kept 

well supplie with up-to-date subjects. At the Lyv- 
ceum Theatre and Picture House the management 
scored a big success with ‘‘ The Mvsterious Maiden,’’ 
the fine American War picture; ‘‘The Riot,’ comic, 
and “ The Stolen Miniature.’?’ The Dumfries Elec- 
tric Theatre, starred “ Broncho Billy Gets Square,” 
and part six of ‘ Who will Marry Mary,’’ and did 
excellent business. This week the Electric were 
showing “The Musgrave Ritual,’’ and full houses 
were the order of the week. 

At the Dumfries Dean of Guild Court, on Fridav 
last, a petition was presented for a_ warrant 
to erect a picture house at the corner of 
English Street and Hood’s Loaning. The cost 
of the new building, which is to seat 1,230 per- 
sons, 1S estimated at £4,000. After hearing the 
master of the works and Mr. Gunn, architect, Glsa- 
gow, on behalf of the company, the warrant was 
ordered to be issued when a satisfactory arrangement 
had been come to between the master of works and 
the promoters as regards the question of drainage. 
It is not anticipated that there will be anv difficulty 
over the matter, and the new house will form a 
valuable addition to the places of entertainment in 
the burgh. 

STIRLING. 
The Arcade Alhambra, Stirling, is one of the most 

popular houses in the midlands of Scotland, and 
good business is the usual rule. The pictures beinp 
shown include “The Master Painter,’’ “ Seth’s 
Wood Pile,’”? and “ Bloomer’s Married Life.’’ 

At the Olympia, Stirling, continuous performances 
are given, with matinees twice weckly. Special 
prominence has been given to the “White Lie,’’ the 
strong dramatic featuring the famous Parisian ac- 
tress, Regina Bodctt. This week the Olympia are 
showing “ The House of Temperlev,’’ and the future 
bookings include the best films on the market. 

——— 

“Satan’s Castle ” and “Wrestling ” are the features 
at the Electric Theatre, Craigs, Stirling, and are 
drawing good houses. ¢ neato 1e a cosy hall, 
and very popular with , eben the district. 
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FORFAR. 
The Electric Pavilion is a popular house of enter- 

tainment in the county town, and one is always sure 
of witnessing a good programme. “Grist to the 
Mill,’ * Fortune’s Smiles,’’ and one of the “ Mary ”’ 
series, are the attractions this week, and the “ loons,”’ 
to say nothing of the “lasses,” have shown their 
appreciation by turning up in crowds. 

DUMBARTON. 
Mr. William McNair always provides a good pro 

vramme at the Burgh Hall, Dumbarton, and, as 
usual, reaps the reward of those who serve out the 
best bumper houses. Last week he screened 
“Raised from the Ranks,’”’ a 3,000 ft. picture of 
military life, which suits the “sons of the rock ”’ 
admirably. Other stars include “ Dead Man’s 
Papers,’’ and a Keystone comedy, “A Noise from 
the Deep.”’ 

It is expected the new hall at Dumbarton will be 
opened at an early date. 

At Alexandria, the star pictures at the Public Hall 
are “Face to Face with a Leopard,’’ “ Broncho 
Billy Reforms ” and “ Sheriff of Cochise.” The Public 
Hall is the favourite resort, and is doing exceedingly 
good business. 

In the Dumbarton Sheriff Court, John Moncrieff, a 
cinematograph entertainer, was fined £5 and costs 
for using premises at the People’s Hall, Cumber- 
nauld, for the exhibition of pictures, by means of a 
cinematograph, for the purpose of which inflammable 
films were used, without the said premises being dulv 
licensed. The defendant pleaded guilty and said he 
knew it was a fact many others were doing the 
same thing. The sheriff said it was quite evident that 
a fine would have to be imposed which would be a 
deterrent to others. 

HAMILTON. 
The Hamilton Picture House, Limited, have se- 

cured a high place in popular esteem for the splen- 
did programmes they submit, and a glance at the 
fare provided proves that it 1s trulv deserved. 

LARKHALL. 
Attractive programmes are always submitted at the 

Larkhall Picture House, and are duly appreciated by 
crowded audiences. Last week the films screened 
were “Shadows of the Past’? and “ Fruits of Ven- 
weance,’’ the Vitagraph circus drama. The latter 
part of the week is devoted to “London by Night,”’ 
a picture which will appeal to all, and fill the house. 

At Scott’s Empire, the programme is as varied 
as one could wish, and contains items suitable to all 
classes, and, it is needless to say, is deservedly pop 1- 
lar. “Escaped from the Asvlum”’ (two ‘reels); 
“ Pride of Battley B.’’ “The Outlaw,’’ ‘ Mother’s 
Bov,” “The Magistrate’s Conscience,” “ Substitute 
Stenographer ” and “A Leader of Men ’’ is a selection 
too seldom met with, and would be hard to equal. 

ALLOA. 
As a place of popular cntertainment, the Pavilion, 

Alloa, is one of the best, and the management ener- 
ectic and up to date. The film shown last week 
included “Lieut. Daring and Room 41.” “Rob Buys 
an Auto,” “An Exciting Honeymoon,” “A Sea 
Dog,’’ “Bloomer’s Bloomer,” “Our Navy,” etc., 
etc. During the week the management filmed the 
curling match at the Edinburgh Ice Rink. This is 
a difficult (indoors) subiect..to. film, but it is hoped 
the enterprise of the management will be rewarded 
with a sudressf WOptet wre 
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AN OPEN MARKET FEATURE of Outs 
ESCAPE ON A WIRE ROPE; 
FIGHTS ON THE ROOF OF A _ TRAIN; 

WILL PACK YOUR THEATRE. 

Simple Simon (M. Bourbon) enhances his reputation 

NEATH THE 
The Trade are Invited to attend the Private 

END CINEMA, Coventry Street, W, at 

————— A Private View for 
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Animal Drama. 

tanding Merit. Full of Sensations: 
MADAME BERTHE DAGMAR'S 

STRUGGLE WITH A _ LION. 

3 Reels. | Monday, May 18th. 
in the character of “DICK THE CLIMBER.” 

LION'S PAW 
View of | this Striking Film at the WEST 

11 oclock, on TUESDAY, MARCH 24th. 

Trade and Press Only. —— 

COMPANY, Lrp, 3% § ie 
STREET, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W. EGaumanle 
CARDIFF, GLASGOW, NEWCASTLE AND DUBLIN, “ ‘ 

Telegrams—‘' Chronophon, London."’ 
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HAVE YOU BOOKED 

THE GREAT 

EASTER ATTRACTION 
THE 

MIRACLE 
| Prof. MAX REINHARDT’S MASTERPIECE 

With Music by PROF. E. HUMPERDINCK. 

IT HOLDS THE RECORD. 

Within the reach of all: 

Three and six-day hookings. 

THE FILM OF THE CENTURY. 

BOOK IT! 
LS SNA 

JOSEPH MENCHEN, Sole Owner, 3-7, SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND, W.C. 

Teleph i : : Gerrard 9824. Telegraphic Address: ‘' MIRACFILM, RAND, LONDON.” 

eODY NT OU RIS , NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY: 
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IN THE MANCHESTER DISTRICT. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The Territorials were in possession of the 
Globe Picture Theatre, Cheetham Hill, on 
Wednesday last week, and whilst the recruiting 
sergeants were busy the British Army film was 
shown, 1n addition to the ordinary programme. 
The response to the enthusiasm aroused must 
be considered satisfactory, as upwards of fifty 
joined on this occasion. Mr. John Darney, the 
manager, 1S putting on some very good pro- 
vrammes, and continues to hold his own in 
spite of the increased competition. Last week, 
“Under the Wine of the Mill,’ ‘* The 
Boomerang ” and ‘‘ The Mule Ranch Mystery” 
were shown to very fair audiences. This week 
the chief draw consists of ‘* The Auto Bandits 
of New York,” a title which he has altered to 
‘The Motor Bandits.” etc., as conveying a 
description of the picture less likely to be mis- 
understood, and in addition. there is ‘‘ The 
Hand That Condemns” and ‘‘ The Children’s 
Hour.” Next week ‘‘ Montana Joe” is likely 
to prove a wise choice. whilst for Easter week 
“Napoleon” is the picture which will be 
allotted premier place in the bill. 

The Premier, Cheetham Hill Road, is making 
a bold bid to maintain its title, and a veteran 
like Mr. Edwin Seddon at the head of affairs 
Inspires considerable confidence in the ultimate 
result. In view of local competition, the im- 
portant factor is to maintain the quality of the 
entertainment, and that he fully recognises this 
fact 1s proved by the present programme, and 
that of the immediate future. Last week 
‘““ David Copperfield” ’proved the magnet, ably 
assisted by Mr. T. Brummitt as lecturer, and to 
mention only one other picture, there was 
“Martin Numa,” the exclusive detective 
drama, in four parts. which fully came up to 
anticipations. This week successful houses are 
likely to be maintained with ‘The Wreck ’’ 
(the Vitagraph drama) whilst to follow are 
several films of equal interest. 

The Shakespeare, Halliwell Tane, one of the 
latest opened in the district. was doing good 
business on Fridav night, although this night és 
always a busv ore in the neighbourhood of 
Cheetham Hill. It is only a month since the 
opening, but Mr. J. Jones, from America, has 
gone, and his successor, Mr. Frederick G. Fry, 
Mus.Doc., has also left, and the vacancy thus 
created has not vet been filled. The pro- 
gramme last week consisted of an exclusive, 
entitled “‘ The Chisrese_ eteyt Thorn,’’ and 
various atherzécenys\k ty Od h@ractive among 
which was ‘f The Escape ofSfim Dolan.” This 

a) 

week, apart from ‘‘ Honesty” and ‘‘ The 
Money God,” the chief interest is likely to be 
centred around the picture of the match be- 
tween Manchester City and Sheffield United, 
which will be shown throughout that period. 

I have several times referred to the excellent 
and varied programme to be found at the Rus- 
holme Theatre, and last week was no exception 
to the rule. It is one of the fortunate houses 
of entertainment of the kind which can combine 
with its pictures a few vaudeville turns and in- 
variably each is worthy of the other. Mr. Lin. 
ley usually manages to secure some good talent 
of the latter description, and during the past 
week the programme, in addition to ‘‘ Whimsi- 
calities,” ‘“‘ Trimming a Boob,” ‘‘ His Last 
Fight,” ‘‘ Autumn Love’’ and ‘‘ The Price of 
Thoughtlessness’””’ has included turns such as 
‘Nava,’ ‘‘The Dainty Danes” and ‘Will 
Tyler.” 

A very much improved place is the Biyou 
Theatre, Cheetham Hill Road, and the residents 
in the vicinity have no cause to go further 
afield for their entertainment. The versatility 
of the proprietor and manager is proved by the 
fact that at one and the same time he is able 
to successfully cater for the inhabitants of this 
district and those of North Wales, and it is only 
an individual of wide experience who could 
accomplish such a feat. Last week very good 
houses were delighted with ‘‘ The Four Dare- 
Devils.” ‘* The Sheriff and His Man,” ‘‘ The 
Convent Gate ” and ‘‘What Father Saw,” whilst 
among some of the coming attractions are ‘‘Big 
Game Hunting in Central Africa,” ‘‘ The 
Wastrel,” *‘In Mid-Atlantic,” ‘‘ John Lawson 
in Humanity’ and ‘‘ A Tragedy in the Clouds.” 

The Deansgate Picture House gives the 
Impression of having improved during the past 
few weeks. Certainly Mr. Beecher is leaving 
no stone unturned in his endeavour to make it 
one of the most popular places in Manchester, 
and there is no reason why his efforts should 
not be entirely successful. Last week interest 
was chiefly centred in ‘‘The Escape of Jim 
Dolan.” *‘ A Friend’s Forgiveness ” and ‘‘ Why 
I Am Here,” although the clever series of satiri- 
cal cartoons on current events was an excellent 
feature among other interesting items. This 
week the continuous stream of people is 
chiefly attracted by ‘‘ Amid Raging Beasts.” 
Evervone who basiwisitedi the tea room and tea 
balconyyenythofrstpeords| parvia@viarly charmed 
with them. 
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We have secured this great drama 

from the... AGENTS. 

American WEISKER Bros., 
° Liverpool. 

Film 
GEORGE PALMER, 

for Midlands. Releases 
KINECO FILM AGENCY, 

3, St. John’s Square, Cardiff, 

for South Wales. 

J. D. WALKER’S WORLD'S FILMS, Ltd., 
112, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

‘Phone—RKEGENT 2684. ‘Grams—'' EXCLUFILM, LONDON."' 
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THE “B.B.” CINEMA, GREENOCK. 

The latest addition to the Greenock picture 
houses, the famous sugar refining and ship- 
building centre on the Clyde, is the “B.B.” 
Cinema, of which Mr. J. J. Bennell is managing 

director and Mr. Frank Clayton resident mana- 
ger. The Cinema, as our illustration shows, has 
a commanding appearance, and occupies a pro- 
minent site in the centre of the town. It is in 
every way a most comfortable and commodious 
establishment, and compares more than favour- 
ably with the best houses in the kingdom. Seat- 
ing accommodation is provided for nearly 1,400 
people. The scheme of decoration is white and 
gold, while the seats (tip-ups) are all upholstered 
in French grey corduroy, and are comfortable 
to a degree. The spacious balcony seats 250, 
while in the body of the hall accommodation is 
provided for 700 at 6d. and 350 at 3d. There 
are numerous retiring rooms, lounges, etc., and 
everything has been arranged to make the cinema 
as comfortable and cosy as possible. 

In the projection room, which is large and com- 
modious, are installed two latest pattern Simplex 
projectors, and a biunal lantern. The films, with 
a throw of Ito ft., are projected on a 24 by 20 
ft. silver screen. A Hepworth “ Vivaphone” 
has been installed, and singing pictures are in- 
cluded in every programme. The orchestra, 
under the direction of Mr. Ernest Crooke, ren- 
ders apprepriate music, and the whole entertain- 
ment provided at the “B.B.” is always of the 
“brightest and best.” 

Mr. Frank Clayton will be remembered by 
many of our readers in the south as having been 

Digitized by OOS e 

connected with Mr. Matt. Raymond's enterprises. 
Mr. Clayton has had a long and varied experi- 
ence in cinema work, and before coming north 
was engaged at the Assembly Rooms, Wool- 
wich; the Variety Theatre, Hoxton; and the 
Hippodrome, Grimsby. Joining the B.B. Circuit 
in November, 1908, Mr. Clayton was for a year 
at the Wellington Palace, Glasgow, being after- 
wards transferred to Greenock to take over the 
management of the Empire, another of the B.B. 
halls, and also the Town Hall. After four years 
in the latter position, Mr. Clayton was promoted 
to the charge of the Cinema on its opening, and 
has, by his courtesy and geniality, gained many 
friends among the patrons of this luxurious pic- 
ture house. 

Mr. FRANK CLAYTON. 

We may mention that the architects for the 
Cinema were Messrs. Stewart, Tough, and Alex- 
ander, of Greenock, while the whole of the up- 
holstery work was carried out by Messrs. Patter- 
son, Limited, of Howard Street, Glasgow. 

ON THE YORKSHIRE COAST. 

The Temperance Hall, Hunmanby, has bzen 
purchased by Mr. Andie Caine, of Filey, for the 
purpose of transformation into a first-class pic- 
ture theatre. Mr. Caine is an entertainer of 
long standing, and was leading humorist in a 
famous troupe of muinstre!s who held the for2- 
shore at Bridhasyn 24 dong as a decade ago. 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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NEWS FROM HERTS. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The cinema has proved itself a very worthy ally 
in the cause of charity. Watford has an excellent re- 
cord in this respect, and periodically film exhibitons 
are given in the local halls to help some worthy ob- 
ject. Last Friday a special matinée in aid of the 
Benevolent and Orphan Fund of the National Union 
of Teachers was given by Messrs. Giffen and Moore, 
at the Electric Coliseum. A crowded house, hugely 
enjoyed the picture programme, which contained 
‘The Call.” For the early part of the week, the pic- 
tures screened at the Coliseum included ‘‘In_ the 

Midst of the Jungle.” 

The Empire, so excellently managed b Mr. B. 
Gabriel since its opening, has been acquired by 
Majestic Theatres, Limited, and the first programme 
under the new management was shown on Monday. 
The new proprietors start business in Watford with 
the motto, “The Cosiest Hall, the Finest Orchestra, 
and the Best Pictures.” ‘ The Sequel to the Wastrel” 
was exclusively booked, and for the week-end “ Fan- 
tomas made its appeal to lovers of drama. 

Exclusive dramas always figure in the high-class 
programmes submitted at the Central Hall.‘ Fire- 
fiv” and “ In the Bishop’s Carriage” being the 
special bookings. During the weck the Central Hall 
programmes contained no less than thirty films. 

Very rarely does one see a long film at the Ninetic, 
the management relying upon varied programmes 
of short stories to fill their hall, which object is 
accomplished with a good deal of success. The best 
film of last week's programme was ‘‘ A Prisoner of 
the Harem.” 

Rickmansworth owes to the enterprise of Mr. R. 
Barnett the booking of ‘‘ Antony and Cleopatra,” 
which was shown last Thursday, Fridav and Satur- 
day at the Town Hall, with conspicuous success. 

Since the introduction of pictures and variety at 

the Gem Palace, Tring, many delightful combined 
programmes have been given and public support of . 
‘he venture is most consistent. Special features on 
the screen have been “A Regiment of Two’’ and 
“ Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 

One of the disadavantages of Hertfordshire is its 
railway communications, otherwise I could very well 
have imagined Baldock overwhelmed by enthusiasts 
cager to sec “From Manger to Cross’’ at the 
Cinema. No film ever shown here made such a 
deep impression, and at each exhibition the hall was 
full. The value of the film was greatly augmented 
by the music given by a special orchestra, choir, and 
soloists. The Hepworth singing pictures are 
screened under exclusive showing rights for the dis- 
trict. The highly dramatic incidents of ‘“ The 
Queen’s Jewel” formed part of a recent film pro- 
yramme. Other pictures shown here with gratify- 
ing success have been ‘The Line-Up.”’ ‘Into the 
North,” “ In the Midst of the Jungle” and “ The 
Burning Train.” 

Some of the other halls of the county have not 
been behind in the race to secure good _ things. 
Hertford people were drawn into the People’s 
Theatre to witness the “Fall of Pompeii,’? which 
proved one of the greatest O00 brought to 

Gods 

the town. Another film that went well was the de- 
tective drama, ‘‘ The Riddle of the Tin Soldier.’’ 
“In the Midst of the Jungle” and “ The Burning 
Train” have also been screened to large audiences. 
The Princess’s Theatre, I]lemel Hempstcd, has been 
dealing very. successfully with exclusives, and 
among recent good boukings were “ When the Earth 
Trembled,”’ “(In Convict Garb,’ “ Kissing Cup”? 
and ‘“ A\ Message from Mars.” The Sherlock Holmes 
dramas are taking well, “Silver Blaze” being the 
latest to be screened.—The striking film, “ Captain 
Kidd,” was a great attraction at Barnet Cinema, 
Which theatre did record business last week. in 
three exhibitions daily of ‘*Antonv and_ Cleo- 
patra.’ — At the Ware Picture Flall, Messrs. 
Skipp and Sons experienced satisfactory business 
with “ The Three Musketeers,’”? ‘The Jewelled 
Slippers’? and “In the Midst of the Jungle.’ The 
programmes here have included the beautiful film 
adaptation of the poem, “ The Lost Chord.” ‘* The 
Burning Train,” the very fine “Adventures of 
the Shooting Party,’ with J. Bunny as Pick- 
wick, and “The Taking of Rattlesnake 
—The Cinema, Cheshunt, has become the property 
of the Hoddesdon Cinema Company, Limited. Mr. 
Cluff, who has been in charge of the Cheshunt 
house, leaves a district in which he has made him- 
self very popular to look after his interests in other 
halls.-- The Burford Street Cinema, Hoddesdon, had 
“ The Riddle of the Tin Soldier,’ “When the Earth . 
Trembled ” and “ The Lost Millionaire,” “ Bombita ” 
and “ Fantomas’? among its recent attractions, and 
at Berkhampsted. “ The House of Temperleyv ” had a 
very successful week’s run. 

The second Hertfordshire house to secure ‘“* Antony 
and Cleopatra ’’’ was the St. Albans Cinema, and Mr. 
E. Dunkley had his hall filled day after day at the 
exhibitions of this world-famous production. The 
picture was shown three times daily during the 
whole of the weck, with a Saturday morning matinée 
for children at low nrices. The opportunity of see- 
ing this film was taken the fullest advantage of by 
the St. Albans public and record business was done. 
Mr. Dunklev followed up a= successful week by 
running ‘* The Fall of Troy” and ‘“ When the Light 
Came Back” as the principal attractions. 

Mr. J.. G. Parry’s bookings for the Hitchin Plav- 
house have brought him the usual success. that 
attends his efforts to entertain the manv patrons of 
his popular house. “The Rose of Thebes,” an 
Egvptian love story with manv gorgeous scenes, 
proved a great success, and ‘‘ The Wastrel”’ was also 
exclusively booked for the week. 

APPOINTMENT AT ILKLEY. 

After a final selection from a number of candi- 
dates, Mr. G. Cowan, manager of the Roval Pavilion, 
Aberystwith, has been appointed manager of the 
King’s Tfall, Ilklev. The King’s Hall was, until 
recently, when the Local Government Board in- 
terfered, run by the local authority. Later, 
however, the control was passed over to 
Messrs. Hlibbert’s Pictures, Limited. The Ilklev 
District Council, who are the owners of the hand- 
some building and adioining Winter Gardens, both of 
which are part of the Town Hall, retain some interest 
in the shows. 
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London County Council (General Powers) Bill. 
IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS INTERESTING DEBATE 

On the motion for the second reading of the 
above Bill in the House of Commons on Thurs- 
day evening last, Sir G. Croypon Marks, in 
moving its rejection, said that less than ten 
months ago a Bill having similar provisions was 
rejected by 127 votes to forty-seven. We had 
suffered too much from grandmotherly legisla- 
tion in the past. In London some 70,000 shops 
would be atfected. If the Bill was allowed to 
pass in its present form, it meant that all cellu- 
loid would have to be handled and. displayed 
in premises of one storey only. A large number 
of inspectors would have to be emploved. Phe 
rights of landlords and tenants would be inter- 
fered with, the owners of property penalised, 
leases already granted were to be set on one 
sidc, and tenants could compel owners to carry 
out conditions no matter how short a period 
there was to run. There was not a shop con- 
nected with the drapery trade, a manufactory 
of motor-cars, or an engineering establishment 
that did not employ celluloid in some form or 
another. Tires had not been shown to be ex- 
clusively connected with the use of celluloid. 
The loss of life in most cases was attributable 
more to the ineffectual means of escape than 
to the celluloid stored at such places. There 
had been over thirty fires in the London County 
(ouncil’s own stations, and there had only been 
six fires in London connected with celluloid. 
The Bill was a wanton interference with a new 
industry, and would check the development of a 
maicrial coming more into common use every day. 
It was not the gentlemen sitting on the Council 
who dictated its policy; it was the permanent 
officials who ruled everything. This was an at- 
tempt to create another large batch of officials 
who would control 80,000 shopkeepers. The 
House should assert its authority over the County 
Council and reject the Bill. 

Mr. WiInG, in seconding the motion, satd 
that if the promoters were concerned for 
the public safety they should have turned 
their attention to public-houses, which wer:2 
first on the list for fires, and not to those trades 
concerned with celluloid, and which were among 
the lowest. They should withdraw those clauses 
dealing with celluloid and cinematograph films. 

Mr. W. GuInngEss, in support of the. Bill, said 
the action of the London County Council was 
not to make the law more stringent, but merely 
to lessen the restrictions now imposed by the 
London Building Acts. They desired more 
elastic powers, ARE Ge he_ | {eo of dan- 
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gerous materials greater frsedom and securing 
to the public greater immunity from fire. If 
there was no special danger in connection with 
celluloid, why had the Home Office appointed 
a Departmental Committee in connection there- 
with? According to that committee’s report, 
celluloid was extremely inflammable, and a re- 
commendation was made that premises in which 
more than 5 cwt. of celluloid was stored should 
be registered under the local authority and be 
subject to certain regulations. 

MR. GLyn-JONES said he was not _pre- 
pared to vote against the second = rzad- 
ing of the Bill, but he would have pre- 
ferred one dealing with the storage of cellu- 
loid to be general throughout the whole country 
and under the central control of the Home 
Office. 

Mr. Evris J. GRIFFITH, Under-Secretary of 
State for the Home Department, trusted they 
would not concern themselves with detail at this 
stage of the Bill; it was the principle only that 
was now involved—namely, that greater control 
should be exercised over the celluloid industry, 
and he submitted a strong case had been made 
out. 

sino G. Croypen Marks ultimately obtained 
leave of the House to withdraw his motion, and 
the Bill was read a second time. 

THANET TOPLINES. 

Business continues brisk at Ramsgate. There is 
a tine selection at the King’s Theatre, the stars being 
“When Light Came Back ” and * Count Zarka.” “ The 
Diamond Crown” was also a very popular drama.— 
A week of exclusives has drawn full houses to the 
popular Queen’s, Mr. Bert Parker again giving three 
changes to his programme, included in_ which 
“Pepegy’s Burglar,’ “White Feather,” and “ Heart- 
broken Shep” were popular numbers.—Mr. H. B. 
Lenton is maintaining a high average at Shanly’s. 
“The Bargec’s Romance was much appreciated, and 
‘Our Wives” met with a full share of popularity.— 
Mr. F. Fumagalli is dving well at the Cinema, Broad- 
stairs, “ Heartbroken Shep,” “The Fatal Shot,” and 
“The Pirates” being much appreciated.—At Mar- 
gate, the outstanding feature was ‘“ The Next Gener- 
ation” at the Parade Cinema. Among many excellent 
subjects “The Heart of a Fool” made a strong ap- 
peal. “The Little Hero” and “A Spartan Girl of the 
West” were also popular.—“ The Shattered Crown ” 
and “ Dancer to Duchess ” were principal attractions 
at the Clifton Cinema. “The Lost Chord,” with cor- 
net and organ acco npaniment, also gave great plea- 
sure.—Mr. Geo. E. May continues to please his 
patrons at the Lounge, Cliftonville. “The Diamond 
Crown,” “The Wreckers,” and “The Occult ’’ were 
well received. 

G 
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“IN THE 

FIRELIGHT” 

HAVE YOU 
BQOKED 
THIS 

WINNER P 
The Story of how an innocent 

country girl is lured away from 

her home by a city scoundrel, and 

how, after she has been heart- 

lessly abandoned, is rescued 

by her foster brother who has 

remained her faithful lover 

throughout. 

PRODUCED IN AN ARTISTIC 
MANNER BY THE 

AMERICAN COMPANY. 

1984 ft. Released Mar. 29th. 

GET INTO TOUCH 

WITH US IMMEDIATELY 

FOR THE EXGLUSIVE 

RIGHTS FOR YOUR TOWN 

The FENNING FILM SERVICE, Ltd., 
3, KINGLY ST., REGENT ST., LONDON, W. 
‘Phone—Regent 3350, 3351, (oogk Rentwelite, London." 
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NEWS FROM OLDHAM. 

(By OUR OwN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

So great was the success of ** Antony and Cleo- 
patra) when last shown at the King’s that, in order 
to give a large number of persons who failed to see 
it on that occasion, Mr. Field at once rebooked it. 
His yudgment has not failed him for he had a most 
successful week, not one of the seventeen shows. be- 
ing a failure. 

Mr. Charles Gaston, at the Empire, is doing great 
business with “ The Wreck,” *~ Autumn Love,” “ The 
Lost Collar Stud,” “The Mystery of the Milk,” a 
Kevstone comedy, and “The Small Town Act.” An 
extra attraction was a film of the Territorial church 
parade. 

The Flectraceum had a very attractive programme, 
“~The Vampire's Tower,’ “Gold and Water” and 
“Our Baby.” On Thursday, “ Through the Clouds” 
and “The Man who Vanished” were the principal 
pictures, 

Mr. Fred Dixon celebrated a three vears’ manage- 
ment of the Hippodrome and did great business. 
*Unele Fred.” as he is known, 1s a great favourite, 
and his song is generally looked forward to. He 
was helped bv his voung son, ‘a chip of the old 
block,” as he describes him, and many local artistes. 
The pictures were all good, “The Thumb Print,” 
“Women on the Warpath,” ° Mabel’s New Hero” and 
“Topical Budget” being the chief items. 

Mr. Watson, at the Palladium, had an excellent pro- 
gramme, which included “ The Wreck,” “ The Prodi- 
gal Brother,” “ Driver of the Deadwood Coach,” 
“Lieut. Pimple and the Stolen Submarine,” “ Tweedle- 
dum as a Jockey” and “The Bowling Match.” 

The Gem featured “The Impostor” and “End. of 
the Circle.” Changes are made twice wecklv at this 
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popular hall, where business is “ booming. 

At Middleton, the Gem had a fine programme, 
which included “Perils of the Sea” and ‘Nick Winter 
and the Lost Prince.” In the latter part of the week 
crowded houses were highly delighted with the 
screening of “Convict No. 113." I also Jearn that 
Mr. Eric Williams had an enthusiastic reception at 
each performance a week or two back, when he gave 
“The Surgeon’s Child ” and “ Hubert and Arthur.” 

Good business was done at the Premier, “ Secret 
Service Sam,” “ The Cotton Industry,” “ Woman’s 
Riyhts,” ° The Cabby’s Nightmare’ and “Oh! That 
Woollen Undervest,” made up a very acceptable pro- 
gramme. 

Business is still good at the Star, “ Fruits of Ven- 
Vengeance,” “Price of Thoughtlessness,” “ Lieut. 
Daring and the Mystery of Room 41, “Spider 
Catches Animals" and “* Polidor Applies for the 
Situation,” comprising a programme which pleased 
the audience. 

The Popular screened “Confederates in Crime,” 
“Plot Against the Government, ay Harper Mystery, 
“The Diver,” “Shon, the Piper,” “Children of Des- 
tiny.’ 

Applications were received by the Watch Com- 
mittee from the arava | ge tar feos for Sta 
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permission to show pictures on Good Friday. The 
Chairman agreed with the Chief Constable's remarks. 
Mills were working and football matches plaved, and 
he could not see why people could not be taken oft 
the streets. If. the public-houses were open he did 
not see why there should be any objection to cine- 
matograph halls being open. The applications were 
granted, 

———— 

The Osborne reopened last) Monday under the 
manigement pro tem. of Mr. Daitry. 

ACTION AGAINST RAILWAY 

COMPANY. 

An interesting claim, which was in the nature of a 
test case, Was made at the Hereford County Court, 
before His tlonour Judge Harris Lea, Mr. Arthur 
Sharp, licensee of the Picture Hlouse, Hlereford, claim- 
ing £15 from the London and North Western Railway 
Company for damages sustained through the non- 
delivery of a special cinematograph film “Fools of 
Society.” 

Mr. T. A. Matthews (Hereford) for plaintiff, and 
Mr. R. Almack (fuston) defended. 

In opening the proceedings, Mr. Matthews said Mr. 
Sharp was in the habit of exhibiting ordinary pictures 
and special exclusive pictures. He contracted with 
the Walturdaw Company for a special film, entitled 
“ Fools of Society,” to be shown at the Picture House 
on November toth, 11th and 12th, and made a special 
point of booming the film. The film in question was 
handed in ato teusion. Station at 3.45 on Sunday 
afternoon, November oth, and it was to be sent 
per passenger train carriage forward. It was signed 
for by the company's representatives at the same time 
as other films were dispatched. The film did not 
reacn Heretord on Monday morning. 

Mr. Almack: As a matter of fact it did not reach 
Hereford at all. It was sent on the to p.m. train on 
Sunday, November oth, and has not been seen since. 
The Railway Company is now in negotiation with the 
owners of the film to pay them the sum of £80 for 
its loss. 

Plaintiff said that since he had been at Hereford he 
had received his films on a Monday morning, but on 
November 1oth, “ The Fools of Society” did not 
arrive. Thinking it would arrive the next day he 
giave passes amounting to £5 7s. 3d., and as some of 
them would not be used he estimated his loss in 
that respect at £4. The picture had been extensively 
advertised, and as it was not available for Tuesday or 
Wednesday, the attendances suffered to the extent of 
£7. He also claimed £2 for special advertising, £3 
for a trip to London to see about the delay, and 
£2 10s. for films to take the place of “Fools of 
Society.” He abandoned £3 10s, and claimed £15 
in all. 

Mr. Almack submited that the value of the film te 
the makers, now that it had been lost, was all the 
Railway Company could be held liable for unless 
special notice was given to them that in the event of 
non-delivery they would would be liable to special 
damages. He did not agree that the Company was 
expected to know that films sent to them on Sunday 
morning were intended for production on Monday 
evening. 

His Honour said he must have regard to the fact 
that the Company never bound themselves to deliver 
by a varticular time, but they knew the film was 
wanted and thev failed to deliver. He must take it 
that plaintiff incurred loss through the natural cir- 
cumstances following the loss of the film, and he 
awarded ro gruineas 
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We want YOUR attention to this fact! 

A SHOW DAY of the PATHE EXCLUSIVE 

Traitors to their King 
(Pathecolor) 

will be held on FRIDAY, MARCH 20th, at 3 p.m. at 103, 
Wardour Street, W.. and if you are on the look-out for a 
really brilliant drama you will be satisfied that this mag- 
nificent photo-play is “just the thing.” The story deals 
with a conspiracy, in the year 1610, against King Henry 
IV. of France, and abounds with thrilling incidents and Court 
intrigues, combined with a pleasant love romance. 

Make a note of the day. the time, and the place! 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, Limited., 
LONDON, LIVERPOOL, LEEDS, GLASGOW, CARDIFF, 

NEWCASTLE, BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER. 
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The Boat Race 

Oxford —— 
Va 

Cambridge, 

PATHE ANIMATED GAZETTE. 

a J 

A SUGGESTION TO CINEMA MANAGERS. 
WEEKLY EQUGATIONAL MATINEES. 

Showing the Wonders and Beauties of Nature. 
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Length 250 ft. Price 234d, ft. 

q@ The great Boat Race of this year 

promises to be of more than ordin- 

ary interest. Your public will look 

for the event on the screen. 

q@ Pathe’s Animated Gazette is the 

up to date and reliable news film. 

We have the most up-:o-date plant 

in the United Kingdom for the 

rapid output of topical subjects. 

q Customers can rest assured of the 

prompt delivery of their copy of 

the great race. 

PATHE FRERES CINEMA, Lro., 
LONDON. BIRMINGHAM. LEEDS. GLASGOW. 

LIVERPOOL. MANCHESTER. NEWCASTLE. CARDIFF. 

As a result of wide endorsement of the great 
value of the moving picture in education, 
schools and authorities are meditating 
introducing it into their teaching of nature 

study, geography, the world’s work, etc. 
We are frequently asked by teachers for 
advice in the matter of cinematograph 
lessons. Our reply is to suggest their 
utilising a lo:al Cinema Hall for weekly 
school visits in the same way as they utilise, 

for example, the swimming bath. 
We now suggest to Cinema Managers that 
they should cater for this demand where 
existent and create it where it is wanting by 
providing a weekly educational matinee in 
their halls and inform all local schools, 

institutions, etc. 
To facilitate the scheme we have prepared 
‘‘The Pathé Course.’’ The wonders and 
beauties of Nature, a seriesof 21 programmes 
for showing week by week dealing with 
animals, reptiles, birds, plants, insects, 
science, geography, industry and varied by 

humorous films. 

Gg These programmies, each about 4,000 feet, have 
been chosen to avoid repetition and duplica- 
tion. and so that when the series is complete 
the child or even the adult will have been 
through a more impressive and instructive 
course of education than can be obtained from 
any teacher or college. He will see the world 
with his own eyes and not merely read printed 

matter or hear descriptious. 
Pathé's Educational Films have won the 
unstinted admiration and praise of the best 
known authorities in the educational world. 
They are recognised to be unequalled in 
scientific accuracy, in beauty, in complete- 

ness and in pedagogic value. 
The cost of the weeklv educational programme 
for one matinee is 30/-. The tooking will be 
exclusive to the district if a minimum of six 

weekly matinees is fixed. 
Halls starting the matinees will be furnished 
gratis with a supply of pamphlets to assist 
them in approaching local schools. institu- 
tions, etc., synopses of the films, a list of the 

first 21 programmes, and posters. 

& 

—' 

Further Particulars— 

Education and Scientific Dept., PATHE FRERES CINEMA, Ltd, 

Google 
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Paving the Way to the Cinema Lesson. 

By JOSEPH BEST, B.Sc. (Lond.) 

If there was ever a fact thoroughly and um- 
versally admitted it is that the moviny picture 
is essentially of an educational value. It ts 
allowed as explictuy by the critics of the cinema 
as by its most ardent enthusiasts. The criticism 
itself—mostly revarding the influence of certain 
types of pictures upon voung minds—implhes 
that the animated picture possesses a fascinat- 
ing hold upon the retentive faculties of children 
—te., teaches them that which thev will re- 
member and understand. 

\When this fact is quite clear, that although 
the moving picture serves excellently the pur- 
pose of entertaining,as is obvious fromthe hold 
it has on the masses, yet its greatest achieve- 
ments and possibilities really lie in its power of 
educating and reaching the mind of young and 
old—it becomes directly apparent that there ‘s 
to every cinema hall a wide field still untapped. 
With its complete equipment and accommoda- 
tion the cinema cries out to the local educa- 
tional authorities to come and use it as loudly 
and imperatively as the manual workshop, the 
local museum, the art gallery, and the country- 
side. Cinema manavements on the whole are 
rather slow in vraspinge this fact. Many 
managers are inclined to reply pessimistically 
that the cinematograph apparatus will eventu- 
ally he introduced into every school. The 
answer to this is to demand whether there is 2 
complete technical equipment, manual work: 
shop, ete., in every school. There are in some 
schools, but these are the exception rather than 
the rule. 

Those who are acquainted with educationai 
finances and the local authorities know well that 
long before all the schools possess cinemato- 
eraphs, if the cinema halls take up the matter 
pr operly, the regular school lesson at the 
cinema will be a universal institution. There 
is no possible consideration or argument 
avainst it. When children are to be fed with 
breakfasts or dinners, each school is not sup- 
plied with a restaurant outfit, nor is the cooking 
done by the teachers. Cooking is not their 
business. Again, every school uses text books 
and vet it has not its own printing plant worked 
by the teachers. Why. then. must every 
scheol have its own cinematograph equipment 
and films and run its own pictures when there 
are establishments in each locality whose sole 
business is to show moving pictures under the 
best conditions and with the highest skill. 

The facts of the matter are. firstly, that most 
managements do not themselves clearly appre- 
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clate what a convenience they are to the educa- 
tiomtsts; secondly, that there is no combined 
attempt of the cinema theatres to obtain due 
recovmtion and support from the educational 
authorities all over the country; thirdly, that in 
very few instances have cinema manavers en- 
deavoured to attract the local schools by going 
out of their way or incurring any expense to 
mect the teachers’ requirements. 

Any business house wishing to attract cus- 
tomers does not scruple at spending a few 
pounds in advertising samples, etc.: yet mv 
experience of cinema manayements is that at 
the loss of a few. shillings upcen their first 
attempt, and if all the schools and authcrities 
do not immediately rush into their schemes, 
a hasty retreat is beaten and nothing further is 
again attempted. There are, of course, several 
notable exceptions to this where more enter- 
prising managers have run _— educationa! 
matinees without anv support from the authori- 
tres at a small loss—although, here again, the 
showing of these educational films and catering 
for schools has redounded in indirect ways to 
their advantave 

What is the hest way of running such edu- 
cational matinées? Can the attendance of child- 
ren be ensured and the cost of the matinée re- 
couped? This is what the practical manager 
will ask. Asa result of experience in many 
recent expermnents, mv reply is emphatically in 
the afhrmative—prov ding the right precedure 
he adopted. This is the advice T would give. 

Before announcine educational matinées, a 
list should be obtained of headmasters of the 
iocal schools with the largest number of 
scholars. To these should be sent a letter ex: 
plaining the scheme for giving special educa- 
tional programmes for children and asking 
them to express their opinions. Several head. 
masters will alwavs be found to favour the 
scheme and show enthusiasm. An interview 
should ‘be obta'ned with one of these gentle- 
men, and further details laid before him. He 
should next have pointed out to him that if the 
demonstration is to succeed, a simple lecture 
accompanying the film projection will be re 
quired, and he should be invited to act as lec- 
turer—a fee of half a cuinea or a guinea be- 
inv offered in return for this lecturing service 
and for assistance in gvenerally organising th> 
demonstrations to make them a success. 

No difficulty would be found usually in secur- 
ing in this wav a headmaster as lecturing or- 
eamiser—as, apart from the remuneration, he 
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will be doing useful educational workand obtain- 
inv a httle free local publicity of the right sort. 
It is unnecessary to explain that if anything hk» 
the right man be obtained the success of the 
matinees will be practically guaranteed. The 
lecturing organiser will see to it, at least, that 
the majority of his own school attend, and 
through his influence with other headmasters 
the presence of goodly numbers from other 
schools will also be certain. 

The success of such weekly educational 
matinees, even without seeking the co-oper?- 
tion of the local officials, will, of course, lead t. 
other and wider schemes—the matince or spe- 
cial educational demonstration during schoul 
hours as part of the school curriculum; the sub- 
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sidisinge for local educational purposes of the 
production’ of educational films thoroughly 
adapted to teaching requirements. We shail, 
without doubt, eventually have certain cinemas 
specialising in cinema lessons—catering for ani 
be-ng utthsed by schools alone. 

To those managements who have a keen 
sense of the educational field that hes open co 
their halls, I would strongly recommend the 
initial adoption of the weekly educational 
mai:nce in the way IT have indicated. It wil! 
form the thin edve of the wedve into the con- 
servative inertia of modern school svstems that 
is opposing the progress of the cinema in this 
direction, and where it has been tried in this 
way it has proved simple, practicable. and 
financially successful. 

NEWCASTLE NOTES. 
(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The Gaamont film of the British Army was a 
popular aticraction at the Queen's Jlall, Newcastle- 
on-Tvne, and the manager, Mr. F. W. Wolters, had 
a week's satisfactory business. All the troops in 
Neweastle, meluding the 5th 9 Northumberland 
Fusthers, the oth Durham Light Intantry, the Roval 
Field Artillerv. and the Roval Army Maslical Corps 
attended at the hall to see this great production, and 
were highly delighted with it. Some goo Boy Scouts 
and Sea Scouts also attended at a special matinee. 
Mr. ke. J. Jennings, the Newcastle manager for the 
Gaumont Company. had a film taken of the Scouts’ 
Visit, and this film was shown at the Queen's on the 
same evening. 

The film taken when Jesmond Dene was covered 
with a mantle of snow, which was noticed in this 
column at that time, has been shown on the screens 
in the past week. It is a great feature film as a 
local scenic, and Mr. Jennings has received 
numerous congratulatory messages regarding it. 
The film is on the open market. Whilst writing cf 
the Gaumont business in the north, it is of interest 
to record that they are having a bie demand for the 
new model B Chrono projection machine which is in 
use at the Companv’s Trade exhibition theatre. Thev 
have supplied two of these machines to the Albion 
Cinema, North Shields, and others to the Palace, 
Hinderwell: the Theatre Roval, Sacriston; the 
Cinema. Northallerton: and the Picture House, Scar- 
horough. The  Newcastle-on-Tyvne Co-operative 
Society has purchased a special outfit for advertising 
purposes. 

The exhibitors at Throcklev have again been en- 
deavouring to obtain licences for Sunday shows, that 
being the only place in the district where there are 
no picture entertainments, excepting at Newburn.. 
Opposition was put forward by the local churches, 
and after a lone argument in court, conducted on 
behalf of Mr. Julius Rhuben, the manager of the 
Throckley Picture Hall, the magistrates intimated 
that thev were not prepared to vary their decision 
given on previous occasions. 

Messrs. W. TL. Reed and Co. had preat success 
with the film of that title at the Shincote, Gateshead. 
and ther hacked up ‘‘Success”’ with “Count Zarka.’’— 
At the Coatsworth Hall, Gateshead, Mr. Linney 
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starred ‘When Light Came Back’? and “ King of 
the Air,’ with others of great attractive value. 

Mr. J. R. Collins, of the Globe Theatre, Gosforth, 
has been showing the Trade something in the nature 
of a novelty, which might well be copied. He ar- 
ranged a special Verritorial evening, and not only 
in so far as the films were concerned, but also in 
itgard to the music plaved by the orchestra, everv- 
‘hing was militarv. He extended an invitation to 
the members of the Gosforth Company of the 5th 
Northumberland Fusihers to attend, and they were 
present ino strong torce. The corps has just con- 
cluded a special recruiting effort, and the members 
of the battalion accepted Mr. Collin’s invitation, 1in- 
cluded in the number being over torty recruits. The 
commanding oftheer was also present, and was ac- 
companied by ofhcers of the battalion. Amongst 
the special films secured for the evening was ‘‘ For 
the Ring.’ and other films of peculiar interest to 
army men. Several of the officers went on to the 
stage and entertained the audience, and at the con- 
clusion Mr. Collins was cordially thanked bv the 
Commanding Officer for the excellent arrangements 
he had made. 

A special evening of a different nature was held at 
the Grainger Picture House, Newcastle. The New- 
castle and District Association of Foremen = En- 
gineers and Draughtsmen arranged a meeting to be 
held in the theatre for the purpose of witnessing a 
film showing the manufacture of steel by Messrs. 
Jessop and Sons, Limited, of Sheffield. Mr. Barrv 
Ravne, the manager, suspended the ordinary con- 
tinuous performance,and put on the special film. there 
being about goo of the members of the Association 
present, in reserved seats, and the remainder of the 
theatre was crowded. The film was a triumph of 
cinematography. and had only once before been ex- 
hibited. As an adjunct was an interesting lecture 

by Mr. W. H. Thomas, the managing director of 

Messrs. Jessop and Sons, this being read by Mr. E. 
i. Maitland, who was introduced by Mr. Bernard 

Firth, the North-East Coast representative of the 

firm. The visitors were highly delighted with the 
manner in which ‘he flm was shewn, and Mr. Rayne 
Was warmly congratulated. The gathering was 
another indication of the fact that the educational 
value of the cinematoeraph is beginning to force 

itself upon public attention. 
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THE MURD 
Released May 4th. 

On view at the Showrooms 

THE HEPWORTH | 
2, Denman Street, Picca 

al Irort UTTYTN To 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 



EN M, MARKET. 

‘OCH TRIAL| 
Length 3s Reels. 

BARRING RE-ISSUES 
the ONLY pictures featuring 

Miss FLORENCE TURNER, 

‘are those produced by 

The Turner Films, Ltd. 
of the Sole Agen 

| MANUFACTURING Co, _ 
‘dilly Circus, London, W. 
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YOU MUST NOT MISS 

THESE TWO FILMS, 
They are the best One-Reelers for April. 

|GHOSTS! 
IVY CLOSE FILM 

(Produced by ELWIN NEAME). 

Length 1,125 ft. Released April 2Oth. 

A Sparkling Comedy. Starring the 

:: Well-known Beauty Actress, :: 

MISS IVY CLOSE. 

— An 
Engagement - Convenience 

| Length 1,075 ft. Released April 27th. 

A beautiful production featuring 

MISS ALMA TAYLOR. 

If you don't get these you'll be sorry. 

The Hepworth Manufacturing Co., 
2, DENMAN STREET, PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W. 

(,00 g e 
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WORLD OF FINANCE. 
The following information has been apccialy compiled for Tus Broscorg, and includes a Register of 

i New Companies, Mortgages and Charges, nding-up Petitions and Orders, County Court Judgments, 
Reports of Financial Cases, etc., etc. 

All inquiries respecting financial matters must be addressed to the Editor, and the envelope 
marked “ Finaneial.” 

LEAVE TO APPEAL REFUSED. 

\t the Clerkenwell County Court, Ward Cowdery, 
of Downshire Fliull, Hampstead, sued the Picture 
House (Oxford Street), Limited, 15, Britannia Strect, 
W.C., for £4 4s., as a week's salary, or, alternatively, 
as damages for alleged breach of contract. 

sohcitor, appeared for the plaintiff, 
barrister, represented the deten- 

Mr. Houghton, 
and Mr. Kingsbury, 
dants. 

Plaintith, in evidence, said he was a bass singer, 
and was engaged by Mr. Reginald Williams, manager 
of the Picture House, to sing at every performance ot 
the production “From Manger to Cross.” On. the 
Saturday of the first week, when he was paid, he was 
informed by Mr. Williams ‘that his services would not 
be further required.  Plaintitf asked the reason, and 
was told that one of the directors found he was “ sing 
ing flat,” and desired that his services should be ae 
pensed with. Plaintiff rephed that it was hardly fair 
as he had done his best throughout, and further, that 
he had an agreement. 

Mr. Kingsbury, for the defence, said they were not 
making any reflection on plaintiff’s general capa- 
bility. as a ballad singer. The defence was that he 
Was utterly unsuited for this particular performance. 

In cross-examination, plaintiff? said the score might 
have been handed to him a fortnight or so before the 
piece was presented. Tle attended a rehearsal. 

Was fault found with vou for not knowing the 
Words and the score generally -—No, I don't think se. 
T candidly admit that at the first rehearsal I was not 
A eHRER sure of everything. 

After January 5th, was vour singing found fault 
with 7— No. 

Were you suffering from a cold?—I) had a bad 
cold. 

evidence was given by Madame Constance 
Younger, Professor of the Guildhall School of Music, 
and Miss Ursula Graham, professional vocalist, who 
were present at the first performance of the film, 

For the defence, Reginald Willams said that at the 
performance open to the Press and clergy on Decem- 
ber 31st, plaintiff was “absolutely out of it.’ 

Mr. Kingsburv: In 
his words 

Further replying to counsel, witness said that from 
January 5th to roth, when the production was open to 
the public, plaintiff’ Ss singing was) far from. satis- 
factory. 

Mr. Kingsbury submitted that plaintiff, having had 
the score some time beforehand. should have known 
that his voice was unsuited to the part, and in fair- 
ness to the defendants, he should have informed 
them that it was a part he could not undertak” with 
credit to himself, Detendants were within their 
rights in dispensing with plaintiff's services when 
they found he was unsuitable for the part. 

Judge Cluer: Plaintiff had a slight cold, which 
atfected him a little bit, but bevond that his singing 
was all right. He was entitled to judgement. 

In replv to Mr. Kingsbury, His Honour said he 
should not give leave to appeal in such a trifling 
Matter. 

Mr. Kingsburv: 

what way ?--He did not hear 

ot a triflin 

Google 
It IS le matter to us. 

lam quite satished that he was sing- 
ining perfectly well, bevond the effect of a cold. I 
shall not give leave to appeal. Judgment was entered 
for the plaintiff? for #4 4s. and costs. 

His Elonour: 

HOGARTH v. BEAVER AND OTHERS. 

In the Chancery Division, before Mr. Justice Eve, 
Mr. Maugham, K.C., moved in the matter of Walicr 
Hogarth, v. Beaver and others, for an injunction to 
restrain interference with the plaintitts’ rights of 
light at Yarmouth. Mr. Clayton, K.C., for the deten- 
dants, said he did not object to an injunction or 
to giving an undertaking subject to a corresponding 
undertaking in damayges*provided that there could be 
an carly trial of the action, as the defendants were 
anxious to have their building, which was tor a cine- 
matograph theatre, ready for the holiday season. 

His Lordship granted an injunction ino a torm 
agreed between the parties, and said there would be 
liberty to apply to fix an early date for the hearing. 

CROFTON PARK PICTURE PALACE, LIMITED. 

A motion for judgment on behalf of the plaintiff 
in the case of Billveald v. the Crofton Park Picture 
Palace, Limited, came before Mr. Justice Eve. in the 
Chancery Division. 

His Lordship asked if the debentures were now 
due. 

Counsel: No. 
Counsel said this Lordship had already appointed 

a receiver and manager on the ground of jeopardy 
Judgment was now asked for in) default of appear. 
ance by the company. 

His Lordshin: | think vou are entitled to the order. 
It seems to be in proper form. 

PRINCES THEATRE COMPANY. 

In the Companies Winding up Court, Mr. Justice 
Astbury had before him the affairs of the Princes 
Theatre Company (Registered in) Belgium). on oa 
petition by Messrs. F. F. Wilson and Son. 

Counsel for the petiuoning creditor said the com- 
pany was a foreign one. The objects of the com- 
pany were to carry on the business of a cinemato- 
graph theatre at Brighton, ete. It had been sug- 
gested that His Lordship might transfer the proceed- 
ings in the winding-up to the Brighton Court, as it 
would be more convenient, and would save expense. 

His Lordship said if the official receiver thought it 
right to do so, he could apply to transfer later on. 

Counsel for the Comnanyv said he consented to an 
order which his lordship made. 

Mortgages and Charges. 

HEATH PICTURE PALACE, LIMriED.—First mort- 
gage dated February To, 1914, to secure 475200, 
charged on the company’s undertaking and preperty, 
present and future, including uncalled capital. Hol- 
der: A. Wilkes, 45, Legge Street, West Bromwich. 
GRAND CINEMA (PADDINGTON), LIMITED.—Issue 

on February 20, 19014, of £600 debentures, part of a 
series of which particulars have already been filed 



PRINCES J-NTERTAINMENT COMPANY, LIMITED.— 
Mortgage dated February 20, 1914, to secure any 
money tor which the mortgagees may become liable 
under a guarantee for £700 to the company’s 
bankers, charged on land with premises thereon, 
known as the Princes Theatre, Seaham Harbour. 
Holders: J. W. Claxton, Londonderry Road, Seaham 
Harbour: W. G. Mackay, 19, Clayton Road, New- 
castle-on-Tyne; W. Paterson, 138, Brighton ‘Grove, 
Newcastle-on- Tyne: and H. Wilson, 21, North Ter- 
race Seaham Harbour. 

RED HALL PICTURE PALACE COMPANY, LIMITED.— 
Debenture and land registry charge, as collateral Se- 
curity, both dated February 18, 1g14, to secure £,1,000. 
Property charged: The company’s undertaking and 
property, present and future, including uncalled capi- 
tal and hereditaments in Vanston Place, Walham 
Green Holder: F. W. Spruce, Roundhay, Leeds. 

ASSOCIATED PROVINCIAL PICTURE PALACES, 
LIMITED.— Mortgage dated February 16, 1914, to se- 
cure £5,000 charged on the Picture Theatre, Barum 
Top, Ward's End Halifax. Holders: Picture House 
(Halifax), Limited, 91, Lord Street, Southport. 

BALSALL HEATH PICTUREDROME, LIMITED.—Par- 
ticulars of #800 second debentures, created December 
19, 1913, filed pursuant to, Section 093 (3) of the 
Companies (Consolidation) Act. 1908, the amount of 
the present issue being £500. Property charged: The 
company’s undertaking and property, present and 
future. No trustees. 

CARLTON THEATRE (SWANSEA), 
on Carlton Theatre and Restaurant, Oxford Street, 
Swansea, dated February 25, 1914, to secure all 
moneys due or to become due from the company to 
London and Provincial Bank, Limited, 3, Bank Build- 
ings, Lothburv, E.C. 

KENSAL RISE PICTURE PALACE, LIMITED.—Deben- 
ture dated February 20, 1914. to secure £300, charged 
on the companv’s undertaking and property, present 
and future, including uncalled capital, subject to 
pnor charges. Holder: H. Rogers, 17, Lydford Road, 
Willesden Green, N.W. 

NORTHWOOD HALL, LIMIrED.— Particulars of £300 
debentures, created January 29, 1914, filed pursuant 
to Section 03 (3) of the Companies (Consolidation) 
Act, 1908, the whole amount being now issued. Pro- 
perty charged: The company’s property, present and 
future, including uncalled capital. No trustees. 

LONDON ROAD {LIVERPOOL) PICTURE HOUSE, 
LIMITED.—Issue on February 14, 1914, of £250 de- 
bentures, part of a series of which particulars have 
already been filed. 

CENTRAL BELFAST PICTURE THEATRE COMPANY, 
LIMITED.—Debenture dated February 12, 1914, se- 
curing £1,000, charged on the company’s undertaking 
and property, including uncalled capital. 

LONDON F1LM COMPANY, LIMITED.—Issue on Feb- 
ruary 25 1914, of £7,430 debentures, part of a series 
of which particulars have already been filed. 

ASHBY’S PROJECTIONS, LIMITED.—Debenture dated 
February 23, 1914, to secure £750, charged on the 
company’s undertaking and property, present and 
future, including uncalled capital. Holder: T. Yirrell, 
Linslade, Bucks. 

STAR KINEMA (FULHAM), LImMItTEn.—-Mortgage, 
accompanied by two Land Registry Charges, all 
dated February 14, 1914, to secure £1,143 178. 6d., 
and further sums. Property charged: Certain land 
and premises in Fulham and company’s undertaking 
and other assets, including uncalled capital. Holder: 
J. Straker, Plas Derwen, Abergavenny, Mon. 

LIMITED.—Charge 

Bic ‘*A” FEATURES, J.IMITED.—Two mortgage 
debentures, dated February 4 and 5, 1914, to secure 
#200 and £500 respectively, charged on the com- 
panv’s undertaking and a Ge presen e" future, 

y 
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including uncalled capital. Holders: C. Canwarden, 
53, Lammas Park Road, Ealing, W., and Mrs. 
Fromberg, 137, Clarence Gate Gardens, N.W. 

COLISEUM (CLAPHAM JUNCTION), LIMITED.—Mort- 
wage, and as collateral security thereto, a debenture, 
both dated February 25, 1914, to secure £2,500, 
charged on leasehold premises, known as Munts Hall 
and 11, Severns Road, Clapham Junction, and the 
company’s undertaking and property, present and 
future, including uncalled capital. Holder: J. Easton, 
Worcester Works, Barnsbury. 

PALASEUM, LIMITED.—A memorandum of satisfac- 
tion in full on January 29, 1914, of charge dated 
November 26, 1912, securing all moneys due from 
company to London, County and Westminster Bank, 
Limited, has been filed. 

New Companies. 

SPRINGBURN PICTURE HOUSE, LIMITED. (8,978. )— 
Registered in Edinburgh on ‘February oth, with a 
capital £3,300 in £1 shares, to carry on the business 
as exhibitors of moving pictures. Private companv. 
The number of directors is not to be less than two 
nor more than seven. The first are: J. Maxwell, 
A. M. Melville and D. A. Stewart. Qualification 
fifty shares. Remuneration £40 each per annum 
(£20 extra for chairman). Registered office : 113, St. 
Vincent Strect, Glasgow. 

WEXFORD PICTURE HOUSE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
(4,100.)—Registered in Dublin on February roth, 
with capital £1,000 in £1 shares, to acquire the 
premises, 9, South Main Street, Wexford, and carry 
on the business of proprietors or managers cf 
theatres, palaces and halls, cinematograph shows 
and exhibitions, etc. Private company. The num- 
ber of directors is not to be less than two nor more 
than five. The first are: S. Holmes, 92, St. Law- 
rence Road, Clontarf, Dublin; and S. Amsdolf, 68. 
Jervis Street, Dublin. Qualification #5. Remunera- 
tion as fixed by the company. Registered ofhce: 35, 
Mary Street, Dublin. 

ILKLEY THEATRE COMPANY, LIMITED. (133,927.)— 
This company was registered on February 12th, with 
a capital of £7,500 in £1 shares, to adopt an agree- 
ment with F. Siegel for the acquisition of certain 
land and hereditaments in the Grove, Ilkley, Yorks, 
and to carry on the business of theatre proprietors 
and managers, cinematograph exhibitors, etc. Muni- 
mum cash subscription £2,000. The number of direc- 
tors is not to be less than three nor more than 
seven. The first are: F. Sicgel, Commercial Street, 
Shipley; J. Isitt, 3. Selborne Mount, Bradford; A. 
Pool, Manley Grove, Ben Rhydding:; A. E. Wal- 
worth, Lister Hills, Bradford: and S. Johnson, 360, 
Barkerend Road, Bradford. Remuneration not less 
than £10 per annum. Registered office: The Cham- 
bers, Grove, Ilkley, Bradford. 

ROATH PARK CINEMA COMPANY, LIMITED. (133,959.) 
—This company was registered on February 13th, 
with a capital of £3,500 in £1 shares, to acquire 
certain leasehold premises at corner of Al- 
bany Road, and Wellfield Road, Cardiff, to 
erect thereon a cinematograph theatre, and 
to acquire the benefit of an aggreement between 
R. G. H. Snook and A. D. Thomas. Private com- 
pany. The number of directors is not to be less 
than three nor more than _ five. The first 
are: S. H. Ellse, 19, Marlborough Road, Cardiff 
R. G. H. Snook, 94, Albanv Road, Cardiff: aaa 
H. Dale. Qualification £200. Remuneration not less 
than £50 or more than £100 per annum, div.  Solici- 
tors: A. Giles, 34. Queen Street, Cardiff. 

Davin, HUNTER AND COMPANY. LIMITED. (133,942-) 
—This company was registered on February 13th, 
with a capital of £3,ece,in, £1 shares, to take over 
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the business of agents for and producers of films 
and cinematograph apparatus, carried on by W. 
David and A. C. Hunter, at Donington House, Nor- 
folk Street, Strand, W.C., as David, Hunter and 
Co. Private company. ‘The first directors are: W. 
David, Donington House, Norfolk Street, Strand, 
W.C.; A. Burrows, St. Margaret's, Lodge, St. Mar- 
varets; A. C. Hunter and T. S. Carmichael (all 
permanent). Registered by Newman and Sons, 65, 
and 66, Chancery Lane, W.C. 

WALLASEY THEATRE COMPANY, LIMITED. (133,980. 
—This company was registered on February ‘14th, 
with a capital of £15,000 in £1 shares, to acquire 
land in the Public Promenade, New Brighton, with 
premises in course of erection thereon, to carry on 
the business of theatre proprietors and managers, 
producers of cinematograph entertainments, etc.. 
and to adopt agreements (1) with the New Brighton 
Tivoli Theatre Company, Limited: (2) between H. 
W. Howell and others: and (3) with F. Wilkins 
and W. Alexander. Minimum cash subscription 
“£7. The number of directors is not to be less than 
three nor more than seven. The first are: C. E. 
Tanner, 3, Gill Street, Liverpool; A. Angers, Bris- 
tol Road, Wavertree, Liverpool; F. Wilkins, 27, 
Duke Street, Liverpool. Remuneration £20 each 
per annum. Registered office: 25, Castle Street, 
Liverpool. 

A. J. VASFY AND COMPaNy, LIMITED. (133,984.)— 
This company was registered on February 16th, with 
a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to take over the 
business of cinematograph and music-hall proprie- 
tors, carried on by A. J. Vasey, E. W. Dodshon and 
W. O. Vasey, all of Spennymoor, Durham, as Vasey 
and Co. Private company. The number of direc- 
tors is not to be less than two nor more than five. 
The first are: A. J. Vasey, Linden House, Carlton 
Terrace, Spennymoor; E. W. Dodshon, 23, Carlton 
Terrace, Spennymoor; and W. O. Vasev. Qualifi- 
cation £50. Solicitor: T. Jennings, Old National] 
Bank, Bishop Auckland, Durham. 

COMBINED CINEMA COLISEUMS, LIMITED. (133,080.) 
—This company was registered on February 16th, 
with a capital of £30,000 in £1 shares, to carry on 
the business of proprietors, lessees, tenants, licensees 
or managers of cinemas, theatres, rinks, etc. Pri- 
vate company. The number of directors is not to be 
less than two nor more than seven. The subscribers 
are to appoint the first. Qualification 250 shares. 
Remuneration £100 each per annum (chairman £150 
extra). Secretary: A. D. Stonham. Solicitor: H. 
C. Anstey, 320, High Holborn, W.C. 

ORFORD PaALAcE. NEW WHITTINGTON, LIMITED. 
(133,998.)—-This company was registered on February 
16th, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares, to carry 
on the business of proprietors or managers of cine- 
matograph theatres, music-halls, etc. Private com- 
pany. The number of directors is not to be less 
than two nor more than 10. The subscribers are to 
appoint the first. F. A. Nodder is first secretary. 
Qualification £100 shares. Remuneration as fixed bv 
the company. 

KIRBY, LIMITED. (134,019.)—This company was re- 
gistered on February 17th, with a capital of £1,500 
in £1 shares, to take over the business of aerial bal- 
let masters, carried on by George Kirby and Sons, 
of 9, Acre Lane, and Brighton Terrace, Brixton. 
S.W., to carry on the same, and the business of 
manufacturers and producers of, agents for and 
dealers in films and other requisites for cinemato- 
graph or biograph performances, etc., and to adopt 
an agreement with G. Kirby, G. T. Kirby, W. 
Kirby, and R. Kirby. Private company. The 
number of directors is not to be less than two nor 
more than five. The first are: W. Kirby, 2, 
Saltoun Road, Brixton: and G. T. Kirby. 29a, 
Charing Cross Road COC ogté J. R. Kirby, 
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g, Acre Lane, Brixton, is first secretary. Registered 
ottice : 2ga, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

RUGBY EMPIRE, LIMITED. (134,629.)- This com- 
pany was registered on February ik. with a capital 
of £7,500 in £1 shares (2,500 7 per cent. cum. prefer- 
ence), to take over the freshold property, effects and 
business of the Rugby Empire Varicty and Pictue 
Theatre, Henry Street, Rugby, belonging to Benjamin 
and Joseph Morris. Minimum cash subscription 
£3,500. The number of directors is not to be less 
than two nor more than five. ‘The first are: B. Morris, 
207, Clitton Road, Rugby (managing director); A. G. 
Finch, L.D.S., R. ic. S., 22, Albert Street, Rugb = and 
J. B. Macdonald, 14, Regent Street, Rugby. Qualifi- 
cation £200. Remuneration of managing director 
£100 per annum; of others £25 each per annum. J. 
Morris is manager, with £208 per annum. Regis- 
tered office: Hlenry Street, ‘Rugby. 

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY (FOREIGN PATENTS), 
LIMITED. (134,037.)—-This company was registered 
on February 18th, with a capital of 41,600 in £1 
shares, to carry on the business of photographers, 
etc., and to adopt an agreement with Kinematograh 
engineers, Limited. Private company. The num- 
ber of directors is not to be less than two nor more 
than five. The first are: G. W. Stotesbury, 71, Fen- 
church Street, FE.C.; and F. A. Thomassin, 18, 
Tavistock Place, Russell Square, W.C. (both  per- 
manent). Qualification 100 shares. Registered 
office: 20, High Holborn, W.C. 

PICTURES AND VARIETIES. LIMITED. = (134,050. ).-- 
This company was registered on February 18th, with 
a capital of £500 in f1 shares (200 6 per cent. 
cumulative preference). Objects: To carry on the 
business of proprietors and managers of theatres, 
palaces and halls, entertainment shows, exhibitions, 
etc., and to adopt an agreement with J. T. Bailey. 
Private company. ‘The number of directors is not 
to be less than two nor more than seven. The first 
are: J. T. Bailey, 46a, Market Street, Manchester; 
and L. G. Bailey, 36, Dover Street, Chorlton-cum- 
Hardy, Manchester. Qualification £1. Remunera- 
tion as fixed by the company. Registered office: 
The Picturedrome, Church Street, Ashton-under- 
Lyne. Solicitor: W. Street, 22, Brazenose Street, 
Manchester. 

WoOMBWELL PICTURE PALACE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
(134,052.).—This company was registered on Feb- 
ruary 18th, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, 
to take over the business of a picture palace pro- 
prietor, carried on by G. Stewart, at the Hippo- 
drome, Wombwell, Yorks., and to adopt an agree- 
ment with Mary A. Stewart. Private company. The 
number of directors is not to be less than two nor 
more than five. Four permanent directors are to Le 
appointed by the company. Qualification £50. 
Solicitors : Raley and Sons, Barnsley. 

SPALDING HIPPODROME, LIMITED.  (134,077.)—This 
company was registered on February i1oth, with a 
capital of £4,000 in £1 shares, to carry on music- 
halls, theatres, picture cinemas or places of amuse- 
ment or entertainment, etc. Minimum cash sub- 
scription £7. The number of directors is not to te 
less than two nor more than seven. The first are: 
R. Nobbs; H. Bancroft, Hippodrome, Wisbech; G. 
R. Limmer and J. Harrod. Qualification £200. Re- 
muneration (except managing director), 410 each per 
annum. Registered office: 6, St. Thomas Road, 
Spalding, Lincs. 

NON-FLAM, LIMITED. (134,167.)—This compacy 
was registered on February 24th, with a capital of 
£1,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the business of 
cinematograph film makers , producers and reviewers, 
etc. Private company. The first directors are: W. 
J. Stevenson 6, York Street, S.W. (managing 
director); and J. C. Lubbock. Qualification £50. 
Registered officeOrg,i"DukenStreet, W.C. 
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The Latest and Greatest 

HEPWORTH 
Exclusives. 

THE OLD 
CURIOSITY 
SHOP 
By CHARLES DICKENS, 

JUSTICE 
British Rights Controlled by 

RENTERS, LIMITED, 
118-120, Wardour Street, LONDON, W. 

See next US ogo ANNOUNCEMENT. 
©) 
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RENTERS, LIMITED, 
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE TRANSFERRED 

THEIR NORTHERN TERRITORIAL INTERESTS IN 

The Old Curiosity Shop 

JUSTICE 
GREEN'S FILM SERVICE, 

843, GALLOWGATE, GLASGOW. 

FOR 

Scotland, 
Telegrams—'‘‘ Carnival,'' Glasgow. Telephone—Bridgton 550° 

HENDERSON'S NORTH OF ENGLAND 
FILM BUREAU, 

IRVING HOUSE, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, 

FOR 

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, 

and Westmoreland. 
Telegrams—'‘' Films,'' Newcastle. Telephones—Central 3164 

WEISKER BROTHERS, LTD., 
KINEMA HOUSE, LONDON ROAD, LIVERPOOL, 

FOR 

Yorkshire, Lancashire, Cheshire, Ireland, 
Isle of Man, and North Wales. 

: PRESS aie INQUIRIES for these DISTRICES to the ABOVE. 
*Weisker,~ iverp : Telaphores—Royal 946—3760. 
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HALIFAX HALLS. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

Striking improvements have lately been in _ pro- 
yress at the Picture House, Ward’s End. From the 
architectural point of view it is one of the most 
striking places of amusement in Halifax. Since 
Mr. Whitworth took on the managerial duties, big 
changes have been in evidence. ‘“ The Wreck,” which 
was being screened last week, is one of the Vita- 
xraph's greatest productions and proved a great at- 
traction. Lhe recently installed orchestra is proving a 
good asset to the welfare of this popular place of 
amusement. A pleasant little function took place one 
evening last week, on the balcony, the staff being en- 
tertained to dinner by Mr. and Mrs. Whitworth, 
the object being to mark the inauguration of the new 
regime. Among fiftv or sixty guests were a number 
of members of the staff from the head office of the 
Associated Provincial Picture Houses, Limited, the 
company that have recently taken over the Picture 
House. A four-course dinner was served, and much 
enjoved by those present, who highly appreciated the 
new manager’s kindness. A programme of music 
followed, after which Mr. Whitworth thanked everv 
member of the staff for the manner in which thev had 
assisted him. 

Mr. Harmsworth, of the Theatre de Luxe, North- 
vate, was successful in securing exclusive rights of 
the Wells-Blake fight, which proved a great attrac- 
tion to packed houses. ‘‘ A Fight for a Fortune” 
and “ The Curse of Greed” were well received, and 
amongst his other successful bookings are ‘‘ Rev- 
gate Squires ” and “ Mounted Officer Flynn.” 

Of unusual 
cause of great 

interest to the public, and_ the 
indignation on the part. of 

the numerous picture house managers of Halli- 
fax and district, has been the important re- 
vision of the picture theatre rules, brought forward 
at last week’s sitting of the Adjourned Licensing 
Sessions for the Borough of Halifax. The principal 
clauses in the regulation objected to by the manage- 
ments are: (1) That children under fourteen years 
of age shall not be allowed to enter or be on anv 
licensed premises after 7 p.m. unaccompanied t:v a 
parent or guardian: (2) That no child under ten 
vears of age shall be allowed on the premises in 
any circumstances after 9 p.m. The chairman for- 
mallv intimated that all the cinematograph licences 
would be renewed in accordance with the new rules, 
and the Bench accepted the suggestion that all exist. 
ing arrangements would be allowed to continue until 
March 18th, when the new application would nave 
to be made. The above new regulations, together 
with various other revisions, have caused a great 
deal of controversy, and indignant letter writers 
have taken advantage of the columns of the local 
press. A meeting of managers was held on Friday 
last to discuss the situation, but nothing definite 
was arrived at. A further meeting has been arranged 
when no doubt the bench will be approached with a 
view to the modification of the restrictions. 

Under the experienced supervision of Mr. Reg. 
Watson, the Ideal Picture House, Raglan Street, is 
enjoving crowded houses every session. The star 
pictures this week, “The Hand that Condemns”? 
and “ The Right One,”’ are proving a great success. 

The new picture theatre which is being erected 
at King Cross is undoubtedly going to be an artistic 
and luxurious building. It is nearing completion, 
but through unforeseen circumstances the opening 
1s being delaved till the end ofMarch. 4 
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Messrs. Green’s Cosy, Sowerby Bridge, is doing 
good business, also the Gem, in Crossley Street, 
where “ Children of Destiny’’ and “A Fiend and 
Hlis Friends ” are the top-liners. Under the same 
management, the Picturedrome, King Cross, has an 
excellent fare. and includes “ The Trap’’ and “ The 
Mirror of Death.’’ 

NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT 
NOTES. 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

The greatest interest was evinced by the large audi- 
ences at the Picture House last week in the ‘‘Kine- 
tophone,’’ everyone being delighted with the _ pre- 
cision with which action and sound are synchronised. 
Mr. Henness is giving a further exhibition of this 
wonder this weck. The Vitagraph film ‘* The 
Wreck”? proved a big enough attraction in itself to 
fill this popular house. 

Last week Mr. Chas. Hawtrey was featured at the 
Regent Hall and Globe Picture House in ‘‘ A Mes- 
sage from Mars,’’? and this week comes the turn of 
Mr. Martin Harvey in ‘‘ A Cigarette Maker’s Ro- 
mance "" at the same houses. I] notice a witness in 
the Iligh Court, last week, stated that the picture 
houses had made it impossible for a company to tour 
the country with ‘A Message from Mars ”’ with anv 
prospect of success! At anv rate, there 1s no doubt 
as to the enormous drawing power of the fine cinema 
production of the play. 

‘The Diamonds of the Duchess ’’? and ** Under the 
Mask of Affliction ’’ are top-liners at the Scala Thea- 
tre, backed up bv Keystone screamers, ‘“ Broncho 
Billy?’ and ** The Thumb Print.”’ 

Mr. E. W. Green, the popular manager of the 
Victoria Palace, 1s featuring ‘‘ The Eleventh Com- 
mandment ’”? this week, and is meeting with the usual 
success. The music discoursed here is of a specially 
pleasing character. 

A delightfully clever child actress is a feature in 
‘¢Her Majestv the Little Queen,’’ which appears at 
the Haydon Road Cinema, Sherwood, and is followed 
during the week-end with ‘‘ The House of Discord.”’ 

Mrs. Wright, the manageress of Hibbert’s Pic- 
tures, includes, in an attractive list this week, ‘ In 
the Midst of the Jungle’’ and ‘‘ Brennon of the 
Moors.” 

“The House of Temperley ”’ is going as strong 
as ever in this district, and a remarkable success 1s 
cas obtained at the New Palladium, Beeston, this 
week. 
The picture houses in Worksop are being supported 

in a most encouraging wavy, and the competition 
being very keen, ensures very fine programmes be- 
ing given. At the Gaiety Picturedrome pictorial 
concerts are very popular cvery Sunday, from 8 to 
9.45. ‘Pendulum of Fate,’’ “Great Ocean Catas- 
trophe’’ (exclusive for Worksop) and “ Dorothy’s 
Adoption ’’ were the chief items the early part of 
this week, and Thursday’s list includes “ The Magis- 
trate’s Honour’’ and ‘‘ The Buried Crime.’’—At the 
Cinema, Town Hall, improvements in the accommo- 
dation have recently been carried out, and the hall 
has been fitted with tip-up seating throughout. This 
is much appreciated by good audiences. “ The Seal 
of Silence,” “Battle of Fort Laramie,” and “The 
Little Peacemaker” were included in last week’s 
list.—The ‘‘Gaumont Graphic’? is always looked 
forward to with interest by the regular patrons of 
the Royal Flectric Theatre, 
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The Authorities and the the Cinematograph Trade. 

A Survey of Forthcoming Legislation. 

By W. CARLYLE CROASDELL, Barrister-at-Law. 

The cinematograph trade or profession has 
not as yet by any ‘means -feached its majority; 
but it is safe to say that no trade or business 
which was ever commenced or created has been 
so harassed and hampered in its operations, so 
attacked by fads and faddists, and so hum- 
bugged and crippled by all persons ‘‘ ves‘ed 
with a little authority,’’.as has cinematography 
during the past few years 
We are driven to making these somewhat 

pointed observations by a general reflection on 
the subject, caused primarily by the perusal 
and study of three Bills which have been intre- 
duced into Parliament during the present ses- 
sion, vis., the London County Council (General 
Powers) Bill; the City of London (Various 
Powers) Bill:’and the Glasgow Corporation 
(Celluloid) Bill. The three authorities named 
have, in their Bills, made a great pretence of 
coming to Parliament for their desired powers 
‘fin the interests of public safetv.’? We have 
every sympathy with sucha worthy object, but 
if the “interests of public safety ’’ is the rea! 
and true ground for their attack on the manu- 
facturers and renters of cnematograph films, 
the question naturally arises,‘‘Why are the pub- 
lic of London and Glasgow only to be pro- 
tected’’’ The ‘interests’ of public safety’’ is 
we suggest, simply a cloak, a phrase by which 
they endeavour to throw dust in the eyes of 
our legislators and the public generally, and 
we submit that if there be any merit in the 
phrase, then the position calls not for piece- 
meal legislation but for a general public Act 
of Parliament dealing with the matter, and ap- 
plying throughout the kingdom. 
One thing these authorities do seek amongst 

others is to compel the registration with them 
of all the small showrooms, one of which most 
renters have upon their premises for the pur- 
pose of showing any film to an intending pur- 
chasér, and in conection herewith they ask for 
power to make and enforce regulations. with 
respect to these showrooms, which will,. un- 
doubtedly, strike a heavy blow at the business 
cf the renter. The manufacturer of the film 
's hit equally hard by other provisions in the 
Bills, and it may be predicted with safety andl 
certainty that if these Bills become law, as at 
present framed, the cinematograph trade of 
this country will receive a very considerable 

Google 

set-back. We propose to discuss more fully 
the details of these Bills in a later article. 

The people of this country have long taken 
pride'in being called by foreigners a nation of 
shopkeepers, our courts have for centuries re- 
fused to allow any restrictions or restraints on 
any lawful trade or business as being against 
public policy. As a nation, we have rejoiced 
at the foremost place we have ever occupied 
in the commerce of the world, and later still 
we have fostered industries of all kinds which 
tended to give further employment to our citi- 
zens. The newly created cinematograph indus 
try has found employment for thousands up 
and down the country. The cinematograph has 
been generally acknowledged to be of great edu- 
cational value; it provides an entertaining and 
elevating form of amusement, and has received 
the patronage of the highest intellects in art 
and the drama. And yet this is the industry 
which has been hampered more by grani- 
motherly legislation and regulations than any 
other in existence. 

Previously to the passing of the Cinemato- 
eraph Act, 1909, there does not appear to have 
been any control exercised over the exhibition 
of cinematograph films, or in respect to the 
cinematograph theatres. But for some time 
before the Cinematograph Bill. was introduced 
into the House of Commons as a Government 
measure, which was in March, 1909, the ques- 
tion of the licensing and regulating of these 
theatres had several times been raised. On the 
second reading of the Bill, for instance, the 
Home Secretary stated ‘‘T have 
had the strongest representations made to me 
by local authorities—borough and other coun- 
cils.”? It was also stated on behalf 
af the Government that the Act had been asked 
for by a deputation from the London County 
Council. 

The Departmental Committee on Celluloid. 
whi ch made its report in November last, states 
with respect to public cinematograph ‘exhibi- 
tions, that “‘ These are controlled under the 
provisions of the Cinematograph Act, rgoo. 
Since the coming into force of the Act, though 
there have been a number of cases in which a 
film has caught fire, no serious accidents haye 
resulted, and this gain to the public safety has 
been secured without any detriment to the 

H 
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THE FILM THAT 
REALLY WILL RE- 
MOVE ALL DE- 
PRESSION AND 

GLOOM. 

Will Evans 

THE BEST TONIC FOR?A 

SICK PAY BOX. 

WILL DAY, 
—— KINUTILITIES, —— 

19, Lisle St, Wardour St, W. 
(Near Leicester Square). 

Telephone— 

Regent 4577; 

Telegrams — 

Titles, Westrand London. 

Digitized by Go gle 
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Eclair Cup Final Topical. 
The Eclair Film Go. 

is One of the Four Firms commissioned by the 
FOOTBALI, ASSOCIATION to Film . 

THE CUP FINAL TOPICAL. 

This cannot appear in any News Film, and can 
only be got from ONK OF THE FOUR. 
Send your order to Ec!.ArR, and send it at once, as 

ORDERS WILL BE EXECUTED 

IN STRICT ROTATION, 

and already the demand is great. 

Price 4a. per foot (strictly Net). Length 460 ft. 

N.B.—Both length and price have been 
fixed by the Association. 

You Must Show— 

THE GREATEST FOOTBALL 
EVENT OF THE YEAR. 

Order it from the ECLAIR Co. 

Eclair Film Co.,. Lid., 
‘Moor ‘Street,’ 

Cambridge Circus, W. 

A Moderate 
Outlay =: =: 

will put you in possession of a 

generating plant which will re- 

duce your working costs to a 

minimum without _ sacrificing 

efficiency. _ Would you like 

further particulars ? 

; Lists on Request. 

rs Sh 1HE 

ri Crypto Electrical Co. 
; 155a, BERMONDSEY STREET, 

LONDON, S.E. 

BRISTOL— 
79, Victoria Street. 

GLASGOW— 
19, Waterloo Street. 

Original from 

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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Trade.” But we are, however, entirely unable 
‘to understand how this Act has brought any 
Under Secretary .of State, who moved the 
gain to the public safety if the statement of the 
second reading of the Bill, was true, ziz., that 
‘‘There have been several panics owing to fires 
arising from cinematograph films catching fire 
in other countnes, although, happily, in Ene- 
land we have been free from them.’’ 

Do not let us be misunderstood. We do not 
object to the provisions of the Cinematograph 
Act, which make licensing of these theatres 
necessary, or the provisions which require the 
compliance with reasonable and necessary recu- 
lations such as mav be truly said to be in the 
interests of the public, and as a safeguard to 
the public. The Home Secretary, in charge of 

the Bill told the House of Commons that ‘t 
was not in the least the intention of the De- 
partment to insist upon unreasonable or un- 
necessary regulations. Unfortuately, however, 
the Act itself, it may be quite unintentionally, 
has left it open to the licensing authorities to 
grant licences to such persons only as they 
think fit. and to attach to such licences such 
terms and conditions and such restrictions as 
they ‘may: determine 2 a 
: The regulations made by the Secretary of 
State under. the Act are sufficiently stringent 
to fulfil the purpose of the Act. which, it must 

seas —_— eC —  —— —-——— -- 
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not be forgotten, was passed *‘ to make better 
provision for securing safety at cinematograph 
and other exhibitions.’’ The Home Secretary, 
during the debate on the Bill, said: ‘“‘I do not 
deny that when you have a cinematograph ex- 
hibition properly regulated, it is not a danver- 
ous thing in itself, and though a film may take 
fire there is no danger of the fire spreading. 
But there 1s in many places no existing power 
of enforcing the use of an iron box.”’ 

The above mentioned regulations of the 
Home Office deal with the matters referred 
to, and it is not so much to these regulations 
which we take exception as to the manner ‘n 
which the licensing authorities throughout the 
country have interpreted the power granted 
them to attach conditions and restrictions to 
their licences. Practically every authority has 
prepared and enforces a different and ever vary- 
ing set of condition, many of which are palp- 
ably completely outside the sccpe and purpose 
of the Act, and are being used without scruple 
to force the Trade to comply with all kinds of 
fantastic ideas evolved by these authorities, pos- 
sessing, as they do, the power to grant or re- 
fuse an application for a cence, which enables 
them to put upon the applicant the necessary 
pressure. 

+ 

a 
ate (To be Continued.) ~ 

HAPPENINGS AT HULL. 

(By OuR Own 
It is quite likely that the future will see two more 

palaces in the heart of the city. A new development 
having presented itself this week. All eyes have 
been fixed on the Paragon Square district for the 
past twelve months, and despite all rumours, a large 
notice affixed in this neighbourhood has continued 
to cause a good deal of interest. The original 
£40,000 proposal having been transferred to a more 
convenient site, I understand, rumour now has it 
that an entirely new company has acquired the pro- 
perty, and that after all there still will be a palace 
in Paragon Street. 

me 

Messrs. Ruffells’ fine cinema, 
house, is still, I notice, showing a lot of latest re- 
leases. “ Amidst Raging Beasts” and “ The Mvs- 
tery of the Three Faces ” have been the two principal 
pictures this week. Mr. Ketteman has got the large 
foyer of the Plavhouse hung with photographs of all 

»the cinema stars. He has an illuminated pro. 
‘gramme board in the entrance, and at the Guildhall 
last week a man was fined by the Stipendiarv for 
doing wilful damage to this. 

the Picture Play- 

Mr. William Swan, of the Circus, has not been 
long back from his Scandinavian tour, where he has 
been filming the winter sports. He has had his 
camera at work in the streets of Hull during a visit 
to the city on a recruiting march of the Fast York- 
shire Regiment, and secured some excellent pictures 
of the proceedings. which were shown at the Circus 
the same night. The ladies’ orchestra, under Miss 
Nita Pinelli, is an appreciated part of the pro- 
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REPRESENTATIVE. ) 

Always to the front, Mr. R. S. Comber, of the 
Theatre de Luxe, has secured the first run for Hull 
with the “British Army Film,” which has been well 
advertised, and will be shown from March 30th, the 
first part in the first half of the week, and the second, 
the latter half. It is intended to show the picture 
in good style, and in all probability a military band 
will be engaged. The de Luxe, by the way, belongs 
to National Klectric Theatres, Limited, and is not 
connected with a company previously. mentioned. 
Mr. Comber did excellent business with “In the 
Hands of London Crooks,’ and there wos a very 
good afternoon attendance when I called the other 
dav. Alterations and enlargements will be com- 
menced just after Faster, and the reopening wll 
take place before Whitsuntide. This week’s features 

“ Amid Raging Beasts" and “ The Finger of 
Destiny.” 

Big things are happening at Dairvcoates, I see, 
where Mr. B. Firth is still struggling through with 
the extension at the Eureka Picture Palace in order 
to accommodate his manv patrons. Such a state of 
affairs cannot be wondered at when one considers 
that Mr. Firth is showing “ the latest and_ best.” 
“The Wreck” was a great thing, and “The Diver” 
also brought good business. “When Mountain and 
Vallev Meet,” and Selig’s “Amid Raging Reasts” are 
all examples of F.ureka fare, also “ Give U's this 
Dav,” booked for a special event, which is to take 
place in the near future. 

“The Vicar of Wakefield” occunied the screen 
for the full weck at the Prince’s Hall, where last week 
T heard some good music on the new mustel organ. 
The Pathé cartoons.are yerv_ popular at the Prince’s. 
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SEALED ORDERS, 

ACTION SETTLED. 

The action by Messrs. Cecil Raleigh and Henry 

Hamilton, authors of the Drury Lane drama, “ Sealed 

Orders,” to restrain the Kinematograph Trading 

Company, Limited, from applying the name of any 

film other than that of a representation of the play, 

came before Mr. Justice Eve, in the Chancery Divi- 

sion. 

Mr. Maugham, K.C., for the plaintiffs, said they 

were the owners of the rights of the play for cine- 

matograph purposes’ They did not complain of in- 
fringement of copyright here, but the use of the title 
to the film as proposed would lead the public into 

thinking they were going to see moving pictures of 

the Drury Lane drama. 

Mr. Cecil Raleigh, giving evidence, said the pro- 
vincial rights of the play had been sold to Mr. Percy 
Hutchinson, and until the contract had_ expired, 

‘Sealed Orders’’ was not to be put on at any 
cinema theatre. 

Evidence was given by Messrs. Arthur Shirley, 
G. R. Sims, and C. B. Fernald, the dramatists, and 
by Mr. Percy Hutchinson, to the effect that if they 
saw a film ‘* Sealed Orders ”’ advertised at anv pic- 
ture theatre, they would expect to see a representa- 
tion of the play. Mr. Louis Mever, of the Strand 
Theatre, stated that the title ‘‘Sealed Orders ’’ had 
become inseparably connected with the play. 

For the detence, Mr. G. Soole, managing director 
of the defendant comnanv. said the name originally 
given, **The Mvsterv of the X,’? was apnlied tem- 
porarily by the makers in Scandinavia. On seeing 
that the plot centred round the taking of sealed 
orders, in a series of naval episodes. he decided that 
“© Sealed Orders’? was the onlv title that could be 
applied. It was not true that his firm intended to 
obtain the benefit of the renutation of the plav. Wit- 
ness admitted that he had objected to a rival nroduc- 
tion before, because he thought it would do him 
harm. Altogether some eichtv-seven contracts with 
cinema theatre managers for the film had been en- 
tered into. 

Cross-examined by Mr. Maugham, K.C.. for the 
niaintiffs, witness agreed that the name of Drurv 
Lane would be of some advantage to the film, but it 
would not be much. 

Do vou really mean that ‘* Sealed Orders ’’ was 
the onlv nossible title for the film ?—TI do not see anv 
other which can describe it as well. 
The hearing was adjourned. 

On Tuesdav, Mr. Maughom, K.C.. for the plai- 
tiffs, announced that the actinn had been settled. 
The defendants consented to a pernetual injunction 
against them restraining the use of the title, and had 
paid a lump sum for costs. 

Mr. Clayton, K.C., for the defendants, said he 
wished to point out that their managing director. 
when he chose the name, had not the Drurv Lane 
drama in his mind. That statement had been made 
in court, and was not cross-examined unon. The 
nloaintiffs had arreed to the film being called “Orders 
Tinder Seal.” The defendonts had some 200 cnn- 
tracts for the film. and havine regard to the delav. 
and the fact that the action would have lasted still 
longer. thev had taken the course announced. 
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THE BRIGHTON HALLS. 

(By OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT. ) 

The vexed question of Sunday opening crops up 
every now and then in the Brighton district. It 
was raised in the Hove Police Court last week when 
an application was made by Mrs. Guttridge for a 
seven-day licence for the Prince’s Imperial Picture 
Palace, Portslade. It was stated that when the 
theatre was opened in 1912, a splendid business was 
done, but lately this had been dwindling, people pre- 
ferring to patronise during the week the cinemas 1n 
Brighton and Shoreham, which catered for them on 
Sundays. 

The magistrates admitted the force of this arga- 
ment, but felt unable to accede to the application, 
and consequently a six-days’ licence was asked for 
and granted. Six-dav licences are the rule at 
Brighton, but practically all the cinemas open on 
Sundavs with non-flam films. The local branch of 
the ““Rest Day Association’? has made attempts to 
stop Sunday opening, but without success. 

The new E@tair film, “The Master Criminal,” was 
shown at the Palladium last Tuesday, and the re- 
presentatives of the Trade present were very favour- 
ablv impressed by its exciting incidents and excellent 
staging. Mr. Crown has secured it for public ex- 
hibition during the week commencing March 3oth. 
Kinoplastikon shows no decrease of popularity, and 
last week’s programme also included “A Tragedv 
in the Clouds” and “The Wreck.” A big attrac- 
tion this weck is the snlendid new Pathé film, “Le 
Chevalier de Maison Rouge.”’ 

Always noted for its excentionallv§ attractive 
music, the Grand Concert Hall Picture Palace, West 
Street, last week introduced an item that proved ex- 
tremely popular. During the exhibition of “ The 
Trail of the Tost Chord,” Signor Bioletti played 
Sullivan’s well-known masterniece as a violin solo, 
with organ accomnaniment bv Mr. J. W. Slatter, 
the talented chef 7 orchestre. Other items in Mr. N. 
T. Coverdale’s_ first-rate nrogrammes were the 
Asta Neilsen nicture. ‘““A Woman of the People,’’ 
“Circumstantial F.vidence.”’ ‘* The Wreckers’’ and 
“The Kines of the Forest,” a revival of the great 
animal film. 

Full houses are reported at the Academy, which 
Mr. H. B. Parkinson is managing in go-ahead stvle. 
The wonderful Kinetophone talking pictures are 
still proving an immence attraction, and one shown 
last week was an especial triumph inasmuch as it 
was an outdoor scene, which naturallv made the 
task of reproducing the sounds a very difficult one. 
T.ast week’s star films were ‘* The Wreck ”’ and “ The 
Chinese Death Thorn.”’ 

The Theatre de Luxe did first-rate business last 
week with “ Where the Road Forks’’ and “The 
Closed Door.’’ in addition to many other interesting 
films.—Mr. G. Yate Ashwell. at the Duke of York’s 
Theatré, did well with “Zulina,” “At the Sign of 
the Lost Angel’’ and “Child of the Sylvan Lake.’’-- 
In addition to varieties, Mr. Jim Hardiman, at the 
Arcadia, was showing “Nat Pinkerton and the 
Wreckers” and ‘The Girl Spv in Mexico.’? Another 
musical and dramatic competition is announced fcr 
this weck. 

One is always sure of a thoroughly interesting 
nrogramme at the Hove Cinema. Last week Mr. 
Martin Waters was exhibiting ‘Nick Winter and 
the T.ost Prince.’ “A Faithful Horse.” “ The Ever- 
lasting’? and “The Breath of Scandal.” 
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| The King of Picture Comedians, | 

Ford Sterling 
And his Selected Company 

of Comedy Players, including 

Fred Balshofer, Henry Pathe 

Lehrman, Robert Thornby, 

TRANS-ATLANTIC. 
: Programme, 

The Organisation which Features 

sable LEADING FILM STARS 
‘than any other | 

COMPANY IN THE WORLD. 

ALL Dic je ia FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

NEWYORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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POSTER WISE AND FILM FOOLISH. 
It is a variation of the old saying, but it aptly describes the practice which 

some exlvbitors have followed. ‘Then they wonder why the pay box doesn’t talk 
so loud. 

Does this describe vour position? Have you been going for a startling poster 
and saving a bit on vour film hire or have you even done worse ane paid a bit 
more for exclusives? 

You must have good posters, sf course, but the public insists on goa ‘films 
to back up good posters. 

ur posters are good, as good as we can make them, but, however good they 
are, they are not a bit too good for the nilms they advertise. 

You needn’t put out your hand for the salt cellar just because you have heard 
talk like this before, and been disappointed. We are honest in our advertising, 
He it pays us to be. Realise this and you will soon get the TRANS-ATLAN- 

, ‘Moncy-Back¥ or: ‘Certain - dtahit, #hich means the. best i in Ponte and the pest 
‘fils. “Think it over! ~ = + %&> - 

Here are four features for four successive dienes fase Try et out + and 
then write and tells us if we claim too much. 

Monday, March 23rd 

IN THE WILDS OF AFRICA. 
IOI BISON. 1,995 ft. approx. 

Undoubtedly the finest wild animal picture ever produced, 

Thursday, March 96th © 

Unto the Third Generation 
VICTOR. 1,985 ft. approx. 

An enthralling drama of Jewish Life, featuring the Trans-Atlantic 

Favourite, MISO GIEORENCE LAWRENCE: :atutees 
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Monday, March 30th 

HIS HOUR OF TRIUMPH 
2,005 ft. approx. 

Everyone is booking this splendid story about a poor writer's 

struggle for fame, and the triumph which came too [ate. 

Thursday, April 2nd 

THE PASSER BY 
VICTOR. 1,805 ft. approx. 

Warren Kerrigan’s countless admirers will find him at the 

: insight of = wonderful art in this rugged og of the wer 

AND ON NO ACCOUNT F ORGE T 
the Feature for April 6th 

Under the Black Flag 
GOLD SEAL. | 2,980 ft. approx. 

ALL TRANS-ATLANTIC FILMS ON EASTMAN STOCK. 

+ mw atthe TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO., ‘2° 
COPENHAGEN: Friedrichstrasse 224. LIMI TED, Farvegade 2. 

jieubaugatse 00: UNIVERSAL HOUSE, eraereun’ Han. 9; 10/11. 

Kelzersgrecht. 420. 37-39, Oxfo rd St reet, via Alfredo ‘Cappatin, 18. 
SWEDEN: | L d w Moscow: — 

—* ondon, W. ntieemene sae 
101, Puchkinshkaia, Wires— ‘Phone — : 

BUDAPESTH : Trans-Atlantic Film 
Lipot Korut 9. | "' TRANSFILCO, Ox, PAwnone REGENT 4332-3. Co. L 

imited. 
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It’s a big word, but 
not too big for the 

Ma LLL 
production of | 

“RICHELIEU” 
(Four Reels). 

The gripping story of one ‘of the 

| most fascinating periods of history, | 

featuring 

MISS PAULINE BUSH. 
‘WATCH FOR IT, 

| but don’t forget it's the 7 a | 

TRANS. ATLANTIC 
production that you want. ee f 

foremost figures of one of the . a - 
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LICENSING FILM STORES. 

To the Editor of THE BIOSCOPE. 

Sir,—With reference to the attitude of the 

Manufacturers’ and Renters’ Associations to- 
wards the threatened proceedings of the London 
County Council, I would like to throw out the sug- 
gestion that the representatives of the whole of the 
Trade should acknowledge their responsibilities 
to such an extent that, unless they are satisfied 
that films are stored under reasonably saf2 con- 
ditions, they will not lend their prestige and 
support in defence of those who are conducting 
a risky business without taking all necessary 
precautions. 

The Trade might consider the advisability of 
having a voluntary supervisor of buildings con- 
taining films, whose position meght be similar to 
that of the film censor. 

. Evidence of our own vigorous efforts to mint 
mise danger will reassure the authorities and the 
public in a manner which wholesale or indis- 
criminate defence can never hope to do. 
One thing the Trade might take up, and that 

is “fire drill.” Though its value has been proved, 
pressure is necessary before it *can become 
general.—Yours, etc., 7 

H. ROSENBAUM. 
45, Gerrard Street, 

London, W. 

March 16, 1914. 

THE PROSZYNSKI ‘‘ AEROSCOPE ” 

CAMERA. 

To the Editor of THE Broscorr. 

Sir,—In the article by Mr. James W. Barber 
in your last issue it is said about our “ acro- 
scope’? camera: “It was left to an English 
engineer to manufacture and partly redesign 
the original ‘aeroscope,’ and so turn failure into 
success.” : . 

We wish to state that, although the camera 
was first manufactured by an English engineer, 
it has nothing to do with “failure and success.” 
As a matter of fact, the last model of the ‘ acro- 
scope" does not oy Geo. com i Vera with Mr. 
de Prdészytiski’s fis AXch he brought 

“ THE BIOSCOPE” PARLIAMENT. 
Readers are invited to express their Opinions upon any subject of General Interest. 

Correspondence submitted for publication must be accompanied b 
address of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as an evidence of 
Anonymous letters will be promptly consigned to the Waste Paper Basket. 

fetter m must not be taken to imply that the views expressed are endorsed by the Editor, 
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to England three years ago, except in a few 
outside details which are rather of minor import- 
ance. 

It is true that the first step taken by our a 
decessors, the Aeroscope Company, Limited, 
making this camera was not successful, but it 
was entirely because Mr. de Prészynski had 
not any interest in this company as member, 

shareholder, etc., while another engineer who 

undertook the building of the camera did not 
follow the drawings and model supplied to the 
Acroscope Company by the inventor, and made 
many alterations without understanding the par- 
ticulars of the air-motor principle, ete. 

Since we have had this invention in our own 
hands we have gone back to the original model 
and drawings; and laterly, to avoid any further 
mistakes, we asked the inventor to himself form 
and direct the factory for building this camera. 

Our last models are improved, of course, 1n 

outside details, and some of them were sug- 

gested by an English engineer (Mr. Newman) 
and others, our customers, etc., but the last 
success we owe, before all, to the personal super- 
vision of the works by Mr. de Proészynski.— 
Yours—, etc., 

CHERRY KEARTON, LIMITED 

(Late the Warwick Trading Company, Limited). 

Dewar House, 

-Haymarket, W.; and 

113-117, Charing Cross Road, 

~~ March 17, 1914. 

W.C. 

CINEMA ‘‘ SCHOOLS.” 

To the Editor of THE Bioscopr 

Sirk,—Will you kindly publish a word of 
warning in your valuable journal in reference 
to the mis-statements that are b2aing made by 
many so-called cinema “schools " of acting, which 
are, in some cases, publishing adveruusements 
that are grossly misleading to the public? Many 
of these schools are advertising that they teach 
the art of cinematograph acting, and are offer- 
ing as a bait a tale that lucrative positions can 
be: obtained at (reryahigh salaries after such a 
course of-\twaynyag. fhe name Aeofyour company 
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has within the past week bezn used by at least 
one of these schools, which stated that it had 
contracts with our firm for the production of 
pictures, and that, if prospective students would 
pay a fee of three guineas for tuition, on the 
completion of the course the school would secure 
a position at from 5os. to £7 per week. Many 
others were promised from 15s. to £5 per day. 

Knowing that practically everyone who is in- 
terested in cinematography reads the various 
Trade journals, we are taking the opportunity 
of stating that under no consideration would 
we employ any graduate from a cinema school 
of acting. The very fact that a person was 
such a graduate would act as a detriment to 
them securing a position with our company, as 
we are very much against these “schools of 
acting,” and our producers, under no condition, 
would employ such graduates at any salary what- 
soever. 

None of these concerns has contracts with 
our company for the production of pictures. We 
produce our own pictures at our own studio at 
the Crystal Palace, and have no outside con- 
tracts for the production of pictures, except of 
those of natural. history films. 

We call your particular attention to adver- 
tisements appearing in the classified columns of 
some of the evening papers and weekly journals. 
We are sure that if these papers knew the great 
harm that is being done to our industry by such 
advertisements they would not be allowed to 
continue to appear; and we are also sure that 
a great many ignorant people, who cannot really 
afford tuition fees, are being “taken in” by 
these advertisements. 

. We to-day have over 100 applicants for every 
position vacant, and practically every film pro- 
ducer will tell you that there is absolutely no 
chance for the greater majority of applicants 
to ever appear in a picture in a legitimate way, 
apart from those from cinema schools. 

In one case, one of these so-called schools of 
acting had the effrontery to give a_ personal 
letter of introduction to one of our producers 
(Mr. Maurice Elvey), although Mr. Elvey is not 
personally known to the man who gave the 
Jetter, which was from a supposed Tepeiavie con- * 
cern. 

At the present time we do not want people. 
We have our own companies, and we wish to 
strongly disassociate the use of our name and 
any connection whatsoever with these “‘schools.” 
--Yours, etc., for and on behalf of 

‘Tne MotocraPH FILM Company, Ltp. 

(J. J. Bamberger, Managing Director). 

Motograph House, 

Upper St. Martin’s Lane, W.C. 

DiMarch by 4K. gle 

OUR POSTER GALLERY. 

The illustration in this column is reproduced 
from an excellent coloured poster issued by 
Messrs. Hibberts’ Pictures, Limited, in connec- 
tion with their latest exclusive, a powerful Ramo 
subject, entitled ‘‘ The Worker.” 

SOWING THESEEDS OF JEALOUSY. 

The aim in the play has been to portray “the 
lives of the people,” and the feature is said to 
be of a more than usually absorbing nature. 
Messrs. Hibberts, in presenting this three-reel 
subject, promise a release which is very much 
out of the ordinary, and which can be booked 
from either their London or provincial offices 
from date onwards. 

YET ANOTHER ASSOCIATION. 

The Blackpool and District Cinematograph 
Exhibitors’ Association is one of the latest 
formations with offices at &, Birley Street, 
Blackpool. The Secretary is Mr. Will Shaw, 
who will be pleased to receive any matter of 
interest to exhibitors. For some time past he 
has been identified with the Trade, and until 
quite recently managed one of the picture 
theatres of the town. The support alreadv 
obtained promises well for the future of the - 
Association, whi become ane impor ch, should 
tant factentod e sinema trade ef Blackpool. 
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ECHOES FROM EXETER, 

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 
At the cosy Empire Theatre, last week, 1 found a 

well-filled house watching ‘‘ The Great Gold Rob- 
bery,’’ which was but one of the splendid films Mr. 
Robert G. Butler had provided. Strong programmes 
also include * Paying the Price,” “A Disastrous Bet,” 
and “A Queen’s Love.” 

‘“* Hawkshaw, the Detective,’’ I was informed by 
Mr. taroll Mock, provided a good draw at the City 
Palace during the first part of last week, when the 
programme also included ‘‘ Wild Beasts at Large.’’ 
During the second half, ‘‘ The Diver’? was much 
enjoyed by large audiences. The programme for 
the first half of the present week included ‘‘A Queen’s 
Love.” 

The interest shown in the cinematograph season 
at the Theatre Royal, for which the managements of 
the Royal and City Palace are combining, shows no 
signs of abating, and last week excellent houses saw 
“The Descent of Mount Vesuvius’”’ and ‘ Joan of 
Arc.’? This week the programme is more than ever 
educational, the films including ‘‘ How Wild Ainmals 
Live’’ and ‘ Life of the Honey Bee.” The pro- 
gramme is made doubly interesting owing to the 
fact that Mr. J. G. Bee Mason, the well-known expert, 
lectures during the exhibition of the latter film. The 
local press, announcing the coming of these films, 
was enthusiastic in praise of the Theatre Royal for 
obtaining what they rightly term ‘‘ wonderful pic- 
tures. 

“A Victim of the Mormons’’ was a great attrac- 
tion at the Palladium during the past week. For the 
present week the management have obtained ‘‘ David 
Copperfield,’’? that beautiful Dicken’s story. Mr. G. 
Leacey, who has been:so popular with Exonians, has 
left the Palladium, much to the regret of his numer- 
ous patrons, to take up a similar appointment at 
another theatre in Mr. Albany Ward’s circuit. All 
will wish him every success in his néw sphere. His 
place at the Palladium has been taken by Mrs. 
oes Adderley, who comes from Weston-super- 
Mare. 
The Franklin Palace continues to have its full 

share of the patronage; the films shown being high- 
class, and clearly projected. 

TRAWLINGS FROM GRIMSBY. 

The Gaiety Cinema, under the control of Messrs. 
Woolfe, sustains its popularity and good programmes, 
Its patrons do not seem to tire of, but, on the other 
hand, like ‘lengthy ” films. ‘A Romance of Erin ” 
and ‘A Fight for a Fortune” were the leading lines. 

Cleethorpes, which is well catered for by the Em- 
pire Cinema, in Alexandra Road, is to have another 
theatre just round the: corner in High Street. There 
is also Messrs. Higgins and Littlewood’s large hall, 
the Royal Picture Playhouse, but this. of course, is 
closed during the winter season, principally, I be- 
lieve, owing to heating difficulties. If the three 
cinemas are open this coming season, visitors to the 
resort will have plenty of attraction in this line. 
Some of the outstanding features at the Empire last 
week were ‘‘ His Choice’? and “ The Diver.” ° 

Particularly fascinating was the non-stop bill at 
the Kent Street Picture Playhouse during the early 
part of last week, headed by ‘‘ The Girl and the 
Tiger.’”? The ‘‘ Vivaphone ”’ pictures, the ‘* Warwick 
Chronicle,’ ’and a couple of good dramas have formed 
the chief ‘‘ingredients” at the Paragon Pavilion. 
The top-liners were ‘‘ The Pearls of Death’’ and 
“The Burning Train.”’” ~ 

(share Ql Ge Kine- Continued success$itisedo\b 

tophone, which has been removed to the Strand 
Cinema de Luxe, by Messrs. Higgins and Little- 
wood from their other house, the Lyric. Big things 
have been seen at the Strand lately, including “ The 
Curse of Greed,” “ The Diver,” and “ The Wreck.” 

The cinematograph as an educational factor is 
coming into recognition here. The students of the 
Grimsby Municipal College attended an educational 
performance at the Tivoli Cinema, Duncombe Street, 
where some especially suitable subjects were 
screened. ‘For Ever,” “ The Invaders” (Kalem), 
and “The Wreck” (Vitagraph), were amongst the 
week’s premier attractions, while films which created 
widespread interest showed the Argentine Tango 
and the Brazilian Mattichiche. 

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC. 

On Thursday last, in a very unassuming way, 
two well-known gentlemen in the Trade were 
seen to proceed aboard the s.s. /mperator. They 
were, of course, bound for ‘the States,’’ and we 
have pleasure in wishing the subjects of our 
illustration 60n voyage and a safe return. 

Many of our readers will no doubt recognise 
the photograph as portraying the familiar fea- 
tures of Mr. Ernest Blake, of the Kodak Com- 
pany, and Mr. “ Dick’ Edmondson, of American 
Film Releases. The snapshot was taken by a 
friend aboard the tug,iqyhichowas to convey 

them to the linet yoRK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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THE PICK OF THE PROGRAMMES. 
WHAT WE THINK OF THEM. 

The Sakura Shima Volcano Disaster. 

The dreadful earthquake and eruption which 
took place in the Japanese Archipelago at the 
commencement of this vear have provided a 
subject for the cinematographer as fascinating 
as it is unparalleled. Besides being a film of 
immense topical, or rather historical, interest, 
this picture of a mountain in travail constitutes 
one of the most impressive and wondrous sp2c- 
tacles ever beheld on a screen. Some of the 
scenes it includes are, indeed, of almost unex-- 
ampled magnificence, and the glimpses we are 
given at the finish of immense bodies of smoke, 
literally as big as a mountain, slowly turning 
and falling upon each other like vast cloud 
palaces driven by the wind, are overwhelming 
in their sinister grandeur. The film is most 
remarkable from a technical point of view, and 
we cannot imagine any more vivid or complete 
record of the appalling disaster than that which 
it offers. It is unnecessary to add that this is 
a picture which ought to be seen in every theatre 
throughout the country. Quite apart from the 
great interest of its subject, it has such extra- 
ordinary beauty and splendour as a spectacular 
film that on this latter account alone it should 
be seen by everyone. Our only complaint is 
that the film is much too short. As far as our 
own taste is concerned, we should have welcomed 
a full 1,000 ft. of those marvellous smoke pic- 
tures. (J. Frank Brockliss, Limited. Released 
April 6th. Length 556 ft.) 

The Cirl at the Curtain. 

This is a thoroughly excellent and original 
comedy which is good enough to occupy a promi- 
nent position in the programme at any theatre 
whatsoever. 
novel and really effective, and these are features 
as important, especially in a modern comedy, as 
they are rare. If the story savours in some 
respects of the improbable, one is quickly made 
to forget this by the excellence of the acting, 
which is so sincere and so finished as to render 
convincing and natural even the most unlikely 
situations. ‘‘ The Girl at the Curtain” is a de- 
lightfully ingenious tale, and it is full of that 
pleasant homely sentiment which the Essanay 
players know so well how to convey across the 
screen. At the commencement we have one 
of those conveniently eccentric wills so invalu- 
able to the dramatist. In this particular case 

Google 

Its plot, in the first place, is really 

_and has many moments of true pathos. 

an uncle leaves a large sum of money to his 
nephew and to a distant girl relative on the con- 
dition that the two latter marry each other. They 
have never met, and after a brief and business- 
like correspondence, they decide that they never 
wish to. It seems a pity to lose the money, how- 
ever, so the unloving couple go through the 
marriage ceremony with a thick curtain between 
them to ensure that they may remain strangers. 

_ The story progresses, and eventually we find 
the husband all unwittingly employing as typist 
his own wife. Never having seen her before, he 
promptly falls in love, and after a few further 
complications, she assents to the long-deferred 
consummation of their union by falling into his 
arms. It is a very pretty little romance, and it 
is admiably set forth by Miss Beverly Bayne 
and Mr. Francis Bushman as the wife and hus- 
band respectively. As we have said, it Is a 
film which should charm any audience. (Essanay 
film. Released April 23rd. Length 1,522 ft.) 

The Curse of War. 

This ingeniously conceived drama deals 
with the tragic paradoxes of warfare, by means 
of which friends may find themselves face to 
face in mortal combat. The story shows how 
a war which breaks out for some trifling diplo- 
matic reason between two neighbouring nations, 
forces a young soldier to contrive a_ fiendish 
death for his sweetheart’s brother, and the latter 
to connive at the murder of his sister’s lover. 
It is a play with a fine and unusual plot, and 
its moral is so deftly drawn and 1s so clearly 
applicable to modern conditions, that one feels 
it to be a film whose teaching may prove of- 
real value. Apart from this consideration, how- 
ever, ‘“The Curse of War” is a really strong 
drama with plenty of spectacular possibilities 
which have been made the most of by the pro- 
ducer. One or two of the effects are reminiscent 
of similar scenes in a recent Pathé “‘exclusive,”’ 
but they are all admirably executed, notably 
the ‘ingenious battle pictures and the pictures 
of the burning balloons. Many of these scenes 
are calculated to produce a profound sensation 
among picture theatre audiences. The human 
love story which is set against a lurid: background 
of battle and sudden death is very prettily told, 

The 
ease with which the heroine appears to contem- 
plate the transference of her affections to a 
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new lover, until she learns that the latter un- 
wittingly slaughtered the man to whom she was 
first engaged, rather threatens to alienate one’s 
sympathy from her at one point in the film. 
but she atones for her seeminy fickleness before 
the conclusion by abjuring love and entering a 
convent, there to spend the remainder of a pro- 
mising life which has been wantonly wrecked 
in its youth by the curse of war. It is a strik- 
ing picture, and it should enjoy considerable 

(Pathé Fréres Cinema, Limited. Two suCCEeSS. 
parts.) 

Wilttiam Teil. 

This remarkable production was made, we 
are told, at Interlaken, Switzerland, the actors 
all being Swiss people and the “hundreds of 
peasants who form the stage crowd being the 
lineal descendents of patriots who fought under 
the great Swiss liberator.” The film has bzen 
constructed on the model of Schiller’s magnifi- 
cent historical drama, with an elaboration of 
the spectacular possibilities of the theme. 

As a play, the film version of “William Tell” 
is extremely effective, the main points of the 
well-known story having been skilfully accentu- 
ated against magnificent natural backgrounds. 
The acting is sincere and: vigorous on the part 
ef the principals, each of whom gives an excel- 
lent performance, whilst the large crowds, doubt- 
less inspired by the familiar theme, enter into 
the spirit of each situation with instinctive art. 
Good as is the production from a dramatic point 
of view, however, it is as a spectacle that jit 
impresses one most greatly. Wonderful natural 
scenery of a type which has been seen but sel- 
dom in film plays hitherto, combined with the 
picturesque beauty of the» multi-coloured cos- 
tumes, renders the film a constant delight to the 
eye—and then, finally, we have the crowning 
miracle of Kinemacolor, which reproduces all 
this loveliness before our eyes with the perf:ct 
fidelity which it alone can accomplish. Seeing 
such a picture as this, one realises how terrible is 
the loss when big spectacular productions are 
recorded by the ordinary monochrome camera. 
Colour is at least equally as essential as form in 
pictorial art, and a medium which can only in--- 
terpret the latter is hopelessly inefficient to deal 
with gorgeous scenes which have perhaps cost 
thousands of pounds to prepare. One has always 
been conscious of this inevitable wast2 when 
seeing the ambitious spectacles produced by the 
black and white cinematographer, with splendid 
success in all other respects, and the immensity 
of the loss is forced upon one still more deeply 
when beholding a Kinemacolor picture such as 
the present. There are scenes in ‘‘ William Tell” 
whose wonderful colour effects are almost in- 
toxicating in their magnificence. Fancy dwell- 
ing in a world of fog and gloom, where every- 

Google 
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thing was black and white, and never coming 
out into the warmth and glitter of the golden 
sunshine! And yet this is virtually what we 
do in the average picture theatre where we 
are compelled to view life through a sad mono- 
chrome veil instead of beholding Nature im all 
her many-hued beauty as Kinemacolor presents 
her to us. “ Wilham Tell" is not only a fine 
historical drama and a stately spectacle. Posi- 
tively, it is a picture with a moral! (Kinema- 
color film. ‘Three reels.) 

The Man of Destiny. 

This is an interesting little bit of romantic 
drama founded on one of the many stories 
which are told of Napoleon with the object of 
showing that at times he was susceptible to the 
influence of humanity. It shows him first of all 
as a young lieutenant of artillery, one of the 
guests at an annual dinner provided by the will 
of the late Monsieur Laporte to six of his dearest 
friends as long as they should survive. The 
young officer is treated with some contempt by 
his aristocratic companions, and is forced into 
a duel with the Count de Passy, who, however, 
comes off second best in the encounter. Years 
pass, and the storm.of the Revolution has left 
ae survivors of the dinner party, Napoleon, who 
s Emperor of the” French, and tHe Count, who 
is reduced to sweeping a crossing in the streets 
of Paris. While resting at an inn he hears a 
plot to assassinate the Emperor, and seeking 
him out to warn him, he finds that Napoleon is 
attending the dinner of the late Monsieur La- 
porte—the only surviving guest. De Passy ts 
in time to frustrate the plot against his life, and, 
revealing his identity to his old enemy, they sit 
down together, after drinking to the memory of 
their host. 
Any story which credits Napoleon with the 

possession of human feeling is always popular, 
and this incident has been worked by Mr. Pres- 
ton Kendall into a very effective little drama. 

The setting is picturesque, and affords Mr. 
Charles Sutton the opportunity of a very in- 
teresting study of the Emperor, while Mr. Marc 
MacDermott as the Count de Plassey has one 
of those character sketches in which he always 
shows to such great advantage. Miss Mary 
Fuller looks charming as the dainty aristocrat, 
and a large company gives the right touch of 
distinction to a picturesque petiod. ( Edison 
Company. Released May 7th. Length 1,070 ft.) 

The King and the Rajah. 

The first release of the London Film Company 
to be placed on the open market deals with a 
problem which is of vital importance and which 
has attracted the attention of many writers—the 
racial barrier which exists betwe2n the East and 
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the West, and the complications which are th2 
result of applying a Western system of 2duca- 
tion to an Oriental civilisation. Miss Anne 
Merwin has written a very effective drama, show- 
ing how a young Indian Prince, educated at 
Eton and Oxford for his position of ruler over 
his native State, conceives a passion for a young 
English girl, and destines her for the chief 
place of honour in his harem. The lady 1s en- 
gaged to a young English officer, a personal 
friend of the Rajah, and the Oriental despot, 
unaccustomed to having his desires. thwarted, 
points him out to his confidential servant and 
orders his death. The servant misundorstands 
his instructions, and makes an attempt on the 
life of the lady by ‘poisoning a ring which she 
wears. The Rajah himself is the means of 
averting this catastrophe, and realising that his 
desires are hopeless, — the ring on his own 
finger. 

The story 1s erecting: and is set forth in a 
concise and dramatic manner, and the mounting, 
which throughout is rich and appropriate, re- 
ceives additional value from the extreme beauty 
of the photography, some of the lighting effects 
being of quite unusual excellence. Most of the 
action takes place at a regimental dance, and 
the ante-rooms and grounds afford opportunities 
for picturesque effect of which the producer 
has taken the utmost advantage. 

Much depends on the acting, and the authoress 

is fortunate in the services of an exceptionally 
strong company, the members of which have 
been most happily cast. Mr. Arthur Holmes 
Gore, with an excellent make-up, 1s a stately 
figure as the Rajah, and is admirable in suggest- 
ing the character of the Eastern sensualist under 
the veneer of Western education. Another ex- 
cellent piece of character is suppled by Mr. 
Edward O'Neill as the Indian servant Ferak, 
while Miss Edna Flugarth gives a charming 
picture of the girl, and Mr. Vincent Clive 1s 
admirably suited as Captain Blayne. 

Though only a short film, it is full of incident, 
and is well worthy of the high reputation which 
this company’s productions have already attained. 
(London Film Company. Released April 13th. 
Length 1170 ft.) 

The Conqueror. 

This is a very strong and effective httle drama 
of a type which is always popular. It deals 
with the struggles of a girl to lead an honest 
life whilst handicapped by the opposition of a 
rascally brother, and shows how she ultimately 
achieves success. An interesting story, if a 
somewhat improbable one as regards certain de- 
tails, it is set forth with admrrable skill by a 
clever company, which includes Miss Ruth Stone- 
house, as the girl who staunchly maintains her 
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ideals in the face of difficult circumstances; Mr. 
William Bailey as her brother, the caddish bully; 
and Mr. Bryant Washburn as her other brother, 
who is weak rather than wicked. The play is 
admirably constructed, and the interest is sus- 
tained consistently from the commencement to 
the final climax. ‘The Conqueror” is a tho- 
roughly sound attraction which is well worth 
seeing. (Essanay film. Released April 2oth. 
Length 994 ft.) 

The Champion. 

This is a delightful “serio-comic drama,” if 
one may use such a term. It 1s, that is to say, 
an excellent piece of wild humour on a grand 
scale. Many of its scenes are quite claborate 
enough for a three-reel drama, notable amongst 
them being some remarkuibly fine glimpses of a 
big trotting match. The whole thing is carried 
through in a spirit of light-hearted fun, But there 
is an underlying ‘current of seriousness which 
gives the production a more solid interest than 
is usually to be found in a “comic.” The film 
is admirably acted by a company of first-rate 
comedians, and its photography is characterised 
by that limpid and spotless clarity of which cer- 
tain American firms alone seem to have the 
secret. The action never flags for one moment 
throughout the story, and, moreover, 1s very 
seldom interrupted by sub-titles, which are al- 
most entirely dispensed with. ‘‘ The Champion”’ 
is a most admirable picture, and it should prove 
equally pleasing to every kind of audience. (Key- 
stone film. Western Import Company, Limited. 
Released April 27th. Length g71 ft.) 

An American Citizen. 

This excellent comedy, which is an adapta. 
tion of a well-known American stage success, 
introduces us tothe art of Mr. John Barrymore, 
a player of the highest talent, whom we de- 
sire of much better acquaintance. Mr. Barry- 
more is an American James Welch. He has 
a charming personality and an inexhaustible 
fund of quiet, naif, almost child-lhke humour. 
He is also an extremely finished and accom- 
plished artist who has been able to adapt his 
methods to the demands of the cinematograph 
with complete success. In the title role of the 
present film he gives a delightful performance. 
most engaging in its frank and breezy natural- 
ness and spontaneity. If the film had no other 
merits, Mr. Barrymore’s acting would give it 
a real cla:m to attention. 

As a play, the film is exceedinely American, 
both in theme and in sentiment. This does 
not mean, however, that it is unsuitable for 
Ienelish audiences, who should, on the con- 
trary, find it very much to their tastes. It ts 
a curious but significant fact that nearly every 
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successful American play has the Almighty 
Dollar as its primary basis, and this charac- 
teristic trait is not absent in the present pro- 
duction, which might, indeed, almost be termed 
a ‘‘financial romance.’’ Against a background 
of fortunes left by will, stolen and remade by 
fortunate speculation, we also have a very 
pretty and unusual love story, which is brought 
to a satisfactory conclusion in a wholly pleas- 
ing and effective manner. Apart from Mr. 
Barrymore’s performance, the film is admirably 
acted, particularly by the gentleman of the piece 
Especially clever character studies—and it is in 
character work that American artistes excel— 
are given by the players responsible respec - 
tively for the hero’s senior partner, Barbury, 
a delightful old business man, and the attorney 
who officiates at the hero’s hasty marriage, and 
who is divided between amusement at the irre 
sponsible ceremony, and nervous anxiety as to 

Famous Players Fitm Co. y 

“ 

his fee. A carefully thought-out portrait of 
British valet is drawn by another player with 
considerable skill, but the humour of this some- 
what exaggerated picture will probably appeal 
more strongly to Americans than to English 
people. At the same time, it is always a 
wholesomely interesting experience to behold 
our national foibles caricatured by outside ob- 
servers. 

The play is so well constructed, and is so full 
of effective situations, that its length might 
well have been extended to at least another 
reel of film. Three reels are a popular length 
from a commercial point of view, however, 
and if one wishes for greater prolixity, that is 
always a compliment to the attractiveness of 
the film. In conclusion, ‘‘ An American Citi- 
zen” is a clever and unusual picture which de- 
serves, and should enjoy, the unqualified ap- 
proval of the public ic. t may Heo, with 
confidence. DigitFacibouk *On 1 . Lengtin 
three reels.) 

The Curse. 

It has often been said that America has no 
history, and that American. poets, dramatis: 
and film producers are compelled, in conse. 
quence, to turn for inspiration to other lands. 
if they wish to treat any but modern subiects. 
Although, as every schoolboy knows, America 
has a singularly interesting and romantic past, 
it is true that American film-makers have been 
inclined to neglect its dramatic possibilities, 
except in so far as the interminable Civil War 
is concerned. It is gratifying to note, there- 
fore, that the Domino Company turn their at- 
tention in their present production to an early 
period of American history which, in spite of 
Its extreme interest and the opportunities it 
offers for picturesque staging, has been left 
hitherto comparatively untouched. 

In ‘‘ The Curse ’’ we are given a wonderful 
vivid glimpse of early Puritan days in Mas- 
sachusetts Bay Colony. The story deals with 
witchcraft, and the dreadful justice meted out 
to those suspected of practising the Black Art. 
Such a theme has the advantage of novelty, 
besides making an admirable basis for striking 
situations. Interwoven with the witchcraft epi- 
sodes is a very pretty love story, and, in ad- 
dition, we have numerous picturesque scenes 
presenting ‘us with a realistic picture of primi- 
tive American civilisation. There are also some 
excellently managed battle scenes, which are 
immensely effective, although they really’ have 
nothing whatever to do with the main story. 
The film is splendidly acted by a company of 
very clever artistes, including some talented 
comedians who help to relieve the oppressive 
atmosphere of the drama with acceptable 
touches of humour. The picture is set for 
the most part against beautiful natural back- 
grounds, and the photography is quite perfect. 
Altogether, ‘‘ The Curse’’ is an exceedingly 
fine production, which will please all who see 
it. (Domino film. Western Import Company, 
Limited. Released April 27th. Length 
2,000 ft.) 

The Master-Crook : Outwitted by a Child. 
The bold and ingenious criminal, so long as 

he refrains from violent methods and depends 
for his success on his wit and courage, gener- 
ally obtains a large measure of public sym- 
pathy in his encounters with the detective 
force. The spectator follows his subterfuges 
and escapes with breathless admiration, and it 
is with a certain amount of regret that his 
final arrest is witnessed. But if the clever 
criminal is dear to the heart of the public, the 
virtuous orphan beggar boy is doubly so, and 
the idea of pitting the ingenuity of a little 
street waif ey tees notorious crim‘- 
nals, is VPARP imspiratiogpayheih has re- 

i a resulted which cannot fail to be 
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London Film Ordinary Releases 
ON VIEW ON VIEW 
THIS NEXT 
WEEK WEEK 

eS », 

The mark that becomes $ 

more famous EVERY week. 

BRANSCOMBE’S <— HER 
— PAL co CHILDREN 

Produced by HAROLD SHAW. 

Prod d by HAROLD §S Featuring : 
Senet ge teal ARTHUR HOLMES GURE & GEORGE BELLAMY. 

Featuring: : ARTHUR HOLMES GORE, LILIAN LOGAN Release Date, April27. Length 1071 ft. 
and a Dog. 

Relea:e Date, April20. Length 2,042 ft. 

Featuring two first-class actors and,two charming ) 
| Introducing a clever dog. ‘The type of film which children. 

always satisfies and pleases an audience. 

“She Stoops to Conquer.” wre: 

THE LONDON FILM COMPANY, Ltd., 
Sales Manager : W. A. NORTHAM. 

15, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W. 

Telephotie: nt 43 ; Tel : " LONFIDM|WESERAND, LONDON." | 
Bares OC gle ee NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Another picture worthy of a place . 
in every programme. 
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popular wherever it is shown. This second 
adventure of the *‘ Master Crook’’ series is 
certainly in no way behind the first in the in- 
genuity of its plot, while it almost ‘surpasses 
it in the fertility of its invention and its variety 
of incident. A valuable diamond is stolen 
from the safe of a jeweller with a boldness cf 
resource which is quite startling in its in- 
genuity, while the means adopted by the Mas- 

ter Crook of disposing of the stone has the 
double merit of simplicity and originality. The 
excitement becomes intense when the little 
fruit seller becomes possessed of the diamond, 
and is pursued by the gang, and the inven- 
tion of the criminals utterly fails them when 
counteracted by the precocious intelligence of 
the boy, whose final triumph and reward will 
be hailed with enthusiasm by all who witness 
his exploits. 
Though the company is in some respects 

the same as that of the original, there are 
some additions, and the Master Crook him- 
self has another exponent. The actor respon- 
sible for the part in this film, if lacking the 
blandness and polish of the original, more 
than makes up for this by the force and vigour 
of his performance, playing the part with a 
sincerity which carries conviction throughout. 
The chief honours in this film, however, 

rest with the little fruit seller, who so cleverly 
outwits the diamond thieves, and is played with 
great intelligence and brightness by a very 
-gifted young lady; it is a part which will se- 
cure universal favour for a very ingenious and 
exciting piece of work. (B. and C. film. Davi- 
son’s Film Sales Agency. Released April 20th. 
Length 2559 ft.; 

The Cup-Final Mystery. 

The race-course has provided us with so 
many sensational dramas that it is little short 
of extraordinary that the football field—which 
represents the form of national sport assuredly 
most popular, at any rate among picture-lovers 
—has neyer et, SOS yeutilised by the 

film producer, to whom it offers a wealth of 
admirable material. With their usual original- 
ity and enterprise, the Motograph Company 
have now remedied this long standing omis- 
sion, presenting us in ‘“‘ The Cup-Final Mys- 
tery ’’ with as striking a drama of the kind as 
one could desire. The picture was produced 
in and around the Crystal Palace, whose 
famous football ground has been the scene of 
so many historic matches, and, in consequence, 
the ‘‘atmosphere’’ of the film could not be 
improved upon. In addition to fine football 
scenes, we are given numerous glimpses of the 
exterior and interior of the Palace, first-rate 
pictures of characteristic football crowds ar- 
riving at the ground, and remarkable views vf 
the humanity-packed stands. Although more 
or less improbable, the story which is woven 
around an important Cup-final is dramatic, 
effective and ingenious. And it contains a 
satisfactory ‘‘heart iterest.” There are any 
number of typical football-match incidents in 
the film, and these will appeal most strongly 
to lovers of the game by their accuracy of 
detail. It is, perhaps, rather unfortunate that 
a certain journal’s football competition should 
have been ‘‘ featured’”’ in the story to so large 
an extent, but otherwise we can find no fault 
in this excellent production. The acting is in 
the capable hands of Mr. Douglas Payne as the 

goalkeeper hero, Miss Elisabeth Risdon as his 
courageous and beautiful sweetheart, Miss Joan 
Morgan, as the latter’s little sister, Mr. Fred 
Groves as a villain of a bookmaker, and Mr 
Maurice Elvey as the bookmaker’s wicked as- 
sistant in crime. ‘‘ The Cup-Final Mystery ”’ 
is a film which is fairly certain to be immensely 
poular. We congratulate the Motograph Com- 
pany very warmly, both on their choice of a 
subject, and on the manner in which they have 
carried it ont i (Metograph film. Length 

ps NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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A?’ Silence fai a Golden. 
Noise is not wanted in a Carbon for Cinematograph work. It distracts 

attention, irritates those sitting near, costs money by driving them away. The 
only noise that should be heard is the applause of the audience. 

The ‘ Noris-1061”’ quality (Searchlight) will appeal to you. It maintains 
a silence that is golden. It does so even where there is considerable varia- 
tion of voltage. These Carbons are of extraordinary solidity; negative and 
positive are cored, the core of the former being copper covered. 

Why not try this ‘‘ Noris-1061 ’’ Quality? 

SEND FOR OUR LIST. 

Sloan Hectrical G, It. 
Conradty House, 12, Golden Lane, London, E.C. 16, Jacksons Row, Manchester. 

Cross’s_ Pictures, 
l a aN] od f eRe a eZ LIMITED, 
gi! y\ 43 3 WELLE ; : 1 & 2, Rupert Court, London, W. 

\S . “4 saw iT A ‘ Phone—Gerrard 9844. 
Sj , m NW | AY ‘a rt Wires—Impicrosa, London. 

OMANCE, = 7 * "2 os Na? ‘By i i ~~ j | \ yo?) 61, John Bright Street, Birmingham. 
> “ = Ves ‘ 

Wires—Impicrosa, Birmingham. 
Phone— M10 2597. 

EXCLUSIVE— 

The Cave-Dweller’s 

Romance. 
Bison 101. 2,000 ft. 

£2 for 3 Days. 

Including Free of Charge— 

1—12 Sheet Poster. 

2—6 Sheet Posters. 

4—Quad Crowns. 
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S// /WROUGH FI ATERYOU SHALL GO, “iz. 
i THROUGH TORRID FLAMES an STORM” > 

: fA. 

Features, £2 per week. 
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Digitized by (SOC gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Send for Full List of Feature 

and Exclusive Films. 
Special 5,000 ft. programme including 
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Creatures of Habit. 
Although the theme of this merry little trifle 

is so slight as to be almost non-existent, it 
is saved from dullness by the inimitable and 
irrestible art of Miss Florence Turner, who 
manages fully to maintain the interest through- 
out, solely by the magnetic charm of her fas. 
cinating personality. Miss Turner, fine artiste 
as she 1s, can make something out of nothing 
—an apparently impossible achievement which 
she performs to one’s great intcrest and entire 
satisfaction in ** Creatures of Habit.’ We 
never grow weary of watching her act. and we 

$ 
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cannot imagine that anyone does.  Indis- 
putably one of the most accomplished players 
now before the picture theatre public, she makes 
a success of every role she attempts, and we 
cannot conceive that she could be associated 
with a real failure. In ** Creatures of Habit. ° 
Miss Turner is ably supported by Mr. Tom 
Powers, and by two clever cluldren of whose 
lames we areignorant. The tilm:s a divertiny 
piece of nonsense, and should prove an effec- 
tual laughter-maker. (Turner film. Hepworth 
Manufacturing Company. Released April 13th, 
length Soo ft.) : 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES AND WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS SAY OF 
THEIR BEST FILMS ON 

AMERICAN .COMPANY. 

THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH.—-T he dramatisation 
of this famous novel by Charles Dickens has been 
rendered in a perfect manner, with magnificent set- 
tings, perfect photography and accurately portrayed 
in the tminuest detail. (2,000 ft. May 7th.) 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES. 
Title. Des. Length Released 

Phe: Hermite ccietctncpedecact euocav ddan D 2000 <Apl. 2 
Bess, the Outcast....................00000. D 934 -- 6 
Westinies Fulfilled...................0.... D 2723 — 4 
The Money Lender....................... I = gguo- (3 
Fooling Uncle............0....00 ceceee Com o4f0 — 13 
The ‘‘Pote Lariat’”’ of the “Flying A’”’ 

D- gg2) -- wo 
Sally’s Llopement............0.00.0....... C gy. — 2b 
The Dream Child.................0....0... D 2015 — 30 
The Carbon Conpv.................0000005. I>) 1000 May 4 
The Pursuer Pursued............... D. — 4 
The Cricket on the Hearth............ D 200 — 7 

CLARENDON. 

AUNT SuUSAN’S Way.—A really clever and appealing 
comedy-drama and a charming domestic interest that 
will make the story a favourite attraction. (538 ft. 
April 13th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Servants Superseded................. Tr.C 435 Apl. 6 
Grandpa’s Will.......................0- om 520 — 20 

430 — 27 Love Thy Neighbour................. Com 

THE COSMOPOLITAN FILM CO., LTD. 

DETECTIVE DARING AND ‘THE ‘THAMES COINERS.— 
—.A highly sensational drama, featuring Mr. Harry 
Lorraine (late Lieut. Daring) as Detective Daring. 
From first to last the spectator is held spellbound by 
the amazing feats performed by the hero. (2.‘°9 ft. 
Mav 1th.) 

Litie, Des. Length Released 

For the Honour of the Tribe se Meats ID 1to10 Mar. 30 
On the Firing Line....................... DD sooo Anl. G 
aoe Film Sensation.....................5. D 1970 — 9 
By the Sad Sea Waves..................6. C s30 =— @ 
The Pink Slipper........ ............... Cdy > iess “<—s 23 
The. Penalty « ciescivisasectuconseisasasen D 1010 — 27 
A Child’s Heroism........................ D 2275 — 30 
Martin’s Love Affair.................. Cdy 805 Mav 4 

SHOW NEXT WEEK. 

ECLAIR COMPANY, LIMITED. 

LE CIRCUMLOCUTION OFFICE.—An Eclair comedy, 
shich is quite as amusing as its title and a fine satire 
Against the methods of “red tape as exemplified in 
mows “Otreh and mighty ” places. (1,580 ft. May 
oth. ) : 

hitle Des. Length Reicased 

SlCel uidusteeaneenh create amuse aapases: D_ 1g60 Mar. 23 
Josette, My Wife.................0.:ce ee C igg0 —~— 26 
Why Aunt Jane Never Maiied........0  y7o — 26 
Phe Blind .Matiesc.-s6esvegctieninayiess D 2073 — 30 
PRG Wit Chis vacatuus sea steieeneiawtwndedees D 3025 Apl. 2 
Phe W amipir ees: iencewecs alse stewardess D-.it942 — 6 
bat: BIS Kia ciscsarcicteccecttauere estos setae S 315 — 13 
Vild Beast among Wild Beasts...... D 2105 — 164 
~he Dying Man’s Vengeance......... D 2810 — 20 
silly, Boy Scout............ esas danas C 630 — 23 
Che Tango of Death...................... D 1825 — 27 

1892 — 30 Che Thirst for Gold...... Peet aeener weeny D 

THOS. A. EDISON, LTO. 

THE VANISHING CRACKSMAN.—Having stolen a 
great brain specialist’s jewels from under the very 
nose of a police inspector, Cleek, a notorious burglar, 
talls a victim to the charms of the specialist’s daugh- 
ter and reforms. When he offers his services to the 
police his vast experience makes him invaluable. 
‘1,030 ft. May 7th.) 

litle. ‘Des. Length Released 

\nd an Angel Came (Special Easter 
Release)  .........cccccuc eee ymb. 920 Apl. 6 

lerusalem and the Holy Land........ Sc i000 — 9 
Vary’s New Hat................eeeeee Com 600 — 9 
A Night at the Inn....................008. D 970 — 9 
Andy Series (No. 1: Andy Gets a Job) 

C 1000 — 13 
United in Danger sccics.cscisecsiavecsacces D t0o0o0 — 16 
The Janitor’s Flirtation............ Com 610 — 20 
The Uncanny Mr, Gumble......... Com 1030 — 23 
African Sea Birds......... Panteniieniate Fd 400 — 23 
The Message of the Sun Dial......... D 1020 — 23 
The Call of the Footlights.............. C 500 — 27 
Her Face was Her Fortune (first of 

Mr. Wood B. Wedd’s series)...... C 1040 — 30 
Ostrich Farming, South Africa......... I 430 — 30 
The Last Scene of All.................... D 1030 — 30 
The Silent Death.....................5. D 1g00 May 4 
The Bluffer Bluffed................... Com 600 — 4 
A Story of Crime...................... Com 700 — 7 
The Man-of Destiny.................... His 1070 — 7 



3 Reels. 
4 Reels. 

WILLIAM 
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5 Reels. 
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KINETO, LIMITED. 

SOME INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS IN THE CHEMIS- 
TRY OF COMBUSTION.—Though a scientific film, this 
is one of the most sensational subjects put on for a 
long time. It is full of sudden surprises and unex- 
pected thrills, which follow one another so rapidly 
that before we have left off wondering about one mar- 
vel another has commenced. (530 ft. April 3oth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Timber Industry of British 
COMMDIA: deeeduxesivetcorclancewses 520 Mar. 19 

Life on a Ranch............scecessecees 7p 410 — 26 
Vancouver. BC vcecsasacssssawsscenssesucds 355 — 23 
The Historic Borderland................. D 380 — 3 
American Cavalry Evolutions.......... E 340 Apl. 2 
Prince Charlie and Lochiel’s Count 

and the Western Highlands...... 310 — 6 
All’s Fair in Love...............0cceceeees C 700 — 9 
Views in and Around Victoria, B.C. 

T 330 — 16 
The.’ Taneram casks Tr 370 — 13 
Beautv’s Home, Killarney............... S 425 — 2 

LUBIN. 

On SECRET SERVICE. —Tensely dramatic and sensa- 
tional naval drama of war between Mexico and the 
United States, dealing with secret service tactics. The 
theme has been well handled, and the story does not 
lack excitement from beginning to end. (2,060 ft. 
Mav 11th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Child of a Smuggler............... D_ 1033 Mar. 23 
The: Circle's: ind wsiccccsstenivsncewceieeds D 1035 — 26 
The Hazard of Youth.,................06. D 1030 — 26 
A Question of Right.:................5 D 2036 — 30 

ie Go OS 
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GENERAL FILM ACENCY. The Waif of the Desert.................. D, 2059 Apl. 2 

Tne Devin's Discipce.—A thrilling story of a hvough Flaming Paths. uD 1038 = 8 
_Woman’s treachery and an astounding impersonation ‘+ he \{an from the West D 2095 — 13 
acted by a quick-change artist, who plans to rid the Tie Pale of Prejudice itis e D 1056 — 16 
world of the American millionaire but is only frus- A AU PES OTe MATER cos cs ceeclonctonc cs ate TD). 2686 <= 26 
trated in time by the true love of Elfrida. Baptista Se ee Ree eh) dae eeu __ epee ; Fer Way Ward: SOM sescceeiesSeecrlwmeeas D 1034 23 
(the Devil’s Disciple) meets her fate bv falling from a Desperate Chance........cc.-cseceeseee D 1027 May 11 

a high balcony in her attempt to escape. (2,170 ft. Pwo CowardS.cccccccccccceccecssceeeeseeee, D 1029 — 14 
April 30th.) The House of Fear..............cccce eee. D 2053 — 18 

Title. Des. Length Released The Price of a Ruby...................05- D 2049 — 21 

- eee PAD 1G 22 xcucciiieh tauwiacsateemeaes D 2300 ane 26 
rapped in the Mine................000065 D 3000 Apl. 2 

Scenes in Central Italy.................0. S 430 — 2 M.P. SALES ACENCY, LTD. 
Moondyne Eee ee eee SECT TT re rere D 3100 = Q THE MASQUERADER.—A Carlyle Blackwel} produc- 

For Liberty...... seine reeeat ante penge aa D 2100 — 16 tion, featuring the popular actor in a powerful social 
A Novel Conipetitionic..sccniicice..0) C 440 — 16 drama. (Two reels. Shortly.) 
MICO Zar . - xterm leaateemst ratte eee S 350 — 16 oe : Dp ‘sao: eeieaGen 
An Aviator’s Romance......... Sia uecbs D 2060 — 23 seas Se Open ones 
The Bernese Alps............ ccc cee eee eens S 310 — 23 42Her Husband’s Friend.................... D 1952 Api. 
etek s. Drserples 26. iiss saeresecns Sas bencs D 2170 — 30 The Paleface Brave................cccc008: D 2061 — G6 
Dick as Photoyrrapher................006- C 475 — 30 #=The Hand Print M>-sstery............... D 2060 — q 
In the Basque Country.................. S 350 — 30 The Convict’s Story...............00000 D 1982 — 13. 

Sane een are Bik cca tratie nec i. 1925 — 16 
| e Shadow of Guilt..................... 2077. — 20 

A. E. HUBSCH & CO. A Million in Jewels........0.....c....eee D 2045 — _ 23 
A SOCIETY SCANDAL.—A thrilling Society drama, Country SGat. Wea bosciatenvsrssovsadesaatin D 2066 a ee 

produced in the best Vitascope style, and unfolding a Chasing the Smugglers.................. D 1889 — 30 
cleverly drawn and romantic tale of adventures, Her Hand..........0. ee ..D 1048 — 30 
(2.350 ft. May 7th.) The Shadow.................ccccecceccccenees D 2025 May 4 

ae Des) Lekgth “Reledsea Gentleman OF VNICP. cncstuscusderemnnns: D 1015 — 4 
° The Restless Woman...............00008- D 1024 — 7 

Tost Gig esate aia een ctlen sea pean eeu ce D 2258 Mar. 30 The Chest of Fortune..................... D 2221 — 7 
Dare-devil Detective....................-. D 3115 Apl. 2 Tigers of the Hills... .. YD 118 — 11 
Played OG acu csemsne wesc titeenewacuoedas D 2365 — 6. For Auld Lang Syne..................... D 1035 — 11 
Slave Of HIS Dast..atecorasadseenewawanses D 1960 — 9 
i ee tae orass achacheaeaegicol tata beadwtetie . 860 — ~=13 

oman’s Paradise...........cccceeseeeees 2019 — 20 
The Painting of Repentance........... D 2057 — 27 NORDISK. 

THE ADVENTURES OF THE MILLIONAIRE’S SON.— 
Cleverly played comedy, full of clean, crisp and 
wholesome fun, with a vim and snap vouchsafed to 
but few of its kind. (2,160 ft. April goth.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Alone With the Devil..................... D 3210 Mar. 16 
The Pride of the Circus.................. D 2670. Mar. 30 
In the Hour of Temptation............. D 2545 Apl. 6 
A Lesson Learnt.............ccccccee cesses C 870 — 16 
The Golden Heart.................0000000: D 2550 — 16 

R. PRIEUR & CO., LTD. 
THE TIGER’S PAW.—First Gloria to be released on 

the open market and a most sensational feature, with 
a a and well enacted plot. (In two parts. May 
11th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

The Poisoned Salt.....................ee ee D 1215 Apl. 23 
The Mexican Rebellion.................. D 2290 — 20 
Hook and Hand.....................ceeee ees D 3255 — 27 
Snob, the Champion Boxet.............. C 530 May 4 
The Redemption of a Soul.............. D 2160 — 4 
The Cowpuncher.................ce cece ees D 480 — 7 
Cheao: Living: ciceheccseiasttnssaeesdawas C 540 — 7 
The Tiger’s Paw ice cccssstccecs Secastess D — May 11 
A Visit to an Iron Foundry.............. I 450 — 14 
Pass Along Quickly...................000. C 400 — 14 

SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY. 

THE STILL ALARM.—The most _ sensational fire 
drama ever produced. This picture created a record 
sensation when first seen, and is as good for a big 
success as any subject of the kind. Worth a full 
aa run and a special boom. (1,000 ft. April 
27th. 

a. 
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THE “MAC” FILM CO. 
rveams- 12, Charing Cross Road, _ 

wera, LONDON, W.C. “2™ 
(Opposite the Alhambra). 

ey 

FEATURE LIST. 

Google 

Title. Release Date. Maker. Length. Vacant Date. Price. 

Love or a Throne Apr. 20 Imp. 2,015 ft, Apr. 23rd. £4 50 

The Convict's Story 13 Kalem2,000 ft. , 23rd. 3 76 
Beauty Unadorned ... ,, 9 Vite. 1,945 ft. ,, 20th. 3 10 0: 
Love's Sunset ... .. » 6 Vita. 2,054 ft ,, 20th 2150 

Golden Pathway Mar.30 Vita. 2,116 ft. ,, 13th, 2100' 

Trapped 26 Kalem1,998 ft. ., 23rd. 2 00? 

Unto the Third Generation ,, 26 Victor 1,985 ft. ,, Qnd. 3:15 0: 
Midst Raging Beasts .. ,, 16 Selig 2,286 ft. , 9th 2 50: 

The Escape of Jim Dolan ,, 12 Selig 1,942 ft. ,, Oth. 2 00 

The Diver a oe 2 Vita. 1,542 ft. Mar. 23rd 1100) 

From Out The Flood ... Feb, 23 Lubin 1.995 ft. ,, 23rd, 117 6. 

In the Coils of'the Python ., 16 Bison 1,945 ft. ,, 30th. 1100: 
t 

) 
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Title. Des. Lengtn Released 

Living Wage...........c.cccccceecceee cee ees D 2130 Apl. 6 
Pather’s: Day sccccsseteen wee D 1177 — 6 
Captain Ellesmere, V.C................. D 1036 — 13 
Blue Blood and Red...................68 D 1103 — 13 
Conscience and the Temptress........ D 1060 — 16 
A Message from the Sea................ D 1043 — 16 
By Unseen Hand....................... W.D 957 — 23 
Pietro, the Pianist....................00005 C 760 — 23 
Bringing Up Hubby....................... C g8 — 23 
A Splendid Sacrifice...................... D 1103 — 27 
His Guiding Spirit..............0......... D 1054 — _ 30 

THANHOUSER FILMS, LTD. 

THE RUNAWAY PRINCEsS.—The Princess refuses to 
marry the titled suitor chosen by the King. She is 
locked in her room, but escapes and reaches America. 
Poverty forces her ‘to accept a position as maid. She 
is discovered by an _envoy from her own country. who 
begs her to return.” She refuses, and eventually mar- 
ries her mistress’s brother. Miss Maud Fealy in e 
the title role. {2.204 ft. May 7th.) 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Uncle’s Namesakes................::.:::0008 C 1013 Apl. 2 
His Father’s Wife..................0cceee: D 1024 2 
Amateur Animal Trainer............... C 1010 — 6 
REinsStated scicescsicsisaecccaschestasneeeave 10IS — 9Q 
His Imaginary Family (Princess).. 1012 — 9 
Adrift in a Great City.................... 1008 — 13 
Her Love Letters...............ccecseeeees D 1004 — 16 
Cupid’s Lieutenant (Princess)....... C 1010 — 16 
Algy’s Awful Auto.............:ccceeseeseeee 907. — 20 
Two Little Dromeos..................... C.D 1014 — 2 
Turkey Trot Town.............ccccceccees C 990 — 223 
An Elusive Diamond..................... D 1002 — 27 
What Might Have Been.................. D 1043 — 27 
A Clothes Line Quarrel............... C.D 1010 — 30 
He Couldn’t Lose..................0...04. C g90 — 30 

TRANS-ATLANTIC FILM CO. 

KING, THE DETECTIVE IN THE JARVIS CASE.— 
Fraught with a cunning and Enc skill, King re- 
lentlessly pursues the clues throu : hairbreadth 
series of escapes. (1,975 ft. April” 27th. 

Title. Des. Length Released 

Night Shadows of New York.......... D 2875 Apl. 9g 
Red Margaret........ ..cccccecceeceesacsecs Db 1850 — 13 
The Storv of David Grieg............... D 2000 — 16 
Thieves and the Cross................04. D 1950 — 16 
Love or a Throne....................606 D 2015 — 20 
The Water War................cccccceeee ees D 109045 — 20 
The God of Gorzah....................64. D 2025 — 23 
The Gambler’s Oath...................... D 1920 — 27 
A Fool and His Money................... C 1000 — 27 
The Gambler’s Oath...................065 D 1920 — 27 
One of the Bravest......................64 D 1970 — 30 
Sorrows of Israel.......................068 D 2500 — 30 

TYLER FILM CO.. LTD. 
JACK BILL, AMATEUR DETECTIVE.—An exceedingly 

fine comedy, full of fun and fine facial ureseous 
superb quality, and contains a story. (725 ft April 
13th 

Title. — Des. 

The. Fisher Girl of Skagan............ D 
How to Become a Champion Boxer...S 
A Sister’s Hate...... .......cccccceeee eens 

Length Released 

1820 Mar. 23 
1130 — 23 

3000 = 30 

1323 

The Fatal Pearl..................c00cc0008 D 3380 Apl. 6 
A Villainous Transaction............... D 2750 — 13 
Jack Bill, Amateur Detective...... Com 725 — 13 
Yorkshire—Ingleton and its Water- 

PAIS: a aleardin ca amatannttuaanmatahweaess T 360 — 13 

URBAN—ECLIPSE. 

THE BIRD CF PREY.—A most exciting two-reel 
drama, featuring that fine actor, Mr. Joe Hamman, 
in a part which cleverly displays his cat-like agility 
and an amazing facility for Peclile ess escapes. (1,880 ft. 
April 1sth. ) 

Litle. Des. Length Released 

The Bull Trainer’s Revenge........... D 1850 Mar. 11 
St. Bartholomew’s Day.................. D 1095 — 18 
Pedro, the Dog Charmer......... Com 370 — 18 
Butterfly Entertains Royalty............ C 750 — 25 
Sammy—and a Door............... Com 340 — 25 
The Iron Man............cccccseeeceeeenees D 1845 Apl. 1 
A Trip on Lake Starmberg............ T 330 — 1 
The Eternal Triangle......... 0 ...... D 930 — 8 
Winter Sports at Pontparleir and 

NOTE? ccesGnasouewrescgee@unek dies eiaeat Sp 385 — 8 
Sammy’s Iron Mask.................6. Com 445 — 15 
The Invisible Hand......................6 D 1230 — 22 
Butterfly and His Dog............... Com 705 — 29 

THE VITACRAPH CO. LTD. 

HEARTS OF WOMEN.—A great drama of modern 
days filled with intense interest and admirable situ- 
ations, featuring ‘William Humphreys and Naomi 
‘Childers. (2,049 ft. May rth.) 

‘Title. Des. Length Released 

DANIO! -asceiuiscincs watstes cee ceedeee D 2016 Mar. 16 
Jerry’s Ma-in-law ........... ....cceeeees iC 2046 — 16 
Whimsical Threads of Destiny........D 2046 — 23 
HG - CULE ccatins ase inutawiscabuoeceneasens D 1026 — 26 
The Swan Girl.........ccccccsccccesescccees D 1017) — 26 
The Golden -Pathway..................0006 D 2116 — 30 
SaeCriNee? — sesercsaeais eaailctases ccatonewean D 1023 — 30 
A Game of Cards................cceeeeeeees D 1013 Apl. 2 
Love’s Sumset...........c00ccescceseceeeeeeses D 2054 — 6 
Beauty Unadorned.................0.0008 C 1945 — 9 
The Blue Rose ...............ccceeceeee ees D 2077 — 13 
Any Port:in a Storm..................66. C 1017) — 16 
Misadventures of a Mighty Monarch 

C 9094 — 20 
The Street Singers.................0085 C.D 2047. — 23 
‘Officer joan Domovan.............ceeeee: D 2054 — 27 
jaa ncle’s Namesake.............. C 1973 — 30 
OCal 'COlOUr. c2ncdesescrebsddeteseddhaxivics D 2073 May 4 

Auld Lang Syne (reissue)............ D 1824 — 7 
The Right and the Wrong of It...... D 

WESTERN IMPORT CO. 

A K8&NTUCKY ROMANCE.—Stirring drama of feud 
and adventure, set amidst glorious scenery, and por- 
traying a heart appealing series of episodes. (1,000 ft. 
May 4th. 

Title. Des. oo Released 

The Claim Jumpert........................ D 1061 Apl. 2 
Our “CG hildrenwac fascia heiw acndences C 1030 — 2 
TNE: WOMAN sesectieisanttadess acai ciwecen D 1967 — 2 
The Open Door.................ccccccee ees D 2054 — 9 
The Harvest of Sin...................0005 D 1065 — 13 
Soul of the South......................005. D 2234 — 16 
Her Father’s Storv.................0..008. D 2046 — 20 
ERG Cure area aces te oss ithaca D 1035 — 30 
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The largest and 
most comprehensive 

, CINEMA 
\ ELECTRIC 

catalogue 

ever issued— 

ashy \ FRE. k- 

125 well illustrated pages showing everything 

electrical of interest to the cinema manager. If 

you have not yet received a copy please fill in 

the coupon below, or send a postcard mentioning 

“The Bioscope,” and you will receive a 

copy, post free. 

ous’ 
Manchester 

The British Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co., Ltd., 

14, LONG MILLGATE, MANCHESTER. 
179, WARDOUR ST. LONDON, EC. y? ee | ESS al ee 

oe ads a a oi B & we ge gist: | 
Birraregiasn 55. Newhall Street Manchester - Long Millgate 
Cardiff - , St. Mary Street Newcastle-on.fyne— Ve 
Glasgow - t7. “be Vincent Place Ward's Iildgs., High Bridge - . § 
Leeds—20, Russell St.,Park Row Sheffield—Howard Gallery, Fgh : Ae wlll aselst-cp.coushiers 

_ >| Talk <¥ y you send in your London—2, Norfolk St., Strand. Chapel Walk be) a coupon promptly. We 
a 5o° . are anxious to know how many 

ane ar’ rod replies we get from this advert- 
ete ae iv set isement and we will appreciate 

ao aeneermeees aT < y Vs ye it if you will post yours to-day. 

Original from 
Digitized by Goc gle NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Small paragraph advertisements are inserted at the rate of One Penny for each word, 

with a minimum charge of 2s. All words in name and address are ~harged for. Groups 
of initial letters or figures count as one word. Terms: GASH WITH ORDER. No adver- 
tisement inserted for less than 2s., except under heading of Engagements ‘Vanted, for 
which the charge is 1s. for 20 words, three insertions for the price of two. 

Advertisers wishing to have replies addressed to a box number may do so without 
. extra charge if they send for the replies. 
sufficient stamps must be enclosed to cover cost of postage. 

lf replies are required to be sent by post, 
In counting the words of 

an advertisement using a box number, ten words must be allowed for the address, thus: 
Box 000, c/o. THE BIOSCOPE, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

Official 
Minimum, Four Shillings. 

Latest time for receiving small advertisements first post TUESDAY MORNING. 

Miscellaneous. 

RON FIRE SHUTTERS for openings in 
I Kinematograph Operators’ Rooms with 
spring lever releasing gear, controlled from 
both inside and outside of the room. Send 
sizes and position of openings for estimate 
—Jukes, Coulson, Stokes and Co., Howards 
Road Ironworks, Plaistow. 406 

ANAGERS.—AIl Photo-Playwrights 
patronise picture theatres. Why not 

sell ‘‘The  Photo-Play Writer?” 3d. 
montbly. Write for wholesale terms.—F. 
A. Dench, 17, Frederick Crescent, Brixton, 
S.W. 388 

LOTS.—Farce Comedy Plots required; 
suitable 500 to 600 ft.—V.P., Box 917, 

“The Bioscope,” 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

7s BIOSCOPE Editor says of Broad- 
bent’s ‘Dynamo and Motor At- 

tendants”’ that:—‘ The operator will find 
information of the greatest value... 
We can recommend it with the fullest con- 
fidence.” Price 1s. 9d. post free, from 
Rentell, 36, Maiden Lane, Strand, London. 

390 

Films for Sale or Hire. 

OR SALE, 300,000 ft. of Second-hand 
FILMS, from }d. to rd. per foot.— 

La Stella Film Company, 65, Market 
Street, Manchester. 387 

THE SEABORNE MACHINE COMPANY 
buy the best condition second-hand 

films, including features, topicals, and 
ordinary, large and small quantities.—Send 
offers and lists, giving dates available, to 
39, Great Windmill Street, London, W.  t.c. 

Speaking Pictures. 

R. ERIC WILLIAMS, the renowned elo 
cutionist, originator of Speaking Pic- 

tures. Now in second year of continuous 
presentation. Rebooked for all theatres 
controlled by London and Provincial Thea 
tres Limited, also for all Manchester 
theatres visited since November. Unique 
feature: The reciter acts in his own film. 
—Address, 84, Wymering Mansions, Elgin 
Avenue, W. Week commencing March 9, 
Central Hall, Wandsworth; March 16, 
Tooting; March 23, Guildford; March 30, 
Catford; April 6, Lee; April 13, Norwood; 
April 20, Stamford Hill; April 27, Croy- 
don; May 4, Hastings; May 11, Watford: 
May 18, Inverness. 

Wanted to Buy. s., THE WALSER LETTER Co., Ltd., 
povcariona ET. GaQO ie NEW YORRPUBEICSEIPRRY ie a 

4 only in good condition, are WANTED. 
List with terms direct to PD- Ckale. 

(@T ue Rarws o Kivarce 
To-days Special Picture. , 

acgvy ov THE Desert f 

Jim's Atonement 4 

Snow ann Ire} | 
La Recugnne 
Pathé fiazette. «| 

The Original Cinema Letter Combination. 

NEATEST and CHEAPEST 

Programme Outfit. 

IMITATED but UNAPPROACHED in 

EFFECT, DURABILITY and PRICE. 

Write or call for particulars— 

CINEMA LETTER Go., 

4, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

Legal, Auctions, Money, Banks, Partnerships, etc., Eightpence per line: 

Sales by Auction. 

By Order of the Associated County Halls 
and Theatres, Limited, and with the 

concurrence of the Mortgagees. 
FOLKESTONE, 

BANKS & SON 
ILL SELL BY AUCTION, at the 
QUEEN'S HOTEL, FOLKESTONE, 

on THURSDAY, the 26th MARCH, 1914, 
at Four o’clock in the afternoon, all that 
well-situated and up-to-date. 

CINEMA. 
known as 

THE QUEEN'S THEATRE, TONTINE 
STREET, FOLKESTONE, 

standing in a commanding position in this 
well-known thoroughfare, and having a 
Frontage of 60 ft. The Property is Free- 
hold, well and substantially brick-built with 
Slate Roof ,containing Theatre clear of all 
Pillars, Office, Two Emergency Exits, 
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Lavatories, 
Operating and Winding Rooms. 
The Sale will include the Goodwill, and 

all the up-to-date and handsome Fittings, 
Furniture, Grand  Pianoforte, Linoleum 
Westinghouse Transformer, Pathé  Pro- 
jector, Film Winders, Electric Light  Fit- 
tings, including Four Exterior Arc Lamps. 
Possession will be given on completion of 
the purchase. The business will be car- 
ried on up to the date of the completion 
of the purchase, and the same will be 
handed over as a going concern. 

Particulars and Conditions of Sale may 
be had of the Auctioneers, 85, Sandgate 
Road, Folkestone; and of Messrs. Rey- 
nolds and Son, 7, Arundel Street, Strand 
London, W.C. 388 

By Order of the Mortgagee and Debenture 
Holders. 

To Film Merchants, Picture Palace Syndi- 
cates, Theatrical Agents, Speculators, 

Financiers, and others. 
“THE ALCAZAR,” 

STAINFS ROAD HOUNSLOW, W., 
Situate midway between two important 
Railway Stations, and on the Direct 
Electric Tramway and Motor Omnibus 

Route. 
MR. WOODS 

ILL SELL BY PUBLIC AUCTION, at 
the Mart, Tekenhouse Yard, Loth- 

bury, E.C., on TUESDAY, March agth, 
1914, at 2 o'clock, the above FREEHOLD, 
magnificently equipped, modern, up-to-date 
structure, representing as fine a_ picture 
palace as can be found in the Country, con- 
structed regardless of cost, and replete 
with sumptuously artistic fittings and fur- 
nishings, all of which will be included in 
the purchase, in perfect order, and to be 
disposed of as a going concern, the pro- 
perty possesses a long frontage, and the 
srounds in the rear occupying an extensive 
area,: value of the whole, on re- 
archidiiattttta’ be reasonably estimated 

Clement’s Inn, Strand, London, ‘\.<., and 
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Engagements Wanted 

Reo OPERATOR, disengaged: 

Selig’s Certificate; any district.—State 

terms to H. Everson, 40, Royal Hill, Green- 

wich, S.E. 390 

M*. MILTON WELLINGOS, disengaged; 

pianist or conductor; can read any- 

thing at sight and extemporise ad Hb.; 

eight months’ experience on the Cin- 

fonium; excellent references._-Box 892, 

“The Blosoope,” 85, Shaftesbury Avenue 
us 

- 
Ww. 

fa oeage died Expert desires engage- 

ment. Thoroughly capable of produc- 

ing money-drawing advertisements, crisp 

synopses, artistic pamphlets, good articles 

and smart throwaways. Understands 

booming films, and has long experience 

in the Trade. Languages and excellent 

business knowledge.—Address, Box 907, 

Tue Broscore, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 
t.c. 

A? MANAGER. Well recommended, 

thorough business man, keen for pub- 

licity, and a capable judge of the patrons’ 

taste; aged 30.—Box 825, THE BioscoreE, 

8s, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. t.c. 

ILM JOINER. Competent young lady 

desires position: experienced in clean- 

ing and joining, with technical knowledge 

of the assembling of long films; highest 

references.—Address, A., 22, Brook Road, 

Walthamstow. 
388 

ANAGERESS desires change. Com- 

petent to take sole control. Highest 

references, experienced and smart. Lon- 

don prferred.—Box 909, C0. THE f£ -oscore, 

8s, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. ads 

ANAGER desires change, thoroughly 

N experienced ; excellent references ; young, 

rehned. First class offers invited for Pictures, 

Vaiiety, Agency, or any responsible and 

lucrative position in the business.- Box 

921, THE Broscope, 85, Shaftesbury Avenue. 

WwW, 
ayo 

PERATOR at. liberty; wiring, motor 

generators, A Robinson, 18, Regent's 

Square, King’s Cross, W.C. 390 

PERATOR- MANAGER, disengaged, 10 

years’ experience, Smart, Energetic, 

Expert Advertiser. Used to fighting oppost- 

tion. Not a talker. but a worker.- Wire, 

Manager, 314, Kingsland Road, N-F. RS 

Oe ASSISTANT, BBS. Dip- 

loma, A.C.D.C. - W.F.B., 80, St. Mary's 

Road, Plaistow, It. 3g 

Gas or ASSISTANT, both cur- 

rents, M.G., any machine. Could 

manage small shop; at liberty. Wire 

Operator, 63, Crofton Road, Camberwell. 
3k 

Fie e a Hsin ee i a ee ee 

PERATOR or ASSISTANT; both cur- 

rents, generator; several machines ; 

experienced. --C., 171, - Woolstone Road, 

Forest Hill, S.E. Ce Sse 

pet PIANISTS WANTED to. use 
“The Bioscope Pianoforte Album,” 

containing striking, original music to fit 
every phase of dramatic movement from 
light comedy to the ultra-sensational.— 
Price 2s. net, Ganes, Ltd., 8s, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W. 

MART MANAGER disengaged. Ten 
vears’ experience; expert acvertiser, 

organiser, etc.: used to sole control. Fear 
no opnosition.- K., §3, Arcot Street, Pcn- 
arth, Cardiff. 388 

FILM SCRAP 
BEST PRICES GIVEN FOR FILM SCRAP IN ANY QUANTITIES. 

Head 
? —~ 4 4 DOVER, LIMIT 

THE. Bioscopg, MARCH IQ, I914. 

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED—Continued. 

RANSLATIONS, film synopses, adver- 
tisements, ete., by expert.—Address, 

Box 905, THE Broscopg, 8s, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W. tic. 

Halls and Sites. 

THE EMPIRE PICTURE HALL, 

WATFORD. 

Messrs. HARRIS & GILLOW, 
Beg to announce that they have dis- 
posed of this property, and therefore, it 
will not be included in their Auction on 
the 3oth inst. 

THE ALCAZAR, FINCHLEY ROAD. 

ESSRS. HARRIS & GILLOW beg to 
announce that this Property was 

SOLD at their Auction on the 12th inst. 

THE PRINCE'S HALL CINEMA, KEW 

BRIDGE. 

MEsks HARRIS & GILLOW beg to 

announce that this Property WAS 

NOT SOLD at their Auction on the rath 

inst., and can now he treated for pri- 

vately, ata VERY LOW FIGURE. 

THE GLOBE CINEMA, HITHER 

GREEN. 

ESSRS. HARRIS & GILLOW beg to 

announce that this Property will 

be Offered for AUCTION on the 30th 

inst. It is Freehold, capacity nearly 

soo, and is fitted and furnished abso- 

lutely REGARDLESS OF EXPENSE. 

Includes Shop (et off) and Garage. 

Further information and orders to view 

the above and other properties in the 

Market of Harris & Gittow, Cinema 

Theatre Agents and Experts, 4514, Ox- 

ford Street. W. 

Messrs. 

WILLIAMS & WILLIAMS 
CINEVATOGRAPH THEATRE AGENTS. 

— AUCTIONEERS, AND VALUERS, — 

151, Regent Street, W. Tel. Gerr. 9938 

For al) available Proper- 
ties to Let or Sold, 
—London & Provinces,— 

= 

Valuations made for Mortgage or 
Debentures. 

CONSULTING EXPERTS to the 

—CINEMATOGRAPH TRADE — 

INEMATOGRAPH Halls.—For composite 
buildings of every description, at 

lowest possible prices, send rough parti- 

culars of size. accommodation required, 
and where to be erected, to Ginger, Lee 

and Co., Practical Builders, Plymouth 
Avenue, Longsight, Manchester. t.c. 

qmcs NORTHAMPTON. 
AV ek) ee se ee ee ee a 

HALLS AND 8SITES.—Oontinued. 

To GINEMATOQRAPH COMPANIES 
AND INVESTORS, 

HAMMERSMITH (close to Broadway). 
FREEHOLD PROPERTY, 

known as 
Prince's Cinematograph Theatre, 
DOWN PLACE, KING STREEFT. 

Modern Premises, built to London County 
Council requirements, theatre accommoda- 
ting 7s30 people, auditorium, fitted orches- 
tra, lounge, band room, operating, genera- 
ting rooms, etc., four-roomed cottage, 
large storage room. Let on lease at £220 
per annum, but estimated to be worth at 
expiration of present lease, £400 per 
annum. 

Solicitor, H. Gornon Powg.u., Fsq, 20, 
Eastcheap, E.C 

ESSRS. GREEN ANT SON will offer 
a above to AUCTION, at the MART, 
E.C., on TUESDAY, March a1st, at Two 
o’clock, unless previously disposed of by 
Private .Treaty. 
Auction Offices: 72, King Street, Ham- 

mersmith, W. 388 

OLD KENT ROAD 

(immediately facing Peckham Park Road 
and adjacent to the canal bridge). 

Seo & SONS will SELL BY AUC- 
TION, at THE MART, Tokenhouse 

Yard, E.C., on THURSDAY, MARCH 26th, 
at 2 o’clock, the KING’S CINEMA 
PALACE, Old Kent Road, comprising large 
hall , 3« ft. by 100 ft. and having seating 
accommodation for 678 persons. The pre- 
mises are well pcre | throughout, and 
will be sold as a going concern. 
Particulars of W. B. Glasier, Esq.. Solici- 

tor, 47, Essex Street, W.C.: and of the Auc- 
tioneers, 8, Moorgate Street, E.C., and 12, 
New Kent Road, S.E. 388 

MUSIC LENDING LIBRARY. 

ies BUY MUSIC.!' We lend the 
- latest Music to suit every film. Terms: 
Piano, 2s. 6d.; Piano and Violin, as. 6d.; 
ee eA ace weekly.—Full  particu- 
ars, Pa Ma Musie Lendi Lib 
o«, Cranbourn Street. W. aaa, 

Picture Palace Printing. 

ANTED known, ROGERS, the prompt 
man, supplies day bills at rock-bot- 

tom prices. ROLL TICKETS 6d. 1,00¢ 
Try our Flints for Bordering, unequalled.— 
Rogers, Picture Palace Printing Works 
Arcade. Bristol. ter 

MOODY BROS., 
THEATRICAL PRINTERS, 

Birmingham. 

Pictorials for FILMS—tThe largest 
stock in the Midlands. Write for I)lus- 
trated Catalogue. 

Tel. Address— Moody's, Birmingham. 
Telephone—Central 1206, 393 

The most Central 
wd Corvenient for 

FILM 
BUYERS 

Rvery comfort and 
moderate Terme. 

Bayley Street, 

BEDFORD 
HEAD HOTEL. 
‘Grams : Sweet- 

william, Londoa. 

"Phones: 
Gerrard 1760, 

Bedferd i 
LONDON. W 

~BOUGHT 
OR SOLD. 

Contpacters to H.M. Goverameént. 
War Gitoe, Ge rerat Post Office. 

a) 
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Entertainers. ‘. Fane ieee A at tte aa la Rd rr 
ATTENDANTS OHN FULLER & SON (New Zealand 

Ensure Reliability and immunity 
from Breakdown 

Theatre), of Wellington, Auckland, 
by consalting CAP Ss and Christeburch, Dunedin, lavercargill. etc. 

Mr Fuller’s Biograp upplies, o ellington. 
e James W. Bar ber London representative: Gordon P, Firmin, 

Pe ac eae tshceatlnendaisat recat IG UNIFORMS. film House, Gerrard Street. W. "Phone: 

A.M.UE.E., ee eee eae 2901 Gerrard. 

Consulting, Electrical, and Cinematograph sabe caitoviis ee ereastite. Ge , Engineer. havea latee-ctock cl new and IDNEY BACON’S PICTURES, LIM.- 
Se 143, Charing Cross Read, Lea- 

re-made uniforms at Moderate dor, 
Pticese Telegrams: ‘‘ Necabdis, London.” Coloured ae with 48 Telephgncs : Gerrard 1456 and 1881. designs, Post Free AR aight and Suaday, Herasey 925. tc 

Schemes prepared and Advice given 

on all Picture Theatre Equipment, 

6, KING EDWARD MANSIONS, 
212, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, 

LONDON, W. 

‘Phone ; Ofty 602s. 

UNIFORM CLOTHING Wanted to Sell. 
and EQUIPMENT CO. | pgeiet oan Player Piano, overstrung up- 

5S, Clerkeuwell Green, Parringden Road, right grand, in perfect condition; com- 
London, E.C, plete with motor; can be played either by 

roll or as a piano; cost £100: price com- 
plete, £45.—Box 330, THe Buroscope, 8s, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W t.c 

THE ILLUSTRAZIONE CINEMATOGRAFICA 
. (OF MILAN) 

Is a Fortnightly Review with numerous illustrations of modern inventions and actualities. 
Manager Proprietor, Alfredo Centofanti. Via F. Cavallotti 14, Milen, Italy. 
Yearly Subscription—15 Francs. Advertising Rates on Application. 

ENGLISH CORRESPONDENCE. 

pee VELVET CHAIRS, 3s. 11d., 
Hellenbrand maker.—113, New North 

Road, London. 395 

ROLL TICKETS ‘ier. 
 forated, D. PER 1,000. Special Quota- 

tions for Large uantities and Con- 
tracts, Sample Roll 6d., post free William- 
son’s Patent Roll Tickets for preventing 
fraud. WILLIAMSON, Ticket Printer. 
Ashtos-under-Lyne. 

BUY YOUR LE CINE—JOURNAL. ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, Preserved 
Paims, Ferns, eto., from the manu- 

The most up-te-date Moving Picture Paper in Paris. ar ars, 
ae CHAS. STEPHAN AND 6O., 

Subscription 9s. 6d. per year. Offices—30, Rue Borgere, SP4, GRe And 238), Goswell. oad 

Edited by G. DUREAU. PARIS. Speciafists in non-inflammable and 
weatherproof Decorations. 

Telegrams: “ Fanpalm, London.” 

Telephone: City 2004. 413 

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA Situations Vacant. 
International Review of the Cinematograph Industry. pier eee ea rine oe i ei: a 

Director : A. A. CAVALLARO the North. Applicants must have had ex- 
perience, Write, giving full particulars and 

GALLERIA NAZIONALE-SCALA D, TuRIN, ITALY. salary required to Manayer, 247, Helmsley 
Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. The Larges: an most influential Trade Paper in Italy. 

ANTI-D at once, competent Operator, 
: with experience of gas engine and dy- 

namo, for a small theatre in country town. 
Two hours a night, and Saturday matinée. 

MOVI No Sundays; gos. weekly.—Apply James W. 
LD Barber, consulting engineer, 212a, Shaftes- 

, . bury Avenue, W.C. 388 
THR LBADI 7 a | 7 P O Bo eae Nia ese TRADE JOURNAL. eee Seaue Youths used to nes 

WS, » ¢ WOrK, age about 20 to 24, for the 
’ a son quare, New York City. Palace Theatre, Luton.—Apply personally 

between 10 and 10.30 any morning, 8, Vale 
SUBSC"IPTION—84 00 PER YEAR. Court, Maida Vale, W. 388 FOREIGN 

ANTED, Plot-maker, films or serial 
stories, dramas, domestic, pathetic, 

HOLLAND B LGIUM gnd COLONIES. etc.; permanent employment to suitable 
person.—Apply by letter, with particulars of 

a DE KINEMATOGRAAF oy saecien cai | ss DE FILM.” work done, to Box 724, Benson’s, Kingsway 

The best edited and most widely circulated Hall, London, W.C. 389 
weekly Jourhal of the Cimemategraph Industry, 

ANTED, Smart Programme Clerk for AMS) ERDAM HOLLAND, W well-known renting house; experience Annual Subscription abroad, 12s. 6d. Adivertisomense are charged at 2 rate of 4d. necessary; permanency for right man.— \engagements wanted 2d.) per line. Applications, giving particulars of previous 
experience and_ salary required, will be 
treated in confidence, Box 919, Tus Bio- 
SCOPE, 85, Shaftsbury Avenue, W. 388 

FERRO eS 

* QUENTIN’S AGENC 
~ for Picture Theatre Employes, 
% Managers, Pianists and other Musicians, @ 
*3 Uperators. Attendants (Male and Female), 
7 Doarmenete,w 4..ted for good salaried posi- ¢ 
PIAS NO registry fees. S-nd full requircment 
Pig CUENTIN'S AGE@EY, RG) Charlotte Street, & 
a Fitzroy Square, W > Phonc No. Gerrard 7377. & 

ng a neh gs PL CIAM COL AMAMAM AMINA MASRAS AS “Se a 

DUTCH EAST and WREST INDIES. 

CINEMA—REVUE., 
PUBLISH KD FORTNIGHTLY BY CHARLES. MBNDEL FILS. 

(U8, KUS D'AGSAB, PARIS, 

epplication. 
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THE FHILOGRAPH FILM BUREAU, LTD., 
me . 3, Macclesfield Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. 

. ogra Lond 
7 

e lograp ondon.’ FILMS FOR HIRE. Phone— Gerrard 6035 

Available. Release. 

Bank Note Forgers (Exc. ) - - -. March 12th. 3,000 — 
Heart of a Heathen (Exc.) - . : March 19th. 1,869 —_ 
The Wreck - - - - - - April 6th. 2,880 March 9th. 
Daniel a a April 2nd. 2,016 March 16th. 
Fight for the Great Black Diamond . March 30th. 3,000 March 23rd. 
[ron Man - - - - Release 1,845 April Ist. 
From out the Flood - - : a -s March 30th. 1,985 Feb. 22nd. 
Confederates in Crime - - : - March 26th. 2,295 March 2nd. 
Napoleon - - - March 23rd. 1,875 — 
Court nirignes: in Reign of Henry VIII. 

Aud a large assortment of Older Features. 

The oaly Selection of BIBLICAL AND SEMI-RELIGIOUS Subjects available for Hire. 

ECONOMY IN PROJECTION. |) Advertising 
—— THE Pays, yes, when you 

* TOTAL-REFLEX SCREEN a te oe 
advertisements. Try 

, GIVES BRIGHTER PICTURES .-. sneer nae 
WITHOUT INCREASE OF CURRENT. columne—the results 

will surprise you. 

F. C. HART, 72, Wigmore Street, London, W. RE 
NOTE NEW ADDRESS. Telephone— Mayfair 2339. 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS. 

African: 1 TUstacnciemsctqnveee eo. JSS ANAY ook wc cecce ope sasenans r2i8,. 1216. New AMajeSticiieui uc a aeawns 1237 
VLD 1OI1. secant oeakaPudcsane nae eee warkat wunctns Ms. UND TUS S. gatsaiseteteseedeneieeaauesaren E208. INGWTOD: vaeeiccicdy Cade ede neniaiahiceus 1328 
Alerta. ExclusiveS..¢ cscs adevigascaas cee: i. Iexclusive Supply............ 1203, 1310 Norris and Henty................0: XXX. 
American Company (London)..1214, Famous Players.................05. 1248 Pathé Freéres.......... 1284, 1285, 1330 

1215 kenning Film................ 1220, 1282 Philo rah: oc irawiutes ee rewceaias 1328 
PINCICTSOU> siventiacseusedongeeiseaee Nike. “OW cic cenat iene aaee ea wsanae es 1327 p ee 
Atom Pa DN acescesstrucadads etdeseene: 1330 Film Preservatives......... PIER. arg: Oe eae ee ates siecle 
Austen Edwards..........cc.cceeeeeees xu. Fyfe, Douglas and Co............. 1300 PICU. oie ee eeeeee teeter ence eee 1204, 1224 
Australasian Films............... xxxli. Gaumont...... 1203, 1234, 1272, 1273 RCMlELS.....-. eee. 1294, 1205 
PACOMN: Ge scsctutn cl nane ee euseruaenuege R325: Cee. sO Cig ds wwicstatrie eae dit ene 1320 INO CES: cdtnsvncdentupnant seanwcierde es 132 

BACT -decn tae hhis one tia neu nao aea tee: Vin Harper oo. ccce cece eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee Ne ROVAL eee ett tect cetee ees 1260 
Tr Gr tare eceate ees aan 1327, Harris and Gillow................... ab SOUR wcnstsecestankeewaas 1209, I210, 1211 

Beck and Windibank..................X. Hlepworth.............-. 1288. APSO. 1200s. DOULA. 6 os0 scat cieereeeernes oicealnd wna Vill. 
Bedford Head Hotel............... 1320 Mars rc taas cadedcincea tars 1246, 1247 Sloan Electrical Company........ 1316 
British Oil Company................6. Mic CL) Mea rtcne Pacer eieecrtaeeneadaweas P92 h Stator: wsiedesscaviacwseacisblne bases XXXVI. 

British Surbrite..............-...5. RNKW ie Ve oi eee dene ee eameditantseuead 1260: SUPTUM Cs. cacesucrsa.Gsceme 1318, 1ZEO 

British. VaCuumnik:sesigccsuviinesdss 1262. Jukes, Coulson, Stokes............ 1325 Trans-Atlantic Film Company... 
Brock lisSesteciotccwadessecaees xxii. xxi. Jury: Imperial cease dsssgateceeaee 1203 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304 
DUCHEY foc tealene, Salesngee ick enimdes F200. INCATULOM sotandinethoscuca hy cotelaakecaiperss vi. Uniform Clothing............0: 1327 
(a i@Ts. <iccisneaten aiewesn Sele KNXVi. KesSnOr ......cccsececeeeeceseeeeeeeeee XXX, Vitagraph...... 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241 
COOpCTAtIVGs: isc eeie eee tee 1203, 1326. Kinemacolor -.ccccdevivsatcceestvaweek lec 1242, 1243, 1244, 1245 

COSMOPOlian. a2. .54nuetawane noi XV. Kineto.........ccceeeeeeeeeeeeegedv., Xvi Walker Exclusives...........:.:5006 1276 
CHOSE: eerctrciec tins cu eect sioeenccs C27. LOCA ono verin eee ee laureate nek ico: Walttirdaw «ccatiacissanncrios onwitnes 1258 
CrOsslOV <oracctseeoeeeiews ances. 1232) London Film Company............ 13TA) AVATWICK sidaugs tts eupetseventaenadin 1224 
CERIO. nedesctesieaucninsdadoeues nee PGBs. LAO Maiptanaisecechandtigateanntne eros ¥xxvi.. Western Tmiportiac.ccscetisteces. XXV1. 

Davison ........cecseeeeeeeeess XXX, 1320 Magnet... XVili., xix., xx., xxi. Whiting and Bosisto................6. V1. 
[Daa cricinaaerkedtectadtantonasestmoatte W200: MAG FF tlttacscorncsstetincs sea seeetane 122 MURS: -tesiee ds caitabiesauadnesaeaiucs 1330 
Fela asset KV1:5 MVileg T2608 AIOMCHON -schickinysciwenceanee verte: 1274 Wilhams and Williams............ 13206 
Fidison......... 1226, 1227,, > 8. 12290 Plotograph...1253, 1254, 1255, 12560 Wilktamsom,..... ce ceeeee eect tere es 1327 
Ernemann jiaitized- b a ea ( he SA lO Saciactisscabeuesees xxiv,, xxy. Walson, Rae and _Pixton............ 1262 

~ 
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. GINEMATOGRAPH THE MOTION 

COMPANY PICTURE 
CONQUEST. 

THE Broscore, Marcu 19, IQ14. 

BRITISH FILM 

THAT IS MAKING 

HISTORY. 

CAMERA. 

FEATURING ABSOLUTELY | 

Well-known scenes of O r British in. evaby teapeeeea in every respect. 
ear with startling A clean wholesome drama. 

LONDON 
EIGHT GREAT 

POSTERS. 

Wire CO-OPERATIVE CINEMATOGRAPH © Phone 
Lanterning, Co., Ltd., Central 9251 
London. 31, LITCHFIELD STREET, LONDON. W.C. Gerrard 189 

(50 6 Qie 
; Oo 
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Registered at the G.P.O. as a Newspaper, and for Pestage to Canada at Magazine Rate. Copyright. 

No. 388. Vol. xxii. MARCH 109, 1614. PRICE TWOPENCE. 5 

Bright, Interesting, 

Informative, aad 

Never Stale. 

THE ARTOGRAPH CO. 
Specialists. %, New Compton Street, 
FILM DBealers. Charing Cross Read, 

Experters. London, W.C. 
834, City (Office) Telegrams: “ Filmegraph, 

Telephones | fee, » anager A Seeretary) Westeent, Lenden. 
\572, Central (Hire Dept.) A.B.C. Code 5th Edition, 

Send fer eur new complete catalegue. Over 2,000,660 ft. 

ef film listed, absolutely in steck. May be seen on ihe 

sereen at any time, Prices from jd. per foot upward. 

All films examined and repaired before dispatch. 

ALL THE NEWE 

Every Week. 

Established 1897. 

OUR SEATS are in use 

all over the World. 
Send fer List of Theatres and Illustrated Catalegue. 

Copyright Desigas. 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS. 
PAINTING & DECORATIONS. 
CARPETS & CURTAINS. 
FIBROUS PLASTER. 
FIRE CURTAINS. 
SCENERY. 

FRED WILKINS & BROTHER, LTD., 
MAKERS AND EXPORTERS, Teigrene_ -G an 

ate HEAD OFFICE, WORKS, ANB SHOWROOMS— = FONnNe, LouDO 29 " 

Motegraph House, 27-35, Duke Sureet, ~PROORERS, PASE 
Upper St. Martite!« done, WC. . = _,, Phenes— 

aiaian, Rue de 2A AP. LIVERPOOL. SO og ee ae 
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